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Appendix I

Glossary of Terms

Add-ons: The term used in the 1988 Basle capital accord that denotes the amounts added

to the credit equivalent value of derivative contracts to reflect potential credit exposures

arising from future price or volatility changes. Add-ons are calculated on the basis of

notional principal values, and vary according to the nature of the derivative instrument

and its maturity.

Agencies: For the purpose of this document, refers to the four principal financial

institution regulatory agencies, the FDIC, OCC, FRB and OTS.

Aggregation Risk: This refers to linkages between products or markets which are

created or heightened by derivatives. (Also called Intereconnection Risk)

Arbitrage: Trading strategies designed to profit from price differences for the same or

similar goods in different markets. Historically the term implied little or no risk in the

trade, but more recently it has come to suggest some risk of loss or uncertainty about

total profits.

Backroom Operations: Segregated supporting or control functions.

Bid/OfTer Spread: The difference between the buying and selling price of an instrument.

Bilateral Netting : A proposed method for determining credit risk exposure positions

which permits the offsetting of positions or payment obligations between two parties

whereby a large number of individual positions or payment obligations are reduced to one

single position or payment obligation, such that in the event of a counterparty's failure

to perform due to default, bankruptcy or liquidation, the other counterparty would have

a claim or payment obligation to receive or pay only the net value of the sum of

unrealized gains and losses on all transactions.

BIS : Bank for International Settlements.

Caps: An option-like contract for which the buyer pays a fee, or premium, to obtain

protection against a rise in a particular interest rate above a certain level. For example,

an interest rate cap may cover a specified principal amount of a loan over a designated

time period such as a calendar quarter. If the covered interest rate rises above the rate

ceiling, the seller of the rate cap pays the purchaser an amount of money equal to the

average rate differential times the principal amount times one quarter.



Clearing System (or Clearing House Arrangement): A mechanism for calculation of

mutual positions within a group of participants with a view to facilitating the settlement

of their mutual obligations on a net basis.

Collar: The simultaneous purchase of a cap and the sale of a floor with the aim of

maintaining interest rates within a defined range. The premium income from the sale of

the floor reduces or offsets the cost of buying the cap.

Collateralized Mortgage Securities: Mortgage-backed bonds or obligations secured by
the cash flow of a pool of mortgages.

Commodity Options: A contract providing the purchaser the right, but not the obligation,

to buy or sell a given quantity of a commodity at a strike price, on or before a given

date.

Commodity Swaps: A transaction that allows an investor to exchange payment streams

which are based on commodity prices. Commodity swaps involve swaps of payment
streams only and are usually settled in cash. However, physical delivery may also occur.

Commodity swaps enable producers and consumers to hedge commodity price risk.

Usually, the consumer pays fixed, the producer floating.

Counterparty : One of the two entities engaged in a derivative transaction. Both the

buyer and the seller are counterparties to each other.

Covered Option: An option position hedged with a position in the cash instrument.

Credit Equivalent Value: Amount representing the credit risk exposure in off-balance

sheet transactions. In the case of derivatives, credit equivalent value represents the

potential cost at current market prices of replacing the contract's cash flows in the case

of default by the counterparty.

Credit Risk: The risk that a counterparty to a transaction will fail to perform according

to the terms and conditions of the contract, thus causing the holder of the claim to suffer

a loss.

Cross-Currency Interest Rate Swaps: A transaction involving the exchange of streams

of interest rate payments (but not necessarily principal payments) in different currencies

and often on different interest bases (e.g., fixed Deutsche Mark against floating dollar,

but also fixed Deutsche Mark against fixed dollar).

u



Cross-Currency Settlement Risk (or Herstatt Risk): Risk relating to the settlement of

foreign exchange contracts that arises when one of the counterparties to a contract pays
out one currency prior to receiving payment of the other. Herstatt risk arises because the

hours of operation of domestic interbank fund transfer systems often do not overlap due

to time zone differences. In the interval between final settlement of each leg,

counterparties are exposed to credit risk and market risk.

Cross Product Agreements: Master agreements between counterparties covering more

than one type of derivative instrument.

Currency Swaps: A transaction involving the exchange of cash flows and principal in

one currency for those in another with an agreement to reverse the principal swap at a

future date.

Current Exposure Method: Term used in the Basle capital accord to denote a method

of assessing credit risk in off-balance sheet transactions, consisting of adding the

marked-to-market replacement cost of all contracts with positive value and an add-on

amount for potential credit exposure arising from future price or volatility changes.

Dealers: Enter into transactions with customers and other market participants, seeking

to profit by maintaining a generally balanced portfolio from which they expect to earn a

bid/offer spread.

Deferral Accounting: The postponement of hedge instrument gains or losses to coincide

with the maturities or repricing dates of the underlying asset or liability.

Division of Supervision (DOS) - Division of the FDIC responsible for examination and

supervision of open banks.
'

Discount Swaps: Also called off-market swaps, in which the fixed payments are below

market rates. At the end of the swap, the shortfall is made up by one large payment. The

credit risk taken on by the fixed rate recipient (usually the bank) increases with the

discount applied to interest rates.

Division of Supervision: Division of the FDIC responsible for examination and

supervision of open banks.

DOS Regions: Located in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Memphis,
New York and San Francisco.

Ill
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Duration: A calculation measuring the price sensitivity pf a financial instrument to

changes in interest rates. Expressed as a measurement of time, duration measures the

weighted average time to maturity of all cash flows from a financial instrument.

Embedded Options: An option (either tied to an interest rate index, to an equity price

or an equity index) embedded in a debt instrument that affects the instrument's

redemption. Examples include callable bonds and mortgage backed securities.

End-User (swap market): In contrast to a swap-trading institution, a counterparty which

engages in a swap to change its interest rate or currency exposure. End-users may be

nonfinancisd corporations, financial institutions or governments.

Equity Options: Encompass a class of options giving the purchaser the right, but not

the obligation, to buy or sell an individual share, a basket of shares, or an equity index

at a predetermined price, on or before a fixed date.

Ek|uity Securities: Principally stock or other traded ownership interests.

Equity Swaps: A transaction that allows an investor to exchange the rate of return (or

a component there of) on an equity investment (an individual share, a basket or index)

for the rate of return on another non-equity or equity investment.

Examination and Supervisory Guidance: The universe of regulations, statements of

policy, operating bulletins, and examination and procedural manuals.

Exchange Traded: Instruments with standardized contract terms traded in an established

clearinghouse environment.

Exercise Price (also Strike Price): The fixed price at which an option holder has the

right to buy, in the case of a call option, or to sell, in the case of a put option, the

financial instrument covered by the option.

FDICIA: The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991

FIRREA: Financial Institutions Reform Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989.

Floor: A contract whereby the seller agrees to pay to the purchaser, in return for the

payment of a premium, the difference between current interest rates and an agreed (strike)

rate times the notional amount should interest rates fall below the agreed rate. A floor

contract is effectively a string of interest rate guarantees.

IV



Foreign Exchange Contracts: Agreement between two parties to exchange one currency

for another at an agreed upon exchange rate.

Forward Rate Agreement (FRA): A contract in which two counterparties agree on the

interest rate to be paid on a notional deposit of specified maturity at a specific future

time. Normally, no principal exchanges are involved, and the difference between the

contracted rate and the prevailing rate is settled in cash.

Funding: The obtaining of capital, debt and defKJsits.

Futures Contract: An exchange-traded contract generally calling for delivery of a

specified amount of a particular grade of commodity or financial instrument at a fixed

date in the future. Contracts are highly standardized and traders need only agree on the

price and number of contracts traded. Traders' positions are maintained at the exchange's

clearinghouse, which becomes a counterparty to each trader once the trade has been

cleared at the end of each day's trading session. Members' positions are marked-to-

market daily at the clearinghouse and members must post margin. Most trades are

unwound before delivery. The interposition of the clearinghouse facilitates the unwinding
since a trader need not find his original counterparty but may arrange an offsetting

position with any trader on the exchange.

GAAP: Generally Accepted Accounting Principles.

Global Market: Generally the largest industrialized nations.

Group of Thirty: Blue ribbon international panel of industry, legal, and academic

representatives, supported by the major institutional participants in the global financial

markets.

Hedge Funds: Speculative funds managing investments for private investors (in the US,

such funds are unregulated if the number of investors does not exceed one hundred).

Hedging: A financial technique used to offset investment risk such as risk of loss from

price fluctuations in the market.

Historical Loss Rates: Determined from data accumulated over a given time frame.

Index: A numerical figure or statistical measure adjusted periodically to reflect changes

in the quantity of goods produced, prices paid or loan interest rates, by comparing current

activity to a base year or other specified time frame.
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Insured Financial Institutions: For th* purposes of this document, commercial banks,

savings banks, savings and loam, and certain trust companies, thrift companies and

industrial loan companies.

Interest Rate Contracts: For purposes of this document, include interest rate swaps,

caps, options, floors, futures, forwards and forward rate agreements.

Interest Rate Risk (IRR): TTie adverse net worth or earnings impact on individual

positions, portfolios or institutions resulting from changes in the market interest rate

environment.

Interest Rate Swap: A transaction in which two counterparties exchange interest

payment streams of differing character based on an underlying notional principal amount.

The three main types are coupon swaps (fixed rale to floating rate in the same currency),
basis swaps (one floating rate index to another floating rate index in the same currency),
and cross-currency interest rate swaps (fixed rate in one currency to floating rate in

another currency).

Intermediary (s^vap market): A counterparty who enters into a swap in order to earn

fees or trading profits. Most intermediaries, or swap dealers, are major U.S.

money-center banks, major U.S. and U.K. investment and merchant banks, and major

Japanese securities companies.

Intraday Credit (or Daylight Credit): Credit extended for a period less than one

business day: in a credit transfer system with end-of-d-ay final settlement, daylight credit

is tacitly extended by the receiving institution if it accepts and acts on a payment order

even though it will not receive final funds until the end of the business day.

ISDA: International Swap and Derivatives Association.

Leverage: The debt to equity position of a company.

Liquidity: Characteristic of a security or commodity with enough units outstanding to

allow large transactions without a substantial decrease in price.

Margin: Funds or collateral posted as a good-faith performance guarantee. Futures and

options exchanges often require traders to fXDSt initial margin when they enter into new

contracts. Margin accounts are debited or credited to reflect changes in the current

market prices on the positions held. Members must replenish the margin account if

margin falls below a minimum. In similar fashion, customers must post margin on

positions held for them at the exchange clearinghouse by member firms.

vi
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Market Liquiditj-: Measured by participants as the extent to which their own actions

(transactions) change the market price of an asset. A market is said to be liquid if the

immediate reversal of a transaction does not involve losses (other than fixed transaction

costs).

Market Liquidity Risk: The uncertainty associated with the market liquidity of a

financial asset. Often considered as the risk that a (negotiable or assignable) financial

instrument cannot be sold quickly and at a price close to its fundamental \alue.

Market risk: The risk of a change in the price of an asset resulting in a financial loss

to the holder when the asset is sold. Price, interest rate, volatility, basis, and currency
risks are commonly referred to as market risks.

Marking-to-Market: The process of recalculating the exposure in a trading position or

a portfolio (of securities, equities or derivatives) on the basis of current market prices.

For capital adequacy purposes, the Current Exposure, or Replacement Cost, is the Mark
to Market value.

Master Agreement: .An agreement that incorporates the entire range of derivative

(usually swap) transactions between dao counterparties into one legal agreement.

Money Center Banks: Large, multinational US banks historically headquartered in New
York, Chicago and San Francisco.

Multilateral Netting: Netting arrangements involving more then two counterparties.

Netting (or Netting Schemes): An agreed offsetting of positions or obligations by

trading partners or participants in a system. The netting reduces a larger number of

individual positions or obligations to a smaller number of positions. Netting may take

several forms which have varying degrees of legal enforceability in the event of default

of one of the parties.

Notional Value (or Notional Principal): The underlying face amount on which some

index, price movement, interest rate or multiple, acts in order to determine the actual

cash flows to be paid or received. Notional principal amounts calibrate the volume of

future cash flows but do not represent the actual amount transferred.

Novation: The satisfaction and discharge of existing contractual obligations by the

substitution of new contractual obligations (whose effect, for example, is to replace gross

with net payment obligations.)

vu
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OfT-Balance Sheet Activities: Banks' business that does not generally involve the

recording of assets or liabilities. Examples include trading in swaps, options, futures, and

foreign exchange forwards, and the granting of stand-by commitments and letters of

credit.

Option: The contractual right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell a specified amount

of a given financial instrument at a fixed price before or at a designated future date. A
call option confers on the holder the right to buy the financial instrument. A put option

involves the right to sell the financial instrument.

Original Exposure Method: A term used in the Basle capital accord to denote a method

for assessing the credit risk in a derivatives portfolio, consisting of applying a standard

set of conversion factors to the notional principal amounts of each instrument according

to the nature of the instrument and its maturity.

OTC Market (Over-the-Counter Market): Trading in financial instruments transacted

off organized exchanges. Generally the parties must negotiate all details of the

transactions, or agree to certain simplifying market conventions. In most cases, OTC
market transactions are negotiated over the telephone. OTC trading includes transactions

among market-makers and between market-makers and their customers. Firms mutually

determine their trading partners on a bilateral basis.

Peer Group: Institutions with similar size and other characteristics, within parameters

established by the Agencies.

Premiuni: The price paid for an option by an option holder to an option writer.

Primary Federal Regulator: For Nationally chartered banks the Office of the

Comptroller of the Currency; for State Member Banks the Federal Reserve; for State

Nonmember Banks the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and for Savings and Loans

the Office of Thrift Supervision.

Qualified Financial Contract: Specifically defined in FIRREA to include any "securities

contract, commodity contract, forward contract, swap agreement, and any similar

agreement ..."

Reference Rate: The interest rate used as an index for pricing or determining cash flow

of a derivative product.

Risk Management: In the context of this document, altering the impact of market risks

on the balance sheet or its components.

viii
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Risk Based Capital: Defined in Part 325 of the FDIC Rules and Regulations to reflect

different capitalization requirements for different balance sheet assets and off balance

sheet instruments.

Safety and Soundness Examination: Conducted by DOS to determined the financial

capacity of insured institutions.

Settlement Risk; Between two counterparties, the risk that a counterparty to whom a

firm has made a delivery of assets or money defaults before the amounts due or assets

have been received; or the risk that technical difficulties interrupt delivery or settlement

even if the counterparties are able to jjerform. In the latter case, payment is likely to be

delayed but recoverable. Setdement risk exposes no-fault parties to credit, cash liquidity

and market risk.

Stop-Loss Order: A mechanism by which a dealer (or end user) leaves instructions with

a counterparty to buy or sell a particular instrument (currency, future, option, etc.) when

its price reaches a certain level. The level of an index (Dow Jones Industrial Average,

S&P 5(X), CRB, etc.), or the price of a different but related instrument can also be used

as the trigger mechanism for the order.

Swap: A financial transaction in which two counterparties agree to exchange streams. of

payments over time according to a predetermined rule. A swap is normally used to

transform the market exposure associated with a loan or bond borrowing from one

interest rate base (fixed term or floating rate) or currency of denomination to another.

Swaptions: An option to enter (or cancel) a swap.

Systemic risk: The risk that a disruption (at a firm, in a market segment, to a settlement

system etc.) causes widespread difficulties at other firms, in other market segments or in

the financial system as a whole.

Tier 1 Capital: Defined in Part 325 of the FDIC Rules and Regulations essentially as

common and preferred stock less most intangible assets and identified losses.

Trading: The purchasing or selling of instruments in attempts to take advantage of

incremental price movements.

IX
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Two Way Payments: Provision under a master agreement establishing the continuation

of contractually obligated payments following a bankruptcy or other default event.

Limited two way payments allows for the possible interruption of contractual cash flows

due to certain default events (such as FDIC receivership), while full or unlimited two way

payments require the continuation of such cash flows irrespective of the nature of the

event.

Underlying: The designated financial instruments which must be delivered in completion

of an option contract or a futures contract. For example, the underlying may be

fixed-income securities, foreign exchange, equities, or futures contracts (in the case of

an option on a futures contract).

Unmatched Position: Acceptance of the market risk of a contract without entering into

an opposite or offsetting contract to allow benefit from the same market risk or risks.

US Banks: Banks whose headquarters are domiciled in the states or possessions of the

United States.

Value Calculation Models: Used to calculate the present value of future cash flows

using forward yield curves and probability expectations.

Variation Margin: The gain or loss on open positions, calculated by marking to market

at the end of each trading day. Such gain or loss is credited or debited by the

clearinghouse to each clearing member's account and by members to their customer's

accounts.

Volatility: A measure of the variability of the price of an asset, usually defined as the

annualized standard deviation of the natural log of asset prices.
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Sample Off-site Monitoring
Report

Appendix II
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Office of Capital Markets

Summary ofFinancial Institution

Mortgage and Off-Balance Sheet

Securities Activities

Trend of Holdings

Quarter Ending March 31, 1993 to Quarter Ending June 30, 1993.

The following report analyzes several key trends pertaining to holdings of off-balance

sheet contracts, mortgage pass-through securities, and CMOs/REMICs in FDIC-insured

institutions at the end of the first calendar quarter of 1993 when compared to the end of

the second calendar quarter of 1993. Preliminary Call Report data has been utilized.

The data provided in the off-balance sheet activity report contains all institutions with

reported activity in interest rate and foreign exchange contracts. Interest rate contracts

include: interest rate swaps, interest rate futures and forward contracts, and interest rate

option contracts. Foreign exchange contracts include: foreign exchange swaps, foreign

exchange futures and forward contracts, and foreign exchange option contracts.

Financial institutions with substantial volumes of mortgage securities, as defined below,

are included in the mortgage securities monitoring report. The criteria used to include

an institution for this report are one or more of the following conditions:

• Total mortgage securities as a percentage of total assets must

be greater than or equal to 40% or;

• Total mortgage pass-through securities as a percentage of total

assets must be greater than or equal to 30% or;

• Total CMO tranches as a percentage of total assets must be

greater than or equal to 15%.
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National Overview

Interest Rate Contracts: : i. ,

The number of FDIC insured institutions holding interest rate contracts decreased 2.4 %
in the second quarter of 1993 to 980. The New York Region showed the largest decrease

in the number of institutions reporting interest rate contracts, dropping to 213 from 229
at the end of the quarter. The total dollar volume of interest rate contracts for FDIC
insured institutions increased to $ 6.4 trillion from $5.5 trillion in the first quarter, a gain
of 16.4 %. Option contracts showed the biggest increase in dollar volume, climbing
33 %, from $ 1.2 trillion to $ 1.6 trillion.

The majority of activity in interest rate contracts continues to be held by national and

state member institutions in the New York region, which hold 78 % of the dollar volume
of all outstanding contracts. State non-member and savings banks reported a total of

$ 135.5 billion in outstanding contracts, an increase of 26 % over the first quarter. The
bulk of the activity in these banks is in interest rate swaps and options contracts.

Foreign Exchange Rate Contracts:

The total holdings of foreign exchange (FX) rate contracts held by FDIC insured

institutions increased 7 % in the most recent quarter to $ 4.5 trillion. Banks in the New
York region accounted for 81 % of the total volume. The overwhelming majority of the

dollar volumes reported for FX contracts was in futures and forwards contracts, which

made up 81 % of the total volume. National and state member banks accounted for $ 4.4

trillion, or 98 %, of the total dollar volume. State non-member bank FX holdings were

up slightly over the first quarter, to $ 66.1 billion. There was no FX contract activity

reported by savings and loans, savings banks, or mutual-insured institutions.

Mortgage Securities:

The number of FDIC insured institutions with substantial holdings of mortgage securities

fell by 3% in the second quarter of 1993 to 1,120. Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, and

Memphis experienced a reduction in the number of institutions reporting substantial

mortgage securities holdings, while Atlanta, Boston, and New York saw an increase in

the number of institutions. There was no change in the number of institutions that

qualified for the report in the San Francisco region. While the number of institutions

declined nationwide, the dollar volume of mortgage securities holdings grew by 3% to

$164.2 billion. New York experienced the largest growth in terms of dollar volume with

a $4.2 billion increase in mortgage securities holdings. Dollar volume also jumped in

San Francisco, growing $3.5 billion to $10.4 billion. As larger institutions replaced
smaller institutions on the report, the dollar volume climbed while the total number of

institutions declined. State non-member banks remained the largest group with 39% of

the total number of institutions, followed by national banks with 28%, savings and loans

with 13%, and savings banks with 11%. National banks remained the largest group in
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terms of dollar volume with 32% of the total, followed by savings banks with 25%, state

non-member banks with 13%, and savings and loans with 13%. Of all institutions with

substantial holdings of mortgage securities, 64% reprorted more than 15% of total assets

in CMOs at the end of the second quarter of 1993.

ATLANTA

Interest Rate Contracts:

The number of banks reporting interest rate contract activity in the Atlanta region was

stable during the most recent quarter, but the total dollar amount outstanding grew by
18 % to $ 134 billion. State non-member banks and savings banks holdings shrank by
5.5 %, with the majority of the decrease seen in savings banks, whose holdings dropped

from $ 1.6 billion to $ 1.4 billion.

Foreign Exchange Rate Contracts:

The number of banks reporting foreign exchange rate contracts grew by 4 to 16 in the

Atlanta region, and the total dollar outstandings grew by 52 % to $ 12 billion. Most of

this growth is a result of an increase in holdings of futures and forward contracts by

national banks, which grew ft-om $ 7 billion to S 1 1 billion at the end of the quarter.

State non-member banks reported $ 13 million in outstanding futures and forward

contracts, up from $ 7 million in March 1993.

Mortgage Securities:

Steady growth continued during the second quarter in the Atlanta region in the number

of institutions with substantial holdings of mortgage securities. Following a 7%
increase in the first quarter, the number of institutions reporting substantial mortgage

securities holdings climbed 8% in the second quarter to 1 12. The addition of 2 national

banks and 3 savings and loans accounted for the majority of the quarterly increase.

State non-member banks remained the largest group with 47, or 42%, of the 1 12 total

institutions. In terms of dollar volume, state non-member banks remained in fourth

position with 11% of the total, behind state member banks with 19%, national banks

with 27% and savings banks with 31%. Of the 112 institutions, 73% held more than

15% of total assets in CMOs, which is an increase from 72% as of the first quarter.
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BOSTON

Interest Rate Contracts:

The number of banks reporting holdings of interest rate contracts increased marginally
from 55 to 56 in the second quarter. Total dollar outstandings were reported at S 67

billion, up from $ 55 billion since March. National banks make up the bulk of the

activity in the Boston region, with 93 % of the total dollar outstandings. State non-

member banks doubled their outstandings in interest rate swaps to $ 1.3 billion from

$ 653 million. State member institutions saw a huge decrease in futures and forward

contracts, down to $ 28 million from $ 482 million in the first quarter.

Foreign Exchange Rate Contracts:

Total foreign exchange dollar amounts outstanding increased 3.5 % in the second

quarter, to a total of $ 68 billion, with the biggest gains seen in futures and forwards

in national and state non-member banks. National banks increased their outstandings
from $ 33 billion to $34 billion, while state non-member bank activity grew from $ 5.4

billion to $ 7 billion. National banks saw a decline in the total dollar amount of option

contracts, down to $ 2.4 billion from $3.1 billion. There was no change in the number
of banks reporting FX activity.

Mortgage Securities:

State non-member banks accounted for the majority of the second quarter increase in

the Boston region, as the number of institutions with substantial holdings of mortgage
securities increased to 25 from 19. The number of state non-member banks reporting
substantial mortgage securities holdings doubled in the second quarter, growing from
4 to 8. Mutual insureds continued to represent the region's largest group in terms of

both the number of institutions and total dollar volume. As a group, mutual insureds

comprised 12 of the 25 institutions and 65% of the total dollar volume of mortgage
securities holdings. State non-member banks were the second largest group with 32%
of the total number of institutions and 17% of the total dollar volume. Of the 25

institutions with substantial holdings of mortgage securities, 60% held more than 15%
of total assets in CMOs.
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CHICAGO

Interest Rate Contracts:

There was a decrease in the number of banks reporting holdings in interest rate

contracts from the Chicago region, from 258 to 242. However, dollar outstandings

increased 6.2 %, with most of the gains seen in interest rate swaps holdings of national

banks, which increased from $ 192 billion to $ 216 billion. Savings and loans reported

lower totals in all three interest rate contract categories, and with the exception of state

member banks, all categories of institutions reported lower dollar values for option

holdings, which in total fell 2.6 % to $ 99 billion.

Foreign Exchange Rate Contracts:

Total dollar amounts of foreign exchange contracts in the Chicago region increased only

slightly, to $ 305 billion from $ 303 billion. While both the state non-member and

member banks saw their total dollar volumes drop (26 % and 4 %, respectively),

national bank dollar volume rose by 1.5 % to $ 270 billion. National banks hold the

majority of FX contract volume, accounting for 89 % of the regions total.

Mortgage Securities:

The number of institutions in the Chicago region with substantial holdings of mortgage
securities declined by 4% in the second quarter of 1993 and dropped to its lowest level

since the third quarter of 1992. A reduction in the number of state non-member banks

and savings banks reporting substantial mortgage securities holdings accounted for

virtually all of the quarterly change. State non-member banks remained the largest

group with 41% of the total number of institutions, followed by national banks with

20%, and savings and loans with 19%. Savings and loans surpassed savings banks in

the second quarter as the largest group in terms of dollar volume. Savings and loans

comprised 38% of the dollar volume, while national banks and savings banks both held

24%. State non-member banks remained in fourth position with 1 1 % of the total dollar

volume. Of the 206 institutions, 66% held more than 15% of total assets in CMOs.
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DALLAS

Interest Rate Contracts:

Total dollar outstandings of interest rate contracts increased by 6.7 % in the Dallas

region in the second quarter to $ 32 billion. The largest dollar gain was seen in interest

rate swaps among national banks, which increased their holdings by $ 3 billion. The

largest percentage gain was in interest rate swaps in savings banks, which increased by
89 % to $ 1.7 billion. National banks decreased their holdings of futures and forwards

and options, which were down a combined 20 % during the quarter.

Foreign Exchange Rate Contracts:

In foreign exchange activity, FDIC insured institutions in Dallas reported an overall

increase in total dollars outstanding at quarter end, to $ 3.8 billion from S 3.2 billion.

National bank holdings of futures and forwards contracts, which make up 82 % of all

FX activity in the region, accounted for almost all of the gains.

Mortgage Securities:

The number of institutions in the Dallas region with substantial holdings of mortgage
securities dropped by 16 to 303 in the second quarter. Much of the decline was

attributable to a reduction in the number of state non-member banks and national banks

reporting substantial mortgage securities holdings. The two largest groups, national

banks and state non-member banks, represented 45% and 42%, respectively, of the total

number of institutions. Savings banks remained the largest group in terms of dollar

volume with 40% of the total, followed by national banks with 27%, state non-member

banks with 17%, and savings and loans with 16%. Of the 303 institutions, 64% held

more than 15% of total assets in CMOs. As a percentage of total assets, holdings of

total mortgage securities (45%), total pass-throughs (26%), and total CMOs (18%)
remained constant in the second quarter for institutions in the Dallas region.
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KANSAS CITY

Interest Rate Contracts:

The number of banks reporting interest rate contracts in the Kansas City region

decreased by 4 to 86, and the total dollar outstandings fell as well, by nearly 7 %, to

$ 34 billion. The largest decrease was seen in holdings of option contracts, which fell

by $ 2.6 billion to $12.7 billion, a decrease of 17 %. Also decreasing were holdings

of futures and forward contracts, which fell to $ 9.1 billion from $ 10.6 billion.

National banks led the trend in declining outstandings of option contracts, dropping to

$ 8.5 billion firom $ 11.6 billion.

Foreign Exchange Rate Contracts:

Outstandings of foreign exchange contracts, by contrast, increased in the Kansas City

region in the most recent quarter, by 13 % to $ 4.3 billion. The increase was largely

seen in futures and forward contracts held by national banks, which hold 97 % of all

FX ouUtandings in the region. National bank futures and forward contracts rose to

$ 3.9 billion from $ 3.5 billion. Exchange rate contracts also increased in national

banks to $ 127 million from $ in the second quarter.

Mortgage Securities:

The number of institutions with substantial holdings of mortgage securities in the

Kansas City region decreased in the second quarter of 1993, consistent with the pattern

established by four of the previous five quarters. The number of institutions fell by 8 %
in the second quarter to 163. The decline in the number of institutions was evenly

distributed across categories. State non-member banks remained the largest group with

50% of the number of institutions, followed by national banks with 20% and savings

and loans with 14%. Savings banks led all categories in terms of dollar volume with

37%, followed by national banks with 32%, state non-member banks with 16%, and

savings and loans with 12%. Approximately 67% of the institutions with substantial

holdings of mortgage securities reported more than 15% of total assets in CMOs.
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MEMPmS

Interest Rate Contracts:

Seven additional banks reported interest rate contract activity in the Memphis region in

the second quarter, bringing the total up to 58. Dollar outstandings increased by $ 1.2

billion to $ 9.2 billion. Total interest rate swap activity nearly doubled, to $ 4.7 billion

from $ 2.7 billion. Futures and forward contracts, however, declined 21 %, to $ 3.1

billion. As in most regions, national banks make up the majority of interest rate

contract outstandings,with 82 % of the total regional volume. Holdings of interest rate

swaps in national banks and state non-member banks increased in the second quarter,

to$ 3.6 billion (from $ 1.6 billion) and $ 136 million (from $ 56 million), respectively.

Foreign Exchange Rate Contracts:

The number of banks reporting FX contracts declined to 1 from 4 in the region during

the second quarter, and total dollar outstandings fell as well, from $ 41 million to $ 10

million. Holdings at national banks declined from $35 million to $ 10 million, and

holdings at state member banks also declined, from $ 6 million to $ 0.

Mortgage Securities: i ') -
•• ; ,

The number of institutions in the Memphis region with substantial volumes of mortgage
securities fell 12% to 109 in the second quarter. A sharp decline in the number of state

non-member banks reporting substantia] holdings of mortgage securities, from 67 to 50,

accounted for the majority of the quarterly change. Despite this decline, state non-

member banks remained the largest group with 46% of the number of institutions,

followed by national banks with 28%, savings and loans with 12% and savings banks

with 11%. While the region's total dollar volume of mortgage securities holdings

jumped significantly from $10.9 billion to $12.3 billion, the increase was almost

entirely due to the addition of a $6 billion state member bank to the report. National

banks remained the dominant group in terms of dollar volume with 57%, while state

member banks vaulted into second position with 15%. State non-member banks

accounted for 1 1 % of the total dollar volume. Of the 109 institutions, 69% held more

than 15% of total assets in CMOs.
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NEW YORK

Interest Rate Contracts:

The New York region saw a large increase in the total interest rate contract

outstandings, even as the number of banks reporting activity dropped 7 % to 213. Total

dollar volume rose to $ 5. 1 trillion, from $ 4.3 trillion an increase of 19 % . The largest

increase was seen in state member banks, whose holdings at quarter end rose 21 % to

$ 1.3 trillion. In terms of contract type, all categories showed increases in outstanding

dollar volumes, with the largest increase seen in option contracts, which gained $ 390

billion to $ 1.3 trillion. Most ($ 310 billion) of this gain came from state member

banks.

Foreign Exchange Rate Contracts:

As with interest rate contracts, foreign exchange activity in New York showed a

decrease in the number of banks reporting (from 48 to 45) and an increase in

outstandings (from $ 3.4 trillion to $ 3.6 trillion). The gain was mostly a result of

increases in the outstandings of futures and forward contracts held by state member and

national banks, with state member institutions leading the way with a 13 % increase to

$ 1.4 trillion. State non-member banks also increased holdings of futures and forward

contracts, from $ 10 billion to $ 11 billion.

Mortgage Securities:

The number of institutions in the New York region with substantial holdings of

mortgage securities rose slightly during the second quarter from 138 to 142. An

increase in the number of mutual insured institutions reporting substantial mortgage

securities holdings accounted for the majority of the quarterly change. Savings and

loans remained the largest group with 22% of the total number of institutions, followed

by savings banks with 20%, mutual insureds with 20%, state non-member banks with

17%, and national banks with 15%. In terms of dollar volume, national banks were

the leading group with 34% of the total, followed by savings banks with 21 %, mutual

insureds with 14%, and state non-member banks with 14%. Of the 142 institutions,

46% held more than 15% of total assets in CMOs.
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SAN FRANCISCO

Interest Rate Contracts:

The San Francisco region showed a small gain in total dollar outstandings of interest

rate contracts, up $ 40 billion to $ 555 billion. The largest increases came in interest

rate swaps (up $ 22 billion, or 9 %) and option contracts ( up $ 17 billion, or 19 %).

Most of these increases were made by national banks. Holdings at savings and loans

and state member banks decreased slightly.

Foreign Exchange Rate Contracts:

Outstanding FX contracts at San Francisco region banks increased by 8.5 %, to $472

billion, while the number of institutions reporting holdings remained steady at 23. Total

option contract dollar volumes declined slightly (by $ 3 billion), but futures and forward

contracts and exchange rate swaps both posted increases. For futures and forward

contracts, a decline in state member bank holdings from $ 339 million to $ 38 million

was more than offset by the gains in national bank activity, which rose from $ 388

billion to $ 427 billion. Exchange rate swaps saw small gains in national banks and state

non-member banks as well.

Mortgage Securities:

The number of institutions in the San Francisco region with substantial holdings of

mortgage securities remained at 60 in the second quarter of 1993. While the number

of institutions was unchanged, the dollar volume of mortgage securities holdings jumped

by 52% to $10.4 billion. The increase in dollar volume was attributable to the addition

of a $20 billion state member bank to the report. National banks reported 39% of the

total dollar volume of mortgage securities and represented 30% of the total number of

institutions. State non-member banks were the second largest group with 25% of the

total number of institutions followed by savings and loans, state member banks, and

savings banks, each with 15%. State member banks leaped from fifth position to

second in terms of dollar volume with 31 % of the total, followed by savings banks with

15%, savings and loans with 11%, and state non-member banks with 4%. Of the 60

institutions, 68% held more than 15% of total assets in CMOs.
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RATE SENSmVITY ANALYSIS

L INTRODUCTION .

Inflation, resulting higti interest rates, and the need to

be cxwnpetitive were the primary impetus for devetop-

ment a1 new irtserumems such as the mortey market

oertificate of oeposit and for phase-out ot interest rate

controls. These developments have significanBy in-

creased the rate sensitivity of the lia&iSiy structure of

the tjankmg system. The phase-out o! interest rate

ceilings, new deposit-Tiice instromerns, and the offering

of money marVet accounts on a nationwide basis are

allowing banks to compete more effectively with other

market rate instruments to maintain market share, but

are also contnbuting to ttie shrinkage in foae6-taie

and/or low-cost labilities.

Banks no longer have ttie benefits of significant

amounts of fixed-rate batiiliiies and controlled oompeti-

fion. Furtds managemem decisions must reflect this

factor ID maintain profitability. Margins tor error in

funds management and pnong decisions have been

greatly reduced and the need lor gooc imemaJ man-

agement mtormacon systems has increased. Strate-

gies developed to compensate itx inoeasng variable

rate liabilities include:

1. EiQansicn of vanabie rate iendtfig;

2. Shortening of maetuntes in the investment

portfolio i

3 Generation of fees from trie package and

sale of ftxed-tate k>nger term tosrs:

4. Use of interest rate futures to hedge against

unprofitat>!e fluctuaaons m imerestraffis

when an imbalance exsts in a bank's rate

sensitivtty posibon;

5. Use of interest rate swaps:

6. The devetopment of sources of fee and norv

interest mcome: and

7. Asset secuntzation.

II. IMPACT ON EARNINGS
Sound and profitable operation of a bank is deoendem

upon managemenrs eflectiveness in measunng and

controlling nsk. Given that both sides of a bank's bal-

ance sheet have been suCstarmalty deregutatsd with

respect to interest rates, the impact ot interest rale nsk

is more important Conseqaentty. management of this

nsk through controlling ttie bank's mttrest rate "gap,"

that s, the difference between rate sensitrve assets

and rate sersitive liabilities, s cnticai to sound earn-

ings performance. There are certain CDnside«at)ons

whie^ have partxxite sigraficanoe to the anaiysis of

bank earnings wtiich are fecussed below.

1. Rate sensitivity positions should be mea-
sured over the bank's entire range of assets

arxl liatxlities. It is conceivable that an asset
sensitrve posture exists at the 30-day tme
frame but a high liability sensitive position

may be the case over as k)ngerfime period.

2. Pofides should be deveksped setting forth

tolerance ranges for interest rate nsk expo-
sure (as merftoned above). The more vola-

6le or uncertain the interest rate

errvironment. the smaller this tolerartoe gen-

erally should be.

3. It should be remembered that rate sensitiv-

ity anatyss measures interest rate nsk expo-
sure, not Iquidity or funding nsk.

4. The investment account (including use of fi-

nancial futures contracts) cuaomahly pro-

vides greater flexibility than the loan

ponfofio (because of estat}iisr>ed customer

relationships) n terms of making adjust-

ments to the bank's rate sensrtive position.

5. A bank which is asset sensitive or^narily
has more options wtien considenng adjust-

ments to rs late sensitivity postLoe tttan a B-

abiity sensitive bank. A bank in trie later

posiiian may suffer a loss of business as It

attempts to move to a balanced situation,

due to the fact that a bank has kmited con-

trol over trie volume of its fixed rate liabili-

ties. Ccnsequemiy. to achieve a balanced

posjtian would likely require a run-ofl of rate

sensitive tatiffibes and a redjc&on in fixed

rate, long-term loars or securities supported

by these fiabtBlies. Disposal of such asses

diffing a period of nsing rates would proba-

bly entail capital losses.

6. Rau sensitivity analysis provides an indica-

tion of the stabiBty of the net merest margin

(defined tor puposes of this discussion as

gross interest income less gross interest ex-

pense) but not the level of that margta

Rate Sensitivtty Measurement

A bank's rate sensitTvity position may be measured in

several ways, the most eommon being ttie raoo be-

tween a bank's rate sensitrve assets and rate sensitive

babi&ties. An RSA/RSL ratio ot 1 indicates a balanced

position, a ratio greater V\ar\ t indicates an asset sen-

srtive position, and a ratio of less than 1 indicates a k-

abdity sensibve positioa Whether a bank posmons
or iabOty sensitive at any poire, it

Rm SmciBvlty Analyss (1-90) 55-1 DOS Manual of Examnalion PojciH
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should be ctnisisfnt wim inteiSgent (not specUative)

prejecbons tor interest rate moveinents.

A RSA/RSL ratio of 1 does not make the bank's earn-

ings immune to interest rate nsk. The taOowing cause

ttus apparem contradictkxi and aasntuate the need

tor an accurate and timely managetnent system:

1 . Interest rate changes do not aflea all invest-

ment/tundjng mstruments equally. For exam-

ple, the rate on Treasury bills may lag

behmd a federallunos rate Change by one

or two weexs or longer.

2. A bartrt rate sensjtivtty report may show a

balanced ratio lor a three-morrtti period.

However, it most assets mature in the first

45 days, Iiat3ilit«s may be repnoed at a

higfier rate if their matunt>es are concerv

trated m ttie secorfd 45 days.

3. Fixed rale assets may be refinanced during

penods of decL-ning rates. Fixed rate depos-

its may be withdrawn dunng penods of ns-

ing rates.

4. A tMUik may use tuures uunUdm or interest

rate swaps to alter the balance sneet gap.

5. Pepnceabie irrvestmens and finds may rol

off at rates significanDy tfrffererrt from cur-

rent rates. Ths woiid cause a change in

earnings even if the bank had a balanced

ratio.

As a resUt of these and other factors, an analysis of

rate sertsitivTty ttiat examines only volumes is flawed.

To properly a<isp<«; rale risk, the rates associated with

the volumes must be incorporated mto the analysis.

Also, futures transactions and interest rate swaps may
t>e used to alter rate sensitrvity. The eftea of triose off-

balance sheet items should be accounted lor in the

analysis. Having adjusted tfie RSA/RSL analysis to

consider weighted average interest rates and off-bal-

arKe sheet actrvity. trie foOowing discussion outfines

the basic theory of rate sensitivity.

A bank which is liability sensitive s not in a favorable

posrtion m an environment of nang merest rates.

Since rt win be paying increasingly higher rates to re-

place liabilities supporting fixed-rate a«iSfls II s diffi-

cult to adjust a liability sensitrve position to actaeve a

balanced pos.tion wrtttout suttenng a loss of business.

A bank has bnted control over the volume of its fixed-

rate liabStes, itiei Hfoie. to achieve balance would

ikely require a rur>-off of rate sensitive liabilities and a

reduction in fixed-rate/long-term loans of seairaes

supported t>y triese babdrties. This rrwy tie difficuti

since nsmg rates indicate the likeGhooc of a capital

loss from the sale of fixed-rate assets. A bank which is

asset sensitive has more optiorts to make a^usimems
In its rate sensitivity positiorL

When a proper balance between rate sensitive assets

and rate sensitive liabilities exsts, an incorrect fore-

cast of interest rates by bank maregement shouU not

have a significam impact on earnings The larger the

imbalance, the greater the profit potential, the greater

the risk the bank assumes, and the greater the nega-
tive impact of an incorrect interest rats forecast on

earnings. Management should not position trie tjank m
such a manner that the risks assumed are untenable if

interest rate forecasts prove wrong. For example,
bank management may predict that interea rates will

rise and adopt a posbJre of increasing rate sensitive

assets signrficantiv in excess of rate sensitive liabili-

ties to take advantage of repncing those assets at ?>e

fiigher rates If the projection proves wrong, earnings
will suffer since asset y>elds will decfine faster than la-

bility costs. Marasernent may «nsn to allow ttie

RSA/RSL ratio to fluctuate within a predetermined

range dose to 1 . When projections caE for declining

mterrest rates, the target ratio may be less than 1:

wtien protections call tor nsing rates, the target rate

may be aoovei.

In order to control risk, a limit stwuld be estatslished

for the minimum imba^rce in relation to assets or

capital. Two measures of the degree of inttialance and

ttie size of tr» risk associated vvim a particular rate

sensitivity ste (RSA - RSL)/Assets and (RSA -

RSD/Capital.

The imbalance can be irsnslated into probable impact

on the income statemeiit under ditferem interest rate

scenarios. For example, assume m.anagement antici-

pates nsing rates and takes a position where (RSA -

RSL)/Assets is 20%. If managemenr's interest rate

predictions prove incorrect and taJl by 1% (and man-

agemem takes no aaon to adjust its poetion). tfie

banK's ROA will dedine on an annualized bass by
.2% (20% X .01). The same 1% tall in imerea rates

•

would have less of an impact on ROA when (RSA -

RSL)/Assets s 5%. In this case, the t% tali in interest

rates would cause a dedine in ROA on an annualized

bass of only .05% (5% x .01).

III. DURATION ANALYSIS
Duration is another way to measure nteiest rate nsk.

or more preosely, duration s tr>e time weighted aver-

age of cash flows esqxessed n present value terms.

Duration measures the average file of a rate sensitive

instrumem by effectively converting penoOic payments
into zero coupon equrvalents. The properties of (Mira-

tion are straightlorward:

ftif SwBievily Analyss (1-90) 52-2 DOS Irfanual of Examnation Polcias
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1, 7)16 duration of sn ns&unant docinos is

timo oiHpww;

Z Duraton is always less than the maturity of

an instrument n <t^vet\ payments are made

before maturity: and.

3. Ouraoon is aiways equal to tne ren iajiing

maturity of a zero coupor instrumertL

The following example illustrates a duration calcula-

tion.

A bar\k pircnases a mree-year $1,000 bona at par

that pays 1 0% interest annually. To calculate duration,

the present value (PV) of eacn payroert b multiplied

by the time of payment (T) ana then summed. Ths

total, which in the example shown m Rgure 1 equals

2.735 «. is Orvided by the PV of the nstrument (shown

as 1 .000) resulting m a duration of 2.74 years.

Figur* 1

Duration Calculation

Year
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normaliy b* dmarant itvn ttv ona uMd to dw iiiiiB

ttiB durailon of a fly yanrortan ya insiiuiiei u.

Duration analysis tachniquas are genaraHy amptoysd
ai only vw largest canuneroial and savings institu-

tans. If enccuntBfBd, ttw sxwninar ttrouU review '
-«

bank^ liquiifty and Imts managamant policy to un-
derstand how managamant uses dtfiUlan to bntt imr-
wtrate risk. Consistancy of use, control systems and
costs of constant portfolio rastmetialngs stxxid all b»
evaluated. Perttaps most jmponardy, the examiner
stioutd ascertain the raasonablenass of assunpiions
ksed in determining nfhdng periods arvl (Ssoount
rates lor duration '*ai/^ii3»^^ >^
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INTEREST RATE SWAPS

Introduction to Interest Rate Swaps

An interest rate swap is an agreement between two parties to exchange interest rate

payments which are based on a principal or notional amount. The notional amount is only

used to calculate payments and is not exchanged. In a basic swap, the fixed payor makes

fixed payments and receives floating payments. The floating payor makes floating payments

and receives fixed paymenu. Fixed payments are usually determined as the sum of the yield-

to-maturity on a Treasury security with a maturity equal to the swap maturity, plus a

negotiated spread above that yield referred to as the swap spread. Floating payments are

based on an underiying index rate (i.e., 6-month LIBOR) which resets periodically

corresponding to the repricing interval of the floating rate index. For greater efficiency,

fixed and floating payments may be netted at the payment date, and one payment is made by

the party owing the balance. Typically swap maturities range between 2 to 10 years.

Variations from the basic swap have emerged as the swap market has grown, including

vanations to the floating and fixed payments as well as the notional amount. The most

common floating rate variations are basis swaps which involve the exchange of two floating

payments based on different underlymg index rates. Sometimes these swaps require one or

both swap participants to pay a spread over the floating rate. Some common fixed rate

variations are step up and step down swaps. The name is derived from the fixed payment

which nses (steps up) or falls (steps down) over the life of the swap. Vanations of nouonal

value include amortizing and accreting swaps. Swaps whose notional value amortizes over

the term of the swap are referred to as amortizing swaps; when the notional value increases

REV. 4/93 1
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over the tenn of the swap, the sw^ is referred to as an accreting swap. Swap agreements

where the notional value amortization is tied to a schedule based on the level of a specific

index are referred to as indexed principal swaps. One type of indexed principal swap is a

mortgage swap. Its notional value amortizes according to the prepayment rate of a

benchmark mortgage. Yet another swap variation is a forward swap which is like a forward

interest rate contract in that the start date of the swap is deferred to an agreed upon date in

the future.
.

-
-.! -^^^ r o:.fc : r% jq^-v i

Swap Derivatives ^ -, ^,.. :.- r j . v :

As varying types of institutions became active in the sw^ market, swap derivatives emerged

to meet the needs of these new participants. These structures usually involve some type of

option which is either an option on the swap, a swaption, or an option embedded within the

swap, a cancelable swap. The former is an option to enter into a swap, and the later is an

opdon to cancel a swap. There are two types of swaptions, call and put swaptions. Call

swaptions give the purchaser the option to enter into a swap to receive fixed and pay floating

payments at some time in the future. A put swaption differs in that it gives the purchaser the

option to pay fixed rate and receive floating rate payments. Cancelable swaps contain

embedded options and can be either callable or putable swaps. The callable swap gives the

fwed rate payer the right to terminate the swap while a putable swap gives the fixed rate -*

receiver the right to terminate the swap. ,:? v^- ^ v^ -. ^~.; ; h - ii-; ••--•

Uses of Interest Rate Swaps *> •'''

The primary use of a swap is to modify the cash flow stream of an asset or liability. For' •^"'^"

example, a financial institution may want to better match the cash flow streams of its fixed
'"'**

REV. 4/93 2 ;
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rate assets and floating rate liabilities. To accomplish this, it may enter into a swap where it

makes fixed payments, related to the rate on its fixed rate assets, and receives floating

payments to better match the cash flow characteristics of its liabilities. In this way, the

institution has convened a floating rate liability into a fixed rate liability. If the institution's

floating rate liabilities move in concen with the floating rate payments it is receiving on the

swap, the institution has successfully protected its net interest margin from rising and fallino

rates. Swaps can also be used to modify the duration of an instituuon's assets and liabilities.

Frequently, large commerciai banks and investment banks act as intermediaries to swap

transactions. By guaranteeing the performance of both sides of the swap and handling the

transfer of the net swap payment, these institutions can earn fee income.

Some institutions enter into swap agreements with the intention of speculating on interest

rates. Generally, this activity is not considered consistent with safe and sound practices and

should not be conducted by most banks. However, when a sophisticated institution can

demonstrate that it has sufficient capital, proper internal controls and expertise in the area, an

exception may be made.

Risks of Interest Rate Swaps

Although typically used to reduce interest rate risk, swaps can become a source of interest

rate risk if not properly managed and monitored. For example, if a swap is intended to

hedge a particular position, the term of the swap should coincide with the maturity of the

hedged position. If the hedged position is called away or liquidated for some reason, the

swap may become a source of interest rate nsk. Another form of interest rate risk associated

with hedging is basis nsk. It is the nsk that the floating rate index on the swap and the

REV. 4/93 3
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floating rate on the hedged asset or liability may diverge instead of moving together. Poor

correlation between these floating rates could cause a loss of earnings and a reduction in the

net interest margin if not properly managed.
' >- -

' "' "- '' i -»

Because the interest rate swap market is an unregulated, over-the-counter market,

counterparty creditworthiness is an important consideration when entering into swap

agreements. Credit exposure, however, is limited to the replacement cost of the swap

because the notional value of the swap is not exchanged. Swap counterparties can require

credit enhancements to a swap agreement in order to reduce their credit exposure. When the

credit rating of a swap counterparty is substandard, a bank can require the counterparty to

post collateral or mark the swap to market.
"' ^^

Swaps may also pose liquidity risk. The cost and ability to terminate or enter into a swap

agreement is liquidity risk. For example, suppose an institution entered into a swap in order

to hedge a callable position, and subsequently that position was called before the swap

matured. The liquidity of the swap market will determine if the institution can terminate the

swap agreement and at what cost. Greater market liquidity affords institutions increased

flexibility in managing their swap positions.

Examination Procedures

Pnor to engaging in swap agreements, a bank should consult its Slate banking authority or

obtain an opinion of bank counsel concerning the legality of these activities under State law.

REV. 4/93
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Also prior to participating in swap agreements, a bank should have in place a written policy

approved by the board of directors which details the permissible strategies and contracts the

bank can engage in and own, and their relationship to other banking activities. The policy

should include gross and net hmits pertaining to each permissible contract. Limits should be

set by considering the size of the bank and its capital structure. Levels of activity should also

be reasonably related to the bank's business needs and capacity to fulfill its obligations under

these agreemenu. Trading authority should be delineated in the policy as well. This

authority should be delegated only to individuals which demonstrate the specific knowledge

and expertise necessary to properly transact those permissible activities and strategies in a

safe and sound manner. Prior to entering into and over the term of any swap agreement, a

determination should be made that the particular activity will be consistent with the overall

asset/liability position of the institution. For most banks, swap agreements should be utilized

to reduce interest rate exposure, however, exceptions may be made for more sophisticated

institutions which have sufficient experience, capacity and controls to properly handle the use

of these contracts for other purposes namely, trading and acting as an intermediary.

Adequate internal controls should exist to insure adherence to the policy and to prevent

unauthorized trading and other abuses.

A system of periodic reporting (at least monthly) to the board of directors, a duly authorized

committee thereof, or the bank's internal auditor should be established as part of the bank's

monitoring mechanism. These reports should include all swap posiuons and how these

reported positions will affect the bank's interest rate exposure and earnings performance. A

bank should also monitor and repon on the credit risk associated with these agreements. The

board, or a duly elected committee thereof, should approve a list of acceptable counterparties

REV. 4/93 4.01
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and this list should be updated pursuant to changes in credit. Credit exposures should be

combined across all on and off balance sheet categories to determine each counterparty's

overaU credit exposure. Depending on the level and the counterparty's financial condition,

the bank should contemplate the need for a valuation reserve or possible deletion from the
'

approved counterparty list.

Speculating writh interest rate swaps is generally not permitted. However, if the institution

has adequate capital, sufficient internal controls and management expertise, this type of

activity may be acceptable. When a bank has undertaken a swap arrangement for speculative

purposes or as an intermediary, its swap position should be marked to market on a regular

basis. Speculation with swaps is only appropriate in banks with a sophisticated trading
''"

function. .".:

'

'j-

Recordkeeping systems must be sufficiently detailed to permit internal auditors and examiners

to determine whether operating personnel have acted in accordance with authorized
~"' ''^

objectives. Bank personnel are expected to be able to describe and document in detail how
'

the positions taken contribute to the attainment of the bank's stated objectives. A bank

should maintain general ledger memorandums or commitment registers to adequately identify

and control all commitments and obligations. Such registers and supporting journals should

at a minimum include: type, notional amount, floating rate index, fixed rate, and maturity of

the swap. Also, the bank should repon swap positions in the Report of Condition, Schedule

RC-L.

REV. 4/93 4 02"'.
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Documentation of the positions in the form of confirmations or statement should be retained.

The bank should also retain any analysis supporting the use a swap agreement with respect to

a particular hedged position or the overall asset/liability position of the bank. Legal counsel

should review contracts.

ExamioatioD Treatment

When swap agreements are utilized for hedging purposes the effect of this activity should be

reflected in the interest rate sensitivity analysis. For example, if the effect of the swap is to

convert floating rate liabilities to fixed rate liabilities, then the notional amount of the swap

should be shown as a reduction to rate sensitive liabilities. Any adverse affect on the interest

rate risk of the institution created by the interest rate swap should be noted in the comment

section of the interest rate sensitivity analysis. Any inappropriate speculative positions or

positions which do not adhere to the institution's policy should be criticized on the examiner

comments and conclusions page. Consideration of the potential credit risk arising from swap

positions should be considered when evaluating the overall adequacy of the bank's capital

accounts.

REV. 4/93 4.03
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Division of Bank Supervision

MEMORANDUM SYSTEM

CiMKfiemofi Nuntaf
6920 (I-S)
Jiine 23, ISST"

luungOtfiea DBS/P&PD

S.G. Pfeifer, 6894
D Wotto n M»mefnaum

TO: Regional Directors

FROM:
jf

Paul G. Frltts^QlJ^
1*^

Director ^^ ^

SUBOEa: Interest Rate Swaps
>~>ir.A

1. Purpose. To provide exaalners x1th additional guidance on the accounting
and supervisory Implications of Interest rate swap activity.

2. Bactioround. Interest rate swaps continue to be used by financial
Institutions as a aechanlsB for reducing Interest rate risfcs associated wUh
asset/liability rate sensitivity imbalances. In sooe situations, these
transactions have also been used for speculative purposes. In addition,
larger banlts and Investment banking firms may enter into swap arrangements for
the express purpose of generating fee income by developing, trading and
selling interest rate swap products for their customers and clients. In any
event, the volume of interest rate swro transactions continues to rise at a

rapid pace. Based on Call Report information, the notional amount of
outstanding swaps involving U.S. coanercial banks increased from approximately
$100 billion at mid-year 1985 to over $300 billion by year-end 1986.

If Inappropriately utilized, interest rate swaps can subject a bank to
additional interest rate risk.. Furthermore, since there Is a possibility that
a counterparty could default on its interest payment obligations under the
swap arrangement, a certain degree of credit risk also exists. In order to
address this potential credit risk in a more formalized manner, the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System has issued for public comaent a

proposal that would impose a risk-based capital requirement for the
counterparty credit risks arising from Interest rate swaps (and from foreign
exchange contracts).

The FDIC plans to carefully review any comments received under this Federal
Reserve proposal. In the interim, examiners should carefully consider the
potential credit risfcs arising from swap transactions, as well as the Impact
of such swap activity on the t»ank.'s overall level of Interest rate risk.
Consideration should also b» given to the accounting methods used by banks to
reflect interest rate swap transact'.ons and to the policies and procedures
established by bank management to monitor and control the risks associated
with s»p activities. The attached discussion paper has been provided to
further aid esiminers in their review of the supervisory and accounting
implications of interest rate swaps. In addition, a discussion of Interest
rate swaps will also be Incorporated In a future revision to Section H of the
Manual of Examination Policies.

TransTTii ttaJ. No. 87-111

REV 8'91
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3. ActlPfl Reqf^retf. This aenorandun tnd Its attachaent should be provided to
all examiners. In those banks that engage In Interest rate swap transactions
exaalners should consider the Impact of such transactions on the bank's
overall Interest rate risk, as well as the potential credit risks that are
associated with such activities. The accounting methods used to reflect swao
activity should also be reviewed. If material, the Impact of such
transactions may require special consideration when preparing the Examiner's
Comments and Conclusions page and the related schedules in the Report of
Examination. Furtherwjre. the use of improper accounting nethods to report
swap transactions may also necessitate the filing of amended Call Reports
This memorandum replaces and rescinds the DBS memorandum dated December 11
1984. Transmittal No. 236.

««raii«r u.

Attachment
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ACCOUimNG AND SUPERVISORY CONSIDERATIONS
RELAHNG TO INTEREST RATE SHAP TRANSACTIONS

An interest rate swap is an arrangement whereby two parties agree to exchange
the interest payment streams on a specified principal (or "notional") amount
of assets or liabilities over a specified period of time. The notional amount
can be established by reference to specific assets or liabilities that are to
be hedged or the amount can be separately determined by the swap participants.
The notional amount does not represent a liability of a swap participant to a

counterparty but rather is used to calculate the amount of the interest

payments that the swap participants have conniitted to exchange. Settlement
between the parties is usually effected on a quarterly, semiannual, or annual
basis with the party owing a net amount of interest under the swap arrangement
making a net payment to the counterparty. The terns for interest rate swap
agreements generally range from three to ten years. ., .

Purpose of Interest Rate Swaps

The purpose of the swap arrangement can vary but two of the primary reasons
are to allow the swap participants to obtain CD a more preferable type of
Interest rate (e.g.. fixed vs. floating) when raising funds or (2) a more
stable net Interest margin on assets and liabilities with different maturities
and interest rate structures. Larger banks and Investment banking firms also
enter into swap arrangements for the express purpose of generating additional
fee income by developing, trading, and selling Interest rate swap products for
their customers and clients. In many cases, these swap transactions allow the

banks' borrowing customers to obtain Interest rate terns that are more
favorable than would otherwise be available. Swap arrangements are used not

only by banks and other financial Institutions but also by nonfinancial

corporations and government-sponsored agencies as well.

Tvpes of Swaps

The most conmon font of swap Is the exchange by the participants of variable
and fixed rate interest payments. For example, a party with floating rate

obligations might agree to swap Its Interest payment stream for that of
another institution with fixed rate obligations. Example 1 In Appendix A

Illustrates the mechanics of such a swap arrangement. However, many '." .'

variations of the basic Interest rate swap are possible and swap agreements
could also specify that Interest payments are to be denominated in more than

one currency, based on more than one floating rate, or subject to a maximum
interest rate ceiling or a minimum floor. Although the notional amount of
most swaps remains unchanged over the tern of the swap agreement. It Is also

possible that the notional amount of the swap could Increase or decrease over

time.
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Intenwdlarlgi vs. End-Usprs

A bank can be Involved 1n an interest rate swap either as a direct end-user or
as an intermediary. Larger banl(s and investment banking firns frequently
serve as intermediaries by arranging svaps between other parties and handling
the interest payment settlenents. In many instances, these intemediaries
also .--t as a principal and thereby effectively guarantee the performance by
the I jnterparti es .

Risk Assumed bv Intermediarv . Intermediaries function as a counterparty to a

swap arrangement and generally provide an informal secondary market for
interest rate swaps. These Intermediaries assume interest rate risk In

conjunction with swap transactions and normally will attempt to minimize this
risk by entering into offsetting swap transactions with other parties. In
addition to interest rate risk, the possibility that a counterparty will fail
to perform exposes the intermediary to a certain degree of credit risk.

Intermediaries originally functioned simply as brokers in arranging swap
contracts with no financial liability attached to their role. More recently,
they have become principals with much greater responsibilities and now
effectively guarantee the performance of the participants to the swap
agreement by initiating separate contracts with each counterparty. Example 2
in Appendix A provides an Illustration of such a swap arrangement.
ConseQuently. if the counterparty which has a net payment obligation defaults,
the Intermediary remains obligated on the offsetting swap contract and the

Intermediary 1$ therefore effectively responsible for meeting the obligations
of the defaulting party under the swap arrangement. In effect, what the

intermediary might view as a contingent liability is actually a direct
obligation in the event of a counterparty default. In essence, the amount of
the obligation would be measured by (1) the cost to the intermediary In

assuming the unfavorat)1e side of the swap arrangement or (2) the replacement
cost incurred by the Intermediary in obtaining an offsetting swap contract.
This potential liability might be reduced if the intermediary requires the

pledge of collateral to protect its position or if It takes other action to
minimize the level of potential credit risk.

Risk Assumed bv End-Users . Even for end-users. Interest rate swaps entail
credit risk and may increase interest rate risk If not appropriately used for

hedging purposes. The credit risk on a swap arrangement would consist of the

possibility of default on the part of a counterparty in meeting any payments
required under the swap agreement. This counterparty could be a financial
Institution acting as an Intermediary bank or a nonfinancial corporation or
other entity that Is Involved as a direct end-user. Consequently, the

potential credit risk associated with swap transactions can vary greatly from
case to case.

Accounting

Uniform accounting principles for Interest rate swaps have not been
established by the Financial Accoun - Standards Board or by the accounting
profession in general. Furthermore, -le AICPA banking industry audit guide.
Audits of Banks , does not address t' iccounting for interest rate swaps.

Although certain accounting methods cve evolved as experience has been gained
by swap participants, there is some diversity in the handling of certain swap
transactions. The following discussion analyzes some of the Important aspects
of accounting for interest rate swap arrangements.
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Accrued Settlemgnt Amounts . The periodic net settlement amount for each swap
contract — that Is, the difference between the periodic Interest paynent
streams payable and receivable under the swap arrangement — should be accrued
on a regular basis. Arguably, the net accrued receivable or payable under the
swap might not be considered "Interest" from a purely technical viewpoint
since the swap arrangement does not represent the lending or borrowing of
actual funds.

However, if the interest rate swap Is used for hedging purposes, the net

payment stream receivable or payable under the swap does synthetically modify
the terms of an Interest-bearing asset or an interest-bearing liability, or of
a group of such assets or liabilities. Consequently, for Call Report
purposes, the net accrued settlement amount under such a swap Is generally
reflected as an adjustment to the Interest Income of the hedged asset(s) or to
the Interest expense of the hedged llabllltydes) with an offsetting entry to
interest receivable or to Interest payable, as appropriate. On the Report of

Condition, any such receivables are reported as "other assets" and any
payables are reflected as "other liabilities."

If the swap arrangement 1s undertaken In an intermediary capacity or 1$ purely
speculative In nature, with simply an exchange of cash flows unrelated to an

asset or liability position, the net settlement amount that Is accrued for
each swap would still be shown on the balance sheet as an other asset or other

liability. However, for Income statement purposes, the accrued settlement
amounts should be reflected In either "nonlnterest Income" or "noninterest

expense," as appropriate.

Market Valuation . Hhen a bank has undertaken a swap arrangement for

speculative purposes or as an Intermediary, Its swap positions should be

marked to market on a regular basis. An Informal secondary market has

developed for Interest rate swaps and a swap dealer, such as a large bank or
an Investment banking firm, may be a source for current market value

quotations for pricing purposes. If not readily available, the market vslue
can be estimated based on the present value of the estimated net settlement
amounts over the remaining life of the swap contract. The unrealized gain or
loss from changes In market value on a swap that Is not used for hedging
purposes should be taken currently Into Income rather than deferred since
there Is no underlying asset or liability position related to the swap

arrangement. For swaps that are not used as hedges, any unrealized net gains
or losses (I.e., aartet appreciation or depreciation) applicable to the
current period should be reported In "nonlnterest Income" or "noninterest

expense," as appropriate. In addition, for those swaps where the cumulative
nark-to-market adjustments constitute net receivables from the counterparties,
the bank should reflect the receivables as "other assets." For those swaps
where the cumulative market value adjustments result In net payables to

counterparties, the bank should reflect the payables as "other llibllities.'
For Report of Condition purposes, swap adjustments representing receivables
should not be netted against swap adjustments representing payables.

Termination of a Swap Position . The accounting for interest rate swap
teminations also warrants careful consideration. In essence, whether gains
or losses on the termination of Interest rate swaps should be deferred depends

upon whether a liability or an asset position had been hedged via the swap
contract. If the Interest rate swap was entered Into for hedging purposes,
any gain or loss on the terwlnation of the swap contract should be deferred
(unless the underlying asset or liability position that was being hedged is
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also disposed of at the tine the svap position Is terminated) and the deferred

annunt should be reflected as an adjustment to the carrying aniount of the

asset(s) or llabllltyCles) that had been hedged. Deferral of gains and losses

on swap terminations Is appropriate in such circumstances because the net

position of the swap participant, from an economic viewpoint, remains

unchanged. That Is, the net gain (loss) on the termination of the swap would
tend to offset the unrealized market value loss (gain) on the assets or

liabilities that were being hedged.

The amortization period for deferred gains and losses arising from hedged swap
terminations normally would be over the remaining term to maturity of the

original swap arrangement. However, If the particular assets or liabilities
that were being hedged have an expected retsalning life that is shorter than

that of the swap contract, the gain or loss on the swap termination should be

amortized over the shorter remaining life of the hedged item. The

amortization would be reflected as an adjustment to "interest income" or

"interest expense." depending on whether the swap had been used to hedge an

asset or a liability position. If there had been no identifiable underlying
asset or liability position related to the swap agreement (I.e., the swap

represents a speculative position or a separate trading activity), the gain or

loss on a swap termination should be taken currently into income and recorded

as either "noninterest income' or "noninterest expense." A gain or loss on

the termination of a swap should be adjusted for the remaining unamortized
balance of any prepaid or deferred fees related to the inception of the swap

agreement.

Fees . The accounting for the payment and receipt of fees in connection with

interest rate swaps has not been standardized. Some banks reflect the receipt
or payment of up-front fees as a current Income or expense item while others

use a deferred approach. In addition, some Institutions recognize part of the

fee received or paid as an Income or expense Item imediately and defer the

balance. For swaps that are used to hedge an underlying asset or liability

position, it is usually appropriate to defer and amortize over the term of the

swap agreement any up-front direct costs Incurred by the bank. Furthermore,
in view of the potential credit risk undertaken in conjunction with most

interest rate swap transactions, any up-front fees received should normally be

deferred and amortized over the term of the swap agreement.

Instead of receiving an up-front fee, a yield adjustment payment could be made

by a counterparty on an ongoing basis and reflected In the net settlement

amounts that are periodically exchanged by the swap participants. The party

locking in a fixed rate on the swap, for example, might be liable for an

additional amount, over and above the fixed rate that the intermediary passes

through to the other counterparty. An intermediary usually sets an Interest

rate differential at the inception of an agreement as compensation for

incurring the credit risk and handling the settlement payments associated with

the swap arrangement. Therefore, the payment received by the intermediary at

each settlement period would exceed the amount which it pays to the

counterparty with the favorable swap position. Example 2 In Appendix A

provides a basic illustration of such a transaction. In essence, the

Intermediary requires the fixed rate obligor to pay a rate In excess of what

is owed to the fixed rate recipient, thereby retaining part of the payment to

compensate for services rendered and the credit risk undertaken. Many

interest rate swap transactions handled by intermediaries involve the receipt

of a periodic yield adjustment payment, or basis spread, over the term of the

swap agreements rather than the receipt of any up-front fee.

10
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Use of SWDS for Spprula tlve Puno^x^

In general, speculation 1n Interest rate Bovements via the use of interest
rate swaps should not be conducted by banks. However, trading or intennediarv
activities involving swap contracts may be appropriate for those institutions
with expertise in trading and actively managing Interest rate swap positions
provided they Institute and enforce appropriate limits and internal controls'
Speculation through swap transactions might be difficult to determine in
certain cases. However, if the rate sensitivity position of a bank is being
managed with only a Binimal interest rate mismatch, the bank's i.nvolvement in
an interest rate swap would have to be questioned as to Its underlying
purpose.

A bank with more rate sensitive assets than liabilities could conceivably
exchange a variable rate under a swap arrangement in return for receipt of a
fixed rate in order to reduce the Interest rate sensitivity imbalance.
However, if the bank agreed to pay a fixed rate in exchange for a variable
rate, speculation on an upward movement in rates would appear to be the reason
for the bank's Interest rate swap transaction and bank management's reasons u
for entering into the swap transaction would need to be further evaluated.

Examination Precedur»s

When reviewing a bank's interest rate swap activities, the following aspects
warrant careful consideration.

Bank Policigs. If a bank intends to engage In swap transactio.ns. bank
management should develop written guidelines covering Interest rate swaps that
are set forth in a separate interest rate swap policy or as part of the bank's
overall asset/liability management policy. Regardless of the forn, the policy
should be approved by the bank's board of directors. The guidelines should be
explicit in covering the circumstances under which a swap can be employed.
Speculation should be prohibited, although trading or intenwdiary activities
involving swaps could be acceptable if the bank has the experience, capacity
and controls to properly handle such swap activities. Limitations should be
placed on the gross and net volume of swap positions that can be undertaken at
any one time. Authority for initiating swap transactions should be designated
and those with whoa swap transactions can be undertaken should be specified.
Periodic reports should be reQuired that measure the overall risk exposure
arising froa interest rate swap activities.

Bank's Evaluation of Crtdit Risk and Interest RatP Ri;k . A careful evaluation
of a bank's overall interest rate sensitivity position should be made prior to
entering into any swap transaction to ensure that the swap will in fact act as
an effective hedge of an Interest rate exposure. In addition, the review of
pertinent financial inforaation should be required prior to the acceptance of
any contemplated swap partner. Periodic reports to the board of directors or
to an appropriate coBBittee should be required on the swap positions taken by
the bank and these reports should cover the overall effect of swap activity on
the interest rate sensitivity and earnings performance of the bank, especially
since interest rate movements subsequent to the initiation of the swaps may
affect the bank's rate sensitivity position and earnings In a manner that was
not originally anticipated. The underlying credit risk associated with
interest rate swaps should not be ignored and the estimated credit exposure to
the counterparty should be combined with direct borrowings by the counterparty
for purposes of establishing and monitoring internal lending limits for
individual customers.

n
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In addition, when evaluating the credit risk of swp counterparties,
consideration should be given as to whether a valuation reserve should be
established to adesuately provide for these risks. In any event, individual
credit files should appropriately document the potential credit risks arising
froB swap transactions with the bank's various counterparties.

Bank Records . The bank's general ledger should separately reflect the accrued
amount of interest receivable by the bank and interest payable to

counterparties under swap arrangements. Receivables and payables arising from
mark-to-oarket valuations should also be similarly reflected. Subsidiary
records should be sufficiently detailed so that the accrued settlement amounts
and mark-to-market valuations under individual swap contracts can be

reconciled to the general ledger. In addition, adequate documentation should
be available to support those swap transactions that are being utilized for

hedging purposes. Adequate supporting information should also exist for any
deferred fees or costs associated with swap contracts. A memorandum account
should reflect the notional amount of all swap arrangements and such amounts
should also be incorporated into the bank's overall analysis of its interest
rate sensitivity position and appropriately reported in Schedule RC-L of the

Report of Condition.

Examination Report Treatment . For examination report purposes, the notional
amount of swaps used for hedging purposes should also be included in the
interest rate sensitivity analysis. For example, if the effect of the swap is

to reduce rate sensitive assets by exchanging a variable rate in return for a

fixed rate, the notional amount can be viewed as a reduction in the level of

rate sensitive assets. On the other hand, if a fixed rate was exchanged in

return for a variable rate as a means for converting fixed rate assets into

variable rate assets, the notional amount should be reflected as an addition
to the level of rate sensitive assets. Alternatively, a decrease would occur

for rate sensitive liabilities if the purpose of the swap was to convert the

variable rate on existing liabilities into a fixed rate. Consideration of the

potential credit risk arising from interest rate swap transactions should also

be considered when evaluating the overall adequacy of the bank's capital
accounts.

Speculative Transactions . For aore sophisticated Institutions, the

undertaking of swap positions as an intermediary or for trading purposes may
be appropriate provided that acceptable policies, controls, and limits are in

place. However, in other situations where it is determined that the bank is

simply swapping payment streams with no asset or liability hedge involved, the

potential effect of such a speculative practice on Income in future periods
should be considered when preparing the examination report comments that

address interest rate sensitivity. The use of interest rate swaps for other

than hedging purposes may constitute an unsafe or unsound practice and should

be discussed on the Examiner's Coonents and Conclusions page if the bank does

not have the expertise, capacity and ability to properly manage a portfolio of

interest rate swaps.

Lg^al Docurnentation . The bank should have written swap contracts on file

detailing the rights and responsibilities of the parties to the swap

arrangements. The notional amount should be indicated along with the fixed

rate, if applicable, and the method to be used in determining the variable

rateCs). If settlement is to be made in different currencies, the manner of

determining these settlement aeounts should also be indicated and the

12
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settlement periods should be specified along with the conditions of default.

Swap contracts should also contain provisions addressing the voluntary
temination of the contract and the procedure to be used In determining the
amount of the settlement. Banks contemplating a swap arrangement should also
have the proposed contracts reviewed by legal counsel. As a reference source
for use in developing interest rate swap agreements, bank management may wish
to refer to the master Interest rate swap agreement that was released in early
1987 by the International Swap Dealers Association (ISOA), as well as to the
Code of Standard Hording. Assumptions and Provisions for Swaps (1986 Edition),
which was also published by ISDA.

Attachment •? it-x'^x* ,*S"::.'«!7'

Appendix A — Interest Rate Swap Examples
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APPENDIX A

A savings and loan association with fixed rate real estate nrtgages and
variable rate noney urket deposit accounts wishes to convert its liabilities
Into a fixed rate payaent streaa. On the other hand, a coanerclal bank with
variable rate cooaerclal loans and a sizable amount of longer ter«, fixed rate
certificates of deposit wishes to convert those liabilities Into a variable
rate payment stream. In order to accomplish their mutual objectives, these
Institutions enter Into the following interest rate swap transaction:

Notional Amount - $10 H1 11 ion

Prime — Variable Rate

iSavings ! iCoomercial!
and LB»n! n _ Fixed Rate ! B«nfc !

If the prime rate stayed at 81 during the entire first year of the swap, the
coomercial bank would have made a net payment of $100,000 to the savings and
loan association.
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If the prime rate was at 51 during the entire third year of the swap

arrangement, the savings and loan association would mal^e a net payment of

$200,000 to the comnercial bank for that year.

1 Savings !

I and Loan !

Pr1i

<— on $10 Million . $500,000

Fixed Rate 71 on $10 Million $700,000— >

IConmercial !

I Bank !

Negative flow

of $200,000

Positive flow
of $200,000

Example 2

A manufacturing firm has issued fixed rate debt but believes that interest

rates will decline over the next several years. Furthermore, due to the

existence of a sizable amount of assets that are held In short-term

investments, the company wishes to convert this fixed rate debt to a

floating rate. The company's coanerclal banker was informed of this

intent and the bank, has located a savings and loan association that is

willing to pay a fixed rate to the manufacturing firm in return for a

floating rate. Since neither the manufacturer nor the savings and loan

association wants to rely on the creditworthiness of the other party, the

bank acts as Intermediary and enters into a swap contract with each party,

thereby assuming credit risk and the responsibility for handling the

settlement payments In return for an annual basis spread equal to 10 basis

points (or 0.11) of the swap's notional amount. In the example below,

this fee Is effectively paid by the fixed rate obligor (the savings and

loan association) since the savings and loan pays a fixed rate of 7.11

while the intermediary bank passes through a fixed rate of only 7.01 to

the manufacturing firm. Assuming that the prime rate remains at 81 during
the entire first year of the swap arrangement, the following example
illustrates the payment flow during year 1.

Savings
and
Loan

Notional Amount — $10 Million
Prime Rate During First Year — 81

Prime on
$10 Million
- $800,000
<

Fixed Rate 7.101
on $10 Million
- $710,000

! Intermediary!
Bank

Prime on

$10 Million
. $800,000

Fixed Rate 71 on
$10 Million
. $700,000

Positive Flow

of $90,000
Intermediary Retains

Fee of $10,000

! Manufacturing I

Firm

Negative Flow

of $100,000

The above examle docs not reflect any up-front fee. However, such fees coulil

also be charged by Intermediaries to offset the administrative and origination

costs associated with the Initiation of the swap arrangement.
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DRAfT CALL REPORT GLOSSASV ERTRY 6/4/90
FPTPRES eowTRAers

Futures contracrs are coaaitaents for delayed delivery
of specified financial instruaenrs in vhich the buyer agrees
CO purchase and the seller agrees co deliver, at a specified
future date, a specified instruaent at a specified price'or
yield, or to settle for an equivalent amount m casft.
Futures contracts are standardized and are traded on organ-
ized exchanges. Futures exchanges in the U.S. are regis-
tered with and regulated by the Coaaodity Futures Trading
CoBBission.

Xll futures contracts, except for foreign currency
futures contracts, shall be reported in Reports of Condition
and Incoae in accordance with Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) Statement No. 80, Account ino for rutur<»^
Contracts . Foreign currency futures contracts shall be
reported in accordance with the guidance contained in FASB
Stateaent No. 52, Foreign Currenev Trans 1 at i en.

The Glossary entry for "Foreign Currency Transactions
and Translation' contains a suaaary of the provisions of
FASB Stateaent No. 52. The rest of this Glossary entry
generally suaaarizes the reporting criteria for futures
contracts that are reported in accordance with the provi-
sions of Stateaent No. 80. Stateacnts No. 52 and 80 should
be referred to for aere detailed accounting guidance in
these areas.

Report of Condl'tion treataeBt of open eontracts

Contracts are outstanding (i.e., open) until they have
been terminated by acquisition or delivery of the underlying
financial instroacnts, by cash scttleaent, or by offset.
('Offset* is the purchase and sale of an equal miaber of
futures contracts on the saae delivery aonth executed
through the saae clearing seaber on the saae exchange . J

Transactions in futures contracts generally involve a
deposit of funds representing a aargin deposit. As indicat-
ed in the discussion below, this aaount should be reported
in 'other assets' in the Report of Condition. Also as dis-
cussed below, changes in the aarlcet values of open positions
Bay affect balance sheet aaounts. However, open positions
shall not otherwise be reflected in any asset or liability
account on the balance sheet of the Report of Condition.
Furtheraore, open contracts to sell securities or other
assets shall not be treated as a sale of all, or any part,
of the underlying assets, nor be netted against recorded
asset values. Neither shall open contracts to purchase
securities or other assets be treated as a purchase of such
assets, nor be added to recorded asset values. Only if and
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vh«n tarminacion of an open posii;.on m a furures conerac:
results m tbc acquisition or disposition of tnc underly;.nq
asset, shall sucn asset be recorded in. or reaoved from, rne
balance saeet. Open positions m futures contracts are z'z
be reported m Sc^iedule RC-L, Cc=aitaents and Contir.gencies.

Perforaancc Bonds under futures contracts

When the reporting banJc, as either buyer or seller of
futures contracts, has posted a performance bond m the for=
of a sargm account deposited with a broker or exchange, the
current balance (as of the report date) of that aar<;in
account shall be reported in the Report of Condition in
Schedule RC-F, Other Assets. The balance m the aargin
acc^ont includes:

(1) The original aargin deposit, plus (less),
(2) Any additions (deductions) as a result of daily

fluctuations in the Bar)cet value of the related
contracts (i.e., 'variation margin"), plus,

(3) Any additional deposits sade to the account to
aeet aargin calls or otherwise (i.e., "aaintenance
aargin*) , less

(4) Any withdrawals of excess balances from the
account .

When the performance bond takes the form of a pledge of
assets with a broker rather Than a margin account, the
pledged assets shall be maintained on the books of the
pledging bank and no other balance sheet entry is made for
the performance bond. In this case, gains and losses
resulting from daily fluctuations in the market value of the
related contracts are generally settled with the broker in
cash. However, if the pledging bank also maintains a

worXing balance with the broker against which recognized
daily market gains and losses arc posted, the working
balance should be raper-Ced in Schedule RC-F, Ot.'ier Assets,
and treated in the same manner as a margin account.

Valuation of open positions

All open positions in futures contracts aust be re-
viewed at least monthly (or aore often, if material) and
their current market values determined. The market value of
a futures contract is to be based on published price quota-
tions. These futures positions aust be revalued at their
current aarket values on these valuation dates and any
c&anges in these values reported in accordance with the
guidance presented below for hedge or nonnedge contracts , as
appropriate.
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erit«ria for hedge •ccounting treataent

A furures cenrraec stiall be aecounred tor as a aedqc
vhei\ tte Sollowmg conditions are aec:

(1) The banX aust have determined that the itea or

group of items to be hedged (that is, the identi-
fiable assets, liabilities, firs conaitaents, or

anticipated transactions) will expose it to price
or interest rate risk.

(2) The futures contract oust reduce the exposure to

ris)c. This will be deaonstrated if, at the

inception of the hedge and t.>-.roaghout the hedge

p>r^«i. hj gn fOT-relation IS expected to exist

between the changes in the prices of both the
,

contract and the hedged item or group of iteas.

1 In other words, the bank aust periodically aonitor 1

, , 9 1 the price aoveaents of both the hedge contract and

iji^ -y,^' the hedged iteas to deterame that it continues to

~\^i>***'^, be probable that changes in the aarket value of
* r the futures contract will offset t^e effects of

price changes on the hedged iteas.

(3) The futures contract aust be designated m writing
as a hedge by aanageaent at the inception of the

hedge .

In order for a futures contract to qualify as a hedge
of an anticipated transaction, the following two additional

criteria aust be aat:

(a) The significant characteristic* and expected teras

^Generally, banking practice aaintains that correlation

in the changes in the aarket value of the futures contract

and the hedged itea aust be at least to percent for the

•high correlation' criteria m TkSt Stateaent No. 8 to be

^—^ ^This ongoing assessaent of hedging transactions aust

J 'be perforaed at least quarterly and should include a

1^ 1 deterainatlon regarding whether high correlation has

•^yi J '' occurred during the aost recent quarterly period and since

K )Jr the inception of the hedge. This analysis should consider
Ur the actual cuaulative dollar amount of offset: that is, ^. _

Whether the dollar aaount of changes in the value of the

futures contract (s) during these periods have substantially
Qfjaat the aaount of price or interest rate or interest rate

changes on the hedged itea(s) .
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et Uic ancicipated transacrion must be idenrified;
and

(b) rhe occurrence o£ rbc anticipared transacsien susc
be probable.''

ZC will be particularly difficult to sect thia
criteria vben an anticipated transaction ia not expected to
take place in the near future. Therefore, Banagcacnt should
particularly scrutinize these transactions and should
generally not report futures contracts as hedges of
anticipated transactions Chat are not expected to occur in
the near future.
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of fuCnres coBtr&ces cbat qpialify as bcdges

If Che hedge criteria are mec, the accounting «or the
futures contract shall be related to the accountxng for the

hedged itea so that changes in the Bar)cet value of the
futures contract are recognized in incoae when the effects
of related changes in the price or interest rate of the

hedged itea are recognized. If a banJc Bust include unreal-
ized changes in the fair value of a hedged itea m incoae. a

change in the aarket value of the related futures contract
shall be recognized in incoae vhen the change occurs. -. .•

Otherwise, a change in the aar)cet value of a futures con-
tract that qualifies as a hedge of an existing asset or

liability shall be recognized as an adjustaent of the

carrying aaount of the hedged itea. A change m the aarlcet
value of a futures contract that is a hedge of a fira
coaaitaent shall be included in the oeasureaent of the
transaction that satisfies the coaaitaent. A change m the
aarkct value of a futures contract that is a hedge of an
anticipated transaction shall be included in the aeasureaent
of the subsequent transaction.

Once the carrying aaount of an asset or liability has
been adjusted for the change in the aarket value of a
futures contract, the adjuatsent aust be recognized in
incoae in the saae aanner as other coaponenta of the carry-
ing aaount of that asset or liability (e.g., using the
interest aethod) . If the itea being hedged is an interest-
bearing financial instruaent otherwise reported at aaortized
historical cost, then the changes in the aarket value of the

hedge contract that have been reflected as adjustaents in
the carrying aaount of the financial instruaent shall be
aaortized as an adjustaent of interest incoae or expense
ever the expected reaaining life of th* hedged itea.

If a futures contract that has been accounted for as a

hedge of an anticipated transaction is closed before the
data of the related transaction, the aeeuaulated change in
value of the contract shall be carried forward [assuming
high correlation continues to exist) and included in the
aeasureaent of the related transaction. When it becoaes •:

probable that the quantity of the anticipated transaction
will be lass than that originally hedged, a pro rata portion
of the futures results that would have been included in the
aeasureaent of the transaction shall be recognized as a gain
or loss.

Hhen futures contracts that are hedges are terminated,
the gain or loss en the terminated contracts aust be de-
ferred and aaortized over the reaaining life of the hedged
itea.
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S«lns and losses trom sontlxly contract valuationsof futures contracts that do not qualify as hedges

For futures contracts that are not accounted 'or as
hedges, the change tAat has occurred in the aarket'value o*
open positions since the last call report date shall bereflected m oirrent income, either as "other ncr.mterestmcoae" lor net gains or "other noninterest expense- fa- r,.,-
losses. ""

If high correlation ceases to exist, the banJc shoulddiscontinue accounting for a futures contract as a hedgeWhen this occurs, the portion of the change in the aa-^etvalue of the contract that has not offset the aarket value
changes of the hedged item since the inception of the hedaeust be reflected in the Report of Income as "other
noninterest income" or "other noninterest expense " as
appropriate. The contract should thereafter toe accountedfor as a nonhedge contract with subsequent changes in thecontract's aarkct value reflected in current period income.

When futures contracts that are not hedges are -erai-
nated, the gain or loss on the terainated contract aust be
recogniied currently in the Report of Incoae as "other
noninterest income" or "other noninterest expense » as
appropriate.

DoeuBentatioa and r«vi«v

-«-.
•9eaent aust aairtain aprropriat* licies. . .ai

sys. and controls te ensure • -t all res tra-tio adequately doe^.- ented, -litore. ,nd repo-The sntation for fur .-es cont .cts t;: -.ed as heaus- .cient for aanaccaent, internal ana externaaud and bank examiners to verify that all hedgcri-^ have bMn met, that the coapliance of such t. «c-
tioru: ,ith these hedge criteria has been subiect to pc adic
review, and that the transactions continue to qualify for
hedge accounting treat^nt. '

BaaJc exaainers will review the futures activities ofbanks. Tbis review will generally include an assessaent ofthe adequacy of aanageaent's policies, operating systcas,and interTjal controls, including the docuaentation of
transactions, in order to determine that these activitiesare being reported appropriately and conducted in a safe andsound manner. Exaamcrs will particularly scrutinize theamount of deferred losses, and related deferral periodsassociated with futures contracts reported as hedges and aayrequire write-offs when these loss amounts or related
deferral periods are excessive. Futures contracts ostensi-
bly hedging anticipated transactions that are not expected

10
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to CAk* place in ch« n«ar fu«ur« will also b« subject ce
•xamiiMr seruciny.

11
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INTEREST RATE FORWARD AND FUTURES CONTRACTS

iDtroduction to Interest Rate Futures

An interest rate futures contract is an agreement to take or make delivery or cash settle a

specified position at a specified price at a future date. A long position refers to a purchased

futures contract while a short position refers to the sale of a futures contract. Future

contracts are standardized contracts which trade on organized exchanges and settle through a

cleanng corporation. The clearing corporation stands between the buyer and the seller,

thereby reducing some counterparty credit risk. Futures prices are determined competitively

via an open outcry auction system. Some of the most widely traded futures contracts are 3-

month Eurodollar, 1-month LIBOR, Treasury bills, 30-day interest rate, and the 2-, 5-, 10-

and 30-year Treasury notes and bond contracts.

For many longer term futures contracts, the price is quoted on a hypothetical security, and

parameters are set which specify the maturity range of Treasuries which are acceptable for

deliven,' on the contract. For example, the 30-year Treasury bond futures contract calls for

the delivery of an S%, 20-ycar Treasury bond. Any Treasury bond with at least 15 years to

maturity or first call qualifies for delivery. An adjustment is made which accounts for the

difference in coupon and/or maturity called a conversion factor. It effectively converts all

bonds which fall within the deliver) parameters to an 8%, 20-year Treasury bond.

Because futures contracts are traded on organized exchanges, pnce, volume and open interest
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are readily available on pricing systems. Also, the Wall Street Journal contains the previous

day's closing price for most interest rate futures contracts as weD as the volume and open

interest. Open interest is the number of contracts that are outstanding and have not been

offset, delivered or exercised. Open interest and volume information give participants an

indication of the liquidity in each particular contract.

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission is the federal regulatory agency which

regulates the futures and options exchanges. Also providing regulatory oversight is the

Futures Industry Association, which is the futures industry's self regulatory body. The

clearing corporations, regulatory oversight and margin accounts serve to reduce much of the

credit risk associated with the futures market. A margin account is an initial cash or

collateral deposit which serves to guarantee the fulfillment of contractual obligations. As the

futures price fluctuates, creating a profit or loss on a position, the margin account is debited

or credited accordingly. If the account falls below a prescribed level, additional funds must

be added to the account referred to as variation margin.

Commonly, delivery of the underlying instrument is not taken. Instead the futures position is

closed out by purchasing or selling the offsetting futures contract. A few contracts, such as

those based on shon term interest rates, are cash settled and no delivery of a financial

mstrument takes place. The difference between the market (cash) price of the underlying

instrument and the futures price is the basis. At expiration the cash and futures price will be

equal, This is referred to as convergence of cash and futures prices.

REV. 4/93 18
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Many financial instniments which banks own do not have corresponding futures contracts. In

this situation a bank would detennine which futures contract's price sensitivity most closely

tracked that of the financial instrument. This is known as cross hedging. An adjustment is

calculated, known as the hedge ratio, which accounts for the differing price volatility between

the hedged position and hedging instrument. The hedge ratio aids in detennming how many

futures contracts should be purchased or sold in relation to the hedged instrument. It is
'^-^

calculated by dividing the relative price volatility of the hedged position by that of the futures

contran. An adjustment may also need to be made to account for the changing yield spread

relationship between the two instruments. ''^' - -" ' '

Over-the-Counter (OTO Interest Rate Forward Contracts . ^- -i.--ii^_

Interest rate forward contracu are conceptually the same as interest rate futures; however, a

forward contract is not standardized or traded on an exchange. Instead, these securities trade

m the over-the-counter (OTC) market which is primarily dominated by large investment
'

banks and commercial banks. Transactions are negotiated in terms of contract specifications

and price. Forward contracts are usually held to term when delivery of the underlying

instrument is made or taken. Counterpany creditworthiness is a major consideration in

transacting forward contracts. No regulatory agency or exchange controls are present in this

market, therefore participation in this market requires diligent analysis and monitoring of ''- "

credit exposure. .

•:!i «n9q*5 Ss^- i -iys aaauf.: . o% -i-mst v.r-^s. .• *. -l - .. :."!-= ^•;>-'r»^.j
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Margin accounts are not a part of the forward market process; however, market makers may

require collateral in some form to ensure the fulfillment of the obligation. This collateral

account may be structured similar to a margin account in that more collateral could be

secured depending on the performance of the forward position.

Uses of Futures and Forwards

Financial institutions use forward and futures contracts for a number of reasons. One reason

is to hedge the interest rate risk involved with anticipatory positions. For example, suppose

an institution, believing that interest rates are favorable, decides to borrow $5 million of 3-

month CDs with a rate tied to LIBOR; however, the borrowing can not be completed

immediately because the bank must attract these funds. Estimated time to complete the $5

million borrowing is 3 months. The institution can sell a 3-month Eurodollar futures contract

and lock in current rates. As depositors begin moving money into these 3-month Cds the

institution can buy back a proportional amount of Eurodollar futures contracts until the entire

amount of Eurodollar futures contracts are offset, leaving the 3-month CDs on the bank's

books.

An institution can hedge the interest rate risk of an asset or liability or group of assets or

liabilities with futures and forward contracts. For example, if an institution wanted to protect

against rising interest expense on a particular liability, it would sell an appropriate futures

contract. In this way, if interest rates rose, causing the interest expense to rise, the

institution would have an offsetting gain on the futures contract. An institution could also-
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protect the yield on a floating rate asset from declining rates by purchasing an appropriate

futures contract which would gain in value as interest rates declined. The value of the

hedged asset and liability position is protected by the offsetting gains or losses on the futures

position. -v: .-he:':-. r ^ ..r.:' ^.-' »,j-ri;^.' ?r;i:-, ; ,i;r:

Another use of forward and futures contracts is to reduce the duration gap between assets and

liabilities. For example, if an institution wanted to increase the duration of its liabilities to

more closely match its assets, it could sell futures contracts with longer durations.

Conversely, to reduce the duration of its liabilities, the institution could purchase a longer

duration futures contract. -,, .
. ^i.... . .i- .: .^ . . -

Forward and futures contracts can also be used for speculation. If an institution wants to bet

that interest rates will decline, it would purchase, for example. 30-year Treasury bond futures

contracts instead of purchasing the underlying security outright Should the interest rate

forecast change, the institution can sell the futures contract before delivery must be made.

Speculation in most cases is not an acceptable strategy although there are some cases - where

the bank has adequate capital, internal controls and management expertise
- in which

exceptions may be made.

Risks of Interest Rate Forward and Futures Contracts
•; ^- ,

~
5.f "t.: ^ -? .. j;'

If not properly established and monitored, an interest rate hedge using futures contracts maiy
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increase rather than reduce interest rate risk. If the hedge ratio is not calculated properly, for

example, the hedged liability or asset could be under or over hedged. Hedge ratios are

dynamic, and each hedge must be monitored and adjusted over time to ensure that the hedge

ratio remains correct. An improper hedge ratio can directly affect the effectiveness of the

hedge in reducing interest rate risk.

Market liquidity may pose risks for hedges using futures and forward contracts. As contract

delivery dates go further out in time, the liquidity of tintst contracts shrinks. This declining

liquidity can affect the bank's ability to offset the futures contracts at an optimal price. The

forward market is, in general, less liquid than the futures market, and it may be more

difficult and costly for an institution to offset a forward position.

Basis risk may also be present in interest rate hedges using futures contracts. It is more

likely to be present in cross hedges. The cash price of the instrument underlying the futures

contract is only guaranteed to equal the futures price on delivery date. Institutions desiring to

close out positions before delivery date must closely monitor the cash/futures basis and

consider basis risk before entering into a hedge using futures contracts.

Credit exposure on futures contracts is relatively low due to the clearing corporation

structure, the regulatory oversight of the CFTC, and daily margining by futures exchanges.

However, counierpany creditworthiness is a major risk of OTC forward contracts. A bank

which enters into a transaction to lock in current borrowing rates and protect its net interest

margin could sec its earnings affected if rates rise and the counterpany defaults. As
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mentionod, some institutions require collateral from a counteipany before entering into

forward transactions. If the counterparty defaults, the sale of the collateral will serve to

defray losses which result from the default. -

,^. .-.jj
.-- :- : -i :-i

'

• i \ .

Examination Procedures -.' v> . nr- ; -:::-

Prior to engaging in these transactions, a bank should consult its State banking authority or

obtain an opinion of bank counsel concerning the legality of these activities under State law.

Also prior to participating in futures activities, a bank should have in place a written policy

approved by the board of directors which details the permissible strategies and contracts of

which the bank can engage in and own. The policy should mclude gross and net limits

pertaining to each permissible contract. Limits should be set by considering the size of the

bank and Its capital structure. Levels of activity should also be reasonably related to the -^

bank's business needs and its capacity to fulfill its obligations under these contracts. Trading

authonty should be delineated in the policy as well. This authority should be delegated only

to individuals which demonstrate the specific knowledge and expertise necessary to properly

transact those permissible activities and strategies in a safe and sound manner. Prior to

engaging in futures and forward contracts, determination should be made that the particular

activity will be consistent with the overall asset/liability management strategy of the

institution.

'.J T ?ji- -.itt-*. ••, 5.';ji;
•; / iisP- '.I'J.y/.'i
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A system of periodic reporting to the board of directors, or a duly authorized committee

thereof, shoulo > established as part of the bank's monitoring mechanism. These reports

should include all futures and forward contract positions and how these reported positions

affect the bank's interest rate risk and earnings. Adequate internal controls should exist to

insure adherence to the policy and to prevent unauthorized trading and other abuses. (These

internal control systems should also monitor the risks associated with the allowable strategies

to determine the impact on the bank under different interest rate scenarios.) A bank should

also monitor and report the credit risk associated with its forward contracts. The board, or a

duly authorized committee thereof, should approve a list of acceptable counterparties and this

list should be updated pursuant to changes in credit. Credit exposures for each counterparty

should b<- combined across all on and off balance sheet categories to determine a

counterparty's overall credit exposure. Depending on the level of credit exposure and the

counterparty's financial condition, the bank should contemplate the need for reserves.

Speculation in futures contra^ ^ is generally not permitted. However, if an institution with a

sophisucated trading function has adequate capital, sufficient internal controls and

management expertise, this type of activity may be acceptable.

Recordkeeping systems must be sufficiently detailed to permit internal auditors and examiners

to determine whether operating personnel have acted in accordance with authorized

objectives. Bank personnel are expected to be able to describe and document in deta. how

the positions taken contribute to the attainment of the bank's statec objectives. A bank

should maintain general ledger memorandums or commitment registers to adequately identify
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and control all commitments and obligations. Such registers and supporting journals should

at a minimum include: type (i.e., Eurodollar), nature of position (purchased/sold), underlying

instrument, delivery date, current price, purchase/sale price, and amount of initial margin if

applicable. Also, the bank should report positions of futures and forward contracts in the

Repon of Condition, Schedule RC-L. •, , ;

Documentation of the positions in the form of confirmations or statements should be retained.

The bank should also retain any analysis supporting the use of futures and forward contracts

with respect to a particular hedged position or the overall asset/liability position of the bank.

Legal counsel should review contracts.

Examination Treatment

When futures are utilized for hedging purposes the effect of this activity should be reflected

in the interest rate sensitivity analysis. For example, if the effea of a futures hedge is to

lengthen liabilities, then the par value of the futures contracts should be subtracted from rate

sensitive liabilities. Any adverse affect futures and forward contracts have on the interest

rate risk of the institution should be noted in the comment section of the interest rate

sensitivity analysis. Any inappropnate speculative positions or positions which do not adhere

to the institution's policy should be mentioned on the examiner comment and conclusion

page. Consideration of the potential credit risk arising from forward positions should be

considered when evaluating the overall adequacy of the bank's capital accounts.
_-,^,^^ '.^.
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Division of Supervision

MEMORANDUM SYSTEM

6320 t 6920 (I-S )

'»«'«' 0*" DOi/lXH

^r^tark «6972/R. Itorcl

M*5«o»v»c-—

SEMORAJIBtM TO: Rcslon*! Directors
>/^

FROM: P«ul C. Frf*w.yXO
Director //tt^^,

VmiSrt: »>yl>w af Ptrrlngng Sgtrafltles «nd Agenuiigtn» M.rr.r.

1. Purpose . To provide Int'orBAClen rc(<rdln( financial Institution
cxaainatlon approach, docuBcntatlon and basis for conclusions when

encountering a large Inwcstaent In aortgage derivative securities and/or

hedged positions using financial futures contracts.

2. taekfTound . Since the passage of FTBX£A and the additional regulatory
responsibility that has been assipiad to the FSIC, bank cxaainers have
encountered aany situations where a Batcrial aaeuat of the assets of the

csaaincd financial Institution is cancarcd la aortgage leans and/or

aortgage -backed securities. In addition, situations have been encountered
where financial futures contracts hove been utilized to hedge either

assets, liabilities or anticipated cransoctlona . tocause of the high risk
associated vleh these relatively sophistlcacad investaents, safety and
soundness considerations hove been as area of grave concern when conduct-

ing csaainations .

This concern has led to nuaereus ioquiries regarding how to best apply
current FDIC guidelines, and where appropriate, how the esaainatlen staff

should interpret FASB He. SO (futures).

This aeaorandua has boon orgaaixed la two sections, aortgage saeurities

and financial futures.

3. Marteaee Securities . As you are aware, in April 19SS, the FDIC ftoard

of Directors adeptad the Federal Financial lasticucions Exaainatlon
Council's Policy Stateaeat entitled 'Selection of Securities Dealers and

Unsuitable Investacnt Practices.* This decuacnc becaae the basis for

three subsequent -Regional Director aeaoranduas dealing with stripped

aortgage -backed securities, residuals and long-teta zero bends issued in

Transaittal No. 90-105

roc ir2ro*iio-«)
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April 19SI. Dacaabcr 1989, and June 1990, respectively. The purpose of

ciw aforeacnclonad Regional Dlreecor aeaoranduas was to provide super-

visory guldsnco on Che exaMlnaclon crcaOMnc for stripped aortgage- backed

saeuricles, residuals and long-cera, zero-coupon securities.

Although these documents stand on their own, a brief review of soaa of the

key cleaents Is appropriate.

A. mgC Peliev -- April 19S» (FVIC's Lsw, Regulations, and

Related Acts. pps. 5292-97)

Uhcn considering investing in stripped aortgage -backed

securities and residuals, the depository institution Is responsible for

considering the liquidity, aarketabilicy . pledgeablllty and price

volatility of each instruaent.

. As a general rule, stripped aortgage -backed securities are not

considered suitable invescaencs for the majority of financial insti-

tutions .

- These Instruacnts aay be appropriate for highly-sophisticated
and well -managed security portfolio functions: but in these cases, there

should be carefully developed and docvncnted plans prescribing specific

position lialts and control arrangements for enforcing these limits.

Further, these plans should be approved by the Board of Directors and

vigorously enforced.

• The purchase of residuals should be supported by in-house evalu-

ations of possible rate of recurs ranges based on different prepayaent

assuaptions .

- It aay be considered unsuitable for a depositary institution to

co^it significant amounts of funds to stripped aortgage -backed securi- ^^

ties, residuals or zero-coupon bonds.

I. HfrtBn.1 Dlr«eter Memorandum - April 29. 1988

(Transalccal He. •••Ml)

• When held as stand-alone investacnts. residuals and stripped

aortgage-backed sacuzitles are considered highly speculative because of

their substantial prepayaent risk characteristics and volatile market

values; thus, such Invcs^wncs aay be contrary to safe and sound banking

practices.

- It is possible to own these securities la an Invcstaent port-

folio for the purpose of managing interest rate risk on aortgages.

aortgage -backed securities or a aortgage servicing portfolio. If the

assets are purchased for these reasons, there Bust be In place a written

policy, approved by the Board of Directors. This policy should include a

limit on the amount of funds invested, authority and responsibility levels

for designated personnel, adequate management information systems, proce-

dures for periodic valuation and acceptable internal controls.

24 '-* ^^-^
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- (UaagMMiit Busc b* abli eo daaoiistr«M prior to porehas*. and
updtMd throughout tiia life of cho toeurlcjr. hew the cpoelfie lastruacnc
li bcln( uaa4 to aanacc tatcraic rat* risk.

• FlDally, If the •zaainir eooclud«c the abev* criteria arc not
b«ln( Bct, the aferoBentioned •euritlea ahould be eenaidercd unsuitable
invattaenta; thus, the Invcstaeots should be classified adversely. In
addition, the esaaiaer should seek a eooai^Mnt to dispose of the assets.

C. Rertpnel Plreetor Me-""«"*~ -• DecMber ?? »»e
(TransBittal No. 89-174}

• This BeaoranduB reinforces the position that if a financial
institution eannoc aect the interest rate risk aaaageaenc criteria,
adverse classification and e eo^i^nt fro* aanagcaenc to dispose of the
assets at an appropriate tiae should be sought.

• The balance of the asaorandua daals with classification issues
and concludes that depreciation for these residuals net aeeting the
interest race aanageaant criteria, should be classified as 'loss* vltfa

aarket value 'substandard. * For iataraat-enljr (I/O) strips, depreciation
should be classified as 'doubtful' with the balance classified as 'sub-
standard* for those securities held as lirvas^Mnts not aeeting the
interest rate aanageacnt criteria. On I/O strips held for sale, depre-
ciation would be classified 'loss' instead of 'doubtful.* Per

principal-only (P/0) strips, special aentlen is warranted. The P/0
treacaent has been subsequently changed la a Keglenal Director aeaorandua
dated June 12. 1990 (Transaittal Ho. 90-OSO). indicating that govermenc-
backed and other ioves^Mnt quality P/Os aay net be special aeatiened, but
that significant holdings sbotild nonetheless be criticized because of
their effect on interest rate risk, liquidity, eamlngt. etc.

4. Current I««ue» . The following is a st^aary of questions which have
been received froa the regions and related responses.

Should I/Os, P/Os, residuals and xere-eeupea bonds be aggregated late like

subgroups when classified, or should they be listed issue by issue?

ReenoTMe ; Ones a decision has been aada ta adversely classify the

seetiritles in question, the ezaainer should seek a ceaaicaeat to dit-

pose of the assets. If asaagsacnt refuses end indicates the plan is

to held die securities to aaturlty. then the securities should be

individually classified. On the ether hand, if aaaageaent agreci to

the disposition of the securities, the securities should be aggregated
into like subgroups and the lower of cost or aarket classification

approach should be applied to each subgroup.

Uhen an institution aakas its lOCOH adjus^seat, should the *bld,* 'ask' or
seas price in between be used?
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Kg»t»oni»: Vhaa a«curlcl«s arc aazkad to •rkat (aa varaus cost), tli«

base tndlcacor of aarkat value 1* whac an Indapcndanc aacond party
will 'bid* for Che given aaeuriey. If a aacurlty la eonslatently
aalllns above Che 'bid* price, a concern ahould arlae regardlnf chc
quality of infoTaaclon the Inatltutlon la ualng to arrive ac the carry-
ing value of Its aaeuridea on ita booka and reeorda. Whan there does
net appear to be a aarkat 'bid* available, the exaainer ahould take
into account recent aiallar cranaaetlons and the eatlaatad econoalc
value arrived at by the financial Institution. Based on a review and
datctalnatlon that the aaaiapclona used to arrive at eeonoalc value by
the institutioD are reasonabli and cena latent vl^ current aarkat
condltlona, thla value can be substituted after estimating a liquidity
'prealta* and brokers' co^Usalon only in those cases vfaare a aarket
'bid' is not available.

Uhen an Institution is purchasing residuals and stripped aortgagc-baeked
securities . is it crucial chat the institution specify the particular
asset whose interest race risk the instrtoeent is intended to liait?

KerpoTMe: As a general rule, when residuals or stripped securities
are purchased, the apecific Inscruaent whoae Interesc rate risk ia

being lialtad should be clearly Identified. In aore sophisticated
institutions, the purchase of a raaldual or stripped security algbc
occur CO reduce the intereat race riak of a well-defined group of
identifiable assets. In either ease, appropriate Interest sensitivity
analysis, with and without the residual or stripped security, ^lould
be perforaed prior to purchase and en a regular basis throughout the
life of the asset(s) Co ensure that the residual or stripped security
is pcrforaing effectively.

S. Use of Fucurea C«mtT«et«.

A. SupgrvlaaTv follev . The FSIC's 'Statcaeat of Policy Concerning
Interest Rate Futures Concraeca, Forward Cencraccs and Scandby Concraccs*

(pages 5067 chreugh S069 of Che FSIC's Law, Regulaciens, and RclaCad Aces)
sees forth policy guidance for institutions engaging in transactions

involving these types of contracts. The Office of the Coaptroller of the

Currency (OCC) and the Federal lascrv* Board (FU) have adopted essen-

tially the saae policy as ours for the banks under their supervision.
Although the niC's policy stateaent was adopted by chc Board of Direccers
at a ciae when our supervisory reaponslbilities eztendad only to insured
scacc nomeabar banks, exaalners should likewise apply ics provialena
(ether than those establishing regulatory reporting standards for banks)
when aaking judgaents concerning thrift institutions. Thus, as indicated
in Che policy scatcaenc, banks and chrifc institutions chac engage in

futures, forward, and standby (i.e., option) transactions

should only do so in accordance with safe and aouad

banking practices. Levels of activity should be reason-

ably related to ch* bank's (or chrlfc's] business needs
and capacity to fulfill Its obligations under these

contracts. In aanaging their investaent portfolios
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(and eehcT portions of chelr balance shaccs], banks

(and chrlfu] should evaluate the Inctrcst rate risk
cKpesur* resulting frea their overall activities to
•nsure that tbt positions they take in futures, forvard
and standby contract aarkcts vlll reduce their risk

exposure and [each institution's) policy objectives
should be foiaulatad in li(bt of the bank's (or
thrift's) entire asset and liability aix.

The policy scatcaent then describes the Inlaia guidelines vlth which
institutions entering into futures, forvard. and standby transactions
should cooiply. A thrift Institution's failure to follow these guidelines
(other than those establishing regulatory reporting standards for banks)
would noraally seas that the institution is engaging in unsafe or unsound

practices. Exaainers should review a thrift's policies and procedures
relating to its involvcacnt vlth futures, forvard, and standby contracts
for ceaplianee with the guidance contained in the policy stateaene and

express the FDIC's views as to appropriate corrective action when deficien-
cies are encountered.

B. Applleeble Aeeeuntlne Standard . Thrift Institutions aust account
for futures contracts in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles (GAAP) for regulatory reporting purposes. The applicable
euthoritativc standard in this area is Financial Accounting Standards
Board Stateaent No. 80, 'Accounting for Futures Contracts* (FASB 80),
which was Issued in August 19S&. On the other hand, the supervisery
policies of the three banking agencies have to date generally not

petal tted banks to use FASB 80 hedge accounting in eonaectlen vlth
financial futures contracts. Instead, the banking agencies require
ark-to-aarket accounting for such contracts (except these used to hedge
ertgege banking activities).

FASB 80 requires that a change in the aarkct value of an open futures
contract be recognized as a gain or loss in the period of the change
unless the contract qualifies as a hedge of certain exposures to price or
interest rate risk. Cains and losses on futures contracts that satisfy
the hedge criteria specified in the standard can be deferred and aaortized

As part of the ongoing iatarageeey effort to eliainate differences
between GAAP and bank regulatory reporting requireacnts , the Federal
Financial Institutions Fxaal nation Council's Reports Task Force is

drafting revised Call Baport inscructioni and recoaaended changes to the

banking agencies' current supervisory policies on futures, forvard, and

standby contracts that will pczaic banks to fellow FASB 80 for regulatory
reporting purposes. The revision would also include safeguards to set

appropriate safety and soundness bounds on the range of acceptable
practice in accounting for futures contracts. Any revised supervisory
policy stateaent ausc be approved by the FDIC's Board of Directors (and
siailar action bus: be taken by the OCC and the FU) before the adaption
of FASB 80 for Call Report purposes can take effect.
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over cctx«ln fucurt periods (unless tht concraet hedges an Itea reported
at fair value. In which case the gain or loss should be recognized
ioaedlacely) . These criteria are specified In paragraph 4 of FASB 80.
trtilch In part states that

[l]n applying this Statcaent. both of the following
conditions shall be act for a futures contract to

qualify as a hedge:

a. The Itca to be hedged exposes the enterprise to

price (or Interest rate) risk. . . . (and)

b. The futures contract reduces that exposure and is

designated as a hedge. At the Inception of the

hedge and throughout the hedge period, high cerrela- ^

tlon of changes In (1) the aarket value of the

futures contraet(s) and (2) the fair value of, or

interest incoae or expense associated with, the

hedged Itca(s) shall be probable so that the results

of the fururcs contraet(s) will substantially offset
the effects of price or Interest rate changes on the

exposed Itea(s). In addition to assessing Inferaa-

tlon about the correlation during relevant past
periods, the enterprise also shall consider the

characteristics of the specific hedge, such as the

degree of correlation that can be expected at vari- -^ -

eus levels of higher or lower aarket prices or

Interest rates. A futures contract for a co^edity
or financial Instruacnt different froa the Itaa

intended to be hedged asy qualify as a hedge
provided there is a clear ecooeaie relationship
becvees the prices of the two co^odities or

fioanelal instruments, and provided high correlation

!• probable.

In addition, there are situations when a futures contract is intended to

be used to hedge as anticipated transaction. Paragraph 9 of FASB 80

describes an anticipated transaction as one which an Institution 'expects,
but Is net obligated, to carry out in the noraal course of business.* In

order to apply hedge accounting to an anticipated transaction, the two

preceding conditions as well as both of the following two conditions Bust

be satisfied:

a. The significant characteristics and expected teras ^'

of the anticipated transaction arc identified.

. . . I«»J)
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b. It ij probable chat the aBClelpatcd cruisaetloc vlll
occur. Conaldcracletu in ascasslng the likelihood
Chat a cransaccion will occur Include Che frequency
of aimllar cransaeelons in Che p*sz: eha financial
and operational ablllcy of the cnccrpria* to carry
out Che cranaaccion: aubaeancial cwlmeata of
reaourcca to a partleolar accivicy . . . : the

length of ciac Co cfac aaciclpaced cranaactien date;
the extent of loci or disruption of operations chat
could resulc If Che transaction docs not occur; and
tha likelihood that traasaccioos with suhstanrlally
different eharaeccristies Bi(hc be used to achieve
Che saac business purpose ....

Thus, paragraphs <> and, for anticipated transactions. 9 of FASB 80 de-

scribe Che prcrequisices to the use of hedge accounting largely in ceias
of piobabllicy assessaents that ausc be aade before cnccring ince che

intended hedging cransaccion. Hereovcr, In slcuatlons where hedge
accounting is being used, the initial assessacnt of the probability of
future correlation of changes in the value of the futures contract and the

hedged Itea mst chcreafcer be followed by regular hiscorieal evaluations
of correlation. In discussing the naod foe both on Initial and ongoing
assessacnt of hedge effectiveness, paragraph S9 of the 'Background Inforaa-
tion and Basis for Conclusions* section of FASB 80 explains that

In many c»s»% the actual results of a hedge transaction

aay be approziautely what was expected. However, even

chough high correlation aoy be probable at inception, it
is not cercaln; actual price relacionships over che

hedge period aay be significantly different froa what
was expected. Several respondents eenfiiaed chat fact.

The Board concluded that che continuation of hedge

aceotmcing aust be justified by what has actually
happened rather than es the basis of expectations fotaed
at an earlier daca.

Paragraph 11 of FASB 80 therefore provides that

[a]n enterprise regularly shall assess the results of a

futures contract dasignaced as a hedge to detctaine if

the high correlation required by paragraph 4(b) is being
achieved. If that ossexsaent indicates high correlation
has not occurred, the enterprise shall cease to account

for the futures contract as a hedge and shall recognize
s gain or loss to the extent the futures results have

not been offset by the effects of price or interest rate

changes on the hedged itea since inception of the hedge.

However, FASB 80 itself provides llccle specific guidance on the aconing
of the cera 'high correlacien* and on che procedures chac should be

followed in aeosuring correlation. In this regard, the June 1985 issue of

'FASB Highlights,* which provides FASB staff responses co FASB 80 iapleaen-
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tatloB quattlOM. oocM to rcsponsi to aa iaquit^ en how high "hlah
eorrcl«clon* should b« thac

[t)he loAzA Incentionally did noc specify any sp«el£ie
Bcasurc of eerrclacloti and left chat aacur for Jud^ant
and evolution la piactiea. Because of the requircaent
for a "clear eeoaooie relationship* becveeo the itea
being hedged and the itea underlying the futures
contract, eorrelatioc should be substantially higher
than that which vould occur due to aere chance.

Generally, accounting practice has coae to aaintain that correlation in
Che changes In the value of the futures concract and the hedged itea (the
cash position) Bust be at least 80 percent in order for 'high correlation*
CO be achieved. This is soaetlBcs expressed as a range of 80 to 125
percent. (Percentages over 100 percent can be converted to percentages
between and 100 percent by ta ltlng their reciprocal. The reciprocal of
125 percent is 80 percent, i.e., 1/1.25 - 80 percent.) Thus, if correla-
tion is less than 80 percent, it would not noraally be acceptable eo apply
hedge accounting. Froa a supervisory standpoint, we do not take exception
CO Che use of an 80 parceoc chresbold (an 80 to 125 perccnc range) for
high correlation. It Is our understanding chat the staffs of che other
federal banking and thrift regulators share chia view.

C. Initttl Atsetsatnt ef Cerrelstlon. As for Che inicial aasessaent
of che probabilicy of correlation, eoosidaration eust be given co the
degree of correlation in 'relevant pasc periods.* The June 198S *FASB
Highllghcs* indicates chat this aeaas that eorrelatien should b« cracked
at least 'for * nuaber of past periods chat are longer than d>a intended
duration of the hedge.* In any ease, because paragraph 4(b) ef FaSB 80
requires che asscssaent ef correlation ce cover various levels ef Incerest
rates . this analysis period should noraally cover at least tbc preceding
12 Konths in order to deaonstratc how the fucures eoncraec(s) will reduce
che xnstitucieo's exposure ce price or inceresc race risk. Toe prob-
abilicy of correlation can b« cesced by exaaining the actual dollar aaount
of offset during the analysis period (i.e., che cxccnc co w^-'.eh the dollar
aaounc ef changes in che aarkcc value of fucures contracts ng this
period have offset the change in the fair value of, or che -sc Inceac
or expense «3seciaced with, che icca or group of iceas Co b -d) , or .

chrough a - ?ssien and correlacien analysis^ of these cha ring
the anal'v rlod.

These ttatlsclca ..ccheds for study- .ae rclaclons --eewoen
variables. . as change* i.n fucures concract aarkac values ^ changes
relaced ce iteas co be hedged. In regression analysis, *escia. es are
aadc of che values of a variable froa a traevledge of the values of one or
ere other variables, and to the aeasuzcaenc of the errors involved in
this estlaation process.* while correlation analysis aeasures 'the

strength of the association (correlacion) aaong cbesc variables' (Morris

Haaburg. Statistical atuIvsH for Deeiiien Hakint. 1970. page 460).
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Adequate wTlctcs deetacncaclon of ebc inlcl«l eorrcUclsn MMtsMtic oust
be prepared noc leccr thas che ciae nhen the hedclo( craasaecien is
entered Into, thii dec\aentatisn auac else clearly Identify the itcn or
group of iteu intended to be .hedged, ausc show how this ttca or group of
iteas ezpesct the Institution to price or interest rate risk, aad
(assiaing that high correlation has been shown to be probable) aust desig-
nate the futures eontraet(t) as a hedge. The absence of such written
dacuaentatioo precludes the use of hedge accounting, thereby reqtiiring
futures gains or losses to be recognized currently through the incoac
scateaenc. After-the-fact initial assessaent doeuaeotatlon is also an
unacceptable aeans of Justifying the use of hedge accounting.

(tore iaportantly, such doeuacntation deficiencies would represent unsafe
and unsound practices because, contrary to the FOtC't policy stateaent
addressing futures contracts, the institution would nee be in a position
to show that its futures positions arc reducing its risk exposure. As
that policy further indicates, an institution's 'personnel arc expected to
be able to describe and docuaent in detail how the positions they have
taken . . . contribute to the attainaent of the bank's [or thrift's]
stated objectives.* In other words, if an institution itself cannot
adequately deaenstrate how its risk is being reduced, its use of futures
contracts is essenclally a speculation en future interest rate aoveaents
and should be regarded as an uaaceepcablc practice. Institutions aay net
rely on brokers or ether parties to do their analyses for thea.

D. On£elnt Kttttntnz af Cerrelatlon. Once a hedge using futures is
in place, FaSB 80 requires an institution to regularly tMMtt the correla"
tion of its futures results wiA these of its hedged cash position.
According to the June 1985 'FASB Highlights.* *reguXarly* U *(a]t least
as often as financial results are reported. Due to the risks inherent in
the futures aarkets. aost coapanies aonitor their positions eontiau-
ously.* In practice, hedge effectiveness is assessed at least aonthly.
More frequent assessaents (i.e., weekly or daily) are warranted in certain
circuBstaaces such as for hedges for relatively short tiae periods (e.g..
three Bonths, six aonths). Such e frequency is consistent with the previ-
sions of the FDIC's policy stateaent on interest rate futures, forward,
and standby contracts chat call for reviews aad valuations of futures
eontrect positions at least aonthly.

The historical tests of hedge effectiveness required en a regular basis by
paragraph 11 of FASB SO ahetild cover the period since inceptiet. of the

hedge throu^ the date of the test aad should begin the first aoath (or
week or day, if aore appropriate fer the specific hedge). The use of

'grace periods* before che effeecivciMss of a hedge is evaluated is nee an
appropriate practice In light of FASB 80' s prerequisite that high correla-
tion aust be probable at the inception of the hedge in order fer hedge
accounting ce be used. Thus, in order to dcaonscraee that high correla-
tion has occurred, che change in the aarket value of the futures
cantract(s) since the inception of the hedge aust substantially offset the

change in the fair value of. or the interest incoac or expense associated
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wlth, tbc hedged lcaa(«). In Bcasurlng such changes, eh* actual dollar
aaounc of cfac cbasgej en a c\auXaclvc basis should be used. Hachedologlcs
cbac do noc eensldcT the actual price rclacienships of chc futures
concraet(s) and hedged itea(s} since the inception of the hedge arc not
acceptable aeans of determining whether high correlation has been
achieved. As vlch the initial asscssacnt of correlation discussed above,
adequate written doctoMntatien of the ongoing assessaentj of hedge effec-
tiveness Bust be prepared and alntatocd hj each institution itself.

As stated above, to be hi^. correlation of at least SO percent ((0 to 125
percent) on a ctaulatlvc basis oust have been achieved. If the ci^ulative
correlation in a particular aonth (week, dajr) drops below this level, the
reason for this occurrence should be detcrained, if possible. If a reason
can be identified and it is an isolated, unusual event that is not
expected to recur, the futures contraet(s) can continue to be accounted
for as a hedge. Thee, if the next aonth's (week's, day's) ctaulative
correlation aeasureaent reaains below the 80 percent level for essentially
the saae reason, hedge accounting for that futures contrset(s) should
normally cease. In this regard, when cuBulativc correlation falls below
80 percent because of a change in the level of long-tera interest rates
that differs significantly frea the change la the level of short-tera
interest rates (a so-called nenparallcl shift in the yield curve), such an
event cannot be considered an isolated, unusual event that is not expected
to recur.

On the other hand, there aay on occasion be situations when the correla-
tion on a e«Bulatlve basis is found to be less than 80 percent, but tbc
actual dollar aaounts of the cuaulative changes in value of the futures
position and the cash position are bedt nnainal in relation to the aaount
of the cash position being hedged. At the saae tiae, the actual changes
in value of the futures and cash positions en a aonthly (weekly, daily)
basis will aoraally have been at or above the 80 percent level of
correlation, and those in the aost recent periodCs) will usually have been
large in aaount. For exaaple:
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ia anjr eas«, as • gmeral zul*. ehcr* is « prcsiapcloB diac h«d|« seeeune-

Ing should ba cazalosccd iAi«a cfacr* is s lack of high cerr*l«eion (lass
Chan to pcreanc en a etaulacive basis). Hhen chis occurs, ehc aaounc by
Hhieb Che chaaga in cha aarkat valua of cha fueuras canczaec(s) ms not
o£fsac hy Che change assoclacad with cha hedgad lcaa(s) sines the incsp-
cion of cha badge, should be recognized I—sill scaly as a gain or loss.

t. Anelelaaceil Tr.T«.etioTis Ancicipacad craasaecions should be

cxpccccd CO take place in ehe near future in order for changes in ehc

arkec value of futures contracts intended to hedge such transactions to

be eligible for deferral and aaortizacien. Periods in excess of, say. one

year arc not consistent with the notion of occtirxing in the near future.

This position is based en the consensus reached by the FASB's Eaerging
Issues Task Force in Issue No. 86-3i>, 'Futures Contracts Used As Hedges of

Anticipated Reverse Repurchase Transaeciens .

* That consensus indlcsccs,
in part, that it will be difficult to aeec cha conditions specified in

FASB to for applying hedge accounting to aacicipatad transactions when cbe

'cransaetions arc expected to take place ovar a ralativaly long period of
ciac.*

33
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INTEREST RATE OPTIONS Sr i ^ . . ; :.?,.„. ^-^u

lotroduction to Interest Rate Options

An interest rate option is an agreement between two parties which gives one party the right,

but not the obligation, to buy or sell a security or contract. There are two types of options-

call and put options. A caU option gives the purchaser, for a fee or premium which is paid

to the seller of the call, the right to buy a specific security or contract (underlying

instrument) at a specified price (strike price) and a specified date (expiration date). If the

call purchaser decides to buy the security (exercise his option), the call seller (writer) must

deliver the underlying instniment at the strike price. Conversely, a put option gives the

buyer, for a premium, the right to sell the underiying instniment to the put writer at the

strike pnce. There are two types of exercise provisions; American and European. An

American option can be exercised at any time up to and including the expiration date. A

European option is exercised only on the expiration date.

The relationship between the strike pnce and the pnce of the underlying instrument

determines whether the option is in-the-money, at-the-money or out-of-lhe-money. A

purchased call option is in-the-money when the market price of the underiying security is

above the strike price, and ii is out-of-the money when the price of the underiying security is

below the strike pnce. When the relationship between the strike price and the pnce of the

underlymg secunty is reversed, the same terms apply to put options. Both call and put

options are at-the-money when the strike pnce equals the market pnce of the underlying instniment.
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Over-tbe-Counter (OTQ Interest Rate Options

Some common OTC interest rate options are optic ^n mortgage and Treasury securities.

OTC options do not trade on a cer ed exchanj not stand: dized contracts, and are

not settled through a clearing hous stead, man xers are typically large investment

banks and commercial banks, and contracts are settjc^ directly with the option counterparty.

These institutions may also act as intermediaries between offsetting transactions. Brokers

facilitate the matching of buyers and sellers in this decentralized market; contract

specifications are negotiated between the buyer and seller. Counterparty creditworthiness is a

major consideration in transacting OTC options and these options require diligent analysis and

monitoring of credit exposure. OTC options are not transferable without the consent of the

buyer, making these options less liquid than exchange-traded options.

Exchange-Traded Interest Rate Options

Exchange-traded interest rate options are similar to OTC options with regard to termmology

and the basic mechanics. There are a few exchange-traded options where the underlying

instrument is a fixed income instrument or index, but most are options on futures contracts or

futures options. Some of the most widely traded are options on Eurodollar and Treasury

bond futures. Exchange-traded options have a central marketplace, contracts are

standardized, and trades arc cleared through clearing corporations. The clearing
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corporation interposes itself between buyers and sellers, acting as a third-party guarantor and

eliminating the need for credit analyses on counterparties. Option premiums are determined

competitively through an open outcry auction system. This organized, centralized system

provides participants with readily available price information. The Wall Street Journal

provides a futures options section which details the previous day's closing premium prices for

various contract expiration months and strike prices, as well as the open interest and contract

volume. Open interest is the number of contracts that are outstanding and have not been 2

offset, delivered or exercised. Open interest and volume numbers give participants an
""^ i^-

indication of the liquidity in each particular contract. Exchange-traded options benefit from "~''

regulatory oversight which is not present in the OTC options market. The Commodity ••• •^^'~

Futures Trading Commission regulates exchange-traded options and futures contracts. -' '-' •"-

An initial cash deposit, called a margin account, must be established by participants in the

futures options market; this type of structures account does not exist in the OTC option
-

markets. For example, when options on futures contracts are sold, the seller must establish a

margin account which is commensurate with the position taken. A daily debit or credit is

made to the account which corresponds to the price movement of the option. Also, if the

account falls below a prescribed level due to position losses, additional funds arc required.
'

Failure to comply with margin requirements will lead to the closing out of the position via an

offsetting transaction. •>
' -

; . . . „^ -;
-

•sen 2^:^^: s^^;w ,^-vss>i; Tirtr t s<t; ^' 'is-
'

-
" ;•'"?:. .r>. : .

' ' rs" -:

A call option on a futures contract gives the purchaser the right to buy the underlying futures

contract (lake a long futures position). Conversely, a put option gives the purchaser the right
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to sell the underlying futures contract (take a short futures position). As an alternative to

buying or selling a futures contract, the option holder may sell the option or let it expire if it

has no value. Call writers stand ready to take a short position in a futures contract, or they

may execute a trade offsetting the futures position once the contract is exercised. Put writers

stand ready to take a long position in a futures contract or execute an offsetting transaction.

Several factors affect option valuation and are commonly considered when engaging in

exchange-traded options: delta, gamma, vega and theta. Delta measures the amount the

option premium changes with a one point change in the underlying instrument. Delta value is

used in determining how many option contracts are necessary in effective hedging strategies.

In this context, the delta value is referred to as the hedge ratio. Gamma is a measure of

how much the option's delta will change, for a given change in the price of the underlying

msirument. Vega measures how much the option's premium will change for a given change

in volatility, and theta measures the amount of premium lost as one day passes.

Uses of Options

Some common interest rate option strategies arc writing covered calls and buying protective

puts. When an institution writes, or sells, a call option on a held position, the strategy is

referred to as covered call writing. This strategy enhances the yield on the position if rates

remain stable; provides limited protection, equalling the p- lium received, when rates rise

and pnces fall; and diminishes the upside potential if rates decline because the writer is

subject to the sale of his position at the agreed upon strike price. Covered call writing is'
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addressed in the 1992 Supervisory Policy Statement on Securities Activities: "In an effort to ..

obtain higher yields, some portfolio managers have mistakenly relied on the theoretical .v

hedging benefits of covered call writing, and have purchased extended maturity U.S.

government or Federal agency securities. This practice can significantly increase risks taken

by the depository institution by contributing to a maturity mismatch between its assets and its

funding." . -iSm'-'/ :i':i .i/c?;-;
^"- • ::'--K'' • u j^^^s; f —.(V'V

Another strategy frequently used is buying protective puts. This enables an institution to

insulate a panicular position from unlimited price declines or increases in interest rates. It .:

entails purchasing a put option on a held posiuon. For example, an institution owns $25

million of 8%, 30-year Treasury bonds with a book value of 98, it and purchases a
.^.j.--,.-ro.}

European, OTC put option on that security with a strike price of 98 which expires in 3- ,-*. --

months. Restated, this institution has purchased the right to sell $25 million of 8%, 30-year

Treasury bonds to the put writer at 98 at the expiration date. If rates rise in the next 3 ^ ,

months and the bond price dechnes to 92, the institution owns the right to sell the Treasury

bonds at 98. If rates decline, the instituuon can fully participate in the price appreciation of ^

its position, however this is offset slightly by the put premium paid.

Institutions which use duration to manage their balance sheets may use interest rate options to .

effectively lengthen or shorten assets or liabilities by purchasing calls or puts. .. ,
,

.

.j,^

When an insmution panicipates in option contracts which have no connection with its main

business, the institution may be engaging in speculation. There are many ways to speculate-
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using interest rate options, one of which is writing naked calls and puts-writing options

without ownership of the underlying instrument. This type of activity can pose substantial

lisk. When a naked call option is exercised, the writer must purchase the underlying

instrument, at then prevailing rates, to deliver to the option buyer. The market price will

always be higher than the strike price which the option writer will receive for the instrument.

When a naked put option is exercised, the writer must purchase the underiying security at the

strike price which will be above the then prevailing market price.

Risks of Interest Rate Options

Counterparty creditworthiness is a major risk of OTC options. An institution holding a

protective put with a counterparty who has defaulted is not protected from rising interest rates

and has also lost the premium paid for the put. To reduce credit risk, some institutions deal

only with highly rated institutions or require that some type of collateral is pledged when the

fmancial condition of the counterpany is unacceptable. This pledged collateral serves to

defray any losses in the event of counterparty default.

Options associated with the greatest risk are the naked options described above. However,

institutions which purchase puts and write calls on held positions are also subject to interest

rate risk. For example, depending on the strike price, a covered call writer will not

panicipate fully in pncc rallies. If a position is called away, there is the risk that the

insutution's net inter-.-st margin will be reduced t>ecause the asset must be replaced at a higher

pnce.
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OTC options may be subject to liquidity risk because they are traded in a decentralized

market and because these option contracts are not transferable to third parties unless there is

consent from both counterparties. Some exchange-traded options written on longer-dated

futures contracts are also subject to liquidity risk because there are fewer participants buying

and selling those options. -.^ - -r.>v^ ,, .^.. .., ;, , ,

Examination Procedures - v h .... ? :,;. "^r,;i .-v A^.iv^

Prior to engaging in OTC or exchange-traded options, a bank should consult its state banking

authority or obtain the opinion of bank counsel concerning the legality of these activities

under state law. ,_ ^:a:s.'i~r- -'. ,:v>st
-

-, =
.

.

flCJtJt^O i'; ?ii..j/'fti ,Vfo':^'i *>-<»•;' ^r
'

.•::'.;. - ."=;

Also prior to participating in OTC or exchange-traded options, a bank should have in place a

written policy approved by the board of directors which details the permissible strategies and

contracts the bank can engage in and own, and their relationship to other banking activities.

The policy should include gross and net limits pertaining to each permissible contract. Limits

should be set by considenng the size of the bank and its capital structure. Levels of activity

should also be reasonably related to the bank's business needs and capacity to fulfill its -
;•-. ':n

obligations under these agreements. Trading authority should be delineated in the policy as

well. This authonty should be delegated only to individuals which demonstrate the specific

knowledge and expenise necessary to properly transact those permissible activities and

strategies in a safe and sound manner. Pnor to entering into and over the term of any option

contract, a determination should be made that the particular activity will be consistent with-
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the overall asset/liability position of the institution.

For most banks, option contraos should be used to reduce interest rate exposure.

Speculation with option contracts is generally not permitted. Exceptions may be made for

more sophisticated institutions which have sufficient management expertise, capital and

internal controls to properly use these contracts in a trading or intermediary capacity.

Adequate internal controls should exist to insure adherence to the established policies and to

prevent unauthorized trading and other abuses.

A system of periodic reporting (at least monthly) to the board of directors, a duly authorized

committee thereof, or the bank's internal auditor should be established as pan of the bank's

monitoring mechanism. These reports should include all option contract positions and how

these reported positions will affea the bank's interest rate exposure and earnings

performance. A bank should also monitor and report on the credit risk associated with its

OTC option contracts. The tward, or a duly elected committee thereof, should approve a list

of acceptable counterparties, and this list should be updated pursuant to changes in credit.

Credit exposures should be combined across all activities with the bank to determine each

counterpany's overall credit exposure level. Depending on the level and the counterparty's

financial condition, the bank should contemplate the need for reserves from the counterparty

or possible deletion from the approved counterparty list.

Recordkeeping systems must be sufficiently detailed to permit internal auditors and examiners

to determine whether operating personnel have acted in accordance with authorized
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objectives. Bank personnel are expected to be able to describe and document in detail how

the positions taken contribute to the attainment of the bank's stated objectives. A bank

should maintain general ledger memorandums or commitment registers to adequately identify

and control all commitments and obligations. Such registers and supporting journals should

at a minimum include: option type (call/put), nature of position (purchase/sale), description of

underlying instrument, exercise (American or European), contractual amount, premium paid,

strike rate, and expiration date. Also, the bank should repon purchased and written option

positions in the Repon of Condition, Schedule RC-L.

Documentation of option positions in the form of confirmations or statements should be

retained. The bank should also retain any analysis supporting the use of option contracts with

respect to a particular hedged position or the overall asset^liability position of the bank.

Legal counsel should review contracts.

Examination Treatment

When options are used for hedging purposes the effect of this activity should be reflected in

the interest rate sensitivity analysis. Purchased calls and written puts should be shown as a

reduction to rate sensitive assets. Purchased puts and written calls should be shown as a

reduction to rate sensitive liabilities. Options should be slotted using delta equivalent values.

The notional or par amount of the option contract should be multiplied by the option's current

delta, and this delta equivalent value should be slotted as described above. Any adverse

effect on the interest rate sensitivity of the institution ansmg from option positions should be
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noted in the comment section of the interest rate sensitivity analysis. Any inappropriate

speculative positions or positions which do not adhere to the institution's policy should be

mentioned on the examiner comment and conclusion page. Consideration of the potential

credit risk arising from option positions should be considered when evaluating the overaU

adequacy of the bank's capital accounts.
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FORWARD RATE AGREEMENTS

Introduction to Forward Rate Agreements

A forward rate agreemen! (FRA) is a contract between two parties in which one party

agrees to pay the difference between the market rate of interest on the contract's effective

date and a pre-agreed fixed rate or contract rate. A principal or notional amount is used to

calculate the payment, but it is never itself exchanged. Typically, the market interest rate in

an FRA is the London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR). The contracts are quoted according

to the beginning and ending dates of the interest period or contract period. For example, a

'twos against fives* FRA would have a settlement date or value date two months forward.

The contract f>eriod would commence at the value date and extend for three months, ending

in month five. The first number ("twos") indicates the number of months to the value date,

and the second rmmber ("fives") represents the end of the interest period. At the value date,

the difference between the market rate and the contract rate is calculated. If the market rate

is above the contract rate, the buyer of the FRA receives a payment. If the market rate is

below the contract rate, the seller of the FRA receives a payment. This payment or

settlement sum is discounted because the payment is received at the beginning of the contract

period rather than at maturity.

.:^""! ^}&i :.^."J3;"i '*'"'' '"'•''' ^ ^-''^ '-''' -' -
'•

FRAs cover only one interest period, usually 3, 6 or 12 months, and this period can be fixed

up to 18 months ahead. FRAs are not standardized instruments. No margin account is

established, and no premium is paid to either pany of the agreement. They are traded in an
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over-the-counter (OTC) market with market maken primarily being commercial banks.

Uses of Forward Rate Agreements

Suppose a commercial bank wanted to raise money by issuing 3-month CDs, 6 months from

now. Believing that interest rates are low and that they will steadily increase, the bank wants

to lock in current rates. In order to do this, the bank buys a "sixes against nines" FRA for a

notional amount equal to the amount of CDs it will issue. If market rates do, in fact, rise by

the value date of the FRA, the contract rate on the FRA would be lower than the prevailing

market rate. The bank would then receive a payment from the counterparty which represents

the difference between the two rales. This settlement sum would be discounted from the end

of the contract period back to the value date. By entering into the FRA six months before

issuing the CDs, the bank could lock in low rates while still being able to offer its customers

the current market rate on 3-month CDs.

Just as a bank can lock in borrowing costs by buying an FRA, it can also obtain downside

protection for its assets by selling FRAs. For example, a bank determines in May, in order

to reduce its interest rate gap, that it will originate some short-term variable rate loans which

will settle in August and will roll off in November. The bank sells "three against sixes"

FRAs to protect the variable rate loans from interest rate declines. By August, interest rates

have declined, but the contract rate on the FRA is higher than current market rates. The

loan value will decline with lower rates, but the bank will receive a payment for the FRA

which will offset the loss on the loan.
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As with most off-balance sheet instniments, banks can utilize FRAs to speculate on rate

movements. If a bank is an FRA market maker, it can also eam fee income from this

activity. Speculation in most cases is not an acceptable strategy, although exceptions may be

made when a sophisticated institution has adequate capital, internal controls and management

expertise to engage in such activities. r«^
-

't-x- sr.T rwo L.- :, ;; ass.-iuc ;^-. mta-..

Risks of Forward Rate Agreements .liio u u."; v.
•

i?* ; . .: . '^^r:

-:' •! Liifjf-rt; v7hc;''?-!;,4if*T "- -ji, .':, rf. '^
.i.;:.

Because FRAs are traded in a decentralized, over-the-counter market, counterparty

creditworthiness is a major risk. An institution which has entered into an FRA agreement to

protect the return on a floaung rate asset or to lock in a borrowing cost, accomplishes neither

of objective if the counierpany defaults. This could lead to a loss of earnings and reduction

of the bank's net interest margin and capital.

Liquidity nsk also exists largely due to the decentralized nature of this market and because

these contracts are not transferable to third parties unless there is consent from each original

counterpany. -r
;.;,- -,,..-j jj-i-.i,-,.

Examination Procedures
^^;^^,.:,;i^.

-i s;/, :j-.,;ni i:?:i^ ^; .- -^ /-st -; ;;ii'fn

Prior to engaging in these transactions, a bank should consult its State banking authority or
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obtain an opinion of bank counsel concerning the legality of these activities under State law.

Also prior tc ating in FRAs, a bank should have in place a written policy approved by

the board of c s which details the permissible strategies and agreements of which the

bank can engage in and own. The policy should include gross and net limits pertaining to

each permissible agreement. Limits should be set by considering the size of the bank and its

capital structure. Levels of activity should also be reasonably related to the bank's business

needs and capacity to fulfill its obligations under these agreements. Trading authority should

be delineated in the policy as well. This authority should be delegated only to individuals

which demonstrate the specific knowledge and expertise necessary to property transact those

permissible activities and strategies in a safe and sound manner. Prior to engaging in any

FRAs, a determination should be made that the particular activity will be consistent with the

overall asset/liability position of the institution.

A system of periodic reponing to the board of directors, or a duly authorized committee

thereof, should be established as pan of the bank's monitoring mechanism. These reports

should include all FRA positions and how these reported positions will affect the bank's

interest rate risk and earnings. Adequate internal controls should exist to insure adherence to

the policy and to prevent unauthonzed trading and other abuses. (These internal control

systems should also monitor the risks associated with the allowable strategies to determine the

impact on the bank under different interest rate environmenu.)

Although FRAs are generally short-term in nature, a bank should also monitor and report vn
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the credit risk associated with its FRA positions. The board or a duly elected committee

thereof should approve a list of acceptable counterparties and this list should be updated

pursuant to changes in credit. Credit exposures for each counterparty should be combined

across all activities with the bank to determine an overall exposure level. Depending on the

level of credit exposure and the counterparty's financial condition, the bank should

contemplate the need for reserves from the counterparty or possible deletion from the - '-

approved counterpany list.

Speculaiion in FRAs is generally not permitted. However, if the institution has adequate

capital, sufficient internal controls and management expertise, this type of activity may be

acceptable for some sophisticated banks. : o ;- ':: -n^'-.^

Recordkeeping systems must be sufficiently detailed to permit internal auditors and examiners

to determine whether operating personnel have acted in accordance with authorized

objectives. Bank personnel are expected to be able to describe and document in detail how

the positions taken contribute to the attainment of the bank's stated objectives. A bank

should maintain general ledger memorandums or commitment registers to adequately identify

and control all commitments and obligations. Such registers and supporting journals should

at a minimum include: value date, ending date, nature of position (purchase/sale), notional

amount, contract rate, and market reference rate. The bank should report FRA positions in

the Report of Condition, Schedule RC-L.

Documentation of the positions in the form of confirmations or statement should be retained.
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The bank should also retain any analysis supporting the use of FRAs with respect to a

particular hedged position or the overall asset/liability position of the bank. Legal counsel

should review agreements.

Examination Treatment

When FRAs are utilized for hedging purpose- the effect of this activity should be reflected in

the interest rate sensitivity analysis. Purcha FRAs should be shown as a reduction to rate

sensitive liabilities. Sole FRAs should be shown as a reduction to rate sensitive assets. Any

adverse affect on the interest rate risk of the institution arising from FRA positions should be

noted in the comment section of the interest rate sensitivity analysis. Any inappropriate

speculative positions or positions which do not adhere to the institution's policy should be

mentioned on the examiner comment and conclusion page. Consideration of the potential

credit risk arising from FRA positions should be considered when evaluating the overall

adequacy of the bank's capital accounts.
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INTE31EST RATE CAPS AND FLOORS

Introduction to Interest Rate Caps and Floors

Interest rate caps are over-the-counter (OTC) instrtiments which give the purchaser, for a

premium, the right to leceivc a payment if a specified index rate (i.e., LIBOR) rises above a

designated strike rate. The frequency with which the index rate is compared with the strike

rate is known as the settlement frequency and usually occun monthly, quarterly or

semiannually. Payments are based on the principal amount or notional amount of the cap,

although no exchange of principal takes place. Interest rate floors are similar to caps,

however, except that they allow the purchaser to receive a payment when the specified index

rate falls below the strike rate. Typical cap and floor maturities range are between 3 months

and 12 years.

A cap can be thought of as a series of put options on the price of a short-term security, and a

floor as a series of call options on a short-term secunty. As such, option terminology is used

to describe the value of a cap or floor. A cap or floor with a strike rate equal to the

underlying mdex rate is considered at-the-money. A cap is in-the-money when the index

rate exceeds the strike rate, and a floor is in-the-money the when the index rale declines

below the strike rate. When the relationship between the strike rate and index rate is

reversed, the cap and floor are out-cr-the-money. The delta of a cap or floor measures the

relative degree to which it is in or out of the money.
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Uses of Interest Rate Caps aod Floors

Interest rate caps can be referred to as interest rate ceilings because they allow the

purchaser to cap the contractual rate associated with a floating rate liability. For example,

when rates rise an institution which has purchased a cap to hedge a liability will receive

payments, assuming rates rise above the strike rate, which will offset the increase in interest

expense on the hedged liability. Interest rate floors allow the purchaser to protect the rate of

return on a floating rate asset. Other strategies combine caps and floors. One such strategy

involves purchasing a cap and selling a floor, which is referred to as a collar. A collar

allows an institution to protect against rising rates while reducing the net cost of the cap by

the floor premium received. An interest rate corridor is another strategy an institution may

use to protect against rising rates while reducing its net premium cost. This is effectuated by

purchasing a cap at a lower strike rate and selling a cap at a higher strike rate.

Banks can also speculate on interest rates by purchasing or selling caps and floors.

Speculation in most cases is not an acceptable strategy although there are some cases - where

the bank has adequate capital, internal controls and management expertise
- in which

exceptions may be made. Exceptions of this nature arc consistent with a sophisticated trading

funcuon.

Some financial institutions act as intermediaries in cap and floor agreements. A cap or floor

may be sold and an offsetting cap or floor may be purchased in order to cam fee income.
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Risks of Interest Rate Caps and Floors

Interest rate caps and floors are over-the-counter instruments and therefore are subject to

counterparty credit exposure. When a counterparty to a c^ or floor which was part of a

hedging strategy defaults, the institution may become subject to interest rate risk and possible

earnings losses. To reduce these risks, some institutions only deal with highly rated

institutions or require that some type of collateral is pledged when the flnancial condition of

the counterparty is substandard. This pledged collateral serves to defray any losses in the

event of counterpany default.

Although these instruments may be used effectively to reduce interest rate risk, they may also

expose an institution to increased interest rate risk. For example, an institution using an

interest rate corridor strategy lo protect its interest expense from rising rates may wind up

with increased interest expense if interest rates rise above the strike rate on the sold cap.

Because these instruments are traded in an over-the-counter market, liquidity risk may be

inherent in these instruments. Also, price information may not be as readily available to

participants as it would be in a centralized market.

r^.%i 7,i.',r3 o :r
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EKaminatloD Pro jres

Prior to engaging in caps and floors, a bank should consult its State banking authority or

obtain an opinion of bank counsel concerning the legality of these activities under State law.

Also prior to participating in caps and floors, a bank should have in place a written policy

approved by the board of directors which details the permissible strategies and contracts the

bank can engage in and own, and their relationship to other banking activities. The policy

should include gross and net limits pertaining to each permissible contract. Limits should be

set by considering the size of the bank and its capital structure. Levels of activity should also

be reasonably related to the bank's business needs and capacity to fulfill its obligations under

these agreements. Trading authority should be delineated in the policy as well. This

authority should be delegated only to individuals which demonstrate the specific knowledge

and expertise necessary to properly transact those permissible activities and strategies in a

safe and sound manner. Prior to entering into and over the term of any cap or floor

agreement, a determination should be made that the particular activity will be consistent with

the overall asset/hability position of the institution. For most banks, cap and floor

agreements should be utilized to reduce interest rate exposure, however, exceptions may be

made for more sophisticated institutions which have sufficient experience, capacity and

controls to properly handle the use of these agreements for other purposes namely, trading

and acting as an mtermediar^'. Adequate internal controls should exist to insure adherence to

the policy and to prevent unauthonzed trading and other abuses.

164
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A system of pericxlic reporting (at least monthly) to the board of directors, a duly authorized

committee thereof, or the bank's internal auditor should be established as pan of the bank's

monitoring mechanism. These reports should include all c^ and floor agreements and how

these reported positions will affect the bank's interest rate exposure and earnings

performance.
'

' "'' -
" "

•- '".^

A bank should also monitor and report on the credit risk associated with its cap and floor

agreements. The board, or a duly elected committee thereof, should approve a hsi of ' '
- •^

acceptable counterparties and this list should be updated pursuant to changes in credit. Credit

exposures should be combined across all on and off-balance sheet categories to determine

each counierpany's overall credit exposure level. Depending on the level of credit exposure

and the counterpany's financial condition, the bank should contemplate the need for a

valuation reserve or possible deletion from the approved counterparty list. ^-"•

Speculation with caps and floors is generally not permitted. However, if the institution has -' '^

adequate capital, sufficient internal controls and management expertise, an exception may be -•

Recordkeeping systems must be sufficiently detailed to permit internal auditors and examiners

to determine whether operating personnel have acted in accordance with authorized
-

«' ''
'

objecuves. Bank personnel are expected to be able to describe and document in detail how ''•:"

the positions taken contribute to the attainment of the bank's stated objectives. A bank _ ^v -^

should maintain general ledger memorandums or commitment registers to adequately identify -rU :>:

REV. 4/93 165 v-. ViS
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and control all commitments and obligations. Such registers and supporting journals should

at a minimum include: type (cap or floor), nature of position (purchased/sold), notional

amount, underlying index rate and agreed upon source, strike rate, settlement frequency and

reset dates. The bank should report cap and floor positions in the Report of Condition,

Schedule RC-L.

Documentation of the positions in the form of confirmations or statements should be retained.

The bank should also retain any analysis supporting the use of caps and floors with respect to

a particular hedged position or the overall asset/liability position of the bank. Legal counsel

should review master agreements between counterparties.

Examination Treatment

When caps or floors are used for hedging purposes the effect of this activity should be

reflected in the interest rate sensitivity analysis. Purchased caps essentially convert a floating

rate liability to a flxed rate liability and should be shown as a reduction to rate sensitive

liabilities. Purchased floors conven a floating rate asset to a flxed rate asset and should be

shown as a reduction to rate sensitive assets. Caps and floors may be slotted on the interest

rate exposure report in one of two ways. The notional amount of the cap or floor can be

multiplied by the delta of the cap or floor and and the delta weighted notional amount can be

slotted as described above. Alternatively, the strike rate on the cap or floor can be compared

to the underlying index. If the index rate is within 100 basis points of the strike rate (or in-
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the-money), the notional value of the cap or floor is slotted as described above.

Any adverse effect on the interest rate risk of the institution caused by cap or floor positions

should be noted in the comment section of the interest rate sensitivity analysis. Any

inappropriate speculative positions or positions which do not adhere to the institution's policy

should be mentioned on the examiner comments and conclusions page. Consideration of the

potential credit risk arising from cap and floor positions should be considered when

evaluating the overall adequacy of the bank's capital accounts.

• s
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FDIC MANUAL OF EXAMINATION POLICIES

Section 7.1-12

rv. FOREIGN EXCHANGE

Foreign exchange trading is a complex and highly specialized field and is usually

performed by specialists. It is an integral part of international trade and can be an

important activity of a bank's international department. This section is intended to

present only the basic fundamentals of foreign exchange in order to provide the

examiner a minimum basis for evaluating a bank's activities. Examiners are

encouraged to study the subject in more detail. A number of books about foreign

exchange are available and several major U.S. banks have published books or

pamphlets on the subject. The examiner should also be familiar with the FDIC's

policy concerning minimum standards for various aspects of foreign exchange

operations. This (>olicy is reviewed later in this section.

Foreign Exchange Market

The simplest definition of foreign exchange is that it is the exchange of money of one

country for money of another. Foreign exchange transactions arise out of

1
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international trade or the movement of capital between countries. Market activity

takes place between banks (interbank trading) and between banks and their customers

(corporate trading), who are the ultimate users and suppliers of foreign fJflw

currencies. The volume of foreign exchange activity varies widely among banks. The

degree of involvement is largely dictated by customer demand and the bank's own

needs. Multinational banks are the most active in terms of both trading volume and

the number of currencies traded. Some banks may trade actively in only a few
*

currencies while other banks will have only limited overall activity. In any case, the

examiner should possess some basic knowledge of the foreign exchange market and

the risks involved. j
.r:;r.,oi i;i;* . : j..,/ a; v^i ^- .n~mts-^ ;7;iK^i>- "-i^

Exchange Rates

;, -^^

When currencies of different countries are exchanged, it is done at an exchange rate

which is simply the price of one currency in terms of another. Many political and -

economic factors influence exchange rates. A government may attempt to fix the rate

of exchange for its currency or aUow it to fluctuate freely or within esublished limits.

Trade and investment flows affect the supply and demand for currencies which in turn

influence exchange rates. Banks also quote difTerent rates based upon the amount of

time required to exchange currencies. For example, the British Pound Sterling is

quoted at a certain rate for immediate (spot) transactions and another rate is quoted on

the same day for future (forward) transactions. In general, rates vary depending on
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die agreed payment date (value date) of the tnuisaction, e.g., overnight, one week,

one month, etc. Also, banks quote a different exchange rate for a given transaction

when they are buyers or sellers of currency. This applies to both spot and forward

transactions and the two rates are usually referred to as bid (buy) and offer (sell). The

spread between the bid and offered rates represents the bank's profit margin.

Exchange rates can be quoted either as direct rates or cross rates. Direct rates are

simply the value of a currency in terms of another, i.e., the value of the German

Mark in U.S. Dollar terms. A cross rate is defined as the price of one currency in

terms of another currency in the market of a third country. For example, a German

Mark rate in Sterling terms calculated from the respective U.S. Dollar rates.

Spot and Forward Exchange

Customers buying or selling foreign exchange may ask their bank to provide that

service for immediate delivery (spot transaction) or they might contract to buy or sell

a specified amount of foreign currency for delivery at a future date (forward

transaction). The date on which payment is effected is referred to as the value date.

The value date for a spot transaction is generally two working days after the date the

transaction originated. For example, a spot contract originating on Monday would

have a value date of Wednesday.
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The market for foreign exchange for future delivery is called the future or forward

market as opposed to trading for two-day delivery which takes place in the spot
^

market. A forward contract for foreign exchange is a transaction in which one

currency is bought or sold against another for delivery at some future date. It differs

from the spot market in that settlement occurs in the future, usually in increments of

thirty days out to one year for most currencies. However, the liquidity in the market

decreases beyond three months. As previously noted, the exchange rate for a specific

currency will differ berween spot and future transactions because of the time

difference in settlement dates.

An exchange rate is fixed or agreed upon when the forward contract is entered into

but no money is exchanged until the agreed future date (value date or settlement date)

arrives. This type of contract enables a company or an individual who has a future

commitment in a foreign currency to eliminate the risk of an adverse move in the rate

of exchange prior to the maturity of the commitment. Forward exchange rates are

usually quoted in terms of their premium or discount over the spot rate. As described

above, there is a specific exchange rate for each forward contract and that rate will

usually differ from the spot exchange rate. If the forward exchange rate for a

currency is higher than the current spot rate for the same currency, the currency is

-
said to be trading at a premium for the forward maturity. If the forward rate is below
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the spot rate, the currency is said to be trading at a discount. The amount of the

premium or the discount is generally determined by the interest rate differential for

similar money market instruments that exists between the two countries.

Another type of forward contract is the forward option contract. A forward exchange

transaction is often based on expectations of payments involved in future trade or

financial o()erauons, but it may be difficult to know the exact date. If the customer

knows the approximate date when the currency will be received or needed he can

enter into a foreign option contract. The contract may give the purchaser the option

of completing a transaction in the first ten days, the middle ten days, or the last ten

days of the month. The bank agrees to deliver payment or receive delivery of

payment of exchange on any day within the ten-day option period. The customer is

charged a less favorable rate for the advantage of leeway in timing the execution of

the contract than he would be for a regular forward contract.

Swaps

Another common type of foreign exchange transaction is known as a financial swap,

which is a simultaneous purchase and sale of a certain amount of foreign currency for

two different value dates. For example, an exchange trader buys a currency for spot
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value and at the same time sells it back for a value date in the future. The swap

permits a temporary exchange of currencies and is often used to acquire a foreign

currency which is then used to make a short-term investment. The maturity of the

investment will coincide with the forward value date and the currency will be returned

at that time. The exchange rate for the forward delivery is fixed at the outset thus the

trader avoids the risk in fluctuations in the exchange rate over the life of the

investmem.
""^'"^ ^ ''^^ ' ''• • '• -^^

Foreign Exchange Risk
^' ' -*' ' *^^ ''' •'^^''' ^ ^ "^ ' "'"^^ ^

Trading in foreign exchange or holding assets and liabilities denominated in foreign

currency entail certain risks. These risks fall into five categories; exchange rate risk,

interest rate risk, credit risk, country risk, and operational risk.
'^ ;--.''

Exchange Rate Risk occurs when a bank takes an open position in a currency. When

a bank holds, buys, or agrees to buy more foreign currency than it sells, or agrees to

sell more than it buys, an exposure is created which is known as an open position.

Open positions arc either long or short. When a bank buys more of a currency, either

spot or forward, than it sells, it has a long position. Conversely, if more of a

currency is sold than bought, a short position is created. Until an open position is

covered by the purchase or sale of an equivalent amount of the same currency, the
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bank risks an adverse move in exchange rates. A long position in a depreciating

currency results in exchange loss relative to book value. As the foreign currency

depreciates, it is convertible into fewer units of local currency. Similarly, a short

position in a currency that is appreciating results in an exchange loss relative to book

value because, as the currency increases in value it costs more units of local currency

to close or square the position. To control exchange risk, bank management should

establish limits for net open positions in each currency. A detailed discussion of limits

appears in the section entitled Trading Limits.

Interest Rate Risk is also known as maturity-gap risk. It arises whenever there are

mismatches or gaps in a bank's total outstanding spot and forward contracts. Gaps

result in days or longer periods of uneven cash inflows or outflows. For example, a

maturity spread of a bank's assets, liabilities, and future contracts may reflect a

prolonged period over which large amounts of a particular currency will be received

in advance of any scheduled offsetting payments. The exposure to the bank is that of

adverse shifts in interest rates earned on funds provided by cash inflows or on interest

rates paid on funds required to meet cash outflows. In this situation the bank must
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decide whether; (1) to hold the currency in its "Nostro" accounts;' (2) to invest it

short term; (3) to sell it for delivery at the time the gap begins and repurchase it for

delivery at the time the gap closes; or (4) to use any combination of the above.

Banks control interest rate risk by establishing limits on the volume of mismatches in

its total foreign exchange position. The problems of managing gaps is complex. The

decision whether to close a g^ when it is created, or leave it until a later date, is

based upon analysis of the money market interest rates, and spot and forward

exchange rates.

Credit Risk - When entering into a foreign exchange transaction, the bank must be

confident that its customer (individual, company, or bank) has the financial means to

meet its obligations at maturity. Two types of credit risk exist in foreign exchange

trading: one is called the 10-20% risk or the cost cover, the second is delivery or

settlement risk. The 10-20% risk is that a customer might not be able to deliver the

currency as promised in order to execute the contract. The bank's foreign exchange

position is suddenly unbalanced and the bank is exposed to any movements in

exchange rates. The bank must either dispose of the currency it had acquired for

' Nostro accounts or due from accounts are accounts
established in correspondent banks located in the countries where
the banX conducts business. The banK will naintain an inventory
of currency, i.e., British Pound Sterling in London, in order to
complete transactions requiring the receipt or payment of Pounds.
See "Other International Department Activities" for more details.
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dcUvery under the contract, or it must purchase the currency it had expected to

receive and probably had contracted to sell to a third party. In either case, the bank

must enter into a new transaction and may suffer a loss if there has been an adverse

change in exchange rates. Generally, exchange rates wiU fluctuate no more than 10-

20% and usually much less, hence the term 10-20% risk.

Delivery or settlement risk refers to the risk of a customer taking delivery of funds

from the bank but not delivering the counterpart funds. In this situation the bank is

exposed for 100% of the transaction.

To limit both types of risk, a careful evaluauon of the customer's creditworthiness is

essential. The credit review should be used to esubUsh an overall limit for exchange

contracts for each customer. For example, after careftil analysis of the customer's

financial soundness, the bank may determine an overall limit for foreign exchange

contracts for the customer in the equivalent amount of $2 million.

With this total limit the bank might establish a settlemem Umit of no more than the

equivalent of $200,000 in any one day. In this manner it has limited its 10-20% risk

to 10% of any outstanding conUTicts to a maximum of S2 million. At the same ume it

has limited its delivery or settlemem risk by imposing a $200,000 settlement limit. If

the customer fails to deliver counterpart funds, the bank can cancel remaining

contracts and limit its risk of loss.

9
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Country Risk - Political changes or adverse economic trends within a country are

likely to be accompanied by changes in policies which could affect such factors as

interest rates, balance of payments, foreign exchange reserves, and capital flows.

These policies, whether based on economic necessity or changed attitudes, might

affect the availability of exchange to the bank's customers or to the bank itself, and

could even affect the convertibility of that country's currency in foreign exchange

markets. In any case, the exchange rate for the currency will be subject to additional

supply and demand influences, and sources of cover in the currency may vanish.

Country risk is covered in more detail in preceding paragraphs.
"*-'' ••' -^

Operational Risks - ,:,.':? s .it-''"
-^ ' '-

Banks that engage in foreign exchange transactions must have systems and personnel

capable of controlling and reporting transactions. The absence of an effective

operations depanment may result in unanticipated loses to the bank. Generally, the

bank will have an Operations Manager whose responsibility is to ensure that systems

are in place to record transactions, perform daily mark-to-market, reconcile currency

positions daily, and assess compliance with limits. The Operations Depanment should

also ensure that all confimiations are received or sent to counterparties daily.

10
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EXAMINATION GUIDANCE

An examination of a bank's foreign exchange activities seeks to appraise the impact of

the foreign exchange activities on the financial condition of the bank. To obtain this

objective the following procedures may be used:
^

;

* Determine the reasonableness of FX activities in regard to bank policies

and strategies, expertise, operations, internal controls, management

information systems, and internal audit coverage.

• Evaluate the overall FX risk position of the bank, its potential impact on

future earnings, and management's ability to manage the risk.

• Determine the type of FX activities and risks in which the bank is

engaged (spot, forward, swaps, options, futures.)

• Evaluate the quality of personnel, risk controls, and systems.

11
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FDIC PoUcy :;v«t^r.T _.,. .sr ;V

In June 1980, the three Federal Bank Regulatory Agencies implemented a joint polic

statement to provide banks with uniform guidance regarding internal control of foreigi

exchange activities. The policy statement covers minimum standards for written bank

policies, basic internal control, and audit documentation. Examiners working in the

area of foreign exchange should be familiar with the policy guidelines and should use

them as a framework for examination activities. . .,

The FDIC recognizes that many banks already have adequate controls in place for

foreign exchange trading. The guidelines are intended to reinforce these controls and

can be used by examiners, auditors, and bank management as a basis for evaluating

the bank's policies and controls. The guidelines are not alI-«ncompassing and banks

that actively deal in foreign exchange probably have controls that exceed FDIC

standards. On the other hand, it is conceivable that banks with limited foreign

exchange activity may hot need all the systems included in the guidelines. However,

it is incumbent upon these banks to demonstrate that their systems provide adequate

protection for the level of risk incurred.

12
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Written Policies and Procedures

The bank's policies and procedures should, at a minimum, address the following:

• Scope of trading activity authorized and types of services offered;

•
Trading and credit limits and limit exception approval and reporting

process;

• Clear standards for trading with affiliated entities, members of the Board

of Directors, and employees;

•
Specific officer responsibility for and authority over fiinctional trading

desks (i.e., spot, forward, and futures;)

• Holdovers and after-hours transactions;

• Accounting methods; and

•
Operational procedures.

13
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Trading Limits
1^ j^'vij .'*'-f

'
l^jih,-' ,

•; 'i^i'/.- "or -.'•: .-rr. .
_ •':v-' ;•'.-: '

Trading limits should be evaluated in light of current strategies, liquidity/volatility of

individual currencies, trader qualifications, and loss exposure related to capital. At a

minimum that bank's policy should include limits with respect to:

• Net positions by currency; and aggregate; ^

• Maturity distribution of foreign currency assets, liabilities, and contracts; -

• Individual customer and bank lines;

• Daily settlements with customers and banks; v^f. ^ j^.^;; .^=.
-

v;-

'

'" "
;^!V

"

• Total FX contracts outstanding;

• Overnight net FX positions by currency and aggregate; and

• Maximum loss by trader/desk/branch.

,6%a %i/*iS ?n^. nf .Cit'. "--^fili- :\s jp '.:' :',
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The process by which limits are allocated to branches and the process through which

branches may borrow limits from other branches should be reviewed. In addition,

policies governing the extension of limits and the approval and reporting procedures

should also be evaluated.

Credit Limits

The allocation of credit limits and the monitoring of such limits should be reviewed.

The bank should esublish the following:

• FX counterparty and settlement limits, approved by a credit review

process, that are established independently of other credit lines within the

bank;

• Daily reports generated by FX operations which indicate those customers

or banks that have exceeded their limits (sometimes caUed an over-limit

or exceptions repon;)

• Daily report of limit excesses including wntten approvals for excesses

prepared by an officer not in the trading area:

15
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• Systems of allocating more risk to counterparties with Icmg maturity

positions; ^

• On-line systems available to traders that detail credit line status. -
., , ^

Examiners should review the list of approved credit limits and note any unusual

concentrations or lines to banks with known market problems. A current report of all

outstanding FX contracts should be compared with approval limits to verily that there

are no other excesses other than those reported on the exceptions report. . .^
.>-

Management Information Systems (MIS) and Operational Support uif ^ t

The bank's management information systems (MIS) and Operations Department should

be capable of reporting and supporting the level of current and expeaed trading

volumes on a daily basis. Specifically, with respect to the MIS, examiners should

review the reports generated and evaluate the systems' ability to monitor all FX

positions, compliance with limits (both trading and credit), frequency of distribution

(at least daily), and periodic testing for accuracy.

16
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The personnel in the Operations Department should report to someone other than a

member of the trading staff. The Operations Dcpanment should be adequately staffed

to support the volume of transactions and duties of the dcpanment should be

segregated, i.e., confirmations, trader positions, counterparty positions. There should

be sufficient documentation of all transactions to ensure a proper audit trail.

Documentation may be in the form of taped records of phone calls and trade tickets

and confirmations received via telex, facsimile, recorded telephone calls, or mail.

The Operations Depanment should also review all trader and counterparty position

reports and identify and report all excesses to the Operations Manager daily.

Documenution for the approval of excesses must be obtained and reviewed each day.

The revaluation or mark-to-market of appropriate positions are calculated by

Operations personnel. Examiners should closely review these revaluations for

accuracy and adherence to bank policy. Prices used by Operations personnel should

be obtained and verified from sources other than the bank's traders. Revaluations are

recorded at least monthly.

Written confirmations should be sent no later than one business day after the

transaction date. Incoming confirmations should be reviewed by a designated person

in Operations. All confirmation discrepancies must be recorded in a log and promptly

17
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corrected. Most tanks confirm transactions verbally the day of the transaction,

therefore, a large number of discrepancies should be carefully scrutinized by

examiners. ^ ;,. .,.>, ..^ .
,-; -v.-i^.;?. ,,-.

Finally, the status of nostro and vostro accounts should be reviewed to identify any

outstanding items which may indicate settlement errors in those accounts.

Interna! Accounting CoDtrols - The bank's accounting systems and controls should

be sufficient to provide reports on trading activities that are current and accurate and

minimize the possibility of concealment of unauthorized transactions and

'misappropriation of funds. Documentation describing the accounting and other

controls should be maintained by each trading office.

FDIC guidelines enumerate a number of specific recommendations for adequate

internal controls of foreign exchange trading. In broad terms, the recommendations

address the description of accounting systems and procedures, confirmation of

contracts, reconciliation of trading positions, and reporting of exceptions. As a

whole, the accounting guidelines are considered minimum standards for the control of

exchange activities. It is possible that the bank can control certain risks in a different

- manner. In such case, the bank must h' able to justify its method of control. .-'. ^--.

-_; --.' \ . > -\.' i<j ?,' :='- : '- - ''--^ "if-" - .";•.? ?"T
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Audit Documentatioo - The audit function is an important tool for management's use

in determining that controls are functioning as intended and that employees are

adhering to policy directives. The review of audit reports is a necessary pan of an

examination particularly in specialized areas such as foreign exchange trading. The

failure to extend adequate audit programs to the bank's foreign exchange activity

might be considered an important weakness in the bank's system of controls. In such

case, the examiner should address the matter in the examination report and seek

corrective action from senior management.

The FDIC's guidelines do not describe how the audit program is to be performed.

The development of an adequate audit program is a responsibility of senior

management. The guidelines contain recommended minimum standards for

documenting audit procedures and findings in a manner that facilitates an appraisal of

the adequacy of the audit program.

The bank should maintain audit reports, workpapers, and related files at its head office

or another centralized location and make them available to examiners. The auditor's

files should indicate the extent to which the auditor tested the control and accounting

entries, as well as compliance with bank policy. The auditor should also make a

determination as to whether the bank's controls are adequate for the risks involved.

The files should contain any recommendations by the auditor for additional controls,

19
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or the deletion of existing controls, and the underiying rationale. Any material

deficiencies disclosed by the audit should be promptly reported in writing to the board

of directors or a board committee.

20
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DiMSion of Bank Sup«fvi*ion

MEMORANDUM SYSTEM
6920 (I-S)

DBS/PtPD

S.G. Pfeifer. 6894
a

TO: fttgloul Olrictert

FROM:

SUBJEa: UtPrPtt B»»> SwBi •, v-j. ,

1. Purnof . To provldt txaalners with additional guidance on the accounting
and suptrvlsory lipllcatlons of Interest rate swap activity.

2. Backoraund . Interest rite swaps continue to be used by financial
Institutions as a MChanlsa for reducing Interest rate risk.s associated with
as set/ 11 ability rate sensitivity InPalances. In som situations, these
transactions have also been used for speculative purposes. In addition,

larger banki and investaent banking firas aay enter Into swap arrangements for

^ the express purpose of generating fee Income by developing, trading and
•^

selling Interest rate swap products for their custoncrs and clients. In any
event, the voluae of Interest rate swap transactions continues to rise at a

rapid pace. Based on Call Report Information, the notional amount of

outstanding swaps Involving U.S. coiaerclal banks Increased from approximately
S100 billion at aid-year 1985 to over S300 billion by year-end 1986.

If inappropriately utillztd. Interest rate swaps can subject a bank to

additional Interest rate risk,. Furthermore, since there is a possibility that

a counterparty could default on Its interest oayaent obligations under the

swap arrangeaant, a certain degree of credit risk also exists. In order to

address this potential crtdit risk in a aore fonullzed aanner, the Board of

Governors of the Federal Reserve Systea has issued for public conaent a

proposal that would lipest a risk-based capital regulreMnt for the

counterparty crtdit risks arising froa Interest rate swaps (and froa foreign

exchange contracts).

The FOZC plans to carefully review any counts received under this Federal

Reserve proposal. In the Intcrla. aiaaincrs should carefully consider the

potential crtdit risks arising froa swap transactions, as well as the lapact

of such SMap activity on the ttank's overall level of interest rate risk.

Consideration should also b* given to the accounting aethods used by banks to

reflect Interest rate swap transact*o«s and to the policies and procedures

established by bank aanagtatnt to monitor and control the risks associated

with swap activities. The attached discussion paper has been provided to

further aid eraalners In ttieir review of ttie supervisory and accounting

~) implications of Interest rate swaps. In addition, a discussion of Interest

rate swaps will also be Incorporated in a future revision to Section H of the

Hanual of Exaal nation Policies.

Transmittal Mo. 87-111

REV B/91
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3. AcHaw BMulrtd. This Maorandua uid Its Attachatnt should bi provldtd to
•11 txaalntrs. In thost banlis ttiat tngtg* In Intirast rati swap transactions.
txaalntrs should consldtr tt\» 1 apart of such transactions on tha bank's
overall Intartst ratt risk, as wtll as thi potantlal credit risks that arc
assodatad «r1th such actlvltlts. Thi accounting Mthods used to raf 1 act swap
activity should also ba ravlawad. If aatarlal. tht lapact of such
transactions aay require special consideration when preparing the Exaniner's
Coaaents and Conclusions page and the related schedules In the Report of
Ciiaalnatlon. Furtheraore. the use of laproper accounting acthods to report
swap transactions aay also necessitate the filing of aaended Call Reports.
This aeaorandUB replaces and rasclnds the DBS aeaorandua dated Occeaber 11,
1984, TransBlttal No. 236.

Attachaent

REV 8/91
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ACOwrnMG AKO supervisory considerations
RELATING TO INTEREST RATE SWAP TRANSACTIONS

An 1nttrt$t ntt stop 1l an »rr»ngtatnt whtreby two parties agree to exchange
the Interest pey-fnt streus on t specified principal (or "notional-) amount
of assets or llabllltlts ovir a specified period of time. The notional anount
can be established by rtfirince to sptclfic assets or liabilities that are to
be hedged or the aaount can be separately determined by the swap participants.
The nritlonal aaount does not represent a liability of a swap participant to a

counterparty but rather Is used to calculate the amount of the interest
payments that the swap participants have coenltted to exchange. Settlement
between the parties Is usually effected on a quarterly, semiannual, or annual
basis rith the party owing a net aaount of interest under the swap arrangement
aking a net payMflt to the counterparty. The tern for Interest rate swap
agreeMnts generally range froa three to ten years.

PuTBos* Of Interest Rate Swans

The purpose of the swap arrangemnt can vary but two of the primary reasons
arc to allow the swap participants to obtain (l) a nore preferable type of
Interest rate (e.g., fixed vs. floating) when raising funds or (2) a aore
stable net Interest urgin on assets and Ma&llltles with different naturlties
and Interest rate str uc tures. Larger banks and Investment baniiing firms aUc
enter Into swap arrangeaents for the express purpose of generating additional

fee IncoM by developing, trading, and selling Interest rate swap products for

their custeaers and clients. In aany cases, these swap transactions allow the

banks' borrowing custoaers to obtain interest rate terms that are more

favorable thui would otherwise be available. Swap arrangements are used not

only by banks and other financial Institutions but also by nonflnanclal

corporations and govenwent-sponsored agencies as well.

Types of Swaos

The wst co^m for* of swap Is the exchange by the participants of variable

and filed rktt Inttrott payaents. For eia«le. a party with floating rate

obligations wAgttt agrtt to swap its interest payment streaa for that of

another Instltstlon with fixed rate obligations. Exaaple 1 In Appendix A

lllustrttM the atcbanlcs of such a swap arrangement. However, oany
varlatloas of ttM basic Interest rate swap ire possible and swap agreements
could tlso sptcify that Interest paywnts are to be denominated In aore than

one corrtacy, based on aore than one floating rate, or subject to a maxlBia

Interest rate celling or a alnlaui floor, although the notional amount of

ost swaps reaalns unchanged over the ter» of the swap agreement, it Is also

possible that the notional aaount of the i.ap could Increase or decrease ove*

tiae.
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InterwedlaHei vt. End-Us8r|

A b&nk can b* Involvtd In an Inttrtst rate swap either as a direct end-user or
as an Intenatdlary. Larger bantu and Investmnt banking firms frequently
serve as Inttraedlarles by arranging swaps between other parties and handling
the interest payment settlements. In many Instances, these Intermediaries
also act as a principal and thereby effectively guarantee the performance by
the counterparties.

Risk Assumed bv Intena#dUrv. Interatdlarlcs function as • CQunterp>rty t: :

swap arrangeatnt and generally provide an Inforaal secondary market for
Interest rate swaps. These Inttrmtdlarlcs assume interest rate risk in

conjunction with swap transactions and normally will attempt to minimize this
risk by entering Into offsetting swap transactions with other parties. In
addition to Interest rate risk, the possibility that a counterparty will fail
to perform exposes the Intermediary to a certain degree of credit risk.

Intermediaries originally functioned simply as brokers In arranging swap
contracts with no financial liability attached to their role. Hore recently.
they have become principals with much greater responsibilities and now
effectively guarantee the performance of the participants to the swap
agreement by initiating separate contracts with each counterparty. Example 2
in Appendli A provides an Illustration of such a swap arrangement.
Consequently. If the counterparty which has a net payment obligation defaults,
the Intermediary remains obligated on the offsetting swap contract and the

Intermediary is therefore effectively responsible for meeting the obligations
of the defaulting party under the swap arrangement. In effect, what the

Intermediary might view as a contingent liability Is actually a direct
obligation In the event of a counterparty default. In essence, the amount of
the obligation would be measured by (1) the cost to the Intermediary in

assuming the unfavorable side of the swap arrangement or (2) the replacement
cost Incurred by the Intermediary In obtaining an offsetting swap contract.
This potential liability might be reduced If the Intermediary requires the

pledge of collateral to protect Its position or If It takes other action to
minimize the Itvtl of potential credit risk.

Bisk Assumed bv 6fid-Us>r« . Even for end-users. Interest rate swaps entail
credit risk and may Incrtast Interest rate risk if not appropriately used for

hedging purposes. The credit risk on a swap arrangement would consist of the

possibility of default on the part of a counterparty In meeting any payments
required under' the swap agreement. This counterparty could be a financial

Institution acting as an Interaedlary bank or a nonflnanclal corporation or

other entity tb&t It Involved as a direct end-user. Consequently, the

potential endit risk associated with swap transactions can vary greatly from

case to CAM.

Accounting

Uniform accounting principles for interest rate swaps have not been

established by the Financial Accounting Standards Board or by the accounting

profession In general. Furthermore, the aicpa banking Industry audit guide.
Audits of Banks , does not address the accounting for Interest rate swaps.

Although certain accounting methods have evolved as experience has been gimea
by swap participants, there Is some diversity in the handling of certain swap

transactions. The following discussion analyzes some of the Important aspec:j

of accounting for Interest rate swap arnngeBents.
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% ti-t^rttmA S«tt1»—n» tontmft Tht pirfodlc net settliMnt anount for tach swap
contTiKt — tlut U. the difference between the periodic Interest payaent
streui wyabU and receivable under the swap arrangement — should be accruca
on a rwgoUr buls. Arguably, the net accrued receivable or payable under the
swap Bight not be considered 'Interest* froa a purely technical viewpoint
since the swap arrangeaent does not represent the lending or borrowing of
actual funds.

However. 1f the Interest rate swap Is used for hedging purposes, the net

payaent streaa receivable or payable under the swaj does synthetically modlfv
the tanes of an Interest-bearing asset or an Interest-bearing liability, or of
a group of such uscts or liabilities. Consequently, for Call Report
purposes, the net accrued stttlcaent aaount under such a swap Is generally
reflected as an adjustannt to the Interest Income of the hedged asset(s) or to

the Interest eipenst of the hedged llabllltydes) with an offsetting entry to

Interest receivable or to Interest payable, as appropriate. On the Report of

Condition, any such receivables are reported as 'other assets* and any
payables are reflecttd u "other liabilities."

If the swap arrangeaent Is undertaken In an Interacdlary capacity or Is purely
speculative In nature, with slaply an exchange of cash flows unrelated to an

asset or liability position, the net settleaent aaount that Is accrued for

each swap would still be shown on the balance sheet as an other asset or other

liability. However, for incoae stateMnt purposes, the accrued settleaent
> aaounts should be reflected In either "nonlnterest Incoae' or 'nonlnterest

expense.* as appropriate.

Market Valuation . Hhen a bank has undertaken a swap arrangement for

speculative purposes or u an Interaedlary. Its swap positions should be

Barked to aarket en a regular basis. An Inforaal secondary market has

developed for Interest rate swaps and a swap dealer, such as a large bank or

an Investaent banking fine, aay be a source for current market vilue

quotations for pricing purposes. If not readily available, the aarket value

can be estlntetf bued en the present value of the estlaated net settlement

aaounts over the reaalnlng life of the swap contract. The unrealized gain or

loss froB changes In aarket value on a swap that is not used for hedging

purposes should be taken currently Into incoae rather than deferred since

there Is no underlying uset or liability position related to the swap

arrangeaent. For suaps that are not used as hedges, any unrealized net gams
or losses (I.e.. aartat appreclatloa or depreciation) applicable to the

current period should be reported In "nonlnterest Incoae* or *non1nterest

expense.' u appropriate. In addition, for those swaps where the cuaulatlve

aark-tD-aaitat adjuataeots constitute net receivables froa the counterparties,

the baril UMld rofltct the receivables u "other assets." For those swaps

wher* Jii oaailatlve aartet value ad)MStM«ts result In net payables to

countitetlas. the bank should reflect the payables as "other liabilities.
*

For R^Srt of Condition purposes, swap adjestaents representing receivables

should not be netted against swap adjastwnts representing payables.

T»n«initlaB «» » <t.*«ii Pfttitlan. The accounting for Interest rate swap

temlnatlons also warrants careful consideration. In essence, whether 9«'"»

X or losses on the tenelnatloo of Interest rate swaps should be deferred depends

) upon whether a liability or an asset position had been hedged via the swap

contract. If the Interest rate swap was entered into for hedging purposes,

any gain or loss on the temlnatlon of the swap contract should be deferred

(unless the underlying Mset or liability position that was being hedged Is
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> also dispotad of at the tiM the swap position 1$ teralnated) and the deferred
amount should be reflected as an adjustment to the carrying aaount of the
aiset($) or llatllltydes) that had been hedged. Deferral of gains and losses
on swap tenalnatlons Is appropriate In such circumstances because the net
position of the swap participant, from an economic viewpoint, remains
unchanged. That 1$. the net gain (loss) on the termination of the swap would
tend to offset the unrealized marttet value loss (gain) on the assets or
liabilities that were being hedged.

The amortization period for deferred gains and losses arising from hedged swap
terminations normally would be over the remaining term to maturity of the
original swap arrangement. However, if the particular assets or liabilities
that were being hedged have an expected remaining life that Is shorter than
that of the swap contract, the gain or loss on the swap termination should be
amortized over the shorter remaining life of the hedged Item. The
amortization would be reflected as an adjustment to "Interest Income" or
"Interest expense." depending on whether the swap had been used to hedge an
asset or a liability position. If there had been no Identifiable underlying
asset or liability position related to the swap agreement (I.e.. the swap
represents a speculative position or a separate trading activity), the gain or
loss on a swap termination should be taken currently Into Income and recorded
as either "nonlntercst Incoow' or "nenlnterest expense." A gain or loss on
the termination of a swap should be adjusted for the remaining unamortized
balance of any prepaid or deferred fees related to the Inception of the swap
agreement .

'

££££. The accounting for the payment and receipt of fees In connection with
interest rate swaps has not been standardized. Some banks reflect the receipt
or payment of up-front fees as a current Income or expense Item while others
use a deferred approach. In addition, some Institutions recognize part of the
fee received or paid as an Income or expense Item lanwdlately and defer the

balance. For swaps that are used to hedge an underlying asset or liability
position. It Is usually appropriate to defer and amortize over the term of the

swap agreement any up-front direct costs Incurred by the bank. Furthermore.
In view of the potential credit risk undertaken In conjunction with most
Interest rate swap transactions, any up-front fees received should normally be

deferred and aaortlztd ovtr the term of the swap agreement.

Instead of receiving vi up-front fee. a yield adjustment payment could be made

by a counterparty on an ongoing basis and reflected In the net settlement
amounts that are ptrlodlcally exchanged by the swap participants. The party

locking in a fixed rata on the swap, for example, might be liable for an

additional laoont, ovar and above the fixed rate that the IntanHdIary passes

through to tba otbar counterparty. An intermediary usually sets an Interest

rate d1 fftrtntlal at the Inception of an agreement as compensation for

Incurring tfte credit risk and handling the settlement payments associated with

the swap arrangement. Therefore, the payment received by the Intermediary at

each settlement period would exceed the amount which It pays to the

counterparty with the favorable swap position. Example 2 In Appendix A

provides a basic Illustration of such a transaction. In essence, the

Intermediary requires the fixed rate obligor to pay a rate In excess of what

Is owed to the fixed rate recipient, thereby retaining part of the payment to

coe^ensate for services rendered and the credit risk undertaken. Many
Interest rate swap transactions handled by intermediaries Involve the receipt

of a periodic yield adjustment payment, or basis spread, over the term of the

swap agreeewnts rather than the receipt of any up-front fee.

10
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U»8 ef Smb8 for Sa#eu1>t1v* Puna^f^

In gilMrml. spieulitlon In Intirctt rtti Bovcmnts vU tht us* of Inttrest
rttt SMpi should not bi conducted by banks. Howtvtr, trading or Intemedlary
actlvltlts Involving swap contracts aay bt approprlatt for thos* Institutions
with txptrtisc In trading and actively nanaglng Inttrest rate swap positions,
provided they institute and enforce appropriate IIdUj and Internal controls!
Speculation through swap transactions sight be difficult to deteralne In
certain cases. However, If the rate sensitivity position of a bank Is being
anaged with only a a^nlaal interest rate nismatch. the bank's Involvement in
an Interest rate swap would have to be quest1on;d as to Its underlying
purpose.

A bank with aore rate sensitive assets than liabilities could conceivably
exchange a variable rate under a swap arrangenent In return for receipt of a

fixed rate In order to reduce the Interest rate sensitivity Imbalance.
However, If the bank agreed to pay a fixed rate In exchange for a variable
rate, speculation on an upward Boveaent In rates would appear to be the reason
for the bank's Interest rate swap transaction and bank aanageaent's reasons
for entering Into the swap transaction would need to be further evaluated.

gxawlnation Procedures

Hhen reviewing a bank's Interest rate swap activities, the following aspects
warrant careful consideration.

Bank Policies . If a bank Intends to engage In swap transactions, bank

Banageocnt should develop written guidelines covering interest rate swaps that

are set forth In a separata Interest rate swap policy or as part of the bank's

overall asset/liability aanageMnt policy. Regardless of the fona, the policy
should be approved by tht bank's board of directors. The guidelines should be

explicit In covering the circumstances under which a swap can be eoployed.

Speculation should be prohibited, although trading or Interaedlary activities

Involving swaps could be acceptable If the bank has the experience, capacity
and controls to properly handle such swap activities. L1«1tat1ons should be

placed on the grots and net voIum of swap positions that can be undertaken at

any one tlae. Authority for Initiating swap transactions should be designated

and those with whoa snap transactions can be undertaken should be specified.

Periodic reports should bt rtpulred that aeasure the overall risk exposure

arising froa Inttrtst ratt snap activities.

R»»lr-. Pviltietliwi af tLrm^t Risk and Interest Rate Risk. A careful evaluation

of a bank's evtrall Inttrtst rate sensitivity position should be nade prior to

entering Into aiqr SMp transaction to ensure that the swap will In fact act as

an effilCtlvt Ntfot of in Inttrtst rate exposure. In addition, the review of

pertlipl flBudal Inferaatlon should be required prior to the acceptance of

any cfltflilpttttd SMp partner. Periodic reports to the board of directors or

to an approprlatt coaaltttt should be required on the -swap positions taken by

the bank and thtst rtports should cover the overall effect of swap activity on

the Interest ratt sensitivity and earnings perforwnce of the bank, especially

since Interest rate aovtaants subsequent to the initiation of the swaps aay

affect the bank's ratt stnsltlvlty position and earnings In a Banner that was

not originally anticipated. The underlying credit risk associated with

Interest ratt swaps should not be Ignored and the estlaated credit exposure to

the counterparty should bt coablned with direct borrowings by the counterparty

for purposes of tstabllshing and aonitoring internal lending Halts for

Individual custoaers.

n
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In tddltlon, when tvaluatlng ttit crtdit risk of stop counterpartl« .

consldtntlon should be givan as to wtitthir a valuation ristrve should be
established to adequately provide for these risks. In any event, individual
credit files should appropriately docuMnt the potential credit risks arising
froa swap transactions with the bank's various counterparties.

Bank Records. The bank's general ledger should separately reflect the accrued
saount of Interest receivable by the bank and Interest payable to
counterparties under swap arrangeaents . Receivables and payables arising fron
nark-to-oartet valuations should also be sianlarly reflected. Suosldlary
records should b* sufficiently detailed so that the accrued settleaent aaounts
and aark-to-aarket valuations under Individual swap contracts can be
reconciled to the general ledger. In addition, adequate docuawntatlon should
be available to support those swap transactions that are being utilized for

hedging purposes. Adequate supporting information should also exist for any
deferred fees or costs associated with swap contracts. A Beoorandun account
should reflect the notional aoount of all swap arrangeaents and such aaounts
should also be Incorporated into the bank's overall analysis of its interest
rate sensitivity position and appropriately reported in Schedule RC-L of the

Report of Condition.

E»gwinatlBn Reaart Trutwent . For e«a«1 nation report purposes, the notional
aoount of swaps used for hedging purposes should also be Included in the
Interest rate sensitivity analysis. For exaople. If the effect of the swap is

to reduce rate sensitive assets by exchanging a variable rate in return for a

fixed rate, the notional aaount can be viewed as a reduction in the level of

rate sensitive assets. On the other hand, if a fixed rate wu exchanged in

return for a variable rate as a aeans for converting fixed rate assets into

variable rate assets, the notional aoount should be reflected as an addition

to the level of rate sensitive assets. Alternatively, a decrease would occur

for rate sensitive liabilities if the purpose of the swap wu to convert the

variable rate on existing liabilities Into a fixed rate. Consideration of the

potential credit risk arising fro* interest rate swap transactions should also

be considered wtitn evaluating the overall adequacy of the bank's capital
accounts.

Speculative Trantactlant . For Bore sophisticated institutions, the

undertaking of swap positions as an intermediary or for trading purposes My
be appropriate provided that acceptable policies, controls, and Halts are in

place. However, in ottitr situations where it is determined that the bank is

sloply swapping paywot strtam with no asset or liability hedge Involved, the

potential efftet of sncb a speculative practice on 1ncoe« In future periods

should bt caasldarad whtn prtparing the exaai nation report ceaaents that

address littrvst rate sensitivity. The use of interest rate swaps for other

than hedglD0 purposes «ay constitute an unsafe or unsound practice and should

be discassad en the Exaainer's Coaawnts and Conclusions page if the bank does

not have tlia txptrtise, capacity and ability to properly aanage a portfolio of

interest rate swaps.

i>o»l Docii«»ntat1on . The bank should have written swap contracts on file

detailing the rights and responsibilities of the parties to the swap

arrangeiwnts. The notional a»unt should be indicated along with the fixed

rate, if applicablt. and the aethod to be used in determining the variable

rate(s). If settlwent is to be aade in different currencies, the anner of

detenilning these settleMnt aaounts should also be indicated and the

12
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sittlMMt parlodi should b« sptclfltd along idtti the conditions of default.
SMtp CBBtracts should also contain provisions addressing the voluntary
tervlMtlon of the contract and the procedure to be used In dttcnnining the
aaount of the stttlcacnt. Banks contemplating a swap arrangement should also
have ttit proposed contracts reviewed by legal counsel. As a reference source
for use In developing Interest rata swap agreeoents. bank oanageewnt may wish
to refer to the auter Interest rate swap agreement that was released In early
19B7 by the International Swap Dealers Association (ISDA), as well as to the
Code of Standard Hording. Assumptions and Provisions for Swaps (^986 Edition).
which was also published by ISDA.

Attachwnt
- v.;. - -:-h^_

-
,.

Appendix A — Interest Rate Swap Examples
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APPENDIX A

A savings and loan association with find rati rtal estate ortgages and
variable rate noney aarlitt deposit accounts wishes to convert Its liabilities
Into a fixed rate payaent streaa. On the other hand, a ccoBercial bank with
variable rate coonerclal loans and a sizable anount of longer tent, fixed rate
certificates of deposit wishc: to convert these V.ablV.tles Into 4 .«rM«b1e
rate payment streaa. In order to accooplish their nutual objectives, these
Institutions enter into the following interest rate swap transaction:

Notional Aoount - $10 Million

Prime — VaHable Rate

iSavings ! !Coanerc1a1!
!«nd Lo»n! 71 — Fixed Rate ! B»nfc

If the priM rate stayed at 81 during the entire first year of the swap, the

comercial bank would have made a net payment of $100,000 to the savings and

loan association.

Prime en $10 Nillion - $800,000
<-

iSavlngs ! iConmerclal!
land Loan! Fixed Rate 71 on $10 Million . $700,000 ! Bank !

>

Positive flow Negative flow

of $100,000
• of $100,000

If the prime rate was at 7X during the entire second year of the swap, there

would be no net payment due or receivable during year 2.

PHae on $10 Million - $700,000

ISavlngs !
lOmercial!

' and Loan! Filed Ratt 7t on $10 Mi I noi» - $7M.000 ! Btnit L

Net flow Is •••* ^lo"

Is zero <« "">

14
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A-2

arrvigiMnx. mt savings tna loan association would ma
S200.000 to tha conwrclal bank for that year.
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Oavt B C B W

GENBRZC BWAP VXL0A T lOH

>1ot1onaL amount lOOOOM X P ay/ R eceive

MATURITY SETTIiMENT EFFECTIVE DT.

7/13/97 7/lZ/n
CALCULATE: 3 yilED
CCXJPON (1) 4.33327%

1st COUPON
PAYMENT FREQ
DAY COUNT
RESET FREQ.
^3) SWAP PREMIUM (PER 100)'

MARKET VALUE (NPV)
DURATICai
RISK
ACCBUEO INTEREST

QfittI23i9
S.6g750 %

(2)
• 0.0 bp

fi

i.

Index
Spread

FIXED
FIXATING
NCT

0.00
0.00
0.00

g-6102

861019.49
-3.893 yrs
-3.515

NEXT pur 1/13/93
-216663.50
188472.22
-28191.28

HIT <PAGE> FOR CASHFUW ANALYSIS

DEFAULT (iURVE bXTEt) ?/ 6/SiBWAP CDRVB

S R
H A
A T
P E

S

(CURRENCY 08)
TERM COUPON
1 WK
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Fag* Govt B C S W

GBMERIC SWAP VALOATIOM
NOTIOHAL AMOUNT lOOOOM B P ay/ R eceive

MATURITY SETTLIME3Tr

CALOJIATE: a FIXED
COUPON (1) 4.33327>

EFFECTIVE DT.

Index S.eVTSOX
+ Spread (2)

' O.O bp
1st COUPON 1/13/»3 '^/M/sa
PAYMENT FREQ. | fi

DAY COUNT 3e/3<S0 iSSt/a6fi
RESET FREQ. fl

<3> SWAP PREMIUM (PER 100) -e.6102
~

MARKET VALUE (NPV)
DURATira*
RISK
ACCRUED INTEREST

FIXED
FLOATING
NET

0.00
0.00
0.00

-861019.49
3.893
3.515

NEXT PHT 1/13/93
216663.50

-188472.22
28191.28

yrs

DEFAULT CURVE DATED V 6/92SWAP CnRVE
(CURRENCY US)

COUPON

3.5000
3.5000
3-5000
3.SC2S
?.«??
3.6875
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Go^ B C 8 W

OENESZC SWAP
NOTIONAL AMOUNT lOOOOM J P ay/ R eceive

V A L U A T I O H
DEFAULT iiJRVE hATEb

MATURITY
7/13/97
CALCULATE
COUPON

SEnTEMEUT
7/13/^a
3

(1)

1st COUPON
PAYMENT FREQ
DAY COUNT
RESET FREQ.
(3) SWAP PREMIUM (PER lOO)

EFFECTIVE DT.

i/nnz

y.???27% Index 3.68750*
+ Spread (2) O.O bp

fl 8
_afl/2Sfi ACT/360

-g.tioa

MARKET VAUJE (NPV)
DURATICM4
RISK
ACOOJED INTIJiEST

FIXED
FLOATING
NET

0.00
0.00
0.00

-861018.74
-3.608 yrs
-3.960

NEXT PMT 1/13/93
-416663.50
188472.22

-228191.28

II

HIT <PAGE> FOR CASHFUW ANALYSIS
r9-«U right! proiKtad. lor<dan:71-2S«-9aiO Km Terk:212-318-20a0 Pr<rK«tvi:6O9-497-3;00 S I neacort: 226-1000

g w A P c n R V B

^CURRENCY XJB)

COUPON

V ^/92
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Govt BC8W Govt B C 8 W

OEHEBZC SWAP VALUATION
NOTIONAL AMOUNT 100OOM S P ay/ R eceive

MATURITY SETTLEMENT

CALCUIATE: 3 FIXED
COUPON (1) a. 33327 %

EFFECTIVE UT.

1st COUPON
PAYMENT FREQ.
DAY COUNT
RESET FREQ.

30/360

Index
Spread (2)

(3) SWAP PREMIUM (PER lOO)"

MARKET VALUE (NPV)
DURATICMJ
RISK
ACCRUED INTEREST

FLOATING
368750 %

P'O l3p

s
i&r/360

i

FIXED
FIDATING
NET

0.00
0.00
0.00

8.6X02

861018.74
3.608 yrs
3.960

NEXT PKT 1/13/93
416663.50

-188472.22
228191.28

HIT <PAGE> FOR CASHFUJW ANALYSIS
loontxrg-aJI rights protcetad. London:n-2S6-9010 Km Tert:212-318-2000

DEFAULT CURVE DATED ")/ 6/92SWAP CORVg
(CURRENCY US)

TERM
1 WK
1
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GENERIC SWAPS VS LIBOR IPS

STANDARD
^'--L- SWAP

FIXED

FINAL MATURITY

LIBOR
IPS

AMORTIZING

EXPECTED WAL OR
FINAL MATURITY

COMPARABLE MATURITY
,

COMPARABLE AVG. LIFE

TSY + SPREAD !
TSY + SPREAD

GENERIC MARKET
LEVEL

PREMIUM FOR
PREPAYMENT RISK

MONEY MARKET
INDEX

NONE

MONEY MARKET
INDEX

6- 18 MONTHS
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CAP/FUDOR/COLLAR CALCUIATOR

Govt B c c r

Pg 1 of 2

American/ Expiration Strike Rate

European Settlement Date Cap Floor 1st Cpn Dt Day Type Freq.
B 7/ 6/92 7/ 6/96 7.00000 4.00000 10/ 6/93 ACr/360 Q

Currency 08 Bus. Days DB Face Amt. 10000000

Volatility
12.00

Option Value
Tick Value
Market Value
Mod. [Xiration
Risk

cap
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CtiP/TUXm/COLLfiH CALCULATOR

Govt B C C F

Pg 2 of 2
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B>Z2 Coodty OHT 12

11:14
Wed 7/8

DISPLAY:

ccodty OHT
C C-chg/%chg, D-delta/volat

E D Z 2

OPTION HORIZON ANALYS
DEC OPTIONS ON 90nAY EUROS (IMM) Dec92

MABXBT 18 OPEN
I 8

OPTION
PRICING

SIBI££
95.25
95.50
95.75
96.00
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96.50
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TODAY
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0822 CCBdty CBT 12

11:16
Wed 7/8

DISPLAY:
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TABLE ROCK NATIONAL BANK

OFF-BALANCE SHEET CASE STUDY
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TABLE SOaC NKHEMAL BANK

BftQCTcnm npraTE

Due to the findings of the July 13, 1991 cxjncairrent Treasury ejcanination of
Table Rock National Bank, at which you criticized the bank's overall interest
rate risk posture, as well as its existing Interest Rate Risk Management
Policy, the bank's Board of Directors rtpcidert major changes would be necessary
to correct the bank's problem in this regard. Ihe Board determined the

management group, as it existed at the time of the examination, was not f'Uly
capable of addressing the IHR problems of the bank; therefore, it was decided
that outside assistance vruld be sought. Aa a result, Mr. Sean Jovi, a

derivative trader previously enployed by Blackburn & Rhoads, a new defunct
investment bank, was hired by the institution to solve the IRR problem
currently facing the bank and to be responsible, prospectively, for all
interest rate risk management matters. Mr. Jovi was given the title of
Executive Vice President/ Risk Management. He was hired with the understanding
that he would report directly to the Asset/Liability Canmittee ("ALOD") and
would replace the Qiief Financial Officer as Chairperson of the oanrnittee.

Mr. Jovi's reputation as an aggressive and knowledgeable trader preceded
hin, and the Directorate determined he was the type of i:anager which was needed

to correct the problems. Moreover, his expertise with off-balance sheet

instruments only enhanced his value to the bank. In addition to his proven
abilities as a trader, he was also familiar with financial institutions and the

inherent interest rate risk which raust be dealt with in such entities. Prior

to working for Blackburn & Rhoads, he had been the CFO of a $12 billion

thrift. At that institution, Mr. Jovi had successfully addressed its rather

serious interest rate risk problem; he did so primarily with off-balance sheet

derivative products.

Mr. Jovi's first task after assuming his position with the bank was to

revise the 133^ Management Policy. Once this was ccrplete, he was to inplement
the policy as soon as possible, with the primary focus of his attention being
the reduction of the duration mismatch which was so strongly criticized at the

exa-Tonation.

Within a week eifter being enployed by Table Rock National Bank, Mr. Jovi

had oopipleted his first assignment - revision of the WR Management Policy.
Mr. Jovi has provided you a copy of the revised policy (Exhibit I) . Althcugh
the revised policy irplies that Table Roc^ National Bank is managing its IRR

wit.^ the aid of a sijailation model, the model is not yet operational; it is

still being "fine tuned". Nevertheless, it is this policy which will guide the

bank's IRR management practices in the future.

1. You should review the revised IRR Management Policy and the other

infonration parovided. Upon ccrapleticn, you are to assume the role of Sean

Jovi and develop a plan for reducing the IKR exposure of the bank, using

only off-balance sheet strategies. (NOTE: For this part of the case

STDxly, assume the IRR exposure of the bank reanains unchanged fron that

which was disclosed at the examination.)
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2. Using your laptqp oonputer, inplesnent the plan vihich y«w have develcped iv

inputtii^ the data in the model provided. Voir gccup ^xxild farm a

consensus as to the plan needed and whicii off-toalanoe instruments are to be

used to cxu-TBCt the problem and vAry you ciiose the instruments ycxa did. Be

prepared to present and disniss your group's results with the entire

class To assist you, relevant information oanoeming futures and qptions

on futures fron 'nv. wall street Journal is provided (Exhibit II) . ^
.^

addition, slotting ins^ictiars (Lncludi--^ delta taUes) arc a^p=J/i-a:
for inputtii^ the off-balance sheet instruments you select as part of your

plan (Exhibit HI) .
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Bsnsn-i .Ei^i:^.

snxKEsr was loac HANACEME>rr vaua
(Revised 9-30-91)

Dnmjumcw

Ttiis statement establishes the iirterest rate risk management policy and
certain associated procedures of Icible Rock National Bank. This policy
supercedes all previous policies and statanents relative to interest rate risk
("IRR") .

In general, it is the bank's policy to seek to maximize net interest income
and, at the same time, protect the econcndc value of the firm, by matciiing, as

closely as is practicable, the duration of its rate sensitive assets and rate
sensitive liabilities. Off-balance sheet instruments may be used to hedge
against any remaining mismatch. Interest rate risk is to be borne only where
the costs of hedging exceed the benefits derived.

Notwithstanding the c^jective stated above, this policy is intended to be

interpreted in a nanner consistent with the bank's overall business plan, and

any risks taken are to be prudent and for business purposes. In that regard,
'in order to achieve certain business objectives, the bank may from time to time
be forced to aco^Jt interest rate risk, although such risks must be within
established limits, as set forth belcvr.

The Board of Directors shall have the ultimate responsibility for

overseeing the inplementation of this policy. The Board hereby delegates
responsibility for successfully iaplPinpnting the policy to the /.sset/T .i ability
Ccmmittee ("AIOO") . The Board shall review on a monthly basis the activities
of the ALOO and ratify such activities as necessary.

OQIKITICN AND MES^SUREMEin'

Table Rock National Bank defijies interest rate risk as uncertainty about

values and cashflows of assets, liabilities, and hedging instruments resultirg
frorn possible changes in the prevailing iMrket interest rates. For the

purposes of this policy statement, risk will be measured by estimating the

impact of rate c±ianges on two aggregate measures of the value and cashflcv
associated with the bank's portfolio -

(1) the estimated eoonanic value of the

firm and (2) the estimated net interest incone ("Nil") .

The net present vsQue of its assets, liabilities, and off-balance sheet

instruments is considered the economic value of the firm. In implesnenting this

program, the bank determines the present value of its assets, liabilities and

off-balance sheet instruments in various interest rate environments. Thus, the

irpact of interest rate changes on the eccnanic value of the firm can be

measured. The bank's program is intended to minimize the change in eccncnic

value, ocrputed for the current environment ("Base Case"), and the value

LT.in. ^.TT«*i under other liJoely interest rate scenarios. Such minimization efforts

shall be measured given parallel dianges in the U. S. Treasury yield curve in

up and down increments of 100 basis points to 300 basis points. In addition.
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the bank maasures its eoonanic value in various other environments, such as:

(1) non-parallel ^ufts in the yield curve and (2) changes in the rate of

mortgage prepaynents. The analysis described above is oooiducted on at least a

monthly basis.

In oExler to determine the net present value of its assets, liabilities and

off-balanoe sheet positions, cash flows are projected, in each enviromnent . and

discounted using an appropriate discount rate. Ihe methodology used to

calculate the present value cf assets, liabilities and cff-balanc* sr«ast

instruments, and the sensitivity to changes in market conditions associated

with eaA, must take into account the level and shape of the treasury yield

curve, ncrtgage spreads, predicted pr^ayments corresponding to various levels

of interest rates, ard all other material factors identified ly management as

related to interest rate risks.

Projections of Nil will be made for a period of no less than four quarters,

on the assunption that assets and liabilities are permitted to run off, with

replacanent in liJce instruments. The inpact of interest rate Ganges, both

paredlel and non-parallel, and changes in the rate of mortgage prepayments will

liJcewise be a part of the analysis of Nil. As stated previously, the goal of

the institution is to maximize such NU, while minimizing the risk as a result

of rate movements.

ftma^i'jfT.THwrr.rrv aCMfCnSE

The ALCO shall meet on the second Tuesday of eadi month to consider the

bank's JPR profile and ^lall authorize management to institute such actions

,^ogmcH to be appropriate to reduce the bank's IKR if such is considered to be

excessive.

Members of the AIOO shall consist of the follodng:

Oiief Financial Officer
Dcecutive Vice President/Risk Management (Chairperson)

E^cacutive Vice President/Treasurer
Executive Vice President - Lending
SCTilor Vice President - Investment Portfolio Manager

One or more independent directors

^secifically, the MCO shall be re^xssible for:

1. Monitcring and evaluating tiie frmnrwir conditions of tiie copnmity and

tiie nation, including the current and aqpetxed trend in interest rate

levels.

2. Developing and utilizing an WR managenart systen that aocurately

maasures the bank's ogxasure to IRR;

3. Developing aixi inplanenting an ITO managanent strategy to resolve the

bank's eatposui
'e to IKR;
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4. Oocrdinating the IRR managanent policies and procedures with the bank's
business plan and reoamending to the Board changes to such policies
and procedures which are consistent with the business plan;

5. Monitoring, on a monthly basis, the interest rate risk position of the
bank;

6. Reocninending and authorizing procedures and actions necessary to
correct undue levels of IKR exposure and to assure adherence to the

*

interest rate risk management policy;

7. Preparing and presenting a monthly report to the Board of Directors
relative to the bank's IKR position. Such report shall include the

following:

a. Financial Statements of the bank as of the end of the previous
month;

b. A report of the bank's exposure to IRR, also as of the end of the

previous month;

c. A report of the bank's current hedge position;

d. An econanic update for the country , as well as the bank's trade

area; and

e. Such other infoniBtion the AL03 deems appropriate relative to the
bank's JBR profile.

^
mnscEST was risk manksment

Table Rock National Bank seeks to minimize its exposure to interest rate
risk through its choice of duration imtrhed assets and liabilities (internal

hedging) . In the event that hedging is needed beyond that which can be

econcnically aciiieved through the use of internal hedging, the bank will use

hedging instruments such as interest rate swaps, financial futures and options
(external hedging) . It is anticipated that significant external hedging will
be necessary.

BOHsnL HQxaNS Mzmvinss

The hedging abjective of the bank is to iznunize its eoonaaic value against
c^ianges in interest rates by equalizing the duration of its assets and
liabilities. Although this policy authorizes management to enter into

transactions involving derivative instruments. Table Rock National Bank is

strictly prohibited fron taking any position which is speculative.

The bank's strategies for accoiplishing its stated objective may include

the following:
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Interest Rate Swans

The bank nay uti lize interest rate swaps to effectively adjust the duraticn
of its assets or liabilities. It may, for hedging purposes, enter into
interest rate swap agreements in which (l) tiie notiojial prircipal balares
amortizes based upcn the prepayment experience of a specified gnx?) of nnrtgage
bac^.ed securities or the behavior of an interest rate index (Iniexad Principal
swaps) , or (2) whicii nay be terminated or extended at the optian of the bank oi
its cxunterparty. In additicr, the bank is authcrized tz, utilize swaptio^is {eui

option to enter into a swap) as a naans of adjusting a duration mianatch.

The aggregate notional principal amount of interest rate swaps, exclixiing
indexed principal swaps and swaptions, shadJ not exceed $500 million. Ihe
aggregate notioncil principal amount of indexed principal swaps and swaptions
may not exceed 100 percent of the bank's capital on the trade date of the
transaction.

Financial Futures

The bank nay hedge externally using financial futures in order to adjust
the duration of its assets or liabilities. The bank is authorized to take long
or short positions in futures on U. S. Treasury notes, bills and bonds, one
month LIBOR, 30-Day interest rates, and Eurodollars, provided the contracts
entered into are traded on an organized exchange regulated by the Ocmsodities
Futures Trading Oamission and the price of the futures contracts have a high
relative correlation with the price of the ca^ instrument being hedged.

The aggregate notional amount of financial futures contracts shall not
exceed $500 million, nor can the bank take a position which exceeds five (5)

percent of the open interest in any specific futures oontract on the tratia date
of the transartion.

Financial Options

The bank nay hedge externally using financial options, including caps,
floors and options on financial futures. In addition to interest rate caps and

floors, the bank may take a long or short hedge position in any options
contract provided the underlying instrument is eittier a security authorized for
investment cr a futures contract authorized by this policy. FurHTPrmore, the

hedge most be oonstmcted in such a manner that the price volatility of the

option position is consistent with the price volatility of the cash instrument

being hedged or the option i> in ««>eiit of that instrument. All options contracts
used by the bank for hedging purposes oust be traded on an organized exAange
regulated by ttie r> i iiii ilities Futures Ttading Oonmission.

The aggregate notional amount of financial options contracts shall not

expeed $500 mi lion, nor can tiie bank take a position which exceeds five (5)

pertaflit of the open interest in any specific options contract on the teade date

of the transaction.
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BQATO AUiUKJJilD LIMn3\TICKS

TUB IKR exposure of the hank shall be monitared en a continuous basis, with
a formal report prepared no less often than monthly. Table Rock National
Bank's Boeurd of Directors has approved the TmyiTnim allowable ej5x:sure
limitations for both the eooncanic value of the firm and net interest inocne, as

follofe-s :

Hmm
iNrn^Esr rate risk
iXPOSURE UMITS

Max. Permissible Change
Ocnpared to Base Case:

Interest
Rate Oianae*

+300
+200
+100

-100
-200
-300

Economic Value

+/-70*
+/-40%
+/-15%

+/-15%
+/-25%
+/-50%

Net
Interest Income

-65%
"* -40%

-20%

-20%
!r -40%

-65%

as
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TABLE ROCK NATIONAL BANK

OFF-BALANCE SHEET CASE STUDY

MODEL SLOTTING INSTRUCTIONS

EXHIBIT III

.V~^-- :.£<lr( ^ i: "jR-F-m r-^- 5;.

.".iJBfe'S^^'SSfs^ij^ .
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Slotting Instructions

OFF-BALANCE SHECT REPORTIMG

Off-balance sheet positions should be reported as either amortizing or non-amortizinn based on thp r^^h

flow charac'eristic of the underlying instrument. The following discussions and examples outline the net

position reporting formats tor various off-baiance sheet instruments:

• Interest Rate Swaps

An interest rate swap contract obligates an institution to both receive and remit

interest payments that are based on the notional amount of the swap contract.

According to the contract, the institution will either receive fixed and pay floating-rate

payments, or it will receive floating and pay fixed-rate payments. To represent the

institution's receipt of payments, the notional value of the swap (positive sign) Is

slotted either according to the maturity of the swap (payments received are fixed) or

to the next repricing period (payments received are floating). To represent the

institution's obligation to remit payments, the notional value of the swap (negative sign)

is also slotted according to its maturity or repricing date depending on whether the

payments are fixed or floating. Options on interest rate swaps would be handled

similarly, with the option being valued by multiplying the option's current delta by its

principal or notional value.

EXAIVIPLE:

The institution has entered into an interest rate swap contract with another party for a notional amount

of $125 million where the institution receives fixed payments and pays floating payments. The floating

rate resets monthly (thus, the negative $125 million in the less than or equal to 3-month time band), and

the swap matures in 2 years (thus, the positive $125 million in the 1- to 2-Year time band).

Off-9ALAHCt SHEET ITEN

(Dollars in ThouMnds)
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Stottino Instnictions

Futures Contracts & Forward Rate Agreements
''

A futures contract (bought or sold) and a Forward Rats Agreement (FRA) both call for

the receipt or delivery of a financial instrument or a cash settlement at a specified date

in the future. They are slotted in the same manner on the IRR Reporting Schedule

using only one entry in the time band corresponding to the matunty of the
underlying

position. The maturity of positions ir these ir.stnrr.er.ti Az-jii .-sftc: '^z time pariod

over which interest rates are fued by the contract. Therefore, a purchased futures

contract is slotted as a positive dollar amount, while a sold contract is slotted with

a negative sign.

EXAMPLE:

An institution has sold 1.000 Treasury note futures contracts for delivery in one month. Each contract is

for a five year. $100,000 face amount Treasury note. Slot the face value of the shorted contracts in the

time band corresponding to the maturity of the standardized financial instrument the seller is obligated to

deliver (thus, the negative value of $100 million in the > 3-year to < -
5-year time band).

OFf-B«L«MCt SHEET ITEM > I NONTRt » 1 TEM » 2 TEiWS > 3 TEMS
(OoUart m Thoutanot) TOT«l < « 3 IWWTKS < » 1 TEAt < » Z TE«»S < » I TEAKS < » 5 TEWS

Futures
PMitivc (*) SO SO to SO (0 U
ii«9«ti« <-) {S100.000) JO £2 n w (sioo.ooo)
Net Position (S100,000) $0 (0 SO SO (tlOO.OOO)
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Slotting Instructions

Firm Commitments to Buy or Sell Loans or Securities

When the institution has committed to buy loans or securities, slot the dollar amount
of the commitment (positive sign) in the time band

corresponding to the maturity of the

underlying asset. Conversely, commitments to sell loans or securities should be slotted

as a negative value in tne time band corresponding to the maturity ol the underlying
asset

EXAMPLE:

An institution has made a firm commitment to sell in four months $85 million of loans w\h a remaining
term of four years. The dollar amount is slotted according to the maturity of the underlying loans (thus,

a negative $85 million in the > 3-year to < -
5-year time band).

Ort-9«L«NCE SHEET ITEM

(boilars m Thousarxu)
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Slottimi Instnjctions

Options

The maturity of positiotu in this instrument should reflect the tine period during which

the underiying contract will affect the interest rate position of the financial institution,

assuming the option is exercised. The delta aqulvilant value should be reported for

eichange-traded options. The delta reprasants the change In the vahia of an option

relative to the change
'"< the value ef the in-triTsr: zr. •A•hii^ the spticr. i; viritteru

An option's current delta times the notional value equals the delta equivalent value, and

this value should be slotted in the time band corresponding to the maturity/repricing

period of the underlying instrument. Purchased calls and written puts should be slotted

using positive delta notional values, while purchased puts and written calls should be

slotted using negative notional values.

EXAflAPLE:

An institution has bought call options on the 1-year Treasury bill with a delta equivalent value of $30

million. A positive amount equal to the delta value is reported in the same time band as the maturity of

the underlying instrument (thus, the positive $30 million in the > 3-month to < -
1-year time band).

OFF-g*l.AMCE SHEET ITEM > 3 MONTHS > 1 TEM > 2 TEARS > J TEARS

(DeU*rt in ThouMnttt) TOTAL < » 3 MONTHS < » 1 TEA* « » 2 TEARS < 3 TEARS < « 5 TEARS

Options
Petitivc (*) U0,000 SO $30,000 SO SO *0

Kmtiv* (-) to »o to to to to

Ntt Position t30,000 tO tJO.OOO SO SO tO

t* V us 'li -, -»'"..**c--
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Slonmo Instructions

Caps, Floors and Collars

Interest rate caps and floors represent a series of options with consecutive expiration

dates equal to the repricing date of the underlying index. Caps represent a series of

calls on a short-term interest rate, and can be used to create an upper limit on the

cost of floating-rate liaDilities. Floors are a senes of consecutive puts on a short-term

rate and may used to protect t^-e overall rate of return on floatir.g rate assets. For

purchased caps, if the index rate (the underlying rate upon which the cap is based) is

within 100 basis points of the cap strike rate lor 'in the money'), slot the notional

value of the cap (negative sign) according to the maturity of the cap. In essence, the

floating-rate liability is converted into a fixed-rate liability; hence, the negative entry at

the longer maturity (long a liiedrate liability). Do not slot purchased caps which

are not within 100 basis points of the cap strike rate.

For purchased floors, if the index rate is within 100 basis points of the floor strike

rate, slot the nominal value cf the floor (positive sign) according to the maturity of the

floor. In essence, the floating-rate asset is converted into a fixed-rate asset: hence,

the positive entry at the longer maturity (long a fixed rate asset). Do not slot

purchased floors which are not within 100 basis points of the cap strike rate.

Collars involve the purchase of a cap and the sale of a floor. Treat each position

separately. Sold caps and floors should be handled in the opposite fashion as

discussed above.

As an alternative to slotting caps, floors and collars at their full notional amount, you

may slot them using their delta value, which can be computed using the delta weight

table supplied with these instructions.

EXAHrtPLL

An institution purchased a cap with a notional amount of $10 million which matures in 2 years. The index

IS G-month LIBOR which is currently 6% and the cap strike rate is 6.5%. Slot the notional amount

according to tha maturity of the cap (thus, the negative $10 million m the > 1-year to < -
2-year time

band).

orr-8«L»MCE SHEET !TE«

(Oouars <n Thausanos)
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Slotting Instmetions

uSJA MEXGBT nsCZ

(^Esoentage of Hotional VUiie Allaued Sa of Hedgingr)
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OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

APPENDIX 1
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TRADING ACTIVITIES

U/TRODUCnON

Trading activities are conducted xising an increasing variety of
cash aarket, conmodity based and otf balance sheet products.
Several of these products are also offered to end investors or
originated to aeet specific cuvtoaer requirements. This section
deals principally with activities where a product is purchased or
originated and held with the intention of either talcing advantage
of short tern price noveaents or reselling at existing bid/offer
spreads, niere are three basic trading practices:

o Positlonina - Where a long or short inventory is asseabled to
speculate on changing prices.

o Artaitraoe - A situation vhere a trader btiys and sells one or
sore instruaents speculating that the yield spread between
then will narrow or widen. This is done between aaturities,
arkets and instruaents. Arbitrage also occurs when traders
take advantage of differentials between aarkets.

Most coaplicated trading strategies are foras of arbitrage.
In theory, there is no Halt to the variety of arbitrage
strategies which can be developed. In practice, they are
limited by the availability of trader expertise, aarketability
of the end product, and suitable quantitative analysis for
identifying emerging opportunities.

o Trading - Basically this is buying low and selling high,
profiting froa existing bid/offer spreads as opposed to
anticipated changes in those spreads.

The aost significant external risk encountered in trading
activities is aarket risk. Market risk is directly related to
aarket price aovements as they relate to the duration and
liquidity of the instr\iment traded. Anticipated arbitrage profits
are often eliainated by basis risk, tAien price aoveaent between
instr\iments involved in the transactions do not perform as

expected. Basis risk also presents itself when open positions are

hedged with other typ>es of instruaents. Since hedges often fail
to have their desired effect and have on occasion increased the

aagnitude of losses, hedging strategies should be carefully
evaluated. Trading also exposes the institution to credit,
settlement and liquidity risks.

The greatest internal risk is uncontrolled or unauthorized
trading. Therefore, trader coa^liance with the approved credit
and aarket risk limits should be aonitored by personnel
independent of the trading units. Automated or manual reports
must be available from independent sources to allow for daily

Capita MtHMtt Ejammatieo Proeadunt

Junmr J9tt
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TRADING ACmVITlES

ufntoDucnoN

rvporting of limit «xc«ss0S. It is also very ioportant that all
trading portfolios are aarked-to-Barlcat on a regular basis. Most
trading rooms will revalue their positions daily. At a Kiniaum,
positions should be revalued monthly and verified by an
independent source.

Although the primary objective of trading activities is to produce
a reasonable return on equity, there are other intangible benefits
derived from participating in certain marlcets. Some banlcs
maintain a trading presence in markets like U.S. government
securities, domestic negotiable CDs, Euro CDs, and CP to maintain
access for informational and funding purposes. Truly, liquid
trading account assets are also an important source of asset
liquidity for some banks. Despite the intangibles, the amount of
resources allocated to loss making or break even trading
activities must be closely monitored by senior management.

POSSIBLE TRADING PRODUCTS

OOME577C UARKFTS

U.S. Government Treasury Bills
D.S. Government. Treasury Notes
U.S. Government Treasury Bonds
U.S. Federal Agency Securities
Commercial Paper :-tsx.-„

Bankers Acceptances
Negotiable CDs
Kunicipal Securities
Precious Metals
Related Financial Futures Contracts
Related Options Contracts
Foreign Government Securities

BtTBtMATIONAl MAAKFTS

Foreign Government Securities
Euro CDs
Euro CP
Euronotes
Eurobonds
Precious Metals
Related Financial Futxires Contracts
Related Options Contracts

Capital Uarimts Uamkntitm rneadwat
i9U
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TRADING ACTIVITIES

INTRODUCTION

MARKET RISK UMrT METHODOLOGIES

7?*^^.*°^^°"^"^ "^* descriptions of several nethodologies for
^i?^^!?' ,,"*^''*** f^'^- ^"* "ethodologies aay be used
individually or in various coabinations as pirt of aninstitution's overall risk control systea.

voLuue POSITION uurrs

These types of linits are expressed in absolute dollar orcontract (e.g. futures) teras. Voluae position limits are
relatively easy to calculate and aonitor, but are related only
indirectly to profitability.

^ ^
PRICS VOLATILITY (EARNINGS IMPACT) LIUITS

These limits are defined in terms of the maximum amount ofioss that can be sustained before a position is closed out. or
management approval is required to maintain the position.

RISK POINT UMirs

Risk point limit systems attempt to derive limits based on thehistoric price volatility of the instruments traded.
Therefore, longer maturity trading instruments consume morerisx points per dollar of position assumed than shorter termItems. For example, a $25 million, 30 year D.S. governmentbond position would use considerably more risk points than a 3month T-Bill position of the same size.

Capital Uarktts Examinatieii Pnemiuru
January 19$B
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TRADING ACTIVmES

EXAMINATION GUIDELINES

OBJECTIVES

o To detenlne if tb« policies, procedures, practices, and
internal controls regarding trading activities are adequate.

o To determine if bank officers are operating in conformance
with established policies and guidelines for trading
activities.

o To evaluate trading activities for risk and profitability.

o To evaluate the adequacy of trading limits, risk management
and internal control systems.

o To determine the scope and adequacy of the audit function
regarding trading activities.

o To determine coa^liance with applicable U.S. and foreign lairs,
rulings, and regulations.

o To recommend corrective action tfhen policies, practices,
procedures, or internal controls are deficient and subject the
bank to undue risk or when violations of law, rulings or
regulation have been noted.

INITIAL MEETING/NATURE OF ACnvmES

o Set up an initial meeting vith management to discuss
strategies, objectives, and plans vith respect to:

Nature of trading activities

- Market share

- Volume

- Profitability performance and major sources of earnings
(or losses)

Intangible benefits ^?-. >.;;--

Retail distribution network

o Determine how management measures the success of trading
activities (e.g., profit/loss, cost of funds utilired, new
business generation, asset liquidity, interest rate trends,
etc.).

iMf
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TRADING ACnvmES

EXAMINATION GUIDELINES

Request copies of the following:

- Organization charts and job descriptions of key
anagement/staff (including a delineation of officer
approval authorities and reporting responsibilities to
group and head office aanageaent) .

- Written policies and procedures

- Torma.! limits/guidelines on positioning, arbitraging,
trading, and hedging activities.

- The unit's business plan, strategic narketing plans and
operational biidget.

- Minutes of aianagenent committee meetings.

- Personnel information on senior management and line
officers (including compensation).

- Most recent internal and external audit reports and
regulatory compliance reports (including management
replies) .

Detemine if there are any significant changes since the
previous exaaiination with respect to;

- Products/activities

Management information system (MIS) reports

- Trading philosophies or strategies

Back room operations and systems

Policies and procedures

Credit and position risk limits

Staffing

Request the following MIS reports:

List of authorized trading instruments

Trading position reports

Capital UarlmU Enmmation Pneadunt
t.m.fMK 1088
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TRADING ACnvmES

EXAMINATION GUIDELINES

- ZJjBlt exception reports -r *;<

- Inventory turnover (ageing) reports

- Aged fail and due bill reports

- Borrowed and loaned securities reports

- Revaluation reports ,i '=•.._>-

- Profitability reports by individual activity/product area

AUDIT/INTERNAL CONTROL

o Review intemal/eictemal audit reports, regulatory coiQ>liance
reports, and related management responses.

- Determine tbe significemce of audit or compliance
deficiencies and the status of corrective action.

o Document conclusions with respect to the adequacy of:

- Internal controls

- Internal/external audit coverage (including independence
and experience/education to analyze trading activities
and their underlying analytical assua^tions.)

SUPERVISION OF TRADING ACTIYITIES

o Determine the extent and effectiveness of supervision over
trading activities by reviewing established policies and
procedures, risk limits, committee meeting minutes, management
reports and internal/external audit reports to ensure that:

- Strategies and mar)cet objectives are fully defined and
realistic.

- Policies and procedures formally define:

— scope of authorized trading activities;

— approval authorities and administrative controls;

~ reporting requirements; ,,

— accounting guidelines;

Cspiul Mahkatt Examkiatkm Pneaduns

Jamurf 198$

74-907 - 94 - 12
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TRADING ACTMTIES

EXAMINATION GUIDELINES

— operational procedures; and

-^ guidelines for 'trading with affiliated conqsanies and
insiders.

- Tradinig risk liaiits are prudent and are being conplied
with. These could indtide:

— position liaits toy instruaent (i.e., overnight,
intraday) ;

-^ atlsitrage position liaits in aggregate and by
instrxments arbitraged;

— hedging liaits in aggregates and by position hedged;
and

— stop loss liaits by position/trader/center.

An adequate risk Halt coaqpliancc aonitoring process has
been established that includes aethods for reporting and
approving liait exceptions.

- An adequate coo^liance function has been established in

keeping with applicable regulatory requireaents.

The level and experience of aanageaent, trading and
operations staff are appropriate given the complexity of
activities and voluae, especially during peak periods.

Evaluate aanageaent Inferaatlon systeas (KIS) and deteraine
their adequacy in light of transaction voluaes and scope of
activities. Consider:

Sufficiency of reports for aonitoring:

— coapliance with liaits;

— aggregate expe«nire (Netting: Correlation criteria
should be established before long and short

positions in various instruaents can be netted.

This applies regardless of trtiether risk point or
volxiae liaits are used. ) ; and

— success of strategies regarding positioning,
trading, artoitirage, and hedging.

CapltMl Uarimu E*amktatiaa Ptoetdunt
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TRADING ACnvmES

EXAUINATION GUIDELINES

- Frequency (e.g., real time capzibllities) fi«ix«<-:.

- Distribution i .s-ro . .

- Source

~ Bumual/autonated; -* - -^ -

— independent preparation; and

~ periodic testing for accuracy.
—

o Identify any shortcoBings in the MIS including accuracy,
tlaellness, or usefulness.

o Evaluate the Banner in trhicb trading strategies are
formulated, executed and Bonitored.

Requirements for approving trading in new instrtiments ,

hedging strategies, and arbitrage activities.

Management's authority and willingness to modify or
override trader decisions (via offsetting positions or
specific instructions) .

- Off preaise/after hours trading - -

- Management oversight

- Modifications for varying aarket conditions

TRADING RISK ASSESSMENT

o Evaluate the criteria used in deterBining liaits. These may
include the following:

- Liquidity of instrument
~

- Volatility of Instrument

- Correlation of price movements of arbitraged or hedging
instruments.

- Loss exposiire related to capital or earnings

- Market acceptability of bank name

Capital Marlmts Ejammatien Proeadum
l*nu»iv 1988
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TRADING ACnVITES

EXAMINATION GUIDELINES

Experience of traders

- Local govemaent regiilations

Distribution capabilities

Strength of operations and internal controls

- Analytical departaent studies

Evaluate fomal approval and allocation of liaits. Consider:

" Source. Linit requests say originate at individual
trading desks, with aggregates approved at higher
levels. Alternatively, a senior officer or coamittee
sight determine rniyliTB allotrable exposure.

- Linit review triggers

~ periodic;

— profitability;

~ reduced/increased activity; and

— staffing changes.

- Allocation by

~ region/loeatien/booking unit;

~ trading desk; and

— individual dealers.

Evaluate the Banner in irtiich conpliance with liaits is
itV- j; ! Consider:

Xnoepen«ience froa trading function.

- Iteview and approval of excesses by higher levels of
nanageaent.

Frequency of review

Capttal UarlmU £a«teal*M Pnetdim
bftiiwv 1988
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TRADING ACTIVITIES

EXAMINATION GUIDELINES

CREDIT RISK ASSESSMENT

o Evaluate credit criteria employed in establishing money market
and securities counterparty and issuer lines. Consider:

- Requirements for financial information.

- Reputation and market reception of counterparties or
issuers .

- Credit ratings

• Integration of trading area credit exposures with bank
vide credit exposures to the same or related
counterparties .

o Determine that limits have been established through an
independent credit approval process and not by the trading
staff, and that traders are restricted from trading with
counterparties and in issuer names for %rtiom limits have not
been established.

o Determine that separate limits are in place for cash market
and off balance sheet transactions.

o Evaluate the manner in which credit exposure on noncash market
transactions (e.g., swaps, options, etc.) is quantified.
Consider:

- Volatility of the instrument's price.

- Market value of outstanding transactions.

Collateral or margin requirements.

o Evaluate systems for ensuring counterparty and issuer line
availabi" it' ytLot to executing transactions.

o : ! SI . n« chat the bank does not enter into repurchase/reverse
agreements with counterparties with irtiom it would be unwilling
to lend unsecured.

o Determine that limit exception reports are generated by an

area independent of dealers. Also consider:

- Capability of aggregating counterparty exposure

— by region or globally;

CipAa/ MtrktU Examkiatien Pneadurts

JaouMiy JUS
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~ by product; and

— frequency.

Capability of identifying concentra'tions with a single
counterparty or groups of counterparties with sinilar
characteristics .

- Approval of excesses

-~- documentation requirements and

—' independence froa dealers.

OPERATIONS SUPPORT

o Obtain a general knowledge of the work flow and job
responsibilities within the operations unit. This can be
accoi^lished through discussions, a walk-through, or a review
of flow charts and job descriptions. Pros the review of
specific operational areas, evaluate the quality of the
overall operational work process. Specifically, using
appropriate sampling techniques, determine:

- That adequate operations procedures have been defined.

-> If operations personnel report independently from trading
staff.

- That adequate segregation of duties exists.

- That there is satisfactory transactional documentation to
ensure a proper audit trail.

That the staff operates efficiently and operational
losses are reasonable.

o Test the limit exception monitoring system for compliance with
established policy and %rritten procedures.

Ascertain if the responsibility for limit monitoring and
excess rei>orting is independent of the trading room.

o Assess the capacity of the bank's processing and settlement

systems and the ability of back office staff to handle present
and projected volimes.

Caplul UarkaU EsMmJMtioii Proc»durt

JamutY 19S8 U
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INTRODUCTION

CURRENCY AND/OR INTEREST RATE PRODUCTS

Arbitrage/hedging products include interest rate and currencvswaps options, futures and derivatives of such products. Thes^products are designed to either hedge an unwanted position, lower
^^f^r^""* .borrowing rates or increase yield, speculate on cAanginJprices via position taking or engage in various types of
?H-i^^^*- J^J^^ activities require analytical sup^rt ?oIdentify opportunities and assess risks. Analvtical k^hhI^
SS^ .""v ^"'^-^^"^""y

reviewed and positionfsiSld^L iSfteduntil risks can be reasonably quantified through the differentstages of the business cycle.
^ aitterent

irtlv?ti«^ °1. ^^^^ *" associated with arbitrage/hedging
li^iditv Vi^v l^^^ "^"^ ^^ ="^^^' ^^^^^' settlement, and
itS^t^ F "

'^•^w
P^"=« "f«^ to the "Risk Analysis Framework"provided in the Appendix and the BIS publi^tion. Recent

i?g^''^^»l!^ ^
^
^ intfmrtionfll PflnKing (copies sent to multinailSHSl

fn-^,-*J v,^f "^^^5 descriptions of the risks associated withspecific arbitrage/hedging products. ^, , VT,

2

•»u3
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EXAMINATION CUIDELINBS

OBJECTIVES

o Determine if policies, procedures, practices, and internal
controls for arbitrage/hedging activities are adequate.

o Assess the adequacy of audit review of these activities and
identify areas needing increased examination emphasis.

o Determine associated risks and profitability of
arbitrage/hedging activities .

o Evaluate risk nzmagement and control systems.

o Evaluate operations and record keeping

o Evaluate adherence to applicable law, rulings, regulations,
and OCC guidelines; or in the absence of such, adherence to
stemdard suurket practice.

EXAMINATION GUIDEUNES

INITIAL AS5ESSUEMT

o Review all recent internal/external audit reports that
specificeaiy address arbitrage/hedging activities.

- Determine «Aiether there are any problems that may
indicate systemic weaknesses in the bank's operation
or a breakdown in internal controls.

- Review management's response to identified
discrepancies and/or deficiencies for timely and
appropriate action.

- Review and evaluate the effectiveness of the overall
audit scope with regard to arbitrage/hedging
activities.

o Based on the evaluation of internal controls and the
level of reliance that can be placed on internal/external
audit work, determine the scope of the examination.

o Obtain a listing of reports available to both senior
management and booking/origination managers.
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o Determine the nature and extent of arbitrage/hedging
activities. .•^»-'

- Meet with managesent to discuss objectives, volume,
profitability, plans, and market share.

'> Identify permissible activities.

- Review management reports, including budgets and/or
strategic plans.

- Obtain any feasibility studies, miorketing analyses,
or internal product profiles that may describe the
bank's arbitrage/hedging services.

- Determine vrhere arbitrage/hedging products are
originated, managed and booked, and %/hether the
examination will be conducted at head office or
remote units. *

-

- Determine if arbitrage/hedging strategies are
defensive or aggressive (e.g. for customer
accommodation or as market maker) .

MANAGEMENT SUPERVISION AND PLANNING

o Review budgets/strategic plans and evaluate projections
for growth, types of transactions, and risk assumptions.

o Determine if policies and procedures are commensurate
with the volume of activities either currently undertaken
or anticipated.

o Review pricing policy and determine whether
new/additional business is justified.

o Determine the proportion of axi>itrage/hedging
transactions initiated for intracoBq)amy and the bank's
own use.

o Review management and staff within art>itrage/hedging
units.

- Evaluate management e3^>ertise and staff size in

relation to stated objectives, the volxme of

activity, and associated risks.

:— •;-• r—j-J-
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Ascertain whether turnover has impacted daily
operations.

- Evaluate staff compensation against market
standards.

INTERNAL CONTROLS AND AUDIT

o If a separate compliance/risk management function exists,
review reports of such activity and determine whether
appropriate remedial action has been initiated.

o Follow up on significant, imresolved discrepancies and/or
deficiencies and determine adherence to implemented
corrective procedures.

o Evaluate the risk management policy and control process.

- Ascertain if all associated risks have been
identified.

- Determine the level of compliance with
exposure/customer limits.

- Evaluate the quality of arbitrage/hedging
portfolios.

o Evaluate risk positions.

" Review position reports and determine the level of
iinhedged interest rate and currency positions.

- Review aanageaent models iiAiieb estimate exposure
(profit or loss) under different meurket scenarios.

- Assess management's quantification of what comprises
a hedge (basis risk coverage) .

- Estimate the impact of possible changes in interest
and foreign exchange rates.

- Disctiss risk positions with memagement and determine
whether positions are consistent with trritten

policy.

o Discuss and evaluate risk formulae; determine if formulae

accurately assess loss potential.
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Evaluate the credit approval process for
arbitrage/hedging activities.

5

' - Determine how approval is obtained from the
appropriate credit responsibility unit (i.e. prior
or subsequent to inception) .

Determine whether customer arbitrage/hedging
exposures are aggregated with the customer's total
credit exposure.

Evaluate controls over ciistomer limits and credit
exposure. ^^

ACCOUNTING AND OPERATIONS

o Determine t^ether back room processing capabilities are
coBipatible with the current level of activity and with
projected growth.

o Evaluate bac]crooin operations and determine if limit
monitoring and exception reporting are effective.

"'^i^i.

Where exceptions are noted, ascertain if appropriate
notification was made and approval obtained.

- Review work flow for proper controls.

Review discrepemcy log for negative trends;
investigate any unusual situations.

- Determine if sufficient records are retained to
reconstruct individxial transactions.

- Assess the appropriateness of the revaluation
process.

Evaluate the adequacy of the confirmation/documentation
process .

Identify hedging portfolios for the bank's own xise and

verify tliat their strucUire and accounting is in
accordance with appropriate accounting and regulatory
guidelines .
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o Evaluate accounting procedures to insure that they
conform with accounting, regulatory, and/or market

guidelines (e.g. up front fees, accruals, notional vs.
total exposure, etc.).

o Review regulatory reports and determine that obligations
and associated income are properly reported.

INCOME AND EXPENSE

o Analyze trading unit/product profitability reports.

Determine the profitability of different origination
units.

- Determine the sotirce of gains or losses (realized
and/or unrealized) ; discuss any large or unusual
gains or losses.

Assess whether earnings are commensurate with
associated risks.

CONCLUSIONS

o Discuss with appropriate management and prepare report
comments addressing:

The soundness of objectives, strategies, policies
and procedures.

The profitability and success of arbitrage/hedging
activities .

- The quality and effectiveness of product management.

- The level of risks assumed.

Ttoe effectiveness of control, reporting and

analytical systems.

The adequacy of operational and internal controls.

- Other matters of significance.

o Prepare a memorandum and update workpapers with any

information that would facilitate future examinations.

Conclusions regarding the nature and extent of

arbitrage/hedging activities should be included.
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APPENDIX

INTERNAL CONTROL QUESTIONNAIRE

YES li2 .,,.,.. . . >.! •-•-^•.-'i -:;.>'--:^ ir. •::. __

POUCIES

Has the board of directors (or a duly appointed
committee) adopted written policies for arbitrage/hedging
activities that:

o define the objectives of the bank's activities?

o identify inherent risks and provide appropriate
limits?

o establish credit quality standards and provide
appropriate approval guidelines? ^^ ,. ., .

^

o reg[uire segregation of duties among trading,
accounting, and confirmation personnel?

o prescribe a code of ethics for dealing room
personnel?

o provide a resolution process for discrepancies?

^__ o establish management reporting requirements?

o provide guidelines and controls -for off-premise
trading?

^
o estedilish appropriate accounting and revaluation

procedures?

Are policies periodically vtpdated as new strategies are
introduced or conditions change?

Do policies atten^Jt to minimize undue pressure on traders
to meet specific, budgeted earnings goals?

Are policies understood and uniformly interpreted by all

personnel (i.e. trading, accounting, and audit)?

INTERNAL MID EXTERNAL AUDIT

^
Are arbitrage/hedging activities subjected to regular,

*

comprehensive audits?
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iE£ He

Do audit procedures provide sufficient coverage?

Do either internal or external auditors periodically
perform direct confirmation of a representative sample of
arbitrage/hedging arrangements?

Are audit staff sufficiently trained?

Are appropriate follov-up procedures performed when
discrepancies/deficiencies are identified?

TRANSACTION INITIATION

Are customer and/or product proposal sheets prepzired for
all new or unusual transactions?

Is credit approval evidenced in writing?

Are transaction summaries prepared for each deal that:

o disclose whether deals are natched/unmatched or
hedged at inception?

o explain accounting and settlement procedures?

Are standardized contracts used and have they been
approved by legza counsel?

Are legal opinions recpiired before new or unusual deals
are closed?

^__ ____ Is evidence of authorization to enter into
arbitrage/hedging transactions obtained from the
counterparty prior to inception?

For Batched deeils, is closing conducted simultaneously or
on the same day?

TRADING FUNCTION

^^ Is a trader's position sheet maintained for each interest
rate product traded?

Does management receive the position report at the end of
each trading day?

CMpUal Mar' -miaatieii F
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Have controls been established to safeguard the integrity
of transaction data input?

Are telephone deals taped and maintained for a reasonable
length of time (e.g. 60 days}?

fUSK UANACEUENT
"' ~ '

Has management initiated a system to measure and control
risks associated with arbitrage/hedging activities?

Are limits based on independent risk analysis?

Do quantifiable limits exist for:

o aggregate book size?

o open positions?

o individual counterparties? ,;-,?

o trading exchanges?

o concentrations?
"^'" ' '^' ' ' — -

o nmvHwuiw tenor?

o stop loss amounts of profit or loss? ,^

CONFIRMATIONS/DOCUMBNTATION

Do controls exist to prevent delivery of incoming and
outgoing confirmations to the trading area?

Are all data on incoming confirmations verified with file
copies of the contract?

Are outgoing confirmations mailed, telexed, or telephoned
on the day during which each trade is effected?

Do controls exist that identify booked contracts for
«fhich no incoming confirmation has been received?
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APPENDIX

YES H2

Are appropriate risk contirol personnel notified if no
confirmation is received within a limited nximber of days
after a contract has been effected?

Are discrepancies directed to an officer outside of the
trading area for resolution?

Is a doctmentation checklist used to ensure that all
required documents are retained?

Are original documents properly safeguarded?

Are duplicate documents maintained in back-up files?

ACCOUNTING/REPORTINC

Does appropriate segregation of duties exist between the
trading room and accounting/reporting function?

Do accounting procedures adhere to GAAP, market practice,
and/or regulatory guidelines?

Are after hours deals posted as of the day contracted?

Is the accounting treatment for unusual/exotic
transactions approved before inception?

Are positioning/warehouse portfolios segregated from
hedging portfolios?

Are revaluation/mark-to-market rates obtained from an
independent source?

Are revaluation/mark-to-market calculations independently
V:;t . i »c en a periodic basis?

Are management reports prepared in an accurate and timely
manner?

OTHEK

Is the bank's HIS capable of identifying sudden increases
in volume by individual traders?
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APPENDIX

YES iJO

Are brokerage fees periodically reviewed to determine if
concentrations exist?

Does the bank have a system to ensure compliance with
applicable laws, rules, and regulations (both U.S. and
international} ?

CONCLUSION

Based on an evaluation of the answers to the foregoing questions,
internal control is considered (good, average, or
poor) .

i»->e -. >:-*fJ
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BANK PARTICIPATION AND RISKS

MARKET OVERVIEW

The commodity derivative markets offer participants a way to take
positions on futtire commodity prices. Market participants are
often commodity producers or consumers who vant to lock in future
revenues or expenses by entering into a contract that guarantees a
given price. The contract specifies exactly the type or grade of
the commodity, the amount, and future delivery or settlement
dates. Some contracts allow for delivery of the commodity; others
are settled for cash.

Ontil recently, nearly all commodity contracts were
exchange-traded because of legal and regulatory restrictions. In
July 1989, however, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC) permitted the development of an over-the-counter (OTC)
market. The CFTC ruled that commodity swaps and options could be
offered over-the-counter as long as these derivatives met certain
criteria. Shortly after, the OCC also liberalized restrictions on
bank participation in this market. As a result, a sizable OTC
market has emerged in which the commercial banks are major
players.

There are several fundamental differences between the fut»iras
exchanges and the OTC markets. First, futures contracts entail
delivery of the physical commodity upon expiration whereas OTC
contracts can only be settled for cash. Cash settlement makes it
more difficult to use the OTC market to manipulate the price of a
commodity through cornering the market. Second, futures contracts
are standardized whereas OTC contracts are tailored and are often
for commodities or maturities that are not offered on the
exchanges. As a result, the OTC markets tend to be shallower and
more illiq\iid than the futures market. This means that
participants in the OTC market may have more difficulty hedging
their positions and third-party prices may not be readily
available.

^-..ISz:-, •M-:::-i,^

Tkt Scum Book
Uarrh 1001
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COMMOOtTY DERIVATIVE PRODUCTS

Futures

A futures contract promises delivery of a specified qxiantity
of a specified comnodity at a futxire date for a specified
price. The seller of the futures contract promises to
deliver the comnodity and is said to be "short." The buyer
promises to purchase the commodity and is said to be
"long." Under the OS Comnodity Exchange Act, futures may be
lawfully entered into in the Onited States only on a
regulated exchange. The exchange is always the coiuiterparty
in a futiires contract, which limits credit risk. Vlhen a
bank deals through a broker, however, the bank retains the
risk that the broker may not correctly execute the contract
or the margin calls on the exchange.

The futures market generally extends out to two to three
years but may be shorter for certain commodities. Contract
terns are standardized as to quantity, quality, and delivery
dates, and contracts exist for only those commodities that
are widely traded.

Swaps

A commodity swap is a financial contract between two
counterparties whereby one party pays a specified fixed
price for a specified amount of a commodity and receives the
market price at specified payout dates over the lifetime of
the swap. (See Attachment I.) Onlike other rate s%raps, the
floating or market price is usually the average of a
commodities price index over a specified period, which means
that hedges must be adjusted daily to achieve an average
price. The payments are based on a notional amount of the
comnodity and are netted at each payout date. The swap is a
purely financial contract; the underlying commodity is never
delivered.

Comnodity swaps were developed by banks to provide customers
with hedging instruments that are more flexible and tailored
than futures contracts. Futures contracts are limited in
terms of the type of comnodity and maturity and have
standardized notional amounts. Swaps may be written on any
comnodity, and the maturity is theoretically unlimited,
although the market does not extend much beyond seven
years. Payment dates and other cash flow characteristics of
swaps can also be tailored so that a swap can more perfectly
hedge an underlying transaction.

Tht Sount Book
March 1991
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Caps And Floors

Caps and floors are OTC options that allow the purchaser to
establish a naxiaum price (cap) or a Bininusi price (floor)
on a given anount of a cooBodity over a specified tiae
period. Onlilce a swap or futiire, these are asyaaietrical
transactions. The purchaser pays a prenium to the seller
for this protection. The preniua is the aarket value of the
option at the original transaction date and is recorded on
the balance sheet as the purchaser's asset and the seller's
liability.

A cap is a contract between two parties whereby the seller
has an obligation to pay the buyer the difference between
the marlcet price and the fixed price (the stri)ce price) %rtien

the marlcet price exceeds the cap. (See Attachment XI.) In
options terms, a cap is a series of European call options on
forward prices. A floor is a contract between two parties
whereby the seller has an obligation to pay the buyer the
difference between the marlcet price and a specified fixed
price (the strike price) when the market price is less than
the floor. In options terms, a floor is a series of
European put options on forward commodities prices.

A collar is made up of a cap and a floor and is usually sold
as a hedge for an underlying position. It allows the buyer
to establish a hedge on an adverse price movesent but at the
same time the buyer gives up the benefit of a favorable
price movement. In exchange for giving up this benefit, the
buyer reduces or eliminates the premium paid to the seller.
In options terms, the seller of a collar sells a cap to the
client and buys a floor (or vice versa). If the price of
the cap and floor are the same, the premiums are effectively
netted and there is no upfront payment. In a portfolio, the
collar is broken down into a long (bought) and short (sold)
option position, and the risk is managed as such.

Tkt Source Book
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MARKET CHARACTERISTICS

Liquidity

The commodity derivatJ.ve markets are generally much less

liquid than the interest rate and foreign exchange
derivative markets. Liquidity usiially rapidly drops off for
contracts on forward prices beyond one year. As a rule of
thumb, commodities that are not exchange-traded are more
likely to be illiquid in the forward markets. These market
characteristics make hedging more difficult as perfect hedge
instruments are often not available. It also complicates
the mark-to-market or revaluation of the portfolio as
independent prices may not be readily available.

Volatiity

Commodity prices tend to be much more volatile than interest
rates or foreign currency rates and more subject to
manipulation. As the commodity markets are smaller than
these other markets, changes in supply or demand can have a
more dramatic effect on the price and thus volatility. For
instance, many commodities markets are dominated by only a
few suppliers. Thus a disruption in any one source of
supply may greatly affect the price. At times, supply can
be artificially constrained by speculators who atteaipt to
manipulate the price by cornering the market. This Is
accomplished by buying commodity futures at a low price and
then forcing the spot price up by buying up the commodity in
the spot market. Cornering can be done only in markets that
are small enough to be dominated by one player or by a few
market participants acting in collusion.

The Forward Price Curve

The forward price curve represents the prices at trtiich a

commodity can be bought for delivery or settlement at a

given future date. (See Attachment III.) The forward price
curve is based on prices that are observable in the market
out to one to two years. Beyond that point, however, the
curve is usually based on hypothetical models as there are
fewer prices observable in the market. These models usually
take the near term curve and extrapolate it into the
future. An upward sloping forward price curve is referred
to as being in "contango," and a downward sloping curve is
referred to as being in "backwardation."

The Souttt Book
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The accuracy of these nodels Is a key ccanponent to
successful pricing, hedging, and accounting. At this stage,ost market participants use models that are internally
developed as standard pricing and hedging models are not yet
available in the market. If the model is flawed or
inaccurate, unanticipated losses may occur from unrealistic
pricing, ineffective hedges, or an inability to recognize
and account for accumulated losses. Internal models should
be validated by a third party independent of the
market-makers.

RISKS

Market Risks

EXPOSURE TO CHANGES IN SPOT PRICES (NET OPEN POSITION)

Spot risk is the market value sensitivity of a position to
changes in spot prices (sometimes referred to as "delta").
A long position will increase in value with an increase in
the price of the commodity and a short position will decline
in value with an Increase in the price. In terms of
derivative contracts, the following positions are analogous
to being long or short the underlying commodity:

CgntraCt Lohq Positions Short Positions

Future Buy Sell

Swap Receive Floating Receive Fixed
Pay Fixed Pay Floating

Cap Buy Sell
Floor Sell Buy

In order to hedge spot risk, risk managers will offset a
long position with a short position. The choice of hedge
instrument used generally depends on: (1) market
conditions, e.g., whether the bank has a natural offsetting
position; (2) the risk profile of the institution; and (3)
price. Because futures contracts are standardized, they are
cheaper than OTC contracts and are normally used as hedges.
The terms of a futures contract, however, will rarely be
identical to the terms of an OTC contract, leaving the bank
with residual spot risk.

EXPOSURE TO CHANCES IN FORWARD PRICES (FORWARD GAPS)

Forward price risk arises from taking a long and a short

Tke 5oe»cc Book
Mtrdi 1991

'
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position with different maturities, creating a forward gap.
For example, a three-year long position that is hedged with
a one-year short position would create a two-year gap. Vlhen
there is a gap, the hedge will be fully effective only in
the case of a parallel shift of the forward price curve. If
the one-year and three year prices do not cove by the same
amount, then the bank would realize a net gain or a net
loss.

Forward price risk usually arises irtien a bank enters into a
contract whose maturity extends beyond the last futures
contract available on the exchange. In this case, the risk
manager cannot enter into offsetting futures contracts for
the later repricing dates. Instead, tlie manager will "stack
hedge' by buying or selling the last dates that are
available on the futures exchange and then roll the hedges
over as the maturity of the contract declines and new
futiires contracts become available. As mentioned, this
hedging technique will not be effective if the slope of the
forward price ciirve changes (rollover risk). This risk
should be priced into the contract to cover the bank for
possible losses due to the lack of hedging instruments.

There are other techniques that a bank may use to minimize
rollover risk. A risk manager should identify which
segments of the price curve have been historically most
volatile and minimize gaps on this segment. Another
technique is to use hedge contracts with different maturity
dates to avoid a concentration of one date.

BASIS RISK

If a bank offsets a long position in one commodity with a
short position in a second commodity, basis risk is
created. Basis risk is the risk that the prices of two
commodities used to offset each other do not move together.
Vlhen risk managers or traders cannot profitably execute a

hedge in :i te cumodlty, they may use a second commodity
who;: :i:i I :s t) move in line with the first. A common
exai

I
. : oJ a position siibject to basis risk is a commodity

swap based on jet fuel prices, which is hedged with an
exchange-traded crude oil contract.

To control basis risk, management sboiild demonstrate a high
level of correlation between the movement of the two price
indices over several time frames. The risk should also be

priced into the contract to compensate the bank for possible
losses due to lack of hedging instruments.

Tht Scone Book
Uirrh lOQt
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OPTIONS RISKS

Caps, floors, and collars are option-based products and give
rise to options risks. Specifically, the sarket value of
these contracts is determined by: (1> the spot price or
forward price; (2) the level of volatility; (3) interest
rates; and (4) the remaining time to maturity. If any of
these variables change, there will be gains or losses in the
portfolio. The common risk measures used to control these
expostires are:

o Delta: the sensitivity of the market value of the
option to changes in spot prices. If the bank has
hedged the exposure to changes in spot prices, the
delta of the portfolio will be near zero.

o Gamma: the cost of rehedging the delta position after
spot prices have moved. (Note: this exposure only
occurs trtien the bank has sold options and is
subsequently "short gamma.")

o Vega (also known as kappa or tau): the sensitivity of
the market value to changes in the level of volatility
of the commodity price. Becaxise the volatility of
commodity prices is generally higher th2m the
volatility of major currencies or interest rates, the
exposure of commodity prices to changing volatility is
consequently greater and needs to be closely monitored
to ensure that the risks are prudently managed.

Credit Risk

Credit risk is the risk that the counterparty will not
perform on the contract when it has positive value to the
bank. The level of exposure is a fraction of the notional
amount and is equal to the potential market gain on the
contract. This represents the amount that the bank would
lose if it were to replace the contract at current prices.
There is minimal credit risk associated with futures
contracts as the counterparty is the exchange. If the trade
is executed through a broker, however, the bank is at risk
if the broker does not correctly execute the trade or margin
calls.

Different methods exist to calculate credit exposure for
derivative products. These methods should take into
consideration the following factors: (1) the current gain
on the contract (the replacement cost); and (2) the amount

The Sotirct Book
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by which the gain may Increase. The latter Is a function of
the price volatility of the underlying conmodlty and the
remaining tine to maturity. Commodity prices tend to be
more volatile than interest rates or foreign currency
rates. Therefore, as a rule of thumb, the credit exposure
of these contracts should be relatively greater as a
percentage of the notional amount.

Model Risk

Banks generally use proprietary models to: (1) price
commodity derivatives; (2) generate hedge ratios; (3)
measure the risk arising from adverse changes in market
variables; (4) mark-to-market the book, and (5) provide
portfolio management capability. These models are based on
many assumptions regarding the market, which may not be
accurate. The Integrity of the model and the validity of
the assumptions are the most Important factors in
successfully managing a portfolio of commodity derivatives.

As these models are mathematically complex, their validation
is generally beyond the ability of the Internal audit
function, and the bank may have to rely on an external
consultant. In any case, the model should be evaluated by
an expert outside of the trading function and the major
assumptions documented.

LEGAL ISSUES

The Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)

On July 17, 1989, the CFTC ruled that bank commodities
derivatives would be exempt from CFTC rules and regulations
as long as these transactions met the following conditions:

( 1 ) the terms of each transaction are individtially
tailored;

(2) there is no exchange-style offset;

(3) there is no clearing organization or organized margin
system;

(4) the transaction arises from the bank's general
business; and

(5) the transactions are not marketed to the public via a

secondary market.

The Sctmt Book
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The ComptroDer Of The Currency

Prior to 1989, the OCC Issued several no-objection letters
for banks to engage in comntodity swaps and options as long
as the bank acted only as a broker and assumed no market
risk. In January 1990, the authorization was extended to
allow banks to "warehouse* transactions and hedge the market
risk xising available futures or other cooaodity derivative
products. The no-objection letter does not allow banks,
however, to take open positions in order to speculate on
commodity price changes. In addition, the permission is
contingent upon the bank's ability to identify and control
the risks in a prudent manner.

The Source Book
UMtch 1991
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INTRODUCTION

These guidelines should be used as a supplement to the "Capital
Markets Examination Procedures—Trading Activities" (January
1988) in The Source Book (previously The Multinational Source
Book ) . The guidelines set out in "Trading Activities" as to
policies and procedures, audit/internal control, risk
assessment, credit risk, operations support, and evaluation of
earnings generally apply to positions in commodity derivatives.
The principal difference is that cossnodity derivatives, like
interest rate swaps, are not traded but rather are held and
managed in portfolio. These guidelines supplement the section
on "Trading Activities" by addressing the risks and procedures
that are specific to commodities markets.

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES U

Scope Of PermissWe Activfiy .'s_ -s,-; ; .- -..->,!- :^

1. Ensure that the bank has developed a business plan that
describes the nature of the prospective business, customer
base, budget projections, etc.

2. Ascertain that the scope of permissible activity is defined
and indxides the following policy limitations;

a) the commodities on irtiicb the bank can execute contracts;

b) pre-approved counterparty credit limits;

c) the notional amount permissible by commodity or
commodity group (e.g., energy-related, metals,
agriculture ) ;

d) the type of commodity derivatives that can be used
(e.g., swaps , futures , options ) ; and

e) the maximum tenor of derivatives by commodity or
commodity group.

nscrt' sy^utsv gs:if> •-1 ne 'Ja.XkL '?: .

Tht Sourct Book
Uan* 1991
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3. Ensure that the commodity policies and procedures have
been approved by legal counsel, accounting, credit
policy, and internal audit.

Risks And Controls

1. Ascertain that the bank has identified the major risks
and the procedures for controlling these risks. At a

minimum, risk management procedtires should address the
following:

a) liquidity;

b) spot price risk;

c) forward price risk;

d) basis risk between commodities;

e) options risks, if appropriate; and

f ) credit risk.

2. Assess management supervision and ensure that the
following controls are in place:

a) legal opinions are obtained that specify the
permissible scope of the activity;

b) documentary controls are sound;

c) the confirmation process is segregated.

RISK MANAGEMENT

Liquidity

1. Liquidity risk should be controlled by liiaiting bank
participation to those segments of the oiarket %ifaere

the risk can be effectively hedged. Ascertain that:

a) the level of permissible activity in each commodity
relates to the size of the underlying cash and
forward markets.

b) there are limits on futures versus o}}en interest
volumes .

Th« Source Book
ma «. «AM«
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c) naxlnum tenors are set for all products.

Market Risk

1. If the bank assuBes market risk, i.e., manages the
book on a portfolio basis, risk managers should: (1)

. V Identify the maximum level of acceptable losses
arising from price risk (earnings at risk); (2)
identify what would constitute a probable adverse wovo
in the variables affecting the price based on
statistical evidence; aM (3) limit positions so that
the loss limit would not be exceeded if price
variables were to move against the position.

Depending on the nature of the portfolio, ensure that
limits address earnings at risk arising from adverse
movements in the following price variables:

a) spot price (delta); ;^

b) shifts in the forward price curve;

c) the level of volatility (vega) for options
positions; and

d) the basis spread between two commodities that are
used to offset each other (jet fuel versus diesel,
for example) .

2. Ensure that basis risk is limited by establishing a
minimum level of price correlation required to hedge
one coonodity with a second commodity.

<:-><S.iS4-i ^^ ci.:-t >ri' ufii iMla \i^ i^\iS,a i3!r_.v;"

Tht Source Book
Uart* 1001
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Credit Risk

1. Ensure that credit risk is measured, factoring in current
and potential market gains, and is charged against the

counterparty's global credit limit.

2. In evaluating the credit risk of the bank's counterparty,
the bank should include potential liabilities resiilting
from the counterparty's off-balance-sheet positions such as
derivative contracts. Commodity derivatives can be used
for outright price speculation as well as hedging and can
result in large market losses if the speculative position
moves adversely.

REVALUATION PROCEDURES

1. Assess valuation procedures:

a) Are the assumptions used in the model to value the

portfolio documented and checked for reasonableness?

b) Are all revaluation variables (e.g., spot prices,
forward prices, volatilities) verified by sources
independent of the trading area at least monthly?

ACCOUtfTING

RAP

1. The contract amount of commodity futures, forwards,
swaps, and options should be reported on Schedule RC-L
Off-Balance Sheet Items under U.ne 13, "Contracts on
other commodities and equities." The contract amotint is
the quantity times the contract price per unit. For
example, a contract to buy 10,000 barrels of oil at $20

per barrel would have a contract amount of $2million.

2. The market value of commodity futures and forwards
should be calculated monthly, and gains or losses

recognized under "Other Income" or "Other Noninterest
Expense .

"

3. The premium value (price) of commodity options
(including caps and floors) should be reported on
Schedule RC-Balance Sheet. Purchased options are
carried as "Other assets," and no gains or losses

Tbt Source Book
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are recognized until the expiration of the option.
Written (sold) options are carried as "Other
liabilities.' Written options are carried on a higher
of proceeds or market value basis, and gains and
unrealized losses are recognized under "Other
Expense."

GAAP

1. Futures should be carried on a market valxiation basis
per FASB 80.

INTERNAL CONTROLS/OPERATIONS

1. If the bank uses a model for the pricing, hedging or
mark-to-market of commodity derivatives, ensure that the
integrity of the model is validated by an expert source
outside of the trading area.

2. Any changes to the assximptions in the model should be
documented and justified by sources independent of the
trading area.

3. Enstire that an official revaluation of the portfolio is
done monthly by operations and that market prices are
provided by, or checked against, independent sources.

RISK-BASED CAPITAL
j

The credit risk associated with commodity derivatives
should be calculated using the methodology for foreign
currency. Credit risk is thus the sum of two factors:

a) the current market gain on the position (the
replacement cost); and

b) an add-on equal to 1 percent of the notional amount
for contracts with less than one year remaining to
maturity and 5 percent for contracts with more than

^
'

one year remaining to maturity.

- - Futures contracts with the exchange are excluded from the
credit risk calculation, since the cotinterparty is the
exchange.

The Source Book

74-907 - 94 - 13
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INTRODUCTION

Option contracts give the buyer the right (but not the obligation)
to buy or sell a product at a predetermined price (strike price) .

Unlike a futures contract, the buyer of an option determines
whether the purchase or sale takes place.

Options may be viewed as insurance against changes in value of the

underlying product, in this case, foreign cxirrency. The seller
(writer) of an option is analogous to the seller of an insurance
policy. He receives a premium from the buyer in exchange for

providing protection against an adverse movement in exchange
rates. Options are referred to as asymmetrical contracts because
the two parties have very different risk/reward patterns. The
writer of an option has unlimited risk, if not hedged, and his
maximum reward is the amount of premium received. The buyer, on
the other hand, has unlimited upside potential and his risk is
limited to the premium paid.

There are two types of options contracts: (1) call options and (2)

put options. Call and put options may be used for creating
speculative positions in foreign currency or for hedging existing
currency risks.

CAU OPTIONS

A call option gives the buyer the right to buy a specified
amount of currency at a predetermined price for a specified
period of time. In terms of profit potential, owning a call

option is similar to owning the underlying currency. If the
value of the underlying ciirrency increases, the value or price
of the option will also increase, though not on a one-for-one
basis. The owner of a call option, though, does not have the
same downside risk as owning the currency outright. If the
value of the foreign currency declines, the most he can lose is

the premium.

The following graph indicates the risk/reward tradeoff for the
holder of a call option at expiration. When the market rate is

below the strike price, the buyer loses the premium. At the
strike price and above, gains on the option first offset the

premium paid and then produce profits.

Multimtioiul Source Book
— -•.L.. fOtO
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BUriNG A CALL OPTION
P/L

Market Rates

The writer of a call option is in the opposite position. He
has the obligation to deliver the specified amount of currency
at the strike price. As the ciirrency rate increases, the
amount the writer may lose increases as he may have to buy the
currency at the higher market rate and deliver it at the lower
rate (the strike price) . As illustrated below, the most an
option writer may earn is the premium.

SELLING A CALL OPTION
P/L
5

Market Rates

PUT OPTIONS

A put option gives the buyer the right to sell (or put) a
specified amount of currency at a predetermined price, for a

specified period of time. In terms of profit potential, owning
a put option is similar to being short the underlying
currency. As the market value of the currency declines, the
market value of the option increases, though not on a
one-to-one basis. The value of the option increases because
the holder has the right to sell the currency at a rate (the
strike price) which may be higher than the market rate. The
buyer of a put option does not have the same downside risk as
an investor who shorts the currency, as the most he can lose is
the premium.

BUYING A POT OPTION
P/L
$

Market Rates

Nlultin»Uon»l Source Book
October 1989
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The tnriter of a put is again in the opposite position of the
buyer. He has the obligation to accept deliver of the currency
at the strike price. As currency rates decline, he may have to

buy the currency at a higher rate (the strike price) than the
market rate. In terms of reward, the most he or she can make
is the premium.

P/L SZLLUK A PUT OPTION

Market Rates

Generally, banks not only vnrite or buy options, but hold a

portfolio consisting of written options, purchased options and

positions in the underlying currency.

TERMINOLOGY

Call Option

Pnt Option

Stzike Price or

Exercise Price

Spot Rate

Forward Hate

Market Bate

Expiration Date

Premioin

The right but not the obligation
to buy currency

The right but not the obligation
to sell currency

The predetermined price at which
the currency will be bought
(call) or sold (put).

The price of foreign currency
deliverable within two business
days.

The price of foreign currency
deliverable some time in the
future .

Either the spot rate or the
forward rate.

The date at which the option
expires.

The price paid for the option.
The premium is also initially
the market value of the option.

Afu/tz/utionj/ Source Book

October 1989
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Amwicui Style

EnropMn StyU

Intdnaie Vatai*

Tim* Vttn*

Iii-th»-nen«7 (ITM)

At-th»-mon«y (ATM)

Oni-of-th*-mon«y (OTM)

VoUtOity

An option that can be exercised
at any tiae prior to expiratiion.

An option that can only be
exercised at the expiration
date.

For a call option, the
positive difference between the
Barket rate and the strike
price, i.e. the amount by which
the narket rate exceeds the
strike price.

For a put option, the negative
difference between the market
rate and the strike price, i.e.
the amount by which the strike
price exceeds the market rate.

The part of the option's value
reflecting the probability that
the market rate may move in
favor of the holder of the
option prior to expiration.

An option with intrinsic
value.

An option where the strike
price is the same as the market
rate.

An option %rhich has no
intrinsic value, only time
value.

The variability of the market
rate. Past volatility is
usually calculated by a standard
deviation of historic movements
over a given time period.

Multjnitieoil Sourer Book
October 1989
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BANK INVOLVBUBNT IN THB CURRENCY OPTIONS UARKET

Banks perform very different roles in the currency options
markets. Understanding the nature of a bank's activities is an
essential first step to understanding the attendent risks.
These activities are:

o trading

o narket-making

o brokering for customers

o hedging

Trading consists of taking options positions in order to profit
from anticipated chemges in any of several market rates or
variables. Foreign currency options may be used to take
positions on the direction of currency rates, instability of
currency rates, the level of volatility, or interest rate
differentials between coxintries. (More sophisticated
position-taking could involve positions on the correlation
between two foreign currency rates ("crosses") or on the
correlation of rate volatility between two foreign
currencies.) Each trading desk differs in the type of
positions it takes. Some, for instance, do not want to
duplicate the foreign exchange trading operation by taking a

position on the direction of foreign currency rates. Instead,
the trader may take a position on the instability of the
currency rate, and completely hedge the exposure to directional
change.

Overlap exists between trading and market-making. Traders are
also market-makers if they quote two-way prices. A
market-maker, however, may only want to service customer needs
and does not take deliberate positions. Profits are earned
through realizing the bid-offer spread. By offering to either
buy or sell options, however, a market-maker takes on position
risk which must be measured and controlled. Unlike trading,
this risk is a by-product of market-making and the level of

position risk is usually much lower.

Brokers service their customers' needs without assuming
position risk by offsetting the risk of each option sold
(bought) to a customer by buying (selling) an identical option
from another party. To eliminate position risk, the offsetting
option must be identical in terms of currency, strike price,

NluttinttiomI Source Book
October 1999
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anount and naturity. Brokers assume very little risk and make
little return.

Banks also use currency options to hedge future commitments
where the bank may not want to use a forvard contract.
Generally only bought options are used as hedges. A bought
option allows the hedger to offset any losses if the currency
moves against him but still take advantage of gains if the
currency moves in his favor. A forward contact on the other
hand, eliminates potential losses and gains.

DETERMINANTS OF MARKET VALUE

INTRODUCTION

The market value of an option reflects any intrinsic value plus
time value. Intrinsic value is the amount by which the option
is in-the-money. Time value represents the probability that
the option will expire in the money and is determined by the
interaction of the following variables:

o the relationship of the market price to the strike price;

o the volatility of currency rates;

o the remaining time to maturity; and,

o interest rate levels.

To understand price risk, it is necessary to understand how
each of these variable affects the price, or market value, of
the option. Moreover, the relative impact on price of changes
in each variables is dynzunic, and will change as time passes
and the option approaches maturity. For instance, changes in

currency rates will have a relatively small impact on the price
of long dated options and a very large impact on the price of

options that are nearer to expiration. Changes in the level of

volatility, on the other hand, will have a large impact on the
price of long dated options but will have a lesser effect on
the price of an option near expiration.

Multinational Source Book
October 1989
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Following is a discussion on ^e relationship of each market
variable to the market value of the option. This discussion
uses a three month call option on Deutschemark (DM) 100,000 to
illustrate the price impact of each varieUsle. For clarity, the

impact of changing a single variable will be illustrated
keeping all other variables constant. In reality, all of the
variables may be changing simultaneously, and understanding
their interaction is at the heart of understanding how options
prices move, and managing options portfolios.

EXAKPLE-ZNTTZAL VALUES

THREE MONTH AT-THE-MOKEY DEOTSCHBIARK CALL OPTION

Contract
Terns
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DECLINE IN THE VXLOE OF THE DEOTSCHEMARK

Contract
Amount

Ej^irmtion
Strike Price
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The correct volatility in pricing options is the future
volatility of the currency over the remaining time to
expiration. Volatility is the only variable that is not knovm
and must be forecast when calculating the price of an option.
An option writer will observe the historic volatility of the
currency to forecast expected future volatility, just as an
insurance writer will rely on past actuarial trends to forecast
future insxirance actuaries. If the writer of an option
underestimates volatility, he will lose money as he has
essentially "undercharged" the buyer. Correspondingly, if he
overestimates the level of volatility or "overcharges" the
buyer, than be will make money. As there is an active market
in most options, the market will come to a consensus as to what
volatility will be in the future and this may be derived from
the prices quoted by market makers f imolied volatility ^ .

Market consensus is not necessarily correct, however, anda
buyer or seller who has a better forecast of volatility may
mrke money.

A buyer of an option is "long volatility" or has "bought"
volatility because the value of the option will increase when
the level of volatility increases. A writer of an option is
"short volatility" because an increase in the level of
volatility will result in a loss on the position on a
mark-to-market basis.

In the following example, note that the increase in volatility
from 11% to 12% causes an increase in the value of the option
contract from $2,700.23 [ (Wl. 0472*100, 000) / 1.748DM/$] to
$2,894.74 [ (DM. 0506*100, 000) / 1.748]. The holder of this
option would gain $194.51 on a mark-to-market basis and the
writer of the option would lose an equal amount.

INCREASE IN THE LEVEL OF VOLATILITY

Contract:
Amount

Expiration
Strike Price
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REMAINING TIUE TO EXPIRATION

The longer the tiae to expiration, the higher the price of the
option.

The time value of an option is analogous to the tine value of
an insiirance policy: the longer the coverage, the more
valuable the policy. The value of an option is thus subject to
time decay. As each day passes, the option loses value. For
the buyer of an option, this would imply a market loss as the
value of his asset declines. For the writer of an option, this
would imply a market gain, as the value of his liability
declines. The time value of an option is not a straight line
function. For a long dated option, time decay does not have a

relatively large impact on the price of the option. As the
option approaches expiration, however, time decay increases in
importance .

In the following example, the remaining time to maturity of the
DM call option decreases from three months to one month. This
causes a rather large decline in the value of the option fror.

$2,700.23 [(EM. 0472*100, 000) / 1.748I»1/S] to $1,373.00
[ (DM. 0240*100, 000 / a.748DM/$) . For a buyer of this option,
time decay would create losses on a mark-to market basis of
$1,327.23. The tnriter of the option would realize an equal
amount of gains as the value of his liability declines. If
this option had a longer tenor, a two month time decay would
have had a much less dramatic impact on the price.

DECLINE IK RQ4AXNXN6 TIME TO EXPZRATIDN

Contrmct :

Amount
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LEVEL OF INTEREST RATES

The relative interest rates between the two countries
incorporate the cost of carry (hedging cost) into the price of
the option. This is based on the presumption that options
writers and buyers hedge the underlying currency exposure.
Buying call options or selling put options create a long
position in the foreign currency. (Buying a call option
enables the buyer to own the foreign currency; selling a put
option requires that the seller take possession of the foreign
currency if the put is exercised.) To hedge this exposure, the
dealer would have to borrow the foreign currency at foreign
interest rates, sell it for dollars and invest the proceeds at
dollar interest rates. Selling call options and buying put
options create a short position in the underlying foreign
currency. To hedge this exposure, the dealer would have to
borrow dollars at U.S. rates, sell them for the foreign
currency and invest the proceeds at foreign interest rates.
The difference between the rate at which the option dealer
borrows and invests is the cost of carry.

In reference to the example, the writer of this DM call option
would create a long DM position. (The writer has to deliver DM
if the option is exercised.) To hedge the possibility of
exercise, the DM writer would borrow dollars at 8.94% and
invest in DM at 4.89%. The writer would thus have a negative
cost of carry of 4.05% which would be factored into the
original option price of DM .0472. In the example below, a one

percentage point increase in U.S. interest rates increases the
cost of carry. The price of the option increases from DM .0472
to DM .0496. This would represent a gain for the holder of the

option and a loss for the writer.

INCREASE IN U.S. INTEREST RATES

Contract :

Expiration
Strike Price
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THE LEVEL OF DOMESTIC RATES

Although the level of domestic rates is a component of the
interest rate differential, it also has a separate effect on
the price of options. (The interest rate differential affects
only currency or gold options, while the level of domestic
rates affects the price of all options.) For the seller of an

option, a higher interest rate means a higher return on the
investment of the premium and consequently a lower price. From
the buyer's perspective, the higher the interest he has to pay
to borrow the premium amount (or the higher the opportunity
cost in terms of foregone interest on the premium amount) , the
less he is willing to pay for the option. Therefore, the
higher the level of domestic rates, the lower the price of an
option.

Black-Scholes Based Pricing Models

Black-Scholes based models are used by traders and operations
to calculate the price of an option on the basis of the
following five variables: spot or forward rate, stri)ce price,
time to maturity, dollar interest rate, foreign interest rate,
and volatility of the currency rate during the life of the
option. An option trader or market-maker will use his forecast
of volatility to price the option. Operations, in revaluing
the position, will use the volatility implied by options prices
in the market, which is a more objective measure of
volatility. (Implied volatility is derived by entering the
market price and all variables except volatility into the
model. The model then calculates the level of volatility
implied by the market price.)

RISKS AND RISK MANAGEMENT

Control of Price Risk

Management of price risk is quite complex and entails measuring
and limiting exposure of the portfolio to changes in at least
two and perhaps more market variables. At a minimum, the
exposure to: (1) changes in currency rates; and, (2) changes
in the level of volatility of currency rates, should be
controlled. Depending on the nature of the portfolio, controls
on exposure to time decay and interest rates may also be
warranted. Following is a description of the sensitivity
measurements used by risk managers to control price risk.

Multimtioml Source Book
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Foreign Currency Exposure

Th» DtltM Vim

The delta value aeasures the sensitivity of the narket value of
an option to an instantaneous change in the market rate of the
underlying currency

DELTA S change in option price
$ change in aarket rate

The delta value converts the option position into its
equivalent position in the underlying currency. For example,
the currency exposure of an ATM DM call option on XM 100,000
with a delta of .50 is equivalent to being long DM 50,0000.

Traders and risk nanagers use the delta value:

(1) to take a position on the anticipated directional
change of the foreign currency rate;

(2) to calculate the exposure to a change in the foreign
cxirrency rate; and,

(3) to hedge the exposure to a change in the foreign
currencv rate.currency rate.

The delta value is related to the probability of exercise of
the option. An option which is at-the-aoney has a delta of .50
which represents a 50/50 chance that it will be exercised. As
the option noves deeper into the money, the probability of
exercise increases and so does the delta. A deep in-the-money
option has a delta nearing one and in terms of risk and reward,
is about equivalent to otming the currency outright. A deep
out-of-the money option has a low probability of exercise, a
low delta, and represents a small currency position.

A positive delta sign corresponds to a long currency position
as the market value of the position increases with an increase
in the underlying foreign currency rate. (A bought call option
or sold put option would have a positive delta sign.) A
negative delta sign corresponds to a short currency position as
the market value of the option decreases with an increase in
the underlying foreign currency rate.

MuftJutMn*/ Source Book •.
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The delta value of the options position can be used to hedge
the currency risk, and is therefore referred to as the hedoe
Caiifi. An options book with a delta of is neutral to small
currency Boves. To delta hedge, a manager may offset options
with positive and negative deltas, or may use the spot or
forward foreign currency market.

The following example illustrates how the currency exposure
created by an options book can be offset by buying foreign
currency in the spot market. In the example, the three options
deals create the equivalent of a DM seven million short
position. This position is delta hedged by purchasing DM seven
million in the spot market. The resultant net effective
position is zero.^

A CURRENCY OPTIONS PORTFOLIO WHICH IS DELTA HEDGED

Current DH rata: 1.7
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Th* Camm» Valut

The gamna value Indicates the sensitivity of the delta to an
instantaneous change in currency rates.

Change in the delta
GAMMA - $ change in market rate

A change in cxurency rates changes the delta of the option,
which also changes the effective position. The amount by which
the position changes for a given change in currency rates is
the gaisna. A position with high gaaaa has greater foreign
currency exposure than a position with low gaima because a

given change in the currency rate will produce a higher level
of currency exposure.

Traders and risk managers use the gamma value:

(1) to take a position on the stability or instability of

foreign currency rates; and,

(2) to measure the exposure of the position to a change in

foreign currency rates.

The level of gamma depends on the remaining time to expiration
and the relationship of the market rate to the strike price.
For example, short dated options have greater gamma risk than
long dated options, and thus the gamma risk has to be more

closely controlled for short dated options. In terms of strike

price, gamma risk is greatest for ATM options and declines the
further the option is ITM or OTM.

The following example illustrates the impact of gamma risk on

the options book which was delta hedged at TM 1.7/$ by changing
the c\irrency rate to DM 1.8/S. The depreciation of the DM

changes the delta and the effective currency position of each

option. Consequently, a three million net effective DM

position is created from a book that was completely hedged at

DM 1.7/S. Note that the delta value and effective position of

the option that was originally ATM changes by more than the

other two options. Delta changes more for a given change in

market rates as options approach ATM.

Multirationil Sount Book

October 1989 •'*
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GAMMA RISK

Change la Net Effective Position froa to SM 3MH

Current DM rate: 1.8
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Tradsrs take gaaoDa positions to profit from anticipated
stability or instability of currency rates. Unlike delta
positions, vhich are taken to profit from anticipated
directional change in rates, gamna positions are neutral to
directional change. A long ganma position (net options bought)
is usually profitable if rates move, either up or down. A
short gamna position (net options sold) is usually profitable
if rates do not aove and it can lose money if rates do nove, no
natter %rfaather up or down.

The risk/reward trade-off for long and short gamma positions is
illustrated below.

Long Ganma Short Caama

Market Rates

Uaaaging gamm» tuk

Because an options book usually consists of many different
individual positions, the gamma risk of the entire book may
vary greatly as market rates move. For instance, in the above

example a decline in the DM from 1.7 DH to 1.8 DM produced a

change in the net effective position of m 3 MM. A further
decline from VK 1.8 to 1.9 may have a much larger or smaller
incremental impact. Management of the gamma risk is easier if
the level of gamma risk (incremental change in the net
effective position) is relatively even over a range of currency
rates. For example, a portfolio which produced a $10,000
exposure for every 10 point change in the DH rate would have
even gamma risk.

Risk managers use various techniques to achieve even gioana
risk. One technique is to diversify strike prices of options
purchased and sold. As noted, an option which is at-the-money
will have the highest gamma and gamma decreases as the option
moves further in or out-of-the-money . If strike prices were
concentrated at one rate, the gamma rick would shoot up as the

currency rate approached the strike price and a large number of

options neared ATM. Risk management guidelines frequently
indicate diversification of strike prices as a desirable

Mu/ttMlMM/ Source Book

October 1989 "
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practice. Another technique is to ninimize the impact of
options nearing expiration because gamma levels are highest for
shorter-dated options.

CSmbuting gammt risk

The only way to eliminate gamma risk is to offset the position
by buying or selling an identical option . ThLs would be
appropriate for banks which act as brokers for their customers
and do not want to manage options risk. Market makers by
definition take some gamma risk as they deal at two prices to
earn the bid-offer spread, and so the options are not
identical. In addition, market-makers are often willing to
assume mis-matches in strike price and maturity to enhance
their yield. This also generates gamma risk. Traders
deliberately incur gamma risk when taking options positions.

Exposure to the level of volatility

Tht V*p Value

The vega value indicates the sensitivity of option price to
changes in volatility. (The greek letter used to designate
this exposure changes from bank to bank and may be referred to
as vega, zeta, kappa or tau.)

VEGA - S change in value of option
1 % change in volatility

The sensitivity of market value to changes in the level of
volatility is an important measurement of options risk,
particularly for longer dated options. A change in the level
of volatility has a greater price impact on longer dated
options. Banks that deal in options with maturities of greater
than three months should measiire the sensitivity of their
position to probable adverse changes in the level of
volatility.

An options buyer is long volatility and the value of the
position will increase if volatility increases. An options
writer is short volatility and the value of the position will
decline if volatility increases. Generally a position tihat is

long gamma is also long volatility because both positions arise
from buying options in anticipation of rate instability or
changes in the levels of volatility. Generally a position that
is short gamma is also short volatility because both positions
arise from selling options in anticipation of price stability
or a decline in the level of volatility."*

Multinational Source Book
October 1989 "
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Exposurt to tlw Passage of Tlma

The Tbtta Vakm

The theta value indicates the sensitivity of the option price
to passage of tine.

THETA - S change in price of option
decrease in tine to expiration

The value of options suffers fron tine decay, although not at
an even rate. Price sensitivity to the passage of tine is
least for longer dated options and increases the closer the
options are to maturity. For this reason, many risk managers
try to minimize the volume of bought options which have less
than three months to expiration which is when theta is highest.

Risk Management Software Systems

There are many software systems commercially available to
measure and manage options risk. In choosing a system, a bank
should evaluate the capabilities of a wide variety of software
systems to determine which is most appropriate for its type of
business. Two of the more common systems are described below.

Devon

Devon is a software package used for pricing, risk management
and op>erations support. Its "Toolkit", which is designed for
the trading desk, calculates prices based on Black-Scholes
derived models and gives the price sensitivity measures needed
for risk management. Its operations function processes trades,
consolidates the book and provides management reports.

TOC

TOG provides on-line access to the Philadelphia Stock Exchange,
the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, and Comex. It provides
implied volatilities of every option price traded on these

exchanges. It also calculates historic volatility over the

past 10,30,50 and 250 days. TOG has pricing and risk

management capabilities, but does not offer operations support.

Uultiiatioa*! Source Book -
Ocleber 1989 ^'
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Construction of Risk Limits

Risk limits should be expressed in terms of earnings at risk
given an adverse change in one of the market variables (foreiqn
currency rate, level of volatility, relative interest rates and
time). In other words, the bank establishes the maximum levelOf acceptable losses should one of these variables move againstthe position. The move in the variable can be based on a
probable adverse change or an extraordinary adverse change,
depending on the purpose of the risk limit. Simple foreign
currency position limits are not sufficient because they do notlimit gamma risk or exposure to changes in the level of
volatility.

To calculate earnings at risk, the risk manager needs:

(1)

(2)

a price (market value) sensitivity measurement for
each market variable; and,

an assumption regarding the possible change in the
market variable.

The sensitivity measurements are the delta, gamma, vega andtheta values discussed previously. These values indicate the
Change in the market value for a given change in one of themarket variables.

The second component of an earnings at risk limit is the
assumed change in the market variable. In order to limit riskon a reasonable basis, risk limits should be based on a
probable adverse change in a market variable. Probabilityrelates to the amount by which a variable is expected to changewithin the bank's "reaction period." For trading portfolios in
liquid instruments, a bank's reaction period is usually twentyfour hours, and so risk may be limited based on a probable
overnight move. For positions in illiquid instruments, the
period needed to close the position may be significantly longerand the risk limit may be based on a probable move over a much
longer period.

To determine what is a probable move in a given market variablewithin the reaction period, management often relies on
historical changes. Changes in the market variable are
observed over the past two to three year period. The magnitudeof historical rate changes are then expressed in terms of
standard deviations from the mean. A one standard deviation
change captures the rate movement approximately 66* of the time
and a two standard deviation change captures approximately 95%

MuHinatioa»l Source Book
October 1989

20
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of historic rates Bovenents. An earnings at risk limit based
on a two standard deviation nove would enconpass larger rate
Boves and so would be a sore conservative risk liait.

Sone banks choose to liait earnings at risk based on iaplied
volatilities rather than based on historical observations.
This entails observing the volatility isplied in the options
Barket. iBplied volatilities are available for foreign
citrrency rates and interest rates. Liaits based on implied
volatility are conservative because they effectively require
positions to be reduced in volatile Barkets. For exaaple, if
the iaplied volatility of foreign currency rates were 10%, then
the risk manager would be required to liait the earnings at
risk based on a 10% change in rates. If the implied volatility
increased to 20%, then the risk manager would have to measure
earnings at risk in tenss of a 20% change in rates, which would
decrease the maximum allowable position.

A bank may not need to establish earnings at risk limits for
each of the aarket variables. The exposure of the portfolio
depends on the nature of the business. At a ainiaum, banks
that take options positions should limit earnings at risk
relative to:

(1) a probzible adverse change in foreign currency rates; and,

(2) a probable adverse change in the level of volatility.

In addition, liaits should be established on the exposure to
changes in interest rates for long dated books, i.e.,
significant positions greater than one year. Banks that
typically hold long options positions aay also choose to limit
earnings exposure to the passage of tiae.

Credit Risk and Limits

A bank incurs credit risk when it buys an option because the
bank is dependent on the counterparty to perform. The amount
of risk is equal to at least the replacement cost or market
value of the option. Credit risk from options bought should be

charged against the overall credit limits of the counterparty.
A written option generally does not bear credit risk, except
for settlement risk upon exercise of the option. (If the

premium is received at expiration of the option, which is not
market convention, a trritten option would have credit risk.)

yiMnatioiul Source Book
n^nhrr 1989 21
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A bank faces settlenent risk on bo^h options purchased and sold
if exercised for delivery. The exercise of an option generates
a spot transaction for delivery of currencies. The bank should
book settlesent risk (clean risk) against the couterparty's
spot foreign currency line of credit.

Operations

Options are acre complex than other traded coomodities and the
operations manager needs to xinderstand the product in order to
ensure that the operations functions are effectively performed.

Often, there vill be disagreements on the level of volatility
used by the traders for pricing and the values used by
operations, which are obtained from independent sources. This
is because the level of volatility used affects the trader's
profit and loss statement as well as the size of his risk
position. In a disagreement between the traders and
operations, the traders should have to justify the
discrepancy. If operations still disagree, the conflict should
be resolved by senior management.

Trading and operations managers should keep each group informed
on anticipated volumes and new business development.
Inadequate cosmiunication can create problems in handling
increased volxime and adequately tracking the risks and
profitability of new products.

The key functions of the operations area are:

(1) confirmation of trades;

(2) reconcilement of traders positions and profit and loss
statements ; and

(3) independent revaluation of position and profit and loss
statements .

The revaluation of options positions using independent sources
of rates is more complex than the revaluation of non-options
trading positions. First, operations staff must independently
determine the five variables affecting price. While foreign
currency rates and interest rates are easily obtained from
independent sources, the volatility level for non-standardized
options can be difficult to obtain. ( For standardized options,
the implied volatilities are easily obtained from the

UultintOoatl Source B«oir

32
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Exchanges.) This is particularly true for options on illiquid
currencies or long dated options. If the bank deals in

illiquid segnents of the aarlcet, the exaniner should review
operations' data sources to ensure that they are objective and
not subject to manipulation by the traders.

LIquidHy Risk

Liquidity risk is an ii^>ortant consideration in ciirrency
options because it is a relatively small market with few global
players. The market began in 1981 and is now considered liquid
only in the major currencies and within three year maturities.
Sizeable options deals outside this segment of the market may
be difficult to manage, as the bank may not be able to find a

counterparty with tmich to effect offsetting trades. Where
options markets are illiquid, the bank can offset the currency
exposure using the spot and forward markets. The bank would
not, however, be able to offset the options risks such as ganuna
or vega.

The options markets are liquid for the following major
currencies: DH, yen, sterling, Swissfranc, Australian dollars
and Canadian dollars. These are traded on the exchanges and in
the OTC market. The minor option currencies are quoted by two
to eight market-makers in the U.S. and are typically managed

. through positions in the underlying currency or with options on
a highly correlated currency. These include French francs.
Pesetas, guilders. New Zealand dollars (Kiwis), and the
Scandinavian currencies. Other currencies are considered
"exotic" with few market-makers.

The bank should have limits to control liquidity risk. These
may include total position or volume limits by currency, limits
on approved currencies, and limits on maximum tenors. In

general, total position limits should be designed so that the
bank cannot exceed a certain percentage of the market.

Exceptions may exist when a bank introducts a new product where
no market exists or deals in an exotic currency. In these

cases, the bank should be compensated for the additional risks.

CURRENCY OPTIONS MARKETS

Options Exchanges

Exchange-traded options contracts are standardized as to

amount, strike price and maturity. The longest maturity on the

exchanges is nine months and a limited number of currencies are

Muftoutiou/ Source Book

October 1999 •'•'
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available. Options trades are cleared by the exchange, and the
risk of non-perfonnance of the coiinterparty is borne by the
exchange. Currency options exchanges exist in Chicago (CME) ,

Phildadelphia (PHLX) , Amsterdam, Montreal and London. The
standardization of these contracts has facilitated a strong
over-the-counter market.

The Ovtr-the-Counter Market (OTC)

The OTC market is dominatsd by commercial banks, investment
banks and multinational corporations. In contrast to
exchange-trade options, the terms of OTC options can be
tailored to meet the needs of the buyer. OTC options can be
written on any currency, and generally have longer maturites
than exchange-traded options.

Uultimtioiul Source Book
-

74
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On risk managaent reports of DS banks, the net exposure is

typically expressed in tens of dollars. For instance, a longm call option is expressed as a short dollar position. The
two are equivalent since the owner of the call option oust
deliver dollars to ptirchase the DM.

In actuality, the hedging cost would be less because the risk

Banager %rould be increaentally hedging as the rate moved from
DM 1.7/$ to 1.8, with the average rate for selling DM at 1.75.
For this reason, the gamna exposure to a 6X decline in the DM
would normally be considered as DK 1.5 MM instead of DM 3 MM.
An exception to this would be a devaluation where rates would
move instantaneously from DM 1.7/S to 1.8, and the risk manager
would, in fact, have to rehedge the whole amount at the new
rate.

An exception to this occurs vhen a trader sells short dated
options and buys long dated options. In this case, the
combined portfolio would be short gamma and long volatility
because gamma has a relatively larger impact on short dated
options and volatility has a relatively larger impact on long
dated options.

MultmsOomtl Source Book

Octobtr 1939 ^*
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FIRST DAY LETTER

The banX should provide the following items.

1. Bank policies covering foreign currency options activities

2. A listing of all internal liaits covering foreign currency
options including:

o Individual customer limits
o Limits on earnings at risk (or position limits).
o Stop-loss limits
o Individual currency limits
o Maximum maturity

3. A list of over-the-counter options outstanding which includes:

o Counter-party
o Amount
o Strike Price
o Currency
o Trade Date
o Maturity Date

4 . Copies of risk and position reports Including:

o Current market values
o Exposure to changes in currency rates
o Exposure to changes in the level of volatility of

currency rates

5. A profit and loss statement by month for the current
year-to-date and quarterly totals for the prior two years

6. Accounting policies relating to the balance sheet valuation of

options and recognition of profits and losses

7. A copy of the audit program and results of the last two
audits, including management's response to any criticisms

8. An organizational chart

9. Description of any pending litigation

Multinattotul Scurtt Book

Octobtf 1989 3€
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EXAMINATION OBJECTIVES

FOCUS

Trading of foreign currency options inciirs all the risks of
foreign currency trading, and the same types of controls should
be in place (see "Foreign Exchange Activities-Risk Assessment
Guidelines") . In addition, options positions present more
complex price risks that can be difficult to control. Options
exposure may increase exponentially relative to changes in the
value of the foreign currency as options represent highly
levered positions in foreign exchange. In examining currency
options activities, the examiner should focus on management's
understanding of the risks, the effectiveness of risk
measurement, hedging activities and risk limits.

EXAMINATION OBJECTIVES

o Determine the nature of foreign currency options
activities, market strategies and growth prospects.

o Evaluate the quality of options activities taking into
consideration the expertise of management and traders, the
level of profitability and the quality of management's
supervision of risks.

o . Evaluate bank controls (risk measurement and limits) on
options risks, including position risk, liquidity, and
credit risk.

o * Evaluate operation's performance of key tasks including
independent revaluation of positions, reconcilement of
accounts and confirmation and processing of trades.

o Assess the adequacy of the audit process.

o Ensure that accounting on regulatory reports is correct
- and bank accounting policies are reasonable.

MultiaaOonal Source Book

74-907 - 94 - 14
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NATURE OF CURRENCY OPTIONS ACnvtTIES

Ascertain tbe nature of currency options activities, particularly
in regard to the following:

1. How is the bemk using currency options? Specifically, do
they engage in trading, market-making, brokering, hedging
or some cosJsination of the above? Is the bank %nriting, or

buying options, or both?

2. What is the bank's customer base? What share of currency
options are exchange-traded versus over-the-counter?

3. Does the bank trade only in major currencies or would they
also deal in minor or exotic currencies? Does the bank
deal in cross-currency options?

4. What is mtmagement ' 6 estimate of the bank's share of the
total currency options market. Does the bimk dominate the
market in any one currency or tenor?

5. What is management's philosophy regarding the assumption
of risk? What type of trading positions does the bank
take, if any?

6. What are the plans for growth in terms of increased
volume, new cxirrencies and new options products?

Oaobtr 1999 2$
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RISK LIMITS AND CONTROLS

1. Assess the adequacy of limits on earnings exposure resulting
from options positions (price risk) . Earnings exposure should
be limited relative to probable adverse changes in the
following variables:

a. The foreign currency rate

The delta value indicates the potential profit or loss for
a given move in the foreign currency, and is used to hedge
this exposure. The delta value should be used to limit
earnings exposure.

The gamma value indicates by how much the deltas, and thus
the net effective position in each currency, will change
for a given move in foreign currency. Limits on earnings
exposure need also to consider the gamma risk. Gamma risk
is often controlled through limits on concentration of
strike prices and expiration dates.

b. The level of volatility of the foreign currency rate

The vega value indicates the sensitivity of the position
to changes in the level of volatility and is a necessary
measure to control this risk.

Depending on the nature of the options book, the bank may also
need to control earnings exposure resulting from changes in the
following variables:

c. The level of interest rates, which particularly affects
longer-dated options.

d. The passage of time (time decay), which is only a risk for
purchased options.

2. Assess the adequacy of limits on credit risk.

a. Purchased options give rise to counterparty risk, which
should be allocated against the customer's overall line of
credit. The amount should be equal to at least the market
value or replacement cost of the option. The amount may
also include an add-on that recognizes that the value of
the option, and thus the credit exposure, may increase.

Uulttnationat Sourtt Book
Octebtf 1989 39
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b. In cases trttsn a crsdit lins is not available, a
counterparty nay post margin with the bank to offset the
bank's credit exposure. In this case, check that the
argin consists of liquid assets and that the value
adequately covers the credit exposure. Also, ensure that
the aargin systea provides for tiaely increase in aargin
should the e^^osure increase.

3. Does the bank have foreign exchange lines available to cover
settlenent risk (clean risk) . A bank faces settlenent risk
%^en an option is exercised, as exercise generates a spot
transaction. Foreign exchange lines, or daily settlenent lines,
should be available for each custoner to cover aiaturing deals,
as well as the possibility of options exercise.

For practical purposes, credit risk and settlenent risk only
occur with OTC options. For exchange traded options, the
counterparty is the exchange and the assunption is that its
financial strength eliminate credit and settlenent risk.

4. Ensure that linits exist on the bank's exposure to illiquid
segments of the narket.

a. Are there llxd.ts on the currencies in which the bank nay
deal?

b. Are there linits on the absolute volune of a bank's
foreign currency options business by currency?

c. If the bank deals in ninor or exotic currencies, does the
bank have procedures for recognizing and offsetting the
options risk. In these currencies, there are few dealers
and the bank nay not be able to close the position,
especially in a falling narket?

UuHination*! Source Book
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RISK MANAGEMENT AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS

1. Is the risk B£mageBent function independent from the trading
function?

2. Does aanagement denonstrate a thorough understanding of the
product and risks?

3. Arc position and risk reports coaprehensivs in scope?

a. Do reports indicate the exposure of options positions to
changes in currency rate:- and changes in the level of
volatility?

b. Are profit and loss reports prepared daily for each trader
and each currency?

4. Does the risk nanager review positions daily to ensure
compliance with estzUslished limits?

5. Are procedures in place to ensure that exceptions are
immediately recognized and corrected?

6. Are procedures in place to independently validate changes to
pricing models.

Muftinitionj/ Sourct Book
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OPERATIONS

1. Does operations aanagencnt dsBonstrat* a thorough understanding
of the product and the rislcs?

2. Check that there is a daily reconcilement between the traders'
position stateaents and operations' independently generated
positions Etatenent. Ensure that discrepancies are promptly
resolved?

3. At least monthly, operations should revalue the traders'
position statements using independent sources of rates. Ensure
that operations' sources are independent and objective.
Op>erations must obtain the following rates to revalue the book:

a. Foreign currency spot or forward rate
b. Domestic interest rates
c. Foreign interest rates
d. The level of volatility implied by another

market-maker's prices

If the bank is dealing in an illiquid market and operations
cannot obtain an independent quote on volatility, then the
volatility rates used should be checked for reasonableness and

objectivity.

4 . Are procedures in place to resolve any disagreements between
traders and operations staff regarding the level of volatility
used to revalue the options book?

5. Does operations confirm all trades either through a recorded
telephone line or by mail (telex)?

6. No operating procedures for exercising a bank's purchased
options ensure that all are exercised prior to expiration.

7 . Is operations regularly informed of future business plans so
that the systems are in place to handle increased volume or new

products?

Uuhinttional Sount Book
^ ...... «A»o 22
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EARNINGS PERFORMANCE

1. Review monthly earnings for the year to date, and the previous
two years earnings .

a. Compare earnings performance to budgeted earnings and
discuss the reasons for any significant differences with
management.

b. Is the level of earnings sufficient to compensate the bank
for the risk assiuned?

2. Analyze the sources of earnings. Are earnings derived mainly
from position-taking, market-making, or brokering?

3. Investigate the reason for any significant losses.

Multiiubooal Source Book
rtrtnKtr fOHQ 33
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POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

1. Review bank policies covering foreign currency options. At a

miniaua, policies should address:

a. A description of the product and risks.

b. Limits on the scope of the bank's foreign ciirrency options
business.

c. Procedures for dealing with limit exceptions and
discrepancies between traders and operations.

d. Procedures addressing after-hours and off-site trading.

e. Accounting methods

f . Approval procedures for the introduction of new options
products or expansion of current business.

MultmatioMl Source Book

October 1989 ^
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INTERNAL AUDIT

1. Review the audit function for frequency and completeness. At a

Dinimum, the audit function should include the following
chec)cs .

a. A periodic review of all bank policies, limits, internal
controls and procedures.

b. Testing of operations functions including:

o testing of transactions and confirmation controls

o revaluation of traders positions and a check of rates
used by traders

o review of rates and sources used by operations in

their revaluation of traders positions

o confirmation of outstanding options

o review of receipt and payment controls.

c. An assessment of unusual situations such as deals at

off-market rates, unusual chemges in volume, and after

hour and off-premise trading.

d. Review of brokerage costs and testing for accuracy.

e. Independent verification of the accuracy of the options

pricing model.

2. Review the last several audit reports.

a. Note material criticisms or deficiencies, and management's

response. Has corrective action been taken?

Uuttiaational Soon* Book
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ACCOUNTING AND REGULATORY REPORTING

1. Review Schedule RC-L of the call report to determine that
options are accurately reported according to regulatory
accounting policy.

2. Review banlcing accounting policies covering options for
reasonableness. Although there is currently no official
accounting standard, it is standard market practice that: (1)
traded options are carried on a nark-to-market basis; and, (2)

options purchased to hedge historic cost positions are carried
on a deferral basis.

3. Check the accuracy of general ledger balances to determine that
they agree with subsidiary ledgers. Test check for the
following:

a. Premixim accounts
b. Contingent accounts
c. Profit/loss accounts
d. Expense accounts.

Mi/AiMtMM/ Soarce Book
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LEVEL OF INTEREST RATES

The relative interest rates between the two countries
incorporate the cost of carry (hedging cost) into the price of
the option. This is based on the presumption that options
writers and buyers hedge the underlying cxirrency exposure.
Buying call options or selling put options create a long
position in the foreign cvirrency. (Buying a call option
enables the buyer to own the foreign currency; selling a put
option requires that the seller take possession of the foreign
currency if the put is exercised.) To hedge this exposure, the
dealer would have to borrow the foreign currency at foreign
interest rates, sell it for dollars and invest the proceeds at
dollar interest rates. Selling call options and buying put
options create a short position in the underlying foreign
currency. To hedge this exposure, the dealer would have to
borrow dollars at U.S. rates, sell them for the foreign
currency and invest the proceeds at foreign interest rates.
The difference between the rate at which the option dealer
borrows and invests is the cost of carry.

In reference to the example, the writer of this DM call option
would create a long DM position. (The writer has to deliver DM
if the option is exercised.) To hedge the possibility of
exercise, the DM writer would borrow dollars at B.94% and
invest in DM at 4.89%. The writer would thus have a negative
cost of carry of 4 . 05% which would be factored into the
original option price of VIA .0472. In the example below, a one

percentage point increase in U.S. interest rates increases the
cost of carry. The price of the option increases from DM .0472
to DM .0496. This would represent a gain for the holder of the

option and a loss for the writer.

INCREASE IN U.S. INTEREST RATES

Contract:

Expiration
Strike Price
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FOREIGN CURRENCY OPTIONS AND RISKS

INTRODUCTION

THE LEVEL OF DOMESTIC RATES

Although the level of domestic rates is a component of the
interest rate differential, it also has a separate effect on
the price of options. {The interest rate differential affects

only currency or gold options, while the level of domestic
rates affects the price of all options.) For the seller of an

option, a higher interest rate means a higher return on the
investment of the premium and consequently a lower price. From
the buyer's perspective, the higher the interest he has to pay
to borrow the premium amount (or the higher the opportunity
cost in terms of foregone interest on the premium amount) , the
less he is willing to pay for the option. Therefore, the

higher the level of domestic rates, the lower the price of an

option.

Biack-Scholes Based Pricing Models

Black-Scholes based models are used by traders and operations
to calculate the price of an option on the basis of the

following five variables: spot or forward rate, strike price,
time to maturity, dollar interest rate, foreign interest rate,
and volatility of the currency rate during the life of the

option. An option trader or market-maker will use his forecast
of volatility to price the option. Operations, in revaluing
the position, will use the volatility implied by options prices
in the market, which is a more objective measure of

volatility. (Implied volatility is derived by entering the
market price and all variables except volatility into the
model. The model then calculates the level of volatility
implied by the market price.)

RISKS AND RISK MANAGEMENT ""

Control of Price Risk

Management of price risk is quite complex and entails measuring
and limiting exposure of the portfolio to changes in at least

two and perhaps more market variables. At a minimum, the

exposure to: (1) changes in currency rates; and, (2) changes
in the level of volatility of currency rates, should be

controlled. Depending on the nature of the portfolio, controls

on exposure to time decay and interest rates may also be

warranted. Following is a description of the sensitivity
measurements used by risk managers to control price risk.

MultiMtional Source Book
12
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irnEREST RATE RISK

INTRODUCnON

INTRODUCTION

All ban)cs assume interest rate risk as part of their normal banJcing
operations. Hemy banks also take interest rate risk as a means to
enhance profitability. The assumption of interest rate risk,
however, introduces volatility to bank earnings and to the value of
the b<mk. An excessive level of risk can threaten future earnings,
create liquidity problems and ultimately threaten solvency.
Assessments of a bank's interest rate risk exposure should consider
both the actual level of exposure and management's ability to
' easure and manage that exposure. Banks with large exposures and
oadeguate risk memagement systems should be required to hold

t Apital above the risk-based capital minimums to compensate for
this risk . The purpose of these examination guidelines is to
ensure that banks have effective systems to manage and control
interest rate risk.

These guidelines expand the scope of what has traditionally been
considered as interest rate risk. Interest rate risk typically has
been defined as risk to net interest income arising from repricing
differences in a bemk's historic cost business. Interest rate risk
can be more completely defined as:

o Risk to a bank's earnings arising from a bank's historic
cost business and from its positions carried on a market
valuation basis; and,

o Risk to the market value of portfolio equity, arising
primarily from a bank's long-term fixed rate positions^.

Risk to earnings and risk to the market value of portfolio equity
represent two distinct perspectives on interest rate risk. In
these guidelines, risk to earnings is considered under the
accounting perspective. Risk to the market value of portfolio
equity is considered under the economic perspective. Both
perspectives have merit and should be considered in a comprehensive
risk management system. Part One of the guidelines describes
interest rate risk under these two perspectives and the measurement
systems that capture earnings exposure and economic exposure.

MuffrfTtfrfffrt/ Seorot Book
Manh 1990
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l^fTEREST RATE RISK

INTRODUCTION

These guidelines es'tablish ^he following expectations for
multinational and regional banks regarding the management and
control of interest rate risk.

o Bank policy should establish the level of interest rate
risk that management is willing to assume and define a
measurement and control system which monitors and limits
the risk.

o The bank should have a risk measurement system that
captures risk to earnings arising from historic cost
positions (gaps) and market valuation positions (trading) .

o Management should evaluate risk to market values arising
from significant long-term fixed rate positions that could
potentially impair capital under adverse interest rate
scenarios .

o Risk limits should exist on risk to earnings. Limits on
risk to the market value of portfolio equity may also be
appropriate for some institutions.

o Risk reports should allow management to monitor compliance
with limits and to evaluate risk to earnings arising from
interest rate movements.

A high quality and comprehensive measurement system is the key to
effective management of interest rate risk. Specifically, the
guidelines recommend that banlcs use measurement systems which
capture the specific sources of their exposure to interest rate
risk. This may entail use of a combination of the following
systems: gap reports, simulation models or market value
sensitivity systems such as duration-based models.

The guidelines are divided into two parts. The first contains an
overview of the nature of interest rate risk, risk measurement

systems and the organization of the risk management function. The
second part consists of examination guidelines to assist the
examiner in evaluating the sources of a bank's exposure and the

quality of the risk management process. The two parts of the

guidelines are meant to be used together.

UtMuatiomal Scurca Book
Mank S990
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THE NATURE OF INTEREST RATE RISK

OVEfiVIEW

nie Banagenent of interest rate risk is fundamental to sound
banking practice. If poorly managed, a bank can experience
earnings and capital adequacy problems, or suffer a decline in
the market value of portfolio equity. Interest rate risk,
therefore, is best viewed from two distinct perspectives.

Accounting Perspective

:; The accounting perspective considers the impact of future
changes in interest rates on reported earnings. Chemges in
rates affect reported ezimings through changes in two accounts:
(1) net interest income ("income risk"), and (2) the market
value of trading accounts or assets held for resale carried on a
market valuation basis ("investment risk"). The focus of the
accounting perspective is on the risk to reported ezumings in
the near term, typically up to one or two years.

Economic Perspective

The economic perspective considers the impact of future changes
in interest rates on the market values of assets, liabilities,
and off-balance sheet contracts, and therefore, the market value
of portfolio equity. The focus of the economic perspective is
on the sensitivity of the market value of portfolio equity to
changes in interest rates.

ACCOUNTING PERSPECTIVE

The focus of the accounting perspective is on risk to reported
earnings in the near term. This perspective is important
because reported earnings determine the book value of equity and
are often the focus of stock analysts and investors'
determination of value, or the worth of the firm. Reported
earnings affect a bzmk's cost of capital, its liquidity and its
cost of funds. Under the accounting perspective, interest rate
risk arises from two sources: (1) income risk from a bzmk's
historic cost business; and, (2) investment risk from positions
carried on a market valuation basis. To control the risk to

reported earnings, the bank should separately measure and limit
risk arising from these two sources.

The principal target account from the accounting perspective is

risk to net interest income (income risk) . Income risk arises
from changes in the rates of accrual on assets, liabilities and

Uultiastional Soum Book

Mtrth 1990
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INTEREST RATE RISK

INTRODUCTION

off-balance sheet instjruments carried on a historic cost
basis. Differences in the timing of accrual changes (gap
risk) , changing rate relationships (basis risk) and options
positions will impact net interest income. Gap reports and
simulation models are typically used to measure income risk.

Investment risk arises when changes in interest rates cause
chimges in the mzurket value of fixed income instruments and
accoxinting rules require that those changes be recognized as
gains or losses in the income statement. The target account,
then, is risk to the market values of instriments carried on a
market valuation basis (either mark-to-market or
lover-of-cost-or-market) . To measure the sensitivity of market
values to changes in rates, banks typically use market value
sensitivity systems, such as duration-based models and options
pricing models.

For both income and investment risk, the eeumings exposvire from
adverse rate movements should be considered. These rate
movements will differ from the interest rate forecast a bank
may use for profit planning and should capture the risk from a
broader range of possible rate changes.

DIsadvantaoM of the Aeeountlng Parspeetiv*

The accounting perspective provides an inco^lete picture of
the interest rate risk of a bank for several reasons. First,
its focus on near-term earnings can miss the potentially
destzibilizing risk of repricing gaps that exist in the future.
For example, a portfolio of thirty-year Treasury bonds funded
by five - year certificates of deposit (CDs) would show no
earnings exposure under a short-term horizon. Beyond year
five, however, the bank is clearly exposed to an increase in
rates. While there is no apparent risk to near-term earnings,
a rate increase catising a negative spread in the portfolio
beginning in year five could deplete capital over time.

Second, recognition of investment risk under the accounting
perspective is arbitrary. The market value of all fixed rate
contracts will change %rtien interest rates change. Whether this

change is recognized, however, depends on accounting
conventions. For example, if a bond is booked in the trading
account, changes in market value will be recognized and flow

through earnings. If the same bond, however, is held in the
investment account, changes in the market value will not be

recognized and will have no effect on earnings, unless sold.

MuMmCmm/ Soorc* Book
u,m* rooo
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INTEREST RATE RISK

INTKODUCnON

Finally, Investment risk considers the mtirket value sensitivity
of assets that are carried on a aarket valuation basis but does
not consider the funding of these assets, since liabilities are
generally not marked to market. Focusing on only one side of a
transaction, the asset, and not the funding, may lead to an
inaccurate assessment of the actual risk inherent in a
position. A long-term fixed rate asset that is match-funded
does not give rise to interest rate risk because the interest
spread on that investment is protected. On the other hand, the
same asset funded by overnight liabilities gives rise to
significant interest rate risk because the interest spread will
vary with changes in overnight rates.

Nhile the accotinting perspective is important in assessing risk
to near-term earnings, it shotild be coo^lemented by an
assessment using the economic perspective to captiire the full
dimension of interest rate risk.

ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE

The focus of the economic perspective is on the risk to the net
%rorth of the bank arising from all repricing gaps and other
interest rate sensitive positions, such as options, across the
full maturity spectrum of the bank . The economic perspective
focuses on the market value of the bank in todav's interest
rate environment and the sensitivity of that value to chemges
in rates. In contrast to the accounting perspective, the
economic perspective identifies risk arising from longer term
interest rate gaps. Gaps that remain open far into the future
can be more important than the near-term gaps identified under
the accounting perspective, since the ii^>act of a sustained
adverse rate movement can be more severe.

The economic perspective to interest rate risk transcends
accounting conventions. To measure the market value of
portfolio equity, the value of all assets, liabilities and
off-balance sheet contracts are determined. The resulting net
market value of portfolio equity reflects the value of all
future cash flows in the current interest rate environment.
The change in net value from the prior period reflects the
economic earnings of the institution for the period. The risk
to the bank arises from the impact of interest rate changes on
these market values, and specifically on the market value of
portfolio equity.

By capttiring the impact of interest rate changes on the value
of all future cash flows, the economic perspective can provide
a more comprehensive measurement of interest rate risk. For

MirftJMtMM/ Source Book
AUfdi i990
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rttgulators, this perspective is particularly relevant because
changes in the market value of portfolio equity can be a
leading indicator of future earnings and book values.

DIsadvantagM of tha Economic Pertpectlva

Nhile conceptually a powerful tool, the economic perspective is
aore difficult to apply than the accounting perspective.
Measurement of risk iinder the economic perspective involves
making assumptions as to the repricing of numerous accounts,
including long-term funding sources such as savings and demand
deposits. Deposits with noncontractual repricing dates
generally constitute a large share of a bank's liability
structure. Measurement of economic exposure, therefore, can be
extremely dependent on the assumptions regarding the repricing
of these accounts.

The economic persiiective does not identify the timing of the
accounting recognition of interest rate risk. For exai^le, it
does not indicate the accounting period in which a decline in
earnings will appear. From a risk management perspective, an
open position in the near term may be more iiq>ortant than a
position trtiich will appear much later.

Finally, because the economic perspective is not yet widely
understood, risk managers may have difficulty conveying to
senior management its relevance and iiq>ortance.

7HF ACCOUNTING VS. ECONOUIC KRSPECTIVE-A NUUBUCAL EXMtPLE

The following exaa^le illustrates the distinctions between the
accounting and economic perspectives in measuring interest rate
risk. The bank in the example is exposed to interest rate risk
arising from the repricing gap between a five-year asset and a
one-year liability. The bank's assets are carried at historic
cost, so from the accounting perspective, the account at risk
is net interest income. Because this perspective generally
focuses on changes to near-term net Interest income, we use a
two year time frame. The account at risk under the economic
perspective, on the other hand, is the market value of
portfolio equity.

MuMmImmW SoHTCit Book
Uarch 1990
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Th« first box belov highligh'ts the value of the two target
account* if rates remain at 10%. The second box highlights the
sensitivity of the value of the two accounts to an iamediate four
percentage point increase in rates.

FZVB-XEMt ASSET FDHDED BY OHE-YEUl LZA8ZUTT
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•qul'ty. If interest rates were sustained at the new level, tbe
book value of equity would also turn negative as future income
losses deplete equity.

It is important to recognize that the two perspectives,
accounting and economic, are coDplenentzury. Both are necessary
to capture the interest rate risk of a bank in a comprehensive
meumer. The economic perspective focuses on the value of the
bank in today's interest rate environment and the sensitivity
of that value to changes in interest rates. It captures future
accoxinting exposure by evaluating the impact of potential rate
changes on market values of all assets, liabilities and
off-balance sheet contracts.

The accounting perspective indicates the timing of income
effects, which is important to interest rate risk memagement.
In the above example, the accounting perspective indicates that
earnings problems will not develop until year two. This would
be important information for risk managers in determining what
action to take regarding the exposure.

BUSINESS RISK

Banlcs are typically vulnerable to periods of rising interest
rates because of their business mix. Loans to certain economic
sectors will do poorly under rising rates, resulting in a
higher level of problem loans. Also, the voltime of a bank's
transaction related business may decline with an increase in
rates, resulting in less fee income.

The extent of a bank's interest rate exposure should therefore
be eve.uated with regard to the sensitivity of a bank's
business mix to changes in interest rates. For instance, a
consumer-oriented bank with prepayable assets funded by
long-term liabilities is exposed to a decline in interest
rates. The severity of this exposure may, however, be
mitigated by the bank's business: in periods of declining
rates the bank may generate more mortgages, with the increase
in fees partially offsetting the decline in net interest
income. A bank with a significant amount of LDC debt is highly
exposed from a credit risk perspective to an increase in rates,
which could be exacerbated by its interest rate risk. If the
bank had long-term assets funded by short-term liabilities, a
rise in rates would produce deterioration both in net interest
income and in the credit quality of its LDC debt exposure.

Multmatioaal Sounot Book
Han* 1990
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INTRODUCTION

MEASUREMENT OF INTEREST RATE RISK

THE RISK UATRiX AND MEASUREUENT SYSTEMS

Sine* Interest rate risk aanifests itself differently under the
accounting zmd economic perspectives, no single neasureaent
systea captures all dimensions of rate risk. Banks employ
different measurement techniques to capture various aspects of
rate risk. These include gap reports, simulation models and
analyses of market value sensitivity such as duration. The
following risk auitrix divides interest rate risk into four
discreet components. This matrix will be used to demonstrate
hov each measurement system relates to the different components
of interest rate risk.

Tacrtical

fiorlsos

Strategic
Borlzao

Current
Poaltion
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short-terai interest rate forecasts and greater facility to
hedge the risk if rates move against the bank.

The strategic horizon consists of longer term positions which
typically arise from the structural nature of a bank's business
or froB discretionary investments in long-term fixed rate
instruments. Examples include long-term fixed rate mortgages
or investments in long-term bonds %^ich are funded by interest
sensitive deposits.

Interest rate risk tinder the strategic horizon generally
remains stable since it reflects the natvire of the bank's core
business. Risk managers are more averse to long-term strategic
interest rate risk because they have less confidence in longer
term interest rate predictions and because the consequences of
%rrong predications can be more severe. The implication of
changes in the level of risk vinder the strategic horizon should
be fully understood by management.

Different measurement systems are needed to capture different
components of interest rate risk. Gap reports are best suited
to measure income risk arising from the current position. To
achieve an objective measurement of the current position, the
measurement usually ass\imes that 1) no new business is
generated and, 2) all maturing assets and liabilities are
reinvested at overnight rates or in identical instruments. Gap
reports often are used to measure risk only within the tactical
horizon, but they can also be designed to capture risk within
the strategic horizon.

Simulation models allow banks to simulate future business, and
can be used to measure interest rate risk arising from both
current and futiire positions. Simulation allows for a more
dynamic evaluation of risk and is a useful tool for business
and profit planning. Simulation models usually address risk
only over the tactical horizon.

Systems that measure market value sensitivity may be used to
capture the interest rate risk of all current positions over
the tactical and strategic horizons. Often these systems are
based on duration analysis. Such systems frequently are used
to establish position or eamings-at-risk limits for trading
portfolios.

UiMnatie&s/ Sctttct Book
M«c* J990 JO
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GAP REPORTS

G«n«ral

Gap reports typically are used to measure risk to net interest
income arising from instruments carried at historic cost. In
terms of the risk matrix, gap reports capture risk arising from
the current position over the tactical and often over the
strategic horizon.

Tactical
Horizon

Strat«gic
Borlzon

Current
Position
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The following is a sioplified example of a gap report based on
the flow approach. The net balances represent assets repricing
less liabilities repricing.

REPRZCXne GAPS:

NaNTBS
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Advantages and LImttatlona

Gap repor-ts provide a measurement of net interest income at
risk and indicate the timing of the risk, within certain
constraints. They are particularly useful in identifying
sources of risk arising from existing assets, liabilities and
off-balance sheet contracts. In this respect, gap reports can
be a more objective measure of risk e^qiosure than other methods
which may include more subjective forecasts of reinvestment
rates and future business mix.

Gap reports are subject to limitations, however. They
generally cannot capture basis risk, investment risk or
exposure from intraperiod gaps. Basis risk is the risk that
different yield curves or pricing indices do not move
together. For instance, a bank may match fund a loan that
reprices off of prime with a certificate of deposit (CO) of a
similar maturity. Most gap reports would not show any exposure
for this position since repricing maturities are matched. The
bank could suffer a decline in net interest income, however, if
the prime rate has declined at the repricing date but the CO
rate has not changed. Gap reports generally are used to
measure risk to net interest income and do not easily
incorporate risk to market values ( investment risk) .

Nark-to-azurket items are often shown as overnight instruments
because they effectively reprice daily and are always at
current yields. A separate system is then used to measure the
risk to market values arising from those accounts. Another
limitation in most gap reports is that significemt risk may be
hidden within the individual repricing time frames of the
report. For instance, a gap report that is based on quarterly
time frames and has a zero net repricing imbalance at the end
of the first quarter indicates no risk. In fact, up to 25% of
annual net interest income is exposed.^

Options exposures affect net interest income but are normally
not captured in a gap report. In particular, many retail banks
have large exposures arising from options positions that are
embedded in their loan and deposit products. These options
generally give the customer the right to fix the interest rate
at a future date at a level that is favorable to the customer
emd detrimental to the bank. Examples are caps on floating
rate loans (a customer's option to convert a floating rate to a

fixed rate loan) , the customer's right to prepay a mortgage in
a lower rate environment, and the customer's right to renew a

CO at a rate higher than cxirrent market rates. When prevalent,
these options positions cem pose significant risk to net

Multmatieual Soam Boaic

Marc* 1990 i3
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interest income and their effects are not easily incorporated
into a gap report.

Finally, a gap report does not generally capture risk arising
froB future business. The analysis from a gap report is

generally a poor predictor of levels and variations of net
interest income because all business is assumed to run off at
its repricing maturity, %rhich is usually an iinrealistic

assumption. To address the limitations inherent in many gap
reports, banks may complement gap report analysis with
simulation.

SIMULATtOufi

General

Simulation models analyze interest rate risk in a
forward-looking or dynamic context. They are used to evaluate
risk arising from both the bcmk's current position and its
forecasted future business. Typically, simulation runs are
performed only within the tactical horizon because the confidence
in interest rate zmd business forecasts is less beyond the
short-term horizon. Also, many simulation models are dynamic in
that business plans cem be altered in response to cheoiging interest
rates as part of the analysis. As the time horizon is extended,
the assumptions xmderlying alternative business plans become more
critical and more tenuous.

In terms of the risk matrix, most simulation models target the

following areas:

Current
Position

Tactical
Horizon

Strategic
Horizon

Simulation models may be used for a variety of purposes. Risk
to net interest income can be measured by projecting the future

composition of the bank and applying different interest rate
scenarios. Simulation can also test the effect of different
business plans on a bank's risk profile and provides a useful
link between strategic planning and risk management. Or,
simulation may be \ised to test how a discretionary investment

UuKmttional Source Book
IdanA 1990 14
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or ftinding pltm would affect the Interest rate risk of the
bank. This allows the bank to assess the potential impact of a
decision before implementation.

The main components of a simxilation model are presented in the
following chart.

OKTA MAHAGSfQlT ASSOMPTIONS

' CURRENT

Historical Trends

Stxategic/Business Plan

BOSXNESS FUTDRE BUSZNES;=j
Balascas
Rates
Maturities

ReprieinTS

Market Rates
Product Pricisg
ReinvestaBnts
B/S Growth
New Products

OUTPUT

Financial
What If Analyse

MMIXGQISIT
DECISIONS

Data from general ledger and transactions systems generally
provide information on a bank's ciirrent position. This
information is similar to that used for a gap report and
includes current balances, rates, repricing and matiirity
schedules. Information on new business and reinvestment plans
is generally more subjective and is based on management's
assumptions. Those assumptions might be derived from
historical trends, business plans, or econometric models. Both
market interest rates and business mix are forecasted.
Forecasts of interest rates involve forecasts of directional
change, the future shape of the yield curve and the
relationship among the various indices that the bank uses for
pricing loans, deposits and other products. Business mix
includes forecarts of: 1) the reinvestment and refunding of
current assets and liabilities as they mature; and, 2) future
business growth. In addition to the type of new business, the
maturity mix of that business is forecasted since product
pricing often varies with maturity structure. Obviously
simulation runs are very assumption intensive.

MottiMtMoa/ Source Book
Uanh 1990 IS
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The output of a typical simulation run consists of: 1) future
balance sheet and income statements under the various interest
rate and business mix scenarios; 2) an analysis of the impact
of the different scenarios on the value of the target account;
and 3) graphic representations of the analysis, which are
important tools for communicating with senior management and
the board.

Maasurafnant of Risk and Risk LlmHs

Risk is expressed in terms of changes in the value of the
target account under different interest rate scenarios. The
target account is usually net interest income, although many
models may also be able to assess changes in the book value of
capital and the market values of portfolio equity or other
sp>ecific instruments. For comparison purposes, several
business scenarios and rate scenarios usually are run. Rate
scenarios typically include rising, flat and declining rates as
well as a most probable scenario.

The following is an example of a report generated by a
simulation model. The report shows variation in net interest
income under alternative interest rate scenarios using a flat
rate sceneurio as a base. Similar reports are often developed
to show the variation in net interest income from alternative
business mixes and strategies.

NET INTEREST INCOME SENSITIVITY
(dollars-millions)
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management's expectation of %rtiat jiiH happen. Risk measurement
and limits are designed to control what may happen if outcomes
deviate from expectations.

Advantages and Limitations

simulation models allow for relzixation of some of the
assumptions underlying gap based risk measurements. For
instance, gap measurements of rate risk assume a onetime shift
in interest rates. Simulation models can handle a varying
interest rate path, including variations in the shape of the
yield curve. Also, gap risk measurements usually assume that
all current assets and liabilities run off and are reinvested
overnight. This may be objective but is not probable. A
simulation model can accommodate various business forecasts and
allow more flexibility in running sensitivity analyses. For
instzmce, basis risk can be evaluated hy varying the spreads
between the various indices from %^ich the bank prices its
products.

Although offering greater versatility, simulation may provide a
less objective indicator of the bank's current risk position by
introducing more assumptions on future business. Changes in
the target account arise from predicted balance sheet changes
as well as interest rate changes, maXing it difficult to
determine %rtiich variable produces changes in the value of the
target account. For this reason, siotilation is best
supplemented by a measurement that isolates the risk inherent
in the existing balance sheet.

MARKET VALUE SENSmvmr AND DURATION

Techniques that measure market value sensitivity can capture
the interest rate risk of the current position over both the
tactical and strategic horizons. These systems are often based
on duration analyses.

Duration - General^

Duration is a measurement of the sensitivity of market values
to small changes in i;-iterest rates. For instance, if interest
rates increase, the market value of a fixed income instrument
will decline. Duration indicates by how much. The duration of
a fixed income instniiaent measures the percentage change in the
market value of the instriiment due to a change in market
interest rates. For instance, the market value of a bond with
a duration of five will roughly decline by 0.5* if interest
rates increase by ten basis points.

UultiaatioosI Source Book
HUfdi 1990 17
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Und«r the accoun'ting perspective, duration say be xised to
easure risk arising from instrunents carried on a market
valuation basis. A bank may also use duration to aeasure the
sensitivity of the market value of portfolio equity to changes
in interest rates. This captures the risk of the entire
current position under both the tactical and strategic horizon.

Borlson

Strataglc
Boricen

Cnrrent
Position
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o Duration aay be positive or negative. A long bond
position would have a positive duration and an
increase in interest rates would generally produce a
decline in the nzurket value of the bond. A short
bond position would have a negative duration and an
increase in interest rates %rould generally produce an
increase in the auir)cet value of the bond position.

o Durations are additive when weighted by the amount of
the contract. For example, if a portfolio consists
of two bonds of equal market value, one with a
duration of six and the other with a duration ojf two,
the dviration of the portfolio would be four.

Risk Maaturamtnt - Instruments Carried on a Market Valuation

Basis

Duration can measure the risk to market values of a single
contract or a portfolio of contracts carried on a market
valuation basis, nie duration of a portfolio of fixed income
contracts is calculated by adding together the durations of the
individual contracts on a weighted basis. The duration of a

portfolio indicates the risk to earnings arising from that
position if interest rates move adversely. For example, the
market value of a $100 million bond position with a duration of
five will increase by $50,000 for every one basis point decline
in interest rates. If a probable adverse change in interest
rates overnight is ten basis points, then earnings at risk from
this position woxild be $500,000 overnight.^

Risk Measurement - Portfolio Equity at Risk

Banks are exploring the use of duration to measure or hedge the

sensitivity of the market value of portfolio equity to changes
in interest rates. The duration of equity is derived from the
dtiration of all assets, liabilities and off-balance sheet
contracts.

To \inderstand how the duration of equity meztsures risk, the
market value of portfolio equity may be viewed as a net bond

position. Assets are analogous to long bond positions with

positive durations and liabilities axB analogous to short bond

positions with negative durations. The duration of equity
indicates whether the market value of the net bond position —
which is portfolio equity — will increase or decline with a

change in rates.

MwftMJtMnj/ Soaret Book
Marc* 1990 '9
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A bank with long-tern assets funded by shorter term
liabilities will generally have a duration of equity which is
positive. The marlcet value of portfolio equity of this bank
will decline if interest rates increase. A bank with
short-term assets funded with long-term liabilities will
generally have a negative duration of equity. The market
value of portfolio equity of this bank will increase with an
increase in interest rates and will decline with a decline in
rates. The higher the duration of equity, the more sensitive
is the market value of portfolio equity to changes in rates.

Advantaoet and Limitations

Duration provides a useful tool for setting risk limit::s either
on the market value of portfolio equity or for trading
accounts, including portfolios of off-balance sheet interest
rate contracts. In many cases, banks limit investment risk
through simple position limits, which are usually based on
Baturity. Although position limits provide rough parameters
on the level of earnings risk, they do not precisely assess
the sensitivity of market values to changes in rates. Limits
based on duration can be an is^rovement.

Limits based on duration analysis are best expressed in terms
of dollar change in market value. Duration, however, measures
the percentage change in market value, not the actual dollar
change. To calculate exposure to the account at risk (the
mzirket value of equity) the durations of assets, liabilities
and off-balance sheet accounts must be weighted by liheir
respective market values.

In theory, the duration of portfolio equity indicates with a
single number the risk of the bank under the economic
perspective. It is based on the assumption that cash flows
are knoiim, however, vrtiich is not the case for commercial
banks. For many types of banking products, management must
make estimates regarding the future repricing of these
accounts. The quality and accuracy of these assumptions can
significantly affect the reliability of the use of duration of
equity as a measurement of risk.

Duration as a measurement of market value sensitivity also has
limitations. Duration only accurately indicates the change in
market value for a small change in rates, less than one
percentage point. The margin of error increases with tihe
increase in the size of the change in rates. Another problem
is that the duration of contracts with different cash flows
evolve at different rates with the passage of time.

MultMUtioaal ScMrce Book
"""
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Therefore, a portfolio trfaich is duration hedged may becone
Increasingly unhedged over time. The conplexity of duration
calculations Increases as certain slapllfylng assun^tlons
(such as flat yield ciirves and parallel shifts in yield
curves) eire relaxed. Users of duration should assess the
sensitivity of their results to the assumptions inplicit in
their duration formulas.

ORGANIZATION OF THE RISK MANAGEMENT FUNCTION

The board of directors is ultimately responsible for an
institution's exposure to interest rate risk, and should' set
its overall strategic policy and be a%fare of the level of risk
the bank is assuming. The board usually will delegate
responsibility for establishing specific Interest rate risk,
liquidity and capital adequacy policies to a committee of
senior managers. This senior management committee is often
referred to as the Asset/LlzJsility Management Committee (ALCO)
or the Finance Committee.

AliCO usually manages the structure of the institution's
business and the level of interest rate risk it assumes. It
is responsible for ensuring that measurement systems
adequately reflect the bank's exposure, and that reporting
systems adequately communicate relevant information regarding
the level and sources of exposure. Annually, ALCO should make
a comprehensive report to the board addressing current
Interest rate risk measurement techniques and management
practices .

In the tactical horizon, ALCO should establish limits on the
level of Interest rate risk assumed. These limits are best
expressed in terms of earnings components and market values,
the accounts at risk to adverse rate movements. Gap balances
are best translated into net Interest Income at risk.
Duration or other measures of market value sensitivity are
best expressed as market value at risk. At a minimum, limits
should cover income risk of items carried at historic cost and
investment risk of items carried on a market valuation basis.

ALCO should demonstrate a good understanding of the nature of
the bank's interest rate risk under the strategic horizon,
even if systems are not in place to quantify it. The OCC is

encouraging banks with significant long-term positions to
develop the ability to measure the market value sensitivity of
these positions.

UiMattioitl Souret Book
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KLCO usually (1616981:68 day-to-day operating responsibilities
to the treasury department, and ALCO should establish specific
policies euid liaits governing treasury operations. Treasury
personnel are typically those responsible for managing the
discretionary portfolios (investment securities, eurocurrency
time deposits, domestic vrbolesale liabilities, off-bal«mce
sheet interest rate contracts, etc.)* The treasury department
can influence the level of interest rate risk in several
ways. The treasury is usually responsible for implementing
the policies of the ALCO regarding strategic and tactical
positions. In addition, the treasury may have the latitude to
take incremental tactical positions, as veil as very
short-term positions (trading) .

Uuhmatioiial Soum Book
Utreh 1990
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The rlsk-basAd capital standard, which becoaes effective
Deceaber 31, 1990, requires banks to hold capital equal to a
sp>eci£ied niniauB percentage of risk-adjusted assets (7.25
percent iintil December 31, 1992 and thereafter, 8.00
percent) . The risk adjustment is based only on credit risk.

The term "market value of portfolio equity" is used in this
paper to describe the net present value of an institution ' s
existing assets, liabilities, and off-balance sheet
instruments. Obviously other factors besides interest rates
influence market values of specific financial instruments
and institutions. This paper focuses only on the influence
of changes in interest rates on market values.

Year 1: (2% X -$50 MM x 5/12) + (2* X -$150 MM x 6/12)
- -$1.92 MM

Year 2: (2% x -$175 MM X 1) - -$3.50MM
Year 3: (2% x x 1) - $0

Year 1: (2% x -S50 MM x 5/12 x 1/2) + (2% x -$50 MM x 6/12)
+ (2% X -$100 MM X 6/12 X 1/2) - -$1.21 V*!

Year 2: (2% x -$150 MM) + (2% x -$25 MM x 1/2) - -$3.25 MM
Year 3: (2% x -$150 MM) + (2% x -$25 MM) + (2% x $175 MM x

1/2) - -Si. 75 MM

For example, a bank vith a $10 million loan that reprices
daily imd a $10 million deposit that reprices on the last
day of the quarter, shows a zero gap in the 0-90 day
maturity bucket. The bank, however, is exposed to a decline
in interest rates during those ninety days.

Simtilation models vary greatly in terms of design and
capabilities. This discussion is based on a generic model.

Duration was proposed by Frederick Macaulay in 1938 to
measxire the timing of a bond's cash flow. This became kno%m
as Macaulay 's duration. Later, this measure was modified to
express the price sensitivity of a bond to a given
p>ercentage change in interest rates; this is knovm as
"modified duration". Modified duration is sin^jly duration
divided by (1 + (market yield/ the number of coupon payments
per year)). In this section, the term duration will refer
to modified duration and will focus on its use as a measure
of market value sensitivity.

klultmttioaal Soma Book
tUnk 1990 ^
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Percentage change in bond's price *
(Mod. Duration) X fChanae in rates in basis points ^

100

-5 X 100 -t- -.5%; -.5% X $100 HM - -$500,000

HiMaatiemal Soom Book
ktarei 1990 K
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OBJECTIVES

1. Assess the quality of interest rate risk management
through a review of organizational structure, policies and
limits, formulation and execution of strategies, internal
reporting, and the quality of supervision of treasury
activities.

2. Determine \^ether rate risk measurement systems are
comprehensive, objective and reliable.

3. Determine whether the data needed to measxire interest rate
risk is available and complete. Determine whether the
assumptions used regarding customer behavior are based on
informed analysis and are docximented.

4. Determine iirtiether there are risk limits in place that
effectively: (a) limit risk to the variance of earnings;
and, if appropriate, (b) limit risk to the value of
portfolio equity.

5. Through a review of reported exposures, limits, and the
strategies and tactics employed to manage rate risk,
determine the level of interest rate risk that is
routinely accepted and that Bjuiagement is willing to
assume.

6. Hake recommendations for improvements as appropriate.
Discuss deficiencies with mzmarement and determine what
corrective actions management intends to undertake.

MiMiutionsI SoMrtc Book

Uaitli 1990
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PREPARING: OVERVIEW OF THE BANK

Hold an initial discussion with senior ALCO nanagement. Determine
the following:

1. Management's perception of the bank's interest rate risk
in terms of its structural risk and its tactical or
trading positions.

2. Management's philosophy to%irards assumption of interest
rate risk.

3. Management's current interest rate expectations zmd the
degree of confidence placed in that outlook.

4 . The organization of the interest rate risk management
process :

a. Who are the main participimts in the process and how
do they relate to each other;

b. What types of risk limits eire in place;

c. What types of risk measurement systems are used and
what are they designed to measure;

d. Who prepares internal reports on interest rate risk,
and how they are used.

5. Which sections of the bank assume and mzmage interest rate
risk, i.e. the business units or, through a funds transfer
pricing system, the treasury.

multiaatioaal Sourta Book
kUret 1990
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

RISK MANACEMENT FUNCTIONS

The organization of the risk nanagement function will differ
among institutions. The following are the key conponents of
any comprehensive management structure:

o Policy Statements

o Risk Limits

o Risk Measurement Systems

o Management Reporting

From discussions with management and a review of bank policies:

1. Determine the persons or committees responsible for
each of these ftuctions;

2. Ensure that clear lines of authority and
communication exist between the parties responsible
for risk management and control.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The board of directors has ultimate responsibility for the
level of risk assumed by the bank.

Review bank policies and practices to determine that:

1. The board has specifically designated or approved
senior managers responsible for establishment of
interest rate risk policy;

2. Bank policy and practice is consistent with the
board's expressed tolerance for the assvmption of
interest rate risk;

3. Senior management periodically reports to the board of
directors on the level of risk to reported earnings;

Senior management periodically reports to the board
on established risk limits and any proposed changes
to these limits.

MiMiutioiul Soorct Book
Miant 1990 27
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THE ASSET/LIABILITY COUMITTEE (ALCO)

AIx:o is typically responsible for establishing policy and
defining both the limits and types of risk measurement systems
ased to implement this policy. To be effective, AliCO should
have representation from each major sector of the bank which
assumes interest rate risk. 7n addition, there should be
regular communication between the risk management and strategic
planning functions to facilitate evaluations of risk arising
from future business. ALCO members should be senior managers
with clear lines of authority over the units responsible for
esteUDlishing amd executing interest rate positions. A channel
must exist for clear communication of ALCO directives to these
line units. It is also essential that reports on the current
risk of the bank are prepared and provided to ALCO in a timely
fashion.

1. Review policies to determine whether ALCO has:

a. Established specific limits on the acceptable
level of interest rate risk on a consolidated bank
basis;

b. Defined risk measurement systems which capture
risk to the target accounts in a comprehensive
maiiner;

<z. Delegated responsibility for implementation and
execution of strategies in a clear and unambiguous
maimer.

2. Ensure that ALCO members have the necessary authority
over those line managers who can assume interest rate
risk. In general, senior memagers responsible for
both structural risk and tactical portfolio positions
should be represented on ALCO.

3. Review internal reporting to ascertain whether
reports provide sufficient information to allow ALCO
to:

a. Determine: the level ol interest rate risk in the
consolidated institution, and the major legal
entities ;

b. Determine compliance with policy;

UiMoMtienal Source Book
Mardi J990 M
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c. Evaluate the results of past strategies ;

d. Assess the potential risks and returns of proposed
strategies.

TKEASURY

The treasury is typically responsible for the is^lementation
and execution of interest rate strategies over the strategic
and tactical horizon. Risk under the strategic horizon
represents the risk resulting froa the structural business of
the bank or long-tern investment positions. This risk may
either be assumed and managed by individual business units or
transferred to treasury through an internal funds transfer
pricing system.

ALCO may direct treasviry to reduce the level of risk presented
by the structural books, or to increase this "natural"
exposure. These strategic adjustments might, for example,
involve the use of long-term fixed rate assets or lizJsilities,
or interest rate s%raps. In addition, treasury may have
responsibility for Jjq>lementing and executing strategy over the
tactical horizon, as well as taking very short-term trading
positions. Tactical positions may be assumed through active
management of investment portfolios, «fhicb may include bonds.
Eurodollar deposits, or CDs. These portfolios often are
referred to as the bank's discretionary portfolios.

Review policies, directives and limits to determine whether:

1. The role of treasury is clearly defined regarding the
management of interest rate risk over the strategic
and tactical horizons, and that treasury is operating
under clear directives from ALCO;

2. Treasury is o;>erating under clear limits regarding
permissible levels of interest rate risk resulting
from the investment portfolios and trading
operations;

3. Exceptions to limits are identified, reported, and
approved by management on a timely basis.

PORTWOUO MANAGEMENT

Securities portfolios may either be held to maturity for
liquidity purposes or may be actively managed. The goal of
active management is to maximize return for a given level of

MiMnatiotuI Scum Book
Midi 1990
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risk. Techniques used in acrtive portfolio management include:
1) interest rate forecasting and either immunizing the
portfolio to protect yields from rate changes or positioning
the portfolio to profit from anticipated changes; 2) bond swaps
to profit from anticipated changes in spreads between different
types of bonds; and 3) buying or %nriting options.

Options on securities are purchased for hedging purposes or to
increase revenues. Buying put options is a form of protection
against depreciation of the security. Buying a call option is
a form of investment. Both involve limited risk.

Selling (writing) options is done to increase revenues, and may
introduce significant risk. This risk varies, however,
depending on whether the underlying security is part of the
portfolio. A call option written on a security owned is a
"covered call" option, and has limited risk. Call options on
securities which are not ovmed are "naked calls" and introduce
unlimited risk. This activity should not be undertaken in the
investment portfolio. Writing a put option may require the
option seller to purchase a security at a price which is higher
than the market price, resulting in immediate unrealized losses
in the portfolio.

Although the investment portfolio is booked on a historic cost
basis, negative variations in the market value of the portfolio
are very significant in the market's perception of the strength
of the bank. Unrealized losses are disclosed in external
reports and may adversely affect a bank's liquidity or cost of
funds. For liquidity considerations, it is important for a
bank to measure and limit the risk to the market value of the
investment portfolio arising from adverse changes in interest
rates .

Discuss the following with each of the key mzmagers of the
discretionary portfolios:

1. The nature of their activities:

a. What is the purpose of the portfolio and how is
it managed;

b. What types, maturities, and levels of investment
instruments are permissible and actually held.

2. The measurement of risk in terms of market values.

UiMaational Sount Book
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3. If the portfolio contains mortgage backed seciirities
or derivatives, %^ether the risk measurement system
allo%rs for different prepayment speeds under
different Interest rate scenarios (embedded options
feature) .

4. Management's understanding of the system of limits
under which they operate.

FUNDS TRANSFER PRJONG SYSTEM

An evaluation of the organizational structure of risk
management requires understanding where in the bank, risk is
assumed and memaged. A bank may allow each individual business
unit to manage the interest rate risk of its books
independently and within limits. Alternatively, a bank may use
a transfer pricing system to centralize the risk in one part of
the bank and manage that risk on a consolidated basis. The
goal of a transfer pricing system is to isolate in a central
unit, usually the treasviry, all major interest rate risk
management decisions, and to induce pricing decisions by line
officers that are consistent with the interest rate risk
management objectives of ALCO and treasury.

The transfer pricing system works to remove interest rate risk
profits and losses from individual business units. For
example, treasury assigns a cost of funds to the commercial
lending units for the loans they make, based on the maturity
and repricing characteristics of the loans. A fixed rate
five-year loan, for example, might be assigned a cost of funds
equivalent to the rate paid by treasury to borrow five year
money. The treasury essentially will "loan" five year money to
the commercial lending unit at its marginal rate and borrow
from the commercial lending unit at the unit's effective
deposit rate. In this way, the lending units do not assume
interest rate risk as the repricing maturities of their assets
and liabilities are matched. The spread earned by the units
will relate only to the level of credit risk assumed by the
units.

Profit and losses arising from interest rate mismatches are
transferred to a central unit, generally the treasury
department. The treasury is responsible for funding the loans
and may either match fund the loans or maintain a deliberate
repricing mismatch. If loans are matched funded, then no
interest rate risk is assumed by either the lending units or
treasury. Alternatively, treasury may decide to create a

mismatch, perhaps by funding a five-year fixed rate loan with a

MiMustioiul Souret Book
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one-year deposi't. In this case, t^reasury would earn the
difference between its actual funding costs and what it has
charged the lending units. For example, if treasury charges
the lending tinits 10% for five-year funds emd raises one-year
noney at 9%, treasury would earn a 1% spread. Obviously,
however, the treasury unit has assumed interest rate risk, for
if rates were to rise, the spread earned could decline or even
become negative.

Review the funds transfer pricing system to determine:

1. The purpose of the system;

2. The effectiveness of the system in isolating the
spread received for the assumption of interest rate
risk versus the spread received for the assumption of
credit risk.

UiMumtioaal Souna Book
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INTEREST RATE RISK EXPOSURE

STRATEGIC HORIZON

Datcrtptlon

Strategic positions are those involving longer term portfolio
positions or positions related to the bank's structural
businesB mix. The losses suffered by aortgage lenders when
deposit rates were deregulated is a classic example of the
possible ramifications of a significant structural position.
Most institutions prefer to minimize structural interest rate
risk, or at least have a diminished tolerance for risk in their
longer term positions. ALCO and treasury's activities often
involve hedging the risks presented by the bank's longer term
assets and liabilities.

Long-term positions are piurticularly iiQ>ortemt in the
assessment of interest rate risk. From the economic
perspective, it is the longer term fixed rate instruments whose
market value will fluctuate most given any change in interest
rates. If rates move against the institution's strategic
position, a significant reduction in the market value of the

portfolio equity trould result, eventually leading to pressure
on reported earnings.

Risk Measurament Systems

Strategic risk is often not apparent in risk measurement
systems such as gap reports or simulations that extend only
over the tactical horizon and focus only on risk to current
earnings. Similarly, review of net interest margins will not
indicate the nature of strategic risk as the net interest

spread on long-term positions may be fixed over the short
term. Only risk measxirement systems that evaluate risk across

^ the full maturity spectrum will capture the risk of these

positions. These systems include: (1) gap reports containing
reliable repricing detail over the full maturity spectrum and

incorporating options risk; and (2) market value systems that
measure the sensitivity of the market value of portfolio equity
and include options risk. Options positions can significantly
alter the risk profile of an institution's strategic positions
(see Options, page 43). These positions are difficult to

incorporate into risk measurement systems but should be

considered when assessing em institution's exposure within the

strategic horizon.

MiMmCmo*/ Sount Book ^ . .,. ,
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kt a minimiim, ALCO Banageaent should dsaonstrare a thorough
understanding of the interest rate sensitivity of their
strategic positions. This understanding should encompass both
the risk arising fros current positions and the potential
impact on that position from anticipated future business.
Future business plans are particularly important if they
involve expansion into new activities or acquisition of ban)cs
with different rate risk characteristics.

Examiners should come to an independent evaluation of the
strategic risk of the bank, taking into consideration:

1. The repricing characteristics of the bank's main
lines of business zmd product-s. (A gap report that
extends across the full maturity spectrum of the bank
may illustrate this) ;

2. The nature of longer term securities positions emd
the effectiveness of any hedging activities;

3. The significance of short options positions, such as
caps on loans;

4. The impact of any future business plans.

Evaluate senior management's understanding of the interest rate
risk of the bank under the strategic horizon, including:

1. Management's assumptions underlying their assessment
of the bank's strategic risk, and vhether these
assumptions appear to be informed and reasonable;

2. The degree to vhich management understands hov the
bank's strategic plan will affect its structural
risk, and the quality of communication emd
coordination between the strategic planning and risk
management functions.

TACnCAl HORIZON

Detertpllon

Assuming a fairly well balanced structural position, the
tactical horizon is where management usually takes deliberate
positions to benefit from anticipated changes in interest
rates. These positions are typically implemented through the
bank's discretionary portfolios. In addition, ALCO will often
allow treasury a certain degree of latitude to assume

MuAjojtkMu/ Seurtt Book
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Increaental tactical positions in the discretionary
portfolios. Besides potential profits, other benefits accrue
from these activities, such as maintaining funding access,
providing a timely source of information regarding the
financial markets, and increasing overall financial
flexibility.

In the ffffn?Y Wlflrhfft discretionary portfolios (maturities
generally under one year) , management will typically create
maturity gaps, perhaps funding short term assets with even
shorter term liabilities. These positions will create
short-term earnings risk. More risk can be assumed through the
capital market portfolios, such as Treasiiry notes and bonds,
and Eurobonds, %rtiich also typically will be short funded. In
addition to presenting a risk to short-term earnings, these
positions can give rise to realized or unrealized valuation
losses. Derivative market |x>rtfolios, such as swaps, futures,
and interest rate options, produce exposiires similar to those
instruments (money or caplt2d. meurket) upon which the products
are based.

Risk Measurement System*

Examiners should ascertain that the risk to current earnings
over the tactical horizon is measured and controlled. Gap
reports and simulation models are often used to measure the
risk to current earnings from historic cost items. These
systems may be supplemented with systems that measure meirket
value sensitivity for discretionary and trading portfolios.
Although investment portfolios are not marked to meurket,
management should control the risk to market values arising
from chemges in interest rates.

Based on a review of internal management reports, risk reports
and limits, evaluate:

1. The level of tacticca risk, either actual or
penu-Bsible, relative to the strategic risk of the
institution;

2. Whether risk measurement systems capture the
sensitivity of the accounts at risk to an adverse
change in interest rates;

3. Whether limits exist for: (1) the risk to earnings
over the tactical horizon; (2) the risk to market
values for discretionary portfolios.

UultmMtioaal Sean* Book
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TRADING POSITIONS

Description

Trading positions arise fron the buying zmd selling of
financial instruments to profit from short-term interest rate
movements and realization of the difference between the bid and
offer prices. Positions are typit:ally measured at the close of
business each day.

Risk Maasurament Systams

As trading positions are marked to market, a risk measiirement
system must capture risk to market values arising from an
adverse chzmge in interest rates. Typically, banJts will use
duration-based systems, «^iich are discussed below, to measure
this risk. For trading portfolios that include options
contracts such as caps and floors, the options risk also must
i>e measured. Options risk refers to the sensitivity of market
values of options to changes in the level of interest rates as
well as changes in the volatility of interest rates.
Measurement of this sensitivity requires an options pricing
model.

Risk Limns

To control exposure from trading activities, risk managers rely
on intraday position limits, overnight limits, eamings-at-risk
limits and stop-loss limits. Intraday limits are limits on the
size of the total position that may be taken by the trading
unit during active trading. Overnight position and
eamings-at-risk limits are designe:. to limit the amount of
losses that could arise from adverse market movements while
trading is closed. These limits should be based on the
sensitivity of market values to chzmges in rates and the
expected volatility of rates on an overnight basis. Finally,
stop-loss limits require that positions that have generated
losses up to the limit be liquidated or closed.

Based on a review of internal reports and risk measurement
systems, evaluate:

1) The level of trading risk, either actual or
permissible, relative to the tactical and strategic
risk of the institution;

NUMaationtl Sount Book
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2) Whether risk aeasureaent syrteas captxire the
sensitivity of market values to an adverse aoveaent
in interest rates; and whether the systems permit
different trading positions to be combined so that
senior management is aware of the combined risk
arising from all trading positions;

3) The strengths and weaknesses of risk limits, zmd in
particular %rhether position limits are based on an
evaluation of price sensitivity and rate volatility;

4) Earnings from trading activities both in terms Of
veiriance and trend.

NET INTEREST MARGINS

A bank's net interest margins should be evaluated in terms of
(1) level, and (2) variance. The level of a bank's interest
rate margins is a significant element in analyzing the severity
of a bank's interest rate exposure from the accounting
perspective. Ijarge net interest margins provide a cushion
against adverse changes in interest rates. The difference in
margins between different types of institutions can be quite
significant. Typically consximer banks with retail deposit
bases have wide spreads between the average cost of funds and
average yield on assets. On the other hand, wholesale banks,
*rtiich purchase money at market rates, operate on much narrower
spreads. For two institutions with the same level of risk, an
adverse change in interest rates could tnmslate into losses
for a wholesale bank while it might imply only a decline in net
interest margins for a consumer bzmk.

Variance of net interest margins can be an important indicator
of interest rate risk. Past gap positions will result in both
positive and negative changes in net interest income as
interest rates move. Factors other than gap positions, such as
changes in tax rates or collections on nonperforming loans,
can, of course, influence trends in net interest margins. When
analyzing margin trends, the impact of unusual items should be
excluded to discern the underlying trend performance. While
variance of net interest margins may be an important indicator
of the size of tactical positions assumed in the past, it does
not indicate the risk assumed over the strategic horizon or the
risk of the cxirrent position.

UultkutiotuI Soufce Book
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Analyze quarterly financial performance for the last two or
three years, particuleurly in regard to the following:

1. The level and stability of net interest margins and
whether they appear to provide a significant cushion
against interest rate risk;

2. . The quarterly trend and variance of net interest
income, net interest margin, and net interest spread;

3. Whether declining trend lines are a reflection of
market or co]iq>etitive pressure, or are the result of
rates moving against intentional or unintentional
positions;

4. The cause of large variances.

UiMnatioaal Sourtt Beck
Hard) 1990
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THE MEASUREMENT OF INTEREST RATE RISK

QUALITY OF DATA

The quality of data is a key determinant of the reliability of
a risk neasureaent system, and the examiner should devote
considerable time to ensuring that the data is accurate, timely
and complete. There are two types of data requirements for the
measurement of interest rate risk: (1) contractual data on a
product's repricing maturity, and any interest rate caps or
floors that voxild affect the repricing; and, (2) data based on
assumptions regarding the repricing of products without
contractual maturities or products where the expected repricing
differs from the contractual maturity.

The quality of data may frequently need ii^rovement.
Neoiagement assuiqjtions should be based on observations of past
consumer behavior and should also include the iaptict. of bank
marketing plans on future volumes. In practice, however,
assumptions are often arbitrary and not verified against
experience. In regard to contractual data, frequent
deficiencies are: (1) incomplete data for all of the bank's
operations; (2) and lack of information on caps and floors.

^ The reliability of any type of risk measurement system will
only be as good as the underlying data and assiuoptions.
Examiners should encourage improvements, irtiere appropriate, in
the area of data quality.

Unspeellled Reprlclns Dates

Products with unspecified repricing dates include demand
deposit accounts (DDA) , passbook savings, credit card loans,
and nonaccrual loans. Management must estimate when in the
future these balances will reprice. For exaa^le, many
institutions commonly make the assumption that a core volume of
DDA balances reflects long-term fixed rate funding. Balances
above the core amount are considered rate sensitive and
repriceable within a short period, say one week. Another
subjective item which is significant for certain banks is LDC
debt. This may be formally on nonaccrual status but nay
actually be paying interest on a floating rate basis. In this
emd similar cases, the repricing date of the loan should
reflect its actual repricing and not its accounting status.
Products with unspecified repricing dates often comprise a

large portion of the business in retail banks.

Muttinatwaj/ Source B«ek
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EmtMddMl Options

Instruments whose repricing dates vary depending on future
interest rates, include nost fixed rate consumer loans and many
deposit accounts. For example, if rates decline, customers may
prepay existing fixed rate lozms by refinancing at a lower
rate. If rates rise, customers may withdraw long-term fixed
rate deposits and reinvest the funds at the higher market
rate. The right to prepay in a lower interest rate
environment, or withdraw in a higher interest rate environment
is, in effect, an embedded option.

The prepayment right on a fixed rate mortgage is equivalent to
owning a call option on the debt. If rates decline, the market
value of the customer's liability increases and the customer
may "call" the debt. Similarly, the withdrawal of a deposit is
equivalent to otming a put option. When rates increase, the
market value of the customer's deposit declines, and the
customer has the right to "put" the deposit back to the bank.
Customer behavior is not based only on economic considerations,
however, and customers will not always exercise their option
even when it has value to them. Management must thus make
assimptions regarding prepayments and withdrawals in varying
interest rate environments based both on the economic value of
the options and observations regarding past customer behavior.

Nhen a bank is simultaneously "short" options on its assets and
liabilities, it may be in a position where both an increase and
a decline in interest rates will depress the net interest
margin. For example, if a bank issues a five-year CD with an
embedded put option and invests in a fifteen-year mortgage with
an embedded call option, the bimk could be hurt by either an
increase or decline in rates. If rates increase, the holder of
the CD may exercise his option and withdraw the money; the bank
would have to replace the funds at a higher rate. If rates
decline, the mortgage holder may exercise his option and prepay
the mortgage. In this case, the bank would have to reinvest
the funds at lower rates.

Embedded options are difficult to value and to hedge because
there is no explicit strike price as with other options. If
banks have a significant amount of embedded options in the
balance sheet, measiirement systems should have the ability to
vary repricing volumes over different rate environments. Many
simulation models have this capability.

UiMnational Souret Book
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Explicit options

Options that have an explicit "strike" or exercise price such
as caps and floors on floating rate loans are considered
explicit options. These positions zire not marked to market
when embedded in retail products but may have a large impact on
a bank's rate exposure. For the bank, a cap is equivalent to
being short (selling) a put option on a fixed income security
and a floor is equivalent to being long (owning) a call. The
cap or floor rate of interest is the strike price. When the
interest rate exceeds the cap rate, the borrower's option moves
"in-the-money" becatue the borrower is paying interest at a
rate lower than market. Similarly, %rtien interest rates decline
below the floor, the bank's option moves "in-the-money" as the
rate paid on the loan is higher than the market rate. If a
bank has a significant amount of floating rate loans with caps
and floors, data on the volumes should be incorporated into the
risk measurement system.

Review the quality of da1:a collection and the assumptions
iinderlying the risk measurement system to evaluate:

1. Whether assua^tions and estimates regarding
withdrawals and prepayments are reasonable. Whether
appropriate analysis has been performed to estimate
the rate matvirities of instruments with
noncontractual repricing dates, such as DDA, savings
accounts and credit cards, taking into consideration
seasonal fluctuations, historic volume trends, and
customer behavior patterns;

2. Whether information on contractual repricing
maturities is available for all significant parts of
a bank's business on a consolidated bank basis;

3. Whether cap and floor rates are available on a bank's
floating rate products, if these amounts are
significant;

4. Whether data is sufficiently disaggregated to permit
valuation or analysis of eaibedded options;

5. Whether the quality control process reviews
assumptions against actual behavior emd makes
adjtistments when necessary; . . ,

UultmatioosI Source Bock
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6. Whether data used for risk neasurement nodels is
verified and reconciled to primary transactions and

general ledger systems.

GAP REPOKTS

Construction

btckutoo of Acxjounts

As a general rule, all assets, liabilities and off-balance
sheet items for a currency or ciirrency group should be included
in a gap report. At a minimum, all earning assets zmd paying
liabilities should be included, but consideration should also
be given to p>oten'tial repricings or maturities of all

noneaming assets and noninterest bearing liabilities.
Nonaccrual loans, for example, may at some point be collected
or renegotiated, and would become repriceable.

All material positions in off-balance sheet instruments should
be captured in a gap report if their value is a function of
interest rate movements, or if they convert positions in one

currency to a position in another currency. Off-balance sheet
items which give rise to interest rate risk include: 1)

interest rate contracts, such as swaps, futures, and forwards;
2) exchange rate contracts, such as forward contracts and

currency swaps; and, 3) option contracts, such as caps,
floors, and options on futures.

Uuhicumnef Books

If the bank o|>erates significant books in currencies other than
the dollar, a separate gap report should be prepared. This is

because the volatility and directional change of interest rates
differs between countries. A significant currency book would
be one which represented at least 10% of total business. Many
banks choose not to run gap risk within foreign currency books.

Tame Frames

The repricing time frames should be sufficiently narrow to

capture risk over the specified horizon. If the gap report is

used to capture risk to current earnings, the narrower the

maturity buckets, the more accurate the risk measure. Ideally
the report would have at least monthly detail over the first

Multmational Source Book
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year and quarterly over the second. If the GAP report is used
to capture risk over the strategic horizon, then the time
frames should extend to the maturity of the last asset or
liability.

Maturity buckets in the longer time periods, such as beyond ten
years, may appear quite vide - for instance, they may cover
five years. These wider frames are justified, however, because
the sensitivity of mairket values does not vary greatly beyond
ten years.

Market Valuation Accounts

Items that are carried on a market valuation basis give rise to
investment risk. In a gap report, mark-to-market items are
usually included as overnight assets because they effectively
reprice daily and are always at current yields. The risk to
market values stemming from mark-to-market accounts is best
measured sepeorately.

Hedges

Hedges that qualify for deferral accounting should be slotted
in the repricing time frame of the item being hedged to
acciirately capture the timing of the income effect. For
example, to hedge the interest rate exposure of a five-year
$100 bond position funded by a one-year deposit, a risk manager
could sell one year forward four-yezur bonds of an equal
amount. The forward transaction is equivalent to extending the
repricing of the deposit and offsetting the price risk of the
bond through the forward sale.

Alternatively, a risk manager may choose to sell one year
forward eight-year bonds which are twice as price sensitive as
four-year bonds to changes in interest rates. (This is known
as duration hedging) . In this case, only half the amount of
bonds, that is $50, would have to be sold to achieve the same
hedge effect. To capture the timing of the income effect of
this hedge, the amount of eight-year bonds would not be
included in the nine-year repricing time frame. Rather, it
would be converted to a five-year equivalent on the basis of
its price sensitivity ($100) and included against the item
being hedged.

y

kiiMiutiooal Source Book
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The following charts show two gap reports. In the first chart,
the forward contracts are shown on a five-year equivalent
basis, illustrating the timing effect of the duration-based
hedge. The second chart is prepared using the actual
maturities of the forward contracts. In this latter chart, it
is Bore difficult to discern the effectiveness of the hedge
transaction.

Forward Hedge
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to capture the effect of options, as the repricing dates will
change accordingly. It is diffictilt to incorporate options
into a single gap report because it allows for only one
repricing date.

Following is a discussion of several aethods that banks iise to
incorporate options exposiures in gap reports. These methods
vary greatly in teras of effectiveness. Other methods nay
exist and the examiner should analyze irtiether these methods
incorporate the asymmetrical ixq;>act of options on future net
interest income xinder different interest rate scenarios.

The first method may be called the "all-or-nothing" approach.
It essentially considers the option to be fully effective over
the remaining life of the product, or to have no impact over
the remaining life of the product. Following is an exzuople of
an all or nothing approach to an option, in this case a cap on
a floating rate loan. Consider a ten-year $100,000 floating
rate loan. The loan reprices every six months but is subject
to a 12% lifetime cap. If market rates exceed 12%, the loan
will not reprice. The all-or-nothing approach considers the
loan to be a six-month floating rate loan when rates are below
12% and a fixed rate loan with a ten year repricing maturity
%fhen rates exceed 12%.

This approach has several weaknesses. First, this treatment
does not correctly indicate exposure of net interest income to
future changes in interest rates. For example, assume the lozm
is slotted as a six-month repricing asset and is match-funded
with a six-month CD. nie gap report %rould not indicate any
interest rate risk. If interest rates were to rise, however,
the rate on the loan %rauld not exceed 12% but funding costs
would continue to rise, and interest rate margins would
decline. Second, this treatment does not indicate how this
exposxire may be hedged. Neither hedging the asset as a
six-month floating rate asset nor as a ten-year fixed rate
asset would be appropriate.

A second method to incorporate options into a gap report is
based on the delta value of the option. The delta value is a

mathematically derived weighting between and 100% which
reflects the probability that the option may expire
in-the-money. In the case of the 12% lifetime cap described
above, the cap would have a delta between 50% and 100% when
rates were greater thim 12%. The high level of the delta
indicates a high probability of the cap being effective over
the life of the loan. If market rates were at 8%, however, the

Uultkutional Sctirct Book
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del'ta would be auch lower reflecting a lower probability of the
cap being effective over the life of the loan.

Following is an exaaple of incorporation of options into a gap
report based on the delta value. The table illustrates the
treatment of a $100,000 floating rate loan with a 12% cap under
various interest rate scenarios. O^e loan is divided into
fixed and floating rate components based on the delta value of
the cap under each rate scenario. Note that in a low interest
rate scenario, only a small portion of the loan is considered
to be fixed rate. When rates exceed 12%, a much higher portion
of the loan is considered to be fixed rate, reflecting the
higher delta value and probability of the cap being effective
over the life of the loan.

Interest
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Finally, a bank nay "strip" the options fron the flaating rate
loans and manage the options risk separately, in this case,the loans are slotted according to their repricing date, e.g.as six-month assets. The options risk is then measured emd
hedged separately in an options portfolio.

HMsuramant of Ri«k to Nat Intarast Incom*

To measure risk to net interest income, gaps are best
tremslated into the amount of net interest income at risk. To
measure exposure over several periods, the formula is:

Cumulative gap X Change in rate X Time period « Change in KII

This formula is a si^listic measure of net interest income at
risk, based on several assumptions and will provide an acctirate
measurement only to the extent that these assumptions are met.
Sensitivity of the results to these assumptions may be tested
tising simulation models.

Assumptions

Repricing mattirities are
independent of future
events and conditions;

All repricing maturities
within a maturity bucket
occur simultaneously, (the
above formula) , typically
at the beginning, middle or
end of the period;

All maturing assets and
liabilities are reinvested
at the overnight rate;

No other new business is
booked ;

Violations

All options;

Acttial repricings will occur
throughout the period;

Actual reinvestments will be
at various rates;

New business;

There is an instantaneous
change in the overnight
rate to a new and constemt
level ;

All interest rates move by
the same amount.

Future rate change will be
incremental ;

Rate movements among various
indices will diverge (basis
risk) .

kliMnatioaal Source Book
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Limitations of Gap Reports

Bask risk

The focus of a gap report is on the level of net repricings.
The assumption is that assets that reprice fully offset the
risk to net interest incone of liabilities that reprice and
vice-versa. In practice, however, assets and liabilities price
off of different yield curves or indices and these do not
precisely nove together. The risk that different yield curves
or indices do not nove together is known as basis risk.

Basis risk can create exposure to net interest income that
would not be revealed through an exclusive focus on net
repricings in a gap report. For example, assume loans reprice
based on the Treasury yield c\irve and deposits reprice based on
LIBOR. If the Treasxiry yield curve were to shift upward by 50
basis points and the LIBOR curve were to increase by 100 basis
points, the bank would lose 50 basis points in net interest
margin .

Basis risk exists between different indices to varying degrees
and it requires experience to understand «Aiether this risk is
substantial or minimal. There is usually a strong correlation
between changes in the Treasury and LIBOR yield curves, for
instance. There is a much lower correlation, however, between
changes in the Treasury yield curve and the mortgage yield
curve. A bank that uses Treasuries to hedge its interest rate

exposure from a mortgage portfolio is usually exposed to
substantial basis risk.

To facilitate an interpretation of basis risk, some managers
group instruments with similar basis relationships into

separate line items within the report, and report average rates
and yields relating to those groups. Nonetheless, intuition
and judgement are required to assess the expostire of earnings
to basis changes when measuring risk with a gap report.

Intnpehod Caps

Gap reports rely on stratifying balances into broad time

frames, but do not detect imbalances within those time frames.
Some managers have partially overcome this weakness by
reporting the weighted average repricing maturity within each

time frame. Another method is to reduce the size of the time
frames .

UiMnatienal Souna Book
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Ntw Butkfss

A gap report that measures risk arising only from a bank's
cmrrent position, will miss exposures created by new business
and the reinvestment risk from maturing instmments. To
capture these exposures, gap reports are often supplemented
with other measurement tools such as simulatio;i models.

Examiners should review ^he construction, quality and use of
gap reports baaed on the following points:

1. Determine that all significant U.S. dollar positions
are included in the gap report on a consolidated bank
basis.

2. Determine whether separate reports are prepared for
each of the major currencies in %rtiich the compimy has
a significant level of operations. (A foreign
currency book that equals at least 10% of total assets
would be significant.)

3. Determine t^ether the gap report is designed to
capture income risk ovar the tactical or strategic
horizon and whether time frames are sufficiently
narrow and extended to capture the targeted risk.

4. Evaluate whether the report captures the major sources
of risk to net interest income.

o Identify the ontions in the bank's activities and
evaluate the adequacy of their treatment in the gap
analysis;

o Determine whether the degree of product detail is
sufficient to capture basis risk.

5. Critically evaluate the interpretation of the gap
report. Ascertain whether the gap report is
translated into net interest income at risk.

6. Determine that key assumptions underlying the risk
measurement model are docrumented and reasonable.
Determine if the bank tests the sensitivity of results
to significzmt assumptions.

7. Evaluate the usefulness of the output of the gap
report. Is it a timely and comprehensive indicator of
risk to net interest income? Do the results reflect

UiMnatioaal Source Book
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aetual performance over time and if not, can variimces
be explained?

SIUULATION

PurpoM of Bank Simulation Models

Simulation models may be used for measuring interest rate risk
arising from current and future business scenarios. In
addition, they may be used for analyzing alternative business
decisions and profit planning.

Vandor Models

Simulation models are either designed by the bank or purchased
from an outside vendor. If the bank has the ability to develop
an in-house model, it may be preferable as the model can be
tailored to the bank's unique business mix. Vendor models run
the risk of being all things to all banks and nothing to one.
For instance, if a bank invests in mortgage backed "strips",
the model may not be able to handle this product. Vendor
models also run the risk of becoming "black boxes" to
inexperienced users. Output is easy to obtain without fully
understanding the modeling process. This can result in
undetected errors and misleading or incorrect results. Vendor
models, however, often offer back-up support and cem reduce the
bank's dependence on one or two key individuals to run the
system. In addition, the use of vendor models may free the
bank's staff from programming efforts, eoid allow more resources
to be devoted towards the qualitative issues of interest rate
risk management.

The following are desirzible features for either in-house or
vendor simulation models. The necessity of each feature will

depend upon the complexity of a bank's business mix.

o Ability to handle intermediate principal amortizations
such as on installment loans;

o Ability to handle caps and floors on adjustable rate
loans and prepayments of mortgages or mortgage backed
securities under veurious interest rate scenarios
(embedded options) ;

o Ability to handle nonstandard swaps and futures
contracts ;

multinational Source Book
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o Capability to change spread relationships to capture
basis risk;

o Ability to test for internal consistency among
assumptions ;

o Analysis of investment risk as well as risk to
interest income.

Umltatlons of Simulation

o Vendor models are designed for a vide range of diverse
institutions amd may not be able to incorporate
individual products offered by banks.

o Simulation is assumption intensive. These assumptions
can bias results and, if not reviewed and updated on a
timely basis, can produce misleading results.

o Simulation usually includes projections of new
business and different reinvestment strategies for
maturing instruments, making it difficxilt to isolate
the interest rate risk arising from the bank's ciirrent
position. With the myriad of assumptions involved,
simulation may be a less objective measurement
technique than those which focus only on the risk
stemming from the bank's current business.

o Simxilation does not fully reflect the risk of the
current position if the simulation horizon is shorter
than the remaining life of the current position.
Typically simulations are performed over a short time
horizon and miss risk within the strategic horizon.

Based on discussions with staff familiar with the model and a
review of model capabilities, the examiner should evaluate:

1. What role the simulation model serves in the risk
management function;

2. Whether the model is capzible of handling the risk
characteristics of the bank's business lines and
products ;

3. Whether bank staff understands the internal structure
and equations of vendor models;

MoftautMoa/ Soorcr Book
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4. ffhether vendor models are upgraded and kept current;

5. The support staff and maintenance functions of an
in-house model:

a. Whether the model is actively maintained in terms
of incorporating new products and activities;

b. Whether the support staff function is dependent on
one person and therefore vulnerable to the departure
of that person, or has been institutionalized.

6. Whether computer based systems are routinely backed-up
and stored off-site;

7. The quality control function:

a. Are simulation runs evaluated against actual
results to identify and understand any weaknesses in
the model;

b. Are assua^ions periodically reviewed for
validity; are major assumptions documented and their
sensitivity tested and communicated to management;

c. Does the simulation model test for internal
consistency among the assumptions and forecasts;

d. Can the components of interest rate risk be broken
out by those arising from current business, new
business, reinvestments, and changes in spread
relationships .

8. Is the output of the simulation model synthesized into
a clear decision-making framework for senior
management.

MARKET VALUE SENSmVITY SYSTEMS

General

There are various methods to measure the sensitivity of market
values to changes in interest rates. These include net present
value techniques, duration and the price value of a basis point
(PVBP) . Net present value techniques entail revaluing the
portfolio at different levels of interest rates to measure the
absolute change in the market value of the portfolio. Duration
(modified) indicates the percentage change in the price of a

MuhinMtioaal Soun» Book
March 1990 52
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fixed income ins'truaent given a change in rates. The PVBP
gives the absolute dollar change in the aarket value for a one
basis point change in rates. Duration is a coamon technique to
aeasure investaent risk, and so the following discussion will
use a duration fraaevork.

Investment Risk

Many banks use duration to aeasure and liait the risk of a
portfolio of fixed income contracts. This is a much more
precise risk measureaent than sis9>ly limiting the amount of
securities a bimk may hold of different maturities. Duration
also allows portfolio managers to combine the risk of different
contracts based on their market value sensitivity and hedge the
net risk on a portfolio basis. For instance, a single trading
portfolio may consist of long and short positions in bonds,
futures, swaps etc. The portfolio manager, with the help of
computer software, may calculate the duration of each position,
add them together on a weighted basis, and then enter into a
hedge on the basis of a single duration number.

The following is an example of how duration may be used to
calculate the interest rate risk of a portfolio of fixed income
contracts.
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The weighted duration of the portfolio is 1.12, reflecting a
net long position, or exposure to an increase in rates. If
interest rates were to increase by 1 percentage point, the
narket value of the portfolio would decline by about 1.12% or
$2,800. The risk manager could hedge this risk by selling
short $250,000 of a fixed rate contract with a duration of
1.12,

Economic Risk • Th« Duration of EquHy

Several banks are using duration to measure or hedge the
.

sensitivity of the miurket value of portfolio equity to changes
in interest rates. The duration of equity is derived from
calculating the durations of assets and liabilities, adjusted
for off-balance sheet contracts. If the duration of assets and
liabilities, weighted by their respective market values, are
roughly matched, then a change in interest rates would have an
offsetting impact on the market values of assets and
liabilities. The mzurket value of portfolio equity, which is
the difference between the market values of assets and
liabilities, would therefore remain constemt under different
interest rate scenarios.

Normally, a bank would not choose to immunize the market value
of portfolio equity to chimges in interest rates. Immunization
of equity would increase the volatility of earnings and could
adversely affect liquidity. Therefore, a bank may choose to
simply minimize fluctuations in the value of portfolio equity.
The bank may choose an optimal level or range for the duration
of equity, based on a balance between liquidity, protection of
net interest income, and protection of the market value of

portfolio equity.

Limitations of Duration Batad Systama

Duration as a Measurement of Volatility

o Duration only accurately measures changes in market
value for small chemges in interest rates. The
margin of error, which increases with the size of the
interest rate change, is called convexity.

o The duration of different instruments will change at
different rates as time passes (duration drift) .

This means that a portfolio which is initially
completely hedged on a duration basis will become
unhedged over time.

Uuhmatioaal Scant Book
Uardi 1990
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o Dtiration Is based on cash flows or repricing
balances. It Is more difficult to \ise duration to
neasure the sensitivity of market values for
instruments with uncertain known cash flows, such as
mortgages subject to prepayments.

Duration of Portfolio Equity

o Many of a bank's accounts have Indeterminate
repricing dates and the duration of these accounts
must be estimated. The level of the duration of
portfolio equity may be very sensitive to these
assumptions, and may not be an acc\irate indicator of
risk. If the assumptions are held constant, changes
in the level of duration of portfolio equity may
provide more meaningful Information than the absolute
level.

o Duration of portfolio equity does not indicate the
timing of interest rate risk, which is Important when
managing risk from the current earnings perspective.

o Management of Interest rate risk based on the
duration of equity may increase the volatility of
earnings.

o Duration measures the percentage change in market
value rather than actual dollar exposure.

Examiners should review the measurement of Investment risk and
the risk to the market value of portfolio equity with
particular regard to the following points:

1 . Does the bank have a measurement system which
captiires the sensitivity of market values to adverse
changes in rates;

2. Are positions combined to allow for measurement of
Investment risk on a consolidated bank basis ;

3. If duration is used as a basis for the system, are
durations frequently recalculated to compensate for
convexity and duration drift;

4. If management measures the sensitivity (duration) of
the market value of portfolio equity, determine how
this measurement is used to position or hedge the
bank with respect to changes in interest rates;

Multinatioial Sourct Book
Mitii 1990 55
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5. Detemlne whether Icey assumptions underlying the
calcxilation of the duration of equity are documented,
reasonable, and whether results are tested for
sensitivity to these assumptions.

Uultmatiooat Soarze Book
March 1990 $6
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CONSTRUCTION OF RISK LIMITS

GENERAL

Senior managenent should identify an acceptable level of
earnings at risk, and, if appropriate, an acceptable level of
portfolio equity at risk. Risk limits should be defined in
terns of changes in the value of the target account given an
adverse change in rates. In choosing an appropriate rate
scenario, consideration should be given to the historical
volatility of rates and to the length of time the bank would
realistically need to react to close the position. Limits
should apply to the bank on a consolidated basis and be
allocated to the sections of the bank that assume rate risk.

Other limits such as stop-loss limits and position limits on
individual portfolios may also be used to control interest ratn
risk. These may be important ancillary controls, but it is not
possible to add them together to capture the potential risk to
eamir.gs or market values on a consolidated basis. Also many
of these limits address risk arising from past changes ir
interest rates and do not address the exposure of the target
account to future changes in rates.

Risk LlmKs Based on Eamlnos at Risk

Risk limits should be based on earnings at risk, given a
potential adverse change in rates, and applied to the bank on a
consolidated basis. The foundation of this system is: 1)
identification of the target account, and 2) identification of
what constitutes a probable or potential adverse movement in
rates.

UtntHkation of the Targtt Aecomt

Limits should be expressed in terms of the amount of the target
account at risk. Earnings at risk consists of two target
accounts: net interest income at risk and the risk to market
values of accounts carried on a market valuation basis
( investment risk) . Under the economic perspective , the target
account is the market value of portfolio equity. Risk is
defined as the dollar amount of loss given an adverse chzmge in
interest rates.

Multmatioatl Source Bock ... r ^

NlMTdt 1990 ST
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Idtntificaticn of an Advmae Movmmt in Rttes

The identification of a potential movement in rates is usually
based on observations of historical changes in rates over
several years. Statistical emalysis is performed to determine
the historical volatility of rates, i.e. how often rates moved
by a given amount over a given time period. The magnitude and
frequency of rate moves often are expressed as stzmdard
deviations from the norm. To capture a wider range of
potential rate movements, a larger standard deviation is used.
For example, a risk limit based on a two standard deviation
movement in rates would be more conservative than the same
limit based on a one standard deviation movement.

Note that limits based on historical rate changes may not
capture the risk to eeumings ensuing from an extraordinary rate
move. It is thus advisable that a bank have two limits: one
limit based on probable movements, which are usually defined as
a one to two standard deviation range, and another based on an
extraordinary or "worst case" movement which may be based on a
six standard deviation range. The latter would allow for a
greater amount of losses as the probability of the rate
movement is less.

Another consideration in determining a potential adverse rate
move is the length of time within which a bemk cem and will
realistically act to close a position. The period of reaction
time may vary from overnight to a year or more. Trading
positions in liquid instruments represent very short-term
positions which can normally be quickly closed. In this case,
the bank may consider a probable overnight movement of rates to
be an appropriate time frame. Trading positions in less liquid
contracts may require more time to close and so a longer period
should be the basis for determing the interest rate change.
Structural positions may require a year to alter, in which case
annual rate movements may be an appropriate benchmark.

In determining the appropriate reaction period, the bank must
realistically assess what management can do to close a loss
position and what they actually will do. Rather than closing a

position and recognizing a loss, a manager may be tempted to
leave a position open, in the hope that rates move back in the
bank's favor.

Multinttional Source Book
March 1990 S»
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Options positions carried on a market valuation basis are
exposed not only to a change in the level of rates but also to
a change in the volatilitv of rates. Rate volatility is one of
the determinants of an option's market value, and is
particularly significant for long dated options. If the level
of volatility increases or decreases, it will change the market
value of a bank's option portfolio. Risk limits %rtiich cover
interest rate options, including caps and floors, must thus
separately cover the sensitivity of market value to a change in
the level of rates and to a change in the volatility of rates.

Investment Risk • Other UmKt

Posititm Limits

Position limits set parameters on the amount at risk. They
can, however, be imprecise luid do not measure the possible
earnings impact of a change in rates. Good position limits
will be based on the different sensitivities of various
instruments to the potential changes in the level and
volatilities of rates. Position limits are difficult to
combine to capture risk on a consolidated basis, unless they
are reduced to a common denominator.

Stop—Loss Limits ''-•

Stop-loss limits are used to limit the losses on mark-to-market
positions arising from past adverse changes in rates. The
assumption underlying stop-loss limits is that future rates may
continue to move against the position. Stop-loss limits
require the position to be liquidated, or hedged, once
accumulated losses have reached the limit. For stop-loss
limits to be effective, there must be sufficient liquidity in
the market to close out the position. To address the liquidity
constraint, stop-loss limits may be used in conjunction with
limits on market concentration.

Stop-loss limits are useful in managing trading positions.
They only captiire losses from past rate movements, however, and
do not measure the sensitivity of the position to future rate
movements. They also may not be combined with other risk
limits to measure risk on a consolidated basis.

Multinational Source Book
March 1990

'
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Limits on Nmabar of Ceatnets Outttaudiog

These llmi'ts, whether expressed on a gross or net basis, are
neithar a measurement of risk nor a limit. They give no
indication of the exposure of the position to changes in rates.

Income Risk - Other Limits

G»p As a PtnmOf of Asstts

Cumulative gap as a percentage of total assets is used by some
banks to measure and limit interest rate risk. This is not &n
effective risk limit. Assets may not be a meaningful benchmark
against which to relate a gap position and the limit may be
overly constraining to a risk manager.

Gap as a Ptrcantagt ef Capital

Although capital is a more meaningful benchmark than assets,
this limit does not measure risk to net interest income in a

meemingful way. As a limit, it may also be overly constraining
and prevent management of risk on an economic basis.

RSA/RSL

This measurement relates rate sensitive assets to rate
sensitive liabilities. An acceptable range for this ratio is

designated and used by some banlcs to limit interest rate risk.
This ratio also suffers from the problems of the former two
measurements: it does not measure risk to net interest income
and may not be flexible enough to allow mzmagers to reduce
economic risk.

7%e Cost to dose

The cost to close typically is used to measure «md limit the
interest rate risk of a Eurodollar book of placeToents and

takings based on past movements of interest rates. The
Eurodollar book is an interbank deposit book that is carried on
a historic cost basis. The cost to close measures what it
would cost in today's interest rate environment to close
current gap positions. For instance, if a bank has booked a

one-year placement at 10% funded by a one-month tzOcing at 8%,
the cost to close would be the cost of buying eleven-month

money one month forward. It is equivalent to marking to market
a position which is booked on a historic cost basis.

Multinational Souna Book
Marx* 1990 "
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The examiner should review the construction of risk limits to
ensure that:

*-»^i-» «.

1. Limits address earnings at risk, including the risk
to net interest income and the risk to market values
of positions carried on a miurket valuation basis;

2. Earnings at risk limits apply to the bank on a
consolidated bank basis;

3. Position limits are related to the sensitivity of
market values to rate changes;

4. Stop-loss limits have ancillary controls imich
address liquidity;

5. Exceptions to limits are identified, reported, and
approved by management on a timely basis;

^

6. IdjBits accurately reflect management's appetite for
risk and include realistic assessments of the
reaction time required to close or unwind positions.

a--' ; :

MuftinatMM/ Soom Book
Man* J990 gj
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CONCLUSIONS: QUALITY OF MANAGEMENT; LEVEL OF RISK

Evaluate the adequacy of the bank's interest rate risk management
system relative to its exposure to interest rate risk. A bank with
more exposure to interest rate risk should be expected to have a
more sophisticated and comprehensive risk management system than a
bank with a low level of exposure. Exposure to interest rate risk
may stem from a bank's structural business or from deliberate
position-taking. The relative size of net interest margins also
affects a bank's exposure as narrow margins do not provide a
cushion against the impact of an adverse interest rate movement.

The examiner should also take into consideration the bank's level
of activity in the derivative markets when evaluating the adequacy
of the risk management system. A bank that engages in more complex
transactions which give rise to substantial off-balance sheet
exposure is expected to have a more sophisticated system to measure
and manage that risk.

Finally, a bank's interest rate risk exposure should be evaluated
in the context of the institution's total risk postur_. For
exzunple, a bank that takes an aggressive posture towards credit
risk may need to have a more conservative position towards the
assumption of interest rate risk. Conversely, banks with strong
asset quality, ample liquidity and ready access to diverse funding
markets may be able to tolerate higher levels of interest rate
exposure.

In the conclusion, comments on the quality of the risk management
system and the level of risk should include an evaluation of the
following points:

1. The role of the board of directors;

2. The effectiveness of ALCO or other senior management
committee in limiting the risk to earnings and evaluating
the risk to the market value of portfolio equity arising
from adverse changes in interest rates;

3. The level of interest rate risk in terms of the strategic
horizon, the tactical horizon and trading positions;

4. The effectiveness of interest rate strategies in terms of
formulation, execution and monitoring of results;

Alii/tMutNMu/ Source Book
Uardi 1990
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The quality of the risk neasurenent systems in terms of
the ability of the systems to measure risk from the
accounting perspective (net interest income emd investment
risk) , and, if appropriate, the economic perspective (risk
to the market value of portfolio equity.)."

The quality of data collection and research, pzurticularly
in terms of the completeness of data on contractual
repricings, the quality of assumptions and the
availability of data on a bank's options positions;

Whether risk limits are based on the sensitivity of value
of the target account to a probable adverse movement in
interest rates;

The organization of the risk management function.

MuttiMtmna/ Source Book

UattA 1990 O
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A DEFINITION OF UQUIDOy

o Liquidity is the ability to acoonmodate efficiently
decreases in deposits and other purchased liabilities zmd
fund increases in non-liquid assets.

o Funds must be available at reasonable prices relative to
coaipetitors .

o Funds must be availeible in maturities required to
prudently support medium to longer tern assets.

FACTORS INFLUENONG BANK LIQUIDITY

o Market perception of current and future asset quality.
o Present and futtire earnings capacity from regular

sources .

o The distribution of funding sources by customer type,
o The level of direct liability marketing,
o The extent of asset-side credit concentrations,
o The level of asset liquidity.
o Overall balzmce sheet symmetry (loans/deposits, etc.).
o The variety of funding markets available to the bank.

BFFECnve LIQUIDITY ttANACEMENT

o The increased risks in the money and capital markets have
rendered the old theories of liquidity management
inadequate.

o An effective liquidity management program must address
the factors that influence bank liquidity. Liquidity
risk cannot be managed in a vacuum, but rather only in
the context of the credit. Interest rate, operational,
and external economic risks being assumed by the bank.

o All wholesale-funded banks should have liquidity risk
controls/guidelines providing:

Maximum fiindlng volumes by liability customer;
Maximum funding volumes by market (Fed funds. Euros,
etc. ) ;

Maximum overnight and short maturity funding
volumes ;

MvMtrMtMM/ Soorc* B«ok

Apia i9S7
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Minimvun liquid asset levels; and
- Balance sheet synmetry ratios (loans/deposits,

loans/capital , liquid assets/volatile liabilities,
etc . ) .

o These controls/guidelines should be revised as market
conditions and a bank's financial strength chzmges.

o Banks should have certain reports that enable management
to monitor and evaluate liquidity. These reports
Include :

asset and liability contractual maturities (not just
repricing dates) .

- creditor concentrations.

o Bank management should periodically conduct a formal
liquidity evaluation. This regular evaluation should
address the bank's liquidity position, risk and strategy.

o All wholesale funded banks should have a current,
realistic contingency plan, tAiich identifies potential
sources and uses of funds in a liquidity emergency.

MEASURING LIQUIDITY

BACKGROUND DEFINITIONS OF UQUIDITY

The Funds Management section of the Comptroller's Handbook for
National Bank Examiners states that liquidity represents the
ability to accommodate most efficiently decreases in deposits
and/or the runoff of other liabilities, as well as fund
increases in the loan portfolio. Marcia Stigum and Rene O.

Branch, Jr., in their book Managing Eanlj Assets and
Liabilities , define liquidity as "the ability to ensure the

''' availability of funds to meet commitments at a reasonable
price at all times." Citicorp mzmagement define liquidity
more simply, "as having access to one more dollar, pound
sterling, yen, etc., than is needed at the time at a
reasonable price."

TRADITIONAL LIQUID ASSET LIQUIDITY THEORY ::'V..l\^.c^. :
'

:; :y^: ^^v

In the past, liquidity was often measured by the volume of
liquid assets. However, liquid assets are sometimes
irrelevant in wholesale-funded banks, since these assets are
funded by volatile liabilities. The erosion of funding

Multinatiootl Source Book

April 198T
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sources will quickly deplete liquid assets. Furthennore,
banks have drastically reduced holdings of lic[uid assets
because of thin profit spreads and capital adequacy ratios.

Sometimes banks cannot easily liquidate liquid assets. For
exeunple, investment securities may be pledged against public
deposits and repos, or be heavily depreciated. Trading
portfolios cemnot be materially reduced because ban]cs must
maintain adequate trading inventories. On one occasion, a

money center bank with earnings problems routinely sold bonds
for profit purposes. The markets learned of the sales, and a
damaging rximor that the bank was in trouble soon circulated.

Similarly, fed funds and placements must be maintained at
certain minimum levels, or else markets realize that the bank
can only "deal one way." If a barJc consistently borrows from
these markets without lending, markets perceive funding
problems, ia^ose predatory prices on transactions, and
eventually reduce the lines available to the bank.

In short, liquid assets do not guarantee good liquidity in
wholesale-funded banlcs. The banks must have ample ffinding
capacity, which depends on strong liqi^idity mtmagement, market
perception, earnings, asset quality, and other factors.

A MODERN DEFINITION OF UQUIDITY

o Liquidity is the ability to accommodate efficiently
decreases in deposits and other purchased liabilities,
and fund increases in non-liquid assets.

o Funds must be availeOsle at reasonable prices relative to
competitors.

o Funds must be available in maturities required to support
prudently medium to longer term assets.

MEASUREMENT OF LIQUIDITY

Liquidity should be measured and analyzed at a point in tine
and over a selected period. In the past, the OCC measured
liquidity on a historical basis — usually for the period
between exeoainations. As liquidity risks increased for
wholesale funded banks, it became apparent that the OCC and
banks should also attempt to project future liquidity. The
recommended factors for determining wholesale bank liquidity
incorporate several items (asset quality, liability customer

Multmatioaal Source Book

Apia 1997
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mix, etc.) that allow for informed projections. Liquidity
projections are necessary for use as a backdrop to measure the
effect of possible bank, industry or regiaatory induced events
(management changes, loim charge-offs, lozm provisions, etc.)
on a partic\ilar institution or group of ixistitutions.

The following ratios and calculations can be used to quantify
the subjective measxirement of liquidity. All banlcs, %rtiether

%^olesale or retail funded, should use some form of liquidity
analysis or measiirement to supplement interest rate
sensitivity control.

BALANCE SHEET RATIO UUITS

o Total loans/Total deposits
o Total loans/Total equity capital
o Purchased funds/Total assets
o Total fee paid commitments/Total equity capital

These ratios attempt to measure and limit overall volume of

non-liquid assets that must be funded. The denominators of
the calculations can be altered to total assets, primary
capital, total deposits plus borrowings, etc., depending up>on

management preference or -circumstance. Other illiquid assets,
such as longer term time deposits with other banks or
investment seciirities could also be combined with loans or
measured separately.

CASH FLOW RELATED CALCULATIONS ^-^g^-x.f

o Total and Net Overnight Funding Volume/Total Assets '"^

This ratio reveals the level of footings that must be

purchased in the overnight funding markets. This ratio
can vary significantly based on the bank's view on
interest rates. Therefore, it should be analyzed over
time. Levels exceeding 15% (total) should be viewed
carefully.

o Liquid Assets - Short Dated Liabilities

This basic surplus calculation measures the extent that

liquid assets provide a cushion to required funding needs
over a predetermined time period. The time frame should
not exceed 90 days.

UiMiutional Source Book

April 1987
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New Money Required/Total Outstimding Purchased Ftinds

This ratio should be calculated for funding requirements
over the one to six month time periods. The numerator is

calculated by comparing current purchased liabilities

outstandings to the level anticipated in the future

period being analyzed. This difference, if using a three
month time frame, mtist be added to all overnight and term

purchased funds maturing during the 90-day period.

Weighted Liquidity Index

Many ban}cs weigh the interest rate mismatches computed
from the repricing timing differences between assets and
liabilities over various maturity ranges (interest rate

gaps) . Longer dated gaps are assigned higher weights to
reflect the increased liquidity risks associated with

longer term funding markets. Similar theory can be

applied to actual contractual maturity mismatches

(maturity gaps) . Some banks contend that the subjective
weighting required can distort resiilts so they set
absolute maturity gap limits in dollar ter^'' throughout
the various maturity periods. An exan^le of a weighted
liquidity index is presented below:

Nominal
M?twrity

Current
1-month
3 -month
6-month
Beyond
6-months
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SOURCE uurrs -^^w

o Liability customer concentration lisits.

Limits for funding reliemce on one customer or group of
customers (i.e., largest 25), either in dollar terms or
as a percentage of total deposits, purchased funds, or
total liabilities, serve to control a bank's reliance on
too few providers of %rfaolesale funds.

o Limits on vise of broker/dealers .

o Limits for maxlminii use of a particular wholesale funding
market.

Some banks limit the volume of domestic and euro negotiable
CD's issued in order to control the liquidity risks associated
with the secondary market aspects of these instruments.

CONCLUSION

These ratios and limits are not intended to provide an all
inclusive list of possible calculations or guidelines. There
Are jiumerous other possibilities and variations. However, all
banks should be iising some type of liquidity controls and
calcvilations as part of em overall funds management progreun.

MANAGING LIQUIDITY

RATING FACTORS

A Wholesale bank's liquidity strength is the result of many
factors. The primary factors affecting liquidity in a
wholesale funded bank include;

o Present and anticipated asset quality;

o Future earnings capacity; ^

o The level of liquid assets;

o The level of credit concentrations;

o Overall balance sheet composition as measured by loans to

capital and deposits, volatile lieQailities to total
liabilities, volume of off-balance sheet items related to

potential funding requirements, etc.;

MuUmattooMl Scarce Book

April 19$7
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o Mix of direct versus indirect liability marketing
(brokers/dealers) ;

o Variety of available retail and %rholesale funding
aarke'ts ; and

o Most importantly, the distribution of the funding base

among corporate, interbank, fiduciary, money market fvind,
etc . customers .

Since these factors have a direct effect on liquidity, bank
management and bank supervisory ratings of liquidity should
include analysis of these factors.

METHODS OF MANAGING BANK UQUIDITY

Banks that \inderstand liquidity use a variety of guidelines or
limits that are designed to control the factors or risks
associated with daily funding. It is important to note that

good management of liquidity risk in today's environment does
not guarantee stable funding. The institution must also

manage interest rate, credit, and operational risks on a daily
basis. Liquidity cannot be managed in a vacuum with
inadequate recognition of these other risks.

There are five major types of liquidity related management
controls that should be used in all %rholesale funded banks.
The five types are described below. All liquidity related

guidelines should be determined bv bank ftgggt—iiftt?ilitY
management committees fALCOs^ and approved bv committees with
director representation.

1. Liability Customer Controls

o Maximum limits on dollar amount or percent of total
assets from any one liability customer.

o Maximum limits on liability outstandings from a

predetermined number of the largest customers.

o Maximum limits on \ise of broker/dealers .

2. Wholesale Market Reliance Controls

o Funding management should determine realistic
maximum volumes that can be accessed from particular
markets. The following markets should be

considered:

AluftiMtMNia/ Source Book

April 1987
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- Federal funds ,-
- Domestic CD
- Euro CD
- Euro interbank
- Coamercial paper
- Repos
- Public funds
- Retail accounts

. IRA's

. KMF'S

. Other

o Historical mnvlmnnB are often xised as a basis for
estedalishing realistic funding market limits.

3. Cuh Flow Comrols

o Total and/or net overnight funding as a percent of
total assets or liabilities.

o Short-date funding volume as a percent of total
assets. (Several multinationals use 7 days as the
time period.)

o Average life of purchased funds levels ("basic
maturity" ) .

o Weighted liquidity index - longer dated contractual
maturity mismatches (gaps) are assigned higher
weighted rates to reflect the increased liqpiidity
risks associated with longer term gaps.

4. Liquid Asset Level Targets

o Minimum liquid assets as a percent of total assets.

o Minimum liquid assets as a percent of wholesale
liabilities (serves to ensure gro%rth in liquid
assets as volatile funding sources increase.)

5. Balance Sheet Composition Ratios

o Loems/deposits -
. o

o Loans/capital
o Commitments to lend/loans outsttmding
o Commitments to lend/capital
o Purchased funds/total assets

Uuitinttionwf S^i/frt Book

April lur
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EFFECTIVE UQUIDTTY MANAGEUENT

It Is vital that liquidity be nanaged with an eye to the
futiire. The levels of liquidity risk peraitted under
Banageaent guidelines should be reduced as asset quality
control systems determine poz-tfolio deterioration that might
be viewed unfavorably by ftmding market participants,
analysts, and/or rating agencies. For axzunple, as
nonperforming assets increase, the level of permissible
overnight funding reliance could be reduced. Also,
broker/dealer reliance could be reduced in anticipation of an
adverse reaction to published quarterly results. This fbrvard
approach of liquidity management should be conducted with the
concurrence and full knowledge of an AICO type committee.
Significant liquidity/fimding policy changes should receive
director approval.

Liquidity risk must be managed daily considering the levels of
credit. Interest rate, and operating risks also being assumed
by the bank. An effective liquidity management program must
be ongoing and include the elements noted below.

o Quality ALCO Function - Should serve as the focal point
for J.iquidity management since an effective ALCO deals
with all of the risks related to banking.

o RgalJLgtlg Licruiditv Management CfffltrPlg - Guidelines
controlling liability customer concentrations, reliance
on particular wholesale funding markets, cash flow
volumes, minimum liquid asset levels, and balance sheet
symmetry must be in place with compliance monitored by
ALCO.

o Oualitv MIS - Management information systems must be
sufficient to support the needs of treasury personnel,
ALCO, and monitoring adherence to ALCO controls.

o Formal Liquidity Evaluation - Management should

periodically evaluate current and projected liquidity
positions. Management should carefully consider the
risks and vulnerability of wholesale market dependence.

o Updated Contingency Funding Plan - A plan encompassing
the major elements must be kept current. Semiannual
review of the plan by ALCO is appropriate.

AlirftiMtMM/ Soorcr Book
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The Liquidity Management Controls and Contingency Funding Plan
elements of the program should be changed as asset quality,
nonperforming loans, earnings or other problems are identified
internally. Liquidity controls, such as the permissible
volume of euro CD*8 outstanding or the volume of authorized
overnight funding, should be tightened to prepare for expected
adverse market reactions. This type of progrzun gives proper
recognition to the effect of bank asset quality and perceived
future earnings capacity on wholesale market funds
availability.

EARLY SIGNS OF LIQUIDirV PROBLEMS

In recent years the banking industry has faced several cases of
impaired liquidity at wholesale funded banks. The early signs of
market resistance to a particular bank are visible through the
type of wholesale liability transactions booked, and in some cases
not booked, before significant change occurs on the balance
sheet. Although markets react somewhat differently in every case,
there are similarities. Certain trends will occur before stimdard
balance sheet analysis (Bank Performance Reports) will reveal a
problem.

FEDERAL FUNDS MARKET

o Quasi-government institutional lenders (Federal Home Loan
Bank System, Freddie Mac) will rescind their credit lines
based on Keefe, Bzniyette & Woods, Inc. ratings.

o Federal funds brokers become reluctant to show actively
the bids of a "troubled" bank.

o Smaller (downstream) correspondent banks react more
slowly to adverse news about a "troubled" bank, but the
gradual erosion of this source can force increased
purchasing through the more sophisticated broker segment
of this market.

o Adverse pricing is less apparent in federal funds than in
other wholesale funding markets. Significemt numbers of
transactions at interest rates near or exceeding the
published daily high rate indicate increasing liquidity
pressures.

DOMESTIC/EURODOLLAR CD MARKET

o These markets react very quickly in terms of credit line

availability and pricing to adverse news regarding a

Multinational Sonne Book
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particular Insti'tution. This is especially true for Euro
CD's.

o Pricing preaiuxss cem be significzmt in both the domestic
and E\iro segments of the CD market. The negotizibility
aspect of this market also makes containing the pricing
effect difficult, since increased secondary market
trading at premiim yields publicizes the problem.

o Increased secondary market trading of domestic and Eiiro

CD's will harm the bank's future new-issuing capacity.

o Increased pricing costs, sudden lack of broker/dealer
interest, requests for early redemption, the need to

purchase o%m issue paper from the secondary market, and
the need to arrange market-maker support lines with
friendly dealers are all signs of investor resistance.

EUROCURRENCY DEPOSIT UARKET

o The size of individual deposit transactions decreases.

o The ability to raise term mattirities (over one month)
becomes increasingly difficult.

o Counterparty resistance becomes evident even in the short
dates (1 month or less) and overnight segments of this
market.

o Counterparties begin demanding higher interest rates
relative to the bank's normal bid/offer pricing range.
Offer side to offer plus 1/8% pricing is indicative of
market resistance for multinational and large regional
U.S. banks .

o As market resistance increases, the names of interbank
market participants willing to lend changes.

o The bank will receive requests to "break" (pay out before

maturity) deposits from less sophisticated interbank
market players.

o The bank is forced to deal direct with willing
counterparties, since the volume of tumdowns is too high
through the conventional broker network.

UultiitatioitMl Soum Book
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o Foreign exchange market swaps are required to fund
foreign currency denominated assets from Eurodollars.

COkUHEROAL PAPER UARKET

o This market reacts quickly in terms of price when the
credit standing of the b<mk declines. Five to ten basis
point premiums are common.

o Commercial paper piirchasers are extremely rating
(Moody's, S&P, Keefe) sensitive. P-2 and Keefe C and C/D
ratings will result in immediate loss of capacity.

o Euro commercial paper investors eure very sensitive to
press reports regarding a particular bank and/or the U.S.
banking system as a whole.

o Since significant amounts of bank holding company
commercial paper are issued in bearer form, the same type
of secondary market risks associated with CD's apply.

o Parent holding company balance sheets with illiquid
assets funded by commercial paper are most v;ilner2ible .

After a liquidity crisis heis developed, sudden use of
commercial paper back-up lines from other banks further
damages reputation.

o Increased pricing costs, shorter maturities, lack of
dealer interest, a change in dealer quotes (request for 5
to 10 basis points more than usual pricing for comparable
maturities) , loss of direct placement funds providers,
and increased secondary market trading are all signs of
liquidity pressures before erosion in outstandings is
noticed.

EUROBOND MARKET

o The market acceptance of fixed rate (Straights) and
floating rate Eurobonds (FRN*s) issued by U.S. bank
holding companies changes rapidly after adverse rumors or
actual bad press reports are circulated.

o The Eurobonds issued by a troubled U.S. bank holding
company will quickly be offered for sale by investors and
dealers. Daily price declines exceeding 50 basis points
for fixed rate and 30 basis points for floaters could
reflect serious market resistance to the name.

Uuttkiatioa*! Source Book
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o The entire U.S. bank Eiirobond market is subject to
I>eriodic price declines as exchange rate, country, and
U.S. bimklng systen risles are discussed in the press and
among market participants. The performaoice of the
Eurobonds Issued by a particular holding company must
therefore be analyzed In the context of current market
conditions.

o Significant price declines compared to similar Eurobonds
issued by top U.S. bank holding coB9>anies, active market
turnover, lack of permanent investor ("retail")
interests, widening bid/offer quotes, active positioning
of avn Issues from the secondary market, tmd the need to
arrange market- maker support lines with friendly dealers
are all signs of investor resistance.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET

o Although counterparty resistance develops less rapidly in
foreign exchange related activities than in the wholesale
money markets, a troxibled bank will lose FX credit lines
as its condition deteriorates.

o Increased incidence of counterparty credit resistance in
forwards beyond 3 months will develop. The size of
acceptable FX forwaord transactions will decline. The
percentage of counterparty credit tumdowns will Increase
particularly in periods beyond 3 months. Broker service
declines, and more direct dealing is required.

o As the bank's nzme continues to deteriorate, the number
of switches (the broker being forced to change the
original spot FX transaction counterparty) increases.
Broker service will deteriorate, and direct dealing must
increase to maintain volumes.

CREDITOR BEHAVIOR

Real or rumored deterioration in the financial condition of a bank
due to asset quality, fraud, or external economic events will have
an adverse effect on wholesale funding. The extent of the adverse
reaction depends not on the money market used to access funds, but
rather the types of liability customers or funds providers
involved. It is important to quantify with reasonable accuracy
the volume and nature of liability changes that a bank might
experience should its financial condition weaken. This section

explains the factors affecting the credit decisions of funds

Uuhkutioual Source Book
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managers and wholesale depositors, and will rank the types of
funds providers according to their risk appetite.

UNDERSTANDING THE LIABILITY CUSTOMER BASE

Funds avalleibility at reasonable prices and laaturities depends
totally on market confidence. Consequently, the wholesale
funded bank can only protect itself by pursuing liability
customer diversity, marketed primarily by direct contact. For
the purpose of assigning an accurate liquidity CAMEL rating to
a multinational or wholesale funded regional bank, the nature
of the liability customer mix is more important thah the
financial instruments used to attract funds.

FACTORS AFFECTING LENDERS' CREDIT RISK TOLERANCE

o ^ Personal risk of the money market trader.

o , The obligations to fiduciary investors such as money
market funds, trust funds, pensions, etc.

o The growing influence of the Keefe, Bruyette and Woods,
Inc. rating firm on fluids provider behavior. Keefe
ratings of C and below require some funds providers to
reduce or eliminate funding support. Moody's and
Standard & Poors have less of a direct effect on money
market funds availability than Keefe, although debt
markets are often affected. Bylaws or internal
guidelines may require investors to avoid banks with low
ratings .

o Major multinational banks are influenced by the above
factors, plus enlightened self interest. For example,
the major international banks maintained some level of
interbank market funding in Continental Illinois for the
good of the marketplace.

o Providers that do not publish their investment holdings
are more risk toleremt.

o The higher the perceived level of U.S. Government support
is to the bank in question, the more risk tolerant the
funds provider will be.

o Providers with a personal contact at the bank who
provides timely and accurate information about the
financial condition of the bank are generally more risk
tolerant.

Muldiutioiul Source Book
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o Providers %rho have few policy cons'train'ts or senior
Bumagenent approval requirements are aore risk tolerant.

RANKING OF FUNDS PROVIDERS' CREDIT RISK TOLERANCE

o Creditors tend to exhibit widely varying tolerances for
credit risk, with money market ftinds usually the first to
withdraw funds. Individuals txre usually the least
sensitive to credit risk. Creditors are ranked below
from the least tolerant of credit risk to the most
tolerant.

- Money Market Funds
- Trust Funds

Pension Funds
- Money Market Brokers/Dealers
- Regional Bemks
- Multinational Corporations
- Government Agencies and Corporations
- Commxinity Banlcs
- Life Insurance Companies
- Foreign banks (non-Global)

Foreign Global banks
- Medixim to Small Corporations
- U.S. Multinational Banks
- Individuals

COMPONENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE ALCO PROCESS

Since the advent of increased interest rate volatility and bank
liability product deregulation, the need for an effective Asset
and Liability Mzmagement function has become vital for bank
financial performance. Most regional and all money center banks
now operate with some form of Asset and Liability Management
Committee (ALCO) . The usual responsibilities for an ALCO
committee include the following:

1. Monitor and manage the level of liquidity risk.

2. Manage the balance sheet mix and trading risks (FX,

bonds, futures, swaps, etc.).

3. Control and manage the level of interest rate risk.

4. Ensure that capital adequacy is maintained.

5. Monitor the economic outlook and interest rate trends.

tduhkiMUenal Source Book
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Too often, ALCO committees concentrate on interest rate risk, and
largely ignore liquidity risk. Increased funding risks require
that bank ALCO committees become more diligent in the liquidity
risk aspects of thair responsibilities. The components of
effective ALCO liquidity risk management are discussed below.

INFORMATION PERTINENT TO AN EFFECTIVE ALCO PROCESS

1. Loan Portfolio Mana0*m»nt

o Loan marketing staff input
o Credit policy/portfolio composition

"' '> o Loan portfolio quality Rssessment reports '

o Update on portfolio credit concentrations

2.r Investment Portfolio Managemant

o Portfolio composition, maturity, market valuations
. o Portfolio changes through maturities, purchases, and

sales
o Portfolio profitability

3. Trading ActlvKlas (FX, Sacurltlas, Futurat, ate.)

o Trading positions versus limits
o Profitability of each major trading function

4. Funding Activities

o Net interest margin analysis
o Interest rate mismatches versus limits
o Liability customer concentrations
o Outstandings in key fiinding markets
o Performance versus various liquidity risk guidelines
o Acceptance of bank's name in wholesale markets

'

o Details on any retail funding programs
o Opinions on near-term funding market prices and

liquidity

5. Overall Financial Performance
^.

o Earnings performance
o Debt and equity market performance
o Explanations for asset and liability trends (Sources

and uses of funds)

MuMMtMw/ Souru Book
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6. Economic Trends and P««r Performance

o Key economic statistics used to anticipate future
interest and exchange rate trends

o Information on local, national, and international
economic trends

o Periodic comparison of earnings, credit quality, and
balance sheet composition with appropriate peer
banks

IffyS TO AN EFFECTIVE ALCO PROCESS

o Regular attendance by a manageedile size staff only large
enough to provide input of the type noted above

o Timely, accurate, and clear MIS not overly detailed
o Concise input on the six topics discussed above, which

include asset mix, credit concentrations, and asset
quality

o Regular presentations of ALCO committee actions to the
board of directors.

LIQUIDITY MIS

A major obstacle to effective control of liquidity risk is often
the lack of quality management information systems (KIS) .

Multinational banks have a large task in capturing all the funding
and asset volume trends that occxir around the globe. Information
on lizJaility customer concentrations is presently the most

inadequate. Some banks ignored liquidity MIS until crises
developed. Then, when the information was critically needed, it
was too late. This information is vital for contingency planning,
"damage control" in a crisis, and for managing licpiidity risk in

normal times.

Three basic types of liquidity related MIS are described on the

following pages. No wholesale bank can operate prudently in money
markets without this type of MIS system.

1. LIABILITY CUSTOMER RELATED INFORMATION

o Liability customer concentration reports that
reflect total funds provided by a particular entity
regardless of market (Fed funds, CD's, Euro CD's,

Euro-time, commercial paper, etc.)

- actual month-end balances
- average daily balances
- outstandings over 12 months

Muhmathnal Source Book
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o Liability customer concentration reports by:

- Wholesale Market Segment

. Domestic banlcs

. Foreign banks

. Money market funds

. Broker/dealer community

.U.S. and state & local governments

. Foreign central bimks

. Coirporations

. Thrift institutions

. Other

- Major providers by name over a predetermined
amount as a percentage of total lieibilities over
tine.

- Geographic distribution

- Wholesale liability instrument

. Federal funds

. Securities sold under repo

. Domestic CD's

. Euro CD's

. Euro-time

. Domestic time
. . Commercial paper (holding company)

. Bankers' accepttmces

. Due bills

o Reports tracking eunounts and names of wholesale
funding customers that have rescinded, trimmed,
suspended, or shortened (limited maturities) credit
lines, listing the known or suspected reason.

o Reports monitoring the volume of broker/dealer
funding conducted in all the wholesale funding
markets .

2. ASSET ic UABIUTY CONTRACTUAL MATURITY (NOT REPRIONG) REPORTS

o Few bemks have the asset side of the balance sheet
availaible on a contractual maturity basis.

o This report will show true cash funding needs,
instead of interest rate exposures.

UuttmatietuI Scum Book >
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o These reports are not required as often as interest
rate sensitivity reports, but should be available
upon request or at least monthly.

o The reports should reflect actual and cumulative
contractual asset and lieJsility maturity mismatches
(gaps) for each of the following time periods:

- Overnight (1 day)
- 2 days to 1 week
- 1 week to 1 month
- Between 1 and 3 months
- Between 3 and 6 months
- Between 6 and 12 months
- Between 1 and 3 years
- Over 3 years

o Liability contractual maturity reports for all
significant funding sources (Fed fvmds, CD's,
Euro-time, etc.) should be available at least
weekly. These reports should show maturities by day
for at least the first 30 days from the reporting
date.

3. UQUIDITY UANAGEUENT REPORTS

o Reports designed to measure compliance with
established liquidity related policies and limits
should be prepared regularly. Most banks include
such reports in the information packages provided
for hLCO type meetings.

o The type of information required depends on the
Board-approved and management-imposed liquidity
policies and limits.

CONTINGENCY FUNDING PLANNING

No wholesale funded bank can afford to operate in the current
domestic or international money markets without a formal

contingency funding plan. An effective plan can be prepared by
several key officers and staff familiar with funding markets, SEC
disclosure requirements, outside contacts (regulators, rating
agencies, analysts, etc.), press relations, the consolidated
bank's financial performance, and the present and expected asset

quality. Participation by large numbers of staff may be

counterproductive, if not well coordinated.

Multmational Source Book
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The written format and length of the plan can vary. An effective
plan is designed to provide an overall infrastructure for use in

managing a particular liquidity problem. Actual daily funding
decisions will have to be made as a crisis develops through a

Liquidity Crisis Action Plan. Essential components of an Action
Plan are discussed in the following section.

The primary components of an effective Contingency Funding Plan
are listed below.

A. ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS

o List responsibilities for each member of senior
management during a fiinding crisis.

o Provide geographic location assignments for each
member of management.

o Assign responsibilities and establish the
appropriate order for contacting regulators,
analysts, rating agencies, depositors, foreign bank
supervisors, external auditors, etc.:i:-so«:'v.

o Provide a predetermined sequence for management
action.

• o Establish responsibility for the text of all press
releases and outside contacts.

B. PREDICTION OF BALANCE SHEET CHANGES

o Maintain a c\irrent list of customers most likely to
cancel or reduce support.

o Identify possible alternative funding sources.

o Quantify anticipated liability runoff within various
time periods.

o Quantify probzJsle alternative sources of funds or
asset liquidations.

o Estimate possible FRB Discount Window utilization.

o Provide a planned sequence for controlling balance
sheet changes. For example, lost funds will be

replaced by: 1) increased term Euro-time deposits,

MiMnMtiooMi Source Book
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2) increased brokered Federal funds, and 3)

overnight Euro-tiae deposits, etc.

C. ESTABUSH IXAUNC STKAT£6IES

o Coordinate bank and non-bank affiliate funding with
lead beink strategies.

o Identify partictilar aarkets to be avoided or used
sparingly .

o Establish a policy concerning paying premiums.

o Identify particular dealers to assist in maintaining
orderly markets in various negotiable instruments
(commercial paper, domestic CD's, Euro CD's).

o Establish a policy for responding to customer
requests for paying deposits before maturity.

o Establish a strategy for use of direct calls rather
than using the conventional money broker -.etwork 'or

accessing Eurotime deposits.

o Coordinate the orderly reduction of liquid assets or
the sale of non-liquid assets (loans, investments,
etc.) to avoid raising market concerns over the
bank's funding capacity.

LIQUIDITY CRISIS ACTION PLAN

Once a funding problem begins, or becomes a possibility, the

policies and procedures established in the Contingency Funding
Plan must be activated in the form of an Action Plan. The
administrative procedures should commence after any changes as

required by the particular circvimstances. The latest estimates of

balance sheet changes must be reviewed to determine if the typ>e of

problem and current funding market conditions are properly
reflected in the expected asset and liability changes. Specific
decisions regarding the market trading strategies and policies
must be made and communicated clearly to all funding units.

The major components of an effective Liquidity Crisis Action Plan

are as follows:

Mukmationaf Source Book
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ADUIMISTKATIVE MATTES

a) Assign an officer knowledgeable of funding markets
to coordinate funding market strategies.

- All wholesale market funding activities must be
coordinated by this officer.

- Any equity, debt, and t^olesale funding customer
resistance to the ntune must be communicated
immediately to this officer for follow-up by .

senior management.

- Retail funding strategies must be altered to
Increase market penetration and the retention of
existing customers.

b) Senior mamagement must ensure that all press,
customer, and analyst inquiries are answered
promptly and accurately by their regular contacts
within the bank. It is very important that all bank
personnel facing such inquiries are briefed and
well-informed on the total financial condition of
the company.

c) Outside contacts - The parties listed below should
be kept informed by the appropriate level of
officer/personnel .

- Bank analysts
- Rating agencies
- Bank regulators
- Outside accountants
- Major funds providers

UANAGEUENT OF LIKELY BALANCE SHEET CHANGES

a) Quantify tha Posslbl* Runoff by Cuttomar

Wholesale domestic and foreign liability customer
concentrations must be identified on a consolidated
company basis regardless of market or instrximent:

- Funding and marketing staff must review this list
and estimate the effect of the adverse press or
market rumor.

Multuutiontl Source Book
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- Funds providers likely to ellninate or reduce
support for other reasons oust also be
identified.

b) Ectlmata Balanea Shaat Impact

Estiaiate the amount of funding support likely to be
lost over a 90-day period by balance sheet line.
Then, show what alternative funding sources will be
used to replace the lost funding, or the assets that
will be liquidated. Overall market conditions and
liquidity problems being experienced by other banks
must also be considered.

c) Determln* an Orderly Plan for Meeting Outflow*

Set up an initial schedule for replacing outflows
experienced in particular marketis. This plan will
have to be altered as particular market reactions
are monitored and analyzed.

EXAMPLE OF A POSSIBLE PLAN

- Probable Outflows in 90 davs fmillions^

$500 Negotiable CD's
$100 Public Funds
$100 Commercial Paper
S200 Brokered Federal Funds

purchased
$900 Total outflow

- Initial Planned Alternative Sources fmillions^

$100 Raise term eurodollar deposits
$150 Boost retail CD rates to expand retail
$150 Increase correspondent federal funds

purchased
$200 Reduce federal funds sold and tine

placements
$100 Raise overnight eurodeposits
$100 Arrange large bank back-up lines
SlOO FRB discount window
S900 Total alternative funding sources

d) Determine Adequacy of FRB Discount Window Collateral

Muhkutienal Source Book
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3. ESTABLISH TRADING STRATEGIES AND POLIOES

o Pricing - Beforehand, determine acceptable premium
to be paid in each wholesale market.

o Management of Secondary Market - Orderly secondary
markets in domestic CD's, euro CD's, commercial
paper and debt securities must be maintained to
protect the bank's name. Guidelines must be set
when negotiable instruments will be retired and/or
purchased from anxious market participants.

o Breakage - Establish a policy for dealing with
requests to break time deposits before maturity.

o Euromarket dealing direct - Counterparty resistance
in the eurotime deposit market may force the
circumvention of the conventional money broker
network. Decisions on what bemJcs to call directly
for quotes are important for protection of the
bank's name.

o Asset Liouidation - This must be conducted in
reasonable volumes and if possible in the more
anonymous markets (mattiring time placements,
infrequent federal funds sold to banks, etc.).
Unusual sales of loans or bonds may be interpreted
as Tx distress measure.

o Coordination of Affiliates - Affiliate funding
strategies must also be coordinated with the

strategies being pursued by the lead bank, or the
banks with wholesale market funding exposures.

It is vital that all funding management and staff are

kept fully informed of all applicable market trading
strategies and policies.

MuftitMlMA*/ SoMTM Book
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WHOLESALE BANK LIQUIDrTY EXAMINATION PROCEDURES

1. Obtain and review emy liquidity risk related policies and
procedures. Determine that fornal guidelines have been
estedalished addressing:

o The level of liability customer concentrations;

o The maximum reliance on particular wholesale funding
aarkets (i.e. brokered retail CD's, negotiable CD's, Exiro
CD ' s , brokered Federal funds , etc . ) ;

o Prudent ranges of overnight and short matxirity wholesale
funding ;

o Minimum levels of liquid assets; and

o Balance sheet con^osition ratios (i.e. loems/deposits,
loans/capital etc. ) .

2. Obtain and review the existing Contingency' Funding Plan for
adequacy. An effective plan should include:

o An .administrative section assigning specific duties to
the various levels of memagement;

o Some quantification of vulnerable source funds and
realistic additional funding sources or saleable liquid
assets ; and

o A list of probable funding strategies regarding
vulneredale markets, pricing, secondary market control for
negotiable liabilities, and policies for early payment of
term liabilities.

3. Review the Uniform Bank Performance Report and internal
management reports for significant changes in asset mix and
liability funding sources. Particular attention should be
directed toward:

o The volume of liquid assets (Federal funds sold, time
deposits with banks, reverse repurchase agreements not
funded by repurchase agreements, and high quality money
market type loans) compared to total assets and volatile
liabilities;

Nlultm»tion»l Source Book
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- The voliune of net Eurocurrency interbank market
fiinding;

- The volume of eurodollar CD's outstanding;

- The volume of negotiable domestic CD's issued;

- Trends in other wholesale funding categories; and

- The changes in the volume and mix of retail funding
sources .

Review the most recent liability customer related internal
management reports to determine the lieQ^ility customer mix.
This information is particularly important for euro time, euro
CD's, large domestic CD's, DDA's and holding company issued
liabilities. Using the Factors Affecting Funds Provider
Behavior attachment assess the steJsility of the funding base
by market (i.e. eviro CD, domestic CD, euro- time, larger
DDA's, etc.)

Review the minutes of the Asset and Ldabilitj Kanageiuent
Committee (ALCO) for discussions regarding liquidity risk
management. Note any changes and discuss pertinent matters
with appropriate management.

Discuss with management the retail and %rt)olesale market
acceptance of the bank's name. Refer to the Possible Early
Signs of Liquidity Problems attachment for use as a background
for the discussion. Any changes in the types of funds
providers, pricing versus the market, broker/dealer treatment,
and availtible maturities should be noted.

A sample of wholesale market funding transactions should be
reviewed. In banks with asset quality, earnings, and capital
problems; evidencing chemging asset and liability trends in
procediire 3 ; relying on credit risk averse funds providers
based on procedure 4 ; or experiencing some degree of retail or
wholesale market resistance as noted in procedure 6.

The transactions should be sampled from the significant
wholesale markets used by the bank with particular attention
paid to:

o Changes in the names of the fvinds providers or
broker/dealers used;

AluftiiMtMA*/ Source Book
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o Decreasing size of individual 'transacrtions ;

o Increased difficulties encountered in accessing longerten matxirities;

o Increased pricing costs relative to top tier bank or
competitor rates; and

o Any evidence of positioning negotiable liabilities or
paying out tern liabilities before naturity.

>.ll of the adverse trends noted above vill he noted first in
foreign currency interbank deposit gathering.

8. Through discussions with examiners reviewing the credit
function, determine the trends for:

o Anticipated loan charge-offs;

o Non-performing asset levels;

o The adequacy of the allowance for loan and lease losses;
and

o Any changes in loan portfolio credit concentrations.

9. Determine the adequacy of management and director supervision
of liquidity risk. Review the information provided to the
management committee responsible for liquidity risk
management. The formal information packets should include
data pertaining to:

o Loan portfolio quality trends;

o Changes in credit concentrations;

o Investment portfolio composition, maturity distribution,
and market valuation;

o Treasury product trading positions and resulting profit
and loss;

o Compliance with approved licjuidity risk guidelines;

o Report on fvinding covering interest rate sensitivity,
funding markets being used, pricing, and estimated
available %rtioleBale market capacity;

MoMMtiam/ y>wn Book
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o Overall bank eaxnlngs performance versus budgeted
amounts ; and

o Key economic statistics for use in projecting future
Interest and exchange rate movements.

o The volume of purchased funds supporting non-liquid
assets ;

Review the board of directors meeting minutes imd supporting
information provided to the directors to determine the
adequacy and frequency of liquidity risk related discussions.
The directors should receive periodic reports (quarterly in
normal cases) concerning:

o Any significant funding strategy changes effecting the
particular markets being accessed for funds;

o Any changes in the market acceptance of the bank's name
as evidenced by changing funds providers, pricing
relative to competitors, available maturities,
broker/dealer treatment, and funds availability in
particular markets;

o Compliance with approved liquidity risk guidelines; aind

o
. Any changes in the existing Contingency Funding Plan.

10. Based on the information developed in the previous procedures,
use the v^olesale bank liquidity rating factors to assign the
liquidity CAMEL rating. This rating must reflect the
technical liquidity of the bank, that is the ability to obtain
sufficient fxinds in a variety of markets, and maturities, and
at reasoneU3le prices. The adequacy of asset and liability
management techniques should be reflected in the management
CAMEL rating.

11. Discuss the significant findings of the examination with
appropriate management.

12 . Draft a report comment addressing the conclusion regarding
present liquidity adequacy. Provide a brief description of
the factors used in this determination. The comment should
also include:

o Any recent changes in licjuidity risk guidelines;

Uuttkutioaal Source Book
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EXAMINATION GUIDELINES

o A brief description of the wholesale funding narket
acceptance of the bank*s name;

o The adequacy of the Contingency Funding Plan;

o A comnent on any bank funding required for the parent or
other affiliates; and

o The examiner's opinion concerning future liquidity based
on )cnown trends pertaining to operating, interest rate,
and credit risk aanagement in the bank.

MuttaMtioM/ Source Book
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Funds management represents the core ot sound finan-

cial planning Although it is not a new concept, prac-

tices, techniques, and rxxms have been revised sub-

stantially in recent years Funds management is the

process of managing balance sheet and off-balance

sheet instruments to maximize and maintain the spread
between interest earned and paid while ensuring the

banks ability to pay off liabilities and fund asset growth

Therefore, a bank's funds managennefit practices will

affect earnings and liquidity

A sound iMsis for evaluating funds management is by

understanding the bank, the customer mix, the asset

liability composition, and the economic and competitive

environment The adequacy of policies, procedures
and management information systems must be deter-

mined and the effect of funds management practices

on liquidity and interest rate risk analyzed

Liquidity risk is related to. but substantially different

from, interest rate risk. Liquidity risk arises from mis-

matching the maturities of assets and liabilities. Interest

rate risk arises from mismatching ttie repricing of as-

sets and liabilities. Both risks may be increased by
rumored or existing asset quality deterioration. Poor as-

set quality will introduce maturity misnratcfies through

assets failing to pay off as agreed, or repricing mis-

matcfies through the borrower's inability to pay higher

rates on variatsle rate loans Runrxxed asset problems

may cause a run on deposits, which, in turn, will result

in both maturity and price mismatches.

Liquidity

Liquidity represents tfie ability to accommodate de-

creases in deposits and other purchased liabilities, and

fund increases in assets. Funds must be available at

reasonable prices relative to competitors, and in matur-

ities required to support prudently medium to longer

term assets Liquidity is essential in all banks to com-

pensate for expected and unexpected balance sheet

fluctuations and to provide funds for growth

The cost of liquidity is a function of market conditions

and the degree of risk, txjth interest and credit, re-

flected in the bank's balance sheet. If liquidity needs

are met through holdings of high quality liquid assets,

the cost becomes the income sacrificed by not hokjing

higher yielding long term and/or lower quality assets If

liquidity needs are not met through liquid asset hold-

ings, a bank may be forced to acquire additional funds

under adverse market conditions at excessively high

rates In large banks, however, nnaturing assets or their

liquidaton do rxit provide assured liquidity continuousfy

In those Ijanks. asset liquidity is supplemented t)y the

ability to roll over maturing liabilities and acquire new
ones daily

Brokered deposits are one example of acquired liquid-

ity Such deposits are placed by nrxxiey brokers with

banks offering the highest rates Often these are prot>

lem banks that are in need of liquidity, but can least

afford the higher interest expense A bank's reliance on

those funds shoukJ be investigated

Tfie adequacy of a bank's liquidity will vary from bank

to bank In the same tank, at different times, similar

liquidity positions may be adequate or inadequate de-

pending on anticipated need tor funds. In addition, a

liquidity position which is adequate tot one bank may
be insufficient for anotfier bank. Determining tfie ade-

quacy of a bank's liquidity position depends upon an

analysis of tfie t>ank's:

• Present and antcipated asset quality.

• Present and future earnings capacity.

• Histc^cal funding requirements.

• Current liquidity position

• Anticipated future funding needs.

• Options for reducing funding needs or attracting

additional funds

• Sources ot funds

lb provide funds to satisfy liquidity needs, a bank must

perform one or a combination of tfie ksllowing:

• Dispose of liquid assets

• Increase short-term borrowing (and/or issue ad-

ditional short-term deposit liabilities)

• Decrease fioldings of nonliquid assets

• Increase liabilities of a term nature.

• Increase capital funds

Forecasting future events is essential to liquidity plan-

ning fvlanagement must consider the effect those

events are likely to tnave on funding requirements If

management does not consider future events and plan

the bank's funding strategy accordingly, the tank will

be run by the dictates of the economy rather than by

management All banks are affected lay changes in the

economic climate However, sound financial manage-
ment can buffer negative changes and accentuate pos-

itive ones

Information that management stiould consider in liquid-

ity planning includes:

Complrolleis Handbook lor National Bank Examiners
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• Economic forecasts. j. -

»

• Internal costs of funds.

• Mismatches in tlie balance sheet

• Interest rate (ofecasts.

• Anticipated funding needs.

Management also must tiave contingency plans in case
its projections are wrong Effective contingency plan-

ning involves identifying minimum and maximum liquid-

ity needs and weighing alternative courses of action

ctesigned to nrteet them

Contingencies ttiat may affect a bank's liquidity include:

• New txjsiness opportunities.

•
Acquisitions

• New management
•
Earnings decline

• Nonperforming asset ircrease.

• Downgrading by a rating agency.

Once liquidity needs have been determined, manage-
ment must decide how to meet them through such
methods as asset management, liability management,
or a combination of both.

Asset Management

Liquidity needs may be met by manipulating the tjank's

asset structure through the sale or planned runoff of a

reserve of readily marketable (liquid) assets. Many
t»nks, particularly the smaller ones, tend to have little

influence over the size of their total liabilities. Such
banks rely on liquid assets to fund increases in trade

area loan demand Banks which rely solely on asset

management concentrate on adjusting the price and

availability of credit, and the level of liquid assets held

in response to changes in customer asset and liability

preferences

The amount of liquid assets a bank sixiuld Md de-

pends on the stability of its deposit structure and the

potential for rapid loan portfolio expansion Generally, if

deposit accounts are composed primarily of small sta-

ble accounts, a relatively low allowance for liquidity is

necessary A higher allowance for liquidity is required
wtien

• Recent trends show substantial reduction in large

accounts

• Substantial deposits are short-term municipal

special assessment-type accounts.

• A substantial portion of the loan portfolio consists

of large static loans with little likelihiood of reduc-

tion

• Large unused lines of credit or commitments to

lend are eKpected to be used immediately
• Concentration of credits tiave been extended to

an industry with present or anticipated financial

problems
• A strong relationship exists between individual

demand accounts and principal employers in the

trade area who have financial problems

Asset liquidity or how "salable" the bank's assets are

in terms of tx)th time and cost, is of primary importance
in asset management Liquid assets provide insurance

as well as yield. To maximize profitability nnanagement
rrxjst carefully weigh the full return on liquid assets

(yield plus insurance value) against ttie higtier return

associated with less liquid assets Income derived from

higher yielding assets may be offset if a forced sale is

necessary because of adverse balance sheet fluctua-

tions.

Assets normally assumed to be liquid, sometimes are

not easily liquidated. For example, investment securities

rray be pledged against public funds and repurchase

agreements, or may be depreciated fieavity t^ecause of

interest rate cfianges. Trading accounts cannot be re-

duced materially because banks nnust maintain ade-

quate inventories

Seasonal, cyclical, or ottier factors may often cause ag-

gregate outstanding loans and deposits to move in op-

posite directions and result in loan demand which ex-

ceeds available deposit funds. A iDank relying strictly

on asset management would restrict loan growth to that

which could be supported by available deposit funds

As an alternative, liquidity needs may be met through

liability sources, such as federal funds purchased, bor-

rowings from the Federal Reserve bank, purctnased de-

posits (i e , brokered deposits) and sale of securities

under agreements to repurchase, which would allow ttie

bank to meet the loan demand of its trade area Tfie

decision whelfier or not to use liability sources should

be tased on a complete analysis ol seasonal, cyclical,

and ottier factors, and tfie costs involved. In addition to

supplementing asset liquidity, liability sources of liquid-

ity may serve as an alternative even wtien asset sources

are available

The number of banks relying solely on manipulation of

tfie asset structure to meet liquidity needs is declining

rapidly

Complrollei's Handbook loi National Bank Examiners
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Liability Management

Liquidity needs can be met ttirough the discretionary
acquisition of funds on the basis of interest rate com-
petition This does not preclude the option of selling
assets to meet needs, and conceptually, the availability
of asset and liability options should result In a lower

liquidity maintenance cost The alternative costs of

availat)ie discretionary liabilities can be compared to

the opportunity cost of selling various assets The major
difference between liquidity in larger banks, as con-
trasted with smaller banks, is that in addition to delib-

erately designing the composition of the asset side of

the balance sheet, larger banks are better able to con-
trol the level and corrpositon of their liabilities When
funds are required, larger iDanks have a wider variety
of options from which to select the least costly method
of generating funds In addition, discretionary access
to the money market should reduce the size of ttne liquid
asset "txiffer' that would iDe needed If the bank were
solely dependent upon asset management to obtain
funds

The ability to obtain additional liabilities represents liq-

uidity potential The nrarginal cost of liquidity, the cost
of incremental funds acquired, is of paramount impor-
tance in evaluating liability sources of liquidity Consid-
eration must be given to such factors as the frequency
with which ttie bank must regularty refinance maturing
purchased liabilities, as well as an estimate of the
banks ability to obtain funds in ttie money market Ttie

obvious diffculty In estimating tfie latter is ttiat, until the
bank goes to the market to borrow, it cannot be deter-

mined with complete certainty tfiat funds will tDe avail-

able at a price which will maintain positive yield spread
Changes in money market conditions may cause a

rapid deterioration in a bank's capacity to tDorrow at a

profitable rate In this context, liquidity represents the

ability to attract funds in the market when needed, at a

reasonatDle cost

As previously noted, large bank's access to discretion-

ary funding sources is a function of their position and
reputation in tfie money markets Alttxxjgh smaller in-

stitutions do not fiave a "name" in tfxDse markets, tfiey

are not precluded from liability management The scope
and volume of thteir operations is. however, somewtiat
limited

Although the acquisition of funds at a competitive cost
has enabled many banks to meet expanding customer
loan demand, misuse or improper imptementation of li-

ability management can tiave severe consequences

Examiners should be aware of the tollow.ng risks as-
sociated with the practice of liability management

• Purcfiased funds may not always be available
wtien needed If the market loses confiderx:e in a
bank, ttat bank's liquidity may tse threatened.

• Corcentrations in funding sources Increase liq-

uidity risk. A bank relying heavily on foreign inter-

bank deposits will experience funding problems If

overseas markets perceive instability in U.S
tanks or its economy Replacing foreign sources
will be diffcult and costly because the domestic
market may view the bank's sudden need for

funds as a danger signal
• Over-reliance on liability management may cause
a tendefKy to minimize holdings of short-term se-

curities, relax asset liquidity standards, and result
in a large concentration of short-term liabilities

supporting assets of longer maturity. Dunng times
of tight money this could cause an earnings
squeeze and an illiquid condition Funds em-
ployed from liability management should be
hedged or placed principally in assets with

matching maturities or which have flexible Interest

rates

• Due to rate competltloo funding costs may in-

crease. In an attempt to offset the Increase, a
bank may lower credit standards to invest in

higher yielding loans and securities. If a bank is

purchasing liabilities to support assets which are

already on its books, an increase in ttie cost of

purchased funds may result in a negative yield

spread
• When national monetary tightness occurs, interest

rate discrimination may develop, making the cost
of purchased funds prohibitive to all but a small
number of money center banks Tfierefore, banks
with limited funding sources should avoid using
funds purchased in the national market and
should rely upon their local market

• Preoccupation with obtaining funds at tfie lowest

possible cost, without considering maturity distri-

buton, greatly intensifies a liank s exposure to the
risk of interest rate fluctuations

In all banks, and partcularty in wtiolesale-funded ones,
management musi be aware constantly of the compo-
sition and charactenstcs oi its funding sources.

Real or rumored deterioration in ttie financial corxJition
of a bank because of asset quality, fraud, or external

Cowptrollers Hanabook lor National Bank Examiners
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economic developments will affect wtxjlesale funding

adversely The extent of Ifiat reaction depends on tfie

bank's funding sources and their risk tolerance

Factors affecting risk tolerance of funds providers in-

clude their

•
Obligations to fiduciary investors, such as money
market funds, trust furids and pensions.

• Reliance on rating firms. Bytaws or Internal guide-
lines may prohibit placing funds in tsanks that have

low ratings

• Obligations to disclose information on Investment

holdings.

• Self-interest in maintaining an orderly market-

place For this reason major banks are slow In

eliminating funding to otfier tanks

• Lack of a fjersonal contact at the taank to provide

timely and accurate infomiation atxxjt its financial

condition

Thie following common funds providers are ranked from

the least to thie most risk tolerant.

• Money market funds

• Trust funds

• Pension funds

• Money market brokers/dealers

•
Regional banks

• Government agencies.
• Community banks

• Multinational tDanks.

• Individuals.

Intefest Rate Risk

Interest rate risk arises from tfie impact ttnat future in-

terest rates will have on a bank's reported earnings and
tfie market value of its portfolio equity

Tfie nsk to a tiank's reported earnings arises from a

bank's historic cost business and any positions carried

on a market valuation basis Cfianges In Interest rates

will effect reported earnings through cfianges in net

interest income and tfie market value of trading ac-

counts or assets field for resale carried on a market

valuation basis

Tfie risk to tfie market value of portfolio equity arises

primarily from a bank's long-term fixed rate positions

Tfie value of a fixed rate instrument varies with interest

rates For example, a five-year fixed rate bond will de-

cline in value if interest rates rise and a bond with a

longer maturity will decline even more with tfie same
rate cfiange. In tfie same way, ttie underlying value of a

bank can cfiange when interest rates change, and a

bank with unmatcfied, bng-term. fixed rate positions is

exposed to a sustained adverse Interest rate nnovement

Alttiough ttiese positions may not pose a risk to near-

term reported earnings due to historic cost accounting
conventions, ttiey can expose tfie bank to substantial

interest rate risk and, over time, result in lower reported

earnings or general underperformance of the market

Risk to reported earnings is often referred to as ac-

counting exposure and tfie risk to market value of port-

folio equity as economic exposure Both exposures are

important and sfxxjld be considered in assessing inter-

est rate risk Tfie impact on earnings Is significant be-

cause of the liquidity and capital adequacy conse-

quences that reduced earnings or losses might Imply
Tfie impact on market value is significant tsecause it is

a measure of an instituton's true capital solvency and
a reflection of tfie net value of a bank upon liquidation

or forced sale This perspective is particularly relevant

for regulators because negative changes In the market
value of portfolio equity can be a leading indicator of

future earnings problems. In addition, tfie market value

also reflects tfie true liquidity of bank assets since tfie

cost of selling depreciated assets to meet liquidity

needs may be prohibitive

Tfie deregulation of deposit rates, tfie Introduction of

more complex financial products, and increased com-

petitive pressures fiave accentuated the need for pru-
dent management of Interest rate exposures Tfie mar-

gin for error in funds management and pricing decisions

has been reduced and the need for the board and
senior management to adopt policies addressing inter-

est rate risk and to implement adequate risk measure-
nnent and reporting systems has increased Compo-
nents of prudent interest rate risk management include

policy statements, risk limits, risk measurement systems
and reports to management and the bank's board of

directors

Specific strategies adopted by tsanks to compensate
for tfie cfianging environment Include.

• The expansion of variatsle rate lending

• The sfionening of maturities in the investment port-

folio

• Tlie generation of fees from ttie packaging and
sale of fixed-rate longer-term loans

Comptroller's Handbook lor Nalional Bank Examiners
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• The use of interest rate futures, swaps and otfier

products to hedge against fluctuations in interest

rates when an imlDal.oce exists in a banks rate

sensitivity position (A discussion of financial fu-

tures IS contained in the Introduction to the In-

vestment Securities section of the handbook
203.1)

• The devebpment of sources of fee/noninterest In-

come.

• Asset securitization.

When evaluating a bank's interest rate risk exposure,
examiners should consider both the level of risk and the

quality of risk management Examiners should base
their assessments on a review of policies and operating
limits, management structure and practices, risk mea-
surement systems, and the reported and perceived level

of risk exposure.

Risk Limits

Repricing imbalances pose various risks to net interest
income A liability sensitive bank is at a disadvantage
when interest rates are rising, since it will be more costly
to fund liabilities whch are supporting fixed rate assets
It is difficult to adjust a liability sensitive position to

achieve a balanced one without suffering a loss of busi-
ness A bank has limited control over the volume of its

fixed rate liabilities Therefore, to achieve balance would
likely require a runoff of rate-sensitive liabilities and a
reduction In fixed rate long-term loans or securities sup-
ported by those liabilities This may be difficult, since

rising rates would indicate the likelihood of a capital
loss from the sale of fixed rate assets

A proper balance between rate sensitive assets and
rate sensitive liabilities should help minimize the effect
on earnings caused by adverse movement in interest
rates The larger the imbalance, the greater the nsk the
bank is assuming, and the greater the impact of an
adverse rate movement. To control risk, limits should be
established for the risk to earnings arising from mis-
matches between the repricing of assets, liabilities, and
off-balance sheet contracts carried on an historic cost
t)asis Since these "gap" mismatches create exposure
to net interest income, limits on gaps are best ex-

pressed in terms of net interest income at risk

Risk limits should also address risk to earnings arising
form positions that are carried on a market valuation
basis (mark-to-market or lower-of-cosl-or-market) This
includes trading positions and assets held for resale

Limits on these positions may be expressed in term of
tfie risk to market values

Limits on earnings exposure should consider potential
adverse changes in interest rates rather than antici-

pated rate movements Anticipated rate movements
may indicate managements expectation of what is likely
to happen. Risk limits are designed to control what may
happen If outcomes deviate from expectations

Banks with unmatched, long-term, fixed rate positions
are exposed to a sustained adverse interest rate move-
ment It Is premature to expect banks to quantify and
limit the risk to the market value of portfolio equity arising
from these positions Banks tfiat fiave such positions,
however, stxjuld evaluate and limit tfie seventy of these
exposures. Typically, these positions arise from mon-
gage and investment portfolios that are funded short-
term

Rate Risk Measurement Systems
There Is wide variation in the techniques used by banks
to measure and manage their interest rate exposure and
no one technique is appropriate for all banks The ad-

equacy of risk measurement systems and the extent of

reviews perfcymed to determine management's ability
to monitor exposure will depend on the banks size,

complexity and level of interest rate risk assunription For

example, a community bank without significant Interest
rate exposure might rely on a simple gap report to mea-
sure its exposure A bank that engages heavily in mort-

gage lending may need a more sophisticated system
that captures prepayment risk on fixed rate mortgages
A market valuation assessment may be more valuable
in large banks, banks experiencing liquidity problems
or banks with a relatively large volume of long-term fixed
rate assets or liabilities In general, the nsk measure-
ment technique(s) used stx)uld capture a bank's sig-
nificant sources of interest rate exposure

Gap Reports

Tfie most common tool used to measure rate sensitivity
IS a point-ln-time maturity ladder (gap) report. Gap re-

ports typically are used to measure risk to net Interest
income arising from instruments carried at historic cost
Differences in the repricing dates of assets, liabilities

and off-balance sheet contracts are a primary compo-
nent of risk to net interest Income A typical gap report
stratifies all current and contracted positions by their

respective repricing date By netting the gross bal-

ances, a net repricing Imtalance in each time frame is

Comptroller's Handbook lor National Bank Examiners
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belermined These imbalances indicate the sensitivity

of net intefest Income to a cliange In interest rates The

anrxxjnt of risk depends on the size of the repricing

imtaalances, how long tfie imtjalances remain open,

and potential movements in interest rates

Net positions in each time frame may be expressed as

assets less liabilities, as liabilities less assets or as the

ratio t)etween rate sensitive assets (FtSA) arxj rate sen-

sitive liabilities (RSL) For example, a short funded po-

sition (liabililles repricing before assets) would be ex-

pressed as a net negative position wtien period gaps
are computed by subtracting repricing liabilities from

repricing assets Wtien using the ratio method, a RSA/

RSL ratio of 1 indicates a balanced position and a ratio

greater thian 1 an asset sensitive bank A ratio less than

1 Indicates a liability sensitive tsank

Many tanks, rattier than relating repricing Imtalarces

to net interest income at risk, simply limit the size of their

gaps (^ example, a bank may limit the ratio of rate

sensitive assets to rate sensitive liabilities to given

range, such .90 to 1 10 Such limits, by themselves, do

not directly identify earnings exposure A bank that

uses such limits, probably made some assumptions
about ftie relationship between gaps and earnings
when It established those limits Expressing limits in

terms of net Interest income at risk makes tfxjse as-

sumptions explicit Examiners should encourage tanks

using gap reports to express limits In terms of ttie ac-

count at risk, net interest income

Gap reports provide a measurement of net Interest in-

come at risk and indicate the timing of that risk They
are particularly useful In Identifying sources of risk ans-

ing from the existing assets, liabilities and off-balance

sheet contracts of a bank

Gap reports are subject to limitations, txjwever Indeed,

maintaining a t)alanced position for all time periods in

a gap report does not ensure ttiat the bank is immune
to interest rate risk The following cause this apparent

contradiction and are ttie limitations inherent in nnost

gap reports

• Interest rates do not always move in tandem For

example, vrfien interest rates are moving upward,
ttie prime rate will often lag Itie federal funds and

cd rates Tfie divergence in Interest rate move-

ments IS referred to as basis risk A bank that

funds a pnme-based loan with a short-term cd

might rot show any exposure for this position in

Its gap report since both instruments tiave short

maturities The bank could suffer a decline in

earnings, however, if the cd rate tias increased at

the repricing dale but the prime rate has not

changed
•

Significant risk may be hidden in the repricing time

frames of the gap report A bank's gap repxxt may
show a balanced position lor a 90-day perod.
However. Interest rate risk may be significant If

nx)St assets reprice at the beginning of ttie pe-

riod, nnost liabilities reprice at ttie end of the pe-

riod, arxl interest rates decrease at the beginning
of tfie period.

• Many retail banking products Incorporate options

features, which are crften referred to as emt>edded

options. Examples of these include prepayments
on fixed rate bans, caps on floating rate loans,

and early withdrawal rights on deposits The re-

pricing dates for products with options will vary
with Interest rates For example, fixed rate mort-

gages typically will prepay faster in lower interest

rate environments Embedded options generally

work in favor of the customer and against the

bank. When prevalant. options can pose signifi-

cant risk to net interest income but their effects are

not easily Incorporated into a gap report, lb cap-
ture these exposures, some tanks will prepare a

series of gap reports for different levels of Interest

rates A gap report for a low rate environment may
show shorter maturities lor nnortgage loans, reflect-

ing higher prepayments, while under a high rate

environment, mortgage maturities would lengtfien

and floating rate kans subject to caps woukj be

shown as lixed rate assets

• Gap reports depict the existing structure of the

bank at one point in tinne. Exposures arising from

new business generally are rot captured

• Reprlceable investments/funds may roll off at rates

significantly different from current rates This can

cause a ctiange in earnings even If the bank has

a balanced gap position To aid In ttie assessment

of this reinvestment risk, some banks will show the

rates associated with the repricing volumes In

their gap reports

Many assets and liabilities have repricing dates that are

unspecified (are rot clearly established In tfie contract

or are not otherwise readily determinable) Examples of

such instruments Include demand deposits, savings

accounts and credit cards. As noted earlier, the repric-
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ing dates tof products witln embedded options \«ill vary

depefXJing on future interest rates lb stratify tfiese bal-

ances, management must make Informed estimates re-

garding tfieir effective repricing dates An analysis of a

gap report must include a review of managements as-

sumptions on flow tliese balances are stratified

lb address tfie limitations of gap reports, banks often

complement gap reports with sinnulation models

Simulation Models

Simulation models analyze interest rate risk in a forward-

looking or dynamc context They are used to evaluate

the risk arising from both the banks current positions

and Its forecasted future business Typically, simulation

runs are performed only over a fairly short time horizon

(up to two years) t>ecause tfie confidence in interest

rate and business forecasts is less beyond the short-

term horizon

The focus of most simulation models is nsk to net inter-

est irx;ome, although many rrwdels may also be able to

assess changes in the book value of capital and tfie

market values of portfolio equity or other specifc instru-

ments Risk to net interest income is measured by proj-

ecting tfie future composition of the bank and applying
different interest rates scenarios Conceptually, the

greater the variation of future net interest income under

various rate scenarios, the higher the indicated level of

interest rate nsk at the tsank Simulation models can
also test the effect of different business strategies on a

tDanks risk profile and provide a useful link between
business planning and risk management Simulation

can be used to evaluate alternative balance sheet and
of1-t)alance sfieet strategies

Simulation models allow greater versatility in dealing
with some of tfie assumptions underlying gap-based
risk measurements For example, gap measurements
assunne a one-time shift in interest rates, while simula-

tion models handle varied interest rate paths and vari-

ations in yield curve shapes Basis nsk can be evalu-

ated by varying spreads between tfie various indices

the bank uses to price its products The impact of caps,

prepayment rights and othier options can be evaluated

by nxxe sophisticated models

While offering greater versatility simulations may pro-

vide a less objective indicator of a iDank's existing risk

position by introducing rrxsre assumptons on future

business Changes in the target account (net interest

income) arise from predicted balance stieet changes
as well as predicted interest rate changes In addition.

iDecause simulation projections are usually limited to a

one- or two-year time horizon, signilcant longer term

exposures often are not captured It is ttiese fonger term

exposures, however, that can pose the greatest threat

to a bank s capital and its market value of portfolio eq-

uity For tfiese reasons, simulation is best supplemented
by measurement systems that isolate tfie nsk inherent

in ttie taank's existing balance sheet position and which

capture tfie risk from longer term repricing imbalances

Simulation models are data and assumption intensive

Examiners should assess the integnty of data input, ttie

reasonableness of forecasts and assumptions regard-

ing future interest rates and volumes, and tfie quality
and reliability of output Examiners also fnust ascertain

whether management has a detailed understanding of

the design to the model, particularly when it has been

purchased from an outside vendor.

Market Valuation Models

Most gap and simulation models were designed to as-

sess the rate sensitivity of future net interest income
rather tfian to measure tfie sensitivity of market values

to rate movements Techniques tfiat measure martlet

value sensitivity are useful because they capture ex-

posures across the full matunty spectrum of the tank
Market value sensitivity systems are often based on
duration analysis Most commonly they are used by

larger tDanks to establish earnings at nsk limits for trad-

ing positions

The duration concept vras proposed by Frederick Ma-

caulay in 1938 to measure the timing of a bond's cash
flow This measure was later modified to express ttie

price sensitivity of a bond to a given change in interest

rates, this is known as "modified duration
"
Wfien inter-

est rates increase, the market value of a fixed income
instrument will decline Modified duration indicates tsy

how much For example, if a t>ond has a modified du-

ration of five. Its value will decline roughly 5 percent if

interest rates increase one percentage point

Under the accounting perspective, duration can be
used to measure risk arising from instruments carried

on a market valuation basis The duration of a portfolo
of fixed income contracts is calculated by adding to-

gether the weighted durations of the individual con-

tracts The duration of the pKXlfolio indicates the risk to

earnings arising from that position if interest rates nnove

adversety

Some banks are exploring the use of duration to mea-
sure the sensitivity of the market value of portfolio equity

Comptrotler's Handbook lor National Bank Examiners
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to changes in mtefesl rates While often complex to cal-

culate, conceptually the duration of equity is derived

by calculating tfie durations of assets, liabilities, and

off-talance sheet contracts The duraton of equity in-

dicates whether the market value of portfolio equity will

increase or decrease witl". a change in rates A bank
with long-term assets funded by shorter term liabilities

will generally have a positi\« duration of equity The

market value of its portfolio equity will decline if interest

rates increase Conversety. a bank with sfxxt-term as-

sets funded with long-term liabilities will generally ha\«

a negative duration of equity Tfie market value of its

portfolio equity will decline if interest rates decline In

general, the higfier the duration of equity the rrxxe sen-

sitive tfie market value of portfolio equity to changes in

rates

Duration can be useful for setting risk limits on trading

accounts at larger banks In the past, many banks lim-

ited tfie earnings nsk arising from trading portfolios with

simple position limits, usually based on maturity This

provided only an indirect limit on exposure and limits

based on duration can be an improvement

Duration is one way to measure tfie sensitivity of tfie

market value of portfolio equity to cfianges in interest

rates The calculations and assumptions required tor

this measurement, however, are substantial In addition,

there are some technical limitations to duration Dura-

tion accurately measures cfianges in market value only
for small cfianges in rates, and the duration of contracts

with different cash flows evolve at different rates with

the passage of time Due to tfiese limitations, duration

as a tool to measure economic exposure is generally
found only at the larger regional and multinational

banks

A more detailed discusson of tfie nature and measure-
ment of interest rate risk can be found in tfie "Interest

Rate Risk section of tfie Multinational Source Book,

i_^ distributed by tfie [^Multinational Banking Department

Interest Rate Swaps

An interest rate swap is a contract t>etween two parties

that provides for the exchange of a series of cash ftows

It may be used to reduce interest rate risk created by
unwanted repricing mismatcfies between assets and
liabilities Tfie two parties exchange a series of cash
flows usually representing fixed and floating rate inter-

est payments Swaps are also done with both parties

excfianging floating rales tiased on different indexes.

Hedging

In a fixed tor vanable interest rate swap, the party with

fixed rate assets funded by variable rate liabilities lit-

erally "swaps" Its liability payment stream with that of a

counterparty who may be borrowing at fixed rates to

fund floating rate assets The ftoating rate received from
tfie counterparty can be used to pay for tfie first party's
variable rate liabilities in return, tfie first party pays tfie

counterparty a fixed rate cash flow, which is used tjy

tfie counterparty to pay its fixed rate liabilities As a
result, both parties are alDle to took in a spread tsetween

their asset and liability cash flows, limiting or eliminating
each party's in(erest rate risk

In addition to fiedging the spread iDetween asset and

liability cash flows, interest rate swaps can also be
used to obtain lower funding costs tfian would other-

wise be available to one of tfie parties through normal

funding sources Due to global geographic location and
differences in perceived credit strength, each swap
party may have access to funding at different costs

TtTe incentive to enter into a swap may occur wfien one

party, wtx) tjecause of its size or credit standing, fias

access to relatively low cost, fixed rate funds but seeks
a floating rate obligation, while tfie ottier with access to

floating rate funds, seeks fixed rate funds Tfie parties
divide tfie difference of tfie funding cost advantage of

tfie first party through tfieir contractual agreennent

The analysis upon which the adequacy of a swap
tiedge is determined is often based on tfie bank's cur-

rent asset/liability structure However, subsequent
ctianges in tiTe market environment can cause cfianges
in ttie bank's taalance sfieet If interest rates tall, fixed

rate loans are often refinanced, and tfie funds received

from these prepayments must be reinvested at tfie cur-

rent, lower yields If the bank has entered into a sv^p
fiedge m which it pays fixed rate liabilities, tfie prepay-
ments will cause trie spread between asset yields and

funding costs to narrow With tfie cash side of tfie fiedge

declining, the swap posilon leaves tfie hedging taank

once again exposed to interest rate risks Loan prepay-
ment penalties can tielp reduce the prepayment's im-

pact on tfie spread However, in practice, prepayment
penalties rarely are enforced Before entering into a

swap contract used as a tiedge. management must
conduct a ttxxough analysis of its asset/liability struc-

ture and base tfie amount and terms of ttie swap on tfie

particular prepayment and repricing cfiaractenstcs of

Its assets and liabilities This kind of tiedge analysis
should continue over tfie life of a swap

Comptrollers Handbook lor NalKirtal Bar* Examiners
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Speculation versus Hedging

Although most interest rate swaps are employed to off-

set an undesirable rate or maturity mismatch, they can

also be used to speculate Swaps can be initiated, or

assumed in the secondary market, with no requirement
for offsetting bank assets or liabilities. If interest rates

move favorably for the speculator, the swap will increase

in value and can be sold at a premium in the secondary
market In addition, a bank may enter a swap onginally
to reduce interest rate risk, but later sell the swap at a

premium wtien interest rates change. If the offsetting

asset Of liability is not simultaneously disposed of. a

bank selling its swap position at a gain may be increas-

ing interest rate risk in order to increase current income

Speculative use of swap contracts by banks that do not

act as dealers in swaps should be criticized.

Credit Risks and Controls

An interest rate swap does not involve any transfer of

principal However, the parties establish a principal

amount upon which they will base the exchange of cash

flows This amount is referred to as the "Notional Prin-

cipal" amount since it is the notional or theoretical prin-

cipal amount of the interest rate swap The terms of a

swap agreemerrt usually call tor tfie exchange of interest

payment streams on an annual, semiannual, or quar-

terly basis Because the transaction is Ijased entirety

on an exchange of interest payments, the credit ex(x>-

sure is therefore limited to ttie parlies' respective swap
payments Losses niay result to a bank swap partici-

pant wtien a counterparty owing a swap payment de-

faults In a hedging situation, if either party becomes
insolvent, declares bankruptcy or merely refuses to

honor the swap agreement, the counterparty may have

to enter the market to acquire another swap or other

funding sources at increased costs Bankruptcy of one

party may not absolve the counterparty of its required

performance, i.e . one party may be unable to perform
while ttie offier party may still be compelled to do so

This type of risk is usually reduced by a contractual

agreement between each party to offset its obligation

against the payment stream to t>e received from ttie

counterparty Ttie International Swap Dealers Associa-

tion. Inc tias devetoped a universal interest rate swap
contract that incorporates the offsetting payment
stream provision, as well as ottier standardized terms

and corxjitions Alttiough the universal contract can be
altered to fit terms unique to a particular swap deal, ttie

standardization has tielped promote a secondary mar-

ket tor swaps

lb minimize swap credit exposure, each bank should

ensure that the counterparty possesses ttie financial

strength and liquidity to meet its otjligatons Bank swap
partcipants should conduct initial and periodic credit

analyses on swap counterparties This aralysis and re-

lated approvals should be done by persons wtio nor-

mally make credit judgments and not by irxjivlduals

involved in arranging swap deals Swap exposures and
all ottier types of credit exposure to the same counter-

party should be consolidated and reviewed to control

bank wide exposure to single a counterparty.

Credit Limits

Limits under 12 USC 84 do not apply to sWaps However,
this limitation may be used as a prudential guideline
Credit limits for one counterparty should be determined

by reviewing ttie potential magnitude of adverse pay-
ment increases thiat could be expected over the lite of

ttie swap One method to analyze risk is to base risk

exposure CcUculatons on a possible 2 percent to 5 per-

cent change in interest rates per year over ttie life of ttie

swap. Ttxjs. a bank with a 10-year swap using 3 percent

fjer year as potential exposure would consider its max-
imum potential ocposure tr^ "^ 30 percer' of ttie notional

principal amount In this example, if 30 percent of ttie

swap to one counterparty combined with ottier credit

exposures to ttie same counterparty exceeds 15 per-
cent of capital and surplus (e.g.. the lending limit), ex-

posure to that entity should tie considered excessive

Credit Concentrations

As with all types of credit exposure, bank management
should also monitor risk diversification in swaps. Con-
centrations of credit risk in swaps with one counterparty,

or concentration risk with counterparties in one or re-

lated industries are potentially unavoidable because of

ttie large size of most swaps and ttie limited numtser of

swap market participants For example, if swaps are

concentrated with counterparties in ttie same iridustry

and 30 percent of ttie aggregate of such swap expo-
sures combined with other credit exposures to the

same counterparties exceeds 25 percent of capital and

surplus, exposure to ttiese groups should be pointed
out as a concentration of risk

Bank's Status: Intermediary vs Principal

If eittier party to a swap is unwilling to accept ttie credit

of a potential swap counterparty or cannot locate a

counterparty, a third party may stand between the two

swap participants This intermediary assumes ttie risks

Compirolleis Handbook lor National Bank Examiners
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ot both participants by signing similar swap agree-
ments with each party Under this structure, each coun-

terpany deals soleiy with the intermediary and does not

know the identity of the other party The intermediary is

compensated by taking a small fraction of ttie swap
payments

Infrequently, swap intemTediaries may act in an agent

capacity merefy introducing swap counterparties An

intermediary that acts as an agent must ensure that it

limits Its liabilities by providing each counterparty with

disclosures tfiat clarity its obligations to ttie counter-

parties To be considered an agent, a bank intermediary
must disclose its fee. state that it fias no liability for

swap payments, and provide the name of the counter-

party Failure to make such disctosures will cause the

bank to be viewed as a pnrcipal.

Collateralizing a Swap
In certain instances the tank may be asked to pledge
collateral to provide remedy to ttie swap counterpar^y
in the event of default. Collateral is most often sought

t;y swap participants wtien they doubt strongly tfie abil-

ity of the counterparty to meet ttie terms of the swap
Banks are usually asked to pledge collateral when they

experience significant problems and when they can
least afford to do so

The collateral requirements are normally a function of

term, the negotiated fixed rate, and the forecast of fu-

ture rates U S government or federal agency securities

are usually the requested form of coHateral Generally,

a national tiank should not pledge its most Iquid assets

to collateralize any off-balance sheet contractual ar-

rangements, such as interest rate swaps, because this

type of long term encumbrance of a banks rrrost liquid

assets impairs asset Iquidity and limits bank manage-
ment's flexibility Collateral agreements of this type
should be avoided.

Acceptatjle cotlateralizaton systems require both par-
ties to establish maintenance margin accounts Main-

tenance margin payment arrKXjnts are ascertained by

using a model or formula to determine net exposure of

the swap market values The formulas should be re-

viewed periodicalty to ensure that they do not require

more collateral than normally viould be lustified by mar-

ket exposure Initial margin should not be required un-

less It is based on market risk

Swaps with Nonbank Bank Holding Company
Affiliates

fvlonbank affiliates, such as mortgage tsankmg or leas-

ing subsidiaries, may benefit from the use of swaps as

a hedging tool, and holding company managerrent may
try to take advantage of the lead bank's credit standing
tjy arranging a swap between the nontsank subsidiary,
and the lead bank acting as a principal intermediary
with another counterparty SirKe the bank is acting as

principal intermediary, the nonbank affiliate is atjte to

use the thank's credit standing to obtain a swap with

better payment terms than it would have received had
it had to obtain a swap in the open market In this

situation if tfie nonbank affiliate cannot honor its obli-

gations to ttie bank, the bank acting as intermediary
must continue to pay its swap obligations Ttxis. the

affiliates swap obligations become the tank's liability.

Although It has not been determined tf^t swaps are

covered transactions under 12 USC 371(c), as a pru-
dential matter, trie limitations of 12 USC 371 (c) tor cov-

ered transactions should be applied to the estimated

exposure on swaps between banks and nonbank affil-

iates

Managerial Systems of Control

The board of directors should consider any plan to en-

gage in swap activities and should endorse specifc
written policies and procedures in auttxxizing these

activities Policy obiectives should be specific enough
to outline permissible swap strategies and their rela-

tionships to other tDanking activities. Ttie policy should

also establish gross dollar limits and exfxssure limits for

swaps and limits per counterparty The board of direc-

tors, a duty authorized committee tfiereof, or tfie bank's

internal auditors should review all outstanding swap po-
sitions periodically and ensure that tfiese limits are not

exceeded. Appropriate committee minutes should doc-
ument in detail fiow the swap positions taken contnbute

to attaining ttie bank s stated objectives. Flecordkeep-

ing systems must be suffciently detailed to permit in-

terral auditors and examiners to determine wtiether op-

erating personnel have acted in accordance with

authorized objectives

flecord/teep(r7g

Intermediaries and/or rrarket makers should maintain

records of ttieir matched books or open swap positions

Such reports should display the gains and losses in the

offsetting and open positions, ttie net and gross posi-

tions and exposure estimates for each swap use. po-

sition, or counterparty overall product profitability, and

a trial balance of the swap positions

End users should have reports which list the swap no-

tional principal amounts, accrued income and expense.

10 Complioller's Handbook toi National Bank Examiners
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identify the cash positions being hedged, and detail the

correlation and effectiveness of the hedge

All iDanks involved in swaps should retain records of the

initial and periodic credit approval of counterparties,

documentation deficiercies including tfie types of errors

and the timeliness of their correction, payment delin-

quencies, and swap positions irtcorporated into bank-

wide funds managemient reports Swaps should be re-

ported in the general ledger contingent accounts, as

vi«ll as in Call Report Schedule RC-L Reports showing
net interest income and expense accruals to tfie next

swap payment date stxxikj also be maintained

Securitization of Assets

Securitization is the pooling of assets with similar char-

acteristics into a standard format for sale to investors.

Securitization can provide benefits to banks and the

banking system by liquifying tank assets, providing

more flexibility for managing various types of risk, and

generating fee and spread income. By using put)licly

traded securities to access different sectors of tfie cap-
ital markets, securitization can be used to improve a

bank's liquidity Securitizing laank assets may be a very

attractive form of alternative funding for traditional bank-

ing activities

Financial institutions have tjeen securitizing residential

mortgage toans for almost two decades Since tfie mid

1980s, this activity fias expanded to include virtually

every type of consumer receivable on a laank's balance

sfieet To a limited extent, commercial loans have also

been securitized

Ivtost tjanking activities now considered part of the pro-

cess of securitizing taank loans are refinements of, or

logical extensions to traditional banking functions

Banks may play one or nxjre of several distinct rotes in

tfie process
• Lender Banks extend credit to customers

• Packager An independent party or a division of

tfie selling bank segregates loans into a separate

trust or special-purpose subsidiary in order to sell

and remove the loans from the Ixioks of the orig-

inating bank The packager, in conjunction with a

financial advisor or underwriter, also structures the

security's maturity, coupon/rate, payment terms,

etc to meet market place demands

• Trustee Tfie trust is managed by a trustee wtio is

required to work for tfie best interests of bond-

fiolders in accordance with tfie terms of tfie inden-

ture governing tfie trust

Compirolier's Handbook lor National Bank Examiners
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• Servicer Often the originating tank, tfie servicer

collects scheduled principal and interest pay-
ments, principal prepayments, payments under

escrow arrangements, and is responsible for col-

lecting on delinquent accounts Tfie servicer usu-

ally remits payments to tfie trustee for ultimate

payment to investors

• Credit Enhancer Tfie majority of asset securiti-

zation programs tor consumer and commercial

loans invofve some type of a limited guaranty by
the selling bank or by an independent third party

As credit enfiancers, banks usually provide letters

of credit to third party originators or ttiey provide

recourse to investors in support of ttieir own asset-

backed securities.

• Underwriter Banks may distribute bonds to inves-

tors and advise tfie packager on the terms of tfie

securitization and the foist indenture At this time,

tfie legal ability of a bank to perform this function

IS still being decided in tfie courts

• Investor Banks purctiasing securitized assets re-

ceive pro rata ownership rights to loans in the pool

and are entitled to payments from the cash flow

generated by tfie underlying assets

In this process banks can play individual or multiple

roles However, it is OCC policy that banks may not act

as trustee in conjunction with ottier described capaci-

ties because this presents an unmanageable conflict of

interest. The conflict arises because the bank will not

be able to demonstrate that it has exercised unbiased

due diligence

With regard to the sale of assets with recourse. Regu-

latory Accounting Principles contrast stiarply with Gen-

erally Accepted Accounting Principles With tfie excep-
tion of certain agricultural loans and residential

mortgages, a transaction will be regarded as a borrow-

ing and not a sale for Call Report purposes if the pur-

chaser fias any recourse to the selling bank's current

earnings, capital, or assets Regardless of accounting

classification, risk based capital rules will require cap-

ital to be retained for those assets sold with recourse

Less flexibility m collection practices will surely fbw

from the securitization process Investors will expect

asset-backed securities to perform according to terms

If a bank routinely buys back distressed credits to pro-

tect its name in the capital markets or to provide workout

credit restructunng to borrowers this may result in fi-

nancing treatment for all of tfie "sold" kians and the

need for additional capital, revised financial statements,

11
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and significant increases in loan toss reserves As a

result, lenders may become less flexible witfi problem

credit workouts, and troubled borrower situations may
more often end in bankruptcy proceedings Tfiis poses

serious problems for community tsanks participating in

the securitization process

Because this is a rapidly evolving area, and because

of the need to tiave a coofdinated regulatory response

to emerging issues, interested parlies sfxxjid contact

the OCC's Investment Securities Division for further in-

i-* formation

Interest Rate Ceiling Agreements

An interest rate ceiling agreement sets a cap on the

customer's borrowing rate for a specified time period

The agreement protects the customer when interest

rates rise above the cap The cap is compared period-

ically, usually quarterly or semi-annually, to the actual

average rate of an interest rate index, such as London

Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR), prime rate, secondary
market certificate of deposit rate or Euro-dollar rates If

the interest rate index rises above tfie cap rate, the

customer is compensated for tfie difference by a re-

duced borrowing rate or a cash settlement If the index

rate falls betow tfie cap rate, a payment is not required

from either party The customer fnas ensured ttiat tfie

effective future interest expense will not be higfier than

tfie cap rate, but fias retained the flexibility to benefit

from interest rate declines

Agreements are written generally for 6 to 36 months and

may extend as tong as 10 years The contract rates may
be quoted on a forward basis, effective less than 30

months from the date of the quote The customer pays

an up-front, non-refundable fee of approximately 1 per-

cent per annum The fee is computed on tfie notional

(principal equivalent) amount of tfie contract

Agreements carry high potential risks if not properly

controlled To minimize nsks, tfie banks policies and

procedures should address

• Transactional costs In pricing an agreement, tfie

bank should consider those costs, which may be

significant as a result of fiedging requirements

• Interest rate risk The bank should determine fiow

It will reduce/manage tfie interest rate risk expo-

sure that results from outstanding agreements

•
Asset-liability management Tfie bank should re-

late agreement activity to its overall asset-liability

management objectives

•
Monitoring. Tfie bank should establish limits on

outstanding agreements and implement proce-
dures for frequent comparisons of tfiose limits to

outstandings

Pricing of Assets

Conclusions drawn from the analysis of tfie bank's in-

terest rate sensitivity position rest upon tfie assumption
tfiat tfie bank has an adequate asset pricing mecha-
nism A pricing mechanism that is not attuned to tfie

banks cost of funds, overfiead costs, credit risk, arxl a

reasonable return to snaretiolders will not altow tfie iDank

to maintain an adequate net interest margin on an on-

going basis Pricing metfiods and interest rate sensitiv-

ity are interdependent factors wfien an examiner is as-

sessing tfie tDank's ability to maximize and maintain the

spread between interest earned and interest paid

Tfie maior component of pricing is tfie cost of funds

Bankers generally price from eitfier the average cost of

funds or tfieir marginal cost Tfie average cost of funds

IS a weighted average of all of tfie rates paid on interest

bearing liabilities, which is easily understood, com-

puted arx) applied Howrever, in periods of rising interest

rates and/or sfiitts in tfie bank's liability structure toward

higher cost funding sources, it results in a cost estimate

that IS too tow Tfie marginal cost of funds is defined as

tfie cost of tfie additional funds needed to support asset

growth That cost is considered the more appropriate

metfiod economically since funds on tfie balance sfieet

already support assets field, and tfieir cost should not

enter into the pricing decision for new assets

Funds Management Policy Guidelines

As more banks are attracting funds on a cost compet-
itive iDasis, the need for properly supervised funds man-

agement policies increases Tfie board of directors fias

ultimate responsibility for tfie institutional expxjsure to

interest rate risk and sfiould establish overall strategic

policy and adopt constraints on the level of risk as-

sumed A good policy should generally provide for for-

ward planning which considers tfie unique character-

istics of the tiank, management goals regarding asset

and liability mix, desired earnings, and margins nec-

essary to achieve desired earnings Fonward planning

sfiould also anticipate funding needs and the means
available to nneet those needs The policy should estab-

lish responsibility for funds nnanagement decisions and

provide a mechanism for the necessary coordination

betvi«en the different departments of the bank This

12 :f Comptroller's Handtxiok lor National Bank Examiners
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responsibility may be assigned to an asset liability

management committee (ALCO)

In addition to establishing responsibility for planning

and day-to-day funds management decisions, the pol-

icy should set forth certain guidelines Examples of

some typical guidelines are:

Liquidity:

• Balance sheet ratio limits For example, a limit on

total bans/total deposits and purchased funds/

total assets

• Limits on ttie sources of funds, such as:

—Concentrations in funding sources

—Use of broKer/dealers

—Maximum use of a particular wholesale funding

market

• Limits on uses of funds

• A percentage limit on the relationship between

anticipated funding needs and available sources

For example, the rato of pnmary sources/antici-

pated needs shall not tall bekaw a certain percent

(Primary sources for meeting funding needs
stvxild be defined )

• Limits on ttie minimum/maximum average con-

tract (not repricing dates) maturity for different cat-

egories of liabilities For example, the average ma-

turity of negotiable cerlifcates of deposit shall not

be less than a stated number of months.

Rare Sensitivity:

• Limits on the acceptable level of earnings at risk

arising from mismatches between the repricing of

assets, liabilities and off-balance sheet contracts

carried on a historic cost tDasis These limits are

best expressed in terms of net interest income at

risk Limits should also address tfie risk to earn-

ings arising from positons that are carried on a

market valuation tjasis This includes trading po-

sitions and assets held for resale Limits on these

positions are best expressed in terms of the risk

to market values

• Limits on earnings exposure stxxjid consider po-

tential adverse changes in interest rates rather

than anticipated rale movements The magnitude
of an appropriate rate movement will depend on

the length of tinne within which a tsank coukJ real-

istically act to close a position This reaction time

may vary from overnight for liquid trading instru-

ments, to a year of longer for illiquid long-term po-
sitions

• Banks with significant unmatched,long-term fixed

rate positions should evaluate and limit the sever-

ity of this exposure *

Management Information Systems

A workable management information system is central

to sound funds management decisions fteports that

contain certain base information should be prepared
arxd reviewed regularly Fteport content and format will *

vary from tank to bank depending on its characteris-

tics, the funds management practices used, and the

risks being measured For example, a good manage-
ment information system for assessing liquidity would

contain reports that detail liquidity needs and the

sources of availalDle funds The contracted (not repric-

ing) matunty distritxjtion of assets and liabilities and

expected funding of commitments would prove useful

in preparing this report In contrast, reports used for

interest rate risk management would focus on repricing

maturity distributions rather than contractual maturities '

Report content should reflect the complexity of the

tDanks funds management activities Examples of items

that may t>e addressed in a report include

Liquidity

•
Liability customer concentration reports tfial re-

flect total funds provided by a particular entity

•
Liability concentrations by

—Market segment (foreign banks, brokers,

thnfts)

—Market instrunnent (federal funds. Eurodollars).

—Geographic distnbution

• Reports that track the amounts and names of

wholesale funding customers and changes in the

amounts of funds provided by each and the rea-

sons why

Rate Sensitivity:

• Asset yields, liability costs, net interest nnargins,

and variations both from the prior month and

budget (Reports shouW iDe detailed erxxjgh to

permit an analysis of tfie cause of interest margin
variations )

• Historical interest margin trerxjs

CornpiioUers Handbook lot National Bank Exanvners
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Introduction Section 405.1

• Repricing maturity reports and, if applicat>le. in-

tofmalfon on interest rate caps and floofs

• Past consumer behavior patterns on products with

unspecrfed maturities or emtsedded options

Genera/.

• Any exceptions to policy guidelines.

• Economic conditions in the tjank's trade area, in-

terest rate projections, and any anticip>ated devia-

tions from original plan/budget

Additional reports may be needed. Funds management
decisions should be made on an informed basis

through a good management iniamriation system

14 ComplroHer's HanObooli lor NationsI Bank Examners
March 1990
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Funds Management
Examination Objectives Section 405.2

1 To evaluate the management o( the bank's as-

sets and liabilities

2. To determine il management is planning ade-

quately lor liquidity needs, and li the bank can

meet anticipated and potential liqudity needs.

3 To determine i( reasonable parameters have

been established (or the bank's raie-sensiiivity

position and it the bank is operating withtn estab-

lished or reasonabte parameters

4 To determine it internal management reports pro-

vide the necessary information lor informed (urxls

management decisions and for monitonng the

results of those decisions

5 To initiate corrective action when funds manage-
ment policies, practices, or procedures are deti-

cient
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Funds Management
Examination Procedures Section 405.3

1 Complete or update the Internal Control Question-

naire and prepare a brief description of the tanks
funds management policies and practices

2 Review the UBPR. interim financial statements,

and internal management reports paying particu-

lar attention to

,"> a Asset mix and trends

b Liability mix and trends

c Thie relationship between rate sensitive assets

and rate sensitive liabilities and trends

d Stability of interest margins under varying eco-

nomic conditions (Causes of significant fluc-

tuations stxxild be identified )

e Ttie volume of liquid assets compared to total

assets and volatile liabilities

I Source and use of funds

3 Review the bank's written funds management pol-

icy for reasonableness. At a minimum, it should

discuss;

a Liquidity parameters

b Source and use of funds

c Acceptable levels of concentrations in funding
sources

d Ivlaturities

e Acceptable maturity mismatcties

f Whether brokered funds will be employed and,
if so, to wtiat extent

g Minimum levels of liquid assets

h Specifc limits on acceptable levels of interest

rate risk

1 Contingency funding plans

I
Whether to employ off-balance stieel interest

rate contracts (financial futures, interest rate

swaps)

k Net interest margin goals

I Mectnanisms for monitoring interest rate risk

m Responsibilities within the bank for funds man-

agement functions

n Reporting mectTanisms

In connection with performing steps 4 through 11, keep
in mind the need to evaluate the effectiveness of internal

management reporting systems in providing for ade-

quate supervision of funds management

4 Determine if management has properly planned
for liquidity needs and if the bank has adequate
sources of funds to meet anticipated or potential
needs over Itie short term by

a Reviewing ttie internal management report de-

tailing liquidity requirements and sources of

liquidity

b Reviewing the minutes of the asset liability

management committee or ttie board of direc-

tors for discussions regarding liquidity risk

management
c If adequate internal management reports are

not available, obtaining the infottnation needed
to determine the bank's ability to meet funding
needs This analysis may be prepared for any
period considered appropnate, eg, for a 30-

day period or for tfie next seasonal period if

the iDank experiences seasonal fluctuations

d Preparing ttie analysis sctiedule and evaluat-

ing ttie bank's ability to meet anticipated or

potential needs

e Considering the effect of financial futures
transactions on the liquidity of the investment

portfolio

f Considering the bank's current and projected
asset quality and earnings

g Reviewing the nnost recent liability-related in-

ternal management reports to determine the

liability customer mix and stability

h Determining ttie retail and virfiolesale market

acceptance of the bank's name by reviewing

any changes in ttie types of funds providers,

pricing versus the market, broker/dealer treat-

ment, and available maturities

5 Obtain and review for adequacy any existing con-

tingency funding plan An effective plan should

include

a An administrative section outlining ttie rotes of

key managers in a liquidity cnsis

b Quantification of vulnerable source funds and
realistic additional funding sources or salable

liquid assets

c A list of protjable funding strategies in vulner-

able markets, and pricing and policies for early

payment of term liabilities

6 Evaluate the tonk's management of its rate sen-

sitivity position by

Compiiotier's Handbook tor National Banit Examiners
March 1990
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Funds Management
Examination Procedures Section 405.3

a Obtaining and reviewing rate sensitivity re-

ports and information used by management to

monitor interest rate risk and determining:

• If management monitors rate sensitivity

ttirough gap analysis:

—The timeliness of the report data

—Whether all assets and liabilities and rel-

evant off-balance sheet items are in-

cluded If not. ascertain management's
reasons for ttie exclusions.

—Whether appropriate analysis has been

performed to estimate the rate maturities

of instruments with noncontractual repric-

ing dates, such as DDA. regular savings

and credit cards Determine tfiat manage-
ment has considered seasonal fluctua-

tions, historic volume trends, and current

and expected interest rates

—Whether reasonable prepayment assump-
tions were made in stratifying fixed rate

rrxDrtgages

• If management monitors rate sensitivity

through simulation analysis:

—The timeliness of the report data

—Whether manual manipulation of source

data results in delays or potential inaccur-

acies

—Tfie adequacy of yield curve and spread

assumptions forecast by management un-

der the separate scenarios tested, and un-

derlying analysis of historic relationships

—Whether future volume scenarios are con-

sistent with desired asset/liability growth
and mix and the specific interest rate

scenarios under consideration Sirrxjlating

income under several future rate scena-

rios requires distinct future volume as-

sumpions for each scenario

—Whether the components of interest rate

risk can be broken out by tfX5se arising

from existing business, new business,

reinvestments, and changes in spread re-

lationships

• If managennent monitors market valuation ex-

pjosure

—How rranagement assesses the sensitivity

of the value of tonger term fixed rate instru-

ments to future rates If no adequate sys-

tems exist, determine the need to develop
such systems, [particularly if sizeat^te over

one-year positions exist or if liquidation of

assets IS likely to meet funding require-

ments

b For any monitoring system used, determine if

critical assumptions are identified, periodically

reviewed for validity, and documented

c If a significant imbalance exists in tfie bank's

rate sensitivity position, detemnining the effect

on future earnings if management's projected

interest rate scenario does not matecialize

d Determining the bank's ability to adjust its rate

sensitivity position

e Considering the effect of financial futures

transactions and other off-balance-sheet activ-

ities on tfie bank's rate sensitivity position

7 If the bank is engaged in interest rate swaps, test

for compliance with policies, procedures, and in-

ternal controls by performing tfie following exami-

nation procedures:

a. When initiating the examination, determine tfie

nature and extent of interest rate swap activity

and assess the examination scope by:

• fteviewing policies, studies or profiles which

descrilDe the tank's swap services and ob-

lectives.

• Determining if tfie bank is an end user of

swaps, an intermediary or an active market

maker
•
Noting where tfiese swap activities are orig-

inated, controlled, and recorded so tfiat the

location of the examinatfon can be set

• Requesting and reviewing swap reports
used by the board of directors, senior man-

agement, product or strategy managers, and
traders

• Meeting with management to discuss objec-

tives, volume, profitability, and future plans

b Through report review and discussion with

management, determine (1) tfie source of re-

ports; (2) the number and type of automated

systems: and (3) the extent to which indepen-
dent systems are integrated and compatible
with each otfier so that information used in

management information systems can be con-

D

Comptrollers HarxSbook tor National Bank Examiners
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Funds Management
Examination Procedures Section 405.3

solidated into a meaningful format: (4) it only

parties independent of tfie trading units hiave

the authority and ability to alter software used
in pricing, revaluing, and report production
Ensure that independent parties conduct
month end revaluation of swap positions For

end users of swaps, reports should include

notional principal amounts, accrued income

and expenses, data on tfie correlation and ef-

fectiveness of the hedge Swap reports for

taanks acting as intermediary sfxjuld also sfxjw

gains and losses in matcfied swaps Obtain

and review the bank's reports, including at a

minimum
• Tnal balance for swaps
• Limit and position reports for each swap use,

position or counterparty

• Product profitability and/or hedge effective-

ness reports

• Delinquency reports.

Fteview written policies and procedures man-
uals to determine wtiether:

• Policies approve tfie types of swap contracts

to be used, as well as the uses and specific

strategies of the swaps
• Policies adequately describe and quantify

tx)w counterparty credit and open swap po-

sition risk will be nronitored. Fteview counter-

party and strategy swap limits to determine

it the board has established them in terms of

exposure to capital and/or income

• Policies specifically permit or prohibit open
or unmatcfied positions and, if permitted,

limits on tfiese open positions

• Bank's credit approval process calls for ex-

posure to be reviewed by those not involved

in nnaking the swap deal and exposure to be
consolidated with all bank credit exposure
to the same counterparty

• Operational manuals, ftowcfiarts and other

written procedures are detailed sufficiently

• Swap revaluation is realistic, independent,
and consistent

Review internal and external audit reports and

determine audit deficiencies, the status of un-

corrected deficiencies, and the adequacy of

completed corrective action

Determine the adequacy of audit coverage by:

• Reviewing and assessing th-j adequacy of

written internal audit procedures for swaps
•
Evaluating wtiettier auditors test for compli-
ance with tfie procedures manual, revalua-

tion procedures, credit analysis and limits,

report content and accuracy and documen-
tation deficiencies, such as lack of swap
contract or confirmation ticket

• Discussing audit procedures and findings
with internal audit staff responsible for

sw«ps audit and determining whether it pos-
sesses suffcient expertise to analyze this

activity

Analyze risk and profitability by reviewing bud-

gets and strategic plans to increase swap vol-

ume, changes in strategies and/or types of

transactions, and associated increases or de-

creases in exposure

Analyze product profitability reports by review-

ing swap gains and losses and determine the

source and reasons for large or unusual gains
or losses If tfie bank is an end user, determine

tfie effectiveness of the fiedge If tfie bank con-

ducts swaps as an intermediary, determine the

profitability of its operations

Determine and evaluate management proce-
dures for monitoring limits and positions, and

hedges tVlanagement procedures for end user

banks should include monitoring balance

sheet composition to determine if unviranted

mismatches in the asset/liability structure

have changes, making tfie swap hedge inef-

fective

Evaluate risk positions by:

•
Reviewing position reports and determining
the size of unfledged swap positions Deter-

mine if these positions are within approved
limits and otfier policy provisions

• Reviewing management models which esti-

mate exposure under different market con-

dition scenarios Determine tfiat changes in

tfiese model's formulas are properly moni-

tored and approved by persons ottier tfian

those wfio use o^ originate tfie model

• Estimating profi' or loss impact of possible

changes in interest rate risk

Comptroller's Handbook lor National Bank Examiners
March 1990
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Funds Management
Examination Procedures Section 405.3

•
Determining whether unhedged and hedged
swap positions are incorporated into bank-

wide funds management reports

j. Determine it procedures have been estab-

lished to review accruals, revaluation, invoic-

ing, and settlement. Ensure that if ttie bank
does rwt have a completed contract, that swap
confirmation tickets have been obtained

k Verify adherence to credit approval proce-
dures by using an appropriate sampling tech-

nique to review individual transactions and

• Determine if prior credit approval vras given
to the swap origination division by the appro-

priate credit analysis unit

•
\ferify that swap credit exposure is consoli-

dated and analyzed with all other types of

credit exposure to the sanne counterparty
and IS properly reflected in ttie liability ledger
or customer credit approval records

• Ensure that the credit analysis unit has ob-

tained a record of the swap exposure and
that periodic credit approval is conducted at

least annually

I Determine if management nvDhitors the credit

quality of the swaps portfolio by:

• Reviewing reports ttiat identify credit risk or

internal credit ratings for svrap transactions

•
Determining overall credit quality of swaps
portfolios

m Discuss and evaluate swap credit risk formu-

las and 'determine whether formulas realisti-

cally estimate market loss resulting from po-
tential default

n Ensure that only maintenance margin ac-

counts are used for collateral by determining
that the amount of collateral does not exceed
the net amount of the swap market value pay-
able by one participant owed between pay-
ment dates If collateral is required, ensure

that maintenance margin outlays are required

by both parties

o Determine whether the notional principal
amount of interest rate swaps are reported ac-

curately in Call Report Schedule RC-L

p Determine that all swaps are posted in general

ledger contingent accounts

q If an Intermediary bank claims an agent status,

ensure that it fias disclosed its fee, tfie nanne

of the counterparty and staled that it has no

liability for swap payments Such disclosures

must be in writing, preferatDly in the swap con-

tract.

r. Evaluate accounting procedures and deter-

mine wtiether income and expense recognition
is appropriate

s. Discuss with appropriate management and

prepare report comments on

• The soundness of objectives, strategies, pol-

icies and procedures
• The level of risks assumed
• The effectiveness of controls, reporting arxJ

analytical systems
• The adequacy of documentation, operations
and internal controls

8 If the bank is engaged in interest rate ceiling

agreements, determine if

a Adequate policies and procedures exist

b Recordkeeping systems are detailed suffi-

ciently to determine wfiether operating person-
nel have acted according to authorized obpc-
tives

c Tfie board of directors or its designee has es-

tablished limits on outstanding agreements
and reviews existing contracts at least monthly
to ascertain contormance to those limits

d Current outstanding agreements are within au-

thonzed limits.

e The bank maintains general ledger memoran-
dum accounts or commitment registers that

detail outstanding agreements
f . Fee income received by the bank is accounted

for properly

g The bank's internal controls, management pro-

cedures, and internal audit procedures are

adequate to assure adherence to policy

9 Determine the adequacy of interest margins If

margins are inadequate or if a declining trend is

evident, determine

• If goals have been established for net interest

earnings
•

Ivlanageme. t's success in meeting establistied

goals.

Comptroller's Handbook tor Nations! Bank Examiners
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Funds Management
Examination Procedures Section 405.3

• The effect of the tank's rate sensitivity position

on meeting established goals.

• The effect of tfie taank's pricing policies on meet-

ing established goals

1 Determine if nnanagement is adequatety planning
for longer-term liquidity/funding needs by:

•
Discussing with management and/or reviewing

budget projections lor the appropriate planning

period Prepare tfie Projected Source and Use
of Funds Statement

• Reviewing the Projected Source and Use of

Funds Statement to determine ffie future direc-

tion of the bank and noting the growrth pro-

jected, source of funding for growth, and any

projected cfianges in asset or liability mix

•
Evaluating tfie reasonableness of future plans

regarding funds management.
•
Ascertaining wfietfier tfie bank can achieve the

amounts and types of funding projected and
can achieve the amounts and types of asset

growth projected.

• Ascertaining vrfietfier tfie degree of risk asso-

ciated with the bank's projected rate sensitivity

position will be within reasonable limits

1 1 Evaluate the effectiveness of internal management
reporting system in providing for adequate super-
vision of funds management

12. Determine if the bank has brokered funds. II such
funds comprise a significant portion of total de-

posits, ascertain:

• The extent of reliance on brokered funds tor li-

quidity.

• Tfie effect on interest nnargins. rate sensitivity
and possitjie adverse impact on asset quality

• The cost compared to ottier available funding
alternatives

• Tfie ability to rep>ay or replace tfiose deposits
with other sources of funds. stXHjId tfiey not be
renewed.

13 Write in appropriate report forrriat and discuss
with management general remarks on:

a The current adequacy of liquidity and reasons
for the adequacy

b Tfie quality of the bank's planning to meet liq-

uidity needs and Ifie current ability of the taank

to meet anticipated and potential liquidity
needs

c The banks rate sensitivity position and an as-

sessment of the degree of risk associated with

the bank's position.

d Tfie quality of administrative controls and in-

ternal management reporting systems

e The effect of funds management decisions on

earnings

Compliollers Handbook lor National Bank Examiners
March 1990
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Funds Management
Internal Control Questionnaire Section 405.4

c

Discuss with senior management the bank's funds man-

agement policies and practices.

1 Has the txjard oJ directors, consistent with its du-

ties and responsibilities, adopted a furxjs man-

agement pdcy which includes:

• Lines of authonty and responsibility tor funds

management decisions?

• A tormal mechanism to coordinate asset and

liability decisions?

• A mettxjd to identify liquidity needs and the

means to meet those needs?
• Requirements for ttie level of liquid assets and

other sources of funds in relationship to antici-

pated and |x>tential needs?
• Guidelines for the level of rate sensitive assets

and rate sensitive liabilities and ttie relationship

between them?
• Limits on ttie risk to earnings arising from his-

toric cost accounts and instruments carried on

a market valuation basis?

2 Does tfie planning and budgeting function con-

sider liquidity and rate sensitivity?

3 Has provision been made far the preparation of

internal management reports which are an ade-

quate tiasis for funds management decisions and

tor monitoring the results of those decisions? And.

• Are internal management reports concerning liq-

uidity needs arxl source of funds to meet ttose

needs regularly prepared and reviewed by tt>e

board of directors and senior management?
• Are refKXis prepared on the tanks rate sensi-

tivity'

• Is historical information regarding asset yields,

cost o« funds, and net Interest margins readily

available'

• Are variations in the interest margin, both from

the prior reporting period and from ttie budget,

regularly monitored?

• is sufficient intormatlon available to permit an

analysis of ttie cause o( interest margin varia-

tions?

• Is corrective action taken wtien untavorat>le in-

terest margin trends are detected?

Is ttie foregoing information an adequate basis for

evaluating internal control in ttiat there are no sig-

nificant additional Internal auditing procedures,

accounting controls, administrative controls, or

other circumstances that impair any controls or

mitigate any weaknesses Indicated above (ex-

plain negative answers briefly and indicate con-

clusions as to their effect on specifc examination

procedures)?

Based on a composite evaluation, as evidenced

t3y answers to ttie foregoing questions, internal

control is considered (good, me-

dium, or bad).

ConvtroHers Handbook for National Bank EKamnefs
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Funds Management
Laws, Regulations and Rulings Section 405.5

Laws' Regulations^ Rulings^ Issuances"

Brokered Deposits BC-141

National Bank Participation

In the Financial Futures
"

and Forward Placement

Markets ,
BC-79
Revised

*
12 use. unless specifically staled otherwise

^ 12 CFR, unless specifically staled othenvise* BC — Banking Circular, EC— Examining Circular.

Convlroller's Handbook tor National Bank Examiners

August 1967
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Foreign Exchange
Introduction Section 813.1

This section is intended to provide minimum back-

ground and procedural guidelines to examiners re-

sponsible lor evaluating a bank's lofCign currency

activities Wiihin individual banks, foreign currency

money market and exchange tradir>g operations may
be combined or completely separate with regard lo

policies, procedures, reporting and even dealing.

However, they ultimately must be viewed together to

evaluate liquidity and to insure compliance with over-

all bank objectives and risk management strategy

For the sake ol brevity, this section discusses both

(unctions as il they were performed by the same trad-

ers, processed by the same bookkeepers and man-

aged by the same officers Close coordination is re-

quired among examiners performing the foreign ex-

change, due from banks—lime, nostro account and

funds management functions

Most importers, exporters, manufacturers and retail-

ers tend 10 let banks handle tt>eir foreign exchange
needs. They rely on banks lo make arvJ receive their

foreign currency payments, to provide them with lor-

eign currency loans, to fund their foreign currency

bank accounts and lo purchase tfieir excess foreign

currency balances They may ask banks lo provide

such services for immediate delivery, le.. at spot

(shon-term contracts, perhaps up to 10 days), or they

might contract to buy or sell a specified amount of

foreign currency for delivery at a future date. In either

instance, the rates lor such services may be estab-

lished prior to the (inalizalion of the commefaal

transactions and the related costs may be calculaied

and often passed on to the buyers

Risks

In contracting lo meet a customers foreign currency

needs, by granting loans, accepting deposits or pro-

viding spot or forward exchange, a bank undertakes

a risk that exchange rates might change subsequent

to Vne time the contract is made The bank, therelore.

must turn lo wholesale markets, pnncipally other

banks, to acquire the cover necessary to protect it-

self against loss on such contracts The astute

banker manages thai risk by maintaining constant

surveillance over the lollowing

Nei Open Bosdions A bank has a net position m
a foreign currency when its assets, including spot

and future contracts to purchase, and its liabili-

ties, including s(>ot and future contracts to sell, in

that currency are not equal An excess of assets

over liabilities is called a net "long" position and

liabilities in excess of assets, a net "short" posi-

tion. A long position in a currency which is depre-

ciating will result in an exchange loss relative lo

book value because, with each day. that position

(asset) IS convertible into fewer units ol local cur-

rerK^. Similarly, a short position m a currefK^y

which is appreciating represents an exchange

loss relatrve to book value because, with each

day. satisfaction of thai position (liability) will cost

more units of local currency (Examples of net

open position schedules appropriate for use in

preparing the report of examifwiion appear on

page 2.)

[Consolidated Foreign Exchange Position TaWe appears on next page.]
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Introduction Section 813.1

Consoiidaied Foreign Exchange Position

May '<. ;9XX

(amounts in .housands)

Asseis/Pu'chases Liabiiiiies/Saies

Monetary Unil. Ove'night
Limit and Oescnotion
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Maturity Gaps Exchange nsk may e«isl. by virtue

of malufily gaps, even though ihe bank has no net

open position (assets equating tiabililies) Gaps
are the result ol unmatched lomvard maturities

creating days or longer periods ol uneven cash

inflows and outflows For example, a maturity

spread ol a bank's assets, liabilities and future

contracts may rellect a prolonged period over

which substantial amounts ol a particular currency
will be received well in advance o( any scheduled

offsetting payments (positive gap) The bank must

decide whether

. To hold the currency in its nostro accounts

. To invest or place it short-term

• To £ell il (spot or lorward) for delivery at the

time the gap begins and to repurchase it

(spot or lorward) lor delivery ai Ihe time the

gap ends

• To use any combination of Ihose alterna-

tives

The converse situation, wherein ihe maturity spread
reflects maturing shorter-term liabilities or substantial

cash outflows prior to maturities of offsetting assets

(negative gap) obviously involves liquidity impira
lions which do not exist m the positive gap !.< ba"»

must meet Its oSiigaiions ai maturity Theretoro i

must have the ability to oorrow the currency shon

term or be in a position to purchase (spot or lorward

lor delivery at the time the gap begins and. ue-haps

sell (spot or forward) lor delivery at the time the gap
ends The decision to close either gap when ii is .-re

aled. or leave it Open until a later date, is de'.emned

by analy2ing the money market interest rates as well

as Ihe difference (the swap rate) between any appii

cable spot and lorward or two forward, exchange
rales The loss exposure.' or profit potential. 'f'lr t^e

bank IS measured by ine anticipated or actua'. move
ment in the swap rate between the lime the gap ;s

created and the time it is closed The mterreiationsh.p

between interest rates and the swap rate as well as

Ihe conversion of the swap rate to an annua' percent-

age rate and vice versa, are discussed m subsequer,'

paragraphs. (Examples of maturity dislnbu'ioo sched-

ules appropriate for use m preparing the report of ex-

amination appear below Note that they balance to

the open position schedules on ihe previous page i

Maturity Positions

May 4. 19XX

(amounts in thousands)
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Maturity Positions (Continued)
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movemeni Proper evaluation d such laclors requires

close coordination and efteciive communication

among the trading, lending, correspondent relations

and economic research functions wilhm the bank

Some such exposure factors may bt identified as fol-

lows

Customer Crediiwonhmess and Delivery Capabili-

ties In entering into any money market or foreign

exchange Irarisaclion. the bank must be confident

that the counterparty possesses the financial

soundness and liquidity required lo meet his or

her obligations at maturity

Money market assets expose the bank to credit

risk on the entire amount of their face value The

liquidity considerations arising from the unantici-

pated non-repayment of those assets, pariicularily

when proceeds are intended to meet maturing lia-

bilities presumably in the same currency, should

be obvious The bank must satisfy its liability and

again fund the asset, perhaps for an undener-

mmed penod and at a relatively unfavorable rate

Foreign exchange transactions may involve the

same liquidity and rale risks as money market

transactions However, the inherent credit risks

are measured differently Foreign exchange trans-

actions are normally considered to be void of. or

contain less than face value, credi? risk except on

the day(s) on which ihey are settled For example,

every foreign exchange transaction involves the

exchange of one currency lor another If a coun-

terparty IS unable to deliver at maturity, the cur-

rency which It has contracted to sell, the bank

must either dispose of the currency it acquired for

delivery under the contract, or purchase the cur-

rency which It had expected to receive and f\ad. m
turn, contracted to deliver to a third party if the

bank had known in advance that the counterparty

would default, its exchange risk exposure would

have been determined by the difference between

the contracted rates and the rajes (spot or for-

ward) at which funds could be obtained between

the time it received prior warning and the maturity

of the contract Some bankers would attribute the

rate difference to credit risk, although ottiers

would maintain that no credit risk existed prior to

setiieneni date tjecause thee would tje no need

for tui.Gs to tie paid or exchanged Howcvei. of

importance is the fact that the bank m that in-

stance wO"'"" rni io?o fv- <(([( rmotml Of Hi'. 'C

tract If the bank had not received prior warning,
the liquidity considerations could obviously t>e

more severe Also, the bank's exposure, deper>d-

ing on whether it had or had not transferred its

payment prior to knowledge of default, would

range from an exchange profit, less nostro over-

draft charges relating to tf>e sale contract to ttie

third party, to a credit loss equal to Itie face

amount of the defaulted contract. In that regard,

credit (delivery) risk is considered to be more se-

vere when the home country of one. or both, of

the currencies being traded lies to the east of the

-bank For example, (assume the bank is selling a

European currency for U.S. dollars) rrjost Euro-

pean clearing mechanisms would r>ot accept
items lor processing on the same day if ttiey were

received after 12 noon. Thus, to meet European

clearing requirements on settlement (maturity)

date, a United Slates bank must advise its Euro-

pean correspcodent by cable on the previous

business day to charge its account and credit the

account of the counterparty. This is done without

the United States bank's knowledge of whether

the counterparty will advise (or be open for busi-

ness to advise) its U.S. correspondent to make a

similar transler. e.g.. to charge its account and

credit that of the United States bank. If, in fact, the

loreign bank does not advise its U.S. coaespon-
dent to make the transfer, the United States bank

could lose the entire lace amount of the contract.

In summary, the credit risk is generally limited to

the difference between the contracted rate and

the prevailing spot rale except on maturity date

when the possibility of delivery against non-

receipt ol counterpart funds could result in a loss

of the full face value of the contract

Economic and Political Considerations Political

changes and/or adverse economic trends virithin

.a country are likely to be accompanied by shifts m
policies which often affect such factors as interest

rates, investment levels, capital (lows, overall

payments balances and foreign exchar>ge re-

serves. Such policies, whether based on eco-

nomic necessity or changing attitudes, might af-

fect the availability of exchange to counterparties

or the bank's branches within the country or ev»n

the convertibility of ir.ai couritr,'s currency in ot ir

markets. In either case, the exchange rates (or

Cotrvtro/ie< s MandOooi. Ax NtontI Bank EiMnnen
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and supply consideralions while sources o( covet

cr liquidity in Ihal currency may vanish

Policy

The relative importance of each of those risk determi-

nants varies with each currency traded and with the

country ol each counterparty Senior bank manage-
ment must tully understand the risks involved in for-

eign exchange and money market operations and

must establish, m writing, its goals and policies re-

ga'Oing those risks Management must be able to

defend logically the basis upon which such policies

are formed, it is irDperative thai responsible officers,

traders, clerks and auditors understand, without ex-

ception, the ;nient as well as the detail set forth in

those directives

At a minimum, policies should define dealing limits

and reporting requirements as well as accounting.

adequate audit and control systems '.o provide proper

surveillance over those limits and exceptions thereto

iimr/s must be established for overnight net posi-

tions m each currency Depenoing on the size of

the limits and the manner in which they are calcu-

lated, a smaller aggregate position hmii for all

currencies may be desirable An aggregate limit

should net permit the netting of sfwrt against long

positions but should require that they be added to

determine conformance to that limit Many US
banks presently are considering daylight (mtra-

day) position limits which are practical only it effi-

cient computerization and input systems are m ef-

fect to incorporate each trade into the appropriate

currency position at nearly the precise moment it

is transacted. A common argument against mira-

day limits IS that traders will only take those day-

light positions they can cover by the end of the

day. The solution to that argument might well lie m
tfie frequency with which overnight position limits

e exceeded and the reason for each excess

Gap (net inflow and outflow) limits must be insti-

tuted to control the nsk of adverse rate movement

ar»d liquidity pressures for each currency per

each daily, weekly or bi-weekiy future time frame

desigr^led m the bank's maturity reports Such

limits might range from stated absolute amounts

per time frame to weighted limits which empha-
size increasing rate movement exposure applica-

ble to the relative distance mio the future m which

the gap appears

Aggregate trading and placement limits must be
established lor each customer, based primarily on
the amount of business considered to be appro-

priate to Its creditworthiness and secondly on the

volume of Its foreign currency r~eeds in addition,

absolute sublimits should be placed upon the

amount ol thai customer s business which may be

settled on one day Should itie Customer be un

able to meet obligations on one day the trader

will

• Be forewarned against delivery prior to receipt

ol Customer lunds on Ihe remaining coniracis

Outstanding, and

Have an opportunity to determine whether a'ter-

nate cover must be obtained to meet third party

transactions which may initially have provided

cover for remaining transactions with mat cus

lomer

Some argue that it is difficult to monitcr aggregate
volume limits effectively and nearly .moossibie ;o

insure compliance with settlement hmiis lor a

large number of customers Nevertheless there is

no excuse for the absence of an effective settle

mem limit program for at least those relationships

which possess a greater potential for late delivery

or default in such instances, the bank should re-

quire counterparty transfer advices by cable

rather than by mail

Reports Properly designed reports are the most

important supervisory tool available to manage
ment They must be prepared in a concise, uni

form and accurate manner and submitted punctu-

ally

Management should receive daily net position re-

ports for each applicable currency Normally po-

sition reports should include an foreign currency

balance sheet items and future contracts as well

as after-hour and holdover transactions, with the

exception ol fixed assets and equity investments

The hedging of those investments is > su? y a

management d€c;sion outside the norira' ^a •-

sibility of the traders The reports •: 2j t: :f : -

pared by the foreign exchange and mof><>y m >•• •.

txx)kkeeping section and rec"
'

"ir i- ' •

6 Cavnotf's HtnObook lot Natonal Oxii^.
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traders Sloner ir. me event tnai lormai position

reports cannot De suomiileo at the end ol the ap-

plicable Dusiness dby managemt"! must at least

be apprised ol tne tracJer s estimated position at

the end oi eacl> day. particularly, before week-

ends and holidays

Gap or maturity reports are essential to the proper

management ol a bank's liquidity in each lo'eign

currency and signilicant gaps may attect overall

iiQuidity Those reports should reliect daily gaps
for at least the first 2 weeks 'o i month Beyond
thai time, gap periods of a maxi.Tium of 2 weeks
each are preferred Gap reports inherently are

accurate only for the day on which they are pre-

pared Therefore, it is essential that banks have

the capability to produce detailed computerized

reports daily A variety of computerized manage-
ment summaries can then be generated with

ease Loans, deposits and future contracts as

well as commitments lo take or place deposits

should be reflected in the periods in which they

art scheduled lor rollover or interest adiustment
In most inslarK:es. an additional report reflecting

those rtems at lir>ai maturity is desirable in analyz-

ing the banks medium and longer-term depen-
dence on mor^y market lundmg sources.

Exception repots must be generated immediately

upon the creation ol excesses, to position limits,

gap limits and customer trading and settlement

limits. Excesses over any established limits

should conform to overall policy guidelir>es and
should receive prior approval by the responsible

supervisory ollicers II prior approval is not possi-

ble, evidence of subsequent supervisor concur-

rence or disagreement as well as any correctrve

action should be available lor audit review and

management records

Revaluation and Accounting Systems. Such sys-
tems should accurately determine actual as well

as estimated future profits and losses and present
them in such a manr>er as to facilitate proper irv

come artalysis by management, bank supervisory

personnel and the public. One system widely
used by banks is illustrated in the next column.

This system is capable of presenting separately,

each ol the following:

• Actual realized profit or loss as determined by

applying current spot rales :o balance sheet

accounts as well as contracts ol very near ma-
turities Adjustments to the local currency book
values would either be allocated and posted to

each ol the applicable local currency ledger

accounts or. lor short interim periods, be

charged to a separate "loreign exchartge ad-

iustment" account with an ollset to P&L

. Unrealized (estimated luture) profit or loss on
luture transactions as determined by applying
the appropriate lorward rates to the net posi-

tions reflected lor each future period appearing
in the bank's gap or maturity reports An "esti-

mated profit (loss) on foreign exchange—fu-

tures" account would be charged lor the

amount oi the adjustment with an offset to P&L.

Provided that the amount ol that adjustment is

the difference between the existing forward

rates and the actual contract rates, each

month's entries merely involve reversing the

adjustment from the prior revaluation and sub-

mitting the new figures

The previous discussion may be more clearly un-

derstood when read in conjunction with the typical

bank revaluation worksheet on the following

page. The illustration rellects a revaluation of the

Deutschemark position on page 2.

• As discussed in subsequent paragraphs enti-

tled Financial Swaps and Artitrage, simulta-

neously contracted spot purchase and future

sale transactions performed to acquire foreign

currency funds for temporary loan or invest-

ment purposes should be segregated from reg-

ular trading activities when determining revalu-

ation profits or losses. Those "swap" profits

(discounts) or costs (premiums), as determined

by the difference in local currency value be-

tween the two contracted rates, are fixed. They
are lo^ed-ln at (he time the lorward side ol the

swap is completed. They should be amortized

or accreted over the life of the swap and must

be properly allocated to reflect the true yield on
the particular investment lor which the swap
was entered and tt>e real income from ioans

and securities.

Uf X9T7
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Revaluation Worksheet

May 4. 19XX

(amounts in thousands)

Deutschemark
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Carried at current

market price

Loans and accrued

Interest receivable

Spot

Spot

Bank premises and

equipment Historical

Deposits. t)orrowings and

accrued interest payable Spot

• Forward exchange contracts sould be revalued

using the following rates

Contracts that are part of

a financial swap
transaction or otherwise

used to hedge balance

sheet accounts, such

as loans or deposits Spot

Contracts that are not Appropriate

categorized above forward rate

• Gains and losses, whether realized or unreal-

ized, resulting from revaluations of io'eign cur-

rency transactions strould be recorded as in-

come or expense. However, discounts and pre-

miums on forward exchange contracts that are

part of firMnctal swap transactions should be

amortized (accreted) to income over the life of

the swap and should be considered as an ad-

ju.itment of the interest factor.

In analyzing both methods, at least one significant

difference is apparent The FASB method requires

ttiat financial swap related assets, liabilities and

future contracts be revalued at spot rates so that

those assets and liabilities may be reflected in the

balance sheet at their current market values. As a

result, the local currency carrying values of those

assets and liabilities would be adjusted, at each

revaluation, to values wtiich would r>ormally differ

from their already contracted liquidation values.

Analysis of the revaluation workpapers generated

by either method should permit the same conve-

nient approaches to evaluation of earnings and

identification of accruirtg losses in the fooward

book as are described in step 17 of the examina-

tion procedures in this section. It is conceivable,

however, that this convenience could be lost in a

fully computerized revaluation system using ttic

FASB method.

Departmental Organization and Control. It is mv
perative that there t>e a distinct separation ol

duties and responsibilities between the trading

and the accounting and confirmation functions

within the department The many opportunities for

greater bank profit or personal financial gain,

whether by speculating beyond losely controlled

limits. corK«aling contracts because of poor con-

firmation procedures or by simple fraud, may be

too tempting even to the most trusted employees
Periodic audits and examinations are no substitute

lor sound continuing safeguards and the numer-

ous guidelines in the Internal Control Questiorv

naire in this section cannot be overemphasized.

Supervision ol Branches and Subsidiaries

Whether a bank maintains central control over all

foreign exchange and money market activities at

the head office or elects to decentralize that con-

trol, the policies, systems, internal controls and

reporting procedures should rwl differ among
separate offices vinthin the bank.

In either case, the bank shouk) be apprised of its

world-wide positions by daily summary reports.

Detailed net position and maturity gap reports

should be received periodically in order to pre-

pare consolidations, as required. ar>d to monitor

individual unit trading volume and tuf>dir>g metK-

ods. Information provided in the Treasury Depart-

ment monthly foreign currency reports is ade-

quate lor the preparation of reports of examinaiioo

and can be adapted easily to reporting for curren-

cies other than those specified in the reporting

instructions.

Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council

Uniform Guideline. The OCC adopted the "Uni-

form Guideline on Internal Control lor Foreign Ex-

change in Commercial Banks" on Jurie 11. 1980.

This gukleline establishes minimum standards for

documentation, accounting arvj auditir>g lor lor-

eign exchange operations of banks supervised by

the OCC, the Federal Deposit InsurarKe Corpora-

tion and the Federal Reserve System. The mirW-

mum standards adopted either have been irxxx-

porated into ttie Foreign Exchange Internal Con-

trol Questk)nnaire (Sectk>n 813.4) or are already

included in the Handtjook sectkxis on Internal

Conuol. Inlerr\al arkl External Audits and Working

Papers.

L -*. cjut^'^nu'S
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The Market

Banks may luixJ Iheir (oreign currency activilies

through eilher money market transactions or foreign

exchange transactions, or both Money market instru-

ments exist in a variety o( forms and under a numtser

of different names However, each of them can be

categorized as a type of deposit, loan, or borrowing

and are all specifically covered in other sectKxis of

this handbook Therefore, only market considerations

most applicable to foreign exchange are discussed

here

Spot Exchange Although the spot market typi-

cally refers to the purchase or sale of foreign ex-

change for delivery in 2 business days, many U.S

banks consider transactions maturing in as many
as 10 business days as spot exchange. The latter

derinilion is used generally to faolitate revalualkjn

accounting policies and to initiate final confirma-
*

tion and settlement verification procedures on fu-

ture contracts nearing maturity.

The spot rate for any particular curref>cy might t>e

determined strictly by the bid and offered rates at

which the central bank of that country will officially

trade It might be pegged to another cun'ency or

group of currencies or allowed to float freely in

accordance with supply atx) demand. However,

the rate may change at any time based on many
overriding economic, political or market factors.

Forward Exchange. Future exchange contracts

are typically made for delivery in 1, 2, 3 and 6

months, i.e.. actual deliveries are made in exactly

the stated number of months from the rrormal spot

date. In most major currencies, however, con-

tracts can be made for "odd dates" or in the ex-

act numtjer of days desired by tfie counterparty.

"Odd date" rates can generally be determined by

interpolation t)etween spot and forward rales or

between two forward rates.

Forward exchange rates usually are quoted in

terms of tt>etr premium or discount over spot

Though tt>ey move with fluctuations in the spot

rate, the amount of the pretnium or discount (the

swap rate) is determined tiy the net accessitMe

interest rate differential existing between the two

countries, e.g.. Itie difference in inlerest rate lev-

els furttier adjusted for reserve requiremertts and
other cost factors. The currer>cy of the cowntry in

wtuch interest rales are higt>er will sell at a for-

ward discount relative to the currency of the lower

interest rate and vice versa For example, if ttie

r>et accessible inlerest rate in a country were

higher by 3 percent per annum than that in the

United States and the spot rate for that currency
was US $2 4000, then the forward discount nor-

mally would be $.0720 per year (2 4000 x .03),

or $ 0060 per month StKXild ttie forward discount

(T>ove from that 60 points per month, tt>ere will im-

mediately be an opportunity lor artjitrage through
a financial swap

Finanaal Swaps A firtartcial swap is the combirw-

tion of a spot purchase or sale against a iorward

sale or purchase of one currency in exchange for

another. It is merely trading one currency (lend-

ing) for another currency (txjrrowir^) for that per-

iod of time between which the spot exchange is

made and Vne forward contract matures. Ttie

svrap is the simple identification of one transac-

tion contracted at the spot rate with another cor>-

tracted at the forward rate to establish ttte ex-

change cost or profit related to the temporary
movement of funds into another currency arKl

back again. That exchange (swap) profit or cost

must then t>e applied to ttte rate of interest earned

on tlie loan or investment (or iMhich the exchange
v«s used. For example, tt>e true yield of an ir»-

vestment for 90 days in United Kingdom Treasury
t>ills cannot be determined without rtaving consid-

ered V\6 cost or profit resulting from tt^ swap
needed to make pounds sterling available for ttiat

investment. By the same token, the true trading

profits or losses generated by the trader cannot

be determined if financial swap profits and ex-

penses are cfiarged to the exchange function

rather than being allocated to the department
wftose loans or investments the swap actually

funded.

Artitrage. As it pertairfs to money martcets and

foreign exchange, arbitrage ntay take several

forms. The creation of an open position in a cur-

rency in antictpation of a favorat>le future move-
ment in the exchange rate, in addition to being

speculative. Is son>etimes referred to as art>itrage

in time. Buying a currency in one market and si-

muttaneously selling it (or a profit in arwther mar-

ket is called artxtrage in space. Slightly more

complicated is the practice of interest art>itrage

which involves the movement o( funds from one

10
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currency lo another so they may be invested at a

higher yield The real yield advantage in such a

situation IS not determined merely by the diWer-

ence in interest rates between the two investment

choices, but rather, by subtracting the cost ol

Iransterring funds into the desired currency and

back again (the swap cost) from the interest dif-

ferential. For example, in the situation described

under Forward Exchange, there is no arbitrage

incentive invo'.ved in "swapping" (rom dollars into

the other currency at a 60 point per month dis-

count (swap cost) which exactly offsets the 3 per-

cent gam in interest However, should the swap
rate move to 40 points per month (or 480 points

per year), the investment might become attractive

This can easily be tested by converting the swap
rate to an annual percentage rate

Discount or Premium x 360 x 100 _ ^ p^
Spot rate x No. of days

of future contract

.0040 X 360 X 100

2 4000 X 30
= 2% P.A.

which results in a true yield incentive of 1 percent,

3 percent less the swap cost of 2 percent.

As discussed earlier, unless the bank's accounting

system can identify swap costs or profits and allocate

them to the investments for which they were entered,

both the earnings on those investments and the earn-

ings upon which tfie trader's performance are mea-

sured will be misstated

Options. Option contracts permit a bank to con-

tract to buy from or sell to a customer when that

customer can only generally predict the date& be-

tween which he or sfte must trade The option

contract specifies both dates, and the rate ated is

that which in the judgment of the trader at the time

of making the contract contains the least expo-
sure for the bank That type of contract is com-

monly requested Oy commercial customers wish-

ing to cover drafts drawn under letters of credit

denominated in foreign currency Such contracts

are always nsky since there is no way for the

bank to acquire a precisely matching cover

Compensated Contracts There are occasions

when tjoth parties are agreeable to altering the

terms of an existinq contract Such alterations
,

should be approved by an impartial bank officer

and the operations personnel must be advised of

each compromise to avoid settlement irr accor-

dance with the original instructions and terms

Foreign exchange and money markets do not merely

exist, but must be created by parties wfw are willing

to engage m commercial and financial transactions

proposed to them by others If a bank wisfies lo so-

licit such business, it must be prepared to quote tMd

and offered rates of exchange or interest for a grven

time period The parly requesting the rales has the

option lo buy or sell, deposit or borrow, at the stated

rates or decline lo deal If the quoting bank prefers

only to service its commercial customer's needs and

otherwise remain relatively inactive, it will have lo ac-

quire cover for those transactions at arrother party's

bid and offered rates compared, to an active bank

that has the advantage of dealing more frequently at

its own rates. In addition, active market participation

may enhance a bank's ability to borrow It is impor-

tant that those factors be considered in evaluating a

bank's trading volume and liquidity

Auguuiaat
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1 To delermine if the policies, practices, procedures

and miernal controls regarding foreign exchange
activities are adequate

2 To determine i( vank officers, traders and clerks

are operating within the established guidelines

3 To determine the extent of risk atlnbuiable to net

open positions, maturity gaps and counterparty

credit weaknesses

To determine the scope and adequacy of ttie au-

dit function

To determine compliance with laws, regulations
and rulings

To initiate corrective action when policies, prac-

tices, procedures or internal controls are deficient

or when violations of laws, regulations or rulu^s
have been noted

i -V-'-.-TJ**.?
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1 Complete <x update ttie Fofeign Exchange sec-

lion of tt>e Internal Control Questionnaire

2. Based upon the evaluation or internal controls

and the work performed by internal and exter-

nal auditors (see separate program), ascertain

the scope o( examination

3. Test for compliance with polices, practices,

procedures and internal controls in conjunction

with the remaining examination procedures

Also obtain a listing oi any deficiencies noted

in tt>e latest review done by internal/external

auditors from the examiner assigned "Iniefnal

and External Audits," and determine if appro-

priate corrections have been made

4 Perform appropriate verification procedures.

5. Obtain a trial balance, including local currency

book values, of customer spot and future con-

tract liabilities by cusiorrter and by maturity,

and:

a. Agree or reconcile balarKes to appropriate

subsidiary controls and to the general led-

ger.

b. Review reconciling items for reasor»ble-

ness.

6. Using the appropriate sampling technique, se-

lect customers lor examination. If verification

procedures have been performed, use the

same sample. (Refer to step 20 before per-

forming steps 7 through 19).

7. Prepare credit line sheets to include details be-

low.

a. Customer's aggregate foreign exchange lia-

bility in local currency equivalents.

b. Customer's assigned trading volume limit.

c. Traitscribe book value equivalents of individr

ual contracts (from the trial balance obtained

at Bl«p 5) in maturity order, indicating the for-

eign currency amount of each. If contracts

are voluminous, summarize transcription to

indude:

• The average book value per contract

• The combined book value amount pur-

chases plus sales, ar>d date of ttie largest

single day's settlement.

« The lor^gest outstwrKJirv maturity

10.

• The total of all future contracts in each for-

eign currency

d Customer s assigned daily ssniement limit.

e Frequency of recent overdrafts in current ac-

count and. if possible, whatever reasonable

identification can t>e made to late delivery ol

prior foreign exchange contract maturities

I. Past compliance with trading volume and

settlemeni limits as determir>ed from review

of liability ledger record

Identify those contracts with countecpadies wtx>

are affiliate-; ol or otherwise related to ttie

bank. Its directors, officers, employees or ma-

jor shareholders and:

a. Compare the contracted rates with available

rates lor the same transaction date or with

other contracts entered as of the same
transaction date (or the same tenor.

b. Investigate any instances involvir>g off-

market rates.

Obtain from the examiner assigned "Interna-

tional Loan Portfolio Management," the sched-

ules en the following i1 they are applicat>le to

the foreign exchange area:

a Delinquencies.

b. Shared national credits.

c. Interagency Country Exposure Review Com-
mitlee credits.

d. Previously criticized loans (internally or by
examirwrs).

e. Information on directors, executive officers,

pnncipal shareholders artd ttieir interests.

(. Any useful information resultir>g from the re-

view of tt\e minutes of the foreign exchange
and money marvet committee or any similar

committee

g. Reports lumished to the foreign exchange
arx] mor>ey managetnent committee or any
similar committee.

h. Reports (urrushed to the board of directors.

i. A list of affiliated comparties.

Transcribe or compare information from tfw

above schedules to credit line sheets, where

appfVWUIh!!.
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11 Prepare aedil line sheets lor any (oreign ex-

change customer not in the sample which.

based on information derived from the atxjve,

requires in-depth review

12 Obtain liability and other information on com-

mon borrowers from examir>ers assigned to

cash Items, overdrafts and loan areas and to-

gether decide who will review the customer re-

lationships. Pass or retain completed credit line

sheets

13 Analyze each customer relationship consider-

ing the guidelines set forth in the international

sections, as tfiey pertain to:

a Commercial loans lor private and commer-

cial counterparties,

b. Due from foreign banks—time for banking

and financial counterparties.

(Generally, a customer's obligation to the

bank under foreign exchange contracts

would not be classified. However, if a cus-

tomer's financial condition is so severe, i.e ,

doubtful Of loss, that its ability to meet its for-

eign exchange commitments is question-

able, the combined book value of contracts,

purchases plus sales, representing the larg-

est single day's settlement should be appro-

priately criticized or classified.)

14. Review the most readily available record and/

r. ;,-- Of source of spot exchange rate movement vis-

a-vis the local currency to determine which cur-

rencies, if any, have experienced a substantial

degree of appreciation or depreciation over the

recent past. (Give particular attention, in step

13. to the creditworthiness of those counterpar-

ties wtK) have contracted either to deliver ap-

preciating currencies to, or purchase depreciat-

ing currencies from, the bank. In the event of

non-pertormance by a counterparty which has

agreed to (a) deliver an appreciating currency,

the bank's cost to cover any offsetting sales

contracts might be substantial, or (b) purctiase

a depredating currency, the bank might be

forced to sell the currency It had acquired, for

delivery, at a substantial loss. As one source

for identifying such currencies, each monthly
Federal Reserve Bulletin provides a history of

annual and monthly averages of certified noon

buying rates in New York for cable transfers.)

15 Obtain or prepare the (ollowing data (sepa-

rately for each (oreign currency involved, and
to include book value equivalents), as of the

examination date, to tie used in performing

subsequent examination sleps

a A list o' subsidiary control ledger totals for

all balance sheet and memoranda general

ledger accounts by account number and/or
title

b A trial balance of all balance sheet asset

and liability items by maturity

c. A trial balance of all spot and future ex-
'

change contracts by maturity

d. Copies of the trader's daily position sheets

~^ . and/or reports.

e. Copies of the accounting department's daily

position sheets and/or reports and recon-

cilements to the traders positions.

t. If not included m copies obtained under d

arKJ e, a detailed listing of all holdover and

after-hours transactions

g If not available as of examination date, cop-

ies of the accounting department's last ma-

turity gap reports. (After analysis has t>een

performed, pass maturity gap reports, to in-

-jitft ;;>...
elude appropriate local currency equiva-

,s,, .';-,,;" lents, to the "Funds Management" exam-

iner.)

h. If not prepared as of examination date, cop-

ies of the last revaluation worksheets

i All limit exception reports

16 Prepare examination report net position and

maturity schedules and

(Commitments to take or place foreign cur-

rency deposits must be included in the maturity

schedules in order that all anticipated cash in-

flows and outflows are properly reflected How-

ever, those items should not be included in the

f>et position schedules other than in footnote

form.)

a. Compare results to bank prepared net posi-

tion and maturity gap reports, if available for

the same date.

. Footnote any material differences

ConvmHlf's HtnttMOk lor Nttontl CfJi" £<*-.-»
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• Explain any deficiencies

b. Compare results to established limits and
review exception approvals thereto.

17. Check the most recent revaluation workpapers
and resultant accounting entries to determine
that:

a. Foreign currency amounts and book values

were properly reconciled to subsidiary led-

ger controls.

b. Rates used are representative of market
rates as of revaluation date and,

. If obtained from the traders, that fhey have
been verified with independent sources.

(Daily, 10:00 Af\^, mid-point, spot and fu-

ture. New York interbank market rates for

commonly traded currencies are available

as needed at each regional office or the

International Banking Activity Examina-

tions, Washington, D.C.)

c. Arithmetic is correct.

d. Profit and loss results are separately re-

corded and reported to management for:

• Realized profit or loss, i.e., that wtiich is

determined through the application of spot
rates.

. Unrealized (estimated future) profit and
loss, i.e., that which is determined through
the application of forward rates.

e. Financial swap related assets, liabilities and
future contracts are excluded from the nor-

mal revaluation process so that the results

identified in d, reflect more accurately the

trader's outright dealing performance.

f. Financial swap related costs and prorrts are:

• Amortized over the life of the applicable

swap.
• Appropriately accounted for as interest

income and expense on loans, securities,

etc.

18. Review working papers for selected revalua-

tions performed since last examination and test

check as in step 17 above and, if satisfied that

they are accurate:

a. Analyze combined realized earnings to de-

termine that profits are commensurate with

risks »s''nn.

b. Analyze monthly unrealized revaluation re-

sults (forecasts) to determine that

- The resulting amount for the last revalua-

tion, if a loss, is not large.

- An increasing loss trend over previous
revaluations does not exist. (Although
month-to-month variations are not uncom-
mon, an increasing unrealized loss trend

could indicate that a trader is caught in a

loss position and is pursuing a notion that

a negative trend in the exchange rate lor

that currencywill reverse and, if combined
with an ever multiplying increase in his or

her volume, might eventually repay his or

her accumulated losses.)

19. Review the confirmation discrepancy log and
observe the confirmation process to determine:

a. That incoming confirmations are delivered

directly to the confirmation clerk and that:

• Discrepancies are recorded.

• Discrepancies are reported to an appro-

priate officer and are resolved promptly.

b. That outgoing confirmations are processed
in compliance with policies governing:

• Initial procedures.

• Follow-up procedures.

• The level of involvement by internal audi-

tors in follow-up procedures.

c. If the confirmation discrepancy log discloses

counterparties which:

. Are often or consistently slow in confirm-

ing.

. Often or consistently make errors in con-

firmation preparation.

20. Determine compliance with laws, regulations
and rulings pertaining to foreign exchange ac-

tivities by performing the following for:

a. 12 CFR 20.5 — Monthly Consolidated For-

eign Currency Report of Banks and Federal

Branches— Fonn FFIEC 035:

. Review for accuracy the most recently

prepared monthly report.

• Select random bank prepared net position

reports and determine whettier they are

hojrio filed »^ -oniij'oH gnd P'" ""I rate.

omptroller's Handbook tor NaUOa
February 1987

:l Bank Excininca-
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(Be alert to instances in which net posi-

tions are generally large but reduced as

of the month-end reporting dates.)

21. Discuss with appropriate otficer(s) and prepare

appropriate report summaries of;

a. Net position schedules. vj
•

b. Maturity gap schedules.

c. Frequent or sizeable excesses over any es-

tablished limits.

d. Any limits deemed excessive relative to:

. Management's policy goals regarding the

nature and volume of business intended.

• The bank's capital structure.

. The creditworthiness of trading counter-

parties.

• Individual currencies v^lch are subject to

or are experiencing relatively sporadic
rate changes.

. Individual currencies for which limited

spot and future markets exist.

• Experience of traders.

22,

• The bank's foreign exchange earnings
record.

e. The absence of any limits deemed appropri-

ate in present and foreseeable circum-

stances.

f. Customers whose obligations are otherwise

previously classified or intended to be criti-

cized.

g. Foreign exchange contracts which, for any
other reason are questionable in quality or

ultimate settlement.

h. Vkslations of laws, regulations or rulings,

i. Deficiencies in internal controls,

j.
Other matters regarding efficiency and gen-
eral condition of the foreign exchange de-

partment.

Prepare a memorandum and update the woi1<

program with any information which wnll facili-

tate future examinations.

Co!nr:!.i-':.- V 'r.r-:
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r

Review the bank's internal controls. p>olicies. prac-

tices and procedures regarding foreign exchange

trading The bank's systems should be documented
in a complete and concise manner and include,

where appropriate, narrative descriptions, flowcharts,

copies of forms used and other pertinent information

Items marked wrth asterisks require substantiation by
observation or testing

Policies

1 Has the board of directors, consistent with its

responsibilities, adopted written policies gov-

erning:

a Trading limits, including:

• Overall trading volume''

. Overnight net position limits per currenc/'

• Intra-day net position limits per currency?

. Aggregate net position limit for all curren-

cies combined?

. Maturity gap limits per currency?

• Individual customer aggregate trading lim-

its, including spot transactions?

• Written approval of excesses to above

limits?

b. Segregation of duties among traders, book-

keepers and confirmation personnel?

c. Accounting and revaluation procedures?

d. Management reporting requirements?

2. Do policies attempt to minimize:

a. Undue pressure on traders to meet speciTic

budgeted earnings goals?

b. Undue pressure on traders, by account offi-

cers, to provide preferred rates to certain

customers?

*3. Are traders prohibited from dealir^ with cus-

tomers for whom trading lines have not been
established?

4. Are all personnel, except perhaps the head

trader, prohibited from effecting transactions

via off-premises communication facilities?

5. Is approval by a non-trading officer required for

all compensated transactions?

I. Do credit approval procedures exist tor settle-

ment (delivery) risk fittv^t in the form r>' spftle-

ment limits or other specific management con-

trols'

7 Does a policy procedure exist to insure that, in

the event ol an uncertain or emergency situa-

tion, the bank's delivery will not be made prior

to receipt of counterpart funds'

8. Do the above policies apply to all branch of-

fices as well as majority-owned or controlled

subsidiaries of the bank'

9 Does the bank have written policies covering

a Foreign exchange transactions with its own

employees'

b. Foreign exchange transactions with mem-
bers of its board of directors?

c. Its traders' personal foreign exchange activi-

ties'

d. Its employees' personal business relation-

ships with foreign excftange and money bro-

kers with whom the bank trades?

*10. Are the above policies understood and uni-

formly interpreted by all traders as well as ac-

counting and auditing personnel?

Tradng FuTKtion

11. Is a trader's position sheet maintair>ed for each

currency traded?

*12. Is a trader's position report received by man-

agement at the end of each trading day?

•13. Does the trader's position report reflect the

same day's holdover arvj after-hours transac-

tions?

14. Are trader's dealing tickets prenumbered?

a. If so, are records and controls adequate to

ascertain their proper sequential and autt>o-

rizeduse?

*b. Regardless of wtiettier or not prerKimbered.

• Are dealing tickets time date stamped, as

completed, or

• Are dealing tickets otttenwise identified

with the number of the resultant contract

to provide a proper audit trail?

Accounting arxJ Reporting

'15. Is there a definite segregation of duties, re-

sponsibility i»nd authority Kptween f?v tradinp

J

Compiroller'M Handtxx* kx Natonal Bank Examinen !
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room and the accounting and reporting (unc-

tions within the division and/or branch

16 Are contract forms prenumbered (i( so. are re-

cords and controls adequate to insure their

proper sequential and authon2ed use)''

17. Are contracts signed by personnel otfier than

the traders'

•18 Are atier-hours or holdover contracts posted as

of ttie dales contracted''

•19 Do accounting personnel prepare a daily posi-

tion report, for each applicable currency, from

the banks general ledger and:

a Do reports include all accounts denomi-

naled in foreign currency?

b. Are those reports reconciled daily to the

trader's position reports?

c. Are identified or unreconciled differences

reported immediately to management and to

the head trader''

d. Are all counterparty non-deliveries on ex-

pected settlements reported immediately to

management and to the head trader?

•20. Are maturity gap reports prepared lor liquidity

and foreign exchange managers at least bi-

weekly to include:

a. Loans and deposits reflected in the appro-

priate forward maturity periods along with

foreign exchange contracts?

b. Loans, deposits and foreign exchange con-

tracts (specify whether reflected in the matu-

rity periods m which they fall due or in which

they are scheduled for rollover )''

c. Commitments to accept or place deposits

reflected in the ap>propriate maturity penods

by both value and maturity dates?

d. All those items (specify wfietfier as of ttie

day on which they mature or bi-weekly or

monthly maturity periods )?

e. All those items as of the day on which tt^ey

mature, if necessary, i.e., in the event of a

severe liquidity situation?

•21. Does the accountir>g system render excesses

of all limits identified at step 1 immediately to

appropriate management and is officer ap-

pioval required?

*22 Are local currency equivalent subsidiary re-

cords for foreign exchange contracts balanced

daily to the appropriate general ledger ac-

count(s)''

•23. Are foreign exchange record copy and cus-

tomer liability ledger tnal tialances prepared
and reconciled monthly to subsidiary control

accounts by employees who do not process or

record foreign exchange transactions''

24. Do the accounting and Wing systems provide
for easy ideniificauon of "financial swap" re-

lated assets, liabilities and future contracts by

stamping contracts or maintaining a control

register?

Confirmations

25. Is there a designated "confirmation clerk"

within the accounting section of the division or

brar>ch?

*a. Incoming Confirmations:

• Are incomir>g confirmations delivered di-

rectly to the confirmation clerk and not to

trading personnel

• Are signatures on irKXjming confirmations

verified with signature cards for:

—
Authenticity''

— Compliance with advised signatory
authorizations of the counterparty?

• Are all data on each incomir^g confirma-
'''

tion verified with file copies of contracts to

include:

— Name''

— Currency denomination and amount?

.i- .-
— Rate?

— Transaction date''
- '- ='

— Preparation date if different from
-<-|

transaction dale? <-'

— Maturity date''

— Delivery instructions, if applicable?

• Are discrepancies directed to an officer

apart from tf>e trading function tor resolu-

tion?

• Is a confirmation discrepancy log cr •.' . -;-i

record maintained to reflect the irteri't, -<-•

and disposition o?ca'^ r: <:'ep4f>c/^
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• Are lelex tapes retained lor at least 90

days as ready referertce to rales ar>d de-

livery instructkHis?

*b. Outgoing Confirmations:

• Are outgoirtg confirn>ations mailed/

telexed on the day during which each
trade is effected?

• Are outgoing confirmations addressed to

the attention of persons other tfian trading

personnel at counterparty locations?

• Does the accounting and/or filing system
adequately segregate and/or identify

booked contracts for which no incoming
confirmations have been received'

• Are follow-up confirmations sent by the

confirmation clerk if no corresponding,

incoming conrirmation is received within a

limited number of days after the contract

is effected (if so. specify )?

• Is involvement by the auditing department
required if no confirmation is received

within a limited number of days after the

transmittal of the second request referred

to above (if so. specify )?

• Are confirmation forms sent in duplicate to

customers wfio do not normally confirm?

• Are return copies required to be signed?

Revaluations

*26. Are revaluations of foreign currency accounts

performed at least monthly?

a. Does the revaluation system provide for seg-

regation of and separate accounting lor:

• Realized profits and losses, /e. those
which are determined through the applica-
tion ol spot rates?

• Unrealized profits and losses, i.e., those

which are determined through the applica-
tion of forward rates?

b. Are financial swap related assets, liabilities

and future contracts excluded from the re-

valuation process so that the results identi-

fied m a. above more accurately reflect the

trader's outright dealing performance?

c. Are financtal swap costs arxj profits:

• Amortized over the life of the applicable

swap?
• Appropriately accounted for as interest

income and expense on loans, securities,

etc?

d. Are rates provided by. or at least verified

with, sources other than the traders?

Other

*27. Is the bank's system capable of adequately
disclosing sudden increases in trading volume

by any one trader?

28. (^ such increases require officer review to in-

sure that the trader is not doubling volume in

an attempt to regain losses in his or her posi-

tions?

29. Does the bank retain information on. and au-

thorizations for. all overdraft charges and bro-

kerage bills within the last 12 months?

30. Does an appropriate officer review a compari-
son of brokerage charges, monthly, to deter-

mine if an inordinate share of tne t>ank°s busi-

ness is directed to or fiandled by one broker?

Conclusion

31. Is the foregoing information an adequate basis

for evaluating internal control in thai there are

no significant additional internal auditing proce-

dures. accountlr>g controls, administrative corv

trols, or other circumstarKes that impair any
controls or mitigate any weaknesses indicated

alx>ve (explain negative answers briefly, and
indicate conclusions as to their effect on spe-

cific examir>ation or verification procedures)?

32. Based on a composite evaluation, as evi-

denced by answers to the foregoing questions.

internal control is considered

(good, medium, or bad).

:

Cmytvtlm'B Htndboot tor Natonn San* EMMmntn
<ta$t
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Obtain control of all outstanding contracts and

number them sequentially so that they may t>e re-

tun>ed to ttie bank m the order in which they were

received and:

a. Arra«>ge them by currerKy lor preparation ol

position wofVshects lor proo« to or comparison

with:

. Foreign currerKy subsidiary ledgers.

. The ger>erai ledger.

• The bank's position report as of the same

date

• Net position limits.

• Aggregate trading limits.

b Arrange them by currency and by matunty lor

preparation ol maturity worksheets and for

companson with the baf*s maturity gap re-

ports. H available, as of the same date and

check lor compliance with gap limits.

c. Arrarige ttiem by customer and by maturity and:

• Prove to customwr liability ledgers

• Check for compliarKe with customer tradirtg

limits.

• Check lor compliance with customer settle-

ment limits.

d. Test lor compliance with ott>er limits, as appro-

priate.

. Identity those contracts lor which incoming confir-

matKxis have not yet been received as well as

those lor which tncomirtQ confirmations bear unre-

solved discrepanbes.

a. Unless t>ank personnel have taken lollow-up

action too recently to expect response, prepare

and mail confirmation iorms to irtctude:

• Counterparty name.

• Currency denominations arxl arrxxints.

. Rate.

• Transaction date.

Maturity date.

• Settlement instructions, if applicable.

Using appropnate sampling techniques, select

accounts from tt>e trial balance artd perform tlw

followirtg:

a. Prepare and mall confirmation torms to include

the same inlormation crted m 2a

b. After a reasonable time, null second requests.

c. Follow up on any no-replies or exceptions and

resolve diflerences Confirmation forms ar>d

return envelopes should be prepared:

• By bank staff under examiner supervision.

. On bank letterhead and signed by the audi-

tor.

• Using the bank's return address with con-

spicuous markings to insure their direct rout-

ing to tt>e responsible exaininer.

. In conjunction with the audit staff, intercept at the

bank's mailroom all incoming confirmations for a

period of several days to determine:

a If any contracts tiave been made but not

booked

b. Extent to wt>ich the confirmation derk. or other

persormel. relies upon traders to resolve dis-

crepancies.

Cummiamt /twWPoo* *r Mtami Bar* eairmn
tar M77
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Reporting of Foreign Exchange Activities

->- Foreign Currency Form FFIEC 035

Laws '

Regulations
'

20.5

Rulings
'

•12 use. unless specifically stated otherwise

t12 CFR. unless specilically stated ollienwise.
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Comptrollar of the Currvncy
Administrator of National Banlu

To: The Chief Executive Officers of all National Banks, Deputy
Comptrollers and all Examining Personnel

This letter is to alert banlcers to the OCC's concerns regarding
interest rate risk and to explain how the OCC addresses this risk
in the supervisory process. Interest rate risk is the exposure
to a bank's earnings and capital arising from future interest
rates. All banks assume interest rate risk as part of t:heir
normal banking operations. Many banks also take interest rate
risk as a means to enhance profitetbility. While the OCC
recognizes that t:he assumption of interest rate risk is integral
to banking, the OCC is concerned that banks prudently manage, this
risk, that expostires be adequately measured and that capital be
available to support tJie exposure.

The OCC evaluates the quality of risk management and the level of
interest rate exposure as part of its supervisory process. The
OCC is presently revising and updating its supervisory procedures
that address interest rate risk. A key component of tihese

procedures is tihe expectation that banks should use risk
measurement techniques that adequately capture interest rate
exposure. The OCC recognizes that risk measurement techniques
take time to develop and enhance. Appropriate measurement
techniques depend on the size and complexity of a bank and its
interest rate exposure, and may range from simple, manually
prepared reports of repricing imbalances (gaps), to complex
computer models. Banks should evaluate t:he adequacy of their
risk measurement techniques to determine whether they provide an

objective and comprehensive measurement of interest rate risk for
their institution. As part of tAe ongoing supervision of each
bank, OCC examiners will be reviewing the results of management's
evaluation.

The OCC's evaluation of the quality of interest rate risk
management and the level of exposure is taken into consideration
when determining the adequacy of capital. The risk-based capital
guidelines, which become effective December 31, 1990, require
banks to hold minimum capital equal to a specified percentage of

risk-adjusted assets (7.25 percent until December 31, 1992, and
thereafter, 8.00 percent). The risk adjustment is primarily
Lu^cJ on creUli. i-l^K. However, OAStia on an evaxuacxon oc cne
level of interest rate exposure and the quality of risk
management, the OCC may determine that the bank should hold
capital in addition to the minimum level required under the
risk-based capital standard.

Data: January 2, 1990 Pagt ^of.
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Comptroll«r of the Currency
Administrator of Nattonal Banks

The addendxim to this letter describes the general components of

prudent interest rate risk management. These components are

policy statements, risk limits, risk measurement systems and

reports to management and the bank's board of directors. The
addendum addresses both earnings exposure and economic, or

capital, exposure to future interest rates. Economic exposure
can arise from long-term fixed rate positions that do not

represent an immediate earnings exposure.

This letter is accompanied by two enclosures. The first answers
questions commonly asked by bank directors and managers on
interest rate risk. A booklet containing these questions and
answers is being prepared and will be sent to your Board of
Directors early in 1990. The second enclosure is an OCC staff

study, "An Overview of Interest Rate Risk," which explores
issues relating to the management of interest rate risk in

greater detail.

Questions regarding this advisory letter should be directed to
either the Supervision/Policy Research Division (202-447-1164) or
the Multinational Banking Department (202-447-1747).

Dean S. Marriott
Senior Deputy Comptroller
for Bank Supervision Operations

Date: January 2, 1990 PaQe_2— of_L
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ComeCrottor at tn* Ojnrnnof
Adminisii«io(- o< Ntti»wl Banks

TVpk Banking Circular SubjKt Kat.icn*l Bank Participation in
the Fine>nci*l Futures and
Forward Placement Markets

TO: Chief Executive OfCicecs of All Natior:,(l Banks, Deputy
Conptrollers (Oistcict) and Regional Adainistratocs

This circular is a revision of Banking Circular 79 (2nd Rev.) issued
on March 19, 1980, which is withdrawn. Banking Circular 79 was
originally issued on November 2, 1976. The circular was amen^d by
the issuance of Banking Circular 79, Suppleaient 1, on August 1,
1977. Banking Circular 79 and Supplement 1 were withdrawn on March
19, 1980, and replaced by Banking Circular 79 (2nd Rev.).

This circular considers policies and procedures that should be
initiated by national banks that engage in financial futures
contracts, forward placement contracts or standby contracts in their

cojsaerclal banking activities, tie view these contracts as neither
Inherently prudent nor Imprudent. Evidence has shown that they can
be used effectively to reduce interest rate risk. Any use of these
contracts by national banks should be In accordance with safe and
sound banking practices and with levels of activity reasonably
related to the bank's business needs and capacity to fulfill its

obligations under the contracts.

DEFIHITICJNS

Financial Futures Contracts . These contrncts are interest rate
futures, which undar Section 2 of the Commodities Exchange Act, as
amended (7 0.8. Co S 2) are eommodities contracts traded on and
guaranteed by an exchange. These' contracts represent a commitment
to purchase (to take delivery by the "long") or to sell (to make
deliv«ry by the 'dhort') a standardized amount of the deliverable
grade security at a spacified price during a specified delivery
month in accordance with tba exchange rules regarding delivery
procedure*.

Forward Plaeeaent Contracts . These contracts arc over-the-counter
contracts for delayed delivery of securities in which the buyer
(long) agrees to purchase and the seller (short) agrees to make a

April 19, 1983 Pmi.
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delivery of a apeclfied security at a apeciCiad price Cor future

delivary. Cash aarket transactions other than 'when issued'
transactions, specifying delivery (settleaent) in excess of thirty
(30) days following the trade date shall be deemed to be forward
contracts. Forward contracts art not traded on organized exchanges,
the terms are not standardised, and th« contracts can only be ,

terminated by agraament of both parties to the transaction.

Standby Contracts . These are optional delivery forward placement
contracts. The buyer of a standby contract (put option) pays a fee
for the right or option to sell (deliver) an agreed upon amount of

specified securities to the issuer of the standby contract at a

specified price at a specifiad futura data.

CniDBLIMES

These contracts are not considered investment securities within the

meaning of 12 OSC 24(7). However, with the distinctions described
below for investment or non-dealar operations, assat-liability
management, and dealer-bank trading activities, ttaa usa of these
contracts is considered to be an activity incidental to banking.
The following are minimal guidelines to be followed by national
banks that -engage in these markets.

1. Distinctions

a. For Investment portfolla or non-dealer operations in f ixed-

rate assets, banks should evaluate the interest rate risk

exposure resulting from their overall investment activities
to ensure that the positions they take in futures, forward
and standby contract markets will reduce their risk

exposure. Short positions in futures and forward contracts
should reasonably relate to existing or anticipated cash

positions, and should be used to enhance liquidity of the

portfolio. Bather than using short badges against
portfolio holdings for purposes of income generation, we

would expect, where practicable, that contract gains would

April 19, 1983
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be used to offset losses rssulting fcoa th« sale of
portfolio securities as asset yields are upgraded. Long
positions in futures and forwards should reasonably reflect
the bank's investaent strategy and ability to fulfill its
cowBltments.

b. Asset -liability anageaent involves the Batching of fixed-
rate and interest-sensitive assets and liabilities in order
to aaintain liquidity and profitability. Futures and
forward contracts aay be used as a general hedge against
the interest rate exposure associated with undesired
isaatches in interest-sensitive assets and liabilities.
Long positions in contracts could be used as hedge
against funding interest-sensitive assets with fixed-rate
sources of funds; short positions in contracts could be
used as a hedge against funding fixed-rate assets with
interest-sensitive liabilities.

c. Dealer-bank trading activities that eaploy futures, forward
and standby contracts should be in accordance with safe and
sound banking practices reasonably related to the bank's
legally peraitted trading activities.

2. The Board of Directors should consider any plan to engage in
these activities and should endorse specific written policies
and procedures in authorising these activities^ Policy
objectives should be specific enough to outline peralsslble
contract strategies and their relationships to other banking
activities. Recordkeeping systeas aust be sufficiently detailed

' to perait Internal auditors and exaalners to deteraine whether
operating personnel have acted in accordance with authorized

- objectives. Bank personnel are expected to be able to describe
and docuaent in detail how the positions they have taken in

futures, forward and standby contracts contribute to attaining
the bank's stated objectives.

DSK April 19, 1983
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The Board of Directors should also establish liaitations
applicable to futures, forward and standby contract positions
for each distinct category described in itea 1 above. The Board
of Directors, a duly authorized coaaittee thereof, or the bank's
internal auditors should review all outstanding contract
positions at least aonthly and ensure that these Halts are not
exceeded.

Underlying security coaaitaents relating to open futures and
forwards should not be reported on the balance sheet. The bank
should aaintain general ledger aeaorandua accounts and
coaaitaent registers to adequately identify and control all
coaaitaents to aake or take delivery of securities. Such
registers and supporting journals ordinarily would include:

a. The type and aaount of each contract;
b. The maturity date of each contract;
c. The current aarket price and cost of each contract; and
d. The aaount of aoney held in aargin accounts.

Accounting Requireaents

a. The aarket value of all open contract positions should be
deteralned at least aonthly regardless of whether the bank
is required to deposit "aargin* or a perforaance bond in

connection with a given contract. Market values for
forward and standby contracts should b« based on the aarket
value of the underlying secucity, except where published
and widely distributed forward contract price quotations
are available. M,! standby contracts should be aarked to
the lower of cost or aarket. Bowevee, losses on standby
contracts only have to be coaputed by the issuer (the party
coaaltted to purchase under the contract) and only where
the aarket value of the underlying security is below the
contract price, reduced by the aaount of the deferred fee
described in itea 7 below. All futures and forward
contracts with the exception of contracts described in itea

April 19, 1983
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Sbr should b* valued by a consistent aetbod of either aack
to aackat or aack to the loirar of cost oc aarket. The bank's
Board of Directors aay chooss which aethod of valuation
(either aarket or lower of cost or aarket) it prefers and

docuaent it in ths written policies and procedures
described in itea 2 above. All losses resulting frcm

aonthly contract value deteraination should be recognized
as a current expense iteai those banks that choose to value
contracts on a aark to aarket basis would recognize gains
as a current incoae itea. For the specific line entries to

be aade, refer to the call report instructions. Because

these contracts are not investaent securities, net losses
or gains cannot be tiCen 'below the line* as an investaent

security gain or loss.

b. Futures and forward contracts associated with the hedging
of aortgage banking operations, i.e. the origination and

purchase of aortgage loans for resale to investors or the

issuance of aortgage-backed securities, aay be accounted
for in accordance with the generally accepted accounting
principles applicable to such activity.

6. In the event the above described futures and forward contracts

result in the acquisition of securities, such securities should

be recorded on an accounting basis consistent with that applied
to the contracts (either aarket oc lower of cost oc aacket) .

Acquisition of secucities arising froa standby contracts should

,., be recorded on the basis of lower of adjusted cost (see itea

7(c) ) or aarket.

7. Pee incoae received by a bank in connection with the issuance of

a standby contract should be deferred at initiation of the

contract and accounted for as followst

a. Upon expiration of an unexcercised contract, the deferred
aaount should be reported as incoae;

April 19, 1983 P«Bi_!_o»_Z-
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b. Open a negotiated settlement of the contract prior to

aturity, the deferred aaount should be accounted for as an

adjuataent to the expense of such settleaent, and the net
should be transferred to the incoae accounti or

c. Upon exercise of the contract, the deferred aaount should
,

be accounted for as an adjustaent to the basis of the

acquired securities. Such adjusted cost basis should be

coapared to aarket value of securities acquired. See itea

6.

8. Bank financial reports should disclose In an explanatory note

any futures, forward and standby contract activity that

aaterlally affects the bank's financial condition.

9. To ensure that banks ainiaixe credit risk associated vlth
forwards and standby contract activity, banks should Implement a

systea for monltorlnq credit risk exposure associated with
various customers and dealers with whoa operating personnel are

authorised to transact business.

10. To ensure adherence to bank policy and prevent unauthorised

trading and other abuses, banks should establish appropriate
Internal controls Including periodic reports to management,
segregation of duties, and Internal audit prograas.

The Issuance of long-term standby contracts. I.e., those for 150

days or aore, which give the other party to the contract the option
to deliver securities to the bank, will ordinarily be viewed as

inappropriate. In alaost all Instances where standby contracts

specified settleaent In excess of ISO days, regulatory authorities

have found that such contracts were related not to the Investaent or

business needs of the institution, but prlaarlly to the earning of

fee Incoae or to spaculating on future Interest rate aoveaents.

Accordingly, national banks should not issue standby contracts

specifying delivery In excess of 150 days, unless special
clrcuastances warrant.

April 19, 1983
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Hational banks angaglng in th« futuras, forward and standby contract
arkats aust subait a short lattar notice stating their intention to
the Regional Administrator of National Banks for their region or

Deputy Coaptrollar for their district. He intend to aonitor
national bank transactions in futures, forward and standby contracts
to ensura that any such activity is conductad in accordance with
safe and sound banking practices.

The reporting and recordkeeping requirements of this circular carry
0MB number 1SS70094 with an expiration date of March, 1987.

y Comptroller for
sion

April 19, 198 3
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BC - 228 (Rev.)

Compirollar of th* Currency
Administrator of National Banks

Type: Banking Circular Subject: Supervisory Policy Statement
on Securities Activities

To: Chief Executive Officers of all National Banks, Deputy
Comptrollers and all Examining Personnel

Attached is the revised Federal Financial Institutions
Examination Council (FFIEC) supervisory policy statement on
securities activities that was adopted by the Comptroller of the
Currency, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Federal
Reserve Board and tJie Office of Thrift Supervision today. The
revised policy becomes effective February 10, 1992.

The attached policy statement revises and updates the April 1988
FFIEC supervisory policy statement on the "Selection Oi.

Securities Dealers and Unsuitable Investment Practices," which
the OCC adopted and issued in Banking Circular 228 on April 14,
1988. Banking Circular 228 included guidelines for selecting a
securities dealer and distinctions between investment activity
and securities trading. The guidelines also described the risks
of newer tyF>es of financial instruments that appear attractive
for near-term gain, but entail risk that some national banks

appear not to be taking fully into account.

This revision of Banking Circular 228 retains that guidance and

provides additional information on the development of a portfolio
policy and strategies for securities and on securities practices
that are inappropriate for an investment account. It also
discusses factors that a national bank must consider when
evaluating whether the reporting of its portfolio holdings is

consistent with its intent and ability to trade, to hold tor

sale, or to hold for investiment. In addition, the new policy
statement establishes criteria for determining when a mortgage
derivative product is a high-risk mortgage security, which must
be held in either the trading or held for sale account.

Date: January 10, 1992 PaO« 1 of 2
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BC - 228 (Rev.)

Comptroller of th« Currency
Admlnlitrator of National Banka

Type: Banking Circular Subject: Supervisory Policy Statement
on Securities Activities

A quick reference guide to tJie policy statement for use as a

reference aid is enclosed in addition to tihe FFIEC press release
and revised supervisory policy statement.

Should you have any questions or need further information, please
call the Capital Markets unit of the Office of the Chief National
Bank Examiner at (202) 874-5070.

ORIGINATING OFFICE
Office of the Chief National Bank Examiner

\Slsl)^. C-HDonald G. Coonley
Chief National Bank Examiner

Attachments :

Quick Reference Guide - 2 pages
FFIEC Press Release - 2 pages
FFIEC Policy Statement - 75 pages

Date: January 10, 1992 Page 2 of 2
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Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council

1̂776 C Stnct. NW. Suite SSOB • Waihmron. DC 20006 • (2021 337-0177 • FAX (202J 057-0191

Press Release

For immediate release December 3, 1991

The Examination Council announced today its approval of a

policy statement on securities activities mainly to update and

revise its Supervisory Policy Statement on the "Selection of

Securities Dealers and Unsuitable Investment Practices" which

was approved by the Examination Council in April 1988. The

Council is recommending to the Federal Reserve Board, Federal

Deposit. Insurance Corporation, National Credit Union

Administration, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and

Office of Thrift Supervision that they adopt the attached policy

statement.

This new Statement of Policy addresses the selection of

securities dealers, requires depository institutions to

establish prudent policies and strategies for securities

transactions, defines securities trading or sales practices that

are viewed by the agencies as being unsuitable when conducted in

an investment portfolio, indicates characteristics of loans held

for sale or trading, and establishes a framework for identifying

over

Board of Govemon of th» Ftderil R«<rv« System. F«ler»l Depoul buurincc Corporation. National Credit Union Adminiuraiion

Office of the ComptroHer of the Currency. Office of Thnft Supernaion
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when certain mortgage derivative products are high-risk nortgage

securities which must be held either in a trading or held for

sale account.

This statement of policy will be published shortly in the

Federal Register .

Attachment

t I «
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SUPERVISORY POLICY STATEMENT ON SECURITIES AaiVITIES

QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE

•n_-.

SECTION Z:

SECTZON ZI:

SECTZON ZZZ:

rEDEBAL KXGZSTER NXTERZALS

PORPOSE

BACKGROUND

SELECTZON OF SECURITIES DEAZJERS

SECURZTZES PORTTOLZO POLZCY AMD STRATEGZES
AND UNSUZTABI.E ZNVESTMENT PRACTZCES
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Raporting of Loans Bald for
'
ila or Trading

Unsuitabla Znvastinant Practicas

o "Gains Trading"
o "When-Issued" Securities Trading
o "Pair-Offs"
o Corp>orate or Extended Settlements
o Repositioning Repurchase Agreements
o Short Sales
o Delegation of Discretionary

Investment Authority
o Covered Calls
o "Adjusted Trading"

HORTGAGE DERZVATZVE PRODUCTS,
OTBER ASSET BACKED PRODUCTS, AND
ZERO-COUPON BONDS
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o Residuals
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1-30

31-32
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35-38
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41-46

46
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49
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50
51
52
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Supervisory Policy Statement
on Securities Activities

Quick Reference Guide - Continued

Pace

Definition of "High-Risk Kortgaga Sttcurlty" 65

o Average Life Test 65
o Average Life Sensitivity Test 66
o Price Sensitivity Test 66-68

Supervisory Policy for Mortgag* 68
Derivative Products

o Nonhigh-rlsk Mortgage Securities '68-69
o High-risk Mortgage Securities 70-74

Supervisory Policy for Other 74-75
Zero-Coupon, Stripped or Original
Issue Discount (OIO) Products

Other Considerations 75
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FEDERAL PZNANCXAL ZNSTITDTZONS

EXAHZNATZON COONCZL

Supervisory Policy Statement on Securities Activities

Agency: Federal Financial Institutions

Examination Council. ?-'-: _^' : '.

Action: Statement of Policy. . ;i

Summery: The Federal Financial Institutions Examination

Council (the "FFIEC"), which Includes the Board of Governors

of the Federal Reserve System ("FRB"), the Federal Deposit
~

Insurance Corporation ("FDIC"), the National Credit Union

Administration ( "NCUA" ) , the Comptroller of the Currency

("OCC"), and the Office of Thrift Supervision ("OTS")

(collectively, the "Agencies"), is approving this Statement of

Policy mainly to update and revise its Supervisory Policy

Statement on the "Selection of Securities Dealers and

unsuitable investment Practices" which was approved by the

FFIEC in April 198B (the "April 1968 Supervisory Policy"), and

subsequently adopted by the FRB, FDIC, NCUA, and the OCC.

-. i^'i .'
-'^ •''1 sjS *• ':'' •-' .';»'••''. - - V '^' .

- '
-

'

- .-
--

.
^ '
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The FFIEC is recomaending to its five •abcr agencies that

they adopt this Stateaent of Policy. If adoptad, it would

supersede the April 1988 Supervisory Stateaent of Policy.

This new Stateaent of Policy addresses the selection of

securities dealers, requires depository institutions to

establish prudent policies and strategies for securities

transactions, defines securities trading or sales practices

that are viewed by the agencies as being unsuitable when

conducted in an investment portfolio, indicates

characteristics of loans held for sale or trading, and

establishes a framework for identifying when certain mortgage

derivative products are high-risk aortgage securities which

must be held either in a trading or held for sale account.

Effective Date: Each FFIEC aeaber agency will announce the

effective date for this Stateaent of Policy for the depository

institutions it supervises.

For Further Inforaation Contact: At the FRB: Rhoger H Pugh,

Manager, Policy Development, Division of Banking Supervision

and Regulation (202) 728-5883^ Charles H. Hola, Supervisory

Financial Analyst, Division of Banking Supervision and

Regulation (202) 452-3502. At the FDIC: Sharon K. Lee,
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Capital Narkats Specialist, Division of Supervision, (202)

896-6789; Robart T. Storch, Chief, Accounting Section,

Division of Supervision (202) 896-8906. At the NCUA: Charles

rellce (202) 682-9640. At the OCC: Owen Carney, Senior

Advisor for Investment Securities (202) 874-S070; Jaaie

Newell, Senior Capital Markets Advisor (202) 874-S070. At the

OTS: John H. Freeh, Senior Accountant, Accounting Policy (202)

906-5649; J. Douglas Gordon, Senior Financial Economist (202)

906-5726.

Supplementary Information: In a nusiber of cases where

depository institutions have engaged in speculative or other

non-investment activities in their investment portfolios, the

portfolio managers appeared to have placed undue reliance on

the advice of a secur:.ties sales representative. Some

depository instituti:^ns have failed because of their

speculative securities activities. Other institutions have

had their earnings or capital impaired and the practical

liquidity of their securities eroded by market value

depreciation. Many of these problems may have been avoided '^

had sound procedures been followed before using certain -- ;

securities dealers. -^*oi i'r- ;.-^
-

.

- • .;'

These factors led to the development of a supervisory policy

statement on the "Selection of Securities Dealers ^-^nd

DSJ
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Unsuitable Investaent Practices" that was approved by the

rriEC in April 1988 and subsequently adopted by the FRB, FDIC,

NCUA, and the OCC. That policy stateaent eaphasized the

iaportance of knowing the securities firas with whoa a

depository institution does business and also dealt with

certain regulatory concerns pertaining to speculative and

other activities improperly carried out in an institution's

investment portfolio.

In addition, it identified risks associated with stripped

mortgage-backed securities, residuals, and zero-coupon bonds

and concluded that they may be unsuitable investaents for

depository institutions.

The FFIEC is novf recommending adoption of this new Stateaent

of Policy by each of its aember agencies. If adopted, this

Statement of Policy would supersede the April 1988 Policy

Statement. This new Statement of Policy provides additional

information on the development of a portfolio policy and

strategies for securities and on securities practices that are

inappropriate for an investment account. It also discusses

factors that must be considered when evaluating whether the

reporting of an institution's investment portfolio holdings is

consistent with its intent and ability. In addition, this

policy statement establishes a framework for determining when
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a mortgage derivative product is a high-risk mortgage ^: >

security; and, once a mortgage derivative product is

determined to be high-risk, it must be held in a trading or

held for sale account.

SUKHARY OF COWIENTS

On January 3, 1991, the FFIEC issued for comment a proposed

Supervisory Policy Statement "Concerning Selection of

Securities Dealers, Securities Portfolio Policies and

Strategies and Unsuitable Investment Practices, and Stripped

nortgage-Backed Securities, Certain CMO Tranches, Residuals,

and Zero-Coupon Bonds" (56 FR 263). -

The proposed Statement of Policy informed insured depository

institutions about:
" -: -^ .^< -

i

'^ -
.
i _

The selection of securities dealers; "'-

The documentation of policies and strategies for -

securities to be held for investment, held for sale or for

trading purposes; '-' ;-.'
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* Securities practices that are viewed by the federal

financial institution regulators as being unsuitable when

conducted in an investaent portfolio; and

* Types of securities with volatile price or other high risk

characteristics that are generally not suitable

investments for depository institutions. Such securities

may be subject to supervisory criticism, and depository,

institutions may be directed to establish a plan for

disposal .

The FFIEC received 110 comment letters on the proposed

Statement of Policy. Thirty-eight of the comments were from

bank holding companies, fifteen were from state banks, fifteen

were from thrift institutions, thirteen were from national

banks, nine were from federal/state bank supervisory agencies,

eight were from bank and thrift institution trade groups,

eight were from consulting firms that perform work for banks

and thrift institutions, and four were from other financial

service corporations.

Of the 110 comment letters that were received, twe-nty-three

were generally supportive of Section I as proposed, and

thirty-three were generally opposed to this Section. The

remaining fifty-four did not indicate a view on Section I.
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Twenty of the 110 comment letters received were generally

supportive of Section XI as proposed, and sixty-five were

generally opposed to Section II. The remaining twenty-five

did not indicate a view on Section ZI.

Many of the commenters criticized Section III. As a result of

these comment letters, the Council proposed a revised Section

III on August 3, 1991 (56 FR 37095). The Council received

over 90 comment letters on this proposal. Host of the

commenters preferred changes in the quantitative criteria.

After giving due consideration to the comments received, the

rriEC has now decided to approve the Statement of Policy. The

Statement of Policy as approved and recommended to the

agencies contains revisions reflecting certain of the comments

as set forth below. In addition, a discussion of the more

significant comments, as well as the FFIEC's judgment as to

their implication for the Statement of Policy as originally

proposed, is presented below. . ..,

Section I; Selection of Securities Dealers ^
. ., «. =

Comments received on Section I generally addressed the

following areas: (1) clarifying the responsibilities of a

board of directors in developing limits to transactions and
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business relationships with securities firns; (2) requiring

institutions to obtain financial st-ateaents on securities

firms with whoa the institution does business; (3)

establishing conflicts of interest policies; and (4)

addressing the documentation burden for small insured

depository institutions. The coaaents received on each of

these areas are specifically addressed below.

1. Responsibilities of Boards of Directors.

Several coamenters expressed their concerns about the

proposal's requirement that boards of directors or appropriate

committees thereof develop lists of securities firms with whoa

management is aothorized to do business and establish dollar

limits on the types of transactions to be executed with each

authorized securities firm. These coaaenters indicated that

this requirement was an unnecessary expansion of director

responsibilities. In addition, they indicated that they

believed that depository institution aanageaent has the

responsibility to establish operational strategies and to

execute those strategies. Zn their opinion aanageaent should

inform the board of directors about those strategies and the

results of execution. The board would then be responsible for

authorizing strategies to be executed and monitoring the

performance of the execution.
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The FFIEC agreed with the comaents received on this issue.

The language was changed to recognize the responsibilities o£

both managements and boards of directors in insured depository

institutions. - -"--••

2. Financial Statements of Securities Firms.

Several comaenters indicated that the proposed policy was

too restrictive in this area. These commenters indicated that

the proposed policy could essentially bar insured depository

institutions from cond cting business with reputable Wall

Street firms that do rot release financial statements since

they are privately held or because they are subsidiaries or

affiliates of securities firms whose financial statements are

consolidated with the financial statements of the parent. In

addition, a few of the commenters indicated that the

designation of the securities dealer as a "primary

broker/dealer m U.S Government Securities" by the Federal

Reserve should provide sufficient evidence that the securities

firm is creditworthy.

The FFIEC has considered these comments and continues to

believe that the management of an insured depository

institution should only do business with securities firms that

are willing to provide complete and timely disclosure of their

financial condition.

t 'C
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3. Conflicts of Interest Policies.

Several conaenters acknowledged the need for corporate

conflicts of interest policies to govern relationships between

depository institution personnel and third parties such as

securities brokers. However, these comaenters indicated that

the proposed policy statement may be too restrictive given the

structure of many of the large securities firms. These

commenters indicated that the large securities firms separate

retail activities from institutional activities. Because of

this structure, the commenters recommended that the proposed

policy provide enough flexibility to address conflicts of

interest in a given instance, rather than propose a broad

policy.

The FFIEC agreed with this recommendation by suggesting

that an institution's board of directors consider adopting a

policy governing those situations when employees of the

depository institution are directly involved in securities

transactions for the institution and are also engaging in

personal securities transactions with the same firm.
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4. DocuBcntation Burden for Saall Insured Depository

Institutions. "i ^s-'^i^ ;v-,-.- . .^
-

., i^,-,..

A few coHUienters indicated that the docuaentation and other

requi resents that the proposed policy place upon aanageaents

and boards of directors of depository institutions in Sections

I and II were overly burdensoae for saall, coaaunity-based

depository institutions. They indicated that the PPIEC either

reconsider adopting the policy or specifically exclude saall,

coanunity-based depository institutions froa the scope of the

policy stateaent.

The rriEC believes that the policy stateaent includes °'

guidance for the prudent operation of investaent securities

functions. This guidance should benefit all depository
"

institutions and should not be Halted in application to

depository institutions aeeting only certain characteristics.

Section lit Securities Portfolio Policies and Strategies and

Unsuitable Investaent Practices -^

', •; v:5*5 s.;?-vs:?: ...

= f;i r?^:> .^:^ -.^5 - -\'~'< ^ ;' -^ ; ^s.
' •"»

Coanents received on Section I'l priaarily addressed the
'

-' -

following concerns: (1) clarifying various issues concerning

trading v. investment; and (2) requesting various technical
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changes to the list of unsuitable investmeit practices. The

comaents received on each of these areas are specifically

addressed below.

1. Trading v. Investment Issues.

A number of commentators indicated that the FFIEC was

establishing accounting and reporting guidance for loans and

investment securities that is at variance with GAAP. The

commentators indicated that the FFIEC should let the

accounting profession establish accounting and reporting

guidance on these issues. These commentators indicated that

implementation of the accounting and reporting criteria in the

policy statement would result in significant changes in

current practice. As a result, these commentators indicated

that the FFIEC should work with the Financial Accounting

Standards Board CFASB") and the American Institute of

Certified Public Accountants ("AICPA") to promulgate

accounting and reporting standards in this area. Other

commentators indicated that they believed that mark-to-market '

accounting was inappropriate for investment securities and

loans and should be dropped from the proposed policy

statement.

The FFIEC believes that the policy statement reiterates

established GAAP standards for accounting and reporting
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securities and loans that are held for investaent, for sale,

or for trading purposes. The policy statcaent does provide

guidance for exaainers to use in their consideration when

evaluating whether the reporting of a depository institution's

securities holdings is consistent with aanageaent's intent for

such holdings. v

Comnentators also indicated that loans and investaent

securities that are held for sale should not be reported at

the lower of cost or aarket. Rather, these coaaentators

recoamended that loans and investaent securities held for sale

should be reported at aaortized cost with the aarket value

disclosed. in footnotes to financial stateaents or in

suppleaentary schedules in regulatory reports.

The FFZEC believes that reporting securities and loans held

for sale at aaortized cost is not in coapliance with existing

GAAP standards. In addition, the rriEC has observed that soae

depository institutions typically sell those securities with

aarket gains and keep the reaaining securities in portfolio

with significant inherent aarket losses. This practice

consistently overstates earnings and keeps loans and •- -

securities with low credit quality, extended aaturities and
'

little liquidity in portfolio. The FFIEC believes that

dealing with such circuastances by additional disclosure
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doesn't daal with tht aisvt quality problaas as wall as th*

fair presentation of the level of capital of th* depository

institution.

Hany of the comaentators indicated that loans should be

excluded fron the scope of this policy statement. Soae of

these comaentators indicated that this policy stateaent

provides guidance for investaent securities activities and ,

that accounting for loans is such an iaportant topic that it

deserves full and coaplete evaluation. Other coaaentators

indicated that this proposal was designed to deal with

questions arising froa a depository institution's securities

activities, not its lending activities. In their view,

consideration of- lending activities should only be addressed

in a separate policy stateaent that is the result of detailed

study and consideration.

However, GAAP requires loans held for sale or trading to be

treated in a aanner consistent with securities held for sale

or trading.

Many coaaentators recoaaended that the proposed -policy

statement consider peraitting the active aanageaent of U.S.

Treasury or federal agency securities having reaaining

aaturities of six aonths or less without autoaatically
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resulting r. a depository institution classifying an entice

investment portfolio as a trading account or held for sale.

These commentators indicated that sophisticated investment

managers typically liquidate these securities within six

months of maturity at insignificant gains or losses {because

of the fact that they are so close to maturity) in order to

redeploy these funds.
;.. ,^- -...=• .- v-

- -

The policy now specifically indicates that the remaining >
:,

life of the security is one factor for examiners to consider :

when evaluating whether a security is held for sale or r -

trading. The FFIEC believes that examiners will exercise >.

judgment in this area.

A number of commentators expressed concern that examiners

may arbitrarily and inconsistently require the transfer of - -

securities originally in the investment portfolio to the ' -

trading account or the held for sale account. In addition, a . -^

number of commentators indicated that the factors may result

in the continuation of subjective determinations by financial

institutions, regulators, and independent auditors. The

commentators indicated that the FFIEC should develop '-

consistent implementation guidance to the examiners and should .s

monitor the implementation by examiners to ensure that all

depository institutions are treated consistently. r . .
- .

74-907 - 94 - 20
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The PFIEC atroer Agencies intend to work closely together

to reduce the risk of inconsistent application.

A number of coaaentators indicated that the factors that

must be considered when evaluating management's intent for

holdings of loans and investment securities excludes sales

volumes that result from unanticipated or unforeseen

conditions. These commentators indicated that there are times

that securities are prudently sold in response to factors that

were not foreseen or anticipated at the time the securities

were purchased. These commentators indicated that these sales

should be excluded when evaluating management's intent.

The FFXEC believes that this issue is addressed in the

factors that examiners must consider when evaluating whether

the reporting of a depository institution's securities

holdings is consistent with management's intent for such

holdings. The FFXEC believes that examiners will exercise

judgment in this area.

A number of commentators objected to the policy criteria

that only depository institutions that have strong, capital and

earnings can engage in securities trading activity in a

closely supervised trading account. These commentators

indicated that this criteria would seem to prohibit an

institution suffering a temporary dotmturn in earnings from
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engaging in trading activities. These conmentators suggested

that strong liquidity and competent personnel should be

substituted for "earnings." ,, , j , ;- „- ;•-- -.--

The FFIEC agrees that strong liquidity and competent

personnel are factors for determining whether an institution

should engage in trading activities. However, the

institution's earnings is another important factor that should

be considered. .
. .,, ^ -. ;.-.

2. Unsuitable Investment Practices Issues.

Many of- the commentators expressed various concerns about

this area of Section II. A summary of their comments follows.

a. Extended Settlements. A number of commentators

indicated that the classification of all corporate or

extended settlements for U.S. Government securities as

unsuitable investment practices fails to consider that

certain issues have regular way settlements up to 45

days. For example, some new issues of mortgage backed

securities typically have a 45 day delay in settlement.

The FFIEC made a change to this section to accommodate

the comments received. ,..^ .,-.-.--
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b. "Bond Swapping." A nuabar of coaKcntators indicstad

that this tara should ba aliainatad sinca tha usa of

this tara is vary ganaral and is auch aora ganaric than

tha activity dascribad. Tha coaaantators indicatad that

thasa othar activitias should not ba confusad for tha

activitias dascribad under this tara in tha proposal.

The FFZEC aade a change to this section to acconunodata.

the coaaants received.

c. Covered Calls. A nuaber of coaaentators indicatad that

the proposed policy was too restrictive. Soae

coaaentators indicated that call writers can issue calls

on a given date and subsequently purchase calls on a

later date, effectively eliainating the call holder's

ability to dislodge the securities when an "in tha

aoney" condition is present. Other coaaentators

indicated that writers of covered calls do not always

deliver securities to the call holder, rather they can

settle with the call holder in cash. In thasa cases,

the call holder has no elaia to the underlying security

and tha call writer could still have the intent and

ability to hold the security to aaturity. In their

view, historical cost accounting would still be

appropriate in these circuastances.
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The FFIEC agreed with comnentators with respect to

covered call options that must be settled in cash.

d. Delegation of Discretionary Investment Authority. Some

commentators indicated that a policy statement requiring

that all investment portfolio assets subject to v .-.

discretionary management to be reported as held for sale

was overly broad. In their view, this proposal did not

take into account those situations where depository

institutions in a common control group delegate their -

investment authority to subsidiary or affiliated

investment advisers. Also, they indicated that this

does not consider those situations where the management

of the depository institution requires the third-party

investment adviser to obtain approval from the

depository institution prior to any securities

transaction.
-,- .

<--,:-
v -

; j

The FFIEC has made a change in this section to r-^-.

accommodate the comments received.
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Section III; Hortq«q« DTivativ Productt, Other A««tt B»ck«d

Products, and ITO-Ceupon Bondi

Comaents received on Section XZZ aainly addressed the following

issues: (I) whether the quantitative criteria proposed for

determining high-risk mortgage securities in Section ZXZ

effectively distinguish high-risk mortgage derivative products

from all other mortgage derivative products; (2) the analysis

requirements for high-risk and nonhigh-risk mortgage derivative

products; (3) the reporting treatment of high-risk mortgage

derivative products; (4) the discretion given to examiners to

determine whether mortgage derivative products are high-risk;

(5) whether current holdings of mortgage derivative products

were subject to the policy; and (6) whether the method of

determining overall interest-rate risk reduction was

appropriate. The Federal Register notice of August 2, 1991,

specifically asked for comments on the first two issues. The

comments received on each of these areas are specifically

addressed below.

1. The Quantitative Criteria

A general principle underlying the 3-part test is that mortgage

derivative products possessing average life or price volatility
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in excess of a standard fixed rate 30 year mortgage backed

pass-through security are high-risk mortgage securities and are

not suitable investments for depository institutions.

The August, 1991 proposal established three tests to use in

determining when a mortgage derivative product becomes a

high-risk mortgage security. These tests measured the weighted

average life of the security, the average life sensitivity, and

the price sensitivity of the security at the date of purchase

and at subsequent periodic testing dates. The tests were based

on the characteristics of a benchmark standard fixed rate 30

year mortgage backed pass-through security. However, the

Council set the limits lower than the benchmark, to conform

with a premium 'security with a coupon 100 basis points above

the current coupon instrument.

Specific comments on the quantitative tests were received from

55 commenters. Many commenters noted that a newly issued

current coupon mortgage pass-through would fail all three of

the quantitative tests in the proposed policy. Current coupon

mortgage pass-throughs have a higher weighted average life than

the limit in the first test, extend or contract more than the

second limit, and change in price by more than the limit in the

third test of that version. Several commenters estimated that

between 40 and 50 percent of mortgage derivative products would

fail the three part test.
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Thirty-fiv« coaacntert wanted the first weighted average life

teat changed or cliainated. The great majority of these

coaaents suggested increasing the weighted average life liait

for nonhigh-risk treataent. Twenty-eight coaaenters requested

changes in or abolishaent of the weighted average life

sensitivity test. Twenty-six coaaenters wanted the price

sensitivity test changed or eliainated.

In response to these coaaents the Council has increased the

limit on the weighted average life test to 10 years, and

increased the price sensitivity test liait to a 17% aove in

price for a - 300 basis point shift in the yield curve. These

values are consistent with the newly issued current coupon PNMA

security discussed above.

In setting the limits for the 3-part test the Council looked to

a current coupon pass-through that was newly issued by the

Federal National Mortgage Corporation (FNKA). The current

coupon in early September, 1991 was 8.5 percent. The consensus

prepayaent rate for that security in early Septeaber was ISO
'

PSA. At that prepayaent speed the pass-through had a weighted

average life (WAD of 9.7 years. The HAL after a. 300 basis

point parallel upward shift in Treasury rates equaled 12.0

years. A move down 300 basis points yielded a WAL of 3.8
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years. Price fell by 16.3 percent when rates rose by 300 basis

points and rose by 11.0 percent when rates fell by 300 basis

points. This security is the benchaark security for the policy
statement.

The Council set the WAL limit in test 1 at 10 years, just above

the current coupon newly issued FNMA security. The WAL

sensitivity test was set at +4 years for an increase of 300

basis points in rates, and -6 years for a 300 basis point fall

in rates. For consistency among the 3 tests the WAL

sensitivity test allows greater increases in WAL than that

associated with the current coupon FNMA. Higher coupon

securities have greater WAL sensitivity, but tend to have

shorter WAL and lower price sensitivity than securities bearing
a lower coupon. The limits on the price test were set at 17

percent to include the current coupon FNMA in the low-risk

category.

2. Constant Spread

oA number of commenters expressed concern about the process t

be used to calculate price sensitivity. Many recbgnized that

mortgage derivative products have embedded options that are

best measured using option pricing methodologies. However,

these commenters suggested that an option pricing methodology
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would be too coaplex to incorporate into this proposal. Some

of these comaenters suggested that a simple constant spread

approach be used to estimate price sensitivity.

The Agencies have adopted an approach that is based on a

constant spread to Treasury. The model assiimes a fixed

interest spread over the Treasury yield curve, and that the

spread be determined by the bid side of the market at the time

of purchase. The initial price to be used in the calculations

should be the ask price.

3. Floaters

Fourteen commenters asked that the exemption from the first two

tests for floaters be changed. In response to the comments on

floaters the Council has changed the exemption for floaters to

an exemption from tests 1 and 2 for all floaters below their

cap.

Previously floaters would be exempt from tests 1 and 2 if their

fully indexed rate was at least 12S basis points below the cap.

Institutions may buy back caps for capped floaters to reinstate

the exemption from those tests.
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4. Reporting and Analysis Requirements ^*

The Council received 22 comment* on the requirement! to analyze

high-risk securities internally each quarter and analyze

low-risk securities at least annually. Several commenters were

concerned that the requirement to perform internal analysis

quarterly on all high-risk products would add a prohibitive

burden. Several were concerned that the requirement to obtain

independent analysis of low-risk derivatives annually

significantly raised the cost of holding those instruments.

Many commenters asked for clarification as to which methods

qualify as independent analysis for the purposes of testing

nonhigh-risk securities. "'^ -^'^ -

In response to those comments, management may use industry

calculators available in the marketplace for analysis of

low-risk products. Management must understand the assumptions

used in the model and insure that those assumptions are

reasonable . -•
^" j .=-.--. '

5. Designation of High-Risk Mortgage Derivative Products

Twenty-four commenters requested that the high-risk designation

not be permanent and that high-risk securities be allowed to

return to nonhigh-risk status if they later fall within the
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limits of all three tests. The Council agrees that high-risk

securities aay later becoae nonhigh-risk, and that high-risk

securities later falling within the liaits of the three tests

for two consecutive quarters aay be redesignated as

nonhigh-risk.

6. Accounting Treatment of High-Risk Mortgage Derivative

Products

Twenty-nine comaenters asked for changes in the accounting

treatment of high-risk securities. Host of these coaaenters

were concerned that the accounting for high-risk aortgage

derivative products deviated from GAAP treatment of investaent

securities. They noted that they aight have the intent and

ability to hold the instruaents to aaturity. After considering

those comments the Council has decided to retain the proposed

treatment for high-risk securities. The securities are to be

used to reduce overall interest-rate risk. Because of the high

price volatility and average life sensitivity of these

high-risk securities, an institution may need to actively

manage their portfolio to achieve effective interest rate risk

reduction. Accordingly, these securities cannot be held as

investments.
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Many commenters complained that examiners are given too much

discretion to declare securities high risk in the policy. The

Council has deleted a sentence allowing examiners to declare as

high-risk a mortgage derivative product that the 3-part test

determines to be low-risk. However, the policy contains

language that allows the Agencies to take action to prevent

circumvention of the guidelines.

8. Application of Policy to Current Holdings of High-Risk

Products ,;• 'i -- ' ^ ;•
-

' • —

^ -.. a -_

Sixteen commenters asked that the grandfather clause be

clarified so that the policy only affects securities purchased

after the effective date of the policy. The Council agrees

that the policy applies to all high-risk mortgage securities

after the effective date of the policy. Purchases made prior

to the effective date of this policy statement generally will

be reviewed in accordance with previously-existing supervisory

policies. ,;?,.'•:=:- ''-V ^>-
;£.*
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9. Method cf Determining Overall Interest-Rate Risk Reduction

Eleven coaaenters suggested that the policy treat interest-rate

risk reduction froa a portfolio approach, and not on an

individual security basis. For the purposes of the policy

high-risk mortgage derivative products aust reduce the

institution's overall interest rate risk.

10. Other Issues

In response to several coaments noting the lack of availability

of a prospectus supplement until after purchase of many

mortgage securities, the Council agrees that aanageacnt aay

obtain the prospectus suppleaent after purchase if they perfora

the required analysis before purchase of the securities.

In response to several comaents about exaainer use of

prepayment assumptions, the reference to exaainer use of own

prepayment assumptions has been deleted. Instead, exaainers

aay use aedian industry prepayaent assuaptions when

management's prepayaent assuaptions are unreasonable.
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A number of conjnentators expressed concern that the burden of

an annual test and the potential accounting implications of the

annual test may cause financial institutions to avoid even the

lowest risk cno tranches. Further, it was suggested that these

same institutions may exacerbate their overall interest rate

risk by purchasing 30-year fixed rate HBS. To lessen the

likelihood of these unintended effects, the agencies are

considering designating a class of mortgage derivative products

that, after initially being tested at the time of purchase,

would be exempted from further testing.

These mortgage derivative products would have less average life

and price sensitivity than a current coupon, fixed rate 30-year

mortgage-backed pass through security. In addition, they would

have a very low likelihood of becoming high-risk. Certain

mortgage derivatives that meet the requirements of this

designation could be held in the investment account, at cost,

with no subsequent testing. Because this designation requires

empirical analysis, the agencies have decided to study the

issue further.
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COUNCIL ACTION

After considtring all of the coaaents received and aaking

changes to the versions of the policy stateaents that were

published for public coaaent as discussed above, the FFIEC has

approved the Supervisory Policy Stateaent on Securities

Activities and has recoaaended to its five aeaber Agencies that

each of thea adopt the policy.

The text of the statement of policy follows.
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SUPEKVZSORY POLICY STATEHENT ON SECURXTZES ACTZVXTZES

PURPOSE

This supervisory policy inforas insured depository institutions

about:

- recoanended procedures to be used in the selection of a

securities dealer;

- the need to document and iapleaent prudent policies and

strategies for securities, whether they are held for

investment, trading, or for sale, and to establish

systems-and internal controls that are designed to

ensure that securities activities are consistent with

the policies and strategies;

I'ti

- certain securities trading and sales practices that are

viewed by the federal financial institution regulators

as being unsuitable when conducted in an investment

portfolio, thereby precluding the use of the amortized

cost basis of accountitig for securities holdings

resulting from such practices.

V "^
;

!j ? -^Ci J. ,-
- -

.
- -! -:..--.•. u .

• • j ' .. . w . . . . . .
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The substance of an institution's securities activities

deteraines whether securities reported as investaonts

are, in reality, held £or trading or for sale.

Securities held for trading aust be reported at aarket

value and securities held for sale aust be reported at

the lower of cost or aarket value. The guidance

regarding securities held for sale or trading is also

applicable to loans held for sale or trading;

high-risk mortgage securities that are not suitable

investaent portfolio holdings for depository

institutions. These securities aay only be acquired to

reduce an institution's interest rate risk and aust be

reported in the trading account at aarket value, or as

assets held for sale at the lower of cost or aarket

value. Exaainers aay seek the orderly divestiture of

high-risk aortgage securities that do not reduce

interest rate risk. Other products with risk

characteristics siailar to high-risk aortgage securities

aay be subject to the saae supervisory treataent; and

disproportionately lar^ge holdings of long-tera

zero-coupon bonds that are considered an iaprudent

investment practice. Such holdings will be subject to

criticise by exaainers who aay seek their orderly

disposal.
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BACKGROUND ,„ .

In a number of cases where depository institutions engaged in

speculative or other non-investment activities in their

investment portfolios, the portfolio managers placed undue

reliance on the advice of a securities sales representative.

Some depository institutions have failed because of their

speculative securities activities. Other institutions have had

their earnings or capital impaired and the practical liquidity

of their securities eroded by market value depreciation. Hany

of these problems could have been avoided had sound procedures

been followed. ^^^ -. ;.,,

These factors hed to the development of a supervisory policy ,

statement on the "Selection of Securities Dealers and

Unsuitable Investment Practices" that was approved by the

Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council ("FFIEC") in

April 1988. That policy statement emphasized the importance of

knowing the securities firms with whom a depository institution

does business and also dealt with certain regulatory concerns

pertaining to speculative and other activities improperly

carried out in an institution's investment portfolio.
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:n addition, it identified risks associated with stripped

mortgage-backed securities, residuals, and zero-coupon bonds

and concluded that they may be unsuitable investaents for the

vast majority of depository institutions.

This supervisory policy statement supersedes the April 1968

Policy Statement by providing additional information on the

development of a portfolio policy and strategies for securities

and on securities practices that are inappropriate for an

investment account. It also discusses factors that must be

considered when evaluating whether the reporting of an

institution's investment portfolio holdings is consistent with

its intent and ability. in addition, this policy statement

contains expanded guidance on the suitability of acquiring and

holding mortgage derivative products, other similar products,

and zero coupon bonds.

Detailed guidance is provided in the following three sections.
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SECTION I: SELECTION OF SECURITIES DEALERS

nany depository institutions rely on the expertise and advice

of a securities sales representative for recoaaendations

concernin9 proposed investments and investaent strategies and

for the tiaing and pricing of securities transactions. Hany of

the probleas depository institutions have experienced with

their securities activities could have been avoided had sound

procedures been followed. ,

It is essential that the manageaent of a depository institution

have sufficient knowledge about the securities firas and

personnel with whoa they are doing business. A depository

institution should not engage in securities transactions with

any securities firm that is unwilling to provide coaplete and

timely disclosure of its financial condition. Manageaent

should review the securities fira's financial stateaents and

evaluate the firm's ability to honor its coaaitaents before

entering into transactions with the fira and periodically

thereafter. An inquiry into the general reputation of the

dealer also is necessary. The board of directors, or an
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appropriate comaittee of the board^ , should periodically review

and approve a list of securities firms with whoa aanageaent is

authorized to do business. The board or an appropriate

comaittee thereof should also periodically review and approve

limits on the amounts and types of transactions to be executed

with each authorized securities firm. Limits to be considered

should include dollar amounts of unsettled trades, safekeeping

arrangements, repurchase transactions, securities lending and

borrowing, other transactions with credit risk, and total

credit risk with an individual dealer.

At a minimum, depository institutions should consider the

following in selecting and retaining a securities firm:

(1) The ability of the securities dealer and its subsidiaries

or affiliates to fulfill commitments as evidenced by

capital strength, liquidity and operating results. This

evidence should be gathered from current financial data,

annual reports, credit reports, and other sources of

financial information.

1.

An appropriate committee of the board is a committee whose
membership includes outside directors or whose actions are

subject to review and ratification by the board of directors.
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(2) The dealer's general reputation for financial stability

and fair and honest dealings with custeaers. Other

depository institutions that have been or are currently

custeaers of the dealer should be contacted.

(3) inforaation available froa State or Federal securities

regulators and securities industry self-regulatory

organizations, such as the National Association of

Securities Dealers, concerning any foraal enforceaent

actions against the dealer, its affiliates or associated

personnel. ^.

(4) In those instances when the institution relics upon the

advice of -a dealer's sales representative, the background

of the sales representative with whoa business will be

conducted in order to deteraine his or her experience and

expertise . -,;."• ^

In addition, the board of directors (or an appropriate

committee of the board) must ensure that the depository

institution's aanageaent has established appropriate procedures

to obtain and aaintain possession or control of securities

purchased. In this regard, purchased securities and repurchase

agreement collateral should only be left in safekeeping with

selling dealers when: (1) the board of directors or an

appropriate coaaittee thereof is coaplctely satisfied as to the
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creditworthiness of the securities dealer and (2) the aggregate

market value o£ securities held in- safekeeping in this Banner

is within credit limitations that have been approved by the

board of directors (or an appropriate comnittee of the board)

for unsecured transactions (see the October 1985 FFIEC Policy

Statement entitled "Repurchase Agreements of Depository

Institutions with Securities Dealers and Others"). Federal

credit unions, when entering into a repurchase agreement with a

broker/dealer, are not permitted to maintain the collateral

with the broker/dealer (see Part 703 of the National Credit

Union Administration rules and regulations).

As part of the process of providing oversight over a depository

institution's relationships with securities dealers, the board

of directors may wish to consider adopting a policy concerning

conflicts of interest when employees who are directly involved

in purchasing and selling securities for the depository

institution are also engaging in personal securities

transactions with these same securities firms.

The board may also wish to adopt a policy applicable to

directors, officers, and employees concerning the- receipt of

gifts, gratuities, or travel expenses from approved securities

dealer firms and their personnel, (Also see in this connection

the Bank Bribery Act, 18 USC 215, and interpretive releases.)
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SECTION II: SECURITIES PORTFOLIO POLICY AND STRATEGIES AND

:-,^. UNSUITABLE INVESTMENT -PRACTICES

Policy and Strategies

A portfolio policy is a written descri-. ^n of authorized

securities investment, trading and held for sale activities and

the goals and objectives the institution expects to achieve

through such activities. Strategies are written descriptions

of the way management intends to achieve these goals and

objectives and should address management's plans for each type

of security (e.g., U.S. Treasuries, mortgage-backed securities,

etc.) that wi.. be used to carry out the portfolio policy. The

portfolio policy and strategies should be consistent with the

institution's overall business plan which may involve trading,

heir for sale, and investment activities. However, securities

tra-^ng activity should only be conducted in a closely

supervised trading account by institutions with strong capital

an earnings and a cuate liquidity. Each institution's ^ -

portfolio policy and strategies must describe anticipated
'•''

investment activities and either identify anticipated trading

and held for sale activities 'or state that the institution will

not enter into any trading or held for sale activities.

tr, -i'-:-
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Securities activities must be conducted in a safe and sound

manner. Each depository institution's board of directors

should review and approve the overall portfolio policy and

management's documented strategies annually, or more frequently

if appropriate, and these approvals must be adequately

documented. Furthermore, the board of directors or an

appropriate committee thereof should review the institution's

securities activities and holdings no less than quarterly.
"

The

board of directors or an appropriate coamittee thereof should

also oversee the establishment of appropriate systems and

internal controls that are designed to ensure that securities

activities and holdings are consistent with the strategies of

the institution and that the implementation of the strategies

xemains consistent with the portfolio policy's objectives.

When developing its portfolio policy and strategies, an

institution should take into account such factors as

asset/liability position, asset concentrations, interest rate

risk, liquidity, credit risk, market volatility, and

management's capabilities and desired rate of return. If the

board of directors of a depository institution fails to adopt

policies and strategies related to securities or if an

institution fails to adhere to the policies and strategies

approved by its board of directors, examiners may determine

that some or all securities are held for sale or held for
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trading. Held for sale securities aust be reported at the """'

lower of cost or market value and trading activities must be

reported at marked value.

Proper Reporting of Securities Activities '" • ^

Securities must be reported in accordance with generally

accepted accounting principles (GAAP)' consistent with the

institution's intent to trade, to hold for sale or to hold for

investment. ^ «..-., -. .- - -= .

Depository institution investment portfolios are maintained to

provide earnings consistent with the safety factors of quality,

maturity, marketability, and risk diversification. Securities

that are purchased to accomplish these objectives may be

reported at their amortized cost only when the depository

institution has both the intent and ability to hold the assets

for long-term investment purposes. Transactions entered into

in anticipation of taking gains on short-term price movements

are not suitable as investment portfolio practices. Such
''—'

^, r, . ; i:i,:.-r,-» -{

2.
In those cases where a difference in the interpretation of
GAAP arises between an institution and its primary federal
supervisory agency, the supervisory agency will require the
institution to prepare its supervisory reports in accordance
with the agency's interpretation.
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transactions should only be conducted in a closely supervised

securities trading account by institutions that have strong

capital and earnings and adequate liquidity. Securities

holdings that do not aeet the reporting criteria for either

investment or trading portfolios must be designated as held for

sale.

Trading in the investment portfolio is characterized by a high

volume of purchase and sale activity that, when considered in

light of a short holding period for securities, clearly

demonstrates management's intent to profit from short-term

price movements. In such situations, a failure to follow

accounting and reporting standards applicable to trading

accounts may result in a misstatement of the depository

institution's income and other published financial data and the

filing of inaccurate regulatory reports. It is an unsafe and

unsound practice to report securities holdings that result from

trading transactions using reporting standards that are

intended for securities held for investment purposes.

Securities held for trading must be reported at market value,'

with unrealized gains and losses recognized in current income.

Prices used in periodic revaluations should be obtained from

sources that are independent of the securities dealer doing

business with the depository institution. When prices are
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internally estiaated by the portfolio aanager (when reliable

external price quotations are not available), they should be

reviewed by persons independent of the portfolio aanageaent

function.

A pattern of interaittent sales transactions in the investaent

portfolio aay suggest that securities ostensibly held as

long-tera portfolio assets are actually held for sale.

Securities held for sale aust be reported at the lower of cost

or market value with unrealized losses (and recoveries of

unrealized losses) being recognized in current income. It is

an unsafe and unsound practice to report securities held for

sale using reporting standards that are intended for securities

held for investaent purposes. '

'

It is the substance of an institution's securities activities

that deteraines whether securities reported as being held as

investaent portfolio assets are, in reality, held for trading

or for sale. Exaainers will particularly scrutinize
" *

institutions that exhibit a pattern or practice of reporting

significant aaounts of realized gains on sales froa their

investaent portfolio and that' have significant aaounts of

unrecognized losses. If in the exaainer's judgaent such a

practice has occurred, some or all of the securities reported

as held for investaent will be designated as held for sale or

for trading. : --
'

-'' •
'"• -

' -
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on the other hand, infrequent investacnt portfolio

restructuring activities that are carried out in conjunction

with a prudent overall business plan and that do not result in

a pattern of gains being realized and losses being deferred on

investment portfolio securities will generally be viewed as an

acceptable investment practice. Such activities usually would

not result in the redesignation of securities held for

investment as securities held for trading or for sale.

A number of factors must be considered when evaluating whether

the reporting of a depository institution's investment

portfolio securities holdings is consistent with management's

intent for such holdings. Some of the factors relating to

investment portfolio securities for each reporting period

include:

(1) the dollar amount of gains realized from sales in relation

to the dollar amount of losses realized from sales and in

relation to unrealized losses for other investment

portfolio securities;

(2) the dollar amount of gains and losses realized from sales

in relation to net income and capital;

(3) the number of sales transactions resulting in gains and

the number resulting in losses;
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(4) the grots dollar veluae of securities purchases and sales;

(5) the rapidity of turnover, including consideration of the

length of tiae securities are o%med prior to sale, the

length of tiae securities are held after an unrealized

gain is evident, and the reaaining life of the security at

the tiae of sale; and

(6) the reasons for the depository institution's engaging in

specific transactions, and whether these reasons are >

consistent with the portfolio policy and strategies.

Some of che factors that also aust be considered to evaluate

the depository -institution' s ability to continue to hold

investment portfolio securities include: .

(1) the sources and availability of funding;

(2) the ability to aeet margin calls and

over-collateralization requireaents related to leveraged'

holdings;
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(3) limitations such as capital r«quirea«nt5 , the legality of

certain securities holdings, liquidity requirements, legal

lending limits, and prudential concentration limits; and

(4) the ability to continue as a going-concern and to

liquidate assets in the normal course of business.

Reporting of Loans Beld for Sale or Trading

Historically, depository institutions have tended to hold loans

until maturity. Consequently, the application of lower of cost

or market value accounting to portions of the loan portfolio

has not been an issue except in those depository institutions

that have regularly originated or purchased loans for purposes

of subsequent sale. Nevertheless, as with debt securities,

reporting loans at the lower of cost or market value is

required when the institution does not have both the intent and

ability to hold these loans for long-term investment purposes.

The factors listed above should also be considered when

evaluating whether the reporting of loans is consistent with

management's intent and ability to hold the loans-. A pattern

of originating loans at yields below market and subsequently

selling them at par once the yield approximates market is

another factor that will be considered when evaluating

management's intent.
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Unsuitable Invcstaent Practices

The following activities raise specific supervisory concerns.

The first six practices are considered unsuitable when they

occur in a depository institution's invcstaent portfolio. Such

practices should only be conducted in an appropriately

controlled and segregated trading or held-for-sale portfolio.

Practices seven and eight involve an institution's transfer of

control over individual assets, segments of the portfolio, or

the entire portfolio to persons or companies unaffiliated with

the institution. In such situations, the depository

institution clearly no longer has the ability to hold the

affected securities for investment purposes and such securities

should be reported as held for sale. The ninth practice is

wholly unacceptable under all circumstances.

In addition, certain of the following practices may violate

state law in certain states. State-chartered depository

institutions are therefore cautioned to consult with their

state supervisors.

1. "Gains Trading"

"Gains trading" is characterized by the purchase of a

security as an investment portfolio as^et and the

subsequent sale of that same security at a profit after a

74-907 - 94 - 21
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short-tern holding period. Securities that cannot be sold

at a profit are retained as invcstaent portfolio assets.

These "losers' are retained in the investaent portfolio

because investment portfolio holdings are accounted for at

amortized cost, and losses are normally not recognized

unless the security is sold. Gains trading often results

in a portfolio of securities with one or more of the

following characteristics: extended maturities, lower

credit quality, high market depreciation, and limited

practical liquidity. Frequent purchase and sale activity,

combined with a short-term holding period for securities,

clearly demonstrates management's intent to profit from

short-term price movements. This indicates that other

securities held in the investment portfolio may also be

held for trading or for sale.

In many cases, "gains trading" involves the trading of

"when-issued" securities, the use of "pair-off"

transactions (including transactions involving off-balance

sheet contracts), or "corporate" or "extended settlements"

because these speculative practices afford an opportunity

for substantial price changes to occur before payment for

the securities is due.
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2. "When-Issued" Securities Trading
' "

a "When-issued" securities trading is the buying and selling

of securities in the period between the announcement o£ an

offering and the issuance and payment date of the

securities. A purchaser of a "when-issued" security

acquires all the risks and rewards of owning a security

and may sell the "when-issued" security at a profit before

having to take delivery and pay for it. Purchases and

subsequent sales of securities during the "when-issued"

period may not be conducted in a bank's investment

'
portfolio, but are regarded instead as a trading activity.

-.;-.)!,r:-- .
H :'.'••' ' ^ '-' '^'''''' - :'

' ' •-•"

3. "Pair-Offs" --. ^-^- - "

A "pair-off" is a security purchase transaction that is

r closed-out or sold at, or prior to, settlement date or

expiration date. "Pair-offs" may also involve optional or

mandatory off-balance sheet contracts (e.g., swaps,

^-- options on swaps, forward commitments and options on

forward commitments).

In a "pair-off", an investment portfolio manager will

commit to purchase a security. Then, prior to the

predetermined settlement date, the portfolio manager will

"pair-off" the purchase with a sale of the same security
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prior to, or on, the original stttlaaant data. Profits or

losses en the transactions arc settled by one party to the

transaction resitting to the counter-party the difference

between the purchase and sale price. Like "when-issued"

trading, "pair-offs" permit an institution to speculate on

securities price moveaents without having to pay for the

securities. Such transactions are regarded as a trading

activity.

4. Corporate or Extended Settlements

Regular-way settlement for transactions in U.S. Government

and Federal agency securities (other than mortgage-backed

and derivative products) is one business day after the

trade date. Regular-way settlement for corporate and

municipal securities and stripped U.S. Treasury securities

and similar products is five business days after the trade

date. In addition, regular-way settlement for

transactions in mortgage backed and mortgage derivative

products varies and can be up to 45 to 60 days after trade

date.

The use of an extended or corporate settlement method for

U.S. Government securities purchases and an extended

settlement period (more than 5 business days) for stripped

U.S. Treasury securities and similar products appears to
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be offered by securities dealers in order to facilitate

speculation on the part of the purchaser, siailar to the

profit opportunities available in a "pair-off"

-. ransaction. The use of a settlement period in excess

A of the regular-way settl*oent perioc appropriate for an

instrument and, in any event beyond 60 days, in order to

facilitate speculation is considered a trading activity.

5. Repositioning Repurchase Agreements

A repositioning repurchase agreement is a funding

technique often used by dealers who encourage speculation

through the use of "gains trading," "pair-off,"

"when-issoed trading," and "corporate or extended

settlement" transactions for securities which cannot be

sold at a profit. The repositioning repurchase agreement

is a service provided by the dealer so the buyer can hold

the speculative position until it can be sold at a gain.

The buyer purchasing the security pays the dealer a small

u: "margin" that approximates the actual loss in the

security. The dealer then agrees to fund the purchase of

the security by buying it back from the purchaser under a

resale agreement. Any dealer financing technique such as

a repositioning repurchase agreement that is used to fund

the speculative purchase of securities may be indica-ive

of securities that were acquired with the intent to resell
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at a profit at or prior to settlaaent or after a

short-term holding period. This activity is inherently

speculative and is a wholly unsuitable investaent practice

for depository institutions. Securities acquired in this

aanner should be reported as either trading account assets

or as securities held for sale.

Short Sales

A short sale is the sale of a security that is not owned.

The purpose of a short sale generally is to speculate on

the fall in the price of the security. Short sales are

transactions that should be conducted as a trading

activity and, when conducted in the investaent portfolio,

they are considered to be unsuitable.

A short sale that involves the delivery of the security

sold short by borrowing it froa the depository

institution's investaent portfolio should not be reported

as a short sale. Instead, it should be reported as a sale

of the underlying security with gain or loss recognized.

Short sales are not permissible activities for Federal

credit unions.
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7. Delegation of Discretionary Investment Authority

Some depository institutions have delegated the purchase

and sale authority for all or a portion of their

investment securities portfolio to a non-affiliated firm

or to an individual who is not an employee of the

institution or one of its affiliates. Such a delegation

of authority is intended to obtain a higher total return

on the portfolio than the institution would realize if it

managed the portfolio itself. When an institution has

delegated such authority to a non-affiliated firm or to

one or more individuals who are not employees of the

depository institution or its affiliates, then the

depository institution no longer has the ability to

control its own securities and all holdings for which such

authority has been delegated must be reported as held for

sale.

The centralized management of investment portfolios of

affiliated depository institutions by the parent holding

company or another affiliate is not ordinarily considered

to be the delegation of - investment authority.
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Investment authority will also not be considered delegated

to unaffiliated parties when a depository institution's

portfolio manager is required to authorize a recommended

purchase or sale transaction prior to its execution and

the portfolio manager, in practice, reviews such

recommendations and does, in fact, authorize such

transactions.

8. Covered Calls

The writing of covered calls is an option strategy that,

for a fee, grants the buyer of the call option the eight

to purchase a security owned by the option writer at a

predetermined price before a specified future date. The

option fee' received by the writing (selling) depository

institution provides income and has the effect of

increasing the effective yield on the portfolio asset

"covering" the call.

Covered call programs have been promoted as hedging

strategies because the fee received by the writer can be

used to offset a limited amount of potential loss in the

3.

Recognition of option fee income should be deferred until the

option is exercised or expires. The covered call writer shall
value the option at the lower of cost or market value at each

report date.
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price of the underlying lecurity. If intereet rates riae,

the call option fee can be uaed to partially offset the

decline in the aarkct value of a fixed rate security or

the increased cost of aarket rate liabilities used to

carry the security. However, there is no assurance that

an option fee will coapletely offset the price decline on

the security or the increased cost of liabilities and the

resulting reduced spread between the institution's return

on assets and funding costs.

As a practical matter, the gain on a security covered by a

written call is limited to the aaount of the difference

between the carrying value of the security and the strike

price at which the security will be called away. The

potential for losses on the covered security is not

similarly liaited. In an effort to obtain higher yields,

some portfolio managers have mistakenly relied on the

theoretical hedging benefits of covered call writing, and

have purchased extended maturity U.S. government or ^

Federal agency securities. This practice can

significantly increase risks taken by the depository

institution by contributing to a maturity mismatch between

its assets and its funding.

i'-'
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Institutions should only initiate a covered call prograa

for securities when the board of directors or an

appropriate board coaaittee has specifically approved a

policy pcraitting this activity. This policy aust set

forth specific procedures for controlling covered call

strategies, including recordkeeping, reporting, and review

of activity, as well as providing for appropriate

aanageaent inforaation systeas to report the results!

Since the purchaser of the call acquires the ability to

call the security away froa the institution that writes

the option, the ability of that institution to continue to

hold the security rests with an outside party. Securities

held for investment against which call options have been

written should therefore be redesignated as held for sale

and reported at the lower of cost or aarket value.

However, if an option contract requires the writer to

settle in cash, rather than by delivering an investaent

portfolio security, the institution writing the option

maintains the ability to hold the security and, thus, the

security aay be reported as an investaent. In this case,

the option aust still be reported at the lower of cost or

market value.

Covered call writing is not a permissible activity for

Federal credit unions.
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9. "Adjusted Trading" .
>

"Adjusted trading" is a practice involving the sale of a

security to a broker or dealer at a price above the

prevailing market value and the siaultaneous purchase and

booking of a different security, frequently a lower grade

issue or one with a longer aaturity, at a price greater

than its market value. Thus, the broker or dealer is
'

reimbursed for losses on the purchase from the institution

and ensured a profit. Such transactions inappropriately

defer the recognition of losses on the security scld and -

establish an excessive reported value for the newly

acquired security. Consequently, such transactions are

prohibited and may be in violation of 18 U.S.C. sections

1001-ralse Statements or Entries and lOOS-Falte Entries. -

f.i : : ir:;>,- i-i V
- •' «^ --"^ .•-•?• V '': -

:

'
- .v-;->in --

:,-. V.S •, 3 « ? •? r ?i J * t ; :
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SECTION III: MORTGAGE DERIVATIVE PRODUCTS, O.HER ASSET BACKED

PRODUCTS, AND ZERO-COUPON BONDS

Suaaary

Mortgage derivative products include Collateralized Mortgage

Obligations ("CHOs"), Real Estate Mortgage Investaent Conduits

CREHICs"), CMO and REMIC residuals, and Stripped

Mortgage-Backed Securities ("SHBSs"). The cash flows from the

mortgages underlying these securities are redirected to create

two or more classes with different maturity or risk

characteristics designed to meet a variety of investor needs

and preferences.

Some mortgage derivative products exhibit considerably more

price volatility than mortgages or ordinary mortgage

pass-through securities and can expose investors to significant

risk of loss if not managed in a safe and sound manner. This

price volatility is caused in part by the uncertain cash flows

that result from changes in the prepayment rates of the

underlying mortgages.

In addition, because these products are complex, a high degree

of technical expertise is required to understand how their

prices and cash flows may behave in various interest rate and

prepayment environments. Moreover, because the secondary
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market for son* of these products is relatively thin, they say
be difficult to liquidate should the need arise, finally,

there is additional uncertainty because new variants of these

instruments continue to be introduced and their price

performance under varying market and economic conditions has

not been tested. •;,.--

A general principle underlying this section is that mortgage

derivative products possessing average life or price volatility
in excess of a benchmark fixed rate 30-year mortgage-backed

pass-through security are "high-risk mortgage securities" and

are not suitable investments. All high-risk mortgage

securities, as defined in detail below, acquired by depository

institutions after (insert date of adoption by respective FFIEC

member agency) must be carried in the institutions' trading

account or as assets held for sale. On the other hand,

mortgage derivative products that do not meet the definition of

a high-risk mortgage security at the time of purchase should be

reported as investments, held-for-sale assets, or trading

assets, as appropriate. Institutions must ascertain no less'

frequently than annually that such products remain outside the

high risk category. • •
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Institutions that hold mortgage derivative products that meet

the definition of a high-risk mortgage security must do so to

reduce interest rate risk in accordance with safe and sound

practices^* Furthermore, depository institutions that purchase

high-risk mortgage securities must demonstrate that they

understand and are effectively managing the risks associated

with these instruments. Levels of activity involving high-risk

mortgage securities should be reasonably related to an

institution's capital, capacity to absorb losses, and level of

in-house management sophistication and expertise. Appropriate

managerial and financial controls must be in place and the

institution must analyie, monitor, and prudently adjust its

holdings of high-risk mortgage securities in an environment of

changing price -and maturity expectations.

4 .Notwithstanding the provisions of this supervisory policy
requiring the use of high-risk, mortgage securities. to reduce
interest rate risk, this supervisory policy is not meant to

preclude an institution with strong capital and earnings and
adequate liquidity that has a closely supervised trading
department from acquiring high-risk mortgage securities for

trading purposes. The trading department must operate in
conformance with well-developed policies, procedures, and
internal controls, including detailed plans prescribing specific
position limits and control arrangements for enforcing these
limits.
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Prior to taking a position in any high-risk mortgage security,

an institution should conduct an analysis to ansura that the

position will reduce the institution's overall interest rate

risk. An institution should also consider the liquidity and

price volatility of these products prior to purchasing thea.

Circumstances in which the purchase or retention of high-risk

mortgage securities is deemed by the appropriate federal

regulatory authority to be contrary to safe and sound practices

for depository institutions will result in criticisa by
^

examiners, who may require the orderly divestiture of high-risk

mortgage securities. Purchases of high-risk mortgage

securities prior to (insert date of adoption by respective

FFIEC member agency) the date of this supervisory policy

statement generally will be reviewed in accordance with

previously-existing supervisory policies.

Securities and other products, whether carried on or off the

balance sheet (such as CHO swaps, but excluding servicing

assets), having risk characteristics similar to high-risk

mortgage securities will be subject to the same supervisory
'

treatment as high-risk mortgage securities.

Long-term zero coupon bonds also exhibit significant price

volatility and may expose an institution to considerable risk.

Disproportionately large holdings of these instruments may be
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considered an iaprudent invettaent practice, which will be

subject to criticisa by exaaincrs. In such instances,

exaainers aay seek the orderly disposal of soae or all of these

securities. Assets slated for disposal are reported as assets

held for sale at the lower of cost or market value.

Overview of the Securities

A. SMBSs consist of two classes of securities with each class

receiving a different portion of the aonthly interest and

principal cash flows from the underlying aortgage-backed

securities ("«BS"). In its purest fora, an HBS is converted

into an interest-only ("10") strip, where the investor receives

all of the interest cash flows and none of the principal, and a

principal-only ("PO") strip, where the investor receives all of

the principal cash flows and none of the interest. lOs and POs

have highly volatile price characteristics based, in part, on

the prepayment variability of the underlying aortgages.

Therefore, lOs and POs will nearly always aeet the definition

of high risk in this policy.

From a market perspective, iOs and POs have relatively wide

bid/ask spreads compared to mortgage-backed securities. This

decreases the effectiveness of SMBSs as interest rate risk

reduction tools from a price sensitivity perspective because
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interest rates and prepayments need to change by a significant

amount before the price at which the security can be sold
" '

(i.e., the bid price) will exceed the price at which the

security was purchased (i.e., the ask price). -

B. CMOS and REHlCs, hereinafter called CHOs, have been
^'

developed in response to investor concerns regarding the.

uncertainty of cash flows associated with the prepayment option

of the underlying mortgagor. A CHO can be collateralized
' ""

directly by mortgages, but more often is collateralized by HBSs

issued or guaranteed by the Government National Mortgage
^ " '•" '

Ass-ciation (GNHA), Federal National nortgage Association ~' '

(FNMA), or Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC) and
^ ^

held in trust §or CMO investors. In contrast to MBSs in which

cash flow is received pro rata by all security holders, the
"

cash flow from the mortgages underlying a CHO is segmented and ^' ~
'

paid in accordance with a predetermined priority to investors
^^'

holding various CMO tranches. By allocating the principal and '*'

interest cash flows from the underlying collateral among the

separate CMO tranches, different classes of bonds are created,
'

each with its own stated maturity, estimated average life,

coupon rate, and prepayment characteristics. Notwithstanding

the importance of the CHO structure to an evaluation of the

timing and amount of cash flows, it is essential to understand

the coupon rates on the mortgages underlying the CHO to assess

the prepayment sensitivity of the CMO tranches.
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C. Residuals, in the traditional sense, are claims on any

excess cash flows from a CMO issue or othar asset-backed

security remaining after the payments due to the holders of the

other classes and after trust administrative expenses have been

met. The economic value of a residual is a function of the

present value of the anticipated excess cash flows. These cash

flows are highly sensitive to prepayments and existing levels

of market interest rates, and the mortgages underlying the CMO

must be understood in order to assess this sensitivity.

Accordingly, most of these residuals meet the definition of

high-risk in this policy. Other factors affecting the market

value of residuals include a lack of liquidity and a wide

bid-ask price spread.

In addition, the 1986 legislation creating the REKIC structure

requires that one class of each RCHXC issue be designated the

residual interest for tax purposes. Some of these REHIC

residuals are not residuals in the traditional sense.

However, these REHIC residuals also are subject to this policy

statement.
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Definition of "Hlgh-Risk Hortgage Security"

In general, any aortgage derivative product that exhibit!

greater price volatility than a benchaark fixed rate

thirty-year aortgage-backed paaa-through security will be

deeaed to be high risk. For purposes of this policy stateaent,

a "high-risk mortgage security" is defined as any aortgage

derivative product that at the tiae of purchase, or at a
'

subsequent testing date, aeets any of the following tests.* Zn

general, a aortgage derivative product that does not aeet any

of the three tests below will be considered to be a

"nonhigh-risk aortgage security."

(1) Average Li-fe Test. The aortgage derivative product has an

expected weighted average life greater than 10. years.

\

5. When the characteristics of a mortgage derivative product are
such that the first two tests cannot be applied (such as with
lOs), the aortgage derivative product reaains subject to the
third test.
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(2) Average Life Sensitivity Teat. The expected weighted

average life of the mortgage derivative product:

•• extends by more than 4.0 years, assuming an

immediate and sustained parallel shift in the yield

curve of plus 300 basis points, or

b. shortens by more than 6.0 years, assuming an

immediate and sustained parallel shift in the yield

curve of minus 300 basis points.

<3) Price Sensitivity Test . The estimated change in the price

of the mortgage derivative product is more than 17

percent, due to an immediate and sustained paral2*.l shift

in the yield curve of plus or minus 300 basis points.*

6. When performing the price sensitivity test, the same prepayment
assumptions and same cash flows that were used to estimate
average life sensitivity must be used. The only additional
assumption is the discount rate assumption.

First, assume that the discount rate for the security equals the
yield on a comparable average life U.S. Treasury security plus a
constant spread. Then, calculate the spread over .Treasury rates
from the bid side of the market for the mortgage derivative
product. Finally, assume the spread remains constant when the
Treasury curve shifts up or down 300 basis points. Discounting
the aforementioned cash flows by their respective discount rates
estimates a price in the plus and minus 300 basis point
envi ronments .

The initial price will be determined by the offer side of the
market and used as the base price from which the 17 percent price
sensitivity test will be measured.
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In applying any of tht above tests, all of the underlying

assumptions (including prepayaent assuaptions) for the

underlying collateral Bust be reasonable. All of the

assuaptions underlying the analysis aust be available for

examiner review. For exaaple, if an institution's prepayaent

astuaptions differ significantly froa the aedian prepayaent

assumptions of several aajor dealers as selected by exaainers,

the examiners may use these aedian prepayaent assuaptions in,

determining if a particular aortgage derivative product is high

risk.- 3^^=^:;;;: .-;s'v ..-i •^v/j' .
' * -'^

The above tests aay be adjusted in the event of a significant

movement in aarket interest rates or to fairly aeasure the risk

character isticr of new mortgage-backed products. Furthermore ,

each agency reserves the right to take such action as it deeas

appropriate to prevent circuavention of the definition of a

high-risk aortgage security and other standards set forth in

this policy stateaent.

Generally, a cno floating-rate debt class will not be subject'

to the average life and average life sensitivity tests

described above if it bears a' rate that, at the tiae of

purchase or at a subsequent testing date, is below the

contractual cap on the instrument. (An institution may

purchase interest rate contracts that effectively uncap the

instrument.) For purposes of this policy stateaent, a CHO
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floating-rate dabt class is a debt class whost rata adjusts at

least annually on a one-for-one basis with the debt class's

index. The index aust be a conventional, widely-used aarket

interest rate index such as the London Interbank Offered Rate

(LIBOR). Inverse floating rate debt classes are not included

in the definition of a floating rate debt class.

Supervisory Policy for Mortgage Derivative Products

Prior to purchase, a depository institution aust deteraine

whether a mortgage derivative product is high-risk, as defined

above. A prospectus supplement or other supporting analysis

that fully details the cash flows covering each of the

securities held by the institution should be obtained and

analyzed prior to purchase and retained for exaainer review.

In any event, a prospectus suppleaent should be obtained as

soon as it becomes available.

Nonhiqh-risk Mortgage Securities

Mortgage derivative products that do not aeet the definition of

high-risk aortgage securities at the tiae of purchase should be

reported as investaents, held-for-sale assets, or trading

assets, as appropriate.
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Institutions must ascertain and docuaent prior to purchase and

no less frequently than annually thereafter that nonhigh-risk

mortgage securities that are held for investment remain outside

the high-risk category. If an institution is unable to make

these determinations through internal analysis, it mus'. use

information derived from a source that is independent of the

party from whom the product is being purchased. Standard "' '

industry calculators used in the mortgage-related securities

marketplace are acceptable and are considered independent

sources. In order to rely on such independent analysis,

institutions are responsible for ensuring that the assumptions

underlying the analysis and the resulting calculation are

reasonable. Such documentation will be subject to examiner

review. - '
?

"
- -

A mortgage derivative product that was not a high-risk mortgage

security when it was purchased as an investment may later fall

into the high-risk category. If this occurs, the mortgage

derivative product must be redesignated as held for sale or
'^

trading. Once a mortgage derivative product has been • -. --

designated as high-risk, it may be redesignated as nonhigh-risk

only if, at the end of two consecutive quarters, it does not

meet the definition of a high-risk mortgage security. Upon

redesignation as a nonhigh-risk security, it does not need to

be tested for another year.
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Higft-Risk Mortgage Securities

An institution may only acquire a high-risk mortgage derivative

product to reduce its overall interest rate risk. (Institutions

meeting the guidance established in footnote 4 may also

purchase these securities for trading purposes.) An

institution that has acquired high-risk mortgage securities to

reduce interest rate risk needs to manage its holdings of these

securities because of their substantial prepayment and average
life variability. Such management implies that the institution

does not have both the intent and ability to hold high-risk

mortgage securities for long-term investment purposes.

Accordingly, high-risk mortgage securities that are being used

to reduce interest rate risk should not be reported as

investments at amortized cost, but must be reported as trading

assets at market value or as held-for-sale assets at the lower

of cost or market value.

m appropriate circumstances, examiners may seek the orderly

divestiture of high-risk mortgage securities that do not reduce

interest rate risk. These securities must be reported as

held-for-sale assets at the lower of cost or market value.

An institution that owns or plans to acquire high-risk mortgage

securities must have a monitoring and reporting system in place

to evaluate the expected and actual performance of such
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securities. The institution must conduct an analysis that ^r-.

shows that the proposed acquiaitien of a high-risk aortgage

security will reduce the institution's overall interest rate

risk. Subsequent to purchase, the institution aust evaluate

at least quarterly whether this high-risk aortgage security has

actually reduced interest rate risk.

The institution's analyses perforaed prior to the purchase of

high-risk aortgage securities and subsequently thereafter aust

be fully docuaented and will be subject to exaainer review.

This review will include an analysis of all assuaptions used by

management regarding the interest rate risk associated with the

institution's assets, liabilities and off-balance sheet

positions. Analyses performed and records constructed to

justify purchases on a post-acquisition basis are unacceptable

and will be subject to examiner criticism. Reliance on

analyses and documentation obtained from a securities dealer or

other outside party without internal analyses by the

institution are unacceptable and reliance on such third-party

analyses will be subject to exaainer criticisa. .ts,.--- •-.

Management should also maintain documentation demonstrating

that it took reasonable steps to assure that the prices paid

for high-risk mortgage securities represented fair market

value. Generally, price quotes s-.ould be obtained from at
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least two brokers prior to executing a trade. If, because of

the unique or proprietary nature of the transaction or product,

or for other legitinate reasons, price quotes cannot be

obtained froa more than one broker, aanageaent should document

the reasons for not obtaining such quotes.

In addition, a depository institution that owns high-risk

mortgage securities must demonstrate that it has established

the following:

(1) A board-approved portfolio policy which addresses the

goals and objectives the institution expects to achieve

through its securities activities, including interest rate

risk reduction objectives with respect to high-risk

mortgage securities;

(2) Limits on the amounts of funds that may be committed to

high-risk mortgage securities;

(3) Specific financial officer responsibility for and

authority over securities activities involving high-risk

mortgage securities;

(4) Adequate information systems;

V
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(5) Procedures for periodic evaluation of high-risk aortgage

securities and their actual perforaance in reducing :v-'?£«^^

interest rate risk; and j% £;>.Uvci «:?:-•<' ^i^rtr t:' •' .\f--'i-:"'c

(6) Appropriate internal controls. ?;:: t i -<i9 r^^- ».^^ jr-^rf:*' j

The board of directors, or an appropriate committee thereof, '^--''

and the institution's senior management should regularly (at

least quarterly) review all high-risk mortgage securities to

determine whether these instruments are adequately satisfying

the interest rate risk reduction objectives set forth in the •''

portfolio policy. The depository institution's senior
'

. : ?>

management should be fully knowledgeable about the risks

associated with prepayments and their subsequent impact on its

high-risk mortgage securities. ' v-::-)-^ .I'-n-i:- '.; .:'-c> ;^i'Xi t--^ ,i=j&„;«^

Failure to comply with this policy will be viewed as an unsafe

and unsound practice.

Purchases of high-risk mortgage securities prior to (insert *

date of adoption by respective FFXEC member agency] generally

will be reviewed in accordance with previously-ejfisting

supervisory policies.
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Securities and other products, whether carried on or off the

balance sheet (such as CHO swaps, but excluding servicing

assets), having characteristics similar to those of high-risk

mortgage securities will be subject to the same supervisory

treatment as high-risk mortgage securities.

Supervisory Policy for Other Zero>Coupon, Stripped or Original

Issue Discount (OZD) Products

Zero-coupon, "stripped" and certain Original Issue Discount

("OID") securities are priced at large discounts to their face

value prior to maturity and exhibit significant price

volatility.. "Stripped" securities are the interest or

principal portions of U.S. Government obligations (which are

separated and sold to depository institutions in the form of

stripped coupons or stripped bonds (principal)), STRIPS, and

such proprietary products as CATs or TIGRs."" Also, deep

7. STRIPS (Separate Trading of Registered Interest and Principal
of Securities) is the U.S. Treasury program that permits
separate trading and ownership of the interest and principal
payments on certain long-term U.S. Treasury note a'nd bond
issues that are maintained in the book-entry system operated by
the Federal Reserve Banks. CATs (Certificates of Accrual on
Treasury Securities) and TIGRs (Treasury Investment Growth
Receipts) are proprietary names for a form of coupon stripping
that has been developed by securities firms. The securities
firm purchases U.S. Treasury securities, delivers them to a
trustee, and sells receipts representing the rights to future
interest and/or principal payments from the U.S. Treasury
securities held by the trustee.
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discount OID bonds have been issued by a number of municipal

entities.

Although considered free from credit risk if issued directly by

the U.S. Government, longer maturities of zero coupon,

stripped, and deep discount OID products (generally, remaining

maturities exceeding ten years) have displayed extreme price

volatility. Therefore, disproportionately large long-maturity

holdings of these instruments, in relation to the total

investment portfolio or total capital of the depository

institution, are considered an imprudent investment practice.

Such holdings will be subject to criticism by examiners who may

seek the orderly disposal of some or all of these securities.

Securities slated for disposal must be reported as

held-for-sale assets at the lower of cost or market value.

Other Considerations

Several states have adopted, or are considering, regulations

that prohibit state-chartered banks from purchasing

interest-only strips or other securities discussed above.

Accordingly, state-chartered- institutions should- consult with

their state regulator concerning the permissibility of these

purchases .
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This section discusses money market investments and
securities purchased tjy the bank (or its own account

Securities purchased primarily for resale to customers,

i.e . trading account securities, are discussed in a sep-
arate section of this handbook

The term "nxmey market
'

generally refers to the markets

tor short-term credit instruments, such as commercial

paper, bankers' acceptarces, negotiable certifcates of

deposit, repurchase agreements and federal funds Al-

though not earned in the investment account, such in-

struments generally are handled by the investment offi-

cer The highly liquid riature of such investments alkjws

the bank to emplcy temporarily idle funds in intefest

tjeanng assets that usually can be converted quckfy
into cash The speed of conversion, however, depends
on the quality of the investment Quality can be moni-
tored through credit analysis, emphasizing a review of

current financial information, the use of specializing rat-

ing services and frequent collateral valuation Since

money market transactions generally involve a large vol-

ume of furxls. defciencies in credit or administrative

policies can quickly result in senous problems The in-

vestment policy should include limitations on authority
of personnel, restrictions regarding asset type and
aiTxxjnt ary) established credit starKlards Comptiance
with poicy guidelines should be assured through ade-

quate internal controls, audit coverage, and internal su-

pervisory review

Investment securities, representing obligations pur-
chased for the thank's own account, may include United

States government obhgatons. various Federal agency
txinds. state county, and municipal issues, special rev-

enue bonds, industnal revenue tx)nds: and certain cor-

porate debt securities Secunties included in the in-

vestment account should provide a reasonatjie rate of

return commensurate with safety which must take prec-
edence Investment considerations should come into

play only after provision for all cash needs and reason-
able loan demands have been met Accordingly, an irv

vestment account should contain some securities that

may be quickly converted into cash by immediate sale

or by bonds maturing Hence, liquidity and marketabil-

ity are of the utmost importance A bond is a liquid

asset if Its maturity is short and if there is assurance
that it will be paid at nratunty It is marketable if it may
be sold quickly at a price commensurate with its yield

and quality The highest quality bonds hiave those two
desirable qualities

Investments like loans, are extensions of credit involv-

ing risks that carry commensurate rewards However,

nsks in the investment ponfolo should be minimized to

ensure that liquidity and marketability are maintained
Bank management must recognize that the investment
account is pnmanly a secondary reserve for liquidity
rather than a \«hicle to generate speculative profits.

Speculation in marginal secunties to generate more fa-

vorable yields IS an unsound banking practice

OccasoTBlty, examiners will have difficulty distinguish-

ing iDetween a loan and a security Loans result from
direct negotiations between a borrower and a lender, A
iDank will refuse to grant a loan unless ttie borrower

agrees to its terms A security, on the other hand, is

usually acquired through a third party, a broker or

dealer m secunties fvtost securities have standardized
terms wtiich can be compared to the terms of otiier

market oWenngs Because the terms of most loans do
not lend themselves to such comparison, the average
investor may not accept the terms of tfie lending ar-

rangement Thus, an individual loan cannot be re-

garded as a readily marketable security.

Limitatiorfs and Restrictions on National Banks'

Holdings

National tanks are governed In their secunty invest-

ments by the seventh paragraph of 12 USC 24 and by
the investment securities regulation of the Comptroller
of the Currency (12 CFR 1) The investment securities

regulation defines investment secunties; political sub-
division, general obligation: and Type I. II. and III se-

curities, and establishes limitations on the bank's in-

vestment in those securities The law, 12 USC 24.

requires ttiat lor a secunty to qualify as an investment

security it be marketable and not predominantly spec-
ulative

For Its own account, a taank may purchase Type I se-

curities, which are obligations of the US government
or Its agencies and general obligations of slates and
political subdivisions (see 12 USC 24(7)), subiect to ro
limitations, other Ifian ttie exercise of prudent banking
judgment The purctiase of Type II and III securities

(see 12 CFR 1 3(d) and (e)) is limited to 10 percent of

capital and surplus for each obligor wtien ttie purchase
IS tiased on adequate evidence of the makers ability to

perform That limitation is reduced to 5 percent of ca{>-
itai and surplus for all obligors m tfie aggregate where
the purcfiase (udgnnent is predicated on "reliable esti-

mates
'
The term "reliable estimates

"

refers to projec-
tions of income 3nd debt service requirements or con-
ditional ratings wtien factual credit information is not

available and when the obligor does not have a record

Compliolle'S Handbooli lor National Bank Examners
March 1990
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of performance Securities purchased subject to the 5
percent limitation may. in tact, become eligible for the
10 percent hmiiaiion once a satisfactory financial record
has been established There are additional limitations
on specifc securities ruled eligible for investment by
the OCC that are detailed in 12 CFR 13 The par value,
not the book value or purchase price, of ttie security is

the basis for computing the limitations. However, the
limitations do not apply to securities acquired through
debts previously contracted

When a bank purchases an investment security that is

convertible into slock or has stock purchase warrants
attached, entries must be made by the bank at the time
of the purchase to write down the cost ol the security
to an amount representing the investment value of the

security exclusive of trie conversion feature or ttie at-

tached stock purchase warrants The purchase of se-
curities convertible into stock at the option of the issuer
IS prohibited (12 CFR 1.10)

i-» Mortgage Bached Securities

latest mortgage backed securities (MBS) pass-through
obligations are issued by or obligations of GNMA,
FNI\/1A or FHLMC Accordingly t)anks may invest in

lliem in unlimited amounts

The Secondary Mortgage Market Enhancement Act of

1984 (SMMEA) amended 12 USC 24(7) and allows na-
tional tDanks to purchase and hold "mortgage related
secunties" without any statutory limitation Collateral-
ized Mortgage Obligations (CMC's) and Real Estate

Mortgage Investment Conduits (REMICs) are "mort-

gage related securities" lor the purposes of SMMEA if

they are offered and sold pursuant to Section 4 (5) of
the Securities Act of 1933 (15 USC 77d(5)). or are mort-

gage related secunties as that term is defined in Sec-
tion 3(a) (41 ) of the Secunties Exchange Act of 1934 (15
USC 78c(a)(4i))

Information as to when a mortgage related security" is

covered by SMMEA is usually found in the security's
prospectus or oftenng circular Look in the index ol the

prospectus under SMMEA or legal matters A privately
issued MBS that is not fully collateralized by US gov-
ernment or Federal agency obligations must be sup-
ported by a credible opinion that it is covered by
SMMEA In the absence ol such an opinion, this type
of security rray be subfect to a Type III investment limit

or depending upon the facts, considered ineligible for

national bank investment Interest Only (lOs) portions
and Residual interests in any of the above listed secu-
nties are not unconditional obligations of the issuer and

accordingly these derivative products are not eligible
for the same holding limitations

Private Placements

The absence of a public market for securities which are
"privately placed

"

makes them ineligible as investments
for national bank investment portfolios. Refer to hand-
book section 411 1 for a more complete discussion of

private placements.

Mutual Funds and Investment Companies
A national bank may purchase for its own account with-
out limitation shares of investment companies as long
as the portfolios of such companies consist solety of

obligations that are eligible for purchase without limita-
tion by national banks la their own account pursuant to
the provisions of paragraph Seventh of 12 USC 24.
Shares of investment companies wtx)se portfolios con-
tain investments subject to the limits of 12 USC 24 or 84
may only be held in an amount not to exceed 10 percent
of capital and surplus That is, a bank may invest only
an amount not to exceed 10 percent of its capital and
surplus in each such investment company Also, to be
eligible for national bank investment, the investment
company must be registered with the Securities and
Exchange Commission under the Investment Company
Act of 1940 and Securities Act of 1933 or be a privately
offered fund sponsored by an affiliated commercial
tDank This can be determined by a review of the fund's
prospectus

Banks that invest in such investment companies must
be aware of the possibility that a bank may violate the
10 percent limitation because of the cumulative hold-

ings of a particular security in the portfolios of more
tiTan one investment company or in combination with
the bank's direct holdings Accordingly a bank that has
invested in shares of more than one investment com-
pany must determine that its pro rata share of any se-

curity in the fund portfolio subject to the 10 percent
limitation does not exceed it by being combined with
the bank's pro rata stnare of that security held by all

other funds in which the bank has invested and with the
Bank's own direct investment portfolio holdings There-
fore, the holdings of investment companies whose
shares are held by the bank must be reviewed quarterly

The bank's investment policy as fornnally approved by
Its board of directors should (1 ) provide specifcally for

such investments. (2) 'equire that for initial investments
in specific investment companies prior approval of the
board of directors be obtained and recorded in the

Complrollers Handbook lor National Bank Examiners
March 1990
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official board minutes; and (3) ensure thai procedures,
standards, and controls for managing sucfi investments

are implemented prior to making tfie investment

A banks investment in sfiares of investment companies
that use futures, forward placement and options con-

tracts, repurchase agreements and securities lerKfing

arrangements as part of their portfolio management
strategies is permitted, provided that ttxise instruments

would be considered acceptable for use in a national

bank s own investment portfolio

In addition to considering the types of instruments used
for each investment company and applicable invest-

ment limits, national bank portfolio managers should

weigh the practical liquidity of holdings of investment

company shares Mutual Funds Shares and Unit In-

vestment Trust (UIT) units are much less marketable

generally tfian many types of "investment securities."

particularly U S government and federal agency issues

Indeed, certain investment company fee structures,

such as "deferred contingency" fees (declining rear-

end load fees), may actually impede marketability Most

municipal authorities will not accept mutual fund sfiares

as collateral for pledge against uninsured public de-

posits or for otfier pledging purposes Units of closed-

end tax exempt UlTs may present particular liquidity

problems because they may not be readily redeemable
nor fiave a secondary market

Generally Accepted Accounting Principles and the in-

structons for tfie quarterly Reports of Conditon require

Permitted Stock Holdings by Natior\al Banks

tfiat tDank holdings of investnrient compjarry shares be
reported at the lower of the aggregate cost or market
value The market value of "open-end" investment com-
pany shares reported should be based on net asset
value rather ttian offering price; sfiares in "closed-end

'

investment companies should be marked to the bid

price In no case should the carrying value of investment

company holdings be increased above their aggregate
cost as a result of net unrealized gains h'Jet unrealized
losses on marketable equity securities and subsequent
recoveries of those losses should tie excluded from the

income statement and be reported instead (reduced by
the applicable income lax effect) as an adjustment to

"Undivided Profits and Capital Reserves
" A toss other

than a temporary one on an individual investment held

by the fund should be changed to roninterest expense
on the income statement

As part of the market value determination, mutual funds
sales fees, both "front-end toad" and "deferred contin-

geroy" must be deducted to reflect more accurately
the current value of fund shares Consequently, unless
the market value of such shares increases sutfoientty
to offset those fees, their amount nnust be reflected at

the end of the first reporting period as unrealized tosses

and charged against "Undivided Profits and Capital
Reserves

"

Generally, tanks are prohibited from investing in stocks

However, detailed below are a number of exceptons to

that rule:

Type of stock Authorizing statute and limitation

Federal Reserve Bank 12 USC 282—Subscripton must equal 6 percent of the banks capital
and surplus, 3 percent paid in (Regulaton I, Federal Reserve Board;
12 CFR 209)

Safe deposit corporalon 12 USC 24— 15 percent of capital and surplus

Corporation holding bank premises

Small business investment company

12 USC 371(d)— 100 percent of capital
Limitation includes total direct and indirect investment in bank prem-
ises in any form Maximum limitaton may be exceeded with permisson
of the District Deputy Comptroller (12 CFR 7.3100)

15 USC 682(b)—5 percent of capital and surplus
After January 10, 1968, national tanks are prohibited from acquiring
shares of such a corporation if, upon making the acquisiton
• The aggregate annount of shares in small business investment com-
panies then field by the bank would exceed 5 percent of its capital
and surplus

Comptrollers Hanabook lor National Bank Examiners
March 1990
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PermMed Stock Holdings by National Banks

Type of stock Authorizing statute and limitation

Banking service corpofation

Foreign banking corporation

Corporation authorized under

Title IX of the Housing and Urban

Development Act of 1968

(amendnnents not included)

Federal National Mortgage Association

Bank's own stock

Corporate stock acquired through
debts previously contracted

(DPC) transaction

Corporate stock acquired as a

dividend from a small business

investment company (SBIC)

Operating subsidiaries

State Housing Corporation

incorporated in the state in which the

association is located

Agricultural Credit Corporation

12 use 1861 and 1862—10 percent of capital and surplus.

Limitation includes total direct and indirect investment in any form.

Also, corporation must be owned by one or more tianks

12 use 601 and 618— 10 percent of capital and surplus with the pro-

vision that capital and surplus must be $1 million or more

12 use 1718(f)—No limit.

12 use 1718(f)—No limit.

12 use 83—Shares of the tsank's own stock may not be acquired or

taken as security for loans, except as necessary to prevent loss from

a debt previously contracted in good faith. Stock, so acquired, must
be disposed of within 6 months of the date of acquisition.

Case law has establistied that stock of any corporation may be ac-

quired to prevent toss from a debt previously contracted in good faith.

However, if the stock Is not disposed of within a reasonable time pertod,
It loses its status as a DPC transactton and becomes a prohibited

holding under 12 USC 24(7) The maximum time such stock can be
retained generally is regarded to be 5 years The maximum time limit

tor stock of affiliates acquired through a DPC transaction, and not field

within the limitations of specific statutes, is 2 years

12 CFR 7.7535—No limit

Stock of any corporation may be acquired and retained, if received as
a dividend on SBIC stock

12 CFR 710—hto limit

Stock of any operating subsidiary corporation, tfie functions or activi-

ties of which are limited to those authorized to a national bank, may be

acquired and field witfiout limitation, provided that at least 80 percent
of tfie voting stock of tfie subsidiary is owned by ttie bank Tfie estab-

lishment of an operating subsidiary requires tfie prior approval of tfie

OCC (12 CFR 77378 through 7 7380)

12 USC 24—5 percent of its capital stock, paid in and unimpaired plus
5 percent of its unimpaired surplus fund wtien considered togettier with

loans and commitments made to the corporation

12 USC 24—20 percent of capital and surplus unless tfie association

owns over 80 percent
No limit if association owns 80 percent or more.

Compirollei's HartdtKioli lor Nalior>al Bank Examiners
March 1990
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Pemiitted Stock HoWings by Naticxial Banks

Type of stock Authorizing statute and limitation

Government National

Mortgage Association

Student Loan Marketing
Association

Minibank Capital

Corporation

Charitable foundations

Community developnrient corporation

Bankers' banks

12 DSC 24—No limit.

12 use 24—No limit.

12 CFR 7 7480—2 percent of capital and surplus

Aggregate investment in all sucti projects should not ecceed 5 percent

of capital and surplus

12 CFR 7 7445—Contribution in any one year not to exceed income tax

deduction

12 CFR 7 7480—2 percent of capital and surplus Aggregate invest-

ments in such projects should not exceed 5 percent of capital and

surplus

12 use 24—10 percent of capital stock and paid in and unimpaired

surplus Bankers' bank nxjst be insured by the FDIC, owned exclusively

by other banks, and engaged solety in providing banking servces to

other tDanks and ttieir offcers, directors, or employees Ownership shall

not result in any bank acquiring nxxe tfian 5 percent of any class of

voting securities of ttie tankers' bank.

Investment Policy

As provided in 12 USC 24(7), a bank's board of direc-

tors is responsible for supervising ifie thank's activities

Well-nnanaged banks should have written policies that

provide guidelines for tlie investment offeer. investment

committee and those dealing in securities

The base objectives of a sound investment policy are

the same for all banks, but the emphasis placed on

each objective will vary according to the individual

bank's needs Tfie basic objectives include:

•
Minimizing nsks

•
Generating a favorable return on investments with-

out undue compromise of tfie other objectives.

•
Providing for adequate liquidity

• Meeting laledging requirements

To insure that the directors do not delegate policy de-

cisions, the investment policy must encompass more
than a philosophical description of objectives

The investment policy should include guidelines on the

quality and quantity of each type of security to be field.

Compirollers Handbook lot National Bank Examiners
Marctn990

with ttie stipulation that secunties acquired will be eli-

gible and in amounts conforming to the limitations p>re-

scnbed by 12 USC 24(7) and 23 CFR 1 Credit quality

is of major importance

United States government obligations are the highest

quality credits and are tfie most readily marketat)le

Therefore, an adequate amount of such securities

should be in tfie (xxtfolio They are "nskless
"

from a

credit standpoint but are subject to price fluctuations

because of changes in money market interest rates Of

course, long-term issues tend to fluctuate more widely
than the shorter term ones

Federal agency secunties are the next highest in qual-

ity For securities with identical maturities, the yield

spread averages between 10 and 20 tsasis points above
US government txxids Similar investments that cur-

rently enjoy wide acceptance in the banking community
are U S government guaranteed public housing au-

thority issues New housing authority and public hous-

ing authority notes or bonds provide ttie investor with

tax excempt income and a lull faith and credit guaranty
of the US government

5-
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Other tax exempt IxxKis enjoy varying levels of indirect

US governmeni support "Pre-refunded or "es-

crowed" txxx3s are often fully and directly secured by
obligations issued by or otheoMse supported by the full

faitti and credit of the United States Certain municipal

housing bonds are partially payable from rental subsi-

dies and/or rrxxtage credit insurance provided by fed-

eral agencies Pools of partially guaranteed student

loans are sometimes pledged for payment of municipal

highier education bonds Tfiere are numerous programs
that provide federal tjacking tor municipal bonds Care
must be taken to distinguish between tfiose issues ttiat

are federally guaranteed and those that are not

High quality municipal txsnds frequently are desiratsle

because of tfieir tax exempt status Many municipal

bonds, fxiwever. possess an unfavorable market as-

pect Except for high quality issues of larger munici-

palities, municipals often are not readily marketatDle or

may produce sizeable spreads tjetween bid and ask

prices The spread may be so wide it may cost tfie

selling bank a sizeable portion of a years interest Most
banks field local secunties as a service to their com-

munity The aggregate of such fioldings should be rea-

sonable relative to the capital structure of the tank

Monthly rating service putalications are useful in deter-

mining ttie investment quality of municipal arKt corpo-
rate obligations The standard bond rating symbols are

indicated in ttie order of their credit quality

Standard & Poors
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to inckide credit reviews prior to purchase arxj credit

updates on all non-rated issues, municipal obligations

with a credit rating that has declined, special revenue

and other debt obligations with limited or no marketa-

bility, speculative and defaulted issues and stocks ac-

quired through DCP transactions Credit analysis is

necessary to determine if an investment is eligible kx

the t)ank to own The directors' failure to exercise that

responsibility can result in violations of law and poten-

tial personal liability

General obligations of state and rrxjnicipal issuers are

exempt from the restrictive provisions of 12 USC 24 and

12 CFR 1 However, a bank must exercise prudent bank-

ing judgmeni in managing the general obligation sec-

tion of Its portfolio

The investment policy should require evaluation of the

following minimum credit intormaton tsefore a bank ac-

quires general otJligaton muncipal bonds

• Debt burden of muncipality

—Ftelatonship of debt burden to property valua-

tion,

—ReasonalDleness of debt burden on a per capita
basis

—Sinking fund provisions

—Historical trerxjs of debt

—Future debt service requirements
• Tax burden of municipality

—Assessed valuation, ircluding basis of assess-

ment

—Relationship of tax burden to property valuation

—Tax collection record

—Recent trends in tax rates

•
Quality of budgets
—Requirement for balanced budget
—Recent trends in txidget detcits or surpluses

—Cash flow requirements

—Accuracy of past estimates of revenues and ex-

penses
—Accounting policies

• Criaracter of community:
—Economic background

—Debt paying ability

— Population trends

Special revenue obligations may have a place in tlie

investment cxDrttolo They generally are supported solely

by service cfiarges established by ttie issuing govern-
mental authority ttiat owns or operates a facility such
as toll roads, industrial plants or airports Because such
bonds are not supported by the taxing autfxxity. tfiey

generally cannot be regarded as possessing as high a

credit quality as general obligations Special revenue

obligations possess many of tfie cfiaracteristcs of term

loans Accordingly a bank should obtain and evaluate

appropriate credit mtormation Factors peculiar to spe-
cial revenue issues that must be considered separately
include:

• The number of times gross reverxjes covers debt

servce (coverage)

• The segregation of revenue funds from general
funds

• The flow of revenues to specifc reserve accounts.

• Special covenants tfiat may limit default remedies

The investment policy also should include a maturity

program Each tank should tailor its matunty program
to Its individual needs, particularly its liquidity require-

ments. Anticipated loan i.,„r£dses, deposit decreases.

and a reserve to meet unexjjected liquidity demands
sfx>uld be provided Accordingly a reasonable per-

centage of liabilities sfxnjid be funded in short-term,

high quality investments or money market instnjments.

Such practices generally will assure a short-term flow of

funds that may be reinvested or held to meet liquidity

needs. It also is advisable tfiat a maximum allcwatjie

matunty be defined in tfie policy Investments with un-

usually long terms are vulneratjle to market swings tfiat

may depress both their price and their useful liquidity

As a general rule, outstanding maturities sfiould be

spaced evenly with the preponderance in short- and
medium-term issues

Concenrraf/ons

Policy guidelines for risk diversificatfon sfxxjid be fof-

nxilated by bank management in conformance with le-

gal limits and prudent investment practices Supervi-

sory concern about a banks investment portfolio

diversification should focus on credit risk, interest-rate

risk, and market nsk associated with concentratons in

holdings Concentrations, or trie lack of nsk diversifica-

tion, can result from

•
Single or related issuers

• Lack of geographic distribution.

\,
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•
Holdings ol obligations with similar cfiaracteris-

lics such as mortgage tiacked bonds, zero cou-

pon bonds, hospital bonds, etc

•
Holdings d bonds having the same trustee

•
Holdings of bonds having the same credit enhan-
cer, such as insurer of letter of credit issuer

•
Holdings of securitized loans having the same
Ofiginata. packager, or guarantor

• Similar credit ratings, particularly in low ratings

Concentrations of risk arising from both a bank's poft-

tolio of securities and loans rnay be compatible with a
bank s management strategy However having securi-

ties and loans repayable from the same general source.

Of with common originators, enhancers or servicers

greatly increases the (Dank s vulnerability to unforeseen

credit and Iquidity risks Bank risk managers need to

be aware of and monitor these types of bank-wide risk

concentrations They need to develop prudent concen-
tration limits, and institute name and type limitations for

securities and loans Bank managers which do not

monitor concentraton risks and consider the potential

for concentrations in the banks irwested funds and loan

portfolios are increasing the risk to bank capital and are

remiss in carrying out their responsibilities

The investment policy should take into consideration the

applicable Federal and state income tax laws, and tfie

individual bank's tax position Finally, the investment

portfolio should be reviewed at least annually, by ttie

board of directors, and quarterly, by senior oflcers of

the bank Suttcient analytical data must be provided to

altow the board and senor management to make an
informed ludgmeni of tfie investment policy's effective-

ness Such reviews should consider llie information dis-

cussed in this section as well as the current market
value of the portfoio

The responsibility for supervising the bank s investment

account rests solely with tfie board of directors and
cannot be delegated to a correspondent bank, an ad-

visory service, a brokerage house, or a rating service.

Selection of Securities Dealers

It is comnnon for bank investment portfolio managers to

rely on the advice of securities sales representatives for

recommendation of proposed investments, investment

strategies, and the iimmg and pricing of securities

transactions Accordingly it is important for bank man-

agement to know the securities firms and the personnel
with wfx)m they deal An investment portfoio manager

should not engage in securities transactions with any
securities dealer that is unwilling to provide complete
and timefy disclosure of its financial condition fitonage-
ment nxist review the dealer s financial statements and
make an informed judgment about tfie ability of tfie

dealer to honor its commitments An inquiry into the

general reputation of the dealer also is necessary

The board of directors and/or an appropriate board
committee should review and approve a list of securi-

ties firms with wtxxn trie bank is authorized to do txisi-

ness The dealer selection process should include:

• Consideration of ttie ability of the securities dealer

and its subsidiaries or affiliates to fulfiir commit-
ments as evidenced by capital strength and op-

erating results disclosed in current finarx:ial data,

annual reports, credit reports, etc

•
Inquiry into the dealer's general reputation for fi-

nancial stability and fair and honest dealings with

customers, including past or current financial in-

stitution customers of the securities dealer

• Contact with appropriate state or federal securi-

ties regulators aiXJ securities industry self-regu-

latory organizations, such as the IMatonai Asso-
ciation of Securities Dealers, concerning any
formal enforcement actons against the dealer or

Its affiliates or associated personnel
•

Inquiry, as appropriate, into the background of the

sales representative to determine his or her ex-

perience and expertise.

• Determinaton of wtiether the bank has appropri-
ate procedures to establish possesson or control

of securities purchased Purchased securities

and and repurchase agreement collateral should

be kept m safekeeping with selling dealers only
wtien (1) ttie board is completely satisfied as to

the credit worthiness of the securities dealer; arid

(2) the aggregate value securities held m safe-

keeping in this manner is within credit limitatons

that have been approved by the board of direc-

tors, or a committee of ttie board, for unsecured
transactions

As a part of the process of managing a bank's relation-

ships with securities dealers, tfie txsard of directors may
also want to consider prohibiting ttx)se employees wtio

are directly involved in purchasing and selling securi-

ties for tfie t)ank. from engaging in personal securities

transactions with the same securities firm the bank
uses for Its transactons without specifc txard approval
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and perodic review. Such prohibition could be included

in the bank's code of ethics or code of conduct The
board also may want to adopt a policy applicable to

directors, officers or employees concerning receipt of

gifts, gratuities a travel expenses from approved dealer

firms and their personnel (also see the Bank Bribery
Law. 18 use 215 and interpretive releases)

Delegation of Portlolio Discretion

Bank managers sometimes delegate investment deci-

sion making authority to individuals wtxs are not bank
or affiliate employees This might be done based upon
the promise of substantially increased return on a

banks securities because of a portfolio advisor or con-
sultant's ability to act quickly on txiy or sell opportun-
ities and to execute transactions at the best possible

price: to aggressively use market data and their krxiwl-

edge of new secunties instruments, to advantageously
time the transaction execution, select the securities

dealer used. and. search for and negotiate prices pred-
icated on volume discounts

The responsibility for supervising a national bank's in-

vestment portfolio rests solely with tfie board of direc-

tors The directors of a national bank have a fiduciary

duty to the shareholders, depositors, and creditors of

the bank, and are charged with an implied trust to use
bank funds only for permitted purposes The OCC has
slated in Interpretive Ruling number 74425 and has
informed bank directors (see cfiapter ill The Director's

Book-The Role ot a National Bank Director and section

501 1 Comptroller's Handbook tor National Bank Ex-

aminers) tfiat directors cannot delegate responsibility
for their duties, but can only assign the authonty for

performance ol those duties to others The OCC does
not object to delegation of authority to perform securities

transactions to individuals not employed by the bank,
or to unaffiliated firms, provided that supervision of

those delegated is at the same level the OCC expects
of bank employees with such authority

When a thank's board of directors assigns authority to

take investment action (i e make buy or sell determi-

nations) to non-employees or to nonaffiliated compa-
nies. It effectively removes portfolio control from the
bank managennent Accordingly, such investments no

longer meet the requirements of Generally Accept -3

Accounting Principals (GAAP) for securities portfolio

accounting, and securities transactions must be re-

corded and reported on an independently established
mark to market, or lower ol cost or market basis

Open Contractual Commitments to Purchase or Sell

Securities

Wtien Issued

The most common type of open contractual commit-
ment to purchase or sell securities encountered by ex-

aminers Is a "When Issued
"

or "When and If Issued"

security transaction (Wl) Wl securities are new issue
securities that have been awarded to a buyer but have
not yet been paid for or delivered A Wl period may last

several weeks or more than a month. Wl periods tor

US. government securities are shorter thian those for

federal agency or municipal secunties During the Wl
period, the txiyer may pay a small deposit on US. gov-
ernment transactions txjt usually pays nothing on fed-

eral agency and municipal trades while retaining all

ownership rights to the urxjerlying security Wl securi-

ties enjoying wide market distnbution will usually begin
to trade in the secondary market dunng the Wl period,
and a bank may sell its rights to the security prior to

paying for it. Owning rights to a security and being able
to sell those rights before paying for them has certain

leverage implications that may be incompatible with

prudent banking or investment practice

Outstanding Wl commitments to purchase securities

should be reviewed and priced to determine tlieir im-

pact on liquidity, earnings and nsk diversification Pur-

chases and sales of Wl secunties between examina-
tions should be reviewed to determine if the volume of

transactions is consistent with investment policy objec-
tives Transactions between examinations stiould also
be inspected to determine if Wl speculation has re-

sulted in the sale of profitable Wl positions, while non-

profitable Wl purchases are retained and recorded in

the investment portfolio at a carrying value equivalent to

the original cost of the security If the investment port-
folio is being used to "backstop" Wl speculation, the
book value of the retained securities should be adjusted
to reflect the unrealized loss as of settlement date.

Forward Placement Contracts

Another common type of open contractual commitment
to purchase securities is a lorward placement transac-

tion Fonward placements are purchases or sales of se-

curities at fixed prices for nandatory, txjt delayed, de-

livery on a future date Contractual commitments to

purchase or sell securities on a forward placement tja-

sis do not involve cash deposits or margins Fon/vard

placement contract maturities run from 30 days to sev-
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eral years Contract prices reflect investors' interest rate

expectations

Forward contracts are cash market transactions, other

than "wtien issued" transactions, that specify delivery

(settlement) in excess of thirty (30) days follovKing the

trade date Tliey are neither traded on organized ex-

changes rcr are their terms standardized Forward con-
tracts can only be terminated by agreement of both

parties to the transaction

Forward placement contracts are usually associated
with the origination and issuance of mortgage-tDacked
securities A mortgage banker wishing to hedge tfie risk

of loss resulting from interest rate fluctuations often

agrees to fonward sell an anticipated, but as yet unis-

sued, secunty at a price assuring a profit Investors

having predictable funds flows may wish to acquire

rights to a security to be delivered at a fixed price and

yield on a future date

Examiners should review outstanding fonward place-
ment commitments to determine the impact of comple-
tion of forward placement transactions on liquidity and

earnings Thie volume and nature of transactions should

be consistent with investment policy objectives Rec-

ordkeeping and management reporting systems should

facilitate ready review and control of forward placement
trade positions and maturities Losses on delivered se-

curities should be tested and any unrecorded tosses

booked immediately upon discovery

Standby Contracts

Standby contracts are optional delivery forward place-
ment contracts Thie buyer of a standby contract (put

option) pays a fee for the right or option to sell (deliver)

an agreed upon amount of specified securities to tfie

issuer of the standby contract at a specified price and
at a specified future date

Financial Futures Contracts

Financial futures contracts are commodities contracts

and are similar to forward placement contracts in that

t(T€y involve tfie purchase or sale of a security or money
market instrument at a fixed price and yield lor delivery
at a future date Futures contracts differ from forward

placement contracts because they are traded on an

organized exchange which guarantees performance
according to contract terms The exchange also re-

quires customers lo pay initial and continuous mainte-

nance nriargin

Purchasers and sellers of futures contracts must pay a
small initial margin deposit at the time a contract is

entered into The deposit must be maintained at a min-

imum level When net unrealized tosses on contracts

exceed tfiat minimum deposit, the bank must pay over

maintenance margin suffcient to bring the deposit level

to an acceptable minimum amount Conversely, if ttne

market value of tfie contract increases, net unrealized

gams are deposited to the bank's margin account

l^aintenance margin in excess of minimum require-
ments may be withd'^awn or used as margin deposit on
addittonal transacttons Margin calculations and, if nec-

essary, nnargin calls are made daily Statements of ac-

count (margin runs) are rendered weekly

l^rgin requirennents may be satisfied by deposits of

cash, US government securities or stand-by letters of

credit Unrealized toss or gam should generally be re-

flected in tfie iDank's profit and loss statement as main-
tenance margin accounts are adjusted

Interest rate futures contracts are entered into to spec-
ulate on interest rate movement or to hedge tfie risk of

losses resulting from interest rate fluctuations. OCC has

adopted a policy of discouraging speculative use of

interest rate futures. Unfortunately, tfiere is no clear dis-

tinction between a tiedger and a speculator, the terms
are not always mutually exclusive

Financial futures and forward placement contracts are

not considered investment securities within the mean-

ing of 12 use 24(7) However, with the foltowing distinc-

tions, tfie use of these contracts is considered to be an

activity incidental to banking The minimal guidelines for

national banks ttiat engage in tfiese markets are also

described

Distinctions

For investment porfolio or non-dealer operations in

fixed rate assets, banks stxDuld evaluate tfie interest rate

risk exposure resulting from their overall investment ac-

tivities to insure that tfie positions they take in futures,

forwards and standby contracts markets will reduce
tfiat exposure Sfiort positions in futures and forwards

contracts sfiould relate reasonably to existing or antici-

pated cash positions, and should be used to enfiance

liquidity of tfie portfolio As asset yields are upgraded,
contract gams should be used to offset tosses resulting
from the sale of portfolio securities rattier than using
sfiort hedges against portfolio fioldings for income gen-
eration Long positions in futures and forwards sfiould
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reasonably reflect the bank's rnvestment strategy and

ability to fulfill its commitments

Asset-liat)ility management involves the matching of

fixed rate and interest-sensitive assets and liabilities to

maintain liquidity and profitability Futures and forwards

contracts may be used as a general fiedge against the

interest rate exposure associated with undesired mis-

matches in interest-sensitive assets and liabilities Long
positions in contracts could be used as a hedge
against funding interest-sensitive assets with fixed-rate

sources of funds Short positions in contracts could be
used as a hedge against funding fixed-rate assets with

interest-sensitive liabilities

Dealer-bank trading activities ttiat employ futures, for-

wards and standby contracts should be performed in

accordance with safe and sound banking practices re-

lated reasonably to the tanks legally permitted trading
activities.

Minimal Guidelines

The board of directors should consider any plan to en-

gage in those activities and should endorse specific
written policies in authorizing them Policy objectives
must outline permissible contract strategies and their

relationships to other banking activities l^cordkeeping
systems must be sufficiently detailed to permit internal

auditors and examiners to determine wtiether operating

personnel tiave acted according to authorized objec-
tives Bank personnel are expected to describe and
document in detail how the positions they have taken in

futures, forwards and standby contracts contribute to

attaining the banks objectives

The board of directors should establish limits applicable
to futures, forward and standby contract positions The
board, a duly authorized board committee, or the

banks internal auditors should review periodically (at

least monthly') contract positions to ascertain conform-
arx;e with such limits

The bank should maintain general ledger memorandum
accounts or commitment registers to identity adequately
and control all commitments to make or take delivery of

securities Such registers and supporting journals
should, at a minimum, include

• The type and anrwunt of each contract

• The maturity date of each contract

• The current market price and cost of each con-

tract

• The amount of money held in margin accounts

All open positions should be reviewed and market val-

ues determined at least monthly (or more often, de-

pending on the volume and magnitude of positions),

regardless of whether the bank is required to deposit
margins for a given contract Underlying security com-
mitments relating to open futures and forwards con-
tracts should not be reported on the balance sheet.

I^argin deposits and any unrealized losses (and, in

certain instances, unrealized gains) are usually the

only entries to be recorded on the books All futures

and forwards contracts should be valued on the basis
of eittier market or the lower of cost or market, at the

option of the bank FooArard contracts executed for trad-

ing account purposes should be valued on a iDasis con-
sistent with other trading positions Losses on standby
contracts must be computed only by ttie issuer (the

party committed to purchase under the contract) and
only when the market value of the security is betow the

contract price, reduced by the amount of the deferred
fee income Market basis for forward and standby con-
tracts should be based on the market value of the un-

derlying security, except where publicly quoted forward

prices are available All losses resulting from monthly
contract value determinations stiould be recognized as
a current expense item Those banks that value con-
tracts on a market tjasis will recognize gains as a cur-

rent income item

Fees received by a bank for the issuance of a standby
contract should be deferred at initiation of the contract

and accounted for as follows:

• Upon expiration of an unexercised contract, as
income

• UpxDn a negotiated settlement of the contract prior

to maturity as an adjustment to the expense of

such settlement, and the net stiould be transferred

to the income account

• Upon exercise of the contract, as an adjustment
to the iDasis of the acquired secunties Such ad-

justed cost basis should be compared to market
value of ttxjse securities

Bank financial reports should disclose in an explanatory
note any futures, forwards and standby contract activity
that materially affects the bank's financial condition lb

minimize ttieir credit risk. t)anks sfiould implement a

system for monitoring exposure associated with various
customers and dealers with wtiom operating personnel
are authorized to transact business Banks should es-
tablish other internal controls, including periodic reports
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to management and internal audit programs, to assure
adherefx;e to bank policy and to prevent unauthorized

trading and other abuses

Long-term contracts over 150 days, which give the other

party to the contract the option to deliver securities to

ttie bank, ordinarily should not be issued. Regulatory
authorities have found that often such contracts are re-

lated not to tfie investment or txjsiness needs of the

institution, txit primarily to the earning of fee income or

to speculating on future interest rate movements

fvlational tsanks wishing to engage in ttie futures, for-

wards and standby contracts markets nrxjst submit a
letter notice stating their intention to the Deputy Comp-
troller for their district

Banks should enter into interest rate futures contracts

primarily to reduce the risk of toss from interest rate

fluctuations and not to produce income

A simple use of interest rate futures by a liank would
involve a direct offset or hedge to a particular invest-

ment or portion of its investment portfolio. For example,
a banker wishing to limit the effects of portfolio depre-
ciation could purchase a futures contract(s) to deliver

securities (short) If interest rates rise and bond prices
decline, profits on tfie futures contract can be used to

offset tfie increase in unrealized loss in portfolio De-

preciated securities could then be sold at a loss without

impairing current earnings The sale proceeds could
be reinvested at higfier yields to insure improved future

earnings Failure to sell the depreciated securities

would have the effect of improving current earnings at

the expense of future earnings If, however, interest

rates decline, the short futures contract would be re-

versed at a loss This current toss could be offset by
the sale of portfolio investments at a gam However, sale

proceeds viould have to be reinvested at tower prevail-

ing yields, tfius impairing future earnings Examiners

reviewing futures transactions must be aware of the

earnings trade-ofts inherent in many futures transac-

tions Anxiety for stvDrl-term income should not be al-

towed to impair future earnings prospects or to erode
the practical liquidity of portfolios

Interest rate futures contracts may also be used to re-

duce tfie negative impact of interest rate fluctuations on
funds management strategies Take the example of a

banker wtxj anticipates rising interest rates He or she

may attempt to irx;rease the bank's ratio of variable rate

assets versus variable rate liabilities and to tock-in fixed

rate source funds at current rates That would probably

be done t)y extending liability maturities and slnxjlta-

neously shortening maturities on fixed rate earning as-

sets Thus, the banker would Ixipe ttiat tfie spread tDe-

tween interest earned and paid will widen as rates rise

Interest rate futures can then be used to limit tfie level

of interest rate risk associated with tfie funds manage-
ment commitment by buying a futures contract to take

delivery of securities (kxig). If. contrary to expectations,
the general level of interest rates goes down, the futures

contract can be sold at a profit. The profit may be used
to offset tosses by making tfie wrong funds manage-
ment commitment. Futures transactions, employed as

part of a funds management strategy, stxxild be re-

viewed to determine if a reasonable correlaton exists

between tfie type, amount and maturity of the futures

instrument(s) and the bank's strategy and interest rate

expectattons

Examiners must be satisfied that policies and internal

control systems will prevent unauttxjrized trading and
that tosses are recognized as they are incurred

Investment policy should provide for position limits for

all types of open contractual commitments to purchase
or sell securities Limits should be considered in ag-
gregate, by type and nature (long and short), by ma-

turity month, by open or gapped positton. tfiere should

be a logical relattonship between investment policy lim-

its on tfie amount of tfie securities underlying Wl, for-

wards and futures contracts and tfie positton limit per

type of contract; i.e.. if investment policy guidelines limit

tfie tidding of 30-year maturity federal agency securities

to a certain amount, that limit should include all Wl,

forward or futures contract posittons in similar securi-

ties

Position limits tor fonward placements must also con-
sider tfie credit risk associated with a dealer on tfie

ottier side of a trade being atjie to perform according to

contract terms Position limits per dealer based on
credit determinattons are appropriate for forward place-
ment commitments

Investment policies must explain tfie manner and fre-

quency of position valuations, tDecause of tfie leverage
associated with open contractual commitments to pur-
chase or sell securities The desired frequency of pric-

ing IS associated with tfie volume and nature of activi-

ties, monthly pricings are the minimally acceptable
frequency Pricing stiould be obtained from sources in-

dependent of the dealer on the other side of a trade If

bank management cannot obtain regular indepedent
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price quotes, they s^xxlld stop making open contractual

commitments to buy of sell securities

Investment policies must also include a "stop loss" sale

or consultation provision that relates to a predetermined
loss exposure limit II losses m open cortractual com-

mitment positions reach a certain unacceptable lev«l.

the position would be autonr«tically sold out or consul-

tation would ensue in order to rethink investment strat-

egies This "stop loss" exposure limit should have a

reasonalDle correlation to the bank's capital structure

and earnings trends as well as the overall levels of risk

inherent in other types a> banking activity

Investment policies should also formalize personnel re-

sponsibilities in open contractual commitment areas

Purchase and sale authorizations should be fixed

Transactions should require prior dual authorization.

Open contractual commitment internal control proce-

dures should be reviewed to determine if one person
can assume an unwarranted degree of control o\«r the

nature and extent of Wl, futures and kxward placement
commitments Recordkeeping systems must record

transactions on a trade date basis General ledger
memorandum accounts and supporting records must

be maintained Posting to those accounts sfwuld tDe

originated and reviewed by persons wlxs do not also

have the authority to execute transactions. Ledgers
sfxxjid be periodically compared to txoker confirma-

tions and/or account statements Reports to senior man-

agement and the directorate should present enough in-

formation to altow them to make an informed fjdgment
as to the prudence of ttie activities

Customer Securities Transactions

Recordkeeping and Confirmation Requirements for

Securities Transactions," 12 CFR 12. applies to every

national bank that effects securities transactions, in-

cluding discount brokerage activities, tor customers

Trie regulation estatDlishes requirements for maintaining

records notifying customers, and setting forth specific

written polcies Transactions which are subject to the

rules of the Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board are

not subpct to 12 CFR 12

(-> Unsuitabte Investment Portfolio Practices

Trading

The terms "trading" or "overtrading" refer to excessive

turnover in the bank's investment portfolo which is not

consistent with the bank's stated investment objectives

or legitimate needs Investment securities may be car-

ried m the tank s investment portfolo at amortized cost

only when the tsank can demonstrate the intent and

ability to hold the secunties to their maturity When se-

curities transactions are entered into in antcipaton of

short-term gams, they are no longer characteristic of

Investment portfolio actrvities and should be conducted

in a securities trading account and fjeriodically marked

to ttieir market value

Secunties trading shoukj only take place in a closety

supervised trading account and be undertaken only by
institutions that have strong capital arxJ current earn-

ings positions

Trading m the investment portfolio is characterized by a

high volume of purctiase and sale activity, which wtien

considered m light of a short holding period, clearly

demonstrates management's intent to profit from short-

term price movements Trading in a bank's securities

portfolo shoukj be criticized, and the board of directors

should be advised to discontinue the practice It is an

unsafe and unsound practice to record and report se-

curities holdings that result from trading transactions

using accounting standards intended for investment

porttolo transactions The discipline associated with

accounting standards applcable to trading accounts is

necessary Secunties held in trading accounts should

be perodcally (at least rTX)nthly) marked to market, with

unrealized gam or losses recognized in current in-

come Prices used m the periodic evaluations sfoukl

be obtained from sources independent of tfie securities

dealer from wtiom the securities were purchased or to

wtxxn tfie securities were sold Secunties fraud may be

charged if trie reporting of trading activities as invest-

ment porttolo activities results m an intentonalty mis-

leading published financial report (or a publicly traded

company

"When-issued" Securities Trading

"When-issued securities trading is tfie txiying and sell-

ing of securities m the interim between the anrxxince-

ment of an offering and tfie issuance and payment date

of the securities A purchaser of a "virfien-issued" se-

curity acquires all the risks and rewards of owning a

security and may sell the "wtien-issued' security at a

profit before taking delivery and paying for it Frequent

purctiase and sale of securities during the "wtien-is-

sued" period generally indicate trading activity and

should not be conducted m a bank's investment port-

folo
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"Pair-ofis"

A "pair-oft" is a security purchase transaction which is

closed out or sold at, or prior to. the setltefnent date

For example, an investment portfolio manager will com-
mit to purchase a security Then, priof to the predeter-
mined settlement date, ttie portfolio manager will "pair-
otf" the purchase with a sale of ttie same security prior

to. or on, the original settlement date Profits or losses

on the transaction are settled by one party to ttie trans-

action remitting to the counter party the difference be-

tween tfie purchase and sale price Like "wtien-issued
'

trading, "pair-offs" permit speculation on price nxsve-

ments without paying for the securities

Corporate or Extended Settlement

Regular-way settlement for transactions in US govern-
ment and federal agency securities is one business day
after ttie trade date Ftegular-way settlement for corpo-
rate and municipal secunlies is five business days after

the trade date The use of a corporate settlement

method (5 business days) or extended settlement (6 to

30 days) for US government securities purcfiases ap-

pears to be offered by dealers to facilitate speculation
similar to "pair-offs" and "wtien issued" trading.

Short Sales

A sfxxt sale is the sale of a security ttiat is not owned
The purpose of a short sale Is generally to speculate on
ttie fall in tfie price of the security Sfwrt sales are spec-
ulative transactions that should be conducted in a trad-

ing account, and when conducted in tfie investment

portfolio, ttiey are considered to be unsuitable

Gains Trading

"Gams trading" is a securities trading activity con-
ducted in an investment portfolio, and is often termed
"active portfolio management" "Gains trading" is char-

acterized by ttie purchase of a security as an invest-

ment, and ttie sutisequent sale of ttial same security at

a profit within several days, weeks, or months Those
securities initially purchased with tfie intent to resell are

retained as investment portfolio assets if ttiey cannot be
sold at a profit Tfiese "losers" are retained in tfie in-

vestment portfolio because investment portfolio foldings
are accounted for at cost, and losses are not recog-
nized unless tfie security is sold "Gams trading" often

results in a portfolio of securities with extended maturi-

ties, lower credil quality high nnarket depreciation, arxJ

limited practical liquidity

In many cases, "gains trading" hias Involved tfie trading
of "wfien issued" securities, "pair-offs," or "corporate
settlennents" because the extended settlement period
associated with tfiese practices allows speculators tfie

opportunity for substantial price cfianges to occur be-

fore payment for the securities is due. It has also in-

volved the use of dealer supplied repurcfiase agree-
ment financing to carry securities fXDkJings

In otfier cases, management accumulates securities

positions and just waits for the rigfit nnarket conditions

to sell and take gams. A repetitive pattern of sales and

gams taken during attractive markets, and no sales

during adverse markets, suggests ttiat securities are

t)eing hekj for resale and ttiey shouU be marked to tfie

fcwer of cost or rrarket.

Coupon Stripping

Coupon stripping involves detaching unmatured cou-

pons from securities and selling eitfier ttie coupons or

tfie remaining, mutilated security Such transactions are
often motivated by anxiety for immediate income rec-

ognition or t>y tax considerations This practice signifi-

cantly dimmisfies ttie worth, marketability, and liquidity

of tfie securities.

Ex-coupon securities, or ttie stripped coupons, are dis-

tinctty different from securities that have tfie unmatured

coupons attacfied Tfie ex-coupon security and result-

ing coupons:
• Have diminisfied and uncertain mari<et value and

impaired practical liquidity

• Cannot be wire transferred on tfie Federal Re-

serve Communication System
• Are not eligible for pledge against owning tsank's

own trust deposits

• Are not acceptable as collateral for US govern-
ment deposits or borrowings from Federal Re-

serve tanks

• Are not. absent adequate customer disctosure,

suitable for sale to customers or as repurcfiase

agreement collateral with customers.

If an institution tias engaged or elects to engage in such
transactions, ttiey must be reported as follows;

• Tfie original purctiase price must be allocated be-

tween the principal portion and tfie coupons at tfie

time ttie security is divided. This allocation will be
tjased upon ttie yieid to maturity of tfiat security
at tfie time it was purchased by the institution
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• The profit or tass on the portion soW must be rec-

ognized during ttie period in which the sale oc-

curred as "other income" or "other expense" II

will be the difference between that portion of ttie

original purchase price, allocated as atx)ve to ttie

portion sow, and tfie actual selling price of tfial

portion The portion retained will be carried on the

books of ttie institution at its allocated portion of

tfie original purcfiase price. Tfie amount of any
discount (or premium if any) must be amortized

to maturity Detacfied coupons or principal por-

tions field t)y a bank either as a result of purcfiase
or of mutilating securities held for its own account

will be reported as "Other notes, bonds, and de-

bentures," and not as "US Treasury securities,"

"Obligations of otfier US Government agencies
and corporations," or "Obligations of States and

political subdivisions in tfie United States
"

Separate Trading of Registered Interest and Principal of

Securities (STRIPS) are direct obligations of the US
Treasury ttnat tiave tfieir principal and interest compo-
nents separated Each component part is assigned a

separate CUSIP number and may be separately owned
and sold Because STRIPS are an obligation of the US
government national banks may buy sell, deal-in, or

underwrite STRIPS without dollar limitation Also, be-

cause STRIPS are maintained in book-entry form tfiey

overcome many of ttie disadvantages of detacfied cou-

pons and other proprietary stripped coupon derivative

products such as CATS and TIGRS.

Stripped secunties products such as STRIPS, CATS,

TIGRS, stripped coupons and stripped bonds and

Original Issue Discount Bonds (OlDs) may fiave long

matunties, and can exhibit extreme price volatility Ac-

cordingly disproportionately large (in relation to the

bank's total portfolio) long-maturity holdings of zero

coupon securities are unsuitable investments for taanks

Stripped Mortgage Backed Securities

Stnpped f^rtgage Backed Securities (SMBS) consist

of tvw3 classes of securities with each class receiving a

different portion of ttie monthly interest and principal

cash flovre from tfie underlying mortgage backed se-

curities In Its purest form, an SN^BS is converted into

an interest-only (10) strip, wfiere tfie investor receives

100 percent of tfie interest cash flow, and a principal-

only (PO) strip, wtiere tfie investor receives 100 percent
of tfie principal cash flow

lOs and POs have volatile price characteristics based,
in part, on tfie prepayment of ttie underlying mortgages

and, consequently, on tfie maturity of ttie stripped se-

curity Generally, POs will increase in value when interest

rates decline while lOs increase in value when interest

rates rise In ttieory ttie purcfiase of an 10 strip may
serve to offset tfie interest rate risk associated with

mortgages and similar instruments fiekl by a depository
Institution Similarly, a PO may be useful to offset tfie

effect of interest rate movements on ttie value of mort-

gage servicing Hovi«ver, when purcfiasing an 10 or PO,
ttie investor is speculating on ttie nnovement of future

interest rates and fX)w this movement will affect tfie pre-

payment of the underlying collateral Furtfiermore, ttiose

SIVIBS ttiat do not have tfie guarantee qf a government

agency or a government-sponsored agency as to ttie

payment of principal and interest fiave an added ele-

ment of credit risk

As a general rule, Sf^BS cannot be considered as suit-

able investments for tfie vast mapnty of bank investors

Speculative positions or non-tiedge positions in SivlBS

srould not be considered as suitatsle investments lor

national banks and sfiould be strongly criticized SMBS.
fXDwever, may be appropriate general fiedges for banks
tfiat fiave highly sophisticated and well managed mort-

gage backed securities portfolios, mortgage portfolios

or mortgage banking functions In such banks, however,

the acquisition of SI^BS sfiould be undertaken only in

conformance with carefully developed and documented

plans prescribing specifc positioning and loss limits

and control arrangements for enforcing such limits.

These plans should be approved by the bank's board
of directors and vigorously enforced

Sf^BS fioldings must be accounted for in accordance
with Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement

91 vitiich requires that tfie carrying amount be ad)usted
wtien actual prepayment experience differs from pre-

payment estimates

Residuals

Residuals are the excess of cash ftows from a mortgage
backed securities transaction after tfie payments due
to the bondholders and the trust administrative ex-

penses fiave been satisfied This cash flow is extremely
sensitive to prepayments, and ttius fias a high degree
of interest-rate risk Generally tfie value of Residual in-

terests rises when interest rates rise Theoretically a

Residual can be used as a risk management tool to

offset declines n the value of fixed rate mortgage or

IVIortgage Backed Securities portfolios However, if

should be understood by all residual Interest pur-
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chasers that the "y'eld" on these instruments is inversely
related to their eftectiveness as a risk management ve-

hicle The highest yielding Residuals have limited risk

management value, usually t>ecause of their compli-
cated structure and/or unusual collateral ctiaracteris-

tics that make modeling and understanding the eco-
nomic cash (lows very difficult Alternatively, those
l^siduals priced for modest yields generally have pos-
itive risk management characteristics

It IS Important to understand that a (Residual cash flow

is highly dependent upon tfie prepayments received
Banks should exercise caution wrfien purchasing a Re-
sidual interest, especially higher "yielding" interests,

because the associated risk may warrant an even

higher return to adequately compensate the investor for

the interest-rate risk assumed Purchases of Residual

interests should be supported by in-house evaluation of

possible rate of return ranges in combination with vary-

ing prepayment assumptions

Holdings of Residuals should be accounted for in the

same way as stripped mortgage-backed securities and
should be reported as "other assets" on regulatory re-

ports Speculative or non-tiedge holdings of Residuals
stx)uld be strongly criticized

Resale and Repurchase Agreements

Money market instruments, usually stiort-term US gov-
ernment securities, are purchased for ttie bank's own
account or acquired under an agreement to resell and
are then sold under an agreement to repurchase The
rate of interest received and paid is generally dictated

by prevailing market rates Profits are based on a mod-
est positive spread between interest earned and inter-

est paid A bank may attempt to improve profits by
increasing the volume of such transactions by using the

proceeds of completed transactions to finance an in-

ventory of assets to be used in furtfier repurchase ar-

rangements An alternative method of increasing profits

IS to increase ttie earnings yield of the instruments em-

ployed in these transactions by lowering thieir quality or

by lengthening their maturity

Risks inherent in that type of repurchase transaction

stxjuld be controlled by policy guidelines ttiat

• Establish account limits

• Require approximately matched asset and liability

maturities

• Provide for reasonable collateral margin and val-

uation techniques

• Provide for collateral custody by ttie bank or an

independent third party acting for thie bank

• Subject the underlying securities of a resale

agreement to periodic market valuation, in order

to determine market exposure
• Mandate credit approvals for parties providing se-

curities acquired under agreements to resell

• Insist ttiat characteristics of ttie money market in-

struments be compatible with ttie bank's own in-

vestment standards

National thanks that engage in repurchase or reverse

repurchase agreements are encouraged to have poli-

cies and controls to suit their particular circumstances

Banking Circular 210, dated October 31, 1985, de-
scribes minimum guidelines needed to manage credit

risk exposure to counterparties under securities repur-
chase agreements, and for controlling the securities

underlying repurchase agreement transactions These

guidelines should be followed by national banks that

enter into repurchase agreements with other financial

institutbns or securities dealers

Repositioning Repos

Repositioning repos are often used to fund the acqui-
sition of depreciated "when issued" (Wl), forward

placement positions, "pair-off
"

transactions, "corpo-
rate or extended

"

settlement transactions, or securities

otherwise being held for "gains trading."

A bank may want to commit to a large position in se-

curities with the intent of closing-out the position by
selling the securities at a profit whenever the opportu-
nity arises If the securities position is sufficiently large,
the selling dealer may provide or arrange for repurchase
agreement "financing

"

to complete ttie transaction This

type of "financing" is called a "repositioning repur-
chase" agreement

In such agreements, the dealer agrees to buy back the

security under an agreement to resell In reality the

purctiasing tank never remits the full purchase price to

the selling dealer, instead the bank purchasing the se-

curities remits to the funding dealer a "margin" payment
which IS generally equivalent to the difference between
the purchase price and the current market value of the

security This type of repurchase arrangement can cre-

ate serious funds management problems as variable

rate source funds with short maturities are used to fi-

nance the acquisition of long maturity fixed rate assets
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Securities dealers are interested in arranging repur-

chase financing for several reasons;

• In a forward-ccxitract or security-purchase com-

mitment, such as a Wl or pair-oti transaction, no

money has been exchanged In the absence of a

repurchase agreement, if the financial institution

decides to cancel or back-out of the transaction

rather than take a loss, ttie selling dealer will have

to absorb the loss and/or bring suit to enforce the

contract

• Tfie purchaser can acquire a large arrxxjnt of se-

curities in exchange tor a comparativety small mar-

gin payment This results in more commission-fee

income for ttie selling dealer

• A repositioning repo "locks-in" the customer/

dealer relationship The financial institution must

ttien provide its own financing and probably rec-

ognize a loss if it wishes to sever Its relationship

with the dealer

• Once tfie concept of repositioning repos or lever-

age financing of securities is accepted by the fi-

nancial institution, there is virtually no hmit to tfie

amount of securities a dealer can conceivatjfy sell

to the customer bank.

Ftepositioning repos are considered unsafe and un-

sound as a means of funding investment portfolio activ-

ities because

•
Ttiey are the result of speculative securities trans-

actions.

•
During periods of rising interest rates, tfiey are

used as a method of loss avoidance That is. if the

secunties purchase position can be sold and set-

tled at a profit, tfie tsank does so However, if tfie

purctiased securities can onfy be sold and settled

at a loss, ttie securities are recorded and carried

in the taanks investment portfolio at cost, and fi-

nanced via repurctiase agreement

• A financial institution usually does not enter into a

simultaneous purchase and repositioning repo
transaction unless ttie underlying security is de-

preciated or funds are not available from more

traditional sources at competitive rates As inter-

est rates increase, bond prices decrease

As depreciation continues to increase, tfie practical liq-

uidity of portfolio holdings is eroded and capital funds

are impaired at the same time tfiat interest earnings

and expense spreads are diminishing

Securities acquired and funded via repositioning repos
are to be regarded as trading account txjidings or se-

curities field for resale and recorded on a mark to mar-

ket, or lower of cost or market basis «

Repo to Maturity

A repo to maturity is often used in a rising or high
interest rate environment wtien bond prices are de-

pressed A securities dealer offers to purchase securi-

ties from a tsank under agreement to resell provided tfie

tank uses tfie repo proceeds to purchase additional

bonds from tfie secunties dealer To induce ttie tanker

to enter into ttie transaction, ttie repo rate is usually set

lower than prevailing repo rates Ttie dealer immediately

sells the securities thereby incurring no cost-of-carry or

market risk. The tiank and the dealer agree to continue

the repo arrangement until the repoed bond matures

Repos to matunty are considered unsafe and unsound

because:

• The intent of the transaction is to permanently dis-

pose of a depreciated bank asset rattier than en-

ter into a short term borrowing arrangement.
Hence, the bank avoids the recognition of a loss

on ttie sale of a depreciated security

• The proceeds of the funds generated from the

repo arrangement are used to purchase additional

securities at a price which may be inflated,

theretjy inflating the balance sfieet and providing

a "built-in" depreciation in ttie investment portfolio

Tfie depreciation or unrealized loss erodes the

practical liquidity of the Investment portfolio and
threatens capital funds

• Tfie purchase of bonds at inflated prices, if done
with ttie knowledge of bank offcers, may be con-

strued as willful misstatement of bank records and

regulatory reports

Dollar Repos and Dollar Rolls

A dollar refxjrchase agreement (dollar repo) is a trans-

action involving the sale of a mortgage-backed security

(MBS) from an investment portfolio and the simultane-

ous forward purchase of a different but similar MBS
within a specified time and at a specified price. Fixed-

coupon and yield maintenance dollar repos are the

most common types of dollar repo agreements. Both

kinds of dollar repos involve the contemporaneous sale

and commitment to repurchase the same types of

MBSs with approxinrately the same maturity and out-

standing principal In a fixed-coupon agreement, the
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seller and purchaser agree that delivery will be iTiade

with a MBS having the same coupon as the security
sold In a yield-maintenance agreement, the parties

agree thai delivery will be made with a secunty with a

different coupon but at a price that will provide ttie seller

with a yield that is specified in the agreement Yield

maintenance dollar repos are always considered to be
sales and purchases and require a current recordation

of gams and losses

At ttie start of a fixed-coupon dollar repo. the bank sells

the security to the dealer and the security is no bnger
registered in the bank's name Altfiough the portfolio

txjiding has been sold and delivered-out. there is no

ad)ustment of the portfolio records to reflect the sale of

the security or the gam or loss on the sale of thie portfolio

holding In fact, all accounting within the portfolio con-

tinues as if the bank still owns the security Tfie bank
receives no principal or interest payments on the se-

curity during the dollar repo agreement's term When
the substantially identical security underlying the for-

ward placement contract is delivered to the bank, it is

substituted for the security still being carried on the

books, but sold under agreement to repurchase The

secunty to be purchased is typicaify on a "to be an-

nounced" (TBA) basis, meaning the pools of mortgages
to collateralize the purchased security have been
formed but not specifically identified

Under Generally Accepted Accounting Principles

(GAAP), the fixed-coupon dollar repo transaction is re-

ported as a security sold under agreement to repur-
chase (a financing), and not as a sale This is because
from the accounting professions point of view, the sale

and contemporaneous purchase of a similar security is

a "wash" transaction which should not be recognized
as a sale However, cash taken m on the sale needs to

be recognized along with the liability to purchase the

similar secunty

Banks often consider dollar repos as another source of

funding and execute them wtnenever their cost is esti-

mated to be less than other types of funding However,

during a period of rising interest rates, dollar repos can
also be used to sell depreciated securities m a manner
that avoids recognizing the loss thai normally occurs if

the transaction is accounted for as a sale of a bank
asset

Securities dealers can use dollar repo arrangements to

deliver a different but similar security as a way to profit

from thie differences m prices between the instrunnents

being sold and purchased This practice, commonly

referred to as "worst delivery." involves obtaining a rel-

atively expensive MBS from the seller, and delivering the

cheapest security obtainable m the current market to

the seller at the dollar repos maturity Although the

ctieapest security has the same coupon interest rate

as the sold security its expected prepayment charac-

teristics may be different, and create ttie price differ-

ential In a rising interest rate environment, it will prob-

ably be cheaper to purcfiase and deliver a mortgage-
backed security with a slow prepayment history. In this

situation, the investor will continue to receive tfie same
coupon rate on the principal of thie security, but will be
unable to reinvest the prepaid principal of the security
at higfier current rates as rapidly as an investor holding
a security with a faster repayment history Dealers will

also take seasoned securities from tfie bank, but deliver

securities witfxjut a prepayment record, such as TBAs.
The securities witfwut payment histories typically sell for

less than seasoned securities with an established, fa-

vorable payment history Dealers active in the dollar

repo market study the history of mortgage pool prepay-
ments to take advantage of ttiese differences

Fixed-coupon dollar repos represent transactions tfiat

must involve substantially identical MBSs The folbwing
guidelines must be observed if fixed-coupon dollar

repo transactions are to be considered a financing
MBSs are judged to be substantially identical only wtTen

all of the following criteria are met
• The secunties are collateralized by similar mort-

gages (e g . single-family residential mortgages
for single-family residential mortgages)

• The replacement security is issued by the same
entity that issued ttie original security and must
be identical in form and type (e.g.. GNMA I for

GNMA I)

• The securities have the same original stated term
to maturity (eg . 30 years), and the expected re-

maining life IS nearly identical

• The securities have identical coupon interest

rates

• Tfie securities have approximately the same mar-
ket yield

• The aggregate principal amounts of MBSs given
up and MBSs forward purchased in the transac-

tion are within industry-established parameters for

good delivery The Public Securities Association

(PSA) currently defines good delivery as a 2 5 per-
cent gain or loss m aggregate principal amounts
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The following conditions must also be met.

• The bank must own the MBS and hold it in its

portfolio lor a reasonable period of time The min-

imum holding period for the security is the number

of days to the next Issuance date of the MBS by
the issuing agency (generally 30 days)

• The settlement term on the dollar repo canrxit ex-

ceed 12 months from the initial transaction date

If any of those criteria are not met. the transaction

should be accounted for as a sale and tfie forward pur-

chase of MBSs rather than as a financing Thereafter,

the forward position sfrauld be marked to market at each

reporting date until the securities are reacquired

A dollar roll is an extension of a dollar repo. It occurs

when a bank decides not to accept delivery of a fixed-

coupon MBS at the repurchase date but rather "rolls it

forward" by means of another sale and forward pur-

chase transaction in which the position is offset and

extended for another specified period of time Typically,

to the extent the market value of the fixed-coupon se-

curity has increased or decreased in value from the

original sale date to the roll date, the bank will pay or

receive payment for such price fluctuations

Once the roll period commences, ttie rolled fixed-cou-

pon dollar repo continues to be accounted for as a

financing when
• Within 12 months from the date of the initial sell

and forward buy transaction, tfie bank must ac-

cept delivery, close out its forward position, fund

and place the MBS in its investment portfolio For

future dollar repos using tfiese reacquired secu-

rities to be accounted for as financings, the se-

curity must be acquired and remain in fine bank's

, possession at least until the next issuance date of

the MBS (generally 30 days) The funding tor the

retention of the security for this fxslding period

must come from a source independent of the se-

curities transactions, such as deposits or federal

funds lines This mandatory delivery condition is

intended to demonstrate the bank's ability to fund

the purchase of the securities and its intent to hold

them tor investment

• At all times during the rollover or extension period,

the bank must be able to demonstrate its ability

to fund the reacquisition of the MBSs and close

out Its forward position

If the above conditions are not met, the transaction must

bt accounted for as a sale and purchase of MBSs rather

than as a financing, starting with ttie month ttie ability

of the bank to fund ttie delivery of the securities tias not

been demonstrated or at ttie end of the 12-month pe-
riod, whictiever comes first Ttiereafter, ttie fonward po-
sition must be marked to market at each reporting date

until tfie MBSs are reacquired

Bank dealers wtio conduct dollar repos and rolls should

not account for ttiese transactions as financings They
sfiould be recorded on a cash or forward basis as pur-

chases and sales

Securities Lending «-i

A national bank may lend its own investment securities

or trading account securities National banks may also

lend customers' securities field in custody, safekeeping,

trust, or pension accounts to a third party pursuant to

a written agreement with ttie customer Securities deal-

ers and commercial t)anks are ttie primary borrowers

of securities They borrow securities to cover securities

fails (securities sold but not available for delivery). stx>rt

sales, and option and arbitrage positions

Securities lending is conducted through open ended
"loan" agreements, which may be terminated on stiort

notice by the lender or borrower Ttie borrower of the

securities pays a lee to the owner of the securities A
bank lending customer securities will shiare in the fee

income generated by loaning ttie securities Ttie objec-
tive of such lending is to receive a safe return in addition

to ttie normal interest or dividends received from tfie

securities Securities loans are collateralized with cash.

US government or federal agency securities, or letters

of credit At the outset, each loan is collateralized at a

predetermined margin If ttie market value of ttie collat-

eral falls below the predetermined acceptable level

v*ile a loan is outstanding, a margin call is made by
ttie lender institution If a loan becomes over-collater-

alized because of appreciation of collateral or market

depreciation of a loaned security ttie borrower usually

has the opportunity to request the return of any exces-

sive margin

Wtien a securities loan is terminated, ttie securities are

returned to tlie lender and the collateral to the borrovirer

Fees received on securities loans are divided between

the lender institution and ttie customer account ttiat

owns ttie securities In situations involving cash collat-

eral, part of the interest earned on ttie temporary in-

vestment of cash IS returned to the borrower and ttie

remainder is divided between the lender institution and

the customer account that owns the securities
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All national banks that participate in securities lending
should establish written policies and procedures gov-

erning these activities OCC Banking Circular 196.

dated May 7. 1985. discusses the minimum acceptable
topics to be covered by the v^ritten policies and pro-
cedures

Government Securities Act Requirements

Specilic provisions of the Government Securities Act

(GSA) apply to all national banks, including those with

limited government securities activities wtiich are ex-

empt from filing a notice as a Government Securities

Broker-Dealer with the OCC The provisions of the GSA
that apply to all national tanks include (a) national

banks that engage in repurchase transactions with cus-

tomers while retaining custody or control of the subject

government securities, and (b) all depository institu-

tions that iTOld government securities for custonners Thie

folbwing discussion does not apply to Ifie additional

provisions of the GSA regulations concerning national

banks that are required to file as government securities

broker-dealers (See Section 204 1
)

Except for Part 450. (custodial holdings of securities by

depository institutions) the definition of US government
security includes. US Treasury obligations, as well as

obligations of tfie Governnnent National fvtortgage As-

sociation (GNMA), the Federal National Mortgage As-

sociation (FNMA). the Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Corporation (FHLMC). and tfie Student Loan Marketing
Association (SLMA) Options on these securities are

also considered to be government securities for all parts
of the regulations

Hold-in-Custody Repurchase Agreements
All national banks that retain custody of securities sold

under an agreement to repurchase must comply with

the requirements for hoid-in-custody repurctiase agree-
ments described in 17 CFR 403 5(d) For purposes of

the GSA a national bank is also considered to be re-

taining custody of the repurchase agreement securities

when the securities are maintained through an account
at another institution (eg , a correspondent bank, or the

bcal Federal Reserve Bank) and tfie securities continue

to be under the control of the national bank

The fotlowing requirements apply to all fXDid-in-custody

repurchase agreements
•
Hold-in-custody repurchase agreements must be
transacted pursuant to a written repurchase
agreement (see 17 CFR 403 5(d)(l)(i))

•
II the customer agrees to allow substitution of se-

cunties in a hold-in-custody repurchase transac-

tion, then authority for the national bank to substi-

tute securities must be contained in the written

repurchase agreement (see 17 CFR
403.5(d)(1)(iv))

• Wliere tfie national bank reserves the right to sub-

stitute securities, a specifc discbsure statement

as wntten into the regulation must be prominently

displayed in the written repurchase agreement im-

mediately preceding the provision allowing the

right to substitute IMo editing or paraphrasing of

the required language is permitted under the reg-

ulations, with the exception that substitution of

other terms for the words Ixiyer and seller (which
are are bracketed in the disclosure statement)

may be used
• A national bank issuing a lx)ld-in-custody repur-
cfiase agreement must disclose to the customer
in writing that the funds held pursuant to a repur-

chase agreement are not a depiosit, and, there-

fore, not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation (see 17 CFR 403 5(d)(1)(iii))

• Written confirmations describing the specific se-

curities subject to tfTe transaction must be sent to

the customer by close of txisiness on t;ie day the

transaction is initiated, as well as on any day on
which substitution of securities occurs (see 17

CFR403 5(d)(l)(ii)

• Confirmations must identify the specific securities

by issuer, maturity coupon, par amount, market

value, and CUSIP or mortgage pool number of the

underlying secunties (see 17 CFR 403 5(d)(2)(i)).

The frequency or short duration of a particular type of

transaction, such as an overnight repurctiase agree-
ment Of a daily "sweep" of a customers deposits into

a hold-in-custody repurchase transaction, does not

eliminate the requirement for a financial institution to

send a prompt and accurate confirmation to the cus-

tomer

Pooling of securities as collateral for repurctiase agree-
ments IS no longer permitted "Blind pooled" hdd-in-

custody repurchase transactions occur wfien a seller

does not deliver securities and does not identify specific

securities as betongmg to a specific customer Instead,

the bank sets aside, or othenvise designates, a pool of

securities to collateralize its outstanding repurchase

obligations The reg lations require tfiat trie written con-
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firmaton sent to a customer must identify the specific

securities that are the subject of tfie hold-in-custody

repurcfiase transaction. A sfjecifc security identified to

a customer must be in an aulfxxized denomination, that

IS, in a deliverable par anxxjnt

The regulations do not require wntten agreements for

repurcl^se transactions where the secunties are deliv-

ered to tfie customer or to anotfier depository acting

pursuant to a tripartite agreement with the financial in-

stitution and the customer
I

Custodial Holdings of Government Securities

All national banks that hold or safekeep US govern-

ment securities for customers must comply with 17 CFR
450 These regulations apply when a national bank

holds the customers' securities directly or maintains tlie

customers' securities through another institution

The Depannnent of tfie Treasury has determined that the

rules and standards of tfie Comptroller of the Currency

applying to government securities held in a fiduciary

capacity are adequate to meet the requirements of -this

regulation Thus, a national tank will be exempt from

Pan 450 requirements provided two corvjitions are met

The depository institution nnust adopt policies and pro-

cedures that subject the custodial holdings to all the

requirements of 12 CFR 9 Also, such custodial holdings

must be subiect to examination by ttie OCC for compli-

ance with tfiese fiduciary requirements.(see 17 CFR
450 3(a)(l)&(2))

To comply with the custodial holding requirements of

l^rt 450. depository institutons must observe the fol-

lowing requirements

• All government securities field for customers in-

cluding those subject to repurctnase agreements
with customers, must be segregated from the

depository's own assets and kept free from lien of

any third party granted or created by tlie depo-

sitory (see 17 CFR 450 4 (a)(l ))

• A depository institution that holds securities for a

customer through anotfier institution ("custodian

institution") must notify the custodian institution

that the secunties are customer secunties (see 17

CFR 450 4(a)(2)(i)(A))

• The custodian institution rrxjst maintain the cus-

tomer secunties in an account that is designated
tor customers of the depository institution, and ttTat

does not contain proprietary secunties of tfie de-

pository (see 17 CFR 450 4 (a)(2)(i)(B))

' The depository institution must notify tfie custo-

dian institution ttiat these securities are to remain

free of any lien, cfiarge or claim in favor of tfie

custodian or any persons attempting to make a

claim through the custodian (see 17 CFR
450 4(a)(2)(i)(C)) The custodian institution upon
receiving such notice from tfie depository institu-

tion , IS required to treat tfiese secunties as cus-

tomer securities and maintain tfiem .n compliance
with with Section 450 4

• When fiolding customer securities for a depository,

tfie custodian institution does not fiave to keep
records tfiat identify individual customers of the

depository, unless tfie custodian institution is act-

ing directly on behalf of the customer, such as m
a tripartite repurchase agreement transaction

(see 17 450 4(e))

Wfien a depository institution maintains customer se-

curites in an account at a Federal Reserve bank, it is

deemed to be m compliance with requirements to fiold

customer securities free of lien if any lien of tfie FED, or

otfier party claiming through it, expressly excludes cus-

tomer securities Tfie depository institution is not re-

quired tc maintain ci'^'omer secu'
'

?s in a separate

custody account at tfie FED. altfxxigh. such segrega-
tion IS encouraged However, the depository institution

must segregate tfie customers' securities on its own
records and observe tfie folloviring recordkeeping re-

quirements

• A depository institution safekeeping US govern-
ment securities for customers must issue to tfie

customer a confirmation or safekeeping receipt

for each government security field (see 17 CFR
450(b)(1))

• The confirmation or safekeeping receipt must

identify tfie issuer, maturity date, par anxxint and

coupon rate of tfie security being confirmed (see
17 CFR 450 (b)(1)).

• A records system of government securities fiefd

for custonners must iDe maintained separate and
distinct from other records of tfie depository insti-

tution (see 17 CFR 450 4(c))

• Tfiese records must

—
identify each customer and each government

security held for a customer.

—describe tfie customer's interest in tfie secunty
and.
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—indicate all receipts and deliveries of securities

and cash in connection with the securities

• A copy of the safekeeping receipt or confirmation

given to customers must be maintained

• This system of records nnust provide an adequate
basis for audit (see 17 CFR 450 4(c))(1-5))

• The required records for Part 450 must be main-

tained in an easily accessible place lor at least

two years and not disposed of for at least six years

(see 17 CFR 450 4(f))

• The depository institution providing customer

safekeeping is required to conduct a count of

physical secunties and secunties held in book-

entry form at least annually (see 17 CFR 450 4(d))

• In order to count securities held outside of the

depository, such as book-entry securities held at

a Federal Reserve Bank, the depository must rec-

oncile its records with those of the outsioe cus-

todian (see 17 CFR 450 4(d)(1))

• The depository institution responsible for the

count must verify any securities in transfer, in

transit, pledged, loaned, borrowed, deposited,
failed to receive or deliver, or subject to a repur-
cfiase or reverse repurchase agreement, wrfien the

securities have been out of the depository's pos-
session for longer than 30 days (see 17 CFR
4504(d)(2))

• Tfie dates and results of the counts and recon-

cilements must be documented within seven days
of the required count, with the differences in se-

curities counts noted (see 17 CFR 450 4(d)(3))

International Division Investments

This section discusses money market investments and
securities purchased by ttie taank's international divi-

sion and overseas branches lor its own account Se-

curities purcfiased primarily for resale to customers,
/e . trading account securities, are seldom encoun-
tered n a bank's international division or overseas

branches, but when they are found, the procedures in

the "Bank Dealer Activities" section apply International

securities trading is normally conducted in foreign affil-

iates, which are regulated by the Federal Reserve
Board and are subject to 12 CFR 211 (Regulation K)

The same types of "money market
"

instruments exist in

international banking as in domestic thanking They in-

clude short-term credit terms, such as commercial pa-

per, other bankers' acceptances purchased, negotiable

certificates of deposit, and assets purchased or sold

under repurchase agreements In some banks such in-

struments are handled by either international division

officers or, in certain instances, by a separate interna-

tional investment department In other banks they are

handled by tfie banks domestic Investment officer If tfie

international examination is made in conjunction with tfie

domestic examination, the examiners should decide to-

gettier who will review money nnarket fxsldings as well

as investment activities Usually, domestic examiners
review the overall matunty position, earnings versus nsk

considerations, federal income tax aspects, and overall

risk diversification factors of international division in-

vestments as tfiey relate to the overall conditibn of the

iDank's investnnent securities department

Investments held by most international divisions pre-

dominately represent securities issued by various gov-
ernmental entities of tfie countries in which the bank's

foreign branches are located Such investments are

held for a variety of purposes:
•
They are required by various local laws,

•
Tfiey are used to meet foreign reserve require-
ments

• They result in reduced tax liabilities

• They enable the bank to use new or increased

rediscount facilities or benefit from greater deposit
or lending auttioritles

•
Tfiey are used by the bank as an expression of

"good-will" toward a country

The examiner should be familiar with tfie applicable
sections of 12 CFR 211 (Regulation K) regarding a na-

tional bank's tioldings abroad as well as otfier regula-
tions discussed m this section

Because of mandatory investment requirements by
some countries, ttiose securities field cannot always be
as "liquid" and "readily marketable" as required in do-

mestic tianking However, the amount of "mandatory"
tioldings normally will represent only a relatively small

amount of the bank's total investments or capital funds

A bank's international division may also fiold securities

strictly for investment purposes which are expected to

provide a reasonable rate of return commensurate with

safety As with domestic investment securities, safety
must take precedence followed by liquidity and mar-

ketability Such securities are liquid if their maturities

are short and tfiere is assurance that they will be paid
at maturity They are marketable if they can be sold in

22 Comptrollers Handbook lor National Bank Examiners
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a very short time perod at a price comnnensurate with

yield and quality As with domestic banking, specula-
tion in marginal foreign securities to generate rrxxe fa-

vorable yields is an unsound banking practice and
should be discouraged

Generally, banks are prohibited from investing in stocks

However, a number of exceptions are detailed in this

handbook that are often applicable to the international

division Poi example, the bank may txM stock in over-

seas corfX)rations tfiat tXDid title to foreign bank prem-
ises (12 use 371 d and 12 CFR 7 3100) Both stock and
other securities holdings as-required by varous laws of

a particular country in which the bank maintains a

branch are permitted in unlimited anrounts under 12

CFR 211 3 (Foreign Brancties of l^ember Banks) Olfier

sections of 12 CFR 211 permit the bank to acquire and
fx)ld. directly or indirectly, stock in foreign banks sub-

ject to certain limitations

For foreign securities authorized for investment pur-

poses under 12 USC 24(7), Standard and Poor's.

Moody's, and otfier US rating service putilications rate

Canadian and other selected foreign securities How-
ever, in many other countries, securities rating services

are limited or non-existent Wfien they do exist, tfie rat-

ings are only indicative and should be supplemented
by additional information regarding legality credit

soundness, marketability foreign exchange and country
risk factors Local attorneys' opinions are often the best

source of determining wtiether a particular foreign se-

curity has the full faith and credit backing of a country's

government

Suffcient analytical data must be provided to altow ttie

bank's board of directors and senior management to

make informed ludgments regarding the effectiveness

of tfie international division's investment policy and pro-
cedures Ttie international investment portfolio stiould

be reviewed at least annually by the board of directors

and quarterly by senior management to assure adfier-

ence to written policies and procedures
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To determine if policies, practices, procedures
and internal controls regarding investmenls are

adequate

lb determine if bank oftcers are operating in coo-

(ofmance with the estatjIlslTed guidelines

lb determine the scope and adequacy of the audit

function

1b determine the overall quality of the investment

portfolio and how that quality relates to tfie sound-
ness of the bank

lb determine compliance with laws, rulings and

regulations

lb initiate corrective action vi^hen polcies. prac-

tices, procedures or internal controls are deficient

or wfien violations of laws, rulings or regulations
have been noted.
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Complete or update the Investment Securities

section of the Internal Control OuestKXinaire

Based on the evaluation of internal controls and

the work pertomied t)y internal/external auditors

(see separate program) determine the scope of

the examinaton.

Test for compliance with policies practices, pro-

cedures and internal controls In conjunction with

performing the following examination procedures

Also. otDtain a listing of any deficiercies noted in

the latest review oone by internal/external auditors

from the examiner assigned "Internal and External

Audits," and determine if corrections have been

accomplished

a Determine the extent and effectiveness of In-

vestment policy sufjervision by

• Reviewing the abstracted minutes oi the

board of directors and/or appropriate com-

mittee minutes

• Determining tfiat proper authorizations have

been made for investment offcers or com-

mittees

• Determine that tfiere are proper authoriza-

tions, restrictions, and limitations on tfie del-

egation of 'nvestnnent portfolio auttxxities to

rxKiaffiliated institutions or to non-employ-
ees

• Determine that tfie board has approved se-

curities dealers with wtx)m tfie bank trans-

acts txisiness

•
Evaluating tfie suftciency of analytical data

used by the board or investment committee

• Reviewing the reporting methods used by

department supervisors and internal auditors

to insure compliance with establisfied policy

• Preparing a memo tor the examiner assigned
"Duties and Responsibilities of Directors"

and tlie examiner in charge of the interna-

tional examination, if applicable, stating con-

clusions on the effectiveness of directors' su-

pervision of tfie domestic and.'or mternationai

division investment policy All conclusions

should be documented

Perform appropriate verification procedures

Obtain the following

a Trial balances of investment account txsldings

and money market instruments, such as com-
mercial paper bankers' acceptances, negoti-

able certificates of deposit, securities pur-
cfiased under agreements to resell and federal

funds sold

b. A list of any assets carried in loans and dis-

counts on which interest is exempt from federal

income taxes and which are carried in tfie in-

vestment account on Call Reports

c A list of open purchase and sale commitments

d A schedule of all securities, fonward placennent

contracts, futures contracts, and standlsy con-

tracts purchased and/or sold Since the last ex-

amination

e. A matunty schedule of securities sold under

repurchase agreements

I A list of pledged assets and secured liabilities

g A list of the names and addresses of all se-

curities dealers ooing business with tfie tsank

h. A list of all US Government guaranteed loans

which are recorded and carried as an invest-

ment account security

i. For international division and overseas

brancfies, a list of investments

• Held to comply with various foreign govern-
mental regulations requiring such invest-

ments

• Used to meet foreign reserve requirements

• Required as stock exctiange guarantees or

used to enable tfie iDank to provide securities

services

• Representing investment of surplus funds.

• Used to obtain teleptione and telex services

• Representing club and school member-

ships

• Acquired through debts previously con-

tracted

• Representing minority interests in nonaffi-

liated companies
• Held for otfier purposes
•
Representing trading account secunties

6 Using updated data available from reports of con-

dition, NBSS printouts, investment advisor and

correspondent tjank portfolio analysis reports, ob-
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lain or prepare an analysis of investment and
money market holdings that includes:

a A month-by-month schedule of par. book and
market value of issues maturing in 1 year

b Schedules of par. book and market values of

holdings in the liquidity segment and the per-

manent, or investment for income, segnnent of

the investment portfolio Those schedules
should be indexed by maturity date The
schedule should be detailed by maturity dates
over tfie following time perods: 1 to 2 years. 3
to 5 years. 6 to 10 years. 11 to 20 years, and
over 20 years

c. A schedule of book or par values of municipal
and corporate holdings by rating classifica-

tions

d Book value totals of holdings by obligor or in-

dustry, related obligors or industries, geo-
graphic distribution, yield, and special char-

acteristics, such as moral obligations,
conversion or warrant features

e Par value schedules of Type I. II and III in-

vestment holdings, by those legally defined

types

f For the international division, totals (US $
equivalents) of fxjidings by:

• Total portfolio (book and market values)

• Name of issuer (par value)

• Issuers country of domicile (book value)

• Interest rate (book and par value)

• Pledged securities (market value)

7 Review the reconcilement of investment and
money market accounl(s) trial balances to general

ledger control account(s)

8 Using an appropnate sampling technique, select

from the trial tialance(s) municipal investments
and money market holdings for examination If

transaction volume permits, include all secunties

purcfiased since the last general examination in

tfie population of items to be reviev*«d If verifica-

tion steps are to be performed, use the same pop-
ulation

(Before continuing, refer to steps 16 through 18 Ttiey
should be performed in conjunction with steps 9

through 15 International division txjidings sfiould be re-

viewed with domestic foldings to ensure compliance,
wtien combined, with applicable legal requirements )

9 Perform the following procedures for each invest-

ment and money market fwlding selected in step
8

a. Check appropriate legal opinions or published
data outlining legal status

b If nnarket prices are provided to the bank by
an independent parly (excludes affiliates and
securities dealers selling investments to tfie

bank) or if they are independently tested as a
documented part of the bank's audit program,
those prices should be accepted. If tfie inde-

f>endence of the prices canrot be establisfied,

test market values by reference to one of the

following sources:

• Published quotations.

•
Appraisals by outside pricing services

c If nnarket prices are provided by ttie bank arxj

canrot be verified by reference to published
quotations or other sources, test tfx)se prices

by using the "comparative yield method" to

calculate approximate yield to nriaturity:

Approxinnate Yield to Maturity
=

Annual Interest -i- Par Value - Book Value

Number of Years to Maturity

1/2 (Bank Provided Market Price -i- Par Value)
• Compare tfie bank provided market price
and the examiner calculated approximate
yield to maturity to an independent pxjblicfy

offered yield or market price for a similar type
of investment with similar rating, trading vol-

ume and maturity or call cfiaractenstics

• Compare non-rated issues to fourth rated

(BBB, Baa) bonds
•

Investigate market value vahances in excess
of 5 percent

d For investments and money market obligations
in tfie sample Ifiat are rated, compare tfie rat-

ings provided to the most recent published rat-

ings

10 Perform credit analysis of:

a The obligors on securities purcfiased under

agreements to resell, wfien the readily market-
able value of the securities is not sufficient to

satisfy tfie obligation or wtien collateral cus-
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11

tody procedures are Inadequate to assure the

bank's unassailable right to ttie collateral.

b All nonrated securities and rrxjney market in-

struments selected in step 8 or acquired since

ttie last examination (Consider using grading
sheet contained in the appendix of this tiand-

book )

c All previously detailed or currently known

speculative issues

d All defaulted issues.

e Any issues contained in the current Inter-

agency Country Exposure Review Committee

credit sctiedule obtained from ttie international

loan portfolio manager by:

• Comparing the sctiedule to ttie foreign se-

curities trial balance obtained in step 5 to

ascertain which foreign securities are to be
included in Interagency County Exposure
Review Committee credits

• For each security so identified, transcribing

the following appropriate information to a

separate examiner's line stieet or a related

examiners credit line sheet:

—Amount (and U.S dollar equivalents if a

foreign currency) to include par, book and

market values

—How and \Nt\en acquired.

—
iviaturity date(s)

—Default date, if appropriate

—Any pertinent comments

• Returning sctiedule and appropriate exam-

iners line sheet(s) to the examiner assigned
"International Loan Portfolio Management"
No further examination procedures are nec-

essary for ttiese items

Classify speculative and defaulted issues accord-

ing to ttie following standards (except those se-

curities in ttie Interagency Country Exposure Re-

view and FFIEC uniform classifications of

municipal securities)

a The entire book value of speculative grade mu-

nicipal general obligation securities which are

not in default will be classified substandard

Market depreciation on other speculative is-

sues stiould be classified doubtful The re-

nnaining book value usually is classified sub-
standard

b Ttie entire book value of all defaulted municipal

general obligation securities will be classified

doubtful Market depreciation on other de-

faulted bonds slTouW be classified loss Ttie

remaining txxsk value usually Is classified sub-

standard

c Market depreciation on non-exempt stock
stiould t>e classified loss

d Report comments stiould include:

• Description of issue.

• How and wtien each issue was acquired

• Default date, if appropriate.

• Date interest paid to.

•
Rating at time of acquisition

• Comments supporting ttie classification

12 Review ttie tank's maturity program by:

a (Reviewing the maturity sctiedules:

• Compare tx)0k and market values and, after

considering ttie gain or toss on year-to-date

sales, determine if the costs of selling inter-

mediate and tong-term issues appear pro-

hibitive

• Determine if recent acquisitions show a

trend toward lengthened or stiortened matur-

ities Discuss such trends with managennent

b Reviewing the pledged asset and secured li-

ability sctiedules and isolating pledged se-

curities by maturity segment (such as liquidity

account and investment account). Then deter-

mine the market value of securities pledged In

excess of net secured liabilities.

c. Reviewing ttie sctiedule of securities sold un-

der repurctiase agreement and determining if:

• Financing for securities purctiases is pro-

vided via repurchase agreement by ttie se-

curities dealer wtxi originally sold the secu-

rity to the bank

• Funds acquired through ttie sale of securi-

ties under agreement to repurctiase are in-

vested in money market assets or if short-

term repurchase agreements are being
used to fund tonger term, fixed rate assets

Compiroller's Handbook tor National Bank Examineis
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• The extent of matched asset repo and liabil-

ity repo maturities and the overall eflect on

liquidity resulting from unmatched positions

• The interest rate paid on securities sold un-

der agreement to repurchase is appropriate
relative to current money market rates

• The repurchase agreement is at the option
of the buying or selling bank

d Reviewing the list of open purchase and sale

commitments and determining the effect of

their completion on maturity scfieduling.

e Submitting investment portfolio information re-

garding the credit quality and practical liquid-

ity of the investment portfolio to the examiner

assigned "Funds Management
"

13, If the bank is engaged in dollar repos or rolls

a Review policies and ensure that bank practice

complies with written controls and:

• Determine whether tfie board has approved
the use of dollar repos

• Ensure that the board has autfxxized partic-

ular individuals to conduct dollar repos and
that they have sufficient knowledge to do so

properly
• Determine if the taank has established dollar

repo credit policy guidelines and if initial and

periodic credit and reputation analysis of

counterparties is conducted by the bank's

credit division

b Review management's analysis ot funding
sources to determine if dollar repos were found

to be the least expensive type of funding for

the desired time period

c Ensure that all yield maintenance dollar repos
are treated as purchases and sales If fixed-

coupon dollar repos are recorded as financing
transactions, determine that the securities re-

turned are substantially identical to those sold

by meeting ttie following criteria If thiese cri-

teria are not met. ensure that the forward po-
sition IS marked to market rrxinthly until thie

securities are reacquired and that:

• The securities are collateralized by similar

types of mortgages
• The replacement securities are issued by the

same entity that issued the initial security

and are identical in form and type

• Thie securities have the same original stated

term to maturity and their expected remain-

ing lives are nearly identical

• The securities have identical coupon interest

rates

• The securities have approximalely the same
market yield

• The aggregate principal amounts of mort-

gage-backed securities (MBS) sold, and
MBSs forward purchased involved in the

transaction are within irxJustry-established

parameters for good delivery The Public Se-

curities Association (PSA) currently defines

good delivery as a 2.5 percent gain or loss

difference in the aggregate principal
amounts

• The settlement term of the dollar repo does
not exceed 12 months from tfie initial trans-

action date.

• Ttie bank has owned the MBS for the mini-

mum period until the next issuance date of

the MBS by t.Te agency (generally 30 days)
before empfciying it in a dollar repo

d If the bank treats dollar rolls as financing trans-

actions, ensure that the following criteria are

met if the conditions below are not met, the

transaction must be accounted for as a sale

and purchase of MBSs rather than as a financ-

ing, as soon as the bank derrKinstrates the

inability to fund or exceeds ttie 12-month pe-
riod, whichever comes first

• Within 12 months of ttie initial dollar repo, the

bank must accept delivery of tfie security
and retain it for tfie minimum period until tfie

next issuance date of tfie MBS (generally 30

days) Tfie funding for the security during
this fiolding period must come from a source

independent of the securities transactions,

such as deposits or Fed fund lines

• At all times during tfie rollover period, the

bank must be able to demonstrate its ability

to fund the reacqulsitlon of ttie MBSs and
close out Its fonward position

14 Provide to tfie examiner assigned "Funds Man-

agement":
• Information necessary to prepare tfie "Ability to

Meet Short Term Funding Needs Analysis
Schedule,

"

including:
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—Market value of unpledged government and

federal agency securities matunng within one

year
—Market value of other unpledged government
and federal agency securities which would be
sold without loss

—Market value of unfjiedged nnunicipal securi-

ties maturing within one year

—Par value of money market instruments, such

as bankers acceptances, commercial paper,

and certificates of deposit (Provide anrounts

for each category)

—Commitments to purchase securities, includ-

ing a description of the security, the purchase

price and the settlement date

• Information necessary to prepare the "Rate Sen-

sitivity Analysis Schedule." including:

—Month-by-month maturity sctiedule of invest-

ments for a one-year period

—Month-by-month maturity schedule of money
market instruments

15 Determine whether the bank's investment policies

and practices are satisfactorily taalancing earn-

ings and risk considerations by

a Using NBSS or average call report data to cal-

culate investments as a percentage of total as-

sets, average yields on US government and
nontaxable investments, and:

• Comparing results to peer group statistics

•
Determining the reasons tor significant vari-

ances from the norm

• Determining if trends are apparent and the

reasons for such trends

b Calculating current market depreciation as a

percentage of gross capital funds

c Reviewing the analysis of municipal and cor-

porate issues by rating classification and

•
Determining the total in each rating class

and the total of non-rated issues

•
Determining the total of non-rated investment

securities issued by obligors located outside

of the iDanks service area (exclude U S gov-
ernment guaranteed issues)

• Reviewing acqusilions since the prior ex-

amination and ascertaining reasons for

trends that may suggest a shift in the rated

quality of investment txildings

d Reviewing coupwn rates or yields (when avail-

able) and comparing those recently acquired
investments and money market holdings with

coupon rates or yields ttiat appear high, or low,

to similarly acquired instrunnents of analogous
types, ratings and maturity characteristics

Discuss signifcant rate or yield variances with

management

e Reviewing schedule of securities, futures and
forward placement contracts, purchased and
sold since the last examination and determin-

ing whettier the volume of trading is consistent

with policy ob)ectives

f If the maiority of sales resulted in gams, de-

termining if profit-taking is consistent with

stated policy objectives or is motivated by anx-

iety for short-term income.

g Determining whether the bank has discounted

or fias plans to discount future investment in-

come by selling interest coupons in advance
of interest payment dates.

h Reviewing the list of commitnnents to purchase
or sell investnnents or money market instru-

ments Determine the effect of completion of

ttiese contracts on future earnings.

16 Review ttie banks federal income tax position

and:

a Determine, by discussion with appropriate of-

ficer(s). If the bank is taking advantage of pro-

cedures to minimize tax liability in view of

other investment objectives.

b Review or compute actual and budgeted:
• Tax exempt holdings as a percentage of total

assets

• Applicable income taxes as a percentage of

net operating income before taxes

c Discuss with management the tax implications

of tosses resulting from securities sales

17 Determine that proper risk diversification exists

within the portfolio by

a Reviewing totals of holdings by single obligor

or industry, related obligors or industries, geo-

graph c distribution, yields, and secunties tfiat

have special characteristics (include individ-
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ual due from bank accounts from the list re-

ceived from the examiner assigned "Due From

Banks" and all money market instruments)

and;

• Detail, as concentrations, all holdings equal-

ling 25 percent or more of capital funds

• List ail holdings equalling at least 10 percent

but less than 25 percent of capital funds and

submit that information to the examiner as-

signed "Loan Portfolio (^^anagement
"
These

txildings will be combined with any addi-

tional advances in the lending areas

b Performing a credit analysis of all ron-rated

holdings determined to be a concentration if

rot performed in step 10

18. it thie bank Is engaged in firiancial futures, forward

placennent or standby contracts, determine if

• The policy is specific enough to outline permis-

sible contract strategies and their relationships

to othier banking activities

• Recordkeeping systems are sufficiently detailed

to permit a determination of whetfier operating

personnel have acted in accordance with au-

thorized objectives

• The board of directors or its designee has es-

tablished specific contract position limits, and

reviews contract positons at least monthly to

ascertain conformance with those limits

• Gross and net positions are within authorized

positions and limits, and if trades were executed

by persons authorized to trade futures

• Tfie bank maintains general ledger memoran-
dum accounts or commitment registers which,

at a minimum, include

—The type and amount of each contract

—The maturity date of each contract

—Thie current market price and cost of each

contract

—The amount held in margin accounts

• All futures contracts and fonward and standby
contracts are revalued on the basis of market or

the lower of cost or market at each month-end

• Securities acquired as \he result of completed
contracts are valued at the lower of cost or mar-

ket upon settlement

• Fee Income received by tfie bank on stand-by
contracts is accounted for properly

• Financial reports disclose futures, forwards and

stand-by activity

• The bank hias instituted a system for monitoring
credit risk exposure in forward and standby
contract activity

• The bank's internal controls, management re-

ports, and audit procecdures are adequate to

assure adherence to policy

• The bank has submitted a notice of intent to the

Deputy Comptroller (District)

19 If the bank is engaged in financial futures, forward

placement or standby contracts, determine if tfie

contracts have a reasonable correlation to the

banks business needs and capacity to fulfill its

obligatons under tfie contracts by
• Comparing tfie contract commitment and nna-

turity dates to the anticipated offset

•
Fteporting significant gaps to the examiner as-

signed "Funds Management
"

• Comparing the amounts of outstanding con-

tracts to the amounts of the anticipated offset

•
Ascertaining tfie extent of tfie correlaton be-

tw/een expected interest rate nrovements on tfie

contracts and ttie anticipated offset

• Determining the effect of the bss recognition on

future earnings, and, if significant, reporting it

to tfie examiner assigned "Analytical f^leview of

Income and Expense
"

20 If tfie bank is engaged in financial futures contract «-

trading activity determine wfietfier:

• The board of directors specifically approved
written policies about nonhedging futures con-

tract strategies

• Nonhedging uses of futures contracts only
takes place in tsank dealer units

• Bank participaton is limited to contracts on in-

struments in w/hich the bank is autfiorized to and

does in fact deal

• Futures contract positions used for nontiedging

purposes are limited to amounts that do not ex-

ceed trade date position limits on related cash

instruments

• Aggregate bank-wide positions in any futures

contract do not exceed a reasonable percent-
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age of the total "open interest" in a contract

nrxxith, consistent with safe and soundness con-

siderations

• Controls, limits, and accounting procedures are

established (see BC-79) with appropriate tests

to evaluate the nonhedging program on an on-

going basis

21. If ttie tank owns shares of mutual funds or unit

investment trusts, review the prospectuses and
call reports to:

a Detemiine if tfie investment companies' port-

folios consist solely of obligations eligible for

purchase by national banks for their own ac-

count pursuant to 12 USC 24(7)

b. Determine wtietfier the bank's investment in

shares of Investment companies. wtx)se port-

folios contain investments subject to the limits

of 12 USC 24 or 84, does not exceed 10 per-

cent of its capital and surplus for each invest-

ment company. Cfieck for violations of the 10

percent limitation of 12 USC 24(7) because of

tfie bank's cumulative holdings of a particular

secunty in the portfolios of rrxxe than one in-

vestment company or in combination with the

bank's direct hokjings.

c Determine whether Investment companies us-

ing futures, ksrward placements and options

contracts, repurchase agreements, and se-

curities lending arrangements, use them in a

manner considered acceptable for use m a

natJonal bank's own investment portfolio

d Ascertain whether investment companies
whose shares are owned by tfie tank are reg-
istered with the Securities and Exchange
Commission for public trading or are privately

offered funds sponsored by an affiliated com-
mercial bank

e Determine if investment company shares are

revalued quarterly and accurately reported

22. On tfie basis of pricings, ratings, and credit anal-

yses performed atx)ve, and using tfie investments

selected In step 8 or from lists previously ob-

tained, test for compliance with applicable laws,

rulings and regulations by:

a Determining if tfie taank tiolds Type II or III

investments tfiat have predominantly specula-
tive ctiaracteristics or securities tfiat are not

readily marketable (12 CFR 1 3(b))

b Reviewing the recap of investment securities

by legal types, as defined by 12 CFR 1, on the
basis of the legal restrictions of 12 USC 24,

specific OCC Interpretive Rulings and com-
petent legal opinions, as fdtows

• If a Type II or III security is readily market-

able, and if tfie purcfiaser's judgment was
based on evidence of the obligor's ability to

perform, determine If tfie par value of such
securities issued by a single obligor, which
tfie bank owns or is committed to purctiase,
exceeds 10 percent of the bank's capital
funds (12 CFR 1.5(b) and 1.7(b)).

• if the holding of a Type II or III security was
based on a reliable estimate of tfie obligor's

ability to perform, determine if the aggregate
par value of such issues exceeds 5 percent
of the bank's capital funds (12 CFR 1.5(b)
and 1 7(b))

c. For ttiose investment securities that are con
vertlble into stock or whch have stock pur-
cfiase warrants attacfied:

•
Determining if tfie book value fias been writ-

ten down to an amount tfiat represents tfie

investment value of tfie security, independent
of tfie conversion or warrant provision (12
CFR 1 10)

•
Determining If tfie par values of otfier secu-
rities that fiave tjeisn ruled eligiljle tor pur-
ctiase. are within specified capital limita-

tions

d ftevlewlng pledge agreements and secured li-

abilities and determining that:

•
Proper custodial procedures have tjeen fol-

lovi«d

•
Eligible securities are pledged

• Securities pledged are sufficient to secure
tfie liability that requires securing

•
Treasury Tax and Loan Remittance Option
and fvtote Option are properly secured

• Private deposits are not being secured

(Information needed to perform the above steps will be
contained In tfie pledge agreement: Treasury circulars

92 and 176. as amended, 12 USC 265; 31 CFR 203 15;

12 CFR 9 10; 12 CFR 77410 and 7.7415; and appropnate
state statutes.)
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e. Reviewing accounting procedures to deter-

mine that

• Investment premiums are being extin-

guished by maturity or call dates (12 CFR
18 and 12 CFR 1 11)

• Premium amoftization is charged to operat-

ing income (12 CFR 1 11 and 18)

• Lump sum write-offs of bond premiums are

reflected as other operating expenses (12
CFR 18)

• Accretion of bond discount requires a con-
current accrual of deferred income tax pay-
able (12 CFR 7 7505)

• Accretion of investment discount that totals

5 percent or more of annual investment in-

come IS the subject of appropriate notation

for financial statement reporting purposes
(12 CFR 18)

• Securities gams or losses are reported net

of applicable taxes and net gams or losses

are reflected m tfie period m which ttiey are

realized (12 CFR 18)

f Determining if securities purchased under

agreement to resell are in fact securities (not

loans), are eligible for investment by tfie bank
and are withm prescribed limits (12 USC 24,

12CFRl,and 12 CFR 7 1131) If not, determine
wtiettTer tfie transaction is within tfie limits of

12 USC 84

g Reviewing securities sold under agreement to

repurcfiase and determining if tfiey are, m fact,

securities and not guaranteed loans

h Determining that securities and money market
investments tield by foreign brancfies comply
with 12 CFR 211 3 (Foreign Branches of Mem-
ber Banks— Regulation K) as to

•
Acquiring and holding securities (12 CFR
211 3(b)(3))

•
Underwriting, distributing txjying, and sell-

ing obligations of the national government of

the country in which tfie branch is located

(12 CFR 211 3(b)(4))

(Further considerations relating to tfie above are con-

tained m otfier sections of 12 CFR 211. Also review any
applicable sectons of 12 CFR 220 (Credit by Brokers

and Dealers), 12 CFR 224 (Rules Governing Borrowers
Who Obtain Credit), Federal Reserve System Interpre-

tations 6150 (Treating international bank securities as

"exempted" securities under 15 USC 78c(a)(12)), and
6200 (Covering borrowing by a donnestic tiroker from a

foreign broker) Edge Act and Agreement corporations
are discussed in tfie "Related Organizations" section)

23 Test (or compliance with ottief laws, rulings arxj

regulations as follows

a Review lists of affiliate relationships and lists

of directors and pnncipal offcefs and their in-

terests and

• Determine if tfie bank is an affiliate of a firm

tfiat IS engaged pnmanty in underwriting a
selling secunties (12 USC 377)

• Determine if directors or officers are en-

gaged in or employed by firms tfiat are en-

gaged in similar activities (12 USC 78, 377
and 378) It is an acceptable practice for

bank officers to act as directors of securities

companies not doing business in tfie US,
tfie stock of which is owned by tfie bank as
authorized by tfie board of directors of the

Federal Reserve )

• Review the list of federal funds sold, securi-

ties purchased under agreements to resell,

interest bearing time deposits and commer-
cial paper, and determine if tlie taank is in-

vesting in money market instruments of affil-

iated banks or firms (12 USC 371(c), and 12

CFR 7 7376 and 7 7370)
• Determine if transactions involving affiliates,

insiders or their interests fiave terms that are
less favorable to tfie bank tfian transactions

involving unrelated parties (12 USC 371(c)
and 375)

b Review sales receipts to determine if bank-
owned securities or money market instruments

fiave been purchased with funds held by tfie

bank in a fiduciary capacity (12 CFR 9 12)

c Forward copy of tfie list of due from commer-
cial banks or otfier depository mstitutons—
time to examiner assigned "Due From Banks"
to determine compliance with 12 USC 463

d Detemriine if Federal Reserve stock equals 3

percent of the subject bank's booked capital
and surplus accounts (12 USC 282)

e Review the nature and duration of federal

funds sales to determine if term federal funds

Compuolleis Hanabooh lor National Bank Examiners
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are being sold in an amouni exceeding the

limit imposed by 12 USC 84

f If the bank effects secuntes transaclons fof

customers, determine if it is in compliance with

12 CFR 12 by substantiating Internal Control

questions 37 through 48

24 With regard to potential unsafe and unsound in-

vestment practices and possible violations of 15

USC 78|. review the list of securities purchased
and/Of sold since the last examination and

a Determine if the bank engages one securities

dealer or salesperson for virtually all transac-

tions If sc

• Evaluate the reasonableness of tfie relation-

ship on the basis of financial condition, past
securities enforcement actions, board ap-

proval, dealer's location and reputation

• Compare purchase and sale prices to inde-

pendently established market prices as of

trade dates, if appropnate

b Determine if investment account securities

have been purchased from the banks own
trading department If so

• Independently establish trie market price as
of trade date

• Review trading account purchase and sale

confirmations arx3 determine if the security
was transferred to the investment portfolio at

market price

c Determine if the volume of trading activity in

tfie investment portfolio appears unwarranted
If so

• Review investment account daily ledgers and
transaction invoices to determine if sales

were matched by a like amount o* pur-
chases

• Determine wtietfier ttie bank is financing a

dealer's inventory

• Compare purcfiase and sale prices with in-

dependently establisfied market prices as of

trade dates, if appropriate The carrying
value should be determined by tfie market
value of tfie securities as of tiie trade date

• Cross-reference descriptive details on in-

vestment ledgers and purchase confirma-

tions to the actual bonds or safekeeping re-

• ceipis to determine if the bonds delivered

are tfose purcfiased

• Review and make a determination about
trading activity taking place in the invest-

ment portfolio

—Review the FFIEC objectionable invest-

ment portfolo practices (BC-228) and de-

termine wtiether these practices are tak-

ing place in the bank's investment

portfolio

—Review recurring month-end securities

purcfiases and subsequent resale at tfie

beginning of the next mtinth Determine

whether tfie bank is financing a dealers

inventory position or engaged in a prac-
tice of unwritten or vertwil repos or loans

to tfie dealer to carry inventory 4-J

25. Discuss with appropriate oflicer(s) and prepare
report comments on:

a Defaulted issues

b Speculative issues.

c Incomplete credit information.

d Absence of legal opinions

e Significant cfianges in maturity scheduling

f Shifts in the rated quality of holdings

g Concentrations

h Unbalanced earnings and risk considerations.

I Unsafe and unsound investnnent practices

I Apparent violations of laws, rulings and regu-
lations and tfie potential personal liability of the

directorate

k Signifcant variances from peer group statis-

tics

I Market value depreciation, if significant.

m Weaknesses in supervision

n Policy deficiencies

26 Reach a conclusion regarding the quality of de-

partment management Communicate your con-

clusion to tfie examiner assigned "f^anagement
Appraisal and the examiner-in-cfiarge of tfie in-

ternational examination, if applicable

27 Prepare a memorandum and update worf< pro-

grams with any information tfiat will facilitate future
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examination If the bank has overseas branches,
indicate those securities requiring review during
the next overseas examination and the reasons for

the review

10 Comptroller's Handboolf tor National Bar}k Examiners
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Review the bank's internal controls, policies, prac-

tices and procedures regarding purchases, sales

and servicing of the investment porttolio. The bank's

system should be documented in a complete, con-

cise manner and should include, where appropriate,

narrative descriptions, flowcharts, copies of forms

used and other pertinent information. Items marked

with asterisks require substantiation by observation

or testing.

Investment Securities Policies

1. Has the board of directors, consistent with its

duties and responsibilities, adopted written in-

vestment securities policies, including Wl secu-

rities, futures and fonward placement contracts,

that outline:

a. Objectives?

b. Permissible types of investments?

c. Diversification guidelines, to prevent undue

concentration?

d. Maturity schedules?

e. Limitation on quality ratings''

f. Policies regarding exceptions to standard

polic/'

g. Valuation procedures and frequency

2. Are investment policies reviewed at least annu-

ally by the board to determine if they are com-

patible with changing market conditions?

3 Have policies been established for transferring

secuhties from the trading account to the in-

vestment securities account?

4 Have limitations been imposed on the invest-

ment authority of officers?

*5. Do security transactions require dual authonza-

tion^

6 If the bank has due from commercial banks or

other depository institutions—^time, federal

funds sold, commercial paper, securities pur-

chased under agreements to resell or any
•

, other money market type of investment:

a. Is purchase or sale authority clearly de-

fined?

b. Are purchases or sales reported to the

board of directors or its investment commit-

tee?

c. Are maximums established for the amount of

each type of asset?

d. Are maximums established for the amount of

each type of asset that may be purchased
from or sold to any one bank?

e. Do money mar1<et investment policies outline

acceptable maturities?

f. Have credit standards and review proce-

dures been esteblished?

7. If the bank holds shares of mutual funds or unit

investment trusts, has the board of directors

adopted policies and procedure^ that include:

a. Specific provisions for purchases of mutual

fund and unit investment trust shares?

b. Requirements for prior approval of initial in-

vestment in investment companies?

c. Procedures, standards, and controls for

managing such investments?

Custody of Securities

*8. Do procedures preclude the custodian of bank

securities from:

a. Having sole physical access to securities?

b. Preparing release documents without the ap-

proval of authorized persons?

c Preparing release documents not subse-

quently examined or tested by a second cus-

todian?

d. Performing more than one of the following

transactions: (1) execution of trades, (2) re-

ceipt or delivery of securities, (3) receipt and

disbursement of proceeds?

*9 Are securities physically safeguarded to pre-

vent loss or unauthorized removal or use?

10. Are securities, other than bearer securities,

held only m the name of the bank?

1 1 . When a negotiable certificate of deposit is ac-

quired, is the certificate safeguarded in the

same manner as any other negotiable invest-

i ment instrument?

Investment Securities Records

12 Do subsidiary records of investment securities

show all pertinent data describing the security,

its location, pledged or unpledged status, pre-
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mium amortization, discount accretion, and in-

terest earned, collected and accrued''

•13. Is Itie preparation and posting of subsidiary

records performed or reviewed by persons
who do not also have sole custody of securi-

ties?

*14 Are subsidiary records reconciled, at least

monthly, to the appropriate general ledger ac-

counts, and are reconciling items investigated

by persons vtrho do not also have sole custody
of securities''

15. For international division investments, are

entries for US dollar carrying values of foreign

currency denominated securities rechecked at

inception by a second person?

Purchstses. Sales and Redemptions

•16. Is the preparation and posting of security and

open contractual commitments purchase, sale,

and redemption records performed or reviewed

by persons who do not also have sole custody
of securities or authorization to execute trades?

•17. Are supporting documents, such as brokers'

confirmations and account statements for re-

corded purchases and sales checked or re-

viewed subsequently by persons who do not

also have sole custody of securities or authori-

zation to execute trades''

•18 Are purchase confirmations compared to deliv-

ered securities or safekeeping receipts to de-

termine if the secunties delivered are the secu-

rities purchased''

Futures Contracts. Fonward Placement Controls

19 Do futures and forward contract policies:

a. Outline specific strategies''

b. Relate permissible strategies to other bank-

ing activities''

20 Are the formalized procedures used by the

trader

a. Documented in a manuaP

b. Approved by the tward or an appropriate
board committee''

21 Are the banks futures commission merchant(s)
and/or forward brokers:

a Notified in writing to trade with only those

persons authorized as traders''

b Notified in writing of revocation of trading au-

thority''

22. Has the bank established futures and forward

trading limits:

a. For individual traders?

b. For total outstanding contracts?

c. Which are endorsed by the board or an ap-

propriate board committee''

d The basis of which is fully explained?

23. Does the bank obtain prior written approval de-

tailing amount of, duration and reason: ,

a. For deviations from individual limits?

b For deviations from gross trading limits?

24. Are these exceptions subsequently submitted

to the board or an appropriate board committee

for ratification''

25. Does the trader prepare a pre-numbered trade

tickef

26 Does the trade ticket contain all of the following

information:

a. Trade date.

b Purchase or sale.

c. Contract description.

e. Quantity.

f Price

g. Reason for trade.

h Reference to the position being matched

(immediate or future cash settlement).

i. Signature of trader.

27. Are the accounting records maintained and

controlled by persons who cannot initiate

trades''

28 Are accounting procedures documented in a

procedures manual?

29. Are all incoming trade confirmations:

a. Received by someone independent of the

trading and recordkeeping functions''

b. Verified to the trade tickets by this indepen-

dent party?

30. Does the bank maintain general ledger control

accounts disclosing, at a minimum:
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a. Futures or forwards contracts memoranda
accounts?

b. Deferred gains or losses?

c. Margin deposits?

31 . Are futures and forward contracts activities:

a. Supported by detailed subsidiary records?

b. Agreed daily to general ledger controls by
someone who is not authorized to prepare

general ledger entries?

32. Do periodic statements received from futures

commission merchants reflect:

a. Trading activity for the period?

b. Open positions at the end of the period?

c. Market value of open positions?

d. Unrealized gains and losses?

e. Cash balances in accounts?

33 Are all of these periodic statements:

a. Received by someone independent of both

the trading and recordkeeping functions?

b. Reconciled to all of the bank's accounting
records?

34. Are the market prices reflected on the state-

ments:

a Verified with listed prices from a published
source?

b. Used to recompute gains and losses?

35. Are daily reports of unusual increases in trad-

ing activity reviewed by senior management?

36. Are weekly reports prepared for an appropriate

board committee which reflect:

a. All trading activity for the week?

b. Open pK3Sitions at the end of the week?

c Maritet value of open positions?

d. Unrealized gains and losses?

e. Total trading limits outstanding for the bank?

f. Total trading limits for each authorized

trader?

37. Is the futures and fonwards contracts portfolio

revalued on a monthly basis to market value or

to the lower of cost or market?

38. Are revaluation prices provided by persons or

sources totally independent of the trading func-

tion?

Recordkeepir>g and Confirmatkjn Requirements for

Customer Securities Transactkxs (12 CFR 12)

39. Are chronological records of original entry con-

taining an Itemized daily record of all pur-

chases and sales of securities maintained? (12

CFR 12.3)

40. Do the original entry records reflect:

a. The account or customer for which each

such transaction was effected?

b. The description of the securities?

c Tt>e unit and aggregate purchase or sale

price (if any)?

d. The trade date?

e. The name or other designation of the bro-

ker/dealer or other person from whom pur-

chased or to whom sold?

If the bank has had an average of 200 or more secu-

rities transactions per year for customers over the

prior three-calendar-year p>eriod, exclusive of trans-

actions in U.S. government and federal agency obli-

gations, answer questions 41, 42 and 43.

41. Does the bank maintain account records for

each customer which reflect:

a. All purchases and sales of securities?

b. All receipts and deliveries of securities?

c. All receipts and disbursements of cash for

transactions in securities for such account?

d. All other debits and credits pertaining to

transactions in securities?

42. Does the bank maintain a separate memoran-

dum (order ticket) of each order to purchase or

sell securities (whether executed or cancelled)

which includes:

a. The account(s) for which the transaction was

effected?

b. Whether the transaction was a market order,

limit order, or subject to special instructions?

c. The time the order was received by the

trader or other bank employee resp>onsible

for affecting the transaction?

d. The time the order was placed with the bro-

ker/dealer, or if there was no broker/dealer,

the time the order was executed or can-

celled?
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e The price at which the order was executed''

f. The broker/dealer used''

43. Does the bank maintain a record of all broker/

dealers selected by the bank to effect securi-

ties transactions and the amount of commis-
sions paid or allocated to each such broker

during the calendar year?

44 Does the bank, subsequent to effecting a secu-
rities transaction for a customer, mail or other-

wise furnish to such customer either a copy of

the confirmation of a broker/dealer relating to

the securities transaction or a written trade con-

firmation prepared by the bank?

45. If customer notification is provided by furnish-

ing the customer with a copy of the confirma-

tion of a broker/dealer relating to the

transaction, and if the bank is to receive

remuneration from the customer or any other

source in connection with the transaction, and
the remuneration is not determined pursuant to

a written agreement between the bank and the

customer, does the bank also provide a
statement of the source and amount of any
remuneration to be received''

46. If customer notification is provided by furnish-

ing the customer with a trade confirmation pre-

pared by the bank, does the confirmation dis-

close:

a. The name of the bank?

b. The name of the customer''

c. Whether the bank Is acting as agent for such

customer, as principal tor its own account,
or in any other capacity''

d. The date of execution and a statement that

the time of execution will be furnished within

a reasonable time upon written request of

such customer''

e The identity, price and number of shares or

units (or principal amount in the case of debt

securities) of such securities purchased or

sold by such customer''

47 For transactions which the bank effects in the

capacity of agent, does the bank, in addition to

the above, disclose

a. The amount of any remuneration received or

to be received, directly or indirectly, by any

broker/dealer from such customer in con-

nection wrth the transaction?

b. The amount of any remuneration received or

to be received by the bank from the cus-

tomer and the source and amount of any
ottier remuneration to be received by the

bank in connection with the transaction, un-

less remuneration is determined pursuant to

a vm-jtten agreement between the bank and
the customer?

c. The name of the broker/dealer used; or

where there is no broker/dealer, the name
of the person from whom tfie security was

purchased or to wtiom it was sold, or the

fact that such information will be furnished

within a reasonable time upon written re-

quest?

48. Does the bank maintain the above records and
evidence of proper notification for a period of at

least three years?

49. Does the bank furnish the written notification

described above within five business days from

the date of the transaction, or if a broker/

dealer is used, within five business days trom

the receipt by the bank of the broker/dealer's

confirmation (12 CFR 12.5)? If not, does the

bank use one of the alternative procedures de-

scribed in 12 CFR 12.5?

50. Unless specifically exempted in 12 CFR 12.7,

does the bank have established written policies

and procedures ensuring (12 CFR 12.6);

a. That bank officers and employees who
make investment recommendations or deci-

sions for the accounts of customers, who
participate in the determination of such rec-

ommendations or decisions, or virho, in con-

nection with their duties, obtain information

concerning which securities are being pur-

chased or sold or recommended for such

action, report to the bank, within 10 days af-

ter the end of the calendar quarter, all trans-

actions in securities made by them or on
their behalf, either at the bank or elsewhere
in which they have a beneficial interest (sub-

ject to certain exemptions of 12 CFR
12.6(d))''

b That in the above required report the bank

Comptroller's Handbook tor National Bank Examiners
February 19B7
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officers and employees identify the securi-

ties purchased or sold and indicate the

dates of the transactions and whether the

transactions were purchases or sales?

c. The assignment of responsibility for supervi-
sion of all officers or employees who: (1)

transmit orders to or place orders with bro-

ker/dealers, or (2) execute transactions in

securities for customers?

d. The fair and equitable allocation of securi-

ties and prices to accounts when orders for

the same security are received at approxi-

mately the same time and are placed for ex-

ecution either individually or in combination?

e. Where applicable, and where permissible
under local law, the crossing of buy and sell

orders on a fair and equitable basis to the

parties to the transaction?

Other

51. Does the board of directors receive regular re-

ports on domestic and international division in-

vestment securities, which include:

• Valuations.

• Maturity distributions.

• Average yield.

• Reasons for holding and benefits received

(international division and overseas holdings

only).

52. Are purchases, exchanges and sales of securi-

ties and open contractual commitments ratified

by action of the board of directors or its invest-

ment committee and thereby made a matter of

record in the minutes?

Conclusion

53. Is the foregoing information an adequate basis

for evaluating Internal control in that there are

no significant additional internal auditing proce-

dures, accounting controls, administrative con-

trols, or other circumstances that impair any
r, controls or mitigate any weaknesses indicated

above (explain negative answers briefly, and

indicate conclusions as to their effect on spe-
cific examination or verification procedures)?

54. Based on a composite evaluation, as evi-

denced by answers to the foregoing questions,

internal control is considered (good,

medium, or bad).

Comptroller's Handbook for National Bank Examiners
February 1987
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1 Test the addition of the investment and money
market holdings tnal balances

2 Test the reconciliations of the trial balances to

the general ledger

3 II investment or money market holdings are

f>eld in safekeeping at locations outside the

bank, request the safekeeping agent to provide

lists of securities held including name, descrip-

tion, par value, interest rate, due date, pledge
status, and payment date of next coupon (For

international division securities, all requests

and direct verification should be made in the

name of the bank, on its letterhead, and re-

turned to lis audit department with a code de-

signed to direct such information to the examin-

ers )

4 Using appropnate sampling techniques, select

investment and money market holdings from

the tnal balances and

a For investment and money market instru-

ments held at the bank-

• Examine and count the securities

• Compare details of certificates to trial bal-

ances

• If securities are pledged to secure the

bank's liabilities, determine that they are

properly segregated from other securities

. Determine if coupons are intact

• Investigate any discrepancies

b. For investment and money market instru-

ments not held at the bank:

• Compare trial balance details to safe-

keeping receipts and the safekeeping

agent's confirmation list.

• Determine that pledge status, if any, is

properly noted on the safekeeping agent's
confirmation list

. Investigate any discrepancies

c. For investment and money market holdings

purchased sirwe the last examination

• Verify cost by examining invoices, bro-

ker's advices or other independent
sources

. Determine that the securities were prop-

erly recorded in the general ledger.

• Determine ttiat purchases were approved

by the t>oard of directors or its designated
committee.

. For investment and mor»ey market hold-

ings purchased at a premium or discount,

test book value by:

— Determining the bank's method of

calculating and recording amortiza-

tion of premiums and accretion of dis-

counts

— Determining the gross amount of pre-

mium or discount at purchase date

— Determining the period to' maturity or

call date

— Calculating the amount of premium

remaining to be amortized or discount

remaining to be accreted.

— Determining that l)ook value is re-

flected properly in the general ledger

— Investigating any discrepancies

— Scanning previously tested amortiza-

tion or acCTetion schedules for invest-

ment or money market holdings ac-

quired prior to the last examination

and investigating any significant de-

parture from these schedules

5. Test gams and losses on disposal of invest-

ment securities since the last examination by

sampling investment sales records and:

a Determining sales price by examining irv

voices or brokers' advices,

b Checking computation of tiook value on set-

tlement date

c. Calculating gain or loss and tracing the

amount to its proper recording in the general

ledger,

d Determining that tt>e general ledger has

teen properly relieved of the investment, ac-

crued interest, premium, discount and other

related accounts

e Determining that sales were approved by tt>e

board of directors or its designated commit-

tee

6 Test accrued interest by;

Comp»oll»r-s Htndbook kx Natofml Bank Extmners
fttniiy 1902

1
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a. Detennining the bank's method of calculat-

ing and recording interest accruals

b Obtaining trial balance(s) o) accrued inter-

est, it maintained separately from trial bal-

ances of investment and money market

holdings

c Testing the addition of the trial balance(s)

and the reconciliation of the trial balance(s)

to the general ledger

d Determining that interest accruals are not

being made on defaulted issues

e Randomly selecting at least one of each

t>'pe of the various investment and money
market holdings selected as sample items in

step 4 and

• Determining the interest rale and last in-

terest payment date ol coupons and

money market instruments

• Calculating accrued interest and compar-

ing It to the trial balance(s)

Obtain and prepare, for each kind of invest-

ment and money market holding, a schedule

showing the accrued interest balance and the

investment balance at the end of each quarter

since the last examination and

a Calculate the ratios of accrued interest to

investment balance for each type and time

period

b Investigate significant fluctuations and/or
trends

Obtain or prepare, for each kind of investment

and money market holding, a schedule show-

ing the monthly income amounts and the aver-

age monthly balance since the last examination

and:

This step should be performed on-y if the ex-

aminer-in-charge determines that it is neces-

sary as an extension of similar computations
made in NBSS reports )

a Calculate yield

b Investigate significant fluctuations and/or

trends

If the bank is engaged in financial futures, for-

ward placement or standyby contracts

• Reconcile outstanding contracts to general

ledger memoranda accounts

• Determine the current market vafoe (gross

and net) of outstanding contracts

. Confirm the existence of contracts with bro-

ker(s) doing business with the bank

• For a sample of transactions currently out-

standing and closed out since the last exam-

ination:

—
Verify cost and profit and loss by examin-

ing brokers preliminary and final confir-

mations, margin calls and margin runs

— Trace a sample of settlement funds and

profit and loss entries to determine if they

were properly recorded.

— Determine if there is a high correlation

between the contracts and offset to the

contracts

. Test fee income received by the bank in

connection with the sale of a standy-by con-

tract

• Evaluate the credit risk exposure associated

with various customers and dealers.

ConrntoMer's Handbook tor National Bank Baminart
Fabnmy imi
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Laws, Regulations and Rulings Section 203.6

Losl. Missing, Counterfeit

or Stolen Securities

Manipulative and

Deceptive Devices

National Corporation for

Housing Partnerships
and National Housing
Partnerships

Non-banking Organizations— Interest in

Persons Engaged in Under-

writing as Director

Repurchase Agreements

Retail Repurchase Agreements

OCC
Laws' Regulations^ Rulings^ Issuances'

17CFR240.17f-1 BB 89-14

15 use 78j

BC-21

Supp 1.2

1843

78

Pledged Assets and
Secured Liabilities
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occ
Laws' Regulations'' Rulings'' Issuances'

Securities Denominated in BC-216
Foreign Currencies

Setection ct Securities BC-228
Dealefs and Unsuitatale

Investment Practices

Uniform Agreement on the BC-127
Classification of

Assets and Appxaisal of

Secunties Held by
tNlational Banks

12 use. unless specilcaliy slaleO oifierwise
'

12 CFR unless specitcally siaied othefwisc
"BC—Banking Circular EC—Examining Circular

Comptroller's HantfOoo* lor National Bank Etamnefs
March 1990
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Off-balance Sheet Products
This section describes the primary off-balance sheet

products used by commercial beinks; namely, op-

tions, swaps, futures, and forwards. The information

is designed to identify the products, provide defini-

tions, and aid examiners in evaluating bank

mar>agemenfs proricief>cy in using the products.

This section focuses on a purchasing t>ank's use of

the products, but sometimes refers to dealer opera-
tions to darify and provide more comprehensive

bad^rourK! information.

Since mcinaging (inanctai risk is becoming more

important to banks, the use of off-balance sheet

products will continue to grow. As the markets

t>ecome more Ik^uki and information is proliferated,

more banks will use off-baleince sheet products to

marwge various risks or to improve income through

speculating on price movements. Examiners must
understand the characteristics of these products and
the techniques for managing the risks tfwy create.

81
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Options
-

/. Product Description

The owner of an option contract has the right to buy
Of sell a specified asset at a specified price, on or

before a specified date. The party granting the right

is referred to as the option seller, or writer, and the

party receiving the option is called the option buyer.

The seller is obligated to perform on the contract,

whereas the purchaser has a right, but not an

obligation, to perform on the contract

A call option gives the buyer the right to purchase the

underiying instrument and a put option gives the

buyer the right to sell ttie underiying instrunoent

Purchasing a call option is considered a long position

and the buyer expects to profit from the price of the

underiying instrument exceeding the strike, or exer-

cise price, within the life of the contract The put

purchaser expects to profit from the price of the

underiying instrument declining below the exercise

price of the contract The exercise price Is the price

at which the contract owner has the right to buy or

sell the underlying instrument Retum profiles of a

long call, a long put a short call, and a shori put are

shown in the facing column.

Options are available on a myriad of instruments.

However, commercial beinks typically use interest

rate and currency options. These types of options

can be used in bank dealer activities, in a trading

account or to hedge various risks associated with

the underiying instruments or portfolio. This discus-

sion will t>e limited to the uses of purchased instru-

ments, rather than the trading or warehousing of

products.

Interest Rate Options

Interest rate options are available on several different

contracts, indices, and futures contracts traded on

various exchanges. The presence of an exchange
offers liquidity to the market and reduces credit risk

t>ecause the exchange st2inds between all trades.

Banks are permitted to engage in these contracts to

manage overall interest rate exposure, exposure on a

specific contract, or in conjunction with the trading

department

Options on short-tenn interest rates are available on

the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE).
These options are on the 1 3-week T-bill rate, which

is the recognized benchmark for short-term interest

LONG CALL
Exercu* Pnc« - 50

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Price at Expiration

LONG PUT
Exerasa Price - SO

10 2030405060 70 8090
Price at Expiration

SHORT CALL
Exercise Price - SO

30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Price at Expiration

SHORT PUT
Exercise Price • 50

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Price at Expiration

82
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rates. Other short-term interest rate options indude

options on Eurodollar time deposit futures contracts

and those on T-bill futures contracts. These instru-

ments are available on the International Monetary
Market (IMM) of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange.

Options on long-term interest rates are also available

on the CBOE. These options are based on the

average yield to maturity of the 7- and 10-year T-

notes ar>d the 30-year T-bond. Other long- and
intermediate-term interest rate options indude

options on T-bonds and T-rwtes and are availabie on
the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT).

Interest rate options are also available in the OTC
market OTC Interest rate options are used by banlcs

t>ecause they can be spedally tailored to fit a banit's

particular risk n»nagement needs. They are not

standardized like the exchange traded options and

can have as long a maturity as required to hedge the

particular interest rate risk. The OTC options used

primarily by banks are interest rate caps, fkx>rs, and

collars.

An interest rate cap, or celling, allows a party to

hedge against Increasing interest rates over a

predetermined rate for a specified period of time.

The purchaser of an interest rate cap receives from

the cap writer the excess of a reference rate (usually

a fkiating rate Index), over the cap rate. The pay-
ment received, if any, will occur on specified settte-

ment dates. If the cap rate equals or exceeds the

reference rate, no payments are made. An example
of when management would purchase an interest

rate ceip would be if the bank were liability sensitive,

when asset repridng maturities were longer than

their liability reprldngs, and management dedded
that the probabll'rty of rates Increasing was high. An
Interest rate cap could be purchased, and if rates

Increased as expected, the profit on the interest rate

cap could be used to offset the bank's increased

funding costs.

An Interest rate floor allows the purchaser to hiedge

against rates dedining below a specified (floor) rate

over a period of time. The purchaser of the floor will

receive payments from the floor writer when the

reference rate falls below the floor rate. The pay-

ments will be the difference between the floor rate

and the reference rate. If the floor rate is less than

the reference rate, no payments are made. An

example of when management would purchase an

interest rate floor would be If the bank were asset

sensitive, where asset repridng maturities were

shorter than liability reprldngs. and management
dedded that the probability of rates dedining was

high. An interest rate floor could be purchatsed and if

rates did decrease as expected, the profit on the floor

could be used to offset k>wer yields on the variable

rate assets.

An interest rate collar is a combination of a cap and a

floor. The purchaser of a collar buys a cap and sells

a fkx>r. The premium earned on the floor offsets the

price paid for the cap. The collar essentially allows

the bank to receive cap protection at a reduced

premium cost. However, tiie bank sacrifices the right

to fully benefit from a substantial drop in rates since

the collar only allows the bank to benefit from falling

rates until the floor Is reached.

Currency Options

Currency option trading is a large part of many large

banks' trading operations. These options are traded

for customers, traded for profit, and used in the

overall management of exposure to foreign ex-

change. Exchange ti'aded options ve available on
all major currendes, induding the U.S. Dollar,

Japanese Yen, German Deutschemark. British

Pound Steriing, Swiss Franc, Canadian Dollar,

French Franc and Australian Dollar. Options on the

futures contracts of these "major* currendes are also

traded on various exchanges. Options on several

other currendes are available on various exchanges.
The most liquid of the currendes are the Mark, Yen,

Pound, and $US.

Currency options can t>e used to hedge a bank's

exposure to foreign exchange rate movements. This

exposure can come from various sources, induding
loans and securities denominated in foreign curren-

des. An example of when a bank would use a

foreign currency option would be if it had a bond

denomiruited in German Maries. If the mark depred-
ates against ttie dollar while the bank holds the bond,
the bank will lose money when converting the marks

back to dollars. Bank management could purcheise a

put option on the mark which allows the bank to sell

the mark at a given price. If the mark does depred-

ate, the profit on the put could be used to offset the

exchange loss on the mark-denominated bond.
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//. Market—Where to Find Current Value and

Ratings

Options contracts can be exchange traded, standard-

ized, and traded on an organized exchange, or over-

the-counter (OTC), which are customized and usually

to accommodate a spedalized hedging requirement

Exchange-traded options are traded on several

exchanges, both in the U.S. and abroad. Exchange-

traded options have standardized specifications and

the exchange is the counterparty on all trades, thus

reducing credit risk. The counterparty on an OTC

option can be a broker-dealer, institution,

or an individual. Therefore. OTC options usually

contain nrwre credit risk, along with the ottier risks

associated with exchange-ti-aded options. The

"Money and Investing" section of The Wall Street

Journal contains price infomiation on exchange-

traded options traded in the U.S.

///. What You Should Looi< for (Suitability)

Options are legitimate products that commercial

banks may use to hedge various interest rate and

currency risks. The most obvious approach would be

hedging a specific instrument with a specific option.

For example, management has a T-bond that it

w£ints to hedge to counter a rise in Interest rates,

which would cause the price of its bond to drop.

Management could purchase a put on ttie T-bond

giving it the right to put the t)ond to the option seller

at a pre-determined price. If rates rise, the bank can

put the bond and avoid a loss. If rates do not rise,

management has only lost ttie money paid for the

option.

Options stiategies can also be used to enhance

retums on specific instruments or on a portfolio of

instilments. An example of this would be covered

call writing. The premium received on the call option

will enhance the overall return on the bond. Manage-

ment must consider, however, that if the price of the

tsond rises, it risks having the bond called away.

Banks that write covered call options must report the

undertying security as held for seUe at the lower of

cost or market value. However, if the bank chooses

to continue to carry the undertying security at amor-

tized cost its policies and procedures must prohibit

ttie delivery of the undertying security. A written

agreement with die option holder must state that the

bank will settie only in cash upon exercise of the

opuon.

Options can also be used to speculate on price

movements. This activity should be limited to banks

with strong capital and the management sophistica-

tion to manage the risks involved. Management must

be able to explciin the reasons for their options

sti^ategies. The line bietween hedging and speculat-

ing Is often thin.

The examiner must ensure that bank management
understands the risks associated with tiiese products

and implements systems and controls to quantify and

manage ttiose risks. Specifically, this will include an

analysis of the following:

Policies: Management must implement specific

written policies which authorize the eictivities in which

the bank will engage. The policies should set limits

for all ttie riski associated wnth these produ<;;ts

including, but not limited to. position limits, maturity

limits, credit limits, and eamings-at-risk limits. These

limits should be incorporated into ttie risk manage-
ment system used by the bank. Limits should also

be established for delta, gamma, vega, and theta

(refer to the paragraph on Other Risk in this section).

Procedures: Management must establish proce-

dures and internal conti-ols to ensure that policy limits

are enforced. Procedures should be written for credit

approval; segregation of duties in operations; reval-

uation, if necessary: and, provision of F>eriodic reports

to management

Risk Management System: The risk management

system must include a model to quantify accurately

the risk associated with the position and to provide

the means to manage the risk effectively. The risk

should be monitored relative to the limits imposed by

the policies. In hedging situations, correlation studies

for the appropriate instiuments should detail the

mechanics of ttie hedge. Examiners must ensure the

accuracy of the models used to measure and monitor

the risk. This may include analyzing earnings of the

position, or the gains and losses associated with

given hedges, and comparing these to the expected

result. The system must incorporate all risks associ-

ated with the product and accurately reflect them

relative to limits on earnings at risk.

Audit: Internal and extemal audits should be per-

formed on this area. Examiners must determine Uie

adequacy of each. This should focus particularly on

the effectiveness of internal contiols and the ad-

equacy of the management information system. This

84
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area should also address management's willingness
to implement the proper control systems to monitor

activities of this sophistication. Examiners will also

determine the expertise of the auditors.

The lack of the above information may lead to urfsafe

and unsourKJ t>anking practices.

IV. Accounting Treatment

A bank engaging in options shouM have accounting

policies and procedures that include recordkeeptrig

requirements, and methods for determining whether

options are reducing or increasing risk and for

accounting for each option, based on Its type and

purpose. Accounting policies and procedures for

options should be approved by the board of directors.

They should be designed to ensure consistent and

appropriate accounting for options.

Regulatory accounting requirements for options are

in the Call Report The accounting method used

depends on whether the bank has sold (written) or

purchased the option.

Accounting by the Purchaser

The purchaser of an option does not record market

valuation adjustments. If the metrket value of the

underlying financial instrument is unfavorable relative

to the conb^ct price, the purchaser will generally
allow the option to expire unexercised. The pur-

chaser recognizes a gain only at the time tiie option

is exercised.

The par value of the instruments underlying esu:h

outstanding option contract purchased should t>e

reported in Call Report Schedule RC-L "Off-Balance

Sheet Items.' The notional principal amount of caps,

floors, and collars is also induded in Schedule RC-L
of the Call Report.

For all options conti^cts, netting of purchased

options against written options is not permitted. In

addition, betnks may not offset their written options to

buy against their written options to sell.

Accounting by the Seller

The seller of an option must account for that option at

the lower of its cost or market value. In addition, fee

income received by ttie seller of an option must be

deferred until the option expires, is exercised, or is

terminated. Metrket values of outstanding written

options should t>e determined at least monthly and
more often If the bank maintains a material amount of

these contracts.

The determination of the tower of cost or market

adjustment depends on whetiier the seller of ttie

option is obligated to purchase or sell the underlying
asset If the seller of the option is obligated to

purchase the underlying asset, tosses are recorded if

ttie market value of the asset is less than the contract

price minus ttie deferred option fee. For example,
assume the bank wrote an optton to purchase a

Treasury note in 30 days for $1 00,000. The bank
received a fee of $1 ,000 for a net contract price of

$99,000. If the current market vetlue of the Treasury
note is $98,000, ttie bank would record an unrealized

loss of $1 ,000.

If the seltor of the option is otiligated to sell ttie

underiying asset, tosses are recorded if the market
v£ilue of ttie underiying asset is greater than the

contract price plus ttie deferred option fee. For

example, assume the bank wrote an option to sell a

Treasury note in 30 days for $100,000. The bank
received a fee of $1 ,000 for a net contract price of

$1 01 ,000. If the current market value of ttie Treasury
note is $102,000, the bank vrauld record an unreal-

ized loss of $1 ,000.

Unrealized tosses are reported as otiier noninterest

expense in the Call Report with an offsetting entry to

other liabilities. If there Is no unrealized toss, de-

ferred fees are recorded as ottier liabilities. If an

option contract expires unexercised, any related

deferred fee income may be reported as ottier

income.

If an option contract is settied prior to its maturity, ttie

deferred fee income is accounted for as an adjust-

ment of the settiement amount Net settiement gains
are reported as ottier noninterest income. Net

settiement expenses are reported as ottier

noninterest expense.

If an option requires the seller to purchase an asset
the deferred fee income is used to reduce the cost

basis of the acquired asset if the option is exercised.

Assets acquired should be recorded at ttie lower of

this adjusted cost or their market value on the date of

purchase. If an option requires the seller to sell an

asset, the deferred fee income should be accounted

for as an increase in the sales price of the asset sold.
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V. Risks

Interest Rate Risk: Only open positions will pos-

sess interest rate risk. Using an option as a hedging

vehicle is intended to reduce interest rate risk.

Credit Risk: Negligible for exchange-traded options

because the exchange Is the counter party on every

trade. OTC options contain credit risk because the

purchaser (and not the seller) is exposed to the

oounterparty performing on the contract The expo-

sure is limited to the amount of the cost to maintain

the required position if the counterparty fails to

perform. Also, credit risk is only evident If the option

is in-the-money. There is no risk if the option is out-

of-the-money because It will go unexercised.

Liquidity Risk: Liquidity risk depends on the con-

tract and the expiration. Usually, OTC contracts

contain more liquidity risk since they are customized

contracts that may serve only a specified purpose.

Other Risk: Theoretical risk measures.

IDelta measures the sensitivity of an option's price for

a given change in the spot price of the underiying

commodity.

Gamma measures the sensitivity of Delta to changes
in the price of the underiying instrument. It measures

tfie amount Delta will move when the spot rate

moves. It is very important when hedging because it

determines the amount tiie option book will have to

change to maintain an effective hedge.

Theta, or time decay, is tt>e sensitivity of an option's

price to the passage of time. The value of an option

will decrease as time passes, but it does not do so at

an even rate. Theta can also be thought of as "rent"

paid for maintaining a gamma position.

Vega, or volatility risk, is the sensitivity of the price of

an option to changfes in volatility.

VI. Legal Limitations

Options are not considered investment securities

under 12 U.S.C. 24(7th). However, the use of tiiese

conducts is considered to be an activity incidental to

banking, within safe and sound banking principles.

Refer to subsection III, Suitability, in this section for

details on the systems, controls and limits which

bank management must implement prior to engaging
in options activities.

VII. Risk-based Capital Requirement

Foreign exchange, commodity, and interest rate

contracts have the following process for determining
the risk-based capital requirement. Three steps

determine: the current credit exposure; the potential

credit exposure; arKJ the risk-weight Additional

details follow:

1 . Mark to market (positive values only).

2. Add-on for potential credit exposure:

— Interest Rate % (< 1 Yr.) .5 % (> 1 Yr.)— Exchange Rate 1 % (< 1 Yr.) 5 % (> 1 Yr.)

3. Assign to Risk Category,
Maximum 50 percent.

The risk-based capital requirement is computed by

multiplying the sum of the current and potential credit

exposure (step one plus step two) by the risk weight

(step three).

Note also that exchange rate contracts that have an

original maturity of 14 calendar days or less and

instruments traded on exchanges and subject to daily

margin requirements are exempt from the risk-based

capital calculation.

(Further details relative to the risk-based capital

calculation can be found in the Comptroller's Manual

for National Banks under 1 2 CFR 3.1
, Appendix A. If

the regulation is still not dear, the Chief National Bank

Examiner's Office can assist in finding an answer.)
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Swaps
/. Product Description

A swap is a contract between two counteiparties to

exchange net cash flows on agreed upon dates, for a

specified period of time, on an established notional

principal. The payment to one or the other counter-

parties is the difference between the two cash flows.

The contracts are usually done between a swap
dealer and a customer, rather than between two

customers. The swap market originated in the

foreign exchange markets in ttie early 1970s and has

since spread to interest rates and commodities.

Banks use interest rate swaps as an asset/lieibility

tool to hedge undesired mismatches. The notional

principal outstemding of Interest rate swaps has

grown to well over $1 trillion. The commodity swap
market is relatively new to domestic banks and is

continuing to evolve. The basic structure of a swap
Is shown below. The example uses a fixed for

floating interest rate swap, but the basic structure

and mechank^s are similar for all swaps.

Although swaps are over-the-counter instruments,

meaning they are not traded on an organized ex-

change, there is a degree of standardization in the

contracts since the advent of Intematkjnal Swap
Dealers Association (ISDA). Counterparties often

form a master swap agreement that establishes the

basic language of a swap agreement. Master

agreements often incorporate the ISDA Code of

Standard Wording, Assumptions, and Provisions for

Swaps to provkle basic wording and assumptions.

Counterparties can change the master agreement as

required.

Banks are a natural intermediary in the swap markets

because they, and tfieir customers, have exposure to

interest rate, currency and commodity price move-

ments. Banks can offer swaps as a risk manage-
ment tool for their customers. Also, since banks are

In the business of evaluating credit risk, they are

suited to analyze their customers' credit risk with the

bank itself. Customers do not have to find a

Fixed/Floating Interest Rate Swap

Borrower
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counterparty for their transaction or analyze the

counterparty's credit quality.

Banks can run a book of swaps and manage the

overall risk on a portfolk) basis rather than on a

contract-by-contract basis, wtiich is virtually impos-
sible because of the inherently unmatched nature of

the swap market

Currency Swaps

Currency swaps, the okJest type of swap, originated
as multinational companies began experiencing
increased foreign exchange risk a/ter the breakdown
of the Bretton Woods fixed exchange rate system in

1 973. A currency swap is similar to an interest rate

swap, except the cash flows are based on two

different fixed currency rates (e.g., fixed dollar rate

for a fixed yen rate).

Interest Rate Swaps

Banks generally will use interest rate swaps in two

ways. The first way is as an end user in the overall

asset/lability and interest rate risk programs. The

swaps will t>e used to lower their cost of funds or to

maneige exposure to interest rate movements. The
second use normally seen in banks will be as a
dealer in tfie swap market Several large banks aire

market makers in interest rate swaps and act as

prindiMd for tf>eir customers. This type of operation
is usually found in the trading or capital markets

division of a bank.

Interest rate swaps can be broken into coupon swaps
and beisis swaps. A coupon swap exchanges an
interest payment stream of one configuration for

another on the same notional principal, e.g., fixed

rate for floating rate. A basis swap bases payments
on two floating rate indices, e.g., LIBOR for Prime.

Interest rate swaps are also used to tower a bank's

cost of funds by exploiting credit spreads between
the fixed and floating rate rruukets.

Commodity Swaps

On July 17, 1989, the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission (CFTC) gave banks t>road exemption
from regulation relative to swap transactions involving
commodities. A commodity swap is a financi£il

contract between two counterparties that has a

periodic payout over its life equal to the net differ-

ence between a fixed price and the currentiy prevail-

ing spot price for a given volun>e of a commodity.
The swap allows sin entity to hedge income or

expense structures that are sensitive to the price

volatility of one or more commodities.

Since the CFTC exemption, bank participation in this

market has been growing rapidly. The majority of the

busir>ess has been in petroleum products, specifically

crude oil and Ideating oil. The business escalated

after the crisis in the Persian Gulf surfsu^d in August
1 990. However, banks have begun to deal in othier

energy products, such as jet fuel and natural gas and
in various nDetals. To date, the business has been
concentrated In large, sophisticated institutions that

have the systems capability and technical expertise
to manage the risks associated with this product

//. Market—Where to Find Current Value and
Ratings

Swaps are not exchange traded products and have
no easily accessible market prices and ratings.

Swap dealers quote prices based on the terms of the

sweip and prices are quoted on a Reuters screen;

however, there is no otfier easily accessible market
data

///. What You Should Look for (Suitability)

Interest rate, currency, and commodity swaps are

legitimate products tiiat banks may use to hiedge
various risks associated with interest rate, currency,
and commodity price movements.

Interest rate swaps generally will be used as an

asset/liability management strategy to fiedge expo-
sure to fixed or floating rates (coupon swap), to

floating rate indices (basis swap), or to kswer funding
costs. For example, a coupon swap woukj be used

by a bank which has a positive gap (fixed rate

funding and floating assets). The bank could enter

into a swap agreement with a dealer in which it pays
a floating rate and receives a fixed rate, thus achiev-

ing a more neutral asset/lieibilrty position.

A basis swap oouM be used if the bank's deposits
were tied to \he commercial paper rate, while its

loans were tied to LIBOR. Although both indices are

floating, they do not have 100 percent correlation and
could expose the bank to basis risk. The bank could

merely enter into a swap in which it receives the

commercial paper rate and pays LIBOR, ttnus limiting

its exposure to the basis differentizils between LIBOR
and the commercial paper rate.
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Only banks with sophisticated risl< management

systems should offer these products as risk manage-

ment tools tor customers (i.e., trading).

The examiner must determine whether bank man-

agement understands the risks associated with these

products and implements systems and controls to

quantify and manage those risks effectively. Specifi-

cally, this will include an analysis of the following:

Policies: Management must implement specific

written policies that authorize the activities in which

the bank will engage. The pdides shouki set limits

for all the various risks associated with ttiese prod-

ucts including, but not limited to, position limits,

maturity limits, credit limits, euid eamings-at-risk

limits.

Procedures: Management must establish proce-

dures and internal conti'ols to ensure that policy limits

are enforced. Procedures shouM be written for credit

approval; segregation of duties in operations; reval-

uation, if necessary; and, provision of periodk; reports

to management

Risk Management System: The risk management

system must Include a model to quantify the risk

associated with the position and to provide ttie

means to manage that risk effectively. The risk

should be monitored relative to the limits imposed by

the policies. In hedging situations, correlation studies

for frie appropriate instruments shouW detail the

mechanics of ttie hedge. Examiners must ensure the

accuracy of the models used to measure and monitor

the risk. This may include analyzing eamings of ttie

position, or the gains and losses associated with

given hedges, and comparing them to ttie expected

result The system must incorpwrate all risks associ-

ated with the product and accurately reflect them

relative to limits on eamings at risk.

Audit: Intemal and extemal audits should be

performed. Examiners must determine the adequacy

of each. This should focus particulariy on the effec-

tiveness of intemsd conhols and the adequacy of ttie

marwgement information system. This area should

also address management's willingness to implement

the proper control systems to monitor activities of this

sophistication. Examiners will also determine the

expertise of the auditors.

The lack of the above information may lead to unsafe

and unsound banking practices.

IV. Accounting Treatment

A bank engaging in swaps should have accounting

policies and procedures that include recordkeeping

requirements and methods for determining whether

swaps are reducing risk or increasing risk and for

accounting for each swetp, based on its type and

purpose. Accounting policies and procedures for

swaps should be approved by the board of directors.

They should be designed to ensure consistent and

appropriate accounting for swaps.

Some banks may recognize Interest income using

the accrual method, similar to other earning assets of

the bank. That is, they will accrue the Interest

income or expense associated with a swap, t>ased on

current rates. The income or expense is then

recognized over tfie life of the swap.

Other banks may adopt a more aggressive approach

and "upfronr their swap income for "matched" swap

positions. This is done by recording, at inception, the

present value of the total expected net cash flows of

the matched swaps. Banks adopting this method j

generally believe that ttie swap is a biding account

security and the present value of the net cash flows

represents the fair martlet value of the swap position.

To lllustiBte ttie difference between the accrual

method and the upfronting method, assume a bank

enters into a $10 million notional amount interest rate

swap to pay a fixed rate of 9.2 percent and receive

LIBOR. They also enter into a $10 million notional

amount swap to receive a fixed rate of 9.3 percent

and pay LIBOR. The temn of tx>th swaps is five

years. The bank effectively has a built in spread of

.1 percent on this position. Under the accrual

method, the bank recognizes monthly swap income

of $833 (annual spread of .1 percent times $10

million notional amount divided by 12 months). Using

the upfronting method, the bank recognizes an

immediate gain of approximately $38,000 (the

present value of the five-year net cash flows from the

swap, assuming a 10 percent discount rate). This

$38,000 is then amortized over the life of the swap

agreements. .'fc

Upfronting swap income raises several concerns.

Rrst, the present value calculation is a mechanical

process, subject to the assumptions of the bank.

Discount rates used to compute this present value

are difficult to establish and vary greatiy between >

banks.
'
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AfXJthef concern is the faa that stgruficant interest

rate, credit, operat)onal, and legal risks remain over

the life of the swap These risks may cause the bank

actually to reafize less irKxime than previously

recognized.

In practice, banks that upfront their swap irKXjme

rarefy have perfectly matched swap contracts. Often,

tf>e maturities and notional amounts (£ffer. Transac-

tions involvir>g the upfronting of irxaxne shoukl be

examined dosaly to ascertain that the bank heis not

overstated its ir>come materially.

The notional value of all ocrtstan<fir>g Interest rate

swap and similar agreements should be reported in

Schedule RC-L Netting swap agreements is rwt

permitted for regulatory reporting.

V. Risks

Interest Rate Ri»lc: When a swap is used to hedge

existing interest rate risk, the overall risk should be

lessened. Unmatched positions will have interest

rate or basis risk: however, purchasing banks should

rwt engage In this adivity.

Credit RIsIc Credit risk exists in the swap market

because the counterparty nuy not fulfill the contrad

The credit risk for swaps is greater than that for

futures, but less ttian the amount for forwards (pure

credit risk). Also, the swap will have credit risk only

when it is in-the-money, and not when it is out of the

money. The bank must ensure proper credit analysis

and proper credit approval to nrtanage this risk.

Lk^uidity Risk: LiqukJity risk varies with ihe type of

swap. Interest rate and currerKy swaps have Hquid

markets, but commodity swaps are relatively new
and the Bqukfity in this market is rwt as deep.

Other Risk: Settlement Risk: Settlement risk exists

on the days wt>en the cash flows are exchar>ged.

Bank management must establish proper settlement

limits and procedures to monitor the processing of

these limits.

VI. Legal Limitations

Swaps are not considered investment securities

under 12 U.S.C. 24(7th). However, the use of these

contracts is considered to be an activity incidental to

banking, within safe and sound banking principles.

(Refer to sut>sectkxi III, Suttability, in this section lor

details on the systems, controls ar>d limits tt%at bank

management must implement prior to er^aging in

swap activities.)

VIL Risl<-tiased Capital Requirement

Foreign exchange, commodity, and interest rate

contracts have tt>e following process for determirung

the risk-based capital requirement Three steps

determme: the cunwrt credit exposure: the potentiaJ

crecfit exposure; and the risk-weight Additiortal

detaiis foOow:

1 . Mark to mailcet (positive values only).

2. Add-on for potential credit exposure:

— Interest Rate % (< 1 Yr.) .5 % (> 1 Yr.)

— Exchange Rate 1 % (< 1 Yr.) 5 % (> 1 Yr.)

3. Assign to Risk Category, Maximum SO percent

The risk-based capital requirement is computed by

multiplying the sum of the current and potential credit

exposure (step one plus step two) by the risk weight

(step three).

Note also that exchange rate contracts that have an

original maturity of 14 calendar days or less ar>d

instruments traded on exchar>ges and subject to daily

margin requirements are exempt from the risk-based

capital calculation.

(Further details relative to risk-based capital cakajla-

tkxi can be found in the Comptroller's Manual for

NationayBanteunder 12 CFR 3.1. Appendix A. If

the regulation is still not dear, the Chief Natior^

Bank Examiner's Office can assist In finding an

answer.)
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Futures
/. Product Description

A futures cxxitract is an obligation to deliver or

receive a specified amount of a commodity or finan-

cial Instrument at a specified price on a specific date

in the future. No cash is passed between the buyer
arKl seller at the inception of the contract Also,

futures cofTtracts rarely settle by actual delivery of the

underlying commodity; instead, they are cash settled.

Futures contracts are traded on several exchanges in

the U.S. and abroad arKl are available on several

fInanciaJ Instruments and commodities. This section

will focus on futures on debt irwtruments and com-

modities because they are the contracts primarily

used by banks.

Interest rate futures are used to speculate on interest

rate movements or to hedge exposure to them. This

section will focus on the hedging aspects of interest

rate futures, although the line drawn between the

hedger and the speculator is often indistinct.

Futures contracts are availabie on government
securities, mortgage-badced securities, and Eurodol-

lar time deposits, all of which can be used to hedge
Interest rate exposure. Typical uses vinll be to hedge
the risk of a particular security, portfolio of securities,

or as an asset/liability tool to hedge overall balance

sheet exposure.

Using futures contracts in Vhe ways listed above

sut)stitutes basis risk for interest rate risk. Alttiough

ttie interest rate risk may be hedged with the offset-

ting futures contract, the basis differential between

the cash and futures markets must be managed.
Bank management must determine the correlation

between the cash and futures markets relative to all

the hedging arrangements used by the hank.

Currency futures are available on major currencies

and can be used to hedge exposure to currency
movements. An example would be a bank that

purchased a foreign currency denominated bond. In

addition to the risks associated with domestic bonds,

foreign bonds also have foreign exchange risk. If the

currency in which the bond is denominated depred-
ates against the dollar over thte term of the bond, the

bank will k)se money when the bond is exchanged
for dollars. However, if the bank enters into a futures

contract to ensure a specific amount (the amount of

the bond plus interest), at a specific price, and at a

spectTic time {rhe maturity date of the Ixxtd), the

foreign exchange risk can be managed.

Commodity futures wll be used prim.arily to hedge

commodity risk incurred from mismatches in swap
positions. Since purchasing banks will not be run-

ning a commodity swap portfolio, the hedging uses of

commodity futures used by commodity swap dealers

will not be discussed. The principles are the same
as ttiose for interest rate or currency futures.

//. Market—Where to Find Current Value and
Ratings

Futures on a variety of underlying instrurr«ents are

traded on various exchanges around the worid. The

'Money and investing' section of The Wall Steet

Journal has the prices of futures conti-acts b-aded on

domestic exdianges.

///. Wtiat You Should Look for (SuitaMity)

Futures contracts are legitimate risk nianagement

products that banks may use to hedge risks assod-

ated with interest rate or currency price movements.

One of the most common strategies Is to i<edge a

spedfk; instrument with a specific futures contract

For example, a bank owr» a $1 MM T-bcnd arul

management believes interest rates may rise, thus

causing the value of tills bond to tall. Management
ccukj short sell the equivalent of $1MM of T-bond

futures (10 $100M contracts). If rates rise arvj the

price of the bond dedines, the loss will be offset by
the profit assodated with the short futures position.

Bank management may also use futures contracts to

hedge undesired asset/liability mismatches. For

example, a negative gap position could be hedged by

shorting interest rate futures. If interest rates rise

and cause margins to narrow, the gain associated

with the short futures position will offset this kiss.

Conversely, k>ng F>ositions in interest rate futures

conti-acts oouM be used to hedge an undesired

positr'/e gap. If rates dedine, causing the interest

sensitive assets to yiekj less, the gain on the futures

position will help offset Vne loss. Keep in mind that

with either of tfie above two strategies, the amount of

futures contracts bought or sold shoukJ reflect tiie

amount of interest sensitive assets or liat>ilities that

management desires to hedge.

Speculating in futures should be done only by those

banks with sb^ong cetpital and tfie level of risk man-
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agement sophistication necessary to nnanage this

type of activity.

The examiner must ensure that bank management
understands the risks associated with these products
and implements systems and controls to effectively

quantify and manage those risks. Specifically, this

will include an analysis of the following:

Policies: Management must implement specific
written policies that authorize the activities in which
the bank will engage. The policies shouW set limits

for the risks associated with these products including,
but not limited to, position limits, maturity limits, credit

limits, and eamings-at-rlsk limits that stwukl be

incorporated into the risk management system used

by the bank.

Procedures: Management must establish proce-
dures £ind internal controls to ensure that policy limits

are enforced. Procedures should be written for credit

approved; segregation of duties in operations: reval-

uation; and, provision of periodic reports to manage-
ment

Risk Management System: The risk management
system must include a model to quemtify accurately
the risk associated with the positk>n and provide the
means to effectively manage that risk. The risk

shouM be monitored relative to the limits imposed by
the policies. In hedging situations, correlation studies
for the appropriate instruments shouki detail the

mechanics of the hedge. Examiners must ensure the

accuracy of \he models used to measure and monitor
the risk. This may include amalyzing earnings of the

position or the gains and losses associated with

given hedges and comparing them to the expected
result The system must incorporate all risks associ-

ated with ttie product and accurately reflect them
relative to limits on eamings at risk.

Audit: Interr^al and extemal audits should tie per-
formed. Examiners must determine the adequacy of

each. Audits should particulariy focus on the effec-

tiveness of internal contnsis and the adequacy of

meuiagement information systems. This area should
also address management's willingness to implement
the proper control systems to monitor activities of this

sophistication. Examiners will also determine the

expertise of the auditors.

The lack of the above information may lead to unsafe
and unsound banking practices.

IV. Accounting Treatment

A bank engaging in futures should have accounting
policies and procedures that include recordkeeping
requirements and methods for determining whettier
futures are reducing risk or increasing risk and for

accounting for futures contracts. Accounting policies
ar>d procedures for futures should be approved by
the board of directors. They should be designed to

eruure consistent and appropriate accounting for

futures.

Accounting for futures should follow the requirements
of the Instructions to the Call Report The Call

Report requires banks to account for futures consis-

tently, either at market value or at the lower of cost or
market value.

Martlet values on all futures should be determined at

least monthly, or more often, if the bank has a
material amount of these contracts.

The par vetlue of outstanding futures should be

reported in Call Report Schedule RC-L "Off-Balance
Sheet Items." For reporting purposes, contracts are

considered outstanding until they have been can-
celled by acquisition or delivery of the undertying
security, or, for futures only, by offset For Call

Report purposes, offset is defined as the purchase
and sale of an equal number of contracts on tfie

same undertying instrument for the same delivery
month, executed through the same clearing member
on the same exchange.

Offsetting allows a bank to net the contracts involved
to report in Schedule RC-L Note, however, that

offsetting is permitted only for futures contracts that

meet the above requirements and not for forwards.

For futures that are accounted for on a mark-to-

market basis, net valuation gains should be reported
as other noninterest income in the Call Report Net
valuation losses should be reported as other nonin-

terest expense. For futures that are accounted for on
a tower of cost or market basis, write-downs to

market are recorded as other noninterest expense on
the Call Report

Note that regulatory accounting does not permit loss

or gain defend for futures (hedge accounting). In

other words, a tjank accounts for these contracts the

same, whether they are entered into for speculative
or hedging purposes. The only exception to this
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policy is for mortgage banking operations. Banks are

permitted to use hedge accounting for mortgage

banking operations.

V. Risks

Interest Rate Risk: Varies with the purpose and

types of contracts used. Open futures positions will

have interest rate risk just as an open F>osrtion in

other types of contracts. Futures contracts shoukJ t>e

used to hedge (rather than increase) interest rate risk

on a banl<-wide basis.

VII. Risk-based Capital Weiglit

Futures contracts are exempt from risk-based capital

weighting, because they are traded on organized

exchanges which require daily margin payments.

(Further details relative to the risk-based capital

weightir>g cakxilation can be found in the

Comptroller's Manual for National Banks under 12
CFR 3.1, Appendix A. If the regulation is still not

dear, the Chief National Bank Examiner's Office can
assist in finding an answer.)

CredK Risk: Virtually no credit risk because the

exchange stands between all trades.

Liquidity Risk: Little liquidity risk involved with

financial futures. However, open interest and other

position limits should be implemented and monitored

to ensure that a position does not become too large
to unwind at a reasonable price. Furthermore,

liquidity risk must be monitored and understood for

the various products. Some types of futures have
much more liquidity than other futures. AJso, Ik^uidity

is generally greater for short dated contracts ar>d less

as the maturities increase.

Other Risk: Settlement Risk. Basis Risk

Settlement risk will exist when the contract expires
and the underlying instrurrient will be delivered.

Settlement limits should be established by contract

and by counterparty.

Basis risk exists when using futures contracts as

hedges because futures and cash prices do not

always move in the same manner. Management
needs to address and manage this risk particulafty

when the contract type or maturity of the two instru-

ments is not exactly matched.

VI. Legal Limitations

Firtures are not considered investment securities

under 12 U.S.C. 24(7th). However, the use of these

contracts is considered to be an activity incidenteii to

banking, within safe and sound banking principles.

Refer to subsection III, Suitability, in this section for

details on systems, controls, and limits that bank

management must implement prior to engaging in

futures contract activities.
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Forwards
"" — — -

/. Product Description

A forward contract is a customized obligation to

receive or deliver a specified amount of a commodity

or security, at a specified price, at a specific date in

the future. The terms of the contract are negotiated

directly by the counterparties and can only be termi-

nated with the consent of both parties. The contract

is sold or bought immediately, but not paid for until

some future date. This feature, along with the lack of

an exchange acting as an intemiediary, gives for-

wards credit risk not evident in futures contracts.

Forward contracts are the oMest and simplest of the

off-balance sheet products. They are very similar to

a futures contract except there is no organized

exchange present no daily settlement, and no

margin requirement Since forwards are not stan-

dardized instruments, they can ba negotiated on

virtuadly any commodity or finsmdai instrument

However, the most common forwards used by

commereal banks are interest rate forwards and

foreign exchange forwards. Commodity forward

contracts may become rK>re Important to commercial

banks with the increased activity in the commodity
markets.

A foreign exchange forward contract is a contract to

deliver or receive a specified amount of a foreign

currency, at a specified price, at some date in the

future. These contracts alkjw banks to hedge foreign

cun-ency risk by locking in a rate now, for delivery

later. The advantage of a foreign exchange forward

over a future is that it can be customized to the

particular needs of the customer. For example, if a

bank has foreign cun«ncy exposure that is longer

than the available futures contract in that cun-ency, it

could enter into a forward contract at the required

date and avoid the risk of rolling over the futures

position when the longest contract expires.

Interest rate forwards, or forward rate agreements

(FRAs), are contracts to pay or receive a specified

interest rate, at a specified date in the future, on a

specified notional eimount FRAs are agreements on

interest rates only, not to make loans or receive

deposits.

//. Market—Where to Find Current Value and

Ratings

Forward contracts are not traded on organized

exchanges, thus there is no readily available pub-
lished market value. Dealers of forward contracts will

quote prices based on the terms of the contracts, but

no published price quotes are available.

///. What You Should Lool< for (Suitability)

Forward contracts are legitimate risk management
products that banks may use to hedge exposure to

interest rate and currency price movements. The

most important hedging feature is that the contracts

are negotiated t>etween the parties emd not estat}-

lished by an exchange. This adds flexibility and

allows a bank to hedge risks that go beyond the

maturity of available futures or options contracts. For

example, a tjank has a loan to fund in ttwee years

because of a commitment issued by the ban depart-

ment. It desires to hedge against rates rising above

the agreed upcn funding price. Because futures

contracts do not extend three years, the bank could

instead enter into a forward rate agreement in which

it will receive the ksan price less a spread, three

years into the ftjture. This way the bank will not be

exposed to rates rising and being unable to fund the

k>an at a profitat>le rate. Forwau-ds can be used when

a bank has interest rate or foreign cunrency exposure
tfiat exists beyond the available futures strip or has

other unique circumstances.

Speculating usir>g forward contracts should only be

done by banks with strong cetprtal and the manage-
ment sophistication required to manage risks of this

type.

The examiner must ensure that bank management
understands the risks associated with these products

and implements systems and controls to effectively

quantify and manage those risks. Specifically, this

will include an analysis of the following:

Policies: Management must implement specific

written policies that authorize the activities in which

the bank will engage. The policies should set limits

for all the various risks associated with these prod-

ucts including, but not limited to, position limits,

maturity limits, credit limits, and eamlngs-at-risk limits

that should be incorporated into the risk management

system used by the bank.

Procedures: Management must establish proce-

dures and intemal controls to ensure that policy limits
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are enforced. Prcx»dures should be written for credit

approval; segregation of duties in operations; reval-

uation, if necessary: and, provision of periodic reports

to managemenL

Risk Martagement System: The risk nnanagement

system must include a model to quantify accurately

ttie risk associated with the position and provide the

means to effectively manage that risk. The risk

shoukl be monitored relative to the Omits imposed by
the poHcies. In hedging situations, correlation studies

for the appropriate instruments shoukJ detail the

medianks of the hedge. Examiners must erisure the

accuracy of the models used to measure and monitor

the risk. This may include modeling earnings of the

position or tt>e gains and losses associated with

given Kiedges and comparing them to the expected
result The system must incorporate all risks associ-

ated with the product and reflect them accurately

relative to limits on eamings at risk.

Audit: Internal and external audits shouM be

perfomried. Examiners must determirie the adequacy
of each. This shoukl particularly focus on the effec-

tiveness of intemal controls and tlie adequacy of ttie

management informsrtion system. This area should

also address management's willingness to implement
the proper control systems to monitor activities of ttiis

sophistication. Examiners will also determine the

expertise of the auditors.

The lack of the atx>ve information may lead to unsaie

and unsound banking practices.

IV. Accounting Treatment

A bank engaging in forwards should have accounting

policies and procedures that include recordkeeping

requirements and methods for determining whether

forwards are reducing risk or increasing risk and for

accounting for each forwetrd contract, based on its

type and purpose. Accounting policies and proce-
dures for forwards siiould be approved by the board

of directors. They should be designed to ensure

consistent and appropriate accounting for forward

contracts.

Accounting for forwards should follow the require-

ments of the Call Report Instructions. The Call

Report requires banks to account for forwards

consistently, either at martlet value or at the lower of

cost or market value.

Market values on all forwards should be determined
at least monthly, or more often, if the bank has a

material amount of these contracts.

The par value of outstanding forwards should be

reported in Call Report Schedule RC-L 'Off-Balance

Sheet Items.' For reporting purposes, conb-acts are

considered outstartding until they have been can-

celled by acquisition or delivery of the underiying

security.

For forwards accounted for on a mark-to-market

basis, net valuation gains should be reported as

other noninterest income in the Call Report. Net

valuation kssses slx>ukl be reported as other nonin-

terest expense. For forwards accounted for on a
lower of cost or market basis, write-downs to market

are recorded as ottier noninterest expense on the

Call Report.

Note that regulatory accounting does not permit loss

or gain deferral for forwards (hedge accounting). In

other words, a bank accounts for these contracts Uie

same, whether they are entered into for speculative

or hedging purposes. The only exception to this

policy is for mortgage banking operations. Banks are

permitted to use hedge accounting for mortgage

banking operations.

V. Risks

Interest Rate Risk: Varies with the type and use of

the contract. Forward contracts shoukJ be used to

reduce interest rate exposure rather than speculate
on future interest rate movements.

Credit Risk: Substantial since no cash is exchanged
until the maturity of the contract Management must

effectively measure and manage this risk by incorpo-

rating proper credit procedures to analyze ttie credit

risk with each counterparty with wtK>m K participates.

Liquidity Risk: Limited, since the forward currency
and interest rate markets are sophisticated, Ik^uid

markets. However, liquidity will vary among different

contracts and management must understand and
monitor liquidity risk in the forward portfolio.

Other Risk: Settiemenf Risk: Settiement risk will

exist at the time the contract calls for delivery.

Settiement limits should be established to limit this

risk to the extent possible.
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VI. Legal Limitations

Forwards are not cxHiskJered investment securities

under 12 U.S.C. 24(7). However, the use ot these

contracts is considered to be an activity incidental to

banking, within safe and sound banldng principles.

Refer to subsection 111. Suitability, in this section for

details on systems, controls, and limits that bank

management must implement prtor to engaging in

forward contract activities.

V/A Risk-based Capital Requirement

Foreign exchange, commodity and interest rate

contracts have the following process for detennlning

the risk-based capital requirement The ttvee steps

determine: the current credit exposure; the potential

credit exposure; and, the risk-weight Additional

details foflow:

1 . Mark to maricet (positive values only).

2. Add-on for potential credit exposure:

— Interest Rate % (< 1 Yr.) .5 % (> 1 Yr.)

— Exchange Rate 1 % (< 1 Yr.) 5 % (> 1 Yr.)

3. Assign to Risk Category, Maximum 50 percent

The risk-t>ased capital requirement is computed by

multiplying the sum of the cun-ent and potential credit

exposure (step one plus step two) by the risk weight

(step three).

Note also that exchange rate contracts that have an

original maturity of 14 calendar days or less and

irtstruments traded on exchanges and subject to daily

margin requirements are exempt from the risk-liased

capital calculation.

(Further details relative to risk-based capital calcula-

tion can be found in thve Comptroller's Manual tor

National Banks under 12 CFR 3.1 . Appendix A. U

the regulation is still not dear, the Chief National

Bank Examiner's Office can fissist in finding an

answer.)
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CAPITAL TREATMENTS FOR DERIVATIVES

CURRENT RISK-BASED CAPITAL TREATMENT

The current risk-based capital guidelines include an explicit capital charge for the credit risk

(counterparty risk) exposure of over-the-counter derivative products.' This capital charge

applies to interest rate and foreign exchange (FX) swaps, forward rate agreements (FRAs) and

purchased interest rate and FX options. The treatment has been extended to apply to newer

derivative products, including commodity and equity index swaps.

The capital charge for these derivative instruments is determined by a two-step process: (1)

the calculation of the "credit risk equivalent" (CRE) amount of the contract and (2) the

assignment of the CRE amount to the proper risk-weighting category, based on the

counterparty to the contract. For each applicable contract, a bank first calculates the CRE of

that contract:

CRE = Mark-to-Market Exposure -I- Potential Risk Add-On

The Mark-to-Market Exposure (MTM) is the present value of the net cash flows ("replacement

cost") owed to the bank by the counterparty.

The Potential Risk Add-On (Add-On) is an additional buffer to account for a possible increase

in the current MTM. It provides an additional cushion in case, over the remaining life of the

contract, interest rates (or exchange rates, or whatever the price index is) move further in the

direction that increases the MTM value of the contract, thereby increasing the bank's

counterparty exposure.

The Add-On is calculated as the product of the "notional principal" times a "factor." The

notional principal is the quoted basis that underlies the cash flows. Table 1 shows the

Potential Risk Add-On Factors: .-.. ,. .
,

Table 1

.
- Factors for the Potential Risk Add-on Calculation

Remaining Interest Rate Exchange Rate -'
,

Maturity Conliacls Contracts—
1 year and Under 0.0% 1.0%

Over 1 year 0.5% 5.0%

Instruments traded on an exchange that requires the daily payment of any variations in the market

value of the contract through a cash margin are exempted from this capital charge.

i^ofn
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For the recent innovations in swap contracts, such as equity index swaps and commodity

swaps, the FX add-ons are applied.

The resulting CRE amount is then risk-weighted by the appropriate factor, based on the

identity of the counterparty. However, the maximum risk weight assigned to an interest rate

or exchange rate contract is 50%. The risk-weighted amount is then subject to the 8% risk-

based capital requirement.

BASLE COMMITTEE INITIATIVES

The Basle Committee on Bank Supervision's consultative papers (released in April 1993)

propose to expand the existing capital treatment of derivatives to include a capital charge for:

(a) the market risk of derivative products that are part of a bank's trading activities, and (b)

the foreign exchange risk in a bank's net open foreign currency position, including derivative

instruments such as foreign currency options, futures, and swaps. The proposal for foreign

exchange risk would also apply to positions in precious metals. These proposals would be in

addition to the current risk-based capital treatment for counterparty risk, and hence, would

represent an increase in the capital requirements for derivatives. However, to the extent that

more netting would be allowed, it would reduce any prospective capital charges. In addition,

the market risk proposal would not apply to derivatives held outside of banks' trading

portfolios.

Market Risk Proposal

This proposal would incorporate into a bank's capital requirement, the market risk of equity

and debt derivatives that are part of a bank's trading activities. The capital charge for market

risk would have two components: a charge for specific risk (risks associated with the issuer

of the security) and one for general market risk (the risk of adverse market movements).^

The charge for specific risk would be calculated on an instrument-by-instrument basis. No

"offsetting" or hedging of this risk would be permitted in computing the capital charge. This

charge would apply to both long and short positions and, for derivatives, would be in addition

to the existing charge for counterparty risk. However, only those derivatives where the

underlying instrument relates to a specific non-government issuer (such as a future or option

on a specific corporate debt security) would be subject to a specific risk charge.

'

Although the proposal addresses both debt and equity securities and derivatives, only the

treatment for debt-related instruments are discussed here, because these are the most

prevalent type of instrument among US banks.
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The charge for general market risk would be calculated on a portfolio basis, with a partial

recognition of hedging arrangements. All long and short positions would first be slotted into

a 13-time band maturity ladder, based on the instrument's maturity or repricing characteristics.

Positions in each time band would be weighted by a price-sensitivity factor.' The weighted

long and short positions would then be netted, first within each time band and then across time

bands. This would result in a residual net long or short position. However, full netting or

hedging would not be allowed, either within or across time bands. The limited recognition

of hedging would be accomplished through a series of "disallowance" factors that would be

applied to one side of each matched or "netted" amount. The resulting capital charge would

be the sum of the net residual position plus the "disallowed" amounts.

Off-balance sheet interest rate contracts would be included in the slotting and calculation

procedure by converting these derivatives into representative security positions
— the

underlying cash positions of the derivative contract. Each contract would be reported with two

entries: a long and a short position. Futures, forwards, and options would have one entry

reported in the time band corresponding to the settlement date of the contract plus the maturity

of the underlying instrument, and an offsetting entry in the time band that corresponds to the

settlement date of the contract. For example, a bank that buys a 5-year Treasury note futures

contract for delivery in two months would record this position as a long position in the 5-7

year time band (the bank is long or "owns" the 5-year note) and a short position in the 1-3

month time band (to represent the financing cost if the bank purchases the note).

The entries for an interest swap would reflect the notional principal amount of the swap and

would be reported in the time bands that correspond to the floating-rate repricing date and the

residual maturity of the swap. For example, a two-year interest rate swap, where the bank

receives a floating rate quarterly and pays the fixed rate, would be treated as a long position

(positive, because the bank is receiving the cash flow) in the 1- to 3-month time band and a

short position (negative, because the bank is paying the cash flow) in the 1- to 2-year time

band.

The treatment of options is somewhat more complex due to their asymmetrical risk profiles.

The Committee's paper proposes a basic methodology based on delta-equivalent values and

seeks comment on several alternative methodologies. Under the delta approach'', an option

would be converted to its delta-weighted equivalent amount and then slotted into the maturity

ladder, using the two-entry approach described for futures. Unlike other derivative

instruments, higher disallowance factors would be applied to options positions. The effect of

^ These factors would cover approximately two standard deviations of the historical one-month

volatility of interest rates in most major markets. :,. :
•

.

" The delta of an option represents its change in value relative to the change in the value of the

underlying instrument. An option's delta times its notional amount equals the option's delta-

equivalent value.

74-907 - 94 - 24
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these higher disallowance factors would be a higher capital charge for options and positions

that are hedged by options.

Foreign Exchange Proposal

This proposal would impose an additional capital requirement on a bank's net open foreign

currency and precious metal positions. A bank would choose either a "shorthand" or

"simulation" method to calculate its capital requirement. The shorthand method would apply

an 8% capital charge to the total of the net short position in any currency, including that of

the reporting currency, plus the total of each net position (short or long) in any precious metal.

Under the simulation method, the capital charge would equal the 95th percentile of the

hypothetical losses that would have occurred had the bank held its current foreign exchange

and precious metal positions over the past 5 years, plus 3% of the overall net open position

as measured by the shorthand method.

Derivative products would be included in the calculation of the bank's net open positions. For

banks that actively trade FX options, the options would be converted to their delta-equivalent

amounts.

FDICIA SECTION 305 PROPOSAL

FDICIA section 305 requires each banking agency to revise its risk-based capital standards to

ensure that those standards take adequate account of interest rate risk (IRR). The OCC, in

conjunction with the FDIC and FRB, published a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to implement

this portion of section 305 on September 14, 1993. The proposed rulemaking would establish

procedures for measuring banks' IRR exposures and determining the amount of capital that

may be needed for IRR. Interest rate risk would be measured as the change in the net

economic value of a bank for a specified change in interest rates. The change in an

institution's net economic value would be defined as the change in the present value of its

assets minus the change in the present value of its liabilities plus or minus the change in the

present value of its off-balance-sheet contracts.

A bank's exposure to IRR would be measured either by the bank's internal risk measurement

system, if approved as adequate by the OCC in the examination process, or by a basic

supervisory model. The methodology used in the supervisory model is similar to the

methodology proposed by the Basle Committee to measure the general market risk in trading

portfolios: a maturity ladder framework with price sensitivity weights. The treatment of

derivative products would generally mirror the treatment outlined above for the Market Risk

Proposal.
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The proposed rulemaking solicits comment on two alternative methods for determining the

amount of capital a bank may need to account for IRR. One method ("Minimum Capital

Standard" approach) would impose an explicit minimum capital charge based on the amount

of measured IRR exposure in excess of a supervisory threshold. The other method ("Risk

Assessment" approach) would not introduce an explicit minimum capital charge into the risk-

based capital standard, but rather, would assess the need for capital case-by-case, considering

both the level of measured exposure and qualitative factors. These factors would include the

quality of a bank's IRR management, internal controls, and the overall financial condition of

the bank, including its earnings capacity, capital base, and the level of other risks which may

impair future earnings or capital.
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O NEWS RELEASE
Comptroller of the Currency

Administrator of National Banks tTR 9 3-116

Washington, DC 20219

For: Immediate Release comact: Leonora S. Cross (202) 874-4970

Date: October 27, 1993

OCC Issues Guidelines on Bank Derivative Activities

The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) today issued guidelines for

national banks to use in their financial derivatives activities. The guidelines are the

result of an initiative by Comptroller of the Currency Eugene A. Ludwig, to ensure

that banks recognize and manage the risks they are undertaking. "In derivatives, the

slicing, dicing, and recombining of risk elements of products makes it harder to see

the risk," lAidwig said. "Banks need to be prepared to expect the unexpected, and

these guidelines should help them do that."

The guidelines, which will be mailed to all national bank examiners and the 3,700

national banks supervised by the OCC, outline prudent practices that enable a bank to

participate in derivatives activities in a safe and sound maimer. National banks

engaged in derivatives transactions are expected to follow the guidelines and

incorporate appropriate measures into their risk management systems. Accounting
issues are reserved for a later discussion.

Comptroller of the Currency Ludwig will testify on bank derivatives activities before

the House Committee on Banking, Finance, and Urban Affairs on October 28.

Major elements of the guidelines include:

• Senior Management and Board Oversight
— The board of directors and

senior management are responsible for ensuring that derivatives activities are

safe and soimd, consistent with the bank's overall business and risk

management strategies, based on written policies and procedures, and

monitored properly. "The OCC expects each national bank to have a 'no

surprises' risk management policy made concrete in systems and controls," Mr.

Ludwig said.

• Market Risk Management — National banks should have risk management

systems appropriate to the way they are participating in the derivatives market,

e.g., is a dealer or active position-taker or as a limited end-user. Those

systems should allow quick response to changes in market factors.

(- more -)
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• Credit Risk Management — National banks should have credit risk

management policies and procedures guiding their derivatives activities that are

similar to those required in traditional lending activities. Those policies should

include credit limits and reporting, as well as a method of quantifying and

responding to risk exposure at various stages of the transaction.

• Liquidity Risk Management — National banks should have effective controls

over their liquidity exposure from derivatives activities. Those controls should

include esublished exposure limits, diversification standards, and regular and

independent monitoring.

• Operations and Systems Risk Management — National banks involved in

derivatives activity should dedicate the quality and quantity of financial,

~-
personnel, and systems resources appropriate to the activity and should ensure

that derivatives operations are managed independently of the business unit.

• Legal Issues — National banks should be certain that counterparties in

derivatives transactions have all necessary legal and regulatory authority to

engage in derivatives activities, and that contracts are legally sound. They also

should be aware of the legal issues involved in close-out netting arrangements,

and assure themselves of their enforceability.

• Capital Adequacy — In addition to meeting statutory and regulatory

standards, a participating bank's capital should support the risk arising from its

derivatives activities.

Derivatives, as discussed in the guidelines, are financial products, such as interest rate

swaps and futures contracts, that are based on the performance of financial

instruments or services. They separate out the different types of risk in the product

on which they are based and allow banks or other parties to accept only that portion

of the risk that fits their goals.

#####
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BANKING ISSUANCE
Comptroller of the Currency

Administrator of National Banks

Typa: Banking Circular subi«ct: Risk Management of Financial Derivatives

TO: Chief Executive Officers of National Banks, General Managers of Federal Branches

aixl Agencies, Deputy Comptrollers, Department and Division Heads, and Examining
Personnel

PURPOSE
This banking circular provides guidance on risk management practices to national banks and

federal branches and agencies engaging in financial derivatives activities. The guidelines in

this circular represent prudent practices that will enable a bank to conduct fmancial

derivatives activities in a safe and sound maimer. National banks engaged in financial

derivatives transactions are expected to follow these guidelines. (Financial derivatives

transactions are sometimes referred to herein as "fmancial derivatives," "derivatives

transactions," or "derivatives")

REFERENCE
This banking circular replaces and supersedes Banking Circular 79 (3rd Rev.), "National

Bank Participation in the Financial Futures and Forward Placement Markets," dated April 19,

1983.

SCOPE
Financial derivatives transactions currently represent a relatively small portion of the total

credit, market, liquidity, and operational risk to which most banks are routinely exposed.

However, because of their complexity, many banks involved in financial derivatives

transactions have developed sophisticated approaches in managing those traditional types of

risk. These guidelines reflect such approaches and, therefore, represent sound procedures for

risk management generally. Therefore, to the extent possible, they ..hould be applied to all

of a bank's risk-taking activities.

PRESENTATION
An outline of the guidance in this banking circular follows. Within the topical discussions, a

summary statement of the guidance appears in bold type. Each summary is followed by

supplemental discussion. References to "national banks" or "banks" throughout the circular

also include, to the degree appropriate, federal branches and agencies of foreign banks.

Date: October 27, 1993 Page 1 of 26
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BANKING ISSUANCE
Comptroller of the Currency

Administrator of National Banks

Tvp«: Banking Circular Subiaci: Risk Management of Financial Derivatives

DEFIMTION
Financial derivatives may be broadly defined as financial instruments which derive their value

from the performance of assets, interest or curreiKy exchange rates, or indexes. Derivative

transactions include a wide assortment of financial contracts, including structured debt

obligations and deposits, swaps, futures, options, caps, floors, collars, forwards, and various

combinations thereof.

BACKGROUND
Financial derivatives, properly used, provide national banks with substantial benefits. They

provide banks greater flexibility in managing risk by separating out the different types of

risks that are found in financial instruments aiKl services, and by transferring those risks to

parties who are more willing, or better suited, to take or manage them. FinaiKial derivatives

transactions also often provide users with the lowest cost funding alternatives by reducing

transaction costs and, in some cases, by exploiting arbitrage opportunities across financial

markets. Further, banks can use financial derivatives to efficiently reduce undesirable

exposures to factors such as interest rate changes or curreiKy fluctuations. Finally, banks

can offer financial derivatives to customers seeking risk management tools to assist in

meeting business objectives. The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC)

encourages national banks to use derivatives for such purposes.

The complexities of financial derivatives, however, raise concerns about some institutions'

use of derivatives under certain circumstances. National banks engaging in derivatives

transactions must do so in accordance with safe and sound banking practices. The OCC is

concerned about how the use of financial derivatives can influence the risk of failure of any

institution, aiKl particularly those institutions whose failure might threaten the solvency of

other institutions or negatively affect liquidity in the nation's financial system.

The OCC believes that the best defense against sizeable iiKlividual losses or significant

systemic disruptions is the implementation and use by individual banks of sound and efficient

risk management systems. Such systems for managing credit, market, liquidity, operational,

and legal risks should prevent significant losses due to counterparty failure or adverse

changes in market conditions. No systems, however, can substitute for open and timely

communications between trading, operating, and risk management units.
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GUTOANCE

A. Senior Management and Board Oversight

National banks that engage in deriTatives activities should have effective senior

management supervision and oversight by tlie Board of Directors to ensure that such

activities are conducted in a safe and sound manner and are consistent with the Board of

Directors' overall risk management philosophy and the bank's business strategies.

Before engaging in derivatives activities, bank management should ensure that all appropriate

regulatory approvals are obtained and that adequate operational procedures and risk control

systems are in place.

Any derivatives activities also should be approved by the Board of Directors; by a committee

thereof; or by appropriate senior management, as designated by the Board of Directors.

Proposals to undertake derivatives activities should include, as applicable:

• A description of the relevant financial products, markets, and business strategies;
• The costs of establishing sound and effective risk management systems and of

attracting and retaining professionals with specific expertise in derivatives

transactions;

• An analysis of the reasonableness of the proposed activities in relation to the bank's

overall financial condition and capital levels;

• An analysis of the risks that may arise from the activities;

• The procedures the bank will use to measure, monitor and control risks;

• The relevant accounting guidelines; and
• An analysis of any legal restrictions and whether the activities are permissible.

A bank's Board of Directors and senior management should carefully consider the resources

required to enter into the derivatives business. At a minimum, senior management and the

Board of Directors should ensure that the fmaiKial condition of the institution and the

professional expertise of designated personnel are adequate to support the bank's proposed

activity.
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After the bank's initial entry into derivatives activities has been properly approved, any

signiflcant changes in such activities or any new derivatives activities should be approved by
the Board of Directors or by an appropriate level of senior management, as designated by the

Board of Directors. What constitutes a new activity will vary among institutions. Examples
include entry into different product lines or markets, the use of derivatives instixunents with

different risk characteristics, the use of derivative instruments to implement different business

strategies and goals, and the use of derivative instruments with cash flow performance

dependent upon markets in different geographic regions.

Banks that propose to enter the derivatives markets as end-users should ensure that the Board

of Directors and senior management understand and agree that the risk management

techniques and reporting procedures that will be used are appropriate. Banks entering into

derivatives transactions as dealers should ensure that their Boards of Directors and senior

management understand the potential risk exposure, and the appropriateness of the proposed

business in light of the strategies aiKl objectives approved by the Board of Directors.

Senior management of national banks that act as dealers of fmaiKtal derivatives should

establish procedures necessary to ensure that individuals involved in the sales and trading

units sufficiently understand derivatives instruments to identify instances in which a bank

customer may not fully understand the risks associated with a particular transaction.

1. Written Policies and Procedures

A bank should have comprehensive written policies and procedures to govern its use of

derivatives. Senior management should review the adequacy of these policies and

procedures, in light of the bank's activities and market conditions, at least annually.

Appropriate governance by the Board of Directors should include an initial endorsement

of significant policies (and changes, as applicable) and periodic approval thereafter, as

appropriate, considering the scope, size and complexity of the bank's derivatives

activities.

A bank's policies and procedures governing the use of derivatives may be part of a broader

set of policies and procedures, such as those addressing financial risk management, customer-

related business activities, andVor proprietary trading activities. Written policies and
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procedures should address risk management (market, credit, liquidity, and operations), legal

issues, capital requirements and accounting standards. At a minimum, such policies and

procedures should identify:

• Managerial oversight and responsibilities;
• Scope of activities;

• Risk limits;

• Risk measurement and reporting processes; and
• Operational controls.

2. General Risk Monitoring and Control

Senior management of each national bank engaging in derivatives transactions should

establish an independent unit or individual responsible for measuring and reporting risk

exposures. That responsibility should include monitoring compliance with policies and

risk exposure limits.

The individuals or units responsible for risk monitoring and control fiiiKtions should be

independent of the units that create risk exposures. Such individuals or units are responsible

for developing aixl supporting risk measurement systems, establishing market and credit risk

approval processes, developing appropriate risk control policies, reporting risk exposures,

and monitoring the bank's risk position against approved limits. These individuals or units

should have sufficient experieiKe and authority to make and direct critical position and

transaction decisions if circumstances require. The individual or unit may be part of a more

general operations, compliance, or risk management unit.

Regardless of how the risk monitoring and control operation is structured, personnel should

have appropriate experience and ability to understand and communicate the implications of

the institution's exposure to senior management and the Board of Directors in a timely

manner. This function should also be supported with the technical and fmancial resources

and the corporate visibility and authority necessary to ensure effective oversight.
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3. Risk Management Systems

National banks engaged in financial derivatiyes transactions should have comprehensive
risk management systems that are commensurate with the scope, size, and complexity of

their activities and the risks they assume. Such systems must ensure that market factors

affecting risk exposures are adequately measiu-ed, monitored, and controlled. These

factors include changes in interest and currency exchange rates, coounodity and equity

prices and their associated volatilities, changes in the credit quality of counterparties,

changes in market liquidity, and the potential for m^or market disruptions. Risk

management procedures also should adequately control potential losses arising from

system deficiencies.

A comprehensive risk management system will incorporate:

• Effective management supervision and oversight by the Board of Directors;

• Procedures that identify and quantify the level(s) of risk on a timely basis;

• Limits and other controls on the level(s) of risk with respect to counterparty credit,

coiKentrations, and other relevant market factors;

• Limits and other controls on inter-connected risk positions (i.e., two or more risk

positions that are correlated and would be expected to change in value due to a

change in the same market factors);

•
Reports to senior management and the Board of Directors that accurately present the

nature and level(s) of risk taken and compliance with approved policies and limits;

and
• Auditing procedures to ensure the integrity of measurement, control, and reporting

systems, and compliaiKe with approved policies and procedures.

When determining risk exposure limits, senior management should consider the nature of the

bank's strategies and past performance, the level of earnings and capital available to absorb

potential losses, and the Board's tolerance for risk. This analysis should be available for

bank examiners to review. The Board of Directors, or its designee(s), should review the

appropriateness of established limits and controls whenever significant changes occur in the

size and scope of the bank's activities or market conditions, or if the bank experiences
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significant reductions in earnings or capital that were not anticipated at the time the limits and

controls were established.

4. Audit Coverage

National banks should have audit coverage of their financial derivatives activities

adequate to ensure timely identification of internal control weaknesses and/or system
deficiencies. Such audit coverage should be provided by competent professionals who
are knowledgeable of the risks inherent in the financial derivatives transactions.

Audit coverage of derivatives activities should be commensurate with a bank's level of risk

and volume of activity. For those banks with end-user activities, audit coverage is likely to

be included within the scope of audits of the interest rate, foreign currency, and liquidity risk

maiiagement functions. Banks that function as dealers need audit coverage sufficient to assess

other risks associated with these businesses. For all financial derivatives users, the audit

scope should include an appraisal of the soundness and adequacy of accounting, operating,

legal, and risk controls. The audit scope also should include testing for irregularities and

compliance with the bank's policies and procedures.

As with any effective audit program, the audit of fmancial derivatives activities should be

conducted by competent auditors who are both independent of the business unit being audited

and yet knowledgeable of the risks unique to that unit. The level of auditor expertise should

be consistent with the level of activity and degree of risk assimied by the bank with respect to

its derivatives activities.

B. Market Risk Management

1. Dealers and Active Position-Takers

National banks whose financial derivatives activities involve dealing or active position-

taking should have risk measurement systems that can quantify risk exposures arising

from changes in market factors. Those systems should be structiu-ed to enable

management to initiate prompt remedial action. The systems also should facilitate stress
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testing and enable management to assess the potential impact of various changes in

market factors on earnings and capital.

The bank should evaluate risk exposures under various scenarios that represent a broad range

of potential market movements and corresponding price behaviors and that consider historical

and recent market trends. Statistical analyses should be used to characterize market scenarios

and price behaviors. Before they are used, and whenever market conditions change

significantly, the analyses should be validated by a source independent of the trading desk or

risk assumption unit. At a minimum, all risk measurement applications and models should be

reviewed and validated annually, and management should maintain adequate documentation to

support the reliability of the validation process.

The frequency with which exposures should be evaluated varies by the nature and size of a

bank's finaiKial derivatives activities. For dealing and trading units, such evaluations should

be available on a daily, and even intra-day, basis. For banks actively using derivatives as

part of their overall risk management, less frequent evaluations may be sufficient.

At some national banks, financial derivatives activities span numerous products, markets,

currencies, and geographic regions. These activities may be conducted in numerous profit

centers or branches and may be managed on a decentralized basis. At a minimum, such

banks should be able to measure their derivatives-related risks for each major portfolio,

branch, and profit center. In addition, bank management should develop the ability to

aggregate such risks across various profit centers and branches to determine the aggregate

risk profile of the institution. The OCC recognizes that developing such consolidated risk

measurement systems may require significant time and resources. However, given the

complexity, potential volatility, and size of risk exposures in derivatives positions, the OCC

believes that such capabilities are necessary for banks that are dealers and/or active position-

takers in derivatives transactions.

2. Limited End-Users

A bank whose derivatives activities are limited in voliune and confined to risk

management activities may need less sophisticated risk measurement systems than those

required by a dealer or active position-taker. Senior management at such a bank should
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enswe that all significant risks arising from their derivatives transactions can be

quantified, monitored, and controlled. At a minimum, risk management systems should
evaluate the possible impact on the bank's earnings and capital which may result from
adverse changes in interest rates and other market conditions that are relevant to the

bank's risk exposure and the effectiveness of financial derivatives transactions in the

bank's overall risk management.

Each financial derivatives transaction should have a clear objective that is consistent with the

bank's overall risk management objectives and strategies. Further, the bank's risk

measiu-ement systems should be capable of demonstrating the effectiveness of derivatives

transactions in achieving such objectives.

C. Credit Risk Management

Credit risk management should parallel the prudent controls expected in traditional

lending activities. Policies and procedures should be formalized to address concerns

such as significant counterparty exposures, concentrations, credit exceptions, risk

ratings, nonperforming contracts, and allowance allocations. Timely, meaningful

reports should be generated and distributed consistent with policy and procedure

requirements.

Credit exposures to an individual counterparty, which are significant in size relative to

capital, should be addressed in the bank's credit risk policy. Bank management should

establish internal limits that are prudent in light of the bank's financial condition and

management's expertise. The Board of Directors' risk tolerance for concentrations and credit

exceptions should be reflected in policies and procedures. Policies addressing credit

management functions, such as risk ratings, nonperforming contracts, and allowance

allocations, should be consistent throughout the bank.

Senior management should receive reports that document line usage by significant

counterparties and new credit relationships. Such reports should consolidate derivatives

credit exposure with all other lending exposure the bank might have to a particular customer.
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1. Credit Approval Function

To ensure safe and sound management of derivatives credit risk exposure, bank

management should make sure that credit authorizations are provided by personnel

independent of the trading unit. Credit officers should be qualified to identify and
assess the level of credit risk inherent in a proposed derivatives transaction. Approving
officers also should be able to identify if a proposed derivatives transaction is consistent

with a counterparty's policies and procedures with respect to derivatives activities, as

they are known to the bank.

Derivative credit lines should be approved using the same credit discipline as credit exposures

arising from traditional lending products. Credit should be approved by a level of senior

management sufficient to ensure consistency with corporate objectives. Banks that fuiKtion

as dealers should ensure that personnel approving credit lines for financial derivatives

transactions do not have any trading authority or any reporting responsibility to trading unit

management. Credit analysis supporting credit lines and sub-limits should be performed
before fmaiKial derivatives transactions are executed. This analysis should parallel analysis

conducted in coimection with traditional extensions of credit.

Credit officers should be able to effectively analyze the impact of proposed derivatives

activities on the financial condition of the customer. The availability and impact of credit

exposure reduction techniques, such as netting arrangements and collateral agreements, also

should be considered. Consistent with good practice in traditional lending, the

creditworthiness of the counterparty should be assessed periodically throughout the life of the

derivatives transaction.

The credit officers responsible for establishing and changing finaiKial derivatives credit lines

should understand the applicability of fmancial derivatives instruments to the risks the bank

customer is attempting to manage. When the bank believes a particular transaction may not

be appropriate for a particular customer, but the customer wishes to proceed, bank

management should document its own analysis and the information provided to the customer.
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2. Pre-Settlement Risk

The system a bank uses to quantify pre-settlement credit risk exposure sliould take into

account current exposure ("mark-to-market") as well as potential credit risk due to

possible future changes in applicable market rates or prices ("add-on"). That system
should use a reliable source for determining the credit risk factor used to calculate the

credit risk add-on.

This methodology should produce a number representing a reasonable approximation of loan

equivalency, that is, the amount of credit exposure inherent in a comparable extension of

credit. The mark-to-market calculation should iiKotporate the same controls as the mark-to-

market calculation used to identify profits and losses. Prices should be obtained

indepeixiendy from qualified sources on a periodic basis, the frequetKy of which should be

determined by the extent and type of a bank's financial derivatives activities. The bank's

traders should not be used as the source of market valuations unless an independent unit (risk

management and/or operations) verifies the traders' input against published quotes.

The credit risk add-on should determine the potential for future iiKreases in credit exposure
based on the likelihood that market rates or prices will change over the life of a contract.

Although the methodology used to calculate this exposure should be consistent with that used

for calculating market risk, the credit risk add-on calculation differs in at least one significant

aspect. Specifically, the time horizon for market risk is the time it would take to offset or

close-out a position, whereas the time horizon for credit risk appropriately is the remaining
life of the contract because defoult could occur at any time during the remaining life.

Correlations among off-setting or matched positions with a single counterparty can reduce the

overall potential for future credit exposure to that counterparty, but determining the extent of

such reductions generally requires sophisticated simulation analysis. Consequently, if a bank

adjusts for such correlations when summing and evaluating counterparty credit exposures, the

simulation analysis supporting any such adjustment should be available to bank examiners.

The sophistication of a bank's credit risk measurement system should be consistent with the

level of activity and degree of risk assumed by the bank in its derivatives activities. Banks

active in derivatives transactions should have internal systems to determine potential credit
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risk. Limited end-users may rely on estimates from dealers or other third party sources,

provided the sources are independent of the bank's counterparty.

3. Settlement Risk

A bank's system for managing counterparty credit risk should address settlement risk.

Settlement risk can be defined as the risk a bank faces when it has performed its obligations

under a contract, but has not yet received value from its counterparty. The time horizon for

settlement risk is typically very short (less than 24 hours). Bank management should

establish limits and monitoring procedures for settlement risk exposures. Settlement risk

limits should be established separately from pre-settlement credit limits and should consider

the bank's capital adequacy, operations efficiency, and credit analysis expertise. Because

settlement risk becomes credit risk if the counterparty defaults during the settlement cycle,

the ability of bank management to limit this exposure should be the key determining factor in

establishing settlement limits. Monitoring reports should provide sufficient detail to identify

credit risk arising from settlement versus pre-settlement exposure.

4. Credit Risk Monitoring

Credit risk monitoring should be independent of the units that create financial

derivatives exposures. This risk monitoring unit should be responsible for producing

and distributing timely, accurate information about credit exposures such as line usage,

concentrations, credit quality, limit exceptions, and significant counterparty exposiures.

Credit exposure reports should provide aggregate information about the bank's credit

risk to a given counterparty (including products such as loans, securities imderwritings

and other traded products). The risk monitoring unit should ensure that appropriate

levels of senior management and the Board of Directors receive relevant information

about credit exposure arising from derivatives activities on a periodic and timely basis.

The methodology the bank adopts to measure and monitor credit risk should be controlled by

personnel independent of the trading unit. As with the methodologies used to measure mark-

to-market value and potential market risk exposure, it is important that the assumptions and
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variables used in such models be kept current. Periodic validation should be an integral part
of this process.

D. Liquidity Risk Management

Bank management should establish effective controls over the liquidity exposure arising
ft-om financial derivatives activities. Key principles in the governance and management
of this risk are diversification and communication.

With respect to financial derivatives products, liquidity risk takes two forms: market/product

liquidity and cash flow. If there is insufficient market activity or prices are not available, a

bank risks loss due to its inability to exit or unwind a position. The inability to meet cash

flow obligations at an acceptable price as they become due may also present a risk of loss.

Management of the liquidity exposure resulting from fmaiKial derivatives activities should be

an integral part of day-to-day operations, as well as contingency and liquidity planning

processes. The depth and formality of management systems governing this risk should reflect

the volume and complexity of activities undertaken and the overall liquidity of the bank.

1. Market/Product Liquidity Risk

Exposure to market/product liquidity risk should be formally addressed within market
risk limits. Diversification policies specifically addressing known or potential liquidity

problems also should be implemented. Limits should be designed to trigger management
action and control loss. Quality and timely communication also should be an integral

part of a bank's risk management culture.

Effective market risk exposure limits should incorporate orderly liquidation periods based on

the length of time required to hedge or liquidate a position under normal market conditions

When markets or products are illiquid and there is little variety or depth to hedging

alternatives, market and credit exposure measures should be based on longer time frames.
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Communication and management/trader action are important during periods of illiquidity. A
policy in which traders communicate early warning signs to risk control units is critical. At a

minimum, traders should routinely report instances of unusually wide spreads and the absence

of regular market participants.

Operating procedures should require traders to alert line and risk control units to early

market indicators of resistaiKe to the bank or to significant counterparties, as well as

resistance with respect to particular products or maturities, or by particular markets or

geographic regions.

2. Cash Flow/Funding Liquidity Risk

A bank should have liquidity policies to formally govern its exposure to cash flow gaps

(from intermediate payments or settlements) arising from financial derivatives activities.

Controls over a bank's current and projected liquidity positions should include limits on cash

flow gaps, in the aggregate and by currency. Based on the bank's organizational structure, it

also may be appropriate to establish such limits according to legal or geographic entities, as

well as on a firm-wide basis.

Banks engaged in significant fmancial derivatives trading activities should consider having an

internal transfer pricing system that incorporates an appropriate "charge" for liquidity usage.

Such a charge could help provide fuiancial derivatives users with the appropriate economic

incentive to manage their cash flow gaps and funding requirements according to overall

organizational needs and strategies.

The limits previously discussed for controlling market/product liquidity risk also should assist

in diversifying cash flows and avoiding concentrations around specific dates, within specific

time periods, and by currency, product, or customer.

3. Early Termination Arrangements and Credit Enhancements

Policies should control the bank's exposure arising from early termination

arrangements, as well as collateralization or other credit enhancements.
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Banks should carefully evaluate the risks of entering into agreements governing their fmancial

derivatives transactions that include provisions allowing a counterparty to terminate the

agreement or liquidate outstanding transactions upon a deterioration in the bank s financial

corxlition. Even absent such provisions, counterparties may request a bank that is

experiencing real or perceived problems to unwind fmancial derivatives transactions before

they mature. Bank policy should formally address how such requests will be handled,

because in either situation, the early termination of trades may result in an undesired cash

outflow and an increase in market risk at the least opportune time.

Banks' policies also should limit the amount of assets that may be encumbered by collateral

arrangements or other credit enhancements triggered by a deterioration in the bank's fmancial

condition. In developing such limits, a bank should consider potential exposures and

alternative financing sources to meet liquidity requirements under a series of successive

declines in its credit standing.

4. Monitoring

Banlts should have management information systems that permit daily monitoring of

liquidity positions relative to limits. These reports should be prepared by an area or

employee(s) independent of the trading unit.

Information reflecting current and prospective cash flows from fmancial derivatives activities

should be included in bank-wide liquidity managemeiu processes and contingency funding

plans. Reports showing actual positions relative to diversification limits also should be

readily available for management's review.

The frequency with which reports are prepared should be based on the relative risk exposures

of a bank's activities, as well as its liquidity needs. Such information should be provided to

trading, risk control, and funding units.
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E. Operations and Systems Risk Management

The Board of Directors and senior management should enswe the proper dedication of

resources (financial and personnel) to support operations and systems development and
maintenance. The operations unit for financial derivatives activities, consistent with

other trading and investment activities, should report to an independent imit, and should

be managed independently of the business unit. The sophistication of the systems

support and operational capacity should be commensurate with the size and complexity
of the derivatives business activity.

To ensure effective transaction processing, exposure aiKl profit attd loss reporting, valuation

of positions and documentation, the operations unit should be indepeixlent of the business

unit.

Systems support and operational capacity should be able to adequately accommodate the types

of fmancial derivatives activities in which the bank engages. This includes the ability to

efficiently process aixl settle the volume of business transacted through the business unit, to

provide support for the complexity of the transactions booked, and to provide accurate and

timely input. Support systems and the systems developed to interface with the official

databases should generate accurate information sufficient to allow business unit management
and senior management to monitor risk exposures in a timely manner.

Systems needs and adequacy for finaiKial derivatives activities should be evaluated during the

strategic planning process. Current and projected volume should be considered together with

the nature of the derivatives activity and the user's expectations. Consistent with other

systems plans, a written contingency plan for financial derivatives products should be in

place.

1. Quality of Persoimel

Senior management should recognize the need for, and devote appropriate resources to,

employing knowledgeable and experienced personnel in the operations area.
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Although organizational structures may vary from one bank to another, trading operations
should report to high-level management. This assures that senior management is aware of

significant operational risks. With the complexity of fmancial derivatives products and the

size aiKl rapidity of transactions, it is essential that operational units be able to capture all

relevant details of trades, identify errors, and process payments or move assets quickly and

accurately. This requires a staff of sufficient size, knowledge and experience to support the

volume and type of transactions generated by the business unit.

Management should develop appropriate hiring practices and compensation plans to recruit

and retain high caliber staff.

2. Systems

Systems design and needs may vary according to the size and complexity of a bank's

financial derivatiyes business. However, each system should provide for accurate and

timely processing and allow for proper risk exposure monitoring.

Operational systems should be tailored to each bank's needs. Limited end-users of fmancial

derivatives may not require the same degree of automation needed by more active trading and

position-taking banks. However, all operational systems and units should adequately provide

for basic processing, settlement, and control of derivatives transactions.

The more sophisticated the bank's activity, the more need there is to establish automated

systems to accommodate the complexity of the deals transacted, to accommodate the volume

of trades conducted, and to reconcile more efficiently and report position information

accurately.

It is appropriate for front and back office systems to become more highly integrated as the

bank's fmancial derivatives activities expand.

3. Segregation of Duties

Segregation of operational duties, exposure reporting, and risk monitoring from the

business unit is critical to proper internal control.
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To provide proper control over the recordation, settlement, and monitoring of the finaiKial

derivatives business activities, operational duties should be segregated and managed

independently from the business unit. Proper internal control should be provided over the

entry of deals into the daubase, transaction numbering, date and time notation, and the

confiimation and settlemeiu processes. Operational controls also should be in place to

resolve disputes over contract specifications. In this regard, banks which act as dealers of

derivatives transactions should consider employing recorded telephone lines for both dealing

and operational units.

The operations department, or another unit or entity independent of the business unit, should

be responsible for ensuring proper reconciliation of front and back office databases on a

regular basis. This includes the verification of position data, profit and loss figures, and

transaction-by-transaction details. ,7-1

4. . Valuation Issues

Banks that engage in financial derivatives activities should ensiu-e that the methods they

use to value their derivatives positions are appropriate and that the assumptions

underlying those methods are reasonable.

Dealers and active position-takers should have systems that accurately measure the value of

their financial derivatives portfolios. The pricing procedures and models the bank chooses

should be consistently applied and well-documented. Models and supporting sutistical

analyses should be validated prior to use and as market conditions warrant.

The best approach is to value derivatives portfolios based on mid-market levels less

adjustments. Adjustments should reflect expected fumre costs such as unearned credit

spreads, close-out costs, investing and funding costs, and administrative costs. Most limited

end-users (and some traders) may fmd it too costly to establish systems that accurately

measure the necessary adjustments for mid-market pricing. In such cases, banks may price

derivatives based on bid and offer levels, provided they use the bid side for long positions

and the offer side for short positions. This procedure will ensure that financial derivatives

(wsitions are not overvalued.

Data: Octobcr 27. 1993 Page 20 of 26
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Banks adopting mid-market pricing should recognize that mid-market prices are not

observable for many instruments. In those cases, banks should derive unbiased estimates of
market prices from prices in similar markets or from sources that are independent of the

bank's traders. The bank's operations staff should develop procedures to verify the

reasonableness of all pricing variables or. if that is not possible, should limit the bank's

exposure through position or concentration limits and develop appropriate reporting
mechanisms.

Traders may review and comment on prices. When material discrepancies occur, senior

management should review them. If, in an extenuating circumstance, senior management
overrides a back office estimate, it should prepare a written explanation of the decision.

5. Documentation

Bank management should ensure a mechanism exists whereby financial derivatives

contract documentation is confirmed, maintained, and safeguarded. Documentation

exceptions should be properly monitored and resolved.

Controls must be in place to ensure that the appropriate contract documentation is timely and

properly executed and mainuined. The bank should establish a process through which
documentation exceptions are monitored and appropriately reviewed by senior management
and legal counsel. Banks with more active derivatives businesses should consider establishing
a separate documentation unit to control fmaiKial derivatives contracts and supporting
documents. Such a imit may be part of a broader documentation unit or the legal

department.

F. Legal Issues

Prior to engaging in derivatives transactions, a national bank should reasonably satisfy

itself that its counterparties have the legal, and any necessary regulatory, authority to

engage in those transactions. In addition to determining the authority of a counterparty
to enter into a derivatives transaction, a national bank also should reasonably satisfy

itself that the terms of any contract governing its derivatives activities with a

counterparty are legally sound.

Date; Octobcr 27, 1993 Page 21 of 26
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Participants in the financial derivatives markets have experienced significant losses because

they were unable to recover losses from a defaulting counterparty when a court held the

counterparty had acted outside of its authority in entering into such transactions. National

banks, especially dealers, should ensiur that their counterparties have the power and authority

to enter into derivatives transactions, and that the counterparties' obligations arising therefrom

are enforceable. Similarly, a national bank also should ensiu^ that its rights with respect to

any margin or collateral received from a counterparty are enforceable and exercisable. The

bank should be able to be use such margin or collateral to offset actual losses upon the

default of the counterparty.

A national bank also should reasonably satisfy itself that the terms of any contract governing

its derivatives transactions with a counterparty are legally sound. This is especially important

with respect to provisions governing (i) the timing of the termination of outstanding

transactions and (ii) the calculation of settlement amounts payable to or between parties upon

the termination of a transaction or an agreement.

1. Bilateral Netting

In order to reduce counterparty credit exposure, a national bank should use master

close-out netting agreements with its counterparties to the broadest extent legally

aforceable, including in any possible insolvency proceedings of such counterparties.

However, the reliance upon such agreements where the enforceability of such

agreements against a particular counterparty has not been legally established should be

considered carefully and will be scrutinized closely by the OCC.

In the United States the enforceability of bilateral close-out netting arrangements for various

derivatives transactions in the insolvency proceedings of U.S. counterparties is almost certain.

The advantages of such netting arrangements include a reduction in credit and liquidity

exposures, the potential to do more business with existing counterparties within existing credit

lines, and a reduced need for collateral to support counterparty obligations. National banks,

therefore, gain substantial potential benefits by documenting their relationships in master

agreements that contain close-out netting provisions.

Date: Octobcr 27, 1993 Page 22 of 26
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The enforceability of such provisions against many foreign counterparties or U.S. branches or

offices of some foreign counterparties, however, is less certain. National banks that rely on

netting arrangements with such counterparties may understate credit and liquidity exposures.
As a result, they may improperly monitor and control that exposure, assume imintended

credit risk, and increase systemic risk.

Only when the enforceability of close-out netting arrangements with counterparties has a high

degree of certainty should national banks monitor their credit and liquidity risks, and account

for financial derivatives transactions with such counterparties, on a net basis.

2. Multilateral Netting

A national bank should determine credit and liquidity exposure and account for

financial derivatives transactions on a muhilaterally-netted basis only if cleared through
a clearinghouse, organization, or facility that meets the conditions set forth in the Report

ofthe Committee on InteHxink Netting Schemes ofthe Ce/iral Bank ofthe Groip of10

Coimtries, Bank for International Settlements, Nov. 1990 ("Lamfalussy Report").

Under a multilateral netting facility, a central counterparty or clearinghouse is designated as

the common legal counterparty for each participant in the facility. The reductions in credit

risk resulting from a well^esigned facility can be substantial and, generally, the OCC
encourages the development of such arrangements.

In order to provide the highest level of certainty with respect to (i) the enforceability of the

obligations of the participants, (ii) the ability of the system to freely and promptly exercise

the right of set-off with respect to any property deposited with the system by a defaulting

participant as security for its obligations, (iii) limitations on the obligations of non-defaulting

participants to cover the losses arising out of defaulted transactions, and (iv) the financial

integrity of the system as a whole, national banks should only participate in multilateral

netting facilities that meet the conditions set forth in the Lamfalussy Report.

o.t. October 27, 1993 Page 23 of 26
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3. Physical Commodity Transactions

National banlu may engage in physical commodity transactions in order to manage the

risks arising out of physical commodity financial derivatives transactions if they meet the

following conditions:

• Any physical transactions supplement the bank's existing risk management activities,

constitute a nominal percentage of a bank's risk management activities, are used

only to manage risk arising from otherwise permissible (customer-driven) banking

activities, and are not entered into for speculative purposes; and

• Before entering into any such physical transactions, the bank has submitted a

detailed plan for the activity to the OCC and the plan has been approved.

The OCC has coitcluded that a national bank may engage in physical commodity transactions

in order to manage the risks arising out of physical commodity financial derivatives

transactions. However, given the potential additional risks associated with physical hedging

activities, a national bank must first develop a detailed plan, which should be approved by the

bank's Board of Directors and the supervisory staff of the OCC, before the bank begins

engaging in such activities. Requests for plan approval must be submitted to; Senior Deputy

Comptroller for Bank Supervision-Operations, Office of the Comptroller of the Ctirrency,

Washington, DC. 20219.

Upon OCC approval, a national bank may engage in such activities only under the conditions

specified above and in accordance with safe and sound banking practices.

Financial derivatives transactions with respect to bank-eligible precious metals (gold, silver

and platinum) are not subject to this guideline.

G. Capital Adequacy

The Board of Directors should ensure that the bank maintains sufficient capital to

support the risk exposures (e.g., market risk, credit risk, liquidity risk, operation and

systems risk, etc.) that may arise from its derivatives activities. SigniFicant changes in

D.t«: October 27. 1993 Page 24 of 26
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the size or scope of a bank's activities should prompt an analysis of tiie adequacy of the

amount of capital supporting those various activities by senior management and/or the

Board of Directors. This analysis should be approved by the Board of Directors and be

available for bank examiner review. In addition to internal reviews of capital adequacy,
senior management should ensure that the bank meets all regulatory capital standards

for financial derivatives activities.

Under current risk-based capital requirements national banks must hold capital for

counterparty credit risk exposures in financial derivatives contracts. These requirements are

specified in 12 CFR 3 Appendix A. The OCC is developing additional capital requirements
for banks' interest rate exposures which would include requiring capital to cover interest rate

risk exposures arising from fmancial derivatives positions. As these and any other

modifications or additions to capital requirements are adopted, bank management must ensure

that all financial derivatives activities are properly incorporated into their minimum capital

levels.

H. Accounting

Accounting guidance for financial derivatives instruments is not comprehensive. Generally

accepted accounting priiKiples (GAAP) include definitive accounting standards only for

futures contracts. Regulatory accounting principles (RAP), set forth in the Instructions to

Consolidated Reports of Condition and Income, address only futures, forwards, and options.

Due to the lack of comprehensive GAAP or RAP guidance for all derivatives, inconsistent

accounting practices have developed for some products.

The OCC is currently studying the issue of accounting for financial derivative instruments. A
consistent regulatory accounting policy will be developed for all derivative products. That

policy will consider the impact of accounting rules on business decisions, with a view to

minimizing regulatory burden, and will be a cooperative effort with the other U.S. banking

agencies. In the interim, each bank should review its accounting practices and documenution

to ensure consistency with the strategies and objectives approved by its Board of Directors.

D«e: October 27, 1993 Page 25 of 26
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RESPONSIBLE OFFICE

Questions or concerns regarding this banking circular or the information it contains should be

directed to: Capital Markets Division, Office of the Chief National Bank Examiner, (202)

874-5070.

^vx.\^v ^.N^^
Douglas E. Ha

Senior PoliSy-i^dvisor to the Comptroller
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December 20, 1993

TO THE OFFICER. IN CHARGE OF SUPERVISION
AT EACH FEDERAL RESERVE BANK

SUBJECT: Examining Risk Mamagement cind Internal Controls for
Trading Activities of Banking Organizations

The review of risk management and internal controls is
an essential element of our examination of trading activities.
In view of the increasing importance of these activities to the
overall risk profile and profitalaility of certain banking
organizations, the following guidance is being issued to
highlight key considerations in examining the risk management and
internal controls of trading activities in both cash and
derivative instruments.'

This guidance specifically targets trading, market
making, and customer accommodation activities in cash and
derivative instrioments at State member banks, branches and
agencies of foreign barnks, cuid Edge corporations. The principles
set forth in this guidance also apply to the risk management of
bank holding con^jauiies, which should manage and control aggregate
risk exposures on a consolidated bcisis, while recognizing legal
distinctions among subsidiaries. Many of the principles advanced
can also be applied to bemks' use of derivatives as end-users.
Examiners should assess management's application of this guidance
to the holding company and to a baxik's end-user derivative
activities where appropriate, given the nature of the
institution's activities cuad current accounting standards.

The following guidance both reiterates and supplements
earlier directives provided in various supervisory letters and
examination manuals on these topics. It is also incorporated and
addressed in significant detail in the draft Capital Markets and
Trading Activities Mcuiual that is currently being field tested.
Specifically, this letter provides exeuniner guidance for
evaluating the following elements of eui institution's risk
mamagement process for trading and derivatives activities:

' In general terms, derivative instruments are bilateral
contracts or agreements whose value derives from the value of one
or more underlying assets, interest rates, exchange rates,
commodities, or financial or commodity indexes.
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I. Board of directors and management oversight;

II. The measurement procedures, limit systems, and
monitoring and review functions of the risk management
process; and,

III. Internal controls and audit procedures.

• J- -^ -.^^ assessing the adequacy of these elements at
individual institutions, examiners should consider the nature andvolume of a bank's activities and the bank's overall approachtoward managing the various types of risks involved. As with theexamination of other banking activities, examiner judgment playsa key role in assessing the adequacy and necessary sophisticationot a bank s risk management system for cash and derivativemstnoment trading and hedging activities.

• ^u- '^^^ °^ ^^^ managerial and examiner practices containedm this guidance are fundamental and are generally accepted assound banking practices for both trading and non- tradingactivities. However, other elements may be subject to change, asboth supervisory and bank operating standards evolve in responseto new tectmologies, financial innovations, and developments inmarket and business practices. Future eaqperience, including that
gained from ur^jlementing the Capital Markets and TradingActivities Maniial, may also identify useful changes to these
examiner guidelines.

I. Oversight of the Kisk Management Process

As is standard practice for most banking activitiesbanks should maintain written policies and procedures that
clearly outline the institution's risk management guidance for
trading and derivative activities. At a minimum these policiesshould Identify the risk tolerances of the board of directors andshould clearly delineate lines of authority and responsibilityfor managing the risk of these activities. Individusas
throughout the trading and derivatives areas should be fullyaware of all policies and procedures that relate to their
specific duties.

The board of directors, senior- level management, andmembers of independent risk management functions are all
important participants in the risk management process. Examinersshould ensure that these participants are aware of their
responsibilities and that they adequately perform their
appropriate role in managing the risk of trading and derivative
activities.
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Board of Directors. The board of directors should
approve all significant policies relating to the management of
risks throughout the institution. These policies, which should
include those related to trading activities, should be consistent
with the organization's broader business strategies, capital
adequacy, expertise, and overall willingness to taJce risk.
Accordingly, the board should be informed regularly of the risk
exposure of the institution and should regularly re -evaluate
significant risk management policies and procedures with special
emphasis placed on those defining the institution's risk
tolerance regarding these activities. The board of directors
should also conduct and encourage discussicxis between its members
ajid senior management, as well blb between senior majiagement and
others in the institution, regarding the institution's risk
management process amd risk exposure.

Senior Management . Senior management is responsible
for ensuring that there are adequate policies and procedures for
conducting trading operations on both a long-range auid day-to-day
basis. This responsibility includes ensuring that there are
clear delineations of lines of responsibility for majiaging risk,
adequate systems for measuring risk, appropriately structured
limits on risk taking, effective internal controls, euad a
comprehensive risk- reporting process.

Senior management should evaluate regularly the
procedures' in place to vaanage risk to ensure that those
procedures are appropriate and aoiind. Senior management should
also foster and participate in active discussions with the boeurti,
with staff of risk mcmagement fxmctions, and with traders
regarding procedures for measuring and managing risk. Management
must also ensure that trading and derivative activities axe
allocated sufficient resources amd staff to mamage and control
risks.

Independent Risk Management Functions . The process of

measuring, monitoring, and controlling risk consistent with the
estc±>lished policies and procedures should be managed
independently of individuals conducting trading activities, up
through senior levels of the institution. An independent system
for reporting exposures to both senior- level management and to
the board of directors is am iii^>ortant element of this process.

Banking organizations should have highly qualified
personnel throughout their trading and derivatives areas,
including their risk mamagement and internal control functions.
The personnel staffing independent risk management fxmctions
should have a con^jlete understanding of the risks associated with
all traded on- and off-balance sheet instruments. Accordingly,
compensation policies for these individuals should be adequate to
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attract and retain personnel qualified to judge these risks. As
a matter of general policy, condensation policies, especially in
the risk management, control, and senior management functions,
should be structured in a way that avoids the potential
incentives for excessive risk talcing that can occur if, for
example, salaries are tied too closely to the profitability of
trading or derivatives activities.

II. The Risk Management Process

The primary con^onents of a sound risk management
process are: a conprehensive risk measurement approach; a
detailed structure of limits, guidelines, emd other parameters
used to govern risk tcdcing; and a strong mcmagement information
system for monitoring emd reporting risks. These con^jonents are
fundamental to both trading and non- trading activities, alike.
Moreover, the underlying risks associated with these activities,
such as credit, market, liquidity, and operating risk, are not
new to banking, although their measurement cuid mcmagement can be
somewhat more complex- Accordingly, the process of risk
management for trading activities should be integrated into the
institution's overall risk management system to the fullest
extent possible using a conceptual framework common to the bank's
other activities. Such a common framework enables the
institution to manage its consolidated risk esqjosure more
effectively, especially since the various individual risks
involved in trading activities Cein, at times, be interconnected
emd cam often transcend specific markets.

As is the case with all risk-beaxing activities, the
risk exposures a bsmking organization assxunes in its trading and
derivatives activities should be fully supported by an adequate
capital position. Banking organizations should ensure that their
capital positions are sufficiently strong to support all trading
and derivatives risks on a fully consolidated basis amd that
adequate capital is maintained in all affiliated entities engaged
in these activities.

Risk Measurement . An institution's system for
measuring the various risks of trading and derivatives activities
should be both comprehensive and accurate. Risks should be
measured and aggregated across trading and non- trading activities
on em institution-wide basis to the fullest extent possible.

VOiile examiners should not require the use of a single
prescribed risk measurement approach for management purposes,
they should evaluate the extent to which a bank's procedures
enaible management to assess exposures on a consolidated basis.
Examiners should also" evaluate whether the risk measures and the
risk measurement process are sufficiently robust to reflect
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accurately the multiple types of risks facing the institution.
Risk measurement standards should be understood by relevant
personnel at all levels of the institution—from individual
traders to the board of directors—and should provide a common
framework for limiting and monitoring risk tzJcing activities.

The process of marking trading and derivatives
positions to market is fundcimental to measuring emd reporting
exposures accurately and on a timely basis. Institutions active
in dealing foreign exchange, derivatives, and other traded
instr\iments should have the ability to monitor credit exposures,
trading positions, and market movements at least daily. Some
institutions should also have the capacity, or at least the goal,
of monitoring their more actively traded products on a real-time
basis.

Analyzing stress situations, including combinations of
market events that could affect the banking organization, is also
an important aspect of risk measurement. Sound risk measurement

practices include identifying possible events or changes in

market behavior that could have unfavorable effects on the bank
and assessing the ability of the brnk to withstand them. These

analyses should consider not only the likelihood of adverse

events, reflecting their probability, but also plausible "worst
case" scenarios. Ideally, such worst case analysis should be
conducted pn an institution-wide basis by tzdcing into account the
effect of unusual price changes or the default of a leurge

coiinterparty across both the derivatives and cash trading
portfolios and the loan and funding portfolios.

Such stress tests should not be limited to quantitative
exercises that compute potential losses or gains. They should
also include more qualitative analyses of the actions memagement
might tjike under particular scenarios. Contingency plans
outlining operating procedures imd lines of communication, both
formal and informal, are important products of such qualitative
analyses.

Limiting Risks . A sound system of integrated
institution-wide limits amd risk taking guidelines is an
essential component of the risk management process. Such a

system should set boundaries for orgamizational risk-taking zmd
should also ensure that positions that exceed certain

predetermined levels receive prompt memagement attention, so that

they can be either reduced or prudently addressed. The limit

f:'ystem should be consistent with the effectiveness of the

organization's overall risk management process «ui,d with the

adequacy of its capital position. An appropriate limit system
should permit management to control exposures, to initiate
discussion about opportunities and risks, and to monitor actual
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risk taking against predetermined tolerances, as determined by
the board of directors ajid senior management.

Global limits should be set for each major type of risk
involved. These limits should be consistent with the bank's
overall risk measurement approach and should be integrated to the
fullest extent possible with institution-wide limits on those
risks as they arise in all other activities of the firm. The
limit system should provide the capability to allocate limits
down to individual business units.

At times, especially when markets are volatile, traders
may exceed their limits. While such exceptions may occur, they
should be made known to senior management and approved only by
authorized personnel. These positions should also pron5)t
discussions between traders and management about the consolidated
risk-taJcing activities of the firm or the trading unit. The
seriousness of individual or continued limit exceptions depends
in large part upon management's approach toward setting limits
and on the actual size of individual and orgamizational limits
relative to the institution's capacity to take risk. Banks with
relatively conservative limits may encounter more exceptions to
those limits than do institutions where limits may be less
restrictive. Ultimately, examiners should ensure that stated
policies are enforced smd that the level of exposure is managed
prudently ,.

Reporting . An accurate, informative, euid timely
mcuiagement information system is essential to the prudent
operation of a trading or derivatives activity. Accordingly, the
examiner's assessment of the quality of the management
information system is an in^jortant factor in the overall
evaluation of the risk management process. Examiners should
determine the extent to which the risk management function
monitors and reports its measures of trading risks to appropriate
levels of senior meinagement and to the board of directors.
Exposures amd profit amd loss statements should be reported at
least daily to mainagers who supervise but do not, themselves,
conduct trading activities. More frequent reports should be made
as market conditions dictate. Reports to other levels of senior
meinagement cuid the board may occur less frequently, but examiners
should determine whether the frequency of reporting provides
these individuals with adequate information to judge the changing
nature of the institution's risk profile.

Examiners should ensure that the management information
systems tremslate the measured risk from a technical, cind

qucuititative format to one that can be easily read and understood
by senior mamagers aind directors, who may not have specialized
and technical knowledge of trading activities amd derivative
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products. Risk exposures arising from various products within
the trading function should be reported to senior managers cuid
directors using a common conceptual framework for measuring ajid

limiting ripks.

Management Evaluation and Review . Maxiagement should
ensure that the various components of a bank' s risk management
process are regularly reviewed and evaluated. This review should
take into account changes in the activities of the institution
and in the market environment, since the changes may have created
exposures that require additional management and examiner
attention. Any material changes to the risk management system
should also be reviewed.

The independent risk moinagement functions should
regularly assess the methodologies, models, and assun^tions used
to measure risk eind to limit exposures. Proper documentation of
these elements of the risk measurement system is essential for
conducting meaningful reviews. The review of limit structures
should compare limits to actual exposures and should also
consider whether existing measures of exposure and limits are
appropriate in view of the bank's past performance axid current
capital position.

The frequency and extent to which baxiks should re-
evaluate their risk measurement methodologies amd models depends,
in part, on the specific risk e3q)os\ires created by their trading
activities, on the pace eind nature of market changes, and on the
pace of innovation with respect to measuring cmd managing risks.
At a minimum, banks with significant trading and derivative
activities should review the underlying methodologies of their
models at least cmnually--and more often as market conditions
dictate- -to ensure they are appropriate euid consistent. Such
internal evaluations may, in many cases, be supplemented by
reviews by external auditors or other qualified outside parties,
such as consultants who have expertise with highly technical
models and risk management techniques. Assxunptions should be
evaluated on a continual basis.

Banks should also have an effective process to evalviate
euid review the risks involved in products that are either new to
the firm or new to the marketplace cind of potential interest to
the firm. In general, a bank should not trade a product until
senior management and all releveint personnel (including those in
risk mainagement, internal control, legal, accounting, and
auditing) understand the product and are able to integrate the
product into the baink's risk measurement and control systems.
Examiners should determine whether the banking organization has a
formal process for reviewing new products and whether it
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introduces new products in a manner that adecjuately limits
potential losses.

Managing Specific Risks. The following discussions
present examiner guidance for evaluating the specific components
of a firm's risk management process in the context of each of the
risks involved in trading cash and derivatives instruments.

Credit Risk. Broadly defined, credit risk is the risk
that a counterparty will fail to perform on an obligation to the
baulking institution. Baxiks should evaluate both settlement and
pre- settlement credit risk at the customer level across all
traded derivative and non-derivative products. On settlement
day, the exposure to counterparty default may equal the full
value of cuay cash flows or securities the bamk is to receive.
Prior to settlement, credit risk is measured as the sum of the
replacement cost of the position, plus an estimate of the bank's
potential future exposure from the instrument as a result of
market changes. Replacement cost should be determined using
current market prices or generally accepted approaches for
estimating the present value of future payments required under
each contract, given current market conditions.

Potential credit risk exposure is measured more
subjectively than current exposure and is primarily a fvmction of
the time remaining to maturity and the expected volatility of the
price, rate, or index \inderlying the contract. It is often
assessed through simulation analysis and option valuation models,
but can also be addressed by using "add-ons," such sis those
included in the risk-based capital stemdard. In either case,
examiners should evaluate the reasonableness of the sissunptions
underlying the bank's risk measure and should also ensure that
banks that measure exposures using a portfolio approach do so in
a prudent manner.

Master netting agreements and various credit
enhancements, such as collateral or third-party guarantees, can
be used by banlcs to reduce their coxinterparty credit risk. In
such cases, a bank's credit exposures should reflect these risk
reducing features only to the extent that the agreements and
recourse provisions are legally enforceable in all relevant
jurisdictions. This legal enforceability should extend to any
insolvency proceedings of the counterparty. Banlcs should be able
to demonstrate that they have exercised due diligence in
evaluating the enforceability of these contracts amd that
individual trauisactions have been executed in a manner that
provides adequate protection to the bank.

Credit limits that consider both settlement and pre-
settlement exposures should be established for all counterparties
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with whom the bank trades. As a matter of general policy,
trading with a counterparty should not commence until a credit
line has been approved. The structure of the credit -approval
process may differ among institutions, reflecting the
organizational and geographic structure of the institution and
the specific needs of its trading activities. Nevertheless, in
all cases, it is important that credit limits be determined by
personnel who are independent of the trading function, that these
personnel use standards that are consistent with those used for
nontrading activities, emd that counterparty credit lines are
consistent with the organization's policies amd consolidated
exposures .

Examiners should consider the extent to which credit
limits are exceeded and whether exceptions were resolved
according to the bank's adopted policies and procedures.
Examiners should also evaluate whether the institution's reports
adequately provide traders and credit officers with relevant,
accurate, and timely information aljout the credit exposures and
approved credit lines.

Trading activities that involve cash instruments often
involve short-term exposures that are eliminated at settlement.
However, in the case of derivative products traded in over-the-
counter markets, the exposure cam often exist for a period
similar to' that commonly associated with a bank loan. Given this
potentially longer term exposure and the con^ilexity associated
with some derivative instruments, bamlcs should consider not only
the overall financial strength of the coxinterpaxty amd its
ability to perform on its obligation, but should also consider
the counterparty's aibility to imderstand and mamage the risks
inherent in the derivative product.

MarJcet Risk. Market risk is the risk to a bank's
financial condition resulting from adverse movements in market
prices. Accurately measuring a bank's market risk requires
timely information about the current market values of its assets,
liabilities, and off-balance sheet positions. Although there are
many types of market risks that cam affect a portfolio's value,
they can generally be described as those involving forward risk
amd those involving options . Forward risks arise from factors
such as changing interest rates and currency exchange rates, the
liquidity of markets for specific commodities or financial
instruments, and local or world political and economic events.
Market risks related to options include these factors as well as

evolving perceptions of the volatility of price changes, the
passage of time, amd the interactive effect of other market
risks. All of these sources of potential market risk can affect
the value of the institution and should be considered in the risk
measurement process .
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Market risk is increasingly measured by market
participamts using a value-at-risk approach, which measures the
potential gain or loss in a position, portfolio, or institution
that is associated with a price movement of a given probability
over a specified time horizon. Baji3cs should revalue all trading
portfolios and calculate their exposures at least daily.
Although banks may use risk measures other than value at risk,
examiners should consider whether the measure used is
sufficiently accurate and rigorous and whether it is adequately
incorporated into the bank's risk management process.

Examiners should also ensure that the institution
compares its estimated market risk exposures with actual market
price behavior. In particular, the output of amy market risk
models that require simulations or forecasts of future prices
should be con^jared with actual prices. If the projected and
actual results differ materially, the models should be modified,
as appropriate.

Banks should establish limits for market risk that
relate to their risk measures and that are consistent with
maximum exposures authorized by their senior management and board
of directors. These limits should be allocated to business units
and individual traders and be clearly understood by all relevant
parties. .Examiners should ensure that exceptions to limits are
detected and adequately addressed by management. In piractice,
some limit systems may include additional elements such as stop-
loss limits eind trading guidelines that may play an in^iortant
role in controlling risk at the trader and business unit level;
examiners should include them in their review of the limit
system.

Liquidity Risk. Banks face two types of liquidity risk
in their trading activities: those related to specific products
or markets and those related to the general funding of the bank's
trading activities. The former is the risk that a banking
institution cannot easily unwind or offset a particular position
at or near the previous market price because of inadequate market
depth or because of disruptions in the marketplace. Funding
liquidity risk is the risk that the bank will be unatble to meet
its payment obligations on settlement dates. Since neither type
of liquidity risk is imique to trading activities, mcinagement
should evaluate these risks in the broader context of the
institution's overall liquidity. When establishing limits,
institutions should be aware of the size, depth and liquidity of
the particular market and estaiblish trading guidelines
accordingly. Management should also give consideration to the
potential problems associated with replacing contracts that
terminate early in volatile or illiquid markets.
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In developing guidelines for controlling the liquidity
risks in trading activities, banJcs should consider the
possibility that they could lose access to one or more markets,
either because of concerns c±)Out the bank's own creditworthiness,
the creditworthiness of a major counterparty, or because of
generally stressful market conditions. At such times, the bank
may have less flexibility in managing its market, credit, auid

liquidity risk exposures. Banks that make markets in over-the-
coiuiter derivatives or that dynamically hedge their positions
require constant access to financial markets, eind that need may
increase in times of market stress. The bank's liquidity plaxi
should reflect the institution's ability to turn to alternative
markets, such as futures or cash markets, or to provide
sufficient collateral or other credit enhancements in order to
continue trading under a broad range of scenarios.

Examiners should ensure that banking institutions that
participate in over-the-counter derivative markets adequately
consider the potential liquidity risks associated with the early
termination of derivative contracts. Many forms of standardized
contracts for derivative trcinsactions allow coimterparties to
request collateral or to terminate their contracts early if the
bcinking institution experiences an adverse credit event or a
deterioration in its financial condition. In addition, under
conditions of market stress, customers may ask for the early
termination of some contracts within the context of the dealer's
market madcing activities. In such situations, a bank that owes
money on derivative transactions may be required to deliver
collateral or settle a contract eaxly and possibly at a time when
the bank may face other ftmding amd licjuidity pressures. Eaxly
terminations may also open up additional, unintended, market
positions. Management emd directors should be aware of these
potential liquidity risks and should address them in the bcuik's

liquidity plain and in the broader context of the bamk's liquidity
management process. In their reviews, examiners should consider
the extent to which such potential obligations could present
liquidity risks to the bank.

Operational Risk, Legal Risk and BuBineaa Practices.
Operating risk is the risk that deficiencies in information
systems or internal controls will result in unexpected loss.

Legal risk is the risk that contracts are not legally enforceable
or documented correctly. Although operating and legal risks are
difficult to quantify, they can often be evaluated by examining a
series of plausible "worst -case" or "what if" scenarios, such as
a power loss, a doubling of transaction volxjme, a mistake found
in the pricing software for collateral management, or an
unenforceable contract. They can also be assessed through
periodic reviews of procedures, dociunentation requirements, data

processing systems, contingency plans, and other operating
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practices. Such reviews may help to reduce the likelihood of
errors and breakdowns in controls, improve the control of risk
and the effectiveness of the limit system, and prevent unsound
marketing practices and the premature adoption of new products or
lines of business. Considering the heavy reliance of trading
activities on computerized systems, banks should have plains that
take into account potential problems with their normal processing
procedures .

Banks should also ensure that trades that are
consummated orally are confirmed as soon as possible. Oral
trcinsactions conducted via telephone should be recorded on tape
and s\ibsec[uently supported by written documents. Examiners
should ensure that the institution monitors the consistency
between the terms of a transaction as they were orally agreed-
upon and the terms as they were subsequently confirmed.

Examiners should also consider the extent to which
banks evaluate and control operating risks through the use of
internal audits, stress testing, contingency planning, and other
managerial and analytical techniques. Banks should also have
approved policies that specify documentation requirements for
trading activities cind formal procedures for saving eind

safeguarding important documents that are consistent with legal
requirements and internal policies. Relevant personnel should
fully understand the requirements.

Legal risks should be limited and mauiaged through
policies developed by the institution's legal counsel (typically
in consultation with officers in the risk management process)
that have been approved by the bank' s senior management amd board
of directors. At a minimum, there should be guidelines and
processes in place to ensure the enforceability of counterparty
agreements. Examiners should determine whether a bank is

adequately evaluating the enforceability of its agreements before
individual transactions are consummated. Banks should also
ensure that the counterparty has sufficient authority to enter
into the transaction amd that the terms of the agreement are
legally so\ind. Bainks should further ascertain that their netting
agreements are adequately documented, that they have been
executed properly, amd that they are enforceaible in all relevant
jurisdictions. Banks phould have knowledge of relevant teuc laws
and interpretations governing the use of these instruments.
Knowledge of these laws is necessary not only for the bank's
marketing activities, but also for its own use of derivative
products .

Sound business practices provide that banking
organizations teike steps to ascertain the character and financial
sophistication of counterparties. This includes efforts to
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ensure that the counterparties understand the nature of and the
risks inherent in the agreed trajisactions. Where the
counterparties are unsophisticated, either generally or with
respect to a particular type of transaction, banks should take
additional steps to ensure that counterparties are made aware of
the risks attendant in the specific type of trajisaction. While
counterparties are ultimately responsible for the transactions
into which they choose to enter, where a bank recommends specific
transactions for an unsophisticated counterparty, the bank should
ensure that it has adequate information regarding its

counterparty on which to base its recommendation.

III. Internal Controls and Audits

A review of internal controls has long been central to
the Federal Reserve's examination of trading and derivatives
activities. Policies and related procedures for the operation of
these activities should be an extension of the institution's
overall structure of internal controls emd should be fully
integrated into routine work- flows. Properly structured, a

system of internal controls should promote effective and
efficient operations, reliable financial and regulatory
reporting, and compliance with relevant laws, regulations, and
bank policies. In determining whether internal controls meet
those objectives, examiners should consider: the overall control
environment of the orgcinization; the process for identifying,
analyzing cmd managing risk; the adequacy of management
information systems; eind adherence to control activities such as

approvals, confirmations and reconciliations.

Assessing the adequacy of internal controls involves a

process of understanding, documenting, evaluating amd testing an
institution's internal control system. This assessment should
include product or business line reviews which, in turn, should
start with an assessment of the line's organizational structure.
Examiners should check for adequate separation of duties,

especially between trading desk personnel and internal control
and risk management functions, adequate oversight by a

knowledgeable manager without day-to-day trading
responsibilities, and the presence of separate reporting lines
for risk management and internal control personnel on one side
and for trading personnel on the other. Product-by-product
reviews of management structure shoiild supplement the overall
assessment of the organizational structure of the trading cind

derivatives areas.

Examiners are expected to conduct in-depth reviews of

the internal controls of key activities. For example, for
transaction recording cind processing, examiners should evaluate
written policies and procedures for recording trades, assess the-
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trading area's adherence to policy, and analyze the transaction
processing cycle, including settlement, to ensure the integrity
oind accuracy of the bajik's records and management reports.
Examiners should review the revaluation process in order to
assess the adequacy of written policies and procedures for
revaluing positions and for creating amy associated revaluation
reserves. Examiners should review compliance with revaluation
policies cuad procedures, the frequency of revaluation, and the
independence and quality of the sources of revaluation prices,
especially for instruments traded in illiquid markets. All
significant internal controls associated with the management of
market risk, such as position versus limit reports and limit
overage approval policies cind procedures, should also be
reviewed. Examiners should also review the credit approval
process to ensure that the risks of specific products are
adequately captured and that credit approval procedures are
followed for all transactions.

An important step in the process of reviewing
internal controls is the examiner's appraisal of the frequency,
scope, and findings of independent internal and external auditors
and the ability of those auditors to review the bank's trading
and derivatives activities- Internal auditors should audit euid
test the risk management process and internal controls on a
periodic basis, with the frequency based on a careful risk
assessment. The depth and frequency of internal audits should be
increased'if weaknesses and significant issues are discovered or
if significsmt changes have been made to product lines, modelling
methodologies, the risk oversight process, internal controls, or
the overall risk profile of the institution.

In reviewing the risk management fxinctions in
particular, internal auditors should thoroughly evaluate the
effectiveness of internal controls relevant to measuring,
reporting and limiting risks. Internal auditors should also
evaluate compliance with risk limits cuid the reliability eind
timeliness of information reported to the bank's senior
management and board of directors. Internal auditors are also
expected to evaluate the independence eind overall effectiveness
of the bank's risk management functions.

The level of confidence that examiners place in the
banking organization's audit programs, the nature of the audit
findings and management's response to those findings will
influence the scope of the current examination of trading and
derivatives activities. Even when the audit process and findings
are satisfactory, examiners should document, evaluate and test
critical internal controls.
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Similar to the focus of internal auditors, examiners
should pay special attention to significant changes in product
lines, risk measurement methodologies, limits, and internal
controls that have occurred since the last examination.

Meaningful chcinges in earnings from trading or derivatives
activities, or in the size of positions or the value at risk
associated with these activities, should also receive en^jhasis
during the examination -

For additional areas of testing amd evaluation,
examiners should consult the Capital Markets and Trading
Activities Manual. If you have amy questions regarding these

practices, please call Roger Cole, (202/452-2618) , Jim Houpt
(202/452-3358), or Jim Embersit (202/452-5249).

Richard Spillenkothen
Director

<^
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Capital Adequacy Guidelines for State Member Banks:

Risk-Based Measure
Regulation H ( 12 CFR 208), Appendix A

I. Overview

The Board of Governors of the Federal Re-

serve System has adopted a risk-based capital

measure to assist in the assessment of the cap-

ital adequacy of state member banks.' The

principal objectives of this measure are to (i)

make regulatory capital requirements more

sensitive to differences in risk profiles among

banks; (ii) factor ofiF-balance-sheet exposures

into the assessment of capital adequacy; (iii)

minimize disincentives to holding Uquid, low-

risk assets; and (iv) achieve greater consisten-

cy in the evaluation of the capital adequacy of

major banks throughout the world.^

The risk-based capital guidelines include

both a definition of capital and a framework

for calculating weighted-risk assets by assign-

ing assets and off-balance-sheet items to broad

risk categories. A bank's risk-based capital ra-

tio is calculated by dividing its qualifying

capital (the numerator of the ratio) by its

weighted-risk assets (the denominator). 3 The

definition of "quaUfying capital" is outlined

below in section II, and the procedures for

calculating weighted-risk assets are discussed

in section III. Attachment I illustrates a sam-

ple calculation of weighted-risk assets and the

risk-based capital ratio.

The risk-based capital guidelines also estab-

lish a schedule for achieving a minimum su-

pervisory standard for the ratio of qualifying

'

Supervisory ratios that relate capital to total assets for

state member banks are outlined in appendix B to part 225

of the Federal Reserve's Regulation Y. 12 CFR 225 (page

55).
2 The risk-based capital measure is based upon a frame-

work developed jointly by supervisory authorities from the

countries represented on the Basle Committee on Banking

Regulations and Supervisory Practices (Basle Supervisors'

Committee) and endorsed by the Group of Ten Central

Bank Governors. The framework is described in a paper

prepared by the BSC entitled "International Convergence
of Capital Measurement," July 1988.

' Banks will initially be expected to utilize period-end

amounts in calculating their risk-based capital ratios. When

necessary and appropriate, ratios based on average balances

may also be calculated on a case-by-case basis. Moreover,

to the extent banks have data on average balances that can

be used to calculate risk-based ratios, the Federal Reserve

will take such data into account.

capital to weighted-risk assets and provide for

transitional arrangements during a phase-in

period to facilitate adoption and implementa-

tion of the measure at the end of 1992. These

interim standards and transitional arrange-

ments are set forth in section IV.

The risk-based guidelines apply to all state

member banks on a consolidated basis. They
are to be used in the examination and supervi-

sory process as well as in the analysis of appli-

cations acted upon by the Federal Reserve.

Thus, in considering an application filed by a

state member bank, the Federal Reserve will

take into account the bank's risk-based capital

ratio, the reasonableness of its capital plans,

and the degree of progress it has demonstrat-

ed toward meeting the interim and final risk-

based capital standards.

The risk-based capital ratio focuses princi-

pally on broad categories of credit risk, al-

though the framework for assigning assets and

off-balance-sheet items to risk categories does

incorporate elements of transfer risk, as well

as limited instances of interest-rate and mar-

ket risk. The risk-based ratio does not, howev-

er, incorporate other factors that can affect a

bank's financial condition. These factors in-

clude overall interest-rate exposure; liquidity,

funding and market risks; the quality and lev-

el of earnings; investment or loan-portfolio

concentrations; the quality of loans and in-

vestments; the eflFectiveness of loan and invest-

ment policies; and management's ability to

monitor and control financial and operating

risks.

In addition to evaluating capital ratios, an

overall assessment of capital adequacy must

take account of these other factors, including,

in particular, the level and severity of problem

and classified assets. For this reason, the final

supervisory judgment on a bank's capital ade-

quacy may differ significantly from conclu-

sions that might be drawn solely from the lev-

el of its risk-based capital ratio.

The risk-based capital guidehnes establish

minimum ratios of capital to weighted-risk

assets. In light of the considerations just dis-

1
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cussed, banks generally are expected to oper-

ate well above the minimum risk-based ratios.

In particular, banks contemplating significant

expansion proposals are expected to maintain

strong capital levels substantially above the

minimum ratios and should not allow signifi-

cant diminution of financial strength below

these strong levels to fund their expansion

plans. Institutions with high or inordinate lev-

els of risk are also expected to operate well

above minimum capital standards. In all cas-

es, institutions should hold capital commensu-

rate with the level and nature of the risks to

which they are exposed. Banks that do not

meet the minimum risk-based standard, or

that are otherwise considered to be inade-

quately capitalized, are expected to develop

and implement plans acceptable to the Feder-

al Reserve for achieving adequate levels of

capital within a reasonable period of time.

The Board will monitor the implementation

and eflFect of these guidelines in relation to do-

mestic and international developments in the

banking industry. When necessary and appro-

priate, the Board will consider the need to

modify the guidelines in hght of any signifi-

cant changes in the economy, financial mar-

kets, banking practices, or other relevant

factors.

11. Definition of Qualifying Capital for

the Risk-Based Capital Ratio

A bank's qualifying total capital consists of

two types of capital components: "core capital

elements" (comprising tier 1 capital) and

"supplementary capital elements" (compris-

ing tier 2 capital). These capital elements and

the various limits, restrictions, and deductions

to which they are subject, are discussed below

and are set forth in attachment II.

To qualify as an element of tier 1 or tier 2

capital, a capital instrument may not contain

or be covered by any covenants, terms, or re-

strictions that are inconsistent with safe and

sound banking practices.

Redemptions of permanent equity or other

capital instruments before stated maturity

could have a significant impact on a bank's

overall capital structure. Consequently, a

bank considering such a step should consult

2

with the Federal Reserve before redeeming
any equity or debt capital instrument (prior

to maturity) if such redemption could have a

material eflFect on the level or composition of

the institution's capital base.*

A. The Components of Qualifying Capital

1. Core capital elements (tier I capital). The
tier 1 component of a bank's qualifying capital

must represent at least 50 percent of qualify-

ing total capital and may consist of the follow-

ing items that are defined as core capital

elements:

i. common stockholders' equity

ii. quaUfying noncumulative perpetual pre-

ferred stock (including related surplus)

iii. minority interest in the equity accounts of

consolidated subsidiaries

Tier 1 capital is generally defined as the

sum of the core capital elements less

goodwill.5 (See section 11(B) below for a

more detailed discussion of the treatment of

goodwill, including an explanation of certain

limited grandfathering arrangements.)

a. Common stockholders' equity. Common
stockholders' equity includes common

stock; related surplus; and retained earn-

ings, including capital reserves and adjust-

ments for the cumulative effect of foreign

currency translation, net of any treasury

stock.

b. Perpetual preferred stock. Perpetual pre-

ferred stock is defined as preferred stock

that does not have a maturity date, that

cannot be redeemed at the option of the

holder of the instrument, and that has no

other provisions that will require future re-

demption of the issue. In general, preferred

stock will qualify for inclusion in capital

only if it can absorb losses while the issuer

operates as a going concern (a fundamental

characteristic of equity capital) and only if

* Consultation would not ordinarily be necessary if an

instrument were redeemed with the proceeds of, or re-

placed by, a like amount of a similar or higher-quality capi-

tal instrument and the organization's capital position is

considered fiiUy adequate by the Federal Reserve.

5 During the transition period and subject to certain limi-

tations set forth in section IV below, tier 1 capital may also

include items defined as supplementary capital elements.
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the issuer has the ability and legal right to

defer or eliminate preferred dividends.

The only form of perpetual preferred

stock that state member banks may consid-

er as an element of tier 1 capital is noncu-

mulative perpetual preferred. While the

guidelines allow for the inclusion of noncu-

mulative perpetual preferred stock in tier 1,

it is desirable from a supervisory standpoint

that voting common stockholders' equity

remain the dominant form of tier 1 capital.

Thus, state member banks should avoid ov-

erreliance on preferred stock or nonvoting

equity elements within tier 1.6

Perpetual preferred stock in which the

dividend is reset periodically based, in

whole or in part, upon the bank's current

credit standing (that is, auction rate perpet-

ual preferred stock, including so-called

Dutch auction, money market, and remark-

etable preferred) will not quahfy for inclu-

sion in tier 1 capital.'^ Such instruments,

however, qualify for inclusion in tier 2

capital.

c. Minority interest in equity accounts of

consolidated subsidiaries. This element is in-

cluded in tier 1 because, as a general rule, it

represents equity that is freely available to

absorb losses in operating subsidiaries.

While not subject to an explicit subUmit

within tier 1, banks are expected to avoid

using minority interest in the equity ac-

counts of consoUdated subsidiaries as an av-

enue for introducing into their capital

structures elements that might not other-

wise qualify as tier 1 capital or that would,

in eflfect, result in an excessive reUance on

pr-iferred stock within tier 1.

2. Supplementary capital elements (tier 2 capi-

tal). The tier 2 component of a bank's qualify-

ing total capital may consist of the following

items that are defined as supplementary capi-

tal elements:

* The Federal Reserve's capital guidelines for bank hold-

ing companies limit the amount of perpetual preferred

stocic that may be included in tier 1 to 25 percent of tier 1 .

(See 12 CFR 225, appendix A, page 27.)
'
Adjustable-rate noncumulative perpetual preferred

stock (that is, perpetual preferred stock in which the divi-

dend rate is not affected by the issuer's credit standing or

financial condition but is adjusted periodically according to

a formula based solely on general market interest rates)

may be included in tier 1.

i. allowance for loan and lease losses (sub-

ject to Hmitations discussed below)

ii. perpetual preferred stock and related sur-

plus (subject to conditions discussed

below)

iii. hybrid capital instruments (as defined be-

low) and mandatory convertible debt

securities

iv. term subordinated debt and intermediate-

term preferred stock, including related

surplus (subject to limitations discussed

below)

The maximum amount of tier 2 capital that

may be included in a bank's qualifying total

capital is limited to 100 percent of tier 1 capi-

tal (net of goodwill).

The elements of supplementary capital are

discussed in greater detail below. 8

a. Allowance for loan and lease losses. Al-

lowances for loan and lease losses are re-

serves that have been established through a

charge against earnings to absorb future

losses on loans or lease financing receiv-

ables. Allowances for loan and lease losses

exclude "allocated transfer risk reserves,"^

and reserves created against identified

losses.

During the transition period, the risk-

based capital guideUnes provide for reduc-

ing the amount of this allowance that may
be included in an institution's total capital.

Initially, it is unlimited. However, by year-

end 1990, the amount of the allowance for

loan and lease losses that will qualify as

capital will be Umited to 1.5 percent of an

institution's weighted risk assets. By the

*The Basle capital framework also provides for the in-

clusion of "undisclosed reserves" in tier 2. As defined in the

framework, undisclosed reserves represent accumulated af-

ter-tax retained earnings that are not disclosed on the bal-

ance sheet of a bank. Apart from the fact that these re-

serves are not disclosed publicly, they are essentially of the

same quahty and character as retained earnings, and, to be

included in capital, such reserves must be accepted by the

bank's home supervisor. Although such undisclosed re-

serves are common in some countries, under generally ac-

cepted accounting principles (GAAP) and long-standing

supervisory practice, these types of reserves are not recog-

nized for state member banks.

' Allocated transfer risk reserves are reserves that have

been estabhshed in accordance with section 905(a) of the

International Lending Supervision Act of 1983, 12 USC

3904(a), against certain assets whose value U.S. superviso-

ry authorities have found to be significantly impaired by

protracted transfer risk problems.

- 3
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end of the transition period, the amount of

the allowance qualifying for inclusion in

tier 2 capital may not exceed 1.25 percent

of weighted risk assets. '0

b. Perpetual preferred stock. Perpetual pre-

ferred stock, as noted above, is defined as

preferred stock that has no maturity date,

that cannot be redeemed at the option of

the holder, and that has no other provisions

that will require future redemption of the

issue. Such instruments are eUgible for in-

clusion in tier 2 capital without limit. ' •

c. Hybrid capital instruments and manda-

tory convertible debt securities. Hybrid capi-

tal instruments include instruments that are

essentially permanent in nature and that

have certain characteristics of both equity

and debt. Such instruments may be includ-

ed in tier 2 without limit. The general crite-

ria hybrid capital instruments must meet in

order to qualify for inclusion in tier 2 capi-

tal are hsted below:

1. The instrument must be unsecured; fully

paid up; and subordinated to general

creditors and must also be subordinated

to claims of depositors.

2. The instrument must not be redeemable

at the option of the holder prior to matu-

rity, except with the prior approval of

the Federal Reserve. (Consistent with

the Board's criteria for perpetual debt

and mandatory convertible securities,

this requirement impUes that holders

of such instruments may not accelerate

the payment of principal except in the

event of bankruptcy, insolvency, or

reorganization.)

"• The amount of the allowance for loan and lease losses

that may be included in tier 2 capital is based on a percent-

age of gross weighted-risk assets. A bank may deduct re-

serves for loan and lease losses in excess of the amoimt

permitted to be included in tier 2 capital, as well as allocat-

ed transfer risk reserves, from the sum of gross weighted-

risk assets and use the resulting net sum of weighted-risk

assets in computing the denominator of the risk-based capi-

tal ratio.

" Long-term preferred stock with an original maturity

of 20 years or more (including related surplus) will also

qualify in this category as an element of tier 2. If the holder

of such an instrument has a right to require the issuer to

redeem, repay, or repurchase the instrument prior to the

original stated maturity, maturity would be defined, for

risk-based capital purposes, as the earliest possible date on

which the holder can put the instrument back to the issuing

bank.

3. The instrument must be available to

participate in losses while the issuer is

operating as a going concern. (Term
subordinated debt would not meet this

requirement.) To satisfy this require-

ment, the instrument must convert to

common or perpetual preferred stock in

the event that the accumulated losses ex-

ceed the sum of the retained earnings

and capital surplus accounts of the

issuer.

4. The instrument must provide the option

for the issuer to defer interest payments
if (a) the issuer does not report a profit

in the preceding annual period (defined

as combined profits for the most recent

four quarters) and (b) the issuer ehmi-

nates cash dividends on common and

preferred stock.

Mandatory convertible debt securities in

the form of equity contract notes that meet

the criteria set forth in 12 CFR 225, appen-

dix B (page 55) also quahfy as unlimited

elements of tier 2 capital. In accordance

with that appendix, equity commitment

notes issued prior to May 15, 1985, also

qualify for inclusion in tier 2.

d. Subordinated debt and intermediate-

term preferred stock. The aggregate amount

of term subordinated debt (excluding man-

datory convertible debt) and intermediate-

term preferred stock that may be treated as

supplementary capital is limited to 50 per-

cent of tier 1 capital (net of goodwill).

Amounts in excess of these limits may be

issued and, while not included in the ratio

calculation, will be taken into account in

the overall assessment of a bank's funding

and financial condition.

Subordinated debt and intermediate-term

preferred stock must have an original

weighted average maturity of at least five

years to qualify as supplementary capital.

(If the holder has the option to require the

issuer to redeem, repay, or repurchase the

instrument prior to the original stated ma-

turity, matiuity would be defined, for risk-

based capital purposes, as the earliest possi-

ble date on which the holder can put the

instrument back to the issuing bank.)

In the case of subordinated debt, the in-

stnunent must be unsecured and must
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clearly state on its face that it is not a depos-

it and is not insured by a federal agency. To

qualify as capital in banks, debt must be

subordinated to general creditors and

claims of depositors. Consistent with cur-

rent regulatory requirements, if a state

member bank wishes to redeem subordinat-

ed debt before the stated maturity, it must

receive prior approval of the Federal

Reserve.

e. Discount ofsupplementary capital instru-

ments. As a limited-life capital instrument

approaches maturity it begins to take on

characteristics of a short-term obligation.

For this reason, the outstanding amount of

term subordinated debt and any long- or in-

termediate-life, or term, preferred stock eli-

gible for inclusion in tier 2 is reduced, or

discounted, as these instruments approach

maturity: one-fifth of the original amount,

less any redemptions, is excluded each year

during the instrument's last five years be-

fore maturity.
12

(. Revaluation reserves. Such reserves re-

flect the formal balance sheet restatement

or revaluation for capital purposes of asset

carrying values to reflect current market

values. In the United States, banks, for the

most part, follow GAAP when preparing

their financial statements, and GAAP gen-

erally does not permit the use of market-

value accounting. For this and other rea-

sons, the federal banking agencies generally

have not included unrealized asset values in

capital ratio calculations, although they

have long taken such values into account as

a separate factor in assessing the overall fi-

nancial strength of a bank.

Consistent with long-standing superviso-

ry practice, the excess of market values over

book values for assets held by state member

•2 For example, outstanding amounts of these instru-

ments that count as supplementary capital include 100 per-

cent of the outstanding amounts with remaining maturities

of more than five years; 80 percent of outstanding amounts

with remaining maturities of four to five years; 60 percent

of outstanding amounts with remaining maturities of three

to four years; 40 percent of outstanding amounts with re-

maining maturities of two to three years; 20 percent of out-

standing amounts with remaining maturities of one to two

years; and percent of outstanding amounts with remain-

ing maturities of less than one year. Such instruments with

a remaining maturity of less than one year are excluded

from tier 2 capital.

banks will generally not be recognized in

supplementary capital or in the calculation

of the risk-based capital ratio. However, all

banks are encouraged to disclose their

equivalent of premises (building) and equi-

ty revaluation reserves. Such values will be

taken into account as additional considera-

tions in assessing overall capital strength

and financial condition.

B. Deductionsfrom Capital and Other

Adjustments

Certain assets are deducted from a bank's cap-

ital for the purpose of calculating the risk-

based capital ratio. '3 These assets include—
i. goodwill—deducted from the sum of core

capital elements

ii. investments in banking and finance sub-

sidiaries that are not consohdated for ac-

counting or supervisory purposes and, on

a case-by-case basis, investments in other

designated subsidiaries or jissociated com-

panies at the discretion of the Federal Re-

serve—deducted from total capital

components
iii. reciprocal holdings of capital instruments

of banking organizations
—deducted from

total capital components

1 . Goodwill and other intangible assets

a. Goodwill. Goodwill is an intangible asset

that represents the excess of the purchase

price over the fair market value of identifia-

ble assets acquired less Uabilities assumed in

acquisitions accounted for under the pur-

chase method of accounting. State member

banks generally have not been allowed to

include goodwill in regulatory capital under

current supervisory poUcies. Consistent

with this poUcy, all goodwill in state mem-

ber banks will be deducted from tier 1

capital,
l**

>^ Any assets deducted from capital in computing the

numerator of the ratio are not included in weighted-risk

assets in computing the denominator of the ratio.

'^ An exception is made for those state member banks

that have acquired goodwill in connection with supervisory

mergers with troubled or failed depository institutions and

that were given explicit authority to include such goodwill

in capital under the then-existing capital policy. Consistent

with this approach, state member banks will be allowed to

include such goodwill in tier 1 capital for risk-based capital

purposes.

5
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b. Other intangible assets. The Federal Re-

serve is not proposing, as a matter of gener-

al policy, to deduct automatically any other

intangible assets from the capital of state

member banks. The Federal Reserve, how-

ever, will continue to monitor closely the

level and quaUty of other intangible as-

sets—including purchased mortgage-servic-

ing rights, leaseholds, and core deposit

value—and take them into account in as-

sessing the capital adequacy and overall as-

set quality of banks.

Generally, banks should review all intan-

gible assets at least quarterly and, if neces-

sary, make appropriate reductions in their

carrying values. In addition, in order to

confoim with prudent banking practice, an

institution should reassess such values dur-

ing its annual audit. Banks should use ap-

propriate amortization methods and assign

prudent amortization periods for intangible

assets. Examiners will review the carrying

value of these assets, together with support-

ing documentation, as well as the appropri-

ateness of including particular intangible

assets in a bank's capital calculation. In

making such evaluations, examiners will

consider a number of factors, including
—

1. the reUability and predictabihty of any

cash flows associated with the asset and

the degree of certainty that can be

achieved in periodically determining the

asset's useful life and value;

2. the existence of an active and Uquid mar-

ket for the asset; and

3. the feasibility of selling the asset apart

from the bank or from the bulk of its

assets.

While all intangible assets will be moni-

tored, intangible assets (other than good-

will) in excess of 25 percent of tier 1 capital

(which is defined net of goodwill) will

be subject to particularly close scrutiny,

both through the examination process and

by other appropriate means. Whenever

necessary
—in particular, when assessing

applications to expand or to engage in other

activities that could entail unusual or

higher-than-normal risks—the Board will,

on a case-by-case basis, continue to consid-

er the level of an individual bank's tangible

capital ratios (after deducting all intangible

assets), together with the quality and value

of the bank's tangible jmd intangible assets,

in making an overall assessment of capital

adequacy.
Consistent with long-standing Board pol-

icy, banks experiencing substantial growth,
whether internally or by acquisition, are ex-

pected to maintain strong capital positions

substantially above minimum supervisory

levels, without significant reliance on intan-

gible assets.

2. Investments in certain subsidiaries The ag-

gregate amount of investments in banking or

finance subsidiaries '5 whose financial state-

ments are not consolidated for accounting or

bank regulatory reporting purposes will be de-

ducted from a bank's total capital com-

ponents,
i^

Generally, investments for this

purpose are defined as equity and debt capital

investments and any other instruments that

are deemed to be capital in the particular

subsidiary.

Advances (that is, loans, extensions of

credit, guarantees, commitments, or any other

forms of credit exposure) to the subsidiary

that are not deemed to be capital will general-

ly not be deducted from a bank's capital.

Rather, such advances generally will be in-

cluded in the bank's consolidated assets and

be assigned to the 100 percent risk category,

unless such obhgations are backed by recog-

nized collateral or guarantees, in which case

they will be assigned to the risk category ap-

propriate to such collateral or guarantees.

These advances may, however, also be deduct-

ed from the bank's capital if, in the judgment

of the Federal Reserve, the risks stemming

from such advances are comparable to the

risks associated with capital investments or if

the advances involve other risk factors that

warrant such an adjustment to capital for su-

" For this purpose, a banking and finance subsidiary

generally is defined as any company engaged in banking or

finance in which the parent institution holds directly or

indirectly more than 50 percent of the outstanding voting

stock, or which is otherwise controlled or capable of being

controlled by the parent institution.

'* An exception to this deduction would be made in the

case of shares acquired in the regular course of securing or

collecting a dd)t previously contracted in good faith. The

requirements for consolidation are spelled out in the in-

structions to the commercial bank Consolidated Reports of

Condition and Income (call report).
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pervisory purposes. These other factors could

include, for example, the absence of collateral

support.

Inasmuch as the assets of unconsolidated

banking and finance subsidiaries are not fully

reflected in a bank's consolidated total assets,

such assets may be viewed as the equivalent of

oflf-balance-sheet exposures since the opera-

tions of an unconsolidated subsidiary could

expose the bank to considerable risk. For this

reason, it is generally appropriate to view the

capital resources invested in these unconsoli-

dated entities as primarily supporting the risks

inherent in these off'-balance-sheet assets, and

not generally available to support risks or ab-

sorb losses elsewhere in the bank.

The Federal Reserve may, on a case-by-case

basis, also deduct from a bank's capital, in-

vestments in certain other subsidiaries in or-

der to determine if the consoUdated bank

meets minimum supervisory capital require-

ments without reliance on the resources in-

vested in such subsidiaries.

The Federal Reserve will not automatically

deduct investments in other unconsoUdated

subsidiaries or investments in joint ventures

and associated companies." Nonetheless, the

resources invested in these entities, like invest-

ments in unconsolidated banking and finance

subsidiaries, support assets not consoUdated

with the rest of the bank's activities and,

therefore, may not be generally available to

support additional leverage or absorb losses

elsewhere in the bank. Moreover, experience

has shown that banks stand behind the losses

of affiliated institutions, such as joint ventures

and associated companies, in order to protect

the reputation of the organization as a whole.

In some cases, this has led to losses that

have exceeded the investments in such

organizations.

For this reason, the Federal Reserve will

monitor the level and nature of such invest-

ments for individual banks and on a case-by-

case basis may, for risk-based capital purpos-

es, deduct such investments from total capital

components, apply an appropriate risk-

weighted capital charge against the bank's

proportionate share of the assets of its associ-

ated companies, require a line-by-line consoU-

dation of the entity (in the event that the

bank's control over the entity makes it the

functional equivalent of a subsidiary), or oth-

erwise require the bank to operate with a risk-

based capital ratio above the minimum.

In considering the appropriateness of such

adjustments or actions, the Federal Reserve

will generally take into account whether—

1. the bank has significant influence over the

financial or managerial policies or opera-

tions of the subsidiary, joint venture, or as-

sociated company;
2. the bank is the largest investor in the affih-

ated company; or

3. other circumstances prevail that appear to

closely tie the activities of the afiiliated

company to the bank.

3. Reciprocal holdings of banking organiza-

tions' capital instruments. Reciprocal holdings

of banking organizations' capital instruments

(that is, instruments that qualify as tier 1 or

tier 2 capital)
•* will be deducted from a

bank's total capital components for the pur-

pose of determining the numerator of the risk-

based capital ratio.

Reciprocal holdings are cross-holdings re-

sulting from formal or informal arrangements

in which two or more banking organizations

swap, exchange, or otherwise agree to hold

each other's capital instruments. Generally,

deductions will be limited to intentional cross-

holdings. At present, the Board does not in-

tend to require banks to deduct nonreciprocal

holdings of such capital instruments. '9> ^0

1^ The definition of such entities is contained in the in-

structions to the commercial bank call report. Under regu-

latory reporting procedures, associated companies and joint

ventures generally are defined as companies in which the

bank owns 20 to 30 percent of the voting stock.

'8 See 12 CFR 225, appendix A (page 27) for instru-

ments that qualify as tier 1 and tier 2 capital for bank

holding companies.
I' Deductions of holdings of capital securities also would

not be made in the case of interstate "stake out" invest-

ments that comply with the Board's policy statement on

nonvoting equity investments, 12 CFR 225.143 (Federal

Reserve Regulatory Service 4-172.1; 1982 Federal Reserve

Bulletin 413.). In addition, holdings of capital instruments

issued by other banking organizations but taken in satisfac-

tion of debts previously contracted would be exempt from

any deduction from capital.
20 The Board intends to monitor nonreciprocal holdings

of other banking organizations' capital instruments and to

provide information on such holdings to the Basle Supervi-

sors' Committee as callled for under the Basle capital

framework.
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III. Procedures for Computing
Weighted-Risk Assets and

Off-Balance-Sheet Items

A. Procedures

Assets and credit-equivalent amounts of off-

balance-sheet items of state member banks are

assigned to one of several broad risk catego-

ries, according to the obUgor, or, if relevant,

the guarantor or the nature of the collateral.

The aggregate dollar value of the amount in

each category is then multipUed by the risk

weight associated with that category. The re-

sulting weighted values from each of the risk

categories are added together, and this sum is

the bank's total weighted-risk assets that com-

prise the denominator of the risk-based capital

ratio. Attachment I provides a sample

calculation.

Risk weights for all off-balance-sheet items

are determined by a two-step process. First,

the "credit-equivalent amount" of off-balance-

sheet items is determined, in most cases by

multiplying the off-balance-sheet item by a

credit conversion factor. Second, the credit-

equivalent amount is treated like any balance-

sheet asset and generally is assigned to the

appropriate risk category according to the ob-

ligor, or, if relevant, the guarantor or the na-

ture of the collateral.

In general, if a particular item qualifies for

placement in more than one risk category, it is

assigned to the category that has the lowest

risk weight. A holding of a U.S. municipal

revenue bond that is fully guaranteed by a

U.S. bank, for example, would be assigned the

20 percent risk weight appropriate to claims

guaranteed by U.S. banks, rather than the 50

percent risk weight appropriate to U.S. mu-

nicipal revenue bonds.21

21 An investment in shares of a fund whose portfoUo
consists solely of various securities or money maricet instru-

ments that, if held separately, would be assigned to differ-

ent risk cat^ories, is generally assigned to the risk category

appropriate to the highest risk-weighted security or instru-

ment that the fund is permitted to hold in accordance with

its stated investment objectives. However, in no case will

indirect holdings through shares in such funds be assigned

to the zero percent risk category. For example, if a fund is

permitted to hold U.S. Treasuries and commercial paper,

shares in that fund would generally be assigned the 100

percent risk weight appropriate to commercial paper, re-

gardless of the actual composition of the fund's investments

8

The terms "claims" and "securities" used

in the context of the discussion of risk

weights, unless otherwise specified, refer to

loans or debt obUgations of the entity on

whom the claim is held. Assets in the form of

stock or equity holdings in commercial or fi-

nancial firms are assigned to the 100 percent
risk category, unless some other treatment is

explicitly permitted.

B. Collateral, Guarantees, and Other

Considerations

1. Collateral The only forms of collateral

that are formally recognized by the risk-based

capital framework are cash on deposit in the

bank; securities issued or guaranteed by the

central governments of the OECD-based

group of countries,22 U.S. government agen-

cies, or U.S. government-sponsored agencies;

and securities issued by multilateral lending

institutions or regional development banks.

Claims fully secured by such collateral are as-

signed to the 20 percent risk-weight category.

The extent to which qualifying securities

are recognized as collateral is determined by

at any particular time. Shares in a fund that may invest

only in U.S. Treasury securities would generally be as-

signed to the 20 percent risk category. If, in order to main-

tain a necessary degree of shori-term liquidity, a fund is

permitted to hold an insignificant amount of its assets in

short-term, highly liquid securities of superior credit quali-

ty that do not qualify for a preferential risk weight, such

securities will generally not be taken into account in deter-

mining the risk category into which the bank's holding in

the overall fund should be assigned. Regardless of the com-

position of the fund's securities, if the fund engages in any

activities that appear speculative in nature (for example,

use of futures, forwards, or option contracts for purposes

other than to reduce interest-rate risk) or has any other

characteristics that are inconsistent with the preferential

risk weighting assigned to the fund's investments, holdings

in the fund will be assigned to the 100 percent risk catego-

ry. During the examination process, the treatment of shares

in such funds that are assigned to a lower risk weight will

be subject to examiner review to ensure that they have been

assigned an appropriate risk weight.
22 The OECD-based group of countries comprises all full

members of the Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development (OECD), as well as countries that have

concluded special lending arrangements with the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund (IMF) associated with the Fund's

General Arrangements to Borrow. The OECD includes the

following countries: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada,

Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany, Finland,

France, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxem-

bourg, Netherlands, New Zealand. Norway, Portugal,

Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom,
and the United States. Saudi Arabia has concluded special

lending arrangements with the IMF associated with the

Fund's General Arrangements to Borrow.
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their current market value. If a claim is only

partially secured, that is, the market value of

the pledged securities is less than the face

amount of a balance-sheet asset or an off-

balance-sheet item, the portion that is covered

by the market value of the qualifying collater-

al is assigned to the 20 percent risk category,

and the portion of the claim that is not cov-

ered by collateral in the form of cash or a

quahfying security is assigned to the risk cate-

gory appropriate to the obhgor or, if relevant,

the guarantor. For example, to the extent that

a claim on a private-sector obhgor is collater-

alized by the current market value of U.S.

government securities, it would be placed in

the 20 percent risk category, and the balance

would be assigned to the 100 percent risk

category.

2. Guarantees. Guarantees of the OECD and

non-OECD central governments, U.S. govern-

ment agencies, U.S. government-sponsored

agencies, state and local governments of the

OECD-based group of countries, multilateral

lending institutions and regional development

banks, U.S. depository institutions, and for-

eign banks are also recognized. If a claim is

partially guaranteed, that is, coverage of the

guarantee is less than the face amount of a

balance-sheet asset or an off-balance-sheet

item, the portion that is not fully covered by
the guarantee is assigned to the risk category

appropriate to the obligor or, if relevant, to

any collateral. The face amount of a claim

covered by two types of guarantees that have

different risk weights, such as a U.S. govern-

ment guarantee and a state guarantee, is to be

apportioned between the two risk categories

appropriate to the guarantors.

The existence of other forms of collateral or

guarantees that the risk-based capital frame-

work does not formally recognize may be tak-

en into consideration in evaluating the risks

inherent in a bank's loan portfoUo
—which, in

turn, would affect the overall supervisory as-

sessment of the bank's capital adequacy.

3. Mortgage-backed securities. Mortgage-
backed securities, including pass-throughs

and collateralized mortgage obhgations (but

not stripped mortgage-backed securities), that

are issued or guaranteed by a U.S. government

agency or U.S. government-sponsored agency

are assigned to the risk-weight category ap-

propriate to the issuer or guarantor.

Generally, a privately issued mortgage-backed

security meeting certain criteria set forth in

the accompanying footnote^^ is treated as es-

sentially an indirect holding of the underlying

assets, and assigned to the same risk category

as the underlying assets, but in no case to the

zero percent risk category. Privately issued

mortgage-backed securities whose structures

do not quaUfy them to be regarded as indirect

holdings of the underlying assets are assigned

to the 100 percent risk category. During the

examination process, privately issued mort-

gage-backed securities that are assigned to a

lower risk-weight category will be subject to

examiner review to ensure that they meet the

appropriate criteria.

While the risk category to which mortgage-

backed securities are assigned will generally

be based upon the issuer or guarantor or, in

the case of privately issued mortgage-backed

securities, the assets underlying the security,

any class of a mortgage-backed security that

can absorb more than its pro rata share of loss

without the whole issue being in default (for

example, a so-called subordinated class or re-

sidual interest), is assigned to the 100 percent

risk category. Furthermore, all stripped mort-

gage-backed securities, including interest-only

strips (lOs), principal-only strips (POs), and

similar instruments are also assigned to the

Z3 A privately issued mortgage-backed security may be

treated as an indirect holding of the underlying assets pro-

vided that ( I ) the underlying assets are held by an inde-

pendent tnistee and the trustee has a first priority, perfect-

ed security interest in the underlying assets on behalf of the

holders of the security; (2) either the holder of the security

has an undivided pro rata ownership interest in the under-

lying mortgage assets or the trust or single-purpose entity

(or conduit) that issues the security has no liabilities unre-

lated to the issued securities; (3) the security is structured

such that the cash flow from the underlying assets in all

cases fully meets the cash flow requirements of the security

without undue reliance on any reinvestment income; and

(4) there is no material reinvestment risk associated with

any funds awaiting distribution to the holders of the securi-

ty. In addition, if the underlying assets of a mortgage-

backed security are composed of more than one type of

asset, for example, U.S. government-sponsored agency se-

curities and privately issued pass-through securities that

qualify for the 50 percent risk category, the entire mort-

gage-backed security is generally assigned to the category

appropriate to the highest risk-weighted asset underlying

the issue. Thus, in this example, the security would receive

the 50 percent risk weight appropriate to the privately is-

sued pass-through securities.

9
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100 percent risk-weight category, regardless

of the issuer or guarantor.

4. Maturity. Maturity is generally not a factor

in assigning items to risk categories with the

exception of claims on non-OECD banks,

commitments, and interest-rate and foreign-

exchange-rate contracts. Except for commit-

ments, short-term is defined as one year or

less remaining maturity and long-term is de-

fined as over one year remaining maturity. In

the case of commitments, short-term is de-

fined as one year or less original maturity and

long-term is defined as over one year original

maturity.24

C Risk Weights

Attachment III contains a listing of the risk

categories, a summary of the types of assets

assigned to each category and the weight asso-

ciated with each category, that is, percent,

20 percent, 50 percent, and 100 percent. A
brief explanation of the components of each

category follows.

1. Category 1: zero percent This category in-

cludes cash (domestic and foreign) owned
and held in all oflSces of the bank or in transit

and gold bullion held in the bank's own vaults

or in another bank's vaults on an allocated

basis, to the extent it is oflFset by gold bulUon

liabilities. 25 The category also includes all di-

rect claims (including securities, loans, and

leases) on, and the portions of claims that are

directly and unconditionally guaranteed by,

the central governments^^ of the OECD coun-

^ Through year-end 1992, remaining, rather than origi-

nal, maturity may be used for determining the maturity of

commitments.
^ All other holdings of bullion are assigned to the 100

percent risk category.
2* A central govenmient is defined to include depart-

ments and ministries, including the central bank, of the

central government. The U.S. central bank includes the 12

Federal Reserve Banks, and the stock held in these banks
as a condition of membership is assigned to the zero per-
cent risk category. The definition of central govenmient
does not include state, provincial, or local governments; or

commercial enterprises owned by the central government.
In addition, it does not include local government entities or

commercial enterprises whose obUgations are guaranteed

by the central government, although any claims on such

entities guaranteed by central governments are placed in

the same general risk category as other claims guaranteed

by central governments. OECD central governments are

d^ned as central governments of the OECD-based group
of countries; non-OECD central governments are defined

10

tries and U.S. government agencies,27 as well

as all direct local currency claims on, and the

portions of local currency claims that are di-

rectly and unconditionally guaranteed by, the

central governments of non-OECD countries,
to the extent that the bank has UabiUties

booked in that currency. A claim is not con-

sidered to be unconditionally guaranteed by a

central government if the vahdity of the guar-
antee is dependent upon some affirmative ac-

tion by the holder or a third pr-rty. Generally,
securities guaranteed by the U.S. government
or its agencies that are actively traded in fi-

nancial markets, such as GNMA securities,

are considered to be unconditionally

guaranteed.

2. Category 2: 20 percent This category in-

cludes cash items in the process of collection,

both foreign and domestic; short-term claims

(including demand deposits) on, and the por-

tions of short-term claims that are

guaranteed28 by, U.S. depository insti-

tutions29 and foreign banks;30 and long-term

as central govenmients of countries that do not belong to

the OECD-based group of countries.

2' A U.S. government agency is defined as an instrumen-

tahty of the U.S. government whose obUgations are fully

and explicitly guaranteed as to the timely payment of prin-

cipal and interest by the full faith and credit of the U.S.

government. Such agencies include the Government Na-
tional Mortgage Association (GNMA), the Veterans Ad-
ministration (VA), the Federal Housing Administration

(FHA), the Export-Import Bank (Exim Bank), the Over-

seas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), the Com-

modity Credit Corporation (CCC), and the Small Business

Administration (SBA).
2* Claims guaranteed by U.S. depository institutions and

foreign banks include risk participations in both banker's

acceptances and standby letters of credit, as well as partici-

pations in commitments, that are conveyed to other U.S.

depository institutions or foreign banks.
^' U.S. depository institutions are defined to include

branches (foreign and domestic) of federally insured banks

and depository institutions chartered and headquartered in

the 50 states of the United States, the District of Columbia,

Puerto Rico, and U.S. territories and possessions. The defi-

nition encompasses banks, mutual or stock savings banks,

savings or building and loan associations, cooperative

banks, credit unions, and international banking facihties of

domestic banks. U.S.-chartered depository institutions

owned by foreigners are also included in the definition.

However, branches and agencies of foreign banks located in

the U.S., as well as all bank holding companies, are

excluded.
^

Foreign banks are distinguished as either OECD
banks or non-OECD banks. OECD banks include banks

and their branches (foreign and domestic) organized under

the laws of countries (other than the U.S.) that belong to

the OECD-based group of coimtries. Non-OECD banks in-

Continued

74-907 - 94 - 26
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claims on, and the portions of long-term
claims that are guaranteed by, U.S. depository

institutions and OECD banks. 31

This category also includes the portions of

claims that are conditionally guaranteed by
OECD central governments and U.S. govern-
ment agencies, as well as the portions of local

currency claims that are conditionally guaran-
teed by non-OECD central governments, to

the extent that the bank has Uabihties booked

in that currency. In addition, this category
also includes claims on, and the portions of

claims that are guaranteed by, U.S.

govemment-sponsored32 agencies and claims

on, and the portions of claims guaranteed by,

the International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development (World Bank), the Inter-

american Development Bank, the Asian De-

velopment Bank, the African Development
Bank, the European Investment Bank, and

other multilateral lending institutions or re-

gional development banks in which the U.S.

government is a shareholder or contributing

member. General obligation claims on, or por-

tions of claims guaranteed by the full faith

and credit of, states or other political subdivi-

Continued

elude banks and their branches (foreign and domestic) or-

ganized under the laws of countries that do not belong to

the OECD-based group of countries. For this purpose, a

bank is defined as an institution that engages in the business

of banking; is recognized as a bank by the bank supervisory
or monetary authorities of the country of its organization
or principal banking operations; receives deposits to a sub-

stantial extent in the regtilar course of business; and has the

power to accept demand deposits. Claims on, and the por-
tions of claims that are guaranteed by, a non-OECD central

bank are treated as claims on, or guaranteed by, a non-

OECD bank, except for local-currency claims on, and the

portions of local<urrency claims that are guaranteed by, a

non-OECD central bank that are funded in local-currency
habilities. The latter claims are assigned to the zero percent
risk category.

3'
Long-term claims on, or guaranteed by, non-OECD

banks and all claims on bank holding companies are as-

signed to the 100 percent risk category, as are holdings of

bank-issued securities that qualify as capital of the issuing
banks.

32 For this purpose, U.S. government-sponsored agen-
cies are defined as agencies originally established or char-

tered by the federal government to serve pubUc purposes

specified by the U.S. Congress but whose obligations are

not explicitly guaranteed by the full faith and credit of the

U.S. government. These agencies include the Federal Home
Loan Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC), the Federal Na-
tional Mortgage Association (FNMA), the Farm Credit

System, the Federal Home Loan Bank System, and the Stu-

dent Loan Marketing Association (SLMA). Claims on
U.S. government-sponsored agencies include capital stock

in a Federal Home Loan Bank that is held as a condition of

membership in that Bank.

sions of the United States or other countries of

the OECD-based group are also assigned to

this category.
53

This category also includes the portions of

claims (including repurchase agreements)
collaterahzed by cash on deposit in the bank;

by securities issued or guaranteed by OECD
central governments, U.S. government agen-

cies, or U.S. government-sponsored agencies;

or by securities issued by multilateral lending
institutions or regional development banks in

which the U.S. government is a shareholder or

contributing member.

3. Category 3: 50 percent. This category in-

cludes loans fiilly secured by first Uens^^ on

one- to four-family residential properties,35 ei-

ther owner-occupied or rented, provided that

such loans have been made in accordance

with prudent underwriting standards, includ-

ing a conservative loan-to-value ratio;36 are

performing in accordance with their original

terms; and are not 90 days or more past due

or carried in nonaccrual status.37 Also includ-

ed in this category are privately issued mort-

gage-backed securities provided that (1) the

structure of the security meets the criteria de-

scribed in section 111(B)(3) above; (2) if the

security is backed by a pool of conventional

mortgages, each underlying mortgage meets

the criteria described above in this section for

ehgibihty for the 50 percent risk-weight cate-

gory at the time the pool is originated; and

(3) if the security is backed by privately is-

sued morigage-backed securities, each under-

lying security qualifies for the 50 percent risk

33 Claims on, or guaranteed by, states or other political

subdivisions of countries that do not belong to the OECD-
based group of countries are placed in the 100 percent risk

category.
3^ If a bank holds the first and junior Uen(s) on a resi-

dential property and no other party holds an intervening

hen, the transaction is treated as a single loan secured by a

first hen for the purpose of determining the loan-to-value

ratio.

3' The types of properties that qualify as one- to four-

family residences are listed in the instructions to the com-

mercial bank call report.
3^ The loan-to-value ratio is based upon the most current

appraised value of the property. All appraisals must be

made in a manner consistent with the federal banking agen-
cies' real estate appraisal guidelines and with the bank's

own appraisal guidelines.
3'' Residential property loans that do not meet all the

specified criteria or that are made for the purpose of specu-

lative property development are placed in the 100 percent

risk category.

11
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category. Privately issued mortgage-backed

securities that do not meet these criteria or

that do not qualify for a lower risk weight are

generally assigned to the 100 percent risk-

weight category.

Also assigned to this category are revenue

(nongeneral obhgation) bonds or similar obh-

gations, including loans and leases, that are

obUgations of states or other poUtical subdivi-

sions of the U.S. (for example, municipal rev-

enue bonds) or other countries of the OECD-
based group, but for which the government

entity is committed to repay the debt with rev-

enues from the specific projects financed, rath-

er than from general tax funds.

Credit-equivalent amounts of interest-rate

and foreign-exchange-rate contracts involving

standard risk obligors (that is, obhgors whose

loans or debt securities would be assigned to

the 100 percent risk category) are included in

the 50 percent category, unless they are

backed by collateral or guarantees that allow

them to be placed in a lower risk category.

4. Category 4: 100 percent. All assets not in-

cluded in the categories above are assigned to

this category, which comprises standard risk

assets. The bulk of the assets typicaUy found

in a loan portfoUo would be assigned to the

100 percent category.

This category includes long-term claims on,

or guaranteed by, non-OECD banks, and all

claims on non-OECD central governments

that entail some degree of transfer risk.^* This

category also includes all claims on foreign

and domestic private-sector obUgors not in-

cluded in the categories above (including

loans to nondepository financial institutions

and bank holding companies); claims on com-

mercial firms owned by the pubhc sector; cus-

tomer habihties to the bank on acceptances

outstanding involving standard risk claims;^'

38 Such assets include all nonlocal currency claims on, or

guaranteed by, non-OECD central governments and those

portions of local currency claims on, or guaranteed by,

non-OECD central governments that exceed the local cur-

rency liabilities held by the bank.
39 Customer liabilities on acceptances outstanding in-

volving nonstandard risk claims, such as claims on U.S.

depository institutions, are assigned to the risk category

appropriate to the identity of the obligor or, if relevant, the

nature of the collateral or guarantees backing the claims.

Portions of acceptances conveyed as risk participations to

U.S. depository institutions or foreign banks are assigned to

the 20 percent risk category appropriate to short-term

12

investments in fixed assets, premises, and oth-

er real estate owned; common and preferred

stock of corporations, including stock ac-

quired for debts previously contracted;

commercial and consumer loans (except those

assigned to lower risk categories due to recog-

nized guarantees or collateral and loans for

residential property that qualify for a lower

risk weight); mortgage-backed securities that

do not meet criteria for assignment to a lower

risk weight (including any classes of mort-

gage-backed securities that can absorb more

than their pro rata share of loss without the

whole issue being in default); and all stripped

mortgage-backed and similar securities.

Also included in this category are industrial

development bonds and similar obUgations is-

sued under the auspices of states or political

subdivisions of the OECD-based group of

countries for the benefit of a private party or

enterprise where that party or enterprise, not

the government entity, is obligated to pay the

principal and interest, and all obUgations of

states or poUtical subdivisions of countries

that do not belong to the OECD-based group.

The foUowing assets also are assigned a risk

weight of 100 percent if they have not been

deducted from capital: investments in uncon-

soUdated companies, joint ventures, or associ-

ated companies; instruments that quaUfy as

capital issued by other banking organizations;

and any intangibles, including grandfathered

goodwill.

D. Off-Balance-Sheet Items

The face amoimt of an ofF-balance-sheet item

is incorporated into the risk-based capital ra-

tio by multiplying it by a credit conversion

factor. The resultant credit-equivalent amount

is assigned to the appropriate risk category ac-

cording to the obUgor, or, if relevant, the

guarantor or the nature of the collateral.*^ At-

claims guaranteed by U.S. depository institutions and for-

eign banks.
«) The sufficiency of collateral and guarantees for off-bal-

ance-sheet items is determined by the market value of the

collateral or the amount of the guarantee in relation to the

face amount of the item, except for interest- and foreign-ex-

change-rate contracts, for which this determination is made

in relation to the credit equivalent amount. Collateral and

guarantees are subject to the same provisions noted under

section ni(B).
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tachment IV sets forth the conversion factors

for various types of off-balance-sheet items.

1. Items with a 100 percent conversion fac-

tor. A 100 percent conversion factor applies

to direct credit substitutes, which include

guarantees, or equivalent instruments, back-

ing financial claims, such as outstanding secu-

rities, loans, and other financial liabilities, or

that back off-balance-sheet items that require

capital under the risk-based capital frame-

work. Direct credit substitutes include, for ex-

ample, financial standby letters of credit, or

other equivalent irrevocable undertakings or

surety arrangements, that guarantee repay-

ment of financial obligations such as commer-

cial paper, tax-exempt securities, commercial

or individual loans or debt obligations, or

standby or commercial letters of credit. Direct

credit substitutes also include the acquisition

of risk participations in banker's acceptances

and standby letters of credit, since both of

these transactions, in effect, constitute a guar-

antee by the acquiring bank that the underly-

ing account party (obligor) will repay its obli-

gation to the originating, or issuing,

institution.*' (Standby letters of credit that

are performance-related are discussed below

and have a credit conversion factor of 50

percent. )

The full amount of a direct credit substitute

is converted at 100 percent and the resulting

credit-equivalent amount is assigned to the

risk category appropriate to the obligor or, if

relevant, the guarantor or the nature of the

collateral. In the case of a direct credit substi-

tute in which a risk participation*^ has been

conveyed, the full amount is still converted at

100 percent. However, the credit-equivalent

amount that has been conveyed is assigned to

whichever risk category is lower; the risk cate-

gory appropriate to the obligor, after giving

effect to any relevant guarantees or collateral,

or the risk category appropriate to the institu-

tion acquiring the participation. Any remain-

der is assigned to the risk category appropri-

ate to the obligor, guarantor, or collateral. For

example, the portion of a direct credit substi-

tute conveyed as a risk participation to a U.S.

domestic depository institution or foreign

bank is assigned to the risk category appropri-

ate to claims guaranteed by those institutions,

that is, the 20 percent risk category.
^^ This

approach recognizes that such conveyances

replace the originating bank's exposure to the

obligor with an exposure to the institutions

acquiring the risk participations.**

In the case of direct credit substitutes that

take the form of a syndication as defined in

the instructions to the commercial bank call

report, that is, where each bank is obligated

only for its pro rata share of the risk and there

is no recourse to the originating bank, each

bank will only include its pro rata share of the

direct credit substitute in its risk-based capital

calculation.

Financial standby letters of credit are dis-

tinguished from loan commitments (discussed

below) in that standbys are irrevocable obli-

gations of the bank to pay a third-party bene-

ficiary when a customer (account party) fails

to repay an outstanding loan or debt instru-

ment (direct credit substitute). Performance

standby letters of credit (performance bonds)

are irrevocable obligations of the bank to pay
a third-party beneficiary when a customer

(account party) fails to perform some other

contractual nonfinancial obligation.

The distinguishing characteristic of a stand-

by letter of credit for risk-based capital pur-

poses is the combination of irrevocability with

the fact that funding is triggered by some fail-

ure to repay or perform an obUgation. Thus,

any commitment (by whatever name) that in-

volves an irrevocable obligation to make a

payment to the customer or to a third party in

the event the customer fails to repay an out-

standing debt obligation or fails to perform a

contractual obUgation is treated, for risk-

^1
Credit-equivalent amounts of acquisitions of risk par-

ticipations are assigned to the risk category appropriate to

the account-party obligor, or, if relevant, the nature of the

collateral or guarantees.
*^ That is, a participation in which the originating bank

remains liable to the beneficiary for the full amount of the

direct credit substitute if the party that has acquired the

participation fails to pay when the instrument is drawn.

*' Risk participations with a remaining maturity of over

one year that are conveyed to non-OECD banks are to be

assigned to the 100 percent risk category, unless a lower

risk category is appropriate to the obligor, guarantor, or

collateral.

** A risk participation in banker's acceptances conveyed

to other mstitutions is also assigned to the risk category

appropriate to the institution acquiring the participation or,

if relevant, the guarantor or nature of the collateral.

13
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based capital purposes, as respectively, a fi-

nancial guarantee standby letter of credit or a

performance standby.

A loan commitment, on the other hand, in-

volves an obligation (with or without a mate-

rial adverse change or similar clause) of the

bank to fund its customer in the normal course

of business should the customer seek to draw

down the commitment.

Sale and repurchase agreements and asset

sales with recourse (to the extent not included

on the balance sheet) and forward agreements

also are converted at 100 percent. The risk-

based capital definition of the sale of assets

with recourse, including the sale of one- to

four-family residential mortgages, is the same

as the definition contained in the instructions

to the commercial bank call report. So-called

loan strips (that is, short-term advances sold

under long-term commitments without direct

recourse) are defined in the instructions to the

commercial bank call report and for risk-

based capital purposes as assets sold with

recoiu^e.

Forward agreements are legally binding

contractual obligations to purchase assets

with certain drawdown at a specified future

date. Such obUgations include forward pur-

chases, forward forward deposits placed,*^

and partly paid shares and securities; they do

not include commitments to make residential

mortgage loans or forward foreign-exchange

contracts.

Securities lent by a bank are treated in one

of two ways, depending upon whether the

lender is at risk of loss. If a bank, as agent for

a customer, lends the customer's securities

and does not indemnify the customer against

loss, then the transaction is excluded from the

risk-based capital calculation. If, alternatively,

a bank lends its own securities or, acting as

agent for a customer, lends the customer's se-

curities and indemnifies the customer against

loss, the transaction is converted at 100 per-

cent and assigned to the risk-weight category

appropriate to the obligor, to any collateral

delivered to the lending bank, or, if apphcable,

to the independent custodian acting on the

lender's behalf.

2. Items with a 50 percent conversion

factor Transaction-related contingencies are

converted at 50 percent. Such contingencies

include bid bonds, performance bonds, war-

ranties, standby letters of credit related to par-

ticular transactions, and performance standby
letters of credit, as well as acquisitions of risk

participations in performance standby letters

of credit. Performance standby letters of cred-

it represent obUgations backing the perform-

ance of nonfinancial or commercial contracts

or undertakings. To the extent permitted by

law or regulation, performance standby letters

of credit include arrangements backing,

among other things, subcontractors' and sup-

pliers' performance, labor and materials con-

tracts, and construction bids.

The unused portion of commitments with

an original maturity exceeding one year,^^ in-

cluding underwriting commitments, and com-

mercial and consumer credit commitments

also are converted at 50 percent. Original ma-

turity is defined as the length of time between

the date the commitment is issued and the

earUest date on which ( 1 ) the bank can, at its

option, unconditionally (without cause) can-

cel the commitment^'' and (2) the bank is

scheduled to (and as a normal practice actual-

ly does) review the facility to determine

whether or not it should be extended. Such

reviews must continue to be conducted at

least annually for such a facility to qualify as a

short-term commitment.

Commitments are defined as any legally

binding arrangements that obligate a bank to

extend credit in the form of loans or leases; to

purchase loans, securities, or other assets; or

to participate in loans and leases. They also

include overdraft facilities, revolving credit,

home equity and mortgage lines of credit, and

similar transactions. Normally, commitments

involve a written contract or agreement and a

commitment fee, or some other form of con-

*' Forward forward dqxsits accepted a;-e treated as in-

terest-rate contracts.

14

<* Through year-end 1992, remaining maturity may be

used for determining the maturity of off-balance-sheet loan

commitments; thereafter, original maturity must be used.

' In the case of consumer home equity or mortgage Unes

of credit secured by hens on one- to four-family residential

properties, the bank is deemed able to unconditionally can-

cel the commitment for the purpose of this criterion if, at

its option, it can prohibit additional extensions of credit,

reduce the credit hne, and terminate the commitment to

the full extent permitted by relevant federal law.
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sideration. Commitments axe included in

weighted-risk assets regardless of whether

they contain "material adverse change" claus-

es or other provisions that are intended to re-

lieve the issuer of its funding obhgation under

certain conditions. In the case of commit-

ments structured as syndications, where the

bank is obligated solely for its pro rata share,

only the bank's proportional share of the syn-

dicated commitment is taken into account in

calculating the risk-based capital ratio.

FaciUties that are unconditionally cancella-

ble (without cause) at any time by the bank

are not deemed to be commitments, provided
the bank makes a separate credit decision be-

fore each drawing under the facility. Commit-

ments with an original maturity of one year or

less are deemed to involve low risk and, there-

fore, are not assessed a capital charge. Such

short-term commitments are defined to in-

clude the unused portion of lines of credit on

retail credit cards and related plans (as de-

fined in the instructions to the commercial

bank call report) if the bank has the uncondi-

tional right to cancel the line of credit at any

time, in accordance with appUcable law.

Once a commitment has been converted at

50 percent, any portion that has been con-

veyed to U.S. depository institutions or

OECD banks as participations in which the

originating bank retains the full obligation to

the borrower if the participating bank fails to

pay when the instrument is drawn, is assigned

to the 20 percent risk category. This treatment

is anedogous to that accorded to conveyances
of risk participations in standby letters of

credit. The acquisition of a participation in a

commitment by a bank is converted at 50 per-

cent and assigned to the risk category appro-

priate to the account-party obligor or, if rele-

vant, the nature of the collateral or

guarantees.

Revolving underwriting facilities (RUFs),
note issuance facihties (NIFs), and other sim-

ilar arrangements also are converted at 50

percent regardless of maturity. These are fa-

cilities under which a borrower can issue on a

revolving basis short-term paper in its own

name, but for which the underwriting banks

have a legally binding commitment either to

purchase any notes the borrower is unable to

sell by the roll-over date or to advance funds

to the borrower.

3. Items with a 20 percent conversion

factor. Short-term, self-liquidating trade-re-

lated contingencies which arise from the

movement of goods are converted at 20 per-

cent. Such contingencies generally include

commercial letters of credit and other docu-

mentary letters of credit collaterahzed by the

underlying shipments.

4. Items with a zero percent conversion fac-

tor. These include unused portions of com-

mitments with an original maturity of one

year or less,'*^ or which are unconditionally
cancellable at any time, provided a separate

credit decision is made before each drawing
under the facility. Unused portions of lines of

credit on retail credit cards and related plans

are deemed to be short-term commitments if

the bank has the unconditional right to cancel

the line of credit at any time, in accordance

with appUcable law.

E. Interest-Rate and Foreign-Exchange-Rate
Contracts

1. Scope. Credit equivalent amounts are com-

puted for each of the following off-balance-

sheet interest-rate and foreign-exchange-rate

instruments:

I. Interest-Rate Contracts

A. Single-currency interest-rate swaps
B. Basis swaps
C. Forward-rate agreements
D. Interest-rate options purchased (in-

cluding caps, collars, and floors

purchased)
E. Any other instrument that gives rise

to similar credit risks (including

when-issued securities and forward

forward deposits accepted)

II. Exchange-Rate Contracts

A. Cross-currency interest-rate swaps
B. Forward foreign-exchange contracts

C. Currency options purchased
D. Any other instrument that gives

rise to similar credit risks

** Through year-end 1992, remaining maturity may be

used for determining term to maturity for off-balance-sheet

loan commitments; thereafter, original maturity must be

used.

IS
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Exchange-rate contracts with an original ma-

turity of 14 calendar days or less and instru-

ments traded on exchanges that require daily

payment of variation margin are excluded

from the risk-based ratio calculation. Over-

the-counter options purchased, however, are

included and treated in the same way as

the other interest-rate and exchange-rate

contracts.

2. Calculation of credit-equivalent amounts.

Credit-equivalent amounts are calculated for

each individual contract of the types listed

above. To calculate the credit-equivalent

amount of its oflF-balance-sheet interest-rate

and exchange-rate instruments, a bank sums

these amounts: ^

1. the mark-to-market value*' (positive val-

ues only) of each contract (that is, the cur-

rent exposure) and

2. an estimate of the potential future credit

exposure over the remaining life of each

contract.

The potential future credit exposure on a

contract, including contracts with negative

mark-to-market values, is estimated by multi-

plying the notiona? principal amount by one

of the following credit conversion factors, as

appropriate:
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ratios based primarily on broad credit-risk

considerations. As noted above, the risk-based

ratio does not take explicit account of the

quality of individual asset portfolios or the

range of other types of risks to which banks

may be exposed, such as interest-rate, liquidi-

ty, market, or operational risks. For this rea-

son, banks are generally exf)ected to operate

with capital positions above the minimum ra-

tios. This is particularly true for institutions

that are undertaking significant expansion or

that are exposed to high or unusual levels of

risk.

Upon adoption of the risk-based frame-

work, any bank that does not meet the interim

or final supervisory ratios, or whose capital is

otherwise considered inadequate, is expected

to develop and implement a plan acceptable to

the Federal Reserve for achieving an adequate
level of capital consistent with the provisions

of these guidelines or with the sjjecial circiun-

stances affecting the individual institution. In

addition, such banks should avoid any ac-

tions, including increased risk-taking or un-

warranted expansion, that would lower or fur-

ther erode their capital positions.

A . Minimum Risk-Based Ratio After

Transition Period

As reflected in attachment VI, by year-end

1992, all state member banks should meet a

minimum ratio of qualifying total capital to

weighted-risk assets of 8 percent, of which at

least 4.0 percentage points should be in the

form of tier 1 capital net of goodwill. (Section

II above contains detailed definitions of capi-

tal and related terms used in this section.)

The maximum amount of supplementary cap-

ital elements that qualifies as tier 2 capital is

limited to 100 percent of tier 1 capital net of

goodwill. In addition, the combined maxi-

mum amount of subordinated debt and inter-

mediate-term preferred stock that qualifies as

tier 2 capital is limited to 50 percent of tier 1

capital. The maximum amount of the allow-

ance for loan and lease losses that quahfies as

tier 2 capital is hmited to 1.25 percent of gross

weighted-risk assets. Allowances for loan and

lease losses in excess of this limit may, of

course, be maintained, but would not be in-

cluded in a bank's total capital. The Federal

Reserve will continue to require banks to

maintain reserves at levels fully sufficient to

cover losses inherent in their loan portfolios.

Qualifying total capital is calculated by

adding tier 1 capital and tier 2 capital (limited

to 100 percent of tier 1 capital) and then de-

ducting from this sum certain investments in

banking or finance subsidiaries that are not

consolidated for accounting or supervisory

purposes, reciprocal holdings of banking orga-

nization capital securities, or other items at

the direction of the Federal Reserve. These

deductions are discussed above in section

11(B).

B. Transition Arrangements

The transition period for implementing the

risk-based capital standard ends on December

31, 1992.52 Initially, the risk-based capital

guidelines do not establish a minimum level of

capital. However, by year-end 1990, banks are

exf)ected to meet a minimum interim target

ratio for qualifying total capital to weighted-

risk assets of 7.25 percent, at least one-half of

which should be in the form of tier 1 capital.

For purposes of meeting the 1990 interim tar-

get, the amount of loan-loss reserves that may
be included in capital is limited to 1.5 percent

of weighted-risk assets and up to 10 percent of

a bank's tier 1 capital may consist of supple-

'2 The Basle capital framework does not establish an ini-

tial minimum standard for the risk-based capital ratio be-

fore the end of 1990. However, for the purpose of calculat-

ing a risk-based capital ratio prior to year-end 1990, no

sublimit is placed on the amount of the allowance for loan

and lease losses includable in tier 2. In addition, this frame-

work permits, imder temporary transition arrangements, a

certain percentage of a bank's tier I capital to be made up
of supplementary capital elements. In particular, supple-

mentary elements may constitute 25 percent of a bank's tier

I capital (before the deduction of goodwill) up to the end

of 1990; from year-end 1990 up to the end of 1992, this

allowable percentage of supplementary elements in tier 1

declines to 10 percent of tier 1 (before the deduction of

goodwill). Beginning on December 31, 1992, supplemen-

tary elements may not be included in tier 1. The amount of

subordinated debt and intermediate-term preferred stock

temporarily included in tier 1 under these arrangements
will not be subject to the sublimit on the amount of such

instruments includable in tier 2 capital. Goodwill must be

deducted from the sum of a bank's permanent core capital

elements (that is, common equity, noncumulative perpetu-

al preferred stock, and minority interest in the equity of

unconsolidated subsidiaries) plus supplementary items that

may temporarily quahfy as tier 1 elements for the purpose
of calculating tier 1 (net of goodwill), tier 2, and total

capital.

17
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mentary capital elements. Thus, the 7.25 per-

cent interim target ratio implies a minimum

ratio of tier 1 capital to weighted-risk assets of

3.6 percent (one-half of 7.25) and a minimum

ratio of core capital elements to weighted-risk

assets ratio of 3.25 percent (nine-tenths of the

tier 1 capital ratio).

18
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Attachment I—Sample Calculation of Risk-Based Capital Ratio
for State Member Banks

Example of a bank with $6,000 in total capital and the following assets and
off-balance-sheet items.

Balance-sheet assets
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Attachment I continued

2. Multiply each balance-sheet asset and the credit-equivalent amount of each OBS item by the

appropriate risk weight.

Conversion Credit-

OBS item Face value factor equivalent amount

0% category

Cash $ 5,000

U.S. Treasuries 20.000

$25,000 X =

20% category

Balances at domestic banks $ 5,000

Credit-equivalent amounts of SLCs backing GOs
of U.S. municipalities 10.000

$15,000 X 0.20 = $ 3.000

50% category

Loans secured by first liens on 1- to 4-family
residential properties $ 5.000 X 0.50 = $ 2.500

100% category

Loans to private corporations $65,000

Credit-equivalent amounts of long-term commit-
ments to private corporations 10.000

$75,000 X 1.00 = $75,000

Total Risk-Weighted Assets $80,500

This bank's ratio of total capital to weighted-risk assets (risk-based capital ratio) would be:

($6,000/$80.500) = 7.45%

20
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Attachment II—Summary Definition of Qualifying Capital for State Member Banks*

Using the Year-End 1992 Standards

Components

Minimum requirements after
transition period

CORE CAPITAL (tier 1)

Common stockholders' equity

Qualifying noncumulative perpetual preferred stock

Minority interest in equity accounts of
consolidated subsidiaries

Less: Goodwill 1

SUPPLEMENTARY CAPITAL (tier 2)

Allowance for loan and lease losses

Perpetual preferred stock

Hybrid capital instruments and equity-contract
notes

Subordinated debt and intermediate-term

preferred stock (original weighted average
maturity of 5 years or more)

Revaluation reserves (equity and building)

DEDUCTIONS (from sum of tier 1 and tier 2)

Investments in unconsoUdated subsidiaries

Reciprocal holdings of banking organizations'

capital securities

Other deductions (such as other subsidiaries or

joint ventures) as determined by supervisory
authority

TOTAL CAPITAL
(tier 1 -f tier 2 — Deductions)

Must equal or exceed 4% of weighted-risk assets

No limit

No limit; banks should avoid undue reliance on
preferred stock in tier 1

Banks should avoid using minority interests to

introduce elements not otherwise qualifying for tier

1 capital

Total of tier 2 is limited to 100% of tier U
Limited to 1.25% of weighted-risk assets^

No limit within tier 2

No limit within tier 2

Subordinated debt and intermediate-term preferred
stock are limited to 50% of tier 1;^ amortized for

capital purposes as they approach maturity

Not included; banks encouraged to disclose; may be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis for international

comparisons; and taken into account in making an
overall assessment of capital

On a case-by-case basis or as a matter of pohcy after

formal rulemaking

Must equal or exceed 8% of weighted-risk assets

'
See discussion in section 11 of the guidelines for a com-

plete description of the requirements for, and the limita-

tions on, the components of qualifying capital.
' All goodwill, except previously grandfathered goodwill

approved in supervisory mergers, is deducted immediately.
2 Amounts in excess of limitations are permitted but do

not qualify as capital.

3 Amounts in excess of limitations are permitted but do

not qualify as capital.
* A proportionately greater amount may be deducted

from tier 1 capital if the risks associated with the subsidiary

so warrant.

21
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Attachment III—Summary of Risk

Weights and Risk Categories for State

Member Banks

Category 1: Zero Percent

1. Cash (domestic and foreign) held in the

bank or in transit

2. Balances due from Federal Reserve Banks

(including Federal Reserve Bank stock) and

central banks in other OECD countries

3. Direct claims on, and the portions of

claims that are unconditionally guaranteed

by, the U.S. Treasury and U.S. government

agencies! and the central governments of oth-

er OECD countries, and local currency claims

on, and the portions of local currency claims

that are unconditionally giiaranteed by, the

central governments of non-OECD countries

(including the central banks of non-OECD

countries), to the extent that the bank has ha-

biUties booked in that currency

4. Gold bullion held in the bank's vaults or in

another's vaults on an allocated basis, to the

extent ofiFset by gold buUion liabihties

Category 2: 20 Percent

1 . Cash items in the process of collection

2. All claims (long- or short-term) on, and

the portions of claims (long- or short-term)

that are giiaranteed by, U.S. depository insti-

tutions and OECD banks

3. Short-term claims (remaining maturity of

one year or less) on, and the portions of short-

term claims that are guaranteed by, non-

OECD banks

4. The portions of claims that are condition-

ally guaranteed by the central governments of

OECD countries and U.S. government agen-

cies, and the portions of local currency claims

that are conditionally guaranteed by the cen-

tral governments of non-OECD countries, to

the extent that the bank has liabilities booked

in that currency

5. Claims on, and the portions of claims that

are guaranteed by, U.S. government-

sponsored agencies^

6. General obligation claims on, and the por-

tions of claims that are guaranteed by the full

faith and credit of, local governments and po-

litical subdivisions of the U.S. and other

OECD local governments

7. Claims on, and the portions of claims that

are guaranteed by, official multilateral lending

institutions or regional development banks

8. The portions of claims that are

collateralized^ by securities issued or guaran-

teed by the U.S. Treasury, the central govern-

ments of other OECD countries, U.S. govern-

ment agencies, U.S. government-sponsored

agencies, or by cash on deposit in the bank

9. The portions of claims that are

collateralized^ by securities issued by official

multilateral lending institutions or regional

development banks

10. Certain privately issued securities repre-

senting indirect ownership of mortgage-

backed U.S. government agency or U.S. gov-

enmient-sponsored agency securities

11. Investments in shares of a fund whose

portfoho is permitted to hold only securities

that would qualify for the zero or 20 percent

risk categories

Category 3: 50 Percent

1 . Loans fully secured by first liens on one- to

four-family residential properties that have

been made in accordance with prudent under-

writing standards, that are jjerforming in ac-

cordance with their original terms, and are

not past due or in nonaccrual status, and cer-

tain privately issued mortgage-backed securi-

ties representing indirect ownership of such

' For the purpose of calculating the risk-based capital

ratio, a U.S. government agency is defined as 2in instrumen-

tality of the U.S. government whose obUgations are fuUy

and explicitly guaranteed as to the timely payment of prin-

cipal and interest by the full faith and credit of the U.S.

government.

22

2 For the purpose of calculating the risk-based capital

ratio, a U.S. government-sponsored agency is defined as an

agency originally estabUshed or chartered to serve public

purposes specified by the U.S. Congress but whose obhga-

tions are not explicitly guaranteed by the full faith and

credit of the U.S. government.
3 The extent of coUateralization is determined by current

market value.
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loans (Loans made for speculative purposes

are excluded.)

2. Revenue bonds or similar claims that are

obligations of U.S. state or local governments,
or other OECD local governments, but for

which the government entity is committed to

repay the debt only out of revenues from the

facilities financed

3. Credit-equivalent amounts of interest rate-

and foreign exchange rate-related contracts,

except for those assigned to a lower risk

category

Category 4: 100 Percent

1. All other claims on private obhgors

2. Claims on, or guaranteed by, non-OECD

foreign banks with a remaining maturity ex-

ceeding one year

3. Claims on, or guaranteed by, non-OECD
central governments that are not included in

item 3 of category 1 or item 4 of category 2;

all claims on non-OECD state or local

governments

4. Obligations issued by U.S. state or local

governments, or other OECD local govern-
ments (including industrial-development au-

thorities and similar entities), repayable solely

by a private party or enterprise

5. Premises, plant, and equipment; other fixed

assets; and other real estate owned

6. Investments in any unconsolidated subsidi-

aries, joint ventures, or associated compa-
nies—if not deducted from capital

7. Instruments issued by other banking orga-

nizations that qualify as capital
—if not de-

ducted from capital

8. Claims on commercial firms owned by a

government

9. All other assets, including any intangible

assets that are not deducted from capital

23
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Attachment IV—Credit-Conversion

Factors for Off-Balance-Sheet Items for

State Member Banks

100 Percent Conversion Factor

1. Direct credit substitutes (These include

general guarantees of indebtedness and all

guarantee-type instruments, including stand-

by letters of credit backing the financial obli-

gations of other parties.)

2. Risk participations in banker's acceptances

and direct credit substitutes, such as standby

letters of credit

3. Sale and repurchase agreements and assets

sold with recourse that are not i.icluded on

the balance sheet

4. Forward agreements to purchase assets, in-

cluding financing facilities, on which draw-

down is certain

5. Securities lent for which the bank is at risk

50 Percent Conversion Factor

1. Transaction-related contingencies (These

include bid bonds, performance bonds, war-

ranties, and standby letters of credit backing

the nonfinancial performance of other

parties. )

2. Unused portions of commitments with an

original maturity •
exceeiling one year, includ-

ing underwriting commitments and commer-

cial credit lines

3. Revolving underwriting facilities (RUFs),
note-issuance facilities (NIFs), and similar

arrangements

20 Percent Conversion Factor

1. Short-term, self-liquidating, trade-related

contingencies, including commercial letters of

credit

Zero Percent Conversion Factor

1. Unused portions of commitments with an

original maturity' of one year or less, or

which are unconditionally cancellable at any

time, provided a separate credit decision is

made before each drawing i

Credit Conversion for Interest-Rate and

Foreign-Exchange Contracts

The total replacement cost of contracts (ob-

tained by summing the positive mark-to-mar-

ket values of contracts) is added to a measure

of future potential increases in credit expo-

sure. This future potential exposure measure

is calculated by multiplying the total notional

value of contracts by one of the following

credit-conversion factors, as appropriate:

Remaining
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Attachment V—Calculation of Credit-Equivalent Amounts
Interest Rate- and Foreign Exchange Rate-Related Transactions for State Member Banks
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Attachment VI SUMMARY OF:

Transitional Arrangements

for State Member Banks

Initial Year-end 1990

Final Arrangement

Year-end 1992

1. Minimum standard of

total capital to

weightod-risk assets

2. Definition of tier 1

capital

3. Minimum standard of

tier 1 capital to

weighted-risk assets

4. Minimum standard of

stockholders' equity
to weighted-risk
assets

5. Limitations on sup-

plementary capital
elements

a. Allowance for loan

and lease losses

b. Qualifying perpet-
ual preferred stock

c. Hybrid capital in-

struments and eq-

uity contract notes

d. Subordinated debt

and intermediate-

term preferred
stock

c. Total quahfying
tier 2 capital

6. Definition of total

capital

None

Common equity,

qualifying
noncumulative perpetual

preferred stock, minority

interests, plus

supplementary elements i

less goodwill

None

None

No limit within tier 2

No limit within tier 2

No Umit within tier 2

Combined maximum of

50% of tier 1
^

May not exceed tier 1

capital

Tier 1 plus tier 2 less:

'
reciprocal holdings of

banking organizations'

capital instruments
• investments in

unconsolidated

subsidiaries

7.25%

Common equity,

quahfying
noncumulative perpetual

preferred stock, minority
interests, plus

supplementary elements^

less goodwill

3.625%

3.25%

1.5% of weighted-risk
assets

No limit within tier -2

No limit within tier 2

Combined maximum of

50% of tier 1

May not exceed tier 1

capital

Tier 1 plus tier 2 less:

•

reciprocal holdings of

banking organizations'

capital instruments
• investments in

unconsolidated

subsidiaries

8.0%

Common equity,

qualifying
noncumulative perpetual

preferred stock, and

minority interests less

goodwill

4.0%

4.0%

1.25% of weighted-risk
assets

No limit within tier 2

No limit within tier 2

Combined maximum of

50% of tier 1

May not exceed tier 1

capital

Tier 1 plus tier 2 less:

•

reciprocal holdings of

banking organizations'

capital instruments
• investments in

unconsolidated

subsidiaries

'

Supplementary elements may be included in tier 1 up to 25% of the sum of tier 1 plus goodwill.

2 Supplementary elements may be included in tier 1 up to 10% of the sum of tier 1 plus goodwill.

2d
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I. Overview

The Board of Governors of the Federal Re-

serve System has adopted a risk-based capital

measure to assist in the assessment of the cap-

ital adequacy of bank holding companies

("banking organizations").' The principal

objectives of this measure are to (i) make reg-

ulatory capital requirements more sensitive to

differences in risk profiles among banking or-

ganizations; (ii) factor off-balance-sheet expo-
sures into the assessment of capital adequacy;

(iii) minimize disincentives to holding liquid,

low-risk assets; and (iv) achieve greater con-

sistency in the evaluation of the capital ade-

quacy of major banking organizations

throughout the world.^

The risk-based capital guidelines include

both a definition of capital and a framework

for calculating weighted-risk assets by assign-

ing assets and off-balance-sheet items to broad

risk categories. An institution's risk-based

capital ratio is calculated by dividing its quali-

fying capital (the numerator of the ratio) by
its weighted-risk assets (the denominator).3

The definition of "qualifying capital" is out-

Hned below in section II, and the procedures
for calculating weighted-risk assets are dis-

cussed in section III. Attachment I illustrates

a sample calculation of weighted-risk assets

and the risk-based capital ratio.

The risk-based capital guidelines also est.ib-

lish a schedule for achieving a minimum su-

pervisory standard for the ratio of qualifying

'

Supervisory ratios that relate capital to total assets for

bank holding companies are outlined in appendix B of Reg-
ulation Y (page 55).

2 The risk-based capital measure is based upon a frame-

work developed jointly by supervisory authorities from the

countries represented on the Basle Committee on Banking
Regulations and Supervisory Practices (Basle Supervisors'

Committee) and endorsed by the Group of Ten Central

Bank Governors. The framework is described in a paper

prepared by the BSC entitled "International Convergence
of Capital Measurement." July 1988.

^
Banking organizations will initially be expected to uti-

lize period-end amounts in calculating their risk-bised cap-
ital ratios. When necessary and appropriate, ratios based on

average balances may also be calculated on a case-by-case
basis. Moreover, to the extent banking organizations have
data on average balances that can be used to calculate risk-

based ratios, the Federal Reserve will take such data into

account.

capital to weighted-risk assets and provide for

transitional arrangements during a phase-in

period to facilitate adoption and implementa-
tion of the measure at the end of 1992. These

interim standards and transitional arrange-
ments are set forth in section IV.

The risk-based guidelines apply on a con-

solidated basis to bank holding companies
with consolidated assets of $150 million or

more. For bank holding companies with less

than $150 miUion in consolidated assets, the

guidelines will be applied on a bank-only basis

unless (a) the parent bank holding company
is engaged in nonbank activity involving sig-

nificant leverage;"* or (b) the parent company
has a significant amount of outstanding debt

that is held by the general public.

The risk-based guidelines are to be used in

the inspection and supervisory process as well

as in the analysis of applications acted upon

by the Federal Reserve. Thus, in considering
an application filed by a bank holding compa-

ny, the Federal Reserve will take into account

the organization's risk-based capital ratio, the

reasonableness of its capital plans, and the de-

gree of progress it has demonstrated toward

meeting the interim and final risk-based capi-

tal siandards.

The risk-based capital ratio focuses princi-

pally on broad categories of credit risk, al-

though the framework for assigning assets and

off-balance-sheet items to risk categories does

incorporate elements of transfer risk, as well

as limited instances of interest-rate and mar-

ket risk. The risk-based ratio does not, howev-

er, incorporate other factors that can affect an

organization's financial condition. These fac-

tors include overall interest-rate exposure; li-

quidity, funding, and market risks; the quality

and level of earnings; investment or loan port-

folio concentrations; the quality of loans and

investments; the effectiveness of loan and in-

vestment policies; and management's ability

to monitor and control financial and operating

risks.

• A parent company that is engaged in significant off-bal-

ance-sheet activities would generally be deemed to be en-

gaged in activities that involve significant leverage.

27
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In addition to evaluating capital ratios, an

overall assessment of capital adequacy must

take account of these other factors, including,

in particular, the level and severity of problem

and classified assets. For this reason, the final

supervisory judgment on an organization's

capital adequacy may differ significantly from

conclusions that might be drawn solely from

the level of the organization's risk-based capi-

tal ratio.

The risk-based capital guidelines establish

minimum ratios of capital to weighted-risk as-

sets. In light of the considerations just dis-

cussed, banking organizations generally are

expected to operate well above the minimum

risk-based ratios. In particular, banking orga-

nizations contemplating significant expansion

proposals are expected to maintain strong

capital levels substantially above the mini-

mum ratios and should not allow significant

diminution of financial strength below these

strong levels to fund their expansion plans. In-

stitutions with high or inordinate levels of risk

are also expected to operate above minimum

capital standards. In all cases, institutions

should hold capital commensurate with the

level and nature of the risks to which they are

exposed. Banking organizations that do not

meet the minimum risk-based standard, or

that are otherwise considered to be inade-

quately capitalized, are expected to develop

and implement plans acceptable to the Feder-

al Reserve for achieving adequate levels of

capital within a reasonable period of time.

The Board will monitor the i.nplementation

and effect of these guidelines in relation to do-

mestic and international developments in the

banking industry. When necessary and appro-

priate, the Board will consider the need to

modify the guidelines in light of any signifi-

cant changes in the economy, financial mar-

kets, banking practices, or other relevant

factors.

II. Definition of Qualifying Capital for

the Risk-Based Capital Ratio

An institution's qualifying total capital con-

sists of two types of capital components: "core

capital elements" (comprising tier 1 capital)

and "supplementary capital elements" (com-

28

prising tier 2 capital). These capital elements

and the various limits, restrictions, and deduc-

tions to which they are subject, are discussed

below and are set forth in attachment II.

To qualify as an element of tier 1 or tier 2

capital, a capital instrument may not contain

or be covered by any covenants, terms, or re-

strictions that are inconsistent with safe and

sound banking practices.

Redemptions of permanent equity or other

capital instruments before stated maturity

could have a significant impact on an organi-

zation's overall capital structure. Consequent-

ly, an organization considering such a step

should consult with the Federal Reserve be-

fore redeeming any equity or debt capital in-

strument (prior to maturity) if such redemp-
tion could have a material effect on the level

or composition of the organization's capital

base. 5

A. The Components of Qualifying Capital

1. Core capital elements (tier I capital). The

tier 1 component of an institution's qualifying

capital must represent at least 50 percent of

qualifying total capital and may consist of the

following items that are defined as core capital

elements: .

i. common stockholders' equity

ii. qualifying perpetual preferred stock (in-

cluding related surplus) , subject to certain

limitations described below

iii. minority interest in the equity accounts of

consolidated subsidiaries

Tier 1 capital is generally defined as the

sum of the core capital elements less

goodwill.6 (See section 11(B) below for a

more detailed discussion of the treatment of

goodwill, including an explanation of certain

Hmited grandfathering arrangements.)

a. Common stockholders' equity. Common
stockholders' equity includes: common

5 Consultation would not ordinarily be necessary if an

instrument were redeemed with the proceeds of, or re-

placed by, a like amount of a similar or higher-quality capi-

tal instrument and the organization's capital position is

considered fully adequate by the Federal Reserve. In the

case of limited-life tier 2 instruments, consultation would

generally be obviated if the new secunty is of equal or

greater maturity than the one it replaces.
' During the transition period and subject to certain limi-

tations set forth in section IV below, tier 1 capital may also

include items defined as supplementary capital elements.
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stock; related surplus; and retained earn-

ings, including capital reserves and adjust-

ments for the cumulative effect of foreign

currency translation, net of any treasury

stock.

b. Perpetual preferred stock. Perpetual pre-

ferred stock is defined as preferred stock

that does not have a maturity date, that

cannot be redeemed at the option of the

holder of the instrument, and that has no

other provisions that will require future re-

demption of the issue. In general, preferred

stock will qualify for inclusion in capital

only if it can absorb losses while the issuer

operates as a going concern (a fundamental

characteristic of equity capital) and only if

the issuer has the ability and legal right to

defer or eliminate preferred dividends.

Perpetual preferred stock in which the

dividend is reset periodically based, in

whole or in part, upon the banking organi-

zation's current credit standing (that is,

auction rate perpetual preferred stock, in-

cluding so-called Dutch auction, money
market, and remarketable preferred) will

not qualify for inclusion in tier 1 capital.^

Such instruments, however, qualify for in-

clusion in tier 2 capital.

For bank holding companies, both cumu-

lative and noncumulative perpetual pre-

ferred stock qualify for inclusion in tier 1.

However, the aggregate amount of such

stock (whether cumulative or noncumula-

tive) that may be included in a holding

company's tier 1 is limited to one-third of

the sum of core capital elements, excluding
the perpetual preferred stock (that is, items

i and iii above). Stated differently, the ag-

gregate amount may not exceed 25 percent

of the sum of all core capital elements, in-

cluding perpetual preferred stock (that is,

items i, ii and iii above). Any perpetual pre-

ferred stock outstanding in excess of this

limit may be included in tier 2 capital with-

out any sublimits within that tier (see dis-

cussion below).

The limits on preferred stock are consis-

tent with the Board's long-standing view

that common equity should remain the

dominant form of a banking organization's

capital structure. In addition to these limits,

the Board believes that, in general, banking

organizations should avoid overreliance on

other nonvoting equity instruments in their

tier 1 capital.

c. Minority interest in equity accounts of
consolidated subsidiaries. This element is in-

cluded in tier 1 because, as a general rule, it

represents equity that is freely available to

absorb losses in operating subsidiaries.

While not subject to an explicit sublimit

within tier 1, banking organizations are ex-

pected to avoid using minority interest in

the equity accounts of consolidated subsidi-

aries as an avenue for introducing into their

capital structures elements that might not

otherwise qualify as tier 1 capital or that

would, in effect, result in an excessive reli-

ance on preferred stock within tier 1.

2. Supplementary capital elements (tier 2 capi-

tal). The tier 2 component of an institution's

qualifying total capital may consist of the fol-

lowing items that are defined as supplemen-

tary capital elements:

i. Allowance for loan and lease losses (sub-

ject to limitations discussed below)
ii. Perpetual preferred stock and related sur-

plus (subject to conditions discussed

below)
iii. Hybrid capital instruments (as defined be-

low), perpetual debt, and mandatory con-

vertible debt securities

iv. Term subordinated debt and intermediate-

term preferred stock, including related

surplus (subject to limitations discussed

below)

The maximum amount of tier 2 capital that

may be included in an organization's qualify-

ing total capital is Hmited to 100 percent of

tier 1 capital (net of goodwill).

The elements of supplementary capital are

discussed in greater detail below.*

'
Adjustable-rate perpetual preferred stock (that is, per-

petual preferred stock in which the dividend rate is not

affected by the issuer's credit standing or financial condi-

tion but is adjusted periodically according to a formula

based solely on general market interest rates) may be in-

cluded in tier 1 up to the limits specified for perpetual pre-

ferred stock.

* The Basle capital framework also provides for the in-

clusion of "undisclosed reserves" in tier 2. As defined in the

framework, undisclosed reserves represent accumulated af-

ter-tax retained earnings that are not disclosed on the bal-

ance sheet of a banking organization. Apart from the fact

that these reserves are not disclosed publicly, they are es-

sentially of the same quality and character as retained eam-
Continued

29
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a. Allowance for loan and lease losses. Al-

lowances for loan and lease losses are re-

serves that have been established through a

charge against earnings to absorb future

losses on loans or lease-financing receiv-

ables. Allowances for loan and lease losses

exclude "allocated transfer risk reserves,"^

and reserves created against identified

losses.

During the transition period, the risk-

based capital guidelines provide for reduc-

ing the amount of this allowance that may
be included in an institution's total capital.

Initially, it is unlimited. However, by year-

end 1990, the amount of the allowance for

loan and lease losses that will qualify as

capital will be limited to 1.5 percent of an

institution's weighted-risk assets. By the

end of the transition period, the amount of

the allowance qualifying for inclusion in

tier 2 capital may not exceed 1.25 percent

of weighted-risk assets-'^

b. Perpetual preferred stock. Perpetual pre-

ferred stock, as noted above, is defined as

preferred stock that has no maturity date,

that cannot be redeemed at the option of

the holder, and that has no other provisions

that will require future redemption of the

issue. Such instruments are eligible for in-

clusion in tier 2 capital without limit."

Continued

ings, and, to be included in capital, such reserves must be

accepted by the banking organization's home supervisor.

Although such undisclosed reserves are common in some

countries, under generally accepted accounting principles

(GAAP) and long-standing supervisory practice, these

types of reserves are not recognized for banking organiza-

tions in the United States. Foreign banking organizations

seeking to make acquisitions or conduct business in the

United States would generally be expected to disclose pub-

licly at least the degree of reliance on such reserves in meet-

ing supervisory capital requirements.
' Allocated transfer risk reserves are reserves that have

been established in accordance with section 905(a) of the

International Lending Supervision Act of 1983, 12 USC
3904(a), against certain assets whose value U.S. superviso-

ry authorities have found to be significantly impaired by

protracted transfer risk problems.
'" The amount of the allowance for loan and lease losses

that may be included in tier 2 capital is based on a percent-

age of gross weighted-risk assets. A banking organization

may deduct reserves for loan and lease losses in excess of

the amount permitted to be included in tier 2 capital, as

well as allocated transfer risk reserves, from the sum of

gross weighted-risk assets and use the resulting net sum of

weighted-risk assets in computing the denominator of the

risk-based capital ratio.

"
Long-term preferred stock with an original maturity

of 20 years or more (including related surplus) will also

30

c. Hybrid capital instruments, perpetual
debt, and mandatory convertible debt securi-

ties. Hybrid capital instruments include in-

struments that are essentially permanent in

nature and that have certain characteristics

of both equity and debt. Such instruments

may be included in tier 2 without limit. The

general criteria hybrid capital instruments

must meet in order to qualify for inclusion

in tier 2 capital are listed below:

1 . The instrument must be unsecured; fully

paid up; and subordinated to general

creditors. If issued by a bank, it must

also be subordinated to claims of

depositors.

2. The instrument must not be redeemable

at the option of the holder prior to matu-

rity, except with the prior approval of

the Federal Reserve. (Consistent with

the Board's criteria for perpetual debt

and mandatory convertible securities,

this requirement implies that holders

of such instruments may not accelerate

the payment of principal except in the

event of bankruptcy, insolvency, or

reorganization.)

3. The instrument must be available to par-

ticipate in losses while the issuer is

operating as a going concern. (Term
subordinated debt would not meet this

requirement.) To satisfy this require-

ment, the instrument must convert to

common or perpetual preferred stock in

the event that the accumulated losses ex-

ceed the sum of the retained earnings

and capital surplus accounts of the

issuer.

4. The instrument must provide the option

for the issuer to defer interest payments

if (a) the issuer does not report a profit

in the preceding annual period (defined

as combined profits for the most recent

four quarters) and (b) the issuer elimi-

nates cash dividends on common and

preferred stock.

Perpetual debt and mandatory convert-

ible debt securities that meet the criteria set

qualify in this category as an element of tier 2. If the holder

of such an instrument has a right to require the issuer to

redeem, repay, or repurchase the instrument prior to the

original stated maturity, maturity would be defined, for

risk-based capital purposes, as the earliest possible date on

which the holder can put the instrument back to the issuing

banking organization.
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forth in 12 CFR 225, appendix B (page

55), also qualify as unlimited elements of

tier 2 capital for bank holding companies.
d. Subordinated debt and intermediate-

term preferred stock. The aggregate amount
of term subordinated debt (excluding man-

datory convertible debt) and intermediate-

term preferred stock that may be treated as

supplementary capital is limited to 50 per-

cent of tier 1 capital (net of goodwill).

Amounts in excess of these limits may be

issued and, while not included in the ratio

calculation, will be taken into account in

the overall assessment of an organization's

funding and financial condition.

Subordinated debt and intermediate-term

preferred stock must have an original

weighted average maturity of at least five

years to qualify as supplementary capital.
'2

(If the holder has the option to require the

issuer to redeem, repay, or repurchase the

instrument prior to the original stated ma-

turity, maturity would be defined, for risk-

based capital purposes, as the earliest possi-

ble date on which the holder can put the

instrument back to the issuing banking

organization.)

In the case of subordinated debt, the in-

strument must be unsecured and must

clearly state on its face that it is not a depo-
sit and is not insured by a federal agency.

Bank holding company debt must be subor-

dinated in right of payment to all senior in-

debtedness of the company.
e. Discount ofsupplementary capital instru-

ments. As a limited-life capital instrument

approaches maturity it begins to take on

characteristics of a short-term obligation.

For this reason, the outstanding amount of

term subordinated debt and any long- or in-

termediate-life, or term, preferred stock eli-

gible for inclusion in tier 2 is reduced, or

discounted, as these instruments approach

maturity: one-fifth of the original amount,

less any redemptions, is excluded each year

'2 Unsecured term debt issued by bank holding compa-
nies prior to March 12, 1988, and qualifying as secondary

capital at the time of issuance would continue to qualify as

an element of supplementary capital under the risk-based

framework, subject to the 50 percent of tier 1 capital limita-

tion. Bank holding company term debt issued on or after

March 12, 1988, must be subordinated in order to qualify
as capital.

during the instrument's last five years be-

fore maturity.
'3

f Revaluation reserves. Such reserves re-

flect the formal balance-sheet restatement

or revaluation for capital purposes of asset

carrying values to reflect current market

values. In the United States, banking orga-

nizations, for the most part, follow GAAP
when preparing their financial statements,

and GAAP generally does not permit the

use of market-value accounting. For this

and other reasons, the federal banking

agencies generally have not included un-

realized asset values in capital-ratio calcula-

tions, although they have long taken such

values into account as a separate factor in

assessing the overall financial strength of a

banking organization.

Consistent with long-standing superviso-

ry practice, the excess of market values over

book values for assets held by bank holding

companies will generally not be recognized
in supplementary capital or in the calcula-

tion of the risk-based capital ratio. Howev-

er, all banking organizations are encour-

aged to disclose their equivalent of premises

(building) and equity revaluation reserves.

Such values will be taken into account as

additional considerations in assessing over-

all capital strength and financial condition.

B. Deductionsfrom Capital and Other

Adjustments

Certain assets are deducted from an organiza-

tion's capital for the purpose of calculating

the risk-based capital ratio.'* These assets in-

clude—

'3 For example, outstanding amounts of these instru-

ments that count as supplementary capital include 100 per-

cent of the outstanding amounts with remaining maturities

of more than five years; 80 percent of outstanding amounts
with remaining maturities of four to five years; 60 percent
of outstanding amounts with remaining maturities of three

to four years; 40 percent of outstanding amounts with re-

maining maturities of two to three years; 20 percent of out-

standing amounts with remaining maturities of one to two

years; and percent of outstanding amounts with remain-

ing maturities of less than one year. Such instruments with

a remaining maturity of less than one year are excluded

from tier 2 capital.
'* Any assets deducted from capital in computing the

numerator of the ratio are not included in weighted-risk

assets in computing the denominator of the ratio.
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i. goodwill
—deducted from the sum of core

capital elements (See discussion below of

limited grandfathering of bank holding

company goodwill during the transition

period.)

ii. investments in banking and finance sub-

sidiaries that are not consolidated for ac-

counting or supervisory purposes, and in-

vestments in other designated subsidiaries

or associated companies at the discretion

of the Federal Reserve—deducted from

total capital components (as described in

greater detail below)

iii. reciprocal holdings of capital instruments

of banking organizations
—deducted from

total capital components

1. Goodwill and other intangible assets.

a. Goodwill. Goodwill is an intangible asset

that represents the excess of the purchase

price over the fair market value of identifia-

ble assets acquired less liabilities assumed in

acquisitions accounted for under the pur-

chase method of accounting. Any goodwill

carried on the balance sheet of a bank hold-

ing company after December 31, 1992, will

be deducted from the sum of core capital

elements in determining tier 1 capital for

ratio-calculation purposes. Any goodwill in

existence before March 12, 1988, is grand-

fathered during the transition period and is

not deducted from core capital elements un-

til after December 31, 1992. However, bank

holding company goodwill acquired as a re-

sult of a merger or acquisition that was con-

summated on or after March 12, 1988, is

deducted immediately.
• 5

b. Other intangible assets. The Federal Re-

serve is not proposing, as a matter of gener-

al policy, to deduct automatically any other

intangible assets from the capital of bank

holding companies. The Federal Reserve,

however, will continue to monitor closely

the level and quality of other intangible

assets—including purchased mortgage-serv-

icing rights, leaseholds, and core deposit

value—and take them into account in as-

'5 Goodwill acquired by a subsidiary bank in connection

with a merger with a troubled or failed depository institu-

tion that regulatory authorities have specifically allowed

the bank to include in its capital will generally not be de-

ducted from the core capital elements of its parent bank

holdmg company.
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sessing the capital adequacy and overall as-

set quality of banking institutions.

Generally, banking organizations should

review all intangible assets at least quarterly

and, if necessary, make appropriate reduc-

tions in their carrying values. In addition,

in order to conform with prudent bankmg

practice, an organization should reassess

such values during its annual audit. Bank-

ing organizations should use appropriate

amortization methods and assign prudent

amortization periods for intangible a.ssets.

Examiners will review the carrying value of

these assets, together with supporting docu-

mentation, as well as the appropriateness of

including particular intangible assets in a

banking organization's capital calculation.

In making such evaluations, examiners will

consider a number of factors, including
—

1. the reliability and predictability of any

cash flows associated with the asset and

the degree of certainty that can be

achieved in periodically determining the

asset's useful life and value;

2. the existence of an active and hquid mar-

ket for the asset; and

3. the feasibility of selling the asset apart

from the banking organization or from

the bulk of its assets.

While all intangible assets will be moni-

tored, intangible assets (other than good-

will) in excess of 25 percent of tier 1 capital

(which is defined net of goodwill) will be

subject to particularly close scrutiny, both

through the inspection process and by other

appropriate means. Whenever necessary
—

in particular, when assessing applications to

expand or to engage in other activities that

could entail unusual or higher-than-normal

risks—the Board will, on a case-by-case ba-

sis, continue to consider the level of an indi-

vidual organization's tangible capital ratios

(after deducting all intangible assets), to-

gether with the quality and value of the or-

ganization's tangible and intangible assets,

in making an overall assessment of capital

adequacy.

Consistent with long-standing Board pol-

icy, banking organizations experiencing

substantial growth, whether internally or

by acquisition, are expected to maintain
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strong capital positions substantially above

minimum supervisory levels, without signif-

icant reliance on intangible assets.

2. Investments in certain subsidiaries.

a. Unconsolidated banking or finance sub-

sidiaries. The aggregate amount of invest-

ments in banking or finance subsidiaries'^

whose financial statements are not consoli-

dated for accounting or regulatory-report-

ing purposes, regardless of whether the

investment is made by the parent bank

holding company or its direct or indirect

subsidiaries, will be deducted from the con-

solidated parent banking organization's to-

tal capital components.'^ Generally, invest-

ments for this purpose are defined as equity

and debt capital investments and any other

instruments that are deemed to be capital in

the particular subsidiary.

Advances (that is, loans, extensions of

credit, guarantees, commitments, or any
other forms of credit exposure) to the sub-

sidiary that are not deemed to be capital

will generally not be deducted from an or-

ganization's capital. Rather, such advances

generally will be included in the parent

banking organization's consohdated assets

and be assigned to the 100 percent risk cate-

gory, unless such obligations are backed by

recognized collateral or guarantees, in

which case they will be assigned to the risk

category appropriate to such collateral or

guarantees. These advances may, however,

also be deducted from the consolidated par-

ent banking organization's capital if, in the

judgment of the Federal Reserve, the risks

stemming from such advances are compara-
ble to the risks associated with capital in-

vestments or if the advances involve other

risk factors that warrant such an adjust-

ment to capital for supervisory purposes.

These other factors could include, for ex-

ample, the absence of collateral support.

'* For this purpose, a banking and finance subsidiary

generally Is defined as any company engaged in banking or

finance in which the parent institution holds directly or

indirectly more than 50 percent of the outstanding voting

stock, or which is otherwise controlled or capable of being
controlled by the parent institution.

'^ An exception to this deduction would be made in the

case of shares acquired in the regular course of securing or

collecting a debt previously contracted in good faith. The

requirements for consolidation are spelled out in the in-

structions to the Consolidated Financial Statements for

Bank Holding Companies (PR Y-9C Report).

Inasmuch as the assets of unconsolidated

banking and finance subsidiaries are not ful-

ly reflected in a banking organization's con-

solidated total assets, such assets may be

viewed as the equivalent of off-balance-

sheet exposures since the operations of an

unconsolidated subsidiary could expose the

parent organization and its affiliates to con-

siderable risk. For this reason, it is general-

ly appropriate to view the capital resources

invested in these unconsolidated entities as

primarily supporting the risks inherent in

these off-balance-sheet assets, and not gen-

erally available to support risks or absorb

losses elsewhere in the organization,

b. Other subsidiaries and investments. The

deduction of investments, regardless of

whether they are made by the parent bank

holding company or by its direct or indirect

subsidiaries, from a consolidated banking

organization's capital will also be applied in

the case of any subsidiaries, that, while con-

solidated for accounting purposes, are not

consolidated for certain specified superviso-

ry or regulatory purposes, such as to facili-

tate functional regulation. For this purpose,

aggregate capital investments (that is, the

sum of any equity or debt instruments that

are deemed to be capital) in these subsidiar-

ies will be deducted from the consolidated

parent banking organization's total capital

components.'*
Advances (that is, loans, extensions of

credit, guarantees, commitments, or any
other forms of credit exposure) to such sub-

sidiaries that are not deemed to be capital

will generally not be deducted from capital.

Rather, such advances will normally be in-

cluded in the parent banking organization's

consohdated assets and assigned to the 100

percent risk category, unless such obliga-

tions are backed by recognized collateral or

'* Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries will be de-

ducted from both tier 1 and tier 2 capital. As a general rule,

one-half (50 percent) of the aggregate amount of capital

investments will be deducted from the bank holding com-

pany's tier 1 capital and one-half (50 percent) from its tier

2 capital. However, the Federal Reserve may, on a case-by-

case basis, deduct a proportionately greater amount from

tier 1 if the risks associated with the subsidiary so warrant.

If the amount deductible from tier 2 capital exceeds actual

tier 2 capital, the excess would be deducted from tier I

capital. Bank holding companies' risk-based capital ratios,

net of these deductions, must exceed the minimum stan-

dards set forth in section IV.
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guarantees, in which case they will be as-

signed to the risk category appropriate to

such collateral or guarantees. These ad-

vances may, however, be deducted from the

consolidated parent banking organization's

capital if, in the judgment of the Federal

Reserve, the risks stemming from such ad-

vances are comparable to the risks associat-

ed with capital investments or if such ad-

vances involve other risk factors that

warrant such an adjustment to capital for

supervisory purposes. These other factors

could include, for example, the absence of

collateral support.
•'

In general, when investments in a consol-

idated subsidiary are deducted from a con-

solidated parent banking organization's

capital, the subsidiary's assets will also be

excluded from the consolidated assets of the

parent banking organization in order to as-

sess the latter's capital adequacy.20

The Federal Reserve may also deduct

from a banking organization's capital, on a

case-by-case basis, investments in certain

other subsidiaries in order to determine if

the consolidated banking organization

meets minimum supervisory capital re-

quirements without reliance on the resourc-

es invested in such subsidiaries.

The Federal Reserve will not automati-

cally deduct investments in other unconsol-

idated subsidiaries or investments in joint

ventures and associated companies.
2'

Nonetheless, the resources invested in these

entities, hke investments in unconsolidated

banking and finance subsidiaries, support

assets not consolidated with the rest of the

banking organization's activities and, there-

" In assessing the overall capital adequacy of a banking

organization, the Federal Reserve may also consider the

organization's fully consolidated capital position.
20 If the subsidiary's assets are consolidated with the par-

ent banking organization for financial-reporting purposes,
this adjustment will involve excluding the subsidiary's as-

sets on a line-by-line basis from the consolidated parent

organization's assets. The parent banking organization's

capital ratio will then be calculated on a consolidated basis

with the exception that the assets of the excluded subsidi-

ary will not be consolidated with the remainder of the par-

ent banking organization.
2' The definition of such entities is contained in the in-

structions to the ConsoUdated Financial Statements for

Bank Holding Companies. Under regulatory-reporting pro-

cedures, associated companies and joint ventures generally

are defined as companies in which the banking organization

owns 20 to 50 percent of the voting stock.
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fore, may not be generally available to sup-

port additional leverage or absorb losses

elsewhere in the banking organization.

Moreover, experience has shown that bank-

ing organizations stand behind the losses of

affiliated institutions, such as joint ventures

and associated companies, in order to pro-
tect the reputation of the organization as a

whole. In some cases, this has led to losses

that have exceeded the investments in such

organizations.

For this reason, the Federal Reserve will

monitor the level and nature of such invest-

ments for individual banking organizations

and may, on a case-by-case basis, deduct

such investments from total capital compo-
nents, apply an appropriate risk-weighted

capital charge against the organization's

proportionate share of the assets of its asso-

ciated companies, require a Une-by-line

consolidation of the entity (in the event

that the parent's control over the entity

makes it the functional equivalent of a sub-

sidiary), or otherwise require the organiza-

tion to operate with a risk-based capital ra-

tio above the minimum.

In considering the appropriateness of

such adjustments or actions, the Federal

Reserve will generally take into account

whether—
1 . the parent banking organization has sig-

nificant influence over the financial or

managerial policies or operations of the

subsidiary, joint venture, or associated

company;
2. the banking organization is the largest

investor in the affiliated company; or

3. other circumstances prevail that appear

to closely tie the activities of the affiliat-

ed company to the parent banking

organization.

3. Reciprocal holdings of banking organiza-

tions' capital instruments. Reciprocal holdings

of banking organizations' capital instruments

(that is, instruments that qualify as tier 1 or

tier 2 capital) will be deducted from an orga-

nization's total capital components for the

purpose of determining the numerator of the

risk-based capital ratio.

Reciprocal holdings are cross-holdings re-

sulting from formal or informal artangements
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in which two or more banking organizations

swap, exchange, or otherwise agree to hold

each other's capital instruments. Generally,

deductions will be limited to intentional cross-

holdings. At present, the Board does not in-

tend to require banking organizations to de-

duct nonreciprocal holdings of such capital

instruments.22. 23

III. Procedures for Computing

Weighted-Risk Assets and

Off-Balance-Sheet Items

A. Procedures

Assets and credit-equivalent amounts of oflF-

balance-sheet item? of bank holding compa-

nies are assigned to one of several broad risk

categories, according to the obligor, or, if rele-

vant, thi guarantor or the nature of the collat-

eral. The aggregate dollar value of the amount

in each category is then multiplied by the risk

weigiit associated with that category. The re-

sulting weighted values from each of the risk

categories are added together, and this sum is

the banking organization's total weighted-risk

assets that comprise the denominator of the

risk-based capital ratio. Attachment I pro-

vides a sample calculation.

Risk weights for all oflF-balance-sheet items

are determined by a two-step process. First,

the "credit equivalent amount" of off-balance-

sheet items is determined, in most cases, by

multiplying the off-balance-sheet item by a

credit conversion factor. Second, the credit-

equivalent amount is treated like any balance-

sheet asset and generally is assigned to the

appropriate risk category according to the ob-

ligor, or, if relevant, the guarantor or the na-

ture of the collateral.

22 Deductions of holdings of capital securities also would

not be made in the case of interstate "stake out" invest-

ments that comply with the Board's policy statement on

nonvoting equity investments, 12 CFR 225.143 (Federal

Reserve Regulatory Service 4-172.1; 1982 Federal Reserve

Bulletin 413). In addition, holdings of capital instruments

issued by other banking organizations but taken in satisfac-

tion c.( debts previously contracted would be exempt from

any deduction from capital.
23 The Board intends to monitor nonreciprocal holdings

of other banking organizations' capital instruments and to

provide information on such holdings to the Basle Supervi-

sors' Committee as called for under the Basle capital

framework.

In general, if a particular item qualifies for

placement in more than one risk category, it is

assigned to the category that has the lowest

risk weight. A holding of a U.S. municipal

revenue bond that is fully guaranteed by a

U.S. bank, for example, would be assigned the

20 percent risk weight appropriate to claims

guaranteed by U.S. banks, rather than the 50

percent risk weight appropriate to U.S. mu-

nicipal revenue bonds. 2'*

The terms "claims" and "securities" used

in the context of the discussion of risk

weights, unless otherwise specified, refer to

loans or debt obligations of the entity on

whom the claim is held. Assets in the form of

stock or equity holdings in commercial or fi-

nancial firms are assigned to the 100 percent

risk category, unless some other treatment is

explicitly permitted.

B. Collateral, Guarantees, and Other

Considerations

1. Collateral. The only forms of collateral

that are formally recognized by the risk-based

capital framework are cash on deposit in a

2* An investment in shares of a fund whose portfolio

consists solely of various securities or money market instru-

ments that, if held separately, would be assigned to differ-

ent risk categories, is generally assigned to the risk category

appropriate to the highest risk-weighteJ security or instru-

ment that the fund is permitted to hold in accordance with

its stated investment objectives. However, in no case will

indirect holdings through shares in such funds be assigned

to the zero perce.it risk category. For example, if a fund is

permitted to hold U.S. Treasuries and commercial paper,

shares in that fund would generally be assigned the 100

percent risk weight appropriate to commercial paper, re-

gardless of the actual composition of the fund's investments

at any particular time. Shares in a fund that may invest

only in U.S. Treasury securities would generally be as-

signed to the 20 percent risk category. If, in order to main-

tain a necessary degree of short-term liquidity, a fund is

permitted to hold an insignificant amount of its assets in

short-term, highly liquid securities of superior credit quali-

ty that do not qualify for a preferential risk weight, such

securities will generally not be taken into account in deter-

mining the risk category into which the banking organiza-

tion's holding in the overall fund should be assigned. Re-

gardless of the composition of the fund's securities, if the

fund engages in any activities that appear speculative in

nature (for example, use of futures, forwards, or option

contracts for purposes other than to reduce interest rate

risk) or has any other characteristics that are inconsistent

with the preferential risk weighting assigned to the fund's

investments, holdings in the fund wilU be assigned to the

100 percent risk category. During the examination process,

the treatment of shares in such funds that are assigned to a

lower risk weight will be subject to examiner review to en-

sure that they have been assigned an appropriate risk

weight.
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subsidiary lending institution; securities issued

or guaranteed by the central governments of

the OECD-based group of countries.^s U.S.

government agencies, or U.S. government-

sponsored agencies; and securities issued by

multilateral lending institutions or regional

development banks. Claims fully secured by

such collateral are assigned to the 20 percent

risk category.

The extent to which qualifying securities

are recognized as collateral is determined by

their current market value. If a claim is only

partially secured, that is, the market value of

the pledged securities is less than the face

amount of a balance-sheet asset or an off-

balance-sheet item, the portion that is covered

by the market value of qualifying collateral is

assigned to the 20 percent risk category, and

the portion of the claim that is not covered by

collateral in the form of cash or a qualifying

security is assigned to the risk category appro-

priate to the obligor or, if relevant, the guar-

antor. For example, to the extent that a claim

on a private-sector obligor is collateralized by

the current market value of U.S. government

securities, it would be placed in the 20 percent

risk category and the balance would be as-

signed to the 100 percent risk category.

2. Guarantees. Guarantees of the OECD and

non-OECD central governments, U.S. govern-

ment agencies, U.S. government-sponsored

agencies, state and local governments of the

OECD-based group of countries, multilateral

lending institutions and regional development

banks, U.S. depository institutions, and for-

eign banks are also recognized. If a claim is

partially guaranteed, that is, coverage of the

guarantee is less than the face amount of a

balance-sheet asset or an off-balance-sheet

item, the portion that is not fully covered by

25 The OECD-based group of countries comprises all full

members of the Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development (OECD), as well as countries that have

concluded special lending arrangements with the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund (IMF) associated with the Fund's

General Arrangements to Borrow. The OECD includes the

following countries: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada,

Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany, Finland,

France, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxem-

bourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal,

Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom,
and the United States. Saudi Arabia has concluded special

lending arrangements with the IMF associated with the

Fund's General Arrangements to Borrow.
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the guarantee is assigned to the risk category

appropriate to the obligor or, if relevant, to

any collateral. The face amount of a claim

covered by two types of guarantees that have

different risk weights, such as a U.S. govern-
ment guarantee and a state guarantee, is to be

apportioned between the two risk categories

appropriate to the guarantors.

The existence of other forms of collateral or

guarantees that the risk-based capital frame-

work does not formally recognize may be tak-

en into consideration in evaluating the risks

inherent in an organization's loan portfolio
—

which, in turn, would affect the overall super-

visory assessment of the organization's capital

adequacy.

3. Mortgage-backed securities. Mortgage-

backed securities, including pass-throughs

and collateralized mortgage obligations (but

not stripped mortgage-backed securities), that

are issued or guaranteed by a U.S. government

agency or U.S. government-sponsored agency

are assigned to the risk-weight category

appropriate to the issuer or guarantor. Gener-

ally, a privately issued mortgage-backed secu-

rity meeting certain criteria set forth in the

accompanying footnote^^ is treated as essen-

tially an indirect holding of the underlying as-

sets, and is assigned to the same risk category

as the underlying assets, but in no case to the

zero percent risk category. Privately issued

mortgage-backed securities whose structures

2* A privately issued mortgage-backed security may be

treated as an indirect holding of the underlying assets pro-

vided that ( 1 ) the underlying assets are held by an inde-

pendent trustee and the trustee has a first priority, perfect-

ed security interest in the underlying assets on behalf of the

holders of the security; (2) either the holder of the security

has an undivided pro rata ownership interest in the under-

lying mortgage assets or the trust or single-purpose entity

(or conduit) that issues the security has no liabilities unre-

lated to the issued securities; (3) the security is structured

such that the cash flow from the underlying assets in all

cases fully meets the cash-flow requirements of the security

without undue reliance on any reinvestment income; and

(4) there is no material reinvestment risk associated with

any funds awaiting distribution to the holders of the securi-

ty. In addition, if the underlying assets of a mortgage-

backed security are composed of more than one type of

asset, for example, U.S. government-sponsored agency se-

curities and privately issued pass-through secunties that

qualify for the 50 percent risk weight category, the entire

mortgage-backed security is generally assigned to the cate-

gory appropriate to the highest risk-weighted asset underly-

ing the issue, but in no case to the zero percent nsk catego-

ry. Thus, in this example, the security would receive the 50

percent risk weight appropriate to the privately issued pass-

through securities.
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do not qualify them to be regarded as indirect

holdings of the underlying assets are assigned
to the 100 percent risk category. During the

inspection process, privately issued mortgage-
backed securities that are assigned to a lower

risk-weight category will be subject to examin-

er review to ensure that they meet the appro-

priate criteria.

While the risk category to which mortgage-
backed securities are assigned will generally

be based upon the issuer or guarantor or, in

the case of privately issued mortgage-backed

securities, the assets underlying the security,

any class of a mortgage-backed security that

can absorb more than its pro rata share of loss

without the whole issue being in default (for

example, a so-called subordinated class or re-

sidual interest), is assigned to the 100 percent

risk category. Furthermore, all stripped mort-

gage-backed securities, including interest-only

strips (lOs), principal-only strips (POs), and

similar instruments, are also assigned to the

100 percent risk-weight category, regardless

of the issuer or guarantor.

4. Maturity. Maturity is generally not a factor

in assigning items to risk categories with the

exception of claims on non-OECD banks,

commitments, and interest-rate and foreign-

exchange-rate contracts. Except for commit-

ments, short-term is defined as one year or

less remaining maturity and long-term is de-

fined as over one year remaining maturity. In

the case of commitments, short-term is de-

fined as one year or less original maturity and

long-term is defined as over one year original

maturity.27

C Risk Weights

Attachment III contains a listing of the risk

categories, a summary of the types of assets

assigned to each category and the risk weight
associated with each category, that is, per-

cent, 20 percent, 50 percent, and 100 percent.

A brief explanation of the components of each

category follows.

1 . Category 1: zero percent. This category in-

cludes cash (domestic and foreign) owned
and held in all offices of subsidiary depository

institutions or in transit and gold bullion held

in either a subsidiary depository institution's

own vaults or in another's vaults on an allo-

cated basis, to the extent it is offset by gold
bullion liabilities. 28 The category also includes

all direct claims (including securities, loans,

and leases) on, and the portions of claims that

are directly and unconditionally guaranteed

by, the central governments^' of the OECD
countries and U.S. government agencies,^^ as

well as all direct local currency claims on, and
the portions of local currency claims that are

directly and unconditionally guaranteed by,

the central governments of non-OECD coun-

tries, to the extent that subsidiary depository
institutions have liabilities booked in that cur-

rency. A claim is not considered to be uncon-

ditionally guaranteed by a central government
if the validity of the guarantee is dependent

upon some affirmative action by the holder or

a third party. Generally, securities guaranteed

by the U.S. government or its agencies that

are actively traded in financial markets, such

as GNMA securities, are considered to be un-

conditionally guaranteed.

2. Category 2: 20 percent. This category in-

cludes cash items in the process of collection,

both foreign and domestic; short-term claims

(including demand deposits) on, and the por-

^' Through year-end 1992, remaining, rather than origi-

nal, maturity may be used for determining the maturity of

commitments.

28 All other holdings of bullion are assigned to the 100

percent risk category.
2' A central government is defined to include depart-

ments and ministries, including the central bank, of the

central government. The U.S. central bank includes the 12

Federal Reserve Banks, and stock held in these banks as a

condition of membership is assigned to the zero percent
risk category. The definition of central government does

not include state, provincial, or local governments; or com-

mercial enterprises owned by the central government. In

addition, it does not include local government entities or

commercial enterprises whose obligations are guaranteed

by the central government, although any claims on such

entities guaranteed by central governments are placed in

the same general risk category as other claims guaranteed

by central governments. OECD central governments are

defined as central governments of the OECD-based group
of countries; non-OECD central governments are defined

as central governments of countries that do not belong to

the OECD-based group of countries.
'" A U.S. government agency is defined as an instrumen-

tality of the U.S. government whose obligations are fully

and explicitly guaranteed as to the timely payment of prin-

cipal and interest by the full faith and credit of the U.S.

government. Such agencies include the Government Na-

tional Mortgage Association (GNMA), the Veterans Ad-
ministration (VA), the Federal Housing Administration

(FHA), the Export-Import Bank (Exim Bank), the Over-

seas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC), the Com-

modity Credit Corporation (CCC), and the Small Business

Administration (SBA).
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tions of short-term claims that are guaranteed

by,3' U.S. depository institutions^^ and for-

eign banks; 33 and long-term claims on, and

the portions of long-term claims that are guar-

anteed by, U.S. depository institutions and

OECD banks. 34

This category also includes the portions of

claims that are conditionally guaranteed by
OECD central governments and U.S. govern-

ment agencies, as well as the portions of local

currency claims that are conditionally guaran-
teed by non-OECD central governments, to

the extent that subsidiary depository institu-

tions have liabilities booked in that currency.

In addition, this category also includes claims

on, and the portions of claims that are guaran-
teed by, U.S. government-sponsored agen-

cies35 and claims on, and the portions of

3' Claims guaranteed by U.S. depository institutions and

foreign banks include risk participations in both banker's

acceptances and standby letters of credit, as well as partici-

pations in commitments, that are conveyed to U.S. deposi-

tory institutions or foreign banks.
32 U.S. depository institutions are defined to include

branches (foreign and domestic) of federally insured banks

and depository institutions chartered and headquartered in

the 50 states of the United States, the District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico, and U.S. territories and possessions. The defi-

nition encompasses banks, mutual or stock savings banks,

savings or building and loan associations, cooperative
banks, credit unions, and international banking facilities of

domestic banks. U.S.-chartered depository institutions

owned by foreigners are also included in the definition.

However, branches and agencies of foreign banks located in

the U.S., as well as all bank holding companies, are

excluded.
35

Foreign banks are distinguished as either OECD
banks or non-OECD banks. OECD banks include banks
and their branches (foreign and domestic) organized under
the laws of countries (other than the U.S.) that belong to

the OECD-based group of countries. Non-OECD banks in-

clude banks and their branches (foreign and domestic) or-

ganized under the laws of countries that do not belong to

the OECD-based group of countries. For this purpose, a

bank is defined as an institution that engages in the business

of banking; is recognized as a bank by the bank supervisory
or monetary authorities of the country of its organization
or principjil banking operations; receives deposits to a sub-

stantial extent in the regular course of business; and has the

power to accept demand deposits. Claims on, and the por-
tions of claims that are guaranteed by, a non-OECD central

bank are treated as claims on, or guaranteed by, a non-

OECD bank, except for local currency claims on, and the

portions of local currency claims that are guaranteed by, a

non-OECD central bank that are funded in local-currency
liabilities. The latter claims are assigned to the zero percent
risk category.

3*
Long-term claims on, or guaranteed by, non-OECD

banks and all claims on bank holding companies are as-

signed to the 100 percent risk category, as are holdings of

bank-issued securities that qualify as capital of the issuing
banks.

55 For this purpose, U.S. government-sponsored agen-
cies are defined as agencies originally established or char-

3fr

claims guaranteed by, the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (World
Bank), the Interamerican Development Bank,
the Asian Development Bank, the African

Development Bank, the European Investment

Bank, and other multilateral lending institu-

tions or regional development banks in which
the U.S. government is a shareholder or con-

tributing member. General obligation claims

on, or portions of claims guaranteed by the

full faith and credit of, states or other political

subdivisions of the United States or other

countries of the OECD-based group are also

assigned to this category.
36

This category also includes the portions of

claims (including repurchase agreements)
collateralized by cash on deposit in the subsid-

iary lending institution; by securities issued or

guaranteed by OECD central governments,
U.S. government agencies or U.S. govern-

ment-sponsored agencies; or by securities is-

sued by multilateral lending institutions or re-

gional development banks in which the U.S.

government is a shareholder or contributing
member.

3. Category 3: 50 percent. This category in-

cludes loans fully secured by first liens37 on

one- to four-family residential properties,38 ei-

ther owner-occupied or rented, provided that

such loans have been made in accordance

with prudent underwriting standards, includ-

ing a conservative loan-to-value ratio;39 are

tered by the federal government to serve public purposes

specified by the U.S. Congress but whose obhgations are

not explicitly guaranteed by the full faith and credit of the

U.S. government. These agencies include the Federal Home
Loan Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC), the FederaJ Na-

tional Mortgage Association (FNMA), the Farm Credit

System, the Federal Home Loan Bank System, and the Stu-

dent Loan Marketing Association (SLMA). Claims on

U.S. government-sponsored agencies include capital stock

in a Federal Home Loan Bank that is held as a condition of

membership in that Bank.
5* Claims on, or guaranteed by, states or other political

subdivisions of countries that do not belong to the OECD-
based group of countries are placed in the 100 percent risk

category.
5^ If a banking organization holds the first and junior

lien(s) on a residential property and no other party holds

an intervening lien, the transaction is treated as a single

loan secured by a first lien for the purpose of determining

the loan-to-value ratio.

58 The types of properties that qualify as one- to four-

family residences are listed in the instructions to the FR Y-

9C Report.
59 The loan-to-value ratio is based upon the most current

appraised value of the property. All the appraisals must be

made in a manner consistent with the federal banking agen-

cies' real estate appraisal guidelines and with the banking

organization's own appraisal guidelines.
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performing in accordance with their original

terms; and are not 90 days or more past due

or carried in nonaccrual status.^ Also includ-

ed in this category are privately issued mort-

gage-backed securities provided that (1) the

structure of the security meets the criteria de-

scribed in section 111(B)(3) above; (2) if the

security is backed by a pool of conventional

mortgages, each underlying mortgage meets

the criteria described above in this section for

eligibility for the 50 percent risk-weight cate-

gory at the time the pool is originated; and

(3) if the security is backed by privately is-

sued mortgage-backed securities, each under-

lying security qualifies for the 50 percent risk

category. Privately issued mortgage-backed

securities that do not meet these criteria or

that do not qualify for a lower risk weight are

generally assigned to the 1(X) percent risk-

weight category.

Also assigned to this category are revenue

(nongeneral obligation) bonds or similar obU-

gations, including loans and leases, that are

obligations of states or other poUtical subdivi-

sions of the United States (for example, mu-

nicipal revenue bonds) or other countries of

the OECD-based group, but for which the

government entity is committed to repay the

debt with revenues from the specific projects

financed, rather than from general tax funds.

Credit-equivalent amounts of interest-rate

and foreign-exchange-rate contracts involving

standard risk obhgors (that is, obhgors whose

loans or debt securities would be assigned to

the 100 percent risk category) are included in

the 50 percent category, unless they are

backed by collateral or guarantees that allow

them to be placed in a lower risk category.

4. Category 4: 100 percent. All assets not in-

cluded in the categories above are assigned to

this category, which comprises standard risk

assets. The bulk of the assets typically found

in a loan portfolio would be assigned to the

1(X) percent category.

This category includes long-term claims on,

and the portions of long-term claims that are

guaranteed by, non-OECD banks, and all

claims on non-OECD central governments
that entail some degree of transfer risk.*' This

category also includes all claims on foreign

and domestic private-sector obligors not in-

cluded in the categories above (including

loans to nondepository financial institutions

and bank holding companies); claims on com-

mercial firms owned by the public sector; cus-

tomer liabilities to the bank on acceptances

outstanding involving standard risk claims;*^

investments in fixed assets, premises, and oth-

er real estate owned; common and preferred

stock of corporations, including stock ac-

quired for debts previously contracted;

commercial and consumer loans (except those

assigned to lower risk categories due to recog-

nized guarantees or collateral and loans for

residential property that qualify for a lower

risk weight); mortgage-backed securities that

do not meet criteria for assignment to a lower

risk weight (including any classes of mort-

gage-backed securities that can absorb more

than their pro rata share of loss without the

whole issue being in default); and all stripped

mortgage-backed and similar securities.

Also included in this category are industri-

al-development bonds and similar obligations

issued under the auspices of states or political

subdivisions of the OECD-based group of

countries for the benefit of a private party or

enterprise where that party or enterprise, not

the government entity, is obhgated to pay the

principal and interest, and all obligations of

states or political subdivisions of countries

that do not belong to the OECD-based group.

The following assets also are assigned a risk

weight of ICX) percent if they have not been

deducted from capital: investments in uncon-

solidated companies, joint ventures, or associ-

^ Residential property loans that do not meet all the

specified criteria or that are made for the purpose of specu-

lative property development are placed in the 100 percent

risk category.

' Such assets include all nonlocal<urrency claims on,

and the portions of claims that are guaranteed by, non-

OECD central governments and those portions of local-

currency claims on, or guaranteed by, non-OECD central

governments that exceed the local-currency babilities held

by subsidiary depository institutions.

*2 Customer liabiUties on acceptances outstanding in-

volving nonstandard risk claims, such as claims on U.S.

depository institutions, are assigned to the risk category

appropriate to the identity of the obUgor or, if relevant, the

nature of the collateral or guarantees backing the claims.

Portions of acceptances conveyed as risk participations to

U.S. depository institutions or foreign banks are assigned to

the 20 percent risk category appropriate to short-term

claims guaranteed by U.S. depository institutions and for-

eign banks.

39
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ated companies; instruments that qualify as

capital issued by other banking organizations;

and any intangibles, including grandfathered

goodwill.

D. Off-Balance-Sheet Items

The face amount of an off-balance-sheet item

is incorporated into the risk-based capital ra-

tio by multiplying it by a credit-conversion

factor. The resultant credit-equivalent amount
is assigned to the appropriate risk category ac-

cording to the obhgor, or, if relevant, the

guarantor or the nature of the collateral.'*^ At-

tachment IV sets forth the conversion factors

for various types of off-balance-sheet items.

1. Items with a 100 percent conversion factor.

A 100 percent conversion factor applies to di-

rect credit substitutes, which include guaran-

tees, or equivalent instruments, backing finan-

cial claims, such as outstanding securities,

loans, and other financial liabilities, or that

back off-balance-sheet items that require capi-

tal under the risk-based capital framework.

Direct credit substitutes include, for example,
financial standby letters of credit, or other

equivalent irrevocable undertakings or surety

arrangements, that guarantee repayment of fi-

nancial obhgations such as commercial paper,

tax-exempt securities, commercial or individ-

ual loans or debt obligations, or standby or

commercial letters of credit. Direct credit sub-

stitutes also include the acquisition of risk

participations in banker's acceptances and

standby letters of credit, since both of these

transactions, in effect, constitute a guarantee

by the acquiring banking organization that

the underlying account party (obligor) will

repay its obhgation to the originating, or issu-

ing, institution.'*^ (Standby letters of credit

that are performance-related are discussed be-

low and have a credit-conversion factor of 50

percent.)

*3 The sufficiency of collateral and guarantees for off-

balance-sheet items is determined by the market value of

the collateral or the amount of the guarantee in relation to

the face amount of the item, except for interest- and for-

eign-exchange-rate contracts, for which this determination

is made in relation to the credit-equivalent amount. Collat-

eral and guarantees are subject to the same provisions not-

ed under section III(B).
**

Credit-equivalent amounts of acquisitions of risk par-

ticipations are assigned to the risk category appropriate to

the account-party obligor, or, if relevant, the nature of the

collateral or guarantees.

40

The full amount of a direct credit substitute

is converted at 100 percent and the resulting

credit-equivalent amount is assigned to the
risk category appropriate to the obUgor or, if

relevant, the guarantor or the nature of the

collateral. In the case of a direct credit substi-

tute in which a risk participation^^ has been

conveyed, the full amount is still converted at

100 percent. However, the credit-equivalent
amount that has been conveyed is assigned to

whichever risk category is lower: the risk cate-

gory appropriate to the obligor, after giving
effect to any relevant guarantees or collateral,

or the risk category appropriate to the institu-

tion acquiring the participation. Any remain-

der is assigned to the risk category appropri-
ate to the obligor, guarantor, or collateral. For

example, the portion of a direct credit substi-

tute conveyed as a risk participation to a U.S.

domestic depository institution or foreign
bank is assigned to the risk category appropri-
ate to claims guaranteed by those institutions,

that is, the 20 percent risk category.'*^ This

approach recognizes that such conveyances

replace the originating banking organization's

exposure to the obligor with an exposure
to the institutions acquiring the risk

participations."*'

In the case of direct credit substitutes that

take the form of a syndication, that is, where

each banking organization is obligated only

for its pro rata share of the risk and there is no

recourse to the originating banking organiza-

tion, each banking organization will only in-

clude its pro rata share of the direct credit

substitute in its risk-based capital calculation.

Financial standby letters of credit are dis-

tinguished from loan commitments (discussed

below) in that standbys are irrevocable obli-

gations of the banking organization to pay a

third-party beneficiary when a customer (ac-

^' That is, a participation in which the originating bank-

ing organization remains liable to the beneficiary for the

full amount of the direct credit substitute if the party that

has acquired the participation fails to pay when the instru-

ment is drawn.
** Risk participations with a remaining maturity of over

one year that are conveyed to non-OECD banks are to be

assigned to the 100 percent risk category, unless a lower

risk category is appropriate to the obligor, guarantor, or

collateral.

*'' A risk participation in banker's acceptances conveyed
to other institutions is also assigned to the risk category

appropriate to the institution acquiring the participation or,

if relevant, the guarantor or nature of the collateral.
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count party) fails to repay an outstanding loan

or debt instrument (direct credit substitute).

Performance standby letters of credit (per-

formance bonds) are irrevocable obligations

of the banking organization to pay a third-

party beneficiary when a customer (account

party) fails to perform some other contractual

nonfinancial obligation.

The distinguishing characteristic of a stand-

by letter of credit for risk-based capital pur-

poses is the combination of irrevocability with

the fact that funding is triggered by some fail-

ure to repay or perform an obligation. Thus,

any commitment (by whatever name) that in-

volves an irrevocable obligation to make a

payment to the customer or to a third party in

the event the customer ya//5 to repay an out-

standing debt obligation or fails to perform a

contractual obUgation is treated, for risk-

based capital purposes, as respectively, a fi-

nancial guarantee standby letter of credit or a

performance standby.

A loan commitment, on the other hand, in-

volves an obligation (with or without a mate-

rial adverse change or similar clause) of the

banking organization to fund its customer in

the normal course of business should the cus-

tomer seek to draw down the commitment.

Sale and repurchase agreements and asset

sales with recourse (to the extent not included

on the balance sheet) and forward agreements

also are converted at 100 percent.
** So-called

"loan strips" (that is, short-term advances

sold under long-term commitments without

direct recourse) are treated for risk-based

capital purposes as assets sold with recourse

and, accordingly, are also converted at 100

percent.

Forward agreements are legally binding

contractual obligations to purchase assets

with certain drawdown at a specified future

date. Such obligations include forward pur-

** In regulatory reports and under GAAP, bank holding

companies are permitted to treat some asset sales with re-

course as "true" sales. For risk-based capital purposes,

however, such assets sold with recourse and reported as

"true" sales by bank holding companies are converted at

100 percent and assigned to the risk category appropriate

to the underlying obligor, or, if relevant, the guarantor or

nature of the collateral, provided that the transactions meet

the definition of assets sold with recourse, including the sale

of one- to four-fjimily residential mortgages, that is con-

tained in the instructions to the commercial bank Consoli-

dated Reports of Condition and Income (call report).

chases, forward forward deposits placed,*'

and partly paid shares and securities; they do

not include commitments to make residential

mortgage loans or forward foreign-exchange

contracts.

Securities lent by a banking organization

are treated in one of two ways, depending

upon whether the lender is at risk of loss. If a

banking organization, as agent for a customer,

lends the customer's securities and does not

indemnify the customer against loss, then the

transaction is excluded from the risk-based

capital calculation. If, alternatively, a banking

organization lends its own securities or, acting

as agent for a customer, lends the customer's

securities and indemnifies the customer

against loss, the transaction is converted at

100 percent and assigned to the risk-weight

category appropriate to the obligor, to any
collateral dehvered to the lending banking or-

ganization, or, if applicable, to the indepen-

dent custodian acting on the lender's behalf

2. Items with a 50 percent conversion factor.

Transaction-related contingencies are convert-

ed at 50 percent. Such contingencies include

bid bonds, performance bonds, warranties,

standby letters of credit related to particular

transactions, and performance standby letters

of credit, as well as acquisitions of risk partici-

pations in performance standby letters of

credit. Performance standby letters of credit

represent obligations backing the performance

of nonfinancial or commercial contracts or

undertakings. To the extent permitted by law

or regulation, performance standby letters of

credit include arrangements backing, among
other things, subcontractors' and suppUers'

performance, labor and materials contracts,

and construction bids.

The unused portion of commitments with

an original maturity exceeding one year,
50 in-

cluding underwriting commitments, and com-

mercial and consumer credit commitments

also are converted at 50 percent. Original ma-

turity is defined as the length of time between

the date the commitment is issued and the

*' Forward forward deposits accepted are treated as

interest-rate contracts.

'"Through year-end 1992, remaining maturity may be

used for determining the maturity of off-balance-sheet loan

commitments; thereafter, original maturity must be used.

41
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earliest date on which ( 1 ) the banking organi-

zation can, at its option, unconditionally

(without cause) cancel the commitment''

and (2) the banking organization is scheduled

to (and as a normal practice actually does)

review the facility to determine whether or

not it should be extended. Such reviews must

continue to be conducted at least annually for

such a facility to qualify as a short-term

commitment.

Commitments are defined as any legally

binding arrangements that obligate a banking

organization to extend credit in the form of

loans or leases; to purchase loans, securities,

or other assets; or to participate in loans and

leases. They also include overdraft facilities,

revolving credit, home equity and mortgage
lines of credit, and similar transactions. Nor-

mally, commitments involve a written con-

tract or agreement and a commitment fee, or

some other form of consideration. Commit-

ments are included in weighted-risk assets re-

gardless of whether they contain "material ad-

verse change" clauses or other provisions that

are intended to relieve the issuer of its funding

obhgation under certain conditions. In the

case of commitments structured as syndica-

tions, where the banking organization is obli-

gated solely for its pro rata share, only the

banking organization's proportional share of

the syndicated commitment is taken into ac-

count in calculating the risk-based capital

ratio.

Facihties that are unconditionally cancella-

ble (without cause) at any time by the bank-

ing organization are not deemed to be com-

mitments, provided the banking organization

makes a separate credit decision before each

drawing under the facility. Commitments
with an original maturity of one year or less

are deemed to involve low risk and, therefore,

are not assessed a capital charge. Such short-

term commitments are defined to include the

unused portion of lines of credit on retail

credit cards and related plans (as defined in

the instructions to the FR Y-9C Report) if

" In the case of consumer home equity or mortgage Unes

of credit secured by liens on one- to four-family residential

properties, the bank is deemed able to unconditionally can-

cel the commitment for the purpose of this criterion if, at

its option, it can prohibit additional extensions of credit,

reduce the credit line, and terminate the commitment to

the full extent permitted by relevant federal law.

42

the banking organization has the uncondition-

al right to cancel the line of credit at any time,

in accordance with applicable law.

Once a commitment has been converted at

50 percent, any portion that has been con-

veyed to U.S. depository institutions or

OECD banks as participations in which the

originating banking organization retains the

full obligation to the borrower if the partici-

pating bank fails to pay when the instrument

is drawn, is assigned to the 20 percent risk

category. This treatment is analogous to that

accorded to conveyances of risk participations

in standby letters of credit. The acquisition of

a participation in a commitment by a banking

organization is converted at 50 percent and

assigned to the risk category appropriate to

the account-party obhgor or, if relevant, the

nature of the collateral or guarantees.

Revolving underwriting facihties (RUFs),
note-issuance facilities (NIFs), and other

similar arrangements also are converted at 50

percent regardless of maturity. These are fa-

cilities under which a borrower can issue on a

revolving basis short-term paper in its own

name, but for which the underwriting organi-

zations have a legally binding commitment ei-

ther to purchase any notes the borrower is un-

able to sell by the roll-over date or to advance

funds to the borrower.

3. Items with a 20 percent conversion factor.

Short-term, self-liquidating, trade-related con-

tingencies which arise from the movement of

goods are converted at 20 percent. Such con-

tingencies generally include commercial let-

ters of credit and other documentary letters

of credit coUaterahzed by the underlying

shipments.

4. Items with a zero percent conversion factor.

These include unused portions of commit-

ments with an original maturity of one year or

less,52 or which are unconditionally cancella-

ble at any time, provided a separate credit de-

cision is made before each drawing under the

facihty. Unused portions of hues of credit on

retail credit cards and related plans are

deemed to be short-term commitments if the

'2 Through year-end 1992, remaimng maturity may be

used for determining terra to maturity for off-balance-sheet

loan commitments; thereafter, onginal maturity must be

used.

74-907 - 94 - 27
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banking organization has the unconditional

right to cancel the line of credit at any time, in

accordance with applicable law.

E. Interest-Rate and Foreign-Exchange-Rate
Contracts

1 . Scope. Credit-equivalent amounts are com-

puted for each of the following off-balance-

sheet interest-rate and foreign-exchange-rate

instruments:

I. Interest-rate contracts

A. Single-currency interest-rate swaps
B. Basis swaps
C. Forward-rate agreements
D. Interest-rate options purchased (in-

cluding caps, collars, and floors

purchased)
E. Any other instrument that gives rise to

similar credit risks (including when-

issued securities and forward forward

deposits accepted)

II. Exchange-rate contracts

A. Cross-currency interest rate swaps
B. Forward foreign-exchange contracts

C. Currency options purchased

D. Any other instrument that gives rise to

similar credit risks

Exchange-rate contracts with an original ma-

turity of 14 calendar days or less and instru-

ments traded on exchanges that require daily

payment of variation margin are excluded

from the risk-based ratio calculation. Over-

the-counter options purchased, however, are

included and treated in the same way as

the other interest-rate and exchange-rate

contracts.

2. Calculation of credit-equivalent amounts.

Credit-equivalent amounts are calculated for

each individual contract of the types listed

above. To calculate the credit-equivalent

amount of its off-balance-sheet interest-rate

and exchange-rate instruments, a banking or-

ganization sums these amounts:

1. the mark-to-market value'^ (positive val-

ues only) of each contract (that is, the cur-

rent exposure); and

2. an estimate of the potential future credit

exposure over the remaining life of each

contract.

The potential future credit exposure on a

contract, including contracts with negative

mark-to-market values, is estimated by multi-

plying the notional principal amount by one

of the following credit conversion factors, as

appropriate:

Interest-rate Exchange-rate
Remaining maturity contracts contracts

One year or less -0- 1.0%

Over one year 0.5% 5.0%

Examples of the calculation of credit-equiva-

lent amounts for these instruments are con-

tained in attachment V.

Because exchange-rate contracts involve an

exchange of principal upon maturity, and ex-

change rates are generally more volatile than

interest rates, higher conversion factors have

been established for foreign-exchange con-

tracts than for interest-rate contracts.

No potential future credit exposure is calcu-

lated for single-currency interest-rate swaps in

which payments are made based upon two

floating rate indices, so-called floating/float-

ing or basis swaps; the credit exposure on

these contracts is evaluated solely on the basis

of their mark-to-market values.

3. Risk weights. Once the credit-equivalent

amount for interest-rate and exchange-rate in-

struments has been determined, that amount

is assigned to the risk-weight category appro-

priate to the counterparty, or, if relevant, the

nature of any collateral or guarantees.
54 How-

ever, the maximum weight that will be applied

to the credit-equivalent amount of such in-

struments is 50 percent.

4. Avoidance of double-counting. In certain

cases, credit exposures arising from the inter-

est-rate and exchange instruments covered by

these guidelines may already be reflected, in

part, on the balance sheet. To avoid double-

counting such exposures in the assessment of

capital adequacy and, perhaps, assigning inap-

5^ Mark-to-market values are measured in dollars, re-

gardless of the currency or currencies specified in the con-

tract, and should reflect changes in both interest rates and

counterparty credit quality.

^ For interest- and exchange-rate contracts, sufficiency

of collateral or guarantees is determined by the market

value of the collateral or the amount of the guarantee in

relation to the credit-equivalent amount. Collateral and

guarantees are subject to the same provisions noted under

section III(B).
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propriate risk weights, counterparty credit ex-

posures arising from the types of instruments

covered by these guidelines may need to be

excluded from balance-sheet assets in calcu-

lating banking organizations' risk-based capi-

tal ratios.

5. Netting. Netting of swaps and similar

contracts is recognized for purposes of calcu-

lating the risk-based capital ratio only when

accomplished through netting by novation. ''

While the Federal Reserve encourages any

reasonable arrangements designed to reduce

the risks inherent in these transactions, other

types of netting arrangements are not recog-

nized for purposes of calculating the risk-

based ratio at this time.

IV. Minimum Supervisory Ratios and

Standards

The interim and final supervisory standards

set forth below specify minimum supervisory

ratios based primarily on broad credit-risk

considerations. As noted above, the risk-based

ratio does not take explicit account of the

quality of individual asset portfolios or the

range of other types of risks to which banking

organizations may be exfwsed, such as inter-

est-rate, liquidity, market, or operational

risks. For this reason, banking organizations

are generally expected to operate with capital

positions well above the minimum ratios. This

is particularly true for institutions that are un-

dertaking significant expansion or that are ex-

posed to high or unusual levels of risk.

Upon adoption of the risk-based frame-

work, any organization that does not meet the

interim or final supervisory ratios, or whose

capital is otherwise considered inadequate, is

expected to develop and implement a plan ac-

ceptable to the Federal Reserve for achieving

an adequate level of capital consistent with

the provisions of these guidelines or with the

special circumstances affecting the individual

organization. In addition, such organizations

should avoid any actions, including increased

risk-taking or unwarranted expansion, that

would lower or further erode their capital

positions.

A. Minimum Risk-Based Ratio After

Transition Period

As reflected in attachment VI, by year-end

1992, all bank holding companies'* should

meet a minimum ratio of qualifying total capi-

tal to weighted-risk assets of 8 percent, of

which at least 4.0 percentage points should be

in the form of tier 1 capital. (Section II above

contains detailed definitions of capital and re-

lated terms used in this section.) The maxi-

mum amount of supplementary capital ele-

ments that qualifies as tier 2 capital is limited

to 100 percent of tier 1 capital net of goodwill.

In addition, the combined maximum amount

of subordinated debt and intermediate-term

preferred stock that qualifies as tier 2 capital

is limited to 50 percent of tier 1 capital net of

goodwill. The maximum amount of the allow-

ance for loan and lease losses that qualifies as

tier 2 capital is limited to 1.25 percent of gross

weighted-risk assets. Allowances for loan and

lease losses in excess of this limit may, of

course, be maintained, but would not be in-

cluded in an organization's total capital. The

Federal Reserve will continue to require bank

holding companies to maintain reserves at lev-

els fully sufficient to cover losses inherent in

their loan portfolios.

Qualifying total capital is calculated by

adding tier 1 capital and tier 2 capital (limited

to 100 percent of tier 1 capital) and then de-

ducting from this sum certain investments in

banking or finance subsidiaries that are not

consolidated for accounting or supervisory

purposes, reciprocal holdings of banking orga-

nizations' capital securities, or other items at

the direction of the Federal Reserve. The con-

ditions under which these deductions are to be

made and the procedures for making the de-

ductions are discussed above in section 11(B).

'5
Netting by novation, for this purpose, is a written bi-

lateral contract between two counterparties under which

any obligation to each other to deliver a given currency on

a given date is automatically amalgamated with all other

obligations for the same currency and value date, legally

substituting one single net amount for the previous gross

obligations.

44

'* As noted in section I above, bank holding companies

with less than $150 million in consolidated assets would

generally be exempt from the calculation and analysis of

risk-based ratios on a consolidated holding company basis,

subject 10 certain terms and conditions.
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B. Transition Arrangements

The transition period for implementing the

risk-based capital standard ends on December

31, 1992.57 Initially, the risk-based capital

guidelines do not establish a minimum level of

capital. However, by year-end 1990, banking

organizations are expected to meet a mini-

mum interim target ratio for qualifying total

capital to weighted-risk assets of 7.25 percent,

at least one-half of which should be in the

form of tier 1 capital. For purposes of meeting
the 1990 interim target, the amount of loan-

loss reserves that may be included in capital is

limited to 1.5 percent of weighted-risk assets

and up to 10 percent of an organization's tier

1 capital may consist of supplementary capital

elements. Thus, the 7.25 percent interim tar-

get ratio implies a minimum ratio of tier 1

capital to weighted-risk assets of 3.6 percent

(one-half of 7.25) and a minimum ratio of

core capital elements to weighted-risk assets

ratio of 3.25 percent (nine-tenths of the tier 1

capital ratio).

" The Basle capital framework does not establish an ini-

tial minimum standard for the risk-based capital ratio t>e-

fore the end of 1990. However, for the purpose of calculat-

ing a risk-based capital ratio prior to year-end 1990, no

sublimit is placed on the amount of the allowance for loan

and lease losses includable in tier 2. In addition, this frame-

work permits, under temporary transition arrangements, a

certain percentage of an organization's tier 1 capital to be

made up of supplementary capital elements. In particular,

supplementary elements may constitute 25 percent of an

organization's tier 1 capital (before the deduction of good-

will) up to the end of 1990; from year-end 1990 up to the

end of 1992, this allowable percentage of supplementary
elements in tier 1 declines to 10 percent of tier 1 (before the

deduction of goodwill). Beginning on December 31, 1992,

supplementary elements may not be included in tier 1 . The
amount of subordinated debt and intermediate-term pre-

ferred stock temporarily included in tier 1 under these ar-

rangements will not be subject to the sublimit on the

amount of such instruments includable in tier 2 capital.

While the transitional arrangements allow an organization
to include supplementary elements in tier 1 on a temporary

basis, the amount of perpetual preferred stock that may be

included in a bank holding company's tier I
—both during

and after the transition period
—

is, as described in section

11(A), based solely upon a specified percentage of the orga-

nization's permanent core capital elements (that is, com-

mon equity, perpetual preferred stock, and minority inter-

est in the equity of consohdated subsidiaries), not upon
total tier 1 elements that temporarily include tier 2 items.

Once the amount of supplementary items that may tempo-

rarily qualify as tier 1 elements is determined, goodwill

must be deducted from the sum of this amount and the

amount of the organization's permanent core capital ele-

ments for the purpose of calculating tier I (net of good-

will), tier 2, and total capital.

45
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Attachment I—Sample Calculation of Risk-Based Capital Ratio

for Bank Holding Companies

Example of a banking organization with $6,000 in total capital and the following assets and

off-balance-sheet items:

Balance-sheet assets
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2. Multiply each balance-sheet asset and the credit-equivalent amount of each OBS item by the

appropriate risk weight.

Conversion Credit-

OBS item Face value factor equivalent amount

0% category

Cash $ 5,000

U.S. Treasuries 20,000

$25,000

20% category

Balances at domestic banks
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Attachment II—Summary Definition of Qualifying Capital for Bank Holding

Companies*
Using the Year-End 1992 Standards

Components

Minimum requirements
after transition period

CORE CAPITAL (tier 1)

Common stockholders' equity

Qualifying cumulative and noncumulative

perpetual preferred stock

Minority interest in equity accounts of

consolidated subsidiaries

Less: Goodwill'

SUPPLEMENTARY CAPITAL (tier 2)

Allowance for loan and lease losses

Perpetual preferred stock

Hybrid capital instruments, perpetual debt, and

mandatory convertible securities

Subordinated debt and intermediate-term pre-

ferred stock (original weighted average maturity
of 5 years or more)

Revaluation reserves (equity and building)

DEDUCTIONS (from sum of tier 1 and tier 2)

Investments in unconsoUdated subsidiaries

Reciprocal holdings of banking organizations'

capital securities

Other deductions (such as other subsidiaries or

joint ventures) as determined by supervisory

authority

TOTAL CAPITAL
(tier 1 + tier 2 — Deductions)

Must equal or exceed 4% of weighted-nsk assets

No limit

Limited to 25% of the sum of common stock,

minority interests, and qualifying perpetual

preferred stock

Organizations should avoid using minority interests

to introduce elements not otherwise qualifying for

tier 1 capital

Total of tier 2 is limited to 1(X)% of tier P
Limited to 1.25% of weighted-risk assets^

No limit within tier 2

No limit within tier 2

Subordinated debt and intermediate-term preferred
stock are limited to 50% of tier 1;3 amortized for

capital purptoses as they approach maturity

Not included; organizations encouraged to disclose;

may be evaluated on a case-b;-case basis for

international comparisons; and taken into account

in making an overall assessment of capital

As a general rule, one-half of the aggregate
investments will be deducted from tier 1 capital and

one-half from tier 2 capital*

On a case-by-case basis or as a matter of policy after

formal rulemaking

Must equal or exceed 8% of weighted-risk assets

*
See discussion in section II of the guidelines for a com-

plete description of the requirements for, and the limita-

tions on, the components of qualifying capital.
' Goodwill on books of bank holding companies before

March 12, 1988, would be "grandfathered" for the tran-

sition period.
2 Amounts in excess of limitations are permitted but do

not qualify as capital.

3 Amounts in excess of limitations are permitted but do

not qualify as capital.

*A proponionately greater amount may be deducted

from tier 1 capital if the risks associated with the subsidiary

so warrant.

4ft
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Attachment III—Summary of Risk

Weights and Risk Categories for Bank

Holding Companies

Category 1: Zero Percent

1. Cash (domestic and foreign) held in sub-

sidiary depository institutions or in transit

2. Balances due from Federal Reserve Banks

(including Federal Reserve Bank stock) and

central banks in other OECD countries

3. Direct claims on, and the portions of

claims that are unconditionally guaranteed

by, the U.S. Treasury and U.S. government

agencies! and the central governments of oth-

er OECD countries, and local currency claims

on, and the portions of local currency claims

that are unconditionally guaranteed by, the

central governments of non-OECD countries

(including the central banks of non-OECD

countries), to the extent that subsidiary de-

pository institutions have liabilities booked in

that currency

4. Gold bullion held in the vaults of a subsidi-

ary depository institution or in another's

vaults on an allocated basis, to the extent oflF-

set by gold bullion Uabilities

Category 2: 20 Percent

1. Cash items in the process of collection

2. All claims (long- or short-term) on, and

the portions of claims (long- or short-term)

that are guaranteed by, U.S. depository insti-

tutions and OECD banks

3. Short-term claims (remaining maturity of

one year or less) on, and the portions of short-

term claims that are guaranteed by, non-

OECD banks

4. The portions of claims that are condition-

ally guaranteed by the central governments of

OECD countries and U.S. government agen-

cies, and the portions of local currency claims

that are conditionally guaranteed by the cen-

tral governments of non-OECD countries, to

the extent that subsidiary depository institu-

tions have liabilities booked in that currency

5. Claims on, and the portions of claims that

are guaranteed by, U.S. government-

sponsored agencies^

6. General obligation claims on, and the por-

tions of claims that are guaranteed by the full

faith and credit of, local governments and po-

litical subdivisions of the U.S. and other

OECD local governments

7. Claims on, and the portions of claims that

are guaranteed by, official multilateral lending

institutions or regional development banks

8. The portions of claims that are

collateralized^ by securities issued or guaran-

teed by the U.S. Treasury, the central govern-

ments of other OECD countries, U.S. govern-

ment agencies, U.S. government-sponsored

agencies, or by cash on deposit in the subsidi-

ary depository institution

9. The portions of claims that are

collateralized^ by securities issued by official

multilateral lending institutions or regional

development banks

10. Certain privately issued securities repre-

senting indirect ownership of mortgage-

backed U.S. government agency or U.S. gov-

ernment-sponsored agency securities

11. Investments in shares of a fund whose

portfolio is permitted to hold only securities

that would qualify for the zero or 20 percent

risk categories

Category 3: 50 Percent

1. Loans fully secured by first liens on one- to

four-family residential properties that have

been made in accordance with prudent under-

writing standards, that are performing in ac-

cordance with their original terms, and are

' For the purpose of calculating the risk-based capital

ratio, a U.S. government agency is defined as an instrumen-

tality of the U.S. government whose obligations are fully

and explicitly guaranteed as to the timely payment of prin-

cipal and interest by the full faith and credit of the U.S.

government.

2 For the purpose of calculating the risk-based capital

ratio, a U.S. government-sponsored agency is defined as an

agency originally established or chartered to serve pubUc

purposes specified by the U.S. Congress but whose obliga-

tions are not explicitly guaranteed by the full faith and

credit of the U.S. government.
3 The extent of collateralization is determined by current

market value.
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not past due or in nonaccrual status, and cer-

tain privately issued mortgage-backed securi-

ties representing indirect ownership of such

loans (Loans made for speculative purposes

are excluded.)

2. Revenue bonds or similar claims that are

obligations of U.S. state or local governments,

or other OECD local governments, but for

which the government entity is committed to

repay the debt only out of revenues from the

facilities financed

3. Credit-equivalent amounts of interest rate-

and foreign exchange rate-related contracts,

except for those assigned to a lower risk

category

Category 4: 100 Percent

1. All other claims on private obhgors

2. Claims on, or guaranteed by, non-OECD

foreign banks with a remaining maturity ex-

ceeding one year

3. Claims on, or guaranteed by, non-OECD

central governments that are not included in

item 3 of category 1 or item 4 of category 2;

all claims on non-OECD state or local

governments

4. Obligations issued by U.S. state or local

governments, or other OECD local govern-

ments (including industrial-development au-

thorities and similar entities), repayable solely

by a private party or enterprise

5. Premises, plant, and equipment; other fixed

assets; and other real estate owned

6. Investments in any unconsohdated subsidi-

aries, joint ventures, or associated compa-
nies—if not deducted from capital

7. Instruments issued by other banking orga-

nizations that qualify as capital
—if not de-

ducted from capital

8. Claims on commercial firms owned by a

government

9. All other assets, including any intangible

assets that are not deducted from capital

SO
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Attachment IV—Credit-Conversion

Factors for Off-Balance-Sheet Items for

Bank Holding Companies

100 Percent Conversion Factor

1. Direct credit substitutes (These include

general gxiarantees of indebtedness and all

guarantee-type instruments, including stand-

by letters of credit backing the financial obh-

gations of other parties. )

2. Risk participations in banker's acceptances

and direct credit substitutes, such as standby

letters of credit

3. Sale and repurchase agreements and assets

sold with recourse that are not included on

the balance sheet

4. Forward agreements to purchase assets, in-

cluding financing facilities, on which draw-

down is certain

5. Securities lent for which the banking orga-

nization is at risk

50 Percent Conversion Factor

1. Transaction-related contingencies (These

include bid bonds, performance bonds, war-

ranties, and standby letters of credit backing

the nonfinancial performance of other

parties.)

2. Unused portions of commitments with an

original maturity' exceeding one year, includ-

ing underwriting commitments and commer-

cial credit lines

3. Revolving underwriting facilities (RUFs),
note issuance facilities (NIFs), and similar

arrangements

20 Percent Conversion Factor

1. Short-term, self-Uquidating, trade-related

contingences, including commercial letters of

credit

Zero Percent Conversion Factor

1. Unused portions of commitments with an

original maturity' of one year or less, or

which are unconditionally cancellable at any

time, provided a separate credit decision is

made before each drawing

Credit Conversion for Interest-Rate and

Foreign-Exchange Contracts

The total replacement cost of contracts (ob-

tained by summing the positive mark-to-mar-

ket values of contracts) is added to a measure

of future potential increases in credit expo-

sure. This future potential exposure measure

is calculated by multiplying the total notional

value of contracts by one of the following

credit conversion factors, as appropriate:

Remaining maturity
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Attachment V—Calculation of Credit-Equivalent Amounts
Interest Rate- and Foreign Exchange Rate-Related Transactions for Bank Holding Companies
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Attachment VI SUMMARY OF:

Transitional Arrangements
for Bank Holding Companies

Initial Year-end 1990

Final Arrangement

Year-end 1992

1 . Minimum standard of

total capital to

weightoj-risk assets

2. Definition of tier 1

capital

3. Minimum standards

of tier 1 capital to

weighted-risk assets

4. Minimum standard of

stockholders' equity
to weighted-risk
assets

5. Limitations on sup-

plementary capit^
elements

a. Allowance for loan

and lease losses

b. Perpetual pre-
ferred stock

c. Hybrid capital in-

struments, perpet-
ual debt, and man-

datory convertibles

d. Subordinated debt

and intermediate-

term preferred
stock

c. Total qualifying
tier 2 capital

6. Definition of total

capital

None

Common equity,

qualifying cumulative
and noncumulative

perpetual preferred
stock,' and minority
interests, plus

supplementary
elements,^ less goodwill^

None

None

No limit within tier 2

No Umit within tier 2

No limit within tier 2

Combined maximum of

50% of tier 1

May not exceed tier 1

capital

Tier 1 plus tier 2 less:

'
reciprocal holdings of

banking organizations'

capital instruments
• investments in

unconsolidated
subsidiaries'

7.25%

Common equity,

qualifying cumulative
and noncumulative

perpetual preferred
stock,' and minority
interests, plus

supplementary
elements,* less goodwill^

3.625%

3.25%

1.5% of weighted-risk
assets

No limit within tier 2

No limit within tier 2

Combined maximum of

50% of tier 1

May not exceed tier 1

capital

Tier 1 plus tier 2 less:

•
reciprocal holdings of

banking organizations'

capital instruments
• investments in

unconsolidated
subsidiaries'

8.0%

Common equity,

quaUfying cumulative
and noncumulative

perpetual preferred
stock,' and minority
interests, less goodwill^

4.0%

4.0%

1.25% of weighted-risk
assets

No limit within tier 2

No limit within tier 2

Combined maximum of

50% of tier 1

May not exceed tier 1

capital

Tier 1 plus tier 2 less:

•

reciprocal holdings of

banking organizations'

capital instnmients
• investments in

unconsolidated

subsidiaries'

'

Perpetual preferred stock is limited within tier 1 to

25% of the sum of common stockholders' equity, qualify-

ing perpetual preferred stock, and minority interests.

2
Supplementary elements may be included in tier I up to

25% of the sum of tier 1 plus goodwill.
3 See the guidelines for discussion of relevant definitions

and grandfathering arrangements for goodwill.

*
Supplementary elements may be included in tier I up to

10% of the sum of tier 1 plus goodwill.

'As a general rule, one-half (50%) of the aggregate

amount of investments will be deducted from tier I capital

and one-half (50%) from tier 2 capital. A proportionally

greater amount may be deducted from tier I capital if the

risks associated with the subsidiary so warrant.

S3
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The Board of Governors of the Federal Re-

serve System has adopted minimum capital

ratios and guidelines to provide a framework

for assessing the adequacy of the capital of

bank holding companies and state member

banks (collectively "banking organizations").

The guidelines generally apply to all state

member banks and bank holding companies

regardless of size and are to be used in the

examination and supervisory process as well

as in the analysis of applications acted upon

by the Federal Reserve. The Board of Gover-

nors will review the guidelines from time to

time for possible adjustments commensurate

with changes in the economy, financial mar-

kets, and banking practices.

Two principal measurements of capital are

used—the primary capital ratio and the total

capital ratio. The definitions of primary and

total capital for banks and bank holding com-

panies and formulas for calculating the capital

ratios are set forth below in the definitional

sections of these guideUnes.

Capital Guidelines

The Board has established a minimum level of

primary capital to total assets of 5.5 percent

and a minimum level of total capital to total

assets of 6.0 percent. Generally, banking or-

ganizations are expected to operate above the

minimum primary and total capital levels.

Those organizations whose operations involve

or are exposed to high or inordinate degrees of

risk will be expected to hold additional capital

to compensate for these risks.

In addition, the Board has estabUshed the

following three zones for total capital for

banking organizations of all sizes:
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ing-block approach for assessing capital re-

quirements. This approach generally provides

that nonbank subsidiaries of a banking organi-

zation should maintain levels of capital

consistent with the levels that have been es-

tablished by industry norms or standards, by
federal or state regulatory agencies for similar

firms that are not affihated with banking orga-

nizations, or that may be established by the

Board after taking into account risk factors of

a particular industry. The assessment of an

organization's consohdated capital adequacy
must take into account the amount and nature

of all nonbank activities, and an institution's

consohdated capital position should at least

equal the sum of the capital requirements of

the organization's bank and nonbank subsidi-

aries as well as those of the parent company.

Supervisory Action

The nature and intensity of supervisory action

will be determined by an organization's com-

phance with the required minimum primary

capital ratio as well as by the zone in which

the company's total capital ratio falls. Banks

and bank holding companies with primary

capital ratios below the 5.5 percent minimum
will be considered undercapitalized unless

they can demonstrate clear extenuating cir-

cumstances. Such banking organizations will

be required to submit an acceptable plan for

achieving compliance with the capital guide-

lines and will be subject to denial of apphca-
tions and appropriate supervisory enforce-

ment actions.

The zone into which an organization's total

capital ratio falls will normally trigger the fol-

lowing supervisory responses, subject to quali-

tative analysis:

• For institutions operating in zone 1, the

Federal Reserve will consider that capital

is generally adequate if the primary capital

ratio is acceptable to the Federal Reserve

and is above the 5.5 percent minimum.
• For institutions operating in zone 2, the

Federal Reserve will pay particular atten-

tion to financial factors, such as asset qual-

ity, liquidity, ofiF-balance-sheet risk, and

interest rate risk, as they relate to the ade-

quacy of capital. If these areas are deficient

and the Federal Reserve concludes capital

S6

is not fully adequate, the Federal Reserve

will intensify its monitoring and take ap-

propriate supervisory action.

• For institutions operating in zone 3, the

Federal Reserve will—
—consider that the institution is under-

capitalized, absent clear extenuating

circumstances;—
require the institution to submit a com-

prehensive capital plan, acceptable to

the Federal Reserve, that includes a pro-

gram for achieving comphance with the

required minimum ratios within a rea-

sonable time period; and
—institute appropriate supervisory and/or

administrative enforcement action,

which may include the issuance of a

capital directive or denial of applica-

tions, unless a capital plan acceptable to

the Federal Reserve has been adopted

by the institution.

Treatment of Intangible Assets for

Purpose of Assessing Capital Adequacy

In considering the treatment of intangible as-

sets for the purpose of assessing capital ade-

quacy, the Federal Reserve recognizes that

the determination of the future benefits and

useful hves of certain intangible assets may in-

volve a degree of uncertainty that is not nor-

mally associated with other banking assets.

Supervisory concern over intangible assets de-

rives from this uncertainty and from the pos-

sibihty that, in the event an organization expe-

riences financial difficulties, such assets may
not provide the degree of support generally

associated with other assets. For this reason,

the Federal Reserve will carefully review the

level and specific character of intangible assets

in evaluating the capital adequacy of state

member banks and bank holding companies.

The Federal Reserve recognizes that intan-

gible assets may differ with respect to predict-

ability of any income stream directly associat-

ed with a particular asset, the existence of a

market for the asset, the abihty to sell the as-

set, or the reUability of any estimate of the

asset's useful life. Certain intangible assets

have predictable income streams and objec-

tively verifiable values and may contribute to

an organization's profitabihty and overall fi-
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nancial strength. The value of other intangi-

bles, such as goodwill, may involve a number

of assumptions and may be more subject to

changes in general economic circumstances or

to changes in an individual institution's future

prospects. Consequently, the value of such in-

tangible assets may be difficult to ascertain.

Consistent with prudent banking practices

and the principle of the diversification of risks,

banking organizations should avoid excessive

balance-sheet concentration in any category

or related categories of intangible assets.

Bank Holding Companies

While the Federal Reserve will consider the

amount and nature of all intangible assets,

those holding companies with aggregate

intangible assets in excess of 25 percent of tan-

gible primary capital (i.e., stated primary cap-

ital less all intangible assets) or those institu-

tions with lesser, although still significarit,

amounts of goodwill will be subject to close

scrutiny. For the purpose of assessing capital

adequacy, the Federal Reserve may, on a

case-by-case basis, make adjustments to an or-

ganization's capital ratios based upon the

amount of intangible assets in excess of the 25

percent threshold level or upon the specific

character of the organization's intangible as-

sets in relation to its overall financial condi-

tion. Such adjustments may require some or-

ganizations to raise additional capital.

The Board expects banking organizations

(including state member banks) contemplat-

ing expansion proposals to ensure that pro

forma capital ratios exceed the minimum cap-

ital levels without significant reliance on in-

tangibles, particularly goodwill. Consequent-

ly, in reviewing acquisition proposals, the

Board will take into consideration both the

stated primary capital ratio (that is, the ratio

without any adjustment for intangible assets)

and the primary capital ratio after deducting

intangibles. In acting on applications, the

Board will take into account the nature and

amount of intangible assets and will, as appro-

priate, adjust capital ratios to include certain

intangible assets on a case-by-case basis.

State Member Banks

State member banks with intangible assets in

excess of 25 percent of tangible primary capi-

tal will be subject to close scrutiny. In addi-

tion, for the purpose of calculating capital

ratios of state member banks, the Federal Re-

serve will deduct goodwill from primary capi-

tal and total capital. The Federal Reserve

may, on a case-by-case basis, make further ad-

justments to a bank's capital ratios based on

the amount of intangible assets (aside from

goodwill) in excess of the 25 percent thresh-

old level or on the specific character of the

bank's intangible assets in relation to its over-

all financial condition. Such adjustments may
require some banks to raise additional capital.

In addition, state member banks and bank

holding companies are expected to review pe-

riodically the value at which intangible assets

are carried on their balance sheets to deter-

mine whether there has been any impairment
of value or whether changing circumstances

warrant a shortening of amortization periods.

Institutions should make appropriate reduc-

tions in carrying values and amortization peri-

ods in light of this review, and examiners will

evaluate the treatment of intangible assets

during on-site examinations.

Definition of Capital to Be Used in

Determining Capital Adequacy

Primary Capital Components

The components of primary capital are—
• common stock,

• perpetual preferred stock (preferred stock

that does not have a stated maturity date

and that may not be redeemed at the option

of the holder),
•

surplus (excluding surplus relating to limit-

ed-life preferred stock),

• undivided profits,

• contingency and other capital reserves,

• mandatory convertible instruments,^

• allowance for possible loan and lease losses

(exclusive of allocated transfer risk re-

serves),

• minority interest in equity accounts of con-

solidated subsidiaries, and

•
perpetual debt instruments (for bank hold-

ing companies but not for state member

banks).

Z See the definitional section belew that lists the criteria

for mandatory convertible instruments to qualify as pri-

mary capital.
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Limits on Certain Forms ofPrimary Capital

Bank holding companies. The maximum

composite amount of mandatory convertible

securities, perpetual debt, and perpetual pre-

ferred stock that may be counted as primary

capital for bank holding companies is limited to

33.3 percent of all primary capital, including

these instruments. Perpetual preferred stock

issued prior to November 20, 1985, (or deter-

mined by the Federal Reserve to be in the pro-

cess of being issued prior to that date) shall

continue to be included as primary capital.

The maximum composite amount of man-

datory convertible securities and perpetual

debt that may be counted as primary capital

for bank holding companies is limited to 20

percent of all primary capital, including these

instruments. The maximum amount of equity

commitment notes (a form of mandatory con-

vertible securities) that may be counted as

primary capital for a bank holding company is

Umited to 10 percent of all primary capital,

including mandatory convertible securities.

Amounts outstanding in excess of these limi-

tations may be counted as secondary capital

provided they meet the requirements of sec-

ondary capital instruments.

State member banks. The composite limita-

tions on the amount of mandatory convertible

securities and perpetual preferred stock (per-

petual debt is not primary capital for state

member banks) that may serve as primary

capital for bank holding companies shall not

be applied formally to state member banks,

although the Board shall determine appropri-

ate limits for these forms of primary capital

on a case-by-case basis.

The maximum amount of mandatory con-

vertible securities that may be counted as pri-

mary capital for state member banks is limited

to 16§ percent of all primary capital, includ-

ing mandatory convertible securities. Equity

commitment notes, one form of mandatory
convertible securities, shall not be included as

primary capital for state member banks except

that notes issued by state member banks prior

to May 15, 1985, will continue to be included

in primary capital. Amounts of mandatory
convertible securities in excess of these limita-

tions may be counted as secondary capital if
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they meet the requirements of secondary capi-

tal instruments.

Secondary Capital Components

The components of secondary capital are—
• limited-life preferred stock (including relat-

ed surplus) and
• bank subordinated notes and debentures

and unsecured long-term debt of the parent

company and its nonbank subsidiaries.

Restrictions Relating to Capital Components

To qualify as primary or secondary capital, a

capital instrument should not contain or be

covered by any covenants, terms, or restric-

tions that are inconsistent with safe and sound

banking practices. Examples of such terms are

those regarded as unduly interfering with the

ability of the bank or holding company to

conduct normal banking operations or those

resulting in significantly higher dividends or

interest payments in the event of a deteriora-

tion in the financial condition of the issuer.

The secondary components must meet the

following conditions to quahfy as capital:

• The instrument must have an original

weighted-average maturity of at least seven

years.
• The instrument must be unsecured.

• The instrument must clearly state on its

face that it is not a deposit and is not in-

sured by a federal agency.
• Bank debt instruments must be subordinat-

ed to claims of depositors.
• For banks only, the aggregate amount of

limited-hfe preferred stock and subordinate

debt qualifying as capital may not exceed 50

percent of the amount of the bank's primary

capital.*

As secondary capital components approach

maturity, the banking organization must plan

to redeem or replace the instruments while

maintaining an adequate overall capital posi-

tion. Thus, the remaining maturity of second-

ary capital components will be an important

consideration in assessing the adequacy of to-

tal capital.

• See also 12 CFR 204.129 (Federal Reserve Regulatory

Service 2-260.56; 1988 Federal Reserve Bulletin 124).
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Capital Ratios

The primary and total capital ratios for bank

holding companies are computed as follows:

Primary capital ratio:

Primary capital components

Total assets + Allowance for loan and lease

losses (exclusive of allocated transfer risk reserves)

Total capital ratio:

Primary capital components + Secondary capital

components

Total assets + Allowance for loan and lease

losses (exclusive of allocated transfer risk reserves)

The primary and total capital ratios for

state member banks are computed as follows:

Primary capital ratio:

Primary capital comp>onents — Goodwill

Average total assets + Allowance for loan

and lease losses (exclusive of allocated transfer risk

reserves)
— GoodwUl

Total capital ratio:

Primary capital components + Secondary capital

components— Goodwill

Average total assets + Allowance for loan

and lease losses (exclusive of allocated transfer risk

reserves)
— Goodwill

Generally, period-end amounts will be used

to calculate bank holding company ratios.

However, the Federal Reserve will discourage

temporary balance-sheet adjustments or any
other "window dressing" practices designed
to achieve transitory compliance with the

guidelines. Banking organizations are expect-

ed to maintain adequate capital positions at

all times. Thus, the Federal Reserve will, on a

case-by-case basis, use average total assets in

the calculation of bank holding company capi-

tal ratios whenever this approach provides a

more meaningftil indication of an individual

holding company's capital position.

For the calculation of bank capital ratios,

"average total assets" will generally be defined

as the quarterly average total assets figure re-

ported on the bank's Report of Condition. If

warranted, however, the Federal Reserve may
calculate bank capital ratios based upon total

assets as of period-end. All other components
of the bank's capital ratios will be based upon
period-end balances.

Criteria for Determining Primary Capital
Status of Mandatory Convertible

Securities

Mandatory convertible securities are subordi-

nated debt instruments that are eventually
transformed into common or perpetual pre-
ferred stock within a specified period of time,

not to exceed 12 years. To be counted as pri-

mary capital, mandatory convertible securities

must meet the criteria set forth below. These

criteria cover the two basic types of mandato-

ry convertible securities: equity contract notes

(securities that obhgate the holder to take

common or perpetual preferred stock of the

issuer in heu of cash for repayment of princi-

pal) and equity commitment notes (securities

that are redeemable only with the proceeds
from the sale of common or perpetual pre-

ferred stock). Both equity commitment notes

and equity contract notes qualify as primary

capital for bank holding companies, but only

equity contract notes qualify as primary capi-

tal for banks.

Criteria Applicable to Both Types of

Mandatory Convertible Securities

a. The securities must mature in 12 years or

less.

b. The issuer may redeem securities prior to

maturity only with the proceeds from the sale

of common or perpetual preferred stock of the

bank or bank holding company. Any excep-

tion to this rule must be approved by the Fed-

eral Reserve. The securities may not be re-

deemed with the proceeds of another issue of

mandatory convertible securities. Nor may
the issuer repurchase or acquire its own man-

datory convertible securities for resale or

reissuance.

c. Holders of the securities may not acceler-

ate the payment of principal except in the

event of bankruptcy, insolvency, or

reorganization.

d. The securities must be subordinate in right

of payment to all senior indebtedness of the
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issuer. In the event that the proceeds of the

securities are reloaned to an affiliate, the loan

must be subordinated to the same degree as

the original issue.

e. An issuer that intends to dedicate the pro-

ceeds of an issue of common or perpetual pre-

ferred stock to satisfy the funding require-

ments of an issue of mandatory convertible

securities (i.e. the requirement to retire or re-

deem the notes with the proceeds from the

issuance of common or perpetual preferred

stock) generally must make such a dedication

during the quarter in which the new common
or preferred stock is issued.^ As a general

rule, if the dedication is not made within the

prescribed period, then the securities issued

may not at a later date be dedicated to the

retirement or redemption of the mandatory

convertible securities.*

Additional Criteria Applicable to Equity

Contract Notes

a. The note must contain a contractual provi-

sion (or must be issued with a mandatory

stock purchase contract) that requires the

holder of the instrument to take the common
or perpetual stock of the issuer in Heu of cash

in satisfaciion of the claim for principal repay-

ment. The obUgation of the holder to take the

common or perpetual preferred stock of the

issuer may be waived if, and to the extent that,

prior to the maturity date of the obligation,

the issuer sells new common or perpetual pre-

3 Common or perpetual p-jferred stock issued under div-

idend reinvestment plans or issued to finance acquisitions,

including acquisitions of business entities, may be dedicated

to the retirement or redemption of the mandatory convert-

ible securities. Documentation certified by an authorized

agent of the issuer showing the amount of common stock or

perpetual preferred stock issued, the dates of issue, and

amounts of such issues dedicated to the retirement or re-

demption of mandatory convertible securities will satisfy

the dedication requirement.

*The dedication procedure is necessary to ensure that

the primary capital of the issuer is not overstated. For each

dollar of common or perpetual preferred proceeds dedicat-

ed to the retirement or redemption of the notes, there is a

corresponding reduction in the amount of outstanding

mandatory securities that may qualify as primary capital.

De minimis amounts (in relation to jjrimary capital) of

common or perpetual preferred stock issued under arrange-

ments in which the amount of stock issued is not predict-

able, such as dividend reinvestment plans and employee

stock option plans (but excluding public stock offerings

and stock issued in connection with acquisitions), should

be dedicated by no later than the company's fiscal year-end.

to

ferred stock and dedicates the proceeds to the

retirement or redemption of the notes. The

dedication generally must be made during the

quarter in which the new common or pre-

ferred stock is issued.

b. A stock purchase contract may be separat-

ed from a security only if ( 1 ) the holder of the

contract provides sufficient collateral^ to the

issuer, or to an independent trustee for the

benefit of the issuer, to ensure performance

under the contract and (2) the stock purchase

contract requires the purchase of common or

perpetual preferred stock.

Additional Criteria Applicable to Equity
Commitment Notes

a. The indenture or note agreement must con-

tain the following two provisions:

1 . The proceeds of the sale of common or

perpetual preferred stock will be the sole

source of repayment for the notes, and the

issuer must dedicate the proceeds for the

purpose of repaying the notes. (Documen-
tation certified by an authorized agent of

the issuer showing the amount of common

or perpetual preferred stock issued, the

dates of issue, and amounts of such issues

dedicated to the retirement or redemption

of mandatory convertible securities will sat-

isfy the dedication requirement.)

2. By the time that one-third of the life of

the securities has run, the issuer must have

raised and dedicated an amount equal to

one-third of the original principal of the se-

curities. By the time that two-thirds of the

life of the securities has run, the issuer must

have raised and dedicated an amoimt equal

to two-thirds of the original principal of the

securities. At least 60 days prior to the ma-

turity of the securities, the issuer must have

raised and dedicated an amount equal to

the entire original principal of the securi-

ties. Proceeds dedicated to redemption or

retirement of the notes must come only

' Collateral is defined as ( 1 ) cash or certificates of depo-

sit; (2) U.S. government securities that will mature prior to

or simultaneous with the maturity of the equity contract

and that have a par or maturity value at least equal to the

amount of the holder's obhgatioa under the stock purchase

contract; (3) standby letters of credit issued by an insured

U.S. bank that is not an affihate of the issuer; or (4) other

collateral as may be designated from time to time by the

Federal Reserve.
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from the sale of common or perpetual pre-

ferred stock.6

b. If the issuer fails to meet any of these peri-

odic funding requirements, the Federal Re-

serve immediately will cease to treat the un-

funded securities as primary capital and will

take appropriate supervisory action. In addi-

tion, failure to meet the funding requirements

will be viewed as a breach of a regulatory

commitment and will be taken into consid-

eration by the Board in acting on statutory

applications.

c. If a security is issued by a subsidiary of a

bank or bank holding company, any guaran-

tee of the principal by that subsidiary's parent

bank or bank holding company must be sub-

ordinate to the same degree as the security

issued by the subsidiary and limited to repay-

ment of the principal amount of the security

at its final maturity.

Criteria for Determining the Primary Capital

Status ofPerpetual Debt Instruments ofBank

Holding Companies

a. The instrument must be unsecured and, if

issued by a bank, must be subordinated to the

claims of depositors.

b. The instrument may not provide the note-

holder with the right to demand repayment of

principal except in the event of bankruptcy,

insolvency, or reorganization. The instrument

must provide that nonpayment of interest

shall not trigger repayment of the principal of

the perpetual debt note or any other obhga-

tion of the issuer, nor shall it constitute prima

facie evidence of insolvency or bankruptcy.

6 The funded portions of the securities will be deducted

from primary capital to avoid double counting.

c. The issuer shall not voluntarily redeem the

debt issue without prior approval of the Fed-

eral Reserve, except when the debt is convert-

ed to, exchanged for, or simultaneously re-

placed in Uke amount by an issue of common
or perpetual preferred stock of the issuer or

the issuer's parent company.

d. If issued by a bank holding company, a

bank subsidiary, or a subsidiary with substan-

tial operations, the instrument must contain a

provision that allows the issuer to defer inter-

est payments on the perpetual debt in the

event of, jmd at the same time as the elimina-

tion of dividends on all outstanding common

or preferred stock of the isssuer (or in the

case of a guarantee by a parent company at

the same time as the elimination of the divi-

dends of the parent company's common and

preferred stock). In the case of a nonoperat-

ing subsidiary (a funding subsidiary or one

formed to issue securities), the deferral of in-

terest payments must be triggered by eUmina-

tion of dividends by the parent company.

e. If issued by a bank holding company or a

subsidiary with substantial operations, the in-

strument must convert automatically to com-

mon or perpetual preferred stock of the issuer

when the issuer's retained earnings and sur-

plus accounts become negative. If an operat-

ing subsidiary's perpetual debt is guaranteed

by its parent, the debt may convert to the

shares of the issuer or guarantor and such

conversion may be triggered when the issuer's

or parent's retained earnings and surplus ac-

counts become negative. If issued by a nonop-

erating subsidiary of a bank holding company

or bank, the instrument must convert auto-

matically to common or preferrred stock of

the issuer's parent when the retained earnings

and surplus accounts of the issuer's parent be-

come negative.
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FEDERAL RESERVE press release
• f'^^^':

For immediate release September 14, 1993

The Federal Reserve Board today requested public

comment on an interagency notice revising risk-based capital

standards to implement Section 305 of the Federal Deposit

Insurance Corporation Improvement Act (FDICIA) regarding interest

rate risk.

Comments should be received by October 29, 1993.

The proposed rule is designed to ensure that banking

institutions effectively measure and monitor interest rate risk

(IRR) and that this risk is adequately considered in the Board's

risk-based capital standards. ''"

As part of this proposal, the Board is requesting

comment on procedures for measuring IRR exposures and two

alternative methods for determining the additional capital, if

any, a bank may be required to have for interest rate risk.

The agencies sought public comment on a proposed

framework for IRR in August 1992, and the current proposal has

been revised to take account of the commenters' concerns and "

recommendations. >»;:

The interagency notice is attached.

-0-

Attachment
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[4810-33-M]
[6210-01-F]
[6714-01-M]

DEPARTUENT OF THE TREASURY

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency

12 CFR Part 3

[Docket No. 93-11]

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

12 CFR Part 208

[Docket No. R-0802]

FEDERAL DEPOSIT IHSDRAMCS CORPORATION

12 CFR Part 325

RIN 3064-AB22

RISK-BASED CAPITAL STANDARDS! INTEREST RATE RISK

AGENCIES! Office of the Conptroller of the Currency (OCC) ,

Treasury, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

(Board) , and Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) .

ACTION} Notice of proposed rulemaking.

SUMMARY t The OCC, the Board, and the FDIC (the Banking

Agencies) are issuing this proposed rule to Isplement the

portion of section 305 of the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation In^irovement Act of 1991 (FDICIA) that requires a
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revision of their risk-based capital guidelines to ensure

that those standards take adequate account of interest rate

risk (IRR) . Other revisions to the risk-based capital

standards as prescribed in section 305 of FDICIA are to be

addressed in separate rulemakings.

This proposal would amend the Banking Agencies'

capital adequacy stamdards to provide for consideration of

IRR in the overall determination of a bank's minimum capital

ratios. The intended effect of the proposal would be to

ensure that banking institutions effectively measure and

monitor their IRR and that they maintain adequate capital

for that risk.

As part of the proposal, the Bajiking Agencies are

publishing for comment procedures for measuring IRR

exposures and two alternative methods for determining what

amount of additional capital, if emy, a bank may be required

to have for interest rate risk. In addition, the Banking

Agencies will recommend to the Federal Financial

Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) expanded Call

Report requirements to facilitate the monitoring of IRR

exposures of commercial banks .

The Banking Agencies sought public comment on a ^

proposed frainework for IRR in August, 1992. The current

proposal reflects substantial modifications to that proposal

in response to the concerns raised and recommendations made

by commenters. The proposed amendments to the regulations /
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differ among the Banking Agencies to take account of the

existing regulatory structure at each Agency. Nonetheless,

the proposed amendments are intended to have the same

effect.

DATES: Comments must be received on or before October 29,

1993.

ADDRESSES: Interested parties are invited to submit written

comments to any or all of the Banking Agencies. All

comments will be shared among the Banking Agencies.

OCC: Written comments should be submitted to Docket No.

93-11, Communications Division, Ninth Floor, Office of the

Comptroller of the Currency, 250 E Street, S.W., Washington,

D.C. 20219, Attention: Karen Carter. Comments will be

available for inspection and photocopying at that address.

Board of Governors : Comments, which should refer to Docket

No. R-0802, may be mailed to Mr. William Wiles, Secretary,

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 2 0th and

Constitution Avenue, N.W. , Washington, D.C. 20551. Comments

addressed to Mr. Wiles may also be delivered to the Board's

mail room between 8:45 a.m. and 5:15 p.m. and to the

security control room outside of those hours. Both the mail

room and control room are accessible from the courtyard
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entrance on 20th Street b-.!.ween Constitution Avenue and

C Street, N.W, Comments may be inspected in Room B-1122

between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., except as provided in

§ 261.8 of the Board's "Rules Regarding Availability of

Information," 12 CFR 261.8.

FDIC: Hoyle L. Robinson, Executive Secretary, Attention:

Room F-400, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 550 17th

Street, N.W. , Washington, D.C. 20429. Comments may be

hand-delivered to Room F-400, 1776 F Street N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20429, on business days between 8:30 a.m.

and 5:00 p.m. [FAX number (202) 898-3838] . Comments will be

available for inspection and photocopying in Room 7118, 550

17th Street, N.W. , Washington, D.C. 20429, between 9:00 a.m.

and 4:30 p.m. on business days.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

OCC: Christina Benson, Capital Markets Specialist

(202/874-5070) , or Kurt Wilhelm, National Bank Examiner

(202/874-5070) , Office of the Chief National Bank Examiner;

Kevin Jacques, Financial Economist, Economics and Evaluation

(202/874-5220) , and Ronald Shimabukuro, Senior Attorney,

Bajik Operations and Assets Division (202/874-4460) , Office

of the Comptroller of the Currency, 250 E Street, S.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20219. - -
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Board of Governors: James Houpt, Assistant Director

(202/452-3358), James Embersit, Manager (202/452-5249),

Willieim Treacy, Supervisory Finaxicial Analyst (202/452-

3859) , Division of Banking Supervision ajid Regulation;

Scott G. Alvarez, Associate General Covinsel (202/452-3583),

Gregory A. Baer, Senior Automey (202/452-3236), Legal

Division, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

For the hearing impaired only, Telecommunication Device for

the Deaf (TDD), Dorothea Thompson (202/452-3544), Board of

Governors of the Federal Reserve System, 20th and C Streets,

N.W. , Washington, D.C. 20551.

FDIC: William A. Stark, Assistant Director (202/898-6972)

or Sharon Lee, Capital Markets Specialist (202/898-6789) ,

Division of Supervision; for legal issues, Claude A. Rollin,

Senior Counsel (202/898-3985) , Legal Division, Federal

Deposit Insuremce Corporation, 550 17th Street, N.W. ,

Washington, D.C. 20429.

SUPPLEMEKTAKY INPOSMATIONt

A. BACKGROUND

1. Section 305 and the Basle Accord

IRR is the adverse effect that changes in market

interest rates may have on a bank's financial condition.
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This risk is inherent to the business of banking. Section

305 of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement

Act of 1991 (FDICIA) , Pub. L. 102-242, requires the Banking

Agencies to revise their risk-based capital guidelines to

take adequate account of IRR. FDICIA also requires the

Banking Agencies to publish final regulations implementing

section 305 and to establish transition rules to facilitate

con^liance with those regulations.

Section 305(b) (2) of FDICIA requires the Banking

Agencies to discuss the development of comparable standards

with members of the supervisory committee of the Bank for

International Settlements (BIS) , which has also been working

on ways to incorporate IRR into the risk-based capital

standard. The Banking Agencies are actively participating

in that international effort. However, the time required

for developing and implementing an international standard is

uncertain and an international standard is as yet

unavailaible. , v <.

In in^lementing section 305 of FDICIA, the Bamking

Agencies seek to create a viable system for measuring IRR,

while at the same time continuing to work with international

organizations to develop consistent international capital

staoidards. Many elements of the supervisory measurement

system proposed in this notice are consistent with, although

not identical to, key elements of the approach being pursued
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internationally. At the time that an international

agreement emerges, the Banking Agencies will revisit this

approach in light of the international standard. Such re-

evaluation may occur during the biennial review of capital

standards that is required by section 305 of FDICIA.

Comments are requested on all aspects of this

proposal . Issues on which comment is specifically requested

are identified in numbered questions in section D.

2. Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR)

In August 1992, the Bemking Agencies issued an

ANPR soliciting comments on a freunework for revising their

risk-based capital standards to take adequate account of

IRR, as well as approaches to address the risks arising from

credit concentrations and nontraditional activities (57 FR

35507, August 10, 1992) . The ANPR outlined a possible IRR

measurement system and asked for comments on that system,

including its use as a basis for determining a capital

requirement .

The framework outlined was designed to ensure that

banks with significant levels of IRR would have sufficient

capital to cover their exposure. IRR estposures were

quantified by a proposed supervisory risk measure that

sought to estimate the economic effect of an interest rate

change on the present value of a tank's net worth, rather

than the effect on current or near- term earnings. This
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measure required banks to slot their assets, liabilities,

and off-balance-sheet instruments into a maturity schedule •

based on each instrument's remaining contractual maturity or

next repricing date. The proposed maturity schedule used

six maturity ranges or time bamds, with balances in each

time hand, weighted by a risk factor, or "risk weight," that

estimated the price sensitivity of the instrument to changes

in market interest rates. The summation of these weighted

values, the "Net Risk-Weighted Position," was used to

estimate the chajige in a bank's equity value for a 100 basis

point change in interest rates. This measure was to serve

as the basis for determining a bank's IRR exposure for

capital adequacy purposes. To mitigate concerns eibout the

imprecision in measuring IRR and to recognize that some

degree of IRR is inherent in banking activities, only those

banks with relatively significant measured exposure would

have been required to allocate capital for IRR. As

proposed, banks with exposures in excess of a "threshold"

level of measured risk equal to plus or minus 1.0 percent of

assets were required to allocate capital in an amount equal

to that excess exposure. "^ '

--

3. Regponsea to the ANPR - ..

The Banking Agencies collectively received a total

of 214 responses to the ANPR. Of these, 182 addressed the -

proposed fraimework for IRR while 32 addressed only issues
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relating to credit concentrations or nontraditional

activities.

The letters on the IRR proposal expressed a wide

emd diverse range of opinions. Most commenters recommended

modifications to, or expressed concern with, some aspect of

the proposal . Many commenters acknowledged the need for the

Banking Agencies to monitor emd evaluate the level of

interest rate risk taken by banks. However, many commenters

did not believe that the framework, as proposed, would lead

to more effective supervision of IRR. As a result of these

comments and further analysis, the Banking Agencies have

modified the frcunework outlined in the ANPR in inportant

ways. The public comments and key changes are summarized

below.

a. Public Comments

Most respondents focused on the use of the measure

as the basis for determining a regulatory capital

requirement for IRR. Many urged greater discretion and

flexibility in its use and recommended that it be used as an

examiner tool, rather than as the basis for a capital

charge. Many institutions believed that the precision of

the measure should be enhanced if it is to be used to

determine a capital charge. Therefore, they requested

greater sophistication in some areas which would increase

complexity and require more information. Others, however,

cited concerns with the complexity and reporting burden of
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the measure and recjuested am exen^tion test to exclude banks

with low IRR from added reporting or capital requirements.

Many commenters argued against a standard

supervisory model and set of assumptions for measuring IRR,

often citing the diversity within the commercial banking

industry caused by the size, location, or general nature of

each bank's activities. Mciny institutions also cited the

greater accuracy of their own risk measurement models and

urged the Banking Agencies to rely more heavily on therri.

Some cautioned that imposing a capital charge based on a

supervisory model might cause some institutions to make

decisions in deference to that model even though the bank's

internal analysis might indicate that other actions were

advisable.

Many respondents also stated that certain

assumptions made in the supervisory model were improper for

their institutions and perhaps for the industry as a whole.

For exan^le, many criticized the proposed treatment of

deposits that do not have specified maturities (referred to

as non-maturity deposits) . These deposits can be withdrawn

at cuay time but are typically rather steQjle both in price

and volume. They include demand deposits, money market

demand accounts (MMDA) , negotiable order of withdrawal (NOW)

accounts, and savings deposits. Other comments regarding

specific aspects of the proposed supervisory model included
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criticisms and recommendations on the interest rate scenario

used and the construction of the risk weights,

b. Responses to Comments

In response to the comments received, the Banking

Agencies are proposing a measurement of IRR exposure with

major changes from that in the ANPR and are considering two

alternative uses of the measured exposure. Major changes

are svimmarized below. However, other changes also have been

incorporated to increase accuracy or reduce regulatory

burden .

(1) A proposed quantitative screen would exempt banks

identified as potentially low- risk institutions

from additional reporting smd, most likely, from

any capital requirement for IRR.

(2) Use of a beuik's internal risk measure would be

permitted for evaluating IRR when the methodology

and key assuoptions of that measure are deemed

adequate by the appropriate Banking Agency.

Examination guidelines emd analytical tools would

be provided to examiners for this purpose. Banks

would be expected to maintain appropriate internal

risk measurement systems consistent with their

risk profiles.
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(3) Various refinements have been made to the

supervisory measure that would be used to evaluate

IRR for non- exempt banks where internal models are

not available or are deemed inadequate. These

modifications include changes to the method for

determining risk weights, the specific treatment
;

of non-maturity deposits, the reporting of

cimortizing and non- eimorti zing financial

3- instruments, emd the addition of another time band

to provide for greater accuracy and consistency ,
,

with existing Call Report information. .:.»:

B. DISCUSSION OF PROPOSAL <

1. Overview

The Banking Agencies propose to modify their

existing risk -based capital steindards to provide for the

explicit consideration of IRR when assessing the capital

adequacy of an institution. This proposal addresses two

elements: A measure of IRR exposure and an approach for

assessing capital adequacy for IRR. Exposures to IRR would

be measured as the effect that a specified chemge in market

interest rates would have on the net economic value of a

bank.* This economic perspective considers the effect that

"The change in am institution's net economic value is
defined as the change in the present value of its assets minus
the change in the present value of its liabilities plus the

change in the present value of its of f -balance-sheet
positions.

74-907 - 94 - 28
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changing market interest rates may have on the value of a

bank's assets, liabilities, and off -balance-sheet positions.

The Bainking Agencies propose to measure an

institution's exposure using either a supervisory model or

the bank's o%m internal model. In either case, the results

could be used in one of two ways when assessing capital

adequacy for IRR. One approach would be to reduce an

institution's risk-based capital ratios by an amount based

on the level of measured risk. The other would be to use

the measured exposure as only one of several factors in

assessing the need for capital. The measurement systems and

their possible uses are discussed in greater detail in

sections that follow.

a. Structure of the Supervisorv Model

The supervisory model would require bemks to

report their assets, liabilities and off -balance-sheet

positions into time bands based upon their remaining

maturities or nearest repricing dates. Each position would

then be multiplied by an IRR "risk weight" developed by the

Bemking Agencies that represents the estimated sensitivity

of the economic value of that position to a specified change

in market interest rates. The risk-weighted positions of

all balances would be summed to produce a net risk-weighted

position. This net position represents the estimated chcinge

in the bank's net economic value and would be the primary

quantitative measure used to assess a boink's level of IRR.
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To avoid collecting information about the

maturities, cash flows, coupons, and yields of each bank's

assets, lie±»ilities, amd off -balance-sheet positions, the

risk weights would be developed using hypothetical

instruments that are deemed to be representative of the

position being weighted. The risk weights developed would

be the percentage change in the present value of those

hypothetical instruments for the given interest rate change.

r The structure, reporting requirements, and key

assun^Jtions of the model are discussed in section 3 below.

The Banking Agencies believe that this basic measure can be

useful for supervisory purposes in evaluating the IRR of

many banks. However, the Banking Agencies recognize that

this basic model would not offer the precision of many

acceptable internal models and that certain types of

financial instruments have risk profiles that may be

difficult to incorporate accurately into this basic model.

For these reasons, the Banking Agencies are proposing to

make use of a bank's ovm model, if it is deemed accurate.

b. Use of a Bank's Internal Model

The Banking Agencies recognize that many banking

institutions have sophisticated internal models for

measuring IRR that take account of conplexities not

addressed in the basic supervisory model and that are

tailored to circ\mstances at each bank. Consequently, the

Banking Agencies propose to make use of a bank's own IRR
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model if it is deemed adequate by examiners. To make this

determination, examiners would consider the types of

instruments held or offered by the bank, the integrity of

the data, and whether the assumptions and relationships

underlying the model are reasonable.

The supervisory model and other analytical tools

could be used to assist exciminers in evaluating the adequacy

of a bank's internal model. The other analytical tools

would be developed by the Banking Agencies over time. Such

tools night include an opt ions -pricing model to assist in

the evaluation of explicit and embedded option products and

the capability to use more detailed coupon and maturity

information in estimating market value sensitivities. As

experience is gained with the basic model and these

supplemental tools, the Banking Agencies may seek to refine

the basic measure to include additional or more

sophisticated measurement methodologies or models.

When exciminers determine that the risk profile

generated by a bank's internal model is an adequate measure

of the bank's risk position, that measure would be used for

supervisory purposes. The bank, however, would continue to

report the proposed expanded Call Report information used in

the supervisory model. In banks without internal models,

examiners would rely on the supervisory model . If warranted

by the size and complexity of the bank's activities,

however, examiners may require an institution to have an

adequate internal model in the interest of bank safety and
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soundness. This approach should create incentives for beuiks

to isvprave their ability to measure risk.

When reviewing a bank's internal model, examiners

would evaluate its analytical approach emd underlying

assus^tions. To the extent the model contains material

weeiknesses or its assun^tions are judged to be unreasonable,

examiners may require the bemk to modify its procedures

before judging the model to be acceptable or, alternatively,

may rely on results of the supervisory model. At a minimum,

examiners would identify the conponents of an internal model

that incorporate assxin^)tions or calculations that differ

significamtly from those used in the supervisory model,

assess the inportaoice of these differences, and then . -r..

determine whether the bank has a sufficient basis for its

treatment. Examiners would also monitor changes to an

institution's assun^tions or calculation procedures over

time in order to assure the on-going integrity of the

measure. ^
. .

If the Minimum Capital Standard approach is

adopted, an institution may be required to base that

calculation on the results of a more sophisticated internal

model, if available. Such an institution would not be

permitted to use the basic supervisory model to determine

its exposure for capital purposes, but rather would have to

use em internal model. This requirement would be based upon

the size and conplexities of an institution's activities cuid

would reflect the recognition that the supervisory model may
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not fully capture the risks of certain types of financial

instruments or activities. The Banking Agencies seek

comment on the appropriateness of such a rec[uirement and on

the types and scopes of activities that should trigger it.

c. Threshold Level

When evaluating a bank's need for capital for IRR,

the Banking Agencies propose to focus on institutions with

relatively high levels of measured risk. This focus on

"outliers" reflects the view that a certain amount of IRR is

inherent and appropriate in commercial banking, that the

level of risk is difficult to measure precisely, and that

IRR has not been a principal threat to the financial health

of commercial banks in the past.

A threshold level representing a decline in net

economic value equal to 1.0 percent of assets is proposed to

account for measurement in^recision and some amovmt of IRR

implicit in the current risk-based capital standard.

Measured exposures resulting in a decline in value of less

than the 1.0 percent of assets level would generally be

considered insufficient to require capital, although

examiners could determine otherwise in unusual

circumstances. The Banking Agencies may need to reconsider

this proposed threshold level when other aspects of the

proposal have been decided. Moreover, since the threshold

exists in part to account for measurement ioprecision, the

Banking Agencies also request comment on the merits of using
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a lower threshold when results of more accurate internal

models are used to evaluate IRR. i i.j
•

.".-'.' i
. '. '..- ::no

d. Reporting Rpguirementa

. e While the regulatory changes proposed are expected

to result in changes to the Call Report, no paperwork

changes are specifically contained in this rule. The

exan^les of Call Report schedules are provided to assist the

reader in analyzing the full implications of the proposal.

They are not intended as proposed forms. However,

realistically, if the agencies adopt the final mile

substantially as proposed, the resulting changes to the Call

Report will probably be similar to the models provided and

to what is recommended by the Beinking Agencies to the

Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) .

The agencies will submit auiy Call Report changes to 0MB for

review as required under the Paperwork Reduction Act (44

U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). Opportunity for public comment is

always provided in relation to such a submission.

Nevertheless, the agencies invite comments regarding the

paperwork implications of this notice of proposed

rulemaking, ouid will carefully consider any comments

received in the development of the final rule, as well as in

the development of proposed revisions to the Call Report.

To collect the information necessary to monitor

the level of IRR cuid assess the need for additional capital

at bamks that may have significant exposures, the Banking
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Agencies believe that additional Call Report information

will be needed. Accordingly, the Banking Agencies seek

comment on a Call Report schedule currently under

consideration which would provide information necessary for

calculating the supervisory measure. The FDIC would also

replace supplemental Schedule RC-J, currently completed only

by FDIC- supervised savings banks, with this new Call Report

schedule. All FDIC- supervised savings banks would complete

the new Call Report schedule and would not be afforded the

reporting exemption as described in section E below.

Comment is also requested on a second schedule that would be

completed only by banks that elect or that may be required

to use the results of their internal models. This second

schedule would be required only if the Banking Agencies

relied on the information to provide an explicit capital

charge for IRR and would not be needed if the measured

es^osure was considered only as one element of broader

guidelines for assessing capital adequacy for IRR.'

The proposed reporting schedules (Schedules 1 and

2) are illustrated and discussed in sections 3 and 4 below.

e. Reporting Exemptions

To minimize the reporting and other regulatory

burdens associated with this proposal, the Banking Agencies

propose to exempt from cuay additional reporting requirements

'The Bemking Agencies may choose to treat the proposed
second schedule as confidential .
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institutions that meet certain criteria associated with

"low- risk" institutions. The Banking Agencies propose that

an institution would have to meet the following two criteria

to qualify for such an exemption:

(1) The total notional principal amount of all of the

institution's off -balance -sheet interest rate

contracts' does not exceed 10 percent of its total

assets; and

(2) 15 percent of the sum of the institution's fixed-

and floating- rate loans and securities that mature

or reprice beyond 5 years is less than 30 percent

of its total capital.

The first criterion evaluates whether an institution has a

significant amount of of f -balance-sheet obligations that may

warrant further scrutiny. The second criterion tests

whether a significcint decline in the market value of those

assets most exposed to changing interest rates would reduce

the institution's capital sxibstantially.

To qualify for the reporting exen^tion, banks

would need to meet these criteria at each quarterly Call

Report date. Based on data for December 31, 1992,

approximately 8,400 institutions with cibout 30 percent of

*Off-balemce- sheet interest rate contracts are those
reported on Schedule RC-L items 11. a., 11. b., 11. c. (1) and
11. c. (2) of the Consolidated Report of Financial Condition.
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U.S. commercial bank assets would meet these criteria.

However, the Banking Agencies reserve the right to require

an institution to report the additional information even if

the institution satisfies these criteria. If a previously

exert^ted bank fails to meet these criteria, or otherwise

becomes non- exempt, it would be recjuired to report the

additional data at the next two Call Report dates,

regardless of its future exemption status. Therefore,

exempted banks would need to ensure that they are eUole to

provide the requested information, if necessary.

Although exen^ted banks would not be required to

report any additional data, they would be expected to

maintain adequate policies and procedures for measuring,

controlling, and managing interest rate risk.

f . Implementation Schedule

The Banking Agencies propose to require the

additional reporting by non-exempt banks beginning with the

March 1994 Call Reports. Pull implementation of the

guidelines for assessing the adequacy of beuik capital would

be effective December 31, 1994. However, the Banking

Agencies also propose that examiners apply these standards

on an advisory basis beginning with examinations commencing

after December 31, 1993, to the extent that data are

reasoncibly availcQsle.

Comments are requested on all aspects of the

proposal, including the suggested inplementation schedule.
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2. Manor Congiderati nns in Measuring Interest Rate Risk

Obtaining meaningful results from either the

supervisory or internal models requires appropriate

treatment of three critical elements:

(1) The interest rate scenario used to measure the

effect of changing rates; . . -':
.

(2) The asymmetrical rate sensitivity that results for

certain bank products when both rising and falling

interest rate scenarios are considered; and

(3) The treatment of non-maturity deposits, i.e.,

demand deposits, NOW emd savings accovints, and

MMDAs .
^ ,

Another in^ortant consideration, especially when evaluating

the risk of an individual bank that is part of a multi-bamk

holding company, is the relationship of that bemk's exposure

to positions held by its parent or other affiliated

institutions. Each of these issues is discussed below.

a. Interest Rate Scenario

The interest rate scenario used to determine risk

weights should cover an appropriate range of possible

interest rate changes and reflect these factors:
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(1) A time horizon over which institutions and

supervisors can reasonably be expected to identify
an institution's risk and implement meaningful and

loss -limiting responses, taking into account both

the frequency of reporting and examinations; and

(2) An appropriate probability of occurrence, as

reflected by the historical volatility of market

interest rates over the chosen time horizon.

The chosen time horizon is cm important

determinant of the size of the specified rate change. In

general, a shorter time horizon inplies a smaller potential
rate change; generally, nominal rate changes based on

quarterly time horizons are roughly one half of those

derived from annual time horizons. A quarterly interval

would correspond to the regulatory reporting cycle and may
also allow sufficient time for bank management to identify
and reposition an interest rate risk exposure.

However, an annual or semi-annual time horizon may
better reflect the time necessary for management to

recognize trends in interest rates and determine an

appropriate response, and for the results of management's
actions to be reflected to a material degree in the bank's

positions. It may also be more appropriate than a quarterly
time horizon given the sluggishness of non-maturity deposit
rates to respond to market chcmges.
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The Banking Agencies recognize that interest rate

volatility varies with different maturities and that this

volatility generally increases with the level of rates

(i.e., that volatility is roughly proportional to the

absolute level of rates).* Holding other factors the same,

longer-term rates are typically less volatile thcua short-

term rates.

The observed range of historical movements in

interest rates over the selected time horizon will differ

depending on the sample period used. Volatility experienced

over a long sample period (e.g., the past 15 years) could be

significantly different from that experienced over a shorter

sample period (e.g., the prior 3 to 5 years). Longer sample

periods could be used to ensure that the estimated

volatilities reflect the full range of potential changes in

rates over entire interest rate cycles and thus, might be

*Based on the following standard deviations of the
percent change in rates on U.S. Treasury securities estimated
over the period 1977 to 1992, one standard deviation of annual
rate changes in the 3 -month Treasury Bill is approximately
29.5% of the outstanding 3 -month Bill rate. One standard
deviation of annual changes for the 30 -year U.S. Treasury bond
is roughly 15.9% of the prevailing 30-year bond rate. The
corresponding absolute changes in rates depend on the level of
rates to which the percent change is applied.
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more representative than shorter seiinple periods . On the

other hand, shorter and more recent sample periods would

better reflect prevailing rates and volatilities.

The Banking Agencies solicit comments on the

appropriate time horizon, volatility measure and historical

sample period to use in developing an interest rate scenario

for assessing interest rate risk exposures. Specifically,

comments are sought on alternative methodologies for

determining scenarios. The first alternative measures

historical volatility using nominal basis point changes in

market rates. For exaitple, a change in the 6 -month rate

from 3.0 percent to 3.5 percent would be measured as a

movement of 50 basis points, as would a change from 10.0

percent to 10.5 percent. Scenarios would be based on two

standard deviations (covering 95 percent of the

observations) of quarterly basis point changes over a

selected sample period -- for excunple, 5 years.

A second alternative measures historical

volatility as a proportion by which rates change. For

example, the same increase from 3.0 to 3.5 percent would be

measured as a movement of 16.6 percent of the initial rate

(i.e., 0.005/0.03) whereas the increase from 10.0 to 10.5

percent would be measured as a change of 5 percent
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{0.005/.10) .* Under this alternative, a volatility factor

covering two standard deviations of the distribution of

proportional rate changes over the sample period would be

applied to the prevailing level of rates at each point along

the yield curve. A 30.0 percent proportional rate change

represents roughly two standard deviations of quarterly

movements of 3 -month instruments, or annual movements of

30 -year instruments observed during the period 1977 to 1992.

This "volatility factor" would produce a 90 basis point

cheuige if applied to a market rate of 3.0 percent (0.30 x

0.03) . The same factor, if applied to a 10.0 percent market

rate, would produce a 300 basis point change (0.30 x 0.10).

Possible interest rate scenarios using both

alternative methods and quarterly cmd emnual time horizons

are shown below:

Scenarios Using
Nominal rhanoe

Scenarios Using
Proportional Change

Maturity

0-3 Months

3-12 Months

1-3 Years

Quarterly
Horizon

(Col. 1)

115 bp

120 bp

130 bp

Annual
Horizon

(Col. 2)

320 bp

300 bp

250 bp

Quarterly
Horizon

(Col. 3)

100 bp

100 bp

110 bp

Azmual
Horizon

(Col. 4)

190 bp

190 bp

210 bp

*Under current industry convention, proportional
volatility is e-\pressed as a percent change in the level of a
given market interest rate. This Cem create some confusion,
in that it represents a "percent of a percent .

"

Alternatively, the volatility caui be considered to be a
multiple of the level of a market rate (e.g., 30 percent of
the rate is the same as .30 of the rate) .
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illustrated in the proposed amendments to the regulations of

the Banking Agencies.

Whichever rate scenario is selected, the rate

change would be treated as an instantemeous movement in

market interest rates and would be used for both the

supervisory and internal models for purposes of assessing

capital adequacy. The selected rate scenario would be

reconsidered periodically as market condition change.

However, it is the intent of the Banking Agencies to

minimize changes to the specified scenarios. Therefore,

barring extenuating circumstances, the Banking Agencies

propose to make changes to the specified scenarios no more

frequently than eumually.

b. Rising and Falling Rate Scenarios

Another issue is whether the Banking Agencies

should evaluate IRR under scenarios reflecting both rising

and declining market interest rates. The interest rate

sensitivity of mcuiy financial instruments Ccm differ, in

amount, under rising and declining rate scenarios. This

difference Cem reflect differences in consumer behavior as

well as management's pricing strategies. Evaluating

exposures for both rising and declining rate scenarios would

allow consideration of the asymmetry in a bank's assets,

liabilities eind off -balance- sheet items. Although banks can *

face potential losses in economic value under either

situation, historically a rising rate environment has been

\
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more threatening to depository institutions. Important

exceptions include institutions that have purchased large

amounts of mortgage servicing rights, that hold large

volumes of certain types of high-risk mortgage derivative

instruments, or that have created certain types of exposures

in of f -balance-sheet positions.

One possible approach, reflected in the proposed

rule, would be to evaluate exposures to both rising and

declining rates. Internal models could estimate the change

in economic value for both scenarios. For the supervisory

model, different risk weights would be used for the rising

and declining rate scenarios to reflect the asymmetric

behavior of certain instruments. In the interest of

avoiding con^jlexity, another approach would be to consider

only the risk of rising rates in the supervisory model axid

to address exposure to declining rates only during on-site

examinations. Comments are requested regarding the burden

associated with either approach.

c. Treatment of Non-Maturitv Deposits

The treatment of deposits without specific

maturity or repricing dates may be one of the most ioportant

elements in calculating an institution's level of IRR

exposure, whether em internal model or the basic supervisory

measure is used. For purposes of calculating the

supervisory measure, the Banking Agencies propose to permit

bomks limited flexibility in distributing their non-maturity
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deposits among time bands. Within these limits, banks would

distribute the balances as they believe most appropriately

reflects the price sensitivity of these deposits. Banks

using their own models would be subject to the same

effective maturity ranges when estimating the sensitivity of

their deposits. Details on the proposed maturity ranges

that would be allowed are provided in section 3 below under

the discussion of "Reporting for Non-Maturity Deposits."

Considering the inherent difficulties in

determining the appropriate treatment of non-maturity

deposits, the Banking Agencies solicit comment and any

relevant empirical evidence on the price sensitivity and

market valuation of these deposits. Information relevant to

assessing the changes in the market value of these deposits

relative to changing interest rates would be most helpful.

The Banking Agencies also seek comment on whether banks that

have well reasoned and docxomented calculations showing rate

sensitivities that are outside the proposed supervisory

reinges should be allowed to use those calculations. Of

particular interest are the specific types of analyses that

should be required from bcinks to support such calculations.

d. Miilti-bank Holding Companies

Banking organizations mcmage the IRR of their bank

and nonbank subsidiaries in a variety of ways. Techniques

include managing risk separately fof each subsidiary

depository institution and nonbank affiliate, on a
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consolidated basis for all banking entities, or on a fully

consolidated basis for the holding conpany and all its

siibsidiaries .

Although recognizing these diverse practices, the

Banking Agencies propose that each subsidiary depository

institution report its assets, liabilities and off -balance-

sheet positions separately (provided that the subsidiary is

not exempted from the reporting requirement based on the

criteria described in section l above) . Multi-bank holding

companies that use their own models also would need to

calculate the exposure of each individual bank, although the

actual calculation could be done by staff at the corporate
or lead-bank level. This procedure will allow the Banking

Agencies to monitor the IRR exposure of individual banks and

to evaluate the ability of the banks to manage their

measured levels of risk. This approach seems most

consistent with the structure of existing capital standards

and legislative requirements.

3. Description nf finperviaorY M^^^q]

a. General Commenfg

This section describes the structure, possible

reporting requirements, and key assumptions and procedures
of the proposed supervisory model. The measurement system
is designed to minimize reporting burdens while meeting the

supervisory need to estimate the extent to which the net
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economic value of an institution would change under a

specified change in market interest rates. As such, it is

not intended to replace other, more sophisticated procedures

that banks may use in their risk management process.

A key con5)onent of the proposed supervisory system

is a set of "risk weights" that -- when applied to reported

asset, lieibility and off -balance-sheet positions --

estimates the sensitivity of the present value of each

position to a specified change in interest rates. The sum

of all weighted values of a barnk's assets, liabilities and

off -balance-sheet positions represents the amount by which

the bank's net economic value is estimated to change, given

em assxjmed change in interest rates. This number, called

the "Net Risk-Weighted Position", is the primary

quantitative measure that would be used to evaluate am

institution's exposure to IRR.

b. Information Requirements

Use of the supervisory measurement system requires

information on the maturity and repricing characteristics of

am institution's assets, liaQsilities amd off-balamce- sheet

positions. As described in section 1 above, an IRR

reporting exenption would be gramted to institutions meeting

certain criteria. Non-exempt institutions and FDIC- insured

savings banks would be required to report maturity amd

repricing information for both on- amd off-balamce-sheet

items in a Call Report schedule such as that illustrated in
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Schedule 1. Non-exen?3t conanercial banJcs would no longer
need to report the eimllar maturity and repricing data

currently collected on the memoranda items of Schedules RC-

B. RC-C. and RC-B. Bxen^jt institutions with the exception
of FDIC- insured savings banics. however, would continue to

report these memoranda items.
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The reporting format being proposed would require

institutions to report assets, lieibilities and off -balance-

sheet items across seven maturity ranges (time bands) based

on the time remaining to maturity or next repricing date.

The proposed time bands are:

o Up to 3 Months,

o 3 to 12 Months,

o 1 to 3 Years,

o 3 to 5 Years,

o 5 to 10 Years,

o 10 to 20 Years,

o Greater than 20 years.

In the interest of minimizing reporting burdens,

no coupon or yield data would be collected. Rather, the

supervisory model would apply general assiimptions regarding

coupon rates and other characteristics of the underlying

assets, liabilities, and off-balance-sheet instruments in

developing the interest rate sensitivity weights. When used

as an alternative, internal models would be expected to

reflect actual coupons and yields of the specific holdings

of the institution.

Reporting for Assets. The price sensitivity of a

financial instrument is determined by the instrument's cash

flow characteristics. Accordingly, maturity and repricing
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data on most assets would be collected in one of four <

categories that reflect different types of cash flows:

o Adjustable -rate mortgages (ARMs) and mortgage

securities;

o Fixed- rate mortgage securities, asset -backed

securities, fixed- rate mortgages, consumer loans

and other easily identifiable instruments that

involve scheduled periodic eimortization of

principal;

o Zero or low coupon securities with either no

periodic interest payments or interest coupons of

2 percent or lower; and

o All other instrviments, which are assumed to

involve scheduled periodic payments of interest

and the payment of principal at maturity.

As proposed, those ARMs tied to a current market

index (e.g., Constant Maturity Treasury rates) would be

reported in the time band according to their next repricing

date. ARMS tied to a lagging index (e.g., 11th District

Cost of Funds) have greater price sensitivity owing to the

lagging nature of their repricing behavior. These
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instruments would be reported in the 3 to 5 year time band

to reflect this price sensitivity.

Only outstanding principal balances would be

distributed across the time bcinds. This distribution would

be based on each instrument's remaining contractual maturity

or repricing date. A bank's own estimate of expected cash

flows would not be reported. Instead, the Banking Agencies

would incorporate the rate of anticipated prepayments on

eunortizing instruments, such as residential mortgages and

mortgage pass -through securities, into the IRR risk weights

using standardized assuir^tions and market expectations.

Mortgage derivative products would be treated

differently. Under the FFIEC Policy Statement on Securities

Activities, mortgage derivative products are defined as

stripped mortgage -backed securities, tranches of

collateralized mortgage obligations (CMOs) and real estate

mortgage investment conduits (REMICs) , CMO and REMIC

residual securities and other instruments having the same

characteristics as these securities. In general, bajaks

would report "high-risk" mortgage derivative products
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differently from those that are "nonhigh-risk. * Banks

would report only the total carrying value of "high-risk"

mortgage derivative products that are held for sale. A

memorandum item would be used to collect information on the

interest rate sensitivity of these instriiments. All other

mortgage derivative products would be classified as

"nonhigh-risk" and would be distributed across the time

bands of the proposed reporting form, in the "All Other

'Effective February 10, 1992 the Banking Agencies and the
Office of Thrift Supervision adopted revised supervisory
policies on securities activities that were developed under
the auspices of the FFIEC. The revised policies established
a framework for identifying "high-risk mortgage securities"
which onust be reported as securities held for sale or for
trading. A "high- risk mortgage security" is defined as any
mortgage derivative product that, at the time of purchase, or
at a subsequent date, meets any of the following tests:

(1) Average Life Test ; The mortgage derivative product
has an expected weighted average life greater than
10.0 years.

(2) Average Life Sensitivity Test : The expected
weighted average life of the product:

(a) Extends by more than 4.0 years, assuming an
immediate and sustained parallel shift in the
yield curve of plus 300 basis points, or

(b) Shortens by more than 6.0 years, assuming an
immediate and sustained parallel shift in the
yield curve of minus 300 basis points.

(3) Price Sensitivity Test : The estimated chemge in
the price of the mortgage derivative product is
more than 17 percent, due to an immediate and
sustained parallel shift in the yield curve of plus
or minus 300 basis points.

In general, a mortgage derivative product that does not meet
emy of the three tests is considered to be a "nonhigh-risk
mortgage security."
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Securities" category, according to their current average

life as calculated by bcink management.^

Time deposits held at other institutions, Federal funds

sold. Securities Purchased Under Agreement to Resell (i.e.,

reverse repurchase agreements) and other interest -bearing

assets would also be reported in the proposed reporting form

as a single line item.

Reporting for Time Deposits and Purchased Funds.

All time deposits and other interest -bearing liabilities

with well-defined maturities -- such as Federal funds

purchased, securities sold under agreement to repurchase and

other borrowed funds - - would be distributed across the time

bands of Schedule 1 in the "All Other" category.

Reporting for Non-Maturitv Deposits. The Banking

Agencies are proposing uniform rules for distributing

deposits without well-defined maturities or repricing dates

(demand deposits, MMDAs, NOWs and savings deposits) across

the time bands. These proposed rules would specify the

longest time band that could be used for each type of

deposit and the maximum percentage amount that could be

slotted into that time band. Institutions would distribute

such deposits across the time bamds according to their

'All underlying assumptions used in calculating the
average life of these instruments must be reasonable and
availcLble for examiner review. For example, if an
institution's prepayment assumptions differ significantly from
the median prepayment assunptions of several major dealers as
selected by excuniners, the examiners may use these median
prepayment assunptions in determining the appropriate average
life of the instrument.
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individual assumptions axid experience, subject to the

following constraints:

o Demcmd deposits and MMDAs may be distributed

across amy of the first three time bands, with a

maxinium of 40 percent of these balamces in the

1 to 3 year time band; and

o Savings and NOW account balances may be

distributed across any of the first four time

bcuids, with a maocimum of 40 percent of the total

of these balances in the 3 to 5 year time band.

As vras noted in section 2 above, the Banking

Agencies are proposing to measure a bank's IHR exposure

under both a rising and falling rate scenario. These

deposit slotting rules would allow an institution some

flexibility to slot deposits with undefined maturities

differently for rising and falling rate scenarios.

Reporting for Of f -Balance-sheet Poaitiong.

Institutions would be required to distribute off-balance-

sheet positions among the time bands of Schedule 1. The

Banking Agencies expect banks that engage in a significamt

amount of off -balance-sheet activities to have internal

systems, including options pricing models as appropriate,

that can properly value the types of transactions they use

in their risk management activities. Accordingly, the
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Banking Agencies propose to allow banks to estimate the

interest sensitivity of of f -balance-sheet instruments using

internal models. If a separate Call Report schedule for

reporting internal model results is not adopted or required

(see discussion in section 4 below) , the results of these

internal models could be incorporated as a memorandum item

on Schedule 1. These models would be reviewed by examiners

as part of the examination process and exposures based on

internal models would be used for supervisory purposes when

availcible and deemed acceptable to the examiner. Comment is

requested on the reporting burden associated with

distributing of f -balance-sheet positions aimong time bainds,

when results of internal models are also provided.

With regard to reporting off-balance-sheet

positions in the proposed maturity reporting schedule, those

with option characteristics (e.g., swaptions, caps, floors

and options) would be reported separately from those

representing firm commitments (e.g., s%ra.ps, futures, and

forward- rate agreements) . Mortgage -related fixed- rate

commitments and other off -balance -sheet derivative

instruments whose value depends on the value of an

underlying asset or index with amortizing characteristics

also would be reported separately.

Futures, forwards, options and firm commitments to

buy or sell loans and securities would be reported using two

entries, with one entry reported in the time band

corresponding to the settlement date of the contract plus
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the maturity of the underlying instrument, and an offsetting

entry of opposite sign slotted in the time band

corresponding to the settlement date of the contract .

Interest rate swaps, caps, and floors would also be reported

using two separate entries, with one entry reported in the

time band corresponding to the maturity of the instrument

and an offsetting entry in the time band corresponding to

the next repricing of the floating side of the instrument.

The dollar entries reported for firm commitments

would equal the notional principal values of the

instruments . The dollar entries reported for instruments

with option characteristics would be derived using one of

two alternative methods. The first method, reflected in the

proposed rule, would require the reporting of positions

using delta- equivalent values.* The second reporting

alternative would require the reporting of positions only

if, on the report date, the index rate or the rate to be

received is within 100 basis points of the strike rate

(price) . If the position is reported, the notional value

would be used. Comment is recjuested on this reporting

methodology as well as the use of delta-equivalent values

for off-balance-sheet positions with option characteristics.

*The delta value of aua option represents the expected
change in the option's price as a proportion of a small change
in the price of the underlying instrument. An option whose
price chamges by $1 for every $2 change in the price of the
underlying instmment has a delta of 0.5. The delta-
equivalent value of an option position is equal to the
option's current delta multiplied by its principal or notional
value .
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Reporting for Trading Account Poaitiona.

Institutions would be required to distribute trading account

securities, including off-balance-sheet positions associated

with the trading account, by maturity in the rows and

columns specified in Schedule 1. As with of f -balance-sheet

instruments, the Banking Agencies propose to allow banks to

use and report the results of internal models for estimating

the interest rate sensitivity of trading portfolios. This

information would be collected either through the proposed

separate Call Report schedule or through a memorandum item

on Schedule 1. Comment is requested on the reporting burden

associated with distributing trading account positions among

time bands when results of internal models are also

provided .

The Banking Agencies would expect banks to have

prudential internal risk limits and effective risk

measurement systems for their trading activities. For bcuaks

with significant trading operations, the adequacy and

results of those systems will be closely reviewed by

examiners and would be incorporated into their assessment of

the bank's overall risk position.

The Basle Committee on Bank Supervision is also

considering methods of evaluating IRR in trading accounts

and determining appropriate capital requirements. This

work, which relates to activities of internationally active

banks could affect the treatment for trading activities for

U.S. banks if it leads to an international agreement.
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l^pmnranda Items for "Hioh-Risk Mortgage

Securities* . Under revised supervisory policies on

securities activities that becaune effective on February 10,

1992, institutions must evaluate at least quarterly whether ,

their holdings of high-risk mortgage securities reduce

interest rate risk. The reporting form takes advantage of

the availability of this information by allowing an

institution to report, in a memorandiam item, the current

carrying value of high-risk mortgage derivative products

that are held for sale along with the estimated changes in

market value for the specified interest rate scenario. Such

data would be used directly in calculating an institution's

IRR exposure.

Mortgage derivative securities that were purchased

prior to February 10, 1992 and meet the high-risk tests are

subject to previously existing supervisory policies euad are,

therefore, not subject to the quarterly IRR risk evaluation

criteria. For such holdings, institutions would have the

option to: (1) Report the interest rate sensitivity of these

holdings in a similar fashion as post -February 10, 1992,

purchases; or (2) report only the current carrying value of

those securities. Balances reported under the second option

would be assumed to have significant price volatility,

similar to long dated, zero or low coupon instruments.

However, unlike zero coupon and most other debt instruments,

the prices of certain high-risk mortgage securities do not

always move in the opposite direction of a change in market

74-907 - 94 - 29
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interest rates (i.e., decline in price when interest rates

rise or increase in price when interest rates decline) .

Because the directional change in the price of these

securities is difficult to ascertain unless the specific

cash flows of each security are reported, the Banking

Agencies propose to assume that the balances reported under

the second option will depreciate in value under both a

rising and a falling interest rate scenario. To reflect

this assun^tion, the balances would be assigned the risk

weight that is applied to long-term, zero or low coupon

securities under the rising interest rate scenario. The

Banking Agencies request comment on the reasonableness of

this approach. For illustrative purposes, the example bank

in Schedule 1 that has $3 million in high-risk mortgage

derivative securities has elected to report only the current

carrying value for $1 million of securities that would

otherwise meet the current high-risk tests but were

purchased prior to February 10, 1992.

Reporting for Multi-bank Holding Companies. As

noted in section 2 above, the Bcuiking Agencies propose that

each subsidiary depository institution report its assets,

liabilities eind off -balance- sheet positions separately.

Reporting of Foreign Currency Poaitions. The

Banking Agencies propose that positions not denominated in

U.S. dollars be converted into U.S. dollar equivalents using

prevailing exchemge rates euid reported along with all other

on- and off -balance-sheet positions on the same reporting
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form. Although this treatment ignores iii5)erfect correlation

among excheuage rates, it avoids the coii5>lexity entailed by

separate reporting for each currency, and the need to derive

and distribute correlation statistics to reporting bamks.

However, a basic supervisory principle in

evaluating bainJc management is that em institution's

policies, procedures and general capabilities should be

consistent with the nature of the bank's business.

Accordingly, examiners would e3q)ect institutions that have

significant positions denominated in foreign currencies or

that conduct significant foreign exchemge transactions to

have the capability to measure and assess the related risks.

Examiners would consider both the adequacy and result of a

bank's internal risk measure, along with other availeible

information, in the overall evaluation of the bank's model.

When appropriate, internal models should take adequate

account of changes in foreign exchange rates.

c. Derivation of Risk Weights

In the proposed measurement system, reported

positions would be multiplied by an IRR weight. Each risk

weight is constructed to approximate the percentage change

in value of the position resulting frcan a specified change

in interest rates. The risk weights are based on the

percentage change in present value (i.e., price) of

hypothetical instruments, as calculated using static cash

flow analysis. Such weights directly incorporate convexity
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for the rate scenario.' These weights also facilitate the

measurement of options in certain types of assets, such as

the prepayment option in mortgage loajis.

The risk weights used would depend on the interest

rate scenario for which the change is measured. As

discussed above, comments are being sought on alternative

methodologies for determining supervisory interest rate

scenarios amd whether these scenarios should include both

rising and falling rates.

If both a rising- rate and declining- rate scenario

are used, as reflected in the proposed rule, separate risk

weights would be calculated to account for the asymmetrical

price behavior of various bank assets, licibilities and off-

balance-sheet instruments. An alternative emd simpler

approach would use the same risk weights for both rising and

declining rate scenarios. The Banking Agencies seek comment

on whether the distortions introduced by such a sinpler

approach are meaningful within the overall context of the

supervisory model.

In general, the set of risk weights used for each

scenario would consist of:

'Convexity refers to the non- linear price/yield
relationship of fixed- rate financial instruments. Instruments
without option features, such as Treasury notes, have positive
convexity, meaning that as the price of the instrument falls,
its yield will increase by a proportionately greater amoiint.
Other instruments, such as certain mortgage-backed securities,
have negative convexity.
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o Seven "Amortizing" risk weights (i.e., one for

each time band) to be used for mortgages, pass-

through mortgage securities, asset -backed

securities, consumer loans and aimortizing off-

balance-sheet instruments;

o Seven "Zero or Low Coupon" risk weights;

o Seven "All Other" risk weights; and, -''?>. -•"-''

o Seven liability risk weights.

Bank supervisors would construct risk weights

using hypothetical market instruments that are •^' '•- ''-

representative of the category being measured. The

instruments chosen would vary depending on the category of -

instrument and the time bamd. A 30 -year mortgage pass-

through security with the con^osite characteristics (e.g.,

gross and net coupons, original amd remaining maturity) of a

current coupon, 30-year conventional mortgage pass-through

security at par value would be used to estimate the price

change for fixed- rate mortgages and mortgage securities

reported in the greater than 20 year time band. Similarly,

a current coupon 15 -year conventional mortgage pass -through

security would be used to estimate the risk weight for

mortgages eind mortgage securities reported in the 10 to 20

year time bcmd. For the 5 to 10 year time band, a current
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coupon 15 -year mortgage pass -through security with a

remaining maturity equal to 7.5 years would be used.

For amortizing instrviments with maturities less

than 5 years, a hypothetical monthly amortizing instrument

would be used that had these characteristics: (1) An

original maturity equal to the end point of the specific

time band; (2) a remaining maturity equal to the midpoint of

the time bemd; and (3) a coupon amd yield equal to the

effective yield on the industry's earning assets."

An important consideration in estimating the price

sensitivity of amortizing instruments is the change in

prepayments as interest rates cheuige. In calculating the

risk weights from the 15- aind 30 -year fixed- rate mortgages,

expected prepayments would be applied in each rate scenario

in accordance with a consensus of market prepayment

estimates. Amortizing instruments with maturities of less

than 5 years would be assumed to represent consumer

installment loans with prepayment rates of approximately 1.0

percent (1 percent ABS) of outstanding principal per

month."

The risk weights for the "All Other" category

would be calculated ass\iming semi-annual interest payments,

a maturity equal to the mid-point of each time bauid, and an

"*For 1992 the average effective yield on earning assets
at all commercial banJcs %^s approximately 8.5 percent.

"ABS stsmds for Asset -Backed Security. 1 percent ABS
assumes 1 percent prepayment of outstanding principal balamce
per month throughout the life of the loan.
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assumed coupon and yield equal to the effective yield on the

industry's earning assets in 1992. Similarly, the "Zero or

Low Coupon" risk weights are calculated using the percentage

change in the price of a zero coupon instrument with an

assumed maturity equal to the mid-point of each time band

and the same industry average effective yield assumed above.

Only one set of risk weights would be used for

liabilities: the percentage price change for a semi-annual

interest -bearing instrument with an assumed coupon emd yield

equal to the effective yield on interest bearing

liabilities."

For illustrative purposes, TcQjle 1 shows the risk

weights developed for a 200 basis point parallel shift in

interest rates, as well as the parameters used to derive

them. The specific risk weights used to evaluate exposures

would be derived in a si?iilar fashion when the Bcmking

Agencies adopt a specific supervisory scenario. In the

illustration, risk weights for both a rising and declining

interest rate scenario have been constructed. Under the

proposed measurement system, the Banking Agencies expect

that, the risk weights would be reasonably stcQjle over time

so as to facilitate a bank's risk management and capital

planning. However, they may need to be adjusted

periodically as market conditions chauage, or as part of the

"For the liability weights a 4.75 percent coupon is
assumed, which approximates the effective yield on interest
bearing licQ^ilities at all commercial banks during 1992.
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biennial review of risk-based capital required by section

305(a) of FDICIA.
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d. Calculation of the Interest Rate Risk Measure

Tables 2 and 3 are IRR worksheets that illustrate

the method by which an institution's IRR exposure would be

calculated under the proposed supervisory methodology using

a 200 basis point parallel shift in interest rates. Data

collected on the reporting forms emd the existing Call

Report Schedules would be tremscribed to column A. For

illustrative purposes, non- interest -sensitive balemces are

included in "Other Assets" and "Other LicQsilities" to allow

the worksheet to represent an institution's entire balance

sheet .

Under the proposed measurement system, the risk

weights (shown in column B of Tedsles 2 and 3) represent the

estimated percentage change in the value of the instrument

under the designated rate shock. Therefore, multiplying the

reported positions by the risk weights produces an estimate

of the dollar chemge in the present value of that position

for the specified chemge in rates (column C of the Tables) .

In TeJsle 2, for example, the $5.5 million of ARMs, fixed-

rate mortgages, asset -backed securities emd consumer loans

repricing within 3 months eind reported on line I.l.(a) are

multiplied or "weighted" by 0.0010 (or .10 percent as shown

in the second coliimn) to produce an estimated chemge of

$6,000 in the present value of that position. This risk

weight carries a negative sign, reflecting that the present
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value of these assets would decline if market rates were to

rise. Conversely, TedDle 3 illustrates the changes in value ^

for a decline in rates.
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Interest Rate Risk Worksheet (200 Basis Point Rising Rate Scenario)

DRAFT Table 2
55

REPORTING rNSrmmON: Sample Bank

S Thousands

I OJTERESTSENSmVE ASSETS

1 ARMS. FRMi. Msct-backed eonuca. consuma h

() Up lo ) months

(b) 3 10 1 2 nanths

(c) 1 to 3 yon
(d) 3 lo S yem
(c)5io 10 yon
(0 I0to20ye«i

(g) OrtsLcr ttwi 20 yon
2 Zero or Icfw coupcxi sccunucs

(•) Up to 3 raonlhs

(b)3to IZmonlhi

(c) 1 to 3 yean

(d) 3 to 5 yon
(e) 5 to 10 ytm*

(0 10 to 20 yean

(g) Graur thai 20 yctfi

3 *AJ1 other* secwiucs, loans, ft ending ecowil

() Up to 3 months

(b)3to 12iiianlhs

(c) 1 to 3 ytan

(d) 3 to 5 yon
(c)Sto lOyran

(f) 10lo20ycs«

(g) OmtcT than 20 yan
4 HjgMuk mon^igc Kcunlies

(a) Setf-rcporting

(b) Ruk weighting

5 Total InterestScnaitiTc Assets

I ALL OTHER ASSETS

m TOTAL ASSETS

rv INTEREST-SENSmVE UABUJTIES

1 Non-maiunty dcpoaits, tiiDC dcpona and 'all otho*

(a) Up to 3 a

(b)}toI2n

(c) I to 3 yean

(d) 3 to S ytan

(e)5to 10 yean

(010 to 20 yean

(g) Gftaler than 20 yean

1 Toul Intenst-Sonitne Li^nlitxs

V NONINTEREST-SENSTTTVE UABILrTTES

VI TOTAL LLABIUnES

vn EQunr capttal

Vm OFF-BALANCE-SHEET POSmONS
1 Interest rate oontncts

(a) Up to 3 Bwnthi

(b) 3 lo 1 2 Donlhs

(c) 1 to 3 yean

(d) 3 lo S yean

(e)Sto lOyan
(0 I0lo20ycffs

(g) Greater than 20 yean

2 Moctffige and otha amonizing onncu

(a) Up lo 3 months

(b)3to I2aMnlhs

(c) 1 to 3 yean

(d) 3 to S yean

(e) 5 to 10 yean

(0 10 to 20 yean

(g) Greuer than 20 yean

3 Total OflT-BalsKc-Sheet PoaiUoos

Dale 1231/92

fAl
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Interest Rate Risk Worksheet (200 Basis Point Declining Rate Scenario)

DRAFT Table 3

56

REPORTING INSrmmON; Simple Btnk

STboiuaods

I INTEREST-SENSmVE ASSETS

1 ARMi.F1lKb.

(•) Up u 3 iBcMhs

(b}3U9 l2noaUtt

(c) I le 3 yean

(d) 3 to 5 ytan

(c) 3 to 10 ycHi

(010to20y«Hi

(g) Otois than 30 ycvs

3. Zoo or low cot^cai Mcuroia

(•) Up lo 3

(b)3ton

(c) I to 3

(«3to3

(e) 3 to 10

(OlOloS)

() GnH«r than 20 y«an

3 'All olhff' •BorOiKX. loms. A

(I) Up to 3 raonhj

(b) 3 to 1 2 B)cnh3

(C) I to 3 JFCVl

(d) 3 to 3 jmn
(e) 3 to 10 ran
(0 I0to20 9«an

(I) Gr«0 tte) 20 yean

4 High-mk BartpB"<:cmtica

(t) Self-npcaiaig

(b) Ruk wttstvmg

3. TflCal btoTA-ScoBtTR Anea

E ALLOniEK ASSETS

m. TOIAL ASSETS

rv INTEREST-SENSmVE UABttllTES

1 Norvaalwny ijcpniti. tose dcpoam aid 'ill a

(i) Up to 3 I

(b) 3 IS 13 a

(c)llo3ya

(d) 3 to 3 ya

(c)3toI0y(

(0 I0io30y

()C
3 Teal I

V NO^a^^BtEST-SENSITTVE UABILmES
VI TOTAL UABILIHES

VII EQUTTY CAPITAL

Vm OFT-BALANCE-SHEET POSIIICWS

Due: 12^1/92

i>20y

1

(a) Up lo 3 a

(b) 3 to 13 a

(e) 1 to 3 yean

(d) 3 10 3 yon
(e)3tolOy<an

(f) 10 to 20 yean

(l) GfcMa than 30 ycss

1 Monpse vid other iDtxtmng oattacss

(t) Up to 3

0>) 3 to 13 a

(c) 1 to 3 ycMi

(d) 3 to 3 yarn

(c) 3 10 10 yean

(0 I0to30y«si

(g) Gtctfff tl«n 30 ycsi

3 Total Off-BalsKK-Staecs Posmcn

Ncl Rnk Wdflaod Ptxuion

Net?

(Al
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The sum of the estimated changes in present value

for each category of instrument provides an estimate of the

institution's overall interest rate risk, that is, the

change in the net economic value of the institution that

would result from the specified shift in market interest

rates. As shown in Table 2, the specified 200 basis point

increase in rates is estimated to reduce the present value

of the bank's assets by roughly $9.19 million, raise the

present value of its liabilities by an estimated $4.04

million and raise the value of its of f -balance-sheet items

by $170,000. The net result, or the "Net Risk-Weighted

Position" (bottom of the worksheet) is a decline of roughly

$4.98 million in the net economic value of this institution.

This net risk-weighted position would be the primary measure

of the level of em institution's interest rate risk.

Table 3 shows the effect of a decline in rates.

This decline is estimated to increase the present value of

the example bank's assets by $8.87 million, lower the

present value of its liabilities by $3.35 million, and

reduce the value of its off-balcince- sheet items by $181,000.

The Net Risk-Weighted Position represents an increase of

roughly $5.34 million in the net economic value of this

institution. The difference in the magnitude of the change

in value from that derived for the rising rate scenario is

attributable to asymmetries in the price sensitivity of

financial instruments as interest rates change (i.e..
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convexity) and different slotting of non-maturity deposits

in the rising and falling rate scenarios.

The rate scenario that produces the larger loss or

negative net position would be used in the assessment of

capital for IRR. In the case of tiie example bank

illustrated in Tables 2 and 3, the exposure to rising rates

would be used to evaluate capital adequacy for IRR.

4 . Reporting of Internal Model Results

The Banking Agencies request comment on a second

Call Report schedule under consideration that could be used

by banks that elect or that may be recpiired to have their

exposures evaluated on the basis of the results of their own

internal models. This supplemental schedule would be

recommended to the Federal Financial Institution Examination

Council if the Banking Agencies relied on the information to

provide an explicit capital charge for IRR.

The schedule (Schedule 2) consists of several

asset, liability, and of f -balance-sheet categories, with two

scenarios for each category:

o Scenario 1 represents a specified increase in

interest rates over the rates prevailing as of the

report date. In each category under Scenario 1,

the bank would report its estimate of the chcmge

in present value of the instruments if rates were

to rise as specified in Scenario 1.
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Proposed Internal Interest Rate Scenario Analysis Schedule:

DRAFT
To b« filed by institutions that use an internal interest rate risk

measurement system for compliance with guidelines.

Dollar Amounts in Thousands

Schedule 2

5.

b.

d.

e.

Interest Rate Risk Sensitivity Analysis
- Estimated Change in Economic Value

I. Securities

a. Adjusuble-rate mortgage securities

Fixed-rate mtgs, asset-backed securities

Zero or low coupon securities

High-risk mortgage securities

All other securities

Loan and Leases

a. Adjusuble-rate mortgages

b. Fixed-rate mtg, consumer loans

c. All other loans (C&I, etc.)

All Other Inl-Bearing Assets (Bal. Due, Fed Funds)

Total Liabilities:

a. Non-maturity deposits (MMDAs, DDAs, NOWs, savings)

b. Time deposits

c. All other Onclude repos and sub. debt)

Orr-Balance-Sheet Contracts

a. Swaps, futures, FRAs, etc

b. Options, caps, floors, etc

c. Mortgages & other amortizing instruments

Trading Account

a. Cash positions

b. Off-balance-sheet positions

Total Assets - Total Liabilities +/- Off-Balance-Sbeet

Rising Rates

Bil I Mil I Thou

Declinine Rates

Bil I Mil I Thou

XXJa

ss
ss

mS

^s

^s

^s

xxxx
txrrr

xxxx

rcnr

xxxx
Tcnr

icnr

•rcnr
xxxx
«LTU

m.u
xxxx

mu
xxxx
«CFir

IITU
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o Likewise, Scenario 2 represents a specified

decrease in interest rates below the rates

prevailing as of the report date. In each

category under Scenario 2, the bank would report

its estimates of the dollar change in present

value of the respective instruments should rates

fall as specified in Scenario 2.

The rate scenarios would be the same as those used

for the supervisory model . The rate scenario that produces

the higher loss or negative net position would be used in

the assessment of capital for IRR. When used, internal

models would be expected to reflect actual coupons and

yields for the institution's positions, rather than those

incorporated in the construction of the risk weights used in

the supervisory model.

As currently drafted, this schedule would be a

supplemental one and non-exen^)ted banJcs would still be

required to con^jlete, in its entirety, the proposed schedule

illustrated by Schedule 1, found in section 2 above.

However, the Banking Agencies recognize that spreading

trading account and off -balance -sheet positions across time

bands may be especially burdensome for ban}c8 with large

portfolios and that, in mamy instemces, the results of

internal models may provide a more accurate assessment of

the risk in these portfolios. Hence, the Banking Agencies
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request comment on the regulatory burden associated with

reporting such positions by time bands.

C. ASSESSMENT OF CAPITAL ADEQUACY FOR ISA

Two alternative methods are proposed for assessing

a bank's capital adequacy for IRR. Under one approach the

Banking Agencies would establish minimum capital standards

for IRR, relying on results of either the supervisory

measure or the baink's internal model. Bajiks would be

required to have capital sufficient to cover the amount of

measured exposure in excess of the threshold level (e.g.,

the ounount of their "excess" exposure) . The second approach

would not estciblish an explicit minimum capital requirement

for IRR. Rather, examiners would consider result-.s of

quantitative measures of IRR exposure along with other

factors in evaluating a bank's capital adeq<.\acy for IRR.

Both of these alternatives are discussed in greater detail

below.

Current supervisory policies require examiners to

review IRR exposure emd bsmk IRR management systems during

the excimination process. This review would continue under

either approach to capital, but more specific procedures or

examiner tools would exist. In addition to reviewing the

risk measures described in this proposal, examiners would

continue to consider the following managerial factors when

evaluating safety and soundness:
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o The adequacy of and cort^jliance with the bank's ' "^

written policies, procedures, and internal

controls;

o The existence of amd adherence to specific risk

limits relating to both loss of income and

capital;

o Management's knowledge euad ability to identify and

manage sources of interest rate risk effectively;

cmd

o The adequacy of internal risk measurement cmd

monitoring systems.

1- Minimum Capital Standard Anproach

Under this approach, institutions would be

required to hold capital for IRR sufficient to cover their

"excess exposure." Excess exposure is defined as the

aggregate dollar decline in the net economic value of the

institution, as measured by either the supervisory or the
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internal bauik model, that exceeds the proposed supervisory

threshold of 1 percent of assets."

The dollar cunount of capital required for IRR

would be incorporated into the risk-based capital

requirements by increasing the bauik's risk-weighted assets.

Because the amount of risk-weighted assets forms the

denominator of the risk-based capital ratios, any increase

to that denominator will lower a bank's measured ratio.

Specifically, the dollar amount of the capital requirement

for IRR would be multiplied by 12.5, which is the reciprocal

of the 8 percent minimum risk-based capital ratio. This

cunount would be added to the total of the bank's risk-

weighted assets for purposes of calculating the risk-based

capital ratios. This approach does not reduce the amount of

Tier 1 or total capital used to derive a bank's risk-based

''That is, when the measured e^q>osure indicates a decline
in net economic value that is greater than 1% of total assets,
then:

Required Minimum Capital ••

Measured Exposure - (.01 x Total Assets)

Otherwise, required minimum capital for IRR would be zero.
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capital ratio, and therefore, avoids reducing the bank's

leverage ratio or producing other unintended results.'*

The following example illustrates how capital for

IRR would be calculated and incorporated into a bank's risk-

based capital ratio. In this exaxnple, a bank has $125

million in total assets, $100 million in risk-weighted

assets, and $10 million in total capital. The bank's own

model is used for measuring its IRR exposure and the model

indicates, using the specified rate scenarios, a $2.25

million decline in net economic value for the rising rate

scenario euid a $3.0 million increase for the declining rate

scenario. For this bank, the rising rate scenario is used

to evaluate capital because it is this scenario which _ ,

produces a decline in net economic value. The bamk's excess

exposure, emd hence the amount of capital required for IRR, •

is $1 million ($2.25 million measured exposure less the

'*An alternative technique being considered by the Banking
Agencies would directly deduct the amount of excess measured
exposure from Tier 1 or total capital. For an institution
with an 8 percent risk-based capital ratio, the amount of

capital required for IRR would be the same using either
technique. However, this alternative capital calculation
might have certain \indesirable results. A deduction from Tier
1 would unintentionally con^licate the calculation of an
institution's leverage ratio and might require a different
definition of Tier 1 capital for use in the leverage
calculation. A deduction from total capital could, under
certain conditions, leave sin institution with Tier 1 risk-
based capital ratio that is greater than its total capital
ratio, even though total capital was intended to be the
broader definition of capital. Moreover, in isolated cases,
a deduction from capital for IRR could exceed the
institution's regulatory capital, creating a negative capital
position. In Section D, the Bcinking Agencies seek comments on
whether the proposed method or the alternative technique is

more appropriate to use in calculating capital under the
Minimum Capital Standard approach.
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threshold level of 1 percent of total assets or $1.25

million) . This $1 million capital charge is then multiplied

by 12.5 with the result ($12.5 million) added to the bank's

risk-weighted assets. The new level of risk-weighted assets

that would be used to calculate the bank's risk-based

capital ratio would be $112.5 million. The resulting risk-

based capital ratio would be 8.89 percent.

This approach would eacplicitly incorporate IRR

into the existing risk-based capital framework. Ban]cs would

be required to have capital equal to at least 8 percent of

the new risk-weighted assets. However, because most bemks

currently have risk-based capital ratios above the 8 percent

minimum, this additional cooponent of risk-weighted assets

would not require most bemJcs to raise additional capital.

The additional cosponent would, however, reduce a beu:ik's

calculated risk-based capital ratios and, in certain cases,

could affect the bank's treatment under the provisions of

pronpt corrective action, as well as its deposit Insursmce

premiums.

As with the approach tsdcen in administering the

current international risk-based capital standard, any

amount of capital required for IRR by this risk measurement

process would represent a minimum capital requirement . The

exposure would be calculated each quarter using Call Report

data, and banks would be expected to meet emy capital

requirement on a continuous basis. B2uik8 using examiner-
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approved internal models to evaluate IRR for supervisory

purposes would report the results of those models.

The adequacy of a bemk's IRR management process

and the precise characteristics of the bank's assets,

liabilities, and other positions would also be evaluated

during on-site examinations. The on-site examination

process would play a critical role in this approach by -

allowing examiners, during the examination, to consider

specific factors relevant to that institution. A bank could

be required to have higher aunounts of capital for IRR if

examiners foiind material deficiencies in its risk management

policies, procedures, or controls or if its specific

circumstances were substantially different from those

assumed by the supervisory measure."

2. Risk Assessment Approach -

Under this approach, the level of measured

interest rate exposure would be just one of several factors

that examiners would consider when determining a bsink's

capital needs for interest rate risk. Other factors that

would be considered include the quality of a bamk's IRR

management, internal controls, and the overall finemcial

condition of the bajok, including its earnings capacity,

capital base, and the level of other risks which may in^jair

future earnings or capital.

'*When internal models are used, by design, their results
would always reflect the specific characteristics of the
bank's on- and off -baleince- sheet positions.
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Examiners would evaluate a bemk's capital adequacy

as part of the on-site examination process amd the Banking

Agencies would provide examiners with guidance to determine

the amount, which might be expressed as a range of capital,

that may be needed for IRR in light of the above factors.

These guidelines would provide examiners with criteria for

assessing capital based on the adequacy of the bank's

interest rate risk management process as well as the level

of its interest rate risk exposure. In general, banks whose

measured exposure exceeded the estaiblished threshold or

whose risk management systems were judged to be deficient

would be expected to hold additional capital commensurate

with the risks being taken. However, cuay capital required

for IRR would not be automatically Incorporated Into a

bank's risk-based capital ratio.

This approach enphasizes the importance of risk

factors that are not easily incorporated into quemtitative

measures and the role of exnmi ner judgment. The on-site

examination process would play a critical role in this

approach by allowing examiners, during the examination, to

consider specific factors relevant to that institution.

Unique characteristics of each beuik warrant evaluation on a

case-by-case basis. However, \iniformity In the examination

process also is importeuit and the guidelines mentioned aibove

would be designed to ensure greater uniformity In this

process .
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To assess the level of interest rate risk

exposure, excuniners would initially use the supervisory

model as a basis for discussions with bank management. All

data, including trading account positions, would be drawn

from Schedule 1 for use in this model. However, greater

reliance would be placed on the results of a bank's own

model if the examiner determined that the model provided a

more accurate measure of the bcmk's risk. The examiner

would evaluate the results of the internal model during on-

site examinations, but banks would not be required to report

this information in the Call Report. When ain internal model

is not availcLble or is inadequate, examiners would rely on

the results of the supervisory model.

In general, a bemk would be viewed as having high

levels of IRR if its measured exposure indicated a decline

in the economic value of the institution that exceeded a

threshold level of l.O percent of total assets. Bemks that

pass the reporting exenption test, or that otherwise have

small measured interest rate risk exposures, would typically

be considered to have low levels of risk. Other banks whose

measured exposures were below threshold levels but were not

minimal, or that held con^lex financial instruments with

significeint options -related risks that could result in

significant risk measurement error, would generally be

viewed as having moderate levels of interest rate risk.

At the conpletion of each exaxnination, examiners

would form and. document conclusions as to the adequacy of a
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bank's capital and risk management process with regard to

interest rate risk. An examiner's conclusions about both

the level of risk aind the adequacy of the risk management

process would play an integral role in determining a bank's

need for capital for IRR. Banks with high levels of

measured exposure and weak management systems generally

would need to hold capital for IRR, while those with low

levels of exposures and adequate management systems might

not be required to hold additional capital for IRR. The

specific amount of capital that might be needed by a bank

would be determined by the examiner using guidelines

provided by the Banking Agencies. The examiner's findings

would be discussed with bank management at the close of each

examination.

During the intervals between examinations, the

Banking Agencies would monitor bank IRR e3(posures through

Call Report data and the supervisory model. Information

about results of internal models would not be required in

the Call Report. Significant changes in reported exposures

or in a bank's overall financial condition would be analyzed

by the supervisors to determine whether additional capital

may be needed. This review of a bank's capital adequacy

would also be required for cuiy bank whose measured exposure

exceeded the established threshold. The conclusions of this

review would be documented by the supervisor and shared with

bank management. However, bank management would be given
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the opportunity to respond to this review before amy

additional capital would be required. . ;.

D. ISSUES FOR COMMENT I

1. Supervisory Measurement System

As proposed, the Bcmking Agencies would use the percent

chaxige in the net present value of a hypothetical

instrument as the risk weight for balances represented

by that instrument. Does use of the change in net

present value sufficiently overcome the wesikness of

using the instrument's modified duration so as to

provide a reasonable basis for risk weights? ^

2. Treatment of "Non-Maturity Deposits

The Banking Agencies propose limits on the slotting of

deposits without specified maturities (DDA, NOW, MMDA

and savings) aunong time bands because of the problems

inherent in measuring the price sensitivity of these

deposits cmd the significamt effect that different

treatments for them cam have on measuring a bank's IRR.

a. Do the proposed rules provide sufficient

flexibility to reflect am institution's deposit

behavior without undermining the risk measurement

process?
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b. Should institutions that have well -reasoned and

documented internal assessments showing rate

sensitivities that are outside of the proposed

remges be allowed to use those assessments? What

specific types of analyses and supporting

documentation should be required from banks that

are allowed such em exception? Would most

institutions have the capability of producing such

types of analyses?

c. What is the appropriate basis for measuring

changes in the price sensitivity or "market value"

of these deposits?

The Bemking Agencies also solicit comment and any

relevant empirical evidence on the price sensitivity

and market valuation of these deposits. Information

relevant to assessing the changes in the market value

of these deposits relative to changing interest rates

would be most helpful.

3. Interest Rate Scenarios

In varying degrees, the proposed interest rate

scenarios reflect the historical volatility of rates,

the current level of rates, and the slope of the yield

curve.
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a. Should the sample period used to calculate the

historical volatility of interest rates be based

on a shorter period such as 5 years or a longer

period such as 15 years?

b. Should the time interval used to measure

volatility and to determine the corresponding rate

scenarios be based on quarterly, semi-auinual or

annual interest rate volatilities?

c. Which is the preferred scenario to be used for
'

both the supervisory and internal models?

d. Is it appropriate to use the same interest rate

scenario for both the supervisory model cmd

internal models? - -

e. Can banks' internal models incorporate the rate

scenarios under consideration?

f. Should the Banking Agencies consider the effect of

both rising cind declining market interest rates?

If both, should the risk weights be different to

reflect the asymmetrical changes in the market

values of certain instruments to the various rate

changes, or should they be the Seune in the

interest of simplicity?
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g. Currently, the results under either proposed

alternative indicate rate chemges that are about

100 basis points using a quarterly time horizon

and 200 basis points using annual volatilities.

In the interest of sinqplicity, would the use of a

parallel 100 or 200 basis point shift be preferred

to the proposed nominal or proportional change

methodology?

Use of Internal Models

The Banking Agencies propose to make greater use of a

bemk's own model, if the model is deemed adequate by

examiners. The Banking Agencies seek comment on the

following Issues:

a. Is it appropriate to substitute the results of

internal models for a standard supervisory

calculation when assessing capital adequacy?

b. If internal models are used, to what extent should

the Banking Agencies provide guidance to the

industry on these models (e.g.. acceptable

methodologies or modeling parameters)? Would

simply providing the interest rate scenario and

requiring banks to evaluate the effect of the rate

change on their net economic value suffice?
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c. Which aspects of an internal model should

exeiininers review to determine whether the model is

adequate?

d. Should the assurr^jtions required for the

supervisory model also be imposed on internal

models when these are used under Alternative One

(Minimum Capital Stajidard approach) ? To what

degree should results of internal and supervisory

measures be allowed to diverge because of •
.

different assun5>tions regarding non-maturity

deposits, prepayments, or other factors? What

conqpetitive inequities might result if large

differences are allowed?

e. Should some institutions be required to use more

sophisticated internal models to calculate IRR

es^osure if em explicit capital charge for IRR is

established? If so, what type or scope of

activities should trigger such a requirement?

5. Use of OTS Model

The Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS) has adopted an

alternative method for measuring the IRR exposures of

savings associations which differs from that proposed

by the Banking Agencies [see 57 FR 40524, September 3,

1992] . Under the OTS method, savings associations
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report weighted average coupon and weighted maturity

information for various classes of assets, liabilities,

and off -balance-sheet instrviments . For certain

instruments, mortgage- related instruments in

particular, the amount of information reported is

significantly more detailed than that proposed by the

Banking Agencies.

The reported information is used in the OTS Market

Value Model to estimate the cliange in a savings

association's market value under various interest rate

scenarios. The OTS model uses two valuation

methodologies: (1) a static discounted cash flow

amalysis similar to that proposed by the Banking

Agencies, and (2) an option-based pricing model (also

kno%m as an option-adjusted spread or OAS methodology)

for valuing certain assets, such as mortgages and

mortgage-related instruments, that contain embedded

options.

The Bemking Agencies request comment on the following

issues :

a. Should commercial banks with portfolios that are

similar to thrifts or those that are highly

susceptible to IRR be required to use the OTS (or

similar) model and reporting requirements to
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measure IRR in lieu of the proposed supervisory

model?

b. If so, what criteria should the Banking Agencies

use to determine which commercial banks should be

subject to the OTS (or similar) model? .

c. If a bank were required to use the OTS (or

similar) model, should that bank still be allowed

to report the results of an adequate internal
;

model as proposed by the Banking Agencies?

Alternatively, should the requirement to use the

OTS (or similar) model rule out any reporting of

;,?,-?-. the internal model? v-

d. For banks that may be required to use the OTS (or

similar) model, does the OTS reporting format

In^ose significeuat reporting burdens? What

modifications could be made to reduce the burden

if the Banking Agencies decide to use the basic

approach of the OTS model?

*, *: . -'^ h

6. Reporting Requirements

The Bemking Agencies propose to recommend to the FFIEC

a new reporting schedule to provide information better

suited to determining the interest rate exposure of «

v74-907 - 94 - 30
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those institutions that do not meet the exenption

criteria.

a. Does the reporting format currently iinder

consideration, illustrated by Schedule 1, in^jose

significant reporting burdens on non-exen^ted

institutions? What modifications could be made to

reduce the burden?

The Banking Agencies are also considering inplementing

a separate reporting schedule on which ban]cs could

report IRR exposures as measured by their own models.

b. If the Bamking Agencies rely on a baink's internal

model for assessing its IRR, should the bank be

required to report the results of that model each

quarter?

c. Should some or all of the information about the

internal model be treated as confidential?

d. Is the Infoznation requested on Schedule 2

appropriate?

7. Threshold Level

The Bamking Agencies propose to use a threshold level

to determine whether a bank may be taJcing high levels
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of interest rate risk and, thus, need additional

capital for IRR. As proposed, a bank would be viewed

as having a high level of exposure if its measured

exposure indicates a decline in the economic value of

the institution that exceeds 1.0 percent of total

assets. -' • '
." -'^ -w-

...•^, ;u.-:r.':.''-^-
;

•

;''i; ^' ''
\,_

'
"•• - ,r i '. . ..:.. . '

.

a. Is this threshold appropriate?

b. The threshold level is based, in part, on the *

in5)recision of the supervisory model. When more

accurate internal systems are used, and especially

if greater flexibility is permitted regarding the

treatment of non-maturity deposits, should a lower

threshold also be used?

Exemption Test

The Baziking Agencies have proposed a screening test

that would exempt banks from any additional reporting

requirements.

a. Are the exenption criteria reasonable?

b. Does the test adequately safeguard against

exeitpting banks that pose significant risks to the

deposit insurance fund due to IRR?
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c. Since previously exezitpted banJcs may need to be

prepared to report the data if they no longer meet

,. ^ . the exenptlon criteria, does the execution test

significsmtly reduce record-keeping costs?

••' .
' "

d. Is the reporting burden sufficiently onerous to

warremt the reporting expuption?

9. Use of IRR Measure

The Banking Agencies are considering two approaches for

using the proposed measurement system when evaluating

capital adequacy. Under the Minimum Capital Stsmdard

approach, the measurement system would be the primary

determinant in evaluating the need for capital for IRR.

The Risk Assessment approach would use the measurement

system as just one factor in determining the need for

additional capital.

a. Comments are requested on the merits of each of

these approaches.

b. Under the Minimum Capital Standard approach, the

Banking Agencies are proposing that the capital

requirement for IRR be ijiplemented by increasing a

bank's risk-weighted assets by an amount equal to

12.5 times the excess measured esqposure, where

12.5 represents the reciprocal of the 8 percent
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minimum risk-based capital ratio. An alternative

technique would be to directly deduct the amount

of excess measured exposure from Tier 1 or total

capital. The Beuiking Agencies seek comments on

whether the proposed method or the alternative

technique is more appropriate to use in

calculating capital under the Minimum Capital

Steuidard approach. : i

10. Capital Aflaeasment

In determining a bank's capital needs for IRR, the

Banking Agencies seek comment on the following issues:

a. To what extent should examiners have flexibility

when evaluating cm institution's measured IRR

exposure for capital purposes? <<.' .i. ^

b. What consideration should be given to the quality

of a bank's risk management process when

oJ evaluating the bank's IRR? How should this

consideration be incorporated into cm assessment

of capital adequacy?

11. Reporting for Multi-bank Holding Companies

The proposal states that data will be collected and

risk measured for individual banks.
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a. In addition to reviewing individual bank

positions, to what extent should the Banking

Agencies also consider consolidated positions of

the parent holding coiipany or, alternatively, the

aggregate position of only its affiliated banks?

b. What is the extent of the reporting burden

associated with reporting individual bank

positions?

12. Leverage Standard

When announcing regulations to implement section 38 of

FDICIA in September, 1992, the federal banking agencies

stated that they intend to lower or eliminate the

leverage capital component from the risk-based capital

stamdard after that standard has been revised to take

into account interest rate risk and after experience

has been gained with the (modified) standard. Does

either the Minimum Capital Standard approach or the

Risk Assessment approach provide an adequate basis for

reconsidering the need for the leverage standard?

Would the basis for removing that stajidard be stronger

under one approach them the other?

REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY ACT STATEMENT

Each agency has concluded after reviewing the

proposed regulations that the regulations, if adopted, will
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not impose a significant economic hardship on small

institutions. The proposal does not necessitate the '

development of sophisticated recordkeeping or reporting

systems by small institutions nor will small institutions

need to seek out the expertise of specialized accountants,

lavi^yers, or managers in order to comply with the regulation.

Each agency therefore hereby certifies pursuant to section

605b of the Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. 605b) that

the proposal, if adopted, will not have a significant ,.

-
.

economic impact on a substantial number of small entities

within the meaning of the Regulatory Flexibility Act

(5 U.S.C. 601 et seq.). . .- .

' r

Executive Order 12291 ':
^

The Con^troller of the Currency has preliminarily

determined that proposed regulation may be a "major rule"

within the meaning of Executive Order 12291. Accordingly,

the OCC has prepared a Preliminary Regulatory Intact

Analysis.

The objectives of the proposed regulation are to

ensure that banks: (1) Hold capital consistent with the

level of IRR in their portfolios so as to reduce the

incidence of bank failures and claims upon the Bank

Insurance Fund (BIF) ; (2) effectively measure cind monitor

their IRR exposures; and (3) consider both interest rate and

credit risks in making investment sind lending decisions.
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This proposed rule implements section 305(b) (1) (A) (i) of

FDICIA and is consistent with those requirements.

A nximber of benefits can be expected to accrue

from the proposed regulation. These include: (1) Either an

increase in bank capital or a reduction in IRR for those

banks with high levels of IRR; (2) a reduction in the

incentive for banks to substitute IRR for credit risk; and

(3) an increase in the awareness among banks of the need to

measure and manage IRR. A number of costs can be expected

to accrue from the proposed regulation. These include: (1)

Direct compliance costs; (2) supervisory costs; and (3)

costs associated with the impact of the rule on bank

behavior.

The Regulatory Impact Analysis is based on

preliminary and limited data that make it difficult to

estimate the impact of this rule. This difficulty arises

from the lack of sufficient data to accurately estimate

which banks may be found to have high IRR exposures under

the proposal, the cunount of capital those banks may need,

and the complexities of trying to estimate how banks may

change their behavior in response to the proposed rule.

The OCC seeks to issue a final rule that will meet

its objectives at the least possible net cost to the

economy. The OCC invites Commenters to provide any data

they may have on the costs and benefits of this proposal

with regard to the management of IRR at bcmking

organizations, the intact on bank capital levels emd on the
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pricing, selection and offering of products and investments

by banks, and on any direct costs that banks may incur as

the result of the proposed rule.

-

Copies of the Preliminary Regulatory Impact

Analysis may be obtained by writing to the following

address: IRR Impact Statement, Mail Stop 9-16, ,

Communications Division, Office of the Comptroller of the

Currency, 250 E Street, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20219. . "-'

List of Subjects

12 CFR Part 3

Administrative practice and procedure. Capital risk.

National banks, Reporting euid recordkeeping requirements.

12 CFR Part 208

Accounting, Agriculture, Banks, bamking. Confidential

business information. Currency, Reporting and recordkeeping

requirements. Securities.

12 CFR 325

Bank deposit insurance. Banks, bamking. Capital

adequacy. Reporting amd recordkeeping requirements. Savings

associations. State noiuneinber banks.
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COMPTROLLER OP THE CPRRKWCY

Authority and Issuance

For the reasons set out In the joint preamble, part 3

of chapter I of title 12 of the Code of Federal Regulations

Is proposed to be amended as set forth below.

PART 3--MINIUDM CAPITAL RATIOS} ISSUANCE OF DIRECTIVES

1. The authority citation for part 3 continues to read

as follows:

AUTHORITY: 12 U.S.C. 93a, 161, 1818, 1828 (n) , 1828

note, 1831n note, 3907 and 3909.

ALTERNATIVB ONE (KINIKDU CAPITAL STAITOARD APPROACH) FOR

APPENDIX A AND B TO PART 3 --RISK-BASED CAPITAL GUIDELIHBS

2. In appendix A, section 4 is amended by revising

paragraph (b)(1), redesignating paragraphs (b)(2) and (b)(3)

as paragraphs (b) (3) and (b) (4), respectively, and by adding

a new paragraph (b) (2) to read as follo%ra:

SectJgn 4. Implementation. Tranaitton Rules, and

Target Ratios.

*****
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(b) (1) Each national banJc noist maintain a minimum ratio

of total capital (after deductions) to risk-weighted assets

(adjusted for interest rate risk) of 8.0%.

(b) (2) If a bank is required to maintain additional

capital for interest rate risk e3q>osure, as determined in

accordcmce with appendix B to part 3, risk-weighted assets

must be increased by an amount equal to 12.5 times the

dollar amovint of the additional capital rec[uirement for

interest rate risk, before determining the minimum ratio of

total capital to risk-weighted assets specified in section .

4(b) (1) of this appendix A. s ^^y^,, -,

3. A new appendix B is added to part 3 after appendix

A to read as follows:
, .. , ^ ^.

Appandix B- -Interest Rata ftlsk Coaponent

' '- Section 1. Purpose. Definitions, and ApplicabilitY of

Guidelines. ^ -. . , -_ ^ . . .:•
,-

(a) Purpose . This appendix B explains precisely how

the Interest rate risk e3q>08ure of a bank is to be measured

for the purposes of determining conpliauice with the capital

adequacy requirements. ,f ..:-;5- ,:. . t
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(b) Definitions . For the purpose of this appendix B,

the following definitions apply:

(1) Excess measured exposure means the dollar amount of

measured exposure to interest rate risk in excess of the

supervisory threshold. This eunount represents the amount of

interest rate risk against which the bank roust maintain

capital .

(2) Interest rate scenarios means the specified chamges

in market interest rates used in calculating a bank's

measured exposure.

(3) Measured exposure means the estimated dollar

decline in the net economic value of the toaak. in response to

a potential change in market interest rates iinder the

specified Interest rate scenarios, as determined pursuant to

either the supervisory measure or the bank's internal

measure. When the supervisory measure is used to calculate

the bsmk's measured ejq>osure, pursuant to section 4 of this

appendix B, a bank's measured exposure is derived by

calculating the beuik's net risk-weighted position.

(4) Mortgage derivative products meems Interest -only

and principal -only stripped mortgage-backed securities (lOs

and POs) , tramches of collateralized mortgage obligations

(CMOS) and real estate mortgage investment conduits
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(REMICs) , CMO and REMIC residual securities, and other

instruments having the same characteristics as these

securities. •:_;-; . ' . -: ; '. -

. (5) Net economic value of the bank means the net

present value of its assets minus the net present value of

its liabilities plus the net present value of its off-

balance-sheet instruments.

. (6) Net risk-weighted position means the sum of all

risk-weighted positions of a bank's assets, liabilities and

off-balance sheet items. For the purposes of the

supervisory measure, this n\imber represents the amount by

which the net economic value of the bcmk is estimated to

chcmge in response to a potential change in market interest

rates xinder the specified interest rate scenarios.

,,.(7) Nonmaturity deposits mean demand deposit accounts

(DDAs) , money market deposit accounts (MMDAs) , savings

accoxints, and negotiable order of withdrawal accoiints

(NOWs) . . ...^.

(8) Notional principal aimount meeins the total dollar

amount upon which a contract is based. ::::>- .

(9) Supervisory threshold means 1% of a bemk's total

assets.
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(c) Applicability and exempti on for institutions with

low risk . (1) All national banks are sxibject to the

requirements of this appendix B and must calculate their

excess measured exposure as required by the supervisory

model or by an internal measure, pursuant to sections 4 or 9

of this appendix B, unless:

(i) The total notional principal amount of the bank's

off-balance sheet interest rate contracts is less than 10%

of total assets, ajid

(ii) 15% of the sum of fixed- euid floating- rate loans

euad securities that mature or reprice beyond 5 years is less

them 30% of total capital.

(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (c) (1) of this section,

the OCC may require a bank to meet the requirements of this

appendix B if compliance is necessary to ensure the capital

adequacy of the bcuik.

Section 2, Capital Requirement for Interest Rate Risk .

A bank shall maintain capital for interest rate risk in

an eunount equal to the bank's excess measured exposure. The

amount of capital required for interest rate risk is in

addition to the amount of capital required by appendix A of
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this part 3. Compliance shall be determined as specified in

section 4 (b) (2) of appendix A.

Section 3. Specified Interest Rate Scenarios.

For the purpose of calculating a bank's measured

exposure, under either the supervisory measure or an

internal measure, the bank shall use both a rising and

falling interest rate scenario based on an instantaneous

uniform 200 basis point parallel change in market interest

rates at all maturities. The interest rate scenarios, with

the accompanying risk weights, are provided in Table 1 of

section 7 of this appendix B. The OCC may modify the

specified interest rate scenarios as appropriate considering

historical and current interest rate levels, interest rate

volatilities and other relevant market and supervisory •-.

considerations.
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Risk Weights Table 1

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Amortizing Instruments
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Section 4. Supervisory Meaanrp.

(a) Use of gupervisorv measure. Except as provided by

section 9 of this appendix B, a bank's measured exposure to

interest rate risk must be calculated pursuant to the

supervisory measure as specified by sections 5 through 8 of

this appendix B.

(b) Overview of interest rate risk calculation . The

calculation of a beuik's measured exposure generally requires

the following steps:'

(1) The bemk's assets, liabilities, and off-balance

sheet contracts must be assigned to the appropriate balemce

sheet categories based on the instrument's cash flow

characteristics. ^
- .-

,- .;.,
-

(2) Within each balemce sheet category, each asset,

liability or off-balouice sheet contract must be assigned to

the appropriate time band generally based on each

instr\iment's remaining maturity or next repricing date.

(3) Balemces within each time band are multiplied by

the appropriate risk weight to produce a risk-weighted

position for each interest rate scenario. 'v

'The calculations for the rising and falling interest
rate scenarios are illustrated in Table 2 and Tsible 3,

respectively.
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(4) All risk-weighted positions are summed to produce a

net risk-weighted position for each interest rate scenario

which is the basis for determining the bank's measured

exposure to interest rate risk.

Section 5. Balance Sheet Categories.

All assets, lieibilities, and off-balarce sheet

positions must be assigned to one of the following interest

rate risk balance-sheet categories, as appropriate:

(a) Adjustabl e- rate assets. Adjustable -rate mortgage

loans and adjustable -rate mortgage securities.

(b) Amortizing fixed- rate loans and securities . Fixed-

rate mortgage securities, and asset -backed securities;

fixed- rate mortgage loeins, consumer loeuis and other

instruments that involve scheduled periodic sunortization of

principal, except for mortgage derivative products.

(c) High-risk mortgage securities . Any mortgage

derivative product that at the time of purchase or at amy

subsequent date:

(1) Has em expected weighted average life greater than

10 years; or
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(2) Has an expected weighted average life that:

(i) Extends by more them 4 years, assuming an immediate

and sustained parallel shift in the yield curve of plus 300

basis points; or _ .. .!_

(ii) Shortens by more than 6 years, assuming an

immediate and sustained parallel shift in the yield curve of

minus 300 basis points; or — - ~ -

(3) Has a change in price of greater thaua 17%, assuming

an immediate and sustained parallel shift in the yield curve

of plus or minus 300 basis points.

(d) Zero- or low- coupon assets . Securities with either

no periodic interest payments or stated coupons of 2% or

lower.

(e) Trading account items. Trading account assets and

related off-balance sheet instruments.

(f) All other aaaeta. All other interest -sensitive

instnunents, which are assumed to involve scheduled periodic

payments of interest emd the payment of principal at

maturity amd all mortgage derivative products that are not

high-risk mortgage securities. «-- a^, -. .
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(g) Liabilities . All deposits and all nondeposit

liabilities whose values are sensitive to movements in

interest rates.

(h) Off-balance sheet items . Interest -rate contracts

including swaps, forvrards, options, and futures cmd

mortgage-related fixed- rate commitments and other off-

balance sheet derivative instriiments whose value depends on

the value of an underlying asset or index with amortizing

characteristics

Section 6. Time Bands

(a) Assignment of item balances . The balance of each

asset, liability, cmd off-balance sheet item within each

balcmce sheet category, as specified in section 5 of this

appendix B, must be assigned to one of the following time

bands according to the remaining maturity or next repricing

date of the asset, liability, or off-balance sheet item:

(1) Less than or equal to 3 months;

(2) Greater than 3 months and less than or equal to

12 months;

(3) Greater than 1 year and less than or equal to 3

years ;

(4) Greater than 3 years and less than or equal to 5

years ;
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(5) Greater than 5 years and less than or equal to 10

years;
=• ' - •••-•—

(6) Greater than 10 years and less tham or equal to 20

years;

(7) Greater than 20 years.

(b) Ppmainina niaMiritv and repricing date . (1)

General . Except for certain mortgage derivative products

and nonmaturity deposits, the remaining maturity of an

asset, liability, or off-balance sheet item generally is

determined by the remaining time before maturity, or the
•

next actual or potential repricing date, associated with the

outstanding principal or notional principal amount as

specified by contract or agreement.

(2) gpmaining inaMiritv and repricing date for mortq^qg

ri>^rivative products . (i) For mortgage derivative products,

other than for high-risk mortgage securities, the current

expected average life must be used instead of the remaining

time before maturity or the next act\ial or potential

repricing date. For high-risk mortgage securities, a bank's

own estimate of the change in market value under the

specified interest rate scenario is to be used. However, if

this information is not available from the bank, the OCC

will determine the appropriate treatment for maturity and

repricing.

•sot *."r.'-i

f-j .'Jii^J
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(ii) The current expected average life of a mortgage
derivative product is to be determined by the management of
the bank. All underlying assumptions, such as prepayment

assumptions, used in detennining the current expected

average life of these instruments must be reasonable and
will be subject to OCC review.

^^^ Reinaininq mabur^^Y ^pd rgnrir^j ng da^P f^j-

ngnromrirY d^rOHirR . Notwithstanding paragraph (b) (1) of

this section, the remaining maturity and repricing date for

nonmaturity deposits is determined by the management of the
bank based on its own assunptions and experience, subject to
the following conditions:

(i) The remaining maturity and repricing date for DDAs
and MMDAs may not exceed 3 years, with a maximum of 40% of
these balances in the -greater than l year but less than or

equal to 3 years" time band;

(ii) The remaining maturity and repricing date for

savings and NOW account balances may not exceed 5 years,
with a maximum of 40% of the total of these balances in the

"greater than 3 years but less than or equal to 5 years-
time band; cmd

(iii) All assumptions used by the bank in determining
the remaining maturity and repricing date for nonmaturity
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deposits must be reasonable and are subject to review by the

OCC.

fipgfcion 7,
,

P^B^g Weights . The risk weights estimate

the sensitivity of the present value of each asset,

liability, and off-balance sheet item within each balance

sheet category and time band under a rising and falling

interest rate scenario. These risk weights are provided in

Table 1. The risk-weighted positions for all assets,

liabilities, and off-balance sheet items must be calculated

by multiplying all assets, liabilities, and off-balance

sheet items as specified according to balance sheet category

and time hand, by the corresponding risk weight as

illustrated in Table 2 (rising interest rate scenario) and

Table 3 (falling interest rate scenario).
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Interest Rate Risk Worksheet (200 Basis Point Rising Rate Scenario)
DRAFT Table 2

REPORTING INSTmmON: Simple Bank D^jj 123 1 /92
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Interest Rate Risk Worksheet (200 Basis Point Declining Rate Scenario)

DRAFT ^^^^^ ^

REPORTING INSTTTimON: Sample Bank

S Thousands

I INTEREST-SENSITTVE ASSETS

1 ARMi.FRMj.1
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3. Total OflT-Balvioe-Sheet Poamoni
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Nd PoBition/ Aoett

Date: 1231/92
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Section 8. Calculation of Excess Measured Exposure.

(a) Calculation of net risk-weiohted position. The net

risk-weighted position must be calculated for both the

rising interest rate scenario and the falling interest rate

scenario. The net risk-weighted position for the rising

interest rate scenario is calculated by summing the risk-

weighted positions for all assets, lialsilities, and off-

balance sheet items, as derived in Table 2 of this appendix

B. The net risk-weighted position for the falling interest

rate scenario is calculated by summing the risk-weighted

positions for all assets, liabilities, and off-balance sheet

items, as derived in Table 3 of this appendix B. In

mathematical terms the calculation for the net risk-weighted

position is (Assets x Risk Weights) + (Liabilities x Risk

Weights) + (Off -Balance-Sheet Positions x Risk Weight) ^- Net

Risk-Weighted Position.

(b) Calculation of measured exposure to interest rates.

The bank's net risk-weighted positions \inder the rising

interest rate scenario and the falling interest rate

scenario represent the beuik's measured exposures to interest

rate risk. If the barnk's net risk-weighted position is

positive \inder both of the interest rate scenarios, then the

bemk's measured exposure is set to zero. If the bank's net

risk-weighted position is negative under one or both of the
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interest rate scenarios, then the bamk's measured exposure

is equal to the larger decline in the net economic value of

the bauik under the two interest rate scenarios.

'"*'"'' " * >

(c) Calculation of excess meamired exposure. The

baulk's excess measured exposure is the positive difference

of the absolute dollar amount of the measured exposure minus

the dollar amount of the supervisory threshold. In

mathematical-tenns the calculation for a bank's excess

measured exposure is Measured Exposure - (Total Assets x ' '''^

.01). If the amount of the supervisory threshold is greater

theui the measured exposure, then the excess measured

e3q)osure is zero. •av. -

Section 9. Internal Measure.

The OCC may permit or require a bank to use an internal

measure developed or acquired by the bank to determine its

measured exposure instead of the supervisory measure where

the OCC deems that such internal measure is acceptable.

(a) Acceptedale internal measure . Factors that the OCC

will consider in determining whether to permit a bank to use

em internal measure include:

(1) Whether the assumptions suid structure of the

supervisory measure accurately reflect the beuik's assets,
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liabilities, and off-balance sheet positions, and whether

the internal measure provides a more precise measurement of

the changes in the net economic value of the bank than the

supervisory measure;

(2) Whether the internal measure makes use of generally

accepted techniques in estimating measured ejqposure;

(3) Whether the internal measure is approprlat:; to the

nature and scope of the activities of the bemk; and

(4) Whether the internal measure provides an adequate

indication of the exposure of the institution to Interest

rate risk in all material respects.

, (b) Required use of internal measure. The OCC may

require a bank for the purposes of con^)liance with the

requirements of this appendix B to use eui existing Internal

measure where the OCC determines that:

(1) The supervisory measure does not adequately

characterize the interest rate risk of the bcuik's positions;

and

(2) The use of the supervisory measure would materially

misrepresent the bemk's actual Interest rate risk exposure.
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(c) interest Rate Scenario . Where a bank is either

permitted or required to use an internal measure, the

internal measure must incorporate the saune interest rate

scenarios used by the supervisory measure as specified in

section 3 in this appendix B.

Section 10. intpjemgntatlgn-

The requirements of this appendix B are applicable to

all national bcmks after December 31, 1994.

ALTEItKATIVE TWO (RISK ASSESSMENT APPROACH) FOR PART 3 --RISK-

BASED CAPITAL GOIDELIKES

4. In § 3.10, paragraph (d) is amended by removing the

phrase "interest rate risk, ; paragraphs (e) , (f ) , (g) , (h) ,

and (i) are redesignated as paragraphs as (f ) , (g) , (h) ,

(i) , and (j), respectively; and new paragraph (e) is added

to read as follows:

i 3.10 Applicability.

*****
(e) A bemk with significant interest rate risk

exposure ;
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This signature page relates to the Joint Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking titled Risk-Based Capital Standards:

Interest Rate Risk, Office of the Con^troller of the

Currency. Department of the Treasury, Docket Number 93-11.

OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

T^rfz Eugene A. Ludwig X
"*^

Con?)troller of the Currency
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FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM ^

Authority and Issuamce

For the reasons set out in the joint preamble, part 208

of chapter II of title 12 of the Code of Federal Regulations

is proposed to be amended as set forth below.

PART 208 --MEMBERSHIP OP STATE BAHKNG INSTITOTIOHS IN THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

1. The authority citation for part 208 continues to

read as follovrs: .
^

, , ^^.

Authority: 12 U.S.C. 36, 248(a), 248(c), 321-338, 461,

481-486, 601, 611, 1814, 1823 (j), 3105, 3310, 3331-3351, and

3906-3909; 15 U.S.C. 78b, 781(b), 781(g), 781(i), :^' v

78o-4(c)(5), 78q, 78q-l, and 78w. -- :: .^- ^^

ALTERHATIVB ONE (MIHIMDM CAPITAL STANDARD APPROACH) FOR

APPENDIX A TO PART 208- -CAPITAL ADEQUACY GUIDELINES FOR

STATE MBI*«gg BANlCSt RISK-BASED MEASURE

-' set?: ^ss^~;_,, -...-

2. Section III of appendix A to part 208 is amended

by revising the first undesignated paragraph of
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paragraph A, and by adding new paragraph F. to

read as follows:

Appendix A to Part 208- -Capital Adequacy Guidelines for

State Member Banks s Risk-Based Measure

*****

III. * *

A. * * *

Assets and credit -equivalent amounts of off-balance-sheet

items of state member banks are assigned to one of several

broad risk categories, according to the obligor, or, if

relevant, the guarantor or the nature of the collateral.

The aggregate dollar value of the amount in each category is

then multiplied by the risk weight associated with that

category. In addition, a credit equivalent amount of each

bank's excess measured exposure to interest rate risk is

calculated. The weighted values from each of the risk

categories and the credit equivalent amount for interest

rate risk are added together, smd this sum is the bsmk's

total weighted- risk assets that cooprise the denominator of

the risk-based capital ratio. Attachment I provides a

sanple calculation.

\
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**'"'

p ,

Tnterepr ^^^^ ^^^^

Credit equivalent amounts for interest rate risk are

calculated by multiplying a bank's excess measured exposure

to interest rate risk by 12.5.

1 . ppfinitions

-rf
-

(i) fi^n^^s, meaPVT*'^ exposure means the dollar

-i ;i;i ' ^ii: ajnount of measured exposure to interest rate

? ; risk in excess of the supervisory threshold.

(ii) yi^^pnT-ort P^osure means the estimated dollar

decline in the net economic value of the bank

jc 7.--^ Ja.^ u^t under the specified interest rate scenario,

as determined pursuant to either a

supervisory measure or, where the Board deems

appropriate, the bank's internal measure of

interest rate exposure. When the supervisory

measure is used to calculate the bank's

measured exposure pursuant to paragraph

(2) (i) , a bank's measured eaqposure is derived

by calculating the bank's net risk-weighted

•- "

position, as described in part I.A. of

attachment VZII.

74-907 - 94 - 31
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(iii) Net economic value of a hanv means the net

. present value of its assets minus the net

present value of its liabilities plus the net

present value of its off -balance -sheet

instruments.

^i^) Net risk-weiahtPti poaitinn means the sum of

all risk-weighted positions of a bank's

assets, liabilities and off -balsmce- sheet

items. For purposes of the supervisory

measure, this number represents the amount by

which the net economic value of the bank is

estimated to change in response to a

potential chamge in market interest rates

under the specified interest rate scenarios.

(V) Supervisorv thrpahn^^ means the equivalent of

1 percent of the bemk's total assets.

2. Exemption for bank-a ylth low rH hV

(i) In genera].. Except as provided in paragraph

2.(i), a state member bank's excess measured exposure

shall be calculated pursuant to this section unless:

a. The total notional principal amount of

the bamk's off-balamce-sheet interest
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rate contracts is less than 10% of total

_ .-.: ^ s assets; auad ,.

b. 15 percent of the sxjxn of fixed- eind

floating -rate loans and securities that

mature or reprice beyond 5 years is less

.,- tham 30 percent of total capital;

(ii) niwrretion of tihe Board. The Board may

require the calculation of a bank's excess

^^. : -:- measured eaqjosure if the Board determines

. i ;. that such calculation is necessary to assess

5jc.*^ = -i the capital adequacy of the bank.

3^^: Measured pxposure. ,: :-^

(i) SunerviaorY measure . Except as provided in

paragraph 3.(ii), a bank's measured exposure

.5.U/
' to interest rate risk shall be calculated

pursuant to the supervisory measure set forth

in attachment VIII to this appendix.

-f

(ii) Use of Internal Measure. During each

^^?. ; examination, or at the request of a bank, the

Board will examine any internal measure of

interest rate risk. If the bank's internal

measure is acceptable to the Board in its
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sole discretion, then the bank's measure may

be used in place of the supervisory model in

determining the bank's excess measured

e^osure .

(iii) Acceptable internal meaaurp. m determining

whether a beuak's internal measure of exposure

to interest rate risk is acceptable, the

Board will consider:

a. Whether the assun^jtions auid structure of

the supervisory measure accurately

reflect the beuik's assets, liabilities,

and off -balemce- sheet positions, and

whether the internal measure provides a

more precise measurement of the change

in economic value of the bank;

b. Whether the internal measure mcUces use

of generally accepted techniques in

estimating measured exposure;

c. Whether the internal measure is

appropriate to the nature and scope of

the beuik's activities; and
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d. Whether the internal measure provides an

adequate indication of the exposure of

the bamk to interest rate risk in all

material respects.

(iv) PPTTiiremf»nf to uqp internal measure. The

>>. \ . Board may require that a bank use its

existing internal measure for the purposes of

::i (Ji this section if the Board determines that the

internal measure represents the bank's

-
positions more accurately than the

supervisory model.

• -^

(V) TntPrpgt ratP Hcenario. Measured exposure

will be estimated for a specified chamge in

:i^-.^^_ -j the level of market interest rates, as

provided in attachment VIII. This change

will be a uniform increase of 2 percentage

points (200 basis points) in market interest

rates at all maturities.

3. - Attachment I to Appendix A to part 208 is revised

as follows: ''t, y -L'fi 'J^'/;- :.

Attachment I -- San5>le Calculation of Risk-Based Capital

Ratio for State Member Banks
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Example of a bank with $6,000 in total capital and the

following assets and off-balance-sheet items.

Balance sheet aaaets

Cash $ 5,000

U.S. Treasuries 20,000

Balemces at domestic banks '5,000

Loans secured by first liens on 1- to 4- family

residential properties 5,000

Loans to private corporations 65.000

Total Balsmce-Sheet Assets ^ $100,000

Off -balance- sheet items

Stamdby letters of credit (SLCs) backing general -

obligation debt issues of U.S. municipalities

(GOs) $ 10,000

Long-term legally binding commitments to private
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corporations 20. OOP

Total Off -Balemce- Sheet Items -; $ 30,000

Interest Rate Risk (IRR)

Excess measured es^osure to IRR $ 2,000

This bank's total capital to total assets (leverage) ratio

would be:
A.:--;..i ^.

($6,000/$100,000) - 6.00%

To coir5)ute the bank's risk-weighted assets-- . . -.

1. Con^jute the credit -equivalent amount of each off-

balamce- sheet (OBS) item.

Credit .. j>j.-

OBS Face Conversion Equivalent

I^£m V^lue Factor Amount

SLCs backing municipal

GOs $10,000 1.00 - $10,000
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Long- term commitments

to private

corporations $20,000 * 0.50 - $10,000

2. Conpute the credit -equivalent amount of excess measured

exposure to IRR.

Credit

Excess Measured Conversion Equivalent

EXPOSWre £a££i2£ Amount

$2,000 • 12.5 - $25,000

3. t4ultiply each balance-sheet asset and the credit

equivalent amount of each OBS item an^ excess measured

eoqjosure to IRR by the appropriate risk weight.

Credit
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Cash $ 5,000

U.S. Treasuries 20.000

$ 25,000 - $

20% category

Balances at

domestic bemJcs $ 5,000 . , ..: -r ',

Credit-equivalent ; t "^. r

amounts of SLCs .
^:"<:^

backing GOs of U.S.

municipalities 10. 000

$ 15,000 0.20 - $ 3,000

50% eatgaory

Loans secured by ^- t - ; *

first liens on 1- ^

to 4- family

residential

properties $ 5,000 0.50 - $ 2,500

100% catfeanry
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Loans to private

corporations $ 65,000

Credit - equivalent

eunounts of long-

term commitments

to private

corporations 10,000

Credit - equivalent

aunount of excess

measured exposure

to IRR 25.000

$100,000 1.00 - SIOO.OOO

Total Risk-Weighted Assets $105,500

This bcuik's ratio of total capital to weighted- risk assets

(risk-based capital ratio) would be:

($6,000/$105,500) - 5.69%
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ALTESMATIVB TWO (KZSX ASSESSMENT APPROACH) FOR APPENDIX A TO

PART 208- -CAPITAL ASBQOACT GUISBLIHBS FOR STATE MBSBER

BANKS I RISK-BASED MEASURE

^ 4. The sixth undesignated paragraph of section I of

appendix A to Part 208 is amended by adding the words "and

interest rate risk, considering the bank's measured excess

exposure to interest rate risk (as determined pursuant to

attachment VIII) and other relevant factors" to the end of

the first sentence.

2. Appendix A to Part 208 is amended by adding
'

Attachment VIII as follows:

;jt;<s.u Hj.,:•.(.; :

\V ,.'•> \t' J } :;^r,,-...(.;:. -.:-•_ VCj, -^^IJa 3 :'

:t;j ••
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ATTACHMENT VIII

REGULATION H, APPENDIX A

Measurement of Interest Rate Risk

for State Member Banks

I. Supervisory Measure

A. Measured Exposure to Interest Rates

A bank's measured exposure to Interest rate risk is

derived by calculating the bouik's net risk-weighted position

under two interest rate scenarios, a rise in interest rates

and a fall in Interest rates. If the bank's net risk-

weighted position is positive under both scenarios, then the

bank's measured exposure would be equal to zero. If the

bank's net risk-weighted position is negative under one or

both of the scenarios, then the bank's measured exposure

would be equal to the larger decline in the net economic

value of the bank xinder the two scenarios.

B. Calculation of Net Risk-Weiahted Position

A bomk's net risk-weighted position is calculated by

multiplying its assets, liabilities, emd off -balance-sheet

positions by the appropriate risk weight for each scenario.

The sum of the weighted values represents the net risk-
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weighted position or the dollar atmount by which the bank's

net economic value is estimated to change in response to

each scenario.

. The calculation is: (Assets x Risk Weights) -

(Liabilities x Risk Weights) + ( Off-Balamce- Sheet Positions

X Risk Weight) - Net Risk Weighted Position. The resulting

number is expressed as a percent of total assets and is the

primary quamtitative measure that would be used to evaluate

a bank's measured ejq^osure to IRR.

1. Risk Weights . For use in supervisory calculation of a

bank's interest rate risk, reported asset, liability smd

off -balemce- sheet positions will be multiplied by

corresponding risk weights. The risk-weights estimate the

sensitivity of the present value of each position to the

specified interest rate scenario. The supervisory risk

weights apply general assunptions regarding coupon rates and

other characteristics of the \inderlying assets, liabilities,

and off -balance-sheet instruments. Table 1 shows the risk

weights developed for a 200 basis point parallel rise and

fall in interest rates.
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Risk Weights Table 1

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Amortizing Instruments
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2. Reported Assets. Liabilities, and Of f -Balance-Sheet

Positions . Assets, liabilities, and off-balance-sheet

positions will be reported within the appropriate category

and time band based on their remaining maturity, next

repricing, average life, or other means as directed below.

:? ,'.>:•
•

.; :
'

'^•:>..-i
''

-.' '.'.{ ,-:,,•

Ci Suinmarv of Asset. Liability , and Of f -Balance-Sheet

Categories ;-;
' V

1. Adiustablp-Rate Assets . Adjustable- rate mortgage loans

and adjustable -rate mortgage securities.

2. Amortizing Fixed- rate Loans and Securities. Fixed- rate

mortgage securities, and asset -backed securities; fixed- rate

mortgage loeuis, consumer loans amd other instrviments that

involve scheduled periodic eunortization of principal.

3. gero- or Low-Coupon Assets . Securities with either no

periodic interest payments or stated coupons of 2 percent or

lower. .;> ; -',.. ^-^ :. ., r^-.mnr'y,i

4. Trading Account Items . Trading account assets emd

related off -balaince- sheet positions. i

5. High- risk Mortgage Security. Mortgage derivative

products that, at the time of purchase or at any subsequent

time, that:
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(a) Have sm expected weighted average life greater than

10.0 years; or

(b) Have an expected weighted average life that:

(i) Extends by more than 4.0 years, assuming am

immediate and sustained parallel shift in the

yield curve of plus 300 basis points; or

(ii) Shortens by more than 6.0 years, assuming an

immediate and sustained parallel shift in the

yield curve of minus 300 basis points; or

(c) Has a change in price of greater them 17 percent,

assuming an immediate sustained shift in the yield

curve of plus or minus 300 basis points.

6. All Other Assets . All other interest -sensitive

instruments, which are assumed to involve scheduled periodic

payments of interest and the payment of principal at

maturity.

7. Liabilities . All deposits smd all non-deposit

liabilities whose values arie sensitive to movements in

interest rates.
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8. nff-R;,i;.nre-gbppt-- Items. (1) Interest rate contracts,

including swaps, forwards, options, and futures; (2)

mortgage related fixed- rate commitments and other off-

balance -sheet derivative instruments whose value depends on

the value of an underlying asset or index with amortizing

characteristics .

gnmmarv of TSmP Int erval g for MaturJtV ST\<i Rgprj-Cinq

Assets, liabilities and off-balance-sheet items are

assigned (in part or in total) to one of seven maturity

ranges:

Up to 3 Months,

3 to 12 Months ,

1 to 3 Years, ^ ^.

3 to 5 Years, : 7

5 to 10 Years,

10 to 20 Years, .^ . ;-=

Greater than 20 years.

E. giimmarv of Maturity and Repricing

1. MaMiritv and Repricing -- In General- Except for

mortgage derivative products and nonmaturity deposits, the

remaining maturity of an asset, liability, or off-balance-

sheet item is determined by the remaining time before
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maturity, or next actual or potential repricing date,

associated with the outstanding principal or notional

balances as specified by contract or agreement.

2. Maturity and Repricing for Mortgage Derivative

Products .

(a) Use of Expected Average Life. Maturity and

repricing for mortgage derivative products other

them high-risk mortgage securities will be defined

as their current expected average life as

determined by bank management.' Maturity and

repricing of 'high- risk" mortgage derivative

products may be estimated by bank maiaagement.

Otherwise, maturity and repricing of such products

will be assumed to be in the "Greater Than 20

Years" time beuid.

(b) Mortgage Derivative Products Defined . Mortgage

derivative products are defined as interest -only

and principal -only stripped mortgage -backed

securities (lOs and POs) , tranches of

' All underlying assumptions used in calculating the
average life of these instruments must be reasonable emd
available for examiner review. For example, if an
institution's prepayment assun^tions differ significantly from
the mediein prepayment assumptions of several major dealers as
selected by examiners, the examiners may use these c^dian
prepayment assumptions in determining the appropriate average
life of the instrument.
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collateralized mortgage obligations (CMOs) and

real estate mortgage investment conduits (REMICs) ,

CMO emd REMIC residual securities emd other

instruments having the same characteristics as

these securities.

Maturity and Repricing for Nonmaturitv Deposits.

(a) Management determination of repricing and

maturity . Repricing and maturity for nonmaturity

deposits is determined by bank management based on

its own assunptions and experience, subject to the

following constraints:

(i) Repricing and maturity for DDAs and MMDAs may

not exceed three years, with a meiximum of 40%

of these balauaces in the "1-3 year" time

bemd; aind

(ii) Repricing and maturity for savings and NOW

account balances may not exceed five years,

with a maximum of 40% of the total of these

balances in the "3-5 year" time band.

(b) Nonmaturitv depoaitH. Nonmaturity deposits are

defined as demand deposit accounts (DDAs) , money

market deposit accounts (MMDAs) , savings accounts.
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and negotiable order of withdrawal accounts

(NOWs) .

^- Exarolfi Qf the Inrpreat Rat-A PH ak Meaanro

Table 2 is an interest rate risk worksheet that illustrates
the method by which a bank's Net Risk-Weighted Position is

calculated.
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Interest Rate Risk Worksheet (200 Basis Point Rising Rate Scenario)
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Table 2

REPORTING INSim/nON: Swnple Bank

SThauunili

I DflSlEST-SENSnTVE ASSETS

I AltMs.FKMi.1

(i)Upu>i

(c)llolrHn

(d)]toSina>

(c) S ts 10 inn
(OlOtolOjnn

(I)araurllm20ll

3- Zoo or low eoi^icn MCUTtia

(•) Up to 3 1

(b) 1 lo 12

(e) I la 3 Jim
(d) } ID S y««i

(c)JU>IO)Mn

(OlOtoSOjMi
<2) OnUT thn 20 yctft

] •AUotho'Mcwnia.knvAndiaSlona
(i1Upu]i

(b13u>I2l

(c. 1 lo 3 jnvi

(4) 1 to S )«•
(c)StolOrein

(010lo20ina

()Qnaa IliK 20 yen
4 Kglwuk BORglV "^'^^^

(i) Sclf-rcpotiat

(b) Rjsk vnshttng

5. Tottl hutol-SattitiTC AMCtt i.

n. ALL OTHER ASSETS

m. TOTAL Assets

rv INiaiEST-SENSinvE LlABttJUES

1 Non-loBlMltjr dqioBU. tt«« d«poiltl Bid •iH echo*

(I) Up ID 3 1

(b)3lDl2i

WIBSy
(<1)3id5,

(e)SlDlOy

(I) 10 to 20 y

(l) OnMcr thm 20 y«vi

2. Teal bunM-SoKtm LiriiilitiK

V NOaNTEKEST-SENSmVELIABILmSS
VI TOTAL UABniHES
Vn. EQUTTY CAPTTAL

Vm. OFT-BALANCE-SBEET POSmONS

(•)Upto3o

(b)3tol2o

(c)lto3y

(d)3<o5j

(e)Stol0)>

(I)l0ls20y

(g) OteMs thn 20 yon
1 MortMB aid othff ^ratiani CBrtnctt

(•)Upto3D

(b)3tol2i

(e)ltoJy

(4) 3 to S y

(c)StolOy

(010lo30y«n

(l) OnMer Itai 20 ycHi

) Tool O0r-SalB»-SliMIPoum

NO RlA WaiNad PooBon

Due: 12/31/92

fAI
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II. Internal Measure

A state member bank's internal measure for interest

rate risk will be evaluated and, if the measure is used in

assessing the bank's measured exposure, calculated according
to the following interest rate scenario:

MaturitY

0-3 Months

3-12 Months

1-3 Years

3-5 Years

5-10 Years

Scenario Annua 7 ffori znr}

200 basis points

200 basis points

200 basis points

200 basis points

200 basis points

10-20 Years

Over 20 Years

200 basis points

200 basis points
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ISO

This signature page relates to the Joint Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking titled Risk-Based Capital Stsmdards:

Interest Rate Risk, Office of the Con^troller of the

Currency, Department of the Treasury, Docket Number R-0802,

By Order of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

System.

4. ?>/ 9?.? ^^'^- '^^ ^\^-
Datf^ y William Wiles

Secretary of the Board
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FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

Authority and Issuance

For reasons set out in the joint preamble, part
325 of chapter III of title 12 of the Code of Federal

Regulations is proposed to be amended as set forth below.

PART 325- -CAPITAL MAINTENANCE

1. The authority citation for part 325 continues to read as

follows:

Authority: 12 U.S. C. 1815(a), 1815(b). 1816. 1818(a).

1818(b). 1818(c). 1818 (t). 1819 (Tenth), 1828(c). 1828(d).
1828 (i). 1828 (n). 1828 (o) . 1831o. 3907. 3909; Pub. L. 102-

233. 105 Stat. 1761. 1789. 1790 (12 U.S.C. 1831n note); Pub.

L. 102-242. 105 Stat. 2236. 2386 (12 U.S.C. 1828 note).

ALTERNATIVE QNB (mNIMDM CAPITAL STANDARD APPROACH) FOR

APPENDIX A TO SUBPART A OF PART 325- -THE STATEMENT OF POLICY
ON RISK-BASED CAPITAL

2. Section II of appendix A to subpart A of part 325 is

amended by revising the first undesignated paragraph
under paragraph A and by adding a new paragraph F. to

read as follows:
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Appendix A to Subpart A of Part 325- -Statement of Policy on

Risk-Based Capital

*****

* * *

under the risk-based capital framework, a bank's

balance sheet assets and credit equivalent amounts of off-

balance-sheet items are assigned to one of four broad risk

categories according to the obligor or. if relevant, the

guarantor or the nature of the collateral. The aggregate

dollar amount in each category is then multiplied by the

risk weight assigned to that category. In addition, a risk-

weighted asset amount of a bank's excess measured exposure

to interest rate risk (as determined pursuant to paragraph

II. F. of this appendix) is calculated. The resulting

weighted values from each of the four risk weight categories

and the risk-weighted asset amount for interest rate risk

are added together and this sum is the risk- weighted assets

total that, as adjusted," comprises the denominator of the

risk-based capital ratio.

*****

"Any asset deducted from a bank' s capital accounts when

coimuting the numerator of the risk-based capital ratio will

al^ be Excluded from risk-weighted assets when calculating

the denominator for the ratio.
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P- Rj-gk Weighted Asset AmQu^^ for Exrpqgjve Tn^erea^ Ra^-o

Rigk Exposure . If a bank is required to maintain additional

capital for excessive interest rate risk exposure, as

determined in accordance with appendix C to subpart A of

part 325, the dollar amount of this additional capital
- requirement for interest rate risk should be multiplied by
12.5. The resulting amount should be included in the

denominator for risk- weighted assets. For exanple, if the

capital required for excessive interest rate risk under

appendix C is $100,000, the amount to be included in risk-

weighted assets for this interest rate risk exposure will be

$1,250,000. Thus, consistent with the 8 percent minimum

total risk-based capital ratio that banks are required to

maintain under this risk-based capital policy statement, if

$100,000 in additional capital is required to be maintained

for interest rate risk pursuant to appendix C, this amount

will equal 8 percent of the $1,250,000 additional amount to

be included in risk-weighted assets.

ALTERNATIVB TWO (RISK ASSESSMENT APPROACH) POR APPENDIX A TO

SUBPART A OP PART 325- -THE STATEMENT OP POLICY ON RISK-BASED

CAPITAL

3 . The fifth undesignated paragraph of appendix A to

subpart A of part 325 (the FDIC s Statement of Policy on

Risk- Based Capital) is revised to read as follows:
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Appendix A to Subpart A of Part 325- -Statement of Policy on

Risk-Based Capital

*%;,.- -..--. ,— '?•: .i, •-. :".V>

The risk-based capital ratio focuses principally on broad

categories of credit risk; however, the ratio does not take

account of many other factors that Cem affect a bank's

financial condition. These factors include overall interest

rate risk exposure; liquidity, funding and market risks; the

quality and level of earnings; investment, locin portfolio,

and other concentrations of credit risk; certain risks

arising from nontraditional activities; the quality of loans

and investments; the effectiveness of loan and investment

policies; aud management's overall edjility to monitor and

control financial and operating risks, including the risk

presented by concentrations of credit amd nontraditional

activities. In addition to evaluating capital ratios, an

overall assessment of capital adequacy must tsUce account oZ

each of these other factors, including, in particular, the

level emd severity of problem and adversely classified

assets as well as a bank's e-cess measured exposure to

interest rate risk. For this reason, the final supervisory

judgment on a bank's capital adequacy may differ

significantly from the conclusions that might be drawn

solely from the absolute level of the bank's risk-based

capital ratio. '
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4. Svibpart A of Part 325 is revised by adding a new

Appendix C to read as follows:

Appendix C to Subpart A of Part 325- -Measurement of and the

Assessment of Capital Requirements for Interest Rate Risk

This appendix sets forth a system for measuring IRR and

determining if additional capital may be required in order

to take adequate account of a bank's interest rate risk.

I. Definitions

*• Excess Measured Bypnp^^x-ft means the dollar amount

of measured exposure to interest rate risk in

excess of the supervisory threshold.

^- Measured Exnomn-** means the estimated dollar

decline in the net economic value of a bank under

the specified interest rate scenario (s) as

determined pursuemt to either a supervisory

measure or, where the EDIC deems appropriate, the

bank's internal measure of interest rate risk

exposure. When the supervisory measure is used to

calculate the baiik's measured e3q)osure pursuemt to

section III of this appendix, a bank's measured

exposure is derived by calculating the bank's net

risk-weighted position.
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C. j^ftt^
Krancsmir Value of a Bank means the net present

value of its assets minus the net present value of

its liabilities plus the net present value of its

off-balamce- sheet instruments.
,^

D, |
j«»r T^iHk-^ffti^ti^*'f^ Position means the sum of all

risk-weighted values of the bank's assets,

liabilities and off -balance -sheet positions. For

purposes of the supervisory measure, this number

represents the amount by which the bank's net

economic value is estimated to change in response

to the interest rate scenario (s) . This number may

be expressed as a percentage of total assets or in

dollar amounts. -i:

E. fiimervisory Threshold means the equivalent of 1

percent of the bank's total assets.

II. J^plicability

A. Fhcemption Teat for Ranks with Low Risk

1. neneral Rule . Except as provided in

paragraph A. 2. a bank's excess measured exposure

will be calculated pursuant to this appendix

unless :
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(a) The total notional principal amoxmt of

the bank's off -balance- sheet interest rate

contracts is less than 10 percent of total

assets; and

(b) 15 percent of the sum of fixed- and

floating- rate loans and securities that

nature or reprice beyond 5 years is less than

30 percent of total capital.

2. Discretion of ^h«> ppj^ The FDIC may require

the calculation of a bank's excess measxired

exposure if the FDIC determines, based on an

overall assessment of the bank's financial

condition, that such calculation is necessary to

assess the capital adequacy of the bank.

III. Si^ervisory Measure

A. Measured Rxnoaurp ^o Int«»r«»a^, Rfltftn

A bank's measured exposure to interest rate risk

must be calculated pursuant to the supervisory

measure as specified in section III.C. and III.D.

of this appendix C.
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B. (-pT
r^iiiat^ion of Net Rlsk-Wejqhted PQsitJgn

A bank's net risk-weighted position is calculated

by multiplying its assets, liabilities, and off-

balance- sheet positions by the appropriate risk

V. weight' for each specified rate scenario. The sum

of the weighted values represents the net risk-

weighted position or the dollar amount by which

the bank's net economic value is estimated to

change in response to each scenario.

The calculation is as follows:

(Assets X Risk Weights) - (Liabilities x

Risk Weights) + (Off-Balance -Sheet

Positions x Risk Weight) - Net Risk

Weighted Position

The resulting number is e3q)re8sed in dollars auad

may be divided by total assets and expressed as a

percent of total assets. It is the primary

quantitative measure that would be used to

1 Risk weights estimate the sensitivity of the present
value of assets, liabilities and off -balance- sheet positions
to the specified interest rate scenario (s) . The supervisory
risk weights apply general assumptions regarding coupon rates

amd other characteristics of the underlying aissets,

liabilities and off -balance -sheet instruments. Table 1 shows
the risk weights developed for a [200 basis pointl parallel
rise and tall in interest rates.
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evaluate a bamk's measured exposure to interest

rate risk.
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Risk Weights
1. '

Table 1

140
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C. Calculation of Mgagured Expoaur^g

If the net risk-weighted position is positive

under the specified interest rate scenario (s), the

measured es^csure would be equal to zero. If the

net risk-weighted position is negative under the

specified interest rate scenario (s), the measured

exposure would be equal to the larger decline in

the net economic value of the bank.

D. Calculation of Exeeag MeaanrPd RmoHurg

1. The dollar amount of the supervisory

threshold would be subtracted from the absolute

dollar amount of the measured exposure. The

positive difference would equal the excess

measured esqposure.

Measured Exposure - (.01 x Totaa Assets) - Excess

Measured Esqposure

2. If the amount of the supervisory threshold

were greater than the measured exposure, the

excess measured esqKJsure would be zero.
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E. Interegt Rate Scenario

\

Measured exposure will be estimated for a uniform

increase and decrease of 2 percentage points (200

basis points) in oiarket interest rates at all

maturities. -.,.'^.
- *? r, .,:';

IV. Reporting Requirements

Assets, lieibilities and of f -balance-sheet positions

will be reported within the appropriate category and

time band based upon their remaining maturities,

nearest repricing dates, average life or other means as

directed below.

A. Summary of Aaaets. Liabilities and Off -Balance-

sheet Categories

1. Adiuatable-Rate Assets. Adjustable -rate

mortgage loans and adjusteible-rate mortgage

securities.

2. Fixed-Rate Assets . Fixed- rate mortgage

securities and asset-backed securities; fixed-rate

mortgage loans, consumer loans and other

instruments that have scheduled periodic

amortization of principal.
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3- Zero- Pr Low-Counon Agflg^B - Securities with

either no periodic interest payments or with

stated coupons of 2 percent or lower.

*• Trading Account
ffffffttiP Trading account

assets and related off -balance -sheet instruments.

5- High -Risk Mortaat^A ,qecur^^ if»p Mortgage

derivative products that, at the time of purchase

or at any subsequent time:

(a) Have em e^qpected weighted average life

greater than 10. years; or

(b) Have an eaqjected weighted average life

that:

(i) Extends by more than 4.0 years,

assuming an immediate amd sustained

parallel shift in the yield curve of

plus 300 basis points; or

(ii) Shortens by more than 6.0 years,

assuming em immediate and sustained

parallel shift in the yield curve of

minus 300 basis points; or
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(c) Has a change in price of greater than 17

percent, assuming em immediate sustained

parallel shift in the yield curve of plus or

minus 300 basis points.

6. All Other Assets . All other interest -

sensitive instruments, which have scheduled

periodic payments of interest and the payment of

principal at maturity. .::.-^v .

7. Liabilities . All deposits and all non-

deposit liabilities whose values are sensitive to

movements in interest rates.

8. Off -Balance-sheet Positions. (a) Interest-

rate contracts including swaps, forwards, options,

and futures . ; . 3 • —

(b) Mortgage -related fixed- rate commitments

and other off-balance-sheet derivative

instruments whose value depends on the value

of em underlying asset or index with

cunortizing characteristics.
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®- SwroarV of Time p^nrig for Matur-iry '' nd RpprSn.-p^

Assets, liabilities and off-balance-sheet items

are assigned (in part or in total) to one of seven

maturity ranges:

Up to 3 months,

3 to 12 months,

1 to 3 years,

3 to 5 years,

5 to 10 years,

10 to 20 years.

Greater thoua 20 years,

SWmrf of Naturirv and R^nrir-iyig Tpgl^rn.rrinn p

^- Maturity and Rppi-Srj na fnr appof p,

Liflt»ill r,if>P and Qff-BalangP-qh«>o^ PoslMnna

Remaining time before maturity, or next actual or

potential repricing date, associated with

outstanding principal or notional balances as

specified in a contract or agreement with the

exception of:

<*^ Maturity and RpprSnj pq for wmj^Ylr^lf

Derivative Prndnr^fp Mortgage

derivative products are defined as
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Stripped mortgage -backed securities,

tranches of collateralized mortgage

obligations (CMOs) amd real estate

mortgage investment conduits (REMICs) ,

CMO and REMIC residual securities and

other instruments having the same

characteristics as these securities.

For mortgage derivative products, other

them those which may be deemed as a

"high-risk mortgage security" by the

FDIC, current average life will be

reported in lieu of maturity or

repricing dates in the "All Other

Securities" category.* The carrying

value of "high-risk mortgage securities"

will be reported in the "High-Risk

Mortgage Securities" category.* If not,

maturity and repricing of high-risk

*A11 underlying assumptions used in calculating the
average life of these instruments must be reasonaible and
available for examiner review. For example, if an
institution's prepayment assumptions differ significantly from
the median prepayment assumptions of several major dealers as
selected by examiners, the examiners may use these mediom
prepayment assuit^tions in determining the appropriate average
life of the instrument, ^c

'

o. ^ , .

*The interest rate sensitivity of high-risk mortgage
securities purchased after February 10, 1992 must be reported
in the memorandum items. The interest rate sensitivity of
"high-risk mortgage securities" purchased prior to February
10, 1992 can be reported as a memoretnduni item.

r^
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mortgage securities will be as if the

entire balamce were a zero or low coupon

instrument in the longest time beind.

(b) Maturity and Repricing for Non-Mat,nri ry

Depoaitg.

(i) Non-maturitv dennaita are defined

as Demauad Deposit Accounts (DBAs) , Money

Market Deposit Accounts (MMDAs) , savings

accounts, amd Negotiable Order of

Withdrawal accounts (NOWs) .

(il) Management determination of

repricing and maturiry- Repricing and

maturity for non-maturity deposits are

determined by bcmk mamagement based on

its own assunptions and experience,

subject to the following constraints:

(1) Repricing and maturity for

Demamd Deposit Accounts (DDAs) and

Money Market Deposit Accounts

(MMDAs) may not exceed three years,

with a maLximum of 40 percent of

these balamces in the "1-3 year"

time band; amd
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(2) Repricing and maturity for

savings and Negotiable Order of

Withdrawal (NOW) account balances

may not exceed five years, with a

maximum of 40 percent of the total

of these balances in the "3-5 year"

time band.

(iii) Maturity and Repricing for Off-

Balance-Sheet Positions . Off-balance-

sheet positions with option

characteristics (e.g., options, caps,

floors) are reported separately from

those representing firm commitments

(e.g., swaps, futures, euid forward-rate

agreements) . Mortgage -related fixed

rate commitments and other off-balance-

sheet derivative instruments whose value

depends on the value of aui underlying

asset or index with aunortizing

characteristics are reported separately.
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ExatnPle of the mrpreat l^a^A P jaic Mpagii,-o

Tables 2 and 3 are interest rate risk worksheets

that illustrate the method by which a bank's Net

Risk-Weighted Position is calculated.
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Interest Rate Risk Worksheet (200 Basis Point Declining Rate Scenario)
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V. Us* of Internal Maaauras

A. Supervisory Measure

Except as provided in paragraph B, a bank's

measured exposure to interest rate risk will be

calculated pursuant to the supervisory measure set

forth in section III of this appendix.

B. Use of Internal Measure

:55.^i,'. During an examination or at the request of a bank,

the FDIC will evaluate any internal measure of

interest rate risk exposure. If the bank's

internal measure is acceptable to the FDIC, in its

sole discretion, then the bank's measure may be

used in place of the supervisory model in

determining the bank's excess measured exposure.

C. Acceptable Internal Measure ;_ ./ -
._^

In determining whether a bank's internal measure

of e3q>osure to interest rate risk is acceptable,

the FDIC will consider:

1~. - Whether the assun^itions amd structure of the

supervisory measure accurately reflect the actual
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positions, and whether the internal measure

provides a more precise measurement of the chjmge

in economic value of the bemk;

2. Whether the internal measure makes use of

generally accepted techniques in estimating

measured exposure;

3. Whether the internal measure is appropriate

to the nature and scope of the beuilc's activities;

and

4. Whether the internal measure provides an

adequate indication of the exposure of the hank, to

interest rate risk in all material respects.

D. Requirement to Use Internal Measure

The FDIC may require that a bank use «m existing

internal measure for purposes of determining interest

rate risk exposure if:

1. The supervisory measure does not

adequately characterize the interest rate

risk of the bank's positions; or
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2. Use of the supervisory measure would

materially misrepresent the beuak's actual

interest rate risk exposure.

The excess measured exposure determined by the internal

measure would then be utilized to determine the risk-

based capital requirement.

'^'.'"'" Ppnortinq ppfpiirements

In addition to con^Jleting the reporting

requirements associated with the supervisory

'^

measure, a bank utilizing the internal measure

"'^^ - would also report the interest rate sensitivity of

- '

its assets, liabilities and off -balance-sheet

positions, as determined by its internal measure,

on a separate reporting schedule.

F;- TnfPreat PatP firpnario (s)

^» c

-.C- !.3_. -

The interest rate scenario (s) specified for the

supervisory model (as set forth in section III.B.
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Of this appendix) should also be utilized in

conjunction with a bank's internal measure.

By order of the Board of Directors.

Dated at Washington, D.C., this 9th day of June, 1993.

FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

/;^i^SuAAt;:f^^^_^XBd£i<^
Hoyle &. Robinsi
Executive Secretary

(SEAL)
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Risk Based Capital Guidelines

Basle Committee on Bank Supervision:

Consultive Papers on Netting, Market Risks,

and Interest Rate Risk

L-, 1-

a., ;V^

Item
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PREFACE

j^ The Basle Committee on Banking Supervision^ under the Chairmanship

of Mr. E. Gerald Corrigan, President of the Federal Reserve Bank of New

York, is today issuing for comnent a package of supervisory proposals

dealing with netting and market risks, together with an interim approach

for the measurement of interest rate risk. Although each of these papers

represents a discrete proposal, there are linkages in the implications they

would have for banks' adherence to supervisory standards and requirements.

The Committee has therefore decided to issue all three papers

simultaneously.

2 The issue of the papers has been undertaken with the agreement of

the central-bank Governors of the G-10 countries. Consents on the proposals

are invited by end-December 1993.

3. The principal objective of the consultative process is to solicit

the insights and judgement of private sector institutions and practitioners

on the substance of the proposals, particularly in so far as they apply to

the dual objectives of meaningful prudential standards and further movement

towards regulatory convergence and competitive equality. The Committee

recognises that some institutions may face problems in the application of

the proposals. One of the objectives of the consultative procedure is to

identify the nature and cause of these difficulties and any resulting

compliance problems.

4. The package contains proposals for certain modifications to the

Basle Capital Accord^ of July 1988 which will affect institutions' capital

The Basle Committee on Banking Supervision is a Committee of banking

supervisory authorities ^ich was established by the central-bank

Governors of the Group of Ten countries in 1975. It consists of senior

representatives of bank supervisory authorities and central banks from

Belgium, Canada. France. Germany, Italy, Japan. Luxembourg,

Netherlands. Sweden. Switzerland. United Kingdom, and the United

States. It usually meets at the Bank for International Settlements in

Basle.

In July 1988 the Basle Committee established a common measurement

system and a minimum standard for the capital adequacy of

international banks in the Group of Ten countries. These arrangements,

consnonly referred to as the Basle Accord, came into full force at the

end of 1992 and have been adopted by numerous other countries.

U V 1 , .

• .«;.-..•;• . i , . l.p?^
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requirements. The market risk proposals could result in a higher or lower

aggregate capital requirement, depending on the risk profile of the

individual institution. This is because some of the requirements will

substitute for existing credit risk requirements. Moreover, banks may have

reduced overall capital charges under the netting proposal to the extent

that they have legally valid netting arrangements governing their trading

in certain financial instruments. The proposals for. interest rate risk do

not involve capital charges because they address only the measurement of

interest rate risk.

I. Netting

5. The proposal on netting defines the precise conditions under which

banks would be permitted to net the credit risks arising from trading in

certain financial instruments under the Basle Capital Accord of July 1968.

The conditions laid down extend and define more clearly the present netting

arrangements in the Accord (these conditions are consistent with the

principles laid down in the Lamfalussy report by the Committee on Interbank

Netting Schemes published in November 1990). The paper contains a proposed

text to amend the Accord in order to recognise certain bilateral netting

arrangements. The paper also indicates the Coinnittee's preliminary thinking

on the conditions under which multilateral netting might be recognised for

capital measurement purposes at some future date.

6. Following the consultation period, it is expected that the

proposals for bilateral netting would be implemented relatively rapidly.

II. Market risks

7. The work by the Basle Committee on market risks has been in

progress for several years, having started in earnest when the Basle

Capital Accord was finalised in July 1968. It was clear at that time that

banks' trading activities were expanding rapidly, particularly in the

derivative markets, and that the Accord's focus on credit risk would need

to be widened, in due course, to encompass market risks. The Committee is

now proposing that specific capital charges should be applied to open

positions (including derivative positions) in debt and equity securities in

banks' trading portfolios and in foreign exchange. Securities held in

banks' investment accounts would continue to be covered by the counterparty

credit risk requirements of the present Accord and would also become
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subject to the measurement of interest rate risk described in the third

paper in the package. _ ,._

e. Parallel work in two other fora have interacted with and

influenced the development of capital requirements for banks' market risks.

One has been the European Community's attempts to establish a single market

in banking and finance. Because of the need perceived in Europe to create a

level playing-field between banks and non-banks operating in the same

securities markets, the Comminity has enacted a Capital Adequacy Directive

which applies to both banks and securities firms. The coverage of this

Directive is rather wider than the Basle Committee's present proposals but

in general the methodology and much of the detail in the Capital Adequacy

Directive is similar to the approach favoured by the Basle Committee since

the outset of its work. Where there are significant differences, notably in

the treatment of foreign exchange risk and position risk in equities, the

Basle Committee favours a stricter prudential standard for banks. Banks are

invited to comment on any problems that may arise from the need to comply

with two regimes. The Committee is resolved to collaborate with its

colleagues in Brussels with a view to achieving closer convergence.

9. The second forum in which parallel work has been in progress is

the Technical Committee of the International Organisation of Securities

Commissions, which began to discuss the possibility of common minimum
.

standards for securities firms at that Committee's first meeting in

July 1987. The Basle Committee was naturally interested in this project and

joint work was undertaken with a view to developing common minimum charges

for banks' and securities firms' positions in traded debt securities and

equities and related derivative instruments. Unfortunately, these

discussions have not led to a successful result because IOSCO has been

unable to reach agreement within its own group.

10. While regretting the inability of IOSCO to associate itself with

these specific proposals, the Basle Committee has decided to proceed with

publication of the proposals because of the urgency of obtaining systematic

input from banking institutions and practitioners. The banking industry is

the focus of the consultation process. However, in anticipation of broader-

based convergence, the overall approach has been designed with a view to

its ultimate application to a wider spectrum of institutions.
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III. Interest rate risk

11. The market risk proposals to apply capital requirements to debt

securities in banks' trading portfolios do not address the overall interest

rate risks run by banks, i.e. the risk that a change in interest rates

might adversely affect a bank's financial condition through its effect on

all interest-related assets, liabilities and off-balance-sheet items,

including the securities which are not held in the trading account.

Interest rate risk for a bank is a much wider issue and raises many

difficult measurement problems. At the same time, it is a significant risk

which banks and their supervisors need to monitor carefully. Analytical

work has been going on for a number of years to measure interest rate risk

and the progress of this work is described in the third paper in the

package.

12. This paper clearly indicates that it is the intention of the Basle

Committee to develop a measurement system rather than an explicit capital

charge for interest rate risk. Recognising that a certain degree of

interest rate mismatching is a normal feature of the business of banking,

the Committee holds the view that the existing capital requirements can be

regarded as providing adequate protection against interest rate risk

exposure in most situations. The measurement system is designed to identify

institutions that may be incurring extraordinarily large amounts of

interest rate risk. Within that context, it would be left to national

authorities to determine what if anything might be done. The range of

responses by national authorities might include an explicit capital charge

on a case-by-case basis, but the situation could also be dealt with by a

number of other supervisory remedies.

13. Following consultation on this paper, it is the intention of the

Committee to seek to establish a common reporting framework for interest

rate risk as a basis for developing, over time, a common approach to the

measurement of the risk.

lA . Members of the Basle Coomittee are issuing these papers in their

respective countries. The consultative process will be handled at national

level in the first instance and the Comnittee will coordinate the comments

and responses made to its members individually.
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PROPOSAL FOR A CHANGE IK THE SDPERVISORY RECOGMITIOM

OF KETTING UNDER THE 1988 CAPITAL ACCORD

I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

One of the most significant advances of the 1988 Capital Accord

was its coverage of the credit risks arising from off-balance-sheet items,

including foreign exchange and interest rate related transactions. Careful

consideration was given to the possibility of recognising various forms of

netting, i.e., for risk weighting the net rather than the gross claims

arising out of swaps and similar contracts with the same counterparties.

However, at that time, only one particular and rather restrictive form -

bilateral netting by novation for the same currency and same value date -

was found to be sufficiently robust to be given supervisory recognition.

In November 1990 the BIS published the Lamfalussy Report on

interbank netting schemes. It recognised that netting arrangements for both

interbank payment orders and forward-value contractual commitments such as

foreign exchange contracts have the potential to improve both the

efficiency and the stability of interbank settlements, by not only reducing

costs but also credit and liquidity risks, provided that certain conditions

are met. It concluded that some form of bilateral netting was likely to be

legally effective in each G-10 country. The report also concluded that

multilateral netting of forward foreign exchange contracts through a

central counterparty was likely to be legally enforceable in those

countries.

The Basle Committee on Banking Supervision agrees with the

analysis in the Lamfalussy Report. In this consultative report it proposes

that the 1988 Capital Accord should be revised to recognise, in addition to

netting by novation, other forms of bilateral netting of credit exposures

to the extent that such arrangements are effective under relevant laws and

comply with the other minimum standards set forth in the Lamfalussy Report.

The minimum standards for netting schemes set out by the Lamfalussy Report

are listed in Annex 1. Specific language to amend the Accord is proposed in

Annex 2. The revisions would recognise bilateral netting where the

With the exception only of those contracts entered into on the date of

a participant's closure in those countries with a 'zero-hour*

bankruptcy rule.
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appropriate national supervisors are mutually satisfied that agreed minimum
2

legal requirements are met. For banks using the current exposure method,

the credit exposure on bilaterally netted forward transactions would be

calculated as the sum of the net marked-to-market replacement cost, if

positive, plus an add-on based on the notional underlying principal. For

banks now using the original exposure method, a reduction in the credit

conversion factors applied to bilaterally netted transactions would be

permitted on a temporary basis until the market risk-related capital ,

requirements are implemented. At that time the original exposure method

would cease to be available for netted transactions.

The Conmittee also has considered what might guide its future

assessment of credit risk in multilateral netting arrangements. It is

premature to make proposals for the treatment of multilateral netting

schemes, which must await a further analysis when the operational workings

particular to the various schemes under development become clearer.

However, a discussion of the issues which might provide a basis for a

possible approach at some future date appears in Annex 3.

II. LEGAL REQPIRDIENTS FOR THE RECOGNITION OF NETTING

The Committee starts from the Lamfalussy Report's observation

that no single form of netting arrangement can be identified as appropriate

in all jurisdictions. It is also conscious that it is not possible to be

absolutely certain that netting in all cases does reduce risk in the

absence of experience with successful defence against litigation. For these

reasons, the Committee's proposals are deliberately cautious in respect of

their legal requirements.

The Committee's role will be to lay down minimum standards which

national supervisors would apply. One such standard would require that a

particular form of netting contract be sufficiently robust legally. The

language proposed in Annex 2 clarifies this standard.

The Committee has examined the issue of walkaway clauses very

carefully. A walkaway clause is a provision which permits a non-defaulting

counterparty to make only limited payments, or no payment at all, to the

When implementing this proposal, it would, of course, be for

supervisory authorities to determine how to treat banks that are not

internationally active.
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estate of a defaulter, even if the defaulter is a net creditor. It is

argued that this provision is in practice rarely enforced but that it may

provide a useful bargaining tool for counterparties dealing with a

defaulter. However, walkaway clauses introduce an element of instability

and uncertainty which the Committee sees as unsuitable in a netting

environment. Therefore, any netting arrangement that contains walkaway

clauses would not be considered a qualifying arrangement for the purpose of

this proposal.

The criteria set out in Annex 2 represent the minimum legal

requirements for internationally-active banks to receive the benefit of net

treatment under the Accord; individual national authorities would be

permitted, as always, to impose additional requirements or more restrictive

conditions. One case \^ere this might happen is the range of instruments

which would be entitled to a supervisory benefit from netting, especially

in respect of cross-product netting. Cross-product netting might add

technical complexity and raise legal issues requiring careful

consideration, especially in those jurisdictions where different legal

rules apply for different types of contracts. However, the Committee is not

aware of any fundamental legal impediments which would necessitate a

general ban.

The Committee will promote consultation between national

supervisors to facilitate monitoring of adherence to these minimum

standards.

III. THE TREATMENT OF BILATERAL NETTING FOR THE PURPOSE OF CAPITAL

MEASUREMENT

(a) Under the current exposure method

The present rules in the Accord permit a choice between two

methods of calculating the credit exposure on forward obligations. The

method used by most major banks (the current exposure method) is to mark

each instrument to market, sum the values of all instruments with positive

This view is to some extent shared by the market itself since the two

existing projects for multilateral clearing houses would not accept in

their systems contracts with walkaway clauses, and the International

Swap Dealers Association has recently excluded such clauses as a

standard feature of its master agreements, although they can still be

used as an option by counterparties.
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values to establish the current replacement cost and add to this an amount

(an add-on) for potential future exposure that is based on the notional

underlying principal of each contract. •- - .,

(i) The calculation of replacement costs for netted contracts

The replacement cost for those individual transactions subject to

each bilateral netting arrangement will be recorded for capital purposes on

a net basis to produce a single credit or debit position for each

counterparty. Of course, such treatment does not eliminate management's

responsibility for having adequate risk management and control systems in

place. For example, the current exposure method does not capture 'roll-off*

exposures arising from the change over time of the net mark-to-market

exposure that can result when some of the contracts mature or are settled

early, regardless of any movements in interest or exchange rates. Banks

should carefully monitor such changes.

The calculation of replacement costs on a net basis will permit a

considerable alleviation of the capital charge on portfolios under a

netting agreement. According to a review of the relative proportion of

replacement cost and add-ons in the capital charge for a sample of swaps or

foreign exchange contracts portfolios in different countries, the

replacement cost can often amount to 50Z to 80Z of the total capital charge

(replacement cost plus add-on). Assuming that bilateral netting reduces

replacement cost by up to 50Z, this could represent an alleviation of 25Z

to 40Z in the capital charge.

(ii) The calculation of add-ons for netted contracts ._
For netted transactions, the Committee favours retaining the

Accord's present approach to calculating add-ons for potential future

exposure, i.e., multiplying the total notional amount of each transaction

by the appropriate percentage. Various methods have been considered for

calculating add-ons in a bilateral netting environment. However, the

Committee has not yet identified any evidence suggesting that the need for

add-ons declines appreciably in such an environment. Generally, netting

would be expected to reduce the level of exposure, but it may not have much

of an effect on the likely changes in exposure, leaving potential future

exposure essentially unchanged. Although the Committee is open to the

Instruments with positive value are those that have a market value

greater than zero.
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continuing exploration of alternative easy-to-understand approaches that

might achieve better results, the current lack of a compelling case for any

of the alternative approaches weighs heavily against their adoption. The

Committee recognises some imperfections in the present methodology. For

example, netting can reduce potential changes in exposure in particular

portfolios, in \rtiich case the present approach could be considered too

conservative, and it can increase potential changes in exposure in other

portfolios, which would suggest the present approach sometimes might not be

conservative enough. Nevertheless, the Committee favours retaining the

general approach of the Accord unless demonstrably superior alternatives

are put forth.

(b) Under the original exposure method

Under the original exposure method of calculating the credit

exposure on forward obligations there is no separate assessment of the

current and potential future exposure. It is therefore not possible to

measure the amounts by which credit exposures can be netted. A large

majority of the Coamittee feels this fact makes the original exposure

method inherently unsuitable for assessing credit risk in a netting

environment. As a result, this majority believes no internationally active

bank should be permitted to receive supervisory recognition of netting

contracts if it uses this method. A small minority believes supervisory

recognition can be given relying on the expectation that credit risk will

be reduced by netting even if it is not precisely measured. The Committee

has agreed that supervisory recognition can be given on a temporary basis

in the form of lower credit conversion factors. The suggested reductions in

credit conversion factors are specified in Annex 2.
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Minimum standards for netting schemes

set out by the Lamfalussy report

I. Netting schemes should have a veil-founded legal basis under all

relevant jurisdictions. ,

"

II. Netting scheme participants should have a clear understanding of

the impact of the particular scheme on each of the financial

risks affected by the netting process.

III. Multilateral netting systems should have clearly-defined

procedures for the management of credit risks and liquidity risks

irtiich specify the respective responsibilities of the netting

provider and the participants. These procedures should also

ensure that all parties have both the incentives and the

capabilities to manage and contain each of the risks they bear

and that limits are placed on the maximum level of credit

exposure that can be produced by each participant.

IV. Multilateral netting systems should, at a minimum, be capable of

ensuring the timely completion of daily settlements in the event

of an inability to settle by the participant with the largest

single net-debit position.

V. Multilateral netting schemes should have objective and

publicly-disclosed criteria for admission which permit fair and

open access.

VI. All netting schemes should ensure the operational reliability of

technical systems and the availability of back-up facilities

capable of completing dally processing requirements.
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ANNEX 2

Proposed amendment to the 198B Capital Accord for bilateral netting

In the last sentence of the first paragraph on page 28 (Annex 3)

of the 1988 Capital Accord the word "are* would be replaced with "may be'.

The language below would replace page 30 (Annex 3) of the 1988

Capital Accord in respect of the recognition of bilateral netting for the

purpose of calculating capital requirements. The footnote numbers are as

they would appear In the revised Capital Accord.

'Careful consideration has been given to the issue of bilateral

netting, i.e., weighting the net rather than the gross claims arising out
6

of swaps and similar contracts with the same counterparties. The Comoiittee

is concerned that if a liquidator of a failed counterparty has (or may

have) the right to unbundle netted contracts, demanding performance on

those contracts favourable to his client and defaulting on unfavourable

contracts, there is no reduction in counterparty risk.

Accordingly, it has been agreed that:

(a) Banks may net transactions subject to novation under which any

obligation between a bank and its counterparty to deliver a given

currency on a given value date is automatically amalgamated with

all other obligations for the same currency and value date,

legally substituting one single amount for the previous gross

obligations.

(b) Banks may also net transactions subject to any legally valid form

of bilateral netting not covered in (a), including other forms of

novation.

(c) In both cases (a) and (b), a bank will need to satisfy its

national supervisor that it has:

Payments netting, which is designed to reduce the operational costs of

daily settlements, will not be recognised in the capital framework

since the counterparty's gross obligations are not in any way
affected.

In cases where an agreement as described in (a) has already been

recognised prior to the effect of this amendment to the Accord, the

supervisor will determine whether any additional steps consistent with

the requirements below are necessary to satisfy itself of the legal

validity of the agreement.
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(1) a netting contract or agreement with the counterparty which

creates a single legal obligation, covering all included

transactions, such that, in the event of a counterparty's

failure to perform due to default, bankruptcy or

liquidation, the bank would have a claim or obligation,

respectively, to receive or pay only the net value of the

sum of unrealised gains and losses on included transactions;

(2) written and reasoned legal opinions that, in the event of a

legal challenge, the relevant courts and administrative

authorities would find the bank's exposure to be such a net

amount under:

the law of the jurisdiction in which the counterparty

is chartered and, if the counterparty is a branch of a

foreign bank, then also under the law of the

jurisdiction in frtiich the branch is located;

the law that governs the individual transactions; and

the law that governs any contract or agreement

necessary to effect the netting.

The national supervisor, after consultation when necessary

with other relevant supervisors, must be satisfied that the

netting is enforceable under the laws of each of the

relevant jurisdictions ;

(3) procedures in place to ensure that the legal characteristics

of netting arrangements are kept under review in the light

of possible changes in relevant laws.

Contracts containing walkaway clauses will not be eligible for

netting for the purpose of calculating capital requirements pursuant to

this Accord.

For banks using the current exposure method, credit exposure on

bilaterally netted forward transactions will be calculated as the sum of s

the net marked-to-market replacement cost, if positive, plus an add-on

Thus, if any of these supervisor* is dissatisfied about enforceability
under its laws, the netting contract or agreement will not meet this

condition and neither counterparty could obtain supervisory benefit.
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based on the notional underlying principal. The scale of add-ons to apply

will be the same as those for non-netted transactions as set out in this

Annex. The Committee will continue to review the scale of add-ons to make

sure they are appropriate. In the case of foreign exchange contracts and

other similar contracts, in which notional principal is equivalent to cash

flows, total notional principal would be determined by reference to the

pays or receipts with the netting counterparty on each value date, after

taking account of netting of amounts falling due on each value date in the

same currency. The reason for this is that offsetting contracts in the same

currency maturing on the same date will have lower potential future

exposure as well as lower current exposure.

The original exposure method may also be used for transactions

subject to netting agreements which meet the above legal requirements until

market risk-related capital requirements are implemented, at which time the

original exposure method will cease to be available for netted

transactions. The conversion factors to be used during the transitional

period when calculating the credit exposure of bilaterally netted

transactions will be as follows:

Maturity Interest rate

contracts

Exchange rate

contracts

Less than one year

One year and less

than two years

For each additional year

0.35Z

0.75Z

0.752

1.5Z

3.75Z

(i.e. 1.5Z + 2.25Z)

2.2SZ

These factors represent a reduction of approximately 2SZ from those on page

29 of the Accord."

Supervisors will take care to ensure that the add-ons are based on

effective rather than apparent notional amounts.
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ANNEX 3

Multilateral netting

Possible approach for supervisory treatment at some future date

(a) General considerations

Multilateral netting is designed to extend the benefits of

netting to cover contracts which originate with any of a group of

counterparties that participate in the netting arrangement, instead of with

just a single counterparty as in bilateral netting. This can be achieved in

practice by netting all transactions that originate bilaterally through a

central counterparty - a clearing house. The legal techniques for achieving

this netting may vary, but the result will be that for every eligible

transaction agreed by a pair of members, the clearing house would be

interposed as the common legal counterparty to each member, and the members

would have no obligations towards each other under the deal. For each

member, the clearing house would maintain a running, legally binding net

position in each currency and each value date eligible for netting, all

subject to a binding netting agreement between the member and the clearing

house. Thus, for each member of the clearing house, multiple transactions

that originate with many counterparties can be amalgamated and netted. As a

result, in a well-designed multilateral netting scheme, exposures would

generally be a fraction of those that would arise in a non-netting

environment. ,r . >.

If a clearing house member defaults, a foreign exchange clearing

house would have to replace the cash flows that the defaulting member's

portfolio of foreign exchange contracts would have produced. It would

establish immediately how much it should pay to, or claim from, the

For example, according to market participants, simulations suggest
that multilateral foreign exchange netting would reduce replacement
costs by about 802 to 85Z for a given set of transactions conducted in

the absence of netting, and would reduce settlement flows by about 751

compared with the payments that would be needed to settle the '

corresponding gross obligations. (Estimates of the benefits of

multilateral netting can vary somewhat depending on the specific

aspects of the simulations, such as the nature of the transactions

netted, the number of clearing-house members and the patterns of

trading.) Consistent with the Accord, this paper is concerned only

with capital requirements for exposures related to replacement costs.

74-907 - 94 - 33
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defaulting member, \^ich would be the replacement value of the member's

portfolio. In the event of a claim on the defaulter, clearing house members

would have to cover the shortfall, since the clearing house may have very

limited resources of its own.

Losses could be recovered from the membership in different ways.

In a defaulter-pays (or centralised) clearing house, each member would be

obliged to post collateral equal to its own net debit with the clearing

house. In the event of a member's default, the clearing house would seize

the defaulting member's collateral to cover the amount in default. In a

survivors-pay (or decentralised) clearing house, a loss allocation rule

would apply to the non-defaulting, surviving members. For example, losses

could be allocated in proportion to a measure of the surviving members*

bilateral relationship to the defaulting member, such as notional bilateral
2

exposures to the defaulting member.

However, as a practical matter, it could be misleading to make a

strong distinction between the survivors-pay and the defaulter-pays models.

In practice, multilateral netting schemes could be a hybrid of these

models. That is, members would be obliged to reimburse the clearing house

for losses according to a predetermined loss allocation rule, but losses to

be allocated to survivors would be reduced in the first instance by

collateral posted by the defaulting member. In addition, even nominal

defaulter-pays schemes must include an allocation rule for losses in the

event that a defaulter's posted collateral is inadequate to cover its net

debit, for whatever reason.

The Lamfalussy Report sets out six minimum standards for netting

schemes (see Annex I). For example, multilateral netting arrangements will

be expected to have, among other things, safeguards to address settlement

risk in a responsible manner, including risk controls such as internal

limits, adequate and reliable liquidity support, and appropriate technical

back-up facilities. The adherence of multilateral schemes to these

standards will be monitored by central banks and other relevant

Notional bilateral exposures arise from the bilateral transactions

that originating members submit to the clearing house for netting, and

represent the bilateral positions that would have resulted in the

absence of multilateral netting. They are notional (and have no legal

standing) since once the transaction is accepted for netting by the

clearing house, it becomes the legal counterparty to each member.
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authorities. However, each national supervisor whose banks belong to a

multilateral netting arrangement should be satisfied that the standards are

met before extending supervisory recognition to the netting performed under

the scheme .

(b) Capital requirements under multilateral nettine

(i) Capital requirements for current exposure

Under any multilateral netting arrangement, there must be an

agreed formula whereby any losses suffered by the clearing house from the

default of any of the members would be allocated to other members, even if

the possibility of loss for the clearing house is remote as a result of

comprehensive collateral arrangements. This formula will provide the

current exposure for each member. It appears that the multilateral foreign

exchange netting arrangements now being developed will rely on procedures

that would allocate the sharing of a loss pro rata according to the pattern

of notional bilateral claims on the defaulting member. That is, if a

member's default (or close-out) caused a replacement loss to the clearing

house, a bank would be allocated a loss share in proportion to its notional

bilateral exposure to the defaulting (or closed-out) member. If the

clearing house requires collateral the loss to be allocated would be the

residual loss (the amount by which the replacement loss exceeded the value

of the collateral).
^

A starting-point would be to regard a bank's current exposure as

the sum of the loss shares that it would be allocated in the event of the

default (or close-out) of each clearing house member to which it had a

notional bilateral exposure, after factoring in the use of collateral
3

available to the clearing house. The sum of the loss shares provides an

analogous treatment with non-netted contracts. In the case of non-netted

contracts, the exposure is the sum of the exposure to the potential default

In the case of a clearing house that on a dally basis marks all

outstanding contracts to market and collects from its members daily

losses and pays out to its members daily gains (i.e., collects and

pays variation margin), the capital treatment would be consistent with

that of exchange-traded instrvmients in footnote 3 of Annex 3 of the

Accord. Specifically, no capital would be required. In cases where a

clearing house requires its members to collateralise fully or

partially potential losses, but does not collect or pay variation

margin, the present treatment of collateral in Section Il(iv) of the

Accord would apply.
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of each counterparty. Of course, the effect of multilateral netting will

tend to lower this exposure.

At this time, the CoiiicLittec> has not reached conclusions about the

level of the capital requirements that should be attached to this measure

of current exposure. This question will be kept under review in the light

of the continuing development of the multilateral foreign exchange netting

initiatives and their oversight by central banks and other relevant

authorities. In due course, further consultation will be needed,

(ii) Capital requirements for potential future exposure

The capital requirements under consideration by the Committee

would also require a charge for potential future exposure. However,

potential future exposure for a member of a multilateral netting facility
*

would be determined by a combination of the evolution of underlying rates

and prices, the changing pattern of clearing house exposure to other

members, and the loss allocation procedure in place. A highly simplified

approximation will be required to determine the add-ons needed to cover the

resulting exposure.

(c) Risk weights for the clearine house

Banks will have exposure to the clearing house for example

through funding and liquidity back-up, to which a risk weight would need to

be applied. Consistent with the Accord, the weight applicable to claims on

a clearing house would be the normal lOOZ private-sector weighting, unless

the clearing house is incorporated as a bank and becomes subject to bank

supervisors' rules, in which case a 20Z weight would be appropriate, or the

host government or central bank has given. a clear and unequivocal guarantee

for all of its obligations, in which case a zero weight would be justified.

(d) Summary questions

(i) If multilateral netting arrangements are recognised, the

Committee would intend to apply the same legal requirements

as is proposed for the recognition of bilateral netting

arrangements. If market participants think different

standards should apply, please explain why.

(ii) The Committee would welcome comments and suggestions

regarding the capital requirements for current exposure

under multilateral netting discussed in Section (b)(i)

above .
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(iii) The Committee would welcome comments and suggestions

regarding the capital requirements for potential future

exposure under multilateral netting discussed in

Section (b)(ii) above.
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THE SUPERVISORY TRKATMEHT OP MARKET RISKS

INTRODUCTION

1. The Basle Committee on Banking Supervision ('the Committee*) is

issuing the attached proposals for the supervisory treatment of market

risks incurred by banks. Market risk is the risk of losses in on and off-

balance- sheet positions arising from movements in market prices,

including interest rates, exchange rates and equity valuer.. The basic

thrust of the proposals is to require capital requiremer . r for open

positions in debt securities, equities and foreign exchar. .' . It is

intended that, following a comment period, the proposed new capital

requirements would be integrated with the Basle Capital Accord ("the

Accord" ) .

2. The primary objective of the Accord, adopted in July 1988, was

to establish minimum capital standards designed to protect against credit

risk. Credit risk was and remains the major risk facing banking

institutions. At the time, however, it was recognised that in due course

the capital adequacy framework would have to be broadened to take direct

and explicit account of market risk. In the intervening period, changes

in technology, in market practices and in the nature of many "banking"

activities have made it even more important that the 1988 Accord be

broadened to take into account market risk.

3. In these circumstances the Committee has set out to develop a

framework for integrating into the 1988 Accord an approach to assessing

explicit capital charges for market risk that would satisfy two principal

objectives; first, the framework for estimating the amount of such

capital charges and the manner in which such capital charges could be

satisfied should constitute a minimum prudential standard relative to the

potential for losses that might be incurred for a given portfolio of open

positions in debt and equity securities in the trading portfolio and in

foreign exchange; second, the framework should be one in which the

capital charges for each class of instruments (i.e. debt, equities and

foreign exchange) would be roughly equivalent in economic terms so as not

to create artificial incentives favouring one class of instrument over

others .

4. The Committee recognises fully that achieving these dual

objectives represents something of a challenge, especially in a setting
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in which innovation and change in banking and financial markets continue

at a very rapid pace. However, the very fact of this extraordinarily

rapid pace of change underscores the Committee's belief that the time has

come to solicit the views of market participants on the approaches to

this task which the Committee has in mind.

5. Accordingly, with the consent of the Governors of the Group of

Ten central banks, the Committee is inviting comments on the proposals

described in this paper to apply capital requirements to banks for the

market risks arising from position-taking in debt and equity securities

in the trading portfolio and in foreign exchange. The framework would

also encompass positions in many of the derivative instruments used in

each of these three principal lines of activity. Section 1 describes the

rationale for the framework and considers what changes might be needed to

the 1988 Capital Accord. Sections 2, 3 and 4 propose methodologies for

computing capital charges for open positions in debt securities, equities

and foreign exchange respectively.

6. The Committee is well aware of the discussions in the European

Community which have resulted in the adoption of a Capital Adequacy

Directive which covers much of the same ground. The proposals contained

herein are in many cases identical to the Capital Adequacy Directive.

Article 14 of that Directive provides for the possibility of revision, in

the light of market innovation and developments in international

regulatory fora, within a period of three years. The Committee believes

it is essential that the proposals developed in different fora be as

consistent as possible and is therefore keen to develop an international

agreement which would apply to all the major market players, both inside

and outside the EC. However, because the consultative process will, of

necessity, be long and the phased implementation even longer, it is the

Committee's judgement that its internal deliberations cannot proceed

further without the benefit of market participants' reactions to the

overall approach.

7. The primary purpose of the consultative process is to seek

market reactions to the specific methodologies proposed in Sections 2-A.

The proposals in Sections 2 and 3 for debt and equity securities in the

trading portfolio have been designed in such a way that eventually they

may be applied to both banks and securities firms. These proposals

contain certain features which bank supervisors acting on their own would

not necessarily favour but are prepared to adopt in the hope that further
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convergence with securities regulators will be achieved at some future

date. Thus, while the focus of the consultative process is the banking

industry, the overall approach has been designed with a view toward its

ultimate application to a wider spectrum of institutions.

8. Members of the Basle Conaiittee are issuing these proposals in

their respective countries. The consultative process will be handled at

national level in the first instance and the Committee will coordinate

the comments and responses made to its members individually. Eight months

will be the maximum period envisaged for consultation (i.e. to end-

December 1993).

9. After careful consideration of all the conments received, the

Committee will review the proposals with the intention of issuing a

formal amendment to the Capital Accord. It is envisaged that an extended

transitional period to implementation (i.e. to end-1996 at the earliest)

would be needed to enable market participants to develop the necessary

reporting and control systems.
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SECTION 1

FRAMEWORK FOR APPLYING CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS TO MARX£T RISKS

I . Rationale for the proposals

1. The 1988 Accord sets out an agreed framework for measuring

capital adequacy and a minimum standard to be achieved by banks engaged

in international business. That framework has been progressively

implemented in the national supervisory arrangements not only of G-10

member countries but also of a large number of other countries including

all the world's major banking centres. The Accord came into full effect

on 31st December 1992.

2. While the Accord was mainly directed towards the assessment of

capital in relation to credit risk (the risk of counterparty failure^),

it also stated that the Committee was examining other risks which need to

be taken into account by supervisors in assessing overall capital

adequacy. Deregulation of interest rates and capital controls, the

liberalisation of banks* permitted range of activities and the rapid

development of financial markets have all .increased the opportunities for

banks to incur market risks. In particular, banks' trading in derivative

products has continued to grow at a rapid rate. Although the recent

survey of foreign exchange market activity issued by the BIS reported a

slowing-down in the growth of activity between April 1989 and April 1992,

foreign exchange trading remains at a high level. Recent experience in

the financial markets, particularly in relation to the ERM, has

heightened sensitivity to trading risks and reinforced the Comnittee's

belief that supervisors of international banks need to update their

supervisory methods to ensure that adequate capital is available to cover

banks' exposure to market-related risks.

3. The current proposals are necessarily more complex than

existing capital requirements and focus on a somewhat shorter time

horizon, commensurate with the difference in perspective between banking

1 For a definition of counterparty risk and some other technical terms

used in this paper, a glossary is supplied in Annex 1.
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and trading activities. They are not, however, intended to substitute for

banks* own internal control and risk management procedures. The

management of risk remains the task of banks and not the task of

supervisors.

4. Although the prudential objective is similar for each of the

three risks, the particular methodologies used to measure risks, the

reporting frameworks, and some of the assumptions used in tabulating open

positions vary. This reflects the differing characteristics of the

foreign exchange, traded debt, and equity markets. The Committee has

undertaken substantial statistical research to ensure that the capital

charges calculated according to the varying methodologies broadly satisfy

a common economic criterion. The test applied was that the capital

required should cover adequately a high proportion of the losses that

would have been experienced in any two-week holding period in a range of

representative portfolios over the last five years.

5. There is no methodology that can fully anticipate price

movements of assets or classes of asset based on historical experience.

These are therefore minimum standards. As with existing capital

requirements, national supervisors would be free to apply higher minimum

standards than those indicated to individual banks in their jurisdictions

'or to their banking systems generally.

6. The Committee favours capital requirements in preference to

limits as the appropriate instrvunent for international convergence in the

treatment of market risk. Unlike limits, capital requirements give banks

added incentives to use hedging techniques, while ensuring that a prudent

capital cushion remains available to cover possible losses. They also

enable bank managements to retain flexibility in managing their risks by

assessing the risk/reward profile and allocating capital accordingly.

Nonetheless, the Committee believes limits have an appropriate place in

national supervisory arrangements. Individual national supervisors are

encouraged to maintain limits where they judge it appropriate to do so,

both as a means of imposing absolute ceilings on banks' exposures and of

reinforcing internal controls. For example, supervisors who use limits to

restrain position-taking in foreign exchange markets would be free to

continue to use limits in conjunction with the proposed capital

requirements on open positions.
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II. The application of the framework

7. Two issues need to be addressed in determining a capital

standard. The first is to calculate how much capital would be required to

support varying portfolios of open positions in debt securities, equities

and foreign exchange. The second is to define how these capital charges

should be met.

(a) Capital requirements

8. The capital charges proposed for debt securities and equities

would apply to the current market value of items in banks' trading

books. ^ Trading positions are understood to mean the bank's proprietary

positions in financial instruments^ which are taken on with the intention

of benefiting in the short term from actual or expected differences

between their buying and selling prices or of hedging other elements of

the trading book, or which are held for short-term resale, or in order to

execute a trade with a customer. Inclusion in or exclusion of items from

the trading book would be in accordance with objective procedures

including, where appropriate, accounting standards in the institution

concerned, such procedures and their consistent implementation being

subject to review by the relevant supervisory authority.

9. Items not covered by these criteria, for example those reverse

sale and repurchase agreements which are not integral to the trading

book, would continue to be subject to the present capital requirements

for credit risk as set out in the 1988 Accord, along with other banking

assets.'' It would also seem reasonable to allow banks to exclude from

their trading books derivative products which are taken on explicitly to

hedge positions in the banking book. The members of the Committee intend

to monitor carefully the way in which banks allocate financial

instruments between the trading book and other accounts and will seek to

2 The proposals in respect of foreign exchange risk are designed to

apply to banks' total currency positions, some of which would be

reported at book value.

3 Including positions in derivative products and interest rate

instruments. '

4 All interest rate related on and off-balance-sheet positions would

fall within the measure of interest rate risk described in the third

paper in the present package.
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ensure through the examination process or other means that no abusive

switching designed to minimise capital requirements occurs. In

particular, they will be vigilant in seeking to prevent "gains trading*

in respect of securities vrtiich are not marked to market, through which

banks improve their short-term profitability by realising accrued profits

and deferring the realisation of losses. The Coomittee will seek to

clarify over time the appropriate distinction between the trading book

and the other business of banks.

10. The proposals for debt securities and equities are based upon

the so-called "building block" approach which differentiates specific

risk requirements from those for general market risk.^ Specific risk is

the risk of loss caused by an adverse price movement of a security (or a

derivative product linked to it) due principally to factors related to

the issuer of the security. Specific risk has some parallels with, but is

broader than, credit risk in the sense that it exists whether the

position is long or short. General market risk is the risk of loss caused

by an adverse market movement unrelated to any specific security. This

dual approach has been chosen because it provides a sound conceptual and

practical basis for permitting offsetting of matched (i.e. long and

short) positions.

11. The proposals for foreign exchange risk are intended to apply

specifically to banks, but they could equally well be used by other

institutions. There is a two-step approach to the measurement of the

risk. The first task is to measure the exposure in each currency, where

the main challenge is to decide how to treat derivatives involving

foreign currency risk, especially options. The second task is to measure

the risks inherent in a mix of long and short positions in different

currencies. It is proposed that banks should have a choice between

measuring this in a relatively rough broadbrush manner or using computer

simulations based on past exchange rate relationships.

12. While the present proposals cover the position risk in foreign

exchange, debt securities and' equities, they do not address counterparty

In discussions with the securities regulators, several have

indicated a wish to retain their existing comprehensive measures for

equities. This could be acceptable subject to the conditions laid

down in paragraph 5 of Section 3.
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or settlement risk. However, the 1988 Accord already covers the

counterparty risk in some over-the-counter^ derivatives by calculating

the replacement cost of the contract, measured as the current mark-to-

market value (if positive) plus an "add-on* to reflect the potential,

increase in the exposure over the remaining life of the contract.

13. Each bank affected by these proposals would be expected to

monitor and report the position outstanding for each category of risk

against which a capital requirement would be applied. The bank's overall

minimum capital requirement would be:

. r- the existing credit risk requirements for the banking business,

e.g. loans, investments and the counterparty risk on over-the-

counter derivatives; ,

- the capital charges for debt and equity securities in the

trading portfolio, as described in Sections 2 and 3;

the charges for foreign exchange risk described in Section 4.

14. The market risk proposals could result in a higher or lower

aggregate capital requirement than those to which banks are already

subject under the present credit risk framework, depending on the risk

profile of the individual institution. In the case of debt securities and

equities held in the trading book, the proposed market risk charges would

substitute for the credit risk weights presently applied to the balance-

sheet assets. Whether this would lead to higher capital charges on

balance would depend on the pattern of each bank's book and on the

category of issuer. A bank with well-hedged positions or with significant

holdings of high grade corporate debt securities could well have a lower

capital requirement than at present.

15. The measure in respect of foreign exchange risk would in

principle be additive in the sense that no compensating reduction in

credit risk is being proposed. However, in the simplified approach

described in Section 4 on foreign exchange risk, it is proposed to apply

a de minimis exemption which would enable those banks with negligible

business in foreign currency to escape any capital charge.

Instruments traded on approved exchanges which require daily receipt
and payment of cash variation margin, where the counterparty risk is

in essence an intra-day one. are exempt from counterparty risk

weightings in the Accord.
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16. Although regular reporting would in principle take place only

at intervals (in most countries quarterly), banks would be expected to

manage the market risk in their trading portfolio in such a way that the

capital requirements would be met on a continuous basis, i.e. at the

close of each business day. Supervisors have at their disposal a number

of effective measures to ensure that banks do not "window-dress' by

showing significantly lower market risk positions on reporting dates.

Banks would also, of course, be expected to maintain strict risk

management systems to ensure that intra-day exposures are not excessive.

17. In the belief that all risks should be captured when they

arise, it is proposed that all transactions, including forward sales and

purchases, should be reported on a trade date basis. If. however, its use

would not produce a material difference, it is suggested that national

authorities could choose to allow settlement date reporting, so long as

this was on a continuous basis.

(b) Satisfvine the ca pital charges

18. Once the capital charges have been calculated as described in

the preceding paragraphs, the second step is to define how those

requirements can be satisfied. The definition of capital for banks set

out in the 1988 Accord differs from the definition of capital commonly

used for securities firms and from the definition of capital in the EC's

Capital Adequacy Directive. This can be justified by the nature of the

risks stemming from traditional banking activities and the nature of

those arising from trading activities. In particular, bank assets are

often illiquid and not easily marked to market, and therefore are

typically reported at book value. This treatment is consistent with the

inherent going-concern nature of banking, in which recognising short-term

fluctuations in the value of assets held for the long run is generally

inappropriate. In contrast, trading positions are marked to market

frequently, reflecting the shorter-term nature of these positions and the

market risk to which they are exposed. Capital requirements for market

risk thus tend to be far more volatile than those for credit risk and a

more flexible source of capital may be considered appropriate. For

example, securities firms are customarily permitted to include in

eligible capital a high proportion of short-term subordinated debt, often

subject to lock-in provisions, a facility not currently available to

banks .
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19. Were the proposals to be designed for banks alone, the Basle

Committee would favour the retention of the present definition of capital

in the Basle Accord to cover all banks' capital requirements. However, it

is still hopeful that over time it may be possible to move towards

meaningful convergence in the capital requirements of banks and

securities houses. It is also aware that many banks affected by these

proposals will be operating under the provisions of the Capital Adequacy

Directive.^ It therefore proposes® that banks be permitted, at the

discretion of their national supervisors, to employ an additional form of

subordinated debt for the sole purpose of meeting a part of the capital

requirements for market risks up to certain limits described in paragraph

21. For such instruments to be eligible, they need, if circumstances

demand, to be capable of becoming part of an institution's permanent

capital and thus be available to absorb losses. They should, therefore,

at a minimum:

be unsecured, subordinated and fully paid up;

- have an original maturity of at least two years;

- not be repayable before the agreed repayment date unless the

supervisor agrees;

- be subject to a lock-in clause which stipulates that neither

interest nor principal may be paid (even at maturity) if such

^ payment would mean that the capital allotted to the trading-

book for debt securities and equities would fall below a

threshold 20Z above the required capital laid down in these

proposals . , •
;

20. For banks, any such debt would form a third tier of capital,

supplementary to the existing tiers 1 and 2. There are three principal

7 However. Article 14 of this Directive requires an examination and,

if necessary, a revision of the Directive within three years of its

implementation in the light of the experience acquired in applying
it 'taking into account market innovation and, in particular,
developments in international fora of regulatory authorities".

8 One member country objects to the inclusion of tier 3 capital. That

country would have been prepared to accept tier 3 if harmonisation
had been achieved with securities regulators. It believes, however,

that the divergences that currently exist, at both national and

international levels, are of such magnitude that it would be

inappropriate to widen the definition of capital at this time.
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differences between this and the subordinated debt currently permitted as

a subset of tier 2 in the 1988 Accord. First, the minimum original

maturity is significantly shorter (two years as opposed to five years).

Second, the debt is valued at par while in the 1988 Accord it is

amortised over the last five years of life. Third, and most important,

tier 3 has the lock-in feature which means that, because of the

restriction on payment, the debt is effectively available to absorb

losses if allotted capital falls below an early-warning level 20Z above

the minimum. The distinction drawn between tier 2 and tier 3 subordinated

debt is not due to judgements about relative quality but to the fact that

short-term debt with a lock-in is more appropriate for trading activities

whereas longer term debt is more appropriate to normal banking business.

21. The Committee proposes that the following limitations should be

applied to the use of tier 3 by banks:

banks would be entitled to use such debt solely to support the

market risks in the trading book for equities and debt

securities (including the specific risk in the trading book).

This means that any capital requirement arising in respect of

banks* foreign exchange risk, or in respect of credit and

counterparty risk, would need to be met by the existing

definition of capital in the 1988 Accord;

tier 3 capital would be limited to 250Z of tier 1 capital

allocated to support securities trading-book risks, which is

consistent with the EC's Capital Adequacy Directive applicable

to both banks and securities firms. This means that a minimum

of about 28>iZ of trading-book risks would need to be supported

by tier 1 capital not required to support risks in the

remainder of the book;

tier 2 elements could be substituted for tier 3 insofar as the

overall limits in the 1988 Accord were not breached, that is to

say total tier 2 capital could not exceed total tier 1 capital,

and long-term subordinated debt could not exceed 50Z of tier 1

capital ;

since several members of the Committee do not favour the use of

tier 3 capital for banks at all. the Committee is also

contemplating, pending further developments in the convergence

process more generally, retaining the principle in the present

accord that tier 1 capital should represent at least half of
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total capital, i.e. that the sum total of tier 2 plus tier 3

'
~

capital should not exceed total tier 1.

National supervisors would have discretion to refuse the use of short-

term subordinated debt for individual banks or for their banking systems

generally.

III. Consolidated supervision of market risk

22. The Committee has for some years strongly supported the concept

of consolidated supervision of risk on the grounds that problems in one

affiliate could well have a contagion effect on the group as a whole.

Consolidated supervision reduces the scope for risks to escape --

measurement by being held in unsupervised locations and ensures banking

groups have group capital to support all their risks, so preventing

excessive gearing up on the same capital base. Consistent with the

principle of consolidated supervision, it is proposed that supervisors

have discretion to permit banking and financial entities in a group which

is running a global consolidated book and whose capital is being assessed

on a global basis to report short and long positions in exactly the same

instrument (e.g. currencies, equities or bonds), on a net basis, no

matter in which location they are booked.^

23. Nonetheless, because such reporting might well lead to a

reduction in the capital charge for market risks by allowing positions in

different affiliates to offset, supervisors need to be alert to the

possible understatement of risk. This may occur, for example, where there

are obstacles to the repatriation of profits from a foreign subsidiary,

where there are potential tax liabilities or where a bank's ownership is

less than lOOZ. In such circumstances, supervisors would be expected to

demand that the individual positions be taken into the measurement system

without any offsetting against positions in the remainder of the group.

Moreover, all supervisory authorities would retain the right to continue

to monitor the market risks of individual entities on a non-consolidated

The positions of less than wholly-owned subsidiaries would be

subject to the generally accepted accounting principles in the

country where the parent company is supervised.
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basis to ensure that significant imbalances within a group do not escape

supervision.

iA. The ComDiittee is well aware that banks can reduce positions at

the close of business by engaging in a transaction with an affiliate in a

later time zone (i.e. 'passing' its position). This may be a perfectly

legitimate device to enable banks to manage their positions continuously

or to reduce intra-group imbalances. If all positions were measured at

the same moment in time no problem would arise. In practice, however,

reporting is likely to take place on the basis of accounts drawn up at

the end of a business day and it is possible, by passing a position

continuously west and over the date-line, for an exposure to escape

reporting altogether. Supervisors will, therefore, be especially vigilant

in ensuring that banks do not pass positions on reporting dates to

affiliates whose positions escape measurement or across the international

date-line.
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SECTION 2

DEBT SECURITIES

1. This section describes a framework for measuring the risk of

holding or taking positions in debt securities in the trading account.

The instruments covered would include all fixed-rate and floating-rate

debt securities and instruments that behave like them, including non-

convertible fixed-rate preference shares.^*' The basis for dealing with

derivative products is considered in III below.

2. The minimum capital requirements would be expressed in terms of

two separately calculated charges, one applying to the "specific risk' of

each security, whether it is a short or a long position, and the other to

the interest rate risk in the portfolio (termed "general market risk")

where long and short positions in different securities or instruments

could be offset.

I . Specific risk

3. The capital charge for specific risk would be designed to

protect against an adverse movement in the price of an individual

security. In measuring the risk, offsetting would be restricted to

matched positions in the identical issue (including positions in

derivatives). Even if the issuer is the same, no offsetting would be

permitted between different issues since differences in coupon rates,

liquidity, call features, etc. mean that prices may diverge in the short

run.

4. In establishing appropriate capital charges for specific risk

the Committee has sought to classify debt securities into a number of

broad categories of issuer in a manner similar to that used by both

10 Traded mortgage securities and mortgage derivative products possess

unique characteristics because of the risk of pre-pajrment.

Accordingly, for the time being, no common treatment is proposed for

these securities, which would be dealt with at national discretion.

A security which is the subject of a repurchase or securities

lending agreement would be treated as if it were still owned by the

lender of the security, i.e. it would be treated in the same manner

as other securities positions.
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banking and securities regulators in their present capital regimes. It is

proposed that the specific risk would be graduated in five broad

categories as follows:

government O.OOZ

qualifying 0.25Z (residual maturity 6 months or less)

l.OOZ (residual maturity between 6 and 24 months)

1.60Z (residtial maturity exceeding 24 months)

other 8.00Z

5. The category
' government ' would include all forms of

governments^ paper including bonds. Treasury bills and other short-term

instruments, but national authorities would reserve the right to apply a

specific risk weight to securities issued by certain foreign governments,

especially to securities denominated in a currency other than that of the

issuing government.

6.
' Qualifying ' would apply to issues which meet the criteria set

•out in the following paragraph.
^2 Three different weights are proposed

depending on the residual maturity of the issue in question. This is

because the uncertainty about creditworthiness increases with the life of

the security, as reflected in the fact that spreads between corporate and

government securities tend to widen along the maturity spectrum.

7. Qualifying items would include securities issued by public

sector entities and multilateral development banks, plus other securities

that are:

rated investment-grade^^ by at least two credit rating agencies

specified by the relevant supervisor; or

rated investment-grade by one rating agency and not less than

investment-grade by any other rating agency specified by the

supervisor (subject to supervisory oversight); or

11 Including, at national discretion, local and regional governments

subject to a zero credit risk weight in the Basle Accord.

12 One country has expressed a general reserve on the definition of the

qualifying category.

13 e.g. rate Baa or higher by Moodys and BBB or higher by Standard and

Poors.
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- unrated, but deemed to be of comparable investment quality by

the bank or securities firm, and the issuer has securities

listed on a recognised stock exchange (subject to supervisory

approval) . •

The supervisors would be responsible for monitoring the application of

these qualifying criteria, particularly in relation to the last criterion

where the initial classification is essentially left to the reporting

institutions.

8. National authorities would also have discretion to include

within the qualifying category debt securities issued by banks in

countries which are implementing the Basle Accord, subject to the express

understanding that supervisors in such countries would undertake prompt

remedial action if a bank fails to meet the capital standards set forth

in the Accord. Similarly, national authorities would have discretion to

include within the qualifying category debt securities issued by

securities firms that are subject to equivalent rules.

9. The ' other '

category would receive the same specific risk

charge as a private-sector borrower under the Basle Accord, i.e. 8Z. No

maturity breakdown is proposed within this category of specific risk.

10. Consideration has been given to the possibility of determining

a specific risk charge higher than 81 for high-yield debt securities,

which often have equity-like characteristics. Such securities are

commonly traded in only a few markets and their characteristics would not

be easy to define, so no standard treatment is proposed. However, it is

proposed that either:

a specific risk charge higher than 82 would be applied to such

securities (the precise charge and the criteria being at

national discretion): and/or ..
'

offsetting for the purposes of defining the extent of general

market risk (see paragraph 18 below) would not be allowed

between such securities and any other debt securities.

11. Convertible bonds , i.e. debt issues or preference shares that

are convertible, at a stated price, into common shares of the issuer,

would be treated as debt securities if they trade like debt securities

and as equities if they trade like equities.
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11. General market risk

12. Capital requirements for general market risk would be designed

to capture the risk of loss arising from changes in market interest

rates. A choice between two methods of measuring the risk would be

permitted.

(a) The standard method

13. Long or short positions in debt securities and debt related

derivative instruments (see III below) would be slotted into a maturity

ladder comprising thirteen maturity bands. Fixed rate instruments would

be allocated according to the residual term to maturity and floating-rate

instruments according to the next repricing date.!*" Opposite positions of

the same amount in the same issues (but not different issues by the same

issuer), whether actual or notional, incur no interest rate risk and

could therefore be omitted from the reporting framework, as could closely

matched swaps, forwards, futures and FRAs which meet the conditions set

out in paragraphs 32 and 33 below.

U. The first stage in the proposed calculation would be to weight

the positions in each time-band by a factor designed to reflect the price

sensitivity of those positions to changes in interest rates. The weights

proposed have two components: the modified durationlS of a bond with a

'maturity equal to the mid-point of the respective time-band, assuming an

82 interest rate environment and an 8Z coupon; and an assumed change in

yield which is designed to cover about two standard deviations of one

month's yield volatility in most major markets." The two numbers are

U In the case of callable bonds, if a bond is trading above P" it

would be slotted according to its first call date. If priced below

par (making a call unlikely) it would be slotted according to its

residual term to maturity.

15 Duration is a mathematical concept designed to measure the price

sensitivity of debt securities to changes in interest rates.

Modified duration is duration divided by a factor of one plus the

interest rate. The term duration used throughout the text refers to

modified duration.

16 Since in most countries long-term rates are less volatile than

short-term rates, the protection sought diminishes progressively

along the yield curve, from a 12 change in interest rates at the

short end to a 0.62 change at the long end.
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multiplied to give a weighting factor for each time-band, as set out in

Annex 2.

15. The duration of a bond, although priiuarily influenced by its

maturity, is also influenced by its coupon. Zero-coupon and deep-

discount^^ bonds are much more volatile than coupon bonds; for example,

in an 8Z interest rate environment, the price of a 30-year zero-coupon

bond is more than twice as volatile as that of a 30-year 8Z bond.

Slotting such bonds according to residual maturity would underestimate

risk and allow offsetting between positions where substantial risk is

still present. Some adjustments therefore need to be made to slot zero-

coupon bonds and deep-discount bonds (which it is proposed to define as

bonds with a coupon of less than 3Z) into the maturity ladder. This

treatment, which in effect converts zero-coupons into the equivalent of

8Z bonds, is set out in the second column of Annex 2. At the far end of

the maturity ladder, there are two time-bands with higher weights for

zero-coupon bonds whose maturities exceed twelve years.

16. The next step in the calculation is to offset the weighted

longs and shorts in each time-band, resulting in a single short or long

position for each band ("vertical offsetting"). However, each band would

include positions whose maturities are not identical as well as different

'instruments with the same maturity, exposing the bank to basis risk. The

Committee does not believe it would be consistent with its prudential

objective to permit full offsetting of longs and shorts and favours a

compensating adjustment. The nature of the adjustment would be to

disallow some fraction of the offset by applying a "vertical

disallowance" factor to the smaller of the offsetting positions, be it -

long or short. It is proposed that a lOZ 'vertical disallowance" be ^

applied to one side of the weighted matched positions within each time-

band. ^8 For example, if the sum of the weighted longs in a time-band is

SlOO million and the sum of the weighted shorts $90 million, the vertical

17 Where the coupon of a debt security appears to be "low coupon" but

the coupon and principal are linked to movements in a consumer price

index, the securities should be treated as normal coupon debt

securities.

18 Several countries would prefer to have a 15Z vertical disallowance

for the time-bands in zone 1 (see Annex 3). while accepting lOZ for

the other zones.
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disallowance for that time-band would be lOZ of $90 million (i.e. $9

million) .

17. The result of the above calculations is to produce two sets of

weighted positions, the net long or short positions in each time-band

($10 million in the example above) and the vertical disallowances, which

have no sign. The net short and long positions in different time-bands

might also be regarded as offsettable to the extent that interest rates

at different points in the maturity spectrum tend to move in step.

Observed correlations suggest that the likelihood of divergent movements

is lower for nearer segments of the yield curve and higher for more

distant segments. It is therefore proposed that there should be two

rounds of partial "horizontal" offsetting, first between the net

positions in each of the three zones (zero to one year, one year to four

years and over four years), and subsequently between the net positions in

the different zones. At each stage, the offsetting of opposite positions

would be subject to a disallowance (expressed, in the same way as the

vertical disallowance, as a fraction of the smaller of the offsetting

positions), based on observed correlations of interest rate movements.

The disallowances proposed, which are set out in Annex 3, would result in

a greater recognition of hedging for offsets taking place within the same

zone than for offsets between different zones. The resulting

disallowances would be added to the disallowances for vertical offsetting

referred to above, and to the absolute amount of the residual net short

or long position within the whole book. The total would be the market

risk charge for the portfolio which, together with the specific risk

charges for each issue referred to in Section I above, would be the

institution's overall capital requirement under the standard measurement

method. A simplified example of the calculations required is set out in

Annex 4 .

18. In accordance with the concerns about high-yield debt

securities expressed in paragraph 10 above, it is intended that no

vertical or horizontal offsetting between such securities and any other

debt securities would be permitted unless high-yield debt securities were

made subject to a higher specific risk weight than 82.

19. It is proposed that separate reporting ladders be used for each

currency, except for those in which business is insignificant, and that

capital charges be calculated for each currency separately with no

offsetting between positions of opposite sign. It is recognised that such
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treatment would be rather harsh since it assumes a worst-case scenario in

the movements of interest rates in different currencies. On the other

hand, the purpose of the proposals is to provide protection against

movements in interest rates over relatively short periods and while some

correlation across currencies is observable circumstances quite

frequently occur in which interest rates in different countries move in

opposite directions. It might be possible to devise a practical method of

recognising such partial correlation between the interest rates in

different countries^* and comment is invited on this aspect.

(b) The alternative method

20. It is proposed that institutions with the necessary capability

could, with their supervisors' consent, use a more accurate method of

measuring duration by calculating the price sensitivity of each position

separately. This would involve taking into account the exact coupon of

each bond, rather than an assumed 8Z rate, and calculating duration

according to the precise residual maturity of the instrument rather than

the mid-point of a time-band. Recognising that the alternative method is

similar to and more accurate than the standard method, the Committee

would be content for this method to be used so long as those who use it

demonstrate that it produces results which are consistently equivalent

with the standard method. 20 Institutions would be required to elect and

19 A possible approach favoured by one delegation would be to allow

partial offsetting of the final residual unmatched position in all

currencies by taking the larger of the sum of shorts and longs. .

20 In order to be certain of producing equivalent results, i.e. those

that do not result in any systematic bias, the following processes

would need to be followed:

the institution would first calculate the price sensitivity of

each instrument in terms of a change in interest rates of

between 0.6 and 1.0 percentage points depending on the maturity

of the instrument (using the same scale as in column B of

Annex 2 ) ;

the resulting sensitivity measures would then be slotted into a

duration-based ladder with fifteen time-bands as set out at the

foot of the table in Annex 2;

long and short positions in each time-band would be subject to

the 102 vertical disallowance;

the net positions in each time-band would be carried forward

for horizontal offsetting subject to the disallowances set out

in Annex 3 .
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use the method on a continuous basis (unless a change in method is

approved by the national authority) and subject to supervisory monitoring

of the systems used.

21. Certain members of the Committee believe that there is some,

justification for using a lower vertical disallowance than lOZ for the

alternative method, in recognition of the greater accuracy which makes it

no longer necessary to account for maturity mismatches within each time-

band. ^1 Comment is invited on this matter, bearing in mind that the

vertical disallowance is also designed to capture basis risk, which would

still be present.

III. Debt derivatives

22. It is proposed to include in the measurement system those debt

derivatives and off-balance-sheet instruments which react to changes in

interest rates and thus affect the reporting institution's exposure to

•market risk. This would include forward rate agreements (FRAs), futures

and options on debt instruments, interest rate and cross-currency swaps

and forward foreign exchange positions. A similar methodology would apply

to other option-like products, such as caps, floors, and options on

futures or swaps.

23. In principle, all derivatives (except for those held outside

the trading book) would be converted into positions in the relevant

underlying and become subject to the proposals for applying specific and

general market risk under the building-block methodology. There would,

however, be the possibility of alternative treatments for options which

are considered in Annex 5. A summary of the proposals for dealing with

debt derivatives is attached at Annex 6.

1. Reporting of positions

24. In order to calculate the standard building-block formula

described above, positions in derivatives would need to be converted into

notional security positions. Thus the amounts reported would be the

21 One country sees no need for time-bands at all since the alternative

method is maturity-specific. Other delegations, however, insist on

the need for time-bands in order to calculate the horizontal

disallowances.
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market value of the principal amount of the underlying or notional

underlying.

(a) Futures and forward contracts, including forward rate

aereements

25. These instruments would be treated as a combination of a long

and a short position in a notional government security. The maturity of a

future or an FRA would be the period until delivery or exercise of the

contract, plus - where applicable - the life of the underlying security.

For example, a long position in a June three month interest rate future

(taken in April) would be reported as a long position in a government

security with a maturity of five months and a short position in a

government security with a maturity of two months. Where a range of

deliverable instruments may be delivered to fulfil the contract, the

institution would be free to elect which deliverable security goes into

the maturity ladder. In the case of a future on a corporate bond index.

-positions would be included at the market value of the notional

underlying portfolio of securities.

26. A few members believe that a two-legged treatment for futures

and forwards would be a needless complexity which only captures a small

financing cost. In particular, there would be very little difference for

a short-term future when the instruments deliverable against the future

have long maturities. These members would prefer an approach that slots

in the value of the securities that are deliverable against the futures

contract. In at least some cases, the two-legged approach would require

less capital because the financing leg would be allowed to hedge other

unrelated positions in the underlying itself when the deliverable is

short-term in nature. ^^-. -

(b) Swaps

27. Swaps would be treated as two notional positions in government

securities with relevant maturities. For example, an interest rate swap

under which a firm is receiving floating rate interest and paying fixed

would be treated as a long position in a floating rate instrument of

maturity equivalent to the period until the next interest fixing and a

short position in a fixed-rate instrument of maturity equivalent to the

residual life of the swap. For swaps that pay or receive a fixed or

floating interest rate against some other reference price, e.g. an equity

index, the interest rate component would be slotted into the appropriate
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repricing maturity category, with the equity component being included in

the equity framework. The separate legs of cross-currency swaps would be

reported in the relevant maturity ladders for the currencies concerned.

(c) Exchange-traded and OTC options

28. The treatment of options poses problems because of the

asymmetrical risk and the inherent complexity of the products. The

proposals on this topic are therefore less definitive than for most other

elements of the framework and comments from practitioners would be

especially welcome. It is proposed that there should be a choice between

two or perhaps more methods at the discretion of the individual

supervisor. Only one of the methods identified in this paper would be

compatible with the building-block methodology and the reporting

procedure is described below. Two other possible methods are referred to

in Annex 5 .

29. The approach to be used for the treatment of options within the

building-block methodology would be for institutions to report their

options positions on a delta-weighted^^ basis (such deltas to be

calculated according to an approved exchange model or the institution's

proprietary options pricing model subject to oversight by the

supervisor). Options would thus be reported as a position equal to the

market value of the underlying multiplied by the delta. Annex 5 invites

comment on the appropriateness of some additional capital requirement for

those using the delta-based approach.

30. In slotting deltas into the time-bands, a two-legged approach

could be used as for other derivatives, requiring one entry at the time

the underlying contract takes effect and a second at the time the

underlying contract matures. For instance, a bought call option on a June

three-month interest-rate future would in April be considered, on the

basis of its "delta' equivalent value, to be a long position with a

maturity of five months and a short position with a maturity of two

months. The written option would be similarly slotted as a long position

with a maturity of two months and a short one with a maturity of five

months.

22 This treatment would also encompass a simplified proxy of delta.
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31. Floating rate instruments with caps or floors would be treated

as a combination of floating rate securities and a series of European-

style options. For example, the holder of a three-year floating rate bond

indexed to six month LIBOR with a cap of 15Z would treat it as:

(1) a debt security that reprices in six months; and

(2) a series of five written call options on a FRA with a basis of

ISZ, each with a negative sign at the time the underlying FRA

takes effect and a positive sign at the time the underlying FRA

matures. .

2. Calculation of capital charges under the standard building-

block methodology

(a) Allowable offsetting of matched positions

32. Long and short positions (both actual and notional) in

identical instruments with exactly the same issuer, coupon, currency and

maturity would be offsettable and thus fully matched positions would be

excluded from the reporting framework altogether (for both specific and

general market risk). A matched position in a future and its

corresponding underlying could be offset except when the future comprises

a range of deliverable instruments. No offsetting would be allowed

between positions in different currencies. ^^ Thus the separate legs of

cross-currency swaps or forward foreign exchange deals would be treated

as notional positions in the relevant instruments and entered on the

appropriate currency reporting form.

33. In addition, opposite positions in the same category of

instruments could in certain circtunstances be regarded as matched and

allowed to offset fully. This would have the effect of removing, for

example, closely matched swap positions from the need to apply a lOZ

disallowance to the matched long and short positions in each time-band.

To qualify for this treatment the positions would need to relate to the

same underlying instruments, be of the same nominal value and denominated

in the same currency. In addition:

(i) for futures: offsetting positions in the notional or

underlying instruments to which the futures contract relates

23 But see paragraph 19.
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would need to be for identical products and mature within

seven days of each other;

(ii) for swaps. FRAs: the reference rate (for floating rate

positions) would need to be identical and/or the coupon (for

fixed-rate positions) closely matched (i.e. within 10 - 15

basis points) ;

(iii) for swaps, FRAs and forwards: the next interest fixing date

or, for fixed coupon positions or forwards, the residual

maturity would need to correspond within the following

limits:

- less than one month hence: same day;

between one month and one year hence: within seven days;

- over one year hence: within thirty days.

34. The Committee invites comment on an alternative approach for

sophisticated institutions with large swap books which could use

sensitivity models to calculate the positions to be included in the

maturity ladder. These models would take all cash flows on swaps

discounted using zero coupon rates and convert them into a portfolio of

bonds (with the same interest rate sensitivities at the appropriate

maturities), which would then be subject to the building-block approach.

This procedure would capture more closely the true risk in large swap

books .

Such models could, however, only be allowed if:

the supervisor were fully satisfied with the accuracy of the

systems being used;

the positions calculated were fully to reflect the sensitivity

of the cash flows to interest rate changes;

the positions were denominated in the same currency.

Once slotted into the maturity ladder, the net position produced by these

models would be subject to the usual disallowance factors.

(b) Specific risk

35. Specific risk is intended to address the credit-related and

liquidity risks associated with the underlying instrument. The majority

of interest-rate sensitive off-balance-sheet instruments relate to an

underlying or notional underlying security which does not bear an

identifiable specific risk. e.g. currencies or market interest rates.

Thus interest rate and currency swaps. FRAs. forward foreign exchange
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contracts and interest rate futures and options would not be subject to a

specific risk charge. This exemption would also apply to futures and

options on a short-term (e.g. LIBOR) interest rate index. However, in the

case of futures and options contracts where the underlying is a debt

security, or an index representing a basket of debt securities, a

specific risk charge would apply according to the credit risk of the

issuer as set out in I above. This would require separate reporting

outside the maturity schedule referred to below. For governments,

specific risk would be zero.

(c ) General market risk

36. General market risk would apply to positions in all derivative

products referred to in this section in the same manner as for cash

positions, subject only to an exemption for fully or very closely matched

positions in identical instruments as defined in paragraphs 32 and 33.

The various categories of instruments would be slotted into the maturity

ladder according to the reporting rules identified earlier. As with cash

securities, offsetting would be permitted for opposite positions within

each maturity band, subject to a lOZ vertical disallowance, and also

between different maturity bands and zones according to the scale of

horizontal disallowances set out in Annex 3.

74-907 - 94 - 34
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SECTION 3

EQUITIES

1. This section proposes a minimum capital standard to cover the

risk of holding or taking positions in equities in the trading account.

Comment on this aspect of the proposals is especially invited in view of

the difficulty of structuring common rules that would adequately cover

the price risk in different equity markets. This is a matter on which

securities regulators have different views according to national

perspectives in their own markets. The treatment proposed below

represents the Basle Committee's preferred approach, but it could be

modified in further discussions with securities regulators.

2. The proposed treatment for equities would be applied to long

and short positions in all instruments that exhibit market behaviour

.similar to equities, but would not apply to non-convertible preferred

shares. ^^ It is envisaged that long and short positions in the same issue

could be netted. Instruments covered would include common stocks, whether

voting or non-voting, warrants that give the holder the right to purchase

equity securities, those convertible securities that behave like

equities, options on equity securities, commitments and other rights to

buy or sell equity securities and limited partnership interests. The

proposed treatment of derivative products, equity indices and index

arbitrage is described in II below.

I. Specific and general market risk

3. As with debt securities, it is proposed that the minimum

standard for equities should be expressed in terms of the so-called

'building-block approach*. This means that the overall capital

requirement would consist of separately calculated charges for the

•specific* risk of holding a long or short position in an individual

equity, and for the "general market risk* of holding a long or short

position in the market as a whole. Specific risk has some parallels with.

2U Non-convertible preferred shares are covered by the debt securities

requirements described in section 2.
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but is broader than, credit risk in the sense that it exists whether the

position is long or short. General market risk is the risk of a broad

market movement unrelated to any specific securities. The long and short

position in the market would be calculated on a market-by-market basis,

i.e. a separate calculation would have to be carried out for each

national market in which the firm held equities.

4. It is proposed that the building-block approach should apply in

the following manner. The minimum standard would be expressed in terns of

an 'x plus y* formula, in which 'x* , denoting specific risk, would apply

to the reporting institution's gross equity positions (i.e. the sum of

all long equity positions and of all short equity positions) and 'y', or

general market risk, would apply to the difference between the sum of the

longs and the sum of the shorts (i.e. the overall net position in an

equity market ) . .- --=-..
5. If, in the future, wider convergence with securities regulators

can be achieved, it is proposed that individual national authorities

should have discretion to continue to apply a comprehensive approach,

i.e. one that combines specific and general market risks in a single risk

charge. To use such an approach, the individual regulator would be

required to demonstrate to the satisfaction of his fellow regulators that

such an approach would produce, in all circumstances, capital charges

'equal to or greater than those produced by the minimum "building-block"

approach. This demonstration could be made by showing that the

authority's rule, by its very nature, required capital charges equal to

or greater than the building-block methodology.

6. In setting appropriate charges for the x plus y formula, the

Committee proposes that the charge for y (general market risk) should be

62 of the net open position. This number was reached on the basis of

analysis in collaboration with securities regulators of the price

volatility of the principal equity indices in the major markets.

7. The criteria for determining the x factor for specific risk

need to reflect the diversification of the portfolio and the extent to

which it contains liquid and marketable stocks. It is important to ensure

that a relatively high "x" factor applies unless the portfolio is both

liquid and well-diversified. It is proposed that an appropriate x factor

in the absence of any such assurances should be BZ .

8. Although the Committee accepts that a lower x factor should

apply for major institutions whose portfolios are liquid and diversified,
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it has proved extremely difficult to define liquidity and diversification

in a sufficiently tight manner to be used for establishing a common

minimum standard. Criteria for liquidity co-ild include turnover, the

number of market-makers or belonging to a major index. Diversification

could be established by portfolio methodology or by some simple rule

requiring concentrations above a certain threshold to carry a higher

charge or requiring a minimum number of evenly spread holdings. However,

national market characteristics are crucial. Cooment is invited on

adequate cocmon criteria for liquidity and diversification.

9. In the light of these difficulties, all members of the Basle

Committee are content to allow national regulators discretion to

determine their own criteria for liquid and diversified portfolios so

long as X is not set lower than 4Z and on the understanding that a

minimum of 8Z would apply to portfolios of stocks that fail to meet the

liquidity and diversification test. Annex 7 illustrates the capital

required for a range of hypothetical portfolios which qualify for 4Z

(i.e. a U plus 8 formula).

II. Equity derivatives

10. It is proposed to include in the measurement system equity

'derivatives and off-balance-sheet positions which are affected by changes

in equity prices. This would include futures and options on both

individual equities and on equity indices, as well as instruments with

option-like characteristics such as options on futures and warrants.

11. In principle, all derivatives (except for those held outside

the trading book) would be converted into positions in the relevant

underlying and become subject to the proposals described. There would,

however, be the possibility of alternative treatments for options which

are considered in Annex 5. A summary of the proposals for dealing with

equity derivatives is attached at Annex 8.

1. Reporting of positions

12. In order to calculate the standard x *- y formula, positions in

derivatives would need to be converted into notional equity positions.

(a) Futures and forward contracts relating to individual

equities

13. These instruments would in principle be reported at current

market prices.
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(b) Futures relating to equity indices

14. These instruments would be reported as the marked-to-market

value of the notional underlying equity portfolio.

(c) Equity swaps

15. Equity swaps would be treated as two notional positions. For

example, an equity swap in which an institution is receiving an amount

based on the change in value of one particular equity or equity index and

paying a different index would be treated as a long position in the

former and a short position in the latter. Where one of the legs involves

receiving/paying a fixed or floating interest rate, that exposure should

be slotted into the appropriate repricing maturity band in the reporting

form covering debt securities. The stock index would be covered by the

equity treatment.

(d) Exchange-traded and OTC options^^

16. The proposed treatment of equity options would be exactly the

same as for options whose underlying is a debt instrument. One method,

therefore, would be for options to be reported as a position equal to the

market value of the underlying multiplied by the delta (or a simplified

proxy of delta). Alternative treatments are described in Annex 5.

2. Calculation of capital charges
w

(a) Measurement of specific and general market risk

17. In calculating the x and y factors referred to in Part I,

matched positions in each identical equity in each market may be fully

offset, resulting in a single net short or long position on which the x

and y charge will apply. Thus a future in a given equity may be offset

against an opposite cash position in the same equity.

(b) Specific risk in relation to an index

18. Where the underlying is an index representing a diversified

portfolio of equities, the specific risk (i.e. the risk of divergence

from the general market level) would be less than for a random sample of

equities and a lower x factor than that applied to ordinary equities

might be justified. However, even an index which closely matches the main

stocks traded can move against the market so a nil weight is not favoured

by most supervisors. It is proposed that a standard x factor of 22 should

25 Warrants would be treated in the same manner as options.
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apply to the net position in an index comprising a diversified portfolio

of equities. The national supervisory authorities would take care to

ensure that this treatment applies only to well-diversified indices and

not. for example, to sectoral indices,

(c) Arbitrage

19. Consideration needs to be given to the possibility of partial

offsetting for futures-related arbitrage strategies where the full

specific risk charge may seem unduly harsh. Two such circumstances are:

- when an institution takes opposite positions in exactly the

same index at different dates (in which case the indices will

move in price very closely, the difference between the prices

being mainly the cost of carry);

- when an institution has opposite positions in different but

similar indices at the same date (subject to supervisory

oversight that the two indices contain sufficient common

components to justify offsetting).

Comment is invited on the proposition that in these two circumstances the

2Z factor proposed in paragraph 18 above should apply to only one index

and not both.

20. Consideration also needs to be given to situations in which

institutions have taken opposite positions in their cash book and in an

index future or option. This can be done either to hedge a cash position

or to arbitrage between prices in the cash and futures (or options)

market (known as equity index arbitrage). While such strategies probably

involve lower specific risk than having opposite positions in two

unrelated equities, there are still two risks that arise: divergence risk

(the risk of imperfect portfolio tracking) and execution risk (the risk

of imperfect synchronisation, which at its worst may involve an inability

to deal ) .

21. Since applying the full "x plus y' treatment to cash and

futures (or options) positions that are closely matched would be

relatively onerous, some favour allowing firms to carve out the arbitrage

and apply a special treatment outside the 'x plus y* system. For such

deliberate arbitrage strategies, in which a futures or options contract

on a broadly-based index matches a basket of securities, the Committee

proposes that institutions be allowed to remove these positions from the

building-block methodology on condition that:
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(i) the trade has been deliberately entered into and separately

controlled;

(ii) the basket of stocks represents at least 90Z of the market

value of the index; ,

(iii) there is a minimum capital requirement of 42, i.e. . 2Z of the

gross value of the positions on each side to reflect

divergence and execution risks. This would apply even if all

of the securities comprising the index were held in identical

proportions ;

(iv) apy excess value of the securities comprising the basket over

the value of the futures contract or excess value of the

futures contract over the value of the basket is treated as

an open long or short position.

22. Other common arbitrage strategies which would appear to merit

concessionary treatment under the standard x plus y methodology include

position-taking in depository receipts, warrants or convertibles against

opposite positions in the underlying equity. The proposed treatment of

these strategies would be to permit full offsetting against the

underlying equity provided that capital is required to cover any loss on

conversion (or exercise in the case of warrants). The regulators would

also be vigilant in ensuring that where a short position is taken in a

warrant or a convertible, no offsetting would be permitted unless its

market is sufficiently liquid and its price moves directly in line with

the price of the underlying.
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SECTION U

FOREIGN EXCHANGE RISK

1. Exchange rates are volatile and open short or long currency

positions can lead to sizeable losses. Capital thus needs to be held to

cover such possibilities. This section describes proposed capital

requirements on open foreign exchange positions. It does not propose

supervisory requirements for defining and limiting undue concentrations

of currency positions or counterparty exposures, which national

supervisors are nonetheless encouraged to address.

2. There are three distinct tasks in the process of setting

capital requirements on banks' open currency positions. The first is to

measure the exposure in a single currency position. The second is to

measure the risks inherent in a bank's mix of long and short positions in

different currencies. The third is to determine an appropriate capital

charge.

I. Measurine the exposure in a single currency

3. The bank's net open currency position in each currency would be

calculated by summing the following elements:

- the net spot position (i.e. all asset items less all liability

items, including accrued interest, denominated in the currency

- in question) ;

- the net forward position (i.e. all amounts to be received less

all amounts to be paid under forward foreign exchange

transactions, including currency futures and the principal on

currency swaps not included in the spot position):

guarantees (and similar instruments) that are certain to be

called and are likely to be irrecoverable;

net future income /expenses not yet accrued but already fully

hedged (at the discretion of the reporting institution):
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the net delta (or delta-based) equivalent of the total book of

foreign currency options ;2^

depending on particular accounting conventions in different

countries, any other item representing a profit or loss in

foreign currencies.

4. Trading by banks in gold and precious metals is often regarded

as an extension of foreign exchange trading. However, the price

volatility of precious metals is significantly greater than most exchange

rates and closer to that of other commodities. If specific capital

requirements were to be developed to cover commodity positions, some or

all precious metals could be included. For the time being and in the

absence of such requirements it is proposed that precious metal positions

be included within the scope of foreign exchange capital requirements.

Where this is done, long positions presently subject to the existing

credit risk related requirements in the Basle Accord would cease to be

so.

5. Positions in composite currencies, such as the ECU, would need

to be separately reported but, for measuring banks' open positions, may

be either treated as a currency in their own right or split into their

component parts on a consistent basis.

6. Four aspects call for more specific comment: the treatment of

interest, other income and expenses; the measurement of forward currency

positions: the treatment of currency options; and the treatment of

•structural" positions. ;'' - '

(a) The treatment of interest, other income and expenses

7- Interest accrued (i.e. earned but not yet received) would be

included as a position. Accrued expenses would also be included. Unearned

but expected future interest and anticipated expenses would usually be

excluded unless the amounts are certain and banks have taken the

opportunity to hedge them. If reporting institutions include future

income /expenses they should do so on a consistent basis, and not be

permitted to select only those expected future flows which reduce their

position.

26 If the alternative treatments described in paragraphs 11 and 13 are

used, the option together with related open and forward positions
would be treated separately.
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(b) The measurement of forward currency positions

8. Forward currency positions would normally be valued at current

spot market exchange rates. Using forward exchange rates would result in

the measured positions reflecting current interest rate differentials,

which would normally be taken into account in measuring a bank's interest

rate exposure.

9. For some banks an alternative method would be to discount

forward positions to net present value. This recognises that cash flows

occurring at different future dates have different values if measured in

terms of their present value to the bank. Where this is the basis of the

bank's normal management accounting, using net present values would be an

acceptable way of measuring currency positions for supervisory purposes.

(c) The treatment of currency options

10. The most difficult instruments to fold into a risk measurement

system are options. The main complication is that the price of an option

does not move in a one-for-one relationship with the spot rate of the

deliverable currency, since an option's value is a complex function of

the spot rate of the underlying currency, its volatility, interest rate

differentials, the strike price and the option's remaining term.

11. Nevertheless, the purchase of an option can be a useful means
•
of hedging other positions, since it provides the holder with a form of

insurance, the cost of which is represented by the option premium. For

institutions which do not trade a portfolio of options but which find it

convenient to use purchase options as hedges, it is proposed that both

the options and the hedged positions would be carved out of the foreign

exchange book and that the following treatment would be applied:

for a long position (spot or forward) hedged by a long put; or

a short position hedged by a long call, the capital charge

would be 6X of the position being hedged less the amount by

which the option is in the money (if any);^^

27 e.g. if a German bank has a long forward position of US$ 100 million

hedged by a corresponding put option with a strike price of
l.Ub DM/dollar, with the current exchange rate being 1.40 DM/dollar
the capital charge would be:

8Z X DM 140 million - {DM 145 million - DM 140 million] - 11.2 -

5 - DM 6.2 million.

(Footnote continued)
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where a long call/long put is held outright (i.e. not held as a

hedge), the capital charge %rould be the lesser of (1) 8Z of the

market value of the underlying and (2) the n»arket value of the

option.

12. For institutions which are actively trading options and will

therefore wish to manage their risk on a portfolio basis, a measure in

general use is the net delta (or delta-based) equivalent of the total

book of foreign currency options. Bowever, delta hedging is effective

only for small changes in spot rates and there are other variables,

notably volatility, not captured in the delta. It is proposed that the

net delta value will be used as the measure of exposure for major option

players, the deltas being calculated according to an exchange model or

internal pricing model approved by the supervisor. In addition,

managements would be expected to apply additional internal safeguards to

deal with the other option risks, for instance by simulating the

performance of portfolios over ranges of possible levels of spot rates,

volatilities and interest rate differentials.

13. National supervisors would be ready to consider more advanced

approaches for capturing the risks in option positions and related spot

or forward positions which sophisticated trading institutions may wish to

propose. The criteria for the acceptance of such methods as alternatives

to the delta measure would be that they should provide a more reliable

estimate of possible loss according to parameters set by the regulators,

and that they allow supervisory oversight in a cost-effective manner. For

example, these parameters could be designed to cover the highest loss in

the bank's foreign exchange options (and related spot or forward

positions) portfolio assuming certain changes (on a currency pair by

currency pair basis) in foreign exchange rates and implied volatilities.

Comments and suggestions on what such parameters should be would be

welcomed.

(d) The treatment of structural positions

14. A matched currency position will protect a bank against loss

from movements in exchange rates, but will not necessarily protect its

If the dollar appreciates to over 1.45 DM/dollar the option would be

out of the money and the capital charge would just be ez of the

dollar forward position.
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capital adequacy ratio. If a bank has its capital denominated in its

domestic currency and has a portfolio of foreign currency assets and

liabilities that is completely matched, its capital/asset ratio will fall

if the domestic currency depreciates. By running a short position in the

domestic currency the bank can protect its capital adequacy ratio,

although the position would lead to a loss if the domestic currency were

to appreciate.

15. It is proposed that supervisors should be free to allow banks

to protect their capital adequacy ratio in this way. Thus, any positions

which a bank has deliberately taken in order to hedge partially or

totally against the adverse effect of the exchange rate on its capital

ratio could be excluded from the calculation of net open currency

positions, subject to each of the following conditions being met:

- such positions would need to be of a 'structural', i.e. of a non-

dealing, nature (the precise definition to be set by national

supervisors according to national accounting standards and

practices);

the national supervisor would need to be satisfied that the

•structural' position excluded does no more than protect the

bank's capital adequacy ratio;

any exclusion of the position would need to be applied

consistently, with the treatment of the hedge remaining the same

for the life of the assets or other items.

16. The same treatment could be applied to positions related to

items that are deducted from a bank's capital when calculating its

capital base.

II. Measuring the foreign exchange risk in a portfolio of foreign

currency positions and setting the capital reouirement

17. Any risk measurement framework involves a trade-off between

simplicity and accuracy. To take account of correlations between exchange

rate relationships and their differing volatilities would require a

complex measure, which might be unduly burdensome. However, a simpler

measure based on an assumption about the composition of an average

portfolio of currency assets and liabilities may require a conservative

bias if portfolios of higher than average risk are not to be

undercharged.
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18. It is proposed to resolve this by allowing a choice between two

alternative measures at supervisory discretion; a "shorthand* method; and

a more complex 'simulation' method, in which capital requirements would

be determined by simulating the likely outcome from holding the bank's

actual portfolio. The simulation method would only be available to banks

%rhich can satisfy their national supervisors of the adequacy of their

measurement and control systems and of their access to the necessary

data. It is intended that the two methods should deliver broadly

equivalent capital requirements for a well diversified portfolio of

foreign exchange positions of average riskiness.

A. The shorthand method

19. Under this method the nominal amount^® of the net position in

each currency and of the net position in each precious metal would be

converted at spot rates into the reporting currency.
^9 The net open

position would be measured by aggregating: . . . -
.

— the sum of the short positions or the sum of the long

positions, \rtiichever is the greater ;^° plus .r

- the total of each net position (short or long) in any precious

metal, regardless of sign.
-

r

Annex 9 shows a simplified example of the shorthand measure.

28 Or net present value in the case of those banks using net present
value for measuring currency positions (see paragraph 9).

29 Where the bank is assessing its foreign exchange risk on a

consolidated basis, it may be technically impractical in the case of

some marginal operations to include the currency positions of a

foreign branch or subsidiary of the bank. In such cases it is

suggested that the internal limit in each currency be used as a

proxy for the positions. Provided there is adequate ex post

monitoring of actual positions against such limits, the limits would

be added, without regard to sign, to the net option position in each

currency. One country is in favour of allowing the substitution of

- limits only up to a maximum threshold expressed as a percentage of

capital .

30 An alternative calculation, which produces an identical result,

would be to include the reporting currency as a residual and to take

the sum of all the short (or long) positions.
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20. The shorthand method assumes some, but not perfect, correlation

between the movements of different exchange rates. Cross currency

position taking would neither be unduly penalised nor given undue

preference. However, the method would not recognise cross-hedging in the

case of precious metals, the price volatility of which seems to justify a

more conservative treatment.

21. The Committee proposes a capital requirement of 8Z of the net

open position as calculated above. This would ensure an adequate level of

protection against losses for most portfolios, and be broadly in line

with that proposed for interest rate and equity position risks in average

portfolios.

22. The Committee sees merit in permitting a *de minimis* exemption

for banks with negligible business in foreign currency and which do not

take foreign exchange positions for their own account. Accordingly,

national supervisors would have discretion to exempt a bank from capital

requirements on its foreign exchange positions provided that:

- its foreign currency business (defined as the greater of the

sum of its gross longs and the sum of its gross shorts,

including precious metals) does not exceed lOOZ of its capital

as defined in the 1988 Accord; and

- its net open position as defined in paragraph 18 above does not

exceed 2Z of its capital.
^^

Comments are invited as to whether the increase in a bank's capital

charge which would result from its crossing of one of the two thresholds

is significant enough to raise problems and, if so, on possible ways to

alleviate them.

B. The simulation method

23. The simulation method is conceptually simple: the actual

exchange rates experienced in a defined past observation period would be

31 Two countries have reservations about expressing a de minimis

exemption in this manner, and, pending further discussion and more

thorough consideration of the issue, are in favour of a free zone

approach exempting 2Z of a bank's capital base from the net open
position.
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used to revalue the bank's present foreign exchange^^ positions and -

from those revaluations - to calculate 'simulated* profits and/or losses

which would have arisen if those positions had remained fixed for a

defined holding period. The capital requirement would be set in relation

to the worst or near to the worst simulated loss which would have arisen

during that period.

2A. In practice, however, it is a demanding exercise. A continuous

run of exchange rates over the period for all the currencies in which

significant positions are held would be needed. The consistency of data

used by different banks would be important and each national supervisor

would need to monitor closely the data used in the simulation process.

This could be achieved either by defining a common and precise

specification of the rates to be applied, leaving the banks with the

responsibility of collating the actual rates, or by providing them with

exchange rates data series.

25. Policy decisions would have to be taken on four parameters if

the simulation method were to be used as a measure of risk:

the period for which a bank is assumed to hold a position, and

during which losses could accumulate;

the period of observation of exchange rates necessary to be

sure of capturing sufficient evidence of currency volatility;

the level of confidence required in measuring the risk for the

purpose of setting a capital requirement;

the scaling factor used to set the toughness of a capital

charge, depending on what is seen as an appropriate buffer

against possible losses.

26. The choice of holding period depends on the speed with which

banks can be expected to close out loss-making positions. Banks may argue

that they are able to cover positions within a single day, but in periods

of high exchange rate volatility and thin markets it may well not be

possible to close sizeable positions so quickly. Moreover, banks may

decide to run loss-making positions in the expectation that they will

32 Precious metals positions would also be eligible for treatment under

the simulation method. Option positions in currencies or precious
metals would be included on the basis of their net delta (or delta-

based equivalent).
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become profitable. Since exchange rates often move in one direction for

some time, the longer the holding period the larger the losses could be.

A holding period of two weeks (i.e. ten working days) is proposed. It

would be rolled on daily, so that with each succeeding day the holding

period would cease to include the earliest day included in the last

holding period.

27. The next step is to determine the length of the observation

period which adequately captures relationships between currencies. This

depends on how confident one is that future currency volatility will

mirror that exhibited in the recent rather than more distant past. A

five-year period has been chosen as sufficiently long to avoid over-

reliance on recent exchange rate movements while still being practical

and not too burdensome to run. It is less necessary that the observation

period rolls on daily, but at a minimum it should be updated at regular

reporting dates. There would thus be some 1,300 observations for the

value of each currency position (i.e. 5 working days x 52 weeks x 5

years) .

28. It is then necessary to identify the level of confidence

required in measuring the risk for the purposes of setting capital

requirements. This could be the worst loss, or be expressed in terms of

.loss quantiles, for example the level which includes 95Z of the

hypothetical losses that would have arisen from the bank's current set of

open positions. It is important not to confuse the required level of

confidence in measuring the risk with the toughness of the capital

requirement. They are quite independent.

29. Setting the required level of confidence as the worst loss

appears simple and prudentially appealing, but it has conceptual and

practical drawbacks. From a conceptual point of view, in placing complete

weight on the most extreme situation, it is very sensitive to the choice

of observation period. In emphasising the importance of the abnormal

event, it would also maximise the problem of the asymmetry of result that

the simulation method could deliver depending on whether a short or a

long position is held in one particular currency whose exchange

rate has consistently appreciated or depreciated in the past. From a

practical point of view, it has the disadvantage of putting a very high

stress on data series quality. These disadvantages progressively lessen

if the level of confidence required is lower, but that benefit is offset

by the greater chance of missing an exchange rate movement ^ich may
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recur in the future. The 95Z quantile, which corresponds to the sixty-

fifth largest loss out of 1,300 observations, is proposed.

30. The final step is to select the scaling factor which determines

the toughness of the capital requirement. The first three parameters

having been fixed, adding to the 95Z quantile a scaling factor of

somewhere between 2Z and 4Z of the overall net open position as measured

under the shorthand method would deliver approximate equivalence in terms

of toughness of the capital requirement for a portfolio of average

riskiness between the shorthand and the simulation methods. The Committee

is continuing to test bank portfolios to help it come to a final view,

but at present inclines towards 3Z. Setting the scaling factor in this

way would mean that the minimjom capital requirement would never be less

than 31.
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ANNEX 1

Glossary

At -the -money : an option is at-the-money when the price of the underlying
instrument is equal to the option's exercise price.

Basis risk ; the risk that the relationship between the prices of two
similar, but not identical, instruments will change. Thus,
even if maturities are perfectly matched, basis risk could
remain.

Building-block approach : a method for measuring price risk which

disaggregates risk specific to a security/issuer and general
market risk.

Confidence level ; the degree of protection observed against price
movements judged appropriate in setting a capital
requirement.

Convertible bond : a bond which gives the investor the option to switch
into equity at a fixed conversion price.

Counterparty risk ; the risk that the counterparty to a financial contract
will not meet the terms of the contract.

Currency swap : a transaction involving an initial exchange of principal
of two different currencies. Interest payments are exchanged
over the life of the contract and the principal amounts are

repaid either at maturity or according to a predetermined
amortisation schedule.

Deep discount bonds : all interest-earning assets with coupon rates of 3Z
or less (see zero-coupon bonds).

Delta : the expected change of an option's price as a proportion of a

small change in the price of the underlying instrument. An

option whose price changes by $1 for every $2 change in the

price of the underlying has a delta of 0.5. The delta rises
toward 1.0 for options that are deep in-the-money and

approaches for deep out-of-the-money options.

Delta hedging : a method option traders use to hedge risk exposure of

options by the purchase or sale of the underlying asset in

proportion to the delta. A delta-neutral position is
established when the option trader strictly delta-hedges so
as to leave the combined financial position in options and

underlying instruments unaffected by small changes in the

price of the underlying.

Duration ; a mathematical concept designed to measure the price
sensitivity of debt securities to small parallel changes in
interest rates. Specifically, duration is the weighted
average maturity of all payments of a security, coupons plus
principal, where the weights are the discounted present
values of the payments. Modified duration is duration divided

by a factor of one plus the interest rate.
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European-stvle option: an option which may be exercised only on the
expiration date. An alternative to an American option, which
can be exercised at the holder's initiative prior to
expiration. •^-.« . i-

Exercise price (also Strike price ); the fixed price at which an option
.^j

holder has the right to buy, in the case of a call option', or
to sell, in the case of a put option, the financial
instrument covered by the option.

Forward : a commitment to buy (sell) an asset at a future date for a

price determined at the time of commitment, usually
reflecting the net cost of carry. May be applied to
currencies, equities, commodities or other assets.

Forward rate agreement (FRA) : a contract in which two counterparties
agree on the interest rate to be paid on a notional deposit

\.
of specified maturity at a specific future time. Normally, no

, principal exchanges are involved, and the difference between
the contracted rate and the prevailing rate is settled in
cash.

Futures contract : an exchange-traded contract generally calling for

delivery of a specified amount of a particular grade of

commodity or financial instrument at a fixed date in the
future.

Gamma : the sensitivity of an option's delta to small changes in the

price of the underlying; alternatively, the sensitivity of a

delta-hedged position to large unit changes in the price of
the underlying.

General market risk : the risk of a general market movement arising from,
for example, a change in interest rates or official policy.

Hedge: to reduce risk by taking a position which offsets existing or

anticipated exposure to a change in market rates or prices.

Holding period : the length of time that a financial institution is
assumed to hold a given financial instrument for the purpose
of calculating price volatility.

Interest rate risk : the risk that changes in market interest rates might
adversely affect an institution's financial condition.

Interest rate swap : a transaction in which two counterparties exchange
interest payment streams of differing character based on an

underlying notional principal amount. The three main types
are coupon swaps (fixed rate to floating rate in the same

currency), basis swaps (one floating rate index to another

floating rate index in the same currency) and cross-currency
interest rate swaps (fixed rate in one currency to floating
rate in another) .

In-the-money : option contracts are in the money when there is a net

financial benefit to be derived from exercising the option
immediately. A call option is in the money when the price of

the underlying instrument is above the exercise price and a
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put option is in the money when the price of the underlying
is below the exercise price.

Investment-grade : securities wh4ch are rated at or above Baa by Moody's
Investors Services or BBB by Standard & Poor's Corporation.

LIBOR : London Interbank Offered Rate. The rate at which banks offer
to lend funds in the international interbank market.

Lock-in clause : a clause in a subordinated loan contract stipulating that
neither principal nor interest may be paid, even at maturity,
if such payment would bring the issuer's capital below a

given regulatory level.

Lone option position : the position of a trader who has purchased an

option regardless of whether it is a put or a call.

Margin : in this report, margin refers to a good-faith deposit (of

money, securities or financial instruments) required by a

futures or commodity exchange to assure performance. Futures
and options exchanges often require traders to post initial

margin when they enter into new contracts. Margin accounts
are debited or credited to reflect changes in the current
market prices on the positions held. Members must replenish
the margin account if margin falls below a minimum.

Market risk : the risk of losses in on and off-balance-sheet positions
arising from movements in market prices, including interest
rates, exchange rates and equity values.

Markine-to-market : the process of revaluing a portfolio on the basis of

prevailing market prices.

Observation period : the period over which it is judged appropriate to
review historical data in setting a capital requirement. For

example, the requirement might be set according to observed

price changes over the past five years.

Off-balance-sheet activities : banks' business that does not generally
involve booking assets or liabilities. Examples include

trading in swaps, options, futures and foreign exchange
forwards, and the granting of standby commitments and letters
of credit. ^^

Option : the contractual right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell
a specified amount of a given financial instrument at a fixed

price before or at a designated future date. A call option
confers on the holder the right to buy the financial
instrument. A put option involves the right to sell the
financial instrument.

33 In certain countries, some of these instruments may be on the
balance sheet.
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ore ( over-the-counter ): trading in financial instruments transacted off
organised exchanges. Generally the parties negotiate all
details of the transactions, or agree to certain simplifyingmarket conventions.

Out-of-the-monev : an option contract is out of the money when there is no
benefit to be derived from exercising the option isntediately .

A call option is out of the money when the price of the
underlying is below the option's exercise price. A put option
is out of the money when the price of the underlying is above
the option's exercise price.

Repurchase agreement (RP or repo): a holder of securities sells
securities to a counterparty with an agreement to repurchase
them at a fixed price on a fixed date.

Settlement : the completion of a transaction, wherein the seller transfers
securities or financial instruments to the buyer and the

buyer transfers money to the seller.

Settlement risk : the risk that a counterparty to whom a firm has made a

delivery of assets or money defaults before the amounts due
or assets have been received; may also in certain contexts
refer to the risk that technical difficulties interrupt
delivery or settlement even if the counterparties are able to
perform.

Short option position : the position of a trader who has sold or written
an option. The writer's maximum potential profit is the

premium received.

Simulation : a mathematical technique for measuring the likely performance
of a given portfolio for changes in certain parameters such
as market interest rates or foreign exchange rates.

Specific risk : the risk that the price of a given instrument will move
out of line with similar instruments, due principally to
factors related to its issuer.

Subordinated loans : debt issued by financial institutions which in

liquidation is subordinated to claims by general creditors
but which ranks above ordinary and preferred shares.

Swap : a financial transaction in which two counterparties agree to

exchange streams of payments over time according to a

predetermined rule.

Trading book : an institution's proprietary positions in financial
instruments which are taken on with the intention of

benefiting in the short term from actual or expected
differences between their buying and selling prices or of

hedging other elements of the trading book, or which are held
for short-term resale, or in order to execute a trade with a

customer.

Volatility : a measure of the variability of the price of an asset,

usually defined as the annualised standard deviation of the

natural log of asset prices.
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Warrant ; tradeable instrunent with the character of an option whose
holder has the right to purchase from, or sell to. the
warrant issuer a quantity of financial instruments under
specified conditions for a specified period of time.

Writer ; the party that sells an option. The writer is required to

carry out the terms of the option at the choice of the
holder.

Zero coupon bonds : securities which do not make periodic interest

payments and are redeemed at face value at a specified
maturity date. These securities are sold at a deep discount,
and the return accrues to the buyer as the security gradually
appreciates.
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ANNEX 2

Debt securities; risk weights

The table below sets out the general risk weights which are

proposed for the net open positions (long or short) in each time-band

under the standard method described in paragraphs 13 to 19 of Section 2.

Coupon 3Z Coupon less
or more than 32

up to 1 mo. up to 1 mo.

1 to 3 mos 1 to 3 mos

3 to 6 mos 3 to 6 mos

6 to 12 mos 6 to 12 mos

1 to 2 yrs 1.0 to 1.9 yrs

2 to 3 yrs 1.9 to 2.8 yrs

3 to 4 yrs 2.8 to 3.6 yrs

4 to 5 yrs 3.6 to 4.3 yrs

5 to 7 yrs 4.3 to 5.7 yrs

7 to 10 yrs 5.7 to 7.3 yrs

10 to 15 yrs 7.3 to 9.3 yrs

15 to 20 yrs 9.3 to 10.6 yrs

over 20 yrs 10.6 to 12 yrs

12 to 20 yrs

over 20 yrs

For those who wish to apply the alternative method described in

paragraphs 20 and 21 of Section 2, slightly different time-bands based on

duration would apply:

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3

up to 1 mo. 1.0 to 1.8 yrs 3.3 to 4.0 yrs

1 to 3 mos 1.8 to 2.6 yrs 4.0 to 5.2 yrs

3 to 6 mos 2.6 to 3.3 yrs 5.2 to 6.8 yrs

6 to 12 mos 6.8 to 8.6 yrs

8.6 to 9.9 yrs

9.9 to 11.3 yrs

11.3 to 16.6 yrs

over 16.6 yrs

Duration

weight
(A)
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ANHEX 3

Debt securities

Horizontal offsetting

The proposal groups time-bands into three zones as indicated

below.

Partial offsetting would be permitted between weighted long and

short positions in each zone, subject to the matched portion attracting a

disallowance factor that is part of the capital charge. The disallowance

proposed within zone 1 is 40Z, applied to one side of the matched amount.

Within zones 2 and 3 the disallowance would be 30Z.

The remaining net position in each zone would be carried over

and offset against opposite positions in other zones, where the process

is repeated. The proposed disallowance factor between adjacent zones is

itOZ . The disallowance between non-adjacent zones would be 150Z. meaning

that 2SZ of a matched position would be regarded as hedged.

Zone 1

Time -band

- 1 mo.

1 - 3 mos

3-6 mos

6-12 mos

within between between

the zone adiacent zones zones 1 and 3

40Z

40Z

Zone 2

1-2 yrs

2-3 yrs

3-4 yrs

30Z 150Z

Zone 3

4-5 yrs

5 - 7 yrs

7-10 yrs

10 - 15 yrs

15 - 20 yrs

over 20 yrs

40Z

30Z
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Debt securities
Sample market risk calculation

ANNEX A

Time-band
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Longs Shorts Residual * Offset Disallowance Charge

Zone 3
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ANNEX 5

Debt securities and equities

Alternative treatment for options

1. The Committee believes that there needs to be both a simplified

approach for institutions «^ich use purchased options largely to hedge

other positions and a more sophisticated approach to be used by those who

write options and the major players in the market.

2. It is proposed that institutions doing a limited amount and

range of options business could use a simplified approach, as set out

below, for particular trades.

Treatment •
: j, 'Hiff .^'^-.

Position risk would be the market value of the

underlying security multiplied by the sum of

specific and general market risk charges for

the underlying less the amount the option is

in the money (if any)-'^
7/ V -''.:-- .'

None ? •.:! Long call Position risk would be the lesser of:

(i) the market value of the underlying

security multiplied by the sum of specific

and general market risk charges for the

underlying

(ii) the market value of the option

Cash
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allowance for options-hedging for a variety of different trading book

instruments. Comments from market participants would be especially

welcome on how this can be done in a manner vhich is both sufficiently

accurate and acceptable to supervisors and market participants for the

purposes of minimum international standards. Two possible methods are

being considered.

*• In the first of these, described in paragraph 29 of Section II

and paragraph 16 of Section III, options positions would be delta

weighted to convert them into positions in the underlying, which would

then be treated as normal positions in the basic building-block approach.

However, because this would neglect the ganma and volatility risk it is

proposed that there should be an additional capital charge. One

possibility would be to have a fixed add-on for open options positions

and/or higher disallowances than assumed in the building-block

methodology for hedged positions, for example a 60Z disallowance.

However, consideration would be given to alternative proposals from the

industry.

5. In the second approach, approved options pricing models could

be used to calculate the risks in options positions and related positions

in the underlying or other derivatives, according to parameters set by

"the regulators. For example, these parameters would be designed to cover

interest rate changes up to 12 at the short end and 0.62 at the long end

(in line with the scale set out in Column B of Annex 2) and changes in

implied volatility of +/- 252 from the current level. This approach would

not be consistent with the building-block methodology and would mean

institutions having discretion to 'carve out" positions from the

framework.

6. Currently, for measuring the overall market risk in exchange-

traded options .
^^ some securities regulators set the capital requirement

at a level equal to the margin set by exchange in circumstances where the

supervisor is fully satisfied that this accurately reflects the risk. On

most exchanges participants are required to put up initial or original

margin (typically in the range 52 to 102 of the contract price) plus any

35 The same would also apply to exchange-traded futures
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variation margin which results from marking to market the firm's position

daily. The margin requirements are explicitly based on price risk

measured according to historic volatility and are reassessed daily or

sometimes more frequently with a view to covering expected market

exposure over the subsequent trading day.

7. The Committee has concerns about tying a capital standard

intended for prudential purposes to margin requirements designed to

protect exchanges from member defaults. It notes that this would not

ensure equal treatment and could lead to pressure on exchanges to soften

their margining rules. It also wonders what effects might result from

using different systems for OTC and exchange-traded products, and from

applying different capital charges to different exchanges. Finally, some

Committee members are concerned about the systemic effects if capital

requirements are free to rise sharply in periods of high market

volatility, expressing a strong preference for setting capital at a level

i^ich is considered adequate for all market situations.
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ANNEX 6

Suaimarv of proposed treatment of interest rate derivatives

Instrument

Exchange-traded future

-Government security

Specific

risk

charge

No

-Corporate debt security Yes

-Index on short-term No

interest rates (e.g.

LIBOR)

OTC forward

-Government security No

-Corporate debt security Yes

- Index on short-term No

interest rates

FRAs No

Swaps None

General market
risk charee

Yes, as two

positions^^

as two
36

Yes

positions

Yes, as two

positions
2*

Yes, as two

positions^^

Yes, as two

positions^^

Yes, as two

positions^°

Yes, as two

positions^*

Yes, as two

positions

Possible alternative

treatments

Margin set by exchange

Margin set by exchange

Margin set by exchange

Sensitivity models

36 Or as a single position in the underlying.
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Instrument

Exchange-traded option

-Government security

Specific General market Possible altemativg

risk risk charge treatments

charge -^ . „

No

-Corporate debt security Yes

Index on short-term
interest rates

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Either

(a) Simple strategy
requiring carve-cut
of purchased options
and their hedges

(b) The use of

options pricing
models to be applied
to the whole options
book and associated

positions

(c) Margin set by
exchange

OTC options
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ANNEX 7

Eouities

Illustration of x plus t methodology

Under the proposed two-part calculation described in Section 3

there would be separate requirements for the position in each individual

equity (i.e. the gross position) and for the net position in the market

as a whole. The table below illustrates how the system would work for a

range of hypothetical portfolios, assuming a capital charge of 4Z for the

gross positions and 8Z for the net positions.

Sum of
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ANNEX 8

Summary of proposed treatment of equity derivatives

Instrument

Exchange-traded future

- Individual equity

- Index

OTC forward

-Individual equity

- Index

Exchange-traded option

-Individual equity

- Index

Specific

risk(x)

General market

risk (y)

Yes
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ANNEX 9

Example of the shorthand measure of foreign exchange risk

Once a bank has calculated its net position in each foreign

currency, it would convert each position into its reporting currency and

calculate the shorthand measure as in the following example, in which the

position in the reporting currency has been excluded:

GOLD PLATINUM

- 30 +5

YEN

+ 50
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MEASDREMEWT OP BANKS' EXPOSDRE

TO IHTEREST RATE RISK;

A PROPOSED MEASURPIENT PRAMEWDRK

INTRODUCTION

1. The purpose of the attached paper is to report on the work by the

Basle Committee to measure the interest rate risk run by internationally-

active banks. It sets out a number of issues relating to the analysis of

the risk and indicates the proposals that are being considered to address

them. On several issues the Committee has not yet come to a conclusion and

the pros and cons of different alternatives are set out for the industry's

consideration. The questions on ^ich comment is specifically invited are

put forward in Section V. -
,

2. All members of the Basle Committee regard interest rate risk as a

significant risk which banks and their supervisors need to monitor

carefully. They believe that there would be merit in pursuing a conmon

approach to measuring this risk, even though differences in banking

product, customer behaviour and regulatory approach would necessitate a

degree of national discretion.

3. The measurement of interest rate risk would follow a fairly

straightforward approach. Banks would categorise interest rate sensitive

assets, liabilities, and off-balance-sheet instruments according to their

maturities or certain repricing characteristics. This paper sets out a

number of proposed methods for "slotting" various instruments into their

maturity bands. In the main proposal, duration-based weights are applied to

the on- and off-balance-sheet positions in the different maturity bands

(duration being a measure of price sensitivity for unit changes in interest

rates).

4. The next step is to compute the difference between the

duration-weighted assets and liabilities, subject to certain adjustments.

The resulting number is an estimate of the change in the value of a bank as

a result of a specified change in interest rates. This number for a bank

with long-lived (high duration) assets relative to short-lived liabilities

provides an indicator of the degree to which the bank's value would be

adversely affected by, say, a rise in interest rates. Such a bank would .
.

find that its value, if sold as a going concern, would be less than it was
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before the rise in rates. This paper also points out that a similar

exercise could be used to determine the likely reaction of earnings to

changes in interest rates.

5. Recognising that a fair amount of interest rate mismatching is a

normal feature of the business of banking, the Committee holds the view

that existing capital requirements can be regarded as covering a certain

amount of interest rate risk. The purpose of the framework is to develop an

approach to measuring how much risk banks are taking as a basis for then

identifying those taking a considerable amount of interest rate risk, the

so-called 'outliers*. Just %^at constitutes an outlier must be interpreted

against a norm, a process involving substantial supervisory judgement. The

supervisory response to outliers would, for now, be left to national

discretion. For example, supervisors could take action through the

examination process, by imposing absolute limits on positions, by applying

capital requirements, or by some combination of these approaches.

6. Information derived from gap reports can be analysed from

different perspectives. The methodology described above is designed to

estimate the sensitivity of the economic value of the bank to future

changes in interest rates. However, accounting differences suggest the need

to consider other aspects of interest rate risk, for example the

sensitivity of reported earnings to future changes in interest rates. It is

also important to monitor the embedded losses caused by past movements in

interest rates but not yet recognised in accounts that are carried at

historic cost.

7. As described in the early part of the paper, the Basle Committee

is concurrently issuing proposals for applying capital requirements for

market risk to debt securities in the trading portfolio. It is the view of

the Committee that, in seeking to measure interest rate risk for the

purpose of identifying outliers, it is reasonable to take account of the

risk over the whole bank, including those trading positions on which

capital would have been levied. However, it is by no means clear that

integrating the trading and non-trading books to the extent of allowing

full offsetting between opposite positions in the two books is always

appropriate. Ideas on whether and if so how the trading book should be

integrated with the remainder of the book for the purpose of identifying

"outliers* would be valuable.
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8. Comment is invited on all aspects of this paper, including the

measurement principles envisaged, by end-December 1993. Specific questions

on a number of unresolved issues are set out in Section V. It is recognised

that, at least for major banks, the system envisaged is relatively simple

and would not be intended to supplant other more precise methods 'of

determining interest rate risk that banks may currently be using. However,

before implementing any common system on an international scale, the

Committee would again wish to canvass opinion from the industry on the

suitability of the approach ultimately chosen.

d- .-.
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MEASDRBffiHT OP BANKS' EXPOSDRE

TO INTEREST HATE RISK;

A PROPOSED MEASPRPJENT FRAMEWORK

I. BACKGROUND

1. In July 1988 the Basle Committee concluded an agreement

establishing risk-based minimum capital standards for internationally

active banks. The Basle Accord, as that agreement has come to be known,

entered into full effect at end-1992 and has been adopted in all the major

financial centres, both in and outside the G-10. However, it focuses

primarily on credit risk, i.e. the risk of a deterioration in the ability

of a borrower or other counterparty to meet its obligations. It does not

impose explicit capital charges tied to other banking risks, such as those

related to changes in market interest rates (interest rate risk), or to

changes in foreign exchange rates. Nonetheless, the Accord stated that the

Committee would continue to study these risks and, where appropriate, would

incorporate them in the risk-based framework.

2. Following adoption of the Accord, representatives from Committee

member countries have been working to develop ways of assessing a bank's

overall exposure to changing interest rates and to a variety of other

so-called "market risks". In addressing market risks, a number of factors

dictated that the Committee direct much of its efforts toward convergence

between the capital standards of securities firms and the trading

activities of commercial banks. These factors include the continuing

integration of world financial markets, the growing securitisation of

financial instruments, and the harmonisation process within the European

Community. Proposals for applying capital requirements to positions in

traded equities and debt securities are contained in the present package.

3. The market risk proposals relate to trading activities valued at

current market prices and do not address interest rate risk arising from

the more traditional activities of banks, which is the focus of the present

paper. These other activities, primarily lending and deposit taking, raise

different and difficult issues regarding the measurement of interest rate

risk of banks because of the uncertain maturities and uncertain sensitivity

to market rates of many of their assets and liabilities.

It. Interest rate risk is the risk that changes in market interest

rates might adversely affect a bank's financial condition. Banks are
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exposed to interest rate risk whenever the interest sensitivity of their

assets does not match the sensitivity of their liabilities or

off-balance-sheet positions. For a bank whose liabilities reprice faster

than its assets, a rise in interest rates can reduce net interest income by

increasing the institution's cost of funds relative to its yield on assets,

and vice versa. • • ^,.. i

5. Changes in interest rates may affect not only an institution's

current earnings but also its future earnings and the economic value of its

capital, reflecting changes in the value of the institution's financial

instruments. For the bank with liabilities carrying interest rates which

change faster than those on its assets, its net present value will decline

if interest rates rise. Measuring that risk is the main focus of this

paper . - •. "«.2 .-;-<-•'•'•- i .
-

6. As with other risks, there are two separate stages in determining

the appropriate supervisory approach. The first is to decide how to measure

the risk. The second is to decide what action, if any, supervisors should

take to discourage excessive risk-taking. Such action could, for example.
-

be limits, capital requirements or discretionary supervisory measures. •=

Given the number of outstanding issues which arise in measuring interest

rate risk, the Committee is not proposing a common international capital

standard for interest rate risk. Rather, its efforts are being focused on

the development of a measurement system which supervisors could use for

observation purposes as a means of identifying "outliers', leaving each

authority free to decide how to respond in the case of institutions

identified as high risk. Individual supervisors may, of course, decide that

capital requirements would be appropriate to their own national

circumstances. However, a range of other possible responses could also be ^,

envisaged. -•>- ..;- -
-

: v-.

7. So far as the measurement framework is concerned, the Consnittee •

has developed proposals for addressing many of the issues. The recent work

with securities regulators has been useful in enhancing understanding of

price risk. However, the nature and analysis of interest rate risk in the

banking book differs, in some respects, from that in the trading book. In

This is the approach the US authorities have taken in recent proposals
to incorporate interest rate risk into the risk-based capital
framework.
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addition, the degree of detail and accuracy required in order to set

capital requirements for the trading book is greater than is necessary or

possible for what is intended to be principally an observation framework

for the banking book.

8. In measuring interest rate risk, there are a number of complex

issues which could well merit different solutions depending on the purpose

of the analysis and on particular national circumstances.

9. There is, for example, no consensus about the extent to which

offsetting should be allowed between the interest rate risk arising from

different positions or types of business in the banking book, and between

banking and trading activities. But the principal difficulties are

associated with the treatment of items conmon to banking whose actual

maturities may be uncertain, or can differ from their contractual terms.

Examples include pre-payable mortgages or hire purchase (instalment) loans

and instruments such as savings deposits and demand deposits on which the

interest rate paid tends to be less responsive to changes in market

interest rates and \^ich allow individual banks some discretion in the

timing and extent of changes to the rates they pay. The way in which these

items are treated is crucial to the measurement of interest rate risk.

However, extensive discussion has not revealed a consensus on a standard

approach or common set of assumptions which could be applied across all

classes of instrument and across all countries.

10. Despite these difficulties, the Committee would like to introduce

some form of interest rate risk measure on a regular and consistent basis.

The Committee also feels that experience in collecting and analysing such

information from their banks, and discussing its implications with them as

part of the ongoing supervisory process, will help to reveal the practical

effect of the analytical problems more fully. That process, in turn, could

facilitate the development of a consensus and lead to further refinement of

the measurement system. It is recognised that there will be costs to banks

in this process and care is needed to ensure that the value of the

information sought is sufficient to justify these costs.

11. As a first step, the Committee is seeking to develop a consensus

on a common reporting framework which would allow national supervisory

authorities to collect consistent information and from which various

measures of interest rate risk could be considered and ultimately

constructed. An outline of the type of framework which would be needed is
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described in Section IV. Initially at least, discretion would be given to

supervisors in the way in which they analyse and interpret the information

they would receive. But, recognising the costs involved to banks in changes
to reporting systems, the framework is designed to facilitate changes to

the measurement of risk as a consensus emerges as to which measure or

measures are to be preferred.
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11. MEASUREMENT CONCEPTS

12. Banks are potentially exposed to interest rate risk on all their

interest-rate related assets and liabilities, whether they are held for

trading and are marked to market or are held for a longer time horizon and

carried at nominal or book value. When interest rates change, the price of

items that are marked to market will change to bring yields into line.
2

However, the economic value of the assets and liabilities held at book

value will also change in the same way. although the effect on the reported

balance sheet will be much more gradual, since it will be spread over the

remaining life of the assets and liabilities.

13. The extent to which the economic value of a bank is exposed to

changes in interest rates depends upon the extent to ^ich it is running

mismatches. If a bank is funding five-year fixed rate loans with short-term

deposits, it is exposed to changes in interest rates. But if it funds these

loans with deposits having the same maturity and cash-flow characteristics,

it is not exposed, since any change in the economic value of the loans

would be offset by a change in the economic value of the deposits. Banks

often do not match their loans and deposits directly in this way because

they can take a variety of other steps to hedge their interest rate risk.

14. While accepting that there could be different focuses for the

measurement system (see paragraphs 19 to 24), the Committee has concluded

that the principal objective should be to assess the extent to which the

economic value of a bank is exposed to future changes in interest rates,

using the following processes:

all interest-rate sensitive asset, liability and

off-balance-sheet positions would be placed into one of thirteen

time-bands based on the instrument's maturity or repricing

characteristics. The positions within each time-band would be

The term 'economic value* used in this paper refers to the

going-concern value of the bank. The objective is to capture the

change in an institution's net economic value attributable to interest
rate risk. This change would be computed as the change in the present
value of the institution's assets minus the change in the present
value of its liabilities plus the net change in the present value of

its off-balance-sheet positions for an assumed change in market
interest rates.
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netted and the resulting net position for each time-band would

then be weighted by an estimate of its duration^ (see Annex 1);
- the duration weights would be adjusted to reflect the relative

volatility of interest rates across the term structure;

the net balance of these individual weighted positions would form

the principal basis for evaluating an institution's interest rate

risk; ,

it may be appropriate to add to this measure 'disallowance

factors' to full offsetting referred to in paragraphs 43 to 48.

15. Applying this methodology to all assets and liabilities,

irrespective of whether they are marked to market or held at book value,

raises, however, several problems.

16. Some imprecision will be introduced into the measure of exposure

to future changes in rates because the duration weights would be applied in

many cases to book values rather than to market values. But it is not

evident that this imprecision will be significant: in aggregate, book

values may generally be a reasonable approximation to market values for

these purposes - particularly if current interest rates are close to the

average rates paid and received on banking book positions. ^ -

17. Another difficult question is the extent to which interest rate

risk should be viewed on a whole book basis or whether the trading book,

which is marked to market, and the banking book, *rtiich is often not, should

be treated separately. It is clear that from an economic perspective the

effect of a change in interest rates on any given financial instrument is

the same, regardless of whether the instrument is held in a trading

portfolio or in a banking book. A case could be made that banks which

manage the interest rate risk of their banking and trading books in a fully

integrated manner should be allowed to offset positions for risk management

purposes.

18. There are, nonetheless, practical effects which may justify

separate treatment of the trading and the banking books for the purpose of

measuring interest rate risk. If a bank has an exposure in a trading book •

asset that is offset by a banking book liability and rates change, creating

Duration is a mathematical concept designed to measure the price

sensitivity of fixed-rate instruments with different maturities to

changes in interest rates.
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a market value loss in the trading book and an (economic value) gain in the

banking book, the bank will take an immediate hit on its profits and

capital but may not be able to realise the gain in the banking book at the

same time. Furthermore, unlike the banking book, the composition of the

trading portfolio often changes significantly from week to week or even day

to day. This means that a hedge that is present on the reporting date may

disappear a few days later. In such cases, complete offsetting may not be

justified. Of course, the issue of separating the trading and banking books

has to be evaluated in the context of the market risk proposal for traded

debt. Under this proposal, the trading book becomes subject to explicit

capital charges.

19. The existence of different accounting rules for different

categories of assets and liabilities suggests the need to consider

measuring two other aspects of interest rate risk. One is the sensitivity

of a bank's earnings (profit and loss) over the short-term to a given

change in rates, the so-called current earnings perspective. The other is

the possibility of embedded losses, for example where banks have in the

past made loans at fixed or inflexible rates which now fall short of

current funding costs.

20. Under the current earnings perspective, the main focus is the

sensitivity of the profit and loss account in the short term (e.g. one

year) against a given change in interest rates (say IZ). The objective is

to identify those banks which are especially vulnerable to fluctuations in

recorded profits, irrespective of whether any losses incurred may be

offset, under the economic approach, by larger earnings which, because of

accounting conventions, will only emerge gradually over the years.

21. The current earnings approach differs from the economic

perspective in two main ways. The first difference is that the effect of

interest rate changes is measured in terms of reported profits rather than

economic value. This difference may be quite important where marking to

market is not predominant. Secondly, the time horizon is shorter since in

this case the supervisor is not trying to estimate the capacity of banks to

withstand the long-term impact of movements in interest rates. Nonetheless,

the supervisor would still wish to look at the whole maturity profile of

the bank in seeking to identify outliers.

22. In order to apply the current earnings measure, in terms of the

parameters referred to in paragraph 20 above:
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- all the positions would be placed in the maturity ladder as

described in Section IV. Since this approach does not evaluate

the economic effect of interest rat- movements, no duration-based

weighting factors would be applied;

- the supervisor would focus on the shorter time-bands up to one

year;

- gaps in the four shortest time-bands would be calculated. To

evaluate the sensitivity of net interest income implied by these

gaps, the net position within each time-band would be multiplied

by an assumed interest rate change and by the length of time, for

the period being evaluated, that the gap would be in effect;^
- since the focus is on the shortest time-bands, full offsetting,

at this stage, is envisaged;
• -c .

- for the trading book the duration-based framework provides a
'" *

measure of the impact of a change in interest rates on the profit
and loss of the bank. The current earnings approach complements

v.^--- this by giving an estimate of the effect on the profit and loss

of changes in interest rates on the rest of the book.

23. A further dimension of interest rate risk which needs to be

addressed is the extent of any embedded losses. Assets and liabilities

which are not marked to market may already contain locked-in losses caused

by past movements in interest rates which will not - because of normal

accounting conventions - be reflected immediately either in adjustments to

balance sheet values or in provisions. These would only have an impact on

the accounts over the life of the assets and liabilities. For example,

long-term fixed rate lending entered into when interest rates were low and

refunded more recently with liabilities bearing a higher interest rate

will, over the remaining life on the loans, represent a drain on the bank's

For example, if a bank had a positive (long) net position of ten
million in the first (0 to 1 month) time-band, the annualised net
interest income exposure from this net position from a 12 change in
interest rates would be: 10 million x IZ x 11.5/12 or approximately
95.833. This assumes that all repricings within the time-band occur at
the mid-point of the time-band.

For trading positions or for other assets and liabilities which are
marked to market, this problem would not arise since all losses

arising from an adverse interest rate movement would have been

immediately reflected in the profit and loss account.
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resources; but the full extent of this loss will not be apparent in the

current balance sheet, nor in any one year's net interest income. This is,

strictly speaking, an exposure to past movements in rates which is not

fully reflected in the balance sheet, rather than to possible future

movements in rates.

24. To measure the extent of embedded losses in a systematic manner

is a significant task since it would be necessary to take account of the

average return (i.e. the interest rate or coupon) of both assets and

liabilities in the period to repricing. It is not envisaged that the basic

measurement system should seek to do this. Nonetheless, the Basle Committee

considers it essential that banks be aware of the approximate size of their

embedded losses and that supervisors take the extent of such losses into

account in their overall assessment of interest rate risk. Banks could, for

example, monitor their embedded losses by estimating the net present value

of their banking books. Alternatively, they could track weighted average

yields on the assets and liabilities in each time-band. Another approach

would be to maintain information on the volume of fixed-rate assets at less

than current market rates and their financing.
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III. MEASUREMENT ISSUES .- .
•

:

25. In using a basic duration gap analysis to measure interest rate

risk, several sets of issues arise in seeking to arrive at a single measure

of risk. The first of these concerns the manner in which certain items

with special characteristics are to be slotted into the maturity ladder.

The second covers the actual weighting to be applied and the extent to

which offsetting should be permitted between long and short positions.

26. It is proposed that different maturity ladders should be

constructed for each currency in which the bank has significant positions.

In principle, banks would be expected either to present a comprehensive

reporting return covering the positions in all their major branches and

subsidiaries or to be in a position to provide information for all units

that are subject to consolidated supervision (see paragraphs S3 and 54).

This raises a third set of issues, namely the degree of integration between

positions in different currencies and in different affiliates.

A. Slotting items into the appropriate maturity bands _ .= '-
.
-^ r .

(a) Amortising items
^ : -

27. Because they repay principal on a periodic basis rather than at

maturity, amortising items merit special treatment. Two approaches could be

adopted: they could either be reported separately and then become subject

to lower duration weights based on an assessment of the typical

eunortisation profile of the items concerned; or - more accurately - they

could be broken down into their individual tranches and be included in the

maturity ladder together with non-amortising items, on the basis of the

relevant amortisation dates. Thus a fixed rate loan of 100, repayable in

two equal annual instalments, could either be subject to a lower duration

weight or included in the standard maturity ladder as two separate loans of

50, one of one year maturity, the other of two years' maturity. Market
'

comment on the practicability of the latter approach would be particularly

welcome.
J . ^

- ;.-- -i - - - •"

Most of these issues would also apply if a current earnings approach
is used.
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(b) Uncertain reset date

28. Using a maturity ladder approach presumes that the final maturity

date (for fixed rate items) or next interest reset date (for variable rate

items) is a known quantity. This is not true of much banking business.

Banks will have assets and liabilities where the final m.4turity is fixed

but the interest re-set date is not. because the rates are linked to an

underlying reference rate. e.g. a prime or base rate.

29. It is envisaged that those items «rtiere the interest rate adjusts

to changes in market rates but the precise reset date is uncertain could be

placed in either of the first two bands according to the estimated average

lag between the change in their interest rates and the change in market

rates. Long and short positions with the same reference rate could be

netted.

(c) Uncertain maturity

30. For many items in the balance sheets of retail banks, the

behavioural (i.e. actual) maturity is very likely to be different from the

contractual maturity. For example, some deposit liabilities may remain

available to the bank beyond their contractual repayment date without any

obligation or need for the bank to adjust the interest rate payable on

them. Similarly, some assets of banks tend to be repaid before maturity.

31. Where empirical evidence indicates that the behavioural maturity

is relatively stable over time, it is reasonable to place such items in the

bands according to their estimated maturities. For example, if three-year

hire purchase agreements are typically paid off in two years, they would be

assigned to the two-year maturity band rather than to the three-year band.

This approach would allow these items to be combined with normal banking

business for risk assessment purposes.

32. For savings deposits and non-interest-bearing sight deposits, the

issue is more complex. It is not only that these liabilities often remain

available to the bank beyond their contractual maturity, but also that the

rate is variable at the discretion of the bank or - in the case of

non-interest-bearing deposits - set contractually at zero. Banks may have

available to them a considerable core of transactions deposits which are

largely unresponsive to interest rates and so could perhaps - from an

interest rate risk perspective - properly be regarded as long-term in

nature even though it would be imprudent to do so from a liquidity

perspective.
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33. A number of members of the Committee have experience of assessing

the 'stickiness" of savings deposits and sight deposits. Indeed, estimates

can be made of the proportion of such deposits which tend to remain with

the bank. However, while these core deposits may not respond quickly to

small interest rate differentials, in the case of a significant rise in

market rates a bank could not indefinitely postpone adjustaent of its rates

or conditions without losing the bulk of such accounts.

34. Views differ on how this information should be reflected in the

measurement of risk. One alternative is for supervisors to instruct banks

how to slot their core deposits according to a formula based on statistical

estimates of stickiness, i.e. the proportion likely to be drawn down over a

given time period in the absence of interest rate adjustments. An

alternative is to allow banks freedom to slot deposits according to their

own calculations of stickiness, subject to supervisory oversight, and

perhaps also subject to some overall constraints, such as specifying the

longest time-bands v^ich could be used to slot each type of core deposit

and the maximum amount that could be slotted into that time-band.

35. For some items, additional considerations may be required in that

their behavioural maturity may change with changes in interest rates. For

example, in the case of a fixed-rate mortgage where the holder can prepay

without penalty, a sharp fall in rates can give rise to an increase in

prepayments. For such items, estimated cash flows would be slotted based

upon expected prepayment behaviour. These prepayment assumptions should

reflect current estimates of expected future prepayment rates and would

vary as interest rates change. The assumptions used in calculating these

expected cash flows would be subject to supervisory approval. In most

countries, however, this is not a significant problem either because the

vast bulk of mortgages are at floating rates or because the penalties for

prepayment are prohibitive. .

- f. __ ^ •: .
•

(d) Derivatives

36. The measurement of interest rate risk in derivative products

would be the same as that set out in detail in the consultative paper on

market risks. Thus, all debt derivatives and off-balance-sheet instruments

which react to changes in interest rates would be converted into positions

in the relevant underlying as described in paragraphs 60 to 65. These would

include forward rate agreements (FRAs), futures and options on debt
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instruments, interest rate and cross-currency swaps and forward foreign

exchange positions.

37. The treatment of options poses problems because of the

asymmetrical risk and the non-linear relationship with the underlying. The

most practical method of measuring the risk in options is to report options

on a delta-weighted basis (or a simplified proxy of delta) and simply slot

them into the maturity ladders. Although in the market risk proposals it is

suggested that a further measure of risk should be added to take account of

the fact that deltas do not capture all the risk of loss in trading

options, the Committee feels that such complexity is not justified for the

purpose of measuring interest rate risk in the banking book. It therefore

favours the use of deltas alone.

B. Weighting and offsetting

38. Converting the positions reported in the maturity ladder into a

measure of exposure to future movements in interest rates requires

assumptions to be made about likely movements in and correlations between

different interest rates and the time horizon over which a bank is likely

to be exposed to changes in rates before it can take action to protect its

position. These assumptions can be used to determine appropriate open

position weights (which indicate the riskiness of holding a single long or

short position) and rules governing the offsetting of long and short

positions within and across the time-bands.

(a) Open position weights

39. Under the market risk proposals described in the first paper in

this package, positions in each time-band of the maturity ladder would be

weighted by a factor designed to reflect the price sensitivity of those

positions to changes in interest rates. The weighting factor is the product

of two components, one based on the duration of the position and the other

based on assumed changes in market yields. The time-bands and corresponding

weighting factors which are being envisaged are shown in Annex 1.

For small banks which do not have the capacity to calculate deltas but

use options only as hedges, comment is invited on the need for a

simplified alternative.
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AO. Although the impact of a change in interest rates may be less

immediate in a bank's traditional banking business than its trading

position (which are generally marked to market), it is no less real. Hence,

as a starting point, the Committee proposes that the same methodology and

duration weights should be applied to open positions in the banking book as

to those in the trading book. A few members think that different volatility

factors (i.e. the assumed change in yields) might justifiably be used

because the time horizon over which the banking book should be judged is

longer than that for the trading book. Most, however, believe that the

range proposed in the consultative paper (IZ at the short end ranging down

to 0.6Z at the long end) represents a reasonable estimate of the level of

protection for which supervisors should be looking. The Committee invites

coDsnent on this matter and in particular on the need for a sliding scale of

volatility factors.

41. The duration of a fixed-rate security, although primarily

influenced by its maturity, is also influenced by its coupon. The lower the

coupon, the more volatile the price. For example, in an 8Z interest rate

environment, the price of a 30-year zero-coupon bond is more than twice as

volatile as that of a 30-year BX bond. Slotting such bonds according to

residual maturity would underestimate risk and allow offsetting between

positions where substantial risk is still present. The Committee therefore

proposes that securities with coupons of less than 3Z should be reported

separately and made subject to the higher scale of weighting factors set

8
out Annex 1.

42. Alternatively, it is for consideration whether institutions with

the necessary capability should be permitted to measure duration by

calculating the price sensitivity of each position separately and to

prepare the reporting form based on duration, not on residual maturity.

This would involve taking into account the exact coupon of each instrument,

rather than an assumed 8Z rate, and calculating duration according to the

precise residual maturity of the instrument rather than the mid-point of a

time-band. In principle, the greater accuracy of such a method would be

welcome but banks' systems would need to be subject to supervisory

oversight to ensure that the risk was being correctly measured. Other
^ ^.

This scale in effect converts zero-coupons into the equivalent of 8Z

bonds .
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aspects of the measurement system, for example disallowances for

permissible offsetting, would be no different from the standard gap method

of calculation.

(b) Offsetting within and across the time-bands

43. A fundamental issue in measuring interest rate risk is the extent

to which short and long positions both within time-bands and between

time-bands can be regarded as hedging each other. There is strong empirical

evidence that long and short positions of equal risk-weighted size are

generally less risky as a pair of positions than when considered

individually: indeed, for positions of very similar maturity and bearing

similar market-related interest rates, interest rate risk can virtually be

eliminated. In the part of this package dealing with the treatment of debt

securities in the trading book, this hedging effect is captured by

permitting offsetting subject to specific disallowance factors: the smaller

the disallowance, the more the offsetting of risk is recognised. It is

envisaged that, for the trading book, offsetting allowances will be

greatest for positions in the same maturity band ("vertical" offsets) but

will also be recognised for positions in different maturity bands

("horizontal" offsets) - though as proposed these are progressively less

generous as positions in the maturity ladder get further apart.

44. Similar arguments can be applied to the banking book. It is

possible for mismatches and basis risk to arise within a maturity band

which would not be apparent in the reported information. This suggests that

full vertical offsetting might be imprudent, particularly for the shorter

maturity bands where deliberate mismatching in banks' treasury operations

may be concentrated. On the other hand, assuming that the objective is

solely to identify outliers, the added complexity introduced by a system of

disallowances may not be warranted. One test of the usefulness of

disallowances is how large a role they would play in the measure of risk.

45. Those who favour vertical disallowances believe that there are,

nonetheless, circumstances where full offsets might intuitively have some

appeal. Mention has already been made in paragraph 29 of reference rate

items, where assets and liabilities bear a rate of interest which will

automatically adjust at the same time and which, if of equal amount, will

be perfectly hedged.

46. There are other cases, perhaps where a bank has deliberately

arranged a pair of precisely matched transactions, in which a more generous
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treatment of offsetting may also be justified. It would be impractical to

include sufficient detail in the reporting framework to allow supervisors

to .'dentify such hedges, but it might instead be acceptable to allow banks

themselves to net closely hedged positions in the same maturity band before

inclusion in the reporting form according to criteria laid down by the

supervisor. Criteria could be devised to determine the closeness of

maturity and coupon matching which would justify this treatment. It would

be necessary, as a safeguard against abuse, to require banks to report both

the gross (i.e. before offsetting) and net figures, so that supervisors

could monitor the extent to ^ich a bank's book was regarded as fully

hedged and, if necessary, make occasional checks on banks' application of

the criteria. Comment on the practicability of this approach is invited.

47. Similar questions arise in relation to the appropriate horizontal

offsets , i.e. the permitted offsetting of matched weighted positions in

different time-bands. If yields always change consistently with the

assumptions behind the weights along the yield curve, complete offsetting

of matched weighted positions would be appropriate. However, yields along

the yield curve may not move together over quite lengthy periods.

48. In the consultative papers for debt securities in the trading

book, significant recognition is given to hedging between opposite

positions in time-bands that are not widely separated but only limited

recognition to hedging between long and short positions at opposite ends of

the maturity spectrum (see Annex 2). For the measurement of interest rate

risk in the bank as a whole, some Committee members are in favour of full

offsetting of equal risk-weighted positions across the maturity spectrum,

on the grounds that horizontal disallowances would not have a material

effect on the identification of banks most exposed to interest rate risk. A

majority, however, takes the view that, as in the trading book, supervisors

should not recognise full hedging across the maturity spectrum. There is,

however, no consensus that the same horizontal disallowances as proposed

for the trading book would necessarily be appropriate for positions in the

banking book.

C. Integrating different reportine forms

49. Paragraphs 17 to 18 above addressed the question of whether and

to what extent the trading book and the banking book should be integrated

for the purpose of measuring interest rate risk. Similar questions arise in
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connection with interest rate risk in different currencies and interest

rate risk incurred by different affiliates.

(a) Interest rate risk in different currencies

50. The proposed reporting system would require the completion of
9

maturity ladders for each currency, except for those in which business is
.,. 10

not significant. Naturally, there may be positions in some ladders which,

if in the same currency as those in others, would be treated as offsetting

to a greater or lesser degree. The main issue is whether opposing interest

rate positions in different currencies could indeed be regarded as hedging

one another. Clearly, interest rates of some countries (e.g. ERM

currencies) show at least some degree of correlation.

51. This issue has parallels with horizontal offsetting: ideally, the

recognition of hedging should reflect the correlation of interest rates.

The question in this case is whether different currencies exhibit broadly

similar interest rate movements with any degree of regularity. An exact

measurement based on correlations of all rates in all currencies would be

extremely complicated and difficult to incorporate into a measurement

system. One possibility could be to group currencies into blocs that

exhibit closely correlated movements. However, this could prove very

complex, and the choice of currency blocs could be controversial. Also,

parallelism would not be maintained with the proposals for measuring

foreign exchange risk in the consultative paper on market risks, which

rejects the concept of currency blocs in the context of measuring foreign

exchange risk.

52. The most conservative solution would be to permit no offsetting

between positions in different currencies, but this "worst case* approach

is harsh and does not reflect economic reality. Available evidence suggests

that correlations of interest rates in different currencies are generally

9 Composite currencies such as the ECU or SDR could be reported as a

separate currency, or at the supervisor's discretion, be disaggregated
into the relevant maturity ladders according to the quotas governing
the basket.

10 Comment is invited on an appropriate threshold level for
"

significant" .

11 No offsetting of this kind is envisaged in the proposed market risks
framework.
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positive, but are relatively low compared with correlations for different

maturities in the same currency. A majority therefore prefers an

intermediate solution thikt would not imply extreme assumptions on

correlations - that is, not as pessimistic as no offsetting, but not as

optimistic as permitting full offsetting. It is suggested that comnent be

invited on workable methods for recognising interest rate correlations -

12
across currencies. ,» i . .= . . , , .

(b) Treatment of positions in different affiliates
'

-"-- ^" '." =•-

53. Bank supervisors generally prefer to include all the banking
'~

'

units of a group in a *.-isk measurement system. The Consnittee believes that,

as with any other risk, the interest rate risk banks undertake in

subsidiaries and foreign branches should not escape prudential supervision.

While banks may not have fully integrated interest rate risk monitoring

systems that extend to all their subsidiaries and foreign branches, they

should be in a position to provide information for all units that are

subject to consolidated supervision, subject perhaps to a de minimis - -^

exemption for small units.

54. While, however, it provides a more comprehensive measure of risk,

consolidated reporting can underestimate market risk because positions in

one affiliate can offset opposite positions in another. There is, for

example, no guarantee that a parent bank can withdraw profits from a ^-.

subsidiary to offset its own losses. This is more crucial in assessing

market risk than for credit risk, where a subsidiary's exposure will always

be additive to that of the parent. National supervisors would need to be

able to satisfy themselves of the legal and practical possibilities for

transferring profits before allowing intra-group offsets. Moreover, they

might still wish to introduce some type of limits system to avoid the

possibility of over-reliance on intra-group transfers of profits.

12 Calculation of interest rate risk for each currency would produce (a)

vertical and/or horizontal disallowances which have no sign, and (b) a

final residual unmatched position, which has a sign (either long or

short). A possible approach favoured by one delegation would be to

measure the risk as the disallowances plus the larger of the sum of

short and long residual unmatched positions in individual currencies.

This would represent partial offsetting and would imply that there is

neither positive nor negative correlation between the interest rates

in different currencies.
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IV. DEVELOPMENT OF A REPORTING FRAMEWORK

55. Following consultation and after carefully reviewing the coranents

received, the Committee proposes to develop a reporting framework along the

lines of the framework used for the treatment of debt securities in the

trading book. The market risk proposals require banks to allocate their

trading positions in securities and related derivatives to a maturity

ladder divided into thirteen time-bands (see Annex 1), according to the

remaining period to repricing or, for fixed-rate items, to final maturity.

The Committee sees merit in adopting a similar approach for all
13

interest-rate related assets and liabilities (on and off-balance-sheet)

in a series of maturity ladders for each currency.

56. Many positions in the banking book have special features which

make them respond distinctively to changes in market interest rates. It is

essential for the reliability of the subsequent measurement calculations to

be able to distinguish between them in the maturity ladder so that they can

be accorded an appropriate treatment.

(a) Amortising items

57. Depending on whether or not the supervisory authority decides to

separate amortising items and treat them in a standard manner, there may

need to be special breakouts for amortising items in the reporting form.

This would not be necessary if institutions break down amortising items and

slot them according to the appropriate repayment dates as described in

paragraph 27.

(b) Divergent contractual and behavioural maturities

58. For certain items, as explained in paragraphs 30 to 35, while the

contractual period until interest rates can be reset or the position

matures may be known, there may be reason to believe that the actual term

may be different because of the behaviour of depositors or borrowers. For

the purposes of the reporting framework, therefore, it is suggested that

such items should be separately identified. This would permit different

assumptions to be made about their true maturity in assessing the interest

rate risk to which the bank is exposed. Demand deposits, which as explained

13 Non-interest-bearing assets and liabilities would be slotted into

separate lines in the reporting form.
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in paragraphs 32 to 34 may justify special treatment, would be separated
from other liabilities. -

(c) Non-interest-rate sensitive items

59. Non-interest sensitive assets and liabilities (e.g. equity or

property) would be reported in special lines in the reporting form outside

specific time-bands. It would seem appropriate to include interest-bearing

capital liabilities (for example, subordinated debt) in the ladders

alongside other banking positions, but the non-interest sensitive elements

of capital (i.e. equity) would be Included with non-interest bearing

liabilities.

(d) Derivatives

60. Derivatives would be converted into notional on-balance-sheet

positions for slotting into the maturity ladder alongside other assets and

liabilities. In principle, there would be no particular reason to

differentiate between off-balance-sheet items and the regular • -..

on-balance-sheet items in the reporting framework. However, for monitoring

and statistical purposes, it could well be useful to identify separately

the positions taken in the main derivative products, and the pro-forma

reporting form makes that distinction.

61. Futures and forward contracts in the same currency, including

forward rate agreements , would in principle be treated as a combination of

a long and a short position in a notional government security. The maturity

of a future or an FRA would be the period until delivery or exercise of the

contract, plus - where applicable - the life of the underlying security.

For example, if reporting at the end of June, a long position in an August

three-month interest rate future would be reported as a long position with

a maturity of five months and a short position with a maturity of two

months. However, since the two-legged treatment for futures and forwards

captures a relatively small financing cost, an alternative may be for banks

to slot in the value of the securities that are deliverable against the

futures contract.

62. Forward foreign exchange positions would be slotted within their

appropriate currency ladders according to the maturity of the individual

contracts. Thus a five-month forward contract to sell dollars for Deutsche

Mark would be slotted as a short position in the three to six month band of

the dollar ladder and as a long position in the three to six month band of

the Deutsche Mark ladder.
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63. Swaps would be treated as two notional positions in government

securities with relevant maturities. For example, an interest rate swap

under which a firm is receiving floating rate interest and paying fixed

would be treated as a long position in a floating rate instrument of

maturity equivalent to the period until the next interest fixing and a

short position in a fixed-rate instrument of maturity equivalent to the

residual life of the swap. The separate legs of cross-currency swaps would

be reported in the relevant maturity ladders for the currencies concerned.

64. As indicated in paragraph 37, options would be reported at delta

equivalents. In slotting deltas into the time-bands, a two-legged approach

could be used as for other derivatives, requiring one entry at the time the

underlying contract takes effect and a second at the time the underlying

contract matures.

65. Floating rate instruments with caps or floors can in theory be

treated as a combination of floating rate securities and a series of

European- style options. For example, the holder of a three-year floating

rate bond indexed to six-month LIBOR with a cap of 15Z could treat it as:

(1) a debt security that reprices in six months; and

(2) a series of five written call options on a FRA with a basis of

15Z, each with a negative sign at the time the underlying FRA

takes effect and a positive sign at the time the underlying FRA

matures.

However, it is recognised that this treatment may be unduly complicated and

a simple alternative might be considered. For example, one possibility

would be to treat instruments whose caps are more than 12 above current

interest rates as floating rate instruments and those whose caps are within

IZ of current interest rate levels as fixed rate instruments slotted

according to their final maturities. Comments are invited on this or on

alternative methodologies.

(e) Trading book items

66. As indicated in paragraphs 17 and 18, questions arise in relation

to the integration of the trading and banking books. It is therefore

proposed that the reporting framework should have separate lines for

trading book positions.
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V. CONSULTATION
'

-

67. This paper is being circulated widely for public conment both

within G-10 member countries and outside. Comments are invited on axl

aspects, in particular those listed below, with counter-proposals where

appropriate.

I . Policy Questions

68. Question 1 ; Is the overall framework for addressing interest rate risk

proposed here appropriate? Are there changes that would improve its

effectiveness?

Question 2 ; Is the supervisory focus on outliers, that is, banks with

extraordinarily large levels of interest rate risk, appropriate?

Question 3 : Are other supervisory methods adequate to deal with banks

that have moderate levels of interest rate risk?
...^

II. Methodology questions

69. Question 1 ; The measurement system favoured by a sizeable majority of

Basle Committee members is designed to look at the risk of future

changes in interest rates to the economic value of a bank by using a

duration-weighted gap methodology.

(a) Does this represent a satisfactory compromise between simplicity

and accuracy?

(b) Would it be an effective method of identifying outliers and what

improvements would you suggest?

Question 2 : A minority of Committee members prefer an alternative

measurement system focused on current earnings (see paragraphs 20

to 22). r ; ::;•

(a) Would it be useful to supplement the basic measurement system by

measuring also the risk to current earnings?

(b) What are the views of market participants on the use at national

discretion of the current earnings approach as an alternative to

the economic value approach? ._,.. _ .^
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Question 3 : Paragraphs 23 to 24 explain that the measurement system

envisaged would not identify 'embedded losses' caused by earlier

interest rate changes but which do not show up because the

assets /liabilities are recorded at book value.

(a) Is it agreed that this is a significant aspect of interest rate

risk which should be captured in some way and monitored by the

supervisor?

(b) If so, should it be addressed by the bank being required to:

- estimate the net present value of its banking book; or to

- track weighted average yields for its liabilities and assets

in each time-band; or to

- maintain information on the volume of fixed-rate assets at .

less than current market rates and their financing?

Question U : Paragraph 18 proposes that trading positions (including

off-balance-sheet instruments held for trading purposes) and

non-trading positions (including off-balance-sheet instruments used to

hedge non-trading positions) should be separated in measuring interest

rate risk.

(a) How far should offsetting positions between the trading and

banking books in the same time-band (or overall) in the two books

be recognised as hedges or partial hedges?

(b) Should the recognition of hedges be dependent on a bank

consciously managing its interest rate risk in an integrated

manner or should marking to market also be an essential

ingredient?

Question 5 : Paragraph 27 suggests, for amortising items, that lower

duration weights or a breakdown by individual repayments would be

appropriate. Is this sensible, and if so, which of these reporting

methods would be preferable?

Question 6 : Paragraphs 30 to 35 explain the difficulties in slotting

into the time-bands sight and other deposits whose behavioural and

contractual maturities differ,

(a) What would be an appropriate treatment for such items?
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(b) How can interest-reset behaviour be sensibly factored in, while

limiting the potential for unrealistic assumptions?

Question 7 ; Paragraph 37 proposes the use of delta equivalent values

in reporting options and similar instruments (e.g. interest rate caps

and floors) .

(a) Is the use of deltas the best one for sophisticated institutions

or would it be feasible to use options pricing models?

(b) Should there be an alternative approach for less sophisticated

institutions, similar to the one in the market risk proposals?

Question 6 : The duration weights mentioned in paragraph 40 and set out

in detail in Annex 1 use as one parameter an assumed IZ change in

interest rates at the short end reducing to 0.6Z at the long end.

(a) Is a IZ change in interest rates sufficient protection in the

light of historical interest rate volatility?

(b) Is it appropriate to apply a sliding scale of factors to reflect

the declining volatility of interest rates across the term

structure or would it be better to maintain IZ protection across

the maturity spectrum? ^ ;
-

(c) It is proposed that low-coupon items should be subject to higher

duration weights. Is there a better way of dealing with these

items?

(d) Are there good reasons for applying different duration weights

for different currency ladders?

(e) What views are there on the question in paragraph 42 as to

trtiether banks should be free to use a more sophisticated measure

of duration, based on the actual coupon and maturity of each

position?

Question 9 ; Paragraphs 44 to 46 question whether offsetting positions

within the same time-bands should be regarded as risk free.

(a) Would introducing some small vertical disallowance to account for

basis risk and for mismatches within the same time-band have a

material effect on the measure of interest rate risk?

(b) If so, would it be practical to allow banks to net off closely

matched items subject to the same reference rate?
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Question 10 : Paragraph 48 indicates that there are different views as

regards full offsetting between long and short duration-weighted

positions in different time-bands.

(a) To what extent would horizontal disallowance factors add to

measurement accuracy?

(b) Would the horizontal disallowances proposed for the trading book

(see Annex 2) be appropriate?

Question 11 ; Paragraphs 50 to 52 raise the question of recognising

hedging between offsetting positions in different currencies.

(a) Is it right, as proposed, to use different reporting ladders for

each currency in \rtiich the bank has other than an insignificant

position?

(b) Should full or partial offsetting be allowed for interest rate

risk run in different currencies?

(c) As an alternative, is there a practical method of recognising

interest rate correlations between different currencies?

Question 12 ; Paragraphs 53 and 54 express the intention of the Basle

Committee to see that interest rate risk undertaken in foreign

branches and subsidiaries does not escape supervision.

(a) How far should banks be expected to measure interest rate risk on

a consolidated basis?

(b) If consolidated reporting is in operation, is full offsetting

appropriate?

Question 13 ; The reporting framework envisaged in Section IV would

comprise thirteen time-bands and may incorporate up to three cash-flow

categories (amortising, non-amortising and deep discount).

(a) Is the number of time-bands appropriate?

(b) Should there be a smaller or larger number of specific cash-flow

categories than the three mentioned?

(c) Does the extra accuracy justify using a two-legged system to slot

derivative products into the time-bands as suggested in

paragraphs 61 to 64 7
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(d) What simple alternatives are there for the treatment of floating

rate instruments subject to caps or floors set out in

paragraph 657

70. Comments on these questions and on any other aspect of ' the ideas

described in the -paper should be sulmitted to national banking supervisory

authorities to arrive before end-199J. The responses will be assembled at

national level and put forward to the Basle Committee for further

consideration of the issues. Depending on the outcome of the consultation

process and of progress in the field of market risks more generally,

implementation of a consistent reporting framework might then proceed.

. i

^i ~ V

74-907 - 94 - 36
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Annex 1

Weights for interest rate risk in the market risk proposals

The table below sets out the risk weights trtiich are being

envisaged for the net open positions (long or short) in each time-band.

Coupon 3Z

or more
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Annex 2

Horizontal offsetting of debt securities

in the market risk proposals

The proposal groups time-bands into three zones as indicated

below.

Partial offsetting would be permitted between weighted long and

short positions in each zone, subject to the matched portion attracting a

disallowance factor that is part of the capital charge. The disallowance

proposed within zone 1 is 402, applied to one side of the matched amount.

Vithin zones 2 and 3 the disallowance would be 30Z.

The remaining net position in each zone would be carried over and

offset against opposite positions in other zones, where the process is

repeated. The proposed disallowance factor between adjacent zones is 40Z.

The disallowance between non-adjacent zones would be 150Z, meaning that 25Z

of a matched position could be regarded as hedged.

Time -band

within between between

the zone adjacent zones zones 1 and 3

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

1

3

6

1

2

3

4

5

7

10

15

1 mo.
3 mos
6 mos

- 12 mos

2 yrs
3 yrs
4 yrs

5 yrs
7 yrs

- 10 yrs
15 yrs
20 yrs

40Z

30Z

40Z

150Z

40Z

30Z

over 20 yrs
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Annex 3

Glossary

Amortising instruments: instruments irtiich return both principal and
interest on a predetermined basis over the life of the
instrument.

Basis risk; the risk that the relationship between the prices of two
similar, but not identical, instruments will change. Thus, even
if maturities are perfectly matched, basis risk could remain.

Counterparty risk; the risk that the counterparty to a financial contract
will not meet the terms of the contract.

Currency swap: a transaction involving an initial exchange of principal of
'

two different currencies. Interest payments are exchanged over
the life of the contract and the principal amounts are repaid
either at maturity or according to a predetermined amortisation
schedule.

Delta; the expected change of an option's price as a proportion of a
small change in the price of the underlying instrument. An option
whose price changes by $1 for every $2 change in the price of the
underlying has a delta of 0.5. The delta rises toward 1.0 for
options that are deep in-the-money and approaches for deep
out-of-the-money options.

Duration : a mathematical concept designed to measure the price sensitivity
of debt securities to small parallel changes in interest rates.
Specifically, duration is the weighted average maturity of all
payments of a security, coupons plus principal, where the weights
are the discounted present values of the payments. Modified
duration is duration divided by a factor of one plus the interest
rate.

Embedded losses : locked-in losses causes by past movements in interest
rates but not yet recognised in accounts that are carried at
historic cost.

Forward : a commitment to buy (sell) an asset at a future date for a

price determined at the time of commitment, usually reflecting
the net cost of carry. May be applied to currencies, equities,
commodities or other assets.

Forward rate agreement (FRA) ; a contract in which two counterparties agree
on the interest rate to be paid on a notional deposit of

specified maturity at a specific future time. Normally, no
principal exchanges are involved, and the difference between the
contracted rate and the prevailing rate is settled in cash.

Futures contract : an exchange-traded contract generally calling for
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delivery of a specified amount of a particular grade of comnodity
or financial instrument at a fixed date in the future.

General market risk ; the risk of a general market movement arising from,
for example, a change in interest rates or official policy.

Hedge ; to reduce risk by taking a position which offsets existing or
anticipated exposure to a change in market rates or prices.

Instruments subject to behavioural maturities ; items whose contractual
terms do not accurately reflect expected behaviour, for example
loans which may be prepayable at the borrower's discretion or

deposits which may be left with the bank beyond the contractual
repayment date.

Interest rate cap (or floor): an option-like feature for which the buyer
pays a fee or premium to obtain protection against a rise (or
fall) in a particular interest rate above (or below) a certain
level.

Interest rate mismatch : a difference in the repricing schedule of positions
%^ich exposes the institution to interest rate risk.

Interest rate risk ; the risk that changes in market interest rates might
adversely affect an institution's financial condition.

Interest rate swap ; a transaction in which two counterparties exchange
interest payment streams of differing character based on an

underlying notional principal amount. The three main types are

coupon swaps (fixed rate to floating rate in the same currency),
basis swaps (one floating rate index to another floating rate
index in the same currency) and cross-currency interest rate

swaps (fixed rate in one currency to floating rate in another).

LIBOR ; London Interbank Offered Rate. The rate at which banks offer to

lend funds in the international interbank market.

Market risk ; the risk of losses in on- and off-balance-sheet positions
arising from movements in market prices, including interest

rates, exchange rates and equity values.

Non-amortisine instruments : instruments which return the full principal
amount upon maturity.

Off-balance-sheet activities : banks' business that does not generally
involve booking assets or liabilities. Examples include trading
in swaps, options, futures and foreign exchange forwards, and the

granting of stand-by commitments and letters of credit.

Option : the contractual right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell a

14 For certain countries, some of these items may be on the balance

sheet.
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specified amount of a given financial instrument at a fixed price
before or at a designated future date. A call option confers on
the holder the right to buy the financial instrument. A put
option involves the right to sell the financial instrument.

Prepayment : a payment of principal made before the scheduled payment date.
For example, a houseowner may prepay a mortgage because the house
has been refinanced or sold.

Reference rate (or Administered rate ) business ; banking transactions that
are not subject to a fixed interest rate for a given term but
%/hose interest rates are linked to some reference rate (e.g.

prime rate) and therefore change at unpredictable intervals.

Swap ; a financial transaction in which two counterparties agree to

exchange streams of payments over time according to a

predetermined rule.

Trading book ; an institution's proprietary positions in financial
instruments which are taken on with the intention of benefiting
in the short term from actual or expected differences between
their buying and selling prices or of hedging other elements of

the trading book, or which are held for short-term resale, or in

order to execute a trade with a customer.

Volatility : a measure of the variability of the price of an asset, usually
defined as the annualised standard deviation of the natural log
of asset prices.

Writer ; the party that sells an option. The writer is required to carry
out the terms of the option at the choice of the holder.

Zero coupon bonds ; securities which do not make periodic interest payments
and are redeemed at face value at a specified maturity date.

These securities are sold at a deep discount, and the return
accrues to the buyer as the security gradually appreciates.
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TO THK GKFICEa.IK CHARGB OP SUPKRVISIOK
AT EACH FEDEKAL RESERVE BAKK

SUBJECT* Examining Risk Management and Internal Controls for
Trading Activities of Banking Organizations

The review of risk management and internal controls is
an essential element of o\ir exzunination of trading activities.
In view of the increasing in^sortance of these activities to the
overall risk profile and profitability of certain banking
organizations, the following guidance is being issued to

highlight key considerations in exzjaining the risk management and
internal controlE of trading activities in both cash and
derivative instruments.*

This guidsmce specifically targets trading, market
making, and customer accommodation activities in cash and
derivative instruments at State member banks, branches and

agencies of foreign banJcs, and Edge corporations. The principles
set forth iu this guidance also apply to the risk management of
bank holding con^jemies , which should manage and control aggregate
risk exposures on a consolidated basis, while recognizing legal
distinctions aunong subsidiaries. Mauay of the principles advanced
can also be applied to banks' use of derivatives as end-users.
Examiners should assess management's application of this guidance
to the holding compsmy and to a bank's end-user derivative
activities where appropriate, given the nature of the
institution's activities and current accounting standards.

The following guidance both reiterates and supplements
earlier directives provided in various supervisory letters and
examination mzuauals on these topics. It is also Incorporated and
addressed in significant detail in the draft Capital Markets and

Trading Activities Msmual that is currently being field tested.

Specifically, this letter provides examiner guidance for

evaluating the following elements of an institution's risk

mauaagement process for trading and derivatives activities:

* In general terms, derivative instruments are bilateral

contracts or agreements whose value derives from the value of one

or more underlying assets, interest rates, exchange rates,

commodities, or finamciaJ. or conmodity indexes.
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I. Board of directors and management oversight;

II. The measurement procedures, limit systems, auid

monitoring and review functions of the risk management
process; auid,

III. Internal controls and audit procedures.

In assessing the adeq[uacy of these elements at
individual institutions, examiners should consider the nature and
volume of a bank's activities and the bank's overall approach
toward managing the various types of risks involved. As with the
examination of other baulking activities, examiner judgment plays
a key role in assessing the adeq[uacy emd necessary sophistication
of a beuak's risk management system for cash emd derivative
instrument trading and hedging activities.

Mauay of the managerial and examiner practices contained
In this guidance are fundamental and are generally accepted as
sound banking practices for both trading and non- trading
activities. However, other elements may be subject to change, as
both supervisory amd bank operating standards evolve In response
to new technologies, financial Innovations, and developments in
market and business practices. Future experience. Including that
gained from implementing the Capital Markets and Trading
Activities Manual, may also identify useful changes to these
examiner guidelines.

I. Oversight of the Risk Memagement Prooess

As Is standard practice for most b£uilclng activities,
banks should maintain written policies and procedures that
clearly outline the institution's risk management guidance for
trading amd derivative activities. At a minimum these policies
should identify the risk tolerajaces of the board of directors omd
should clearly delineate lines of authority and responsibility
for majMiging the risk of these activities. IndlviduaLls
throughout the trading and derivatives areas should be fully
aware of all policies and procedures that relate to their
specific duties.

The board of directors, 8enior> level management, and
members of Independent risk management functions are all
is^ortamt partlcipemts In the risk management process. Exiuniners
should ensure that these participants are aware of their
responsibilities and that they adequately perform their
appropriate role In managing the risk of trading and derivative
activities.
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Board of Directors. The board of directors should
approve all significant policies relating to the management of
risks throughout the institution. These policies, which should
include those related to trading activities, should be consistent
with the organization's broader business strategies, capital
adequacy, expertise, and overall willingness to take risk.
Accordingly, the board should be informed regularly of the risk
exposure of the institution and should regularly re -evaluate
significant risk management policies emd procedures with special
en^hasis placed on those defining the institution' s risk
tolerance regarding these activities. The board of directors
should also conduct and. encourage discussioos between its members
emd senior management, ab well as between senior management and
others in the institution, regarding the Inatitutlon's risk
management process and risk expoBMTB.

Senior Management. Senior management is responsible
for ensuring that there are adequate policies smd procedures for
conducting trading operations on both a long-range and day-to-day
basis. This responsibility includes ensuring that there are
clear delineations of lines of responsibility for managing risk,
adequate systems for measuring risk, appropriately structured
limits on risk taking, effective internal controls, emd a
comprehensive risk-reporting process.

Senior management should evaluate regularly the
procedures' in place to manage risk to ensure that those
procedures are appropriate and sound. Senior mmagement should
also foster and participate in active discussions %rith the board,
with staff of risk management fxmctlons, and with traders
regarding procedures for measuring and managing risk. Management
must also ensure that trading and derivative activities are
allocated sufficient resources and staff to memage and control
risks.

Independent Risk Management Punctiona. The process of
measuring, monitoring, and controlling risk consistent with the
estzUslished policies and procediires should be managed
independently of individuals conducting trading activities, up
through senior levels of the institution. An Independent system
for reporting exposures to both senior- level management and to
the board of directors is an lB^>ortant element of this process.

Banking organizations should have highly qualified
personnel throughout their trading and derivatives areas.
Including their risk management and internal control functions.
The personnel staffing independent risk management functions
shoxild have a coo^lete understanding of the risks associated with
all traded on- and off-balance sheet Instruments. Accordingly,
compensation policies for thesa individuals should be adequate to
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attract and retain personnel qualified to judge these risks. As
a matter of general policy, con5)en8ation policies, especially in
the risk cumagement , control, and senior management functions,
should be structured in a «ray that avoids the potential
incentives for excessive risk taking that can occur if, for
exanqple, salaries are tied too closely to the profitability of
trading or derivatives activities.

IX. The Risk Kanagement Process

nie primary coinponents of a sound risk msuoagement
process are: a comprehensive risk measurement approach; a
detailed structure of limits, guidelines, and other paz-ameters
used to govern risk taking; and a strong management infoxrnation
system for monitoring and reporting risks. These components are
fundamental to both trading and non- trading activities, alike.
Moreover, the xinderlying risks associated with these activities,
such as credit, market, liquidity, and operating risk, are not
new to banking, although their measurement and management cam be
somewhat more con^lex. Accordingly, the process of risk
management for trading activities should be integrated into the
institution's overall risk management system to the fullest
extent possible using a conceptual framework common to the bcink's
other activities. Such a common framework enables the
institution to manage its consolidated risk exposure more
effectively, especially since the various individual risks
involved in tirading activities can, at times, be interconnected
and can often transcend specific markets.

As is the case with all risk-beeurlng activities, the
risk exposures a bsmking orgamization assiunes in its trading and
derivatives activities should be fully supported by an adequate
capital position. Banking organizations should ensure that their
capital positions are sufficiently strong to support all trading
and derivatives risks on a fully consolidated basis and that
adequate capital is maintained in all affiliated entitles engaged
in these activities.

Risk Measurement . An Institution's system for
measuring the various risks of trading and. derivatives activities
should be both coa^rehensive and accurate. Risks should be
measured auid aggregated across trading and non- trading activities
on an institution-wide basis to the fullest extent possible.

While examiners should not require the use of a single
prescribed risk meausurement approach for management purposes,
they should evaluate the extent to which a bank's procedures
enable memagement to assess exposures on a consolidated basis.
Examiners shotild also evaluate whether the risk measures amd the

,

risk measurement process are sufficiently robust to reflect
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accurately the multiple types of risks facing the institution.
Risk measurement standards should be understood by relevant
personnel at all levels of the institution—from individual
traders to the board of directors—and should provide a common
freunevork for limiting and monitoring risk taking activities.

The process of narking trading and derivatives
positions to market is fvindamental to measuring and reporting
exposures accurately and on a timely basis. Institutions active
in dealing foreign exchange, derivatives, and other traded
instrximents should have the ability to monitor credit exposures,
trading positions, and luurket movamenta at least daily. Some
institutlona should also have the capacity, or at least the goal,
of monitoring their more actively traded products on a real-time
basis.

Analyzing stress situationa, including combinations of
market events that could affect the banking organisation, is also
an important aspect of risk measurement. Soxind risk measurement
practices include identifying possible events or changes in
market behavior that could have unfavorable effects on the beuik

and assessing the ability of the bank to withstand then. These
analyses should consider not only the likelihood of adverse
events, reflecting their probability, but also plausible "worst
case** scenarios. Ideally, such worst case analysis should be
conducted pn an institution-wide basis by taking into account the
effect of unusual price changes or the default of a large
counterparty across both the derivatives and cash trading
portfolios and the loan and funding portfolios.

Such stress tests should not be linited to quantitative
exercises that compute potential losses or gains. They should
also include more qualitative analyses of the actions management
might take iinder particular scenarios. Contingency plans
outlining operating procedures and lines of communication, both
formal and informal, are Important products of such qualitative
analyses .

Iiimitina Rj.sks . A sound system of integrated
institution-wide limits and risk taking guidelines is an
essential component of the risk management process. Such a

system should set boundaries for organizational risk-taking and
should also ensure that positions that exceed certain

predetermined levels receive prompt management attention, so that

they cem be either reduced or prudently addressed. The limit

system should be consistent with the effectiveness of the

organisation's overall risk management process and with the

adequacy of its capital position. An appropriate limit systen
should permit management to control exposures, to initiate
discussion about opportunities and risks, and to monitor actual •
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risk taking against predetermined tolerances, as determined by
the board of directors and senior management.

Global limits should be set for each major type of risk
involved. These limits should be consistent with the bank's
overall risk measurement approach and should be integrated to the
fullest extent possible with institution-wide limits on those
risks as they arise in all other activities of the firm. The
limit system should provide the capability to allocate limits
down to individual business vinits.

At times, especially when maarkets are volatile, traders
may exceed their limits. While such exceptions may occur, they
should be made known to senior management and approved only by
authorized personnel. These positions shoxild also prompt
discussions between traders and management about the consolidated
risk-taking activities of the firm or the trading unit. The
seriousness of individual or continued limit exceptions depends
in large part upon management's approach toward setting limits
and on the actual size of individual and organizational limits
relative to the institution's capacity to tsdce risk. Bamks with
relatively conservative limits may encoxmter more exceptions to
those limits thzm do Institutions where limits may be less
restrictive. Ultimately, examiners should ensure that stated
policies are enforced and that the level of e3q>o8ure is managed
prudently,.

Reporting . An accurate. Informative, and timely
management Information system is essential to the prudent
operation of a trading or derivatives activity. Accordingly, the
examiner's assessment of the quality of the mzmagement
Information system is an ln^ortant factor In the overall
evaluation of the risk management process. Bxaminers should
determine the extent to which the risk management function
monitors amd reports its measures of trading risks to appropriate
levels of senior management amd to the board of directors.
Exposures and profit and loss statements should be reported at
least dally to managers who supervise but do not, themselves,
conduct trading activities. More frequent reports should be made
as market conditions dictate. Reports to other levels of senior
management and the board may occur less frequently, but examiners
should determine whether the frequency of reporting provides
these individuals with adequate information to judge the changing
nature of the Institution's risk profile.

Bx2uniners should ensure that the mamagement information
systems translate the measured risk from a technical amd
quamtitatlve format to one that cam be easily read and understood
by senior mamagers and directors, who may not have specialized
and technical knowledge of trading activities amd derivative
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products. Risk exposures arising from various produces within
the trading function should be reported to senior managers ajid
directors using a common conceptual frzunework for measuring and
limiting ri^ks.

Management Evaluation and Review. Management should
ensure that the various con^onents of a bank's risk management
process are regularly reviewed and evaluated. This review should
take into account changes in the activities of the institution
and in the market environment, since the changes may have created
exposures that recjulre additionaJ, management and examiner
attention. Any material changes to the risk management system
should also be reviewed.

The independent risk management functions should
regularly assess the methodologies, models, and assxin^tlcns used
to measure risk and to limit e3q>os\ire8. Proper documentation of
these elements of the risk measxirement system is essential for
conducting meaningful reviews. The review of limit structures
should compare) limits to actual exposures and should also
consider whether existing measures of exposure and limits are
appropriate in view of the bank's past performance and current
capital position.

The frequency and extent to which banks should re-
evaluate tiJieir risk measvirement methodologies and models depends,
in part, on the specific risk exposures created by their trading
activities, on the pace and nature of msurket changes, and on the
pace of innovation with respect to measuring and mamaging risks.
At a minimum, banks with significant trading and derivative
activities should review the \mderlying methodologies of their
models at least annually- -and more often as market conditions
dictate- -to ensure they are appropriate and consistent. Such
internal evaluations may, in many cases, be supplemented by
reviews by external auditors or other qualified outside parties,
such as consultants \iho have expertise with highly technical
models and risk management techniques. Assusqptions should be
evaluated on a continual basis.

Banks should also have an effective process to evaluate
and review the risks involved in products that are either new to
the firm or new to the marketplace and of potential interest to
the firm. In general, a bank shoxild not trade a product until
senior management and all relevant personnel (including those in
risk management, internal control, legal, accounting, and

auditing) understsuad the product and are able to integrate the

product into the bank's risk measurement amd control systems.
Examiners should determine whether the banJcing organization has a

formal process for reviewing new products and. whether it
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introduces new products in a manner that adequately limits
potential losses.

Managing Specific Risks. The following discussions
present examiner guidance for evaluating the specific con^onents
of a firm's risk management process in the context of each of the
risks involved in trading cash and derivatives instruments.

Credit Riak. Broadly defined, credit risk is the risk
that a counterparty will fail to perform on an obligation to the
banking institution. Banks should evaluate both settlement and
pre- settlement credit risk at the customer level across all
traded derivative and non-derivative products. On settlement
day, the exposure to counterparty default may equal the full
value of any cash flows or securities the bank is to receive.
Prior to settlement, credit risk is measured as Che sum of the
replacement cost of the position, plus an estimate of the bank's
potential future ejqjosure from the instrument as a result of
market changes. Replacement cost should be determined using
current market prices or generally accepted approaches for
estimating the present value of future payments required under
each contract, given current market conditions.

Potential credit risk exposure is measured more
subjectively than current exposure and is primarily a function of
the time remaining to maturity and the expected volatility of the
price, rate, or index underlying the contract. It is often
assessed through slaulation analysis and option valuation models,
but can also be addressed by using "add-ons," such as those
included in the risk-based capital standard. In either case,
examiners should evaluate the reasonableness of the assunptions
underlying the bzmk's risk measure and should also ensure that
banks that measure exposures using a portfolio approach do so in
a prudent manner.

Master netting agreements and. various credit
enhancements, such as collateral or third-party guarantees, can
be used by ban)cs to reduce their counterparty credit risk. In
such cases, a bemk's credit exposures should reflect these risk
reducing features only to the extent that the agreements and
recourse provisions axe legally enforceable in all relevant
jurisdictions. This legeO. enforceability should extend to any
insolvency proceedings of the counterparty. Ban)cs should be able
to demonstrate that they have exercised due diligence in

evaluating the enforceability of these contracts and that
individual transactions have been executed in a manner that

provides adequate protection to the bank.

Credit limits that consider both settlement and pre-
settlement exposures should be established for all counterparties
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with whom the bank trades. As a matter of general policy,
trading with a counterparty should not commence until a credit
line has been approved. The structure of the credit -approval
process may differ among institutions, reflecting the
organizational and geographic structure of the institution cuid
the specific needs of its trading activities. Nevertheless, in
all cases, it is in^jortant that credit limits be determined by
personnel who are independent of the trading function, that these
personnel use standards that are consistent with those used for
nontrading activities, and that counterpart:y credit lines are
consistent with the orgemization's policies and consolidated
exposures .

Examiners should consider the extent to which credit
limits are exceeded and whether exceptions were resolved
according to the bank's adopted policies and procedures.
Examiners should also evaluate whether the institution's reports
adequately provide traders and credit officers with relevant,
accurate, tmd timely information about the credit exposures and
approved credit lines.

Trading activities that involve cash instruments often
involve short- term exposures that are eliminated at settlement.
However, in the case of derivative products traded in over-the-
counter markets, the exposure can often exist for a period
similar tcr that commonly associated with a bank loan. Given this
potentially longer term exposure and the cooplexity associated
with some derivative instruments, bauaScs should consider not only
the overall financial strength cf the counterparty and Its
ability to perform on its obligation, but should also consider
the covinterparty' 8 ability to xinderstand and manage the risks
Inherent in the derivative product.

Harket Riak. Market risk is the risk to a bank's
finamclal condition resulting from adverse movements in market
prices. Accurately measuring a bank's meurket risk requires
timely information about the cxirrent market values of its assets,
liabilities, and off-balance sheet positions. Although there are
many types of market risks that can affect a portfolio's value,
they can generally be described as those Involving forward risk
and those involving options. Forward

°

risks arise from factors
such as changing interest rates and currency exchange rates, the
liquidity of markets for specific commodities or financial
Instruments, and local or world political and economic events.
Market risks related to options include these factors Slb well ob

evolving perceptions of the volatility of price changes, the
passage of time, and the interactive effect of other market
risks. All of these sotirces of potential market risk can affect
the value of the institution and should be considered in the risk
measurement process.
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Market risk is increasingly measured by market
participants using a value-at-risk approach, which measures the
potential gain or loss in a position, portfolio, or institution
that is associated with a price movement of a given probability
over a specified time horizon. Banks should revalue all trading
portfolios and calculate their esqposures at least daily.
Although banks may use risk measures other than value at risk,
examiners should consider whether the measure used is
sufficiently accurate and rigorous and whether it is adequately
incorporated into the bank's risk management process.

Examiners should 2l1so ensure that the institution
con^ares its estimated market risk exposures with actual market
price behavior. In particular, the output of any market risk
models that req[uire simulations or forecasts of future prices
should be conpared with actual prices. If the projected and
actual results differ materially, the models should be modified,
as appropriate.

Bemks should establish limits for market risk that
relate to their risk measures and that are consistent with
maximum exposures authorized by their senior management and board
of directors. These limits should be allocated to business imits
and individual traders and be clearly understood by all relevant
parties. ^Examiners should ensure that exceptions to limits are
detected and adequately addressed by management . In practice,
some limit systems may include additional elements such as stop-
loss limits and trading guidelines that may play an importamt
role in controlling risk at the trader and business unit level;
examiners should include them in their review of the limit
system.

Liquidity Risk. Banke face two types of liquidity risk
in their trading activities: those related to specific products
or markets amd those related to the general funding of the bank's
trading activities. The former is the risk that a banking
institution cannot easily unwind or offset a particular position
at or near the previous market price because of inadequate market
depth or because of disruptions in the maxketplace. Funding
liquidity risk is the risk that the bank will be tinable to meet
its payment obligations on settlement dates. Since neither type
of liquidity risk is unique to trading activities, management
should evaluate these risks in the broader context of the
institution's overall liquidity. When establishing limits,
institutions should be aware of the size, depth and liquidity of
the particular market and establish trading guidelines
accordingly. Management should also give consideration to the
potential problems aissociated with replacing contracts that
terminate eairly in volatile or Illiquid markets.
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In developing guidelines for controlling the liquidity
riaks in trading activities, banJcs should consider the
possibility that they could lose access to one or morfe markets,
either because of concerns adjout the bank's own creditworthiness,
the creditworthiness of a major counterparty, or because of
generally stressful market conditions. At such times, the bank
may have less flexibility in managing its market, credit, amd
liquidity risk e3q>osures. Bamks that make markets in over-the-
counter derivatives or that dynamically hedge their positions
rec[uire constant access to financial markets, and that need may
increase in times of market stress. Ilie bank's liquidity plan
should reflect the institution's ability to turn to alternative
markets, such as futures or cash markets, or to provide
sufficient collateral or other credit enhancements in order to
continue trading under a broad range of scenarios.

Examiners should ensure that bcmking institutions that
participate in over-the-counter derivative mjirkets adequately
consider the potential liquidity risks associated with the early
termination of derivative contracts. Many forms of standardized
contracts for derivative transactions allow counterparties to

request collateral or to terminate their contracts early if the
banking institution experiences an adverse credit event or a
deterioration in its financial condition. In addition, under
conditions of market stress, cxistcmers may ask for the early
termination of some contracts uritbin the context of the dealer's
market madcing activities. In such situations, a bank Chat owes
money on derivative transactions may be required to deliver
collateral or settle a contract eaurly and possibly at a time when
the bemk may face other f;inding and liquidity pressures. Baxly
terminations may also open up additional, unintended, market
positions. Management and directors should be aware of these
potential liquidity risks and should address them in the bank's
liquidity plan and in the broader context of the bank's liquidity
management process. In their reviews, examiners should consider
the extent to which such potential obligations could present
liquidity risks to the bank.

Operatioziai Riak, Iregal Riak and Bueineaa Practices.
Operating risk is the risk that deficiencies in information
systems or internal controls will result in unexpected loss.

Legal risk is the risk that contracts are not legally enforceable
or documented correctly. Although operating and legal risks are
difficult to quantify, they can often be evaluated by examining a
series of plausible "worst -case" or "what if" scenarios, such as

a power loss, a doubling of transaction volume, a mistake found
in the pricing software for collateral management, or an
unenforceable contract. They can ailso be assessed through
periodic reviews of procedures, documentation reqpiirernente , data •

processing systems, contingency plans, and other operating
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practices. Such reviews may help to reduce the likelihood of
errors and breakdovms in controls, in^jrove the control of risJc
and the effectiveness of the limit system, and prevent unsound
marketing practices amd the premature adoption of new products or
lines of business. Considering the heavy reliance of trading
activities on computerized systems, bamks should have plans that
take into account poteuatiaJ. problems with their normaJ. processing
procedures .

Baulks should also ensure that trades that are
cons\immated orally are confirmed as soon as possible. Oral
transactions conducted via telephone should be recorded on tape
and subsequently supported by written documents. Bxaminers
should ensure that the institution monitors the consistency
between the terms of a transaction as they were orally agreed-
upon and the terms as they were subsequently confirmed.

Bxeimlners should also consider the extent to which
banks evaluate and control operating risks through the use of
internal audits, stress testing, contingency planning, amd other
managerial amd analytical techniques. Banks should also have
approved policies that specify documentation requirements for
trading activities amd formal procedures for saving and
safeguarding Important docxunents that are consistent with legal
requirements and internal policies. Relevant personnel should
fully understand the req[ulrements .

Legal risks should be limited and managed through
policies developed by the Institution's legail counsel (typically
In consultation with officers In the risk management process)
that have been approved by the bank's senior mainagement amd board
of directors. At a minimum, there should be guidelines and
processes in place to ensure the enforceability of counterparty
agreements . Examiners should determine whether a bank Is

adequately evaluating the enforceaOsillty of It^ agreements before
individual tramsactions are consummated. Banlcs should also
ensure that the counterparty hais sufficient authority to euter
into the transaction amd that the terms of the agreement are
legally soxuid. Banks should further ascertain that their netting
agreements are adequately documented, that they have been
executed properly, and that they are enforceable in all relevant
jurisdictions. Bam]cs should have knowledge of relevant tax laws
and Interpretations governing the use of these Instruments.
Knowledge of these laws Is necessary not only for the bank's
marketing activities, but also for Its own use of derivative
products .

So\ind business practices provide that bamklng
organizations tadce steps to ascertain the character amd financial

sophistication of counterparties. This Includes efforts to
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ensure that the counterparties understamd the nature of and the
risks inherent in the agreed transactions. Where the
counterparties are unsophisticated, either generally or with
respect to a particular type of transaction, beuiJcs should taJce
additional steps to ensure that counterparties are made aware oC
the risks attendant in the specific type of transaction. While
counterparties are ultimately responsible for the transactions
into which they choose to enter, where a bank recommends specific
transactions for an unsophisticated counterparty, the bank should
ensure that It has adequate information regaxding its
counteirparty on which to base its recommendation.

III. Znt«mal Controls and Audita

A review of internal controls has long been central to
the Federal Reserve's examination of trading and derivatives
activities. Policies and related procedures for the operation of
these activities should be an extension of the institution's
overall structure of internal controls and should be fully
integrated into routine work- flows. Properly structured, a

system of internal controls should promote effective and
efficient operations, reliable financieil and regulatory
reporting, and compliaoice with relevant laws, regulations, and
bcmk policies. In determining whether internal controls meet
those objectives, examiners should consider: the overall control
environment of the orgamization; the process for identifying,
analyzing 'and managing risk; the adequacy of management
infonnation systems; and adherence to control activities such as
approvals, confirmations and reconciliations.

Assessing the adequacy of internal controls involves a

process of xmderstending, documenting, evaluating and testing an
institution's internal control system. This assessment should
Include product or business line reviews which, in turn, should
start with an assessment of the line's organizational structure.
Examiners should check for adecfuate separation of duties,
especially between trading desk personnel and internal control
and risk management functions, adequate oversight by a
knowledgeadsle manager without day-to-day trading
responsibilities, and the presence of sepeurate reporting lines -;.

for risk management and internal control personnel on one side
and for trading personnel on the other. Product-by-product
reviews of management structure should supplement the overall
assessment of the organizational structure of the trading and
derivatives areas. ,'

Examiners are e3q>ected to conduct in-depth reviews of
the internal controls of key activities. For example, for
transaction recording w n'^ processing, examiners should evaluate
inritten policies »nrt procedures for recording trades, assess the-
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trading area's adherence to policy, amd analyze the trajisactlon
processing cycle, including settlement, to ensure the integrity
and accuracy of the bank's records and management reports.
Examiners should review the revaluation process in order to
assess the adequacy of %nritten policies and procedures for
revaluing positions and for creating any associated revaluation
reserves. Examiners should review conpliance with revaluation
policies and procedures, the frequency of revaluation, aii>^ the
independence and quality of the sources of rev2Ll\iation prices,
especially for instruments traded in illiquid markets. All
significajit internal controls associated with the management of
market risk, such as position versus limit reports »"rt liinlt
overage approval policies and procedures, should also be
reviewed. Examiners should also review the credit approval
process to ensure that the risks of specific products are
adequately captured and that credit approval procedures are
followed for all transactions.

An ioiportant step in the process of reviewing
internal controls is the examiner's appraisal of the frequency,
scope, smd findings of independent internal and external auditors
and the ability of those auditors to review the bank's trading
and derivatives activities. Internal auditors should audit ajid
test the risk management process and internal controls on a
periodic basis, with the frequency based on a careful risk
assessment. The depth and frequency of internal audits should be
Increased °'lf weaknesses and significamt issues are discovered or
if significant changes have been made to pix)duct lines, modelling
methodologies, the risk oversight process, internal controls, or
the overall risk profile of the institution.

In reviewing the risk management functions in
particular, internal auditors should thoroughly evaluate the
effectiveness of internal controls relevant to measuring,
reporting and limiting risks. Internal auditors should also
evaluate conpliance with risk limits and the reliability and
timeliness of information reported to the bank's senior
management and board of directors. Internal auditors are also
expected to evaluate the independence and overall effectiveness
of the bzmk's risk management functions.

The level of confidence that examiners place in the
banking organization's audit programs, the nature of the audit
findings and management's response to those findings will
influence the scope of the current examination of trading and
derivatives activities. Even when the audit process 2uid findings
are satisfactory, examiners should document , evaluate and test
critical internal controls.
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Similar to the focus of internal auditors, examlnere
should pay special attention to significant changes in product
lines, risk measurement methodologies, limits, and internal
controls that have occurred since the last examination.

Meamingful changes in earnings from trading or derivatives
activities, or in the size of positions or the value at risk
associated with these activities, should also receive esphasis
during the examination.

For additional areas of testing and evaluation,
examiners should consult the Capital Mar)cets and Trading
Activities Manual. If you have any questions regarding these

practices, please call Roger Cole, (202/452-2618), Jim Houpt
(202/452-3358), or Jim Bmbersit (202/452-5249).

Richard Spillenkothen
Director
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COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION
2033 K Street, N. W., Washington, DC 20S51

SheilaC.Bair October 25, 1993 (202)254-6970
^ing Chairman

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

I am pleased to transmit to you the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission's Study of Swaps and Off-Exchanae Derivatives
Trading as required by the Conference Report to accompany P.L.
102-546, the Futures Trading Practices Act of 1992. The
Conference Committee requested the study in order to provide
Congress with information to assist it in its consideration of
future legislation relating to the markets for derivative
products. The study includes information on business
transactions and market participants; the information is provided
consistent with the Commission's discretionary authority under
section 8(b) of the Commodity Exchange Act.

Through this report, the Commission has attempted to provide
an overview of derivative products found in today's marketplace
and their attendant risks, as well as a survey of regulatory
controls and risk management practices currently In effect in the
United States. In its recommendations, the Commission has
endeavored to identify areas of concern to be addressed in any
future attempts to impose additional legal or regulatory
safeguards and to ensure the integrity of the over-the-counter
derivatives market. During the development of this study, the
Commission consulted with representatives of the Securities and
Exchange Commission and the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve Board.

Copies of this submission also are being transmitted to all
Members of the Conference Committee on P.L. 102-546. The
Commission looks forward to working with you in the months ahead
on the many issues addressed in the study.

Respectfully Submitted,

Sheila C. Bair
Acting Chairman
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Conference Committee considering the CFTC's 1992

reauthorization legislation directed the agency to conduct a

study of over-the-counter (OTC) derivative markets to determine

the need, if any, for additional regulation of these markets, to

analyze the public policy implications of two recent court

decisions, and to consider the appropriateness of a single

federal regulator for futures, securities, and OTC derivatives.

Pursuant to this directive, the following Report was prepared by

the Commission, in consultation with the Securities and Exchange

Commission (SEC) and Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

Board (Fed or FRB) .

The Report's central conclusion is that while no fundamental

changes in regulatory structure appear to be needed at this time

to address issues presented by the growing use of OTC

derivatives, greater coordination among federal financial ''

regulators would help assure that federal oversight remains

adequate. Finding that the "systemic and public policy issues

suggested by these products are not confined to any single market

or the province of any one regulator," the Report recommends the

establishment of an interagency council to consider common

approaches to such issues as market information access,

transparency, internal management controls, and the development

of clearing facilities for OTC derivatives.
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A detailed summary of the Commission's findings and

recommendations follows.

A. Size and Scope of the OTC Derivatives Markets

The Report provides an overview of the OTC derivative

markets, including a quantitative characterization of their size

and scope. Among the Report's key findings:

o Market Size: The widespread use of notional principal

in "sizing" the OTC derivatives market may grossly

overstate total risk exposure because, for many common

OTC derivatives transactions, notional principal is

used only to calculate payments between counterparties

and is never exchanged. Thus while available sources

indicate that total notional principal in the interest

rate and currency swap markets approached $5 trillion

at year-end 1992, the true risk exposure in these

markets can be assumed to be only a small fraction of

that amount.

o Growth/Nature of Market: OTC derivatives have grown

rapidly by any measure. The market for swaps appears

to be almost entirely intermediated by institutions

that act as dealers.
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o Swap Dealers: As of year-end 1991, the number of U.S.

swap dealers with notional principal exceeding $10

billion stood at 20. Of U.S. dealers, commercial bank

positions were three to five times larger than those of

non-banks or U.S. units of foreign dealers.

Information provided by the Securities and Exchange

Commission indicates that aggregate notional principal

held by major U.S. broker-dealer affiliates on interest

rate and, currency swaps and forex forwards roughly

equaled the aggregate notional value of these dealers'

futures positions.

o End-Users: Based on available information, end-users

of interest rate an^ forex derivative products appear

to consist primarily of commercial banks and corporate

financial subsidiaries (25%), followed by corporations

(20%), regional banks (18%), and non-dealer foreign

banks (16%). A few large U.S. end-users tend to

account for a sizeable proportion of total industry

notional principal.

The Report also notes that a threshold issue in considering

the size and nature of the markets in OTC derivatives is that

comprehensive, standardized data about OTC derivative products

and those who use them are currently unavailable. One reason for

this is that OTC derivatives market participants are subject to
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varying degrees of regulatory oversight and, thus, to different

disclosure obligations. However, the available data is adequate
to draw some basic conclusions, but includes gaps suggesting a

need for further study.

^' Potential Risks Presented bv Swaps and Other OTC
Per^vatives and Corresponding Recommendations

The Report points out that potential systemic risks,

including those associated with individual participants (such as

credit risk) , and those more generally associated with OTC

derivatives trading (such as lack of transparency), have been

identified by numerous domestic and international regulators, and

other interested parties. The Report summarizes these risks, and

describes steps that have been taken by regulators and market

participants to address -them.

At this point, existing regulatory structures appear

adequate to address issues raised by the growth in OTC

derivatives markets. However, given that many of the issues

raised to date are clearly interagency in nature, benefits could

be reaped from greater communication and coordination among

regulators with an interest in these markets. This effort would

supplement, rather than supplant, the ongoing efforts of these

regulators. Accordingly, the interagency council being

recommended by the Commission would identify and consider common

regulatory issues raised by OTC derivative products.

Specifically, the CFTC recommends that such a council's agenda

consist of the following issues:
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1. Information Access . Perhaps the most pressing issue is

the difficulty of obtaining comprehensive information about OTC

derivative markets. An early focus of regulators' efforts should

be identification of information gaps and data needs; e.g. . what

information or statistics are needed; what information is

available and where such information is located; how information

currently collected under risk assessment, capital or other

authorities of the various regulators could be more standardized;

whether more explicit lead regulator-type arrangements for the

collection, exchange and monitoring of information could improve

its usefulness and accessibility; and the extent to which

existing authorities are sufficient as to unregulated end-users

and unregistered or foreign entities performing intermediary

functions.

2. Pricing. Disclosure and Risk Valuation Issues . Another

issue that federal regulators may wish to review is the relative

lack of transparency in OTC derivatives markets, specifically,

whether opacity adversely affects the management of risk.

Additionally, regulators could examine the adequacy of financial

disclosure by the various types of participants in these markets.

3. Internal Controls . Federal regulators may also wish to

consider how they best can encourage the extension of basic risk

control measures to end-users through guidance to regulated

participants.

4. Clearing Facilities for OTC Derivatives . Proposals for

clearing various OTC derivatives raise a number of issues

74-907 - 94 - 37
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appropriate for interagency discussion due to intermarket

linkages between clearing systems, the intermarket interests of

major participants, and participation by firms in multiple

markets.

5. Scope of Regulatory Oversight . Though the Commission is

not recommending additional regulatory controls over OTC

derivatives at this time, the interagency council may wish to

consider issues raised by the presence of dealers in OTC

derivative markets that are not otherwise subject to federal

regulatory oversight.

C. Public Policy Implications of A-MarX and Tauber Decisions

1. A-Mark . The Commission intends to carefully monitor how

this decision is used by litigants and interpreted by courts, but

does not believe the Commission's or the states' law enforcement

efforts will be significantly hampered by the decision.

2. Tauber . In view of the prevalence of litigation over the

scope of the Treasury Amendment, and the courts' lack of

unanimity to which the recent Court of Appeals opinion

contributes, the Commission will consider recommending to

Congress legislation that would affirm the CFTC's view that the

Treasury Amendment does not extend to the sale of futures and

options on foreign currency to the general public.

D. Analysis of a Single Regulator for Derivative. Futures and
Securities

The Report's analysis of the single regulator issue focuses

primarily on issues raised by a merger of the CFTC and SEC. In

the Commission's view, it is unlikely that the anticipated
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benefits of combining the functions of the CFTC and the SEC into

one agency would outweigh the anticipated costs. Merging the

CFTC and the SEC would leave unaddressed the emerging issues

concerning OTC derivatives which are the primary focus of the

Report because OTC derivatives encompass products unregulated

under either agency's regulatory framework. The systemic

implications of OTC derivatives relate to the responsibility of

bank regulators to oversee the activities of financial

institutions involved with the products as well. The CFTC

believes that the cross-market concerns about these products

could best be addressed by establishment of the recommended

interagency council encompassing the SEC, CFTC, and bank

regulators to supplement the agencies' current efforts at

cooperation, information sharing, and harmonization of regulatory

efforts.
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INTRODUCTION

By any measure, the worldwide growth of the over-the-counter

(OTC) markets in derivative products during the past decade has

been extraordinary. This growth has fundamentally changed

financial management by providing increasingly novel and flexible

tools for the efficient allocation and management of risks. With

the recognition of these important benefits of derivative

products also has come an increasing need to consider the

implications of these products for the financial markets and the

public interest at large. As a result, during this period,

lawmakers and regulators from the United States and abroad have

increasingly found it necessary to focus on the legal and

regulatory issues presented by these markets. In this regard,

the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC or Commission) has

been directed by the Conference Committee that considered the

Futures Trading Practices Act of 1992 (FTPA) , Pub. L. No. 102-

962, 106 Stat. 3590, to conduct this study of OTC derivative

products and to report the results of its study to Congress. The

Conference Committee requested the report in order to provide

Congress with information to assist it in its consideration of

the need for future legislation relating to the markets for

derivative financial products.

The Conferees' request for this report followed years of

deliberation by both Congress and the Commission concerning the

legal status and appropriate regulatory treatment of OTC

derivatives such as swaps agreements and hybrid instruments.

These Congressional deliberations culminated in the enactment of
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the FTPA. Among other things, the FTPA granted the Conunission

authority, in appropriate circumstances, to grant exemptions from

the requirements of the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) ,^l

including the requirement that futures contracts be traded only

on Commission-designated exchanges. Further, the FTPA

specifically authorized the Commission to use that exemptive

authority promptly to provide legal certainty to swap agreements

and hybrid instruments. At the same time, with a view to the

future, the Conferees directed the Commission—with the

cooperation of and in consultation with the Securities and

Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Board of Governors of the

Federal Reserve System (Federal Reserve Board)—to conduct this

study specifically to determine:

(1) the size, scope-, activities, and potential risks
presented by the markets for swaps and other off-exchange

,,,. derivative financial products;

• (2) the need for additional regulatory controls that should
be applicable to these products;

(3) how any such regulatory controls could be implemented in
a cost-effective manner;

(4) the public policy implications of the decisions in
Krommenhoek v. A-Mark Precious Metals Inc. . 945 F.2d 309

(9th Cir. 1991) and Laszlo N. Tauber. M.D. v. Salomon Forex
Inc. 795 F. Supp. 768 (E.D. Va. 1992), aff 'd No. 92-1406
(4th Cir. October 18, 1993); and

(5) whether a single federal regulatory agency should
regulate the exchange or off-exchange trading of, and

» markets for, futures, options, swaps, derivative products
and securities.

1/ 7 U.S.C.S 1 et seq .
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The Conferees directed the Commission to include in the report of

its study any recommendations it had concerning the regulation of

trading in the studied products.

As Congress and the Conferees were aware, the Commission had

devoted substantial resources prior to the enactment of the FTPA

to addressing the legal and regulatory issues raised by the

evolving OTC derivatives markets. Beginning in the late 1980's,

the Commission began to see an increasing number of innovative

off-exchange transactions that exhibited some of the economic or

legal characteristics of futures contracts or commodity options,

but which were designed to be traded outside the exchange

environment. With the creation of these products, questions

arose concerning the applicability of the CEA. Since that time,

the Commission has specifically attempted to foster the

development of these emerging products, where possible. In this

endeavor, the Commission's goal has been, and continues to be, to

support innovation within the framework of the CEA. The

Commission has worked closely with other agencies to avoid

regulatory gaps and to reduce regulatory uncertainties that may

have existed with regard to these new products and that may have

stood as an impediment to financial innovation.

For several years prior to the enactment of the FTPA, the

Commission made use of its then-existing authority in its efforts

to accommodate the expanding OTC derivatives markets. For

example, with regard to swap agreements, the Commission in July

1989 adopted and published a policy statement which noted that
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most swaps, although possessing elements of futures or option

contracts, were not appropriately regulated under the CEA or the

commission's regulations. The policy statement thus recognized a

non-exclusive "safe harbor" for swap agreements satisfying

certain specified conditions.

With regard to hybrid instruments, the Commission, also in

July 1989, adopted rules regarding certain hybrid instruments

that combined characteristics of commodity options with debt,

preferred equity or depository interests. The rules established

an exemption from Commission regulation for these types of

instruments based upon the limited nature of their commodity

option component and deference to other federal and state

regulatory franeworks applicable to their non-commodity

component. In addition, in January 1989 and April 1990, the

Commission issued, and subsequently re-issued in refined form, a

statutory interpretation applicable to hybrid instruments that

combine characteristics of futures contracts or commodity options

with debt or depository instruments. The Commission essentially

determined that the commodity component of instruments covered by

the statutory interpretation was relatively insignificant or de

minimis in nature and that they would be deemed to be excluded

from Commission regulation.

Since the enactment of the FTPA, the Commission has used its

new exemptive authority to further clarify the legal status of

swaps and hybrids. In this regard, in January 1993, the

Commission issued rules generally exempting certain swap
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agreements from most Commission regulations and amended its rules

exempting certain hybrid instruments. The Commission has also

received several petitions for exemption from regulation

submitted pursuant to the exemptive authority provisions of the

FTPA; One petition, involving certain contracts between

commercial participants for the deferred purchase or sale of

energy products, was generally granted by Commission order in

April 1993. Currently, the Commission is considering a petition

for exemption from the Chicago Mercantile Exchange concerning the

purchase and sale of certain of its now exchange traded futures

and options foreign currency contracts, and a petition from the

Chicago Board of Trade seeking an exemption for a "professional

trading market" for trading in any instrument of any board of

trade.

This Report consists of six chapters as follows:

Chapter I The Nature, Size and Scope of the
OTC Derivatives Markets

Chapter II Overview of the Regulatory Status
of OTC Derivative Transactions

Chapter III Potential Risks Arising from OTC
Derivative Transactions

Chapter IV Recommendations

Chapter V The Public Policy Implications of
the A-Mark and Tauber Decisions

Chapter VI Analysis of the Costs and Benefits
of a Single Regulator for
Derivatives, Futures and Securities
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A separately bound volume of working papers containing detailed

background material prepared by the Commission's staff

accompanies the report. The seven working papers cover the

following areas:

Working Paper 1

Working Paper 2

Working Paper 3

Working Paper 4

Working Paper 5

Working Paper 6

Working Paper 7

Size and Scope of the OTC Derivatives
Market

Summary of Interviews

Regulatory Overviews

Default Case Studies

Accounting Issues

Descriptions of Derivative Product
Companies

A. Glossary of Terms
B. Bibliography
C. Survey of Literature

The CFTC staff undertook the following research in the

preparation of this report;

o In-depth analysis of several extensive databases relating to

OTC and exchange-based derivatives market activity and

participants; _ , ^ .

Wide-ranging interviews of 25 U.S. OTC market participants

encompassing fourteen dealers and eleven end-users, four

software providers, two major credit rating agencies and one

regulatory agency with supervisory authority over one class

of interviewee;
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o A detailed survey of market authorities in Canada, France,

Germany, Japan, Hong Kong and the United Kingdom on the

regulatory status of OTC derivative products in these

jurisdictions;

o Review of a large body of existing literature on the OTC

derivatives markets, including academic papers and books,

U.S. and foreign government reports, and industry reports;

and

o Review of existing domestic financial regulatory structures,

including statutes and regulations, to determine their

interface with OTC derivatives markets.

In addition, the Commission consulted with and received the full

cooperation of the SEC and the Federal Reserve Board in preparing

this report.

Through this report and its appended working papers, many

sections of which address complementary or overlapping issues,

the Commission has attempted to provide an overview of derivative

products found in today's marketplace and their attendant risks,

as well as a survey of regulatory controls and risk management

practices currently in effect in the U.S. In its

recommendations, the Commission has addressed potential areas of

concern which warrant further discussion.
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An IntegratedBank Regulatory Approach
To Derivatives Activities

Background: In late 1 992, a Task Force on Bank Deriva-

tives Activities was formed at the Institute of International

Finance. The task force is composed of senior bank managers
from European, Japanese, and U.S. banks. The group agreed to

contribute its fmdings to the Group ofThirty's Study Group on

Derivatives Markets and Instruments, upon approval of the

report by the Institute's Board of Directors. That approval was

given on May 4, 1993.

Also in late 1992, the BIS published a report on the

interbank derivatives market: Recent Developments in Inter-

national Interbank Relations (The Promisel Report). It was

prepared by a working group appointed by governors of the

central banks of the Group of Ten countries. In general, that

report stressed the importance ofderivatives-related credit risks

as well as the need for increased disclosure and better statistics

concerning this business. TTie Promisel Report also encour-

aged the banking industry to communicate its suggestions for

the supervision of their derivatives activities.

The Institute's member banks welcomed this invitation

and have taken the initiative to describe prudent practices that

would help reduce derivatives-related risks without adversely

impacting on the market's function and flexibility.

To this end, task force members have met, completed

questionnaires, and discussed emerging trends and issues. The

banks hope that by articulating their views through the forum of

the Institute, they might contribute to the international public

policy debate while also providing guidance to all banks

participating or planning to participate in the derivatives mar-

kets. They also hope to dispel any misperceptions concerning

their derivatives activities and the related management controls

that currently exist.
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be refined to reflect the increased sophistication of participants

in the derivatives markets since the Accord was promulgated m

1988. This can be accomplished by making capital require-

ments more sensitive to durational elements in derivatives

instruments and by eliminating the use of the original exposure

method for calculating risk-based capital adequacy. It can also

be accomplished by expanding the regulatory framework to

recognize banks' capital allocations that cover market risks.

These refinements would provide a clearer picture ofthe capital

cushion banks currently maintain for their derivatives activi-

ties.

Banks would welcome the opportunity to work closely

with bank regulators and bank supervisors on the details ofsuch

refinements to the Accord. In particular,
banks welcome the

Basle Committee's current efforts to incorporate market risks

and bilateral netting arrangements into the Accord.

Regulatory recognition ofthe risk management methods

detailed in Appendices A, B, and C would ensure that a

consistent minimum level of risk management applies on a

cross-border basis to derivatives market participants.
Devel-

oped by banks over time, with significant regulatory scrutiny,

these methods are both commercially feasible and reliable. We

also recommend that individual participants adopt these meth-

ods where appropriate.

Conclusion: This integrated approach should ease regu-

latory anxiety over the risks related to banks' cross-border

derivatives activities. It should also enhance systemic stability

in three ways. First, it would bolster the ability of all derivatives

markets participants to evaluate counterparty credit standings.

Second, it will help ensure that new entrants in the interbank

derivatives market are aware of industry expectations and

common practices. Third, it will emphasize prudent practices

and promote increased uniformity among banks active in the

derivatives arena without unduly interfering with competition.
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The Growing Involvement of Banks in

Derivative Finance—A Challenge for

Financial Policy

The
markets for over-the-counter and exchange-

traded derivative instruments have exhibited

explosive growth in the late 1980s and early
1990s.'' In their continuing search for profitable
new activities, the banking sectors in the major
industrial countries have become extensively
involved in these markets both by acting as dealers
in the OTC market and as users of exchange-traded
instruments. Indeed, the most notable development
in the major financial markets during the past five

years has been the growth in volume and in diver-

sity of OTC financial derivative instruments.

Exchange-traded derivative contracts have likewise

grown at a dizzying pace, stimulated in large part
by the OTC business of the banking sector. The
notional value of outstanding exchange-traded and
OTC contracts has grown from $1 .6 trillion in 1987
to $8 trillion in 1991, or from about 35 percent to
140 percent of U.S. GDP (Table 6 and Chart 18).
This development has fundamentally altered the

structure of finance and the interaction of mar-
kets." By now, the advantages that derivative mar-
kets offer for hedging price risks and for increasing
the liquidity of underlying markets are well appreci-
ated. In particular, the new instruments and tech-

niques permit the separation and unbundling of
risk, the pricing of its separate components (credit

risk, liquidity risk, market risk), and the redistribu-
tion of risks to those best able to manage them. But
the exponential growth of the derivatives market

''Whereas OTC contracts—eg.. Torwards. forward rale

agreements, swaps, options, and caps/floors/collars—are tai-

lor-made by the intermediaries to fit the end users' needs,

exchange-traded contracts— futures and options- have sun-
dardized maturity, contract siie. and delivery terms, and the

exchange itself is the counterparty in each transaction. The
most actively traded hnanciil derivatives on organized
exchanges are futures on interest rates, primarily US Treasury
bond rates. Eurodollars. French Government bonds (Obliga-
tions Assimilables du Tr<sor (OAT)). German Government
bonds. Japanese Government bonds, and UK short sterling
and gilts

"Derivatives allow borrowers and lenders easily to change
the risk characteristics of securities, e.g.. currency denomina-
tions or interest rate structure (floating or fixed, caps), or to
create completely new risk positions For example, a US. bor-
rower who would like to obtain floating rate deulsche mark to

fund a direct investment in Europe might access the fixed rate

US dollar market, but swap the proceeds into the floating rate

deutsche mark market and attach a deutsche mark interest cap.

Chart 18. Notional Principal Amounts Outstanding
for Exchange-Traded and Over-the-Counter (OTC)
Derivative Instruments'
(In billions ofus dollars rqunalenl. end-year daial

-4500

Over-fht-counler instruments ^^

-2500

EMhange-lroded tnslndmenll ^ —1500

' 5001987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Source Bank for International Selllemenls (1992). p 49
*

1 986 data are estimates.

-Excludes options on individual shares and derivatives involving
commodity contracts; consisu of futures and options (calls and pulsl
on currency, interest rate, and stock market index.

Only data collected by Inlcmalional Swap Dealers Association
(ISDA), Excludes information on contracu such as forward rate agree-
ments, OTC currency options, forward foreign exchange positions,

equity swaps, and warrants on equity; includes interest rate and curren-

cy swaps (adjusted for reporting of both currencies) and other denva-
live instnimenis (caps, collars, floors, and swaptions).

has forced regulators and other financial authorities
to wonder if prudential considerations are being
given sufficient attention. The fact that banking dif-

ficulties have so far emerged generally as a result of
the mismanagement of credit risk is not entirely

reassuring, since OTC activities are a recent phe-
nomenon. After all, harking back to the principles
of sound banking alluded to earlier, experience sug-
gests that rapid expansion of, and concentration in,

a particular banking activity often signals both a

weakening of internal controls and an underassess-
ment of credit risk.

This section begins by describing the recent

expansion of trading activity in both OTC and

exchange-traded derivative instruments and then
concentrates specifically on bank activities in deriv-

atives markets. The risks involved in dealing in

23
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Table 6. Markets for Selected Derivative Financial Instruments: Notional Principal Amounts Outstanding
(In billions ofVS dollars, rndyrar daia)
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Markets for Oenvative Instruments

Table 7. Currency Composition of Notional Principal Value of Outstanding Interest Rate and Currency Swaps
(In billions ofV S dollars)
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Table 8. Annual Turnover in Derivative Financial Instruments Traded on Or|>anized Evchange<i Worldwide

Ihi milfiim.i iifiiinlrtitl^ intjrttl
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Table 9. Open Positions in Financial Futures and Options on Financial Futures Contracts Traded on

U.S. Exchanges, 1992

(/'I percent t>/tiHtil. cnj-vrar JtlM)
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end- 1992. reporting banks wrote 49 percent of put

options on short-term interest rates (Table 9). As far

as other option contracts are concerned, non-U. S.

banks were active as both purchasers and writers of

options on currency futures. But banks were not

very active in the market for options on futures on

stock market indices.

Management of Risks in OTC Derivative

Business*'

Although participants in markets for derivative

securities are exposed to the same types of risks as

in other maricets-credit, market, liquidity, and

legal risks-there are concerns that the speed at

which these markets have expanded and the com-

plexity of many of the insirtiments have weakened

risk management." Some of the recent products

may not be well understood either by senior man-

agement of banks or by supervisor? of secunties

firms. Moreover, these institutions may differ in

their expertise at evaluating different types of risks.

For example, whereas banks have over time devel-

oped considerable expertise in performing credit

assessments, securities firms have traditionally spe-

cialized in evaluating market risks. Finally, partici-

pation in derivatives markets can cause firms to

become connected through complicated transac-

tions in ways that are not easily understood, making

the evaluation of counterparty risk extremely

difficult.

Credit Risk

Credit risk derives from the extension of credit to

counterparties who may be unwilling or unable to

fulfill their contractual obligations. For denvative

instnjments the cun^nt credit exposure is measured

by the positive value, or replacement cost, of the

contract (which, as demonstrated above, is gener-

ally much lower than the notional value of the con-

tract). For exchange-traded derivatives the evalua-

tion and management of credit risk is facilitated by

the design of the market. The pricing of credit

exposures is achieved through the existence of a

near-continuous market for the contracts and by the

requirement that positions be marked to market at

the end of each trading session. Performance bonds

and maintenance margins provide a degree of pro-

tection against default by any one participant, while

the reserves of the clearinghouse itself and the

access to bank lines of credit by the clearinghouse

'iThe risks associated wilh derivatives activity by banks are

also discussed in Bank for International Settlements (1992b)

and United Stales. Board of Govemofs of the Federal Reserve

System. Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and Office of

the CoQiptroller of the Currency (1993).

"See. for example. Corrigan (1992).

and members of the exchange provide protection to

all members against the failure of any one

participant.
In contrast. OTC contracts, especially longer-

dated ones, can generate significant credit expo-

sures, and some banks have begun to mark OTC
contracts to market and to require periodic margin

payments. The measurement of credit exposures in

OTC derivatives can be complicated by their speci-

ficity. The absence of a market for these contracts

makes it more difficult to determine capiul gains

and losses on a continuous basis. The replacement

cost of an OTC derivative is obtained by recalculat-

ing the theoretical value of the contract as the

parameters of the pricing equation change.

For OTC derivatives such as swaps that do not

contain options, the initial replacement cost of the

contract is zero, since no payment is made at their

inception. However, once the market price of the

underlying instrument moves, the value of the con-

tract will change, becoming positive for one party

and negative for the other. The owner of a contract

with a positive value has a claim on the counter-

party and is therefore exposed to credit risk.

Convei^ly. an option does have a positive value at

inception—the premium. Over time, and as the price

of the underlying instrament changes, the value of the

option changes. However, since the value of the

option can never be negative, the purchaser will

always have a credit exposure to the contract's writer

unless the option has a zero value.*'

The current credit risk of a swap contract is calcu-

lated as the present value of the net payments the

holder expects to pay and receive over the life of

the contract. Similarly, for options, the current credit

risk can be measured by pricing the option using stan-

dard fonnulas. However, estimating future credit

exposures can be very difficult, since the ftiture value

of a derivative contract depends on the hiture values

of the underlying instmment and the interest rate that

must be forecast. Therefore, the reliability of the fore-

cast itself adds to the risk factor.

Credit risk is generally managed by establishing

exposure limits for each counterparty. The most

obvious example is the requirement that counterpar-

ties have investment-grade credit ratings (tnple B or

above).** A substantially higher credit rating-AA

or higher-ls typically necessary for institutions

«Thi$ is also true, for example, for contracts such as caps,

floors, collars, and swaplions. which include options in their

^-According to a survey by the International Sw.p Dealers

Association (ISDA). 91 percent of swaps inihe
portfol^s

of its

members were investment grade at «n<'D«'"V'*'
'''', ^^^

end users that do not have investment grade credit ratings .t«

posting of collateral is one way to gam access to the OTC

derivafives market. ISDA is currently undertakmg a project to

stan^aXe rhe documenufon for coll.ieralized swap contracts

10 improve the managemenl of credit n»k.

28
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that are dealers in the OTC market, in particular for

nonbank financial institutions. Owing to concern

about their credit standings, three U.S. securities

firms— Merrill Lynch, Goldman Sachs, and

Salomon Brothers—have recently set up units for

their swap business, which have been separately

capitalized and organized to qualify for a triple A
rating.

Once the decision has been made to accept a par-

ticular counterparty exposure, the extent of that

exposure must be managed. Dealers typically man-

age both on- and off-balance-sheet credit limits in a

centralized unit for a given market, if not globally,

to avoid large exposures for the institution as a

whole. The overall credit limit for any one counter-

party often reflects the expected return and risk

associated with the claims on it, with riskier coun-

terparties tending to pay a higher premium in the

form of a wider bid-ask spread to undertake a trans-

action. In fact, the widely posted quotes for swaps
are for triple A counterparties only; those with

lower ratings are often given different quotes. How-
ever, risk-based spreads are not universal, in part

owing to the lack of reliable information about the

financial positions of counterparties, especially

other dealers with complex derivatives books."

The bilateral netting of swap contracts provides a

mean to curb the escalation of these risks, provided
that the provisions are legally enforceable.** The
new 1992 master agreement developed by ISDA

provides for both payment netting (to reduce the

periodic cash flows associated with swaps) and net-

ting of claims in the event of default. Moreover, in

the United States, provisions in recent banking
reform legislation and an amendment to the bank-

ruptcy law ensure that agreements calling for the

netting of claims in the event of default are legally

enforceable. But the legal standing of netting provi-
sions of the new ISDA master agreement outside the

United States is not altogether certain. Although
ISDA has obtained legal opinions in each of the

other Group of Ten countries that the netting provi-

sion would be legally enforceable if challenged in

court, the agreement has not yet faced such legal

challenges.

"The GeiKnl Manager of (he BIS. Mr Aleiandre Lam-

filussy. in remarks twfore the European Finance Conference.

November 24. 1992. called for Ihe standardized disclosure of

olTbalance-sheet positions. To (his end. the Iniernalional

Accounling Standards Board (lASB) is developing standards

for ihe accounting Irealmeni of derivaiive instruments. In a

related development. Ihe Financial Accounting Standards

Board (FASB) m the United Slates has adopted several rules

regarding disclosure of olT-balance-sheei items. For example,
under FASB Statement 107. market values of some denvatives

arc to t>c disclosed in financial statements beginning in 1993.

''ISDA has estimated that legally enforceable bilateral net-

ting reduces Ihe credit exposures of swaps dealers by 40-60

percent.

Market and Liquidity Risks

Market risk refers to an unexpected change in the

value of an open position owing to a change in the

price of the underlying instrument. Unlike credit

risk, market risk is generally managed on a portfo-
lio basis rather than on a counterparty basis.*' This

arrangement allows banks to set market risk to any
desired level. Since dealers frequently enter into

offsetting positions with different counterparties
and generally hedge Ihe remaining net position, the

sensitivity of the overall ponfolio to changes in the

price of an underlying instrument can be minimal.

Hedging can complicate the management of credit

risk through the practice of reducing market risk by
taking new positions, rather than by unwinding

existing ones. In effect, market risk is managed by

taking on greater credit risk.

The most difficult risk to counter is liquidity risk;

that is, the risk that the act of selling an existing

position in derivatives will have a significant impact
on the price. Unfortunately, the demands made on

derivative products for the hedging of positions can

cause liquidity to disappear suddenly in these mar-

kets. In the OTC market, where instruments are

tailor-made for a particular group of clients, there is

in any event less liquidity than in more homoge-
neous exchange-traded products. For this reason,

market makers with uncovered positions at the end

of a day's trading will cover either by taking oppo-
site positions in the organized derivatives markets

or by synthesizing an opposite position by using

dynamic hedging techniques.*' The use of such

dynamic hedging methods can generate liquidity

problems because they often mandate sales of

underlying securities when prices fall or purchases
when prices rise; this can trigger an avalanche of

sales into a relatively illiquid market for the under-

lying security, thereby collapsing the price or caus-

ing a breakdown in trading.*^ Thus, liquidity risk

'^For example, if in an interest rate swap a bank agrees lo

deliver ftoaling rale interest payments and receive fixed rjic

payments with a client, it will seek a balancing swap to dclixr

fixed rale payments and receive floating rate payments
^In theory, the price behavior of derivative inslrumenis such

as call or put options can t>e mimicked by that of a specihc

ponfolio of positions in cash and in the underlying securities

Such a ponfolio is referred to as a synthetic option When j

position in actual options is balanced by the opposiie position

in synthetic options, the overall position is perfectly hedged
but maintaining Ihe hedge requires dynamic adjustment of ihe

cash and underlying security positions, hence the term dynamic

hedging For funher discussion on dynamic hedging, sec Cold

stein and others (1993), Annex II.

v>Altemalively, the models used to produce Ihe ihcomnjl

hedge may be invalid. During Ihe September 1992 exchange rate

mechanism (ERM) crisis, for example, interest rate volalilily "as

far outside its normal range. Hedging nKidels built on assumptwins

of low volatility picscrit>ed inappropnaie mimKking ponfolim lor

some currency and interest rale OTC options, thereby imposmit

seruMiS losses on market making tanks.

29
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puts limits on the reliability of the methods used to

control market risk and should generate skepticism
over claims that risk control software has elimi-

nated market risk as a matter for concern.

Legal Risk

Legal uncertainties have actually been responsi-
ble for the most significant losses to date in deriva-

tives markets and continue to present perhaps the

most significant risks. The most prominent example
is the defaults by some U.K. local authorities on

their swaps contracts.™ A unique feature of this

financing of local authorities is their access to fixed

rate loans on the finest terms from a government

agency, which passed on the Government's compar-
ative advantage in fixed rate borrowing." In addi-

tion, since local authorities' income and expendi-
tures tend to move in line with nominal interest

rates, a number of authorities sought to obtain low-

cost, variable rate loans by borrowing from the

Government at fixed interest rates and simul-

taneously entering into an interest rate swap to pay
a variable interest rate and receive a fixed rate.

However, in January 1991, the U.K. local authori-

ties were found by the House of Lords to have

entered into the swap contracts without the legal

right to do so. Subsequently, defaults by local

authorities have resulted in losses to their

counterparties.
In the United States, the most important source of

legal risk is the possibility that the CFTC would

apply the Commodity Exchange Act's prohibition

against off-exchange trading to swaps. Under this

act, a futures contract not traded on a designated

exchange is illegal. Because swaps have certain of

the characteristics of futures, this restriction has

raised concern that some OTC derivatives would be

judged illegal ofT-exchange futures. In February

1993, the CFTC established a set of rules to exempt
swaps and related derivative instruments from most

provisions of the act. These new rules were issued

under the expanded exemptive authority received

by the CFTC under the Futures Trading Practices

Act of 1992.

The new rules place several conditions on the

exclusion of these transactions from the Commod-
ity Exchange Act, however. In particular, to qualify
for exclusion, the instruments cannot be part of a

fungible class of instruments that are standardized.

and they cannot be traded on a physical or elec-

tronic trade execution system. Moreover, the CFTC
had issued a policy statement in 1989 that charac-

terized a swap as an instrument having individually
tailored terms, commercial and insiliuilonal partici-

pants, and the expectation of being held to maturity.
A major source of legal risk is the uncertainty

surrounding the legal enforceability of netting

arrangements among market participants. Under
such arrangements, the exposure arising from mul-

tiple derivative transactions is netted. Informal

industry estimates suggest that exposure reductions

of more than 50 percent are achievable through
bilateral netting. In the swaps market, master agree-
ments with netting provisions have come into use in

which transactions are automatically netted. With-

out legal certainty, however, the receiver of a bank-

rupt counterparty might repudiate the agreement
and demand payment on all contracts with positive
value (cherry picking), while placing the holders of

contracts with negative value among the general
creditors."

Systemic Risk and Public Policy

Regulators have at times raised concerns about

the risk of a systemic disturbance arising from the

derivatives markets. The rapid growth of activity in

derivative instruments has tended to strengthen the

linkages between market segments, both within

countries and across borders. These links have

emerged from the capacity of derivatives to unbun-

dle and reallocate the risks associated with posi-

tions in the markets for the underlying instruments.

The ability, for example, to hedge the currency risk

of cross-border investments using derivative instru-

ments has undoubtedly contributed to the rapid

growth of gross international capital flows. The

unbundling of risks in the underlying asset markets

through the use of derivative instruments, such as

the separation of currency risk and interest rate risk

in a foreign-denominated bond, also creates oppor-
tunities to exploit mispricing across market

segments.
The tendency for derivatives to create arbitrage

opportunities and to strengthen the linkages
between markets has increased the possibility that

disruptions or increased uncertainty in these mar-

kets might spill over into other derivatives markets

and into the cash markets more readily than in the

past." Indeed, a seasoned observer has noted

'"According to the 1992 ISDA Default Survey, U.K local

authorities were the source of almost 50 percent of the S358

million in cumulative losses incurred by dealers over the his-

tory of their involvement in swaps. The survey covered

approximately 70 percent of swaps dealers.

"Bani of England (1991) provides details on the legal status

of swaps entered into by the local authorities.

"The BIS-sponsored report on netting schemes (l^mfalussy

Report) endorses nettmg as a general risk reduction technique

and suggests a speedy implementation of measures to ensure

legal cenainty.
"The potenlial for such problems was evident in ihe global

stock market collapse of 1987. the bankruptcy of Drexel Burn
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recently thai "the expansion of market linkages,
which cut across national boundaries and embrace a

wide range of financial and nonfinancial firms,

raises concerns about the ability of central banks to

contain systemic difficulties should they emerge."''*
Such linkages to other markets were also stressed in

the report prepared by the Group of Ten central

banks on recent developments in international inter-

bank relations (the Promisel Report)." In addition,

there is concern among regulators that risk in the

OTC market is overly concentrated in the hands of a

few major market players, that risk is system-

atically underpriced, and that the financial safety

net would have to be expanded beyond the banking

system to cover nonbank financial intermediaries.

Considering the phenomenal growth of the OTC
derivative markets, the potential for systemic risk.

and the fact that this relatively complicated subject
is admittedly not fully understood by either senior

bank managers or by senior regulators, it is not

surprising that questions have been raised about the

adequacy of the existing regulatory framework. As
one prominent observer stated: "Derivatives have

revolutionized finance, but have yet to revolution-

ize regulation." That evaluation notwithstanding,
several regulatory initiatives are under way to

improve the prudential supervision of OTC deriva-

tives activities. Regulators have recently sought to

ham Lamben in 1990. and m ihe 1992 European currency
crisis The market break in Ociober 1987 was perhaps acceler-

ated by trading in slock index futures, as prices in equity mar-

kets tended to lag behind those in the derivatives market owing
in pan to capacity constraints in the former. Dunng the ERM
crisis in September 1992. the increased interest rate and

exchange rate volatility led to strains in cenain derivatives mar-

kets, such as OTC options, although the markets generally per-

formed well at that time.

'"Phillips ( 1993). p 6

'^The explosive growth of trading in derivative products and

other securities has greatly increased payments traffic through
the world's major domestic and intemaiional payments sys-

tems. In the past five years, these mounting pressures on pay-
ments systems have spurred central banks to implement mecha-

nisms to control associated credit risks Nonsctllement of a

bank's payment operations in a particular currency would either

impose a loss directly on the central bank or trigger a systemic

problem. To reduce credit risks, caps can be placed on daylight
overdrafts in gross payment systems (systems in which pay-
ments messages sent by payor banks coincide with the receipt

of good funds by the payee bank) or on daylight net debit

positions on net cnd-of-day payment systems. Such limits have

hecn imposed on the Fedwirc and Clearing House Interbank

Payments System (CHIPS) in the United States and are planned
for the Sysiime Interbancaire de TdKcompensaiion— Interbank

Teleclearing System (SIT) in France In addition, some sys-

tems have cither imposed a partial collateral requirement on net

debit positions (CHIPS) or have formally announced intentions

to shift to a real-time gross settlement with fully collateralized

overdrafts (Clearing House Automated Payment System
(CHAPS) in the United Kingdom) The Swiss Interbank Clear-

ing (SIC) system has already shifted to the latter mode of opera-
tion. $uch changes are still in the planning stage for other

countries.

encourage institutions to strengthen their internal

risk management practices and to improve oversight
of this activity by their senior managements. In

addition, regulatory authorities in several countries

are currently upgrading their prudential supervision
of banks in the area of off-balance-sheet exposures
and of improving their overall understanding of
derivatives. Several government and private sector

studies now under way aim to address this latter

shortcoming.
The main efforts to limit the potential for sys-

temic risk aim to strengthen individual institutions

through appropriate financial policies and to

improve the f'jnctioning of payments and settlement

systems. Capital adequacy requirements and pru-
dential supervision are the main policies directed at

strengthening individual institutions, while the

principal initiative in payments systems has been to

encourage the development of sound arrangements
for the netting of OTC derivative contracts.

The Basle accord established a basic framework
for including banks' off-balance-sheet positions in

the setting of risk-adjusted capital requirements,

largely by establishing credit equivalent measures
of OTC interest rate and currency contracts. Inter-

est rate contracts are defined to include single-

currency interest rate swaps, basis swaps, forward

rate agreements, interest rate futures and interest

rate options purchased, and similar instruments.

Exchange rate contracts include cross-currency
interest rate swaps, forward foreign exchange con-

tracts, currency futures, currency options pur-

chased, and similar instruments. However, instru-

ments traded on exchanges may be excluded

provided they are subject to daily margin require-

ments. Exchange rate contracts with an original

maturity of less than 14 days or less are also

excluded.

The accord measures the current credit exposure
of a derivatives book as the marked-to-market value

of all interest rate and currency swaps that have a

positive value. A further allowance is made for

future credit exposures as well. The sum of current

and potential credit exposures carries a 50 percent
risk weight under the accord. If a swap has a

remaining maturity of at least one year, the add-on

is one-half of I percent of the notional principal

value for an interest rale swap and 5 percent for a

currency swap. If the remaining maturity is less

than one year, the allowance is zero percent of the

notional principal value for an interest rale swap
and I percent for a currency swap.

With respect to the bilateral netting of positions,

the accord relies on the criterion of whether a

liquidator of a failed counterparty has (or may have)

the right to unbundle the netted contracts, demand-

ing performance on those contracts favorable to its

clients and defaulting on the unfavorable contracts.
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At the time of agreement on the accord, only netting

by novation— folding the accumulated net position

into a new legally binding contract—was recog-

nized as satisfying this criterion/'* Recently, how-

ever, the Basle Committee on Banking Supervision
has proposed revisions to the original capital accord

that would allow capital requirements to be applied
to net open positions in securities in those countries

where netting arrangements are legally enforceable.

Could risk reduction also be achieved by chan-

neling more of the OTC business to the organized

exchanges? Margin requirements and loss-sharing

^^Neuing by novation is a bilateral contract under which any

obligation to deliver a given currency on a given date is auio-

malically amalgainaied with all other such obligations, legally

substituting one single net amount for the previous gross obli-

gations in a contract that defines novation.

arrangements have gone a long way toward elim-

inating credit risk among members of the

exchanges, as well as the risk of spillover from a

major default. However, banks that satisfy capital

requirements may be as creditworthy as some clear-

inghouses. Moreover, since banks support clearing-
houses and exchange members with lines of credit,

the ultimate protection from liquidity risk is the

same in both markets. It is generally agreed that

capital regulations in the OTC markets ought to

establish or maintain a level playing field for com-

petition between the exchanges and OTC. The

problem is that it is not entirely clear what "level"

means. At the heart of this question is the concern

that the massive growth in OTC business has

occurred because the obligations of major banks

and their liquidity are implicitly guaranteed by the

financial safety net.

32
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Recommendations

Summary
Global over-the-counter derivatives activity is relatively new, and until now there has
been no thorough study of its management. Dealers and end-users, while aware of

the broader challenges, have focused their discussions on specific issues - and have
addressed these with a variety of practices, some more effective than others.

This Study presents the first comprehensive effort to fake stock of what the industry
has learned, and to broaden awareness of the more successful marugement
approaches. It provides practical guidance in the form of 20 recommendations
addressed to dealers and end-users alike (some firms perform both functions). These
recommendations can help them to manage derivatives activity, to respond to its

growth and complexity, and to continue to benefit from its use.

The recommendations, which the Steering Committee has endorsed unaiumously,
were formulated by the Working Group - a diverse cross-section of end-users, deal-

ers, academics, accountants, and lawyers involved in derivatives. Input also came
from a detailed Survey of Industry Practice among 80 dealers and 72 end-users

worldwide, involving both questionnaires and in-depth interviews.

Some of the recommendations reflect a strong consensus among participants, and are

already in widespread use; others represent the Working Group's choice among alter-

native practices. Still others point to emerging practices currently followed by a

handful of participants.

These 20 recommendatioi\s are not necessarily the only means to good mai\agement.
What they do offer is a benchmark against which participants can measure their own

practices.

To sununarize, the recommendations suggest that each dealer and end-user of deriv-

atives should:

• Determine at the highest level of policy and decision making the scope of its involve-

ment in derivatives activities and policies to be applied.
-

• Value derivatives positions at market, at least for risk maiugement purp>oses.

•
Quantify its market risk under adverse market conditions against limits, perform
stress simulations, and forecast cash investing and funding needs.

• Assess the credit risk arising from derivatives activities based on frequent measures

of current and potential exposure against credit limits.

• Reduce credit risk by broadening the use of multi-product master agreements with

close-out netting provisions, and by working with other participants to ensure

legal ei\forceability of derivatives transactions within and across jurisdictions.
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• Establish market and credit risk management functions with clear authority, indepen-
dent of the dealing function.

• Authorize only professionals with the requisite skills and experience to transact and

manage the risks, as well as to process, report, control, and audit derivatives

activities.

• Establish management information systems sophisticated enough to measure, manage,
and report the risks of derivatives activities in a timely and precise manner.

•
Voluntarily adopt accounting and disclosure practices for international harmonization

and greater traiuparency, pending the arrival of international standards.

In addition, there are four recommendation for legislators, regulators, and sup>ervi-

sors. To help strengthen the financial infrastructure for derivatives activities, officials

are called upon to:

•
Recogrtize close-out netting arrangements and amend the Basle Accord to reflect their

benefits in bank capital regulations. .

• Work with market participants to remove legal and regulatory uncertainties regarding

derivatives.

• Amend tax regulations that disadvantage the economic use of derivatives.

• Provide comprehensive and consistent guidance on accounting and reporting of deriva-

tives and other financial instruments.

The recommendations are generally grouped below according to specific areas of

study. Six subcommittees of the Working Group addressed these areas in detail. Their

Working Papers, published separately as Appendix I, form the basis for these recom-

mendations and provide essential background ii\formation.

Recommendations for Dealers and End-Users

These recommendations are addressed to participants in derivatives activity, both

dealers and end-users. The terms "dealer" and "end-user" do not refer to particular

types of ii«titution, buc rather to the future of their derivatives activity. A bank, for

instance, may participate both as a dealer and as an end-user. Likewise, some corpo-

rate end-users of derivatives may also be involved as dealers. (For information about

who uses derivatives and why, see Section Q of the Overview of Derivatives Activity.)
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General Policies

Recommendation 1: The Role of Senior Management
Dealers and end-users should use denvatives in a manner consistent with the overall

risl< management and capital policies approved by their boards of directors. These

policies should be reviewed as business and market circumstances change. Policies

governing derivatives use should be clearly defined, including the purposes for which

these transactions are to be undertaken. Senior management should approve proce-
dures and controls to implement these policies, and management at all levels should

enforce them.

Derivatives activities merit senior management attention because they can generate

significant benefits or costs for any firm. A firm's policies for derivatives should be

an integral part of its overall policies for risk taking and management, either in its

underlying business (if it is an end-user) or in its other lines of business (if it is a

dealer). Periodic reviews will help ensure that these policies reflect changing cirxnjm-

stances and innovations.

Valuation and Market Risk Management

Recommendation 2: Marking to Market

Dealers should mark their derivatives positions to market, on at least a daily basis, for

risk management purposes.

Marking to market is the only valuation technique that correctly reflects the current

value of derivatives cash flows to be managed and provides information about mar-

ket risk and appropriate hedging actions. Lower-of-cost-or-market accounting, and
accruals accounting, are not appropriate for risk management.

The Survey of Industry Practice shows that the practice of marking to market daily is

widespread among dealers, reflecting the importance of the information it provides
to risk managers. Intraday or even real time valuation can help greatly, especially in

managing the market risk of some option portfolios.

Recommendation 3: Market Valuation Methods

Denvatives portfolios of dealers should be valued based on mid-market levels less

specific adjustments, or on appropriate bid or offer levels Mid-market valuation

adjustments should allow for expected future costs such as unearned credit spread,

close-out costs, investing and funding costs, and administrative costs.

Marking to mid-market less adjustments specifically defines and quantifies adjust-

ments that are implicitly assumed in the bid or offer method. Using the mid-market

valuation method without adjustment would overstate the value of a portfolio by not

deferring income to meet future costs and to provide a credit spread.
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Two adjustments to mid-market are necessary even for a perfectly matched portfolio;

the "unearned credit spread adjustment" to reflect the credit risk in the portfolio;

and the "administrative costs adjustment" for costs that will be incurred to adnninis-

ter the portfobo. The unearned credit spread adjxistment represents amounts set

aside to cover expected credit losses and to provide compensation for credit expo-
sure. Exp>ected credit losses should be based upon expected exposure to counter-

parties (taking into account netting arrangements), expected default experience, and

overall portfolio diversification. The unearned credit spread should preferably be

adjusted dynamically as these factors change. It can be calculated on a transaction

basis, on a portfolio basis, or across all activities with a given client.

Two additional adjustments are necessary for portfolios that are not perfectly

matched: the "close-out costs adjustmenr which factors in the cost of eliminating

their market risk; and the "investing and funding costs adjustment" relating

to the cost of funding and investing cash flow mismatches at rates different from

the LIBOR rate which models typically assume.

The Survey reveals a wide range of practice concerning the mark-to-market method

and the use of adjustments to mid-market value. The most commonly used adjust-

ments are for credit and administrative costs.

Recommendation 4: Identifying Revenue Sources

Dealers should measure the components of revenue regularly and in sufficient detail

to understand the sources of risk.

By identifying and isolating individual sources of revenue, dealers develop a more

refined understanding of the risks and returns of derivatives activities. Components
of revenue generally include origir\ation revenue, credit spread revenue, if applica-

ble, and other trading revenue. It is useful, though complex, to spUt other trading

revenue among components of market risk.

The Survey of Industry Practice indicates that few dealers identify individual sources

of revenue. This should become a more common practice.

Recommendation 5: Measuring Market Risk

Dealers should use a consistent measure to calculate daily the market risk of their

derivatives positions and compare it to market risk limits.

• Market risk is best measured as "value at risk" using probability analysis based

upon a common confidence interval (e.g.. two standard deviations) and lime hon-

zon (e.g.. a one-day exposure).

• Components of market hsk that should be considered across the term stnjcture

include: absolute price or rate change (delta): convexity (gamma): volatility (vega):

time decay (theta): basis or con-elation: and discount rate (rho).

74-907 - 94 - 38
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Reducing market risks across derivatives to a single common denominator makes

aggregation, comparison, and risk control easier. "Value at risk" is the expected loss

from an adverse market movement with a specified probability over a particular

period of time. For example, with 97.5% probability (that is, a "confidence interval"

of 97.5%), corresponding to calculations using about two standard deviations, it can

be determined that any change in pxjrtfolio value over one day resulting from an

adverse market movement wall not exceed a specific amount. Conversely, there is a

2.5% probability of experiencing an adverse change in excess of the calculated

amount.

Value at risk should encompass changes in aU major market risk components listed in

the recommendation. The difficulty in applying the technique of value at risk

increases with the complexity of the risks being managed. For comparability, value at

risk should be calculated to a common confidence interval and time horizon.

For most portfolios v^rithout options, once the expected loss is known for events with

a given probability, the loss for a more likely or less likely scenario can easily be

deduced. Therefore, for such portfolios, the choice of confidence interval is of no

great significance. For option-based portfolios, however, this does not hold true. In

their case, it would also be useful to calculate the loss from more and less likely

scenarios.

A time horizon of one day is consistent with Recommendation 2 for daily marking to

market, which allows management to know and decide daily any change of the risk

profile.

Once a method of risk measurement is in place, market risk limits must be decided

based on factors such as: management tolerance for low probability extreme losses

versus higher probability modest losses; capital resources; market liquidity; expected

profitability; trader experience; and business strategy.

The Survey suggests that most dealers know and corwider some or all of the compo-
nents of market risk. However, the use of one consistent measure of market risk, such

as value at risk, is more prevalent among large dealers.

Recommendation 6: Stress Simulations

Dealers should regularly perform simulations to determine fiow their portfolios would

perform under stress conditions.

Simulations of improbable market environments are important in risk analysis

because many assumptions that are valid for normal markets may no longer hold

true in abnormal markets.

These simulatioiu should reflect both historical events and future possibilities. Stress

scenarios should include not only abnormally large market swings but also periods

of prolonged inactivity. The tests should consider the effect of price changes on the

mid-market value of the portfolio, as well as changes in the assumptions about the
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adjustments to mid-market (such as the impact that decreased liquidity would have

on close-out costs). Dealers should evaluate the results of stress tests and develop

contingency plans accordingly.

The Survey indicates that some stress testing is being conducted, mainly by large

dealers, and that broader usage is planned.

Recommendation 7: Investing and Funding Forecasts

Dealers should periodically forecast the cash investing and funding requirements

arising from their derivatives portfolios.

The frequency and precision of forecasts should be determined by the size and nature

of mismatches. A detailed forecast should determine surpluses and funding needs,

by currency, over time. It also should examine the potential impact of contractual

unwind provisions or other credit provisions that produce cash or collateral receipts

or payments.

The Survey indicates that at present, half of responding dealers are conducting
forecasts of cash investing and funding requirements. This type of forecast should

become a more common practice.

Recommendation 8: Independent Market Risk Management
Dealers should have a market risk management function, with clear independence

and authority, to ensure thai the following responsibilities are carried out:

• The development of risk limit policies and the monitoring of transactions and

positions for adherence to these policies. (See Recommendation 5.)

• The design of stress scenarios to measure the impact of market conditions,

however improbable, that might cause market gaps, volatility swings, or disrup-

tions of major relationships, or might reduce liquidity in the face of unfavorable

market linkages, concentrated market making, or credit exhaustion. (See

Recommendation 6 )

• The design of revenue reports quantifying the contribution of various risk compo-

nents, and of market nsk measures such as value at risk. (See Recommendations

4 and 5.)

• The monitoring at variance between the actual volatility of portfolio value and that

predicted by the measure of market risk.

• The review and approval of pricing models and valuation systems used by Iront-

and back-office personnel, and the development of reconciliation procedures if

different systems are used.
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The growth of activities in derivatives and other financial instruments has led many
firms to estabUsh market (and credit) risk management functions to assist senior

management in establishing consistent policies and procedures applicable to various

activities. Market risk management is typically headed by a board level or near board

level executive.

The market risk management function acts as a catalyst for the development of

sound market risk management systenis, models, and procedures. Its review of trad-

ing jjerformance typically answers the question; Are results consistent with those

suggested by analysis of value at risk? The risk management function is rarely

involved in actual risk-taking decisions.

According to the Survey, a large majority of dealers already have such a function in

place and over 50% of those that do not, plan to establish one in the near future.

Recommendation 9: Practices by End-Users

As appropriate to the nature, size, and complexity of ttieir derivatives activities, end-

users should adopt the same valuation and market risk management practices that

are recommended for dealers. Specifically, they should consider: regularly marking to

market their derivatives transactions for risk management purposes: periodically fore-

casting the cash investing and funding requirements arising from their derivatives

transactions: and establishing a clearly independent and authoritative function to

design and assure adherence to prudent nsk limits.

While nuiny end-users do not expect significant change in the combined value of

their derivatives positions and the underlying positions, others do. Derivatives are

customer-specific transactions, often designed to offset precisely the market risk of an

end-user's business position (e.g., buying a commodity as a raw material). End-users

should establish the performance assessment and control procedures that are appro-

priate for their derivatives activities.

Less than half of those end-users surveyed currently mark their derivatives hedges to

market for risk management purposes. About half plan to do so.

Credit Risk Measurement and Management

Recommendation 10: Measuring Credit Exposure

Dealers and end-users should measure credit exposure on derivatives in two vi/ays:

• Current exposure, which is the replacement cost of derivatives transactions, that

is. their market value.

• Potential exposure, which is an estimate of the future replacement cost of deriva-

tives transactions. It should be calculated using probability analysis based upon

broad confidence intervals (eg . two standard deviations) over the remaining

terms of the transactions.
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To assess credit risk, a dealer or end-user should ask two questions.
If a counterparty

was to default today, what would it cost to replace the derivatives transaction. U a

counterparty defaults m the future, what is a reasonable estimate of the future

replacement
cost?

Current exposure is an accurate measure of credit risk that addresses the first ques-

tion It simply evaluates the replacement cost of outstanding derivatives comnut-

ments T^e r^ult can be positive or negahve. It is an important measure of credit nsk

TsTipresents the actual nsk to a counterparty at any point m time. The regular

calculation of current exposure is a broadly accepted practice today

Potential exposure is more difficult to assess, and the methods used «o determine it

va^^e mS rigorous
methods use either simulation analysis or option valuation

mSelTThe analysis generally
involves a statistical modeUng of the effects on

Thfvate o the denvftives of movement in the pnces of the underiymg
vanabl^

such as interest rates, exchange rates, equity prices,
or commodity pnces).

These

Sniqura'often used to gLrate two measures of potential exposure: expected

exposure;
and maximum or "worst case" exposure.

n.,lPr, and end-users that caimot justify
the simuUtion and statistical systems

SeS to trfor^Tch potential exposure
calculations should use Ubles of factors

market conditiotts.

The Survey shows that dealers use several different methods for

"•^>^'^SJ^"™^ These include: the BIS onginal and current exposure methods, used by

on^tl^o all dealers; methods based on worst^ase scenarios apphed to each trans-

T^lT^si by aSut a quarter of dealers and expected to become the most common

?the fumt Ind -th.is that rely upon tables of factors, used ^Y al-os> 40% of

dealers End-users t*d to rely on simpler methods primanly based on notional

amounts.

sZZ7e%9rega<ed taking ,nto cons,deral,on enforceable neWng arrangements.

In calculating the current credit exposure for

l^-^'^^^^-tZZt:^^^

^ecalcula.onofp.enh..^smo.^^^S^
potential exposures

°'.^" ^^"^™ ^, , xhis is because a straight summation

actual exposure,
even ^

^''^^cZsZ^e^rttoUo that offset each other or that

. trp^ik'^trn^eT^Lr:^^^^^^^^
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piotenrtal exposui^ simulates the entire portfolio. Although portfolio-level simulation

is not commonly used by dealers at present, they should pursue it more widely to

avoid overstating aggregate exposure.

Credit exposures should be calculated regularly. In partioilar, dealers should monitor

current exposures daily; they can generally measure potential exfxjsures less fre-

quently. End-users vi^ith derivative portfolios should also periodically assess credit

exposures. For them, the appropriate frequency will depend upon how material their

credit exposures are.

Credit exposures should also be regularly compared to credit limits, and systems

should be in place to monitor when limits are approached or exceeded, so that man-

agement can take appropriate actions.

By aggregating credit exposures on derivatives as described above, participants will

have a consistent basis for comparison with other credit exposures including those

resulting from on-balance-sheet activity. This would permit a more effective evalua-

tion of the adequacy of credit reserves relative to overall credit exposure.

The Survey suggests that most dealers monitor gross credit use against limits.

Aggregating current and potential exposures by counterparty on a net basis is not

conrunon among dealers, although some who do not net at present plan to in the

future. Frequent monitoring of credit exposure is widespread among dealers, with

three-quarters of respondents doing it either intraday or overnight. The majority of

end-users moiutor credit exposures at least once a month.

Recommendation 12: Independent Credit Risk Management
Dealers and end-users should have a credit risk management function with clear

independence and authority, and with analytical capabilities in derivatives, responsi-

ble for:

• Approving credit exposure measurement standards.

•
Setting credit limits and monitoring their use.

• Reviewing credits and concentrations of credit risk.

• Reviewing and monitonng risk reduction arrangements.

For dealers, credit exposures should be monitored by an independent credit risk

management group. According to the Survey, most dealers and some end-users have

such a group. For end-users, this role may not necessarily be performed by a separate

group; however, the credit risk should be managed independently from dealing

personnel. This separation of responsibility is intended to prevent conflicts of interest

and to ensure that credit exposure is assessed objectively The credit risk manage-

ment hinction should approve exposure management standards, and should estab-

lish credit limits for counterparties consistent with these standards. Specifically, it
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Should conduct an internal credit review before engaging in transactions with a

counterparty, and should guide the use of documentation and credit support tools.

Credit Umits and guidelines should ensure that only those potential counterparties

that meet the appropnate credit standards, with or without credit support, become

actual counterparties.

The credit risk mai^agemenl function should continuaUy review the creditworthiness

of counterparties and their credit limits.

Recomwendationi 3: Master Agreements

Dealers and end-users are encouraged to use one master agreement as w.detyas

possible w,m each counterparty to document e.s„ng and Mure denvat.es t ansae

,,ons ,nclud,ng fore,gn exchange forwards and options. Master agreements should

provide for payments nett,ng and close-out netting. us,ng a full tv.o-.ay payments

approach.

Participants should use one master agreement with each counterparty. That

ag^
ment should provide for close-out and settlement netting as widely as poss ble to

Smen. derivatives transactions. In particular,
there is substantial scope for reduc-

ing credit risk by including foreign exchange forwards and options under master

agreements along with other derivatives transactions.

A single master agreement that documents transactions between two pa^ies creates

fhe gLtest legal Lrtainty
that credit exposure will be

netted^

The use of multiple

tnLter agreements between two parties
introduces the risk of "cherry-p.ck.ng

TonTma" r agreements (rather than among individual transactions ; and thensk

that the right to set off amounts due under different master agreements might be

delayed. Llers and end-users will be weU served by using a smgle -st
agre^-

nienl with counterparties to document as many denvatives transactions as law or

Sation permit^e practices
of using separate agreements for each transaction

Xeen3parties. or standard terms that do not constitute a master
agreement^

are

^^^ practices
and should be discontinued. According to the

Sur..^ two^f

f hs

o?aS dealers now document derivatives transactions under a multi-product master,

and more plan to do so in the future.

FuU two-way payments, as opposed to limited two-way payments, is now the pre-

fer^p'yments wroach in master agreements.
Under full two-way

Pay--^s^he
n^orcalculaTed through the netting provisions

ma
b^^^;-^' --j^^^^f^^

Tdue regardless of whether it is to. or from, the defaulting party.
Under

'"^''^^^

ly payments,
the defaultmg party is not entitled to receive

-yhmg^ven
if the net

Sunt^in its favor. This discourages default and enhances cross-product
and

r« a^a^e setK>ff However, when master agreements cover a wide range of denv-

Tt^vt^nicSnTthe benefits created by increasing the certainty about the value of

a neTfli^n unir full two-way payments outweigh any possible
benefits under

limited two-way payments.
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Recommendation 14: Credit Enhancement
Dealers and end-users should assess both the benefits and costs of credit enhance-

ment and related risk-reduction arrangements Where it is proposed that credit down-

grades would trigger early termination or collateral requirements, participants should

carefully consider their own capacity and that of their counterparties to meet the

potentially substantial funding needs that might result.

Credit risk reduction arrangements can be useful in the management of counterparty

credit risk. These include collateral and margin arrangements; third-party credit

enhancement such as guarantees or letters of credit; and structural credit enhance-

ment through the establishment of special-purpose vehicles to conduct derivatives

business.

The Survey indicates that about two-thirds of dealers are prepared to accept credit

enhancement with cash or securities as collateral, and over three-quarters accept a

third party guarantee or enhancement. Reflecting strong dealer credit ratings, only

one-third are^repared to provide cash or securities collateral and only 10% or so will

offer a third party guarantee.

Enforceability

Recommendation 15: Promoting Enforceability

Dealers and end-users should work together on a continuing basis to identify and

recommend solutions lor issues of legal enforceability, both within and across juris-

dictions, as activities evolve and new types of transactions are developed.

Dealers regularly develop new types of transactions, and new technologies are devel-

oped to confirm them. These developments may not fit clearly within the current

legal framework in the jurisdictions where transactions occur. Therefore, dealers and

end-users should continue to work together to evaluate developments in light of

existing laws to assess what legal issues may arise. They should take the initiative to

ensure that risks arising from these developments can be properly handled through

analysis, market practices, documentation and, when necessary, legislation.

Enforceability of netting provisions is considered a serious concern by 43% of

dealer seiuor management responding to the Survey, and another 45% consider it to

be of some concern. It also is considered a serious issue by management of many
end-users.
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Systems, Operations, and Controls

Recommendation 16: Professional Expertise
Dealers and end-users must ensure that their derivatives activities are undertaken by

professionals in sufficient number and with the appropriate experience, skill levels,

and degrees of specialization^ These professionals include specialists who transact

and manage the risks involved, their supervisors, and those responsible lor process-

ing, reporting, controlling, and auditing the activities.

To establish good management, derivatives activities must be staffed by talented,

well-trained, and responsible professionals. There is a danger, however, in relying on

a few specialists, and it is essential that their managers understand not only deriva-

tives but also the broader business context.

Derivatives support functions are technical and generally require a level of expertise

higher than for other financial instruments or activities. Respondents to the Survey

expressed concern that, while they are satisfied with the quality of staff in line

derivatives activities, the quaUty of support staff lags. Developing expertise through

training programs and appropriate standards of professionalism is encouraged.

The Survey indicates that, for the majority of respondent dealers, senior management
is confident about the general quality of its derivatives professiotxals. To the extent it

is concerned about issues of professionalism, it is more worried about its own lack of

understanding, about insufficient understanding of derivatives by other functions,

and about overreliance on a few specialists.

Recommendation 17: Systems
Dealers and end-users must ensure that adequate systems for data capture,

processing, settlement, and management reporting are in place so that derivatives

transactions are conducted in an orderly and efficient manner in compliance with

management policies. Dealers should have nsk management systems that measure

the risks incurred in their derivatives activities including market and credit risks

End-users should have risk management systems that measure the nsks incurred

in their derivatives activities based upon their nature, size, and complexity

The size and scope of the required systems will depend upon the nature and scale of

an orgarxization's derivatives transactions.

For dealels, operating efficiency and reliability are enhanced through the develop-

ment of systems that minimize manual intervention. Those benefits are particularly

significant for dealers with a large volume of activity and a high degree of customiza-

tion of transactions. At the moment, confirmations of transactions, for example, are

automated for about 40% of dealers, some 10% are partially automated, and another

45% rely on manual systems. Eighty percent plan to automate their confirmations

completely. In addition, large dealers have made sigiuficant investments to integrate
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back- and front-office systems for derivatives with their firms' other management
information systems. Dealers that have done so have found that the integration
further enhances operating efficiency and reliability.

While end-users may invest less extensively in their systems than dealers do, these

should still be sufficient to group exposures and analyze aggregated risk in a mean-

ingful and useful way.

Recommendation 18: Authority

Management of dealers and end-users should designate wtio is authiorized to commit
their institutions to derivatives transactions.

Authority may be delegated to certain individuals or to persons holding certain posi-
tions within the firm. Management may choose to limit authority to certain types of

transactions, for example to certain maturities, amounts, or types of underlying risks.

It is essential that this information be understood within the firm.

Participants should communicate information on which individuals have the author-

ity to commit to counterparties. They should recognize, however, that the legal

doctrine of "apparent authority" may govern the transactions they enter into, and
that there is no substitute for appropriate internal controls.

Two-thirds of dealers responding to the Survey involve senior management in

authorizing traders to commit the firm.

Accounting and Disclosure

Recommendation 19: Accounting Practices

International harmonization of accounting standards lor derivatives is desirable.

Pending the adoption of harmonized standards, the following accounting practices

are recommended:

• Dealers should account for derivatives transactions by marking them to market,

taking changes in value to income each period.

• End-users should account for derivatives used to manage nsks so as lo achieve a

consistency of income recognition treatment between those instruments and the

risks being managed. Thus, 't the risk being managed is accounted lor at cost (or.

in the case of an anticipatory hedge, not yet recognized), changes in the value of a

qualifying nsk management instrument should be deferred until a gam or loss is

recognized on the nsk being managed Or. if the nsk being managed is marked to

market with changes in value being taken to income, a qualifying nsk management
instrument should be treated in a comparable fashion.

• End-users should account for derivatives not qualifying for nsk management treat-

ment on a mark-to-market basis.
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• Amounts due to and from counterparties should only be offset when there is a

legal right to set off or when enforceable netting arrangements are in place.

Where local regulations prevent adoption of these practices, disclosure along these

lines is nevertheless recommended.

Accounting policies for derivatives vary widely around the world. In some countries

there are local accounting standards that address accounting for derivatives; in other

countries there are no specific standards and a variety of customs and practices has

developed. In view of the global nature of derivatives, it is desirable to achieve some

harmonization of accounting treatment to assist in clarifying the financial statements

of dealers and end-users.

The recommendation for dealers to account for changes in the value of their deriva-

tives fxjsitions in income during each period has become standard in many, although
not all, countries. It provides a better representation of the economic effects of such

positions than other methods.

The recommended accounting treatment for end-users using derivatives to manage
risks, referred to as "risk management accounting," is also a standard treatment. It

has evolved in many countries, at least in a modified form, as a response to anom-

alies in the existing accounting framework. Traditionally in some countries, this

accounting treatment has been applied solely to transactions undertaken to reduce

risks, usually referred to as "hedges."

Policies must define when financial instruments are ehgible for risk management

accounting to ensure that the method is not abused.

Among a majority of dealers who responded to the Survey, senior management

thought inconsistency of accounting standards with the economics of the business

were either of serious or some concern.
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Recommendation 20: Disclosures

Financial statements of dealers and end-users should contain sufficient information

about their use of derivatives to provide an understanding of the purposes for which

transactions are undertaken, the extent of the transactions, the degree of nsk

involved, and how the transactions have been accounted for Pending the adoption of

harmonized accounting standards, the following disclosures are recommended:

• Information about management's attitude to financial risks, how instruments are

used, and how risks are monitored and controlled.

• Accounting policies.

•
Analysis of positions at the balance sheet date.

• Analysis of the credit risk inherent in those positions.

• For dealers only, additional information about the extent of their activities in finan-

cial instnjments.

The Survey shows that the quality of financial statement disclosure about derivatives

transactions varies even more widely than the accounting policies that are applied.

Until local standards-setting bodies can adopt harmonized standards, there is a need

to improve the quality of financial statement disclosure concerning transactions in

both derivatives and cash market instruments.

Its qualitative nature dictates that information about management's attitude to firuin-

cial risks, how instruments are used, and how risks are monitored and controlled,

. should appear in the management analysis section of the annual report. The remain-

ing information should appear in the footnotes to the financial statements and be

commented on as appropriate in the management analysis.

This recommendation is not apparently precluded by accoimting regulations in any

country and its early adoption is encouraged.

Inadequate public disclosure of exposures of counterparties is of some concern, or of

serious concern, to about three-fifths of senior management among dealers respond-

ing to the Survey.
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Recommendations tor Legislators, Regulators, and Supervisors

Recommendation 21: Recognizing Netting

Regulators and supervisors should recognize the benefits of netting arrangements

where and to the lull extent that Ihey are enforceable, and encourage their use by

reflecting these arrangements in capital adequacy standards Specifically, they

should promptly implement the recognition of the effectiveness of bilateral close-out

netting in bank capital regulations.

The bilateral or multilateral netting of contractual payments due on settlement dates,

and of unrealized losses against unrealized gains in the event of a counterparty's

default, is the most imp>ortant means of mitigating credit risk. By reducing settlement

risk as well as credit exposures, netting contributes to the reduction of systemic risk.

Significant efforts have been made to develop standard master agreements that effect

netting across the full range of derivatives products. Nonetheless, the enforceability

of such netting provisions remains among the highest concerns of senior manage-

ment of derivatives dealers, according to the Survey.

Regulators and supervisors should officially recognize netting where and to the full

extent it is enforceable, and reflect these arrangements in the capital standards. In this

way, regulators and supervisors will stimulate efforts to resolve uncertainties where

they exist and will create tangible incentives for using this most important method of

reducing counterparty risk.

An important step in implementing this reconunendation was taken in April of this

year when the Basle Committee released a Consultative Paper that included a pro-

posal for recognizing the effectiveness of close-out netting. This is an amendment to

the agreed framework for measuring bai\k capital adequacy (the "Basle Accord")

published by the Basle Committee in July 1988. When the consultation period for this

proposal has ended, the national supervisory authorities represented on the Basle

Committee should recognize and implement bilateral close-out netting for capital

purposes.
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Recommendation 22: Legal and Regulatory Uncertainties

Legislators, regulators, and supervisors, including central banks, should work in

concert with dealers and end-users to identify and remove any remaining legal and

regulatory uncertainties with respect to:

• The form of documentation required to create legally enforceable agreements

(statute of frauds).

• The capacity of parties, such as governmental entities, insurance companies,

pension funds, and building societies, to enter into transactions (ultra vires).

• The enforceability of bilateral close-out netting and collateral arrangements in

bankruptcy.

• The enforceability of mullibranch netting arrangements in bankruptcy.

• The legality/enforceability of denvatives transactions.

These five main enforceability risks ar« analyzed for nine major jurisdictions in

Appendix II (bound separately). Regulators and legislators in these jurisdictions

should remove the remaining uncertainties that have been identified. In other coun-

tries, market participants, regulators, and legislators should work to identify and

resolve any similar legal risks. These efforts should be conducted on a continuing

basis, to account for new types of derivatives transactions and new technologies. It is

important to approach these issues aggressively so that the largest risks faced by
dealers and end-users are not legal risks from legal systems that have not kept pace
with financial developments.

Further work on the enforceability in bankruptcy or insolvency of bilateral netting

and collateral arrangements is particularly important if the credit risk reduction tech-

niques for derivatives are to evolve. These techniques are essential building blocks

for enforceable multilateral netting arrangements, if that is a direction participants

choose to take.

Recommendation 23: Tax Treatment

Legislators and tax authorities are encouraged to review and. where appropriate,

amend tax laws and regulations that disadvantage the use of derivatives in risk

management strategies Tax impediments include the inconsistent or uncertain lax

treatment of gains and losses on the derivatives, in comparison with the gams and

losses that anse from the risks being managed.

In most, if not all jurisdictions, the tax treatment being applied to derivatives transac-

tions dates back to before they came into general use. This can lead to considerable

uncertainty in determining how gains and losses associated with these instruments

should be taxed depending upon their use.
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These uncertainties and inconsistencies present real difficulties to organizations that

seek to use derivatives to manage risks in their businesses. Confusion can discourage
- them from pursuing commercially sensible risk management strategies.

Recommendation 24: Accounting Standards

Accounting standards-setting bodies in eacti country should, as a matter of priority,

provide comprehensive guidance on accounting and reporting ol transactions in

financial instruments, including derivatives, and should work towards international

.- harmonization of standards on this subject. Also, the International Accounting

Standards Committee should finalize its accounting standard on Financial

Instruments.

At present no country has accounting and reporting standards that comprehensively
address all financial instruments, including derivatives. Even in those countries

where development of accounting standards is considered far advanced, there are

gaps or inconsistencies between different standards. This is an area where action

needs to be taken as a matter of priority.

In a number of countries, accounting standards-setters have recognized the need to

improve accounting standards in this area and some have commenced work.

Furthermore, the International Accounting Standards Committee (lASC) has issued

an exposure draft on Financial Instruments (E40) and presently intends to finalize an

accounting standard by the end of 1993.

In addressing the accounting and disclosure requirements for financial instruments,

\ the lASC and national accounting standards-setters are encouraged to address the

problems of accounting for risk management activities. Most existing accounting

regulations were formulated before recent advances in risk management strategies.

This poses considerable practical problems, both to end-users and dealers. Devel-

opments in accounting regulations have not kept pace with changes in the way risk

is managed.

In some countries, the accounting standards that govern the eligibility for hedge

accounting treatment of hedges of anticipated transactions may be too restrictive:

some relaxation should be permitted, subject to safeguards to prevent abuse.

Similarly, accounting standards should deal with risk management in a broad sense

and not deal just with risk reduction (hedging) which is only one aspect of risk man-

agement. Risk management strategies are increasingly being used by both financial

and nonfinancial institutions to achieve an acceptable risk profile, but not necessarily

a reduced level of risk. Concern over current accounting regulations is deterring

some organizations from pursuing commercially sensible risk management strate-

gies. While standards are necessary to ensure that risk management accounting is not

abused, if is essential that accounting standards respond to modem risk management

techniques.
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Problems Real and Imagined:
A Washington Perspective on Derivatives

Remarks by R. Christopher Whalen

I am delighted that Business Week and AFGL International

invited me to speak with you today. I hope that this will be the first

of many such forums where we provide insights and analysis about

poUtical developments in Washington that affect Wall Street.

WaD Street lives by trading volatiUty and volume. Washington

worships stability and predictabihty. The mind-sets of speculators

and bureaucrats are a universe apart, yet, at the end of the day, the

former must submit to the latter's rules on behalf of the unseen and

generally ignored third party -- the public. Therefore, it is axiomatic

that Washington prefers the evil that it knows and, hopefully

controls, to any possible unknown situation. Washington's hostility

toward the unfamiliar apphes first and foremost to the realm of

economic and financial policy, but also extends to the area of foreign

poUcy, as witness the recent vote on NAFTA.

The vote to approve NAFTA was, fi-om the Washington

standpoint, a reaffirmation of the carefully maintained pohtical

status quo that extends back to the 1982 debt crisis. More than trade

or investment, NAFTA was and is about maintaining single-party

rule in Mexico, thereby protecting American banks and newer groups

of NAFTA-enthused investors, like mutual funds, which still have

huge (and in some cases growing) financial exposure to Mexico.

Had NAFTA been defeated, it would have marked a major shift

in both the financial and poUtical fortunes of Mexico as well as

several of the larger U.S. money center banks and mutual funds that

currently provide the Uon's share of dollar liquidity to that market. 1

1 As cf June ;«, 19fW, Mexku's total fcatwsn debt remiied U^^ hi\ikx\, not incJudinR $:«>40 billiui in peso debt

instruments held by offshore investois. At 3. 1 pestK per doltir, MexKxVs courent Hitixuit de&it is nwghly Gfi pen»5it li"

its $;i'jObillkn in (5DP - a higher level than ever maintained b>' an OECD (iiuntry. Ifyou Vxk at (h«* siime raTixrruc

telatiuiships at 4 pesof per duUiir. the ratiuK quiddy apprundi thoKe .setai afler the I'JUi debt (tism
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The peculiar coalition that came together to support NAFTA
reveals a great deal about the political equation of Washington today.

Generally speaking, the economic world-view of Democratic

Washington reflects the dominance of Keynesian/socialist ideas, while

the nominally "conservative" Republican worldview reflects

corporatist ideas usually found in American educational and research

institutions. In other words, the 1930s economic policy debate in

Washington continues full-blast, albeit in a less coherent and more
inconsistent fashion.

Both of the dominant schools of economic thought in

Washington say that government can and should affect economic

poUcy, and that government regulation helps to ensure "stabihty" in

financial markets. The same worldview, which is shared by both

pohtical parties, holds that the Federal Reserve controls interest

rates and that the cost of money will move lower if the central bank

provides ever-higher levels of liquidity, as it has over the past 36

months.

The traditional free market, hard money view that prevailed in

America before W.W.I, however, contradicts this Keynesian-derived

"supply side" view on financial regulation and monetary policy. Hard

money advocates such as Milton Friedman and former Cleveland Fed

President W. Lee Hoskins probably would say that regulation of

financial markets is, at best, an after-the-fact expedient meant more

to comfort pohticians than to truly maintain the illusory public policy

goal of "market stability."

Likewise, these and other genuine exponents of fi^ee market

principles believe that by not providing excess liquidity to the

marketplace, the Federal Reserve can calm investors' fears of

inflation and thus keep the cost of money low, particularly long-term

rates. Of course, in the age of over $4 trillion dollars in U.S.

government debt, such fine distinctions are probably moot. I will

come back to this important point later in my talk.
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Washington's fear of "instability" reflects the increasingly short-

term perspective of the political and business estabhshment. Indeed,

difficult lessons learned through such fiascoes as the S&L crisis, the

experience with Third World debt, the 1987 market crash, and the

real estate bubble of the 1980s have left official Washington with

great bitterness and hostihty toward all who propose "financial

innovations."

It is fair to say that even years after the announcement of a

final "solution" to the S&L crisis, the mere mention of the subject is

sufficient to cause anxiety to the most stalwart members of Congress.

Lest we forget, the financial "deregulation" of the 1982 Garn-

St.Germain legislation led directly to the S&L debacle, the cost of

which has reached $180 bilhon (at present value) as of year-end 1992.

Thus the trepidation felt by members of Congress and the financial

regulatory community toward the fast-growing market for derivative

securities is both natural and, from Washington's distorted pohtical

perspective, understandable.

In the same way that the once seemingly open-ended hability of

the S&L crisis haunted Congress during the late 1980s, today swaps
are seen not only as risky and exotic, but as the latest in a long series

of costly surprises from Wall Street. These include the S&L debacle,

the collapse of the junk bond market and Drexel Burham Lambert,

and most recently the scandal involving Salomon Brothers and the

manipulation of the market for U.S. Treasury securities.

Just prior to each of these episodes, I remind you that

representatives of the larger Wall Street banks and broker-dealers

appeared in Washington to assure members of Congress that these

situations were not a source of risk to the financial system. Let me
also remind you that junk bonds once were touted as being less

susceptible to default risk partly because of the shorter durations
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implied by high annual cash flows. Members of Congress (and their

staffs), who once welcomed pohtical contributions from underwriters

of high-yield securities, now know that this is not the case. 2

At some $7-8 trillion (some say much more) in nominal face

amount, the market for derivative securities is so large and so distant

from the comprehension of most pubhc officials and even bankers that

the mere suggestion of problems has driven many regulators

scurrying for pohtical cover. Almost by definition, the generational

and technological differences that exist between regulators and senior

management of major banks, on the one hand, and the new

generation of financial engineers on Wall Street, on the other hand, is

enormous.

I can say from personal experience that many senior regulators

within the Federal Reserve System do not understand derivatives or

even the functioning of relatively simple instnunents such as futures

and options. The general ignorance of how derivatives function inside

the Group of Seven financial regulatory community is confirmed, I

beheve, by the now infamous January 1992 speech by former New
York Fed President E. Gerald Corrigan^ and the subsequent
comments by observers as respected and diverse as Henry Kaufinan,

the German Bundesbank and Comptroller of the Currency Eugene
Ludwig.

In each case, these leading voices in the regulatory community
have expressed their fear that "off-balance sheet" financing

represents a risk to the financial community, all the while

acquiescing in on-balance sheet activities that are equally if not more

risky than derivative instruments.4 The reality is, of course, that

swaps are really only another way to buy and sell cash flows.

'^ For a dist;assaon cf the current Congressdorml view (£ derivatives, see Duncan, JeflGrey S.; "Fiuitasy and Reality: The

Regulatury Parameters fijr Derivatives," House Subcommittee on Tel«iimmunications and Finance, CX:tober 12, lOSi
•'

( brrigan, it .should be noted, was a great advocate of "finan(d<il innovation" up to this point in order to boost the

earnings tf the major New York banks under his supervision.
"* Tlie top 10 money center banks currently carry hundreds uf billiiias cfdoUais in interest rate nsk on their books in the

fi>nn v£ Treasury debt purchased during the past 24 months. By definition, most if the pnv nsk earned by these

piHtions is "unhedged" sini* the banks woukl otherwise ejim little benefit firom these investments.
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Discussions with senior federal regulators and members of

Congress responsible for supervising activities in private financial

markets lead almost inexorably to the conclusion that most of the

transactions that occur in the multi-trillion dollar market for

derivative financial products are not well understood. Moreover,

regulators confess in private that many of their contemporaries in the

management of banks, broker dealers and other financial market

participants share their lack of familiarity with basic products like

options and mortgage-backed securities, much less the latest

innovations in areas such as swaps.

You are all familiar with the Group of Thirty's conveniently-

timed paper on swaps that was released earlier this year. More

recently, the new Comptroller of the Currency, Eugene Ludwig,

proposed along with a group of regulators that an "inter-agency

study" be conducted on the dangers posed by swaps. Ludwig has

expressed significant worries about the derivatives market to more

than one member of Congress. His decision to initiate a study should

be recognized by Wall Street as the beginning of a longer process than

may lead, eventually, to greater oversight of what is now a relatively

free and unregulated market.

In those rare cases where regulators do understand new

financial markets, concerns over derivatives can be categorized in

three basic groups: credit risk, market risk and systemic risk. The

last category may be familiar to some of you because of its connection

with the hazy concept known as "too big to fail," which refers to the

government's unwritten and now legally proscribed policy of

providing taxpayer-subsidized bailouts to large money center banks. ^

Systemic risk is the chief source of worry for regulators and their

•^
(Generally speakmR, the Federal Deposit lasurance ( biporatkjn Impiwement Act i£ 1991 cuitied the use if disoxint

window kiaas and other expedients to keq) ia-olvent hiinks afloat However, FDKM (xjntained a little-notaeed tliange

to Section Vi Q^ (f the Federal Reserve Ait that effeitively opeas the Fed's disdiunt window U) all bonxwers retpirdle*

(/whether they have "eliKible cuDateral" "Riis amendment was made by the Senate Rinkinn ( xmniittee at the behert

cf the s«:untiB< industry For a thoiDUfih disoMdon <f this issue, see Todd, Walker, "FDK -lA's Emerweniy Liquidity

Piuviskjn.s," Eouioniu: Review, Federal Reserve Bank i£Cleveland, Tluni (iuartoa- 19!X1 PF K^Zt
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political patrons, not because of any heartfelt concern for the owners
of banks and companies involved in these markets, but because of the

broader political implications of a market disruption.
6

For example, the English-language version of the October

Monthly Report issued by the German Bundesbank has begun to

circulate in the U.S. The lengthy document confirms the German
central bank's dim view of financial innovation and echoes the

warning of American regulators with respect to liquidity, market risk

and other price-related considerations. More importantly, it focuses

heavily on the question of payment risk, an area fi-equently ignored

by many market participants.

The Bundesbank document notes that the multilateral "netting"

agreements between banks increase market efficiency and may
reduce some counterparty or payment risk. But it also emphasizes
that the ability of banks to compel payment under such agreements

may be limited by local and national bankruptcy laws and other

considerations. '7 To its credit, the Group of Thirty paper makes

essentially the same point.

The threat posed by "off balance sheet" financing is well-

appreciated in Germany, perhaps more so than in the United States.

The collapse of the German Herstatt Bank in 1974 because of

concealed losses on what many considered "riskless" spot foreign

exchange transactions nearly destabilized the German financial

system and the Eurodollar market, an event that no U.S. regulator or

Bundesbank official can forget. Add to this relatively recent episode

" Senatur Carter ( Jlass .said while debating the ItXtt Banking Art "Is there any reasun why the American peuple should

be taxed to guarantee the debts if banks, any more than they should be taxed to guarantee the d^s of other

tastitutiuis, including the merchants, the industries, and the mills cf the cuuntiy?'
'

"Regarding the question cfcapital adequacy," the report oh«;rves, "it should be home in mind thiit other risks invdved

in ^swap] tran-sadjons. such as upexatiunal rc<ks, pexformance risks, k^gal nsks, liquidity risks and the like, were not

taken into cun.sideration when the relevant weightings fig- the muntejrparfy and market risks were set, but have to be

aliNurbed as well, if nece»viry, by the banks' available capital"
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the larger collective memory of the hyper-inflation of the 1920s and
German reticence about potential costs of derivative instruments
losses is understandable. ^

Recent revelations about a failure of internal management
controls with respect to derivative instruments at the giant
American International Group also have generated great
concerns m and out of Washington. A September 6, 1993 cover story
in Investment Dealer's Digest about the near-miss at AIG has been

circulated widely in Washington, generating more than a few

whispered discussions about the possibihty of a "renegade" trading

operation inside one of America's best managed financial services

concerns.

In response to such fears, Wall Street has launched a rather

clumsy and heavy-handed "education" effort in Washington. This has

included seminars for regulators and congressional staff , many of

whom have neither the time nor the desire to learn about the details

of complex financial products. As one committee counsel put it to me
a couple of months ago: "Why are these people bothering me? If

there is no problem in the swaps market, why are all of these Wall

Street people banging on my door?" I put that question to all of you

today.

During the recent hearings on derivatives before the House

Banking Committee, I personally witnessed what I believe is Wall

Street making its own problem worse. Other than a few journahsts

and Banking Committee observers such as myself, the entire hearing

room was fiUed with lobbyists working for various banks and brokers

sent to monitor the hearing. No television cameras were present, nor

°The Bundeiwnk repirt ojndudei "The questiun i/ whedier derivative nvftnunents impfy additxnal risks tu tfie

soundness cf the intematiunal financial sj-stem has already been the .sulyjut tf many dN.-a-Kiun.s. It k agreed that the

gimving ase cf derivative mstrumenLs in strategies cuvenng many market segments has remfijnsd the integradun d
the finanaal markets and hence increased their vulnerahiht)' In the evtmt (if the feuhire rf a ma»g" market olaver or

sa-kms market dKruptmns. une wmxit he sure whether hedginir (f rHolai-ement (intmits will still he availahle m the

derivative markets Once the >o<it markets, too, are no lunpr siiffinentlv IkiuxI. tht^ mav tman^r cham reatttjns and

l^^nfliTe the finanijal system us a whole Dcveliomentsif this kmdcan he prevented otK' if hD tlxn- <i txymed are

aware not (nh' (fthe xipe fir gsing. but also m oardi-iiiHr if the risks pined h\', (fThiiLim-e sheet
i>itiviti«y.

and piu»id
with the ne(»?virvaiutiiin

"
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did the hearing receive more than the usual, one-day-after press

coverage. I can tell you that Chairman Gonzalez and his staff were

deUghted to see the room filled with worried lobbyists, but a more
effective tactic from your perspective might have been to ignore the

hearing.

Let me close by advancing a few suggestions about how Wall

Street should and should not deal with the perception that there is a

"problem" in Washington vis-a-vis futvire regulation of the market for

swaps and other types of derivative securities:

First, don't try to educate members of Congress and/or their

staffs unless and imtil they ask for information. When they do ask for

information, tell them the truth. For example, when you say that

swaps only are used to "hedge risk" or, even worse, "reduce risk," you
run the risk of insulting the intelligence of people who have hved

through the S&L nightmare, BCCI and the Salomon imbrogho.

While congressional staffers and regulators may not fully

iinderstand derivatives, they know the basic reality of the market,

namely that risk cannot be extinguished, only shifted from superior to

inferior players in the great financial bazaar. By sending large

numbers of relatively young managing directors to prowl the marble

corridors of Capitol Hill, young men and women who most remind me
of the newly minted French princes at Agincourt, Wall Street is only

feeding the already well-estabhshed suspicion that "there is a

problem" in the swaps market. As the old saying goes, let sleeping

dogs he.

Second, Wall Street must understand that a "solution" to any

prospective threat of federal regulation lies first and foremost in the

market and with the major participants. Unless the banks and

brokers that make up the derivative securities market are willing to

(1) settle their parochial differences and (2) exercise self-discipline

when it comes to entry thresholds for new market participants, they

will feed the notion that the market is mostly a speculative
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phenomenon better situated in Las Vegas or Atlantic City than in

federally regulated (and in some cases federally insured) financial

institutions.

For example, recent reports that the Ohio State Teachers
Retirement System took $100 million in losses on interest-only

mortgage securities is unlikely to help the image of derivatives among
that state's legislature, the Ohio congressional delegation, or the

Cleveland Federal Reserve Bank.9

At the moment, there is httle risk of new legislative initiatives

to regulate swaps, but it takes only one market disruption, even on a

relatively modest scale, to send Washington's craven pohticians

scurrying for the pohtical cover of new legislation. Without the

slightest hesitation, members of Congress who gratefully receive

pohtical contributions from banks and broker dealers will regulate

your market out of existence if and when a sudden financial break

threatens the "stability" of the political status quo.

Third and most important, Wall Street needs to wake up and

smell the coffee in terms of what the derivative securities market is

and is not. Were it not for the existence of $4 trillion in federal debt,

the market for derivative products would no doubt be far different

than it is today. It probably would be smaller and based upon

relatively "real assets" instead of built on a rapidly growing pile of

pubhc sector debt whose probability of eventual repayment is

increasingly less assured.

Just look at the Clinton Administration's own budget numbers,

which assume the addition of a further $1 trillion in U.S. government
debt in the next four years, and tell me or your children that this

obligation ever will be repaid in kind. In a real sense, the increasing

volatility in financial markets, and any real of perceived threat of

"systemic risk," is a function of too many legal tender dollars chasing

too few solid financial and real assets.

•' See RuUJuJc, -Joel, "Retirement fund k«*s !f;iOO rmllkin," (lewkuulFtuiii DtxtUr. Ntivemher aO, 1!)!H, p 1-A

9
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Mind you, I am not arguing for passivity. Wall Street needs to

argue back to the critics in Washington that derivatives markets

grew to their present size in the fertile soil of $4 trillion in federal

debt. Another message that should be dehvered to Washington is

even more basic; namely, that the derivative securities markets are

just a rational, defensive response of investors and financial

intermediaries to Washington's own fiscal profligacy and monetary
"fine tuning."

At the end of the day, when we turn our attention to the

question of how or whether Washington understands the market for

derivative securities, the true immensity of the problem becomes
clear. The children of the immediate post-war generations, who
borrowed and inflated their way to build the prosperity of the past 30

years, have now created a market that their parents only dimly
understand.

The problem the children need to consider is whether there are

some crucial bedrock lessons in fiscal sobriety, monetary restraint

and banking prudence that we do not know today. Could it be that

the Keynesian/socialist revolution of the post-W.W.II era caused our

parents' generations to forget and then fail to teach those time-

honored lessons to us?

Wall Street needs to remember that politicians never see the

evil that they do, only the evil perpetrated by others. Unless the Wall

Street community quickly regains control over the perception and

reality of risk in the derivative securities market, events will slowly
and inexorably lead to greater federal regulation. The basic question
that has not been answered is this: how does the market for

derivative securities serve the pubhc interest?

At our firm, we have a motto we often repeat to our clients:

Don't come to Washington looking to borrow an umbrella when it is

already raining. The episodes involving AIG and, more recently, the

10
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Ohio State Teachers Retirement System, foretell an approaching
storm. How will responsible members of the derivatives market

respond to this challenge?

Over the past 25 years, our firm has helped some of Wall

Street's largest financial institutions to create and execute

communications strategies to meet the political challenges in

Washington. For example, our firm helped then Merrill Lynch chief

Donald Regan set up SIPC in the 1970s when it seem that Wall

Street was in serious trouble. In those days, as today, the basic

problem was one of perception.

I would suggest to you that the solution to the "problem" with

derivatives, real or imagined, hes first in fashioning a credible,

industry-wide strategy to control the risks that do exist in derivatives

-- and all markets -- and second in effectively communicating this

strategy to several different constituencies in Washington whose

ignorance and/or hostihty will ultimately hurt you. Thank you for

your attention.

11
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Biographical Summary

Richard Christopher Whalen is a principal and member of the board of

directors of The Whalen Company, Inc., a 24-year-old Washington consxdting and

communications firm that provides strategic business counsel to multinational

companies in the U.S., Canada, Western Europe and the Far East, and also

produces several specialized pubhcations.

Whalen serves as executive editor of the Whalen Company and contributes

regularly to the firm's luiique proprietary news service, known as Wires Washington,

a weekly analysis of developments in Washington affecting the Federal Reserve,

trade pohcy and the U.S. economy. He also edits The Mexico Report, a fortnightly

review of political and economic affairs in Mexico that combines news, independent

analysis, interviews, and commentaries by observers in Mexico. In addition, The

Whalen Company pubhshes a fortnightly, Japanese-language newsletter on U.S.

business and political developments, known by the Enghsh title of Inside Japan-

U.S. Relations & Business.

Whalen was born on January 6, 1959 and graduated from ViUanova

University with a degree in History in 1981. From 1981 through the end of 1982, he

worked as a staff writer for the House Repubhcan Conference Committee, which

was then chaired by Rep. Jack Kemp (R-NY). In March of 1983, he took a position

with the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, where he worked as a financial analyst

in both the Bank Supervision and Foreign Departments.

Early in 1986, Whalen went to work for Bear, Stearns & Co., working as a

bond dealer in the London branch of this respected Wall Street firm with specific

responsibility for estabUshing new business relationships with financial institutions

from Japan. He has experience in trading both fixed income and derivative products

such as futures, options and interest rate swaps.

In 1988 Whalen assumed his present position with the Whalen Company. He

is the co-editor of the 1990 book Trade Warriors: The Guide to the Politics of Trade

and Foreign Investment . Whalen has testified before Congress on issues including

the Federal Reserve System and the Mexican business environment. Over the past

five years, he has contributed dozens of articles and commentaries on finance and

poUtical themes to publications such as The American Banker, Barron's, The

Freeman, The Wall Street Journal, Proceso, The Christian Science Monitor, The New
York Times, The Washington Post and The Journal of Commerce. Whalen is also co-

founder and acting secretary of the Herbert Gold Society, an informal organization

of current and former officials of the Federal Reserve, Treasury Department and the

Congress.
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PERSPECTIVE ON TRADING REVENUES

For the handfiil of banks for which trading is a significant line of biistness, second-quarter results were

outstanding. Declining interest rates worldwide, turmoil in the European currency maricets, and

continued growth in customer-driven rislc-management businesses drove trading results to new records

across the board. Almost all these banks posted second-quarter earnings well in excess of expectations.

Investors were unimpressed. Most evidently believe that strong trading results are "here today, gone

tomorrow." and should largely be treated as non-recurring gains, y^thout for a moment denying that

second-quarter trading profits were exceptionally strong, we do think investors would benefit firom a

longer-term perspective on these banks' trading activitlM. In tfils report, we examine trading results

over the last decade for the largest trading banks. Our most In^ottant conclusions are:

Trading Is a growth business. Combined trading revenues f(w the largest trading banlcs have grown at

a 17% compound annual rate over the last five years. Ilat statlsdc does not take into account the

extraordinary results posted in 1993's first half (up 74% year-ovcr-year).

Variations in trading results have caused less bottom-line earnings volatility than have

variations in credit costs, notwithstanding that indivkluai banks' trading results exhibit stgniflcam

quarter-to-quarter volatility. None of the six largest ttading banks has posted a single quarterly trading

loss in tiie last nine years.

Among U.S. commerdal banks, tracflng expertise Is highly concentrated. Moreover, the largest

players' trading results would appear to be less volatile than those of smaller players. This reflects the

breadth of their franchises and the sophistication of their risk-management systems.

In our view, investors are not appropriately valuing the revenue streams derived from these

banks' trading activities. While it is difficult to disaggregate investors' views about ttadlng from (heir

views about other aspects of bank performance, we suspect tliat concerns about trading voladll^ and a

failure to appreciate the growth characterlsdcs of aiding revenues depress these conqudcs* stock

valuations. The stocks of most of the in^ortant trading banks all trade at a price/eamings muldple

discount to the average bank stock.

KEEFE, BRUYETTE dc WOODS, INC.
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MONEY-CENTER BANKS' TRADING REVENUES
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Methodology: We've looked at the quarterly

trading revenues of seven major moncy-ccnier

banks for the last ten and a h^ years to gain a

long-term perspective on the trading business.

The banks included are: Oticorp, J P Morgan,

Bankers Trust, Chemical Banking, Chase

Manhattan, BankAmerica. and First Chicago.

Chemical Banking's trading results include those

of Manufacturers Hanover prior to those two

companies' merger in December 1991.

BankAmerica's data include Security Pacific's

trading results prior to Security Pacific's purchase

by BankAioerica In April 1992.

Observation: Trading Is a growth business.

Despite volatility quarter-to-quartcr, and

notwithstanding that trading results in the first

half of 1993 have been exceptionally strong, over

the long term trading revenues have shown a

strong secular growth trend. In the mid-eighties

(1985-87), combined trading revenues for these

seven banks averaged $357 rtnllion per quarter.

In the early nineties (1990-92), combined trading

revenues averaged $1,243 million per quarter,

123% higher. Between those two three-year

periods, average quarterly combined trading

revenues grew at a 17% compound annual

growth rate.

The combined trading revenues for these seven

(once nine) banking companies has been plotted

on page 2. A least-squares best-fit regression line

has been drawn through both dw fiill ten and a

half years' of data and the last five and a half

years' of data. The slope of our ten-year

regression line (R-squarcd of 0.82) indicates

growth of $145 millicHi in combined quarterly

trading revenues per year.

A number of factors have driven the growth in

trading revenues. Perhaps the most significant

has been the development of the derivatives

market. The first interest-rate swap was entered

into in 1981. By the end of 1991, the notional

amount of interest-rate and foreign-exchange

derivative instruments ouutanding had grown to

$4.5 trillion, The growth of the derivatives

market reflects the increased acceptance by
Investors and issuers of derivative pnxlucls as a

cost-effective tool to enhance yields, reduce

funding costs, and manage risk. Innovation --

both in terms of computer and communlcadont

technology and on the part of academics and

bankers in developing sophisticated methods to

assess and price risk -- has played a key role as

well At the same time, die growth of

securitization and the opening up of economics

around the world have increased the variety of

tradeable instruments. In response, bankers have

dedicated increased amounts of personnel and

capital to develop global trading networks and

comprehensive risk-management systems.

Observation: The pace of growth ha«

increased in the last Ave yean. The five-year

regression line (R squared of 0.66) Is steeper Aan

die 10-year line. That five-year regression line

indicates growdi in combined quarterly trading

revenues of $207 million per year. This

observation could simply be an artifact of the

data, reflecting unusually depressed results in die

1988-89 period and the outsized trading profits In

1993*8 first half, certainly die fit of the line to die

actual trading results is not as strong for die five-

year regression as It Is for die ten-year.

Nevertiieless, v^ diink it reflects a real

acceleration In die trading business. The universe

of derivatives-market users has continued to

grow, while U.S. money-center baidu' dedication

to die business has increased. In particular, diis

period coincides witii die lift-off of J P Morgan's

and Bankers Trust's trading businesses.

Observation: First half 1993 trading results

were exceptionally strong. There's no denying

diat first half 1993 results were outsized by any

measure. Combined traduig results for these

seven money-center banks were $1.9 billion in

die first quarter and more than $2.2 billion in the

second. The five-year regression line indicates

"normal" trading profits would have been $1.6

-3- I, BRI7TSTTB tt WOOD*, tttC
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MONEY-CENTER BANKS' TRADING REVENUES
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biHion and $1.7 billion, so "excess" trading

revenues of $0.8 billion were earned in the first

half. Declines in interest rates worldwide,

European currency volatility, and price

appreciation of LDC debt were among the factors

cited by the money-center banks for their strong

first half trading results, but most banks also cited

continued growth in their customer-driven

derivatives businesses as wclL Turmoil in

European currency markets has continued into

the diird quarter, so it is endrely possible diat

strong trading profits will be earned again in the

third quarter. That said, it would be reasonable

to expect trading revenues to decline later in

1993 and in 1994 from the levels achieved in

1993's first half.

Observation: Trading yolatility is not a^ great

as might be thought The relatively hi^ R-

squared statistics for both the ten-year (0.82) and

five-year (0.66) regression lines indicate a

consistency to the trading business - at least

when seven banks' results are aggregated
-- that

many investors might not expect Not

surprisingly, most individual banks' trading

revenues exhibit greater volatility than do the

combined trading revenues for the seven banks --

something discussed in more detail on page 9.

While we don't pretend that an R-squared

statistic of 0.66 indicates trading results are

grovking at a precise linear rate over time, we do

think the variability of trading results should be

put in the context of the other ways banks make

money.

The most important revenue item for most banks

is net interest income, and, it is true, the quarter-

to-quarter variability of net interest income is

relatively small C!hanges in earning asset

volumes and interest-spread relationships are

relatively glacial. However, the majority of most

banks' earning assets are loans, and significant

volatility in \ht spread-banking business docs

show up in the loan loss provision. The

difference between net interest income and the

loan loss provision could be called "risk-adjusted

net Interest incomo," and lUk-adjusted net

interest income does exhibit considerable

volatility from quarter to quarter.

On page 2, we've plotted combined quarterly net

interest income, riik-adjustcd net Interest income,

and trading revenues for these seven money-
center banks for the last ten and a half years. It

should be fidrly evident that risk-adjusted net

interest income has demonstrated a fair amount

of volatility of its own. The standard deviation of

quarterly risk-adjusted net Interest income over

the period 1988-1993 was almost $1.6 billion.

39% of the average level of quarterly risk-

adjusted net interest income of just under $4

biUion. In contrast, the standard deviation of the

residuals from our five-year regression of

combined quarterly trading revenues was

$243mra, 21% of the average level of quarterly

trading revenues over the period of $1.1 billion.

Arguably, trading revenues have been less

volatile than risk-adjusted net interest income.

Now the money-center banks may be viewed as

having been particularly accident prone in the

19808, so Ais comparison could be considaed

unfair. Certainly the LDC provisions in 1987 and

1989 loom large on our chart of risk-adjusted net

Interest income. Still, we don't diink any

reasonably fair sampling of regional banks would

have generated a significantly less volatile scries

of risk-adjusted net interest income figures

considering die unprecedented number of bank

failures in the last decade.

Market risk from trading activities has

contributed less volatility to bottom-line earoings

than has credit risk from lending activities.

Observation: Trading is consistently

profitable. This is a point closely related to the

volatility of trading revenues. On page 4, we've

plotted tiie actual quarterly trading revenues for

these seven money-center banks. While it's a

little hard to read this chart --
quarterly trading

results for individual banks do bounce around -- a

-5-
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significant fact should be noted: The niajor

trading banks hardly ever lose money from

trading activities. Plotted here arc trading results

for seven money-center banks over ten and a half

years
-- 294 separate quarterly reports (or 366 if

the data for Manufacturers Hanover and Security

Pacific arc disaggregated). In only four of those

reports did a bank post a trading loss for the

quarter, and each of those losses was minor.

Three were posted by Rrst Chicago, the smallest

of these seven trading banks; the other was

posted by J P Morgan in 1984, almost ten years

ago.

Certainly these banks lose money on individual

trades. And certainly whole trading-product

areas can generate quarterly losses. J P Morgan
lost hundreds of millions of dollars in its

mortgage-backed securities trading over several

quarters in 1992. But these banks' trading

operations are sufficiently diversified that losses

in one area arc almost always offset by profits in

others. Unlike a traditional securities

broker/dealer, whose trading would be dominated

by U.S. equities and bonds, these commercial

banks trade a vast array of different products,

including: interest-rate and currency swaps, U.S.

and foreign government debt instruments, money-
market securities, corporate debt securities, LDC
loans and bonds, foreign currencies, equities, and

other instruments. Those trading activities which

arc dominated by customer-driven transactions

(e.g., Citicorp's foreign exchange business) would

be expected to be consistently substantially

profitable.

Observation: Among U.S. banks, the trading
business is highly concentrated. This can be

seen most clearly in the tables on page 6 showing
market share of trading revenues among the top
ten U.S. commercial banJts. The largest four

players accounted for three-quarters of the

trading revenues earned by the top ten trading

banks in 1992, and the tenth-ranked bank earned

only 5% of that earned by the top-ranked bank.

Virtually the same characterization could be

applied to trading results in 1993'8 second

quarter. Since investors have idcndfled J P

Morgan and Bankers Trust most closely with

tradii\g and the derivatives business, it may come
as a surprise that Citicorp's trading revenue* are

larger than either of those two's. Citicorp's

preeminence in part reflects its dominance in

foreign exchange. Itself a funcdon of the

company's long-standing overseas presence.

Chase Manhattan, BankAmerica, and First

Chicago arc clearly in the second tier, reflecting

in some cases different management emphasis

(BankAmerica) and in others singly belated

dovelopment (Chase Manhattan).

On page 4, we've plotted a four-quarter moving

average of the seven major trading banks'

quarterly trading results. With some of the

quartcr-to-quartcr volatility smoothed out,

changes in market posldon can be seen clearly.

Qdcorp's long-standing dominance is clear as are

the surges in J P Morgan's and Bankers Thist's

trading revenues in the early 19908. Also evident

is Chemical Banking's move over the last three

years from the second tier towards the first.

Observation: Trading volatility varies

significantly among different banks. Those

banks whose trading results are less volatile are

most likely less involved in proprietary position-

taking than In customer-driven acdvities. Less

volatile results may also indicate a broader range

of instrurwnts traded. Stability of trading

revenues over time also suggests that

sophisdcated risk-management processes are in

place and are being followed.

On page 8, we have plotted acwal quarterly

trading results, a ten-year regression line, and a

five-year regression line for each of these seven

banks. R-squared statistics for die ten- and five-

year regressions are shown below. Of diese

seven banks. Chemical Banking has had the most

stable trading performance; its regression lines

actually have higher R-squared statistics tiian do

diose for die combined group. All these

-7-
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regrudon lines meet statistical tesu of

significanoe (i.e., there \s a real track record of

growing trading revenues over time) with the

exception of the flve-ycar regressions for C3ia«

Manhattan and Hrst Chicago. The five-year

regression for BankAmerica is also not

statistically strong.

R-SQUARED
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One Rockefeller Plaza New York, New York 10020

Swaps REVTSTXFn

or, How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Derivative

Overview

Last fall, we wrote a piece with the unexciting title of "The Outlook for Bank Margins in 1993"

(November 9, 1992) which, in part, attempted to quantify banks' exposures to off-balance sheet

interest rate exchange agreements (i.e., swaps). What this report attempts to do is to update that

part of the report dealing with swaps in a more comprehensive and, hopefully, more informed

way.

Caveats

The swap market is very complex and disclosure is minimal. Given that we are learning about

this market as we go along and in order to provide some perspective on the use of these

instruments, we offer the following:

• While swaps have become, for many banks, an integral part of an institution's asset and

hability management (ALCO), they are generally only one part of ALCO and should be

looked at in that context.

• We have attempted to isolate swaps, specifically, in this report in order to understand how
banks use them, to look at total exposures and growth of exposures, and to determine which

banks are deriving substantial earnings from them. Initially, we hoped to discover which

banks are taking inordinate risk with swaps, but have found this to be very difficult. We
have felt it best to fall back on the old bank analytical adage that those institutions that are

growing swap books the fastest, have the greatest swap exposures relative to assets, and carry

swaps with the longest mamrity have higher risk.

• In this report, we look at only interest-rate swap positions, not cross-currency swaps or

numerous types of futures and/or options. There are two reasons for this: most domestic

regionals deal only in interest-rate swaps; and, the money center banks with whom we spoke,

who do deal in both interest-rate and cross-cuirency instruments, had almost no interest in

telUng us their positions. Given our experience to date, we feel that the analysis of a

combination of interest-rate and cross-currency swaps as well as futures and options would

be, at best, daunting.

• Our statistical sample of 1 8 banks is rather limited considering the number of publicly traded

financial institutions in the marketplace. Our reason for the small universe is that the lack of

pubUc disclosure makes this information very difficult and time consuming to collect.

• We hc.ve tried to be as accurate as possible in depicting each bank's interest-rate swap

exposures but we may have missed a beat or two for which we apologize in advance. While

we were pleased to find that many of the institutions with which we spoke were much more

inclined to discuss swap exposures than a year ago, this subject is very complicated and lacks

accurate disclosure. In some cases where institutions were loath to discuss swap specifics,

we have used estimates that could be harsher than reality.

David N. Pringle Lazard Freres Equity Research (212)632-6147 October 26. 1993
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potilioni in. ind buy or leU tbeM leoiritiet. nuke a nuitel in these securities Hnd nuy llio have, or loliclt in Investmait bulldng itUlionihipa with. uKtor have manafM oe co-mani«ed an

offering of securities within the put thrve ytan with conipanies mentioned In this report.
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BACKGROimn

In its simplest form, an interest rate swap is merely an agreement between two parties to exchange
cash flows on a notional principal balance. For example, an institution will agree to pay a variable

rate of interest usually tied to something like LIBOR and receive a fixed rate of interest usually tied

to a constant maturity treasury rate. The other institution will do the opposite. Such swaps are

known alternatively as "plain vanilla" or "macro" swaps.

There are also instruments, known as "index-amortizing", 'MBS", or "CMO" swaps, where the

fixed rate portion is tied to a mortgage-backed security yield. In addition, we also ran into

"corridor swaps" which, for instance, can arbitrage the prime-fed funds spread. While the swaps
mentioned above are the most common, we beUeve that the overall swaps' product line is rather

diverse. As a further note, there are now futures and options on most swap products. Swaps can be

used with varying combinations of swaptions as well as interest rate futures, caps, and floors.

./

Interest rate swaps have been around since the early- 1980s and were primarily the domain of the

money center banks and a handful of large brokerage flrms until the latter part of the decade. In

essence, these institutions made a book as agent for client transactions and used derivatives to

hedge their own balance sheets. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the regional banks became more

involved in the derivatives market primarily as users (i.e. balance sheet hedging) as opposed to

dealers (i.e. running client books). As we shall show below, aggregate derivative exposure
continues to grow at the regional banks.

We can attribute the rapid growth of swap portfolios to a number of factors:

• An increasing number of regional banks are becoming aware of the swap market.

• The perception is that liquidity in the swap market is increasing.

• The swap markets allow institutions to build large positions easily
- after setting up the initial

relationships with dealers, it is at least as easy to set up a $2 billion swap position as it is to buy,

say, $2 billion of Treasuries.

• Swap positions can be built quietly since they are not carried on the balance sheet - this point

raises some interesting questions regarding the adequacy of disclosure and representations of

banking assets, equity ratios, margins, and historical measures of return, (see Tables FV through

vni).

• Swap positions can be instituted with minimum capital requirements
- in the money swaps

require at most capital equal to '/2% of the notional principal amount - on the other hand, out of

the money capital requirements can be very onerous (see Appendix I).

• We expect that mark-to-market accounting pressures will provide a huge incentive for banks to

move longer-maturity investments off the balance sheet ~ swaps fall outside the mark-to-

market requirements.

After numerous discussions with individuals involved in swap activity, we have found some

commonality in the banks' use of these instruments. Generally, the regional banks have set up swap

positions whereby they receive fixed and pay variable rates. In simple language, they have set up

short-funded bond portfolios with maturities of 2-3 years. The typical answer to our question of

why they set up these positions was as follows: the response of our depositors during this period of
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declining rates, combined with our ALCO (asset/liability committee) computer simulations,

indicates that we have some very "lazy" deposits in our funding structure --
deposits that would not

be sensitive to a rising interest rate environment. Presumably, the banks feel that they can lag

deposit rates to any increase in short-term market rates and not lose depositors. We believe that the

only way to find out whether the banks are correct is to wait until rates go up and see what happens.
We do know that banks are making this bet at thinner and thinner spreads.

Swap Books

At this point, the only consistent financial disclosure on interest rate exchange agreements (i.e.

interest rate swaps) appears in Federal Reserve call reports (i.e. the FR Y-9 C) "Schedule HC-F Part

n. Interest rate contracts, etc. 2.c. Notional value of interest rate swaps" In addition, "2.a. Futures

and forward contracts" may contain swaps of less than one year duration. Unfortunately, this

disclosure does not distinguish between differing types of swap transactions, forwards, options and

futures, etc. (to name a few interest rate instruments). Different types of swap transactions can

have a significantly different impact on a banks reported financial statements. For our purposes,

we have broken out the swap portion as presented in the FR Y-9 C into three areas — the latter two

of which are of primary interest:

• Agency business: this represents positions in which the bank acts only as a broker and for a fee

arranges for two parties to exchange cash flows. These fees are reported as non-interest

income. This type of activity is not the focus of this report since it is nearly impossible to track

and has no effect on reported assets or margins. In our opinion, the agency part of the swap
business falls under the heading of systemic risk and one can only hope that the major players

do not have a scandal-tainted Italian conglomerate counterpart which deals through BCCI.

• Swaps against banks' own balance sheet cash flows: this category includes transactions whereby
banks swap against currently existing balance sheet items, either assets or liabilities. For

example, a bank issues medium-term notes and swaps the fixed rate interest payments for

variable rate payments. In another example, a bank swaps variable money market investments

for longer maturity fixed-rate investments. While these activities in a declining rate

environment may create non-recurring windfalls which distort reported margins (the benefit is

run through net interest income), they do not distort reported earning assets.

• Swaps as asset/liability "proxies": a number of institutions have set up swap positions free and

clear of any existing reported assets and or liabilities, i.e. these positions are really a substitute

for conventionally leveraging the balance sheet by, say, short-funding a mortgage-backed

securities portfolio. As is the case with swaps against specific balance sheet items, these

"proxies" may create windfall positions which distort reported margins. In addition, since these

swap positions are, in reality, shadow assets, we believe that their existence distorts reported

earning assets and overstates reported margins. For example:

Reported Asset Adjusted

Earn. Assets Proxies Earn Assets •

Principal Balance $10,000 $2,000 $12,000

Margin 4.95% 1.50% 4.13%

Net Interest Income $ 495 (a) $ 30 (a) $ 495 (a)

(a) The $30 net interest income from proxies is already included in reported net interest income.
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Conclusions

After a year-long on-again, off-again look at swaps, we have reached the foUowmg conclusions:

• The disclosure on swap activity is atrocious - ferreting out the information necessary to

analyze swap positions is a pain in the neck - most analysts and investors prefer to ignore the

whole thing.

• Swaps are an increasingly integral part of banks' operating strategies and are here to stay.

• At a number of those companies which disclosed their swap positions, exposures are growing

very quickly . In our universe of 18 banks, the aggregate swap position has grown 59% year-to-

year and 44% year-to-date (not annualized - please refer to Table I). In addition, the notional

value of swap portfolios at many banks currendy now exceeds 10% of reported asset balances.

At five of the institutions, swap exposures are greater than 20% of reported assets (please refer

to Table n).

• Swaps spreads are narrowing . The latest swap transaction is nearly 100 basis points below the

weighted average spread for the group as we have calculated it. Assuming that swap portfohos
remain at current levels, we estimate that the banks in our universe will lose roughly $900
million in net interest income over the next two years (please see Table HI).

• The increased use of interest-rate swaps is creating some sizable distortions in reported

earnings . We estimate that the earnings contribution from swap activity can range from being a

huge drag on earnings at an institution such as FirstFed to creating a positive contribution of

20% or more to the bottom line.

• The quality and sustainability of swap driven earnings indicates to us that this is a very low P/E

business.

• The increased use of interest-rate swaps as asset 'proxies" is creating some sizable distortions in

reported earning assets, margins, and the historical measure of return on assets. The use of

"proxies" can serve to understate earning assets by as much as 20% or more (please refer to

Table IV), overstate margins by 30 basis points or more (please refer to Tables V & VI), and

overstate ROA by as much as 20-30 basis points (please refer to Table VII). Adjusting for

these distortions leads us to believe that banking industry returns, while better at individual

institutions, may not be better in composite that those posted by the highest returning banks

during the mid-1980s.

• We believe that the use of "naked swaps", i.e. those positions that are a pure bet on rates, raises

the whole question of whether the use of swaps is as integral a part of the banking business as

everyone claims or whether it is just a new way for banks to play the yield curve without

anyone knowing about it.

• It appears that the accounting profession and the Federal Reserve are woefully behind the "eight

ball" in regard to swap activity
— we do not know where the rating agencies stand.

• The increased use of swaps has served to make the banking industry's asset/liability

management virtually impossible for an outsider to analyze.
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As we noted on the first page of this report, it is very difficult to determine which banks are taking

inordinate risk with swaps and it is best to fall back on looking at growth as well as balance sheet

and earnings exposure. In order to summarize the tables and prose that follows, we present below

the top five companies in each category. (SP - Swap Portfolio)

SP Growth

Last 6 Mos
SP As a %
Avg. Assets

SP Spread
% Net Inc.

Bamett Banks (a)

Key Corp. (a)

NationsBank

Banc One
First Union

FirstFed Michigan
Banc One
First Union

First Chicago
National City

Meridian E
CoreStates

First Fidelity E

Society

Bank of NY E

E -- Lazard Freres Equity Research Estimate (a) New position

Best Disclosure: FirstFed Micliigan, Banc One

Worst Disclosure: Meridian, First Fidelity, Bank N.Y., First Interstate

On the following pages, we present eight Tables which form the basis for our conclusions.
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Swap Portfolio Growth

In Table I, below, we have sorted our 18 bank universe by growth rates in swap portfolios from

highest to lowest. While the growth trends in swap positions at the regional banks listed show a

huge divergence, one point is clear swap portfolios, in aggregate, are growing rapidly
-- 59% year-

to-year and 44% year-to-date (the latter figure is not annualized). At the top of the list are two

banks with new swap exposures: Key Corporation and Bamett Banks. Aside from these two

institutions, growth rates range from plus 400% at NationsBank (over the last six months - not

annualized) to minus 67% at Crestar. In all, 8 companies are up, 4 unchanged, and 6 are down. We
note that despite the fact that swap exposures have declined at both First Fidelity and Mellon over

the last six months, they are up 6% and 64%, respectively, from levels reported a year ago.

Table I

Interest Rate Swap Portfolio Growth
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Total Swap Exposures

In Table n below, we look at total swap exposure as a percentage of reported average assets. In

addition, we have segregated swap positions into two pieces, swaps versus the balance sheet and

swaps which are used as asset/liability "proxies".

What this table tells us is that a number of banks have sizable swap positions
- well over half the

banks have positions greater than 10% of reported assets. Positions range from 39% of reported

average assets at FirstFed to slightly above 0% at Bamett. The weighted average position

aggregates 15% of reported assets.

Table 11

Interest Rate Swap Portfolio Principal Balance
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Aggregate Swap Spreads

In Table in below, we compare swap exposures, aggregate rates paid and received and the spread
between the two rates. In addition, we look at aggregate spread income as a percentage of both net

interest income and after-tax net income. The Table is sorted by swap contribution to net income,
from highest to lowest.

With the exception of FirstFed and Bamett which have hedged against a rise in interest rates, the

regional banks in our universe have set up swap positions in order to receive fixed rate payments
and pay at variable rates. The fixed rates received range from a high of 9.00% at SunTrust to a low

of 3.40% at First Chicago. Included in this range are our estimates for Meridian, First Fidelity,

Bank of New York, and First Interstate since they would not disclose any yield data.

The wide variance of rates received (Column 3, Table IH) is a matter of when the swap was put on

the books (older swaps have higher yields) and the final maturity (longer maturities have a higher

yield). The closest company to a current mark to market yield is Key Corporation which entered

into a 2 year swap in the third quarter of 1993 at a yield of 4.42%. Using this yield as a benchmark
indicates that many of the yields received are significantly above market.

Since the variable side of most of these swap positions is tied to LIBOR, the rates paid (Column 4,

Table IH) are in a very tight range. The exceptions here are Banc One and First Union — both of

which have hedging costs imbedded in their cost of funds.
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Given that the banks receive a wide range of fixed-rate payments and have a fairly homogeneous
cost of funds, swap spreads vary widely

- the highest is 5.75% at Suntrust and the lowest positive

spread is 1.17% at Key. This is not surprising since SunTrust's swap is the oldest position on the

list and Key's is the most recent.

We want to emphasize three points here:

• Swap activity can add significantly to both net interest income and the bottom line. On
balance, as shown in Table HI, we estimate that swaps are currently contributing between 0%
and 14% of reported net interest income (excluding FirstFed) and between -1% and 33% of

after tax income. We consider anything over 5% of net income to be material (this occurs at 12

of our 1 6 banks) and wonder why there is little disclosure regarding swap activity in these

banks' financial statements.

• Key entered into its swap in the third quarter of 1993 and agreed to receive fixed rate payments
at 4.42% and pay LIBOR for 15 months at which point the swap will amortize at $400 miUion

per quarter for 5 quarters. In essence. Key's swap spread, at 1.17%, is the marginal return for

the group. The average spread for all the companies listed (with the exception of the two

negative spreads at Bamett and FirstFed) is 2.10% and this aggregate book generates nearly $2

biUion in annual net interest income. Assuming that the group's notional balance remains

the same and that the Key spread is the marginal one, we expect the aggregate net interest

income at the 15 remaining banks to decline by $900 million plus over the next, say, 2

years.

• As these above market positions roll off the books and the banks look at narrower marginal

spreads, there is going to a huge temptation to "double-up" in order to keep the income

flowing at historical levels. We would think that at least some of the growth exhibited in

Table I reflects this reality.

Adjustments To The Balance Sheet And Historical Measures Of Return'

In the following five Tables, we make certain adjustments to these banks' earning assets, net

interest margins, ROAs, and common equity-to-asset-ratios based on our estimates of "proxy"

exposures. We do this because we believe that the existence of these asset substitutes have created

distortions in banks' reported financial statements. To summarize, we believe that, at a number of

financial institutions, earning assets are understated, while margins, ROAs, and tangible equity

ratios are overstated. We also note that the adjusted numbers do not try to adjust for the income

derived from above-market swaps against the balance sheet (see Table 11).
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Adjusted Earning Assets

In Table FV, we show average earning asset levels as reported in the banks' second quarter 1993

financial statements and adjust them for those swaps that we classify as asset substitutes (i.e.

"proxies"). The banks are then sorted, from highest to lowest, by the change that this adjustment
causes. For example, were Banc One to include asset "proxies' in reported earning assets, the

adjusted level would be 26% higher than is currently reported in the financial statements. National

City's adjustment would be 24% and so on.

Table IV

Balance Sheet Adjusted For "Proxies"

($ in Millions)
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Adjusted Margins

In Table V, below, we have restated these banks' margins to reflect the understatement of earning

assets. In other words, we have taken reported net interest income and divided it over a grossed-up

earning asset base. The banks are then sorted by the effect that this has on margins, from those

most affected to those unaffected. We note at this point that this calculation does not include the

contribution of swaps against the balance sheet even though some of these positions with above

market yields are contributing an unsustainable level of earnings.

Table V

Net Interest Margin Adjusted For "Proxies"
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Adjusted Versus Historical Margins

As we discovered this whole phenomenon of balance sheet misrepresentation, it dawned on us that

the lack of disclosure of hidden assets may be partially responsible for the fabled margin expansion
of the early 1990s. In order to test this hypothesis, we compare our adjusted margins to those

originally reported in 1989, a time, hopefully, before swap positions became widespread at the

regional banks. Table VI, below, sorts our banks by the change in adjusted margin to 1989 margin
from lowest to highest. It turns out that 7 banks have actually seen a decline in margins over the

last three and one half years. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to tell whether this is because of a

true margin contraction or because the banks have added these off-balance sheet swaps at narrower

spreads than on-balance sheet items carry.

Table VI

Adjusted Margin Vs 1989 Margin
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Adjusted Returns On Assets

As with margins, we have adjusted returns on assets for the existence of these shadow assets.

Along with improvements in margins over the last few years, the banks have enjoyed a substantial

increase in returns on assets. As originally reported, banks have recently posted ROAs as high as

1.50%+ in comparison to the 1.00%- 1.20% posted in the 1980s. In fact, reported assets in Table

VII range from a low of 0.53% at FFOM to a high of 1 .55% at Mellon with 1 1 of the banks

reporting ROAs of over 1.20%.

Table VII

Adjusted Return on Assets (ROA)
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Adjusted Equity Ratios

Clearly, if the existence of asset "proxies" has distorted reported asset levels, then capital levels are

somewhat overstated (if one assumes a bank needs capital against what are really treasuries or

equivalents). In Table VIE, we adjust tangible equity-to-asset levels to include "proxies" and find

that many institutions do not have as much capital as we think they did.

The banks are sorted by the hit to their respective ratios from greatest to least. Adjusted for

"proxies", Banc One's tangible equity-to-asset ratio would dechne 1.55%, National City 1.30%,
CoreStates 1.12%, and so on. Six companies would have reductions in ratios of 40 basis points or

more.

While we continue to promote the belief that there is way too much equity in the banking system,
the table below clearly shows that there is a question as to the true level of tangible equity-to-assets.

Table VIM

Adjusted Tangible Common Equity-to-Assets
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Moody's Review of Derivative Activity

Moody's is an international rating agency that offers its opinions on the credit quality of

industrial companies, financial institutions, structured transactions, mutual funds, and

sovereigns We are interested in derivatives because of the impact they have on the

credit quality of the entities we rate. We have focused attention on this topic for some

time and we wrote our first special comment devoted solely to derivatives in January

1 991 . I will give a general overview of the situations in which we find ourselves exam-

ining derivative risk. Then, I will concentrate on Moody's examination of derivative

usage at commercial and investment banks.

Moody's looks at derivative activity, to take one example, when we analyze industrial

companies that use interest rate products to hedge their liabilities, or use currency

products to hedge their foreign cash ftows or empkjy comnrxxlity derivatives to hedge

the cost of their production inputs. In this context, derivatives are usually a minor, and

usually a positive, factor in the overall credit picture of the industrial company.

There are exceptkins, however, when derivative usage at an industrial firm becomes

a nxjre significant, and negative, factor in the industrial company's credit quality.

Serious problems can occur when industrials have moved from the use of derivatives

to hedge risk to the use of denvatives to assume speculative risks. We are generally

skeptrcal of the claim that, as a user or producer of an undertying commodity, the in-

dustrial firm has a natural advantage in speculation. Our focus on derivatives in rating

an industrial firm usually revolves around the degree to whch the firm uses derivatives

to hedge risks inherent in their business and the degree to whch they use derivatives

to speculate in those risks.

Moody's also looks at derivatives in the context of structured financings or asset-

backed debt. Occaskinally, the credit quality of a structured security we rate depends

upon both the performance of underlying receivables and a derivative instrument For

example, a currency swap may be an integral part of a structure, translating the fixed

interest payment on Italian Lira auto toans into U.S. dollar LIBOR payments reflective
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of the terms of the structured security In assessing the credit quality of the structured

security in this example, Moody's would analyze (1) the match between cash flows

generated by the underlying asset and those due the denvative counterparty, (2) the

match between cash flows coming from the derivative counterparty and tfwse due the

holders of the structured security, (3) the credit quality of the derivative counterparty,
and (4) the priority of the derivative counterparty as a creditor of the issuer versus the

status of the rated debt.

Derivatives have also been used in structured finance transactions as credit en-

fiancement. For example, Moody's has rated LDC debt-backed transactions that re-

lied on a put option on the underlying LDC debt to guarantee a sale amount sufficient

to retire the senior structured debt. In this case, Moody's analysis of the counterparty
and the terms of the derivative mirrors the analysis of a !etter-of-credit-backed transac-

tion. The two broad aspects of this analysis are (1 ) establishing the credit qualrty of

thie put provider and (2) making sure the mechanrcal and legal stmcture of the transac-

tion altows the credit substitution to work the way it is intended.

Moody's also examines derivatives in the context of rating mutual funds, both in the

U.S. and intemationalty. In addition to our reliance on a Moody's rating, assigned to

either the instruments themselves or to the counterparties, our focus is generally di-

rected on whether the derivatives are used as hedging devices or for speculative aims.

In each instance, the use of derivatives is examined within the context of each invest-

ment vehicle's published investment objectives and policies as well as tocal practices

arxl regulations.

Recently, derivative product subsidiaries, designed to act as a Aaa counterparty to

tfie parent financial institutkjn's derivative customers, have been formed. These enti-

ties adopt extensive operating polk:ies to mitigate the market and credit risk of their ac-

tivities; rating them requires Moody's rrtost focused analysis of derivative risk. A major

component of the analysis is the degree-of legal separation between the subsidiary

and its kiwer-rated parent. These subsidiaries cannot be rated higher than their par-

ents unless that legal separation exists. We rated the first of these subskJiaries, Mernll

Lynch Derivative Products, in November 1 991 and rated the most recent one,

Saksnrwn Swapco, in February 1 993. Moody's reports on these entities describe our

rating ratioriale. (Please see "Moody's Rates the Counterparty Risk of Merrill Lynch
Derivative Products, Inc. Aaa" and 'Moody's Assigns Aaa Rating to Satomon Swapco
Inc. for Counterparty Risk .")

Moody's analysis of significant derivative proprietary
-
trading activity and of deriva-

CopyhgM e tM3 tiy Moody's investors Servnce. 9» Chirch StrM. Mm York. NY 10007.
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live dealer activity usually occurs in the context of our rating of a commercial bank or

security firm. This will be the topic of the remainder of my remarks. The goal of our

analysis is to form a subjective opinion about the effect derivatives have upon the

credit quality of the bank. We do not have any one set of ratios or mathematical for-

mulae that can dictate an opinion. Just as we do not underwrite every asset m a

b>ank's loan portfolio, we also do not examine each and every derivative transaction or

recalculate their market value. Rather, we form an opinion about management's ap-

petite for risk and the systems they have in place to monitor, report, and control the

risk of derivatives at that institution.

Perhaps our approach can best be understood by describing the questions that we
ask ourselves and management when we look at derivative risk at a commercial bank
or security firm. The questions regard four main areas: an oven/iew, market risk, credit

risk, and operation risk.

Overview

As a general introduction, we first want to understand the purpose of the bank's deriva-

tive activity. Are derivatives used to take market views? The degree to which an insti-

tution is willing to assume market risks through its derivative or cash activity bears di-

rectly on its own credit quality. Are derivatives entered into to gain fee income from

fulfilling customer orders? Besides providing a source of revenue, a bank's ability to

service its customer's demand for derivative products is important in maintaining its

franchise. Being able to offer interest rate and currency swaps, for example, makes
the institution a more attractive underwriter and distributor of securities. Are deriva-

tives used to hedge the risk of cash positwns elsewhere at the bank -- an aspect of de-

rivative usage that is part of the larger question of asset-liability management, includ-

ing interest rate and currency risk? Moody's consklers this aspect of a financial institu-

tbn's management vital in assessing its credit quality.

Generally, financial institutbns use derivatives for more than one purpose, and simi-

lar institutions use derivatives in similar ways. Regional banks use derivatives to

hedge risk as well as to assume certain risks. Large money center banks and security

firms use derivatives for these two reasons, but also earn a spread by servk;ing cus-

tomer demand for derivatives. Moody's adjusts the focus of its questions and analysis

according to the chiaracteristics of the institutk>n.

We next expbre the specific derivative products the institution enters into and make
sure we understand how they fit in with the purposes cited previously. We try also to

understand the ratkjnale of banks that use derivatives in place of cash items, and ask

why derivatives are considered to be a more attractive investment. We are less con-

cerned if the derivative is used in place of the cash item because it is cheaper or be-

cause it is easier to manage, but we are more concerned if the derivative is used be-

cause of some ineffrcierrcy in the measurement of capital sufficiency.

We woukj also like to understand how the derivative desks fit into the institutbn's or-

ganizational and reporting structure and fxaw, within the firm's derivative activity, re-

porting relationships aggregate across products and geographk:al kjcatksns. What, for

example, is the approval process for new derivative products? This will alkjw us to

better gauge the effective dissemination of management policies. More specifically,

we wouW like to know the number and experience of staff engaged in specifk; function-

al areas. A key consideratbn is whether back office support hias kept up with front of-

fice staffing.

Market Risks

After the general overview, we address the measurement and control of market risk in

the derivative portfolk). The first topic is the technk:al issue of measurement of current

values. We explore with management the valuation nrxxiels that are used and the se-

lectk>n of market variables that are put into the nxxiels. CofKems here are the as-

Moody' s Special Comment 3
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sumptions made regarding derivative market liquidity and the potential effect upon val-

ues arising from market illiquidity We feel liquidity nsk is often underestimated in com-

modity derivatives

An even tfiornier analytical issue than the pricing of current values is the estimation

of how those values could fluctuate with changes in market variables. For example,
does the bank test market valuation changes with scenarios or do they use a simula-

tion approach? If they use a scenario approach, what are the scenarios? if they test

interest rate nsk with parallel interest rate shifts, how far and how fast are the shifts?

How are twists in the yield curve tested? What do they do to test for currency risk and

option risk? How many scenarios are tested? How were the scenarios developed for

each product? How conservative are they? If simulation methodology is used, how is

volatility and correlation factored into the simulations? What number of sigmas are

used as the test? And how, in fact, is all this market risk quantified? Is it measured in

terms of accounting income or change in market value? Udoody's would prefer that

market value be used if accounting income measures would hide a permanent impair-

ment in future income Overall, f^/loody's examines whether the sophistication of a

bank's analytical approach matches the depth of its involvement in the derivatives mar-

ket and the complexity of its positions

Another issue is the breadth of the market valuation process. Do the institution's

computer systems allow it to aggregate both its estimate of current market values and

the potential fluctuation in those values across all its locatbns and product desks?

Does the sensitivity model simultaneously consider deposit and other liabilities, and

what assumptions about the cost of funds are made? ly^oody's believes that the ability

to measure the market risk of a derivative portfolio is a prerequisite for its control. But

we are generally disappointed with the available analysis of market risk at financial in-

stitutions, especially the ability of banks to model their entire asset and liability struc-

ture simultaneously.

A management issue relating to market risk is the degree of separation between

customer order flow business and the bank's risk trading. What traders are allowed to

take a market position? Do the same traders do both risk positioning and customer

order taking? How does the supervision of market flow traders versus proprietary

traders differ? WoukJ order flow traders be sanctioned for making market gains in their

books? Moody's views separation of positioning and order fulfillment vital. Only then

can the effectiveness of hedging in the order flow book and risk management in the

proprietary trading book be measured.

We are also interested in the proprietary trading strategies that are used for each

product and the way in which market risk is hedged in each product. What limits are in

place for risk taking and how are they enforced? What is the process for a trader to

get a higher risk limit generally or for a specific trade? Who has approval powers?
The answers to these questions speak directly to the quality of controls at the institu-

tk>n.

A useful tool to quantify historic market risk is a histogram of daily trading profit and

toss. This gives us a view of how risky the positions are on a day-by-day basis, before

the portfolto effects of a longer time period. We would also ask about historic results

during partcularly volatile periods such as October 1987 for equity derivatives and

August 1 992 for currency products.

Credit Risk

The two n^in analytical issues explored in our market risk discussion, calculation of

current market value and the calculation of potential fluctuation in market value, carry

on into our discussion of credit risk and the calculation of counterparty credit exposure

Here, however, these analytk:al issues are complicated by netting. The problem is

both one of system capability and legal enforceability.

4 Moody's Special Comment
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As a systems problem, one issue is how easily and quickly all transactions with a

particular counterparty can be aggregated together into a single net credit exposure.
The problem here is combining information from all of the bank's geographk:al k)ca-

tions and products desks on a counterparty by counterparty btasis. Moody's has found

that the collection of this data and the compiling of exposures can take an inordinate

amount of time at some institutions.

An even tougher problem is the calculation of future fluctuations in counterparty ex-

posure taking into account offsetting characteristics among individual derivative con-

tracts. For example, an increase in exposure to a fixed pay interest rate swap may be

offset by decreased exposure on a floating pay interest rate swap so that the current

mark-to-market does not change significantly in different interest rate environments.

Moody's has found that many systems, while capable of netting current exposures,
take shortcuts in calculating future fluctuations. Some large swap dealers, for exam-

ple, use a fixed percentage of notional as the "add on" to account for future fluctua-

tions in exposure This would overestimate future fluctuations to the degree that

swaps are on opposite sides of the same market variable. While this is a conservative

measure, the degree of conservatism varies markedly from a counterparty with swaps
on both sides of a market variable to a counterparty with swaps all on the same side of

the market variable. It would then be hard to evaluate these results. Moody's prefers

more accurate measures of risk rather than ones that might be too conservative, espe-

cially if the degree of conservatism is hard to judge.

But the system procedures in place to net current or future derivative exposure must

be justified on legal grounds. Since the legal certainty of netting varies by country,

Moody's is interested in how this is handled by the bank. Are there any counterparties,

for example, that the bank deals with on a gross exposure basis rather than on a net

exposure basis? This is prudent where the legal status of netting is especially unset-

tled. Moody's is also concerned that the institutkin's own swap documentatk>n sup-

ports netting. We have been surprised at the large number of unsigned master agree-

ments at dealers. In this case, netting woukl probably not be enforced even in those

jurisdictions where it is most certain.

We also expk>re the way credit limits are determined and the role of the credit offi-

cer. Moody's feels that a good credit culture is nrore apt to exist where the credit offi-

cer has the maximum amount of authority and autonomy. And a real time calculatk)n

of credit usage, across all the sales forces of the intematk>nal offk:es and product
desks of the institutk>n, will help avokJ overexposure to a partk:ular counterparty.

The use of collateralizatk^n can be a risk-reducing meeisure. Moody's is interested

in how the demand for the bank's collateral coukj vary urxder two-way collateralizatk^n,

especially in a collateralization system that demands nure collateral in the case of

credit downgrades. Here, the institution might have to put up collateral at the same
time it is weakened by the effects of deteriorating credit quality.

Supporting documents we find useful in our credit risk evaluatnn include the gross
and net exposures to the most signifKant counterparties, aggregate gross and net ex-

posures to counterparties by rating, and sample master agreements.

Operating Risk

In our discussk>n of operating risk, we focus on accounting, compliance, and controls,

and also on the level of management's expertise and involvement in the bank's deriva-

tive business.

One issue we bring up that may seem too simple to spend time on is positnn con-

trol—^Ihe recording of trades so that the bank knows what agreements it has entered

into. While this may seem simple, it is not always done in a manner tfiat protects the

institution from a trader overstepping his risk limits. There have also been cases

where an entire trading unit has left for another firm, and management has fiad a hard

Moody's Special Comment 5
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time figuring out what was in the bank's book. We look for separate checks b> uc-

countants and separation of duties between traders and accountants. Anecdotal infor-

niation about previous problems that were discovered by internal and external auditors

and how they were resolved is useful to us in forming an opinion about internal con-

trols.

Throughout all of our examination we have been listening to management answer

our questrans and gauging their level of expertise and involvement in the denvative

business. Our concem is that, as stewards of the institution's nsk exposure and credit

quality, senkjr management be able to convey institutional values to the derivative

traders. This cannot occur unless senior management is educated and engaged yVe

also want to know explicitly what oversight procedures are in place and whiat reports

senkjr management regularly receives. We ask management how they view the capi-

tal needs of this business and how capital is allocated to specific product areas. We
also ask nnanagement how they assess the performance of their derivative units, and

wtiat models of risk-adjusted return they use

Conclusion

The large numbers, cryptk: nature, and opaque disckjsure of the derivatives market

have Ijeen factors in bringing it to the attention of regulators media, and investors.

We at Moody's have worked hard to understand the risks inherent in the industry

through our discussrans with practitioners and regulators.

In summing up Moody's view of derivative risk at financial institutions, I would point

out that, in the past, very few banks we rate have been materially affected by their de-

rivative activities except in a positive way. Risk-adjusted returns to derivative dealers

have generally been high and losses have not had significant credit implrcatrans.

There will be tosses at individual instituttons in the future from t)ad risk analysis, bad

controls and/or plain bad luck. In some cases, these may materially affect perhaps
one quarter's earnings, but we believe it will be quite rare tfiat derivative activity will

threaten the credit quality of the institution. We don't think derivatives are a ticking

time bomb for the banking industry as a whole.

It is also important to note that Moody's has never changed an institutkin's rating

solely on the basis of its derivative activity. Typk:ally, the factors arguing for an adjust-

ment in our rating of a bank cut across its on balance sheet and off balance sheet ac-

tivities. Risk poltoies and practk;es in the loan portfolio or in merchant banking activi-

ties usually find their reflection in the risk policies and practices in the institutkin's de-

rivative activities.

I wouM say finally tfiat our view of derivatives remains the same as it was over two

years ago when we wrote that first special comment on the subject. Derivatives are

usually used by financial institutions to produce income in ways that assume risks simi-

lar to the risks already undertaken by the financial institutton in its other activities. Yet.

as credit analysts we are downside oriented and it is the exceptions that concem us.

To those wfx> point out that derivatives do not create any new risks we nod yes but

think to ourselves "Right. But they offer a new way to foul up in an okJ risk."

6 Moody's Special Ckxnment
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Improving Disclosures about Derivatives

by Timothy S. Lucas and Janet Danola, FASB Staff

As 1 993 wound to a close, a numt)er of people in Washing-
ton. DC and elsewhere expressed interest in and concern

about "derivative" financial instruments—swaps, options,

forwards, futures, and a multitude of variants that have

emerged as a part of our financial landscape. One element

of that interest and concern involves financial reporting,

which may be viewed as part of the problem or, more

optimistically, as part of the solution. Some have sug-

gested that financial reports do not contain understandable

information about those newer forms of financial instru-

ments and have urged the FASB to enhance disclosure

requirements for derivative financial instruments.

In December, the Board agreed to explore the possibility

of enhancing disclosures about derivative financial instru-

ments by building on existing disclosure requirements in

FASB Statements No. 105, "Disclosure of Information

about Financial Instruments with Off-Balance-Sheet Risk

and Financial Instruments with Concentrations of Credit

Risk," and No. 107, "Disclosures about Fair Value of

Financial Instruments."

On December 20. twenty-five individuals representing

corporate users of derivatives, dealers that sell (and invent)

derivatives, auditors, government regulators, academic

researchers, and financial analysts met with the Board and

staff to discuss possible improvements that could make
disclosures about financial instruments more informative

and easier to understand. The discussion was lively and

covered a wide range of topics and views. The Board's

project will be a significant challenge, aiming to issue an

Exposure Draft eariy in 1994 and complete an improved
standard in time for 1 994 financial reports.

In the meantime, preparers of financial statements

throughout the country are facing that challenge today.

They have an opportunity to make their 1993 financial

reports more meaningful and more useful. Many of the

financial statement preparerswe met with in Decembertold

us that they have already made plans to improve their

disclosures about financial instruments. The regulators

and financial statement users strongly encouraged those

voluntary efforts.

Based on suggestions made at the Decemtser meeting,
reviews of 1 992 annual reports, and various other informa-

tion available to the FASB staff, we have developed some

suggestions that we believe can improve disclosures about

financial instruments including derivatives. Some of those

ideas may find their way into the Board's project. Some may
evolve beyond recognition. Some will not be applicable in all

situations. If our suggestions contribute to understanding
and dispel some of the confusion and concern sun-ounding

derivatives, this paper will have contributed modestly to the

FASB's effort to improve financial reporting.

To that end we offer the five suggestions on the reverse

page for the consideration of thosewho are preparing 1 993

financial reports.

We believe these ideas can bring 1993 financial reports

more in line with users' needs. If you found them helpful or

if you have other ideas, we would like to hear from you. We
will be working hard over the next few months to develop a

more formal proposal and your experience and views can

be helpful to us. Also, please consider sending us a copy
of your 1993 financial instnjments disclosures (P.O. Box

51 1 6, Norwalk. CT 06856-51 1 6).

Timothy S. Lucas is director of researcti and tectinical activities

at the FinancialAccounting Standards Board. Janet Danola is an

assistant project manager on the derivatives project. Expres-
sions of individual views by members of the FASB and its staff

are encouraged. The views expressed in this article are those of

Mr. Lucas and Ms. Danola. Official positions of the FASB are

determined only after extensive due process and deliberations.
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Five Suggestions

1. Explain What You Ar<% Doing

We have been told tha'. one (actor contributing to confusion and concern has been inadequate explanation
of the reasons compar ies have entered Into vanous types of financial instruments. A narrative descnption of

the programs implenr jnted with denvatives and the obiectives of those programs would be very helpful.

If instruments are held as part of a risk management or hedging program, a discussion of the types of risk

involved (for example, interest rates, foreign currency) and the strategies used to compensate for those nsks

would t5e a useful starting point. A few key numt)ers or comments assessing how well the strategies workedwouW
t3e even better if the nsks involve jinticipatec) transactions, we suggest disclosure of the periods in which those

transactions will occur.

Dealers have an extra challenge because a snapshot view of positions at one date is not likely to tell the

story. Separating disclosures about dealer activities from those for Instalments held for other purposes is

helpful. Some quantification of dealer activity dunng the year, such as the percentage of trading volume for

each type of risk or each class of Instrument would be most Informative.

2. Pull It Together

Some companies have spread their disclosures about the fair value of financial instruments throughout ttie notes

to the financial statements. An approach that puts those disclosures in one place is much more likely to achieve

the objective of meaningful and useful financial reporting.

3. Relate the Fair Value Disclosures to the Balance Sheet

Statement 1 07 calls for disclosure of the fair value of financial instruments, including tx)th on- and off-balance-

sheet financial instruments.We understand that those disclosures are most useful when financial statement users

can compare the fair value of a class of financial instruments with the corresponding book value and can

understand where that book value appears in the balance sheet This is another way to "pull it together." For

example, financial statement userswant to be atile tocompare the fair value of a loan portfolio with the net Ccirrying

amount of that portfolio. Financial statement users also want to know whether the fair value of a financial

instrument is positive (ain asset) or negative (a lieit)ility).

4. Don't Net or Group Unlike Financial Instruments

We believe that the more informative presentations under both Statements 105 and 107 report information

for each class of financial instrument separately. It is helpful to explain the relationship between a derivative

Instrument and a related asset or liability (such as a fixed-rate loan and a swap that is intended to convert it

to a floating-rate loan), but it is important to show the two related items separately. For example, if the

derivative and the related asset or liability are combined In the fair value disclosures, the opportunity to

understand the reason for and the effect of the derivative is lost. It is also important In our view to separate

financial instruments in a loss position from similar instalments in a gain position. For example, a company
would report interest rate swaps with positive fair values separately from those with negative fair values.

5. Go beyond Minimum Compliance to Communicate

Going beyond the minimum required by Statements 1 05 and 1 07 can contribute to effective communication.

For example, itwould be helpful to include ALL derivatives in the disclosures required by Statement 1 05 rather

than limiting the disclosure to the specific instalments within the scope of that Statement That is, consider

providing the Statement 105 disclosures for options held, interest rate caps and floors held, fixed-rate loan

and mortgage purchase commitments held, and swaps or other kinds of derivatives.

EITF Issue No. 91-4, "Hedging Foreign Currency Risks with Complex Options and Similar Transactions,"

requires disclosures for certain purchased option strategies. It would be infonnative to financial statement

readers it a company extended those disclosures to hedges of other risks and those using other derivative

instruments.
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QintonAsks

Regulators

To Coordinate

On Swaps
By CLAUDIA CUMMINS

WASHINGTON — To keep
an eye on the burgeoning deriva-

tives market and other financial

issues, the Ointon administra-

tion has resurrected a high-pro-
fDe interagency committee that

was formed to study the stock

market crash ofl987.

In a Jan. 3 letter to top finan-

cial regulators. Treasury Secre-

tary Lloyd Bentsen requested
that the so-called Working
Group on Financial Markets re-

focus its efTorts toward coordi-

nating government policy in reg-

ulating the over-the-counter

denvatives market-

Other Usues

He also asked the group to

work together on other financial

issues that cross markets and

regulatory agencies, including
risks in the payment and settle-

ment systems.

"Although the initial impetus
for forming the working group
was the Oaober 1987 sharp de-

cline m equity prices, it is appro-

priate for the working group to

consider other issues not direct-

ly related to that market event
"

Mr. Bentsen said in the

letter.

"This is especially true since

potential problems in financial

markets may cross current juris-

dictional lines among the rele-

vani government agencies," he

added. "The working group can

serve to facilitate coordination

of policies and actions of the

various government agencies in

response to significant new de-

velopments in financial markeu

and to market problems and

emergenaes."
The group - comprising the

heads of the Treasury Depan-

menl. Federal Reserve. Securi-

ties and Exchange Commission,

and Commodity Futures Trad-

ing Commission
- met Monday

with presidential economic ad-

viser Robert Rubin.

At that meeting, the partia-

pants hoped to spell out a more

explicit set of objecuves for the

reinvigorated committee.

ConsreMional PrcMnie

The initiative marks the first

formal govemmentwide effort

to oxirdinate derivatives regula-

tion. }t comes in response to in-

creasing pressure trom Con^ms

to beel up oversi
jUii

of tfte mar-

kets, ana loiiows a series ofhigh-

prot lie studies that recommend-
ed the formation of such an

interagency effort.

It also comes amid govern-
ment efforts to more carefully

coordinate all financial policy,

with a recognition that the most

important issues are broader

than the oversight of any single

agency. The most visible of

these is the administration pro-

posal to consolidate the bank

regulatory agencies.
But while other key banking

issues are expected to be taken

up by the revamped committee.

Risks in the pay-

ment and settle-

ment systems also

are to be addressed.

the group hopes to keep away
from this hot-button issue. The
Fed and the administration are

still fighting bitterly about the is-

sue, with the Fed last week intro-

ducing a proposal of iu own.
The working group on finan-

cial markets has met only infre-

quently since completing its re-

view of the 1987 market crash.

Ont of Mothballs

But the admmistiation decid-

ed to bring the committee out of

hibernation, figuring that a

mechanism already was in place

to coordinate policy across the

agencies, which it wanted to do.

The executive order establish-

ing the committee calls for it to

undertake efforts "enhancing
the integrity, efficiency, orderli-

ness, and competitiveness of our

nation's financial markets, and

maintaining investor con-
fidence."

Members of the committee

have tried to keep the renewed

effort low-profile, not wanung to

convey the impression that they
fear a disaster of the magniiuuc
of the 1987 stock market crash is

imminent.

In his letter, Mr. Bentsen said

he saw the working group as a

good way to carry out the Com-

modity Futures Trading Com-
mission's recent recommenda-
tion to set up an interagency task

force on derivatives oversight,
which emerged from a congies-

sionally mandated study.

If

1
''

DUTeronMembenUp
*" But he did not mention a re-

cent threat by Rep, Jim Leach,
R.-lowa, to introduce legislation

I
mandating the formation of a

new interagency committee if

11
the regulators did not create one J

on their own.
'

The administration's effon
differs from these two calls in a

significant aspect: membership.
While studies suggested partia-

pation by all the banking agen-
aes, the financial market work-

ing group excludes the heads of
the Office of the Comptroller of
the Currency, the Federal De-
posit Insurance Corp., and the
Office of Thrift Supervision.

The banking agencies have al-

ready set up an interagency task
force on derivatives, which has
been meeting for several
months.

In his letter, Mr. Bentsen sug-
gested that that group repon to
the financial markets committee
on bank-related derivatives
issues.

He also suggested that other
siafl'groups be set up to consider
issues like financial reporung of
denvatives or derivatives use by
nondealers.

Mr. Bentsen also asked the

group to consider other issues
"that may impinge on the effec-
tive functioning of VS. finan-
cial markets."

"For example, the working
group could usefully study the
risks due to the time lag between
the moment a securities trade is

executed and the time the trans-
action is finally settled, and
make consensus recommenda-
tions concerning ways of reduc-
ing these risks," he wrote. D
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j^UL HEWITT

In

1990 and 1993, the federal

govemmeot imposed two
monster tax increases on

American (amilies m the

lume of dcTiat reduction.

The medjone didnl work.

Amenca's national debt is still spi-

raling out of controL

At tbe begmmng of fiscal 1994,

the gross national debt stood at S4.4

trillion, with projections to grow an-

other S311 billion this year. Net inter-

est on the national debt reached S198
billion last year, nmlnng it the third

largest program m the budget —
after Soaal Security and defense.

And Congress isn't even close to

controlling the problem: The pro-

jected budget defiat for fiscal 1994

is $253 billion, not including the

costs of the Ointon health plan,

which Harvard economist Martm
Feldstein says could increase defi-

cits as much as $120 billion per ;«ar.

What does this mean for you and
me? Consider Last year the average
American household paid Sl,700 m
taxes just to finance mterest on the

national debL Think about it A 25-

ycar-old who saves S1.700 a yeai;

earning 6 percent mterest, can so^
S263,000 by age 65. This is the money
you and 1 wont hove in the future for

dothes, college tuition or family va-

cations.

It gets worse. Interest costs on
the national debt are expected to

grow by at least 65 percent during
the next 10 years, pulling that much
harder on your pocketbook. Mean-
while, over the next five years the

Ointon administration plans to in-

crease the nation's debt by another

S1.1 trillion, or about S12,100 per

Not even close

to a solution

Getting deeper and deeper in debt

household.

Mushrooming deficits are oat

only bad for taxpayers, but bad for

the country They make it harder to

finance the investment we i>eed to

raise long-term living standards. In

the early 1960s, federal borrowing
absorbed 1 percent of net pnvate
savings m America — by 1992, it

soaked upa whopping 71 percent. As
a result, America now h<is the lowest

savmgs rate in the industrialized

world and must depend on foreign
savers for its net mvestmenL

Why such an explosum of the na-

tional debt? Payments for the el-

derly. During the next decade, an-

nual federal spending is expected to

grow by roughly S900 biUion — or

$8,700 more per family The major-

ity of that will go toward entitlement

programs — Social Secunty, Medi-

care. Medicaid payments to the ti-

derty, and federal pensions.
As a result, ever-mcreasmg taxes

and defiats are bed closely tn the

numtKr of Americans in old age.
The elderly population will sky-
rocket when the baby boom genera-
tion reaches tbe age of entitlement

in 2007. Tbat^ when the real debt

crisis will begin. By 2030, the com-
bined costs of Social Secunty and
Medicare are projected to equal 48

percent of total US. payroll.

Future retirees r>eed to be aware
of tbe precariousness of the benefits

they are bemg promised. More than

$1 trillion is owed by the 'D-easury to

the variODS federal trust funds, such

as Social Secunty. Qvil Service Re-

Qrement and Medicare. Their listed

assets are no more than lOUs, and

Congress can liquidate the assets of

these trust funds and any obligation

to dispense the funds at its own dis-

cretion.

Significant reforms are needed

DOW — before our national debt

reaches critical mass. For one thing,

deep new tax incentives should be

granted to encourage personal re-

tirement savmgs. At the same time,

we need to rethink the amount of and

eligibility requirements for entitle-

ment benefits. A recent government
study, for example, suggests that

about $150 billion m entitlements

benefits last year went to households

with incomes of more than $50,000.

Incredibly, Congress is domgvir-

tually nothing to address the prob-

lenL A total of 1,594 bills were intro-

duced last session to mcrease

government spending. Only two of

the 132 bills to cut spending would

hove tnmmed old-age benefits, and

neither explained how to do it.

Meanwhile, every dollar of fed-

eral spending now adds 21 cents to

the net natiooal debt. Without re-

form of entitlement programs,
Americans— young and old — face

a financially uncertain and poten-

tially disasDXMS future. Either we

must willingly make the tough

choices mw, or we roost certainly

will be forced to moke even more

painful decisions later. And later is

just around the comer

Paul Hewitt is vice president for

research of the Natumal TJupoycrs

Union. This article is adapted from

his article in the winter issue of Pol-

icy Renew, the quarterty journal of

the Hentage Foundation.
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Noted Economist Sounds Warning
On Weakness ofSwaps Regulation

By JAMES R.KRAUS

LONDON — Major industrial nations should
undertake a comprehensive review of financial

regulation and supervision, according Henry
Kaufman, a New York-based money manager and
economic consultant.

Speaking in London last week, Mr. Kaufman
said that the rapid expansion of trading in deriva-

tives has led to a "definite weak spot in official su-

pervisory organizations and capabilities."

The economist, who gained renown for his pes-

simistic predictions about rising interest rates

when he worked for Salomon Brothers in the early

1980s, is the latest prominent financial figure to

warn about the dangers inherent in derivatives

trading.

Prompt Action Urged

He emphasized that a new commitment to fi-

nancial regulatory and supervisory reform shoul<J

be made while financial markets are still relatively

calm and there is no crisis to be dealt with.

"Continuing to put that off until some unfore-

seen shock exposes those inadequacies could in-

flict a great deal of financial pain and cost," he
said.

Mr. Kaufman stressed that one of the main rea-

sons the current regulatory system is inadequate is

because it was designed for a segmented and com-
partmentalized financial world that no longer
exists.

The economist added that although he recog-
nized the benefits of financial derivatives includ-

ing futures, forwards, interest rate and currency

swaps, and related options, the risk involved with

financial derivatives - not only the risks to indi-

vidual participants but the broader risks to the

economy and the financial system - may not be

fully appreciated, either by market participants or

by official financial supervisors and regulators.

List of Recommendations

Mr. Kaufman made six recommendations to

improve the regulatory system and deal with the

expansion of derivatives trading and related
issues.

• Bring together banking securities and insur-
ance regulators to harmonize accounting, disclo-

sure, and trading standards to reduce differences
between countries.

• Extend regulatory coverage to financial insti-

tutions that are current unregulated, such as fi-

nance companies. If this is not done, Mr. Kauf-
man warned, there will likely be a shift in business

away from regulated entities and the safety and
soundness of the financial system will suffer.

•
Clarify regulatory oversight of securitization

and bring securitized credits under regulatory su-

pervison.
• Strengthen capital standards with regard to

The expansion of derivatives

trading has led to a weak spQ.t io

supervisory organizations, Henry

Kaufman said.

evaluating market risk and risks associated with
off-balance sheet activities.

• Reach an international agreement on the in-

vestment powers of universal banks.
• Establish a new international institution that

would serve as the focal point for regulatory har-

monization, possibly by creating a separate board
that would oversee major international institu-

tions and markets.

Trend to Permissiveness

Mr. KauTman pointed out that the growth of fi-

nancial derivatives is part of a long-standing
movement toward permissiveness in financial reg-

ulation, technology-driven financial innovation,
massive securitization of mortgages and other

products, sweeping internationalization of trading
in currencies, bonds, and equities, and a shift to-

ward institutionalizing portfolio investment. D
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Bundesbank
warns of

threat from

growth in

derivatives
By David Waller In Frankfurt

THE BUNDESBANK today warns
that the growth of derivatives

markets could endanger the sta-

bility of the world rinancial sys-

tem.

In its monthly report, the Ger-

man central bank argues that the

Increase In the use of options,

futures and other complex deriv-

ative Instruments has led to an

interlinking of the world's finan-

cial markets that makes them
more "vulnerable to crisis".

The bank's concerns echo fears

voiced last year by regulators,

including Mr Gerald Corrigan,
then New York Federal Reserve

Bank president. However, recent

reports, Including one by the

Bjuik of England, have been more

conciliatory. . .

•

Derivatives, are financial

instruments whose value Is based

on underlying assets, such as a

currency, interest rate or share

price. The Bundesbank calculates

such transactions for German
banks alone totalled DM6,1 16bn

($3,775bn) in mid- 1993, which Is

the equivalent of 90 per cent of

the balance sheets of the entire

German banking sector.

The notional amount of futures

contracts traded on the world's

exchanges every year has
reached }l40,000bn while the

notional outstanding amount of

swaps (contracts entered directly _.

between banks) Is about $4,500bn.

In today's report the Bundes-

Derivatives warning
Continued fh>m Page I

bank recognises the positive

aspects of derivatives - that they
can be used to hedge risks and
allow banks and companies more'

flexibility in managing their

assets and liabilities.

But it warns that the collapse

of a leading market participant'
or extreme market turbulence

could set off a "chain reaction",

that could In \urn prompt a

liquidity crisis In the cash mar-

kets and endanger the whole
financial system.
"Such developments can only

be avoided if all market partici-

pants are aware not just of all

the ways In which such Instru-

ments can be deployed, but also

of the risks attached to using
them',." the Bundesbank says. .

The.-central bank warns
agaljUst "fair-weather" risk and
control mechanisms for deriva-

tives business. And it suggests

ways of mitigating the risks.

Market participants should

Improve their risk recognition

systems, and disclosure require-
ments should be improved so

that banks can no longer hide

much of such business "off bal-

ance-sheet", the Bundesbank
says.

74-907 - 94 - 40
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DERIVATIVES 8

REGULATION

Temperature has cooled markedly
EIGHTEEN moQths ago. the

approach or reguUtora and leg-

isLaton to ihe over ihe-couster

denvatives market was, If not

hostile, ctrtainiy comhaQva.
Th0 blunt warning about

denvatives sounded in Januur
1992 by th« then president of

the Federal Reserve. Mr Gerald

Corrtgan. still rang loudly in

bankers ears, and a siiull

jrmy of regulators from the US
and overseas (Including the
New York Federal Reserve and
the Dank of England) were

studying the lightly regulated
ore business.

At the same time, lawmakers
in the US were getting in on
the act. Sadly burned by the

multibilUon dollar collapse of

the US savings and loan indus-

try and by the meltdown in the

junk bond market in the late

isMOs. and by the near-collapse
o( some o( the country's big-

gest banks at the surt of the

1990s, Congress did not want to

be caught asleep on Its Hnan-
cial watch again.

Eak'er to be fully informed of

the growth of the over-the-
counter derivatives business
and Its potential impact upon
public policy, various key
finance and banking commit-
tees originated their own
inquines, and several leading
members of Congress hinted at

the possibility of legislation to

control. i[ not curb, the growth
of derivatives

At that itme. the creaton
and users of denvatives were

being put on the defensive.

Ks.sentially, regulators and US
legislators were asking them to

prove that the myriad of rtska

thai banks and corporations
take on Mhen using denvatives
did nut threaten the health of

an increasingly inter<onnected

global financial system
Over the past 16 months, tha

banks and securities bouses
which create and sell denva-
tives. with the help of the cor-

porations and instttutlooa
which use them, have helped
answer some of the many ques-
tions surrounding the busi-

ness The resulL the tempera-
ture of the regulatory climate

surrounding the derivatlvea

business, so hot IB months ago,
has cooled.

Mr Joe Bauman. head of

business development for

.-'..ImI -I.-nv.itivM .It Cutbiink

for the Industry In his capacity
as chairman of the Interna-
clonal Swaps and Derivatives

AsaoclatloQ Oada), says regula-
tors and legislators are defi-

nitely taking a more "construc-
tive and understanding'
approach to the business
today "They have shown a

willingness to take a harder
look, to get behJind the general-
ities." .

Mr Batunan and other bank-
ers point out that regulators
were taking such an interest in

dertvatlves primarily because
they did not understand the

complexities and Intricacies of

business. Having failed to

track 'Jie early development of

derivatives, regulators were
behind from the start, and
struggled to keep up with the

hectic pace of Innovation.

This Is a point that the regu-
lators have openly conceded.
Last year the then US Trea-

sury secretary Mr Nicholas

Brady referred to the "wide

knowledge gap between regula-
tors and regulated", echoing
earlier comments from a senior
Bank of England figurv who
said the gap was "too great for

normal communication".
Since then, the knowledge-

gap has narrowed. Not only
have the regulators surted.
and ui many cases completed,
their Investigations of deriva-

tives, but banks have gone out
of their way to educate regula-
tors about the biumess. When
It comes to the question of

whether new risks to banks
and the financial system are

posed by the growth of denva-
tives. lada's message haa
always been that "the risks are
there already, and what needs
to be understood is the ways
those asks are managed." says
Mr Bauman. With the help of a

series of dertvatlves seminars
hosted by banks for govern-
ment oCEldait. that message is

now getting across.

In their miiston to educata

regulaton, banken have been

helped by some of the recent

studies on derivatives pub-
lished around the world. Nona
haa been more helpful than
this July's report from the

Group of Thirty (G30>.

Although many of Its author?
were prominent members of

the mtematlona] banking com-
munitv, and therefore deemed

0*rMd CofTtQan: Mt thv bei roltng In

that was generating blUloos of

dollars of proHts for the Indus-

try, the G30's pronouncements
were still eagerly awaited

In the event, the study gener-

ally concurred with earlier

reports by the Bank of England
and the BIS and gave the dertv-

atlves business a clean bill of

health, recommending only a

series of management and
operational reforms banks
should undertake to reduce
risks Bankers said they hoped
the study and Its recotninenda-

tions would become a blueprint
for regulators
The G30. however, steered

clear of tackling the one Isiue

that womes regulators most ~

the possibility that something
may go wrong In the over-the-

counter derivatives market
that prompts a worldwide
banidng and financial crisis.

That this threat stUl troubles

regulators was evident In June
when Mr Alexandre Lam/al-

ussy. general manager of tha

BIS, called for the drawing up
of common international stan-

dard^ in banl<«* disrloriures of

books. And It was also evident

last month, when the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund pub-
lished Its own study about
derivatives and warned that

growth in denvatives trading

may have created unknown
risks for banks.

Both Mr L^mfalussy and the

IMF made the same point. The
Bis chief said that banits' par-

ticipation in the derivatives
markets had "reduced the

transparency of their balance

sheets", making It harder for

regulators to predict 'distur-

bances" that might pose "sys-
temic problems" In global
finance. The IMF said: "Partici-

pation In dertvatlves markets
can causa tlrma to become con-

nected through complicated
transactions In ways that are

not easily understood." This,
the report concluded, made It

"extremely dlfBculf for regu-
lators to assess tha risk of

default in the system.

Regulatory scrutiny of the

dertvatlves busmesa Is by no
means over Three Washlng-
ton-bawd bodies, the Secunties

Commodity Futurw Trading
Commission, and the Geoeral
Accounting Offlca. are all con-

ducting studies Into dertvt-
ttvei. And in September, the

Comptroller of the Currency «
key US bank regulator,
announced It was esubllahlng
a task force to monitor tha
market's evolution.

The GAO study, which was
expected to be raleaied thla
summer but which probably
will not be out tmcU lata this

year or early 1993. Is particu-

larly Important because the
GAO is the investigative body
of Congress, and Congresa is

where some of the tougher
questions about dartvatlvet are

being uked.
For now, Coogreaslonal

Interest in dertvatlves remains
at an educatloQal level with
banks and end-users helping
the legislators learn more
atwut the business. As Joe
Bauman of the Isda says: "We
are finding that there is rtUl a
fair amount of education to tw
done, because as a group they
have not been singularly
looking at financial markeu,
and ceruinly not the dertva-

tlves market"
Bankers feel this educational

process is paying ofl. Mr Doug
Kidd. who IS responsible for

government relations at Bank-
ers Trust, says: "Members of

Congress originally viewed
denvatives as nothing more
than new positioning tools tor

financial instiiuiions to make
directional bets on markets
Now that education generally
is better, and end-usen have

participated in seminars and
ulked about how they use

derivatives, there's a new
appreciation among members
of what denvatives are used
for"

Although they may now be
better in/onned, legislators are

still keen to learn more about

derivatives, and a sertes of

committee bearings on the

business will be held ihla win-

ter, including several by Mr
Henry Gonzalez, chairman of

the senior Congressional bank-

ing committee and a regular
thorn in the side of US tunks.

With him. other legislators and

many regulators still on the

denvatlvea trail, banks cannot

relax.
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Comment

flv David C. Cates

Wanted: a Way to Show

Off-Balance-Sheet Strengths

Before

the emerte"" °f

capiul markeu and iheir

enablini iechoolo(i«. ihc

aiarkei jtandini ofa bank

could be rou()ily inferred from

the asMU and liabiliun record-

ed on Its balAncc sheet.

Such inferences today, howev.

er. can be quite miileadini. The

reason'' More and more of a

modem bank's profitable acuvi-

iies are not represented on lU

balance sheet at all!

The one hard clue to this im-

mense shift of stntefic focus lie*

in the rising cootributioo of

noninterest income to the reve-

nue stream of leadinf bankv of-

ten *Cflh (and more) of their op-

erating income.

Uafonunately. gjven the iner-

tia of bank financial reporung

practices, the sources of ihu in-

come are only spottily disclosed.

Worse, the even slower rtile-

makjng process in accountancy
IS based oo verv anaent and

THE ANCIENT
axioms ofbank

accouming

spell a deepening

information blackoui.

deeply embedded axioms as to

what asseu and liabibtics are re-

cordable (everything else betn*

nonrecordable - that is. off bal-

ance sheet).

The adverse consequences of

ihis myopia are several

Public policy toward banks -

to say nothing of the public per-

cepuoo of banks is distorted.

Bank capital regulauon. already

illofKal. becomes more so.

Enterprise-descriptive ac-

countancy IS thwarted, aod in-

veston in bank securities wtad

up playing with less than, a full

deck of data.

Even the chairman of the Fed-

eral Reserve Board has recently

been seen in print mourning the

steady erosion ofbank loans and

deposits relauve to total fioaoc-

inas and savings.

This may be true (and proba-

bly IS) for the U S. banking syv
tern as a whole But how can we
rely on 5uch analysis if the ofT-

balancesheti volumes of securi-

uzed loans are ignored, to say
nothing of savings controlled by
banks in the form of ofT-balance-
sheet mutual fund asseu and an-
nuiiies sold lo bank customers'"

To put It another way. the

"business velocity" of ag(re»-

sive banks today can no longer

be measured by the siie and

growth of their balance sheets.

The surgeon general should

probably require warning labelv

But let's go beyond these sim-

ple examples of subsutuuoo

(among which should also be in-

cluded loan commitments and

sundby letters of credit) to cate-

gorue the toul off-balaDce-sheel

role of banks.

The full range includes:

• Asset-postponement prod-

ucts (notably loan commitments
and letter! of credit).

• Mset management (person-

al and insututional trusts, mutu-

al funds, and securi lued pools).

LARGELY ifcause 0/

the rising contribution

ofnonimerest income,

more and more ofa

modem bank's

profitable activities are

not represented on its

balance sheet at all.

• Asset servicing (for exam-

ple, monpges. master trust aod

custody).
• Risk-management products

("derivatives I and assocuied

trading portfolios
• Paymeni-svsiem service*

(notably cash management, se-

cuntie* pontolios. and ATM
networks).

The reality is that the leading

edge of the banking industry has

rather rapidly reinvented itself

in order to participate la the

post-l9S0 explosion of capiial

markets, here and around the

world.

To be sure, not many banks
know how to fish in these turbu-

lent waters, where the rate of
product mutation is notoriously

high. But some do. TTiese in turn
are raptdly sening a new panem.
The day may come when "net

interest income
"

- the backbone
of basic banlung - come* to be
called "oonfec income" at banks
where fees contribute over half
of operating income!

Capital Batloa

The linchpin of the FDIC Im-

provement Act of 1991 1$ a set of

three capital rauos that purpon

to measure the soundness of in-

dividual banks.

Since the risk measurement

concepts underlying these ratios

were JtDy or obsolete years be-

fore this legislation carved them

in stone, the further strategic

evoluuon of banks will render

them even more irrelevant

Our argument, we hasten 10

add. IS not that more capiul is

needed to suppon the newer ac-

tivities of banks. It is that ihe

governmental measurement sw
lem 1$ flawed in its very theory

of risk, to say nothing of ihe ar-

bitrary compuuuon thereof

What IS beginning lo happen
instead is that the privaiesecior

practice of risk management is

coming to Ignore (except for

compUaiKe purposes) the shack-

les of the 19^1 law in order to

follow the lead of pioneers like

Bankers Trust, whose jysiem of

integraung risk, pricing, ind

capital has revoluuonued not

only the theory but ihe prac.xe
of capital adetjuacy determi-

nation
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Cracui OouMioa

The "ifg* o( euiunt ^l<i

and ihc glacial ilowncit of rulc-

makjnf lo tccouniini vmually

tuaruitee a coniintung commit-

ment 10 the primacy of diKlot-

in| aucu (what wc own) and li-

abilities i*hat wtcmt).

The problem, in a nutjhell. u
that the aueu repmenum a

bank'i commitment to post-

pone, manaie. sernce. synthe-

size, or transfer Hnancial assets

are oothinf but contracts - and

the rules uy that contracts, no

mailer how economically valu-

able, have zero statement value

unless purchased.
To put this another way. the

"hisionc cost" basu of asset de-

terminauon is able to assign val-

ue only to an asset whose cost is

documenubk.
To illustrate, a chair, rrpre-

senied by its bill-of-sale. is aTe>

cofdable asset, but a contract to

manife money does not have

identifiable development costs,

and therefore has no asset value.

The same contract, however,

sold to another bank, has an as-

set value - namely, the cost of

purchasint the contract. This

cost, moreover, includes the

buver's esumate of intangible as-

set value - that is. the often hi|b

poienual for future profits based

on the lonfeviiy of client rela-

iionships.

For all but the most expert us-

ers of bank nnancial sutements.

therefore, these ancient axioms

spell a deepenins informauoo

blackout as mon and more ac-

tivities of banks an conducted

off balance sheet.

To be sure, off-balance-sheet

producu are subject to audit (wc
like to believe). But these receive

only scattered nonce in foot-

A DISCLOSURE

plan could be

organized byproduct

type, associated

asset volumes,

and revenues.

ooiei. Witt BO linkiac to (cve-

Due "** BO ovenll kiBship di-

The blackaut i* deeper to the

eaucol >*— subHiAUi mtuio-
b4o He bttnsd isciciA.

rtoaadaltcpardac

Our ooc ny ofhope u ikat the

lea rale-bouad oouaa of ac-

oouoiiac *« all ''financial re-

portiat* is ftae to publicue uk-
tvl suppiemestary data that fo
unrecofBixed withia the lempte
of the ceruficd rinanctals.

How does this work'' Much Ti-

nancial irponin( u ducnuoa-
apf - for evample. disclosure

and discussion of the total of

r^^naiedcTTditcard recei^abin.

on and off balance sheet (the

l?esi »a> 10 describe overall

r-~r!lblio performance)-
'. setul as this occasional sun-

s^llnf mav be. ii is not custom-
i-^ disclosure, and thus the op-

r^".^nitv for comparison is

—.lied

i.-;e-_.-.e
>e:.r ^ ^-c ii

."anfe Commission. *nicn Tas
jfv eloped a series of guides

'

-andatini Jupplemenian dis-

.surt in several industries.

Guide 3 iihe most eiiensive
oi' lite scvcaj "^imliifi /aUwr a

lot of "nonsutement" disclo-
sure by publicly held bank hold-

ing companies.

Developed in I9?6 and based

largely on the advice of a task

force of bank stock analysts.
Guide } has begun to show its

age. It fails completely to ad-
dress the post- 1 980 financial

products that are to large a part
of bigger banks' strategy

Accordingly, the SEC has re-

cently determined to revise the

guide, again welcoming.ihe rec-.

omrrtendauons of analysts!
The imminent revision of

Guide 3. which the SEC wants to

implement as soon as possibie.

could be momentous.

In the Dark

Even if the truly eipert among
bank stock and debt analysu
knew all about ofT-balance-sheei

product families and the assoa-
ated income (they don't), the

same couldn't be said for
• Portfolio managers (for

whom bank stock is typically
less than i% of a stock port-
folio).

• Buy-side analysts (who now-
adays cover at least several in-

dustries.
• Retail brokers (whose vast

knowledge tends to be two inch-

es deep).
• Individual investors.

For these usen of financial in-

formauoo. the balance sheet
continues to loom large m any
discussion of investment oppor-
tuniues.

And for them the only evi-

dence of the existence and prof-

tlabilily of orf-balancc-sheet

pniducu u just a one-liner in the

iacome sutement "nooinicrcM
inoome."
To be sure, some very superfi-

cial breakout of thu income by
type IS to be found in annual and
quarterly leports.

Since this incooe often es-

oeeds 40% of total Tntnn in-

come. hat ao( the nme flnaBy
cooie far analysti and inuaiiai

tnpieree its voT
The nrsi firuiti of this eflbrt

would be the heginnim nf ii»>

denondinc and compahmB.
The second icsult wooid he the

asking of good queaooaa. And
the thirt, and men laportani,
wiD be a nirer basu far I

the value of bank aacuniiea.

To visualize a proposed ofT-

balance-sheet disckMure scheme

by produa rype. assocuted asset

volumes, and revenuev imagine
a series of five concentric circles

with a sphere at the center The

ordering of these nnp is based

on their closeness to "as-

setness
"

'ne -tcorce-j isse-.s .iri. -..cs,

and capital of a bamung compa-
ny, on a generalh acctpied ic.

counting principles basis

• The first outer circle repre-
sents the potential future assets

of a bank, in the form of loan

commitments and sundb> let-

icnofccadik

THESECiiuidefor

supplementary disclo-

sure by bank holding

companiesfails to

address thepost- 1980

financialproduas. The

upcoming revision

could be momentous.

• The second circle summa-
rues the various asseu that a
bank manages under contract
securitized pools, personal and
institutional trusts, and mutual
funds.

• The third ring conuins ihe
asset volumes serviced under
contract: mortgages, securiues
in custody, trusteed student
loans, and master trust agree-
ments covering pension assets

• In fourth place is the circle

containing derivauves. ihai is.

instruments that reshape the
risk profile of an underKmg in-

strument, whether for sale to

othen. for "own account
"

nsk
managemenL or for "own ac-

count" profit seeking. (We are

assuming here that associated

trading ponfolios - such as for

eign exchange - are booked as

recorded assets.)
• The outermost ring includes

financial timosftn for third par-
ues; securiues clearance, cash

management, money transfer

and ATM/ACH operation

Spreadsheet Disclosure

What should usefull> be dis-

closed about these categories'
To begin to answer this -jues-

lion, let's set aside the concen-
tric rings" image m fa^or .i

standard spreadsheet disclosure

Each major caiegor> posi

poned assets, managed asse-.s

and so on) should be furtncr

subdivided as indicated abo^r
even though this means puiimi
trust products (like moncN rrjr.

agement and custody) ilongsioc
bank producu (like credit carj

portfolios and mortgage sei^ic.

ingj.

The first three major caiego-
nes should throw off asset vol-

ume and revenue information

by major subtype. In the case of
credit card and other loan secur-

itizauona, there should also be
"memo" disclosure that sums
the assets under management.
whether booked or noL
The final two categories, those

most removed from "asset-

ness." do not lend themselves to

asset disclosure, for rwo reasons.

First, trading ponfolios are al-

ready recorded.
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Secood. derivative volumes
are meaningless when shown

gross, since ii is their ''netted"

relationships to one another

(and to- assets) thai meuure
their significance. However,
their revenue production is dis-

dosable.

The sum of revenue from aU
off-balance-sheet products
should then correspond to total

noninterest income except for

(a) fees and producu generated
from recorded assets and liabil-

ities and (b) fees generated from
the sale of third-party cooQacts,

such as extemally-manafed mu-
tual funds and annuities. G
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HEADLINE: The Shadow War at AIG;
Regulators aren't the only ones worried about the risks being taken by
derivatives subsidiaries

BYLINE: By Cheryl Beth StrauBB

BODY
In the early months of 1993, Hank Greenberg was worried. The chairman and

chief executive of American International Group Inc., regarded as one of the
best managed financial services companies in the world, didn't fully understand
what one of his subsidiaries was doing.

AIG Financial Products Corp., which Greenberg had helped to launch in 1987 by
hiring swaps pioneer Howard Sosin, was raking in huge profits --a reported $

200 million in operating income in 1992 -- but it was doing so by taking big
risks. How big, Greenberg didn't know for sure. That was what worried him.

Fearing he could not get a straight answer from Sosin, who himself owned a

20% share of the subsidiary -- a $ 40 million paper profit last year --

Greenberg formed a shadow unit: a covert operation of auditors, derivatives
experts, and other professionals to infiltrate Sosin 's operation and learn what
kind of risks were being taken. That group's findings helped lead to the abrupt
departure of Sosin and most of his staff three weeks ago. The terms of the

separation are going to arbitration at the American Arbitration Association.

Sosin gave notice and filed for arbitration on February 23 of this year.
Although no date was set for either Sosin 's leaving or the arbitration hearing,
the filing may have played a role in Greenberg 's decision the next month to form
the shadow group. If the shadow group discovered inaccurate accounting or
incorrect swap valuations, either could have an effect on the arbitration

proceedings .

Whether or not Sosin 's group did indeed take inappropriate risks is

debatable. But the fact that Greenberg had to form the shadow group -- that he

couldn't simply examine the books of his own subsidiary -- is remarkable. It

speaks volumes about the derivatives business and its new, uneasy role in the

financial community.
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As financial derivatives have boomed, transforming the capital markets and

enriching innovators, fears about them have grown. The fear is basically fear
of the unknown: the more complex the transactions become, the more difficult

they are to understand.

Practitioners have been trying to convince the public that fears about the
business are overblown. The recently released report on derivatives by the

Group of Thirty --a blue chip financial services industry association --

essentially said that the new financial technology is nothing to be scared of,
as long as it is used with appropriate controls. It also made specific
recommendations that top management play a direct role in managing derivatives
units .

But the story of AIG Financial Products shows that controls are easier said
than done. Some of the more exotic derivatives require an advanced knowledge of
mathematics to be truly understood. The rocket scientists who design the
financial models underpinning the products may hold the keys in their heads.
And in any organization, the desire for profit tends to blind people to the
risks they may be taking.

Did Sosin go too far with his risk-taking? Now that he is gone, a definitive
answer may never be known. Maybe AIG simply lost its nerve, and folded when it

would have been better to stand pat. (An AIG spokesman wouldn't comment on the
Sosin affair other than to say that "AIG will not comment on the circumstances
under which any employee left AIG Financial Products." Greenberg did not return
calls seeking comment, nor did Sosin.)

Whoever was right wrong, the critical thing was that AIG's perception of the

group's risk increased to the breaking point. And the only way for AIG to test
its perception was to create a covert operation -- within its own company.

A member of Sosin 's now-departed team argues that to call AIG's team a

"shadow group" is a misrepresentation. He claims the group was a "training
operation" to prepare replacements for the departure of Sosin and his people.
Told of this characterization, sources involved with the shadow group laugh
uproariously. The chronology of events, the sources indicate, speaks for

itself.

Giving birth

Maurice (Hank) Greenberg recruited Sosin and a team of professionals from
Drexel Burnham Lambert in 1987 to create AIG Financial Products. Sosin, an

energetic associate professor at Columbia Business School in 1982-1983, had

joined Drexel in 1984 to form an interest-rate swaps group. A Drexel colleague
recalls that Sosin's group was profitable, but the firm was reluctant to commit
as much capital to the operation as Sosin wanted, which led to some friction.

The offer from AIG was enticing. The new unit would be structured as a joint
venture, giving Sosin a 20% stake in the venture and the title of chief
executive officer. Sosin and Greenberg also agreed on a lengthy wind-down

period of three years, in the event either party decided to sever its ties to

the venture. The new unit was to be located in Westport, Connecticut, near the

home of Sosin and several other executives at the new unit.
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AIG Financial Products quickly came to be known as an aggressive and
innovative derivatives shop, specializing in municipal bond derivatives and in

long-dated products. In 1990, the group was ranked third, behind Bankers Trust
and JP Morgan, as "overall most professional," in a Swaps Monitor poll of swaps
dealers. In a Euromoney poll in 1992, AIGFP was ranked first by its peers as
"best at plain-vanilla, US dollar interest-rate swaps longer than 10 years
'maturity.

"

Senior AIG Financial Products management included: Randall Rackson, a former
Drexel employee and head of systems for the group; Barry Goldman, also a Drexel
veteran and a capital markets pro; Randall Kau, AIG Financial Product's legal
expert; Kelley Kirklin, who joined from Bankers Trust as the head of new

products and global risk management based in London; Thomas Savage, risk manager
and managing director of Banque AIG in Paris; and Joseph Cassano, also from

Drexel, who became chief financial officer and administrative officer of the new

group.

AIGFP is said to be the moneyspinner in AIG's Financial Services Group, which
also includes AIG Trading Corp., a commodity and foreign exchange trading unit,
and International Lease Finance Corp., one of the world's biggest lessors of

aircraft .

AIGFP now engages in a wide array of standard and customized interest rate,

currency, commodity and equity derivative products. The company for the most

part could only keep securities with a double -A rating or better on its books.

AIGFP is and has been quite active in the swaps market. In AIG's 1992 annual

report, the company reports that the notional principal amount of swaps

outstanding for AIGFP increased by 31%, from $ 62.7 billion at year-end 1991 to

$ 82.4 billion at the end of 1992. In a worst-case scenario, that is if all

counterparties on all contracts were not able to honor their side of the deals.

AIG estimated that the maximum potential loss jumped 54%, from $ 2.8 billion in

1991 to $ 4.3 billion in 1992.

The annual report noted that such a scenario was "unlikely,
" and added that

to date, there had been no significant defaults in the portfolio.

Nonetheless, some of AIGFP 's investments have significantly decreased in

value. Sosin's group had dealings with the troubled Edper Enterprises Ltd., the

Toronto-based company owned by the Bronfman family. Edper has been undergoing a

reorganization in past months, and reportedly met several times at the AIGFP

offices in Westport to work out problems caused by the company's financial

troubles. Several other AIGFP investments are reported to be weakening, with

some credit ratings slipping to double-B or even triple-B, sources say.

Sosin's group emphatically denies that some of its investments are near

default. "All of them are totally performing," says one AIG Financial Products

employee. "We always have on-going discussions with our counterparties."
However, notes the employee: "Certainly AIG would like to get out of owning some

of these assets."

'Wild things'

Not only were some of AIGFP 's investments headed south under Sosin, but the
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group was also engaging in ever-more exotic derivatives -- "wild things," as one
AIG official calls them. "His stuff became so convoluted and complex that it
worried us .

"

In particular, Sosin's group was writing swaps with longer and longer
maturities, some beyond 30 years -- very rare in the swaps business. Of course,
the return on long-term swaps is much greater than short-term swaps because of
'the risk. The long-dated deals boosted AIGFP's revenues, but exposed parent
company AIG to respectively greater risk.

Kirklin, the London-based new product whiz for AIGFP, was one of the first to
"blow the whistle on Sosin, " according to sources at AIG. Reportedly, Kirklin
wrote a memo to Sosin as early as the fall of 1992, saying that Sosin was taking
too many risks with his investments. Sosin seemingly ignored the memo, sources

say. It was th first of many internal memos at AIGFP on the same subject.
Kirklin did not return calls for comment on this story.

Not surprisingly, as he learned of the going-on at AIGFP, Greenberg started
to pay closer attention, sources say. He wanted assurances that Sosin and his

group were putting aside appropriate reserves for these risks, and that their
deals were based on sound financial models.

The relationship between Greenberg and Sosin sourced, and at some point in

early 1993, Greenberg confronted Sosin with his concerns. The result was an

argument between the men that AIG employees say became a nasty shouting match.

In mid- February, according to a source close to Sosin, Greenberg tried to

take control of AIGFP, which led to an irreconcilable split between the two.

"He tried to limit some of the things that we were doing at AIGFP. He wanted to

get the company and we thought that he had overstepped his bounds, " the source

says .

On February 23, Sosin filed for arbitration to end the relationship. While
the original agreement between AIG and Sosin had called for a three-year
winddown. period, the filing asked to accelerate the process, sources say. It

also gave Sosin's accounting of his payments due upon termination.

In March, AIG filed its arbitration counterclaim, with its accounting of

payments due to Sosin -- considerably less than his claim, though the exact

amounts have not been made public. Meanwhile, Greenberg looked for a way to

learn, to his own satisfaction, what exactly AIGFP had been up to.

The shadow knows

In early March, Greenberg and Petros Sabatacakis, AIG's senior vp responsible
for all the financial service businesses, formed a secret group to monitor all

of AIGFP's dealings. The shadow team was composed of some of the most senior

level executives at several of AIG's subsidiary companies.

Sabatacakis rented office space at an undisclosed location in "the

metropolitan New York area" roughly halfway between Manhattan and Westport Co

house the shadow operation sources say. He avoided Westport itself because it

is a small town, and members of the shadow group might bump into AIGFP staffers

on its picturesque streets. He named about eight individuals to work on
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developing a parallel computer system to AIGFP in order to evaluate Sosin's
financial models and estimate the risks that he had taken.

The core group was composed of Sabatacakis; Rajiv Nanda and X.D. Pang from
AIG Trading (AIG's currency and commodity dealership); Robert Conry, the head of
AIG's auditing functions; a team of accountants from Coopers & Lybrand, a senior
litigator from Sullivan & Gromwell; a computer consultant; and a derivatives pro
from FX Concepts named Gregory Young who had just been hired by AIG as a global
' risk manager.

Within six days, this shadow group had created a computer system similar to
Sosin's. Now they needed a way to get Sosin's data to evaluate his models. The
shadow operators decided to disguise their work as an electronic data processing
audit. Their project was passed off as a routine check-up on AIG Financial
Products' operations.

The EDP audit required the AIGFP group to not only keep, but also to hand
over, magnetic tapes containing information about all of the group's daily
activities. The first set of tapes were received on April 18. (An AIG official
says the tapes had been requested weeks earlier, but were seemingly stalled by
Rackson, who claimed that his secretary lost them. It was not until Rackson was
personally served with a formal written request that he handed them over,
sources say. )

The shadow group claims that Sosin's men never knew what the tapes were
really being used for. Sosin's group claims that these tapes were all part of a

"training operation" to familiarize other AIG management personnel about IG
Financial Products.

"AIG put together a group of people to train them about how to run our
operation once we left," maintains one AIG Financial Products source. "We gave
them back-up tapes to look at because they didn't expect to get cooperation from
us about how to rvm our company. "

Sosin's group viewed AIG as one of its shareholders. "We weren't responsible
to teach our shareholders how to use our systems, "

says another AIG Financial
Products source. "They were entitled to copies of the systems, but there was no

provision about training them on our time."

AIG, for its part, never expected Sosin's group to cooperate. But the shadow
group was still surprised at the amount of resistance that they encountered.

When they finally received that first batch of tapes on April 18, "we
realized we had walked into a goldmine," says one AIG source.

"Unsettling things"

The tapes revealed that Sosin was a meticulous record-keeper, apparently he
never erased anything. Not only had Sosin kept files of virtually every E-mail,
memo, travel correspondence, business meeting and personal matter concerning his

employees, but he had kept them going all the way back to the inception of AIG
Financial Products in 1987.

According to sources, the details of Sosin's notes were so overwhelming that
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at one point Sosin had meticulously documented a golf lesson that he had taken,
recording everything that the golf pro said in the lesson. He wrote a similar
type of memo about a conference that he held for AIG Financial Products

personnel last summer in Nantucket, documenting all of the expenses incurred
there .

At the shadow group read through the 40,000-plus memos, it became evident
that there were some "unsettling things" going on at AIG Financial Products an
AIG official said. Not only did the shadow group have questions about the

quality of AIGFP's models -- and thus some of its hedge positions -- they found

virtually no reserve pool to back Sosin 's positions, according to the official.

AIG was stunned that Sosin could have left AIG so exposed, sources say. If
the positions were not adequately hedged, that again would be increasing the

profits of AIGFP in the short term, but exposing AIG to increased risk in the

long term.

The company quickly set up a reserve pool that would not only back up some of
the positions, but might also pay for expenses if AIG were to lose the
arbitration case.

In addition, the shadow group realized the sensitivity of their findings, and
tried to make sure that no one would leak information about the operation to

anyone outside the group. It was so concerned about security that it wouldn't
hire a group secretary. At the same time, it looked for selected new recruits
from among Sosin 's employees.

On April 1, AIG announced internally that it had formed a risk management
committee to oversee and approve long-term transactions executed by its
subsidiaries. The new three person committee consisted of Sabatacakis, Edward
Matthews, vice chairman and CFO of AIG, and William Dooley, treasurer of AIG.
The reason for the new committee's formation was obvious to people familiar with
Sosin's group. .. ^

By April 3, three of Sosin's senior lieutenants had switched allegiance from
Sosin's group to the shadow group. Cassano chief financial officer of Sosin's

group and one of the original Drexelite founders in 1987, decided to throw in

his lot with AIG, as did Kirklin, the London head of risk management, and

Savage, head of AIG's Paris office.

While it ia unclear how these individuals were contacted or alerted to the
existence of the shadow group, it is suspected that an AIG senior auditor may
have been the shadow group member responsible for convincing them to join AIG

against Sosin.

As the shadow group grew in numbers, it became all the more imperative to

check for leaks and to make sure that none of the shadow group members could
have been working for Sosin instead of the parent company AIG. The group,
sources say, became slightly paranoid about its own members.

Indfeed, one of the computer experts reportedly ran a check on all the other
members in the shadow group. The computer pro did this by running a search on

all of Sosin's tapes to check for references to shadow group members by Sosin
and his team. Everyone in the group checked out, but when other shadow members
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found out about the search, they were angry about it, a source says.

April showers

By the middle of April, the shadow group, despite internal grumbling, had

gathered enough information that Greenberg was convinced Sosin had to go. AIG
decided to "cut its losses," a source says, and told Sosin that it wanted to

speed his departure. At that point, the shadow group became a sort of
transition team as well, sources say, readying its members to take over the

operation that they had so carefully duplicated.

At about the same time, AIG mailed out its 1992 annual report which

delicately states that "the chief executive officer, who is also the minority
shareholder of AIG Financial Products, has recently informed AIG and AIGFP that
he intends to leave AIGFP, and AIG concurs with this decision. AIG is fully
committed to the AIGFP business and expects an orderly transition of management
responsibilities .

"

This was the first time that the information about Sosin 's departure became

public. Reportedly, several AIG executives were furious that the information
was disseminated in this way, and blamed Sosin 's group. For their part, Sosin
staffers claim innocence in the matter. "It was their annual report, sniffs one
Sosin lieutenant.

May's flowers

Conflicts within the shadow group itself continued. Some AIG officials claim
that a lawyer on the shadow group took some documents from the tapes and then
told shadow team members that the tapes from the week "were had. " They say the

tapes were fine, and that the attorney delivered the information to Sosin's

attorney.

"The tapes were highly incriminating," says one AIG source. "There were some

questionable documents, and things that shouldn't have been there." One of those

things, the source claims, was Sosin's complete business plan to start a new

company after leaving AIG Financial Products, and his search to find potential
triple-A rated backers.

The week Sosin's attorney got this information, sources say, roughly 750

documents turned up missing from AIGFP ' s records.

Although someone in Sosin's group had started to remove documents from the

AIGFP system, Sosin continued to leave a paper trail of meetings, travel

documents and notes about his investing strategies. "He just didn't catch on

that AIG was reading it," says an AIG source.

For instance, one of the pieces of information that Sosin's group left on the

tapes was the size of Sosin's compensation -- much of which had been kept secret

so as not to cause jealousy among AIG executives --as well as job offers that

had been made to various members of the group and other personal information

about AIGFP staffers.

In addition, information about possible credit shenanigans came to light.

According to an affidavit now in AIG's possession, one of Sosin's top
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lieutienants allegedly pressured an AIGFP portfolio manager to change the credit

rating on the books of a deal Sosin was trying to do. Sosin's group was not
allowed to make any investments with less than a double-A rating. According to

the affidavit, several sources say, the portfolio manager swore that he had been
asked t hide information.

On August 16, AIG held a board meeting scheduled for its AIG Financial
Products groups, but none of the inside directors showed up, sources say. Sosin
had left AIG Financial Products, and taken 22 employees with him. AIG fired

back, officially firing Howard Sosin for cause. By doing so, a source close to
Sosin says, AIG was trying to put a cloud over Sosin's arbitration by saying
that AIG had a reason for firing him.

On the same day, AIG prepared a press release regarding the reorganization of

AIG Financial Products and the resignation of Sosin as its president and chief
executive officer. The release included the names and titles of the new

management committee for AIG Financial Products, including Sabatacakis, the new

president and chairman: Cassano, the cfo and administrator officer; Kirklin, the
London-based head of risk management for AIG; and Savage, risk manager and

managing director of Banque AIG to Paris -- all shadow group members. Only one

programmer from Sosin's AIG Financial Products remained with the company.

AS AIG and Sosin await the arbitration hearing. AIG and AIG Financial
Products personnel are acting as if it is business as usual. When Sosin and his

group left, they left all of their computer systems in place. And while many
things are undocumented since April, the new AIG Financial Products group has

been able to figure out what was happening until virtually the moment that Sosin
and his group quit AIG.

In the end, some AIG employees are not sure who won the battle. While

Greenberg gave a speech before many AIG employees two weeks ago to say that AIG
is still committed to the derivatives business, he mentioned greed three times

in the speech, sources say.

Some insiders feel that Sosin was not the only greedy one, but that AIG is

equally guilty for letting Sosin go too far, because of the huge returns it saw

coming in .

In any event, the shadow group is still up and operating. That makes some

members unhappy. Grousers one shadow group member who has been shuffled up to

AIGFP headquarters in Westport : "I'll be here until whenever, I don't know when

we'll be done here."

And now that the matter is in arbitration, the facts nay become victims to

each side's financial interests. One AIG source comments that AIG has falsely
accused Sosin of doing some things without permission that AIG had actually

given him clearance on earlier.

As for Sosin and his group, they are not for away from their past. They have

set up a new company. VHGO Corp., located on the Post Road in Westport,

Connecticut, not far from AIG Financial Products.

The new company will be a financial products company that plans to compete
head-on with AIG Financial Products.
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VHGO was named after a computer program that Sosin's group developed to hedge
the company's positions. VH stands for "value hedging." At the end of each
business day at AIGFP, when Sosin wanted to hedge his final positions, sources
recall, he typed in VHGO and hit the enter key on his computer.

It is not clear if Sosin has arranged financial backing to set up his new
operations. But his chief lieutenants are virtually the same as they were at
AIG Financial Products Rackson, Goldman and Kau. Also, many of the company's
new computer systems are in place.

"We are finalizing our arrangements," said one of Sosin's team. "We'll be

open for business soon."
'GRAPHIC: Picture 1, AIG's Greenberg; confrontation with Sosin turned into a

nasty shouting match; Graph; Financial Services Group Operating Income (in

millions); Picture 2, AIG tries to position itself in financial services sector.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
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Cutting costs of hamburgers
INK world of derivatives.

Mr|>^n:iMi Corporation is a

ivyn-al us^r It is a lar^ com

I'jny which, because a lot of

in •arniriKS and t>orrowin«i

.it.aii.11^ from overseas, far*^

. iif f<inry and Interest raie

ri^k^ tn many markets
What makes McFVnahl's par

iKUlarlr intenatlng. however.
IS that there can be Tew corap«-

iii^i where the benefits of

ii»riv»tives nre so clearly

inwr^nt not )iist lo the chief

iiMiiiirul oTTIter and corporate
irr- «urer but to the Ihousamls
•
'
f'HJ'e •croai the world who

rm rr^laurants under the

r.imou.1 yellow arch. They, as

•nil h as anyone, have been
iltl* to enjoy th« rvwartls of

• i-rivatlves

Mr Carleton D Pe«ri. McDon-
.ilil 4 treasurer explains how
>i* frarwhiAees arr able lo use

'li'nvattve instrumenls to cut

the com of iheir borrowlncs
rii^re are prDframmes run by

our hanks that Rnsnce the

hmu-hisee. which Include a cap
III (hf cost of the loan What \3

ton re a small or medium
> 11^(1 business owner, and
villi re (ryinf to put a cap on a

t.nnie rate loan In the US. you
'^otiiii have to figure out how
i.-iiiy optioTU you would need
>• iiuy oti an exchange Now.
!)•« could they poasibly deal

«itli that* What the banker

can do. is make a loan at 150

basis points over ct>mmerciaj

paper, or a loan at \lb over
commercial paper, and promise
you that ynu 11 rtever have to

pay more tlian 10 per cent
'

In other words, says Mr
Pearl, "derivatives can deliver

value to small- and medium
sized businesses by enabling
them to manage rtsks that

they re not equipped lo man-
age Most people think denva

lives are for largv companies
with big sta-Ts Our baiOu have
found a way to debver these

Instruments so that the small

businesa owner can uae them
'

Mr Pe«rl clearly likes to

pread the denvativei gQ<pe>

the Grmip 0* Thirty s report
Into derivative* published ihLs

summer, a report that essen-

tially give the buslnaaa a clean
bill of health

One point on which the C30

placed particular emphasis,
waa the notion of accountabil-

ity
- the need for the financial

ofT\cm at companies who use

derivatives to keep tlieir senior

managers and boards of direc .

tors (ully informed both of

their activities and the extent

of their company's eiposures
It IS a meaaage that Mr Pearl

ays McDonald's has always
taken seriously "We have
extensive dlacuasLons with the

board of directors about these

Instruments It's been an ongo-

ing dialogue In the early days
we reported on each transac

tlon we did To this day, every
time they meet we give them a

report on our denvativea port

folto marked to market Artd

for our own senior manage-
ment, we prepare a report
whtch looks at not only the

expoeure on a markedto mar
ket basis, but which also pro-

vides an analysis of our poten-

tial expoatire*
~

He has been McDonald's
Cnasurer since 1988. but the

company Dnt began using the

products In the early iseot

Back then, it was a natural

progression Tntm the risk man-
"
agemen t techniques McDon
aid's was already using. 'says
Mr Pearl

'We started doing parallel
loans tn the early aOa. aiKl the

next step from parallel loans to

swaps was relatively straight
forward If you have been
doing three month foreign
exchange contracts, the move

out to five-year forward con
tracU is one that carrtea some
what of a difTercnt ruk. but

you re moving along a spe<
Inim. and thus not dotng some-
thing totally new

~

Mr Pearl sayi the company
embraced darlvatUea early on
because they offered a better,
and often cheaper, way to con-
trol ruk. and slrtce the early
dayi It has not strayed that far

from the plain vanilla dertva
uvea producta thai hedge inter

est rate and currency risk A
look at Its derivatives portfolio
would show that the company
Is mvolved In almost 100 trans-

actions, with 23 different

counterparUe* In 12 currencies.

The chief motivation has

always been saving money
"It's critical to undersund this

about what »e do here - our

job U to reduce all the cosu as

much as poaslble. so we can
deliver tha beat value ham
burger to our customers
Tber«for«. If we can rvijuce the

cost of financings and land

•ctjulslttons and construction.
we can lower ine cost of selling

hamburt%n to our customers
That Is our objective We are

not here to run another busl-

rteas trading derlvailvea
*

l^w cost savings can come tn

a variety of ways, says Mr
Pearl 'For example, if our
cash flows and cash needs

change, and our view of mar
kets change, to go out and call

a bond Issue, or buy it In the

market and reissue shorter

term or longer term floating

detrt. can be a very expensive

propasltk>n However, doing it

through derivatives Is very
much easier aod much less

expensive.'
Derivatives also provide the

company with more flexibility

in Its financings "We did a

Danish krone financing
- fixed

rate krona with US dollar com
I mercLal paper Therefore, we
got Danish krona fixed rate

loans St 100 basts points below
local financing sources This,

at a time when the kxat bond
market did not do Hzed rate

financing
"
Mr Pearl also ates

an example of how the com-

pany used equity options to

reduce the cost of s r700m
stock buy back programme
Occastonslly, McDonalds

employs more complex, hybrid
forms of derivatives, such as a

• • t..ti< >*:•» wlfit iiM .

ciMiitl inv«*r«>- ft<MliiiK r:ili

biiiid^ with riHiiwini tliat. 11

inlerr*! r.itrs went down, the

rate went up We swapped
those into commerci-il t^pvr
borrowings It wa« pretty »s>t

trnc, but ihe ^\»ence of ih»
deal w.i-i that w^ cfejt»d ftnan

ciiig briow the cu*t lA our com
merci.il psprr financing

"

McDonald t does not use
derivatives in a speculative
fashion, to earn a profit from
the products I've often been
asked about wheiher we make
money W«||, we don t keep
track of II that way We think
of each rinanctng. and ask
does It make ecorw>mic sense

relative lo ihe altemafivei*"
The number i>( iiafT working

with denvativei at McT)oT\ald <

U small Mr Pearl hu five wilh

him - one director, two manag
ers artd two analysts - out of a

total of 10

It was difTerent In the early

1980s, when derivatives were
still new. and only a few corpo-
rations were using them Mr
Peart can get nostalgic about
the early days "The economics
used to be much better We
used to be able to do some
swaps that got us 100 basis

points below libor Sadly, those

days are gone forever

Patrick Harv*r9on
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Portfolio Surprise

Many Americans Run

Hidden Financial Risk

From 'Derivatives'

I

Exotic Investment Contracts

Increasingly Permeate

Pension. Mutual Funds

Big Bets and High Leverage

By B.vKBAiu Donnelly Gra.mto
And Cr.\ic Torres

^tat' R*fpor(cri of The w u.l Strfft J..lr>.al

When the secunties first showed up in a

brmcerage-firm confirmation statement for

the account of an elderly widow. John S.

Leech recalls thinking they looked "odd.
"

Tm accustomed to looking at confir-

mation statements, and I didn't under-

stand what It was." says Mr. Leech, a

Smith Barney broker in Fort Lauderdale.

Fla.. who was serving not as the widows
broker but as trustee of her $500,000 portfo-

lio. The securities -some 20roof the portfo-

lio
- were listed as tnple-A-rated bonds

issued by a quasi-federal-govemment

agency. There weren't any obvious nsks.

But nsky they were. While most bond

pnces were nsmg, the value of these

secunties plummeted about 50% in just
seven months, wiping out 10% of the

widows portfolio. .Mr. Leech, who is bat-

tling with lawyers to recoup the loss from
her independent investment adviser,

didn't realize the secunties were a form of

'derivatives" -
strange, hybnd invest-

ments that look like one thing and act like

another. Once used solely by sophisncated
rinanctal institutions, derivatives have
mushroomed in the past decade and are

surfacing in the investment mainstream.

Broad Exposure

Many Americans are far more involved

in denvatives than they realize. Their

pension funds, mutual funds and insur-

ance companies are knee-deep in the

market, and wading in further.

Most buyers of fixed-income mutual
funds, for example, already own denva-
tives indirectly, whether they know it or

not.
'

says Kenneth Sullivan, who heads
the denvative-products group at Republic
National Bank of .New York. Fixed-income.
or bond, funds in the U.S. have some 12

million individual shareholders and S673

billion of assets.

What are derivatives, exactly'' Though
some of them resemble ordinary invest-

ments, they really are financial drrange-
ments rather than secunties. Their values
are denved from changes in one or more

underlying vanables. such as stock mar-
kets here and abroad, interest rates, cur-

rencies and commodity pnces. Some are
standardized contracts, such as futures
and options on stock indexes and Treasury
secunties listed on exchanges. But most
are customized contracts traded pnvately
among consenting investors.

Several Risks ^
The nskiness of deinvatives depends

not only on how they are used but on what

safeguards funds have in place to limit

potential glitches. In private deals, the

main nsk is that the party on the other side

of the transaction won't live up to the

bargain. And because denvatives transac-

tions may involve several markets, prob-
lems in one comer of the playing field

can rock other markets as well.

A case in point: The last big deriv-

ative fad on Wall Street was the mid-1980s

boom in "portfolio insurance.' That hedg-

ing strategy aimed to profit from market
declines through craftily timed selling of

Standard & Poor's index futures. It worked
like a graduated stop-loss order: Whenever
the market dropped by a certain amount,
futures would be sold, and if the market
continued to fall, more futures would be

sold, so that the investor would be wholly
out of the market if prices fell to a

predetermined level. Thus, portfolio insur-

ance effectively created a put option
- the

right, without obligation, to sell an asset at

a set price over a specified penod.
That was fine in theory, but the market

crash of 1987 showed how things can go

awry when such bets lurking in derivatives

markets spring out on an unsuspecting

public. In October of that year, declining
stock prices triggered the strategy, and the

effect was akin to yelling "Fire:
'

in a

crowded theater. The sudden sale of

billions of dollars worth of S&P futures so

startled investors that everyone rushed to

the exit at once; sellers couldn't find

enough buyers, and what followed was

trading gridlock as prices plunged.

A Vast Market

But portfolio insurance, at its peak,
involved no more than about $200 billion-

far less than the $5 trillion market capital-

ization of all U.S. exchange-listed and
over-the-counter stocks. By contrast, the

Federal Reserve estimates that the banks

it regulates alone hold some S7 trillion of

privately negotiated derivatives. Ex-

change-listed derivatives add up to an-

other S4.5 trillion of contracts world-wide.

In addition, about a third of the $1 .2 trillion

mortgage-backed securities market con-

sists of mortgage denvatives.

Although banks and large institutions

account for most of that activity, small

investors are becoming players in denva-

tives, too. For instance, Citicorp, the big
New York bank, is heavily promoting
certificates of deposit that pay interest

only if the U.S. stock market goes up.

That IS a denvative-a CD whose perform-
ance IS derived from what stocks do. Since

first offered earlier this year, these CDs
have drawn in more than $50 million.

At least these CD buyers presumably
understand the nsk: If the stock mar-

I

Please Turn to Page A6. Column I
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ket doesn t ifo up. they gel no interest But

more and more investors are unknowingly

exposed to denvative risks Uirou^ mutual

(unds- For example, the 250.000 sharebold

ers in the Fidelity .\sset Manager fund

collectively own S518 million of denvatives.

or 8.3% of the fund's S6 1 billion of assets.

Even investors in prosaic government-
t»nd funds own a growing chunk of denva-

tives. The Strong Government Securities

fund at the end of 1992 had 3% of its S82

million of assets in a single holding of

Oiirency-ltniced denvatives: twnds issued

by the Federal NauonaJ Mortgage Associa-

tion that bet on the difference m exchange
rates between the Spanish peseta and the

Swiss franc.

Are these denvauves nsky? They can

be. as the Flonda widow discovered. The
securities her money manager bought
were a form of mongage-bond denvatives

called 'interest-only strips, They entitled

her only to the interest payments on the

mortgages underlying the bonds, someone
else owned bonds based on the pnncipal

payments on the mortgages. ( Stnpping. or

separating, the components of securities is

one way to create denvatives. ) I

An Unexpected Problem I

What went *Tong: Interest rates fell,

and the borrowers paid off their mortgages
'

early and look out new ones at lower rates

That caused a plunge in the pnces of the

interest-only stnps. which were predicated
j

on the mortgages' being around for a
j

while; because those interest payments i

were being cut off sooner than expected- I

and the interest pa>'ments rather than any ,

of the pnncipal are all the investors were I

going to set
- the secunties quickly be-

came worth less and less. Their tnple-A
'

ratmg. widely considered a sign of safety,

turned out to be meaningless at best and .

misleading at worst Credit ratings gauge !

the abihty to repay debt, and that simply
wasn't an issue in this case.

j

Even presumably sophisticated inves

tors can gel trapped. Memll Lynch & Co. I

lost S250 million in trading related to

pnnapal-only mortgage securibes several

yean igo. In early 1992. J.P. Morgan i
Co. dropped S50 million on interest-only

mortgage denvanves- In the Tirsi two

months of 1993. Salomon Inc. lost S250

million, understood to be mainly in mort-
j

gage denvatives. Also this year. Showa

Shell Seki>-uK.K-. a Japanese oil company. I

admitted to losing some Sl-59 billion from
'

trading currency derivauves. and last
j

month. Nippon Steel Chemical Co.. a unit I

of Nippon Steel Corp.. reported losmg

$135.4 million in currency denvatives.
j

So. are denvatives bad for mvestors^
j

In many respects, they can be good for I

investors. [>-- stives give money man-
'

ager^ enormous flexibility in mixing and
\

matchmg features of stocks, bonds, cur-

renaes. commodities and other assets. :

Denvabves also can reduce tlw cost of

administenng a portfolio and enable man-
j

agers to buy and sell big positions without

distorting pnces. And they enable man'

agers to rev up or scale back their portfo-

lios nsk exposure in unprecedented ways.

Some use this capability conservatively,

others aggressively Investment funds de-

nvatives strategies range from plain-Jane

hedging to barefaced speculation.

I don t think the nsk should be attrib-

uted to denvatives themselves, they're

just the way to accomplish it.' says

Thomas Lucey. chief of institutional man-

agement 3t Putnam Investments, "If you

give a 16-year-old a high-powered Porsche

and he gets in an accident, do you blame

the Porsche"
"

Stepped-L'p Leverage
However, too many Porsches may be

roanng down the investment highway at

once Many denvatives allow dealers and
investors to make huge market bets with-

out paying full pnce: indeed, no money at

all ct^nges hands in some denvaDves
trades That is one way denvatives reduce

investors' costs, but it also means "they

create a lot of leverage in the system.
"

says Frank Rabinovitch. managing direc

lor at Pacific Investment Management
Co., which nins V44 billion of pension and
mutual funds. "It's why were extra care-

ful about whom the firm trades denva-

tives with in pnvate transactions.

No wonder, considenng the Hrm's ex-

posure. Futures, options and other denva-

tive positions amount to 35'''e to ^S% of its

flagship S3.4 billion Total Return mutual

fund - and that is not counting the 20^c in

mortgage-secunty derivatives. "That's

about consistent with our I pension I ac-

counis." Mr. Rabinovitch says.

Investors can use denvatives both lo

shuck risks they don t want and to bet more

boldly on nsks they do want For instance,

opportunities tor tradiiional stock pickers,

such as James Craig, manager of the S8

billion Janus Fund, are no longer re-

slncted by national boundaries now that

they can hedge currency nsks.

Like most other big mutual funds. Ja-

nus has changed its prospectus lo allow use

of currenc> contracts and other denva-

tives. So. las: fail. Mr. Craig was able lo

protect his largest investment. 90.000

shares of Swiss drug maker Roche Holding
AG, from a drop in the Swiss franc.

It was a shrewd move. From October to

February, the Swiss franc fell 18.2^: the

hedge saved Janus Fund about S26 mil-

lion. Of course, if the Swiss franc had risen

instead, the hedge would have cut the

fund s return on the Roche investment. Bui

that is not the point. The currency deci-

sion isn't what I'm here to do for a

living-Im here to pick slocks." he says.

Dividing the WorUoad

Increasingly, US pension funds are
inclined to agree. They want their stock-

pickers to pick stocks and to cede manage-
ment of currency and other market nsks to

other pros, The funds use derivatives
to pry those functions apart

Pension funds at such orKanizaiions as

Shell Oil Co.. Dayton Hudson Corp., Gen-
eral Motors Corp . Los Angeles County.
International Business .Machines Corp.
and Monsanto Co, use denvauves repre-

senting S70 billion of underlying secunties

to engage m a market-timing strategy
called tacucal asset allocation. But al-

though big pension funds tend to be pru-
dent, they worry about potential abuse of

'

denvatives. My concern is that someone '

will get sloppy about the nsks and get
'

burned and go screaming to Congress-
just because they weren't looking after

their fidunary responsibility and didn't

understand what they were getting into,
'

says John M, McLaren, senior investment

ofHcer at the $15 billion Virginia Supple-
mental Retirement System.

Already, many mutual funds are exper-

imenung on the fly
- and sometimes at

investors' expense
- with denvatives to

boost yields. Cniics especially cite the

growing reliance on '"structured notes.
'

hybnd secunues that look like bonds but

are designed to track anything from cur

rency moves to silver pnces .Many funds

use these and other denvatives to sidestep

restncDons on their investments.

£xotlc Bets

Fidelity Investments' Asset Manager
fund, one of the hottest-selling mutual

funds, IS an active player in stniciured

notes. It has used them to make exotic bets

on such things as the volatility of silver

pnces. the rate charged for bu>ing gold

bullion on margin, the gap between short-

term and long-term oil pnces. and foreign

interest rates.

In one structured note. Asset Man-

ager IS betting on higher U.S. taxes

and interest rates, with a note based

on the spread between the interest rates on

shon-ienn taxable and tax-exempt invest-

ments. It IS basically a bet that this spread
will widen; that could happen either ;f

tax-exempt yields drop or if taxable yields

rise. An increase m tax rates is one

thing that might cause that, by spur-

nng demand for tax-free investments

and thus raising prices of tax-exempt
bonds and depressing their yields relative

to those of taxable issues. Another way the

spread might widen is if interest rates

rose: because taxable investments tend to

respond to interest-rate changes more

quidt'y than tax-exempi investments,

higher rates would cause taxable yields to

nse. relative to tax-free yields, until

the latter caught up.

If the taxable, tax-exempt spread does

widen. Asset Managers notes multiply the

payoff by a factor of 40, U the spread
narrows, the notes wilt drop in value just

as fast, but a floor Hxes the maximum loss

at 60"f . Fidelity's Thomas Steffanci. direc-

tor of fixed-income investments, says the

leverage gives the note no more nsk than

that of 20-year bonds.

Although exotic bets may not be out of

line for .Asset Manaser, T.vfT\ *« nn-

ilinfinc iiylr. structured notes lei ii take

potitkons Its pnxpKtus othermse WMildc t

litow SEC nilei effectively bar mulual

fur»ds (rym shon wllmg, -Mr Steffanci ex

plains; that n. i lund can t ^1 bor-

rowed lecunties m the nope that « pnce
drop will enable it to buy them back

later at i tower pnce FWelity vAyn thai

problem with structured-note denvatives

that iRuunt to tailor made short positions,

usually along with another bet The nous

provide 'a more ostomued way to ex

press investment views than' simply buy-

ing secunties or seUlnf short, he uyx.

Fidelity limits Asset Manager s expo-
sure to strucTured notes to 5*^ of assets, but

some funds use them liberally. The S2-S

billton Memll Lynch WorU Income fund

sailed into last year s European currency
turmoil heavily freighted with notes that

had embedded foreign-currency swaps
Almost 19^: of the fund's assets were m
structured notes and denvaove-Unked CDs
from issuers such as Bankers Trust Co ,

General Bectnc Credit Corp.. Goldman
Sachs. Harvard University and Fannie

Mae. Those seemingly innocuous holdings

were double-barreled bets - many of them

leveraged
- in favor of the Spanish peseta.

Italian lira and other currencies in coun-

ines with high mterest rates, and against
low yielding currencies such as the yeo-

Hlt by DevaiuatloDS

Those bets backfu^ with the devalua-

Qons accompanying the turmoil m Eu-

ropes Exchange Rate Mechanism last

year, Pnces of many such notes fell as

much as 60%. Memll says it jetnsoaed

most of the notes, but evidently not before

World Income took a hit. The fund s track

record fell from well above average to lag

behind 90% of nval world bond funds in the

three months ended in September 1992.

accxmllng to mutual-fund tracker Mor-

oingstar Inc. Memll says the fund was

'Insigniflcantly affetted' by this sum-

mefi currency upheaval because most of

Its portfolio is now tied to the dollar

Global bond funds, which generally
aren't for the famt-heaned. weren t the

only ones to speculate in notes linked to

currenaes. Lots of funds, many with no

nsky foreign mandate at all. found uie

notes' high yields irresistible. Among them

were Sbearson's Managed Governments

fund. Diversified Strategic Income fund

and Government Securities fund; Key-

stone B-i High Grade Bond fund and B-2

Diversified Bond fund; Stem Roe Govern-

ment Income fund and Intermedute Bond

fund, and Strong Income fund.

.More and more, "you will see a nsk

profile that has nothing to do with a one- or

two-year secunty" popping up in safe-

sounding bond funds, says Theresa Haveil,

general partner at money manager Neu-

berger & Berman, Derivatives sucfi as

structured notes "are mtrodudng leverage

and speculaUoQ into Imutuali funds.
"

Sometimes funds use other denvatives.

such as floors.
'

\o gel around refuiaior>'

problems. For instance, adjustabierate-
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Common Terms in the Derivatives Malfcet
,

DERIVATIVE: A financial contract

whose value is designed to track the

tBturn on stocks, bonds, currencies or

some other benchmark Generally,

derivatives tall into two broad cate-

gories—forward-type contracts and

option-type contracts—and may be list-

ed on exchanges or traded privately

I ore DCmVATIVES: Denvatves ttiat

are transacted "over-the-counter." or off

organized exchanges, and usually by

telephone.

I FORWAIID: An OTC contract obliging a

buyer and a seller to trade at a set price

on a future date a fixed amount of a par-

ticular commodity, currency or other

financial instrument Forwards are

pncB-fixing" contracts, because they

saddle the buyer with the same returns

as owning the underlying asset.

Normally, no money changes hands until

the delivery date; then, the contract is

usually settled in cash rather than

through exchange of the actual asset.

I FUTURC: Basically, an exchange-trad-

ed forward contract Futures contracts

are highly standardized, and the

exchange acts as counterparty to both

buyer and seller, guaranteeing payment
in case one of them defaults. In return,

buyer and seller are required to put up

collateral, or margin, equal to a certain

percentage of the contract's underlying

value, which is marktd to market daily.

I SWAP: A forward-type contract in

which two parties agree to exchang*
streams of payments over time accord-

iifg to a predeterrnvwd rule. In an inttr-

•st-rate swap, one party agrees to pay
a fixed interest rate m return for receiv-

ing a floating interest rate from another

party An equity-lndei swap may
involve swapping the returns on two

different stock-market indexes, or

swapping the return on a stock index

for a floating interest rate.

orriON: A contract for which the

buyer pays a fee in exchange for the

nght, but not the obligation, to buy or

sell a fixed amount of a given financial

instrument at a set pnce within a speci-

fied time. Options are "pnce-insurance"

contracts because they protect buyers

from adverse swings in the price of the

underlying asset The buyer can never

lose more than the price paid for the

option, but the seller's losses are

potentialty unlimited

CAP: An option that protects tfw "luyer

from a rise in a particular interest rate

above a certain level

I FLOOIt: An option that protects the

buyer from a decline in a particular

interest rate below a certain level

I EXOTIC OPTIONS: A vnde vanety of

options with unusual undertying assets

or peculiar terms or conditions. For

example, a lookback option confers the

retroactive right to buy a given financial

instrtiment at its minimum pnce, or sell

it at its maximum price, dunng a specif-

ic "lookback
"

period A compound
option is an option such as a put on a

call, a call on a put a put on a put or a

call on a call.

Sajrcos: fvMral Rtswt. GfOVfiOiTtiirlyStwfy. OKtiawyot^tmioatRakUanagtmerrr

mortgage funds, which have been hurt by
failing short-term rates, cant get the

higher yields on fued-rate bonds without

violating federal securities rules requiring
them to meet their stated investment ob-

jective of holding at least a certain per-

centage of their assets in ARMs,

Maldng an End Run

By purchasing ttirough Wall Street

dealers an option-like denvative called a

"floor,
" ARM funds can protect their re-

turns from declining yields. Floors ensure

that an investor's interest income won't

fall below a given fixed-rate floor. Com-
bined with adjustable-rate bonds, floors

can provide the same return as fixed-rate

bonds, "If we had just sold ARiMs and

bought fixed-rate securities, that would

knock us out of compliance.
'

says Benja-
min Rinkey. a Piper Capital executive.

All this activity may leave investors

without a clue about what nsks their funds

are taking. Derivatives listed in funds'

annual reports explain little about poten-
tial hazards -

if they are listed at all.

Meanwhile, most big funds' prospectuses
have b«en amended to allow broad, un-

specified use o( such instruments.

Regulatory guidelines, which predate

the derivatives boom, set a low standard.

For instance, "swaps are off-balance-

sheet: they're not disclosed at all," says
Gene GoWke, who heads the Secunties and

Exchange Commission s inspection of mu-
tual funds and investment adnsers. He
adds: "Nothing in our rules spells out what
needs to be disclosed by way of description
of secunties' with derivatives embedded
in them. "It's up to the funds.

'

What can small investors do^

They can try to look beyond a mutual
fund's historical returns and investigate
the risks it has taken to achieve those

returns. Investors could do so more easily
if the funds disclosed explicitly the risks of

the derivatives in their portfolios
- mea-

sured not just in terms of credit nsk but

also in terms of how voijule ihese instru-

ments can be. Rating agencies such as

Standard & Poors jnd Fitch Investors

Service are trying to develop just such a

way of assessing funds riskiness.

J. Carter Beese. an SEC commissioner,

expects investors to show greater con-

cern with nskadjusied return as time goes
on.

"

But he doesn I evpeci action very
soon. He notes that a big ruritel disruption
"has tradilionalK been ine of the ways
people focus on iliese issues
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Bankers
in a Box

With declining margins and falling asset yields,

where will tomorrow's earnings come from?

by Leiand Montgonary

rV^TSTORS IN 1994 ARE SLR£ TO LOOK BACK .AT THE FIRST THREE

quarters of 1993 as a golden time for banking. Everything went

in their favor. .Money was cheap, interest margins were wide,

fees from mortgage and loan refinancings was strong, and sales

of the banks' newest product mumal funds, were soaring. And

after years of rising problem loans, the banks began seeing a

decline in their nonperforming assets. Some were even able

to draw off excess funds in their problem-loan reserves.

No wonder the banks' earnings were so strong. With the

reporting of sec-

ond-quarter results

in Juh-. the largest

banks saw their

earnings rise an av-

erage of 35% from

the second quarter

of 1992.

But current

bank earnings are

unsustainable be-

cause banks are al-

ready experiencing

a big squeeze in

their net interest

niargins. .As George
Salem of Prudential

Securities warns.

the yield curve has already flattened since December 1992. when

the difference between yields on seven-year Treasury notes and

the cost of borrowing Fed funds produced a huge 3.71% net in-

terest spread.

Since then, short-term yields have remained at 3%. while

some medium and longer-term yields have fallen by nearly

1.5% (see chart below). The result, says Salem, is a far smaller

spread between borrowing costs and investments. Spreads

have narrowed from 3.71% to 2.16%." says Salem. "This flat-

tening is a major

negative for banks'

interest rate swaps

activities." Swaps
are the derivative

instruments banks

and corporations

use to alter their

mix of financing be-

tween fixed rates

and floating rates

in their loans and

investment portfo-

lios (see page -5).

By exchanging

fixed rate debt for

floating rate (or

vice versa) through

ioirna Priuitmliai Sfninlm P^'

« OCTOBER A !«
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the use of a swap, banks and corpora-

tions are able to secure the lowest-cost

funding available. Banks use swaps to

lower their cost of borrowing short-term

money, to offer customized lending to

their corporate clients and to offer vari-

able rate mortgages with interest rate

caps. .And in recent years banks have

been using swaps to bet on the one-way
fall in interest rates.

David Pringle. banking analyst with

Lazard Freres, goes a significant step fur-

ther. "The most important determinant

of margin performance in 1993 and 1994

will be interest rate swap activity."

Pringle announced in a groundbreaking

report issued in November 1992.

By contacting a number of banks

known to be active users of interest rate

swaps. Pringle drew up estimates of the

effect of swaps on bank income state-

ments. Pringle determined that most

banks were betting on lower rates. By

using interest rate swaps, they con-

tracted for income in the form of fixed

rates while agreeing to borrow on float-

ing rate terms.

As it turned out, that was a smart

move: The Federal Reserve began forc-

ing short-term rates lower in 1989. With

each drop, the banks made even wider

spreads on their swaps positions. That

meant huge one-time drops in the cost

of their funds.

".\ number of banks have experi-

enced windfall profits in their swap posi-

tions over the last few years, due to a decline in interest rates

and an increase in the slope of the yield curve." FVingle main-

tains. "This enhancement can represent up to 30% of a bank's

reported after-tax earnings." These swaps are now maturing,

and tiiey can't be replaced on their older, more favorable tenns.

Many of them begin repricing in the second half of this year, so

banks are facing the loss of large amounts of their income as

their swaps portfolios mature.

For example. Pringle estimated that because of swaps

repricing. NationsBank could lose some $150 million in

interest income, or 8% of its per-share earnings. First Union

and First Chicago could suffer drops of 14% to 19% of their

net income.

The first Wall Street analyst to finger the large role played by

swaps in banks' earnings, Pringle concedes even now that his re-

port was based on many guesstimates. But he stresses that in-

vestors don't have a hope of understanding bank earnings with-

out learning more about how interest rate swaps and derivatives

have enabled tile banks to increase their exposure to interest

rate risk without being subject to on-balance-sheet disclosure.

Management consultant Sanford Rose of New York City-

based Oliver Wyman & Co. agrees. After many conversations

with bank managements in the past year, he has concluded

that "they are mismatched" between assets and liabilities, tiie

result of using short-term liabilities to buy long-term Treasuries.

HOW BANKS USE SWAPS
T.J. WriHERSPOON, CHAIRMAN OF MEGABANK, WAS JUST FKING UP HB BREAKFAST

cigar when his treasurer, David Mullins, entered with last week's branch ofSce

report.

"One hundred million dollars of adjustable-rate mortgage appfications.'' cried

Witherspoon. "Doesn't anybody borrow fixed-rate anymore?"
His problem: 90% of Megabank's deposits are long-term, fixed rale CDs. Khe

lends more in floating rate mortgages, the bank will be paying fixed-rate and re-

ceiving floating-rate. A dramatic drop in interest rates would not only squeeze his

profits; it could put him out of business.

"What do we do, Mullins? Can't we convince some of these people to borrow

fixed?"

"No way," replied the Q-easurer. "But Tve just been on the phone with Bank-

Two, the guys across towij. They say they have too many fixed rate commercial

loans on their books. Don't you think they'd be willing to swap?"
So MegaBank and BankTwo, each with different customer bases and loan

portfolios, agree to swap the interest payments on SlOO million worth of loans.

MegaBank will pay variable rates for seven years on $100 million to BankTwo,
based on the standard adjustable rate mortgage index. It will receive, in

retijm, fixed rate interest on $100 million fr'om BankTwo. No principal changes
hands, however.

That way MegaBank can make the new variable rate mortgage loans and

ensure that it will earn a steady spread between the variable rate income of the

mortgages and the variable rate payments to BankTwo. And BankTwo locks in

the spread between its fixed rate commercial loans and the fixed rate payments
to MegaBank.

"But MuDJns." demanded Witherspoon. "What if they fold? We'd be more

exposed than a dancer at a Tunes Square peepshow!"

"Naw," said Mullins. "You'd stop paying them as soon as they stopped paying

us. Worst case, we're out one month's interest on the $100 million."

"Plus one treasiu-er," snickered the chairman. —LM.

Despite the historical evidence. Rose explains, "many CEOs
and certainly CFOs believe themselves to be superior rate

forecasters in the short run." And cuirentiy Rose finds most

bank managers are sure that there is little chance of interest

rates rising. So they continue to use swaps to receive high fixed

rate income while paying out lower floating rates on their cost

of funds, thus boosting their earnings.

The trend is not just evident among the top 10 banks. Says

Eugene Ludwig. the comptroller of the currency: "In recent

years we have seen U.S. regional banks becoming more active

in die markets." William Demchak, head of derivatives mar-

keting to small and midsize banks for J. P. Morgan, agrees:

"Derivatives are much more important than they were even

two years ago. particularly for the regional banks."

For four years now, using swaps and derivatives to pay

falling floating rates and receive fixed rates has paid off in

spades. But bank managements have come to rely enough on

profits from their swaps strategies to make some analysts

worry Because swaps contracts are not on the balance sheet

and not subject to disclosure rules, analysts and investors can

only guess how much of any bank's profits come fi-om these

one-time gains on dieir swaps positions.

The credit rating agencies should be more help here, but

they aren't, according to Craig Bouchard, global head of de-

rivatives for First Chicago. "They aren't the best watchdogs."

I OCTOBER 26. 1993
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A BANKER'S
DOZEN
THE TABLE BELOW LETS THE 12 LARGEST

U.S. banks and the relative amount at

risk in their interest rate swaps, op-

tions, futures and forwards contracts.

Interest rate swaps are the most

common type of bank-traded deriva-

tive today. They are typically created

when banks exchange a floating rate

asset, or an obligation, for one with a

fixed rate. A bank that has too many
loans tied to variable rates may choose

to trade these with another bank that

made too many fixed rate foans.

For example. BankA has $100 mil-

lion of loans yielding prime (currently

6%) plus 1%. But if these floating rate

assets don't match weD with their Ba-

bUines, which may be five-year certifi-

cates of deposit at a 5% fixed rate, the

bank would be mismatched between

its assets and liabilities.

The solution? Trade these floating

rate interest payments with another

bank with too many fixed rate loans.

In such a Q^e. BankA will still ser-

vice its loans with its customers, but

because of die swap will pay Bank B
these loans' interest, fdme phis 1%, on

$100 million. In return, it win receive

from Bank B the fixed 7% in interest

on Bank B's SlOO million of k>ans.

The table measures each bank's

use of swaps as die amount of principal

involved (the notional amount) . and as

the amount of credit at risk. The latter

represents the bank's ultimate expo-

sure if die other party feiils- If thai hap-

pens,. all Bank A would have to do is

go out and replace the swap in today's

low interest rate environment

If interest rates have faDen since the

swap was put on. the value of the swap
to Bank A is higher therefore, the

amount of at-risk exposure is higher.

Thus, the value of a swaps position fluc-

tuates with changes in interest rates.

Banks use swaps in different ways.

Acting as brokers. Bankers Trust and

J. P. Morgan book huge profits from

swaps as trading income. Their net in-

terest margins may be low. but they

boast extraordinary ROEs of 21%.

Chemical Bank and Citicorp have

large books of more traditional swaps
businesses: the fixed versus floating

rate swaps described above. At the

other end of the spectrum. Wells

Fargo, NationsBank and Banc One
use swaps and derivatives only to man-

age their own interest rate risk. The

net interest margias of tlieae buks.
enhanced via skillful sw«p)aag, gre

among the highest in the indugfry. For

exampt. Banc One's latnt net inter-

est margin is 6J%, usmg swips. With-

out swaps, estimates Prudeniial Secu-

rities' George Salem, that margin
would be 5.1%.

But, according to banking analyst

David Gates, none of these are the

riskiest users of swaps.
"The big users of derivatives, like

Bankers Trust are highly skilled.

They know exactly what they're doing.

If they're taking risk they know it

"Where the danger arises," says

Cates. "is farther down the ladder of

size, where an asset-liability manager
with a swelled head might be using de-

rivatives in a manner that he or she

doesn't really understand."

.Most banks insist they are not

adding risk by using interest rate

swaps and derivatives, but only hedg-

ing their existing risk. But can a hedge

really produce a profit for the bank

without any risk.'

Nonsense, retorts George Hand-

jinicolaou. head of BankAmerica's fi-

nancial engineering and risk manage-
ment group. "The only perfea hedge
exists in a Japanese garden."

—LM.

A BANKER'S DOZEN: DERIVATTVES ATTHE 12 LARGEST BANKS
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HOW RISKY
ARE THEY?
UARMED BY THE EXPLOSIVE GROWTH IN

the use of swaps and derivatives by

banks. Eugene Ludwig, the comptrol-

ler of the currency, announced on

SepL 27 his agency's requirement that

each bank have in place a "no sur-

prises" risk management policy, with

concrete systems and controls.

In a speech before the Institute for

International Bankers. Ludwig ex-

plained: "In a volatile rate environment,

the market risk on some types of de-

rivatives contracts could increase."

Ludwig is particularly concerned about

interlocking, or systemic, risk, where-

by a loss at one bank could spill over to

other banks.

"Imagine circumstances," said Lud-

wig, "in which some 'common event"

occurs that simultaneously exposes a

large number of market participants to

higher risk. The higher exposures for

those participants creates still higher

exposures for other market partici-

pants.

"The fact is that while we are not

all in the same boat, we're all on the

same lake."

Ludwig's warning follows the alarm

first sounded by E. Gerald Corrigan,

former president of the Federal Re-

serve Bank of New York, in a January

1992 speech. Corrigan cautioned that

high-tech banking and finance isn't all

it's cracked up to be. adding: "If that

sounds like a warning, it is."

Much the same conclusion was

reached by major swaps players in a

study of derivatives risks under the

aegis of the Group of Thirty, an eco-

nomic think tank. Headed by Dennis

Weatiierstone, chairman of J. P. Mor-

gan, the group's report, issued in July,

recommended greater self- regulation.

That coincided with another crescendo

of concern, as further currency and

rate instability in Europe left analysts

and regulators worried about the po-

tential for banks to fail on their swap

agreements.

"We frankly see the report gener-

ating healthy peer pressure." Weath-

erstone recentiy told a meeting of the

International Swaps Dealers Associa-

tion, the industry grade group. "The

Group ofThirty report wiD help by giv-

ing dealers and end users a bench-

mark against which to assess their

own risk management practices."

So far, the swaps and derivatives

markets have given little cause for con-

cern. Apart from one celebrated de-

fault totalling some S500 million by the

suburban London municipality. Ham-

mersmith and Fulham, the interest

rate swaps market has grown to $4.6

trillion in volume largely without

mishap. According to data compiled by
the International Swaps Dealers Asso-

ciation, the historical default rate on

swaps is only 0.46% of the market value

of swaps outstanding.

But despite the good track record

of the instruments used by bankers—
interest rate swaps, options, futures

and forwards—they generate fremen-

dous distrust because of the lack of dis-

closure on banks' financial statements.

That's not the fault of the banks, ar-

gues William Demchak, head of deriv-

atives marketing for J.P. Morgan.
"I think everybody would be in fa-

vor of disclosing accurately derivative

risk and amounts. The problem is how
do you accurately disclose it in a way
that's understandable to the average

reader of an annual report'"

For its part the Federal Reserve

hopes that greater self-regulation will

ensure safety in the burgeoning deriv-

atives marketplace. 'We're hoping, and

keeping our fingers crossed, that the

industry wiD address it themsehfes and

not really require any regulation," said

one Federal Reserve official recently.

However ostrich-like that may
sound, the Fed knows all too well that

the explosive growth of off-balance-

sheet swaps and derivatives in recent

years owes much to—^what else?—reg-

ulations. In particular, swaps enable

banks to circumvent the international

capital guidelines issued by the Bank

for International Settlements (BIS) and

adopted by the Federal Reserve Board

in 1989. These rules were instituted as

a means of deleveraging bank balance

sheets. But swaps and derivatives re-

tiim a high degree of credit risk and

market risk to the system by neatly

sidestepping the balance sheet ratios

laid down by the BIS.

"The capital standards caused [die

banks) to drive many of their activities

off the balance sheet into derivatives

instniments," declares Paul Isaac,

chief economist with Mabon Securi-

ties. After all, off-balance-sheet activi-

ties require no regulatory capital, so

bank managements have a completely

free hand in how tiiey arrange tiieir in-

terest rate swaps positions and risks.

Some question whether manage-
ment is up to the task. According to

the Investment Dealer's Digest, a Wall

Street trade publication, accountability

for swaps risk became a key bone of

contention between American Inter-

national Group and its own subsidiary,

AIG Financial Products Corp. AIG. one

of the most sophisticated risk man-

agement firms anywhere, was trying

to determine what risks its subsidiary

was taking in the very-long-term inter-

est rate swaps market. Run by pio-

neering swaps trader Howard Sosin.

formerly of Drexel Bumham Lambert.

the subsidiary was highly indepen-

dent As owner of 20% of the sub-

sidiary, Sosin was pulling down huge
bonuses on die current earnings of the

firm's swap positions. But according to

IDD. while the subsidiary was re-

ported to be making large amounts of

money for AIG. CEO Maurice Green-

burg was concerned that the wrong
kind of swaps could produce prof-

itability now. and losses only after

Sosin was long gone from the opera-

tion. By setting up an internal unit to in-

vestigate the subsidiary and to dupli-

cate its interest rate modeling software,

Greenburg confirmed some of his

worst fears: questionable rate-risk as-

sumptions, the assumption of risks for

interest rate moves unforeseeably far

'in the future, and no reserve pool back-

ing up the riskier derivatives positions.

Sosin and his team subsequently

left AIG, and his profit participation

contiact is currently in arbitration. But

there's a lesson in this tale for the man-

agers of interest rate swap depart-

ments. "I think of AIG as being one

hell of a bunch of smart guys." says

Mabon Securities' Isaac. "So if they felt

tiiey didn't understand what was going

on. do you really think that banks—
with their ti-ack records—are really go-

ing to be a lot better off ?" —LM.

fW OCTOBER 26. 1993
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IRS to ease tax

rules on hedging
transactions
By Laurie Morse In Chicago

THE Internal Revenue Service

has Issued regulations that v4U
allow hundreds of US busi-

nesses to count gains and
losses from hedging transac-

tions as ordinary Income for

tax purposes, rather than capi-

tal gains, which are taxed at a

higher rate.

The decision represents a

defeat for the agency, which
since 1988 has attempted to col-

lect taxes on hedge transac-

tions, which are used for risk
•

management purposes by
Industries as diverse as farm-

ing, banking, and energy, at

the higher rate. Its actions

were based on a 1988 supreme
court ruling in a case called

Arkansas Best, which reversed

40 years of tax practice in the

treatment of contracts used to

protect business risks.

The ERS also issued a tempo-
rary regulation which vs-ill give
immediate relief to companies
embroiled In disputes v-ith the

agency over its method of

hedge taxatioa They include

giants like General Motors,
which uses hedgi/ig to protect
itself from foreign currency
and interest rate risk, and Ral-

ston Purina, which produces
cereal products and animal
feeds, and hedges its raw mate-
rials costs vrith forward con-

tracts and futures transactions.

The regulations are also a
relief to the nation's futures

exchanges, where many hedge
transactions are executed. "It

looks as if Treasury has recog-
nised hedging Is a legitimate

business^ expense," said Mr Jer-

rold. S^lzman, outside counsel
{o the Chicago Mercantile

Exchange.
The IRS tumround follows a

June 17 tax court ruling
involving the Federal National

Mortgage" Association. That
ruling gave tax relief in limited

cases, but could not be broadly

interpreted. The new IRS regu-
lations, are much broader, and
are an important step toward

rationalising the tax treatment

of hedging transactions, said

Mr Patrick Arbor, Chicago
Board of Trade chairman.
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HIGHLIGHT
A spate of new products pushes the envelop of fineuicial technology -- and some
stretch credulity. But others show real promise.

BODY
The governors of the Chicago Mercantile Exchemge were desperate. Investors

had lost their appetite for the contract that provided the Merc's primary
susteneince during the 1960s: egg futures. So the exchange added contracts on
frozen shrimp and ham to its menu, but investors still wouldn't bite.

Increasingly amxious, the Merc in 1971 came out with a noncomestibles contract:

currency futures. Investors took to this new product, and in time the financial
dTlvativ market of course evolved into a smorgasbord of exotic options,
futures, swaps, swaptions cind on and on.

That same spirit of do-or-die innovation is alive and well on Wall Street and

LaSalle Street today. Indeed, it may be a little too healthy. Derivativafl.
at the fringe, are getting positively wacky. Consider: You can now buy
catastrophe futures, pollution-rights swaps, a barge freight-rate index and

swaps (fixed or floating) on a paper-pulp index. Restless rocket scientists at

investment bemks have experimented with such esoterica as net revenue hedges,

management stock-option hedges and synthetic instruments to supplsint interest-

and principal-only mortgage strips, as well as real estate options, volatility
futures and even business cycle contracts.

Really, is all this necessary? Assessments of the more far-out dTivativee

rcuige from laudable to just plain silly. In fact, more than half of the

innovations are almost sure to end up on the scrap heap. One bcinker who has

stuck fiercely to plain old equity, fixed- income and interest rate dTlvativa
(which of course were cutting edge in their day) scoffs that the dwivativs
pioneers are dreamers "searching for the next holy grail." Yet even the maddest

financial scientists have their staunch defenders. Leo Melamed, chairman

emeritus of the Merc and himself the inventor of currency futures, declares with

some heat: "It's difficult to introduce a revolutionary idea. I'd like to Icnow

which of the pooh-poohers ever did anything."

A skeptical look at the latest batch of instruments suggests that many do

indeed have the potential to generate a market, albeit a modest one. But others

may go the way of the Wankel engine, the Betamax videocassette recorder and the

electric ear muff.

LEXIS'-NEXIS"^ LEXIS-NEXIS"«I LEXlS-NEXISffll
Services of Mead Data Central. Inc.
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The creative impulse where derivativea are concerned has a distinctly
mercantile bias. Even the strangest derivativea don't pop full-blown from
some supernerd's brow. Techies scour the world for inefficiencies, volatile
markets and clients' dilemmas -- needs to be met with new products. The great
challenge, though, is to meet two different kinds of needs -- those of sellers
as well as buyers --to ensure a liquid market.

Figuring out how to price an exotic instrument can be as complicated as

designing it. Logically, the trading price should be based on the amount of
risk a counterparty shoulders. Something customized can cost a client a bundle
in design fees, but with no market in the unique instrument, the buyer can't lay
off his risk. As Moody's Investors Service analyst John Kriz puts it: "What's
the secondary market value for a custom-tailored suit? Absolutely nil."

Critics contend that in some cases investment bankers' fees for, say, options
on Latin American indexes, account only for market risk, not counterparty credit
risk. Thus, the writers of those options -- whether commercial or investment
banks -- may be setting themselves up for unpleasant surprises.

Here's a review of developments on the frontiers of derivatives innovation.

PUSHING VOLATILITY

Buyers, sellers and exchanges alike usually disdain off-the-wall stuff.

Although the idea for volatility futures has been around for years, no exchange
was willing to list the instruments. Last month, though, the Chicago Board

Options Exchange said it would soon introduce options (not futures) based on a

new index that tracks volatility. But many continue to question the concept of
a volatility derivative. Says one prominent futures exchange member, "We
didn't see any great demand for a specific futures contract that lets you profit
when volatility goes up and lose when volatility goes down, because you can

already do that."

In any case traders and investors tend to have a view on the market and like
to gamble on their hunches; they want volatility. Yet another drawback to

volatility derivativea is that they're disconcertingly abstract. As Merc
chief economist Todd Petzel asks, "When you have an underlying basis that's
somewhat less tangible than 40,000 pounds of cattle or short-term interest rate,
are the traders going to trust it enough?" The developers of volatility futures
counter that for those who do seek to limit volatility, their invention is more
efficient than a put-call straddle.

COPING WITH CATASTROPHE

The launch of catastrophe futures in mid-December, following a public
relations hullabaloo, was itself a timing disaster: The Nor'easter that lashed
New Jersey and New York at the time was a vivid reminder of the new contracts '

potential risks. Yet the futures, while flawed, attracted attention -- if,

ultimately, not much business.

The impetus for catastrophe futures for insurance companies arose from the

squeeze on reinsurance, particularly after Hurricane Andrew. Insurers were

bating the bushes for "every possible avenue for augmenting traditional

coverage," says Bruce Thomas, Travelers Insurance Co.'s director of corporate

LEXIS-NEXIS"^ LEXIS-NEXIS'^ LEXIS-NEXIS«*
Services of Mead Data Central, Inc.
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strategy and research. In response, the Chicago Board of Trade devised several
geographic futures and options known as national catastrophe and eastern
catastrophe contracts. The intended buyers: insurers for homeowners, commercial
business owners, farmers and commercial inland marine companies that need
coverage for wind, hail, riot, earthquake and floods. The putative sellers:

mainly speculators. Each contract represents unlimited potential losses on $

50,000 worth of premiums. Contracts to cover the Midwest and West are in the
works.

In theory, says Traveler's Thomas, catastrophe futures allow for efficient
price discovery and risk transfer. An insurance company risk manager could look
over his portfolio of risk and decide to buy or sell coverage through the
futures market. The assumption is that the transaction costs of risk shuffling
through a futures exchange would be a lot cheaper than going through brokers .

The contracts, because they organize coverage by region, allow insurers to
transfer risks readily; it's easier to find parties willing to absorb, say, East
Coast storm damage risk than national exposure, largely because companies' risks
tend to be geographically concentrated. And, in an insurer's ideal world,
catastrophe futures would reduce capital costs, since they would allow it to
hedge away certain risks rather thein setting aside reserves to cover them.

Could any insurer resist such a deal? Apparently so. A two- inch notice by
the CBOT in the December 16 Wall Street Journal, five days after the contract's
launch, stated that that day's volume for March '93 National Catastrophe futures
was precisely zero. The previous day's volume? One contract. For Eastern
Insurance, the December 15 volume was better but hardly earthshaking : four
contracts. Volume did pick up somewhat the following month.

Fundamental problems plague catastrophe futures. From an insurer's
perspective, Thomas points out, the most basic question is "how much symmetry
there is between the risk specific to one's own portfolio and the risk that

ultimately exists from the underlying pool of risk on which the contract is
based." If the correlation is poor, the insurer would actually be playing a

speculative game.

The accounting treatment of catastrophe futures is potentially more damaging
to their prospects . Regulatory bodies have yet to agree on whether the futures
are a bona fide hedge or a speculative investment. If they're deemed to be

hedges, then they would reduce insurers' need for risk capital and improve their

ratings, while reducing their operating costs. If, however, regulators brand
the contracts as speculative, then insurers would have to put up capital against
them, which defeats the purpose of the futures.

Insurers aren't the only ones who have problems with the new contracts. The

prospective sellers -- the speculators who are supposed to make up the other
side of the market -- have yet to materialize, according to market sources.
Their chief reservation: How can you hedge a Hurricane Andrew? Concedes CBOT
director and Kidder, Peabody & Co. executive managing director Richard Sandor,
"This contract will develop very slowly."

AUCTIONING POLLUTION

Pollution-rights swaps, which begin trading March 29 on the CBOT's electronic

system, aren't as farfetched as they sound. The Environmental Protection Agency

LEXIS-NEXIS's* LEXIS-NEXIS"^ LEXIS-NEXIS^^
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has authorized the exchange to administer auctions in which companies and

utilities buy and sell emission allowances for sulfur dioxide, a prime cause of

acid rain. Companies can decide if it makes ore economic sense to install

costly scrubbers to reduce emissions to permissible levels or, in effect, buy
the right to pollute by purchasing allowances from another plant that exceeds
Clean Air Act standards. The CBOT's so-called S0[2) futures let companies lock
in a price for allowances while they make up their minds on clean-up
alternatives. (Futures and options on emission allowances are slated to start

trading in late summer.)

The EPA's objective in the swap arrangements is to provide financial
incentives for companies to curb pollution. Those that cut back their emissions
to below the relevant clean-air requirement can profit by selling excess
allowances.

Not to be outdone by its archrival, the Merc is thinking about going the CBOT
one better by introducing a comprehensive emissions-allowcuice market that would
deal in futures-based contracts on several pollutants, not just sulfur dioxide
-- also to meet the Clean Air Act.

BARGING IN ON CLIENTS

Nobody expects the barge freight -rate index to take off in a big way. But

that's not the point. The obscure index provides a valuable service for its

niche clientele -- grain firms and barge companies reliant on the inland

waterway formed by the Mississippi, Illinois and Ohio Rivers. The index covers
the cost of shipping one barge of grain anywhere on the system, with prices
weighted according to the time of year. As grain firms want to lock in low

prices and barge companies high ones, the index caters to a natural market of

buyers and sellers.

At investment banks a hot new product category is strategic derivativee,
which zero in on individual companies' corporate finance needs. Maybe a better
name would be "foot-in-the-door" derivativee, since the instruments are

essentially high-tech calling cards concocted to establish business

relationships.

Bankers Trust Co.'s brain trust has devised a strategy for hedging paper-pulp
prices that involves swapping fixed- rate pulp for a floating- rate pulp index

published by a trade paper. Managing director Bruce Tully's fledgling strategic
- derivativee group has talked up the idea to pulp companies from Maine to

Brazil to Japan, and expects to launch the product this month. Operating in a

cyclical business, buyers would lock in pulp prices with the swaps. The real

reason to offer the derivatives , Tully readily admits, is not the money from

the trades but the chance to cultivate corporate finance work.

HEDGE OF HEDGES -
.-

' .,.,.,,
One of the more intriguing strategic derivativee is the net revenue hedge,

a kind of hedge of hedges. It's an option that functions like a portfolio of

hedges against a company's collective risk in multiple areas, such as

commodities, interest rates and foreign exchemge.

Normally an airline, say, would have a fuel-cost risk «md sm interest rate

LEXIS-NEXIS-^ LEXIS-NEXIS'^ LEXIS-NEXIS?^
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risk, and would hedge them by buying call options on jet fuel and caps oninterest rates. The bankers at J P Morgan t Co ^=w»h Iv. ,

^
buying a batch of options, why not buy r^optionon the lolTflllT 'f'"^Tt.°'

^rt^ r,^f ««. .11 a-^**y- vi-orreiacions among imderlvina ri<3)<-<?are not normally recognized when a company hedges each risk individually

^ordZ';"°f "h""^""
^^'^^^^ '"'^^ ""'^^ "^i^« th« °P"°n« to be valuedaccording to standard option-pricing models (usually Black-Scholes) t>.T . .

llr:.r'ZT'": f^°""-^ --" °^ --X °Ptions'trthe"co°:;i. IZsMT
r^^,%

^'' ten-year maturities but are exercised earlie^ a^d the

oSr:h:n^?;:eTrf:.:r^Lr"°"
^—^ --^-^ -^ non^aiifi:^^ To..

Of course the true cost of the options is unknown at the time of the crant

risk'Lr'"'':''^
limitless. The Bankers product offers a way of hedging^his

^lly slys."
'=°'' substantially less than the amount discloLd on the pr^x;

to tod^v^^
^ =°"<Pany gives its managers 1 million ten-year stock options peggedto todays Share price. The proxy might value the grant at 5 lO million Yetthe company can virtually eliminate this exposure by purchasing offsetting calloptions on Its stock at a much lower cost than the proxy amount Since theexercise of these purchased options on its own stock is tax-^Impt for thecompany, it need purchase only 600.000 options (assuming a 40 p^cent tl^ rate)dropping the cost from $ lo million to $ 6 million. Moreover by takinri"'

'

'

account the likely early-exercise pattern, the company could purchase opt onswith maturities of just two to seven years, saving a further 5 2 million

PROTECTING STRATEGIC STAKE

can^'now^r^ """^^k"'
^ ^^='"^'^« ^°"' i" the interest rate markets a decade ago

laJZ \ "" =°™Pa«ies wanting to hedge equity stakes in other companiesA company buys a put option from Bankers struck at or close to the mone^ and topay for it sells a call struck out of the money. If the share prLe of ^he
company in which the stake is held is $ 30 and the collar -- or maximum exerciseprice --for the relevant call option is $ 45. the stake-holding company canearn up to that sum while protecting itself against a fall in the s^^ p"ce
Baiters h' H "T""

^"" declines, the company "puts" the stock to
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What's nujre, by fixing a minimum value for its stake, the company effectively
creates an asset against which a lender may well feel comfortable lending. The

disadvantage: a limit to how much the company can earn on its stake if the share

price really takes off.

BEYOND BRADY BONDS

Latin America has been fertile ground for derivativ engineers, who've

designed instruments that offer plays on stocks and stock indexes, as well as on
fixed- income instruments and currencies (predominantly in the Mexican peso).
Options on Brady bonds are available for Argentina, Mexico and Brazil. And last

year about S 1 billion of equity warremts were issued on the Mexicein bolsa and
on individual Mexican companies.

Now, for the more adventurous, comes the J. P. Morgan Emerging Markets Bond
index, which tracks the market for dollar-denominated floating and fixed-rate

sovereign restructured bonds of several countries and several sorts: Brazil
Exits cind Brazil New Money; Mexico Aztecs, Mexico Discounts and Mexico Paris;

Nigeria Pars; Venezuela DCBs (debt -conversion bonds); Philippine New Money Bonds
and more. Morgan offers options, swaps and warrants on the bond index itself.

The bank says the index, embodying the "most liquid" of the Brady bonds,
returned 53 percent over the nineteen-month period ending July 31. Of course,

big returns imply big risks. A case in point: Venezuela's government barely
survived several coup attempts last fall that could have played havoc with its

debt payments. Significant currency risk also exists.

Among the dicier Latin darivativaa are the forward contracts U.S. banks now
offer on currency options on the Mexican peso. Mexico City is nervous about

triggering a run on the peso by devaluing it, and has extended only limitd
credit lines to sovereign borrowers. Plus, the country slaps a 15 percent
withholding tax on any profits. So the contracts, which carry significant forex

risk, are not for the squeamish. As Credit Suisse First Boston managing
director Ben Weston observes, "With very few exceptions, there is no way to

hedge these things .
"

Another derivatlva device run amuck? Maybe. The current creative ferment
is welcome nonetheless. Who's to say which harebrained-sounding idea will turn
out to be the next currency futures? As for the instruments' irrepressible
inventors, perhaps the best advice for them is that given to Butch Cassidy by a

bemused Sundance Kid: "Keep thinking. Butch, that's what you're good at."

GRAPHIC: Picture, Have a few innovators lost touch with reality? Jim

Fittipaldi
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Banc One^s McCoy Tries to Calm

Fears over Heavy Use of Derivatives
BxSTtVEKUNkCR.MAN

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Whn
John B McCoy frcenily wb
askrd why (he tiock of Banf 0«e
Corp had Ion some ofiis luticr

ihii year, he quickj> finieicd Ite

company'i heavy ujc of fins**

cial denvaiives as one poitibk
culprit

Speaking at a Cleveland !»•

vejiof conrerence held by Mc-
Donald A Co . Banc One't
chairman and chief eiecuu^v

acknowbedted an ouipourmg of

concern about ihe comp«ny'i
S3) billion in ofT-balance-ihea

aciiviiin.

Weve |oi 10 do a loi brocr

job o( eiplainini that lo dK
mjfkeu,* Mr McCoy iiid.

ContrarertUI Acllvitle*

Hii mponie hi(Mi|hu iIk

pertisteni controversy lar-

roundmg ihe banking indusur't

irowing uv of sophisiicaied fV-

nanctal conincu, such as o^
lions and intertsi raie swaps.

Salomon Brothers Inc. rcpom
that the aaiion's tM) laffni

banking companies iwelled the

fact value of thor options pon-
folios by S400 million lo more
than SI trillion during the iwq

years ended Dec. Jl. 1991
In the same period, the ISO

banks boosted their portfolios of

futures and forward contracts by

rou(hl) Si trillion, to a face val-

ue of St 73 trillion.

Changes id interest rates drive

the value of these financial is-

sirumenis. The oft-spoken mm-
ctm IS that a rate shock might o-
ther send the entdr derivatives

Investors^re

suspicious of the

transactions.

market into a ipasm or land ocr*

Uin paniapants m decptrouWt.

No Clear netor* of liaU

Further muddying the watoi,
derivatives dofl'i show up am
bank balance sheets, and nam'
dardiicd iupptementaJ repom
have not yci been pui mio ptaot.

Thai o^en leaves everyone froa
accountants to anal)Sis. inv*^
Ion. and regulaion guesunf
about the risks being uken by lA
instttMiion

"You think you begin to uo-

dersiand. and then you hear

something more, and then )«ii

look at the financial sutemenii.

and there is no real way lo pull ii

ouu~ satd Henry Dickson, a

banking analyst with Smith Bv*
ney Shearson Inc . New York,

Recent publiciiy has siokcd

fears by evoking visions of ol*
low MBas spiiung out volautf

finanaal coniraciv using cofii'

puien powvr^l enough to guid<
the ipaccshuttk .

"Investors hear the word 'dt*

n'vaiives^ and/hink we must bf

rolling the dice*, shooting uq. and
taking big riiks,'* u>'d Richfr^

"Viele've got to

do a lot better Job

of explaining

[derivatives]

to the markets.'

MtM •. IfcCOT

Owmjn «nd ceo

tMc OnaCof*.

Investors hear the

word 'derivatives' and

think we must be roiling

the dice, shooting up,

and taking big risks."

ncHAJio Looac
Ch«( irrv^SUnefn olftm

Bjm Dim Corp.

Lodge, chief mvrstmeni ofTicef

II Banc One
It IS undersundable that Banc

One would command a fair de-

gree of attention on denvativei,

given lu larfe position in such

insir\jmenu and the highly visi-

ble ways in which the financial

conti^cts have altered its repon-
ed performance characteristics.

In addiuon to the roughly S73

billion of asaeu held on its bal-

ance sheet. Banc One has rough-

ly S3I billion of interest rate

swaps. .About a third of the book

consists of forward swaps, or

contracu whose ^riormzntx
will commertce in futuir pc-

fiodi.

But Banc One is not alone in

attracting greater investor scru-

tiny Felice Gclman, a banking

analyst with Dillon Read &. Co..

says North Carolina's First

Union Corp. and Ohio's Society

Corp. are spending more time

explaining their use of deriv-

ative*.

The analyst says she has confi-

dence in Banc One But she says

It sill) might get caught m a back-

lash iftess eipcrieDced rivals get

into (rouble with derivatives. "If

an explosion occurs, everybody
will be rounded up." said Ms.

Gclman.

The concern is that

a rate shock could

play havoc with the

swaps market.

The majority of EUnc One's

contracts involve a pledge to ex-

change variable-raie interest

paymenu for fued-raie pay-

ments supplied by counterpar.
iiev In practice, the swap p»n-
nen periodically exchange the

net difference m the amount of

pledged cash flows.

Falling rates and a steep yield

curve have boosted the value of

such contracts to the point that

they are often viewed more aa

speculative mvesimenis than at

risk management toola. For ei-

ample. Banc One's swaps portfo-

lio currently is bulging with

more than S500 million of unre-

alized gams.
But Mr Lodge says people

who focus on denvaiives m iso-

lation are missing the point.

Banc One is typical of most

banks, he says, m that ii has

heavy concentrations of vari-

able-rate loans and fi&ed-ratede-

positi That leaves it m a posi-

tion where assets perennially are

repricing more quickly than li-

abilities This IS precarious m an

environment of falling raiev

In the traditional approach.
Mr Lodge sayv m periods of

falling rates banks counterbal-

af»ce ~t\aiural" maturity miv
matches by amassing a ponfolio
of long-term, fiied-raie securi-

ties investmenii. funded by
ihort-term. noaiing-raie li-

abilitiea.

Two big problems with this

approach, he sayv are thai gorg-

ing on securities strains capital

ratios, and the assonment of se-

curities available m ihc market

may not be the most desirable

Transaction costs are a funher
drawback.

ADirrercntStorr

If Banc One had used tradi-

tional means in the achievement
of us 69 17% ratio of net inierrsl

income to average common e*)-

uily in 1992. for eAample. ihe

company would have reported a

markedly different balance
sheet

Instead of a rcponed 11.12

times average common equity.

earning asseu would have baJ-

loofted to a highly leveraied
13.02 times equity. Purchased

funds - (he "hot money" whose

availability hinges solely on in-

terest raica - would have soared

to 25 4% of earning asseia. from

a reported 1 2%.

Perhaps most significanily.

Banc One's vaunted net interest

marfin of 6.22% would have col-

lapsed lo V3I%.

W^at About a Rate Spike?

The obvious question is

whether all the apparent advan-

liges ofTered by derivauves

would be reversed in the event

of a rate spike. And Mr Lodge
says this u the crucul point

about Banc Orte's straiegr

If rates go up. he openly K-

knowledges. "the economic v»j.

ue of the derivauvcs book will

fall." Ai the same umc he

How lnt«r««t Rat* Swaps Aff*ct«d

Banc Ona's IWa Rasutta :.- - . ^ -,.';.,'

Eamlnf auats to common equity Oe«eri(t)
l"^

-
'f . r

'

Net IrttnMUncdrm'to earning usats*V;
.^"J^r'-'-^^^''" -^V;

Nat purtftMcd KaMOn nVpercantagt of ioa^'vid^MeulBts '^'

.".*"V^*'.'V""/.v'".Ar""'"'cv"**'"-.".""*".*i" -
, .

.

Nat murvst inoom* as J perc«nta(« of common cqurtr -:*-'.. '.

.......;.; ....,/.v...i.;.ij!.-.tJ.t7-..t*'.

iC r:, ^jiit \j*. ci* ,rii ;i'.i l»*i -nin/v-j

quickly adds, "the value of ihe

core bank will twe. because as-

sets reprice more quickly than ii-

abiliiies m the core bank
"

Assuming Banc One has done
a loodjobofofTseiung maturity
misma(ches m lU core bank
wiih interest ate tv^ps. says
Mr Lodge, profitability will be
unperturbed if rates climb

Failure to Pay Up
The larger short-term issue

surrounding swaps. Mr Lodge
contends. IS the risk that other

parties in (he coniracu will fail

10 deliver on agreemenis which
leave them on ihc losing end.

To address (hat possibiliiy.
Sane One has oiiracted collaier-

The bank holds

$75biilionof

assets and has

$31 billion of

Interest rate swaps.

al from counierparties (hat ei-

ceeds their liabiliues under (he

finanaal coniracis In addition.

Mr Lodge said, the bank has otv-

taincd unsecured lines of credit

with major swap partners
These arrangements arc cru-

cial. Mr Lodge sa>s given ihat

Banc Ones $500 million unrral-

iied gam on such coniracii rep.
resents an idenucat loss for

counierparties

"t*c^^t>od> couM fail lodav -

ever)t)od> - 4rd ii *ould not af-

fect ihe economKSofbuf book
he said

Of course, some larger ques-

tions remain jboui dcn^anves.
even with respect to Banc One
Banks already have been

pinched wiih fe^rd lo iheir se-

curities mvesimenis by the im-

position of partial mark-to-mar-

kei actoundng.

Avoiding Volatility

Forced to recognize changes
in the market ^aluc of securities

in vest men IS, bul barred 'rom

recognizing poiO'uH^ ofTict-

tmg changes in iric value of li-

abilities. the> are ihonenmg ma-
turities - and forfenmg \ifld -

so as to avoid olanlnj ,n earn-

ings statements

Freedom from thii accounting

disparity wiih regard lo swaps iS

what enables Mr Lodge to uy
there would be i ncuira) cfTeci

on Banc One s equii^ if raies

rise.

From Ihe standpoint of rc-

poned results. It •\ cas> lo envi-

sion how ihc bank I nsk man-

agement strategy could unrivel

ifrising rates put hiv toaps book
under water - and jccoununts
chronicle thai c<cni lo the etclu-

sion of correspond, ^g apprecia-

tion in Ihe value of the compa-

ny's core bank

"The Secuf ihci and Eichange
Commission some reguUiors.

and the Financial Accounting
Sundards Bojrd I am iTraid.

are going to uiC mark lo-market

accounting as the panacea for all

the ills Ihej perceive m ihe de-

rivatives markci says Mr

Lodge "Thai *<'«jld ;n;ect a loi

of volatility so I irr> ipcndifig a

lot of my lime te/iding (JiT ac-

counting and rrgulatar^ re* <
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Financial Derivatives and Banl^ing: A Primer

Derivatives are specialized financial insirumcnls thai enable

corporations and financial institutions to deal with the inter-

est rate, foreign exchange and coinmodity price risks they

encounter in the everyday conduct of their businesses.

These instruments make it possible to hedge against fluctua-

tions in revenues and costs that arise from changes in cur-

rency exchange rates, interest rates and commodity prices.

The rapid growth of derivative instruments over the past

decade and their acceptance around the world offer com-

pelling testimony as to their usefulness.

Derivatives are so named because their value is derived

from the values of one or more underlying assets (e.g., cur-

rency prices, interest rates, commodity prices). Derivatives

take the form of contracts between two parties.

The principal types of derivatives are currency swaps,

interest rale swaps and commodity swaps. Each of the

terms of a swap
— duration, liming of periodic payments,

determination of the nature of the payment obligation, and

the underlying amount of the contract on which payments

are based (notional principal amount) is subject to negotia-

tion. This is why a swap can be crafted to fit the individual

needs of the counterparties with respect to their unique

exposures.

Swaps are known as over-lhe-counler derivatives because

the absence of standardization makes it impossible for them

to be traded on an exchange. However, the exposure gener-

ated by a swaps portfolio can be (and frequently is) hedged

in part by instruments such as futures contracts, which are

exchange traded.

There are two major categories of swaps users — dealers

and end users. End users include corporations, commercial

banks, thrift institutions, foreign governments, local govem-

menls. quasi-governmental entities and international organi-

zations. A swap dealer is an intermediary who meets the

specific needs of end users by arranging swaps with individ-

ual counterparties. This is known as making markets.

Dealers typically act as a counterparty to an end user by cre-

ating a swap tailored to thai entity's needs. The dealer man-

ages and hedges the ponfolio of risks transferred from the

various end users, in part by entering into contracts with

other counterparties lo offset all or part of the exposure

incurred in a particular transaction and in part by using

exchange-traded instruments or trading the underiying asset

itself.

Banks act as swap dealers for their customers as part of

their role as financial intermediaries and because of their tra-

ditional expertise in managing interest rale and currency

exposures. Accordingly, swaps do not create new kinds of

risks for banks; the risks are of the kind traditionally

assumed and managed by financial intermediaries. These

risks must be assessed and managed by banks acting as

dealers in virtually the same manner as they are assessed

and managed in other lines of business. In particular, there

are credit, market, documentary, and legal risks.

Specific examples of hoH end-users use derivatives:

• To redmv fuiuliiiji cnsis: A mid-sized corporation has

a $50 million loan from a U.S. regional bank and pays a

floating interest rate of 1^ above the London Interbank

Offered Rate (LIBOR). This company, anticipating

that interest rates will rise in the future, wants to lock

itself into fixed-rale funding. So it enters into an inter-

est rale swap in which it pays the dealer a fixed rate of

1 \.59c and receives LIBOR -^ 191 in return. To square

it's position, the dealer arranges another swap with a

government-sponsored entity that has more fixed rate

funding than it desires. This second swap enables the

government entity to convert a $50 million fixed-rate

bond issue it has made into floating rate financing with

an all-in cost of LIBOR less 3/8%. In effect, the swaps

have enabled both the corporation and the government

entity to achieve lower-cost funding than they could

otherwise obtain.

• To smooth out a revenue stream: An oil producer

expects 10 sell 20 million barrels of oil at prices ranging

between $16 to $20 per barrel. To avoid fluctuations in

his monthly revenue, the producer enters into a swap

arrangement whereby he pays a swap dealer the West

Texas Intemational (WTl) spot average price per barrel

per month and receives from the dealer in return a

fixed payment of $20 a barrel for $20 million barrels.

In effect, he has swapped his variable payments from

customers for a fixed payment from the dealer.

• To protect against adverse moves in currency rates: A
manufacturer of aircraft that will be sold overseas under

long-term contracts for pounds, francs or deutsche

marks, but whose workers will be paid in U.S. dollars,

uses currency swaps to help create relative business cer-

tainty. The manufacturer cannot know what the

exchange rate will be between the dollar and other cur-

rencies at the time the aircraft are delivered, but a cur-

rency swap can create a fixed exchange rate.

The Principal Users of Derivatives

The universe of derivatives dealers, including banks and

broker-dealers (see attached list) is relatively small. The

bulk of derivatives business around the world is conducted

among these dealers in conjunction with an also relatively

small universe of end-users.

The credit ratings of counterparties in derivatives tend to be

solidly investment grade
— much higher than the average
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Primary Member

February 1993

AIG Financial Products Corp.

AKROS Mercantile

ABN-AMRO Bank. N.V.

Allied Irish Banks PLC

Asahi Bank. Lid.

Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited

Banca Commerciale Italiana

Banca CRT - Cassa di Risparmio di Torino

Banca Del Gotlardo

Banca di Roma

Banca Nazionale del Lavoro

Banco Bilbao Vizcaya

Banco di Napoli

Banco Espanol de Credito, S.A.(BANESTO)

Banco Santander - New York

Bankers Trust Company

Bank Mees & Hope NV

Bank of America NT & SA

Bank of Boston

Bank of Irleand

Bank of Montreal

The Bank of New York

The Bank of Nova Scotia

Bank of Scotland Treasury Services PLC

Bank of Tokyo Capital Markets Limited

The Bank of Tokyo, Ltd.

Banque Indosuez

Banque Nationale de Paris

Banque Paribas

Barclays Bank PLC

Baring Brothers & Co., Limited

Bayerische Hyoptheken und Wechsel Bank AG

Bayerische Landesbank Girozentrale

Bayerische Vereinsbank AG

Bear Steams Capital Markets Inc.

Berliner Bank Akiiengesellschaft

BFG Bank, AG

BHF Bank

Calsse Nationale de Credit Agricole

Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce

Caripio
- Cassa di Risparmio delle Provincio Lombarde SpA

Chase Manhattan Bank

Chemical Bank

Chrisliania Bank

Citibank, N.A.

Cofiri Servizi Finanziari SpA

Commerzbank AG

Commonwealth Bank of Australia

Confederation Treasury Services Ltd.

Continental Bank, N.A.

Compagnie Financiere de CIC et de L' Union Europeene

Credit Commercial de France

Credit Lyonnais

Credit Suisse Financial Products

Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank

The Daiwa Bank, Ltd.

Daiwa Europe Bank pic

Den Danske Bank Aktieselskab

Deutsche Bank AG

Deustche Genossenschafisbank— DG Bank

DKB Financial Products, Inc.

Dresdner Bank AG

Elf Trading S.A.

Enron Corporation

Euro Brokers Capital Markets Inc.

Finacor

First Interstate Bank Limited

The First National Bank of Chicago

First Union National Bank of North Carolina

The Fuji Bank Limited

Fuji Capital Markets Corp.

Garvin GuyButler Corporation

General Re Financial Products Corp.

GiroCredit Bank Aktiengesellschaft der Sparkassen

Goldman. Sachs & Co.

Godsell Aslley & Pearce
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By Michelle Celarier

NewCataslroplie
Scenarios Bedevil

Derivatives
Doomsday is not necessarily coming, but it certainly could be.

That's the bottom line from regulators, who have found something
new to worry about with derivatives: market risk. Risk in the glob-
al derivatives market is as complex and interconnected as the

derivatives thems-^lves, of course. Until recently, worries focused

on the credit exposure of the small group of financial in-

stitutions that dominate the business. Now the attention is

shifting to the market risk—the danger of losses due to

movements in interest rates, exchange ra'es, or equity val-

ues. In the last year, reports from organizations as diverse

as the Bank for International Settlements (BIS), the Bank

of England, the Group of 30, and Salomon Brothers have

highlighted significant concerns about this exposure.

Market risk is difficult to quantify, requiring advanced

mathematical systems that even some derivatives players

argue are imperfect Moreover, the level of market risk tak-

en by any one financial institution is virtually unknown to

outsiders. In addition, market risk can lead to credit risk.

Regulators fear that, if not managed and capitalized ade-

quately, a market meltdown could have a cascading effect

on the creditworthiness of major players, precipitatiiig a

systemic crisis in the international banking system.

Since derivatives were created largely for the purpose
of managing market exposure, concerns about it have less-

ened, regulators acknowledge. But at the same time, de-

rivatives have been among the many factors—along with

the growth in financial transactions, the institutionalization

of savings, and international diversification—that have low-

ered transaction costs and 'increased liquidity. "All that has

made for a more active trading environment, which can

create more market risk," says one of the central bank econ-

omists who worked on the BlS's 1992 study on derivatives'

risk, known as the "Promisel report'

If a bank has a large open position, and prices move

against it substantially and quickly, it can incur losses, the

economist explains. Such a situation would most likely hap-
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pen during a major political upheaval
—such as a war in

Russia—that could pummel many markets at once, erod-

ing liquidity even for positions that are ostensibly hedged.
If a bank doesn't have a capital cushion to absorb those

losses, counterparties worried about the bank's credit-

worthiness would refuse to deal with it causing a funding

crisis at the bank Particularly if it is a key player, the bank's

inability to meet its commitments could put other banks in

similar difficulty, precipitating a crisis in the entire bank-

ing system.

'Market participants [surveyed for the Promisel report)

noted that global information systems disseminated news

about problems at a speed that left market participants and

central banks very little time to react in the event of a cri-

sis situation," the report states. "TTiese systems also could

spread rumors and misunderstandings before they could

be countered by denials, clarifications, or explanations.

This could affect liquidity in markets where trust was an

important ingredient" The report said further that the de-

fault of a player was one of the events most commonly cit-

ed by participants as capable of triggering systemic prob-

lems, adding that bankers were "complacent" about sys-

temic risk believing that central banks would intervene in

the markets to avoid any major calamity.

The fact that the global derivatives business is a highly

concentrated one, with a mere 50 banks reporting any ac-

tivity at aH, is a major factor in the BIS committee's concern.

These banks deal with each other in the over-the<ounter

market, not through any central exchange or clearinghouse

that serves to absorb risks in other markets. "Since it's a

concentrated market, problems could spread rapidly, giv-

74-907 - 94 - 41
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en the fact tliat technology has integrated financial markets

all over the world," adds another regulator.
Most derivatives risk managers think such catastro-

phe scenarios highly exaggerate the risks that derivatives

pose. "I would not agree that the market risk alone could

lead to the type of systemic problems that the regulators

refer to," says Jim Garnett,

senior vice president at

Chase Manhattan in charge

of global market risk. He
bases his opinion on the be-

lief that "the majority of the

participants in the deriva-

tives market are well aware

of and acknowledge their

market risks and have ap*-

propriate systems and tech-

niques to manage those

risks."

However, some of the

studies on risks and risk

management in derivatives

that have been undertaken

recently indicate that such

sophistication is certainly

not universal. Both the

Bank of England and Sa-

lomon Brothers this year

released studies based on

surveys of bankers that

found risk management
tools lacking in many
banks, albeit not in the case

of the largest market play-

ers. "For every bank like

Bankers Trust, which has

successfully introduced a

bankwide risk evaluation

framework, there are many more that have failed to do so

because of the complexity of the formula, lack of man-

agement commitment, and the resistance of traditional

managers," concluded the Salomon survey of 50 banks

worldwide. It specifically noted that some non-US banks

lag in sophisticated risk analysis.

Regulators may be overzealous, but their job is, as one

banker put it, "to look for the worm in the apple." Accord-

ingly, the BIS's Basel Committee on Banking Supervision

has come up with a set of international capital proposals

for market risk in derivatives as well as in the underlying

foreign exchange, debt, and equity instruments. For the

cash market, the capital charges for open positions will

vary, depending on the perceived riskiness of the instru-

ment—fi-om 0.2% for interest rate risk in debt instruments

three months or less in maturity to 8% for equity and 12.5%

for debt securities with maturities of more than 20 years.

Capital requirements for each derivative will be calculated

by reference to its underlying instrument In addition, the

regulations call for estimating market risk on a portfolio

basis, rather than transaction by transaction, and they will

take hedging into account For example, the capital charge
of a long position in the spot or forward foreign exchange
markets would be 8% of the position being hedged by a

put, minus the amount by which the option is in the mon-

ey fif any).

Currently out for indus-

try comment, these regula-

tions are scheduled to go
into effect at the end of

1996, supplementing the

1988 capital rules that in-

corporated the credit risk

of derivatives into the reg-

ulatory framework for the

first time. "\\'e don't want

any products that banks are

using to escape capital

treatment," says one Euro- •

pean regulator.

The inevitability of capi-

tal constraints on market
risk is making bankers ner-

vous about the future prof-

itability and growth of the

business. "It's going to have

an impact on the extent to

which certain firms can
trade or on the returns they
can achieve," says Alan

Wood, global head of de-

rivatives for Barclays Bank
in London, who adds that

"the leverage will be lost"

Regulators admit that mar-

ket players that are big po-

sition takers will likely have

to ante up more capital, but they say the overall effect will

be muted by the Basel committee's acceptance of some
form of netting

—the offsetting by counterparties of the po-

sitions thej' hold against each other—in calculating the cap-

ital they must put up for the credit risk of their positions.

The regulators also plan to allow banks to issue a new
form of subordinated capital that will provide a cheap source

of funds to ease their burdens. The most sophisticated de-

rivatives players do set aside capital internally to cover the

market risks of their derivatives books. These calculations

are based on models that enable them to maximize their

return on equity. But they don't want regulators
—who they

think don't really understand the business—dictating the

precise terms. One US banker refers to such capital re-

quirements as "state-imposed finction costs."

Many observers view the industry-written Group of 30

report on derivatives "practices and principles," which was
released this summer, as an attempt to slow down the reg-

ulatory process. "It definitely looks that way," says Tanya
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Azarchs, wlio follows the derivatives activities of US banks
for Standard & Poor's (SAP). "If the industry can prove it

can self-regulate, tliat will slow down the regulators."

MANAGING RISK
The G-30 report specifically avoided the topic of capital

requirements. Instead, it focused on the need for strong
risk management systems and made 20 recommendations

to derivatives dealers and their corporate and institution-

al investor clients, all of which regulators laud. The report's

first recommendation is that senior management should

approve procedures and controls on derivatives operations.

It says positions should be marked to market and that deal-

ers should quar.tify their market risk under adverse mar-

ket conditions, performing stress simulations and fore-

casting cash funding and investincnt needs. A stress sim-

ulation measures the likely performance of a given port-

folio over a specific length of time, assuming variations in

certain parameters such as interest rates or currency
devaluations.

The debate over management of market risks was

heightened by the past year's turmoil in the European cur-

rency markets, as it pointed up the fallibility of the basic

building block of options pricing systems, the Black-

Scholes model. Currency options were the instruments

that raised the red flag during the ERM crisis. Says one Eu-

ropean regulator: "By all accounts, the over-the-counter

foreign exchange options did not perform particularly well.

The traditional BlackScholes model used in options pric-

ing didn't work." The regulator notes that options' com-

plexity makes them far more difficult to manage than swaps.

Trading in currency options has tripled over the past year,

making tliem the biggest growth market in derivatives.

\\'hile many banks profited from the ERM turmoil, par-

ticularly in their spot currency trading business, not all did

so. That's because some banks were writing options for

their customers and attempting to hedge these positions

dynamically-
—that is, by constantly buying and selling the

underlying currencies. Their belief in the liquidity of mar-

kets and in their hedging capabilities made them feel more

comfortable taking larger plays," the regulator says. It was

a false security. Options that were written on ERM bands

and strike prices out of the bands came into the money as

various European currencies were devalued, which meant

the banks were obliged to meet the demands of customers

who had bet on devaluations. As they scrambled to adjust

their hedges in the underlying market, demand caused liq-

uidity to disappear. There's no question that a number of

bank players lost money," he adds. Societe Generale, a ma-

jor options player, acknowledged later that it had lost mon-

ey during the crisis, as did S.G. Warburg.

Unfortunately, traders and regulators say in retrospect

that the BlackScholes model measures volatility based on

historical standard deviation and assumes continuous pric-

ing. As a result, it do°sn't take into consideration the pos-

sibility of liquidity lapses
—what are called gaps. The mod-

els are still in a state of evolution," says one regulator.

^Ve're all waiting for mathematical advances."

The Bank of England's report, based on a survey con-

ducted after the ERM crisis, found that even in normal mar-

ket conditions, the bankers interviewed questioned their

ability to price currency options. Some bankers noted lliat

tliere was no agreed model for pricing interest rate prod-

ucts. "Sophisticated players viewed some of the widely used

models as weak," the Bank of England said in a report on

its findings, adding that "iJie weaknesses in pricing/valu-

ation methodologies are likely to carry over into weak-

nesses in hedging and position management, since basi-

cally the same model is used for both."

While bankers nevertheless told the Bank of England
that "market risk was not an issue," and the bank agreed

that it provided no 'major cause for alarm," the study's au-

thors found that "some of (the firms interviewed) had ex-

perienced difficulties in managing their risk, even though

they can all be considered relatively sophisticated players."

The institution was particularly concerned that no two play-

ers seemed to use the same model for valuing various

derivatives.

George Handjinicolau, risk manager for dollar interest

rate products worldwide at Bank of America, plays down
these variations. He says that the differences in models are

largely competitive ones. "Some people think they have a

superior method, but it doesn't give rise to such differences

in valuations that would give concern." He says that the

bank is 'trying to come up with an interest rate for every

day for the next 10 to 15 years [for its model]." He adds:

'Inevitably, there is a degree of approximation. But this is

a minor technical detail, not a major discrepancy."

Many bankers say they have been fine-tuning the'ir mod-

els extensively since the ERM crisis. They arc factoring in

items such as 'event risk," which would take into account

the effect on markets of a major catastrophic evenL The
more sophisticated perform stress simulations. Even so,

bankers say they don't depend on models alone. The mod-

els only look at 95% of the risk, and we're paid to manage
the other 5%," says one US banker who asked not to be

identified. Chase's Gamett takes a similar view. "Our feel-

ing is simply not to push a button on a system and have

the model react to adverse rate scenarios. We like to deal

with reality and therefore incorporate the judgments of our

professionals."

THE DEBATE OVER REGULATION
Perhaps nothing better illustrates the degree to which

the definition, and therefore management, of market risk

is subject to interpretation than the gulf between regula-

tors and bankers over the minuGae of the new regulatory

proposals. Robert Gumerlock, managing director of mar-

ket risk control for Swiss Bank, says the Basel capital pro-

posals could force some banks that consider themselves

as taking little market risk to double their capital. He ar-

gues, for instance, that the proposals for interest rate risk

are too onerous. In a period of three to four years, a bank

would consider its book matched if it had two opposing po-

sitions—say, if it found itself making payments at an in-

terest rate of 6% and receiving payments at 5%. "The dif-

ference of 100 basis points is really a tiny amount of risk,"

he claims. However, Gumeriock says the regulatory pro-

posal would impose a capital charge of 20 basis points on

such a portfolio. That's wider than the spread in the swaps
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markets." He thinks the result of such a capital rule would

be a retrenchment of the interbank business.

In general, regulators take a more conservative approach
than many of the banks' models. One example is stress

simulations. The regulators want banks to consider the

possibility that a major event might roil njarkets over a two-

week period, which Gumerlock says Is the time frame both

Swiss Bank and Bankers Trust use in their simulations.

The Group of 30 report, following the practice of J. P. Mor-

gan (whose chairman, Dennis Weatherstone, headed the

study), suggested a one-day framework, which requires

far less capital. Many market partic-

ipants say a one-day framework Is ad-

equate because market shocks that

would erode liquidity are short-lived,

and much position taking is done on

an intra-day basis.

Moreover, the regulators appear
to want to incorporate a worstose
scenario Into the model. Assuming a

catastrophe such as a war In Russia,

when It's likely that all European
stock and bond markets would fall at

once, the Basel committee would add

the market risk of all the positions of

a portfolio together. Gumerlock in-

stead suggests taking a smaller num-

ber—the square root of the sum of

the squares of the exposure, which

might be reasonable on the assump-
tion that the markets wouldn't all

move In the same direction at the

same time. Most times, Gumerlock

argues, the markets do not all move

together.

As the regulators have noted, the

most difficult instruments to analyze

and thus capitalize properly are op-

tions. The problem Is that the price

of an option does not move in a one-

to-one relationship with the underlying instrument It is

sensitive to changes not only in the price of the underly-

ing instrument, but also in Interest rates and volatility as

well as to the so-called time decay of the option
—the time

left until expiration.

But the biggest problem is posed by the difficulty of

hedging options portfolios. Says the Bank of England re-

port; "TTiey require dynamic hedging," meaning that "con-

stant trading is necessary to reset hedges to desired posi-

tions." That adds another risk—liquidity—to the options

business. For just when an options trader needs most to

hedge—such as during the ERM crises—liquidity dries up,

and It is Impossible to do so.

Liquidity, which has also been'facilitated by derivatives,

is the trickiest part of the business. "Derivatives instru-

S ments have made It possible to create positions that span
? many market segments and that would have been consid-

3 ered too expensive, risky, or unwieldy if created in cash

* market instruments," the Promisel report stated a year be-

5 fore the ERM crisis erupted. "While such transactions en-

g hance arbitrage between markets and thus contribute to

PENALTY

Swiss Bank's Robert Gumerlock says

some banks would have to double their

capital charges lor market risk

l( regulators have their way.

market Integration, they involve a presumption that liq-

uidity in all linked markets will permit agents to adjust or

close positions at a time of their choosing. However, a sig-

nificant disruption in one market may upset that pre-

sumption, exposing the position to market risks that can-

not easily be hedged, and in the worst case, forcing an

abrupt liquidation of contracts in other markets with ad-

verse consequences for market liquidity in them.'

As off-balance-sheet items, derivatives were originally

designed to avoid regulatory constraints imposed on banks

in their traditional lending business. And many observers

think any attempt to capitalize and fur-

ther regulate derivatives will continue

to have the same migratory result "It

may leave the playing field to invest-

ment banks and securities houses not

subject to these capital requirements,"

says Paul Spraos, editor of Swaps Mon-

itor, a US newsletter that closely follows

the industry.

Some think that the market risk tak-

en by such players is even greater than

that of the banks. The concern over the

credit ratings of counterparties in re-

cent years led several US securities

firms whose ratings had fallen to set up

separately capitalized subsidiaries with

triple A credit ratings for derivatives op-

erations. Competitors say that has just

pushed the parent into riskier market

positions to make the business prof-

itable. For only the credit risk is ab-

sorbed by the subsidiary. By doing
backto-back transactions with the par-

ent, says Roger Taillon, an S4P analyst

who follows the dedicated derivatives

units, the subsidiary transfers all Its

market risk to the as-yet-unregulated

parent
No matter what action bank regula-

tors take, the lack of supervision of seciuities firms and in-

surance companies derivatives activities creates what the

Bank of England has called a "regulatory hole" in the su-

pervisory structure. Bank regulators had hoped that IOSCO,

the International Organization of Securities Commissions,

would follow them in adopting capilal requirements, as

there is general agreement that some harmonization of

standards is necessary. Thus far, IOSCO has been unable

to agree with the specifics of the Basel proposals. While

some securities regulators think the capital levels on eq-

uity derivatives are too high, Richard Breedon, outgoing

chairman of the US Securities and Exchange Commission,

thinks they are too low.

Equity derivatives, including equity swaps, options on

stocks, stock indexes, baskets of stocks, and equity-linked

fixed income instruments such as convertible and warrant

bonds, are considered some of the riskiest derivatives.

These instruments—primarily on US, German, and Japan-

ese stocks—are increasingly used by institutional inves-

tors seeking to invest in foreign equities when they are pro-

hibited from buying them outright, according to the BIS.
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Moreover, the products are highly customized and mar-

kets in them are illiquid. As a result, the Basel proposal

gives ihem a large capital cushion: 8% for a net open posi-

tion, which could be lowered to 4% if the portfolio is di-

versified and the equities are liquid.

A critical area that the new capital proposals don't ad-

dress is disclosure. While banks are now disclosing some

approximations of their credit exposure in many countries,

no such requirements exist for market risk. Analysts and

regulators alike are dependent on the bankers' word.

They'll tell you their book is completely hedged, and if I

was bom yesterday, I'd believe them," says SAP's Azarchs.

(She estimates that the

banks with the largest long-

dated books and the biggest

options positions. Bankers

Trust and J.P. Morgan, have

the most market risk of US

banks; both also have the

most capital to absorb risk,

as well as sophisticated risk

management systems.)

"Everybody in the financial

markets is pretty much in

the dark about the market

risk tiie other banks are tak-

ing," says one regulator.

The inability of account-

ing practices to adequately

define market risk compli-

cates the issue. "Rnancial

statements only measure

something in an instant of

time," notes Price Water-

house partner Andrew

Coleman, a member of the

working party for the Group of 30 study. "Whit we really

need to know is the average risk" over a period of time.

Moreover, the traditional way banks have disclosed their

interest rate sensitivity doesn't shed much light on the mar-

ket positions of btemational banks with large options po-

sitions, he says. And accounting standards and practices

differ from country to country. For example, he notes that

some European (and Japanese) banks still do not mark to

market all of their derivatives books.

Coleman nonetheless thinks that most derivatives play-

ers don't have a large market risk. Since OTC derivatives

aren't generally tradable, he explains, "if you have a posi-

tion you don't like, you go out and buy something going

the other way. Then you have zero market risk but still

have credit risk." But as Azarchs notes, a compUcating fac-

tor is that derivatives are only part of a bank's global trad-

ing operation. WTiile a bank's swaps dealer may try

to match his book, for example, much of an institution's

derivatives market risk is taken elsewhere—in the trad-

ing rooms where most of the huge profits have been made

recently.

But Bank of America's Handjinicolau argues that if de-

rivatives instruments have allowed bankers to take more

market risk, they've been able to do so in a greater variety

of ways than before. "Before, the main way to take market

risks was to go long or short. Now there are spread and

volatility plays with different currencies—spreads between

swaps, cash, and ftitures instruments—you name it" That

way you can afford to lake small risks in many different ar-

eas, which are not necessarily correlated, he adds.

Handjinicolau says the market risks undertaken by any
individual bank are relatively small, compared with credit

risks. He estimates that a SlOO billion derivatives portfo-

lio would typically have a net market risk equivalent at most
to a $50-100 million bond position, although it would have

a $1-2 billion credit exposure.

Although the BIS plans to allow banks to 'net" their po-

sitions with one another in

countries where the pro-

cedure is legally recog-

nized, reducing absolute

credit exposure for capital

purposes, the value of

tliose credit exposures can

change as markets move.

As a result, bankers say,

they will have to add a cap-

ita] charge, called an add-

on, which would depend
on an instrument's per-

ceived market risk. Inter-

est rate contracts will have

an add-on of 0.5% of the no-

tional amount for contracts

with a residual maturity of

a year or more, whereas

exchange rate contracts

will have an add-on of 1%

for those with a residual

maturity under one year

and 5X for those with a

residual maturity of a year or more. The intent is to ensure

against adverse market movements in the future that would

affect the underlying credit exposure. Even with the add-

on, bankers say, netting should alleviate current capital

charges by 25-40%.

With or without heftier capital charges, many industry

participants say that the industry seems headed toward in-

creased risk taking. The world's major banks and invest-

ment banks will, in the years ahead, assume more risk, not

less," Deryck Maughan, chairman and chief executive of-

ficer of Salomon Brothers, told a group of central bankers

and industry executives meeting in Stockholm earlier this

year. "Global competition, excess capacity, further dereg-

ulation, and advances in technology will mean that in the

1990s the key to success—or failure—will be the capacity

to define, price, and hedge the substantial market and cred-

it risks inherent in matching the global sources and uses

of capital"

As much as derivatives players hate the attention they're

getting from regulators, maybe it will make their o

risk-taking easier and safer. Says Chase's Gamett The S

more familiar people become with the overall management |

of market risk as a portfolio as opposed to standalone po o

sitions, the more comfortable they'll be with understand- |

ing the potential losses that could be incurred." o

SKEPTIC

Standard & Poor's analjrst Tanya Azarchs says,

"[Banks] tell you their [derivatives] book Is completely hedged,
and If I was born yesterday, I'd believe them."
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The development of derivatives

business has become the most

Important strategic goal of the 1990s

for banks and securities houses with

global ambitions. Tracy Corrigan

examines one of the most dynamic

growth areas in financial markets

Moving on to

centre stage
0>4L'T thrac jttn into the

decade, the 19905 are already

belns dnbbed the decade of

derlvatlvei. Virtually all

baiilu, aecurities bouses and

other nnascUl liutltutions

with Intamatlonal ambitions

bare Meotlfied the derivatives

marbt a^ a crudal atrateglc

NM4nandal mmianlft arc

TnaHfYj tocnaslng use of deriv*

tttvm to ttfd^e tbelr ezi>asan
to fcftdCD exchanjc and Inter*

«t nta Ouctuatkms. Slower cfl

tbe mart. instltutioDal Invea-

ton are alio atartlng to warm
to derivative Instruments,

which can be particularly use-

tDl for asaet aUocstlon.

At tbe lame time, tbe new

«mp>.a»<« aa derirstlvec Is baV-

tDf a tOnag Impact on other

•reaa within the banking and

Mcurlties business, ruelllnc,

toF axample, advances In tach*

|w\ln^ mnii cau£ln£ N*"^^ tO

reasiess tlv^ attitudes to risk.

Tbe strategic question to

aak about an; bank rlsbt now
ta: have they embraced derlva-

thnat* And If not. have they

toax^ anything else to embrace

feKtaadT* aayssne analyst.

Tha market has already

f«i^T«» through a period of rapid

daralopment. The notional

motint ,of futures eostracti

Ij^ded «"''"'«ny oo the world '(

•zcbangaa ti ^-around
tlCXOOOtm. while tht DotiixKl

amount of over-tha-countar

(wap* ootstandlng ia about

futures and opUcau Ustad on .

exchanges are standardised

oootracts, based oo an onderly-

big market, which are traded

TO and cleared through an

'exchange.
Over-the-counter producta.

each as rwmpe and options, can

be tailored to suit a particular

user's needs, and are' bllatenl

agreemenH between two sepa-

rate counterparties.
ITiere are now Ilqidd futures

eoDtracts based on most of the

wta-ld's large stock and bond
markets. In some cases, the

futures markets are more
actively traded than the andsT'

lying Instruments on which

they are based.

New markets are still devel-

oping In Asia and Latin Amer-

ica, but In the US, and to a

lesser extent In Europe, futures

exchanges are already highly

developed.
"The real emphasis has to be

on organic growth," aald Mr
Daniel Hodson, chief executive

of the London International

Financial Futures Exchange,
who admits that after estab-

lishing a range of European

products over the past 10 years

the universe of potentially
active new contracts baa

shrunk.
Futures exchanges are now

trying to adapt products from

the over'thfr<»unter market, to

that they can offer standar-

dised contracts which have

aome al the Cexibllity of the

ore market
For example, the Chicago

Board Options Exchange's Oex

options, which allow standard

contracts to be adjusted to suit

Individual i>eeds. are being bol-

tated by other US exchjuigea.

nte line between standardised

contracts and highly custom-

bed ore producta has becoma

bhured. '/

-Some would say we eom-'

pete (with the exchanges) but I

lee a complementary relatloo-"

ship Irom which the financial

markets benefit. Risks we taka

Irom our clients often Dow
back to the eichangea." says

Hr Joseph Bauman, head of

business development, global

derivatives, at CMbanl, and

chairman of the IntematiaDal

Swaps and DerlvaUves Aasod-
atlon (ISDA), tbe over-the-
counter market's trade asaoda-
tkm. Industry experts believe

there la room for- further

growth, especially tn tbe leas

mature over-the-coonter mar-

If you look at the mmpnnnd
anntui growth

^ rates
'

-of

notional prlndpal ndume (In

swaps) '- S5 per cant per
annum tat tbe past three or
lour yean - If§ hard to foreaee
this pace continuing forever.
but growth rates will stay bi|^
because tbe community of

tuers continues to expand,''
'

aaid Mr Bauman of Cmhank.
Many market participants are

conflrtfTil because thiy believe

that, particularly otrtiide the

US, only a small portSbn of the

potential base of fund manag-
ers and coriwrate treasurers
has ao far been tapped.

It's like being a car manu-
facturer, at a time when only 5

per cent of the population has
teamed to drive," said one spe-
dallat But there Is no doubt
that tbe market Is becoming
incrsasingly competitive, and
products which were eoce at

the cutting edge are now
irUUy available, and at tighter

margiiu.
Tbe pace of innovxtioQ will

remain bigb as dealers con-

gni^e, jo. devote t large amotmt
of resources to new products,'
predicts Mr Patrick de Saint-

Aignan, chairman of Morgan
Stanley SA In Paris, and a
Senior membfr of the Group of

Thirty committee which
recently reported on tbe deriv-

atives market. This la an
activity where the dealers have
a solution-oriented approach
rather than trying to puah
standardised products.*
One reaaoD for this is that

banks ou charge higher fees

for Innovative products, partlo-

ularly when they have stolen

the march on thdr competitan
temporarily. "Tb» rate of_^

growth Is ik)wlng but the baae

tt Is growing tram is getting

Ugger,* aaid Mr Malcolm Baa-

tng. piesident of SBC Canada
and a former cbainnah tt

BDA.
However, be identifies a

number of areas where growth

potential remains itjoDg, such

as commodity swaps and per-

haps inaurance or aedlt dotr-

ativea.

Aa wen aa fendiiig off com-

p«titon, tbe derivatives tndus-

t^fjits also come under attack

frtsn regulators, who are ccd-

oemed about tbe speed of the

jftVkeV' growth and IboUt

potential systemic risk to the

bfnHng system.

However, a number of

leports this year, for example

from the Bank of England,

have adopted a more ooodlla-

tory tone 1 would not charac-

terise what they (the regula-

tors] have done as '•'-My^g cfl.

They have taken a major look
at derivative activities over the

past year and then has been a

tempering of the rhetoric that

characterised early 1992,' said

Mr Bauman.
"nu Group of Thirty report

on derivatives published ear-

Uer this year set out detailed

guidelines on bow to manage
the risks Involved
"We are still very much

tmder a regulatory glare, but
we have convinced them It's a
worthwhile business and that

It can be managed effectively,'

said Mr Basing. "We still have
to convince them that tt Is pos-

sible for controls to be put In

place by smaller players down
the Une which may have fewer

resources.'

However, the much lamented

regulatory acrutiny has
uxidoubtedly had aome positive

etfecta.

First of an. It has ocncen-

trated the attention of bankers

at board level, some of whom
bad risen through the ranks In

a pre-derivatives era.

Second, the development of

risk management techniques
for derivatives has In many
cases been appUed to other

areas of banUng. There has

been a real awakening to the

need to manage riak through-
out an Institution,' said Mr
Paul Reynien, tbe Coopers A
Lybrand partner In charge d
global risk management 'If

they (banks) can manage risk

they have the key tool for capi-

tal allocation.'

While tbe contlntied growth
of the market seems ceitaln. It

li more difficult to jnvlict the

technological changes which
will accompany lu develop-
ment Although tbe technology
cf futures trading systems baa

already advanced ssbstan-

tially, many traders say that

no electronic system yet reptl-

catas conditiciis tai a trading

Bowerar, many traders dp
believe that electronic tradlnf

e( tome sort will be ih tncreaa-

Ingly Inherent part of the

derivatives market tn yean to

Globex. the S4-tx»r (Utmaa

trading system Jointly deral-

oped by Beuters the Chlcap
Mercantile Exchange and (he

Chicago Board of Trade, la

yet to establish lUsU
a* a global network fer

trading outside normal

exchange bouja. But if CME
chairman Mr Jack Sandner'a

vision of 'a tfobal trading Til-

lage' la eventually realised. It

oould prove a vehicle for a ba-

iter net Increase In trading

Toluma.
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CURRENCY PRODUCTS

ERM crises quicken activity
STNCE THE Ute 1980s, the
trade la currency derivative
products has been one of the
tastesl growing sectors of the

foreign exchange business. But
tuccesslve crises In the Euro-
pean exchange rate mechanism
In the past year have given
this sector a stimulus that few
dealers could have anticipated.

Until a few years ago. the
perw)nnel on a bank's deriva-
tives desk were often regarded
as unusual figures - more akin
to rocket scientists than cur-
rency traders. In Its Infancy,
the currency derivatives mar-
ket was a supply-led business,
with banks spending huge
sums on the research and
development of products
which, they hoped, would
allow cuflomers to hedge risks.

The growing partldpatlon of

Institutional Investors in cur-

rency dealing over the past
five years gave currency deriv-
atives an initial boost. Institu-

tions such as pension funds
and Insurance funds have
greatly Increased their pur-
chase of overseas assets In
recent years.

They have been keen to

hedge the exposure of these
assets - like bonds and equi-
ties - to exchange rate moves.
That U why they have pur-

chased derivative products
which allow them to lock In to

established exchange rates.

But it was the recent crises

in the ERM that led to an
explosion of interest In this
area.

The departure of sterling and
the Italian lira from the system
in the autumn of 1992 was fol-

lowed by the momentous decl-
•ion to widen the bands for
most ERM currencies to 15 per
cent on August 2 of this year.
With currencies fluctuating

over much wider areas, inves-
tors have rushed to hedge their

exposures.
There has been a 6 to 10 per

cent Increase In the use of
tbeee products over the past 12

months," said Mr Patrick Alia-

way, managing director of
Global Foreign Exchange at
Swiss Bank Corporation In
London. "Institutions are toe-

ing volatility in European
crocs-rates for the first time,
and that is maVing derivative

products much more attrac-

tive."

One of the principal instru-

ments that investors us« is the
forward contract, which allows
him or her ( -^>urt±ase or sell

a currency at ^in exchange rate

that is set at a fixed date in the

future.

The other popular alterna-
tive is the currency "option".
This gives the customer the

opportunity to buy or sell a

currency if It should "strike" a
certain exchange rate, lis con-

tract is paid for by means of a

premium which is set by the
bank.

The main customers for
these instruments tend to be
leading institutional investors
or multinationals with pay-
ments and receiveables in dif-

ferent currencies. It is selective
clientele - and that may be
derivative products are not
cheap There are two reasons
for this:

The Increase in exchange
rale volatUity in recent years
has made It riskier for banks to

write options. In August 1992
and July 1993 - the height of
the ERM crises - premiums
were selling at some three
times above their normal lev-
els. The volatility has sub-
sided, but premiums on Eurty
pean currency options are stUl

higher than iu>rmaL
Second, options can be

expensive because they are
often tailor-made for a particu-
lar customer. Options can be
bought on an exchange, but
the most attractive variants
are '•over-the-counter options
(OTCs) which a bank designs
tor an institution's particular
requirementa.

According to Mr Allaway,
the most attractive options
today are "basket" options,
which allow a currency, to be
hedged against a group of
European currencies. That
option might be bought by •
cust/jmer who is imsure what
specific trades he will be mak-
ing In European currencies
over a given period of time.
Another popular variant U

the "down-and-out" option.
This allows a customer to let

the option lapse 1/ the
exchange rate moves In a
direction which Is favourable
to him. The attraction of these

options It their
loiter pre-

mium.

However. U tbese are tools

Increasingly used by the prin-
cipal customers, then they are
also being provided by an ever
•mailer tUte of commercial
banks.

The research and develop-
ment Investment required to
be at the forefront of the deriv-

atives business is so great that

only a handful of players can
afford it Mr Allaway says that
some 90 per cent of the turn-
over of the business is con-
trolled by Just six banks with a

strong presence in London -

and their market share is

increasing.

Moreover, banks have to be
very careful about participat-

ing in a business where losses
can -

theoretically
- be astro-

nomlcaL In the ERM crisis of
I S«pt«mtMr lte2,.Mizce„fyench
banks were thought to have
been extremely badly burned
by the exposure of their deriva-
tives teams to exchange rate
movements.

So, successful option teams
need to have very clear man-
agement structures around the
business. They also have to

provide sufTicient capital to
hedge the "underlying" moves
that follow the writing of any
options.
The banks are confident that

they can manage this business.
But governments and centra]
bankers are increasingly con-
cerned about the poKlbilltles
of a credit default in the deriv-

atives sector that would desta-

bilise markets.

Earlier this year the Bank
for international Settlements

tald that It might extend the

amount of cash cover that com-
mercial banks had to set

against the risks that were
being taken In their deriva-

. dvM opvratlaiia..

There an alao csocema tl
the growth of the derivath
market could intensify t
flows in spot foreign exchan
markets in a way that wou
also be destabilising.
At the moment, the optlo:

business accounts for arouiK]
per cent of total turnover i

foreign exchange But ton
currency managers b«lle\
that this Is enough to Imps
some 10 per cent of the tot
flows In the spot market
Some dealers believe that

options were to account for
10 per cent share of all tun
over, these instruments wool
be generating around half c

JU
the flows in the markei

There Ij a danger that thl
"TOUld create extreme voUtlUr

ILJJ"^ i*""' Provldlnianother headache for centra
bankers who are trying to re*
ulate the operations of forelci
exchange dealers.

James.Bntz
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COMMODITY PRODUCTS

Cutting raw material risks
IN SPITE of low commodity
pricM in recent ^ean. a nngt
ct Innovative hedging arranffe-

menta offered by banlu and
broken haa appeared on the

market Some bankers see the

alight upturn In commodity
prices In recent montlu as an
builcatlcm that a recovery haa
Bet In which could give a new
boost to commodity swaps and
0VCT-the<ounter derivatives.

"If baae metals prices bottom
out and we see a turnaround,
the growth In that market
could be huge as most consiim-

era are currently not hedged,"
aid Mr Per Sekse. vice-presi-

dent for commodity derivatives

at Chemical Bank In London.
CrMit Lyoonais. the French

Investment bank. Is ao confi-

dent of finding new business in

the commodity derivatives eec-

tor that tt set up a new arm in

September. CrMlt Lyonnala
Rouse Derivatives, to extend
ha involvement Into structured

finance deals.

However, commodity prices
have been depressed for sev-

eral years and, overall, have
declined again this year. Gold-

man Sachs's commodity Index,

which tracks the prices of a

range of commodities from
metals to energy and agrlcul-

tiu^i products, showed a 4.4

per cent decline in the year to

the beginning of October.

Goldman is forecasting a

modest upturn in prices over

tb« Zkeit^ months, fuelled by

supply-demand imbalances *a

low prices have not encour-

aged Investment in new capac-

ity.

In a low price environment,

commodity derivatives can
allow a company to lock In a

price - either for Its raw mate-

rial or for its sales - and at

least meet its budget objectives

when cashflow is stretched.

By using OTC products, com-

panies can also hedge to posi-

tion themselves strategically in

the market for a number of

years ahead.
These derivatives are often

•lao traded on futures

exchanges, but banks can cut

individual deals in the OTC
markets that extend years

beyond the tlmescale offered

by the traditional exchanges.

The most sophisticated area

of hedging In the OTC market
is in the energy sector where
the exchanges do not always
provide products that cover

parts of the refined oil barrel.

For Instance; although there is

a thriving futures market for

crude oil in London and New
York and gas oil In New Yoiit,

tbere Is no exchange traded

futures contract for )et fuel

Mr Sekse describes how a

leading oil company recently

bought an option on the spread
between )et fuel and gas oU.

This covers the company's risk

of hedging its }et fuel sales to

airlines by using gas oil

futures. The prices of }et fuel

and gas oil are dlflerenC so the

company runs a certain

amount of risk of those prices

diverging: that risk can be lim-

ited by buying a tailor-made

option on the spread between
the prices of the two fuels.

Mr Chris Mason, managing
director at CrWlt Lyonnala
Rouse Derivatives, says air-

lines have Increasingly been

tuing swaptlons In jet fuel as a

way of reducing their fuel

costs. Some 18 to 20 per cent of

an airline's running costs are

accounted for by the fuel bill

and ualng fixed and floating

rate price swaps. CLRD can
reduce that bill by I per cent
Energy companies and air-

lines are more sophisticated
users of these types of hedging
deals - more ao than similar

companies in other sectors.

Many banks and brokers are

trying to move Into a position
where they can offer these

products to carmakers, for

example, food companies and
aluminium ameltera.

'You are battling with an
inherently bullish attitude

among management," Mr
Sekse says. They say the rea-

son they are in the commodity
business is so that their share

prices carry commodity price
risk snd they always believe

the price is going to go up
gain." His challenge is to con-

vince some conservative com-

pany managers that "not hedg-

ing Is as risky as hedging*.
Mr Mason adds that for some

mine operators, hedging could

be the deciding factor on
whether or not they get bank

financing for their startup
costs. CLRD offers a rolling

hedge for, say a copper mine,
to lock tn the price of its out-

put for five years !nflk^T>g the

project more viable.

CLRD will also finance the

cost of holding metal stocks for

an aluminium company. The

company can sell Its entire

stock to the broker and then

buy it back when it needs II
-

buying at a spot price which Is

cheaper than the forward

price. It helps the company to

get the cost of carrying stock

off its balance sheet and the

broker locks In a profit by sell-

ing the metal forward which It

shares with the metal pro-

ducer.

Hedging Is less familiar In

the agricultural and soft com-

modities sector, not least

because the prices of many
products are govenunent-con-
trolled. Some consumers are

using the OTC markets to

hedge purchases of froren

orange Juice, but Mr Mason
believes the food sector could

offer enormous potential for

these hedging arrangements
because 11 i£ largely untapped.

Tbere b no regular deal flow

for banks and brokers from

this sector of the market, but
much marketing effori is being
directed at this type of busi-

ness.

"It can take a lot of patience
to convince producers of the
need to hedge soft commodities
- often as long as six to nine
months before they start

looking at a deal," said Mr
Sekse. The timing ts also cru-
dal since the market could, in
the meantime, have moved in
the wrong direction and the
producer could be put off

again.
In the agricultural sector. «

number of banJu and brokers
are working on a hedge for the

green pound - the theoretical

currency Unked to the Ecu In
which EC farmers are paid sub-
sidles. This if almost Impossi-
ble to achieve, but is in
demand from food manufactur*

The food companies are leas

interested Ld hedging slnca

they tend to have higher mar-
gins than companies In the

energy sector and can more
easily absorb changes In prices
of raw materials. But a number
are beginning to look at the

possibility of locking in some
prices.

The commodities sector
offers wide potential for inno-

vative deal-making and growth
in future is expected to come -

at least initially
- from the

energy business. Other sectors

present a hard sell to the
banks involved in the business
and a challenge to convince
conservative companies to dip
a toe in the complex waters at
derivatives.

Deborah Hargreaves
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Tracy Corrigan examines the growth of futures exchanges

Quirky offshoots gain respect
TWENTY years «go, futures

exchanges were viewed u
quilty offshoots of lai^er loar-

ket^. Although still treated

with suspicion In some quar-

ters, futures exchanges have
DOW positioned themselves at

the heart of the world's flnan-

dal markets.

According to a recent report

by the Group of Thirty, the

Washington based thlnX-tank,

the notional amount of futures

traded annually Is now esti-

mated at tlM.OOObn.
Hie growth of futures mar-

kets has been fuelled by the

Increased sophistication and
tntematlonallsatloD of flnan-

da] markets, Including the pro-
UferatloD of complex over-the-

counter products which are

then hedged using exchange-
traded prx>ducts. In fact, the

rapid development of flnanrtal

markets in the past 20 yean
could arguably not have been
.realised without the growth of

futures and options exchanges.
As barriers between markets

have fallen, and international

Investors have turned their

attention to oew markets, the

establishment of futures con-

tracts has been an important
factor in ensuring liquidity and

hedging opportunities. The
new techniques developed in

the derivatives markets have
bad an impact on investment

Boanagement, trading, technol-

ogy, and risk management In

Q>ite of this success record, the

exchanges themselves appear
)4$s than confident

In the US, the futures buxi- .

ness is showing all the signs of

a mature market - margins ar«

hrlnklng, competition Is

intense, and market share is

being lost to younger European
exchanges. But In Europe, too,

in (plte of annual volume
growth of 40 per cent for many
exchanges, exchanges are
ware of new pressures. Mr
JOrg Pranke, chairman of the

Deutsche Terminbfirse In

Trankfurt, believes that with
Bore than 20 future* and com-
Inodltlea exchanges, Europe
hss more exchanges than It

c'AHhough new products are

tlU being launched, the flow is

Haiag. as the pool U potential
ew products dries up. With-
out i>ew contracts such as Ital-

ian bond futures, It will be
BOEB itifn^nit Jor Xoropean

exchanges to build volume. For
all exchanges, the development
in the past few years of an
increasingly active over-the-

counter market In products
such as swaps and options,
which can be used for some
purposes instead of exchange-
traded products, is a cause for

concern.

Wi Lynton Jones, chief exec-

utive of OM London, believes

the ore market will continue
to grow "but some of their new
products will be adapted for

exchanges". The most success-

ful such attempt so far is the

Chicago Board Options
Exchange's FLEX options,
which have exceeded $10bn in

underlying notional value in
the first seven months of trad-

ing. FLEX Options allow inves-

tors to use customised deriva-

tives based on stock indices to

select various terms such as

strike price and maturity.

Exchanges have also been
trying to prepare themselves
for a potentlaliy more difficult

environment by creating cross-

trading agreements, linkages
and even partnerships. One
example Is a grouping of

smaller European exchanges,
known as First European
Exchanges (Fex). The only
linkage currently in place U
between OM London, the
Swedish-owned electronic

exchange, and the European
Options Exchange in Amster-
dam. Under that agreement,
EOE members have OM
screens on their desks In

Amsterdam. However, OM
members are linked to the EOE
only by telephone. Not surpris-

ingly, the flow of business
from EOE members to OM has

been the more significant
Fex't other plans have

already faltered In July, Swit-

zerland's Soffex ivas forced to

pull back from its linkage
plans under pressure from
Swiss banks which want to get
their own electronic stock trad-

ing system in place first

Still tn the early stages is a

linkage <^ France's Matlf and

Germany's Deutsche Termln-

b^-se, using DTB screens. Ai
these exchanges command
some of the most actively
traded contracta In Europe,
this alliance could become a

powerful force.

The development of these

UnJuges has ftwiiwH dlscusdCD

VelimM en Intomatloiial futurM
and option* oxehangos
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THE
IDEA of firtuna-

•tyle clearim house
for over-the-counter
derivatives gained

prominence early this year. In

part because the US govern-
ment bad just exempted swaps
from US commodity regula-
tions, Increasing the uneasi-

ness poUUdans and bank regu-
lators have about the t7.000bn
market
Advocates argued that

multilateral swaps clearing
bouse would broaden access to

the burgeoning market, reduce
credit risks, and produce reams
of data for regulatory scrutiny.
The world's biggest futures

exchanges, at least one law

firm, and several dealers
rushed to research prototypes.

However, the handful of

AAA-rated banks and dealers

who conduct 80 per c«nt of the

world's swaps trade carefully

sidestepped the clearing bouse

debate, knowing that without

their participation, a swaps
clearing house would not suc-

ceed.

They value the competitive

edge their credit ratings
deliver, and are satisfied with
their own credit controls.

Now that the excitement has
died down, even the most self-

interested proponents recog-
nise that the swaps trade, a

highly customised retail mar-

ket, will not fit Into a whole-

sale clearing mould. Consensus
is building that what Is needed
Instead is a series of third-

party agents providing services

usually performed by a clear-

ing house.

Dealers would continue bilat-

eral netting, using standard
master agreements like those

provided by ISDA. the Interna-

tiona] Swaps and Derivatives

Association, but trade match-

ing confirmations, collateral

handling, and depository
duties would be outsourced to

others.

"There are credible substi-

tutes provided by reputable
institutions for almost every
Individual function of a swaps
clearing house,* Mr John
Davidson, senior vice-president
of the Chicago Mercantile

Exchange's clearing
operations, told a banking
group recently. "As their func-

tionality Improves, the incre-

mental need for i clearing
house H^'^i"^^*^'**

The swaps Industry perhaps
has learned from the long, con-

troversial, and expensive
attempts to develop clearing
houses for over-the-counter for-

eign exchange transactions.

Several ventures, such as New
York-based FxNet. has bilatar-

CLEARING

Swaps trade

dodges issue
Now that the debate" for a

multilateral swaps clearing house
has died down, even the most

self-Interested proponents recognise
that the swaps trade, a highly

customised retail market, will not

fit into a wholesale clearing mould.

Laurie Morse examines the options

ally netted spot trades for

years. However, multilateral

clearing remains elusive, and
most efforts have avoided
derivatives altogether.
Two competing groups, one

on each side of the Atlantic,

plan to offer multilateral for-

eign exchange contract netting
and global settlement services

next year, and intend to

include forward contracts as

well as spot deals.

Multlnet, backed primarily
by First Chicago and Chsse
Manhattan, will use the ser-

vices of the Options Clearing

Corp.
Multlnet lost the backing d

several top-rated banks when
they realised the venture, by
enhancing credit quality, could

strengthen their weaker rivals.

"We knew from the start this

was a project subject to frac-

tious relationships," says Mr
Garrett Glass, a senior

vice-president at First National

Bank of Chicago, and the chief

architect of the six-yearlong

project
Echo, or the Exchange Clear-

ing bouse, has much the same

object as Multlnet. Based In

London it has i dozen bank

shareholders, and Is being
directed primarily by Barclays.

Its prolonged development has

been due to difflc\ilties'ln guid-

ing Its charter throu^ jealous

waters, and to the fact that

starting any kind of clearing

operation from scratch U
extremely expensive.

In the swaps market, the

credit worries extend far

beyond initial settlement risk,

with credit exposures extend-

ing over the term of the con-

tract Banks, even more than

regulators, are concerned
about this exposure.

In addition to imposing strict

credit quality standards and
credit tiinits on customers and
counterparties, the swaps
industry has begun to collect

collateral on all but the most
standard transactions, and to

mark positions to market to

assess risk ore accurately .

Both practices are the basis

of the high credit quality
awarded to exchange-af&liated
clearing houses.

Although the CME has con-

sidered developing a swaps
clearing house. Mr Davidson

says that fundamentally, the

existing system of counter-

party credit limits works.
"Banks and other financial

intermediaries are good at

applying them, supervisors are

good at reviewing them, and
senior management under-
stands them. Rapidly untether-

ing the swaps market from Its

current, largely self-imposed
limitations, may not hsve
entirely desirable systemic risk

implications," be says.

If the primary swaps dealers

do begin to move toward an

organised clearing bouse, they
will be driven by regulatory
capital requirements. It is

widely assumed that fully
coUaterallsed swaps clearing
house would be exempted from

requirements to beef up capital

to back up trades.

However, If this spring's
Basle Committee proposal to

recognise blister^ close-out

netting Is approved, capital

JOn D«vldaorettM nmdtort

reserve requirements for swap-'

dealing banks could be
trimmed by more than half,

according to Mr Ottho Heldr-

Ing. a vice-president at Chase
Manhattan Bank That. In

turn, would widen the use of

standard netting agreements,
and hasten the evolution of

agents to service settlement
and collateral processing
iteeds.

One such service Is Bankers
Trust's C-Trac-f, which oOen
third-party prx>cesslng for all

types of collaterallsed OTC
transactions.

Capitalising on the bank's
own derivatives processing
capabilities, the product tracks

exposures, makes margin calls,

and handles the pricing and

custody of the assets pledged
as coUatetaL

Ms Eileen Bedell, m«njfing
director for Bankers, says the

prodnct Is aimed at derivative

dealers that may not have full;

developed back office proce-
dures, and ^^ using the sys-

tem less expensive than devel-

oping in-bouse capabilities.

She thinks that as the deriva-

tives business becomes more

competitive, consolidating
back-ofTice functions wlU
become more popular.

"People will begin to realise

that a swaps trading model Is

proprietary, but margin track-

big is not," she says.

However, since most leading
dealers have already Invested
In their own processing func-

tions, she says the new ser-

Tlcea can only compete by
reducing costs and Increasing

profitability.
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REGULATION

Temperature has
cooled markedly

EIGHTEEN months ago. the

approach of regulators and leg-

islators to the overthe-counler

derivatives market was, If not

hostile, certainly combative.

The blunt warning about
derivatives sounded In January
1992 by the then president of

the Federal Reserve. Mr Gerald

Corrlgan, still rang loudly in

bankers' ears, and a small

army of regulators from the US
and overseas (Including the

New York Federal Reserve and
the Bank of England) were

studying the lightly regulated
ore business.

At the same time, lawmakers
to the US were getting in on
the act Badly burned by the

multibllllon dollar collapse of

the US savings and loan indus-

try and by the meltdown In the

)unk bond market in the late

1980s, and by the near-coUapse
of some of the country's big-

gest banks at the start of the

1990s, Congress did not want to

be caught asleep on its finan-

cial watch again.

Eager to be fully Informed of

the growth of tiie over-the-

counter derivatives business

and its potential Impact upon
public policy, various key
finance and hanHng commit-

t««s originated their own
toqulries, and several leading
members of Congress hinted at

the possibility of legislation to

control If not curb, the growth
d derivatives.

At that time, the creators

>nd oaers of derivatives were

being put on the defeiulve.

Essentially, regulators and US
legislators were asking them to

{gwe that the myriad of risks

that banks and corporations
take an when using derivatives

did not threaten the health of

an increasingly Inter-connected

global WnpnHul system.

Over the past U months, the

banks and securities houses
which create and sell deriva-

tives, with the help of the cor-

IMratlons and Institutions

which use them, have helped
-answer tome of the many ques-
tions surrounding the busl-

- neaa. The result the tempera-
- bat of the regulatory climate

vunoundlng the derivatives

budnesa, to hot U months ago,
has '-^f^H'l

•. Wi Joe %*\UDan. head ol
bxisinet* development tot

^^cjbel
dertvattvee at cltOsenk

^'Vk'Nvw "YotX and spoiiesman

for the Industry In his capacity

as chairman of the Interna-

tional Swaps and E>erlvatlves

Association (Isda). says regula-

tors and legislators are defi-

nitely taking a more "construc-

tive and understanding'
approach to the business

today. "They have shown a

willingness to take a harder

look, to get behind the general-

ities."

Mr Bauman and other bank-

ers point out that regulators
wer? taking such an interest in

derivatives primarily because

they did not understand the

complexities and Intricacies of

business. Having failed to

track the early development of

derivatives, regulators were
behind from the start, and

struggled to keep up with the

hectic pace of Innovatlort

This Is a point tliat the regu-

lators have openly conceded.

Last year the then US Trea-

sury secretary Mr Nicholas

Brady referred to the "wide

knowledge gap between regula-

tors and regulated", echoing
earlier comments from a senior

Bank of Pnglanri figure who
said the gap was "too great for

normal communication".
Since then, the knowledge-

gap has narrowed. Not only
have the regulators started,

and In many cases completed,
their Investigations of deriva-

tives, but banks have gone out

of their way to educate regula-

tors about the business. When
It comes to the question of

whether new risks to banks

and the Wrianriai system are

posed by the growth of deriva-

tives, Isda's message has

always been that "the risks are

there already, and what needs

to be tmderstood Is the ways
those risks are managed." says

Mr Bauman. With the help of a

erles of derivatives seminars

hosted by banks for govern-

ment otGdals, that message is

now getting across.

In their mission to educate

regulators, bankers have been

helped by some of the recent

studies on derivatives pub-
lished around the world Nona
has been more helpful than

this July's report from the

Group of Thirty (GSO).

Althrougb many of Its authors

were protninent memben of

the international banking oom-

munity. and thsTeforv deeooad

onUkeiy to criticlBe a bustixu

tlial was generating billions of

dollars of profits for the Indus-

try, the G30's pronouncements
were still eagerly awaited.

In the event, the study gener-

ally concurred with earlier

reports by the Bank of England
and the BIS and gave the deriv-

atives business a clean bill of

health, recommending only a
series of management and
operational reforms banks
should undertake to reduce
risks. Bankers said they hoped
the study and Its recommenda-
tions would become a blueprint
for regulators.
The GSO, however, steered

clear of tackling the one Issue

that worries regulators most -

the possibility that something
may go wrong in the over-the-

counter derivatives market
that prompts a worldwide
Knny<ng flnri flnflnHal oisls.

That this threat stiil troubles

regulators was evident In June
when Mr Alexandre Lamfal-
tissy, general manager of the
BIS, called (or the drawing up
of efrmrr.f^ IntATDatlOna] rUn-
daidj an b«nk.«' dUclorurM of
tlM Tlftka cm Xh«tr derlTmtlv««

books. And It was also evident

last month, when the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund pub-
lished its own study about
derivatives and warned that

growth In derivatives trading

may have created unknown
risks for banks.

Both Mr L^mfaluasy and the

IMF made the same point The
BIS chief said that banks' par-

ticipation in the derivatives

markets had "reduced the

transparency of their balance

sheets", making It harder for

regulators to predict "distur-

bances* that might pose "sys-

temic problems" in global
flnanoe. The IMF said; "Partici-

pation In derivatives markets
can cause firms to become con-

nected through complicated
transactions In ways that an
not easily understood." This,

the report concluded, made It

"extremely difficult" for regu-
lators to assess the risk of

default In the system.

Regulatory scrutiny of the
derivatives business Is by u
means over. Tliree Washing-
ton-baaad bodies, tha S«curltlaa
riiid Excnanc« CommAMloo, tba

Commodity Futures Trading
Commiision, and the General

Accounting Office, are all con-

ducting studies Into deriva-

Uvu. And In September, the

Comptroller of the Currency, a

key US bank regulator,
annouiu:ed it was establishing
s task force to monitor the

market's evolutloiL

The GAO study, which was

expected to be released this

summer but which probably
win not be out until late this

year or early 1993, Is particu-

larly Important because the

GAO is the Investigative body
of Congress, and Congress Is

where some of the tougher

questions about derivatives are

being asked.

For now. Congressional
Interest In derivatives remains

at an educational level, with

banks and end-users helping
the legislators learn more
about the business. As Joe

Bauman of the Isda says; "We
are "nrfing that there Is still a

fair amount of education to be

done, because as a group tliey

have not been singularly

looking at flnsncisl markets,

and certainly not the deriva-

tives market*
Bankers feel this educational

prtxess Is paying off. Mr Doug
Kldd, who is responsible for

government relations at Bank-

ers Trust, sayr "Members at

Congress originally viewed

derivatives u nothing more
than new positioning tools for

finanrial Institutions to make
directional bets on markets.

Now that education generally

Is better, and end-users have

participated in seminars and

talked about how they use

derivatives, there's a new

appreciation among members
of what derivatives are used

for.-

Although they may now be

better informed, legi^tors are

Btm keen to learn more about

derivatives, and a series of

committee hearings on the

business will be held this win-

ter. Including several by Mr
Henry Goiualez. chairman of

the senior Congressional bank-

ing committee and a regular

thorn to the side of US banks.

With him. other leglslaton and

many regulators itlll on tha

derivatives traB, banks cannot

relax.

Paitrlok Harvarvon
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JAPAN

JGB futures stir bad memories
THE CLOSED nitnrc of
TokTo'f fliuncU] niArkets ma
hl^lKtited by the oontrxiver-
fU] Utmcb of Japanese gov*
emmeiit bond futures on the
Singapore IntenutloaaJ Hone-
Ivy Exchange this month.
The launch of the JGB

fbtnrcs by Stmex, which also
nuu the NIkket futures mar-
ket, has bought back bad
memories to Tokyo stock
exchange officials, who
blamed the plunge In the stock
market on excessive futures
and options transactions.
Many In the financial markets
point out that such misconcep-
tions stem from the heavy reg-
ulation over derivative -prod-
otti in Japan, which has also

kept the use of fntnres and
options under-developed.
Slmei launched the JGB

contract after suggestions
from the Managed Futures
AjMclaUon In the VS. Mr Ang
Swee Tlan, president of Simex.
said: -Earlier In the year wt
Indicated that we were study-

ing the ponlbllltles, and there
was no Indication of concern
then." he says.

However, TSE ofRdals have
ben angered by tbe launch of

the cheaper contract by Slmex.
-We only got a fax in August
from Slmei notifying as of the

launch,' says the TSE. JGB
futures are already traded in

London and Chicago, but this

wUl be the first launch outside
of Tokyo In the same time
tone.

Slmex says the commission
levels are around half of thoM
In Tokyo. TSE officials have
tried to convince Simex to can-
cel the plan, without success.
The launch will erode liquid-
ity In Tokyo, hence distorting
prices and the efndency of tbe
market.' says a TSE spokes-
man. Officials at Liffe. visiting
Tokyo recently, have also
denounced Simex as a -free
rider- copying successful prtid-
Bcts on other exchanges.
Mr Ang contends that tbe

move by Slmex wU] not frag-

ment the market, since
Tokyo's JGB futures market Is

already huge with widespread
partldpation. Volume on the
Tokyo JGB futures is about six
times that of Singapore.
Tokyo financial authorities

have warned Japanese brokers
and traders against market-
ing, or using the Simex
futures. However, this will not

stop overseas Investors,
Including overseas afnilates of

Japanese brokers, from trad-

ing. Some traders point out
that the move by Slmex
reflects growing demand from
nonTSE members who want
to trade JGB futures without

paying exorbitant TSE mem-
bership fees.

However, a trader at a UK

brokerage based in Tokyo says
he will not use tbe Slmex mar-
ket until its liquidity and pric-

ing efficiency has Improved.
The real test is going to come
when the Tokyo futures mar-
ket Is locked dne to a large
sized order,' he adds.
The small turnover Is expec-

ted to keep large-lot players
away, and concerns over the
open outcry system exists.
Unlike the JGB futures traded
In London, the contracts are
not compatible, with the size
of each contract In Singapore
half the YlOOm of the Tokyo
contract, and positions are not
transferable.

One trader at a leading Japa-
nese house, however, points
oat that trading on Slmex
holds great potential. "From
the users point of view, eompe-
tltion between exchanges Isn't

a had thing. Tbe TSE ahooldn't
Involve market nsers In Its

rows," be says.
It Is not the nrst time TSE

officials have failed to per-
suade Simex to change Its

stance on products linked to
tbe Japanese market The TSE
tried to convince Stmex to

Implement trading restrictions
on its Nikkei US futures con-

tracts, following the crash In
the Tokyo stock market
Tokyo financial anthorltle*

blamed futures and options
contracts for volatility on the

underlying stock market and
Implemented a spate of trad-

ing rt«trlctlons over tbe past

*" years. They also requestec,
tliat Simex introduce stricter
rules to curb trading, but
Slmex failed to comply.
Tbe result of tighter restric-

tions and higher trading costs
on tbe Osaka stock exchange,
where tbe Nikkei futures are
Urted. resulted in a shift of
trading to Singapore. Japanese
omdals were angered by the
plunge In derivatives trading
on the Osaka exchange last

year, while activity jumped on
Simex.
In July, the TSE drafted a

oew aet of restrictions for the
stock index futures market,
Inclodlng the introduction of a
dreuit breaker mechanism to
suspend transactions when
prices swing wildly.

*»«r»9« dally tradingwHuma of Hlklil futura,

Num6«r of

Mmax
tgea
ige«
ien>
1891

in:
1»93 (Jm-Sao)

TSS

1990
1S91
1S8Z
1993 Uan-Augl

2.34a

3,482

3.715
3.04S

^3.897

18.896

21.752
21.858

55.239

87.980

48.289
36i51

A separate group of Osaka
•nd Tokyo stock exchange
members has been working on
• WW stock index for futures,«nd 1 new Index was
•nnonnced by the Nihon Kel-
ul Shlmbun, which calculates
the Nikkei in Index, on Octo-

ber 8. The Nikkei 300 U a cart
liUsation weighted STerafTo-300 stocki, and a new fyOm
contract based on tbe Index b

Nikkei 225 futures, whl^.
Simple price average of as
«<«k«. and has been crltklsedas being easily manipulated.
Meanwhile. although

Japan's new coalition gnvtoa-
ment is calling for less retSa-
tlon and freer markets, the
ministry of finance Is far bvm
«f«lng

Its grip on new flaan-
clal products, Including new
derivative instnunents.
Earlier this year, the Cdb-

mlttee to Make Tokyo Maitets
More Transparent and Intema-
"onal (CTTI), an IndSSr
body made up of JapancM and
foreign financial Instltndooa.
criticised the ministry's tei-
slon-making in evaluating aew
nnanclal products saying H
was unclear and Inconslatnt

Emiko Terazooo
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MBdCO

Propelled into a new
financial age

BEXJCO'S growing flninclal

IMeKratloii wltb the US Is pTX>-

paUlog It Into thetgeot deriva-

ttvtj.

On the Chicago Board of

Trade, trading volume on
Hated options on Telefonos de

Mexloo, Mexico's largest stock,
nliia to more than $30bn a

y«ar, making It one of the most

popular options on the

aiMhSnge. Some 200 to 3O0
tndes In Mexican warrants are

exeouted every day In the over-

thft-oounter market In Luxem-

bourg. The market in Ul-
lor-made derivatives on

blue-chip Mexican equities,
debt Instruments or the peso la

thrtvuig, and Is even larger
than the listed warrant market
In Luxembourg.
'Such Instruments have
become highly popular with

Investors wishing to hedge
against falls In the stc-^ mar-

ket, rise In Interest rates, or

almply leverage their expoeure
to Mexican assets. They have
tlao proven profitable for the

investment banks that offer

them, led by Merrill Lynch,
Bear Steams, Banker's Trust,
and Goldman Sachs.

The derivative busineas con-

ducted in Mexico, though, has
been limited, mainly because
of -government regulation.
UntU recently the only types of

derivatives that could be
cgered in Mexico were cobenu-

ras, taeboma, and aluslabonoa.
The cobertura is an over-the-

counter exchange rate con-
tract. In which the Investor

paya a premium determined in
the market for the right to
receive at some spedfled time
in the future the observed
peso/dollar devaluation over
the period of the cobertura.
Teaebono is a treasury-bill that
oOeia dollar rate (rf return, pro-
tecting the Investor against the
devaluation. The ajustabono
oBert a nominal rate of return

plus the Inflation rate over Ufe

of the bill.

The cobertura has been pop-

ular with Mexicans keen to

hedge or speculate against

exchange rate fluctuations,

with dally volume over flbn.

(Foreigners have '.id to pay
withholding tax of li per cent,

to they have shied away from

the market. However the wtlh-

bolding tax has Just been

reduced to 4.8 per cent, and

foreigners might now move
into the market)
But the cobertura, like the

tesebono, is not a full currency

hedge, aince Investoia are only

paid in pesos. Were the peso to

be made inconvertible. Inves-

tors would not be able to buy
dollars at the ofBdal exchange
rate. However, with the oH-

sbore derivative business

growing by leaps and bounds,

last year the Mexican govern-

ment decided to stem the tide,

and expand the home-based
derivative market. The Mexi-

can Securities and Exchange
Commission allowed the stock

market to offer listed warrants

on blue-chip Mexican stocks.

'Hie warrants started trading
to October, and average vol-

ume has been modest, at about

tlm a day.
So far the warrant market

has suffered from over-regula-

tion, lack of liquidity, and for-

eigners have preferred to keep
on buying OTC offshore. It can

take several months to obtain

permission to issue a warrant,

a privilege only granted to

Mexican brokerages, which
limits the overall liquidity of

the market Mutual funds are

itill awaiting permission to

buy the warrants.

Mexican brokerages an also

unwilling to trade or comment
on warrants issued by their

rivals. This has further pre-

vented the market from reach-

ing a critical mass.

While the government's am-
servative attitude has been
criticised by banks keen to

compete with the US in deriva-

tives. It has won support out-

side broker circles. There Is a

virtue in being cautious. It Is

much worse to go when ytm

are not ready, than to wait too

long." tayi Catherine M snwill
,

an academic and author of the

best-eelling The new financt in

Uexico.

Next year the Mexican
authorities plan to open listed

options msrket in Mexico for

equities. Some time after that
the stock market may offer

listed options on the peso, and
interest rates, and future con-

tracts on baskets of stocks. No
decision has yet been made
about when to offer such prod-
ucta.

The success of such markets

depends <m liquidity, how the

clearing system is arranged,
and restrictions on market
makers, says Juan Joee Suarex,
CD-head of derivative products
at Ransmei, Mexico's largest
bank. But if regulation is flexi-

ble enough. Mr Suarei expects

considerable interest. It's dif-

ficult to hn''g^"e the sort of

voluffls traded on the Telmex

option, but there should be sig-

nificant interest" he tsyi.

Participants stress the ayn-

ergy between different deriva-

tive markets, suggesting that

derivative Instruments will

take off when all are available,

and trading is Uquid. "Ht would
be very helpful (for Mexican
derivatives] to develop a liquid
and efficient futures market"

says Trey Rhine, a vlce-preal-
doit at Merrill Lynch, the mar-
ket leader tn Mexican deriva-

Uvea. A futures market would
stimulate liquidity in the

underlying market and other

derivatives, and help Investors

arbitrage price differences

between assets that offer the

same return, ensuring a more
ofwrtwit market

Many foreigner! will atll

prefer to trade ouUlde Meila

if only because there are mcr

comfortable dealing in doilai

denominated options, and li

their own time lone, says Ms

emy Campbell-Lamerton. man

aging director of the Londos

branch of Inverlat Since thi

price of an option includes thi

implicit interest rates diirim

the option's life span, investor

will find It cheaper to buy i

dollar option than a pes<

option, if, as is now the case

expected peso devalustion doe:

not offset the peso/dollar Intw

eat rate differential.

So far the signs from th<

authorities regarding regula

Uon have been conflicting, (k

the one hand. Mexico's flnancf

ministry is itself one of the

world's largest users of (^itions

and futures, hedging against

rises in US interest rates and

tails In oil prices. It jo^um^

ably would want to encoura^
the development of a dmesftr

derivatives market to allow

Mexican companies and tnve*

tors to follow a similarly pro-

dent finnnf-tfti Strategy.

In s possible sign of gnatar
flexibility, the SecurlUes and

Exchange Commission finally

gave Banamex pennlsalon to

sell In Mexico an e«)uity-tined

note, which gives invoaton '70

per cent of the upelde of the

stock market, and proteda the

principal. Previously such

equity-derivative offerlnga.
done by Banamex or US bouses

such as Merrill Lynch, have
had to be offered oflahan tn

Luxembourg.
However, the Central Bank

remains worried about finan-

cial institutions' ability to

manage the risks Involved
with derivstlves. This vaa
highlighted by last year's
fiasco over ofxistabonos (bonds
that offer s real Interest rata,

that are, tn effect a ptay on
future inflation rates) In which
Mexican brokerages and banks
lost at the very TniniTninw hui-
dnds of millions of doQaia.

But Just as Mexico foond tn
the early 1980s that It was
impossible to prevent capiial
outflowB even with ca(>ltal coo-

trols, Mexico is finding that
one way or another the deriva-

tive business has arrived. Tim
question Is whether It wHl ooai-

tlnue to flourish ootald*

Mexico, or whether It wSa te

hrought onshxjre.

Damian Fi
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Profile: SWISS BANK CORPORATION

A short cut to domination
SWISS BANK CORPORATION
vas not oDe of the first banks
to enter the derivatives mar-
ket But In only • few year^ It

has become one of the domi-
nant forces In the market, with
• derivatives capacity which
covers the three main product
lines of Interest rates, foreljxi

exchange and equities, and
encompasses over-the-counter

and exchange-traded business.

In a poU taken by Risk maga-
tlne In September. SBC was
named as one of three market
leaders in the derivatives

Industry (the other two are
Bankers Trust and J P Mor-

tan).
SBC took a short cut by buy-

ing a ready-made derivatives

business, rather than trying to

grow Its own from a relatively

(mall. In-house capability, or

poaching teams from other
Drms O'Connor Securities, a

•pedallst options trading tins
based In Chicago, possessed
Dot only expertise but also the

advanced technology required
for such an operaUoii.
Hie move was based on a

ftrong strategic view taken at

baud level In 1969. SBC set

down a long-tenn strategy,
dubbed 'Vision 2000". which
took the view that the capital
markets of the SQs would be

driven by derivatives and risk

management products.'
according to Mr Marcel Ospel,
a member of the SBC executive
board. This led SBC to explore
with O'Connor, already a lead-

ing player In US derivative
markets, the form a )olnt ven-
ture might take to exploit the

coming boom in derivatives
business worldwide.'
A joint venture formed by

SBC and O'Connor In 1990 was
followed by a full mer^r of the
two businesses In 1932. when
SBC bought O'Connor.
At the time of the Joint voh

txire, O'Connor was knklng at
three-or four potentia] partnera
and SBC had been coiislderlng
buying a US Investment bank
to get Into the US market, par-
ticularly on the corporate
Dnanoe dde.
But these two rather

tmlikely bedfellows - a US pro-
prietary trading firm and a
Swiss bank - decided to brave
the potentia] culture clash
O'Connor was a "blue leans

and T-ahlrts Arm with a Oat
lev^l ftructurt', said Ms Lesley
Grant, a former O'Connor hand
who now runs SBCs foreign
exchange risk management
advisory service worldwide.

It had a very special niche -
sUllstlcat arbitrage - which

Involves Investing heavily In
lystems to have better models
and daU which can Identify
ajiomalles In the market. In
particular, the ability to fore-
cast volatility accurately - a
key element of prtdng In the
options market - was a
strength of O'Connor.
O'Connor had been very suc-

cessful first In trailing options
on the Chica^ exchanges and
then In the OTC market, but as
the market became larger and
more competitive Its lack of a

stning capital base became a
restraint A )oint venture with
First Chicago in foreign
exchange options was dis-
solved due to lack of commit-
ment on both tides.

At the same time. SBC had
started a critical examination
of Its whole capital markets
business In the wake of the
lfi97 crash - and had found a
number of weak points.
One of these was options.

There was a dear gap that
had to be tilled.' said Mr

Simon Buoce. head of interest

rale derivative sales.

While there were tales of

ructions during the >olnl ven-
ture period, the seams between
SBC and O'Connor are no lon-

ger obvious.

Staff say the success of the

merger is due to the fact that It

was driven by lieed on both

sides, and there was Utile over-

lap. Although O'Connor staff

were afraid of losing their spe-

cial culture, the handling of
the mer^r by senior staff on
both sides helped. 'Of the 21

partners at O'Connor, all

became managing dlrecton of

SBC: no-ooe took eariy retire-

ment and went to partner
heaven.' aald Ms Grant.

SBC took the apprt>ach of

inle^ntlng Its newfound deriv-

atives capacity with other
areas of bualneas -

probably
more fraught with dlMculty hi

the abort term, but more ^ac-
tive In the long term. TD bring
this about, there has been a

huge Invectsent Is educatloa

*We pride ouraelvee oo the

Quality of our derivatives edu-
cation package which Is run
from Chicago and networked
throughout the world,' said Mr

Bunce. Unlike many other
banks. SBC staff are sent on
two- to three-week courses,
their mobile phones confis-
cated to aever contact.
The Integration of cash and

derivatives markets Is most
advanced In SBC's foreign
exchange business, probably
Its strongest platform.
SBC has trained Its 170-

atrong foreign exchange sales
team to price and structure
their own options to that they
are now an Integrated cash aiid
derivabves tales team.
Other elements of the

O'Connor legacy can be found
In use of specialist analystic
skills In areas luch as risk
management. Each book (for-

eign eichan^. Interest rate
and equities) has a global risk

manager, who measures the
bank's exposure, and In each
case that function Is provided
by a former O'Connor partner.
There are still tome areas ct

waakneas.

Although CCoDiar brought

equity derivatives expertise to
the table. SBC's cash market
business In equities has still
not recovered from Its disas-
trous "big bang" takeover of
UK stockbroker Savory. Mflln

However, the hank now has
a three-quarters formed tradi-
tional research and tales func-
tion with an industry thrust. In
Une with present trends.
The 0'(^nnor franchise In

equity derivatives was already
very strong," said Mr Steve
Smith, head of equity deriva-
tive sales, and has allowed SBC
to develop Innovative retail

products, tuch as guaranteed
return Instruments, high-yield
imlt trusts and warrant Issues.
One example is SBC's Innova-
tive bond issues with "knock-
out" warrants for Benetton and
Roche.
SBC also produced an

options package to protect
Hongkong Land against a rtae
In the ahare price of Trafaigar
House, when It took a 20 per
cent stake In the UK propoty
company last year.
SBC'i other main weakness

It geographical Unlike the US
firms which are tu principal
competitors. It cannot claim to
have a truly global reach. Ita
efforts to develop a strong K*t
In the US are still at an Mtly

stage, and are hampered br.J

Inability to merge operaiao
because of the US GLai
Steagall law, which aeparM
banking and tecuritles bu;
ness

One of the stated alms <

Vision 2000 was to be amor
the world's 10 most profliab
banks. Profitable, for bank
Increasingly mean.'; return o
equity: SBC's return on eqajt
Is around 10 per cent, ratht
than the 20 per cent return
shown by many US Investmei
banks, which do not have th
overheads of a clearing tan.
business. However, the capits
markets and treasury djvuioi
of SBC already makes a reton
on equity of more than X pa
cent

Its newfound derivtUve!
strength has giveri the banl
greater leverage across aU It!

business areas. The last few
years aeem to have shown that
the SBC planners got It rlgW:
derivatives have become the
key strategic market In the
1990s and SBC Is well posi-
tioned to take advantage of the
growth of the market
"You can develop so much

when you have a machine ifaal

works," aald Mr Bunce.

Tracy Corrigan
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Meaningful expressions
GIVEN ttw rapid orowth In the

(>w1vatives Irxlustry and the incrsasingly

exotic nature of the products wtiich are

tMmg launched, II Is hardly surprisina

that newcomers to ttw Industry are

confused or misled by the terminology.

In addition, the vast differerK:^ t^etween

the perceived meaning and ttie actual

meaning of many of the terms poses

aerious problems for the IrxJustry's -

ragulators, lawyers and Insurers.

In a recent paper, Mr Graham Cox,

group ecoriomJst at the Sun Life

Assurance Society, points out that very

often ttw perceived mearwig of a

"hedge fund* Is a fund with all risk

eliminated by the use of fledging

postkx^s, wtiereas the actual nwaning is

a portfolio of leveraged positions,

rxymally lrx:ludir>g denvalives.

Mr Cox notes that there have been

attempts in the past to sort out more

effective arvi less misleading names for

the various furxrtlons arxl products In

tfM derivatives Industry, but with Uttle

success ao far.

However, there ere nunrterous

dictionaries which give ludd
^

explar^kxis of tt>e jargon and
jnany

banks arxJ aecurttjes houses which

trade in derivatives have published

useful information packs detailing how

the more complicated products worV.

AkSM ^location: divMng
iriMstmenl furvSs among
rrtBists to achieve

dlnrstfication or maximum
raCm.

A*^aw-lk* option (or

c^aoiir option or the

ct0-or.put option) enables

Dk holder to convert from one
(Ms of option to a different

s4l& of option over a preset

parted
of bme.

A}*r*oe rat* option (or Asian

opgon): an option m which

tttCsattlemant Is based on ttw

dVtarerx^e between the given
*S>e and ttM average prices

oQbe indertying stock or

Index en selectsd dates.

e
B»Ti*r opMona: a famlty o<

pilt>-depend*nt options whoee

p«y-off pattern and s^rvtval

to the aj^piratlon date depend

n^ only on ttie final price of

Vm indertylng Becurtty but atso

OJCwfwther or not the

underlying security sells at or

gfis through a pr»-detsrmined
btfTier at any time during tite

iCof the opOon.

Svlous BaiTlar options

)»lud«

•

tbwn and-out oft^put m
Kfption which axpkva

TSrth* urK5«rtyVH} Mcurtty

drops befow a

pr»-d6t«rTnined prioft.

DowTV-«n<Mn caA/put an

opbon wtucti becomes
efTactrve K the markel piic«

Of the undertylng aecurtty

dropa befowa

pr»-(te1orTnlr>«d prtc«.

Up-wtd-oot caVptft an

opbon thai axpirea worthless

K the market price of the

underlying eecurtty rises

above a pre-detennined

prto*.

Up-«nd-4n cM/put an

optkxi that becomes
effective tf the market price

. of the uJxJertying security

rises above a prw:}«tean/ned

prtoe.

Beet-of-two optton (or

etther-or option or aftemalNe

optJoo): prov>des the option
hok)er wtth a payoff baaed
on the independent

performances of two separate
and (fistind securities or

lndk»a.

Box options; a tax eff>cient

method of using cash to

genefHte caprta) gaJna. wt*e

maintaining a cortservatJve

investment approach to fif^de

management. Instead of

placing cash In a mor>ey
mari^ Instoffnerrt and

ganersting Intereet bxome,
equ^ options ars pLrchased
the payoffs of wtich create

capital gaJns that can be
offset against orent capital

Ccfl optfon: the right to buy
a gh«n stock. oofT¥T*odfty.

Index, or futures contract at

a fixed prk:« on or befora a

Bpecmeddata.

Cap: contract between a
booower and a Ierx5er wherv
the borrower Is assured that

he wUI not have to pay more
than aofne maximum interBst

rale on borrowed finds.

Ctearing house: an affUiate

of a futures or optlona

ftjichange wftk:h matches and

guarantees trades and holds

performance borxls poeled

by dealers, ^rts as a

counterparty to every trade.

reducing crsdH risk.

Coltar a floating rate debt

oontmct that establishes tioth

a maximum arxl minimum
Interest rate to be paid by the

borrower.

Comnxxfity 8wap: a swap
In whlcfi counterparties

exchange cash fV>vA tiased

on a commodity price on al

least one s*de of the
transactkxu ^

Compourtd option: an option
on an optkxi. The holder has

the r^jht to purchase another

option on a pre~«at date, at

a pre-set premk^n.

CorTtar>go; a corxSttion In a
futures market when the more
distant delivery rrxintha trade

at a premium to the near term

deTrvery morrtfu.

Covered cat: or>e of the rrioat

popular optkyi stratoglee,
^

using an existJog equity

posnion. CaJla are sokj on the

undertying security wtth strikee

wt»ch are higher than the

m*ket prk». The strike prtee

choeen Umfts the proftt a

aacurtty holder can raaHse

from the poemon and this

strategy to t^eet used wtien

the holder to falriy certain thai

there wW tw ntie movement
tn the secuTt/a ahare prtoa.

Cvrerxry swap: an axchange

amounts of two currencies at

the spot exchange rate Over

the term oi' the a^-eement,
the counterparbes exchange
fixed or ftoatJng rate Interest

payments In their swapped
currencies. Al n-iatirtty, the

principal amount to reswapped
al a predetsrmtned exchar^ge

rate so the parties erxk4> wtth

their original currenciea.

Deferred strike or dererred

atart option {or forward start

optionjt aJtovTB the hokier to

defer the setting of the strike

poce until some future Uma,

up to an agreed deadUn*.

Derlvaltve: a contract the

value of whk^h changes In

concert wtth the prtee
movements In s related or

ur>dertytr>g commodity or

financial Inatniment The term

covers standardised,

exchange-traded futuree arxl

options, as well as

over-the-courrter swaps,
optkxv. and other customised
instrumerits.

Equtty swap: a contract

between two counterparbes
to excf\ange two dffferent

cashflows over time. Over the

Ife of the swsporw party

agrees to pay the rate of return

on an eq^ or the e^ity

index while the other party

agrees to pay a fk>atirtg or

fixed rale of interest

Exploding option (or

ooe-louch optiori^ a

European- Btyte call spread wtth

an eariy exercise prtee trigger.

Hoor an aspect of a fk>ating

rate debt corrtrBCt that

Spectfies a minimum Interest

rate for a tiorTower.

Forward: an over-tt>e-courTter

agreomerrt for a buyer and

aaller to exchange a pariScular

good for a parbcular prtee ct

a speclfted future date.
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Futma ocwitixjt an

agnaament between a txry<ar

and seller to exchange a

particular good for a particular

price at a future date as

specified in a contract

common to ad participants in

a martcet on an organised
futures exchange. Collataral

must t>e posted for

performtnoe bonds, and
positions are marked to marltet

at least once a day.

: a transaction that

reduces risk of an undertyirig

security or commodity position

by matdng the appropriate

offsetting derivative

transaction. Usually limits

poterrtlal reward of the

UTKJerlying position.

Hybrid security: a complex
security consisting of vlrtuaily

any comtMnation of two or

more rtak. mar\agernent
building Ijtocks - bond or

rtote, forward, future, or option.

intoreat-rate swap: the

exchange between counter-

parties of fixed -rate and

floatir>g-rate debt In a single

curTer>cy.

Ladder option (or atep-Locfc

option): provides tt>e bokler
with a mechanism of locidhg
in gains on an undertying
security during the life of the

option, t)efor» Its expiry.

Lookback option: an option
the payout of which*
caicuiated using the highest
irrtrinsic value of the underlying

security or Index over the life

of the opboo. In the ca-.s of

a Looidaack oafl, the highest
market prk:« Is used wtiereas

for a LooldMck putthe k>west
market price is 'jsecL

Outperfonnanoe opt£ofV a . .

cafi optkxi whk^ alksws an
"

Investor to capitalise on
'~

(fiverging performances of.fwo

uTKleffylng secorltlee. whteh

can be IndrvKlua) Stocks,

customised baskets of stocks

or s specific Irxtox.

Put option: the right to seO

a parbcular slock, bond,

commodity or index at a

specified future dote at •

apodfied price. , _,.,. ^
• 'V.-'*.

Quanto option (or guaiaiilaed

•xcfunge rate option or

currency protected *:<rtlon):

•n option in which
toftign'^.

exchange risks In an
, ,

undertying seourttx haw.WP^
ellnrilnaied.

'

.

'

"-*- \' '-v \fi

Risk l exei Ml : this atrategy

combines tt>e purchase of*

put option with 1^:8 ^ale ti •

call optiorv The put ORtiorf, .

prmervw the capital vahM of

^Cicx*^- 6<*eVf -wwi^W
Imj^^'** <Mi&s»i«sJ

the sharehokjing while the sale

of a call option reduces or

eliminates the cost uf thto.r

Insurance, al ttie expane* g*

givinfl up aocnfv Q^
the.Ujpjkle

pofaritlal of the
stockr';;,^

Swap: a corrtract to bxt^tange

a stream of periodic payments
with a courtorpar^y. Swape"
ve available In arxj tietween

tf active flnar>clal martceta.

Swaption: an optkxi to

Into a swap contract
I-

Taxas hedg*: • transactlen

that Increases risk; two or 4

more related poaftiooe whose
ilsk is adc£tive. raihQr^han •

3-
uRsetting.

Wwrant an optlbn to „ >!

jxjrchase or safl vn uo(}<>it(*ha

kista»T>ent at a given price af>d

thne or series of prices and

times. A warrant differ* from

a put or cal option Jn that Ks

Is ordlnar«y Issued fd^tangar

man a year^ j . ^i .;':*.'^?><i

Sourc«s:DiCtformfyoflirihcitl
risk managemvii. by Q&yf
QaaUne&a: Option YOlal^&Vtit
prtc^ strvi^gios, iv Stmxn .

gloesafysjubllahed by S>^
Bv* CorponOOfT^'•""^
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EMERGING MARKETS

Limited scope for development
THE USE of deiintlves for

risk muia^ment purposes
mli> •eem pretty old hat to the

blu« chip companies of the

world's more developed coun-

tries, but for companies In

OHM of the emerging econo-
Btifls tt is a tUD Btm largely tn

ttsinfuicy.
"T^i is mil for want of sufO-

dently volatile conditions.

OotDpanles In developing coun-

ties are Just as exposed as

their western rivals - If not

more so - to the vicissitudes of

modem life. As companies turn

away ttxan their domestic mar-
kets and grow Increasingly
latematlonal. they often face

the problems of fluctuations in

exchange rates, int^-est rates

and commodity prices.
>-A company in the developing
mtJtH which borrows cheaply
kr dollars to finance the con-

Btnjcdon of a new factory, for

example, might suddenly find

itself paying more than It bad

bartaloed for If the domestic

oomncy suffers a sharp deval-

uation. Given the Increasing
Integration of world markets,
Ooctuatlons in the developed
world are rapidly transmitted
to the developing eoooomlea.

Added to these external fac-

tors, some developing coun-
tries (for example Brazil) suffer

from very high Inflation. Under
such drnimstances. ccmipanles
are often forced to conrider a
much shorter time-frame,
focusing on dally or monthly
financial management rather
than looking much further

"High inflation typically
reduces the maturity range of
available financial Instru-

ments, which limits the ability
of firms to deal with currency
(or Interest rate) exposures
beyond a short horizon." aayi
Mr Jack Glen, an economist at
the International Finance Cor-

poration (IFC) in his recent
repori on risk management tn

developing countries*.
For example. In Brazil

(where the domestic capital
markets are very sophls^cated,
offering a broad range of differ-

enl Instruments for irunAgirtg
a variety of risks) the very
high Inflation rate and eco-
nomic uncertainty "prevents
the development of medium
and long-term risk manage-
ment tnstrumenta*, according
toMrCkn.

For the normal range of
interest rate and foreign
exchange risks encountered by
companies tn developing coun-

tries, however, it ts possible to

use some of the risk manage-
ment techniques and Instru-

meats which tiave already
been developed and put to use
tn the world's more sophisti-
cated financial centres.

So far. the extent to which
these risk management meth-
ods have been employed tn the

emerging markets Is quite lim-

ited. As Us Elizabeth Morris-

sey. mflnflging partner of Kiel-

man IntemationaJ Ckmsultants.
the US-based consultancy
which monitors emerging mar-

kets, points out: "Some of

these countries barely have
domestic bond markets. let

alone their own derivatives
markets."

Instead, mmpuntpft lu devel-

oping ecoTKimlea would tuvi to

turn to US banks or the Inter-
national Finance Corporation
(IFO, the private sector arm of
the World Bank, for tutximtunr^

In managing their foreign
exchange or Interest rate expo-
sure. "We are seeing the
increasing use of risk manage-
ment Instruments Imt it stiU

tends to be done on a 'deal by
deal' basis." says Ms Monls-

sey.

"Derivatives grew in the

developed world so It's only
natural they should percolate
to less sophisticated

WnonHal

centres," sfays Mr Mark
Coombs, an emerging market

specialist at ANZ Grlndlays
Bank.

He points oat that the use of
derivatives In the emerging
markets Is becoming more
prevalent, with an tncrwriwg
emphasis od structured deals
which are tailored to ttu needs
of the individual company.
"The use of derivatives is

growing acroas the board tn

the emerging markets: what
you tend to see Is either Inves-

tor-driven deals, where the
Investor wants to enhance his

return through leveraging, or
borrower-driven deals where
the borrower is trying to hedge
a risk," says Mr Coomba.
The IFC has assisted compa-

nies from a wide variety of
developing countries -

ranging

from Bolivia to C^hana - to eet

op currency and interest rata

wape to manage their expo-

sure.

To take one example, an

Egyptian manufacturing con-

cern which had secured low-

coat yen flnff"''<"g to purchaae

Japanese equipment, suddenly

found itself s victim of the app-

reciating yen. The company
had mainly dollar revenues, so

the yen's appreciation in the

latter half of the iseos meant

that Its flnpnfing costs soared.

Each one yen decrease In the

yenydoUar exchange rate cost

the company an additional

tSOO.OOO annually In interest

expenses.
the IFC points out that for

nearly three years the com-

pany was forced to accept the .

mismatch (of yen Interest

expenses and dollar revenues)

because the international swap
markets were effectively closed

to them. Eventiially, with the

help of the IFC. the company
entered Into a currency swap
that exchanged a portion of its

yen financing for dollar financ-

ing-

While the IFC was able to

help In *bi* Instance, tn many
cases, companies In developing
countries are denied the sori of

access to risk management
tools that western companies
enjoy and employ.
Mr Glen highlights several

reasons why the use of risk

management Instruments may
be restricted or limited, Inchid*

tng credit considerations, regu-
lation and the size of the traoa-

actiona.

The derivatives products
markets are credit sensitive

and as most kmg-term deriva-

tive securities involve credit

risk, direct access generally la

limited to companies having at

least Investment grade credit

ratings," he says In his report
Creditworthiness Is a dgnlfl-

cant factor in pricing and
access for swaps, making tt dif-

ficult for developing country
firms to have access to the
tntematlonal swap market
Without a track reocud or •

credit rating, companies ma
not have access to risk mai
agement instruments. In case
where they do have access, i

may only be to short-tern

instruments, or the condltloni

may stipulate the company
post collateral whlA could
make the deal more expensive.
In some developing coun-

tries, domestic finanrial regu-
lations which prevent the uae
of risk management Instru-
ments • sometimes because the
authorities are concerned that
the fine line between use for

speculation and use for hedg-
ing purposes might be blurred.

Xa some cases It may simply
prove too costly to conduct the

transaction, either because of
the tax treatment ar because of
the rather small size of the
deal itself.

Given these limitations. It

could be some time before the
uae of derivatives la as wide-

spread tn the developing coun-
tries as m the western world.

Sara Webb
*fibw rtnw In Dwvtlffpbtg Ckwnft^a
Afanapr auk. m 4Uatakm pofmr % Sfr

I, ptMUtmS tv am taJVMttnol
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EQUIPr' PRODUCTS

Hedge against stock swings
IF YOU pack Into the portfoUo
of AB equity fund muufer
IXTWadaya, the chances arc that

yoa mlfht not find any fthar«S-

loataad. there could be a whole
~kiad of bonds In the portfolio.

D«for« you tue the fund

manager for tnlsrepreaeDta-
tlon. there la a good reason for

what appean to be a amtradk-
tory (tate of atlalrt.

The fund mana^r will be

lulng the Income from the

bonds to buy equity derivative

products which should enable
his fond to achievt higher
ratums than other similar
fOnda tn the market place.

Equity derivatives have
become an Integral part of a
fund mana^tr"! life as the fund
management Industry- becomes

, Increasingly competitive.
"fund manajtrs are doing-

tver^thing poaslble to get the
- bast perfomumce,* tayi the
'

head of equity derlvaUvea at a

laadlnc Japanese bani tn Um-
tSoo,

In addition, the use of equity

^dedvatlves is now spreading to

-all anas of Rn&nce ts a higher

priority is given to m.napln;
risk as effectively as possible.
Users of equity derivatives

can be divided into three main

categories: insurance compa-
nies and investment fund com-
panies whic^. want to launch
new products to sell to their

retail clients; pension funds
which want to have an expo-
sure to a certain equity market
without having to go out and
buy shares In that market; cor-

porate treasurers who want
tools to manage or hedge dif-

ferent exposures on their bal-

ance sheets.

Mo«t equity derivative prod-
iKts. which are traded over the
counter (OTC) or on futures
and options exchanges, can be
taHored to each client's specific

*Essentiany, we use equity
derivative products to solve

any prT}blems which our client

might have.* layi one deriva-
tlvM tndei.
Some traders say that the

drawback of these individual

(tructured deals is that they
are not ijquld and are dUDcuit

to get out of once you are In.

However. otl>en say that these

deals are essentialiy made up
of a series of building blacks

which can be unwound at any
time.

As a result of the customised

nature of the market, most of

the Innovations in equity
derivatives products are bom
tn the over-the<ounter market

which can cater for Individual

neeiis. However, the exchanges
are quick to catch on to any
Dew products.

Although products traded on

the exchanges iaui to be more

(tandardised than thcae fai the

OTC market, they are attiac-

Uve to InvBBtors who are not

allowed to btiy products which

are not listed.

One Important advantage of

buying a listed product Is that

the exchange acts as a cental

clearing house which helps to

reduce a market participant's

credit exposure.

By contrast parddpanU In

the OTC market may well

trade directly with a counter-

party which has an inferior

credit rating.

However, an Increasing num-

ber of entltlee with trlple-A rat-

ings are starting to provide

derivative products in the OTC
markets which should help to

reduce this credit rlik o iiu em.

•niere has been an enormous

growth in volume In equity

derivatives products and Inves-

tors can now have an exposiue

to all the leading stock mar-

kets In the world without hav-

ing to actually buy iharea tn

tfao6e markets.

The next target wUI be

emerging stock markets In

Latin America and Asia as

soon as they are deemed to

have sufficient Uquidity to sup-

port a derivatives market-

Ueiico, Hong Kong and Singa-

pore are likely to be the Sttt to

take this step.

The types of products on
offer are also becoming
tncreasingiy exxrtic and Invea-

ton can now hedge themselves

against virtually every move-

ment in a stock market
There are few hmita left to

what we can cfler Investors as

long as they pay to take the

risk and the reward.* says a

derivatives trader at a UK
securities house.

Retail Investors are also

creeping Into what Is still i

largely Institutional domalir

since equity derivatives art

being used to structure OTC
products which guarantee a

specific return.

These "guaranteed return"

products are heavily marketed
to retail investors who have
seen their income from cash

deposits dwindle avtx the past

year as a result of the substan-

tial drop In Interest rates.

These kinds of producU,
which rely heavily on deriva-

tives for their ability to outper-
form the underlying equity
market are widespread in the

United Sutes but are relatively

new in £urope-
In the UK. the wider use of

derivatives has been held up
by legislative and fiscal dlfB-

culties. However, now that

these issues have tieen clarified

there has been a tremendous

Increase In OTC products

which are sold to retail Inves-

tors.

Llffe, London's financial

futures and options exchange.
Is relying on retail investors as

part of its ambitious plan to

stimulate new Interest In

equity options.
In the US and In the Nether-

lands. It is the retail Investor,

ajui not the Institutional client

who Is responsible for about 70

per cent cf trading volume In

these instruments-

In the UK. the situation Is

the reverse, with private Inves-

tors estimated to contribute
less than 20 per cent of total

equity and index option vol-

ume.
Llffe has therefore taken

steps to make equity options
more accessible to the public.

. Prices of Individual equity

options are now available on

the BBC's teletext facility, Cee-

fax.

Retail Investors were also

given priority when. Llffe con-

ducted a review of individual

equity options. The exchange

dropped four fTl^ng optiont

and introduced eight new dims

leaving TO equity •optioni
which better reflect ti» compo
iltloD of reuil and Injtltu
tlonal portfoUo holdings
LUTe does not expect Inves

tors, large aiKl tmmTl to change
their habiu oversight, hut
aims to double trading volume
of equity optiDns within two
yean. Currently, Jtist over Im
contracts are traded each quar-
ter.

Trading In equity optioiu
reached a high of 3.1m con-
tracts In the second quarter of

1987, just before the global
stock market crash which
occurred that October.

While a volume-bsaed target
is probably the most widely

perceived measure of tucceaa,

Utfe believes that other goaii
are equally important
The^ range from a substan-

tial Incraase In the use of

equity options by tsstituticinal

"d private cUenls, to
Increased liquidity tn tutlvt^
ual equity options.

Antonia fiterp*
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Profile: LONDON CLEARING HOUSE

Unsung hero is unique

TUCKED tway In the back

ttrwu of Uu Ctty of leaioa U
the uofung hero of the capl-

tal'i rmpldlygTowln* dertn-

tlvei Lndiutry, the London
Cteartnj Houje (LCM)

LiCU, which wu founded tn

Uee to clear coSee and fU(ir

tzidfiA, pUyi t pivctaJ role tn

QHBuilQg the ffT'an'^fll integrity

and the efflclency <' '""^ ''

London exchansea.
These are the tottniational

Petroleum Frrhanft fIPE). the

LoDdcn Commodity Exchange

(LCF.) the London Interna

tional Financial Futurei

Exchange (Ufle) and the Ian-

don Metal Exchange (US).
LCH meets Its two main pri-

oiltlea through it« primary role

1 ai tlK central counterparty foe

tradei executed on the four

eicbangea. It» ability to take

on counterparty riak provlifca

a iolld trading framework for

Ita m memhera becauae their

counterparty nak la conaldera-

bly reduced and market Uquld-

tty la enhanced.
I In addition^ LCH'e unlq.ua_
I

poaitlos u the only future*

clearing house In the world tt

clear aevcral markeu and dif-

ferent pnaducts through a c«n-

tjaliied and automated aystem

haa allowed members to make

considerable aaylngs in their

settlement costs.

-Members with poKltlons on

sD four markets can cover all

their liabilities with one single

payment," say* Mr David

Hsjity, LClTs maraging dir«-

LCH controls the risk of

being exposed to a potential

tefault by a member in two

ways, through counterparty

gjaessment and tnarginlng.

Applicants for LCH member-

ship are vetted thoroughly

before they becoose members

and LCH contlnuDualy rrrtews

existing members to ensure

they tatlify the following crlte-

Ralevanl exchange mesnDer-

shir.
Rslevant suthorlsstlon

under the Financial Services

Act of 1906;

_Banklng arrmngvmenta tor-

tht Immediate transfer of

funds to LCH on demand^

Adequate resources to eoft,

ply with day-to-day r»guir»-

menls of LCH membership. ,

Mlpi""'" financial resource

requirements.
LCH monitors each mem-

ber's risk exposure on all fiwr

ex^jumg^ and analyses tt In

relation to their sbUlty to

cover their liabilities.

If the LCH believes that a

members business Is out of

line »ith Its resources
- B»

eiaaple. It might have tn

unusually large position or a

ojnceLtratlon of Its margin In

a single contract
- it will ask

the member to put up addi-

tional reaoutJes or ask K to'

rertrtct Its business volume-. .c

So tar. LCH has managed to

usess Its counterparties with a

high degree of accuracy and tt

Its 106-year history tt has only

had to expel one membcTr a-

subsidiary of BCCI. In 1987.
••

The other way In which LGH

ianipens down Its risk profile

Is by setting marstns wWcb-

ija criiaJtatBd dally and wWcb-

mambers have to cover daUy

idlh a deposit of funds or with

collateral

.Margin, which Is a meMure

ct the risk of a member's pod-

tians, has two main eompo-

C^Bir. Initial margin to provide

c«v»r for potential adverse

gyjvements and viriaUoo mar-

fp to cover prevlooa prlc*

PfTTTTTHlfnTT

•Mr Hartly «»y« "«» margin*

an easentlsl so that marketo

cinbe seen to be able to trade

In times at extreme price vola-

tility but at the same time pro-

vtfc protection for member* bym Slowing their UabUIUee

t^ i»ouroe* to let out of bel-

^ txampVe, daring the OuK
W«r marfln rtu* war*
MAi^.md labstantiaUy to

-9^ the Ug •wlngi to tta

pSeTt/ t** oO tutuna- U3I

fOti member* to Improve

their ie«)urc«B by way or bank

li)sr«ntT-'
When pelca* «ta»-

Used the bank guarantees wo«

ntucned to the mambeia.

-Margining c«n be seen a*

the barometer of the volatUlty

In the market and It serves to

neutralUe the riak." say* Mf

"^'add* that LCH and It*

aonber. art given additional

protection by the dl"™
nature of the markets and the

product* cleared by LCH.

-The il«ks win be dlfJerent

at anj- one time.- be says, not-

ing thai during the stock mar-

ket oaahes of 1987 and 1S89

there was hardy any reaction

CO the other exchange*.

LCH regularly holds more

than tlbn In cash tn margin

money which It Invests tn over-

night money marketa It pay*

Bjemben Interest on their mar-

gin*
- usually the bid rate on

the London Interbank rate

(Libor) minus K - and very

ofun member, leave more

nioney than they have to with

LCH because ot the laTOUtable

Interest rata.

Surplus tnteiest tncosne osi

the margins forms part of

LCH"* Income. As weD as keep-

ing transaction costs down, the

Interest income helps LCH
achieve Its third priority, that

la, '""Hftg a sensible proAt for

its ownen.
LCH is owned by six leading

UK clearing banks: Barclay*

Bank, Uoyds Bank. Midland

Bank, National WestminsUr

Bank, the Royal Bank d Soot-

land and Standard Chartered

Bank. These six banks provide
the backing for LCHs counter-

party risk, which amounts to

tlfiOm.

Mr Hardy Is confident that

LCH"* structure will enable it

to continue to clear the ever-In-

creasing trading volumes gen-

erated by London's growing
derivatives Industry.

By October 7, LCH had

cleared 112.Sm contracts,

^/.aiA^titig the total number of

trades clesred during the

whole of last year Total vol-

ume for Ihlj year Is expected to

reach l&Sm contracts.

LCH has also taken steps to

ensure that tt can continue to

provide an uninterrupted dear,

li^ service for the exchangee If

its systems tall or If Its build-

ing la out of sctlon.

All Its computers are now
located In south London and

there Is a back-up system In

west London where It also has

office space.
-LCH has a triangulated pro-

vision of service," say* Mr
Hardy.

Arrtonia Sharp*
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TECHNOLOGY

Integration top of the agenda
IF ANYONE needed reminding

that player* tn the derivatives

markets need to do more worit

cm Integrating Ibelr front and

back office technologlei. this

Tummer's Group of Thl'ty

report ahould have done the

trick.

The G30 ftudy looked Into

derivatives technology and

yitems, and singled out Inte-

gration as the moat Important
Uaue facing the commercial
and Investment banks which

run big derivatives books and

the large corporatioDs that use

the producU to manage the

rlaka <^ their dayttnlay busl-

Aj the group's systems,

operations and controls sub-

oommlttee aald: 'Systems that

integrate the various tasks to

be performed for derivatives

are complex. Because of the

rapid development of the busi-

ness, even the moat aophlstl-

cated dealers and users ofteo

rely on a variety o* systems

which may be difficult to tnte-

frate hi a latisfactory manner.

While this situation Is tnevlta-

ble Id many organisations. It la

not ideal and requires careful

monitoring . . .'

IntegrabOD matters moet to

derivatives dealers because

without Integrated systems,

they may not be able to prop-

erty measure, monitor and con-

trol the various risks they

carry on their books The G30

ia right to be concerned,
because by no means do all

dealing fijTos In the business

boast fully IntegiBted deriva-

tives technology.
-Most banks have a patch-

work quilt of systems," aays

Mr Rod Beckstrom, founder of

CalUomU-based technology

group C*ATS Software, who
aays that only a handful of the

biggest and most experienced
derivatives player* meet the

•art of standards outlined in

the C30 report.
Mr Patrick Braiel. aenlor

tcepresldent at UK-based
derivatlvM technology vendor

SunCuard Capital Markets

(previously Devon Systems).

agree*: "I don't think the

banks In general have cracked

the problem of front to back

office IntegratiaQ.*

That the dealing community
continues to struggle with Inte-

gration Is primarily due to the

frantic pace of product devel-

opment In most front offices.

As one software supplier

explains: "New products are

Introduced to the market when
there's a need for a specific

structured product, yet the

systems to suppwrt those prod-
ucts are developed entirely on

an ad-hoc basis."

Consequently, back offices

find themselves constantly

playing a game of technologi-

cal catchup with the front

offices which keep coming up
with a supply of new product*

(or old products with new
twists) tailor-made to satisfy

their clients* needs.

Building integrated system*,

however. Is not a simple task.

Derivatives technology, like

derivatives themselves, has

evolved in a random fashion.

Dealer? have relied upon a

variety of software and hard-

ware, not all of It compatible,

to create, price and track deriv-

atives Instruments. Some of

are developed In-house. and
some are bought from software

vendors which specialise In

selltng derivatives manage-
ment systems. Many employ a
combination of the two.

^lien It comes to buying tn

the technology from outside

(an option that more and more
dealers are taking as the num-
ber of derivative systems sup-

pliers rapidly grows), many
Arms purchase what are
known as "turnkey" systems,
which offer a complete off-the-

shelf software package that
alms to provide a dealer with

everything needed in the way
of pricing, portfolio analyala
and risk management func-
tions.

This is what the established
derivatives technology suppli-
ers -

companies such as Sun-
Guard, CATS and Quotient -

generally offer. Mr Beckstrom
Mys his firm sells software
that "allows treasurers to
define and capture complex

derivatives, pull them tn elec-

tronically and provide the tools

to do ri^ management analy-

sis and reporting".
Other products, known a*

"tooUdts". are more adaptable
to technolog>' which provide
the buyer with the flexibility

to take their systans wherever

they wish tn an open environ-

ment They may not be ready
to use as fast as the turnkey

systems, but they give the

buyer more room to tailor the

technology to their own needs.

Mr Roger Lang, of US
systems suppUer Infinity Inter-

national Financial Technology,

says that banks and other

derivatives dealers need "tever-

ageable tools and building

blocks" to construct their own
functions and support their

own models. When it comes to

Integration, "we have to be

able to allow banks to deter-

mine their own fate." be says.

A similar theme is sounded

by C^anadlan consulting and

software firm Glassco Park,

which sells software that can

work Inside other applications
- in this case. Microsoft Win-

dows, Mr Robert Park, of Glas-

sco Park, says that in the past

many derivatlveB dealers'

fystems "Vere built around a

database file format appropri-

ate only for accounting, which

over the years has been modi-

fied and remodified to try to

accommodate new financial

ftructures*.

In contrast. Glassco Park's

approach Is to build maths

libraries to explain the. parts

found In derivatives securities,

and allow companies to con-

struct their fystems around

thoee llbrariea- The Rnn claims

that is an aflonlable and quick

way to build Integrated risk

management systems, saving

the time and money Involved

In developing them from

•cratch.

While the buy-elde has been

Investing heavily In deriva-

tives technology, a coall btf

growing band of the oorpora-

tlons and Investment instlto-

tlons on the ell-dde have also

been upgrading their ryttcmL

This funimer, Atlantic Port-

folio Analytics and Manags-
ment. a 13 7bn fixed Income
fund manager, bought a Cray

supercomputer system to caii>-

pute complex arbitrages, swap
options and hedges tn a vmrietf

of cash and derivatives mar-

kets. Although several securi-

ties firms, such as Prudentla]

Securities and Merrill Lynch,

use supercomputers. APAM
became the first buy-«lde com-

pony to turn to supercomput-

ing.

Also this summer, BP
Finance, the banking and trea-

sury subsidiary of the UK ofl

group, began Installing a real-

time, deal-capture, position-

keeping risk management sys-

tem from Wall Street Systems
for Its 200 foreign exchange

and derivatives traders to the

US. UK and Australia.

Patrick Harvereon
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